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INTRODUCIlON

The Dictiona1)' ofDeities and Demons in the Bible (henceforth DDD) is in some ways
unlike any other dictionary in the field of biblical studies. This is the first catalogue of
its kind, one which discusses all the gods and demons whose names are found in the
Bible. Complementing the usual surveys and histories of Mesopotamian, Egyptian,
Ugaritic, Syro-Palestinian, Persian, Greek, and Roman religion, DDD assesses the
impact of contemporary religions on Israel and the Early Church by focusing on those
gods that actually left traces in the Bible.

The deities and demons dealt with in this dictionary are not all of one kind. Even
though the distinction between major and minor gods is a delicate one, some of the
gods here discussed are more representative of their culture than others; Marduk's
place in Babylonian religion is more central than that of the god Euphrates. If both
have nevertheless found their way into DDD, it is because the two of them are men
tioned in the Bible. Other gods, however, despite their importance, have no separate
entry in DDD because there is not a single mention of them in the biblical books: Enlil
is an example of this. The imbalance produced by a selection based on the occurrence
of a god's name in the Bible is redressed, to some degree, by a system of cross-refer
ences throughout DDD and an index at the end. Thus Anu, the Mesopotamian god of
heaven, does not have a separate entry, but is discussed under 'Heaven', and in various
other articles indicated in the index. The inevitable disproportion caused by the cri
terion on which DDD has been conceived is often more optical than real.

The criterion by which DDD has selected its gods has just been summarized as men
tion of the god's name in the Bible. Yet things are not as straightforward as this rule of
thumb measurement might suggest. The boundaries of the Bible, to begin with, change
from the one religious community to the other. In order to make the selection of deities
as representative as possible, the editors have chosen to base it on the most com
prehensive canon currently used, viz. that of the Orthodox Churches, which consists of
the complete canon of the Septuagint version (including 3 and 4 Maccabees) plus the
Greek New Testament. The term Bible as used in the title of DDD covers in fact the
Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible; the complete Septuagint (including the so-called
Apocrypha); and the twenty-seven books of the New Testament. Though many articles
pay attention to the subsequent development of notions and concepts in the Pseud
epigrapha, the latter have not been used as an independent quarry of theonyms.

Many gods discussed in DDD are mentioned by name in the Bible. They constitute
what one might call the first group. Obvious examples are Asherah, Baal, EI, Hermes,
Zeus and others. These gods were still recognized or recognizable as such by the author
of the relevant passage and by the audience. In some instances the names are found
only in the Septuagint and not in the corresponding section of the Masoretic text. An
interesting example is Apis: at Jer 46:15 the Greek Old Testament has E¢UYEV 6 "Amc;,
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"(Why) has Apis fled?", where the Masoretic text reads ~iiOj, "(Why) was it swept
away?" Should the Greek be a misunderstanding of the Hebrew text (which is not cer
tain), it is valuable as a reflection of the religious milieu surrounding the-Jewish
community in which the translator was at home.

A second group of deities listed in DDD are mentioned in the Bible. not indepen
dently, but as an element in personal names or place names. Such theophoric anthropo
nyms and toponyms are a rich source of information on the religious milieu of the
Israelites and the Early Christians. It need hardly be said that the occurrence of a deity
in a place name. such as Anat in Anathoth. or Shemesh in Beth-shemesh, does not
automatically imply that the deity in question was in fact worshipped by the people
who lived there; nor need someone called Artemas or Tychicus (TIt 3: 12) have been a
devotee of Artemis or Tyche. Yet such names reflect a certain familiarity with the dei
ties in question. if not of the inhabitants of the town or the bearer of the name. then at
least of their ancestors or their surroundings. The deities in question may therefore be
said to have been part of the religious milieu of the Bible.

A third group of deities consists of gods mentioned in the Bible. but not in their
capacity as gods. They are the so-called demythologized deities. Examples abound.
One of the Hebrew words for moon used in the Bible is )'iirea~l; this is the etymological
equivalent of Yarikh, the moon-god known from the Ugaritic texts. Although the moon
may have retained faint traces of divinity in the Bible. it has basically been divested of
its divine status. The same holds true of the sun (femeS): the Hebrew word corresponds
with the god Shamash in Akkadian, and the goddess Shapshu in Ugaritic. There are
many other. more trivial instances, such as tiros, the Hebrew word for new wine, ety
mologically the equivalent of the Mesopotamian deity Sirish and the Canaanite god
Tirash. Although the Hebrew words (and there arc also Greek examples) no longer
stand for deities, the very fact that the corresponding terms in other Semitic languages
do, is revealing. We have included many examples of such dethroned deities, not only
to draw attention to the mythological overtones still occasionally perceptible, but also
to demonstrnte how Israelites, Jews, and Early Christians were part of a religious cul
ture from which they are to be distinguished at the same time.

The fourth group of deities discussed in DDD consists of gods whose presence
and/or divinity is often questionable. In the course of biblical scholarship. a wealth of
alleged deities has been discovered whose very presence in the texts it not immediately
evident. A famous example is that of Belti and Osiris. By slightly revocalizing Isa
10:4, and altering the division of the words, Paul de Lagarde obtained a reference to
Belti and Osiris where generations of scholars before him had read a negation (bilri)
and the collective designation of prisoners ('ass;r). Such emendations sometimes con
jure up gods hitherto unknown: in many cases they are phantom deities. in the sense
that they are unattested elsewhere in the Bible or in ancient Near Eastern texts, or that
the textual proposal is simply unwarranted. In the category of speculated deities fall
also the suggestions concerning the appellative use of certain epithets, such as Shep
herd or Stone. The reinterpretation of good Hebrew words (such as rae. 'evil') as theo
nyms (such as Re, the Egyptian sun-god) is another case in point. In a limited number
of cases, the supposed deity is established as the hidden reality behind a human figure;
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thus Jephthah's daughter has allegedly been modelled after a goddess. The inclusion of
such deities often is more a tribute to the scholarly ingenuity of colleagues, present and
past, than an accurate picture of the religious situation in biblical times. Also, it has
proved impossible to be exhaustive in this domain. Some suggestions have no doubt
escaped our notice, or simply been judged too far-fetched to qualify for inclusion in
DDD.

The fifth and final category of gods is constituted by human figures who rose to
attain divine or semi-divine status in a later tradition. Jesus and Mary belong to this
group, but also Enoch, Moses and Elijah. At times the process of glorification, or more
precisely divinization, started during the biblical period: before the closing of the first
century CE divinity was ascribed to Jesus. In most cases. however. the development
leading to divine status has been postbiblical. It tells more about the WirkuIIgsgescllich
Ie than about the perception of such exceptional humans by their contemporaries. Yet
the borderlines between human and divine are not always crystal clear; neither is the
precise point at which the divinization began. \Vhat is found in its full-blown form in
postbiblical writings is often contained ill 1IliCe in the Bible.

The aims of DDD, in short, cannot be reduced to a single object. It is meant primari
ly as an up-to-date source-book on the deities and demons found in the Bible. Its
various attendant aims are hardly less important. though. It is meant as a scholarly
introduction to the religious universe which the Israelites and the Early Christians were
part of; it is meant as a tool to enable readers to assess the distinctiveness of Israelite,
Jewish and Early Christian religions: it is meant as a survey of biblical scholarship with
respect to the mythological background of various biblical notions and concepts: and it
is meant. finally, as a means to discover that the Bible has not only dethroned many
deities, but h<ls also produced new ones.

Most articles of DDD consist of four sections, each marked by a Roman numeral. Sec
tion I discusses the name of the god. including its etymology, as well as its occurrence
in the various .mdent civilisations surrounding Israel and Judah. The biblical evidence
is briefly surveyed, and a general indication as to the capacity in which the name
occurs is given. Section II deals with the identity. character and role of the deity or
demon in the culture of origin. When an originally non-Israelite deity is discussed.
such as Amun. Marduk or Zeus, the section focuses on the cult of the god outside the
Bible. If the god is primarily attested in the Bible, section II is devoted to a discussion
of the extra-biblical references and parallels. Section III deals with the role and nature
of the deity in the books of the Bible. Section IV consists of the relevant bibliography.
An asterisk prefixed to the name of the *author marks a publication as particularly
important for the subject. Studies containing further bibliographical infommtion are
followed by the observation '& lit' between brackets after the title. A supplementary
section is sometimes <Idded to discuss the post-Biblical attestations and developments.

Many people have collaborated over the past four years to carry DDD to completion. It
is a pleasure to mention some of those who have been involved with the project. The
initial impetus came from Michael Stone (Jerusalem). His idea of creating a dictionary
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of ancient Near Eastern religions found favour with Brill; one of its publishers.
Elisabeth Erdman. began to look for an editor. The three editors she eventually found
decided to curtail Stone's ambitious project to far more modest dimensions; and even
as modest a project as DDD has proved more time-consuming than any of us expected.

During the first year a list of entries was prepared. sample articles were written, and
over a hundred authors were solicited. Several of the latter suggested entries previously
overlooked by the editors. The major part of the job began at the end of the second year
when articles started coming in. Though the scholarly work on the manuscripts (or
rather hard copy) was done by the editorial team. if need be after consulting with the
advisors. the bulk of the articles were processed and made ready for publication by
various assistants. Mrs Gerda Bergsma. Ms Kim de Berg, Mr Joost van Meggelen, Mr
Hans Baart. and Mr Theo Bakker have assisted us with the preparation of the manu
script. for different amounts of time. We owe a special debt of gratitude to Ms
Meta Baauw who saw most of the articles through the final stage of preparation. Mr
Hans van de Berg (Utrecht University) wali invaluable for his assistance with all mat
ters pertaining to computers and software. Dr Peter Staples (Utrecht University) and
Mrs Helen Richardson have polished the language of the articles. often written by
scholars for whom English is not their primary-nor. for many. their secondary
tongue. Dr Gerard Mussies (Utrecht University) joined us in reading the proofs. The
collaboration with all of them. and-though less immediately-with the international
group of respected colleagues who have written the various contributions, has been one
of the rewards of editing DDD.

K. VAN DER TOORN

B. BECKING

P. \V. VAN DER HORST

November. 1994



PREFACE TO THE REVISED EDITION

The first edition of DDD, published in the summer of 1995, had to go through two
printings in order to meet the demands of the market. The success of the book, also in
tenns of its academic standing, is a source of pride and gratitude for the editors and the
many contributors. The ongoing demand for DDD provided its editorial team also with
an excellent opportunity to take a fresh look at the first edition in view of the prepar
ation of a second, revised, edition. Many of the lacunae and occasional errors in DDD I,
signalled to us by friends and colleagues, could thus be repaired. The present thorough
ly revised edition of DDD contains some thirty new entries. a host of additions and
corrections to articles from the first edition, and important bibliographical updates.
The fonnula of the book has remained unaltered, but it has become richer and more
rigorous in its contents.

The editors gratefully acknowledge the help of Frans van Koppen (Leiden) in the
preparatory stages of the new manuscript. Ab de long (Lciden), Frans van Koppen
(Leiden), Koos van Leeuwen (Utrecht), Mirjam Muis (Utrecht), Gerard Mussies
(Utrecht), and Sil Timmennan (Utrecht) assisted the editors in reading the proofs.
Aemold van Gosliga (Lciden) was instrumental in the type-setting of the manuscript.
Barsaum Can (Leiden) prepared new indices. Their joint efforts have resulted in the
present book, which the editors hope and trust will meet with as favourable a reception
as the first edition.

K. VAN DER TOORN

B. BEeKING

P. \V. VAN DER HORST

August, 1998
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1-2 Sam
1-2 Kgs
lsa
Jer
Ezek
Hos
Joel
Obad
Amos
Jonah
Mic

Nah
Hab
Zeph
Hag
Zech
Mal
Ps (pl.: Pss)
Job
Prov
Ruth
Cant
Eccl (or Qoh)
Lam
Esth
Dan
Ezra
Neh
1-2 Chr

1-2-3-4 Kgdms
Add Esth
Bar
Bel
1-2 Esdr
4 Ezra
Jdt
EpJer
1-2-3-4 Macc
Pr Alar
PrMan
Sir
Sus
Tob
\Vis
Matt
Mark
Luke



XXII

John
Acts
Rom
1-2 Cor
Gal
Eph

ABBREVIATIONS

Phil
Col
1-2 Thess
1-2 Tim
Titus
Phlm

Heb
Jas
1-2 Pet
1-2-3 John
Jude
Rev

ABBREVIATIONS OF PSEUDEPIGRAPHICAL AND EARLY PATRISTIC WORKS

Adam and £\'e
2-3 Apoc. Bar
Apoc. Mos.
Ass. Mos.
/-2-3 Enoch
Ep. Arist.
lub.
Man.lsa.
Odes Sol.
Or.lo.
Pss. Sol.
Sib. Or.
T. /2 Parr.
T. Levi
T. Bellj.
ACIS Pi!.
Apoc. Pet.
Gos. Eb.
Gos. Eg.
Gos. Heb.
Gos. Naas.
Gos. Pel.
Gos. Thorn.
Prot. las.
Bam.
/-2 Clem.
Did.
Diogn.
Herm.Man.

Sim.
Vis.

Ign. Eph.
Magll.
PJzld.
Pol.
Rom.
Smym.
Trail.

LAB
Man. Pol.
Pol. Phil.

Books of Adam and Eve
Syriac. Greek Apocalypse of Baruch
Apocalypse of Moses
Assumption of Moses
Ethiopic. Slavonic. Hebrew Enoch
Epistle of Aristeas
Jubilees
Martyrdom of Isaiah
Odes of Solomon
Prayer of Joseph
Psalms of Solomon
Sibylline Oracles
Testaments of the Tweh'c Patriarchs
Testament of Levi
Testament of Benjamin. etc.
Acts of Pilate
Apocalypse of Peter
Gospel of the Ebionites
Gospel of the Egyptians
Gospel of the Hebrews
Gospel of the Naassenes
Gospel of Peter
Gospel of Thomas
Protevangelium of James
Barnabas
1-2 Clement
Didache .
Diognetus
Hermas. Mandate

Similitude
Vision

Ignatius. Letter to the Ephesians
Letter to the Magnesians
Letter to the Philadelphians
Letter to Po)ycarp
Letter to the Romans
Letter to the Smyrnaeans
Letter to the Trallians

Ubu Anriquitatllrn Biblicanl/11
Martyrdom of Polycarp
Po)ycarp to the Philippians



ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATIONS OF DEAD SEA SCROLLS AND RELATED TEXTS

XXIII

CD
l:Iev
Mas
Mird
Mur
p
Q
IQ. 2Q. 3Q. etc.

IQapGen
IQH
IQlsaa.b
IQpHab
IQM
IQS
IQSa
IQSb
3QJ5
4QF1or
4Q Mess ar
4QPrNab
4QTestim
4QTLevi
4QPhyl
IIQMelch
IIQTgJob

Frg. Tg.
Pal. Tgs.
Sam. Tg.
Tg. Esth J 'and' JJ
Tg.lsa.
Tg. Ket.
Tg. Neb.
Tg. Neof.
Tg.Onq.
Tg. Ps.-J.
Tg. Yer.1
Tg. Yer./l
Yem. Tg.

Cairo (Geniza text of) Damascus (Document)
Na~all:lever texts
Masada texts
Khirbet Mird texts
Wadi MurabbaCat
Pesher (commentary)
Qumran
Numbered caves of Qumran. yielding written material: followed by
abbreviation of biblical or apocryphal book
Genesis ApocrypllOn of Qummn Cave 1
HOdti)'ot (Thanksgiving Hymns) from Qumran Cave I
First or second copy of Isaiah from Qumran Cave I
Pesher 011 Habakkuk from Qumran Cave I
Mi/btinuj (\Var scroll)
Sert'k Ha)'ya~IGd (Rule ofthe Community. Mallual ofDiscipline)
Appendix A (Rule ofthe COllgregation) to IQS
Appendix B (Blessings) to IQS
Copper Scroll from Qumran Cave 3
FloriIegill1n (or EscJIGtological Midrashim) from Qummn Cave 4
Aramaic "Messianic" text from Qumran Cave 4
Prayer of Nabonidus from Qumran Cave 4
Tutimonia text from Qumran Cave 4
Testament ofU\'i from Qumran Cave 4
Phylacteries from Qumran Cave 4
Melchil.edek text from Qumran Cave 4
Targum ofJob from Qumran Cave II

ABBREVIATIONS OF TARGUMIC MATERIAL

Fragmentary Targum
Palestinian Targums
Samaritan Targum
First 'and' Second Targum ofEsthu
Targum ofIsaiah
Targum of the \Vritillgs
Targum ofthe Prophets
Targum Neofiti J
Targllm Ollqelos
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan
Targum Yuushalmi I
Targum Yenuhalmi JJ
Yemenite Targum



ABBREVIATIONS OF PERIODICALS, REFERENCE WORKS, AND SERIES

AM Annals ofArchaeology and AKT Ankara Killtepe Tabletlui (1990)
Allthropology ALASP Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-

MAS Annales archeologiqlles arabes Syriens-PaHistinas
syriennes ALBO Analecta Lovaniensa Biblica et

AASF Annalcs Academiae Scientiarum Orientalia
Fennicae ALGHJ Arbeiten zur Literatur und

AASOR Annual of the American Schools of Geschichte des Hellenistischen
Oriental Research ludentums

AB Anchor Bible ALGRM Aus/iihrliches Lexikon der griechi-
AbB Altba~lonische Briefe in Umschrift schell und romischen Mythologie,

und bcrsetzung ed. W. H. Roscher (= LGRM)
ABD Anchor Bible Dictionary AIT D. J. WISEMAN, Alalab Texts
ABL R. F. HARPER. Assyrian (lnd ALUOS Annual ofthe ueds Uni"usity

Babylonian utters Oriental Society
ABRT J. A. CRAIG. Assyrian and AMI Archnologische Mitteilungen aus

Babylonian Religious Texts Iran
AC Antiqllite c1assiqlle AnBib Analecta Biblica
AcOr Acta Orientalia AncSoc Ancient Society
ADAJ Annual ofthe Departmellt of ANEP nle Ancient Near East in Pictures,

Antiquities ofJordan ed. J. B. Pritchard
ADD C. H. W. JOHNS. A.fsyrian Deeds ANET Ancient Near Eastern Tats. ed.

and Docll1nentJ 1. B. Pritchard
ADPV Abhandlungen des Deutschen AnOr Analecta Orientalia

Pallistinavcrcins ANQ Andover Newton Quarterly
AA AgyplOlogischc Abhandlungen ANRW Alifstieg und Niedergang du
AAT Agypten und Altes Testament Romischen Welt
AF Agyptologische Forschungen AnSt Anatolian Studies
AEO A. H. GARDINER. Ancient Eg>ptian AntAfr Antiquitb Africaines

Onomastica ANTF Arbeiten zur Neutestarnentliche
Aeg Aegyptus Textforschung
AfO Archi,'/iir Orientforscllllng Allton AlItonianum
AfO Beih. A/O Beiheft AOAT Alter Orient und Altes Testament
AGH E. EBELING. Die akkndische AoF A1rorientalische Forschungen

Gebetsserie ..Handerhebung .. APAW Abhandlungen der Preussischen
AGJU Arbeiten zur Geschichte des antiken Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Judcntums und des Urchristentums Berlin
AHAW Abhandlungen der Heidelberger APOT ApocT)'pha and Pseudepigrapha of

Akadcmie der Wissenschaften the Old Testament, ed. R. H.
AHW W. VON SODEN. Akkadisches Charles

Handwiinerbuch ARAB D. D. LUCKENBILL, Ancient Records
AlON Annali delf'lstitllto orientale di ofAssyria and Babylonia

Napoli Arch Archaeology
AlPHOS A1I1111airc de I'lnsti1llt de philologie ARE Ancient Records ofEgypt. ed. J. H.

et d'histoire orientales et slaves Breasted
AJA American JOIlnUlI ofArch(leology ARES Archivi reali di Ebla, studi
AJBA Australian Journal ofBiblical ARET Archivi reali di Ebla, testi

Archaeology ARI A. K. GRAYSON. As.syrian Royal
AJP American Journal ofPhilology Inscriptions
AJSI. Amaican Journal ofSemitic ARM Archives royales de Marl

Languages and Literature ARMT Archives royales de Marl. Textes
AkkGE K. TALLQVIST. Akkadische Golter- ArOr Archiv Orientalnl

epitheta (= StOr 7) ARTU J. C. DE MOOR. An Anthology of
AKM Abhandlungen fUr die Kunde des Religious Tats from Ugarit

Morgenlandes ARW Archivfir Religionswissenschaft



ABBREVIATIO:'llS XXV

AS Assyriological Studies (Chicago) BDR F. BLAss. A. DEDRUNNER &
ASAE Annales du sen'ia des antiq/litts de F. REHKOPF. Grammatik des Ilell-

l'Egypte restamentlichen Griechisch
ASAW Abhandlungen der Sachsischcn BE Babylonian Expedition of the

Akademie der Wissenschaften. University of Pennsylvania. Series
Phil.-hist. KI., Berlin A: Cuneifonn Texts

ASNU Acta Seminarii Neotestamentici BEATAJ Beitriige zur Erforschung des Allen
Upsaliensis Testaments und des alten

ASOR American Schools of Oriental Judentums
Research BeO Bibbi" e oriente

ASSR Archives des SciCIlCCS sociales des BETL Bibliotheca Ephemcridum
religions Theologicarum Lovaniensium

ASTI Anllual ofthe Swedish Theological BG Berolinensis Gnosticus
Institllte BHH Biblisch-Historisches

ATANT Abhandlungen zur Theologie des Handworrerbllch. ed. B. Reicke &
Allen und Neuen Testaments L. Rost

Atr. W. G. LAMBERT & A. R. MILLARD. BHK Biblia Hebraica. ed. R. Kittel
Atra-basis: The Babylonian Story BHS Biblia Hebraica Sturrgarremia
ofthe Flood Bib Biblica

AuA Alllike und Abendland BibOr Biblica et Orientalia
Allg AugustiniClnlll1l BibTS Biblisch-theologische Schwerpunkte
AulOr AlIla OrientaJis BICS BII/Jetin ofthe Illstitllle ofClassiCClI
AulOrSup Aula Orientalis-Supplementa Stlldies
AUSS Andrews Unh'ersity Seminary BIES BII/Jetill of the Ismel Explomtion

SlIIdies Society (= Yediot)
BA Biblical Archaeologist BIFAO BII/Jetin de I'Illstitut frall(clis
Bab. Babyloniaca d'archtologie orientale
BAc Bibliotheca Aegyptica BiMes Bibliotheca Mesopotamica
BAGB Bu/Jetin de l'Associatioll Glli//allme BIN Babylonian Inscriptions in the

Budt Collection of J. B. Nics
BAGD W. BAUER. W. F. ARNDT. F. W. BiOr BibJiorheca OrientaJis

GINGRICH & F. W. DANKER. BlOSCS BII/Jetin of the Intenwtional
Greek-English Lexicon ofthe New Orgallisatiollfor Seplllagillt alld
Testament Cogllate SlIldies

BagM Baghdader Mirreilllngen BJR(U)L BII/Jrtill ofthe John Rylands
BAM F. KOCHER. Die babylonisch-assyri- (U"iverJity) library

sehe Medizin in Texte" lind BJS Brown Judaic Studies
Untersllchllllgen BKAT Biblischer Kommentar: Alles

BAR Biblical ArchaeologiJt Reader Testament
BARev Biblical Archaeology Rel'iew BM tablets in the collections of the
BASOR BII/Jetin ofthe American Schools of British Museum

Oriental Research BMC British Museum Coin Catalogues
BASP BlIlletin ofthe American Society of BMS L. W. KING. Babylonian Magic and

Papyrologists Sorcery
BBB Bonner Biblische Beitrlige BN Biblische Noti:.ell
BBR H. ZI~fMERN. BeitrOge :'lIr Kenntnis Bo. field numbers of tablets excavated at

der babylonisehen Religion Bogha1.kl:>y
BBVO Berliner Beitrlige zum vorderen BoSt Boghazk6i-Studien

Orient BR Biblical Research
BeH BII/Jerin de corresp<Jndance he/Jtni- BRA Beitriige zur Religionsgeschichte

que des Allertums
BD Book of the Dead BRL'1 Biblisches Rea/Jexikon. ed.
BDB F. BROWN. S. R. DRIVER & C. A. K. Galling

BRIGGS. Ht"brew and English BRM Babylonian Records in the Library
Lexicon ofthe Old Testamelll of J. Pierpont Morgan

BdE Bibliotheque d'~tude. Institut BSFE BII/Jt"till de la Sociert fran(aise
fran~ais d'arch~ologieorientale d'!gyptologie



XXVI ABBREVIATIONS

BSOAS BIlII~tin ofth~ School ofOriental CJH E. LAROCHE, Cataloglle des textt's
and African Studies hillites

BullEpigr BIlII~tin Ipigraphiqlle CTM Calwer Theologische Monographien
BWANT Beilrage zur Wisscnschaft vom DAGR Dictionnaire des antiquitfs gru-

Alten und Neuen Testament qlles et romailles, cd. C. V.
BWL W. G. LAMBERT, Babylonian Darembcrg & E. Saglio

Wisdom literature DBAT Dielheimu Blilller :Ilm Alten
BZ Bibli.rche Zeitschrift T~stament

BZAW Bcihefte zur ZA W DBATBeih Dielheimer Blatter zum Alten
BZNW Beihefte zur ZN\V Testament, Beiheft
BZRGG Beihefte zur ZRGG DBSllp Dictionaire d~ la Bib/~, Sllpplement
CAD 11,e A.rs)'rian Dictionary ofth~ D~ndara E. CHASSINAT & F. DAUMAS, U

Ori~ntallnstitut~ ofthe Uni\'usity temple de Dendara
ofChicago DISO C.-F. JEAN & J. HOrnJZER,

CAH Cambridge Ancient History Dictionnaire des inscriptions simi-
CANE CMliwtions ofthe Ancient Near tiqlles de /'OIl~St

Etlst, ed. J. M. Sasson DJD Discoveries in the Judaean Desert
CBET Contributions to Biblical Exegesis DLU G. DEL OLMO LETE & J.

and Theology SANMARTIN, Diccionaria de la
CBQ Catholic Biblical Quarterly I~ngua Ugarltica
CBQMS CBQ Monograph Series DMVSI J. HornJZER & K. JOSGElING.
CCDS Corpus Cultus Deae Syriae Dictionaf)' of the North- West
CCSL Corpus Christianorum Series Latina Semitic Inscriptions
ccr Cuncifonn Texts from Cappadocian DOTT Docllm~ntsfromOld Testament

Tablets Times, cd. D. W. Thomas
CdE Chroniqlle d'Eg>pte EA J. A. KNUDTZON, Di~ EI-Amama-
CIG Corpus Inscriptionum Graecorum Tafelll (= VAB 2); EA 359-379:
CIJ Corpus Inscriptionum Judaicclrum A. RAINEY, EI Amama Tablets
CIL Corpus Inscriptionum LAtinomm 359-379 (= AOAT 8)
CIMRM Corpus Inscriptionum et EdF Enrage der Forschung

Monumentorum Religionis Edfoll M. DE ROCHEMOl'-'TEIX &
Mithriacae E. CIIASSINAT, U temple d'Edfou

CIS Corpus bucriptionum Semiticarum & Enllma Elish
CJ Classical JOllrnal EKK Evangelisch-Kalholischer
CM Cuneifonn Monographs Kommentar
CML J. C. L. GmsoN, Canaanite MytJu Emar D. ARNAUD, Recherches au pays

andugends d'Astata. Emar Vl./-4
ConB Coniectanea Biblica EncBibl Encyclopt'dia Biblica, London
CP Classical Philology Ene/sl Encyclopedia ofIslam
CPJ Corpus Papyrorum JudaiC'Orum EncJlld Encyclopedia Judaica
CPSI Corpus ofProlO-Sinaitic EncMiqr Entsiqlopidia Miqra'it, Jerusalem

Inscriptions, ed. J. Biggs & EPRO Etudes preliminaires aux religions
M. Dijkstra orientales dans I'empire romain

CQ Classical Quartuly ER Encyclopedia ofReligion
CRAIBL Compt~s rendu~s d~ /'Acadbnie des ERE Encyclopedia ofReligion and Ethics

illscriptions ~t bell~s lellres Erlsr Eretz Israel
CRB Cahiers de la Revue biblique ErJb Eranos Jahrbuch
CRINT Compendia Rerum ludaicarum ad ESE Ephemeris fUr Semitische

Novum Testamentum Epigraphik
CRRA Compte rendu, Rencontre assyriolo- Esna S. SAUr-:ERON, U temple d'Esna

giquc intemationaJe ETL Ephemerides Theologicae
cr Cuneifonn Text.; from Babylonian Lo\'Onienses

Tablets ElVNT Exegetisches Wiirterbllch zum
er Coffin Texts Neuen T~stament

erA A. HERDNER, Corpus des tablettes ExpTim Expository Times
alpJwberiqu~s FAOS Freiburger Altorientalische Studien



ABBREVIATIONS XXVII

FAT Forschungen zum Alten Testament IBHS B. K. WAlTKE & M. O·CONNOR.
FF Forscll/lngen lind Fonschritre An Introdllction to Biblical
FGH Fragmente du griuhischen Hebrew Syntax

Historiker. ed. F. Jacoby IBS Irish Biblical Studies
FRLANT Forschungen zur Religion und ICC International Critical Commentnry

Literatur des Allen und Neuen IDB n,l' 11Iterpreter's Dictionary ofthe
Testaments Bible

FS Festschrift IDBS n,l' Interpreter's Dictionary ofthe
FzB Forschungen zur Bibcl Bible. SlIpplementary Voillme
GAG W. VON SODEN. Gntm/riss der IDelos Inscriptions de ~Ios

akkadischen Grammatik IEJ Israel Exploration JOllmal
Ges. t7 W. GESE:--;IUS. Hebriiisc:hes lind IFAO Institut fran,¥ais d'arch~ologie orien-

aramiiisches Handwonerbllch. tale
(17th. cd.) IG Inscriptiones Graccae

Ges. IS W. GESEI"IUS. Hebriiisches lind IGLS Inscriptions grecqlles er latines de
aramiiisches Handwonerbllch. la Syrie
(18th. cd.) IGR Inscriptiones Graecae ad res

GGA Giittingische Gelelme Anzt'igen Romanas pertinentes
Gilg. Gilgamesh epic IJT Indian JOllmal ofn,eology
GK Gesenills' lIebraische Grammatik. IKyme Inschriften )'On Kyme

28th ed.• edt E. Kaut7_c;ch 1M tablets in the collections of the Iraq
GUlJ M. STERN. Greek and Latin Allthors Museum. Baghdad

on Jews and Judaism Int Interpretation
GM Gorringer Miszellen lOS Israel Oriental Society
GNT Grundrisse lum Neuen Teslament IPN M. Nom. Die israelitischen
GOF Gt:\ttinger Orientforschungen Personennamen
GRBS Greek. Roman aJld By:alltine IrAnt lranica Antiqua

Studies ISBE Intemational Standard Bible
GTA Gottinger Theologische Arbeitcn Encyclopedia. 2nd cd.• edt G. W.
HAB Hamburger Agyptologische Bromiley

Beitrage JA JOllrnal asiatiqlle
HALAT W. BAUMGARTNER et al.. JAAR JOllrnal of the American Academy of

lIehriiisches lind Aramiiisches Religion
l..exikon ZIlITI Alten Testamellt JAC Jahrbllch fUr Antike und

HAR Hebrew Annllell Rel'iew Christentum
HAT Handbuch zum Allen Testament JANES Joumal of the Ancient Near Enstem
HAW Handbllch der Aitenlllns-wissen- Society ofColumbia Uni\'ersity

schaften JAOS JOllmal ofthe American Oriental
HdO Handbuch der Orientnlislik Sociery
Hey Heythrop JOllrnal JARCE JOllmal ofthe American Research
HIROTP R. ALBERTZ. A llisrory ofIsraelite Center in Egypt

Religion in the Old Testament JAS Joumal ofAsian Studies
Period (2 vols.) 18 Jerusalem Bible

Hisl lIandworterbllch der Islam (Leiden JBL Journal ofBiblical Literalllre
1941) JCS Journal ofCuneifonn StIldies

HNT Handbuch zum Neuen Testament JOS Judaean Desert Studies
HR History ofReligion JEA JOllrnal ofEgyptian Archeleology
HSCP Harmrd Stlldies in Classical JEN Joint Expedition with the Iraq

Philology Museum at NUli
HSM Harvard Semitic Monographs JEOL Jaarbericht ... Ex Oriente LlLl:
HSS Harvard Semilic Studies JESHO Journal ofthe Economic and Social
HTKNT Herders Theologischer Kommentar History ofthe Orient

zum Neuen Tesl.lment JETS Journal ofthe El'Ongelical
HTR Harmrd Theological Re\'iew nleological Society
HTS Harvard Theological Studies JHNES Johns Hopkins Near Eastern Studies
HUCA Hebrew Union College Anllual JHS Journal ofHellenic Studies



XXVIII ABBREVIATIONS

JJS JOl/rnal ofJeK'ish Studies KIF Kleinasiatische Forschungcn
JNES Journal ofNear Eastern Studies KP Kleine Paul)'
JNSL Journal ofNorthwest Semitic KS Kleine Schriftell

Langl/ages KTU M. DIETRICII, O. LORETZ &
JPOS Journal ofthe Palestine Oriental J. SANMARTIN, Die keil-alphaheti-

Society
KTU2

sche Tate aus Ugarit (AOAT 24)
JPSV Jewish PI/blication Societ)' M. DIETRICH, O. LoRETZ &. J.

Translation ofthe Bible SANMARTIN. Die keil-alphabeti-
JQR Jewish Quarterl)' Re\.'iew sche Texte ails Ugarit; second
JR JOllrnal ofReligioll enlarged edition: Tile Czmeifonn
JRAS Journal ofthe Royal Asiatic Society Alphabetic Textsfrom Ugarit, Ras
JRelS JOllrnal ofReligious Studies Ibn Hani alld Other Places.
JRH Journal ofReligious History KUB Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazk<>i
JRS Journal ofRanum Stlldies LAS Leipziger Agyptologische Studien
JSHRZ JUdische Schriften aus LAPO Lill~ratures anciennes du Proche-

Hellenistisch-Romischer Zeit Orient
JSJ Journal for the Stud)' ofJlldaism in LAS S. PARPOLA, Ullu:r ofAssyrian

the Persian, Hellenistic and Scholars (AOAT 5)
Roman Periods LAW Lexikon du Altm Welt

JSJS Supplements to the Journal for the LCL Loeb Classical Library
Study of Judaism in the Persian, LdA Lexikon der AgyplOlogie
Hellenistic and Roman Periods Legends L. GINZBERG, The Legends ofthe

JSNT Journal for the Study ofthe New Jews
Testamellt Lei Leionenll

JSNTSup Journal for the Study of the New l/grE Lexikon des friihgriecllischen Epos
Testament, Supplement Series UMC Lexicon Iconographicllm

JSOT JOllrnalfor the Study ofthe Old M)'thologiae Classicae
Testament LKA E. EItELlNG. Utaarisc"e

JSOTSup Journal for the Study of the Old Kei/schrifneJ.1e ails Assur
Testament. Supplement Series LKU A. FALKENSTEIN, Uterarische

JSP Journalfor the Stud)' ofthe KeilscJmfttrxte t1lIS Untk
Pseudepigrapha LSAM Lois sacrees de /'Asie Minellrc, ed.

JSS JOImwl ofSemitic Studies F. Sokolowski
JSSEA JOl/rnal ofthe Societyfor the Study LSCG Lois sacrfes des cites grecqllt's, ed.

ofEgyptian Antiquities F. Sokolowski
JSSR Journal for the Scientific Stud)' of LSJ LIDDELL-SCOTT-JONES, Greek-

Religion English Lexicon
JTS JOllrnal of17leological Studies LSS Leipziger semitische Studien
K. tablets in the Kouyunjik collections LTK Lexikonfiir Theologie und Kirche

of the British Museum LuA Lunds Uni\'crsitets Arsskrift
KAI H. DONNER & W. ROLLlG, MAD Materials for the Assyrian

Kallaanliische und aramliische Dictionary
Inschriften MAS Milnchener Agyptologische Studien

KAR E. EBELING. Keilschrifttexte ails MAIS Missione arche%gica italialla ill
Assllr religilJsen Inhalts Siria

KAT Kommentar zum Alten Testament MAMA Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua
KAV E. EBELING, KeilschrijiteXle ails Maqlu G. MEIER. Maqlll (= AfO Beiheft 2)

Assur l'erschiedellen Inhalts MARl MARl AlIlIales de recherches illler-
KB L. KOEHLER & W. BAUMGARTNER. disciplinaires

Lexicoll in Veteris Testamellli MDAIK Milleilllngen des Delltschell
libros Archiiologischell Illstituts,

KBo Keilschrifllextc aus Boghazk<>i Abteilllllg Kairo
KEK Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar MDOG Mitteilllngen der Delllschell Orielll-
KHAT Kurzer Handkommentar zum Alten Gesellschaft

Testament MOP M~moires dc la d~l~gation en Persc
KJV King James Version MEE Matcriali cpigrafici di Ebla



ABBREVIATIONS XXIX

MEFR(A) Melanges d'arcMologie et d'histoi- OLP Orientalia Lovnmensia Periodica
re de rEcolefranfaise (antiquite) Ou. Orientalistische UteratuT4eitung

MGWJ Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und OMRO Oudheidkundige Mededelingen uit
Wissensclwft des Judentums het Rijbmuseum \'an Oudheden te

MIO Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Leidell
Orientforschwlg Or Orientalia

MM J.H. MOULTON & G. MILLIGAN, The OrAnt Oriens Antiquus
Vocabulary ofthe Greek OrChr Oriens Christianus
Testament OrSu Orientalia Suecalla

Mnem Mnemos)'ne OrSyr rOrient syrien
MRS Mission de Ras Shamra OTL Old Testament Library
MSL Materials for the Sumerian Lexicon OTP 77,e Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,
Mus LeMuseon edt J. H. Charleswonh
MusHelv Museum Helveticum OTS Oudtestamentische Studien
MUSJ Melanges de rUniversite Saint- PAAJR Proceedings ofthe American

Joseph Academy ofJewish Research
MVAAG Mitteilungen der Vorder-Asiatisch- PAPS Proceedings of the American

Agyptischen Gesellschaft Philosophical Society
NABU Nouvelles assyriologiques breves et PBS Publications of the Babylonian

urilitaires Section. University Museum,
NAWG Nachrichtcn von der Akademie der University of Pennsylvania

Wissenschaftcn zu G~ttingen PEFQS Palestine Exploration Fund,
NBL Neues Bibel-Lexikon, edt M. Gorg & Quarterly Statement

B. Lang PEQ Palestine Exploration Quarterly
NCB New Century Bible PG Patrologia Graeca, cd. J. Migne
NEB New English Bible PGM Papyri Graecae Magical', edt
Ned77's Nederlands Theologisch Tijdschrijr K. Preisendanz
Neot Neotestamentica Philol Philologus
NESE Neue Ephemeris fUr Semitische PhilQuart Philosophical Quarterly

Epigraphik PIFAO Publications de I'Institut fran~ais

NeK'Docs New Documents II/ustrating Early d'arch60logie orientale du Caire
Christianity, edt G. H. R. Horsley PJ Paltistina-Jahrbuch

NHC Nag Hammadi Codex PL Patrologia Latina, edt J. Migne
NHS Nag Hammadi Studies PLRE Prosopography ofthe Later Roman
NorTT Norsk Teologisk Tidsskrift Empire
NovT NovlI1n Testamentum PMG Poetae Melici Graeci
NovTSup Novum Testamentum Supplements P~S Pretoria Oriental Series
NRSV New Revised Standard Version POxy Oxyrhynchus Papyri
NTOA Novum Testamentum et Orbis PRU Palais royal d'Ugarit

Antiquus PSBA Proceedings ofthe Society of
NTS New Testament Studies Biblical Archaeology
NTStud Nieuwe Theologische Studien PVTG Pseudepigrapha Veteris Testamenti
NITS New Testament Tools and Studies Graeca
Numen Numl!1l: lntemational Review for the PW PAULV-WISSOWA. Realenc)'c1oplidie

History ofReligions der klassischen Altertums-
OBO Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis wissenschaft
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Ab --Father
Abaddon
Abba - Father
Abel
Abomination
Abraham
Adam
Adat
Addirim -Noble Ones
Adon -Lord
Adonay -Lord: Ynhweh
Adonis
Adrammelech
Aeneas
Agreement
Ah -Brother
Aion
AI
Alay -AI
Aldebaran
Aliyan
Allon -Oak
Almnh -.Virgin
Almighty
Altar
Ala -AI
Aluqqah -Vampire
Am
Amalck
Amaltheia
Amazons
Amun
Amurru
Anakim -Rephaim
Anammelech
Ananke
Anat
Ancient of days
Angel (I)
Angcl (II)
Angel of death -·Angel
Angel of Yahweh
Anthropos
Antichrist
Anu -Heaven
Aphrodite
Apis
Apkallu
Apollo

ENTRIES

Apollyon -Abaddon; Apollo
Apsu --Ends of the earth
Aqan --Ya(Oq
Archai
Archangel
Archon
Ares
Ariel
Ann
Arta
Artcmis
Arvad
Asham
Asherah
Ashbur --Ishbara
Ashima
Ashtoreth --Astarte
Asmodeus
Assur
Astarte
Atargatis
Athena
Atum
Augustus --Ruler cult
Authorities
Avenger
Aya
Ayish -Aldebaran
Azabbim
Al.azel

Baal
Baalat
Baal toponyms
Baal-bcrith
Baal-gad
Baal-hamon
Baal-hazor
Baal-hermon
Baal-judah
Baal-meon
BaalofPeor
Baal-perazim
Baal-shalisha
Baal-shamem
Baal-tamar
Baal-zaphon
Baal-zebub
Bacchus
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Baetyl
Baga
Barad
Baraq - Lightning
Bashan
Bashtu
Bastet
Beelzebul -·Baal-zebub
Behemoth
Bel -Marduk
Belial
Beliar -Belial
Beltu
Bes
Bethel
Blood
Boaz
Boshet - Bashtu
Breasts-and-womb
Brother
Bull -Calf

Cain
Calf
Cannel
Castor - Dioskouroi
Chaos
Chcmosh
Cherubim
Christ
Claudius -Ruler cult
Clay
Constellations
Council
Creator of All
Curse
Cyhele

Dagon
Daniel
Daphne
Datan - Dedan
Day
Day Star -·Helel
Dead
Death -Mot: Thanatos
Deher
Dedan
Demeter
Demon
Derek -Way
Destroyer
Destruction -Qeteb
Devil
Dew
Diabolos - Devil

ENTRIES

Dike
Dionysus
Dioskouroi
Divine beings -Sons of (the) God(s)
Dod
Dominion
Dove
Doxa -·Glory
Dragon
Dynamis

Ea -Aya
Eagle
Earth
Eben -Stone
Ed -Witness
Edom
Ehad -One
El
EI-berith -Baal-herith
EI-creator-of-the-earth
Elders
Elemental spirits of the universe -·Stoicheia
Elijah
Eloah
Elohim -God (I)
EI-olam
EI-roi
EI-rophe
Elyon
Emim -Rephaim
Emmanuel
Ends of the eanh
Enoch
Equity -Misharu
Eros
E.~u

Esh -Fire
Eshmun
Efemmu
Eternity
Euphrates
Eve
Everlasting God -El-olam
Evil Inclination
Evil spirit of God
Exalted ones
Exousiai -Authorities

Face
Falsehood
Familiar spirit - WiZ4lJ'd
Father
Father of the lights
Fear of Isaac
Fire



First-born of death
Flame
Flood -Id
Fortuna

Gabnunnim
Gabriel
Gad
Gaius -Ruler cult
Gepen
Gether
Ghost -Spirit of the dead
Giants
Gibborim
Gillulim
Girl
Glory
God (I)
God (II)
God of fortresses
God of heaven
God of seeing -EI-roi
Goddess -Terebinth
Go'el
Gog
Gush

Haby
Hadad
Hades
Hail - Barnd
Ham
Hamartia -Sin
Haoma
Haran
Hathor
Hayin
He-of-the-Sinai
Healing God -EI-rophe
Heaven
Heaven-and-Earth
Heavenly beings -Sons of (the) God(s)
Hebat
Hebel -·Abel
Helel
Helios
Hera
Heracles
Herem -Taboo
Hennes
Hennon
Heros
Hobab -Humbaba
Hokmah -Wisdom
Holy and Righteous -·Hosios kai dikaios
Holy One

ENTRIES

Holy Spirit
Horeph
Horon
Horus
Hosios kai dikaios
Host of heaven
Hubal
Hubur
Humbaba
Humban
Hunger -Meriri
Hyacinthus
Hyle
Hymenaios
Hypnos
Hypsistos

Ibis
Id
Idols -.Azabbim; Gillulim
I1ib
Image
Inanna -+Ishtar
Ishbara
Ishmael
Ishtar
Isis

Jackals
Jacob
Jael
Jaghut
Jalam
Japheth
Jason
Jephthah's daughter
Jeremiel
Jesus
Jeush - Jaghut
Jezebel
Jordan
Joseph
Judah - Yehud

Kabod -Glory
Kaiwan
Kelti
Kenan
Kese'
Kesil -Orion
Khonsu
Khvarenah
Kimah -Pleiades
King
King of terrors
King ofTyre -Melqan
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Kinnaru
Kiriri~a

Kokabim -Stars
Koshar
Kosharoth
Kubaba -Cybele
Kyrios

Laban
Lady -Adal: Bellu
Lagamal -.Lagamar
Lagamar
Lab
Lahab - Flame
Lahai-roi
Lahmu
Lamb
Lamia -Lilith
Lamp
Law -Nomos: Torah
Leah
Lebanon
Legion
leI
Levialhan
Libra
Liers-in-wail
Lies
Lighl
Lighlning
Lililh
Lim
Linos
Lioness
Logos
Lord
Lordship -Dominion
Lyre -Kinnaru

Ma -Cybele
MaCat
Magog
Makedon
Mal 1ak meli~ -Medialor (I)
Mal'ak Yahweh -·Angel of Yahweh
Malik
Mammon
Man - Anlhropos
Marduk
Mary
MashIJit -·Destroyer
Mastemah
Matter -Hyle
Mazzaloth -Constellations
Mediator (I)
Medialor (II)

ENTRIES

Melchizedek
Melqart
Menelaos
Meni
Meriri
Mesiles -.Medialor (II)
Messenger -Angel (I)
Messiah -·Chrisl
Michael
Midday demon
Mighly One of Jacob
Mighly ones -·Gibborim
Milcom
Min
Mire -Clay
Misharu
Mistress -Ad'll: Bellu
Milhras
Molech
Moon
Moses
Mosl High -Elyon: Hypsislos
MOl
Mother
Mountains-nnd-valleys
Moulh
Mulissu

NabQ
Nahar -River
Nahash -Serpent
Nahhunte -Lagarnar
Nahor
Name
Nanea
Narcissus
Naru -River
Necessity - Ananke
Nehushtan
Neith
Nephilim
Nereus
Nergal
Nibhaz
Night
Nike
Nile
Nimrod
Ninurta -Nimrod: Nisroch
Nisroch
Noah
Noble ones
Nomos
Nymph



Oak
Ob -Spirit of the dead
Oberim -Travellers
Og
Oil
Olden Gods
Olympus
One
Ophannim -angels
Orion
Osiris
Ouranos -Heaven; Varnna

Pahad uylah -Terror of the Night
Pantokrntor -Almighty
Paraclete
Patroklos
People -Am
Perseus
Phoebus -Apollo
Phoenix
Pleiades
Pollux -'Oioskouroi
Poseidon
Power -'Oynamis
Presbyteroi -Elders
Prince
Prince (NT) - Archon
Prince of the army of Yahweh -Prince
Principalities - Archai
Pronoia
Protectors
Ptah
Python

Qatar
Qedar -Qatar
Qcdoshim -'Saints
Qeteb
QOs
Queen of Heaven
Quirinus

Rahi~u

Rachel
Rahab
Rakib-EI
Ram
Rapha
Raphael
Raven
Re
Rephaim
Rephan - Kaiwan
Resheph
Rider-upon-the-clouds

ENTRIES

Riding Horseman
Righteousness -'Zedeq
River
Rock
Roma
Ruler cult

Sabbath
Saints
Saints of the Most High
Sakkuth
Samson --Heracles
Sanctuary
Sar -'Prince
Sarah
Sa..am
Satan
Saturn - Kaiwan
Satyrs
Saviour
Sea
Seirim -SalYrs
Sela --Rock
~elem -Image
Scneh -Thornbush
Semphim
Serpent
Serng
Seth
Seven -.Apkallu
Sha
Shadday
Shahan
Shahar
Shalem
Shalman
Shaushka
Shean --Shahan
Shebcn
Shechcm --Thukamuna
Sheger
Shelah
Shem
Shcmcsh
Shool
Shepherd
Sheqer -Falsehood
Shield of Abrdham
Shimige
Shining one(s)
Shiqmah -Sycomore
Shiqqu~ --Abomination
Shulman
Shulmanitu
Shunama
Shunem -'Shunama
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Sid -Sidon
Sidon
Silvanus
Simon Magus
Sin
Sin
Sirion
Sisera
Skythes
Soil
Son of God
Sons of (the) God(s}
Son of Man
Soothsaying spirit --Spirit of the dead
Sophia -'Wisdom
Soter -·Saviour
Source
Spirit -.Holy Spirit
Spirit of the dead
Stars
Stoicheia
Stone
Strong Drink
Sukkoth-bcnoth
Sun -'Helios; Re Shemcsh
S)'comore

Taboo
Tabor
Tal -·Ocw
Tammuz
Tannin
Tanak
Tehom -.Tiamat
Ten Sephirot
Terah
Ternphim
Terebinth
Terror of the Night
Thanatos
Themis
Theos --God (II)
Thessalos
ThiUakhuha
Thombush
Thoth
Thrones
Thukarnuna
Tiamat
Tibcrius --Ruler cult
Tigris

ENTRIES

Timsh
Titans
Torah
Travellers
Trees -Oak. Sycomore. Terebinth. Thombush
Tyche
Typhon

Unclean spirits
Unknown God
Uriel

Vampire
Vanities
Varuna
Vashti
Vine -Gepen
Viper
Virgin
Vohu Manah

Watcher
Way
Wild Beasts
Wind-Gods
Wine -Tirash
Wisdom
Witne~s

Wi7.aro
World rulers
Wrath

Yaaqan -Ya'uq
Yahweh
Yahweh zebaoth
Yam -Sea
Ya'Oq
Yarikh -Moon
Yehud
Yidde'oni -.Wil.•1rd
Yizhar -.Oil
Yom -Day

Zamzummim
Zaphon
Zcdcq
Zeh-Sinai --He-of-the-Sinai
Zeus
Zion
Zur -Rock



A
AB--FATHER

ABADDON
I. The noun 'abat/don is derived from

the Heb root i:J~, which is common Semitic
(cf. Ug and Aram 'bd, Akk abatll) and
means 'to destroy'. The Hebrew noun has
the meaning 'place of destruction' which
basically fits all occurrences in the Bible;
only in the NT is 'A!3aOOrov (Rev 9: 11)
construed as a proper name.

II. Though the religions of the ancient
Near East know a considerable number of
deities and demons relating to the nether
world, there occurs no divine name of such
a being which can be derived from the root
)80. In the OT 'iibaddon occurs six times in
Wisdom literature mostly meaning 'place of
destruction'. Thus in Prov 15: II; 27:20 and
Job 26:6 we find it in parallelism to se'(j/
('underworld'; -"Sheol), while in Ps 88: 12
'iibaddoll occurs in parallelism with qeber
('grave'). When 'abaddon occurs without a
parallel noun, as in Job 31: 12, its reference
is topographical. It is this locative aspect
which can also be seen in the writings from
Qumran (e.g. IQH 3:16.I9.32):partly again
in parallel with s~'Ol. In the Babylonian Tal
mud (Er 19a) it is given as the second of the
seven names of Gehenna.

The mythological implications of Abad
don come to the fore in Job 28:22: 'iibaddoll
and mower ('death', --Mot) are both re
ferred to as personified beings who can
speak and hear. This is the biblical starting
point for speculations lIbout 'libadd(j" as a
separate entity, as the realm of an --angel of
death and the netherworld. We can mention,
from Apoc. Zeph. 10:3, the --angel Eremiel
who resides in the underworld where all the
souls are locked in; also J Enoch 20:2 is
comparable to this idea of a personified
angel of the 'abaddbn. This is also the

1

background of the use of 'A!3aoorov in Rev
9: II as a proper name. After the fifth angel
has blown his trumpet, the depth of the
underworld is opened and smoke and huge
locusts come up from it; their king is called
"in Hebrew Abaddon, and in Greek he is
called -"Apollyon". This Greek expression
is not onlv derived from the verb ci7t6MUllt,
but there' is also an allusion to the Greek
god -..Apollo who is a god of pestilence and
destruction; Aeschylus already (Agam. 1028.
1081; cf. Plato. Krat. 404e.405e) connects
the god's name with this verb. Thus
'A!3aOOrov or 'A1tOMurov can be seen as a
demon who brings destruction and whose
realm is the underworld.

The explicit use of 'abaddon for a de
monic being is rare, as it is used mainly 3.<;
the name of a place. Maybe two occurrences
of the word are secondarily open to personi
fication: Prov 27:20 tells us that Abaddon
cannot be satiated; this anthropomorphous
diction may be a slight hint of Abaddon's
demonic chamcter. Also Job 26:5-6 is to be
mentioned once more: In Job's speech, the
shades in the underworld tremble before
God and there is no shelter to cover Abad
don. Thus it is perhaps not too speculative
to 3.o;sume that Abaddon is not only a place
of destruction but also a demon of destruc
tion. But on the whole Abaddon's role as a
demon certainly does not figure prominently
in the Bible-though the OT is aware of
such underworldly beings.

III. Bibliography
J. JEREMIAS. 'A~aoowv, nVNT 1 (1933) 4;
A. OEPKE, 'A1tOMUrov, nVNT I (1933)
396; B. OTZEN, i:JK 'iibad. nVAT I (1970
1973) 20-24.
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ABEL - ABOMINATION

ABEL ?~i1
I. Abel is a novelistic figure in Gen 4.

His name is etymologically related to hebel
'breath; nullity; vapor' (-'Vanities). He has
been related to the personal name e-bil II
'd-bi/ in texts from Ebla. Within the para
digm that the antediluvian patriarchs were
demigods or at least heroes, GORDON seems
to suggest that Abel was a deity in Ebla
(1988: I54). In a later Jewish Hellenistic
speculation Abel is seen as a judging
-angel.

II. The texts referred to by Gordon point
to a person called *Ebil and not to a deity.
The name e-bil (MEE I 338 s.v. e-bil; MEE
II 12 r. ii:6; II 7 r. i:6) is not preceded by
the detenninative for a deity. The name
belongs to a human being, as the addition
LV dra-sa-ap shows (MEE I 12 r. ii:6). So
the antediluvian Abel cannot be interpretcd
as a deity.

fiI. In the OT Abel occurs only in Gen
4:2.4.8-9.25. His name is dcrived from the
noun heber 'breath' (SEYBOLD 1974:337;
HESS 1993) indicating that he is a person
with a transient charncter. A connection with
Akk ibilll and Arab ~ibil 'camel' (HALAT
227) is less probable.

In the Epistle to the Hebrews, Abel is
seen as one of the 'heroes of faith' (Heb
11:4): "By faith Abel offered unto God a
more excellent sacrifice than -'Cain". The
author of this letter refers to the question
why Cain's sacrifice was rejected and
Abel's accepted. This problem is discussed
in some Hcllenistic-Jewish and Rabbinic
sources too: Josephus, Am. I, 53-54 (God
had more pleasure in animals linkcd with
nature than in fruits as the product of cultu
re); Philo, De sacrijiciis Abelis et Caini; Tg.
Ps.-J. Gen 4:8; T. Sota 4, I9 (here Cain is
listed among the ungodly). Thc Greck trans
lation of Theodotion offers an independent
interpretation according to which fire came
down from heaven to consume Abel's
sacrifice but not Cain's. Another passage
from the Epistle to the Hebrews interprets
the blood of Abel in christological tcnns
(Heb 12:24).

In a throne vision in the longer reccnsion
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of the Testamem of Abraham, Abel is
depicted as the "sun-like angel, who holds
thc balancc" (0 iiYYEAo; 0 tiAl6~op¢l0~ 6 tOY
~Vyov K'ottXc.ov). As son of thc fIrst born in
history, Abel is sitting as judge in heaven
and he will judge the entire creation (T. Abr.
B XnI:I-3; cf. FOSSUM 1985:276-277;
MACH 1992: I98, who wrongly quotes the
pa.~sage as T.Abr. B 10.8f). In the shorter
rccension of the Testament of Abraham,
Abel is seen only a.~ an angel (T. Abr. A.
XI:2). A relation with the angel Hibil known
as a demiurgc in Mandaic sources cannot be
excluded (FOSSUM 1985:262-263).

IV. Bibliography
J. E. FOSSUM, The Name of God alld the
Allgel of the Lord. Samaritan and Jewish
Concepts of Imen"ediatioll alld the Origill
of Gnosticism (WUNT 36; TUbingen 1985);
C. H. GORDON, Notcs on Proper Namcs in
the Ebla Tablets, in: Eblaite Personal
Names and Semitic Name-giving (A. Archi
ed.; ARES I; Roma 1988) 153- I58; R. S.
HESS, Sllldies in the Personal Names of
Genesis I-II (AOAT 234; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1993) 27-28.223-225; M. MACH, Em
wickillngsstadien des jiidischen Engel
g/allbens ill \'orrabbinischer Zeit (TSAJ 34;
TGbingen 1992); K. SEYBOLD. ";;:J htrbcel,
nVAT2 (1974) 334-343.

B. BECKING

ABo~nNA TION rIpe
I. The singular noun Jiqqti~ 'abomin

ation' as a dysphemism meaning 'god, god
dcss' appears seven times in the Masoretic
text of Hebrew Scripture. This tcnn rcfers
respectively to (a) -·Milcom, the chief god
of the Ammonites (I Kgs 11:5, 7); (b)
-'Chemosh, the chief god of Moab (I Kgs
11:5; 23:18); (c) Ashtoreth (-·Astartc), thc
chief goddess of the Sidonians (2 Kgs 11:5,
7); and (d) thc abomination of desolation
(Jiqqu$ mesomem, Gk potA\J)'~O £PTlJ.l<OOE~.

Dan I 1:3 I; 12: I), which most modern inter
preters idcntify with the statue of -.Zcus
Olympios which Antiochus IV Epiphanes
set up in the Temple of the LORD
(-·Yahweh) at Jerusalem on Dccember 6th
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in the year 167 nCE. It is genernlly agreed
that the reading siqqu$/m me.Mmbn is the
result of dittogrnphy and that the original
and correct reading should be here also
siqqu$ mesomem, Le., 'abomination (singu
lar) of desolation'.

It is likewise genernlly agreed that the
latter designation of Zeus Olympios is a
play upon -.Baal shamem, 'Lord of
heaven" which is the Phoenician title of
both Canaanite -·Hadad and Greek Zeus,
who were perceived to be the same deity
under different names just as, mlllatis
mutandis, modem Muslims, Christians and
Jews perceive Allah, Jehovah, and Adonai
as different names for the same deity.

The plural siqqii\~/m, 'abominations',
refers to unspecified deities other than the
LORD and their respective cult statues in
Deut 29:16; Jer 7:30;16:18; 32:34; Ezek
5: 11; 7:20; 11 :21; 20:7, 8, 30; 37:23. Only
in Zcch 9:7 and Isa 66:3 is the plural
Jiqqi4im employed in the sense of seqa$im,
'non-kosher foods'. In Hos 9: 10 the term
means 'disgusting people'. and it refers to
the Israelites who through licentious beha
viour with the Midianite women were enti
ced into worship of -Baal of Peor (ef. Num
25:3-5). In Nah 3:6 the noun siqqii$im refers
to disgusting objects (possibly excrements)
which God promises to throw at personified
Nineveh in order to bespatter the city which
had until now attracted the admirntion of all
the world with her charms.

Unquestionably. referring to deities and
their cult objects as Jiqq('$'m. whose pri
mary meaning is 'disgusting object~·. was
meant to repel Isrnelites, who might other
wise be tempted to worship prohibited de
ities. In the same way, Lev 18 assens that
various types of sexual relations, which
some persons might perceive to be alterna
tive lifestyles. are so repulsive that they
make even the personified land of Israel
vomit.

II. Bibliograph)'
R. GALATZER-LEVY & M. I. GRUBER, What
an Affect Means: A Quasi-Experiment about
Disgust, The A1Inual of Psychoanalysis 20
(1992) 69-92; L. F. HARTMAN & A. A.
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DILELL\, Daniel (AB 23; Garden City
1978); 1. MILGROM. Two Priestly Terms:
seqe~ and tame', Tarbi:; 60 (1991) 423-428.

M. I. GRUBER

ABRAHAM Ojij:::l~

I. The 'original' name of the patriarch
'abram belongs to the common stock of
West Semitic names known since the begin
ning of the second millennium BCE. It is a
contrncted fornl of 'iibiram (HALAT 9; DE
VAUX 1968:11; I Kgs 16:32; Num 16:1;
26:9; Ps 106:17), written abnn in Ugarit
(KTU 4.352:2,4 = IA-bi-ra-mul;; PRU 3,20;
5,85:10: 107:8, cf. also Mari, H. B. HUFF
MO:-.1, Amorite Personal Names in the Mari
TeXIs [Baltimore 1965] 5), 'bnn in Elephan
tine (E. SAClfAU, Aramiiische Papyms lind
Ostraka aus einer Afilitlir-Kolonie ,u Ele
phantine [Leipzig 1911] no. 75/1 11.8). It
occurs perhaps also in the toponym pI ~/qr

Jbrm 'the fortress of Abrnm' mentioned in
the Sheshonq-Iist (J. SIMONS, Handbook of
Egyptian Topographical Lists [Leiden 1973]
XXXIV:71-72; MEYER 1906:266; Y. AHA
RONI, The Land of the Bible (London 19792]
328; pace M. NOTH, Die Schoschenkliste,
ZDPV 61 [1938] 291-292 = Aufslitze ;'lIr

biblischen Landes- IIl1d AltertulI1skullde 2
led. H. W. Wolff: Neukirchen Vluyn 1971]
83-84), but identification with biblical Abrn
ham remains extremely uncertain. 'AbraJuim
is an extended form of 'abram. The exten
sion is rather due to reverence and distinc
tion than dialectic variance. In historical
times, tradition-eonfirmed by folkloristic
etymology (Gen 17:5; Neh 9:7)-knew the
patriach only by his name 'abraJuim (Mic
7:20; Ps 47:10 etc.).

II. At one time the patriarchs were inter
preted as local Canaanite deities (LUTHER
1901; MEYER 1906, cf. WEIDMANN 1968:
89·94) or in terms of a~tral myth (GoLD
ZIHER 1876:109-110, 122, 182-183: JERE
MIAS 1906), panicularly Abrnham. since he
wac; associated with centres of the Meso
potamian -moon cult (Ur and -Haran).
-Sarah was equated with the moon-goddess
and Abraham's father -Terah with the
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moon (= Yerah). Though in biblical tradi
tion, there are allusions to the ancient cults
of Abraham's place of origin (Josh 24:2),
mythological interpretation of the Abraham
cycle plays no role in recent discussion.
Still, the religio-historical role of father
Abraham as the most venerated ancestor and
saint of Judaism, Christianity and Islam
(Man 3:9; 8:6, Luke 16:22-23; John 8:39
etc.; Str-B I 116-121; III 186-201; JEREMIAS

1958; BUSSE 1988:81-92) and his mythic
image as -Rock, i.e. begetter, (Isa 51:1) is
of interest. This latter veneration of 'Father
Abraham' may derive from an early
Israelite, viz. Canaanite ancestral cult of
Abraham at Machpelah (~Cybcle) (WEID
MANN 1968: 27-30; LoRETZ 1978:192).

Recent scholarship has become increas
ingly sceptical about the historicity of
Abraham and the patriarchal era (fHOMPS

ON 1974; VAN SETERS 1975; BLUM

1984:491-506; K~CKERT 1988:300-323).
Tracing the origins of Abraham within the
complicated traditions of the Pentateuch is
extremely difficult. Pentateuchal traditions
picture him as the founder of a number of
cult-places (Shechem -Thukamuna, Gen
12:6-7: -·Bethel, Oen 12:8: 13:3-4: Mamre,
Gen 13:18; Beersheba, Gen 21 :23: Moriah I
Jerusalem?, Gen 22:2; I Chron 3:1): he
came either from Ur or from Haran in Mes
opotamia (Gen II :27-32; 15:7): his pastoral
and sedentary life is mainly concentrated in
the environment of the· Negev (Beersheba,
E) and/or Hebron (Mamre, JP) and he was
buried in the cave of Machpelah (Gen 23: 1
20, JP; 25:1-7, Pl. Traditio-historical
research basically agrees that his connec
tions with Haran, Shechem and Bethel arc
of a secondary character and originated
when trndition identified Abraham as the
father of Isaac and ancestor of the Northern
tribes (-Jacob: NOTH 1948: 112-127). The
trnditions of Mamre and the ancestral tomb
of Machpelah near Hebron possess, how
ever, a certain credibility. The tmditions
about Abraham. the Hebrew, who lived near
the -+Terebinths of the Amorite Mamre
(Gen 14:13 with parallel accounts in Gen
13:18; 14:18: 18:1; 23:1.19) suggest that the
cult of Abraham was originally at home
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around Hebron (ALT, KS I, 54-55: JEPSEN

1953-54: 144, 149).
III. Pre-Judaean ·traditions about Abra

ham were kept and fostered by the clan of
Caleb, the Kenizite, who settled and lived at
Hebron (Josh 14:6.13-15; 15:13-19 = Judg
I: I0-15.20) before they merged with the
Judaean confederation. At the sanctuary in
Mamre-Hebron, Abraham was 'a father of
many nations' as early as the emergence of
the monarchy. At the end of the second mil
lennium BCE at least two tribal federations,
the Judaean Israelites and the Ishmaelites
claimed Abraham a~ one of their ancestors.
It is not until the end of the monarchic
period, however, that in Judaean-Israelite
tradition 'our father' Abraham emerges out
of the shadow of Jacob (Isa 29:23: Mic
7:20), probably because of his more 'ecu
menical' chamcter Oer 33:26: Ezek 33:24;
Isa 41:8: 51:2: 63:16: VAN DER MERWE
1956:90-101, 121-124). Pleas based on the
election of Abraham as friend and servant of
God (resp. Isa 41 :8; 2 Chr 20:7; Jas 2:23; cf.
Gen 26:24: Exod 32:13; Ps 105:42; also
Koranic a/-bam, Surah 4: 125) and his
fathership of Israel may reflect a growing
reverence for him as an ancestral saint and
intercessor (Gcn 18:22-33: 20: 17; 23:6 [?]:
cf. Isa 63:15-16: Str-B I 116-121). Abra
ham's image as a rock-begetter parallel to
Sarah as a childbearing rock-cleft (Isa 51: I)
may even refer to the ancient cult-legend of
Machpelah (VAN UCHELEN 1968; pace
FABRY, nVAT 4 1982-84:982). If so, it
would be the oldest reference to Machpelah
oUL~ide the Pentateuch. From Gen 23: 1-20:
25:7-11 (P) it might be inferred that at the
least in early post-exilic times the motif of
the patriarchal tomb had become established
in Israelite-Ishmaelite tradition. In this
period Hebron was no Judaean territory
(Neh II :25), but part of the hyparchy
Idumea (I Macc 6:65: ALT, KS 2, 327-329:
AHARONI 1979:416). Already at this stage
the existence of Jewish and Idumaean
pilgrimages seems to be implied and Jltb.
22:3-4 and Josephus (Bell. IV 532) may
confirm this. The present edifice which
houses the epitaphs of the patriarchs and
their wives, the Haram cl-Khalil, is a work
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of Herodian architec(ure (JEREMIAS 1956;
\VEIPPEKT, BRL2, 145 [& lit». It was
presumably built over a more modest shrine,
called byt 'brhm (Heb JlIb. 22:24; 23:6; DJD
III 269; lat baris Abraham) also known as
byt hbrk 'house of the Blessed One' (3Q15
Xli,S; Mur 43:2; LIPINSKI 1974:50-51). This
'house of Abraham/the Blessed One' is most
probably not identical with the cult-place of
Mamre, which at present is located at Ramat
aI-Khalil, 3 km. nonh of Hebron (Bell. IV
533; IQapGen XXI,19). Though Mamre is
nowhere mentioned explicitly outside Gen
esis, it was an ancient sanctuary and a centre
of pilgrimage (2 Sam 2:4; 5:3). According
to Josephus the ancient tercbinth, called
Ogygcs was still shown there (Bel/. IV 533;
Ant. I 186). The place was destroyed by
Hadrian after the Bar Kochba revolt and
turned into a marketplace. Constantine built
a basilica inside the Herodian wall (So
zomenus, Hist. Eccl. II 4; JEREMIAS 1958;
WEIPPERT, BRL2, 145; MAGEN 1991). The
still impressive remains of both places and
the unbroken trndition testify (0 Abraham's
religious significance as the father of all
who are of the faith of Abraham (Rom
4: 16), and to his ancestral cult, in the Haram
el-Khalil, still observed by Jews, Christians
and Muslims (JEREMIAS 1958).
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M. DIJKSTRA

ADAM
I. In the Bible itself there are no traces

of trnditions that Adam was ever regarded as
a divine or angelic being. For non-biblical
ANE material possibly relevant to Adam
veneration the reader is referred to the
lemma -·Soil. Here only post-biblical mate
rial peninent to the motif of Adam's divine
or angelic status is dealt with.

II. Some passages in early rnbbinic lite
rature testify to the existence of 'heretics'
(mi"im) that held that Adam had acted as
God's associate in creation or as his pleni
potentiary (e.g., b.Sanlr. 38a: "Our rnbbis
taught: Adam was created [last of all beings]
on the eve of Sabbath. Why so? Lest the
minim should say: The Holy One, blessed be
He, had a panner [sc. Adam] in His work of
creation"). Gnostic sources seem to con finn
this when they speak of Adamas through
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whom everything came into being (FOSSUM
1985:267). In other early Christian sources
the idea of Adam having been God's vicere
gent crops up occasionally, especially in the
so-called Adam Iiternture (sec, e.g., the
Cave of the Treasure; further STONE 1992).
Philo's distinction between the heavenly
Man of Gen I:27 and the earthly man of
Gen 2:7 may have been one of the tributa
ries to the development of this motif (Opij.
mllndi 134 ct al.). In 2 Enoch 30: 11-12
(long recension) God says: "On the earth I
assigned him [Adam] to be a second angel,
honoured and great and glorious. I assigned
him to be a king, to reign on the earth and
to have my wisdom. There was nothing
comparable to him on the earth, not even
among my creatures that exist [the angels]."
But the Testamellt ofAbraham ch. 8 (rec. B)
goes a step further when identifying Adam
with a Kavod-Iike (-·Glory) Man in heaven,
"sitting upon a throne of great glory" at the
gates of Parndise, encircled by a multitude
of angels and looking at the many souls
being led to destruction and the few souls
being led to life. "Adam is enthroned in
heaven as the Glory at the end of time"
(FOSSUM 1985:276). The description of
Adam as a "wondrous man," "adorned in
such glory," with a "terrifying appemnce,
like that of the Lord" (Test. Abr. II, rec. A)
clearly recalls Ezekiel's vision in ch. I. It
would seem that in certain circles with mys
tical inclinations God's Glory, the Heavenly
Man, and Adam merged into one angelic
figure. On the development of this idea in
later Kabbalistic circles see SCIIOLEM 1974
(Reg., s.v.). The implication that all this
may have for the study of New Testament
christology is a matter of debate.

III. Bibliography
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alld Eve (SBLEJL 3; Atlanta 1992).

P. W. VAN DER HORST

ADAT ili~

I. The Ugaritic male title adn (-'Lord)
for god and men has a female counterpart:
adt « *adatttl < *adiintll ). EISSFELDT
(1939) proposed to read in the lament Jer
22: 18 we/roy ~iidiit, 'oh, Mistress', implying
that a female deity is invoked.

II. At Ugarit, adt occurs as the female
counterpart to adn. adt is not only used to
indicate the Ugaritic queen-mother, but also
the mother-goddess as can be inferred from
names like bll adt)' = DUMU a-da-ta-ya
(PRU VI, 83 iv: II); fA-da-ti-ya (PRU III,
p.114:29); tbdadt = l'}R-a-da-te (F. GRl)N
DAHL, Die Personennamen der Texte ails
Ugarit [StP 1; Roma 1967] 45.90; KTU
3.3:12; PRU VI, 79:19,185:2'); hyadt (PRU
II, 47:22); fS,1m-a-da-te (PRU VI, 107:6);
[f]Um-mi-a-da-te (PRU V. 107:7). The title
'dt, 'mistress', is attested in Phoenicia for
BaCalat of Byblos (KAI 6:2; 7:4) and for
-Astarte (KAI 29:2). In a protD-sinaitic
inscription from Sernbit el-Khadim -'Baalat
(= -·Hathor) is given this epitheton (CPSI
No. 37). It also occurs in Palmyra (J.
CANTINEAU, S\'ria 17 [1936] 334-335;
NOTH 1937:345). Finally, the Egyptian
Asiatic female personal name 'dwrw (Papy
rus Brooklyn 35.1446 vs 15a; SCHNEIDER
1987:264) must be noted. In Aramaic
inscriptions the title mr(~)tlmiiri1t (= -.Atar
gatis?) is used next to miirii~, 'lord', more
than once (DISO 166-167: KA/242).

III. It is not settled whether or not the
female title 'mistress' for the divine occurs
in the Old Testament. EJSSFELDT (1938:489;
cf. HALA T 12. 231) proposed to read in the
lament Jer 22: 18 weho)' 'adat, 'oh, Mis
tress', (parnllel to 'a~lot in the preceding
colon), though the masoretic text, wehay
hodo, 'oh, his majesty', is rnther clear (but
see W. L. HOLLADAY, Jeremiah I [Phil
adelphia 1986] 592, 597). The only indica
tion that the title was known in an Isrnelite
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context is found in a Judaean seal belonging
to a woman: 'df '~r pJ~r (TIGAY 1986:65).
Ugaritic and Palmyrene parallels suggest her
name (and perhaps the woman) to be of
foreign origin. If she was Israelite, her name
reflects either the existence of the cult of a
female deity like -Asherah in Judah or it
was used despite its original non-Israelite
character like e.g. Aramaic Martha who is
attested in Jewish contexts (D/SO 166;
TIGAY 1986:71).

IV. Bibliography
O. EISSFELDT, Neue Belege fUr niK "Her
rin". OU 40 (1947) 345-346; M. NOTH,
Zum phonizischen niK, OU 31 (1938) 553
558; T. SCHNEIDER, Die semitischen und
agyptischen Namen der syrischen Sklaven
des Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446 Verso, UF
19 (1987) 255-282; J. H. TIGAY, You Shall
Have No Other Gods (HSS 31; Atlanta
1986).

M. DUKSTRA

ADDIRIM -. NOBLE ONES

ADON - LORD

ADONAY-·LORD;YAHWEH

ADONIS -AOooVlC;
I. Adonis (originally 'Lord', sec

Hesychius s.v.) is a hero of classical mythol
ogy, beloved by -Aphrodite and Persepho
ne. He has been identified with a Phoenician
god in Byblos who is referred to as d DA.MU

in the Amarna letters. The divine name
Adon;s occurs in Vulg Version of Ezek 8:14
instead of VL and LXX TlIammuz.. As
~emdar mUi'm, 'Darling of women'. Adonis
occurs possibly in Dan 11:37. References to
his cult are perhaps also to be found in some
chapters of Isaiah.

II. According to classical tradition (e.g.
Anton. Liber. 34; Apollod. m 14,3-4; Ovid,
Meram. X 298-739; Hygin., Fab. 58),
Adonis was born from an incestuous union
between the heroine Myrrha, who had in
curred the displeasure of Aphrodite, and her
own father Kinyras (or Thcias), king of
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Cyprus (or of Assyria/Syria). He divides his
time between the realm of the living and the
underworld. Central themes in the myths
about Adonis are Aphrodite's love for him,
and his premature and shameful death; he
was killed by a wild boar while hunting. His
love and death are the subject of the Adonia
festivals celebrated in classical Athens, in
Ptolemaic Alexandria and in the Roman
world. In addition to a ritual mourning, there
were other rites varying with each locality
and period. The Athenian celebrations (5th
4th century BCE) were a private festival;
they were characterized by the high numbers
of women participating, their atmosphere of
frolic and licentiousness. and their ritual
mourning. One of the chief items on the
agenda was the preparation of the 'Adonis
gardens', i.e. small earthenware pots in
which seeds of cereals and vegetables had
been planted; these began to sprout within a
week. and were then left on the roofs under
the summer sun. The miniature 'gardens',
with seeds blooming in the dog-days and
wilting as soon as they sprouted, were
regarded a.~ a symbol of an unfruitful agri
culture; they were thought to represent the
opposite of the nonnal cycle of seasons
(e.g., Plato, Phaedms 276 B; Simplicius, ;n
Phys. VII 4). Likewise Adonis, beautiful and
young but inefficient as a hunter, was
deemed a paragon of anti-heroic behaviour.
A young lover of deities who reigned over
opposite realms, Aphrodite over the earth
and Persephone over the underworld, Ado
nis was in many ways the opposite of the
positive sides of matrimony and manliness.
The private Athenian worship of Adonis by
concubines and prostitutes contrasts with the
public worship of -Demeter by wives and
mothers. On account of the intrusion of such
idiosyncratic values, the cult of the Greek
Adonis marks a crisis in the city ideology. It
is to be viewed as such rather than as a cos
mic drama involving the death of a god
(DETIENNE 1989).

A 4th century BCE inscription from
Athens (lG 112 1261) allows Cypriots in the
city to celebrate the Adonis festival 'accord
ing to the customs of their homeland'-
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which shows that the rites varied locally.
According to the account of Cyril of
Alexandria (in Isa. 18:1-2; 4th-5th century
CE), the Adonis festival was a show per
fonned in the sanctuaries by a chorus and
by singers commemorating Aphrodite's
journey to the nether world in search of her
lover. According to Theocritus, however
(Idyll. 15; 4th-3rd century BCE), the Alexan
drinian Adonis festival was celebrated in the
royal palace. The first day the participants
celebrated the union between the two lovers,
represented in the course of a banquet under
a kiosk of dill stems and surrounded by
fruits, delightful gardens, pots of perfumes
and a big variety of cakes. On the second
day the epithalamium gave way to a lament
as the worshippers gathered for a funeral
procession to cany the image of Adonis to
the seashore. The Adonis celebrations at
Byblos, on the Phoenician coast, described
in pseudo-Lucian's De Syria Dea 6-9 (2nd
century CE) were perfonned in the great
temple of Aphrodite (-Astarte). Legend has
it that the beginning of the rites was sig
nalled by the arrival of a message sent by
the women of Alexandria and carried by the
waves to the harbour of the Poenician town,
to the effect that Aphrodite had found
Adonis. Occurring at about the same time of
year, the reddening of the Adonis river
which sprung from Mt. -Lebanon, was
interpreted as a token of Adonis' death (De
Syria Dea 6-7; cf. Cyril, in Isa. 18:1-2.).
The festival consisted of a period of general
mourning, followed by the joyful proclama
tion that 'Adonis continues to live' beyond
death. There is no reference to 'Adonis gar
dens'. The hero received sacrifices 'as if he
were dead', women offered up some of their
hair or engaged in sacral prostitution, and
the celebrations ended on a note of cheerful
ness.

According to local exegesis (quoted by
the author of De Syria Dea, cit.), the Adonis
of Byblos was a model of the Egyptian
-Osiris, Le. a great dying god of cosmic
significance. Moreover, since Strabo (XVI
2,18) aUests that Byblos was dedicated to
Adonis he must indeed have been a god of
high rank. It is probable that the cult of
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Adonis in Byblos continued the worship of a
Phoenician -'Baal', conceived as a dying
and rising god. This god was not merely a
spring deity or a vegetation spirit, as Frazer
believed, but an important city god compar
able to -Melqart in Tyre and -Eshmun in
Sidon. Honoured as king of his city, and
heir of the ancient Syrian cult of royal an
cestors, he was worshipped by the periodical
celebration of his death and access to divine
life. In fact, the classical tradition about the
hero Adonis may well go back, ultimately,
to a Syro-Palestinian model. The latter was
often designated by a title (Baal, Adon)
instead of a proper name. Finally, we must
remember that in the 2nd century CE a
temple was built for Adonis in Dura Euro
pos, on the - Euphrates, where he was wor
shipped, perhaps together with the goddess
- Atargatis (RIBICIIINI 1981: 166-167).

III. In the Vulgate version of Ezek 8: 14
the name of Adonis is used to render Heb
Tammfiz and Gk ea~~ou~ (-·Tammuz), for
whom women were weeping in the temple
of Jerusalem. It is possible that the reference
is indeed to the Mesopotamian Tammuz
whose cult was accepted by exiled Judaeans
(EISSFELDT 1970:21; DELCOR 1978:378).
The Alexandrian translators of LXX did not
bother to identify the god with Adonis,
whose name and cult must have been known
in Egypt, but arc satisfied to transcribe Tam
muz's name from Hebrew to Greek. Only in
the 3rd century CE is the identification of
Greek Adonis with the Hebrew and Syriac
Tammuz explicitly made (see Origen, Sel. in
Ezek 8:13-14). The cult of the Mesopotam
ian god was considered to resemble that of
Canaanaite BaaUAdon (RIDICHINI 1981: 181
192; loREn, in Adonis. Relazioni ... , 32).
The similarity was also noted by other exe
getes (Jerome, in Ezek. 8: 14 and Ep. 58:3
[about mourning rites for Tammu7JAdonis
in Bethlehem]; Cyril of Alex., i1l Isa. 18: 1-2
and in Hos. 4:15; Theodoret, i1l Ezek. 8:14;
Procopius Gaz., in Isa 18: 1-7; Chronico1l
Paschale 130 [PO 92, 329]; see also W.
BAUDISSIN, Adonis lind Eshmlln [Leipzig
1911],94-97,352-54). There was some con
fusion between the Greek Adonis and the
oriental Tammuz, also in later Syriac
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sources (see esp. Isaac Antioch.• XXV 125
126; Theodore Bar Koni, Lib. sehol. I [ed.
Scher; Paris 191O} 204-205, 312-31; Melit.,
Or. ad AnIon. Caes., 5 ; Ishodad of Merv,
Bar Bahlul. Bar Hebraeus, etc.).

Some commentators have taken the
mention of the "one desired by women" in
Dan II :37 (combated by Antiochus Epi
phanes) ao; an allusion to the cult of Adonis.
·thrice-beloved'. according to Theocritus
(XV 86) and Hippolytus (Ref haer. 5:9).
Yet there is not the slightest evidence in the
historical records that Antiochus ever op
posed the cult of Adonis. The expression
~Iemdal mUim could mean simply 'the love
of women' or. better. 'the desire of women';
then perhaps it merely points to the cruelty
Antiochus showed toward all women he wao;
sexually involved with.

Echoes of an Adonis ritual have also
been found in the oracle against Moab in Isa
15 (BONNET 1987): some scholars believe
that Isa 17: 10-11 denounces the tending of
miniature gardens for Adonis; the Hebrew
expression nire natamtillim ('pleasant
plants') could be understood as 'plants for
the Pleasant One'. the 'Pleasant One' being
Adonis. In a similar way Isa 1:29-30; 65:3
and 66: 17 have been said to contain
references to sacrifices and other rites 'in the
gardens' for Adonis (EtSSFELDT 1970: 19
20; DELCOR 1978). These interpretations are
based on the hypothesis that the Adonis gar
dens. well-known in the Graceo-Roman
world. continued an oriental (esp. Syro
Palestinian) tradition (cf. the Egyptian 'beds
of Osiris', or the Syro-Palestinian cultic
practices in the gardens). This would mean
that gardens were regarded as suitable
places for ritual mournings for Baal. sym
bolizing fertility and revival (see XELLA. in
Adonis. Relazioni.... 110-111, for the anal
ogies between the Greek and biblical pol
emics about this cult).

IV. In the 3rd century CEo Origen (Sel. ill
Ezek. 8: 14) sums up the exegesis of Adonis
that was current in his days (see DE VAUX
1971): "The god whom the Greeks called
Adonis is called Tammuz by the Jews and
the Syrians. as they say. It seems that cer
tain sacred ceremonies are practised each
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year; first. they weep for him as if he had
ceased to live; then they rejoice for him as if
he had risen from the dead. But those who
claim to be specialists in the interpretation
of Greek mythology and so-called mythical
theology affirm that Adonis symbolizes the
fruits of the earth: men weep when they sow
the seeds. but the seeds grow and. by their
growth. give joy to those who work the
land". In fact, a 'resurrection' of Adonis. in
the CUllo; celebrated in the Near East. is clear
ly testified to not only by Origen. but also
by Procopius. Cyril and Jerome. In several
other literary sources. moreover. Adonis is
said to be a symbol of the ripe and cut grain
and contrasts with Attis as a symbol of
spring flowers (Porphyry. Imag. 7 in Eus.,
P. E. III 11.12;13.14; Ammianus Marc. XIX
1.11; XXII 9.15). Note. finally. that the syn
cretism with other heroic or divine figures.
by Greek and Latin authors. includes the
identification of Adonis with Attis. Osiris.
Pygmaion. -+Dionysos. etc.; he is also
termed Gingras. Aoios. Gauas, Kirris. Itaios,
Pherekles. and lends his name to a river
(Nahr Ibrahim). a kind of flower (anemone).
fish. bird. song. and a metric verse.
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S. RIBICHINI

ADRAMMELECH l',oiiK
I. Adrammelech IS a god worshipped

by the people of Sepharvaim whom the
Assyrians settled in Samaria, coupled with
-+Anammelech, 2 Kgs 17:31.

II. No attempt to identify Sepharvaim or
its deities has yet commanded general
acceptance. An interesting proposal has been
produced by ZADOK (1976). Building on a
study by DRIVER (1958) he argued that the
place was Assyrian Saparre. Babylonian
Sipirani. from a putative Siprayn, situated in
Chaldaea, south of Nippur. Its inhabitant'i
could have revered gods with West Semitic
names. Yet a location in Syria also deserves
serious consideration, in view of the fact
that Sepharvaim is mentioned after Hamath
and Arpad in both 2 Kgs 18:34 and 19: 13
(DAY 1989:46).

Since P. JENSEN proposed the minor
emendation from ~dr to ~dd (ZA 13 [1898]
333 n.I). many scholars have accepted
Adadmelech as a form of Hadad-melcch,
-+'Hadad is king'. encouraged by the read
ing of Adad-milki in cuneiform sources (so
J. A. MONTGOMERY & H. S. GEHMAN.
Killgs [Edinburgh 1951] 476; DRIVER 1958;
M. COGAN & H. TAm.tOR, /I Kings [New
York 1988] 212). Now the suppon has
disappeared since O. PEDERStN has shown
that the signs read Adad-milki are simply to

be read Dada or Dadda, caritative forms of
Adad (OrSu 33-35 [1984-1986] 313-316).
Moreover, the divine name would appear in
West Semitic as Hadad, hdd. If the Sephar
vites were of Aramean or Phoenician origin,
it is very unlikely that the name of their god
would have lost its initial h. unless the
Hebrew authors of Kings copied the infor
mation from a cuneiform text in Babylonian,
which would not express it.

The Hebrew Text's reading is a perfectly
acceptable West Semitic fonn, best recon
structed as ~addir-me/ek 'the glorious one is
king'. The adjective occurs in Ugaritic and
in Phoenician. It is a title of -·Baal in a 6th
century BCE inscription from Byblos (KAI 9
B5). On founh century coins of Byblos a
local king is named ~dnll/k (PECKHAM
1968:47-50). However. the root is absent
from Aramaic. indicating a Canaanite or
Phoenician origin for this deity. The move
ment of peoples and their cults by natural
processes of migration and trade, as well as
Assyrian deponations. could have brought a
group of worshippers to Babylonia, only for
their descendants to be transplanted to
Samaria (see in general B. ODED, Mass
Deponatiolls and Deportees in the Neo
Assyriall Empire [Wiesbaden 1979]).

III. The Sepharvites honoured Adram
melech and his companion Anarnmelech by
burning their children (2 Kgs 17:31). The
expression siirap (bii'es) , 'to bum (in/with
fire)'. has been interpreted as reflecting the
deuteronomistic polemics against foreign
deities (e.g. WEINFELD 1972). This view.
however, has been seriously challenged (e.g.
by KAISER 1976). Both Adrammelech and
Anammelech may be seen as aspects of
-·Molech whose worship involved similar
action. So long as no infonnation about
these gods or their home is available from
other ancient Near Eastern sources, it is
impossible to clarify the biblical references
funher.

The deity Adrammelech should not be
confused with the character Adrammelech,
the murderer of Sennacherib (2 Kgs 19:37;
Isa 37:38; -'Mulissu).

IV. Bibliography
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A. R. MILLARD

AENEAS AhiagAlvEia;
I. Aeneas. already a prominent Trojan

hero in Homer's lIiad. is best known to us
as the central figure of Virgil's Aelleid.
whose task it is to create the Roman identity
and destiny. His name occurs as that of the
paralysed man cured by Peter at Acts 9:33
34. The name appears to be Greek, based on
the root for 'praisc' (aiv-). The form Ainea...
(as at Acts 9:33), as opposed to Aineia.'i, is
originally the Doric dialect form according
to PAJ>E-BENSELER 1884 s.v.; the Latin is in
either case Aeneas.

II. Aeneas, the son of lame Anchises
and the Goddess -'Aphrodite (Venus), is
presented as a member of a cadet branch of
the Trojan royal family and the most distin
guished Trojan warrior other than Hektor.
He is specially favoured and protected in the
lIiad, by -'Apollo, -·Poseidon and of course
Aphrodite. Poseidon is made to base this
protection (Iliad 20:306-8) on a prophecy
that Aeneas and his descendants will mle
the Trojuns after the destruction of the line
of Priam. This leads to a legend of his
travels to account for the existence of Aineia
in the Chalkidike. whose coins depicted him
as early as the late 6th century nCE
(MAlTEN 1931:35; GAUNKSY 1969:111
112) and several other places and peoples in
Greece (MALTEN 1931:56-57).

A special role in European cultural his-
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tory is played by the development of the
myth that Aeneas' arrival in Italy led to the
foundation of Rome. Though clements may
go back to Stesichoros in the 6th century
BCE (GALINSKY 1969:106-13; OGILVIE 1965:
33, but cf. PERRET 1942:849), by the 5th
century it was accepted (GAUNS....'" 1969:
77.103) that Trojans had reached Sicily
(Thucydides 6, 2, 3) and that Aeneas had
founded Rome (Hellanikos, FGH 4F84).
This migration of the myth may be traceable
to the western interests and westward move
ments of Phokaians in the 7th and 6th cen
turies BCE and, in panicular, their associ
ation with the Etruscans (B~~IER 1951:
36-9). The theme was cenainly securely
established in Roman literary tradition long
before Virgil's definitive presentation in his
Aelleid. His epic depicts Aeneas as a man of
exemplary piety towards the gods (as in his
emblematic rescue of the holies from Troy).
towards his family (as in his emblematic
rescue of Anchises from Troy, carried on his
shoulders) and towards his people. The char
acter of Aeneas is instrumental in Virgil's
presentation of a Roman mission to rule the
world with civilised imperialism, reflecting
the regime of Augustus and its claim to
moral authority after the collapse of the
Roman state into civil war (49-31 BCE).

III. It may seem curious that so elevated
a name should be assigned to the cripple in
Acts 9:33-34, but Greek culture-to which
the author of Acts belonged-was unlikely
to have taken cognisance of a Latin text
such as Virgil's. It is best regarded as a
solid, traditional name dignified by its
bearer in Homeric epic (-Jason). Examples
occur, if not overly frequently, throughout
Greek history-for instance, a Corinthian
representative in Thucydides (4:119; 423
BCE), or an Arcadian general (367 nCE)
mentioned by Xcnophon who is the prob
able author of an extant work on military
strategy ('Aeneas Tacticus'). FRASER
MATTIIEWS list 35 instances (but 183 for
Jason), several in the last century nCE, but
very few after Christ, probably a sampling
error. One Aeneas is an emissary sent by the
high priest (late 2nd century BCE Pergamene
decree in Jos. Alit. 14, 10, 22), the son of
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'Antipatros·. perhaps grandson of 'Jason'
son of Eleazar, and the whole embassy is
stocked with Jews bearing good Greek
names.
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K. DOWDEN

AGREEMENT i:iil'
I. The Hebrew word cedilt. fonnally an

abstract noun (GK § 86 k) but perhaps ori
ginally a pluml (cf. cedut). occurs about fifty
times in the Hebrew Bible. It primarily
designates a written document containing an
agreement between two parties. Because in
most Bible passages Yahweh is one of these
parties. cedz;t developped the connotation of
'covenant' and 'covenantal stipulations'
(SI:'UAN-YOFRE 1986: I 125- I 128). Its Semi
tic cognates. Cd)' in Aramaic and adz; in
Akkadian. refer to a sworn agreement
between two political panies. In first millen
nium Mesopotamian texts the sworn agree
ment (or its material token) could be hypos
tatized and thus occur as thcophoric element
in personal names.

II. The Akkadian word ada. plur. ade, is
well attested in first millennium political
and juridical texts from Assyria and Babylo
nia. The exact understanding of the word
has been disputed. In the Assyrian political
organi7~tion, adz; was the tenn used to indi
cate sworn agreements. both between indep
endent rulers and between subordinates or
vassals and the superior party. According to
WATANABE (1987:24), the tenn ade has first
of all a religious connotation. indicating the
relationship between the gods witnessing the
agreement and the party swearing the oath.
The sworn agreement was an old institution,
well documented in Old Babylonian Mari
(see DURAND 199 I and other studies in the
same volume). for which ada/ade was intro
duced as a special tenn in the Nco-Assyrian
period. The etymology is disputed; most
scholars consider it an Assyrian loan from
Aramaic Cd(y). but the etymology of the
Semitic root remains uncertain (LEMAIRE &

DURAND 1984:91-106; SmIAN-YoFRE
1986: 1108-1110). The institution of sworn
agreements seems authentically Mesopota
mian and older than the Arameans (PARPO
LA 1987:180-83; DURAND 1991). DURAND
1991 :70 opts for a Mesopotamian etymolo
gy by assuming a relationship with Sume
rian a.du, also attested as Akkadian adz;m
'work assignment' (CAD All ada C). This
would imply an Akkadian loan word in
Aramaic, but the initial cayin remains pro
blematic (LEMAIRE & DURAND 1984:103).

There is evidence for the hypostatized
'ade of the king' which bec3me an object of
religious emotion and worship. Firstly. there
is a broken passage in Esarh3ddon's succes
sion treaty. in which vassal rulers and subor
dinates are required to guard the treaty tablet
'like your god' (ki i1ikllnll: SAA 2 no.
6:409; cf. K. WATANABE. Die Sieglung der
)Nasal1envertr,ige Asarhaddons« durch den
Gott A~~ur. BagM 16 [1985] 388: SAA 2
45). More significant is the occurence of an
oath sworn "by deities and the adu of the
king" in Baylonian texts (ina ON ... II ade
fa farri tama). In other passages this royal
adz, can be described as an avenging force
threatening anyone who breaks the agree-
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ment. "May Anu and gtar and the adli of
Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, order
the destruction of whoever changes this con
tract" (AnOr 8 [1933] 14:30-33; see CAD
NI 134-135 for other examples). Other pas
sages mention the possibility of the royal
ada turning into a divine opponent (bil
dim). The Chicago Assyrian Dictionary
separates the references to the hypostatized
ad,;, 'majesty (?). power (?)', from ada, 'a
type of fornml agreement' (CAD Nl s.v.
ada A and adii B), but it has been shown
that this classification is to be abandoned:
all references can be attributed to a single
noun ada (all references and literature col
lected by WATANABE 1987:6-25). Thirdly
there are personal names of the Seleucid
period with the theophoric element dAdeJu,
'his ada', the personal suffix undoubtedly
referring to the king (SCHOLZ 1981/82;
DALLEY 1986:91; WATANABE 1987:23 and
25).

It is certain that the ad,i-agreement, being
a highly important instrument in the Assy
rian internal and imperial administration,
could be hypostatized and obtain divine
characteristics. The indications adduced to
connect ada with $almu / $alam sarri, the
deified statue (of the king) known mainly
from Late Assyrian texts (DALLEY 1986:91
93; -image), are insufficient to warrant an
identification. It seems methodologically
preferable to separate the names.

III. In the Hebrew Bible, cidlit is used as
a tenn for a treaty or covenant and, by
extension. for the moral and religious requi
rements contained therein. In 2 Kgs 11: 12
cidat occurs as a concrete object which,
together with the diadem (nizer), is given
by the high priest to the newly crowned
king. Commentators have proposed to inter
pret also this occurrence of cidat as '(divi
ne) command. testimony', interpreting it as
a written document, possibly containing
some divine justification for the new reign
(G. VON RAD, Das judaische Konigsritual,
ru. 72 [1947] 211-16, esp. 213; K. VAN
DER TOORN, Sin and Sallctioll ill Israel and
Mesopotamia [Assen 1986] 181-82 note 131
& lit: SIMIAN-YOFRE 1986: 1126); one could
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imagine a collection of loyalty oaths or
prophecies, testifying to the divine election
of the new king. Others prefer to consider
cid,lt in 2 Kgs 11: 12 as a material object.
COGAN & TADMOR connect m,.l1 in this
passage with the root cOH, 'to deck (one
selO" and take it as a plural of Cadi,
'jewels', or the like (M. COGAN & H. TAD
MOR, /I Kings [AB 11; New York 1988]
128). The suggestion of YEIVIN (1974), fol
lowed by DALLEY (1986:92), to translate
m,.l1 in 2 Kgs 11:12 as 'winged solar disk'
seems too bold to be accepted. Their argu
ment is based on the reading of the damaged
passage KAI 10:5 and remains therefore
hypothetical. Unlike the related concept of
-curse ('alii), Heb cidat has been neither
hypostasized nor dei fied.
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F. VAN KOPPEN & K. VAN DER TOORN

AH- BROTHER

AION Qiwv
I, Aion docs not occur as a divine

name or concept in the Bible, although
REITZENSTEIN (1921) followed by others
(BAGD, s.v.) considered Aion in Eph 2:2. 7;
3:9 and Col 1:26 a deity, the evil ruler of
the cosmos. Aion in Greek has a wide range
of meanings, 'lifetime, life, age, generation,
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period, eternity' (LSJ. S.v.; nVNT I. 197
204), and can even be identical with cos
mos.

II. REITZENSTEIN (1921) identified Aion
with Persian zerl'an akarana, 'the endless
timc', and believed it a deity with a real
cult. He based his opinion on a passage in
Epiphanius, Pan. 52.22.8-10, describing a
feast of Kore in Alexandria in celebrntion of
her giving birth to Aion on the night of
January 5-6. Aion is represented by a naked
figure of wood on a bier which is carried
seven times round the inner part of the
temple. The same Ptolemaic Aion would be
reflected in an Eleusinian dedication of a
statue of Aion (IG 11.4705) and in Ps.Cal/.
1.33, 2 (cf. Lydus, De mens. iv.I). Later
research makes it highly unlikely that Aion
in these contexts reflects either a Ptolemaic
divine concept or deity or Persian zen'an
(NOCK 1934:79-99; FRASER 1972:336-338).
Thc attribution of a festival to Aion was a
late innovation, perhaps originating in
Alexandrian coins of Antoninus Pius of
138/139 with the legend Aion and a repre
sentation of a -+phoenix celebrnting the
beginning of a new era (VAN DEN BROEK
1972:417, 429-430). Aion often is an at
tribute of the sun god -+Helios. who repre
sents the course of time. and as such Aion
occurs in the magical papyri (e.g. PGM I,
200; IV, 1169; FESTUGltRE 1954:176-199).
Aion as a philosopical concept is frequently
found in the Chaldaean oracles, where it
represents the second god, a middle figure
between the highest deity and the world
(LEWY 1978:99-105). The philosophical
sense going back to Plato. Ti11L 37d, also
appears in Corpus Hermeticllm XI (FEs
ruGltRE 1954:152-175) and in Philo of
Byblos. Phoenician History, in Eusebius,
Praep. Ev. I 10,7 (BAUMGARTEN 1981:146
148).

In particular during the second century of
the common ern, when nearly all these texts
were written, there was a certain fascination
with Aion and with all aspects linked with
it. but Aion never was a well-defined divine
concept, and certainly not a personal deity.

III. In the Bible aion is a very common
word which usually has the meaning 'eter-

nity' or 'world' (cf. Heb '61(111). It never
occurs as a divine concept or a deity pace
Reitzenstein and his followers.
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H. J. W. DRIJVERS

AL
I. Heb Ali or Eli « 'Iy) and Alu or Elu

« 'Iw) have been identified as the shorter
and more ancient forms of the term -+Elyon
('I)'u-n) , 'Most High', mentioned in the
Hebrew Bible. Elyon is a well documented
divine name or epithet in biblical traditions
and poetic passages like 2 Sam 22: 14 (= Ps
18: 14) and Ps 21:8 unequivocally associate
Elyon with the divine name YHWH
(-+ Yahweh). Nevertheless, modem scholar
ship has identified Elyon as originally the
name of an ancient Canaanite deity or as a
divine epithet, that only with the passage of
time made its way into early Yahwistic
religious traditions. In support of this recon
struction, interpreters have cited the Ugaritic
texts, the Hebrew onomastica, Philo of
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Byblos' lre~ltl11ent of the history of Kronos
where Elyon is ~Ipparcntly mentioned, as
well as the biblical fonn 'Iy.

II, A passage from one of the Ugaritic
texts describes the deity --Baal as 'the Most
High' and in lhis instance the short fonn 'I)',
not (1)'11, is cmployed: b'l 'Iy (KTV I.I6
iii:5-9). Another Ugaritic text written in syl
labic transcription mentions "the fields of
'a Iiyu' , A.SA~I.a dill_;.y; (RS 18.22:3' -4 =
PRV 6 (1970) 55,11.3'-4'). It has been sug
gested that on the analogy of the phrase
A.SA~i.a dISTAR. "the fields of --Ishtar",
which appears elsewhere in the same text
(1.6'-11'), Aliyu in 11.3'-4' might likewise
function as the name of a god or as a divine
epithet: "the fields of the Ascendant". Al
though thc god --EI at Ugarit is closely
associated with the epithet 'Most High' in
J...7V 1.111: 17-18: 'Iylll/ini. "Elyon... 1/
EI... ", the proposed reading and relation
ship of the two fonns remains a matter of
debate (d. KTV, pace DE MOOR 1979:652
653 and note Old South Arabic 'I t 'Iy. "EI
the Most High". in RES 3882:4-5, 3962:
5-6. 3965:4. 4335:2-3 following U. OLDEN

BURG, ZA \V 82 [1970) 189-190. 195 n.42).
In support of the existence of an ancient

divine name or epithet 'IY[I/J it should be
mentioned for the sake of completeness thal
a deity or divine epithet lllll- (= 'ill_?) appar
ently shows up at Ebla and later at Mari.
Whether or not this form is to be related to
Heb (1)'[\\'1/), 'Most High', however, is diffi
cult to assess (it might be related to Semitic
lllli. 'maternal unclc'). In any case, Elyon's
Canaanite origins as well as the distinct
identities of Elyon and EI appear again a
millennium and a half later in Philo of
Byblos' PllOelliciilll History. In the frag
ments that have come down to us via
Eusebius' Pmep. E\'. (1.10: 15-30), Philo de
picts Kronos as the offspring of one Elioun
(= Elyon). Moreover, Eusebius' Philo at
tributes to Elioun the status of Most High or
hypsistos (-- Hypsistos) and describes him as
the object of ancient Phoenician worship
following his death at the hands of wild
beasts. Kronos on the other hand is equated
with Elos (= El).

Ancient Hebrew onomastics might pre-

serve the divine name or epithet 'I)' in pre
exilic and exilic Israelite society. Hebrew
inscriptional personal names preserved on
bullae dating from the 6th cent. BCE attest to
the function of the 'Iy element as an epithet
of YHWH or )'In...(II): )'hw'I)'. "Yahu is Most
High". yw'I)', "Yaw is Most High". 'Iyhw,
"Most High is Yahu" and 'Iyw, "Most High
is Yaw" (N. AVIGAD, Bullae and Seals from
a Post £ti/ic JudaelllJ Archi\'(! [Qedem
Monographs 4; Jerusalem 1976]). Moreo't'er.
the 'Iy element in the personal name y~nv'ly

inscribed on an 8th cent. BCE ostracon from
Samaria might function as a divine name
"May the Most High give life" (no. 55:2).

III. Scholars have cited several biblical
texts where they conjecture that the short
fonn of the epithet 'Most High'. 'I)' occurs.
While most of lhe proposed passages have
been rejected by scholars owing to the lack
of textual or contextual support. there arc a
handful of biblical passages that might
document the possible use of'ly as a divine
epithet or name associated with YHWH.
Such passages include Deut 33: 12; I Sam
2: I0; 2 Sam 23: I and Hos 11:7 and provide
some ancient testimony or contextual indi
cators that lends support to the reading and
interpretation of 'Iy as 'Most High" (for a
lengthy list of additional but less likely pas
sages from Hosea. Isaiah, Jeremiah. the
Psalms and Job. see VIGANO 1976).

Such criteria as the assumed antiquity of
the poem preserved in Deut 33. exclusive
reliance on its consonantal text (with the
goal to reconstruct an original) and the
assumed pervasiveness of the poem's syn
onymous parallelism have led to the identi
fication of 'Iy in v 12 (in its first ocurrence)
as the divine name or epithet 'Most High'
(cf. also NRSV). While on the one hand the
text reflected in the medieval Hebrew co
dices of Dcut 33: 12a reads "may the be
loved of YHWH rest securely beside Him"
(cf. also JPSV) in which a Hebrew fonn cor
responding to the 'Most High' is lacking.
the ancient Greek manuscripts read on the
other hand "the beloyed of the LoRD shall
dwell in confidence. God (110 theos) over
shadows him always ...". In other words,
the 'Iyw of v 12a was apparently read by the
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Greek translators as some form of a divine
name or epithet (perhaps 'Iy 'Most High').
Ahhough this could plausibly explain the
Greek reading ho rheos and the versc's
restructured syntax, one would have ex
pected the Greek equivalent Izypsisros here.
In any case, several of the versions omit the
first 'Iyw of the medieval Hebrew manu
scripts (Samaritan, Syriac, Vulgate) suggest
ing that synonymous parallelism was not
inherent to the context. Thus the presence of
the divine name or epithet 'Iy here is doubt
ful.

The assumed antiquity of a given verse as
well as the presence of synonymous
parallelism has similarly infomed the recon
struction 'Iy as 'Most High' in I Sam 2: 10:
"YHWH, his enemies will be shattered, the
Most High will thunder in heaven, YHWH
will judge the ends of the earth" (cf.
NRSV). The medieval Hebrew manuscripts
read however, "YHWH, his enemies will be
shattered, He will thunder against them in
heaven, YHWH will judge the ends of the
earth" (cr. JPSV; -Ends of the earth) and
there appears some ancient versional support
for the reading of 'I(y)w here as the preposi
tion 'al- with pronominal suffix. (cf. the
Syriac w'lyhwlI, Targum 'Iyhwn, Vulgate el

super ipsos). In any case, the scribes of the
ancient Greek manuscripts read 'I(y)w not as
the divine epithet or name 'Most High', but
as a fonn of the verb "LH, 'to ascend', "the
loRD has ascended to the heavens and has
thundered".

In a passage from still another supposed
ancient poem, 2 Sam 23:1, the form 'al has
been rendered as the divine name or epithet,
"the man whom the Most High raised up".
But in this instance the fonn could be the
occasionally attested noun 'til 'height' (cf.
also JPSV and Gen 27:39, 49:25, 50:4; Exod
20:4; Hos 7: 16, 11 :7). In any case, the Qum
ran manuscript of 2 Sam readc; >il at 23: I,
that is 'EI' or -'God' for 'iii (4QSam3 ) "the
oracle of the man (whom) EIIGod exalted"
which is in essential agreement with the
ancient Greek manuscripts "... the man
whom God (ho Iheos) raised up".

The identification of (/)','Most High', in

AL

Hos 11:7 is based on the assumption that 'I
in the book of Hosea denotes the divine
name or epithet associated with Baal that we
earlier noted appears at Ugarit (cr. also Hos
7: 16 and 10:5). According to this view, the
prevalence of Baal polemic throughout the
book justifies such a conjecture "to the Most
High ('a!) they call, but He does not raise
them up at all". The reading of the ancient
medieval Hebrew manuscripts is "when it
(the people) is summoned upward ('a!), it
docs not rise at all" while the Greek manu
scripts preserve an independent reading
"God shall be angry with his precious
things". In the final analysis, the unlike
lihood of the occurrence of the short form
'Iy 'Most High' in the previously treated
passages and the ancicnt versional witnesses
in favour of the reading of 'al as anything
other than the divine name or epithet lessens
the plausibility of reading 'al as 'Most High'
in Hos 11:7 (cr. the LXX on Hos 7: 16 ei,~

Oll1henloudell "as nothing" =Heb 'al; LXX
Hos 10:5 epi =the third occurrence of Heb
'ai, 'over, for').

The name of the priest at Shiloh, Eli, ha.c;
been cited as further evidence for the pres
ence of the divine name or epithet 'Iy 'Most
High' in biblical tradition. Whether the
name indicates that the priest so designated
once served a Canaanite deity 'I)' (like Baal,
cf. Ugarit) other than and prior to the ap
pearance of YHWH, or that the hypo
coristicon alludes to a titlc already appro
priated by YHWH is impossible to decide
on historical grounds. Ahhough 1 Sam 3: I
statcs that "the word of YHWH was rare in
those days", this might be taken to refer to
the non-cxistcnce of the YHWH cult rather
than to the neglect of YHWH's command
ments.

In conclusion, while the epithet 'Most
High' is attested in ancient Levantine
cultures both in the fonn (/)'1\'11 of biblical
traditions and in the fonn 'Iy of extra-bibli
cal sources, the short fonn of the divine
name or epithet 'Iy does not appear in the
Hebrew Bible.
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B. SCHMIDT

ALAY -. AL

ALDEBARAN d'~

I. The noun O"li occurs in the Bible in
Job 38:32, vocalized 'ayiS. The tenn 'as,
which appears in Job 9:9, is generally con
sidered a variant reading or a less correct
fonn of 'a)'is: it has also been considered a
dittography of 'sit, which immediately pre
cedes it (8. DUIHoI, Das Bllch Hiob erkliirt
[KHAT; TUbingen 1897J ad lac.). The con
text of both occurrcnces in Job clearly
shows that 'aviS is the name of a -·star or
-.constellation. Its ctymological parallels
Jewish Aramaic )'12to' and Syr 'yuto' and
'i)'12to' always denote a star or constellation.
Some scholars have deduced from these late
occurrences that the correct Hebrcw vocal
isation should be 'ay/H or 'iyiiS (DRIVER &
GRAY 1977:335). The Hebrew fonn is morc
likely to be of the type qa{I, then extended
in Aramaic to the qa!til type, reinterpreting
the noun. Among the most noteworthy
derivations are Ar 'ay(y)/i{, 'lion', 'mvager'
(KB, 702 and HAUT, 778) and Ar gai!lI(n).
'rain'. The latter derivation is widely ac
cepted (MOWINCII:EI. 1928:62-63: DRIVER
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1956:2: HORST 19743:146).
II. It is difficult to identify the star

named 'a)'iS. Valid reasons have been given
for refuting the suggestion, abovc all based
on an unsound etymology, of identifying it
as the constellation of Leo. Indeed it is not
easy to explain the entire expression in Job
38:32 'avis 'al-bimeJui, 'above' or 'with her
children:. It has been supposed (KB, 702)
that it may be the large constellation of Leo
according to the ancient Arabic conception
that does not recognize Cancer and includes
the stars of the latter in Leo: furthennore thc
'children' are the stars ~, "t, 0, 11 of Virgo,
that the Arabs call 'the dogs barking after
the Lion'.

The most widely accepted opinion goes
back to Ibn Ezra (SCIIJAPARELLJ 1903:
70-71; MOWINCII:EL 1928:55) according to
whom it is the constellation of the Great
Bear (Ursa Major): db, 'gUI, sb'h J..·wkhym.
Most of the dictionaries preceding KB, and
translations of the book of Job offer this
interpretation. Some ancient authors (W.
GESENIUS. Tite.mllnL<t II [Leipzig 1839J
894-896) associate this tenn with the Ambic
root N(~. from which derives the noun 'bier'
or 'litter', which the Ambs use to denotc the
Great Bear. They call the stars E, ~, 11 that
fonn the tail of the Great Bear or the shaft
of the Plough ballot Ila's, daughters of na'J
('the mourning ,vomen'), an expression that
is reminiscent of the one in Job 38:32.

The Biblical context does not seem to
confirm this interpretation. The verbs 'lead'
and 'come out' (at a definite time), do not fit
in well with the Bears, which are entirely
circumpolar constellations for the latitude of
Ismel, and do not have periodical appear
ances but are present at night throughout the
year. Supposing that the identification of the
heavenly bodies mentioned in Job 38:31
/....y11l1l and byl with the -·Pleiades and
~Orion is comct, the identification of 'ys
'I bnyIJ of v 32 with Aldebaran and the
Hyades emerges as the most plausible
answer (SCHIAPARELLI 1903:72-76; Mo
WINCII:EL 1928:62-64; DRIVER 1956:1-2:
HORST 19743:146; A. DE WILDE 1981:366
368), also in view of the many references to
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winter found throughout the text. In Job 9:9
's is named along with ksyl and kymh too:
the Pleiades, the Hyades and Orion are
winter constellations grouped in the same
portion of the sl-y, while the Great Bear is
distant from them. Aldebaran, the giant red
star which represents the eye of the Bull,
seems to guide and overlook the Hyades
arrnnged in n V fonnation behind it (the
Assyrians called them is Je. 'jaw of the
Bull'). The heliacal rising of Aldebaran and
the Hyades in autumn coincides with the
anival of bad weather and rain. These stars
arc therefore believed to bring rain, and this
would justify a derivation of the tenn '«)'i1
from the Ar ga;!u(II).

III. In the book of Job there arc un
doubtedly traces of an ancient divine con
ception of the stars: see Job 15:15; 25:5 and
particularly 38:7 where the expression
koUb2 b6qer, morning stars, appears in per
fect parallelism with belle 'liohim -sons of
God. However in the passage under exam
ination the constellations are mentioned to
show the creative power and the organizing
wisdom of the God of Israel.

Some scholars see in the expression 'ayi1
'al-biinehii lan~lem, "can you guide Ayis
with her children?" (Job 38:32) a veiled
reference to a myth (MOWINCKEL 1928:52
54) refening to a divine portent (for
example bringing the lost children back to
their mother). However, MOWINCKEL him
self (1928:63-64) is sceptical about the
existence of n saga relating to 'a)'is, and
thinks that the image of a mother with her
children is an immediate reflexion of the
particular heavenly configuration of the con
stellation, and 'leading' in his opinion refers
to its periodical and punctual appearances in
autumn-winter season.

The LXX and the Vg evidently have
great difficulty in understanding 'uyiViii.
The LXX renders the occurrence in Job 9:9
with 'Pleiades', and that in Job 38:32 with
'Vesper'; on one occasion the Vg translates
it 'Arcturus' (and renders the Pleiades in the
same verse with 'Hyades'), and on the other
'Vesper'. For the ancients they were all very
important stars and were often named to-
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gether. There is an enlightening passage in
the Talmud. b.Berakot 58b-59a: it debates
whether this constellation is the tail of Aries
(the Pleiades) or the head of the Bull (the
Hyades), and it narrates a cosmic legend
according to which in order to stop a flood
on the earth the Lord God took two stars
from 'ayiJ. But one day He will return them
to her; reinterpreting tll~/lll as deriving from
the verb NJ.iM, 'to comfort', the Talmud quo
tes Job thus: "and 'ayi! will be comforted
for her children".
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I. ZAn:LLI

ALIYAN
I. The negation IfY revocalized as Ie'

has been interpreted as a divine epithet
'Victor' (e.g. M. DAUOOD, Psalms I I-50
lAB 16; New York 1966] 46: VIGANb 1976;
COOPER 1981) derived from the root L)Y.
The same root is nt the basis of the -Baal
epithets ali)'11 and aliy qrdm and the element
1')'I1't in a number of West Semitic names,
ancient titles of Baal and his consort
(SZNYCER 1963). The name of -+Jacob's
wife -.Leah (ii~" Gen 29: 16; Ruth 4: 11)
has been connected with the same root
(HALAT 487).

II. Aliyan. usually translated as 'al
mighty, victorious, puissant'. is a frequently
used epithet in the mythology of the Ugar-
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itic Baal. It is often seconded by other epi
thets like rkb 'rpl "--Rider-upon-the-Cloud~",
also twice in KTU 1.92, zbl btl ar$ "the
Prince, the Lord of the Earth, Baal" and ali)'
qrdm "the mightiest of heroes". Whenever
used, ali)'n always precedes the name of
Baal, a~ is usual in epithets of gods: com
pare e.g. [r il ab (--EI), rbl a[rt )'111 (--Ashe
rah), btlt '111 (--Anal) and -'adona)' Yahweh
(-Yahweh). Aliyan never occurs as an
independent divine name. From a stylistic
point of view the epithet ali)'n describes an
aspect of Baal which distinguishes him from
other gods. Outside Ugarit the epithet is
possibly attested on the so-called Job-stela
from Sheikh Saed dating from the reign of
Ramses II (R. STADELMANN, Syrisch-PaUis
line"sische Gottheile" i" Ag)'pten [Leiden
1967J 45-46, but see also J. C. DE MOOR,
Rise of Yaltwism [Louvain 1990J 126).

In KTU 1.5 ii:17-I8 one finds the singular
phrase ali)'n bn btl, but this is most probably
a scribal error (see CJA, p. 33 n. I: GESE
1970: 122, different ARTU 73). On the basis
of this and other-scanty--cvidence
Dussaud assumed the existence of an orig
inally independent Canaanite god Aliyan, a
god of -sources and perennial --rivers
whose realms are the depths of the --earth.
This lord of the earth (b'l ar$) was first
adopted as Baal's son and finally identified
with the Northern Baal in the double name
Aliyan-Baal (DussAuD 1941). Neither the
religio-historical evidence, nor the literary
patterns of the Baal-myth are in favour of
this hypothesis (SZNYCER 1963:26-27: GESE
1970:123-124: VAN ZUL 1972:341-345). R.
DussAuD (La mythologie phcnicienne
d'apres les tablettes de Ras Schamra, RHR
104 [1931] 387), H. BAUER (Die Gottheiten
von Ras Schamra, ZA W 51 [1933] 97) and
EISSFELDT (1939) may be right in their
assumption that the Greek word a'iA\vo~.
either understood as a wailing cry or as a
noun meaning 'dirge', goes back to the
phrase iy ali)'" btl i),.zbl.b'l.ar$ as in A.7U
1.6 iv:15-16 (cf. -Jezebel). Whether this
implies a connection between Aliyan and
the Greek hero - Linos is less certain. In all
probability the Ugaritic epithet ali)'" did not
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ongmate as the name of an older god of
vegetation.

The epithet ali)' qrdm appears only in the
fixed fonnula that introduces Baal's mess
ages: I~"" ali)'11 btl bWI ali)' qrdm (A.7U 1.3
iii: 13-14 passim): the parallelism with ali)'"
suggests that the latter was the shortened
fonn of this epithet. ali)' is usually under
stood as an adjective on the pattern of
*aq!alu. perhaps \\lith superlative force. A
translation of both aliyn and ali)' 'most
vigorous', indicating Baal's vigour and
youthfulness as distinctive aspects of his
divinity, is more appropriate than 'victor
ious'. qrd11l is most probably a pluml noun
to be connected with Akk qarrtidu or
qllrtidll. also an epithet of the wenther-god
Adad (-Hadad). For a similar expression cf.
li-'-1I11l qar-du 'heroic warrior' (BWL 86:
263). DIETRICH & LOR1:.TL. (1980), however,
mention the possibility of a chthonic aspect,
relating qrdm to r-.fandaic qardum 'spirit,
demon'. This would tally with Baal's con
nection to the rp1l11l in KTU 1.6 vi and A.7U
1.22 i (--Rephaim).

III. The verbal root L)Y ('to be strong,
vigorous') is attested in Ugarit (A.7U 1.14
i:33; 1.16 vi:2.14: 1.100:68) together with a
number of derivations other than aliy" or
ali)' like 11i)'1 'victory' or 'power' (KTU 1.19
ii:35-36 IIn\f~IY), lall 'strength' (KTU
1.108:24-25) and perhaps also in the female
divine epithet or name aliI (KrU 1.90:19; J.
C. DE MOOR, The Semitic Pantheon of
Ugarit, UF 2 [1970] 187-228 no. 27).
Nevertheless, the root L)Y with the opposite
meaning 'to be weak' also occurs (KTU 1.3
v: 18 and pamllels). The same semantic pola
rity was probably developed in Akkadian,
followed by a phonetic distinction la',;(m)
'weak, infant' and le'(; 'to be strong, able'
(AHW 540: CAD L 151-156: 160-161). It
exists in Aramaic, in which language also a
phonetic variant Ley/L() occurs (DISO 133
S.v. "~~, 138 S.v. "lh; JASTROW, Dictiollary,
714 s.v. ".!h), and most probably in Hebrew
too (RINGGREN' 1982-84:409: SZNYCER
1963). In Hebrew, however, contrary to
Ugaritic, the meaning 'to be weak, ex
hausted' prevails. Comp_lre, for instance,
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t8ii'{z, 'hardship. trouble' versus Ugaritic
tfi)'t 'victory' or 'power'. In Hebrew the
verb sometimes implies strong efforts and
exertion, usually in vain (Gen 19: II: Isa
47: 13: Jer 20:9). There is no proof whatso
ever that it should still have the meaning 'to
be victorious. vanquish' in Ps 68: 10 (pace
e.g. M. DAIIOOD. Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexi
cography IV, Bib 47 [1966] 403-419. esp.
408 S.v. i1~~; E. LIPINSKI, Lcs conceptions
et couches merveilleuses de CAnath, Syria 42
[1965] 45-73. esp. 68 n. 3: DE MOOR, Rise
of Yahwism, 120 n. 93). In the light of the
inner-Hebrew semantic development of the
root L'y, the existence of a divine epithet It?
or Ie" 'victor' in Hebrew is most improb
able (cf. M. Pope apud COOPER 1981:428
431).
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ALMIGHTY novtmCpcltwp
I, palllokrator, 'almighty'. 'all-sover-

eign', 'controlling all things'. as a divine
designation, occurs both as an adjective and
as a noun. Found relatively rarely in pagan
literature, it is used frequently for God in
the LXX and in early Jewish writings. In the
NT this is continued in the Revelation of
John, which cal1s God palllOkrator 9 times.
Otherwise. the word can be found once
more in Paul (2 Cor 6: 18), and there it is a
quotation from the OT.

II. In the pagan sphere. palllokrator
occurs from time to time as an attribute of
deities such as -·Hennes (Epigr. Graeca
815, I I; PGM 7,668), Eriunios Hennes
(CIG 2569,12), Isis (IG V 2,472) and the
Egyptian sun-god Mandulis (SB 4127,19). In
addition there are paraphrases of the tenn,
as for example in this (Egyptian) inscription:
Dii toi panton kralOllmi kai Metri megalei
tei pamon krarollsei (SIG 3,1138,2-4). This
could be at least partially due to Jewish
influence (see KRUSE 1949).

III. Bearing in mind the sparseness of the
pagan references, there is a remarkable fre
quency in the LXX's use of pantokralljr as
a divine designation (ca. 180 times). For the
most part (ca. 120 times) it is a rendering of
~fb{j'ut (-Yahweh zebaoth), a feminine
plural of ~iibli' = annies. This is usually
interpreted as an intensive abstract-plural,
i.e. as an expression of divine might. There
arc an additional 60 or so uses of the lenn
panlOkrator in the LXX, 16 of them in the
Book of Job, as a translation of sadday
(-Shadday). If the rendering of \'ieb(/'ot as
pantokrator is not necessarily conclusive,
then this translation of fadday, whose ety
mology can no longer be definitely clarified,
is at least dubious. What is more. the LXX
has some dozen of occurrences of
pantokrator which do not appear in the
Hebrew text. This shows that the concept of
God's power was reinforced by the transla
tors of the LXX, and sometimes even intro
duced (as is the case, by the way, with
J..)·rios a.. the translation of the letmgram).
This should probably be understood as a
Jewish reaction to the idea of a comprehen
sive global power, introduced by Alexander
the Greal and adopted by Ihe Hellenistic
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monarchies and, finally, by the Roman
Empire, an idea \\lhich, after all, is also
given a religious basis (cf. the religious epi
thets of the rulers. such as soter, epiphal/es,
deus et domil/lIs, ctc. -ruler cult). The Hel
lenistic and Roman sense of mission and
superiority thus expressed. resulted not only
in the continued political and increasing
economic dependence of Palestine. but also
in greater pressure on Jewish belief. and on
the way of life it conditioned in Israel and
the diaspora, to assimilate to Hellenistic cul
ture (cf. I Macc 1:11-15). In what was prob
ably a conscious move to keep at a distance
from this concept, the translators of the
LXX emphasised the (already current) con
cept of the power of their God over the
whole of his created reality.

The ~rly Jewish apocryphal and pseud
epigraphical literature confirms this inter
pretation. Presumably written between 150
and 100 DCE, the Book of Judith mentions
J..)'rios pall/okrator five times. always in the
context of inimical threat either still existing
or having been repelled (Jdt 4: 13; 8: 13;
15:10: 16:5.17). Significantly, the final song
of Judith ends \\lith the prospect of the
ultimate victory of kyrios palltokrator
against all the enemies of God's People:
"Woe to the nations that rise up against my
people. The Lord Almighty will punish
them on the Day of Judgement" (Jdt 16:17).
Similarly. also in the context of inimical
threat and inimical repulsion, 2 Mace speaks
of God as the Almighty (cf. 2 Macc 1:25:
3:22.30: 8:24: 15:8). A characteristic exam
ple of the polemical edge to this divine
designation is the speech of Juda.'i Macca
beus, who rouses his people to attack with
the words: "They ... trust both in weapons
and audacity, but we rely on the God
Almighty, who is able to overthrow our
assailants and the whole world with a nod of
His head" (2 Macc 8: 18). It is therefore
appropriate that this 'Almighty' is presented
in 2 ~itacc as the judge of human deeds and
misdeeds (6:26: 7:35.38: 8: II cf 15:32).
Also significant is the use of this divine
name in 3 Macc, the work of an Alexand
rian Jew of the Ist century BCE. In the face
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of Ptolemy IV Philopator's intention to enter
the temple (3 Macc I), the high priest
Simon appeals to God against this arrogant
ruler: "LORD, LORD (kyn'os), king (basi/ellS)
of heavcn, rulcr (despotes) of all creation,
holy among holy ones. sole ruler (monar
cllOS), all-sovereign (pantokrat6r), pay heed
to us who are sorely vexed by a wicked and
corrupt man, reckless in his effrontery and
might. For you who created all things and
govern (epikrat(m) the whole world are a
just ruler (dynastes) ..." (3 Macc 2:2-3).
With unique intensity, this il/mcatio heaps
upon God almost all the available titles for
rulers in order to identify him as the true
ruler of this world in the face of strong poli
tical pressure. Correspondingly, the first part
of the ensuing pars epica recapitulates the
salvation history in the context of God's
resistance to the arrogant ruler. It closes
with the praising of God as ruler
(dYl/astellon) of all creation and as all-sover
eign (panrokrator). The ensuing reminder to
God of his promises (vv 9-12) is in tum
introduccd with the invocation to God as
king (basi/ellS), an address that then finally
also introduces the prex ipsa (vv 13-20)
(hagios basi/ellS). A similar structure can be
found in the prayer of Eleazar in 3 Macc 6.
Like the threatened people (3 Macc 5:7), he
too invokes God as palltokrator, and the
God who then comes to the aid of the Jews
against their persecutors is thus named (3
Macc 6: 18) and recognised (3 Macc 6:28).

Philo-presumably due to the Stoic doc
trine of the hegemollikoll-prefers the
designation pallhegemoll for God; he uses
the term pall/okrator only twice, more or
less as a formula (Sacr. AC 63: Gig. 64).
Palltokrator is used in a similarly formulaic
way in a few pseudepigraphical writings, as
a form of divine address by mortals (3 Bar
1:3: 4 Bar 1:5: 9:5: Pr Man I) or angels (T.
Abr. 8:3; 15: 12), and in a blessing (£1'.
An'st. 185). But what is noticeable here is
that the address is almost always linked with
God's creation, often with his day of judge
ment, and sometimes also explicitly with his
sovereignty and his kingdom (cf. Philo, Gig.
64: T. Abr. 8:3; 15:12). Furthermore, 3 Bar
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1:3; 4 Bar 1:5; 9:5 and probably also Pr
Man 1 (cf. 2 Chr 33: 1-20) are in the context
of enemy repulsion and the request for
God's help and power. Perhaps it is because
of these political implications that
panrokrator does not occur in Josephus. The
all-sovereignty of God in Ant 10,263 is
paraphrased (by the Persian Great King
Darius) as ro panton kratos echon.

Surveying all this, it is noticeable that in
early Judaism the addressing or designation
of God as palltokraror can be found with
amazing frequency in the context of enemy
threat. The emphasis on 'all-sovereignty'
seems mainly directed against the claim for
po\ver (also religiously based) by the Hel
lenistic and Roman rulers. The Jews counter
this claim for power with the declaration of
belief in the global sovereignty of their God
as Creator and Judge. Finally, the divine
designation pantokraror must presumably be
understood as a Hellenistic-Jewish equiv
alent to the concept of the Kingdom of God
(basi/cia rOll rheoll), also very imponant for
the preaching of Jesus.

IV. A look at the NT reveals two con
trasting tendencies. Outside the Revelation
of 5t John the word occurs only once in 2
Cor 6: 18 at the end of a combination of Old
Tesmment quotations. The Pauline origin of
the whole section 2 Cor 6:14-7:1 is dis
puted. However that may be, it is remark
able that the divine predicate occurs in a
passage where the community is urged to
make a rndical break away from the 'unbe
lievers' with a harshness of tone that is
without parallel in the whole of the Corpus
Paulinum.

For most of early Christianity, then, the
divine name pantokraror does not seem to
have been of major imponance although, as
the example of 2 Cor 6:18 shows, it was not
consciously avoided. The Revelation of St
John offers a picture that deviates complete
ly from this, with pantokraror occurring
nine times as God's epithet (I :8; 4:8; II: 17;
15:3; 16:7.14; 19:6.15; 21:22). This is no
accident and confinns again the 'political'
character of this divine attribute. The Revel
ation of John, written in a desperate situ
ation regarded by the seer as a prelude to a

satanic attempt to extenninate the Chris
tians, opposes the Roman Empire and its
claim to power with a harshness that is
unique in the NT. In opposition to this
world power. which, as the 'whore of Baby
Ion'. is -Satan's henchman, John the seer
announces God's new world, which will
reverse all prescnt injustices and bring about
final salvation. The prerequisite of this hope,
however, is the cenainty that God is already
the lord of the whole world and has checked
the apparently triumphant forces of evil. has
indeed even defeated them (cf. Rev 12:7
12). The shonened expression 110 tht'oJ 110
pantokrator occurs twice in connection with
God's, or his Messiah's, battle against the
godless people and their kings (16: 14;
19: IS). The more detailed expression /...)'r;os
ho tlzeoJ 110 palltokrator is used seven times.
This is the case five times in hymnic pas
sages; in the initial vision of the throne it is
the four beasts who sing his pmises night
and day with the Trishagion (Rev 4:8. with
the sabaorh from Isa 6:3 LXX being trans
fonned into pantokrator). Another three
times God is praised for the judgement he
has carried out-by the 24 elders (II: 17).
by those who had been rescued (15:3), and
by the altar (16:7). And finally a great multi
tude acclaims him because he has begun
reigning his kingdom (19:6). The expression
occurs again at the beginning and the end of
the book. At the beginning God presenl~

himself as he who is, who was, and who is
to come (I :8). The core of this statement is
'to come', i.e. that God as the lord of his
tory also has the future of this world in his
hands (cf. also 4:8 and II: 17). God is called
Almighty for the last time in 21 :22. in the
description of the celestial city that needs no
temple since God himself has his throne in
it (cf. 22:3). This latter point again suggests
the motif of God's reign over his kingdom.
a motif which occurs astonishingly often in
the Revelation of St John in connection with
the designation of God as pantokrator. It is
directly mentioned in II: 17 (ehasi/ellsas),
15:3 (110 basi/elts t01/ etll1loll), 19:6
(ebasi/ellsell) and 19: 16 (basi/ellS basi/eon).
The divine attribute pallrokraror therefore
stresses. in opposition to the Roman Em-
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pire's claim for world power, God's royal
power. which embraces the whole cosmos.
However, this power is-typically apocalyp
tic-stili hidden; God must first bring it to
light in the battle against the anti-divine
forces.

In thl.: early Christian literature,
panrokrallJr is occasionally used for God
(cf. Did 10,3; J Clem. 2,3; 32.4; 60,4; 62.2).
sometimes explicitly setting off God the
Father against the Son (cf. Pol., 2 Phi/.
prol.; Justin, dial. 16,4). But even Clement
of Alexandria calls Christ, the Father's
-4Logos, panrokraror (Paed. 1,9: cf. also
Irenaeus. Ad\'.Haer. 5,18.2), and Origen
makes pamllel use of the predicate for both
Father and Son (Sel. in Ps. 23: 10). Under
the pressure of the anti-Arian controversy,
Athanasius then emphatically called Christ
panrokraror (cf. Or. 2 c. Arian 23).

In summary, the following points can be
emphasized: panrokraror as a divine desig
nation intends to express something similar
to the more dynamic concept of the king
dom of God, namely that God is the Lord of
his Creation and that in it he has realised or
shall realise his will. Seen in this way. this
divine designation is a declaration of faith
by means of which the believers adhere to
their God against a reality in which this God
is painfully hidden and in which completely
different beings conduct themselves a'\ lords
and saviours of the world. It is sensible to
recall this original 'Sirl. im Leben' because
the common idea of the Pantocrator as the
inapproachable celestial ruler is too strongly
influenced by the Byzantine image of
-4Christ, used by a now Christian empire to
create a divine ideal in order to legitimise its
own claim to world power.
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ALTAR r;~to

I. TIle word 'altar' (mizbeaM occurs
more than 400 times in the text of the Old
Testament. It derives from the root ZBI;i 'to
slaughter': the most important offering con
sisted of sacrificial animals. Although offe
rings could be made on natural elevations,
constructed altars seem to be have been
customary. A main characteristic of the
ancient Israelite altar was the presence of
'horns' (qeranor). For the OT altar in gener
al see HAAK 1992. In the Bible there arc
hardly any traces of deification of the altar.
but other sources from the ancient Ne:u E.1St
reflect occasional instances of deified altars.
The numinous character ascribed to the altar
is still perceptible in the Bible in proper
names given to altars (Exod 17:15; Judg
6:24) and in the practice of the oath 'by the
altar' (Matt 23:20).

II. Deification of cultic objects is a
common phenomenon in ancient Nc.1r Eas
tern religions. Objects in close contact with
the divine presence were believed to con
tract numinous qualities themselves and
could, under circumstances. become objects
of worship (-4God I; MEYER 1931:10-]3.
Extensive relevant evidence from third mil
lennium Mesopotamia is collected in SELZ
1997). In some sources from Roman Syria
the process of deification of cult objects
focuses on the altar. Greek inscriptions from
the mountain peak Jebel Sheikh Bamkat
(ancient KopU¢l1) from ca. 80-120 CE con
tain dedications to aix; MaoPaXo~ and his
consort !eAa~aVEC; (-·Shalman; L. JALA
BERT & R. MOUTERDE, IGLS 2 [Paris 1939J
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nos. 465-469 and 471-473). The same deity
could apparently be referred to as Ze~
BeOs.llo,; 'Zeus of the altar', mentioned in
another inscription that was found nearby
(IGLS 2 no. 569). The divine narne Mcio!3a
x~ has been identified by Ch. Clennont
Ganneau as Aramaic madbab 'altar' (PlY
14.1 [1928] 202-203 s.v. Madbachos; JALA
BERT &. MotrTERDE, IGLS 2, p. 259). That
deification of the altar is a phenomenon
older than the Roman Period is proven by
the 3ppearnnce of madbab as a theophoric
element in the Aramaic personal name O~
n::J'o (E. BRESCIANI, Nuovi Documenti
Aramaici dall'Egitto, ASAE 55 [1958] 277
recto 5, and Tav. II).

m. The deity Madbal) I Maofkxxos has
been linked with the mysterious deity
Nibbaz venerated by the deportees from
Awwnh who were forced by the Assyrians
to settle in Samaria. This explanation is now
generally abandoned (-Nibhaz). MEYER
(1931:12) adduces several Old Testament
passages referring to altars that bear proper
names in support of his theory that the Is
raelites considered altars to have numinous
qualities. Although his idea seems convin
cing, not all the passages he cites are perti
nent. Thus in Gen 33:20 the word mizbeal)
(altar) must be emendatcd into mauebti
(standing stone, see K. VAN DER TOORN,
Family Religion in Babylonia, Syria and
Israel [SHCANE 7; Leiden 1996] 258 n.
94). Exod 17:15 and Judg 6:24, on the other
hand, lend support to Meyer's thesis. An
other allusion to the deification of the altar
in Israel is to be found in a passage from the
Gospel of Matthew, according to which the
Jews in Palestine took oaths by the sanctu
ary, the .,gold of the sanctuary, the altar
(9ucnaCJ'tTlplov), the victim and heaven
(23: 16-31). The inclusion of the altar in this
enumeration implies its numinous associa
tions (cf. VAN DER TOORN 1986:285).
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AM ell'
I. 'Am(m) occurs widely as a theo-

phoric element in Semitic proper names. al
though in the cuneifonn texts it is not or
dinarily marked by the detenninative
indicating divinity. Among the names that
are commonly classified as "Amorite". there
are over two hundred with <Amm a.c; an el
ement. This represents by far the largest
group; but 'Am(m)-names are also attested in
epigraphic Arabic (Qatabanian. Safaitic. and
Thamudic). Hebrew, Ugaritic. Old Aramaic,
Phoenician, Punic. Ammonite, Moabite, and,
perhaps, Eblaite. Occurrences of the deity
CAm(m) in the Hebrew Bible nre limited to
personal names and place names.

II. On the one hand, 'Am(m) occurs fre
quently in the position nonnally taken by a
divine name, as in Amorite )-U-lla-mll ='Iii
lanu1Zu "My God is lAm"," (RA 57 [1963]
178), Heb 'Iy<", "My God is 'Am(m)" (2
Sam II :3; cf. Ammonite '/v<", [HERR
1978:35], Phoen '1<", [CIS 147:6]; Safaitic
<m'l [see RYCKMANS 1934:244]) and 'dll 'm
"My Lord is 'Am(m)" attested in a Samaria
Ostracon (LAwrON 1984). This suggests that
'Am(m) was perceived to be a divine name
or a substitute for one. On the other hand,
'Am(m) also appears as an appellation in
some cases. This is suggested by the occur
rence of the element with the pronominal
suffix (e.g. Amorite A-a-lza-mll-,i= 'a))'a
'ammll-h,i, BASOR 95 [1945] 23) and/or
with obvious divine names. as in the Akka
dian names Amma-SIl'en (A-ma-dEN.ZU in
MDP II, A 5:3), Amorite names analyzed as
lAmmi-'ll, lAmmi-Hadad, lAmmi-Dagan. and
lAmmi-lAnai (sec GELD 1980), Hehrew 'my'l
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(Num 13: 12), or Moabitc kms(m (HERR
1974: 156). In each case, thc meaning of thc
personal namc is "(thc god) so-and-so is
(my) (Am(m)". In a few instances, (m ap
pears to be hypocoristic, as in Phoenician
(m, (my. (m' (sec BENZ 1972). Sevcral
Eblaitc namcs, too, may be so analyzed
(KREBERNIK 1988). The names in such cases
probably stood for ful1cr, presumably theo
phoric, names.

The clement (Am(m) is most commonly
connected with Arabic (aml1l "paternal
unclc", a term contrasted with biil "maternal
uncle". Thus, Amorite ljal1unllrapi has cor
rectly been compared with {Iiilllrapi (HUFF
MO:-: 1964). Levy's explanation of the thco
phoric clement in names like ijammurapi as
coming from I.tMM "to be hot" (hence desig
nating a solar deity) is belied by the spelling
of the namc at Ugarit as Am-mll-ra-pi (PRU
IV, PI. LVII, 17.355, 12, 16) and (mrpi
(KTU 2.39:2; LEVY 1944). The theophoric
clement is (Amm, which was understood as
"Paternal Uncle" in old South Arabic (so
RES 2775.1-2). On the other hand, in a Kas
site king-list, Amorite bammll is interpreted
as kimtum "family, kin". Thus, ijal1lmurapi
is interpreted as Kimlllm-Rapaslllm "Ex
tensive Family" (Le. (Ammll-rabi; cf. Heb
r~,b(m?), and the namc ijaml1li$adllqa is
interpreted as Kimtum-Kiullm "Legitimate
Family" (5 R 44 i 21-22). It is possible,
then, that (Am(m) had a wider range of
meaning than "paternal uncle". The word
originally probably meant "kin". Hence thc
name (Ammi-AlUlI means "(the goddess)
Anat is my Kin".

(Am(l1l) is the patron deity of the ancient
Qatabanians of South Arabia, who were
known as b""" (m "the children of (Amm". It
is clear from the inscriptions that (Amm was
a lunar deity in Qataban. Among his epithets
are ry(n w-slrnn "He who waxes and re
volves", cj-sqr 'The bright shining one", and
g-ysnn 'Thc little one", the latter two refer
ring respectively to the ->moon in full phase
and the new moon (BEESTON 1951). The
worship of (Amm in South Arabia is corrob
orated by an Arabic tradition about an idol
callcd (Amm-'anas ("the Paternal Uncle of
Humanity") that was worshipped in the pre-

Islamic period (FAUD 1968).
Since the Qatabanians were called "child

ren of (Amm", it has been suggested that the
name of the eponymous ancestor of the
Ammonites in Gen 19:38, b" <my, may indi
cate that the Ammonites also venerated that
lunar deity (HOMMEL 1900). But whereas
(Amm wa~ the national deity of the Qataban
ians, there is no evidencc that he played
such a prominent role in the Ammonitc cult.
Apan from the name (m"db and the single
occurrence of the name 'I)'(m (HERR
1978:35), thcre arc no (Am(m)-names among
thc Ammonites (HOBNER 1992:256-258).
The namc b" (my is unique as an allusion to
thc Ammonites; the most common desig
nation for them in the Bible is b,,(y) (m(w)".
And that is, indeed, their own designation
for themselves, as is attested in the Tell
Siran Bottle (II. 2-3; RASOR 212 [1973] 5
I I). The etymology of Ammon remains
ullcenain. It appears, then, that apan from
thc Qatabanian moon-god, there arc no re
ferences to (Am(m) a" the name of a panicu
lar deity. It is more likely that (Am(l1l) in
most Semitic proper names was originally
an appellation, which may havc been under
stood as referring to various deities. In the
casc of the Qatabanians, (Amm was the stan
dard designation for their national god.

III, It has been suggested that (Am(m)
appears in the Bible in Hos 4:4 and Isa 2:6
(NYBERG 1935). In both cases, however, (m
appears with a pronominal suffix. Indeed,
apart from the personal names and a few
toponymns (notably )'qn(m), therc is no
reference in the Bible to the deity known as
(Am(m).
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C. L. SEOW

AMALEK P?C.lJ
I. In the Old Testament, the tribe of

Amalek is one of Israel's enemies of old
(Exod 17:8-16; Num 13:29 etc.). Their
ancestor is seen as a grandson of -.Esau
(Gen 36:12-16). Amalek cnn also designate
a topographical area as in the expression har
hli'iimiileqi 'thc mountain of the Amalekites'
(Judg 12: 15). An etymological explanation
of the name Amalek has been impossible
until now (\VElPPERT 1974:252). The
suggestion has been made to relate the name
Amalek to a mountain deity I;mrq known
from an Egyptian source (G~RG 1987:14
15).

II, The Egyptian Leiden Magical Papy
rus I 343 + I 345· (ed. MASSART 1954)
mentions in the context of deities venerated
in the Canaanite area a mountain deity ~l1nrq

(Ill 9; XXIIl 3). This deity seems to be re
lated to a mountainous area probably in the
&stern Sinai. The identity of the deity is
further unknown. GORG (1987) suggested
the identity of bmrq with Amalek and the
interchangeability of the tribal name with
the divine name. His sunnisc is based on an
assumed phonetic similarity between Egypt-

ian ~mtrq and Hebrew 'mlq. Egyptian Irl~can
easily be equated with Hebrew IV. Egyptian
It}/ is more problematical. It generally stands
for Hebrew It}/, while Hebrew rI is rendered
in Egyptian with /'I (as in 'YIIW jl"U Ijjon);
Iql (as in qcjr iiiU Gaza) or IgI (as in gljr iirU
Gaza). Therefore, Gorg's sunnise is not con
vincing.

In the OT there are otherwise no traces of
a divine background of the topographic
designation or the tribal name.

III. Bibliography
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B. BECKING

AMALTHEIA 'A~<iAe€lO

I, Amaltheia is the name of the goat
that suckled baby -·Zcus right after his birth
(so CaIIimachus, Apollodorus, Diodorus
Siculus), or of the nymph who nursed and
fed him on goat's milk (so Ovid and Hyg
inus). The 'Hom of Amaltheia' ('A~aAee:ia;
Kepa~) was one of the horns of this goat or,
according to others. a hom possessed by the
nymph, which provided in abundance what
ever one wished, and became the well
known image of the 'hom of plenty' or
cornucopia. This occurs in the LXX of Job
42: 14 and in T. Job I, 3 as the name of one
of Job's second set of three daughters. Ety
mological1y, <i-~<iAe€-la is probably a sub
stantive formed from a privative adjective
*a-~aA9Ti;, -ec; meaning 'not softening',
said of the goat's udder, that is, always
tightly full of milk (cf. ~aAeQlc6C; etc., and
for the fonnation: a-ATte€-lO from <i-~.T\01iC;

'not escaping notice, not hiding; true').
II, After Zeus had been born in Crete,

or in Arcadia according to Callimachus,
Hymn on Zeus 244, he had to be hidden
there in a cavc, either in Mt Dicte or in Mt
Ida, in which Amaltheia nursed or sucklcd
him, because his father Kronos devoured al1
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his children. He did so in order lO lhwart lhe
oracle which had predicled lhal a child of
his would delhrone him as lhe ruler of lhe
universe. One of lhe horns of the goat, says
Ovid (Fasti 5, 111-128), broke off, was
filled wilh fruils by the nymph Amaltheia,
and offered lo Zeus. Much earlier, however,
Pherecydes ifrg. 42) told the Slory lhat the
nymph was in possession of a bull's hom,
which, according to desire, supplied any
food or drink in abundance.

A third version has been preserved by
Zenobius, who assigned lO the 'Hom of
Amaltheia' a place in his colleclion of prov
erbial expressions. and staled thal il wa"
equivalent with anolher saying, namely
'Heavenly Goat'. The explanalion he gives
is that Zeus, when fully grown, lUrned lhe
goal, in gr..Ilitude, inlo a ->constellalion, bUl
gave one of ilS horns to lhe lWO nymphs
Adrastcia and Ida, who had been his nurses
(cf. Apollodorus I, t. 6). On that occasion.
he endO\vcd lhe hom with ilS famous mir
aculous power (2,48; cf. 1,26).

III. According lO lhe MT of Job 42:14
the later lhree daughlers bore lhe names
respeclively of Yemimii 'dovelet' cn, Q~sj<a

'cassia' (an aromatic), and Qeren-happuk
'hom of anlimony' or 'stibium' (used as an
eye-liner). In the LXX lhese names arc
represenled by ·HI.H~pa -. 'day' (evidenlly
deriving Y~mimfl from yom), Kaaia and
'AllaAgeia:; Ktpa:;. We haw lhe explicit
slalemenl of Pliny the Elder (Nat. Hist. pref
ace 24) lhat lhe Lalin equivalenl of lhe lasl
name was 'copiae cornu'. It is interesting,
lherefore, to see that the Vulgate version has
relained the former two as 'Dies' and
'Cassia'. but lhat lhe lhird name is now lhe
more correct counlerpart of lhe Hebrew
name a.; in lhe MT: 'Cornu Slibii'. This cer
lainly indicates lhal Jerome was nOl conlent
here with the LXX, and also that the
Hebrew original underlying it must have
been different from the Hebre\',,' text which
he could use when revising the Vetus
L1tina. What the LXX-translator read was in
all probability qeren uiptl$ ('a horn will
overflow'). the graphical confusion of he
and taw. and of kaph and ljade being quite
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possible in handwriting of the 3rd and 2nd
centuries BCE. In this case the rendering
'Alla),9eia; KEpa:; would be quite under
standable.

IV. According to Lactantius, Amaltheia
was also the name of the Sibyl of Cumae
who sold a collection of Sibylline Oracles to
Tarquinius Priscus, the fifth king of Rome
(Dil'. Illst. 1,6,10-11).
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G. MUSStES

AMAZONS ·Alla~6\'E:;. 'Alla~ovioEC;

I. The Amazons were a mythical mcc
of brave female warriors that lived, accor
ding to the oldest Greek versions of the
saga. on the southern and western coast of
the Black Sea and were evenlUally defeated
by men in an Ama:.onomacJria. They do not
occur in the Bible except possibly in an
addition to the biblical text by the Septuag
int translator of 2 Chron 14: 14, where they
seem to be said to have been part of the
booty destroyed or captured by the Judaean
king Asa in his victory over the Cushite
king Zcra.

II. The etymology of the name Amazons
is unclear. Ancient popular etymology deri
ves it from an alpha primus and maw
('hrca..C) on the assumption that "they cau
terized the right breast so as not to impede
their javelin throwing" (DOWDEN 1996:69).
In figurative art, however, Amazons with
only their left breast do not occur. In
modem etymological studies a host of differ
ent derivations have been proposed (WITEK
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1985:289-290). They are traditionally called
anlimleirai ('a match for men') and they
could not stand the presence of men. Occa
sionally they engaged in sex with strangers
to preserve their race, but they kept only the
girls. Early mythical traditions relate about
wars between the Amazons and Heracles
(his ninth labour was to get the girdle of the
Amazon queen, Hippolyte), Theseus (who
had to fight off an Amazon invasion of Atti
ca), and many other heroes. They also play
ed a variety of other belligerent roles in the
Trojan cycle (HAMMES 1981; BLOK 1995).
As courageous women they are prominent in
various forms of figurative art, many of
them as named individuals (DEVAMBEZ &
KAUFMANN-SAMARAS 1981 catalogue 819
items). Their location at the coasts of the
Black Sea (esp. in Pontic Asia Minor) chan
ged in the course of time as the Greeks got
to know this area better. As a result it was
moved to further marginal areas at the edges
of the known world (BLOK 1996:575). In
central Greece there were many tombs of
the Amazons which served as cultic sites
and there were also annual sacrifices to
them at Athens. Several cities in Asia Minor
(esp. Ephesus) celebrated their having been
founded by the Amazons (DOWDEN
1996:7(0).

III. It is unclear why the Septuagint
translator inserted the Amazons in 2 Chron
14: 14, if the text is about Amazons at all.
Apart from the fact that the list of booty
enumerated there contains mainly items of
cattle, which might suggest that Amazons
are regarded here as a kind of animals, the
problem is that the text has -rou<;
'A~a~ovci<;, an elsewhere completely unat
tested masculine form (the fourth cent. BCE
rationalistic mythographer Palnephatus'
interpretation of Amazons as male warriors
found no adherents). MT's 'the tents of cat
tle' (LXX: <JKT\va<; Kn;CJ£ffiV), to which 'toU<;
'A~a~oVE1<; has apparently been added as an
epexegetical apposition, may also have been
taken to mean '(the tents ot) those who pos
sessed cattle' or 'herdsmen,' as the Targum
seems to have done (see J. S. McIVOR, The
Targllnl of Chronicles [The Aramaic Bible

19: Edinburgh 1994] 177) and as is also
done in several modem translations, but the
problem is that the Amazons were not
known as flockkeepers either. It is. therefo
re. not improbable that (as RUDOLPH
1955:242 has suggested; see also Al.LEN
1974:167) 'A~a~ov£l<; is here a transcrip
tional error for 'AAl~a~ovEl<; (AI being mis
read as M yields 'A~~a~oVEi<;), which in 2
Chr 22: 1 is the faulty rendering of
lamma!riJlJ~h and made into an apposition
of 'the Arabs': 'the band of robbers that had
attacked them. the Arabs (and) the Alimazo
nians, ... ' (the Lucianic recension has here
'A~a~ovlEl~ as well!). In early Jewish lite
rature Amazons do not play any further role.
In Christian literature from the beginning of
the third century and later, however, they
are mentioned either as a historical reality or
as a symbol for an unnatural way of life or
aggression (WITEK 1985:293-3(0).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

AMUN i'il:~

I. Amun. Jmll, from JMN 'to hide': the
"Hidden one". The Greeks identified Amun
with -Zeus because of his function as chief
of the Egyptian pantheon. Amun occurs as
divine name in Jer 46:25 ('omoll m;lIIlo'
Amon of No: Amon of Thebes) and Nah 3:8
(110' 'omon No-Amon: the city of Amon).

II. The original nature of Amun is deter
mined by two factors: 1. the close relation
ship with -·Min of Koptos, the god of
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kingship, fertility and virility; 2. the role of
Amun as one of the personifications of
preexistence (cf. Pyr. 466: Amun and
Amaunet as feminine counterpart, alongside
Njw and Naunet [water], -Atum and Ruti
[creator] and Shu and Tefnut [air], see
SETHE 1929:§61). Two further aspects dev
elop since the II th dynasty with the
equation of Amun with the sun god -oRe
and his establishment as the city god of
Thebes and the state god of a reunified
Egypt, which implies his status as chief of
the pantheon ('king of the gods', Eg. Jmn
Rrw-nsw-nfnv, Gk Ammonrasonrher, and
other titles of royal character, see SETHE
1929:§ 11). In this function of state god,
Amun is venemted in the temple of Karnak.
The most important theriomorphic aspect
and sacred animal of Amun is the ram (ovis
platyum aeg.) whose characteristic horns
appear in the iconography of Alexander the
Great after his ritual 'divinization' (initiation
as Egyptian king) in the temple of Luxor.
This latter temple (built by Amenophis III)
is specifically devoted to the god-king
relationship and the Luxor festival cel
ebrates the annual renewal of divine king
ship (L. BEll, JNES 44 [1985] 251-294). A
third Theban temple of Amun, built by
Hatshepsut and Thutmosis III on the west
bank at Medinet Habu, is devoted to his pri
mordial aspect as Kematef, Gk Kneph "who
has accomplished his time" (SETHE 1929:
§§ 103-110). In Ptolemaic times, the three
Theban fomls of Amun are organized as
three generations: Kematef (grandfather),
Amun-Re (father) and Amun-of-Luxor (son)
(SETHE 1929:§ 115 goes a little too far in
distinguishing even four generations).

The theology of Amun as formulated in a
multitude of hymns (see ASSMANN 1975;
1983) develops in two stages: I. from the
Middle Kingdom until Amama; 2. from
post-Amarna until the Gracco-Roman
period. In the first stage (see ASSMANN
1983: 145-188; 1984:221-232), the nature of
Arnun is unfolded in 5 aspects: (I) primor
dial god, (2) creator god, (3) ruler (city god,
state god and king of the gods), (4) pre
server, "life god", sun god and (5) judge and

saviour (ethical authority, the god of the
individual). The second stage reacts to the
monotheistic revolt of Akhenaten and must
be interpreted as an attempt to combine both
the monotheistic idea of the uniqueness or
'oneness' of god and the polytheistic wor
ship of the different deities whose ongoing
cooperation and antagonism forms cosmic
reality (ASSMANN 1983: 189-286). The result
is the pantheistic idea of a god who is both
hidden and cosmic, both transcendent and
immanent, the "One-and-AlI", eg. "the One
who made himself into millions" (ASSMANN
1983:208-218; ZANDEE 1992: 168-176). Amun
is the god both of preexistence and of cre
ation. This means that he did not create the
world out of chaos, but that he transformed
himself into the world. The world in its tri
partite form as heaven-earth-underworld de
velops as the realm for the god in his tri
partite existence as 'Ba' (sun), 'image' (cult
statue at Thebes) and 'corpse' (ASSMANN
1983:241-246). But in his function as life
god, Amun is immanent in a triad of Iife
giving elements viz. light, air and water
(ASSMANN 1983:250-263). The most im
portant concept in this theology is 'Ba', a
kind of soul, which leaves the body at the
moment of death and is able to pass into a
celestial or underworld abode and to come
back to visit the mummy in the tomb. This
anthropological concept has been extended
already in the Coffin Texts to the divine
world in order to explain the relationship of
a deity and hislher cosmic manifestation: the
wind as "the ba of Shu", the light as "the ba
of Re" etc. In the Ramesside theology of
Amun, the Ba concept is used to work in
two different directions: to designate the
many gods as the Ba-'manifestation' of the
hidden 'One', but also the hidden 'One' as
the 'soul' whose body is the cosmos
(ASSMANN 1983: 189-218). In this aspect,
the name 'Amun' is avoided in the hymns
and the god is called "the mysterious Ba"
(ASSMANN 1983:203-207). The cosmic
body of god comprises -heaven and --earth
as head and feet, sun and -omoon as the two
eyes, the air as the breath and the water as
the sweat of the god, but there are many
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other elaborations of the idea of the "cosmic
god". (ASSMANN 1979; H. STERNBERG-EL
HOTABI, Der Propylon des Month-Tempels
in Karnak-Nord [Wiesbaden 1993] 23-26).

The most elaborated conception of this
Sa-theology appears in temples of the Late
Period (7th and 6th centuries BCE) and dis
tinguishes ten 'Sas' of Amun as modes of
his intramundane manifestion (1. C. GOVaN,
The Edifice of Taharqa (cds. R. A. Parker,
J. Leclant & J. C. Goyon; Providence 1979]
69-79, 40-41, pI.27.): the first two Sas are
sun and moon. the eyes of the cosmic gods,
they stand for 'time' as one of the Iife
giving elements; the next two are the Sas of
Shu and Osiris for 'air' and 'water', 'Light',
in this theology, is represented by the Sa of
Tefnut. Then come five 'Sas' standing for
five classes of living beings: mankind.
quadrupeds (living on earth), birds (living in
the sky). fishes (living in the water) and
snakes, scarabs and the dead (living in the
earth). Most important is the Sa responsible
for mankind: he is identified with the
"king's ka", i.e. the divine institution of
pharaonic kingship.

Among the Theban festivals. four are
most important: the festivals of Luxor. of
the val1ey. of Min and of Sokar. The first
two are closely linked with the Egyptian
concept of kingship. During the Luxor festi
val (LdA 4:574-579; L. BELL, JNES 44
[1985J 251-294), the barks of the Karnak
triad (Amun. Mut and -Khonsu) and the
bark of the king visit the temple of Luxor.
The king, during this visit, undergoes a
spiritual rebirth as son of Amun. The festi
val thus performs an annual renewal of
kingship. During the valley festival (LdA
6:187-189), the divine barks cross the -·Nile
and visit the mortuary temples of the kings.
Whereas the Luxor festival confirms the
divine descent of the king, the festival of the
val1ey confirms his genealogical legit
imation; it performs an annual renewal of
the community with the -dead. Around the
festival of the valley originates a new form
of god-man-relationship which later comes
to be known as "Personal Piety" (ASS!>tANN
1989:68-82 [& lit]). In the fornl of a proces-
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sion the god. who is usual1y hidden in his
temple and is strictly unapproachable to
everybody except the priests on service,
appears to his people and can be approached
by everyone who wants to appeal to the god
for healing from a sickness or protection
against a danger or persecution etc. Some of
the prayers to the god from the time of
Amenophis II have been preserved on os
traca; they seem to have been presented to
the god in this form during his procession
(G. POSENER, REg 27 [1975] 195-210).
These texts seem to be first instances of
"Personal Piety", a movement which was
suppressed during the Amarna period and
which after the failure of this monotheistic
revolution expanded al1 over Egypt. Amun
remained the exponent of this new religios
ity. His aspect as judge and saviour of the
poor became central and a model for the
theology of other deities as well. The tradi
tional 'theology of maintenance' concentrat
ing on cosmic life and its cyclical renewal
now changed into a 'theology of will' con
centrating on historical and biographical fate
and significance. Catastrophical events, as
wel1 as miraculous salvations, are now inter
preted as divine interventions, a traditional
conception in the Near East (B. ALnREKT
SON, History and the Gods [Lund 1967]) but
quite new in the Egyptian context (see
ASSMANN 1989).

Around the festival of Luxor originated a
new form of oracular intervention. which
during the 18th dynasty is restricted to
Amun and to questions of the royal suc
cession but which after Amama expanded to
other deities and to al1 kinds of human prob
lems (LdA 4:600-606). This development
culminated in the establishment of a regular
theocracy during the 21 st dynasty (end of
11 th century), when Amun assumed the role
of supreme ruler and exerted this rule by
means of oracular decisions (LdA 2:822
823). Even after this rather revolutionary
period the Theban region and its neighbour
ing nomes continued to form a "divine
state" within the state, ruled by Amun, his
clergy and above all by the "god's wife of
Amun", a royal princess (LdA 2:792-812).
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The temple and the festival of Luxor are
devoted to Amun as the god of divine king
ship. This aspect of Amun finds its most
explicit expression in the "myth of the royal
birth.., a cycle of pictures and accompanying
texts represented in the funerary temple of
Hatshepsut at Deir el Bahan, the temple of
Luxor and the Ramesseum (BRU:-J:-:ER 1964:
ASSMANN 1982). It tells and shows how
Amun decides to create a new king, falls in
love with a beautiful woman who turns out
to be the queen of the reigning king. visiL"
her in the shape of her husband. begets the
future king. orders --Thoth to announce to
her the approaching events and Khnum to
fonn the child in the mother's womb,
vivifies the child and supports the pregnant
woman by his breath. The birth and suckling
of the child are shown, then follow scenes
where Amun recognizes the new-born child
as his son and presents him as the future
king to the Ennead. The cycle ends with
scenes of circumcision and purification. In
all extant versions. this cycle of birth scenes
is complemented by a cycle of coronation
scenes. Both cycles belong together. The
meaning of the birth cycle is the adoption of
the king by Amun as the first step of the
coronation ceremony. Together with king
ship the king enters a new filiation and
acquires a new biography. In Graeco-Roman
times this cycle was transposed entirely into
the divine sphere and the role of the king
was now played by the child-god of the
divine triad. The festival called mswt nlr
"divine birth" was perfonned in a special
building calJed (in Coptic) "mammisi"
(birth-place). The myth shows close paral
lels not only to the Greek myth of Amphi
tryon but also to the birth of -·Christ as told
by Luke.

The much debated character of Amun as
'pneuma' (SrrnlE 1929:§§231-235), how
ever, seems to be based on a misunderstand
ing. The aspect of Amun as a god of 'wind'
(SETHE 1929:§§ 187-230) has to be seen in
context of his other cosmic manifestations:
light and water. The air is just one of his
fonns of live-giving intramundane manifes
tations, but not the original nature of the
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god. If there are correspondences between
Amun and --Yahweh (SETHE 1929:§§255
260), they have to be seen in the political,
ethical and social character of Amun, acting
both as god of the Mate and as judge and
saviour of the poor (see also J. DE MOOR.

The Rise of JahwisIII [Leuven 1990».
Another typical trait of Amun that might
bring him into a certain proximity to
Yahweh is his comparatively non-mythical
and 'non-constellative' character. There are
no myths which have Amun for a prot
agonist. Amun has a female counterpart
(Amaunet, also Mut), but is otherwise un
related. The association of Khonsu as his
son is a local construction.

III. The deity Amun is referred to in an
oracle against Egypt (Jer 46:25). Within this
context, Amun is the only Egyptian deity
mentioned by name. Therefore, it can be in
ferred that he was seen as a or the major
deity of Egypt by the sixth century BeE
Judahites. (n Nah 3:8 the city No-Amon is
mentioned in comparison. The fate of the
city should be an indication to the Assyrians
that their rule will not remain unchallenged.
The identity of name of the Egyptian deity
Amun with the Judahite king Amon (2 Kgs
21:19-26: 2 Chron 33:21-25) rests on homo
nymy.
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J. ASSMANN

AMURRU
I. Amurru is the eponymous god of the

nomadic peoples of the western desert that
began to manifest themselves in Mesopota
mia from the late third millennium BeE
onward. These peoples are known in cunei
fonn sources as 'Amorites' (Amllrru. Sum
MAR-TU). Their god. known as Amurru
(Akkadian) or Martu (Sumerian), is best
characterized as a stonn god, comparable in
type with -'Hadad or -'Yahweh. References
to Amurru in the Hebrew Bible are either
indirect or debated. As the god is ep
onymous, his name can be heard in the
ethnic designation Jbnori, •Amorite'. The
name Amraphel (Gen 14:1.9) may contain
Amurru as a theophoric clement, assuming
it should be interpreted as 'Amurru-has
answered' (Amuml-ipu/). A number of
scholars believe the name -'Shadday, usual
ly found as EI-shadday, reflects the epithet
bCl ~ade, 'Lord of the Mountain'. currently
carried by Amurru.

II. The Sumerian name of the god
Amurru is still a matter of debate. The pro
nunciation 'Martu' is conventional. since the

writing dMAR-TU would also pemlit the pro
nunciation 'Mardu' or 'Cardu'. It is evident
from Old Assyrian theophoric personal
names that Sum Martu is equated at an early
stage with Akk Amurru (H. HIRSCH. Unter
sliclulllgen zur alrass)'rischen Religion lAfO
Beih. 13/14; Vienna 1961] 5). Though there
is no proof of a phonetic correspondence
between the two. some such correspondence
must be assumed as the basis for the
equation (cf. the unclarified relationship
between Kiengir and Sumeru, the Sumerian
resp. Akkadian designation for 'Sumer').
Sum 'Martu' and Akk 'Amurru' were pre
sumably both attempts to render the un
known vocable by which the Amorite
peoples designated themselves. Alongside
the writing dMAR-TU there is an alternative
orthography AN-AN-MAR-ru, perhaps to be
read as dn-Amurrim. 'god of Amurrum' (sec
EOZARO 1989:437 for a full discussion).
The name underscores the fact that the god
must be seen as the personification of the
Amorites.

Amurru was introduced into the Mesopot
amian pantheon at a rather late stage. since
he was not included in the family of Enlil;
as a 'novice' he is presented as a son of An
and Ura.~ (KLEIN 1997:1(4). Martu has
many traits of a West-Semitic stonn god
such as Hadad. According to a Sumerian
hymn. Amurru is a warrior god. strong as a
lion, equipped with bow and arrows, and
using stonn and thunder as his weapons (A.
FALKENSTEIN, Swnerische Gotterlieder, Vol.
I [Heidelberg 1959] 120-140). His role as a
stonn god explains why one of the younger
god lists identifies Amurru as 'Adad of the
inundation' (dISKUR .M a-bu-be, CT 24 pI.
40:48). In addition, Amurru is known as the
'exorcist' (mllssipu) of the gods; his curved
staff (gamlu) frees from punishment (pa!ar
ennetri, 511rpll VIII 41-47, cf. W. G. LAM
BERT, Gam sen not a weapon of war. NABU
1987/3 no. 92). A similar combination is
extant in the theology of -'Marduk. Accord
ing to the Myth of Martu (also known as the
Marriage of Martu). Amurru acquired
Adgarudu (others read Adnigkidu) as his
wife (for the Marriage of Martu see J. BOT-
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TERO & S. N. KRAMER, Lorsque les diclL"
faisaienr I'hofflme [Pars 1989J 430-437: J.
KLEIN, Additional Notes to 'the Marriage of
Martu', Memorial Volume KlI1sclrer led. A.
F. Rainey: Tel Aviv 19931 93-106). Both
goddesses arc little known. More common,
however, is the pairing of Amurru with the
West Semitic goddess Ashratu (-+Ashemh:
cf. KLEIN 1997:105: KUPPER 1961:59).

According to his mythology, Amurru
inhabits the I'A.DUN =~ur-sag, literally "the
mountain", actually a designation of the
steppe (CAVIGNEAUX 1987); Amurru is in
deed the bel fade, 'Lord of the mountain'
(AkkGE 54), as well as the bel #ri, 'Lord of
the steppe' (C. B. F. WALKER, apud D. COL
LON, Catalogue of tire Westenr Asiatic Seals
in tire British Museum, Cylinder Seals Ill,
Isin/Larsa and tire Old Babylonian Periods
[London 1986J 96: 140). He bears the epithet
"the -~Shepherd who treads on the moun
tains (i.e. the steppe)" (L. LEGRAIN, Tire
Culture of tire Babylonians from their Seals
in tire Collections of the Museum [PBS 14;
Philadelphia 1925] no. 342). The correspon
dence between the god Amurru and the
Amorites is evident: since the latter have the
steppe as their original habitat, their god is
believed to dwell there as well. His behav
iour typically reflects the characteristics of
Amorite nomads as perceived by civilized
Mesopotamians. According to a passage in
the Marriage of Martu, the god "dresses in
sheepskins [... J, lives in a tent, at the mercy
of wind and rain, [... J docs not offer
sacrifice [... J. He digs up truffles in the
steppe, but docs not know how to bow his
knee [i.e. he is not accustomed to sit down
for a meal (1)]. He eats raw meat. In life he
has no house, in death he lies not buried in a
grave" (E. CmERA, Sumerian Epics and
Mytlrs [OIP 15: Chicago 1934] no. 58 iv 23
29).

The earliest attestation to the cult of
Amurru dates from the late Sargonic Period.
His name is a frequent theophoric element
in personal names under the Third Dynasty
of Ur (H. LIMET, L'anrhropOlrymie sunrer
ienne dans les documell1s de la 3e dynastie
d'Ur [Paris 1968] 158). The god gained
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prominence in the popular religion of the
Old and Middle Babylonian periods, as wit
nessed by his frequent mention (often
alongside Ashratu) in legends of cylinder
seals (KUPPER 1961 :57-60). In his capacity
as family god ('god of the father'), Amurru
did on occasion receive letter prayers (AbB
12 no. 99). The cult of Amurru was not
limited to Mesopotamia proper. Also in such
'peripheral' places as Emar and Alalakh, the
god Amurru was known (note the lwrranll
fa dfAlmurri, Emar no. 169:6', cf. J.-M.
DURAND, RA 84 [1990] 66 for the correct
reading: a cylinder seal from Alalakh
depicts Amurru as a naked yong man, D.
COLLON, Tire Seal Impressions from Tell
Atclwnah/AlalakJr [AOAT 27: Neukirchen
Vluyn 1975173 no. 135).

III. Though the Amorites arc known in
the Hebrew Bible (as lrii Jbllori), the god
Amurru as such is not unambiguously at
tested. The personal name Amraphel
t~iC~, Gen 14:1.9) might possibly be ana
lyzed ali • Amurru-ipul, but other etymol
ogies have been proposed as well (note
especially Amar-pi-EI, see Ges.!8 78: cf.
also the suggestion by M. C. ASTOUR,
Amraphel, ABD I (1992) 217-218).

In spite of the absence of the theonym
Amurru in the Bible, the god nevertheless
plays a significant role in OT scholarship.
The reason for this is the interpretation of
Shadday (often occurring in the combination
EI-shadday) as 'Mountaineer' or 'the Moun
tain One' (first proposed by W. F. AL
BRIGHT, The Names Slraddai and Abmm,
JBL 54 [19351 173-204, esp. 184). Various
authors consider this the Canaanite equiv
alent of Amurru's epithet bel Jade, 'Lord of
the Mountain': they draw the conclusion
that Shadday (or EI-shadday) is to be ident
ified with Amurru (e.g. E. BURROWS, The
Meaning of El Saddai, JTS 41 [1940] 152
161: L. R. BAILEY, Israelite 'EI sadda)' and
Amorite Bel sade, JBL 87 [1968] 434-438;
J. OUELLETTE, More on )EI sadday and Bcl
sade, JBL 88 [1969J 470-471: R. DE VAUX,
Histoire allciemre d'israel des origines a
!'installatioll ell Canaan [Paris 1971 J 264:
CROSS 1973:57: T. N. D. METI1NGER, In
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Search of God [philadelphia 1988] 71).
CROSS explains the combination EI-shadday
by assuming that Arnurru is the Amorite
name (or fonn) of EI. He argues that EI ali
the divine warrior of important western
tribes or leagues was reintroduced into
Mesopotamia under the name Amurru
(1973:59). This theory, though speculative,
is not entirely without merit. The cuneifonn
orthogrnphy AN-AN-MAR-TU could be read as
dEI-Amurrum, 'the Amorite EI' (K. VAN
DER TOORN, Family Religion in Babylonia,
Syria and Israel [Lciden 1996] 90). The pai
ring of Amurru with Ashrntu, moreover,
also suggests an underlying identification
with El (who is customarily associated with
Ashernh in Ugaritic text<;). The interpreta
tion of Jadday as 'the Mountain One',
however, is far from certain. On the basis of
Ug Jd(y) and Heb Jiideh, a meaning 'of the
field' is much more plausible. The equation
of (El-)Shadday with Arnurru must therefore
be regarded as unproven.
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ANAKIM - REPHAIM

ANAMMELECH l'oW
I. Anammelech is a god whom the

people of Sepharvaim, settled in Samaria by
the Assyrians, worshipped beside -.Adram
melech, 2 Kgs 17:31. On Sepharvaim as a
West Semitic settlement in Babylonia, see
Adrnmmelech.

II. Many explain the divine name as a
combination of Babylonian Anu with West
Semitic melek, 'Anu is king' (GRAY 1977:
596: cf. J. A. MONTGO~fERY & H. S. GEH
MAN. Kings [ICC: Edinburgh 1951] 476; M.
COGAN & H. TADMOR, II Kings [AB 11;
New York 1988] 212). However, the ancient
Sumerian sky-god's name is never written in
cuneifonn with any hint of an initial gut
tural, and where it occurs in Semitic trnn
scription it is written 'n (J. A. FrrZMYER &
S. A. KAUFMAN, An Aramaic Bibliography,
Pan I: Old. Official and Biblical Aramaic
[Baltimore 1992] 170 seal no. 24, 52 Uruk
Bricks), so it is mistaken to seek it here (so
already A. SA:--JDA, Die Biicher der Konige
[MUnster 1912] 231-232). Thus there is no
evidence for syncretism of Babylonian Anu
with West Semitic Melek (= Athtar) here, as
GRAY (I977) argued. Rather, the initial cl
ement of the name is the male counterpart
of the well-known West Semitic goddess
-.Anat ('nt), written 'n (so DRIVER 1958: 19:
ZADOK 1976: 117). Personal names from the
early second miHennium BCE onwards incor
pornte the fonn (H. B. HUFFMON, Amorire
Personal NameJ in the Mari Texts
[Baltimore 1965J 199: R. ZADOK, On West
SemiteJ ill Babylonia during the CllOldean
and Achaemt'lliall Periods [Jerusalem 1977]
39), yet the deity remains "an obscure
figure, known only from personal names"
(5. RIBICfflNI & P. XELLA, SEL 8 (1991)
149-170, esp. 166). Alternatively. it is poss
ible that Anammelech is an assimilation of
•Anat-Melech. a fonn comparable to Anat
Yahu known from the Elephantine papyri.

III. No light can be shed on the cult of
this god and his fellow apart from the bibli
cal narrntor's remark that the people
"burned their children in fire" to them. The
expression siirap (bii'es), 'to bum (in/with
fire)'. has been interpreted as reflecting the
deuteronomistic polemics against foreign
deities (e.g. WEINFEI.D 1972). This view,
however, has been seriously challenged (e.g.
by KAISER 1976). The action then suggests
a relationship with the god -·Molech.
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A. R. MILLARD

ANANKE 'AvaYKfl
I. Anankc. ·necessity. constraint'. pres

ented as the personification of the inevitable
and inesc~lpable. hence of the inexorable
Fate, plays an important role in Greek relig
ious and philosophical Iitemture (SCHRECK
ENBERG 1964). The word occurs 43 times in
the LXX and 18 times in the NT with the
meanings 'necessity. compulsion. obligation:
distress, suffering. calamity: inevitability'
(STRODEL 1980) but never as a personi
fication of Fate.

II. Anankc is mentioned by Plato in the
myth of Er (Resp. 616c·617c) as the en
throned governor of the cosmos and as the
mother of the Moirai. the goddesses of Fate.
and he presents her as more powerful even
than the gods (Leg. 818e; SCHRECKENBERG
1964:81-10 I). The great tmgedians. too.
testify to her unrivalled power over all other
beings and her inexorable character
(Aeschylus, Prom. 515-520: Euripides. Or.
1330. Ale. 965. Hel. 514: cf. Sophocles. Ant.
944-954 and the scholion ad loc.), as did
already the Presocratic philosophers. es
pecially Parmenides. in whose writings she
plays a role of paramount importance
together with -·Dike and Moira (-·Fortuna).
In Stoic fatalism Ananke became indistin
guishable from Heimannene. She figures in
(late?) Orphic mythology, e.g. as the mother
of Heimarmene and of the triad Aither.
-'Chaos and Erebos (FAUTH 1975; but sec
SCHRECKENBERG 1964: 131-134 against the
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theory of her Orphic origin); and Proclus
indicates that she played an important role
in the beliefs of several mystery religions in
late antiquity (Comm. in Remp. II 344-5
KROLL). In two Hennetic excerpts in Stoba
eus the author discusses the mutual demar
cation of the roles of -·Pronoia, Hcimanne
ne and Ananke (fr. XII in Am". I 5, 20. and
fro XIV in Am", I 5. 16, with the comments
of A.-J. FESTUGIERE & A. D. NOCK. Corpus
Hermeticwn III [Paris 1954] Ixxix-Ixxx).
Her role in the magical papyri as a 'buber
gottheit' (SCHRECKENBERG 1964: 139-145)
still needs further investigation; cf. also her
function in the Dracula Chaldaica and in
Gnostic sources (F. SIEGERT, Nag-Ham11ladi
Register [TUbingen 1982) 211). The growing
'popularity' of Anankc in late antiquity is
certainly connected with the increasing
influence of astrology and its accompanying
fatalism. People often felt themselves
"dominated and crushed by blind forces that
dragged them on as irrcsistably as they kept
the celestial spheres in motion" (F.
CUMONT. Oriental Religions in Roman
Paganism [New York 1911] 181; for the
astrological setting also NILSSON 1961:
506). Pausania.'i mentions a sanctuary of
Ananke and Bia (Force) in Corinth. "into
which it is not customary to enter" (Descrip
tio Graeciae II 4.6; note the same combina
tion of deities in the Gnostic NHC VII 61).

III. Although the personified Anankc
occurs neither in the Greek Bible nor in the
Jewish pseudepigrapha, there is an interest
ing Jewish prayer in a Berlin magical papy
rus (PGM I 197-222. with a parallel in PGM
IV 1167-1226) in which Adam prays to be
saved from the wpa av<iy",,,~ (221). As
PETERSON (1959: 124) has demonstrated. this
must be interpreted in the light of an earlier
petition in the same prayer in which Adam
asks to be protected from the power of the
OaillOOV aEplo~ and of ElllapllEVT\ (for the
connection of aitp and Anankc see Proelus.
Comm. in Remp. II 109 KROLL). This rather
syncretistic prayer depicts the situation of
Adam (= Man?) a.'i one who is helplessly at
the mercy of Fate. over which only the God
of Israel can exercise power. a motif also
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adumbrated in other magical papyri.
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

ANAT raW
I. The MT makes no direct reference to

the goddess Anat, though several scholars
have proposed interpretations and conjec
tural emendations that would create refer
ences or allusions to her in the biblical text
As the MT stands, however, her name ap
pears unequivocally only as a component of
one personal and one place name, Shamgar
ben Anat (Judg 3:31) and Beth Anat (Josh
19:38 and Judg I:33) respectively. Her
name might also be evidenced in the place
names Anathoth and Beth Anot and the per
sonal name Anathoth.

In Ugaritic Anal's name is written 'nl,
and in Akkadian (which cannot represent C)
it is written /janal, Anal, and (once) Kanat.
Given the Hebrew spelling with 'a)';n, and
given that the Ugaritic alphabet included the
consonants g and b, it seems clear that the
first rndical of her name goes back to proto
Semitic *C. In texts from Emar the name of
the goddess may be hidden behind the
Sumerogram dNIN.URTA (NA'AMAN 1990:
254).

There has been a great deal of specu
lation concerning the etymology of the name
Anat, with no conclusive results. For collec
tions of the various suggestions, which typi-

cally are based on scholars' perceptions of
Anat's character. see GRAY (1979:321 and n.
42), DEEM (1978:25-27 and notes), PARDEE
(1990:464-466) and SMITU (1995). Of these,
Kapelrud's proposal to understand Anal's
name in connection with the verb 'anti "to
sing" (1969:28: KB's 'nh IV) can be dismis
sed on the grounds that the first radical of
the Arabic cognate is g, and DEEM'S sugge
stion of a hypothetical root ·'n" "to make
love" lacks evidence. The most attractive
proposal is GRAY'S suggestion to compare
Anat's name with Arabic 'anwat "force. vio
lence" (KB's 'nh II, .'mv). This accords
well with a primary feature of Anat's char
acter, and dovetails with W. G. LAMBERT'S
(VTSup 40 [1986] 132) proposal to see an
etymological connection between Anal's
name and the Hanaeans (tla-nll-,i: see Kup
PER 1957: I n. I). The Hanaeans were an
Amorite/north-west Semitic group who are
referred to numerous times in the eighteenth
century nCE Mari archives. Also mentioned
numerous times in the archives is d/m-na-at,
and a place called dba.na.atki or hi; d[Ja.na.
alki , which was located about 125 kilome
ters downstream from Mari. While no text
explicitly calls the goddess Hanat goddess
of the Hanaeans. Lambert's proposal seems
nevertheless attractive. However, it should
be noted that the city of Hanat was not loca
ted in primarily Hanaean territory (M.
ANnAR. I.es triblls amllrriles de Mar; [OBO
108; Gottingen 1991]).

II. The available evidence indicates that
Anat was originally a north-west Semitic
goddess. The main source of information
about her in this context is the Ugaritic cor
pus of texts. The predominant view among
scholars is that the Ugaritic texts present
Anat as a "fertility goddess" who is the
consort of the god -.Baal. It is also often
stated that she is the mother of Baal's
offspring. Some scholars funher allege that
the texts present her as acting like a prosti
tute, either to entice Baal specifically, or in
her general conduct. Even when she is
described in what seems to be more respect
ful terms as Baal's sacred bride, this carries
overtones of illegitimate sexuality because it
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implies cultic enactments of the so-called
sacred marriage. which is also referred to by
many scholars as ritual prostitution. For a
critique of the widely held scholarly
assumption that all ancient Near Eastern
goddesses are sexually active "fertility" god
desses. see HACKETf (1989:65-76) and
WAU.5 (1992: 13-75; for Anat in particular.
cf. AMICO 1989:457-492). For a review and
evaluation oftheevidence for the alleged prac
tice of ritual prostitution in north-west Se
mitic religion. see ODEN (The Bible Wit/Will
77leology [San Fmncisco 1987] 131-153).

The view that Anat is depicted in the
Ugaritic texts as a sexually active and poss
ibly reproductive deity hali been recently
challenged by DAY (1991 and 1992) and
WALLS (1992). who argue that there is no
clear reference in the Ugaritic texts to Anat
engaging in sexual intercourse. Rather,
Anal's alleged sexual activity has, in some
cases. been entirely reconstmcted in avail
able lacunae. and hapax legomena and other
cryptic words and episodes have been
invcsted with appropriately supportive
meanings. The argument based on ident
ifying Anat with cO\VS that Baal has sex
with is demonstrably erroneous. In KTU
1.10 ii:26-29 Anat is clearly distinguishable
from a cow that Baal presumably matcs
with. as 1.10 iii:33-36 clearly announces the
birth of his bovinc children. The heifer that
Baal mates with in KTU 1.5 v: 18-22 is also
clearly not Anat, for Anal subsequently does
not know where Baal is, and her search
leads her to the place where he and the
heifer mated (1.5 vi:26-31). The fact that
Anat is both described and depicted as
homed is surely not a feature to be literally
understood and physically attributed to
female bovines. but rather is a symbol of
royal or divine authority. Anat's frequent
designation as the siSler (a~ll) of Ba~ll is nol
conclusive evidence of a sexual Iiason. Her
epithet ybmt lim", has thus far defied
confident translation and hence cannot be
used as a basis for arguing that she is pro
creative. KTU 1.3 iii:4-8 is most plausibly
interpreted as Anat singing about the mutual
atlrJction between Baal and Pidray. Tallay

and Ar~ay (N. WALLS 1992: 116-122). The
description of Anat as a wetnurse (KTU 1.15
ii:26-28) denotes her special associations
with warriors and with royalty (WALLS
1992:152-154; cf. Isa 49:23; 60:16) and
docs not necessitate viewing her as procre
ative (DAY 1992:190 n. 63). Arguments for
Anal's alleged procreativity that are based
on theophoric personal names evidenced at
Ugarit and elsewhere (e.g. EATON 1964:14).
such as a-na-ti-lIm-mi ("Anat is my mo
ther") and bill-anat ("son of Anat" [both
names cited by GRONDAHL 1967:321]) can
be challenged by interpreting such kinship
names as metaphorically denoting status
relationships. and by viewing these names
alongside other names such as adalZll-ul1Il1IU
("the Lord is mother"), '[tr-um ("Ashtar is
mother" [both names cited by GRONDAHL
1967:46]) and ba-mi-dt/a-na-at ("Anat is
my paternal uncle [?]" [H. HUFFMON, Al1Io
rite Perso1lal Names ill the Mari Texts (Bal
timore 1965) 201] cf. -·Am). Finally. recent
advances in epigraphic analysis have confir
med that KTU 1.96 does not mention Anat
(LEWIS 1996: 116-118) and hence the tablet
can no longer be used as evidence for
Anat's alleged sexual activity.

Anat is depicted in the Ugaritic mythol
ogical texts as a volatile, independent, ado
lescent warrior and hunter. Her epithet btlt
indicates that she is (as defined by her cul
ture) a marriageable adolescent female, but
it is precisely because she "refuses to grow
up" and take her place in the adult, female
sphere of marriage and reproductivity that
she can remain active in the male spheres of
combat and hunting. As a warrior she van
quishes both human (KTU 1.3 ii) and super
natural (KTU 1.3 iii:38-46) foes, employing
typical weapons of combat such as thc bow
(KTU 1.3 ii:16) and sword (KTU 1.6 ii:31).
Her bloodthirsty nature is shockingly ex
plicit in one well-known text (KTU 1.3 ii:3
30) in which she is described as joyously
wading lhigh-deep in the blood of slain war
riors. She claims (KTU 1.3 iii:38-42; cf.
1.83 8-10) to have defeated Yarnmlthe twist
ing --serpent (-·Sea. -·Leviathan), a con
quest elsewhere attributed to Baal (KTU 1.2
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iv; 1.5 i: 1-3) and a necessary step towards
Ba3l's aquisition of kingship. Though sup
portive of Baal's quest for a palace and
kingship in the Baal Cycle (KTU 1.3 v), her
interests and actions run contrary to Baal's
in the Aqhat Epic. In the Aqhat Epic,
Aqhat's existence is attributed to Baal's
petitioning -.EI on Danel's behalf for a
royal heir. Yet Anat resolves to murder
Aqhat in order to obtain his hunting bow,
which he has denied her panially on the
grounds that bows and hunting belong in the
male domain (KTU 1.17 vi:39-40; 1.18 iv:
DAY 1992:181-182). Vowing revenge for
Aqhat's refusal to give her his bow, Anat
storms off and threatens EI with violence in
order to secure his support for her retali
ation. She then feigns reconciliation with
Aqhat, and possibly offers to teach him how
to hunt (KTU 1.18 i:24, 29; DAY 1992: 181
182). When it becomes clear that Anat
intends to murder Aqhat in order to obtain
his bow and arrows, the method she is
described as employing to achieve her pur
pose clearly befits a huntress: she uses her
accomplice Yatpan like an eagle (nsr), a
bird of prey used by hunters in the ancient
Near East, to allack and kill Aqhat, her
quarry (1.18 iv; cf. BARNE"IT 1978:29*
n.l0). Two other texts also portray Anat as a
huntress. In KTU 1.22 i: II birds are her
prey, and in KTU 1.114 22-23 she leaves
Ers banquet to go hunting. In addition to
being a huntress, KTU 1.10 and 1.13 poss
ibly portray Anat as a benefactress of ani
mals (DAY 1992: 183-188).

Extrabiblically. and in addition to the
Ugaritic texts, the following evidence for
Anat on Syro-Palestinian soil has been ad
duced. In a document from Hazor that W.
Hallo and H. Tadmor date to the 18th-16th
centuries BCE, the personal names mDUMU
va-nll-ta and mSII - III11 -ba-nll-1a are explained
by HALLO & TAm-fOR as Anat names (A
Lawsuit From Hazor, IEJ 27 [1977] I-II).
EA 170:43 mentions a person from Byblos
named Anati, and a Syrian ship captain
named bn <nt is mentioned in the time of
Ramesses II (compare EATON 1964:28 with
BOWMAN 1978:225). Several campaign

records from Egypt mention a Lcvantine
Beth Anat (BOWMAN 1978:210-212) and a
place named qrr-'nl also might be Levantine
(EATON 1964:31). A 13th c. nCE Egyptian
ostracon mentions a festival of Anat at Gaza
(B. GRDSELOFF, us Debllls dll Cllite de
Rechef ell Egypte [Cairo 1942] 35-39), and a
stele depicting Anat was found in a temple
built by Ramesses III at Beth Shan. Both
Gaza and Beth Shan were important Egypt
ian military posts of the time. The Beth
Shan stele refers to Anat (spelled 'nrr, but
the final I is simply a graphic marker of
feminine gender [personal communications,
T. O. LAMBDIN and J. F. BORGHOUTS» as
"the -'queen of heaven, the mistress of all
the gods" (A. ROWE, The Four Canaanite
Temples of Beth-Shan [Philadelphia 1940]
33) which echoes KTU 1.108 6-7, where she
is called "the mistress of kingship, the
mistress of dominion, the mistress of the
high heavens" (b<lt mlk Illt drkt b<lt smm
nnm) and which is also consistent with 19th
Dynasty evidence from Egypt (see below).
An arrowhead that F. M. CROSS (1980:4 and
6-7) thinks belonged to the EI-KhaC;lr hoard
and dates ca. 1100 BCE is inscribed with the
personal name <bdlb't btl <nl. Commenting
on this arrowhen.d in light of other onomas
tic evidence. including the Biqa< Dan. which
he reconstructs as containing the reading 1m
bn <1I[t}. Cross notes that the surname Bin
'Alliit is associated with military families,
and that in this context "names bearing-as
an element-the epithet or proper name of
the war goddess were no doubt deemed
fitting if not phylactic" (CROSS 1980:7). The
surname bll <111 is also found on a Hebrew
seal of unknown provenance that N. AVIGAD
(fwo Seals of Women and Other Hebrew
Seals, Erlsr 20 [1989] 95 [Hebrew], 197*)
dates to the 8th-7th centuries BCE. Two 7th
c. nCE Esarhaddon treaties can be confident
ly reconstructed in light of each other to
refer to a West Semitic deity dA-na-ti-Ba-a
a-ti-DINGIR.MES, though scholars are di
vided over whether the component A-lIa-ti
should be understood as the name Anat or
as a common noun (e.g. compare VAN DER
TOORN 1992:80-85 and nn. with OLYAN
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1987: 170). BOWMAN (1978:247-248) at
tributes to Gaza an inscribed situla of Prince
Psammetichus upon which there is a repre
sentation of a goddess identified by the
inscription as Anat. "Lady of Heaven".
HVIDBERG-HANSEN (1979:86) assens that
the situla dates from the time of Psammeti
chus I, following GRDSELOFF (op. cit., 28).
who originally published the situla. Yet
there seems to be no evidence linking this
situla to Gaza. nor any confirmation that the
Psammetichus in question is Psammetichus
I. Indeed. J. LECI..ANT (1973:257 n. 37)
expresses doubts about the authenticity of
this situla (as well as about the uninscribed
frontispiece of U. Cassuto's The Goddess
Anarh which. some scholars have argued,
depicts Anat as pregnant), based upon re
peated documentational irregularities regard
ing pieces in the Michaelides collection
(personal communication). Finally, numer
ous scholars still follow W. F. ALBRIGHT
(1925:88-90) in understanding the divine
name Atta as the Aramaean equivalent of
Anat, and in understanding the divine name
-.Atargatis as evidence that Anat and
-.Astane merged to become this single
deity. However, due to the general tendency
among many scholars of the Hebrew Bible
and the ancient Ncar East to presume that
goddesses arc not clearly distinguishable
from one another in tenns of their roles and
functions (HACKETT 1989:65-76), the valid
ity of proposals to equate goddesses or to
see in a single divine name the blending of
goddesses needs critical reassessment on a
case by case basis. For Atta personal names
in Syria, see BOWMAN 1978:218-219.

Four Phoenician inscriptions from Ida
lion. Cyprus, three of which were found in
the vicinity of the Athena/Anat temple,
mention Anal. Her name is written on an
equestrian blinder and on a spearhead (RES
]209a and 1210). thus attesting to her con
tinued maniaI associations. O. MASSON &
M. SZNYCER (Recherches sllr les Pheniciens
a Chypre [Paris 1972] 110) date t~e blinder
to the 7th century BCE, and E. PUECH
(Remarques sur quelques inscriptions phcni
ciennes de Chypre, Sem 29 [1979] 29) dates

the spearhead late fifth/early founh c. BCE.
Both publications interpret these items as
votive. RES 453, found in the church of Sl.
George. reads 1(/11 in a broken context and
her name is written on a piece of bronze'(M.
OIlNEFALSCH-RICIITER, K)pros, the Bible
ami Homer (1893) pI. CXLI, no. 4). Also on
Cyprus. Anat is named in the Phoenician
ponion of a bilingual text from Larnaka that
names -.Athena in the corresponding place
in the Greek ponion of the inscription (CIS
95). Given Athena's well-known manial
associations a<; well as her characteri7.ation
as a non-sexually active. non-reproductive
goddess. once again the Cypriot evidence is
consistent with the Ugaritic and other main
land evidence. For Anat as a component of
Punic personal names. see F. L. BENZ (Per
.'mnal Names in the Phoenician and PlInic
Inscriptio1/J [Rome 1972] 382) and
HVIDBERG-HANSEN (1979: ]43 n. 328).
Contra OLYAN (1987:]69) and ACKERMAN
(1992: 19). the relative paucity of Phoenicio
Punic Anat names should not be considered
an accurate indicator of Anat's waned popu
larity or lack of imponancc in mythology in
the Phoenicio-Punic world. At Ugarit, where
she clearly plays a central role in the myth
ology, her name seldom appears as a com
ponent of personal names (GRONDAHL

. 1967:83). Note also that Olyan and Acker
man neglect to cite the evidence from
Idalion mentioned above as weJI as much of
the first millennium Egyptian evidence cited
by Leclant and Bowman (see below) in their
discussions of first millennium data relevant
to Anal.

As stated in section one. HanatlAnat is
mentioned numerous times in the 18th c.
BCE Mari archives. as is a place caJIed dlla
lIa-atki or Bit d{fa-na-atki, an imponant ~ity
in the extreme south-cast of the territory
controlled by Mari. For example, ARM 26
III no. 196 makes reference to an oracle of
dijanar concerning troops from Eshnunna
advancing towards her city (J.-M. DURAND,
ARM 26 Ill, 423 note e) and ARM 26 In
no. 507 mentions her temp]e, presumably in
the city of Hanat. ARM 21 no. 110 lists
offerings that Zimri-Lim took to Hanat for
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the goddess. The city is mentioned several
times in Assyrian and Babylonian campaign
annals (B. K. ISMRIL [sic, Ismail] et aL,
(Ana in the Cunefonn [sic] Sources, Sumer
39 [1983] 191-194). A recently published
text (CAVIGNEAUX & ISMAIL 1990, text no.
17) indicates that HanatlAnat continued to
be an important deity in this city into the 8th
c. BCE. Indeed, in this eighth century text
she is called "the most exalted of the god
desses, the strongest of the goddesses, the
greatest of the Igigi...whose valour among
the goddesses has no counterpart" (Jd-qa-a
at i-Ia-a-ti ga~-rat dES4.DARme~ GAL-at di
gi4-gi4-e ... sa i-na dES4.DARrl'lcl la is-sa
all-na-lUl qur-di-su). For Anat and Atta
personal names in Mesopotamia, see EATON
(1964:20) and BOWMAN (1978:205-208). D.
ARNAUD (Emar VI.3 no. 216) finds the PN
A-nat-um-mi at Emar.

Evidence for Anat in Egypt has been col
lected by J. LECLANT (1973:253-258; add
the Memphite bowl published by D. B.
REDFORD in the same year [1973:36-49]),
whose article is a necessary corrective to
BOWMAN'S (1978:223-259) generally well
infonned discussion. The available evidence
indicates that Anat made her debut in Egypt
in conjunction with the Hyksos (for Sinai.
see M. DUKSTRA & I. BRIGGS, Proto-Sinaitic
Sinai 527- A Rejoinder, BN 40 [1987] 7-10).
and she continued to be worshipped in
Egypt into the Greek and Roman eras.

What follows is a selective rather than
comprehensive presentation of the Egyptian
evidence. The inscriptions. stelae and statu
ary of Ramesses II provide the earliest
sustained body of evidence for Anat in
Egypt (LECLANT 1973:253-254 and nn. 5
15; BOWMAN 1978:225-234). Ramesses
regularly calls her the Mistress or Lady of
(the) Heaven(s) in the context of claiming
Anal's support in battle and legitimation of
his right to 'universal' rule. It is in this con
text that he claims a mother/son relationship
with her (cf. the royal ideology of Pss 2:7-9;
89:10-11.21-28; 110:3). Also in the context
of an assertion of Ramesses' prowess in
battle he is called mhr of Anat, most likely
to be translated "suckling" on the basis of

an Egyptian etymology rather than "soldier"
on the basis of an Ugaritic etymology. He
had a hunting dog named "Anat is Protec
tion" and a sword inscribed "Anat is Vic
torious". In short. the picture that emerges is
remarkably consistent with what we know
of Anat from the Ugaritic texts. With regard
to Anat's alleged sexual activity and procre
ativity. papyrus Chester Beany VII can no
longer be rallied as evidence. Prior to its
collation with an unnumbered Turin papyrus
(A. ROCCATI. Une legende egyptienne
d'Anat. REg 24 [1972] 154-159) Anal's
name was read into the lacuna that named
-Seth's sexual partner. The Turin papyrus
demonstrates that it is The Seed. not Anal.
who copulates with Seth. Two other texts
(Chester Beany I =The COlllendings ofHorus
and Seth and Harris Magical Papyrus 111)
which are typically cited as evidence of
Anal's sexual activity and procreativity are
amenable to other interpretations (\VALLS
1992:145-146. 149-152). Even if it should
be undoubtedly established. however. that
Anat is portrayed as sexually active/repro
ductive in Egyptian mythology. the Egyptian
evidence should not automatically be used
as a basis for reconstructing Anal's persona
in northwest Semitic mythology (WALLS
1992: 144-145). With regard to the conten
tion that Anat and Astarte are not always
distinguished from one another. Anat and
Astarte arc indeed sometimes paired in
Egyptian sources but perhaps this is because
both were originally foreign goddesses from
an Egyptian point of view. and so they
could both. under certain circumstances, sig
nify similar things. For example. in magical
texts both arc invoked as protection against
wild animals and to ward off demons. 'logi
cal' functions for goddesses who are at the
same time both familiar/assimilated into
Egyptian mythology and strange/of foreign
origin. This is not to say, however. that their
identities had been completely merged. To
my knowledge. for pre-Hellenistic times.
only the Winchester relief. which depicts a
single goddess but names three (Qudshu,
Astarte and Anat) provides possible evi
dence for the actual merging of northwest
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Semitic goddesses in Egypt. According to I.
E. S. EDWARDS (A Relief of Qudshu
Astarte-Anath in the Winchester College
Collection, JNES 14 [1955] 49-51 and
pUll), who originally published the relief, it
is of unknown provenance and peculiar in a
number of ways. His overall evaluation is
that the piece departs from strict convention
both representationally and textually, which
he interprets as an indication that "the piece
was the work of an artist who did not
belong to the orthodox school and who was
not completely familiar with the Egyptian
script" (ibid., 51). The present whereabouts
of the relief is, according to collection's
curator, apparently unknown (5. WIGGINS,

The Myth of Asherah: Lion Lady and Ser
pent Goddess, UF 23 [1991] 387). Finally,
mention should be made of evidence from
Aramaic texts in Egypt. The DN Anat may
be a component in two DNs at Elephantine,
<lItyhw and <lIIbyr/. Again, scholars are di
vided over whether to understand the com
ponent tnt as Anat or as a common noun. If
it is indeed correct to read Anat as the initial
component of these names, it does not inevi
tably follow that the names should be inter
preted to mean UAnat (consort of) -·Bethel"
and UAnat (consort of) Yahu". Indeed, it
would be most odd to find a single goddess
sexually paired with two gods on a standard
basis at the same time in the same location.
Dupont-Sommer's decision to read "Baal,
spouse of Anat" in the last line of a stele of
unknown provenance (Une stele arameenne
d'un pretre de Bacal trouvee en Egypte,
Syria 33 [1956J 79-87) is largely based on
his understanding that Anat is represented as
Baal's wife at Ugarit and thus proceeds
from a debatable reading of the Ugaritic evi
dence with which I do not agree. S. ACKER
MAN (1992: 17-18) raises doubts about the
authenticity of an Aramaic inscription that
names a certain mfh'l as a priest of Anal.
The piece was in the Michaelides collection
(see above).

Ill. The MT makes no direct reference to
the goddess Anal. However, proposals to
conjecturally emend two texts to include
mention of Anat have attracted serious

scholarly attention, two additional texts have
been interpreted as referring to her by epi
thet, and two more texts have been under
stood to allude to her. In addition, one text
may make a veiled reference to the Anat
temple at Beth Shan.

Sever-JI scholars have maintained that
MTs (annot in Exod 32: 18 either should be
conjecturally emended to read Anat or
makes an allusion to Anal. When explana
tions for the appropriateness of such propo
sals are offered, one is that the golden -+calf
constructed by the Israelites was a represen
tation of Anat in bovine fonn, and another
(not necessarily separate) explanation is that
the licentious behaviour that the Israelites
were allegedly engaging in as part of their
celebration is consistent with Anat's 'na
ture'. In response to the former, it has been
demonstrated above that there is no text that
portrays Anat in bovine fonn, and in any
event the calf in Exod 32 is <gl, Ua young
bull", and not a heifer «glh). In response to
the latter, while there is ample evidence in
the Hebrew Bible of both the metaphorical
equation of non-Yahwistic worship and il
licit sexual behaviour as well as the charac
terization of non-Yahwistic worship as
including extraconjugal intercourse, there is
no evidence that licentious behaviour should
be associated with celebrations in honour of
Anal. Hence the plausibility of understand
ing <annot to mean "revelling" or the like
docs not entail positing an allusion to Anal.

A number of scholars have recently put
forward arguments in support of emending
Hos 14:9b (English 14:8b) to refer to Anat
and -+Asherah (or an 'asera ). The plausibil
ity of the emendation is seen to be enhanced
by the discovery at Kuntillet Ajrud of an
inscription referring to Yahweh of Samaria
and his Jlifedi IAsherah. (For discussion of
the interpretation of the inscription, sec S.
OLVAN, Asherah and the Cult of Yah,,'eh ;n
Israel [Atlanta 1988] 23-34.) While this
inscription certainly advances our un
derstanding of biblical references to Ashe
rah's!her cult symbol's relationship to
Yahweh, it docs not shed light on the al
leged pairing of Anat and Asherah in Hos
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14, nor docs it clarify in what sense Yahweh
allegedly affirms that he is Ephraim's Anat
and Asherah. It is not a sufficient explana
tion to say. as M. WEINFElD (1984:122)
does, that Anat and Asherah are similar in
chamcter and that both are responsible for
'fertility', hence Hosea's alleged point is
that Yahweh is claiming the goddesses'
powers of fertility. In short. no convincing
argument has been made to support the pro
posed emendation, and MT as it stands
makes good sense.

In his detailed discussion of Job 31: I, A.
CERESIW (1980: 105-108) proposed under
standing MT's betfilli as a reference to Anat
by the Hebrew equivalent of btlt, the epithet
frequently applied to Anat in the U~aritic

texts (cf. M. POPE, Job [Garden City 1973]
229). The form-critical and other issues
involved in determining the plausibility of
Ceresko's suggestion within the broader
context of Job 29-31 arc too complex to
present here: the interested reader should
consult the standard commentaries for dis
cussion and bibliography. Broader issues
aside, the more conventional interpretation,
which draws attention to Sir 9:5, makes
plausible sense, while following Ceresko's
line of reasoning it is unclear why Job's
author would choose a veiled reference to
Anat to make the general point that Job has
not worshipped other gods.

Largely on the basis of Ugaritic and
Egyptian evidence that Anat was referred to
as the Mistress of the Heavens and like titles
(see above), seveml scholars have suggested
that the -Queen of Heaven referred to in
Jer 7: 18 and 44: 17 is Anal. The issue of the
Queen of Heaven' s identity has been treated
recently and in depth by S. OlYAN
(1988: 161-174) and S. ACKERMAN (1992:5
35). Although they do not reach the same
conclusion, their arguments militate against
seeing Anat as Jeremiah's Queen of Heaven.

Two proposals to see allusions to Anat in
the biblical text can be mentioned briefly. P.
G. CRAIGIE (Deborah and Anat: A Study of
Poetic Imagery (J udges 5), ZA \V 90 [1978]
374-381) argued that five specific features
are shared by Anat and the biblical judge

Deborah. The features elicited arc uncon
vincing. A similarly unconvincing argument
to see an allusion to Anat in Cant 7 has
been made by M. POPE (Song of Songs
[Garden City 1977] 606). In light of the dis
covery of an Anat temple at Beth Shan (see
section two, above) A. ROWE (Tire Four
Canaanite Temples of Beth-Shall [Philadel
phia 1940] 31) suggested that the Beth Shan
temple mentioned in I Sam 31: 10 as the
place where the Philistines took the slain
Saul's armour was the Anat temple. Though
Rowe arrived at this conclusion based in
part on the erroneous presupposition that
Anat and Ashtoreth were names of a single
goddess, the proposition differently argued
is a plausible one. The MT refers to the
place where Saul's armour wa'\ deposited as
the bet, "temple", of the rlistarol, and other
references to rc;starot in the Deuteronomistic
history (Judg 2: 13; 10:6; I Sam 7:3; 12: 10)
make it clear that this plural form had the
generic meaning "goddesses" (cf. the con
temporaneous Akkadian plural istaralll.
"goddesses"). Thus MT does not identify
the temple as belonging to Ashtorethl
Astarte, but rather altogether avoids naming
any particular goddess by using the vague,
dismissive, and possibly inaccurate plural.
Given Anal's clear portrayal as a warrior
and a patron or guardian of warriors and
royalty in extrabiblical sources, and given
that we know she had a temple in Beth
Shan. it makes good sense to suggest that
the armour of a vanquished warrior-king
would be brought to her temple by the
grateful victors.

Aside from the possibility that Anat is
mentioned or alluded to in one or more of
the above texts. her name appears in the
Hebrew Bible as a component of the name
Shamgar ben Anat, a warrior reputed to
have slain with a mere oxgoad six hundred
Philistines (Judg 3:31; cf. SHUPAK 1989 and
see also the EI Khadr arrowhead and
Hebrew seal discussed in section two) and
in the place name Beth Anat (Josh 19:38;
Judg I:33). It has also been argued that a
dialect variant of her name is found in the
place name vocalized in the MT 3.'\ bel
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'(mol. A. G. AULD 1977:85-86 can be con
sulted for references and a counter argu
ment. For a discussion of whether the place
name Anathoth (e.g. Jer I: I) and the per
sonal name Anathoth (Neh 10:20; I Chr 7:8)
should he derived from the name Anat. see
BOWMAN 1978:209-210 and EATON 1964:
33.
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ANCIENT OF DAYS

ANCIE!'i OF DAYS
I. In a throne vision with mythological

tmits, God is depicted as the 'arriq
)'omilllyo11W)}'d', traditionally rendered as
'the Ancient of Days' (Dan 7:9.13.22). The
expression is to be interpreted as a construct
chain expressing a genetivus partitivus. The
basic meaning of the common Semitic root
'TQ is 'to be advanced'. The expression then
can be rendered as 'ndvanced in days' im
plying that the deity was seen as one 'far
gone in years' or 'ancient of days'. The
background of the imagery in Dan 7 has
been looked for in Canaanite mythology
(EMERTON 1958; COLLINS 1977; 1993); in a
Mesopotamian text (KVANVIG 1988); and in
contemporary HellenisticlEgyptian mytho
logical patterns (VAN HENTEN 1993). The
imagery of the Ancient of Days has influ
enced the throne visions in J Elloeh.

II. The struggle between Antiochus IV
Epiphanesltthe -Sea' and the 'one like a
-·Son of Man' in Dan 7 has been inter
preted as a late rewriting of the mythic
themes in the Ugaritic Baal-cyc1e in which
the younger god - Baal enpowered by the
older -EI defents the inimical Yammu (Sea;
e.g. E~fERTON 1958; COLLINS 1993). Al
though this view does not go unchallenged
(FERCH 1980) and although it provokes
problems on the level of interpretation, it
must be conceded that in the Ugaritic texts
EI ha.li some traits in common with the im
agery of the 'Ancient of Days'. EI is de
picted as venerably aged; the grey hair of
his beard (fbt dqn) is referred to (KTU 1.3
v:2. 25; 1.4 v:4; 1.18 i: 12 [restored]). More
over, he receives the epithet ab film. 'father
of the years'. by which he is portrayed as
the oldest among the gods. A proto-sinaitic
inscription has d [b, to be read as *zu
Jiba(ll), 'the grey(-haired) one', as an epi
thet of EI, which is here probably a designa
tion of -Ptah (M. DIJKSTRA, Semitic Wor
ship at Serabit el-Khadim (Sinai). ZAH 10
[1997] 92-93).

However, the rendition 'father of the
years' for ab fnm read as "'abll fanima has
not remained unchallenged. This challenge
is provoked by two different features. I) The
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plural of the Ugaritic noun for 'years' is
normally construed in the feminine sill and
not the masculine film. Therefore. scholars
have been arguing for different interpreta
tions of the noun snm. J. REIDER (Etymol
ogical Studies in Biblical Hebrew. vr 4
[1954] 283-284) and A. A. WIEDER (Three
Philological Notes, Bulletill of the lnstilllte
of Jewish Studies 2 [1974] 108-109) pro
posed a translation '-Exalted Ones'. M.
POPE (EJ ill the Ugaritic Texts [VTSup 2;
Leiden 1955] 34-36) suggested 'Father of
the Eldest' which would indicate both the
high age and the consequent weakness of EI.
2) film occurs as the second element in the
binomial deity !kmn-w-Snm, -·Thukamuna
wa--Shunama. H. GESE (RAAM 97-98.
193-1(4), A. JIRKU (S1UlI (Schunama), der
Sohn des Gottes >11. ZA W 82 [1970] 278
279) and C. H. GORDON (EI. Father of
Snm, JNES 35 [1976] 261-262; FERCH
1980:82-83) read the expression ab fnm as
an epithet for E1: 'the father of Shunama'.
Besides, J. AISTLEITNER (WUS Nr. 312)
interprets fnm as "Die Bezeichnung der
hochgelegenen himmlischen Wohnung Els".
These alternative interpretations, however,
are not convincing: I) The epithet ab film
occurs only in a formulaic sentence: "She!
Hclfhey appeared in the encampment of EI
and entered the camp of the King, the Father
of Years" (Baal-epic: A.7U 1.1 iii:23-34; 1.2
v:6; 1.3 v:7-8; 1.4 iv:23-24; 1.5 vi:I-2; 1.6
i:35-36; Aqhat: KTU 1.17 vi:48-49). 2) Al
though snm is the regular plural for the
feminine noun 'year', it should be noted that
other nouns have variant plural-forms; e.g.
riI, 'head' is attested in the plural as rift as
well as rifm (COLLINS 1993: 127n. 25). 3)
The deity Shunama occurs in Ugaritic text..;
only together with Thukamuna (D. PARDEE,
!llkamllna wa Sllllama, UF 20 [1988] 195
199). Although Shunama, together with
Thukamuna, is presented as a son of EI in
the Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.65:1-4; 1.114) and
the deity Thukamuna-wa-Shanuma holds a
relatively prominent position in the Ugaritic
pantheon-lists (J. C. DE MOOR, The Semitic
Pantheon of Ugarit, UF 2 [1970] 215-216) it
is not quite clear why the formulaic epithet
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ab snm should refer to a deity not attested
on its own in the mythological texts.

KVANVIG (1988) has tried to relate el
emcnts of the throne vision in Dan 7 with a
seventh century DCE Assyrian text: 'The
Underworld Vision of an Assyrian Prince'
(SAA III, No. 32) in which 15 deities are
portrayed in hybrid forms. Although this
might give some religio-historical back
ground to the vision of the four beasts, the
depiction of God as 'ancient of days' is not
elucidated by it. since in the Assyrian text
an expression or epithet parallel to calliq
yominlyomayya' cannot be found (CoLLINS
1993: 128-131).

VAN HENTEN (1993) has related the im
agery of Dan 7 with contemporary Hel
lenistic-Egyptian material. He interprets the
'eleventh horn' as referring to Antiochus IV
Epiphanes and as a character framed on the
model of -Seth--Typhon. As regards the
designation 'Ancient of Days', VAN HENTEN
(1993:227-228) refers to the fact that -Zeus
has been regarded as the "author of days
and years" and Ihat -Thot was venerated as
"lord of time" and "lord of old age".

III. In the designation 'Ancient of Days'
two traits of Gods are interwoven. The con
cept of God's eternal existence (e.g. Ps 9:8;
29: 10; 90:2; sec also -EI-olam) expressed
in epithets as 'iibi 'ad, 'cverlasting father'
(lsa 9:5) and melek coliim, 'eternal king' (Jer
10: I0). The notion of God as an old man
popular in Hellenistic times (HARTMAN &
or LELLA 1978:217-218) may have traces in
the OT (e.g. Job 36:26).

In the throne vision of Dan 7 the Ancient
of Days appears sitting at the head of the
divine -'Council. From the continuation of
the vision it becomes clear that the Ancient
of Days is identical with Yahweh, the God
of Israel. He takes away the power from the
fourth beast and empowers the one like n
-Son of Man with 'dominion, glory and
kingdom' in order to rule righteously over
the -Saints of the Most High.

The designation 'Ancient of Days' has
influenced thc imagery in the Similitudes of
J Enoch. In various throne visions, God is
depicted as re'sa mawacel, 'Head/Sum of
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Days' (1 Enocll 46: 1. 2: 47:3: 55: I: 60:2;
71: 10-14) who likewise will empower the
forthcoming Son of Man with everlasting
rule.
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B. SECKING

ANGEL I l~?o
I. The consonants L)K in the Semitic

languages signify 'send', with a more fo
cused nuance in certain languages of
specifically 'send with a commission/mess
age' (CUNCHILLOS 1982). The mem- prefix
and a-vowels of Heb mal'iik conform gen
erally to what is expected for an instrumen
tal noun (maqtal) identifying the vehicle or
tool by which the action of the verb is
accomplished (in this case, the means by
which a message is sent, hence 'me..c;sen
ger'). Because the verb is not attested in
Hebrew, some suspect that this noun is a
loan word from another language. However,
since the root is widely attested in the Sem
itic languages, and since even the verb is
attested in north-west Semitic (Ugaritic), it
is best to see the Hebrew noun as a relic of
a once more generative root that otherwise
disappeared in Hebrew because of a seman
tic overlap with a preferred and less specific
term SLI;f 'send'.
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The Bible characteristically uses mal'iik
to designate a human messenger (e.g. I Sam
II :4; I Kgs 19:2). A smaller number of the
over 200 occurrences of the word in the OT
refer to God's supernatural emissaries. As
God's envoys, they represent extensions of
God's authority and activity, beings "mighty
in strength, who perform His word" (Ps
103:20).

Supernatural messengers in other ancient
Near Eastern cultures typically are identified
by the lexical item in that language also
used to identify human messengers or subor
dinates sent on missions (Sum kin-~i4-n,

sukknl; Akk mar sipri; Eg "pwly; Ug glm,
ml'ak; Eth mal'ak). There is therefore no
specially reserved term to distinguish a class
of such gods from other gods on the one
hand or from human messengers on the
other. This is in contrast to the English
'angel', which is just such a specialized
term qualitntively distinguishing God from
his assistants, and a term which cannot be
used of humans apart from metaphor (cf. the
Vulgate's consistent use of angelus for di
vine messengers in contrast to human mess
engers identified by the noun nuntius). It is
possible that the proper name of one Meso
potamian messenger deity (Malak, Cf
XXIV 33.24-31) preserves the West Semitic
noun as a loan word in Akkadian.

II, The gods of the ancient Near East,
like humans, communicated with each other
over great distances by means of mess
engers. They were neither omniscient nor
capable of immediately transporting them
selves from one location to another. Al
though the gods were privy to knowledge
largcly unavailable to humans (cf. 2 Sam
14:20), they communicated and learned
infonnation about events and the cosmos in
the same way humans did. Although many
aspecL.. of human communication find their
counterpart in the divine realm, thcre are
ncvcrtheless scveral discontinuities (for data
on genemlizations below with respect to
human messenger activity see MEIER 1988).

Those gods who cluster near the upper
echelons of the pantheon typically dispatch
as their envoys a single messenger who is a

high official, often the sukknl in Mesopot
amia (a Sumerian term that early on could
designate a position of intimacy and author
ity second only to onc's lord or mistress).
Just as human messengers nornlally travelled
alone unless there were special circum
stances, so in the Mesopotamian god lists,
there is a tendency to identify one specific
messenger (mar siprO in the employ of a
god who needs such a figure. This reflects
the general pattern found in mythological
texts as well, whcre a god typically sends a
single, specific, lower-ranking messcnger
god. Nuska and Kakka are messenger gods
who appear frequently in Mesopotamian
sources, scrving different masters. One does
find exceptions where larger numbers of
messenger gods are in the employ of high
ranking gods (e.g. seven and even eighteen
messenger deities are attested for a single
god rCf XXIV 33.24-31 D. The war or
storm god is unusual in typically dispatching
more than one messenger god on errands
(cf. GINZBERG 1944), perhaps safety or
strength in numbers being a concomitant of
his more belligerent profile.

The story of -·Nergal and Ereshkigal
suggests that a messenger deity might have
abilities or privileges unparalleled among
the other gods. In that account, the boundary
between the underworld and the upper realm
of the gods could be described as safely
bridged only by a messenger deity, as the
gods articulate: "We cannot descend to you
nor can you ascend to us" (Amarna version
lines 4-5; in the Sultantepe version, the
messengers bridge the distance by employ
ing a stairway connecting the two realms;
cr. the rainbow as the path along which the
Greek divine female messenger Iris travels).
The perception of the privileged status of a
messenger god in bridging the gap is com
parable to that of the Greek divine herald,
-Hermes, who as the god of communica
tion across boundaries is specifically asso
ciated with the boundary between the living
and the -dead.

Some features of human messenger activ
ity are not duplicated in the divine realm.
The provision of escorts for human mess-
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engers \vas a common courtesy, if not a
necessity, for safe or trouble-free communi
cation. Passports and the circumvention of
bureaucratic hurdles were persistent features
of human communication. Provision for
lodging and meals along an extended route
was a necessity. None of thesc aspects of
human communication re'lppcars in depic
tions of divine messenger activity.

III. The translation of maJ'tik by 'angel'
in English Bibles obscures the ancient
Israelite perception of the divine realm.
Where English 'angel' is the undifferentiat
ing ternl for all of God's supernatural assist
ant.;, ma/'tik originally could be applied only
to those assistants whom God dispatched on
missions as mcssengers. Thus, an early
Israelite from the period of the monarchy
would probably not have identified the
theriomorphic --cherubim and --seraphim as
maJ'(ikim 'messengers', for the frightful
appearance of these creatures made them
unlikely candidates to serve as --mediators
of God's message to humans (and indeed,
there is no record of their ever having done
so in the Old Testament). Even the Greek
word angeJos meant at first simply 'mess
enger' (--Angel II). It is only in later texts
in the Old Testament, and everywhere in
Apocryphal and NT texts, that thc words
maJ'ak and angelos become generic temlS
for any of God's supernatural assistants,
whether they functioned as messengers or
not. When English borrowed the teml
"angel" from Greek, it was not in its earlier
sense 'messenger' but in its later
significance of any supernatural being under
God's authority.

Not all sections of the Bible describe di
vine messengers. In the D and P sections of
the Pentateuch they are never mentioned,
nor do they appear in most of the pre-exilic
prophetic literature where prophets receive
their messages directly from God. In texts
where God speaks frequently and directly to
humans, there is of course less need for a
messenger to mediate God's message to
humans. A tension is evident in the Bible
between an earlier worldview evident in
some texts where God speaks freely and

comfortably with humans, while in other
later passages God prefers to send subordi
nate emissaries to deal with humankind.

When God's messengers are portrayed in
narratives as primary actors interacting with
other characters, they typically are presented
as individuals who work alone. The most
obvious example of this is the --angel of
Yahweh. Only occasionally are supernatural
messengers (maJ'akim) identified in groups
of two or more in the OT. God is assumed
to have a numerous pool-at one place
described as a "camp" (Gen 32:2-3[ 1-2]~
of these figures at his behest who bless and
praise him (Pss 103:20; 148:2), employ a
ladder to travel between heaven and earth
(Gen 28: 12), protect from physical hann the
traveller who trusts in God (Ps 91: 11-12),
and are as swift and inscrutable in the per
fOmlance of their task as the wind (Ps
104:4; both the masculine m'~I)' and femi
nine m'~I"'1 plural construct of this word for
'wind, spirit' become very common designa
tions for angels at Qumran). More than one
messenger may appear where Yahweh's
envoys enter hostile territory or confront ini
mical humans (Gen 19: 1-22; Ps 78:49).

A frequent role played by a messenger in
thc ancient Near East was to act as an escort
to individuals who were travelling under the
protection of the sender. Similarly, a divine
messenger despatched by God accompanies
humans on their travels to protect them en
route in order to bring them safely to jour
ney's end and the accomplishment of their
tasks (Gen 24:7.40; Exod 14: 19; 23:20-23;
32:34; 33:2; Tob 5:21), even providing food
and drink for the traveller (I Kgs 19:5-6).
The later angelic protection of God's people
in any context can be perceived as an exten
sion of this original messenger task (Dan
3:28: 6:23[22J; Bar 6:6 [= Ep Jer 6]).

It is important to distinguish this protec
tion en mille from the custom of dispatching
messengers in advance of distinguished
travellers in order to infoml their future
hosts of their soon arrival. The Mari ar
chives in particular point to an elaborate
system of advance notification of arrivals
and departures of significant travellers with-
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in a kingdom's territory. This aspect of
messenger activity is not reproduced fre
quently in the divine realm, but it is found
in a highly charged eschatological context
that becomes the object of frequent attention
in Judaism and Christianity: God sends his
messenger in advance "to prepare a way
before me" (Mal 3: 1: cr. David b. Kimchi).

The primary burden of the messenger in
the ancient Near East was not the verbatim
delivery of a memorized message but the
diplomatically nuanced explication of the
sender's intent. It is appropriate, then, for a
supernatural messenger from God not only
to give messages from God to humans (1
Kgs"13:18; Zech 1:14), and even to other
divine messengers (Zech 2:7-8[1:3-4]), but
also to entertain questions from humans and
explain perplexing features of messages
from God (Zech 1:9; 2:2[1:19]; 4:1-6: 5:5
11; 6:4-5). This interpretative and her
meneutical role (the latter adjective derived
from Hermes, the Greek divine herald who
played a similar role) also accounts for the
mediatorial function that divine messengers
fulfilled in representing humans before God
(Job 33:23-24, Tob 12: 15): in the same way
that human messengers completed their task
by bringing the response of the addressee
back to the sender, so God's messengers
were responsible for bringing back and
explicating the response of the humans to
whom they were dispatched.

Human messengers were often respon
sible for the collection of debts and fines,
and in general the satisfaction of outstanding
obligations owed to their senders. When an
obligation was not satisfied, appropriate
measures were taken to enforee payment
and punish the offender. God's supernatural
messengers can function in a similar capac
ity, appearing in a combative and bellicose
role "is-d-vis those who resist or rebel
against God (Gen 32:25-29[24-28]; Hos
12:4; Ps 78:49: see -+Destroyer).

Messengers were typically given provi
sions by the hosts to whom they were sent,
and indeed Genesis 18 depicts God's mess
engers e<1ting nnd drinking with humans.
But other traditions insist that this is only

apparent and not real (Pal. Tgs. Gen 18:8,
"It seemed to him as if they were eating"),
for divine messengers do not eat or drink
terrestrial fare ("I did not eat or drink, but
you saw a vision", Tob 12:19; cf. Judg
13:16; b. Yoma 75b). It is unconscionable
for a messenger to refuse a friendly host's
offer of food among humans, but the seem
ingly brusk behaviour of God's messengers
in this regard may be tolerated in consider
ation of the fact that the food they arc
accustomed to is of a higher quality, more
like manna (Ps 78:25; Wis 16:20; 4 Ezra
1:19 see F. SIEGERT, Konnen Engel essen?,
in his Drei hcllenisrisch-jiidische Predigren
II [TObingen 1992] 253-255).

A divine messenger dispatched by God
has considerable authority and is to be
obeyed as the representative of God that he
is (Exod 23:20-22). This should not be
taken, however, to imply that God's mess
engers were cast of the same moral rectitude
and deserved the same trust as God himself.
As humans invariably had problems with the
veracity of their messengers, so divine mess
engers could not always be trusted to tell the
truth or to reveal the entire purpose of their
errands. God does not trust his own mess
engers (Job 4:18), and there are accounts of
prevaricating and misleading messengers
sent by God (1 Kgs 22: 19-23; 2 Kgs 19:7;
cf. I Kgs 13: 18). Even Paul anticipates this
possibility (Gal 1:8).

Divine messengers are usually depicted
as indistinguishable from human beings
(Heb 13:2: Gen 19: 1-22; 32:25-31 [24-30]:
Dan 8:15; Tob 5:8.16; Luke 24:4; cf. Judg
13:3-23), while it is in the later books of the
OT that they are depicted in overwhelming
ly supernatural terms (Dan 10:6). Therefore,
since humans could also be perceived as
messengers sent from God-notably
prophets (Hag 1: 13), priests (Mal 2:7), and
kings (I Sam 29:9; 2 Sam 14: 17.20; 19:
28[27])-the use of the same term malJtik to
identify both human and supernatural mess
engers results in some passages where it is
unclear which of the two is intended if no
further details are provided (Judg 2: 1-5;
5:23; Mal 3: I; Eccl. 5:5).
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It is frequently asserted that messengers,
when delivering their messages, often did
not distinguish between themselves and the
one who sent them. It is true that mess
engers do speak in the first person as if they
were the sender of the message. but it is
crucial to notc that such speech, in un
equivocal messenger contexts, is always pre
ceded by a prefatory comment along the
lines of "PN [the sender] said to you" after
which thc message is provided: thus. a
messenger always clearly identifies the
words of the one who sent the message. A
messenger would subvert the communica
tion proccss were he or she to fail to ident
ify the one who sent the messenger on his or
her mission. In texts that arc sufficiently
well preserved. thcre is never a question as
to who is speaking. whether it be the mess
enger or the one who sent the messenger
(MEIER 1992).

There is therefore no evidence for the fre
quently made assertion that messengers need
not make any distinction between them
selves and the ones who sent them. In its
extreme form, this argument will even claim
that messengers could be called by the
names of the ones who sent them (ef. David
b. Kimchi on Zech 3:2). The only contexts
in biblical and ancient Near Eastern litera
ture where no distinction seems to be made
between sender and messenger occur in the
case of the -·"angel (literally "messenger")
of Yahweh" (",al'ak YHWH). It is precisely
the lack of differentiation that occurs with
this figure. and this figure alone among
messengers, that rnises the question as to
whether this is even a messenger of God at

all. Some see it as originally Yahweh him
self, modified through the insertion of the
word mal'cik into the text in order to distan
ce God from interacting with humans (possi
ble motivations including a reticence to
associate God with certain activities, or a
developing tendency toward God's transcen
dence). It must be underscored that the
angel of YHWH in these perplexing biblical
narratives does not behave like any other
messenger known in the divine or human
realm. Although the tenn 'messenger' is

present, the narrative itself omits the indis
pensable features of messenger activity and
presents instead the activities which one
associates with Yahweh or the other gods of
the ancient Near East. "We can, omitting the
word ma/Jak. find in the J and E messenger
stories exactly the same motifs and the same
Iitcrary patterns as arc common in all
ancient Near Eastern literature" pertaining to
the gods themselves, not their messengers
(I RVIN 1978: 103).

Some features of divine messenger activ
ity elscwhere in the ancient Near East are
not duplicatcd in Israel's religion by the
very nature of Israel's monotheism. En iii ,
for example, sends his envoy Nuska to
negotiate a marriage for Enlil in the story of
Enlil and Sud. a task in which human mess
engers are frequently attested (cf. Genesis
24). Since God has no spouse (apart from
his metaphorical bride Israel), he needs no
messengers to arrange his nuptials. The
angel who assists Tobit in overcoming the
dangers of his marriage is a completely dif
ferent matter, a function of the envoy who
assists God's people in their endeavours
(Tob 6: 15-17).

IV. In literature written after the Old
Testament. including the Apocrypha and
New Testament. the functions typical of
messengers continue to apply to what are
now better tenned in English as "angels".
Thus, angels continue to serve as protectors
to those who travel (T. Jud. 3: 10), to relay
and interpret God's messages to humans (2
Bar 55:3-56:56), or to requite disobedience
to God (Acts 12:23). However, in this later
literature, which continues to use the same
messenger vocabulary (mal'ak, allge/os), the
role of messenger per se becomes less
significant than the exalted, supernatural
status of the marvelous being who now
communicates God's message to humans.
As a result, there is usually no problem in
the later literature in distinguishing an angel
from a human being, for the fonner's ap
pearance is often quite awe-inspiring and
frightening (e.g. Matt 28:3), and these later
angels are carefully categorized according to
an intricately complex hierarchy hardly
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dctcctable in the Old Testament. The reti
cence in the Old Testament to provide di
vine messengers with personal names is also
abandoned in post-biblical literature. which
even returns to the laconic biblical texts and
supplies them with the namcs they originally
Incked (e.g. Z1gnugael in Tg. Ps.-J. Exod
3:2: see OLYAN 1993).

In Semitic texts. the word marak. there
fore. broadens its original significance of
"messenger" and tends to become the word
of choice to designate all supernatural
beings who do God's work. If it applies to
supernatural creatures opposed to God. it
usually is qualified by an adjective such as
··evil". Mandaean gnostic tcxts arc a note
worthy exception. employing the word
mal'ak not to describe good angelic-type
beings (for which they instead employ the
tenn Cll1hra) but instead the genii of sorcery
or -·cvil spirits.
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S. A. MEIER

ANGEL II iiyyd.oC;
I. Angelos ("messenger"; Vg and VL

angelus) is in Greek. Early Jewish and
Christian literature the most common
designation of an otherworldly being who
mediates between -God and humans. In
LXX the word is usually the translation of
mal'ak. It occurs 175 times in NT (accord
ing to the editions of Nestle-Alnnd26 and the
Greek New Testament3, including Luke
22:43, which is often considered as a later
addition). It is used sometimes of human
messengers (e.g. Jdt I: I I; in the NT Luke
7:24; 9:52; Jas 2:25. and the OT quotation
referring to John the Baptist in Mark 1:2-3
and parallels). The most detailed 'angel
ology' in the NT is found in Rev (67 occur
rences of angclos).

II. Angels are self-evident figures in
Early Jewish and Christian literature. al
though not all Jewish groups accepted their
existence (see Acts 23:8 concerning the Sad
ducees). OT conceptions of the Mal'ak
Yhwh (-Angel of Yahweh) and the divine
-·council underlie the early Jewish and
Christian ideas (MACH 1992), but pagan
influences should be taken into account too.
The elymology of Qllgclos is not clear. The
word originated somehow from the East (cf.
ayyapoc; "mounted courier" in Persia). The
connection with Sanskrit angiras is based on
the assumption that this name refers to
-+mediators between gods and men and is
not certain (H. FRISK. Griechisches Etymo
logisches Wijrterbuch I [Heidelberg 1960]
7-8). To a certain extcnt angels could corre
spond to the demons in Greek religion (cf.
Philo, Giga1ll. 6; 16; -·Oemon). The Greeks
were familiar with messengers from the
gods since the archaic period. as appears
from the Iliad and Odyssey where birds
bring divine messages to humans (II.
24:292, 315) and -Hennes acts as the
angelos of the gods (Od. 5:29). For most of
the appearances and functions of angels
pagan parallels can be found. and in some
cases the absorption of pagan conceptions is
quite probable. This does apply already to
older ideas like the heavenly anny of
YHWH (Josh 5:14. -Yahweh zcbaoth) and
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the -sons of the gods (Bene 'elim/il6him) ,
which have parallels in North West Semitic
mythology (MULLEN 1980): it is certainly
also true for the Hellenistic period with its
intensive cultural exchange. The traditions
concerning (mounted) angels in 2 Macca
bees are connected with the common motif
of the epiphaneia of the patron god of the
temple (2 Macc 2:21: 3:24). who protects
his temple by causing natural phenomena or
by sending his messengers. In the descrip
tion of the rescue of the sanctuary of Delphi
from the Gauls in 279 BCE by Pausanias the
heroes Hyperochus. Laodocus. Pyrrhus and
Phylacus appear in this role (10.23.1-2). The
angels who assist the Jews on the batllefield
(e.g. 2 Macc 10:29-31) correspond to pagan
supernatural helpers like the -Dioskollroi.
Compare also the guardian angels with cer·
tain Mesopotamian gods (A. FINET 1989:37
52). the fiery appearance of angels and di
vine messengers in North West Semitic texts
(M. S. SMITH. Biblical and Canaanite Notes
to the Songs of rhe Sabbarh Sacrifice From
Qumran. RQ 12 [1985-1987] 585-588). and
angels as companions of the soul (psycho
pompos) after death (e.g. T. lob 52: cf. Luke
16:22: see -Demon. and --Hermes).

From the third century BCE onward the
appearances of angels increase. their mani
festations are described more extensively
and their functions diverge more and more
(see for instance J Enoch. Tob. Dan. lub.• 2
Mace). This development should not be
explained by the coming into being of
apocalyptic literature only (cr. MICHL 1962:
64: "Dabei ist es die mit dem Buche Daniel
aufkommende Apokalyptik. die den frucht
barsten Boden fUr diese Entwicklung bie
tet": also MACH 1992: 115). but also by the
assimilation of popular ideas (see e.g. Tob)
and the absorption of pagan conceptions,
(e.g. Jos. and As. and 2 Macc. MACH 1992:
242-249 and 265-278). In LXX frrtEAO::J-Ol
can be an interpretative translation of
Hebrew or Aramaic expressions concerning
sons of God or members of the divine coun
cil (e.g. LXX Job 2: I for Bene 'ilOhim:
LXX Dan 3:92 OIlOlOOlJO irrffJ...ou OEO\) for
3:25 MT r;,,(';~-'::J? i1Ci: Theodotion dif-

ferently): LXX Dan 4: 13.23 for OOiPi ,01]

Dan 4: 10.20 MT (--Watcher). According to
MACH (1992:65-113) the translators tried to
avoid references to n (polytheistic) concep
tion of several figures acting as gods/sons of
God and to relate certain actions which were
ascribed to God in MT rather to angels,
because it was not appropriate for God to do
these things (esp. LXX Job).

III. In Early Jewish and Christian litera
ture the angelic messenger of the Lord is
very common (ange/os I.;yriollirheoll). He
appears on earth (e.g. -Gabriel in Luke 1-2)
or manifests himself in a dream (Matt 1:20;
2: 13.19) to bring a message from God or to
help people (e.g. Acts 5: 19). --Raphael
accompanies Tobias (Tob 5:4-12:22) and
helps him to get rid of the demon who
caused the death of the earlier husbands of
his bride Sarah (8:2-3). As a consequence of
the fusion of the conceptions of the mess
enger of the Lord and the divine council.
angels usually reside in heaven. i.e. ncar the
throne of God (Rev 5:2.11), where they
worship and praise him. The saying of
--Jesus that the risen will live like angels in
heaven (Mark 12:25 and parallels) can be
connected to sources which refer to a
coming community of humans and angels or
a transfonnation to angels or -stars (e.g. J
Enoch 39:4-5: 71: II; 104:6: 4 Ezra 7:85.
95: in Qumran texts a common worship by
humans and angels can be realized also in
the present). Angels move forward in the
air. but are rarely represented with wings (J
Enoch 61: I according to some manuscripts).
The angel of the Lord transports Habald:uk
in one day from Judah to Babylon and back
by carrying him by his hair to bring Daniel
a meal in the lion-pit (Bel 33-39: cf. Ezek
8:3). Angels often resemble humans (Dan
8:15: 10:18: los. As. 14:3) and can have a
shining or fiery appearance (Dan 10:5-6).

Angels engage in a variety of activities.
They act as intermediaries for the revelation
of the --Torah (Acts 7:53: Gal 3: 19). reveal
divine knowledge and explain revelations
(Zech 1:9: 4:5-6: Dan 8: 16; 4QSerekh Shiror
COlar ha-Shabbar [NEWSOM 1985]; --Uriel
in 4 Ezra). The angel of the Lord gives the
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spirit of understanding to -+Daniel (LXX
Sus 44-45). The angel of Jesus reveals to
John's he3rcrs his testimony for the
churches (Rev 22: 16). The heavenly visitor
(-+Michael) mentions the angel Metlllwia as
his sister to Aseneth after her confession
(los. As. 15:7-8). Metanoia is a daughter of
the Most High (STROTMANN 1991) and will
intercede for Aseneth and all who repent in
the n3me of the Most High (cf. Phanuel as
angel of repentance in I Enoch 40:9. and the
anonymous angel of repentance in Hermas.
Vis. 5:8; Clemens Alexandrinus. Quis di\'es
42:18; Test. Gad 5:7-8 and the personi
fication of metanoia in pagan texts. e.g.
Tabula Cebetis 10-11). Angels bring death
to the enemy and godless people (-+Angel
of Yahweh) according to 2 Kgdms 19:35
(parallels Isa 37:36 and 2 Chr 32:21; remi
niscences in 1 Macc 7:41; 2 Macc 15:22-23;
Sir 48:21; Josephus, Bell. 5:388; ef. Exod
12:23; 2 Sam 24:16; 1 Chr 21:12.15; Sus
55; 59 and LXX Sus 62; Acts 12:23 and
LXX Job 33:23 aggeloi thanatephoroi
(GA!tL\flE 1985]). Similar functions are men
tioned in an eschatological context: angels
are witnesses of the eventc; on earth and
write down the acts of men in the heavenl)'
books (l Enoch 89:62-64). They takc part in
the final judgcment. intercede on behalf of
the faithful. bring charges against the god
less and execute the sentence (cf. the seven
angels with the final plagues in Rev 15-17;
21:9 and the angel of the abyss -+Apo/lyon
or -+Abaddon in Rev 9: II: 20: I).

As far ac; names of angels are concerned
in biblical literature only. the names of
Gabriel (Dan 8:16: 9:21; Luke 1:26).
Michael (Dan 10: 13. 21; 12: I: Rev 12:7),
Abadd6n/ Apoll)'oll and BeHar (2 Cor 6: 15:
-+Belial) occur. In Tob 5-12 RaphaeV
Azarias already appears. Several Jewish and
Christian extrn-canonical writings contain
numerous names of angels (e.g. I Elloch
and lub.; see further -+Enoch for Metatron.
-+Me1chizedek and the overview by MICHL
1962:200-254; OLYAN 1993). Several cat
egories of angels are (later) connected with
the heavenly court: some of them guard the
he3venly throne of God: -·Seraphim.

-+Cherubim. Ophannim. Zcbaoth. B~nc

)~Iohim. -Saints and -Watchers. Further
groups of four. six or seven higher angels
(-+Archangel) occur. The angels of the
nations appear e.g. in 4QDeut 32:8-9 and
LXX Deut 32:8-9. lub. 15:31-32. I Elloeh
89:59; 90:22.25 and Dan 10:20-21; 12: I
(Michael). Other groups of angels perform
ing the same duty are the angels of death
and those who accompany the Son of Man
at his second coming (e.g. Matt 13:41:
16:27: 24:31 and 25:31 (cf. 2 Thess 1:7:
-·Son of Man). -·Satan has his own angels
(cf. 2 Cor 12:7) waging war with Michael
and his angels (Rcv 12:7). The faIl from
heaven of Satan (-Dragon) and his angels
in Rev 12:7-9 (cf. John 12:31). which causes
the suffering of the people of God in the
final period of history might be an adapta
tion of the idea of the fall of certain angels
(-+Giants) in primaeval time (Gcn 6; I
Elloch 6-11).
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J. \V. VAN HENTEN

ANGEL OF DEATH -t ANGEL

ANGEL OF YAH\VEH iii" i~'O
I. The word -"angel' in this phrase is

literally 'messenger'. The juxtaposition of
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the common noun "messenger" with a
following divine name in a genitive con
struction signifying a relationship of subor
dination is attested elsewhere in the ancient
Near East (e.g. mlak )'m, J...7U 1.2; mar sipri
sa DN, cf. CAD MIl 265). However, most
of the appearances in the Bible of the phrase
mal'ak YHWH are not easily explicable by
recourse to Near Eastern paradigms, for the
mal'ak YHWH in the Bible presents a num
ber of unique problems.

II. It is typical for gods in the ancient
Near East to have at their disposal specific,
lower-ranking deities who do their bidding
in running errands and relaying messages.
These messenger deities function primarily
as links between gods and not between gods
and humans; when a major god wishes to
communicate with a human. he or she can
be expected to make a personal appearance.
When supernaturJl messengers are named at
Ugarit, those of -·Baal are characteristically
Gapnu (-'Vine) and Ugaru. while Qadish
and Amrar serve Athirat (-'Asherah).
Papsukkal is a typical envoy of the high
gods in Sumerian texts, and in Akkadian
texts Kakka or Nuska is the messenger of
their choice. In Greece. -Hermes is the
messenger and herald par excellence, with a
female counterpart in Iris. These deities all
behave in a fashion similar to their human
counterparts who function as messengers on
earth for all humans, from royalty to com
moners.

It is precisely these features of ancient
Near Eastern messenger gods that make
analysis of the mal'ak YHWH so vexing, for
these features do not always characterize the
latter. In contrast to the messenger deities of
the ancient Near East. the mal'ak YHWH is
never given a name in the OT, and he does
not always behave like a human messenger.
Because the OT is reluctant to provide
names for God's angels (angels are given
proper names only in Daniel 8-12; cf. Gen
32:29; Judg 13: 17-18), there is no onomastic
evidence from within the Bible to determine
if -Yahweh, like other deities in the ancient
Near East, prefers dispatching a particular
supernatural being on missions. Further-
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more, although in many early narratives
Yahweh himself appears to humans Gust
like other ancient Near Eastern deities), in
later texts there is a marked preference for
Yahweh to send a messenger in his place.

III. The phrase ma/'ak YHWH (where
maNik is singular) is not uniformly distrib
uted in the Bible. It can refer to a human
messenger sent by -God (priest and prophet
respectively in Mal 2:7 and Hag I: 13; cf.
what may be a personal name "Malachi"
meaning "my messenger" in Mal I: I: cf.
however, LXX MaAaxia~ 'Messenger of
Yahweh'). Elsewhere, the phrase is either
unclear or certainly supernatural in its orien
tation. The single book with the most ap
pearances of the phrase is Judges (2: 1.4:
5:23; 6:11-22; 13:3-21). It appears in only
two psalms which are contiguous (34:8;
35:5.6), four contexts in the Pentateuch
(Gen 16:7-11; 22:11.15; Exod 3:2; Num
22:22-35), one passage in the books of
Samuel and Chronicles (2 Sam 24: 16 /I I
Chr 21:12-30), and three contexts in the
books of Kings (I Kgs 19:7: 2 Kgs 1:3.15;
19:35). In the prophets the single occurrence
in Isaiah (37:36) is a passage parallel to one
already mentioned in 2 Kings (19:35), and
apart from a single reference in Hosea
(12:5) it is confined to Zechariah (Zech I: II
his,' 3:1-6; 12:8).

Since the Hebrew definite article cannot
be employed in the construct when the
nomm rectum is a proper name, and since
not all construct phrases with a proper name
are to be construed as definite (lBHS 13.4c;
HIRTIt 1975:25-26), a problem of specificity
arises that can be seen by contrasting two
recent Bible translations: the New Jewish
Publication Society typically translates
maf1ak YHlVH when it first appears in a nar
rative as "an angel of the Lord" where the
New Revised Standard Version translates
"the angel of the Lord". If the latter transla
tion is more accurate, then another problem
arises: is this figure a unique envoy who is
always sent by God, or can a number of dif
ferent supernatural beings be dispatched as
"the angel of Yahweh"? In other words, is
the phrase "angel of Yahweh" a description

of an office held by different creatures, or is
the phrase a title borne by only one unique
figure?

Because Greek, like English, usually
must distinguish definite from indefinite in
genitive constructions (unlike Hebrew and
Latin), early evidence from Greek is invalu
able in discerning how the Bible's earliest
accessible interpreters understood the
phrase. The NT knows of no single 'The
angel of the Lord/God", for the definite ar
ticle never appears when a figure identified
by this phrase makes ilc; first appearance-it
is always "an angel of the Lord" (Matt 1:20:
2: 13.19: 28:2; Luke I: II; 2:9: John 5:4;
Acts 5:19: 8:26; 10:3 '''of God"]: 12:7.23;
Gal 4: 14). The Septuagint generally follows
suit in translating ma/'ak YHWH in the OT,
although there are a few exceptional cases
where the definite article appears when the
figure first appears in a narrative (Num
22:23: Jud 5:23 [LXX cod. A]; 2 Sam
24: 16; contra.c;t the far more numerous cases
where LXX presents the figure as indefinite:
Gen 16:7: 22:11.15: Exod 3:2: 4:24 [LXX]:
Judg 2: I; 5:23 [LXX cod. B]: 6: 11.12 [LXX
Cod. A].22a.22b [LXX Cod. B]: 13:3.6.I6b.
21b: 2 Kgs 1:3.15; 19:35 [II Isa 37:36J; 1
Chr 21: 12; Zech 3: I; 12:8).

Parallel passages within the MT support
the early perception of a figure which was
not definite: 2 Chr 32:21 rephrases the
"angel of Yahweh" of 2 Kgs 19:35 to read
simply "an angel". Even within a single pas
sage, "an angel" (indefinite) will first be
introduced only later to be reidentified as
maf1ak YHlVH (I Kgs 19:5-7: I Chr 21:15
16); this sequence confirms that the latter
phrase in these contexts means no more than
simply an angel of no particular significance
sent from Yahweh. ExtrJ-biblical Jewish
literature presenlc; the "angel of Yahweh" as
a designation applicable to any number of
different angels (STIER 1934:42-48). Other
early witnesses who arc forced to make a
choice in this regard will be noted below,
and their overwhelming consensus is that
the phrase is to be translated as indefinite.

When one scrutinizes the OT itself, a
major obstacle for analysis lies in the many
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passages that are textually problematic. Few
generalizations can be made about all the
passages, and each must be discussed on il~

own terms. If one can trust the evidence of
early translations such as the LXX, Vulgate,
and Syriac, these translations presume a
Vorlage that is often at variance with the
Hebrew text in its description of this figure.
This obstacle seems to be related to a fur
ther problem that resists an easy solution,
namely, the figure of the ma/'ak YHWH is
often perplexingly and inconsistently ident
ified with Yahweh himself. One or both of
these difficulties can be found in the follow
ing ten passages: the phrase "messenger of
Yahweh" appears six times in Judg 6:11-23
to identify a figure who is also described as
a "messenger of God" (v 20) and as
Yahweh (vv 14.16). The LXX and Pseudo
Philo (35: 1-7) level all descriptions so that
everywhere he is called "messenger/angel of
Yahwch" (evcn in vv 14.16. 20). Josephus
recounts this event about "a spectre (phan
tasmatos) in the form of a young man" (Ant.
V.213-14). The figure speaks but never
claims to have been sent from Yahweh nor
to be speaking words that another gave him.
At only one point does he possibly refer to
Yahweh as distinct from himself. but as a
greeting the statement may be purely con
ventional ("Yahweh is with you", v 12). He
seems to have sufficient authority in his own
right, never claiming it is grounded in an
other: "Have not I sent your' (v 14) and "I
will be with you" (v 16) are most comfort
able as statements coming from God's
mouth, but the ma/'tik speaks these himself.
He works wonders in touching meat with his
staff, causing it to be consumed with fire,
after which he vanishes (v 21). The final
reference to Yahweh who verbally comforts
Gideon after the disappearance of the ma/'tik
is disorienting, for it raises the question why
the nUl/'iik was ever sent at all if Yahweh
can speak this easily to Gideon (v 23).

In Judg 13:3-23. the figure in question is
identified in the MT by a number of differ
ent designations in the first part of the story
where he is "the man" (vv 10-11), "the man
of God" who seemed to be a ",a/'tik of God

(v 6) sent by YHWH (v 8), and who actual
ly was a ma/'iik of God (v 9). In the second
part of the story (as well as the very first
reference in the story) he is identified as
ma/'ak YHWH (vv 13.15.16bis.17.18.20.
21 bis), until the final allusion where he is
called '~/Ohim (v 22). The LXX once inserts
an additional reference to simply "the mess
enger" (v II). Josephus' summary of this
account (Ant. V.277-84) speaks of "a spectre
(plzalllasma), an angel of God in the like
ness of a comely and tall youth". Pseudo
Philo 42:3-10 unambiguously portrays an
"angel of Yahweh" with the name Fadahel.
The ma/'tik refuses an hospitable offer of
food. recommending instead that an offering
be made to Yahweh (v 16). This ma/'cik
talks about God as someone distinct from
himself (v 5), but never refers to the fact
that he has been sent from God, nor that the
words he speaks come from God. Indeed, it
is not God's word that is to be hceded, but
"Let her take heed to all that I said" (v 13).
and "Take heed to all that I commanded
her" (v 14). He is reluctant to identify him
self by name, describing his name a.~ "full of
wonder" (v 18). It is not clear if it is Yah
weh or the ma/'tik who performed wonders
in v 19 while Manoah and his wife looked
on. The ma/'iik ascends to heaven with the
name from the sacrifice (v 20).

In Numbers 22:22-35, Yahweh himself is
active (opening a donkey's mouth and
Balaam's eyes) in the midst of an extended
description of the ma/'ak YHWH's activity.
The versions are not in agreement as to how
to identify this figure: the Hebrew text pre
sents the ma/'ak YHWH at work everywhere
(except of course for Yahweh's activity in
vv 28.3Ia); the LXX generally identifies this
figure as the messenger of "God" and not
Yahweh (with some exceptions and even
variations within the manuscript tradition);
the Vulgate mentions the "angel of the
Lord" only in v 22 and everywhere else
simply calls the figure an angelus or omits
reference to it entirely (vv 25.34). Josephus'
summary of the account (Alii. IV.I 08-111)
refers to it as "an angel of God" and a "di
vine spirit" (theiou pnellmatos) in contrast to
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the LXX ''the messenger of God" (v 23).
The narrntive describes this mal'ak YHWH
as an adversary (Jii{iin, vv 22.32), standing
in roads and vineyards (vv 22.23.24.26.31)
with dra\\n sword in hand (vv 23.31),
receiving homage from a human (v 31).
Balaam treats this mal'iik-and not God-as
the ultimate court of appeal ("If it is dis
pleasing in your eyes", v 34). The mal'iik
docs not indicate that he has been sent by
God. for he speaks of himself as an indepen
dent authority ("I came out as an adversary
because your way was contrary to me", v
32: "I would have killed you", v 33; "Only
the word I speak to you shall you speak", v
35).

In Gen 16:7-13, all texts agree that a
figure identified as "messenger of Yahweh"
(vv 7.9.10.11) speaks (LXX adds a further
reference to this figure in v 8, while Vg
deletes its mention in vv 10-11). When it
first appears in Josephus (Ant. 1.189), it is
simply called "a messenger of Yahweh" (cf.
Jllb. 17: 11, "an angel of the Lord, one of the
holy onesj. Only once does the mal'iik
seem to speak of Yahweh as someone dis
tinct from himself (v 11), but he never inti
mates that Yahweh sent him or that the
words he speaks come from Yahweh. In
stead, the mal'iik speaks as if he were God:
"I will greatly multiply your descendants" (v
10). Even the narrator closes by noting that
it was Yahweh who spoke to Hagar,
prompting her to be surprised that she still
remained alive (v 13).

In Judg 2:1-4, where MT clearly has a
lacuna in the introduction, the phrase mal'ak
YHWH appears twice (vv 1.4). The words
spoken by the mal'iik in the MT are entirely
in the first person as if God were speaking
("the land which I swore to your fathers").
But LXX Cod. B prefaces these words with
a citation fonnula ("Thus says the Lord,
' ... the land which I swore.. :"), while
LXXA modifies the person in the first half
of the speech without the citation fonnula
(''the land which he [i.e., Yahweh] swore.....).
The Targum interpreted this mcssenger as a
human prophet (for a similar interchange, cf.
apocryphal Ps 151:4 "his prophet" in 1IQPSD

which appears as "his aggelos" in Greek).
God's revclation to --Moscs at the burn

ing bush (Exod 3:2-4: 17) encompasses 38
verses in which Yahwch is explicitly and
repeatedly described as speaking with
Moses. But thc entire account is madc prob
lematic when it is prefaced with the phrasc,
"mal'ak YHWH appeared to him in a blazing
fire" (Exod 3:2). which is quotcd in thc NT
as an indefinitc "an angel" with no reference
to "the Lord" (Acts 7:30; cf. vv 35.38). On
the other hand. thc Vulgatc simply reads,
"Yahweh appeared...... preserving no refer
ence to a mal'iik (Josephus refers only to a
"voice" that speaks from the bush bcfore
God is identified in Ant. II.264-2).

Although most vcrsions present Yahweh
as the one who intends to kill Moses in
Exod 4:24 over thc issuc of circumcision,
the LXX identifies "an angcl of thc Lord" as
the aggressor (the Targums also inscrt the
word mal'iik. cr. b. Ned. 32a; Jllb. 48:24
sees it as the wicked angel --M~lstemah; sec
-Destroyer).

Although God himself had earlier com
manded -.Abraham to sacrificc Isaac (Gcn
22:1-2), in Gen 22:11-18 it is only a mal'ak
YHWH that speaks "from hcaven" with
Abraham whcn thc sacrificc is in progress
(vv ILlS). Jllbilees calls it the "angel of thc
presencc" (mal'ak happiininr; 18:9-11; cf.
2: I) and Dcmetrius thc Chronographcr spe
aks simply of "an angcr' (OTP 2.848). hut
Josephus depicts only God speaking (Am.
1.233-236) and Pseudo-Philo 32:4 talks of
God who "sent his voice". With the excep
tion of a reference to God in the third pers
on (v 12). thc speech of the mal'iik sounds
like God talking: "You havc not withheld
your son from mc" (v 12). "I will grcatly
bless you" (v 17). "you obeyed my voicc"
(v 17). Nowhcre does this mal'eik indicate
that he was sent from God or that hc speaks
these words at God's command. Although
the phrase "says (ne'i;m) the Lord" is inser
ted in the mid'it of the mal'ak's speech at
one point (v 16). this phrasc is found only
here in Genesis, and no other biblical mal'{ik
YHWH cver cmploys it.

As --Elijah flecs from --Jczcbel in I
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Kings 19, he is twice provided in the MT by
a mn/'iik with food and drink for his long
journey (vv 5.7). This mn/'iik is called a
ma/'nk YHWH only v..·hen it is mentioned on
the second occasion (some Vulgate MSS
also call the first appearnnce a mnl'nk
YHWH). In the LXX the first mention of the
ma/'iik docs not identify it as such, simply
saying "someone", while the second appear
ance appears with the definite anicle.
Josephus never mentions a mal'iik in his
account (Ant. VIlI.349), simply saying
"someone".

The phrase ma/'ak YHWH appears three
times in Zechariah's vision of the High
Priest Joshua in Zechariah 3. Joshua stands
before this angel (\'v 1.5; cf. v 3) who
admonishes him with words prefaced by,
"Thus says Yahweh" (v 6), and who orders
bystanders to remove Joshua's filthy gar
ments (vv 5-6). Because Yahweh speaks
awkwardly in v 2, one should take seriously
the Syriac rendition of v 2 which includes
instead another reference to the figure: "and
the angel of the Lord said... :'

In contrast to the ten preceding passages,
the following two passages present neither
textual problems nor internal conflicts in
identifying who is speaking: the words and
actions of the mal'ak YHWH present no con
ceptual difficulties. Nevertheless, the texts
evince certain peculiarities that require
attention.

In 2 Kings I, a mal'nk YHWH (vv 3.15)
appears and twice gives orders to Elijah as
to what he is to say and do. Thus, Elijah
himself is to function as God's mlll'iik
"messenger" in relaying a message from
God ("Thus says the Lord", vv 4.6), but
Elijah docs not receive the commission
directly from God. This fact is striking since
God elsewhere in the Elijah stories typically
speaks directly to this prophet (or the phrase
appears "the word of Yahweh came to
Elijah"). Josephus summarizes this account
' ....ithout mentioning a n/ll/'iik: it is God who
speaks (Am. IX.20-21.26).

In the Song of Debornh, the sentence
appears, '''Curse, Meroz,' said the angel of
the Lord, 'utterly curse its inhabitants'"
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(Judg 5:23). The sudden, unmotivated, and
unclear significance of a reference to mll/'ak
YHWH at this point prompts many to be
uncomfonable with the originality of the
phrase "said the angel of the Lord."

The following four paSs,1ges pose no
problems in analysing the mll/'nk YHWH,
for there is nothing inconsistent with this
being's function as a supernatural envoy
sent by Yahweh, and any textual variants
are not problematic. 2 Kgs 19:35 (= Isa 37:
36: cf. 2 Chr 32:21) narmtes tersely how a
ma/'ak YHWH (LXX indefinite) "went out"
and destroyed Sennacherib's army a.e; it
besieged Jerusalem (-Destroyer). When 2
Macc 15:22-23 records a later request by
second century neE Jews to re-enact this
mir.lcle for them, it is simply "an angel"
(indefinite) that they anticipate from God.

An "angel of Yahweh", clearly distinct
from Yahweh, docs not speak but docs act
in accord with Yahweh's commands regard
ing the devast'ltion of David's kingdom (2
Sam 24:16: cf. I Chr 21:12.15.16.18.30).
This creature is also described as "the
destroying angel", the "smiting angel" 3nd a
"destroying angel of Yahweh".

In the only two psalms to mention ma/'ak
YHWH, one of the benefits accruing to God
fearers is that a mlll'nk YHWH camps (I,tNH
paniciple) around them and delivers them
(Ps 34:8[7]). The phrnse appears twice in
imprecations in Ps 35:5-6 summoning a
mal'nk YHWH to pursue relentlessly (OI.1H.
RDP) the enemies of the psalmist. LXX
treats all three as indefinite.

The last group of texlc; confirms that
Yahweh C3n, indeed, send out a supernatural
envoy to do his bidding, much like the
messengers sent out by other gods of the
ancient Near East. Unlike the other cultures,
however, there is no firm evidence that
Yahweh had a particular subordinate who
fulfi lied this role.

The first group of ten texts, however, pre
sents a different picture with their textual
variants and vacillating identifications of the
"angel of Yahweh" (distinct from Yahweh?
identical to Yahweh?). Among proposals
offered to explain the evidence, one finds
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the angel of Yahweh in these passages inter
preted as Yahweh in a theophany, the prein
camate --Christ, a means of crystallizing
into one figure the many revelatory fonns of
an early polytheism. a hypostati7.ation, a
supernatural envoy of Yahweh where the
confusion in identity results from messenger
activity that merges the personality or
speech of the messenger with the sender, or
an interpolation of the word mal'ak into the
text where originally it was simply Yahweh
speaking and at work.

The notion that the identity of messenger
and sender could be merged in the ancient
Near East is incorrect: any messenger who
failed to identify the one who sent him sub
verted the entire communication process
(see -.Angel). On the other hand. those who
posit an identity (whether by theophany or
hypostatization) between Yahweh and the
mlll'ak YHWH apan from this theory do not
do justice to the full significance of the teml
mal'ak which must mean a subordinate (in
contrast to other later temlS such as
-'Logos, Memra, Shekinah. Kabod. see
--Glory). The biblical poetic parallelism
Yahweh 1/ mal'ak (lsa 63:9: Hos 12:4-5[3
4]; Mal 3: I) does not justify the necessary
equation of the two tenns any more than the
parallelism of Saul/! David (I Sam 18:7) or
--heaven /I -earth (Deut 32: I) identifies the
respective clements. The identification of the
mal'ak YHWH with the preincamate Christ
violates the original intent of the text'"
authors. Instead, the remarkable textual
instability in identifying the figure is best
resolved by the interpolation theory. es
pecially since there are passages where the
interpolation is undeniable when it is not
found in all witnesses (e.g. Exod 4:24).
According to this theory, the figure is ident
ified with Yahweh in some texts because it
was, in fact, Yahweh before the interpola
tion of the wonl mal'ak. The behaviour of
the mal'ak YHWH in many of these disputed
passages is precisely that of a deity and not
a deity's messenger (IRVIN 1978). The word
mal'ak was inserted in certain contexts
because of theological discomfort with
Yahweh appearing as a siirall adversary

(Numbers 22). or in visible foml or with the
actions of a man (Gen 16: 13: Judges 6: 13:
cf. Gen 22: 14). or in contexts where the
actual presence of God was otherwise theol
ogically troublesome (Exod 4:24). In many
passages. inadequate data hinder confidence
in detennining if the mal'iik YHWH is in
fact an envoy or an interpolation.

In the Apocrypha. Susanna provides fur
ther evidence that there wa.o; a time when a
choice between either the activity of God or
an "angel of Yahweh" was a live option for
writers. The Theodotian text indicates that
"an angel of the Lonl" gave a spirit of
-'wisdom to -Daniel in contmst to the
LXX that specifies God as the source (v 45).
LXX texts picture Daniel twice referring to
"the angel of the Lord" who with his sword
will slay the wicked (vv 55.59); Theodotian
texts here preserve instead "an angel of
God" and "the angel of God" res(X.'Ctively.
Finally, LXX (not Theodotion) describes
"the angel of the Lord" casting fire upon the
two wicked men (v 62).

Elsewhere in the Apocrypha. there is
never any question of identifying the "angel
of Yahweh" with God. for the figure con
sistently confonns to the pattern of a mess
enger despatched by God (usually without
the definite anicle). Each time the figure is
mentioned in Bel and the Dragon (LXX and
Theodotion vv 34.36.39[LXX "of God"]).
he is transporting Habakkuk by his hair to
and from Babylon (no definite article when
first mentioned). and when the angel speaks
to Habakkuk. Theod prefaces its wonls with
'Thus says the Lord", omitted by the LXX.
In a prose interlude in the Song of the Three
Children, "an angel of the Lord" (LXX:
Theod "the angel of the Lord") descends to
join the youths in the furnace and to dissi
pate the flames.

In the book of Tobit, no reference ap
pears (0 an "angel of the Lord" until the
close of the book. In 12:22 - -Raphael. who
has been active throughout the book and
referred to elsewhere by the narrator simply
a.c; "an anger' (5:4) and by other characters
as merely a "man" (5:8.16). ascends to God.
at which time the onlookers in 12:22 refer to
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him ali "the angel of the Lord" (LXXBA:
LXXs "an angel of God"). Before he does
so, he identifies himself as one of the seven
holy angels who bring the prayers of God's
people into God's presence (12: IS).

In conclusion, there is in the Bible no
single "The angel of Yahweh". The phrase
mal'ak YHWH is better translated as "an
angel (or messenger) of Yahweh" when it
first appears in a narrative, for it represents
the appearance of an unspecified supernat
ural envoy sent from Yahweh. In cases
where a simultaneous identity and discontin
uity is uncomfortably present between
Yahweh and his messenger, the ternl mal'iik
is probably a secondary addition to the text
in response to changing theological perspec
tives.

IV. The phrase mlll'ak YHlVH is not yet
attcsted in published. non-biblical materials
from Qumran. despite a sophisticated and
extensive angelology in these texts. This
omission correlales with the non-specificity
of the figure in early witnesses. for in spite
of thc proliferation of details about angels in
extra- and post-biblical texts, the "angel of
Yahweh" receives in geneml no special
attention in Judaism. It is true that one may
trace in Jewish apocalyptic the developmcnt
of a single exalted angel that some have
tried to derive from the earlier mal'ak
YHlVH (ROWLAND 1982:94-113), but the
conncction between the two remains un
demonstrated and the ternlinology is differ
ent. Quite the contrary. a vigorous clement
in early Judaism resisted sectarians who be
lieved that a certain principal angel was a
special -mediator between God and man
(SEGAL 1977:70). Developing descriptions
about the highest-ranking angels tend to
avoid the phrasc "angel of the Lord" in
favour of more elaborate titles. Extensive
gnostic speculations about dcmiurges and
the cosmic hierarchy likewise tend to by
pass the nomenclature of the "angcl of the
Lord". although the "Messenger" is a
significant divine emanation in some gnostic
traditions such as Manichaeism (cf. Samarit
an gnosticism [FOSSUM 1985J).

V. Bibliogral'h)'
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ANTHROPOS -Av9p(J)1tO~

I. One designation, with or without
qualification. of the highest being in many
gnostic systems: quae est sl/per omnia
drtllS, et c01l1illet 011lnia, A1I1hropos vocatur
(lrenaeus. Ad\'. /!aer. 1.12.4). The name
draws attention to the direct or indirect link
between supreme divinity and humanity.
esp. the 'unwavering race', thanks to which
redemption from the world created by the
-Archons is possible. The name Anthropos
signifies that ->God is the prototype of Man
(all1lJropos), because man is made, directly
or indirectly, in his image. The ReJigiolls
geschichtJiche Scllllle and others claimed
that an oriental Umlensch-myth lay behind
the gnostic doctrine. This account has been
invoked to explain the Pauline passages (I
Cor 15:21-2,45-49; Rom 5: 12-21) in which
->Christ is compared and contrasted with the
first man, ->Adam. Neither of these views
has worn well.

II. There are two related types of
gnostic anthropological myth, both of which
draw upon a motif. an image reflected in
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water, that goes back to Satomil and thus
'Samaritan' gnosis (lrenaeus, Ad". haer.
1.24.1) (SCHENKE 1962:64-68). They share
the basic premise that (human) man is at
least potentially a higher being than the
demiurge of the world, who enviously with
held this knowledge (the forbidden fruit of
Gen 2: 16-17) from Adam. The simpler is
best exemplified by the long recension of
the ApocrypllOlI of John (NHC IU, 14:13
21:16). This envisages Adam's 'choic' or
material body as modelled by the Archons
of the demiurge directly upon a glimpsed
reflection of the image of the Perfect Man
(the highest god) (14:24-15: 12). His psyclre
is likewise created by the Archons: but his
divine pneuma derives from Sophia. Coming
directly from the world of light, it in fact
pre-exists choic and psychic bodies. The
second type, exemplified by the Naassene
exegesis (in the distorted and lacunate
account of Hippolytus Ref. haer. 5.7.3-9.9),
protects the transcendence of the highest
divinity by interpolating a hypostasis
between Anthropos and Man: the hypostasis
or -·image (eikoll) supplies both the model
for physical man and the divine particle of
light. The Perfect Man, the Father of All,
Adam, produces a son 'of the same sub
stance'. The physical body of human Adam
made by the Archons of the demiurge Esal
daios is (indirectly) modelled upon this son.
When the son, probably in the fonn of di
vine light, descends to vivify the creature,
he is trapped: over the generations descend
ing from Adam, the light is split up into
innumerable fragments, each of which may
return to the Light World (FRICKEL 1984:
263). This principle could be indefinitely
extended: any emanation from the Perfect
Man may be named Anthropos. even the
female Barbelo in ApocrypllOlI of Jolm,
because she is 'the image of the Father' (14:
23: cf. 5:7: 6:4). In £Ugllostos, a series of
emanations from the First-Father, also called
Anthropos (NHC III.3, 77:14), is named in
turn First Man, Immortal Man, -·Son of
Man, -Saviour (78:3: 85:10-14).

As a key gnostic motif, Anthropos has
figured in all accounts of the genesis or

proto-history of gnosticism. Older accounts
may be briefly summarized. W. BOUSSET
claimed that an ancient oriental myth, the
creation of the world from the parts of a
sacrificial victim, the prototypical man, must
underlie the narratives of Poima1ldres 12-15
and several Christian accounts of gnostic
systems (Hauptprobleme der Gliosis [Gl>t
tingen 1907, repro 1973] 160-223). The best
known of these myths, that of the Iranian
Gtlyomart, stimulated R. REITZENSTEIN in
turn to propose the existence of an Iranian
popular cult of a redeemed redeemer, which
ultimately inspired the gnostic myth as a
whole (e.g. Das ircmisclre £rloslI1Igsmysteri
11m, Bonn 1921). C. H. KRAELING attempted
to link Bousset's view to Jewish Messianism
(Allthropos and tire SOli of Man, New York
1927), G. WIDENGREN to find the redeemed
redeemer in early Iranian texts (771e great
Volru Mallalr. Uppsala 1945). None of these
views survived the criticisms of COLPE
(1961:140-70: cf. 1969:411) and SCHENKE
(1962:69-114), though it was still possible
for RUDOLPH in 1964 to stress the supposed
Iranian antecedents of gnosticism. The deci
sive considerations, as SCHENKE showed,
were the new texts from Nag Hammadi.
which provided far more reliable accounts
of gnostic Anthropos than had been avail
able, and an appreciation of the character of
post-Biblical Jewish techniques of exegesis
(ef. TROGER 1980:155-168). There is simply
no evidence for the redeemed redeemer in
gnosis until Manicheism. The key texts that
inspire all gnostic anthropology are Gen
1:26-27: 2:7 & 2:21-24, together with the
post-Biblical Jewish exegeses of these pas
sages (cf. QUISPEL 1953:215-217. 226;
PEARSON 1973:51-81; 1990). Certainly,
gnostic 'systems' are syncretic, but no pre
cise antecedent of the basic macro-/micro
cosmic scheme is required; and syncretism
is only one of the processes involved in the
elaboration of the complex gnostic scen
arios. TARDIEU (1974) has provided a con
vincing account of the varied sources of
inspiration. and the narrative logic, of one
such anthropology, in the Origill of the
World (NHC 11.5). Iran, to say nothing of
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ancient oriental myths, has disappeared
totally from RUDOLPH'S most recent sum
mary (1990:99-130).

III. Within NT studies, the authority of
R. BUlTMANN, who tended to accept the
'oriental' origins of gnosis as a fact (e.g.
1964; 1984), caused it to be widely can
vassed, and not only among his pupils (see
e.g. J. JEREMIAS, s.v. Adam, nVNT I [1933]
142-143; H. SCHlIER, RAC 3 [1956] 437
53), that the Christology of Pauline Chris
tianity was significantly influenced by
"Urmensch und Erl6ser", however they
came to be combined into an eschatological
Adam (cf. SINN 1991). But the objections to
any direct relation between gnostic myth
and Pauline Christology are decisive
(SCHENKE 1973). Thus COlPE argued that
'Son of Man' has no genetic link with
Gnostic ideas (1969:414-418). The basic
premises of W. SCIIMITHALS' Die Gnosis ill
Korinth 3 (1969) were undennined by
SCHENKE & FISCHER. Einleitung ill die
Schriften des NT (Berlin 1978-1979) I: 103
5. The contrast between pneumatikos and
ps)'chikos in I Cor 14:44-46 derives from
Hellenistic-Jewish wisdom speculation, and
was thus freely available both to Gnostics
and to early Christians (PEARSON 1973).
The differences in the structure and meaning
of gnostic anthropology by contrast with the
Pauline scheme have been noted by FISCHER
1980:289-294.

Although the inverse assumption viz.,
that the Pauline Adam-Christ inverted
parallelism has Judaic sources, can also not
be conclusively demonstrated, there have
been adequate treatments of the Pauline
Adam-Christ typology which do not con
cede even the limited gnostic influence
allowed by BRANDENBURGER (1962) or
SCHOTIROFF (1970). COlPE (1969:475-477)
showed that I Cor 15:45-49 is an elabor
ation through reduplicated antithesis of
15:21, and that no prior schema underlies
the passage. In Rom 5: 12-21, which is de
rivative from the Cor passage, an apoca
lyptic notion, -Jesus as the -Son of Man,
has been recast into the prototype Man of
the resurrection, contrasted with the death

brought about by Adam. The origin of the
typology in Alexandrian wisdom speculation
was pointed out by SANDElIN (1976:91
113), thus undermining Reitzenstein's view
of Philo Leg. AI/eg. 1.31; the same scheme
lies behind Phil 2:6-9. BARREn (1985) like
wise analysed the role of exegesis of Gen 1
2 in 1 Cor 15, but stressed the probable allu
sion to the representative Man of Dan 7: 13
and the implied rejection of Philo's Plato
nism in Leg AI/eg. 1:31 (cf. LIETZMANN ad
I Cor 15:45-49). FISCHER has urged that I
Cor 15:45-49 is a unique melding of strands
of belief derived both from Jewish Apoca
lyptic (4 Ezra, 2 Apoc. Bar.) and from gnos
tic myth (1980:294-298), but that no coher
ent gnostic doctrine inspired Paul negatively
or positively. The most recent discussions of
I Cor 15 draw on both COlPE and BARRET
(WmJERINGTON 1992: 184-193; 1994:308f.)
- the analogies Paul uses are merely partial
ones and not to be pressed. Attention has
switched to the construction of the rhetorical
argument as a whole in favour of the resur
rection of the dead.
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R. L. GORDON

ANTICHRIST <ivnXPlatO;
I. The word alllic/rristos is found only

in I John 2: 18.22; 4:3~ 2 John 7, and in
post-biblical Christian literature. Morpho
logically the closest analogy is alllitlreos
which was in usc since Homer (Od. 11:117;
13:378; 14: 18). In Homer alllitlreos means
'godlike'. In later times it comes to mean
'contrary to God' (for instance Philo,
Poster. 37:3; 123:4; COl/gr. 118:1; Fug.
140:3). The term alllichristos is ambiguous
('opponent of -Christ' or 'false Christ')
owing to the twofold meaning of ami in
composita: it can mean 'against' (allli
strategos: 'the enemy's general', Thucy
dides 7:86) or 'instead of (anrips)'e/lOs:
'something offered instead of one's life',
Dio Cassius 59:8; neuter in 4 Macc 6:29;
17:21).

In the Epistles of John alllie/rristos is
used as a designation for the ultimate escha
tological opponent of -Jesus Christ. The
appearance of the antic/rristos is expected to
precede the parousia of Christ. The author
of I and 2 John refers to this expectation as
an existing tradition (I John 2: 18: 'as you
have heard ,.. '), although the tradition of
Antichrist is not attested in its full form
before lrenaeus (Adv. Haer. 5:25-30). After
having referred to the tradition the author
uses the word alllichristos to characterize
his opponents who as alllichristoi deny
Christ (l John 2:18-plural; I John 2:22; 2
John 7-singular). Their teaching is inspired
by the spirit of Antichrist, and presented by
the author as proof that Antichrist has al
ready come (I John 4:3). By interpreting the
conflict with those who deny Christ (I John
2:22) by means of the expectation of Anti
christ, the author of the Epistles of John
argues the nearness of the end (l John
2: 18!).

II. Neither the word alllichn'stos nor a
Hebrew or other equivalent is used in any of
the versions of the OT or in extra-biblical
literature of the period. But although the
worn is not used before the Epistles of John,
the concept of eschatological opposition
reaching its climax in the appearance and
activity of a single person is already found
in some OT pa<;sages: Ezek 38-39 mentions
-·Gog of -·Magog as Israel's final enemy
(cf. Rev 20:8); Dan 7-8.11 describes the
appearance of an evil tyrant who will act as
the final enemy of God and Israel. The tradi
tion of an evil tyrant as the climax of escha
tological evil should be understood as a
specification of the tradition of the escha
tological enmity of the pagan peoples and
Israel (cf. Isa 5:25-30; 8:18-20; 10:5-7;
37:16-20; Nah 3:1-7; Joel 4; Zech 14). This
expectation of eschatological hostility
between Israel and the peoples is also
expressed in extra-biblical sources. Some
times the hostility is thought to reach a cli
max in the rise of an eschatological tyrant (I
En. 90:9-16; Ass. Mos. 8; 2 Apoc. Bar. 36
40; 70; 4 Ezra 5: 1-13; 12:29-33; 13:25-38).
Among the various passages of the Qumran
literature containing forms of eschatological
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dualism, the account of Melchizedek and
Melchiresha in 4Q280-282 and 4QAmram
takes a special place as an analogy: as in the
case of Christ and Antichrist the typology of
agent (= prototype) and opponent (= anti
type) appears to have been constitutive.

There are a number of passages in the NT
that predict or record the appearance of
eschatological opponents without using the
word al/tichristos. In Mark 13:22 falsc
Christs (PSflldochristoi) and false prophets
(pselldoprophetai) arc described as appear
ing before the end (cf. v 6). They will de
ceive people by doing signs and wonders
(cf. Matt 7:15; 24:11.23-24). Obviously, the
evangelist is referring here to people of his
own time. Some interpreters wrongly regard
the 'desolating sacrilege' of Mark 13:14 as
referring to Antichrist (see for instance J.
GNII.KA. Das Eval/gelill11l I/aeh MarkWi

[EKK 1112: Neukirehen 1979] 195-196). As
there is no hint whatc;oever in this direction.
the masculine participle hestekota should be
explained in a different way (for instance as
a reference to 'the Roman').

In 2 Thess 2:3- I2 the coming of the
'Lawless One' is described as preceding the
parollsia of Christ. This Lawless One will
act haughtily. and proclaim himself as a
god. He will act with the power of -~Satan,

and deceive people by doing signs and won
ders. Ultimately. he will be vanquished by
Christ (v 8). Although the word alltichristos
is not used, the Lawless One is often re
garded as the earliest description of Anti
christ. This interpretation is attested at least
since Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. 111:8.7). Still it
should be noted that the Lawless One is
rather a future, eschatological 'anti-God'
than an Antichrist (v 4).

In Revelation there are a number of
eschatological opponents. The most promi
nent of these arc the -~Dragon and the two
Beasts mentioned in chaps. 12-13: 16: 13;
20: 10. The Dragon is presented as "the Old
-·Serpent''. "Satan" (20:2). The second
Beast, the Bea.c;t from the Land (13: I 1-18).
is identified as "the false prophet" (16: I3:
20: 10). The first Bea.c;t is only spoken of as
"the Beast" (to theriol/) , and is also de
scribed without the Dragon and the second

Beast (I I :7: chap. 17). This adversary is
often wmngly spoken of a.c; Antichrist. With
the images of the Beasts the author of Rev
elation is referring to the dangers of his own
time.

At least three different traditions form the
background of the tradition of Antichrist.
which is attested in its full form from
Irenaeus onward: that of Satan I -~Belial.

that of the coming of eschatological false
prophets (cf. MEEKS 1967), and that of the
final eschatological tyrant as described in
Daniel. Possibly, also the myth of Nero
redivivus played a part. The old view of an
esoteric, pre-Christian tradition of Antichrist
(GUNKEL 1895; Bouss!:., 1895; CHARLES
1920) was successfully refuted by ERNST
1967. JENKS 1991 and LIETAERT PEERBOLTE
1996. They rightly nrgued that the concept
of Antichrist is a Christian idea and that it
was not fully dcveloped until the late 2nd
century CEo As a result. the various passages
before Irenaeus that describe eschatological
opponents should be regarded as witnesses
of separate traditions, not of one continuous
tradition. The agreement between these pas
sages lies in the fact that they all reflect
upon events that were thought to precede the
parollsia of Christ. Yet the ways in which
these events are described differ widely: in
the Epistles of john the tradition of Anti
christ is used for the interpretation of the
conflict with the deniers of Christ. Thus the
nearness of the end is argued. In 2 Thess the
coming of the Lawless One is predicted in
order to justify that the end will I/ot come
shortly. The images of the Beastc; in Rev
describe the contemporary situation of per
secution and argue that Christ will overcome
this situation of distress. And Mark 13:22
(and par.) speaks about false prophets and
false Christs as a standard feature of the last
days, but assuming that those last days had
already begun.

III. Of post- and extra-biblical literature
Did. 16 and Ase. Isa. 4 contain the earliest
and most extensive descriptions of an escha
tological opponent of Christ. The word
'Antichrist' is used in neither of these
descriptions, however. It is mentioned for
the first time in post-biblical literature in
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Polycarpus' Phil. 7: 1. a reference to 1 John
4:2-3. Extensive speculations on the rise.
character. outlooks. etc.. of Antichrist are
found in Christian literature from the laner
part of the second century onward: one
could mention Tertullian. Res. Car. XXIV:
60.24; XXVII: 64.26; 65.10; Adv. Marcionem
1:22, I; 111:8.2; v: 16,4; Hippolytus, De Anti
christo, passim; Comm. Dall. 1V:24,7-8 and
numerous other passages (sce JENKS
1991:27-116).
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ANU -. HEAVEN

APHRODITE 'A¢poSiTIl
I. Aphrodite was the Greek goddess of

love whose sacred animal is the -+dove
(PIRENNE-DELFORGE 1994). The Greeks
derived her name from O¢POt; "foam". and
explained it from her birth myth (Hesiod
77leog. 191). Modern etymologies found no
general consent, be it the rare Indo-Euro
paean ones or those deriving her name from
a Semitic language (BURKERT 1977:240
n.18). The goddess was identified with
several Oriental goddesses, from Egyptian
Nephthys to Phoenician -.Astarte. Assyrian
-+Ishtar and Arabian Aliiat (Herodot. 3,8.
131; M. H6FNER. WbM)'th VI, 423; MORA
1985:86-90). The Romans identified her
with the Italian Venus (from *VC/lus.
"beauty, grace"; SCHILLING 1954), the
Etruscans with Turan (PFIFFIG 1975:260
263). In the Bible, Aphrodite occurs only as
a theophoric element in the anthroponym
Epaphroditus (and its shortened fonn
Epaphras), e.g. Phil 2:25; Col 1:7.

II, Already in Homer, Aphrodite is the
goddess of sexual pleasure. In Iliad 5,429
Zeus assigns her the erga gamoio; while
gamos stresses her social functions as the
divinity responsible for the sexual function
ing of marriage, this does not exclude extra
marital relationships, exemplified in her
patronship over Helen (Iliad 3, 383-388) or
her relationship to Hephaestos her husband
and -+Ares her lover (Od. 8. 266-269); in
archaic poetry, she protects Sappho and her
girls (e.g. Sappho frg.1 L.-P.) and the love
making of youth in general. This differen
tiates her from -Hera, who protects mar
riage as a social institution but who, though
the legitimate wife of -·Zeus. needs the
assistance of Aphrodite in order to seduce
him (Homer Iliad 14, 187-196). Several
divinities who symbolize her powers consort
with her. Eros, "Love" as sexual passion,
and Himeros "Longing" accompany her
after her birth. when she enters the assembly
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of the gods (Hesiod Theog. 20 I): later, Eros
and Himeros - or his equivalent Pothos,
"Desire", Aeschylus, Slippl. 1040 - are her
children (SHAPIRO 1993: 11O-124). The
Charites ("Graces") accompany her (Hom.
Od.8, 364, see 18, 194 Charites himero
eltles), or the Horai, "Seasons, Youths,
Beauties" (Hom. hymn. 6, 5): other fol
lowers arc HamlOnia (SHAPIRO 1993:95
109) and Peitho, "Persuasion" (BUXTON
1983: SHAPIRO 1993: I86-207), who is also
said to be her daughter (Aeschylus Suppl.
1040). Together, these personifications add
up to a picture of erotic seduction around
the goddess of love: the negative conse
quences are expressed in a fragment from an
Orphic poem, where she is escorted by
Zelos, "Rivalry" and Apate, "Deceit" (Orph.
frg. 127 Kern: hellenistic?).

Since her main field of influence and
action is private rather than public, Aphro
dite lacks important public festivals. The
Aphrodisia were mostly festivals of hetairai,
as in Athens (DEUBNER 1932:216) or in
Corinth, where hetairai and free women
celebrated the festival separately (Alexis ap.
Athenaeus 13,33, who attests to the drinking
and reveling [kc)mos] of the hetairai).

Besides, Aphrodite is involved in the pre
nuptial and nuptial rituals of the young girls.
Plutarch (QlIaest. Rom. 2) lists her among
the divinities necessary for the marrying
couple, Zeus Teleios and Hera Telcia,
-+Artemis, Aphrodite and Peitho. In some
places, she receives sacrifices from marrying
girls or remarrying widows (Hennione
Pausanias 2.34,12; Sparta ibid.3,12,8-9, see
also Naupactus ibid. 10.38,12); in the Hel
lenistic age, Aphrodite Laodikeia, the divine
fonn of queen Laodike, received the
sacrifices from marrying couples (AIIJluario
della Scuola Archeologica di Atene 45/46
[1969] 445 no. 2). Sometimes, the ritual
background of girls' initiation rites is still
visible, as in Athens. where the Arrhephoroi
descend to the sanctuary of Aphrodite in the
Gardens, at the end of their year of service
on the Acropolis and before returning to a
life closer to adulthood (BRULt 1987:83
98). The same background lies behind the
cultic association of Aphrodite and

-+Hennes which has been analyzed es
pecially for Locri in Southern Italy (SOUR
VINOU-INWOOD 1991: 177-178) and the well
documented sanctuary of Hennes and
Aphrodite in Cretan Kato Syme (LEBESSI
1985).

As early as Sappho (frg. 140. 168 Lobel
Page, see also Hes. frg. 139), the Adonia
attest another fonn of women's festival con
nected with Aphrodite and her sphere. The
Athenian festival (DEUBNER I932:220-222)
included the exposition of -·Adonis' body
and his burial (Plutarch Aldb.18.5), but also
drinking and dancing (Aristophanes Lys.
392-398): to the classical vase painters, its
most conspicuous ritual was the "Gardens of
Adonis", sherds planted with seeds which
were exposed on the roof-tops in order to
grow and wither rapidly (see also Plato
Phaedr. 276 B; BURKERT 1979: 105-111):
the cult in Alexandria (well attested in
Theocritus, /d. 15), began with a !zieros
gamo.'i and banquet of Aphrodite and
Adonis, followed by the laments for Adonis
and his burial in the sea. The Semitic origin
of Adonis is evident already from his name
which probably derives from 'cidoll, "(My)
Lord". Frazerian interpretations had concen
trated on Adonis the Dying God; social and
structural analysis rather underlines the re
lease from intensive every-day pressure
which the festival with its blend of exotism,
sensual seduction and high emotions offered
to Greek women (DETIENNE 1972, who
emphasizes the structural opposition to
-·Demeter, the other main goddess of
women). The ritual exposure of short-lived
gardens is not necessarily an original part of
the festival: it has parallels in many parts of
the Ancient and Modem East. Rather than
stressing the short life of the plants, recent
analysis focuses on the quick growth and
proposes to see in it a ritual testing of seeds
(BAUDY 1986:9-13) which leads away from
Aphrodite's central concerns.

From the 4th cent. BCE onwards, Aphro
dite's sexual aspects appear as two polar
oppositions, Aphrodite Urania and Aphro
dite Pandemos. Plato. Symp.180 E (see also
Xenophon S.'I,'mp.8.9) contrasts them as ideal,
spiritual love among males versus ordinary
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heterosexual love and prostitution. He con
nects this dichotomy with her double gen
ealogy, the Hesiodean one which makes
Aphrodite the motherless result of Uranus'
castration (Theog. 188-195), and the Homer
ic one where she is the offspring of Zeus
and Dione (Iliad 5,370). Though very popu
lar afterwards, this dichotomy radically
modifies the significance of the epithets
involved. Urania, an epithet already at the
root of the Hesiodic genealogy, continues a
Near Eastern epithet (see below), whereas
Pandemos, "She of the Entire Demos",
declares Aphrodite as responsible for politi·
c~1 harnlOny. She had an ancient sanctuary
in Athens and a state festival celebrated with
a procession (LSCG no. 39, from 287/286
BCE; it prescribes also a cathartic sacrifice of
a dove). Several epigraphical documents
attest also sacrifices by magistrates to
Aphrodite (SOKOLOWSKI 1964; CROISSANT
& SALVIAT 1966). In some instances, they
are the officials responsible for the women
(gynaikono11loi), and Aphrodite receives cult
as their helper. In other cases, the sacrifice
is offered at the end of service, to mark the
return from duty to the pleasures of private
life.

A special problem is presented by the
statues of an anned Aphrodite which are at
tested for Laconia (Aphrodite Areia, Paus
anias 3,17,5; Enoplios IG 5: I no. 602, Ky
thera Paus. 3,23,1) and Corinth (Paus. 2,5,1)
(FLEMBERG 1991). Like the anned -.Athena,
the iconography must derive from the Near
East (see below). In a more functionalist
view, such statues are equivalent to stories
about fighting women; both point to an un
usual ritual in the cult of Aphrodite (GRAF
1984).

Besides sexuality (especially female sex
uality) and the state, Aphrodite is associated
with the -sea. As patron goddess of sea
faring, she bears the epithets Euploia ("Giv
ing good sailing"), Pontia and Limenia; as
such, she receives sacrifices and votive gifts
from sailors and fishennen (Amb. Pal. 9,
143).

Aphrodite is among the few Greek divin
ities not attested in the Linear B texts; this

makes it likely that she came to Greece only
after the fall of the Mycenaean civilization.
Her Near Eastern associations point to an
Oriental origin (BURKERT 1977:238-240),
even when etymologies (e.g. from -·Astarte)
may seem dubious. Sumerian Innana, Akkad
ian Ishtar, Phoenician Astarte (already Hero
dotus I, 105) all share significant characteris
tics with Aphrodite: bisexuality (Aphroditos
on Cyprus Paion FGH 757 F I; Macrobius,
Sat. 3,8), temple prostitution (in Corinth,
Pindar frg. 122; not in Locri, SOURVINOU
1991: 179), the epithet Urania (Assyrian
according to Pausanias 1,14,7), the associa
tion with the sea and with the garden (Aph
rodite in the Gardens in Athens), the icono
graphy of a frontally naked goddess (B5HM
1990, AMMERMAN 1991) and of an anned
goddess (COLBOW 1991), the symbol of the
ladder (SERVAIS-SOYEZ 1983).

One of Aphrodite's main cult centres was
Cyprus. Already in Homer (Od. 8,363),
Hesiod (TIleog. 193) and the Homeric
Hymn. Ven. 58, Cyprus houses her main
sanctuary; Kypria (Cypria) is her standard
epithet throughout antiquity. In 333/332
BCE, the Athenians gmnted a leao;e of land
for the building of a sanctuary to Aphrodite
in Piraeus "on the same tenns as for -. Isis
to the Egyptians" (SOKOLOWSKI 1969, no.
37) to the merchants from Kition living in
Piraeus: Aphrodite was their national divin
ity. Her main Cypriot sanctuaries were at
Amathous and at Paphos. Both antedate the
advent of the Phoenicians in the 9th cent.;
Paphos goes back to the 12th cent. and pre
serves a typically Mycenaean tripartite fa
\ade until late antiquity, according to local
coins. Paphos also included an oracle still
consulted by the young Titus in 79 CE (Taci
tus, Hist. 2,1; Suetonius, Tit. 5,1). Perhaps,
the goddess even had the Mycenaean royal
title Vanassa, "Queen". These clear signs of
a Mycenaean past complicate the history of
Greek Aphrodite (there still is no solution)
without. however. radically jeopardizing the
theory of an Oriental origin.

Apart from this mainstream Oriental
model, Greek Aphrodite was associated with
the Anatolian Great Goddess, Cybele (-Ma-
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Cybele). Charon of Lampsacus, a local
writer of the 5th cent. BCE. identifies Aphro
dite and Kubebe (FGH 262 F 5); the de
scription of the goddess' appearance in the
Homeric Hymn. Ven. 68-72 as a mistress of
wild animals follows a pattern belonging to
the Great Goddess. The main myth of the
same hymn. howev~r. the seduction of
Anchises which resulted both in the birth of
-'Aeneas and the lameness of Anchises. fol
lows a mythical theme attested both for
Cybele and for Innana-Ishtar. the lovc of thc
goddess which destroys her mortal lover
(PrcCALUGA 1974): the Anatolian Aphrodite
seems to combine features of different ori
gin. The same holds true for the main polis
cult of Aphrodite in Asia Minor. the cult of
Aphrodisias in Caria (LAUMONIER 1958:
478-504. esp. 480-481).

Other cult centres were Cnidus on the
Anatolian west coast. th~ island of Kythern
off the south coast of the Peleponessus. and
Corinth. Cythern came second in importance
after Cyprus. Cytherea became a common
epithet. The sanctuary and its cult must have
retained oriental features. since Herodotus
called it a Phoenician foundation (1.105);
the statue was that of an armed goddess
(Pausanias 3.23.1). Cnidus had three sanctu
aries. of Aphrodite Doritis. Akrnia, and
Euploia. according to Pausanias (1.1.3); the
main sanctuary. of Aphrodite Euploia,
housed the famous statue by Praxiteles. The
sanctuary at Corinth ("Aphrodite's town".
Euripides, frg. 1084 Nauck) contained an
other statue of an anned Aphrodite (Paus
ania.<; 2.5.1); it was famous for its sacred
prostitution (Pindar frg. 122). The sanctuary
on Mt. Eryx in Sicily. finally. ~tarted as a
purely Phoenician one, until its Roman
iZ<ltion after the First Punic War. Th~

Platonic transformation of Aphrodite Pan
demos and Urania into opposing principles
of love was continued by the Neoplatonist
philosophers and enthusiastically received in
Florentine Nco-Platonism (WIl"D 1967:141
151). The overtly sexual mythology of
Aphrodite on the other hand lent itself to
heavy Christian polemics. from her birth
from Uranus' genitals over her different

affairs with gods and men (Ares. Kinyrns.
Adonis. Anchises) to the Pygmalion myth.

III. The Bible docs not mention Aphro
dite, not even Acts. although Paul visited
Paphus (Acts 13:6) and Corinth (Acts 18:1
17), two of her main cult places. Adonia are
attested for Antiochia in Syria. Byblus and
Alexandria. though without the gardens
(B."UDY 1986:20); the expansion of his cult
in the ancient Near East might have in
cluded Jerusalem and its womenfolk.
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F. GRAF

APIS ='Iii
I. Apis. the sacred bull of Memphis.

occurs in the LXX version of Jer 46: 15 as
the most prominent of Egypt's gods whose
flight is mocked by the prophet as a signal
of the destruction about to befall Egypt by
the hand of God. Most commentators and
translators reconstruct Apis in the Hebrew
text by a redivision and tevocalisation of the
MT nis~ap 'is prostrated' as luis ~IaP 'Apis
has fled'. The LXX version would then be
the correct rendering of a corrupt MT rather
than Jewish polemics (cf. the -Ibis in the
LXX versions of Lev 11:17 and Deut 14:16)
against the cull of Apis (S. MORENZ, Agyp
tische Spuren in den Septuaginta, Mill/liS
[FS Theodor Klauser; eds. A. Stuiber & A.
Hennann =JAC Ergtinzungsband I; MUnster
1964] 250-258; MUSSIES 1978:831-832). A
dubious instance is the name Eliaph
(-Horeph) (Gk E/iaph), 'my-god-is-Apis',
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found in the LXX version of I Kgs 4:3 (R.
DE VAUX, Melange, RB 48 [1939] 399).

Spelled bap or ~lQpi, Apis appears as a
theophoric element in names found in Aram
aic, Phoenician and Neobabylonian texts
(KAI 269, 272; cf. 268; MUSSIES 1978:831;
E. LIPINSKI, La st~le cgypto-ammcenne de
Tumma', CdE 50 [1975] 93-104; H. RANKE,
Die agyptischen PersonennamclJ I: Ver
zeiclmis der Namen [GlUckstadt 1935]). The
Greek spelling ..Am~. instead of the ex
pected .,A7n~. has been understood as a case
of psilosis. characteristic of the Ionian dia
lect (MUSSIES I978:83()"83 I). Semitic and
Greek spellings reflect Eg ~IP, Copt hape.
hapi 'Apis', which has been tentatively
explained as bp. 'the Runner', referring to
Apis's cultic running to fenilize the fields
(DITO 1964: II: cf. MARTIN 1984:786).

II. Apis is the most famous of the sacred
bulls of the Egyptians. kept at Memphis in a
stall and worshipped there from the time of
king Aha at the beginning of the First Dyn
asty (K. SIMPSON. A Running of the Apis in
the Reign of (A~a and Pa..sages in Manetho
and Aelian, Or 26 [1957] 139-142) until the
late 4th century CEo Throughout its history,
the Apis cull has been a royal cult
(MALAISE 1972:212, with references). As far
back as the Old Kingdom queens were linked
to the cult of Apis (VANDlER 1949:234).
The popularity of Apis during the Late
Period is a secondary development.

The divine nature of Apis is closely linked
to fenility and regeneration. Since the pro
cesses of renewed life can be observed in
numerous phenomena in the cosmos a'\ well
as on earth, Apis is associated with gods of
rebinh and resurrection whose hidden cre
ative forces arc revealed on eanh by Apis as
their visible manifestation. This relationship
between Apis and these gods is expressed
by the Egyptian tenn Ba (L. V. ZABKAR,
Ba. LdA I [1975] 588-590).

Apis represents -Ptah. creator god of
Memphis. who as a god of vegetation is
sometimes called 'Bull of the Earth' and
'Great -Nile'. Apis's title w'.un Ptb, 'who
repeats Ptah', 'Herald of Ptah'. has been
explained by DITO (1964:24-26) and others
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ali referring to the bull's well-known role as
an oracle god. The title, however, seems to
point to the fact that Apis reveals the power
of Ptah's creative word (Eg ~nv) by bringing
food (Eg ~nv) and life into this world (1.
ZAN DEE, Das Schopferwort im alten Agyp
ten, Verbum. Essays 011 Some Aspects of the
Religiolls Function of lVords Dedicated to
Dr. H. lV. Obbink [Utrecht 1964] 33-66).
Indeed Apis is addressed as the noble Ba of
Ptah. It should be noted that Apis's stall is
situated to the south of the temple of Ptah
and that the embalming place of the bull is
in the south-west comer of that vast temple
complex. The obsequies of Apis are carried
out by the priests of Ptah, not by the bull's
own priests.

Since the 18th Dynasty (from 1550 BCE),
the period in which the sun doctrine was
elaborated by Egyptian theologians, Apis
had been associated with -Atum, the even
ing appearance of the sun god, who rises
from the earth in the fonn of a scarab beetle
(= khepri), image of the rejuvenated sun
god, to create light, life and vegetation in a
cyclic process. Up to Roman times, Apis is
depicted (KATER-SmuES & VERMASEREN
1975: I nos. 78, 82-84) with a sun disc and
uraeus between the horns and on his back a
hawk and a winged scarab beetle ali symbols
of the sun. The white triangle on Apis's
brow is perhaps a solar symbol (M. J. VER
MASEREN & C. C. VAN ESSEN, Tire Excava
tiolls ill tire Milhraellnl of the Chllrch of
Santa Prisca [Lciden 1965J 344-346). The
fact that Apis is called many-coloured (Gk
poiki/os: Lucian, DeOnl/ll COllci/. 10: cf.
Macrobius, Salllrtl. 1.21) also points to the
god's solar nature (J. ASSMANN, LilllrgiscJze
Lieder all de" SOllllengott [MAS 19: Berlin
1969] 171). According to Classical writers
Apis has a wart (= scarab beetle) under his
tongue (Herodotus, Hist. 3.28: Pliny, Nat.
!list. 8.184). During the funeral of Apis solar
rites playa major role (Vas 1993:40).

Apis is also dedicated to the -moon
which was conceived of as a large bull (CT
VII.25h.35a and P. DERCHAIN, Mythes et
dieux lunaires en Egypte, La Jllne, nl)'lhes et
riles [SO 5: Paris 1962] 17-68, 50). It is

uncertain whether the relationship between
Apis and -Thoth, god of the moon, can be
traced back to the beginning of Egyptian
history as has been stated by HERMANN
(1960:39 n. 46: cf. MARTIN 1984:786, with
n. 52; W. HELCK, Zu den ''Talbezirken'' in
Abydos, MDAIK 28 [1972] 95-99). In fact,
Apis's lunar ac;pects became especially
prominent in the Roman period. From the
18th Dynasty onwards the moon was vener
ated in the Memphite necropolis (ZIEGLER
1988:441-449) and a famous temple of
Thoth is adjacent to that of Apis (M. GUIL
MOT, Lc Sarapieion de Memphis - Etude
topogmphique, CdE 37 [1962] 359-381,
370-371, 379, 381). The so-called Apis
period of 25 years, which is said to be the
lifespan of Apis, is of an obvious lunar natu
re, since at the end of that period the
moonphases return on the same day (VER
COtJITER 1975:346). In Roman times Apis is
depicted with the moon between the horns
and a mark in the shape of the waxing moon
on his right or, in rare cases, his left side
(GRI~IM 1968:20-24; KATER-SIBBES & VER
MASEREN 1975: II nos. 272, 283, 290, 350).
The waxing moon was considered to bring
the inundation and fertility to the land (P.
DERCIIAIN, Mythes et dieux lunaires en
Egypte, La June, m)'tlJes et riles [SO 5; Paris
1962] 34). Apis' s cultic running to fertilize
the fields seems to be related to the phases
of the moon and the annual flooding of the
Nile (MARllN 1984:784). Shortly after his
birth, when the moon was waxing, Apis
visited the House of the Inundation of the
Nile (Nilopolis: OTTO 1964: 16), and at his
death priests of that same House were in
volved in the obsequies as a sign of the
god's rejuvenation (Vas 1993:164). Apis
was enthroned at full moon and he played a
part in the king's accession rites which took
place at full moon (M.-T. DERCIfAIN
URTEl., Thronbesteigung, LdA 6 [1986] 529
532).

Because of his lunar nature and his rela
tion to the inundation, Apis was easily ac;so
dated with -Osiris Lunatus (ZIEGLER
1988:447-449), who is called kJ mp)', 'Bull
rejuvenating (in the sk-yf (QUAEGEDEUR
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1983:31). Osiris played an important role in
Memphis (VANDIER 1961:112-113). As a
god of vegetation Osiris was identified with
the Nile and the life-giving inundation
(VANDlER 1949:59). Apis is sometimes
associated with the Canopic jars containing
the holy water of the Nile emanating from
Osiris (KATER-SIDDES & VERMASEREN 1975:
II nos. 296-297. 536).

Best known is Apis's association with
Osiris in his capacity of the funeral god.
Apis is basically black in colour and Osiris
is sometimes called 'Bull of the West' or
'Big black Bull'. Apis is identified with
-·Horus, son of Osiris (VANDIER 1949:235).
A few bronzes show Apis with a bird
behind the horns, which could point to the
falcon -·Horus (KATER-SIDDES & VERMASE
REN 1975: 11 nos. 303. 568; cf. 489, 535,
562). The bull is sometimes represented as
the young Horus, fed by -·Isis to obtain
eternal youth (QUAEGEBEUR 1983:31;
KATER-SIBBES & VERMASEREN 1975: I nos.
101, 112. I 17). In the Memphite Serapeum
Isis is often the Mother of Apis (H. S.
SMITH & D. G. JEFFREYS, The Sacred Ani
mal Necropolis. North Saqqara: 1975n6.
lEA 63 (1977J 20-2R. 23). 11tis relation~hip

between Isis and Apis became a prominent
feature of the Helleni7.ed Isis cult and was
often depicted on coins. As a manifestation
of Horus (or Anubis) Apis assists Isis in col
lecting and transporting the limbs of the
deceased (= Osiris) from the West to the
East. the place of resurrection, in a ritual
running which can be paralleled with the
life-giving running of Apis to fertilize the
fields (M. SAMI GABRA. Un sarcophage de
Touna. ASA£ 28 [1928J 77; VANDIER 1961:
117-120). During this ritual running the bull
is sometimes depicted wearing the mellar, a
beaded necklace sacred to -·Hathor. which
brings new life and wards off any evil that
might endanger it (QUAEGEDEUR 1983: 17
39). Apis is associated with -.Bes, dwarf
god of fertility. who protects women and
babies (KATER-SmnEs & VER~fASEREN 1975:
I nos. 65. 91. 99-1(0).

Upon his death Apis becomes Osiris-Apis
and he is embalmed after the example of

Osiris in a 70-day process. He is buried in
an underground vault of the Serapeum, the
burial place of the Apis bulls west of
Memphis. The Vienna Apis Embalming
Ritual (2nd century nCE) describes burial
rites in which. according to theological con
ceptions of the Late Period. solar and Osir
ian rites of resurrection are interwoven. This
fits in with Apis's complex nature which is
closely connected with vegetative and cos
mic phenomena of renewed life. The Egypt
ians express Apis's comprehensive being by
assimilating him in a syncretistic way to
composite divinities like Osiris-Atum-Horus,
Ptah-Rec-Horsiesis and Ptah-Osiris-Sokaris.

In the Late Period Apis worship took on
the form of a national cult. It ha.'\ been sug
gested that during this period of foreign rule
the Egyptians tried to maintain their cultural
identity by turning to their animal gods, the
worship of which was repugnant to foreign
ers (S~fELIK & HEMELRUK 1984:1863-1864).
For political reasons the Ptolemaic Kings
favoured the popular cult of Apis. Ptolemy I
Soter tried to reconcile Egyptian and Greek
religions by introducing the god Sarapis
(Osiris-Apis) but the cult was so heavily
Hellenized that up to the Roman period it
failed to arouse much interest among native
Egyptians. A few rare examples show Apis
with the sun disc between the horns and
instead of the uraeus a modius, emblem of
fertility of Sarapis (KATER-SIDDES & VER
MASEREN 1975: I nos. 43. 120).

Generally speaking. Roman religious
policy was less favourably inclined towards
Apis, although a number of Alexandrian
coins, from Nero to Commodus, bear a
figure of Apis represented as a bull (HER
MANN 1960:38). From Delos, Apis was
imported in -Rome. not as a separate deity
but as part of the rapidly growing cults of
Isis and Sarapis (GRIMM 1968: 25-26;
SMELIK & HEMELRUK 1984:1920, n. 424).
Numerous statuettes of Apis, including a
few rare ones representing Apis in human
form, but with a bull's head and clothed as a
Roman emperor (Apis imperaror). have been
found all over Europe. The Apis imperator
was perhaps a symbol of divine power
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rather than a defender of Osiris against the
crimes of -Seth (S. MORENZ, Die Begeg
nlmg Europas mit Agyptell [Zurich/Stuttgart
1969] 200-201, n. 81 and 82). In Greek texts
from Brahlia in Syria (I st-2nd centuries CE)
Apis was associated with -·Zeus-EI-Kronos
and perhaps incorporated in the cults of the
Dea Roma and the Emperor (Y. HAJJAR.
Dieux et cultes non Heliopolitains de la
Beqa(, ANRW 11 18,4 [1990) 2554-2555,
2579).

III. Apis frequently appears in the works
of Christian writers. In their polemics
against the most popular representative of
Egyptian animal worship these writers
reflect the OT rejection of animal cult (Exod
8:26: cr. Exod Rabbah 16.3). It is not sur
prising then that the Christian writers asso
ciate Apis with the Golden -Calf (SMElIK
& HEMELRIJK 1984:1918 n. 412; 1995 n.
929) whose cull is called the Egyptian dis
ease (Basilius Seleucensis, Orat. 6.3). Je
rome, ill Oseam 10.4 (cf. Cyrillus Alexan
drinus, ill Ouam 5.8.9 and F. M. ABEL, La
geographic sacree chez S. Cyrille d' Alexan
drie, RB 31 [1922J 408-409), identifies the
two golden calves of I Kgs 12:25, one of
which Jeroboam placed in Bethel and the
other in Dan, with Apis, the bull of Ptah in
Memphis. and Mnevis, the bull of -·Re in
Heliopolis (P. GALPAZ, The Reign of Jero
beam and the Extent of Egyptian Influences.
BN 60 [1991] 13-19, 18). Also according to
Egyptian sources of the Ptolemaic period.
these bull-gods were closely connected and
they regularly visited each other. Although
the equation of Apis and the Golden Calf
cannot be accepted, the Christian writers
often gave important factual infonnation
concerning Apis for which they drew heavi
lyon what they had learned from Graeco
Roman literature. The role of Apis as a god
of fertility h:lS not bC'en forgotten (Rufinus,
Hist. mOll. 7; cf. Diodorus Siculus 1.85;
Ammianus Marcellinus 22.14). Augustine.
Civ. Dei 18.4 rightly differentiates between
Apis and Sarapis and he knows of the rela
tionship between Isis and Apis, her godly
companion (Collfess. 8.2; cf. P. COURCELLE,
Sur un passage enigmatique des Confessions
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de Saint Augustin. REL 29 [1951] 295-307).
The Church-father (Civ. Dei 18.5). however,
fancifully explained the name of Sarapis as
meaning 'coffin of Apis', thus following a
tradition according to which Apis was a
king of the Argives (cf. Bibliotheqlle A"g,,
stillienlle 36 [196OJ 747-748, with many
references).

The physical features of Apis are
mentioned by several authors: his black
colour, the inverted white triangle on his
forehead and the white markings on his skin
(Augustine, Civ. Dei 18.3.5; Cyrillus
Alexandrinus. ill Oseam 3.56; Eudocia,
Violar. 8.15: Rufinus. lUst. eccles. 2.23; cf.
the numerous passages in Classical writers
cited by HOPFNER 1913:78).

The lunar aspects of Apis are often re
ferred to. Apis was mimculously generated
by the light of the moon (Cosmas Hierosol.,
COII/mellt. ad Greg. Na..icmz. 270; Theo
doretus, Curatio 3.46; Eudocia. Violar 8.15;
cf. Plutarch. de Isic/. 43. 368C; Suda s.\'.
•A7tl~). There seems to be no genuine
Egyptian evidence for the procreation of
Apis by the moon (BONNET 1952:50), al
though FAULKNER strongly believed to have
found it in cr 1I.209a (R. O. FAULKNER,
The pregnancy of Isis. JEA 54 [1968) 40-44;
FAULKNER, "The pregnancy of Isis". a
Rejoinder, JEA 59 [1973} 218-219). Accord
ing to Cyrillus Alexandrinus, ill Oseam
3.56; 10.3 (cr. Eusebius, Praep. E\'CllIg.
3.13: Ammianus Marcellinus 22.14). the
cosmic parents of Apis are the sun and the
moon.

The birth of an Apis occurs at intervals
and is attended by great public joy (Eudocia.
Violar. 8.15: cf. Herodotus 3.27: J. VER

COUlTER. Une Epitaphe Royale Inedite du
Serapeum. MDAIK 16 [1958) 333-345, 344).
The obsequies entailed lavish expense
(Gregory of Nazian7.us. Oratio 39: cf. Dio
dorus Siculus 1.84) and led to the diligent
searching up and down the country for his
successor (Augustine, Ci\'. Dei 18.5).

Some Christian writers seemingly make
an exception to the rule that Apis is not
positively assessed (SMElIK & HEMELRIJK
1984:1982). Clemens Alexandrinus (CoIl.
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2.34; Protrept. 2.39) is of the opinion that
Apis is to be preferred to the adulterous
gods of the Greeks, and Tertullian (Monog.
18; E.thort. cast. 13; leillnio 9.2) makes the
priests of Apis an example of chastity (P.
COURCELLE, L'oracle d'Apis et I'oracle du
jardin de Milan (Augustin, "Conf.", VIII,
11,29), RHR 139 [1951] 216-231,227). It
is also remarkable that Christian writers
often sharply disapprove of the murder of
Apis by Cambyses (SMELIK & HEMELRlJK
1984:1865, 1868). The story is contrary to
Egyptian evidence, although the king did
make drastic reductions in the state contri
butions to the temples.

In 391 CE the pious emperor Theodosius
abruptly closed all pagan temples and or
dered the destruction of the Alexandrian
Serapeum, which must have deeply affected
Christians and pagans alike (Augustine, De
Divin. Daemon. 1.1; cf. A. D. NocK, Augus
tine and the prophecy of the destruction of
the Serapeum, VC 3 (1949] 56). Theodosius'
actions almost certainly put an end to the
cult of Apis as well. Perhaps the last bull of
this kind is mentioned by Ammianus Mar
cellinus 22.14 and praised by Claudian,
pagan poet at the Christian court of Ravenna
(HERMANN 1960:44-46).
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R. L. Vas

APKALLU
I. In Mesopotamian religion. the tenn

apka/lu (Sum abgal) is used for the legend
ary creatures endowed with extraordinary
-wisdom. Seven in number, they are the
culture -·hcroes from before the Flood.
Some of the mythological speculations in
which they figure have exerted influence on
certain biblical and post-biblical traditions.
Examples are the figure of -+ Enoch and the
tale of the -·Nephilim (Gen 6:1-4).

II. Akk apka/lu is derived from Sum
abgal, a tenn used in the 3rd millennium for
a high official. In the Sumerian incantations
of the Old Babylonian period abgal refers to
a sage at the court of Enki. Based on a tradi
tion that goes back to the 3rd millennium,
the tenn apkal/II is used for legendary crea
tures endowed with wisdom, seven in num
ber. who existed before the flood. In the
myth of the 'Twenty-one Poultices' the
'seven apkallJi of Eridu', who are also
called the 'seven apkallti of the Apsu', are
at the service of Ea (Enki). Ea is called the
'sage among the gods' (apkal/II iii) and the
title was also used of his son -.Marduk. A
variety of wisdom traditions from the ante-
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diluvian period were supposedly passed on
by the apkallii. We learn from the 'Etio
logical Myth of the Seven Sages' that the
apkallii were "of human descent, whom the
lord Ea has endowed with wisdom". The
tradition of the apkallii is preserved in the
bit-meseri ritual series and also by Berossus.
The seven sages were created in the river
and served as "those who ensured the cor
rect functioning of the plans of heaven and
eanh" (mllJtesini 1I$lIrat same II er$eti). Fol
lowing the example of Ea, they taught man
kind wisdom, social forms and craftsman
ship. The authorship of text" dealing with
omens, magic and other categories of 'wis
dom' such as medicine is attributed to the
seven apkallii. Gilgamesh, "who saw every
thing" (sa lIaqba imllru), is credited with
having brought back knowledge whose ori
gin was before the flood (sa lam abiibi) and
on a cylinder seal he is called "master of the
apkallli". In the course of the development
of the traditions concerning them, the seven
apkalhi became associated with laying the
foundations of the seven ancient cities:
Eridu, Ur, Nippur, Kullab, Kesh, Lagash
and Shuruppak. In the epic of Gilgamesh
they are called 'counsellors' (mllntalki) and
all of the seven sages were considered
responsible for laying the foundations of
Uruk (Gilg. I 9: XI 305). According to the
Erra epic. the apkallli returned to the Apsu,
the great abyss which was the home of Ea.
and were never again within reach.

Uanna of Eridu, the first of the seven
apkalhi who served the early kings, was
considered the master of a great store of
knowledge. In some texts Adapa, a human
sage who lived at that time and who bears
the epithet apkallu, is assimilated to him.
Adapa is at times called the son of Ea, but
this refers to his being wise, rather than to
his parentage. In tum the name Adapa be
came synonymous with wisdom. Oannes, in
the late tradition transmitted by Berossus,
"emerged daily from the Erythrean Sea in
the time of the first king of history to teach
mankind the ans of civilization". He is
credited with giving man knowledge of
letters and science and all types of crafts.

Not only were highly qualified diviners
given the title apkallll. but it was also popu
lar among the late Assyrian kings. Sen
nacherib brags of having been given knowl
edge equal to that of the apkallll Adapa (D.
D. LUCKENBILL. TIle Annals of Sennacherib
[OIP 2: Chicago 1924] 117:4). Ashurbani
pal, proud of his mastery of the skills of the
scribe, boasted of having grasped "the craft
of the apkallu Adapa, the esoteric secret of
the entire scribal tradition" (M. STRECK.
ASSIIrbanipal und die letven Assyrischen
Konige [VAB 7; Leipzig 1916] 254: 13; 367:
13). He is called the offspring of both an
apkallll (Sennacherib) and Adapa (Esarhad
don) by one of his haruspices (ABL 923;
LAS 117). It was probably in the nco-Assyr
ian period that the title apkallu spread to the
Arameans and also to the Arabian tribes. In
the Nabatean, Palmyrean and Hatrene in
scriptions it is a son of priest. Apkallatu
occurs as the personal name of a queen of
the Arabs in an inscription of Esarhaddon.
In the Early South Arabian inscriptions '}kl
is also a priest (cf. J. TEIXIDOR, Notes
hatrecnnes 3: Le titre d' "aphkala", Syria 43
[1966] 91-93, and J. RVCKMANS, iSS 25
[1980] 199 n. 3).

The postdiluvian sages were called
IImmanll, a term which indicates mastery of
a difficult subject. or being highly trained in
a craft. Various literary works are attributed
to specific ummallli and in the late period
the ummallli functioned as the counsellors of
the realm. The apkallii were also the keepers
of esoteric lore which then became the
prized possession of the wlInuinzi. In a tablet
from the Seleucid period found during the
excavations at Uruk the antediluvian apkallu
and the postdiluvian IImmc2mi are listed in
conjunction with the kings whom they
served. Thus Uanna (Oannes) is the apkallu
of Aialu (elsewhere Alulu) the first king,
and the list ends with Aba'enlildari, whom
the Arameans call Ahiqar, the IImmc2nu of
king Esarhaddon.

In a variety of rituals, clay figurines of
the seven apkalhi were used with an apo
tropaic function. There were three types of
apkallu. the seven anthropomorphic umu-
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apkallii, placed at the head of the bed of the
sick "person, the seven bird-apkallli buried
against the wall, but in an adjoining room.
and the seven fish-apkallli, who guard the
threshold of the bedroom. with two further
groups of fish-apkailli, buried in front and
behind the chair kept in the room. The limu
apkallli were made of wood, but the bird
and fish-apkalll; were made of -clay. The
fish-apkailli arc the best known since the
fish-garbed men have been found in excava
tions in groups of seven (e.g. Nimrud).
Their use is detailed in a variety of rituals.
The fish-apkailli must be distinguished from
the btlllllfi, a centaur-like fish-man. These
apkollti arc also found on waH-panels in
Assyrian palaces or with apotropaic function
flanking the doorways of temples and
palaces. Berossus described Oannes a." having
the body of a fish, a human head below the
fish head and human feet below the tail.

III. The tradition of the seven sages
spre3d during the 2nd and 1st millennium to
the West, reaching as far as Greece. It has
been proposed that the tale of the
-Ncphilim, alluded to in Gen 6: 1-4, is
based on some of the negative aspects of the
apkallli trndition. An echo of the role of the
seven apkiJllli may be found in Prov 9: 1
which should in all likelihood be rcndered
"-Wisdom built her house, the Seven set its
pillars" instead of the trnditional translation
"Wisdom built her house. she set out its
seven pillars". -Enoch, who was the "first
among the children of men who had learned
writing. science and wisdom" (lub. 4: 17).
and taught knowledge to mankind \Va." the
seventh starting with Adam (lub. 7:39). His
ascension to -"heaven is in aH likelihood
b:lSed on the tale of the seventh antediluvian
apkol/ll Utuabzu who ascended to he.lven
according to the third tablet of the bit meseri
series. The later trndition. prcserved by
pseudo-Philo, of Enoch building scven
cities, may hark back to the seven ante
diluvian cities noted above. The images of
the seven patriarchs found on the throne of
Solomon, the embodiment of Wisdom, may
also have its origin in the myth of the seven
sages.
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APOLLO 'A7tOAAroV
I. Apollo is a Greek god whose name

occurs as a theophoric element in the names
'A7toUto; (Acts 18:24. var. lect.: ·A7t£Mil~.

'A7toU<i>v\O~ [of which Apollos is a diminu
live]: 19:1. var. Icet.: ·A7tcUil~. 1 Cor 1:12:
3:4, 5. 6. 22: 4:6: 16: 12 and Tilus 3: 13).
'A7t£Uil~ (Rom 16: 10). 'A7toUrovia (Acts
17: 1. var. lect. ·A7toUo)\'i~). and ·A7to)J.Urov
(Rev 9: 11 ).

II. Apollo is the mosl typical divine
representative of c1a."sical Greek culture. Ihe
Greek god par excellellce. though there is
no doubt that he was of non-Greek origin.
The two cult centres of Apollo, Delos and
Delphi, date from Ihe eighth century BeE.
The Delos sanctuary was primarily devoted
10 -Artemis. Apollo's twin sister according
to the mylh (BURKERT 1977:226). AI Delphi
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Apollo was considered an intruder by the
Greeks themselves: it was there that he
kil1ed the snake ->Python, the son of
->'Eanh' and the Lord of that place (Hom.
Hymn 3: 182-387: see FONTENROSE 1950: 13
27 for five different versions of this myth)
and had to leave Delphi again in search of
purification (i1l1. al. Pausanias 2:7.7). The
attempts to locate his origin in a specific
region, especial1y the North-East of Europe
or Asia Minor (GUTHRIE 1950:73-87),
proved unsuccessful because of the lack of
conclusive evidence: (the once promising
al1eged Hittite god Apulunas disappeared
thanks to a better decipherment of the Hittite
hieroglyphs (BURKERT 1975:2-4]). Of the
many etymological explanations which have
been proposed for the name Apol1o
(WERNICKE 1896:2-3: NILSSON 1955:555
559; FAUTH 1975:441-442) none has found
general acceptance. However, following a
suggestion by HARRISO:-; (1927), BURKERT
has again pointed out that there is a close
connection with the name of the month
Apel/llios and the institution of the llpel/lli
(BURKERT 1975). In epic literature and at
Delos and Delphi the god's name is always
spel1ed Apol/{m. In the Doric dialect we find
Ap£,I/{m and on Cyprus ApeHon, in Thessaly
ApIOlIll. At the beginning of the present era
the form Apol/{m had almost completely
superseded the Doric form ApeI/o", but the
latter was certainly the older one: the spel
ling with 0 has to be taken as a secondary
vocal assimilation to the ending -0". The
month Apel/aios and the apeI/ai are also
found in the whole Doric region. In Delphi
Apel/aios was the first month of the year, in
which the apel/ai were held. The apel/ai
were annual meetings in which tribal asso
ciations or communities purified themselves
from ritual and spiritual contaminations, and
in which the new members of the commu
nity, the Ephebi. were initiated. The god
Apel/lm/Apol/o" may have derived his name
from the llpel/ai. He was 'the areh-cphebos'
(HARRISO:-': 1927:441), the tme kouros.

Apollo was considered the author of evil
and ito; averter as wel1 (a), the god of
purification, law and order (b) and the god
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of prophecy (c). These three aspects deserve
a brief discussion.

(a) The beginning of the Iliad introduces
Apol1o as the frightening god who sends a
deadly pestilence into the cattle and the
army of the Achaeans. One of the oldest
etymologies of Apol1o's name is its deriv
ation from apol/ymilapol/yo (Aeschylus,
Agam. 1081; Euripides, frg. 781. II: sec
WERNICKE 1896:2). But the author of the
disease is also the one who can stop it; to
that end one has to propitiate Apol1o by
means of sacrifices, hymns and prayers
(NIl.5so:-,: 1955:538-544), as was in fact
done by the Achaeans (Iliad 1:48-52. 450
456). In the second and third centuries CE,
this way of propitiating the god to avert a
plague was still advised by Apol1o himself
in scveral oracles given at Clarus and Didy
rna (R. LANE Fox, Paga"s a"d CilristiallS
[New York 1987] 231-235). Similarly ambiva
lent gods, said to be both the cause of evil
and of its disappearance, arc found all over
the world; in India, it is the god Rudra who
shows a remarkable similarity to Apol1o
(loRENZ 1988:4,8).

(b) Apol1o was general1y held to be the
giver and interpreter of laws and city consti
tutions (GlHHRIE 1950: 182-204: NILSSON
1955:625-653). In cities like Athens and
Sparta there were official interpreters of
civil and religious law who were closely
related to the Delphic oracle. which enabled
Apollo (and Delphi) to exercise a consider
able influence on the internal affairs of the
Greek city states. A special duty of the
exegerai concerned advise on the rules of
purification in cases of homicide (e.g. Plato,
Laws II. 916c; (Demosthenes], Oral. 47,
68). Murder inevitably brings pollution
(miasma) on the killer, even if the latter has
acted in self-defence, and therefore he is in
need of purification (knrllllrsis). Apollo, who
according to the myth had to be purified
himself after the killing of Python, remained
the Greek god of purification (R. PARKER,
Miasma [Oxford 1983] 275-276, 378, 393),
although in the course of the centuries he
changed his views from prescribing a ven
detta to regulating legal jurisdiction over
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homicide (Orestes on the Areopagus under
went '"the first trial for bloodshed," accord
ing to Aeschylus, Eumen. 683). It was prob
ably his character as god of law and order
which caused Apollo's identification with
the sun. that "sees and hears all things"
(Homer. Iliad:3. 277). His name Pho;bos.
from which the name Phoebe derives (Rom
16:3), has often been interpreted as 'Shi
ning': its precise meaning. however, is un
known (FAUTH 1975:442; BURKERT 1975: 14
n. 56). The legal aspect of Helios Apollo is
clearly brought out in a number of inscrip
tions concerning 'manumissions' of children
and confessions of guilt from the temple of
Apollo at Lotirbenos in Phrygia. near Helio
polis, dating from the 2nd and 3rd centuries
CE (MAMA IV, 275-278: MILLER 1985).

(c) Apollo was an oracle-speaking god
from the beginning. His sanctuary at Delphi
became the most influential political and
religious centre of the Greek world (NILS
SON 1955:1. 544-547, 625-653: for il.. his
tory PARKE & WORMElL 1956:1). Apollo
responded to questions on regulations of
communal life, of which religion was an
integral part. on wars and their outcome, the
founding of colonies, etc. Also individuals
came to Delphi with personal and some
times rather trivial questions, though the
evidence for this kind of oracle is quite
scarce (614 responses in PARKE & \VOR
MELL 1956:11; a critical classification in
FONTENROSE 1978:240-416). The oracles
were given by a woman. the Pythia, who
was seated on the tripod. What exactly hap
pened during the mantic sessions is almost
completely unknown. The traditional picture
holds that the tripod was placed above a
chasm from which vapours ascended which
brought the Pythia into a state of frenzy or
trance, in which she uttered wild shouts
which had to be interpreted by the
prophetes. But the evidence to suppon this
view is too scanty (FO:-rrENROSE 1978: 196
232). After a shon period of revived oracu
lar activity in the second century CE Apollo
almost completely relapsed into silence (see,
however, the response to Arnelius' question
as to where Plotinus' soul had gone [ca.

260). Porphyry. Vita Plot;n; 22; PARKE &
\VORMELL 1956:11 92-193 [nr. 473]; FON
TENROSE 1978:264-265 [H. 69). who conjec
tures that Amelius only sought Apollo's
approval of his own poem on his beloved
master).

In Asia Minor, there were two other great
oracular sanctuaries of Apollo. at Didyma
and Clarus (see R. LANE Fox. Pagans and
Christians [New York 1987] 168-261,711
727). The method of consultation at both
sanctuaries is for the greater pan unknown
(Iamblichus' repon on the mantic pro
cedures at both sites, De mysl. 3.11, reflects
the final stage of Apollo's oracular practice,
and possibly also the author's own inter
ests). C1arus had a prophet and Didyma a
prophetess who uttered Apollo's responses
after drinking from an underground spring
(C1arus) or inhaling the vapors which came
from a surface spring in the sanctuary
(Didyma) The oracles were put into neat
metrical verse by the thespode, the 'singer
of oracles' (C1arus) or a prophet (Didyma).
The consultations of Apollo, by cities and
individuals alike, did not substantially differ
from those at Delphi or those of -Zeus at
Dodona (VAN DEN BROEK 1981:4-7). Of the
known oracular responses, 39 have been
ascribed to Clarus and 93 to Didyma
(ROBINSON 1981: see also FONTENROSE
1978:417-429 [50 responses from Didyma»,
but in many cases the place of origin
remains uncenain. An interesting group of
the oracles from Clarus and Didyma in the
2nd and 3rd centuries is formed by the so
called 'theological oracles'. which express
the view that there is only one highest god
whose servants or manifestations arc the
gods of the traditional religions. Of these
oracles the one found at Oenoanda has
received most attention (ROBERT 1971; VAN
DEN BROEK 1981:9-17; LANE Fox
1987: 168-171), but a thorough study of the
theology of all of them remains a desidera
tum. In the 3rd century Apollo fell silent.
Julian the Apostate (359-361) tried to revive
the Delphic oracle but the attempt failed
(PARKE & \VORMELL 1956:1 289-290: II
194-195, no. 476).
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111. The popularity of Apollo is reflected
in the frequency of theophoric personal
names and toponyms: Apollodorus, Apollo
nia, Apollonius, Apollonides, Apollophanes,
Apollos, etc. Apart from the NT passages
mentioned above (sub I), we find such
names also in the books of the Maccabees
and in early Christian literature (see e.g. the
Christian presbyter Apollonius in Ignatius,
Magn. 2: I). Christian polemic against
Apollo directed itself especially at his oracu
lar sites (D. DETSCHEW, RAC 1 [1950] 528
529), but nonetheless in some places his cult
survived as late as the sixth century CEo
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APOLLYON -. ABADDON; APOLLO

APSU -. ENDS OF THE EARTH

AQAN -. YAcOQ

AReHAI 'APXai
I. The Gk tenn arche, and its equiv

alent Lal translation principiutn, carries the
basic meaning of primacy in time or rank. It
is an abstract tenn for power often used
with the meaning 'sphere of authority', Le.
power which is wielded by someone in a
position of political, social or economic
authority, such as a public official (Luke
20:20; Sib. Or. 5,20, 153). In the singular or
plural arche is sometimes paired with
exollsia with the meaning 'office and auth
ority' (Plato Alcibiades 135a; Philo Leg. 71;
Luke 12: 11; Titus 3: I; Mart. Pol. 10:2). It is
also paired with basi/eis, 'kings' (Pss. Sol.
2:30; Philo Somn. 1.290), and also linked
with 'kings and rulers', hegollmenoi (l Clem
32:2). It also is used in a more concrete
sense referring to those who rule or govern,
Le. 'magistrate', 'ruler', 'governor' (Luke
12: 11). When used with the latter meaning,
arche belongs to the same semantic sub
domain as archon; in the Greek version of I
Enoch 6:7-8, e.g. arehe and archon are used
interchangeably. By extension, arche can be
used as a title for a supernatural force or
power, whether good or evil, which has
some control over the activities and destiny
of human beings (Eph 6: 12). Since the
phrase archai kai exousiai is a stock ex
pression used of 'magistrates and -·author
ities' (Luke 12:11; Titus 3:1; Marr. Pol.
10:2), it is likely that this political tenninol
ogy was simply applied by figurative exten
sion to supernatural beings who were
thought to occupy vague positions of auth
ority over other supernatural beings or over
human beings.

II, The tenn arehai (and its Lat equiv-
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alent principia), when used of supernatural
beings, appears to have been used exclusive
ly in early Christianity, and perhaps anteced
ently in early Judaism and early Christianity
until it was eventually adopted by Christian
Gnostics and appropriated by Neoplatonic
philosophers. Though it is generally pre
sumed that early Christianity borrowed the
language for various classes of angelic
beings (-·Angels) including arc/rai from
Judaism. the evidence is problematic. One
supposed Jewish apocalyptic antecedent to
Paul's use of the tenn 'principalities'
(archat) in Rom 8:38-39 (where it is linked
with 'angels' in one of the earliest occur
rences of the tenn as an angelic category) is
found in 1 Enoch 61:10: "And he will call
all the host of the heavens. and all the holy
ones above, and the host of the LORD, and
the -Cherubim, and the -Seraphim and the
Ophannim, and all the angels of power, and
all the angels of the principalities (presum
ably archaz)." Yet the dating of 1 Enoch 37
71 (the so-called Similitudes of Enoch in
which this statement is found), is problem
atic; there is no persuasive evidence requir
ing a date prior to the middle of the first
century CEo Further, it is possible that the
Ethiopic phrase for 'angels of principalities'
may be translating the Greek phrase angeloi
kllrioteton (-Dominions) rather than angeloi
archon (BLACK 1982). Similarly, the Theo
dotianic version of Dan 10:20 speaks of the
'prince of Persia' and the 'prince of Greece',
certainly angelic beings in charge of particu
lar nations (-Prince). In 1 Enoch 6:8 (pre
served in Gk and Aram in addition to Eth),
archai is used of twenty named angels or
-·watchers, each of whom commands ten
angels of lesser status. This angelic organiz
ation appears to have a military origin. for
the Israelite arnlY was arranged under
leaders of thousands, hundreds, fifties and
tens (Exod 18:21, 25; Deut 1:15; I Macc
3:55; IQM 3.16-17; 4.1-5, 15-17). Josephus
refers to the organization of the Maccabean
anny in I Macc 3:55 as "the old traditional
manner" (Ant. 12.301). In the LXX Exod
18:21. 25 and I Macc 3:55 the tenn dekad
arc/wi is used for commanders of the lowest
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level of military organization, which was
also common in the Hellenistic world
(Xenophon Cyr. 8.1.14; Polybius 6.25.2;
Josephus War 2.578; ATrian Anab. 7.23.3).
There arc several other places in 1 Enoch,
where the tenn arc/lUi or archontes very
probably lies behind the Ethiopic. J Enoch
71:5 speaks of "the leaders of the heads of
thousands who are in charge of the whole
creation" and 1 Enoch 80:6 mentions that
"many heads of the -'stars in command will
go astray" (sec also J Enoch 82: 11-20). In
JlIb. 10:8, -Mastemah is called "the chief
of the spirits". In 4Q Shir Shab the tenn
nes;';m, 'princes', is used of angels several
times (4Q403 I i I, 10, 21; 40400 3 ii 2;
40405 13 2-3, 7; NEWSOM 1985:26-27), as
is the tenn rii's;m, 'chiefs' (40403 I ii II;
40405 23 ii 10; NEWSOM 1985:27), and
these arc combined in the title 'chief
princes' (40403 I ii 20, 21; 4Q405 8-9 5-6).
In the LXX, the tenn ro's, is occasionally
translated with arc/lon (Deut 33:5; Job
29:25; Ezek 38:2-3) or arche, meaning
'chief, 'master', 'sovereign', 'prince', Le. a
tenn for leadership in the military, political
and priestly ranks. Another use of the tenn
arehai for a category of angelic beings in
Judaism occurs in the Theod. Dan 7:27
(Theodotion, the reviser of an earlier 'Ur
Theodotianic' version of the Gk OT, was
active toward the end of the second century
CE): "Then kingship and authority and the
greatness of the kingdoms under the entire
heaven were given to the holy ones (hagiOl)
of the Most High, and his kingship is an
eternal kingship and all rulers (hai arehat)
shall serve and obey him," Here archai,
'rulers' (the LXX has exollsiai, 'authorities')
is parallel to hagioi ('the holy ones'), a Gk
translation of the Heb tenn qedos;m, a
designation often used of angels (-saints,
Ps 89:6; Job 5:1; 15:15; Zech 14:5; Dan 4:
14; 8:13; see also Tob 12:15; T. Levi 12:15;
Pss. Sol. 17:49). The Aram phrase under
lying hagioi in Theod. Dan 7:27 is actually
(am qadd;s;m, 'the people of the saints', Le.
Israel is the people of the holy ones [angels]
(COLLINS 1977).

III. There are several problems in inter-
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preting the term arc/wi in the NT. One
problem is that of detennining whether or
not the arc/wi refer to human rulers or
supernatural rulers. Another is that of deter
mining whether, when supernatural beings
arc in view, they are good or evil. A third
problem is that of detennining whether
supernatural categories of beings such as
archai are distinct from other categories,
such as exolls;ai and dyllameis, or whether
such designations are largely interchange
able. Paul includes angels, principalities
(archa;) and powers in in a list of obstacles
which might separate the believer from the
love of God in Rom 8:38. Clement of
Alexandria interprets these as evil super
natural powers (Strom. 4.14). He may be
correct, for since angels and arc/wi appear
to be antithetical in Rom 8:38, it is possible
that the fonner are good while the latter are
evil. In I Cor 15:24 it is clear that the
arc/wi, along with every authority and
power, arc considered hostile, since they are
subject to destruction and are parallel to the
term 'enemies' in I Cor 15:25, though here
these categories may (but probably do not)
refer to human rulers. There can be little
doubt that the powers mentioned in Eph
I:21 and 6: 12, and specifically the arc/wi
must be understood as evil supernatural
powers.

In general it must be concluded that the
lists of supernatural beings including the
arc/wi in Pauline and Deutero-Pauline lit
erature are hostile supernatural beings. Fur
ther. it appears that the various categories
are largely interchangeable, though it is
possible that both authors and readers shared
cenain understandings about such beings
which they did not find necessary to make
more explicit.

Lists of Angelic Beings. The tenns
arc/wi and exo/lsiai, or their Lut equivalents
principia and potcstcltes. were frequently
paired in a fonnulaic way to refer to super
natural beings (Eph 3: 10; CoIl: 16: 2: 10.
15; Justin J Apo/. 41.1: Irenaeus Ad,'. /zaer.
1.21.5; Act. Phil. 132. 144; Methodius
Symp. 6; Epiphanius Pan. 31.5.2 [a Valentin
ian source)). When the three tenns arc/wi,
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exollsiai and dynameis are used together
(almost always in that order). supernatural
beings are usually in view (I Cor 15:24:
Justin Dial. 120.6; T. Sol. 20.15: Act. John
98 [here the order is dyllameis, exollsiai, and
arc/wi, the reverse of the nonnal order. and
the list goes on to include 'demons', activ
ities {energeiai} , threatcnings {apeilai}.
passions {thymoi} , calumnies, -·Satan and
the inferior root». Short lists of angelic
beings occur in early Christian magical pro
cedures such as PGM 13.15: arc/wi kai
exo/ls;ai kai kosmokratores, 'rulers and
authorities and cosmic rulers' (the same
brief list found in Origen De principiis
1.6.3), and PGM 21.2-3: pases arches kai
exo/lsias I;oi kllriotetos, 'every ruler and
authority and ruling power'. These lists
seem to imply that arc/wi arc one among
several classes of angelic beings, though the
hierarchization of such beings appears to be
a later step.

Angelic Classes and Hierarchies. In
Judaism, Christianity and Gnosticism, there
were numerous attempts to classify or
systematize the various traditional tenns for
angelic beings. Despite frequent claims to
the contrary. these speculations are not at
tested earlier than the first century CEo In T.
Le"i 3: 1-8 (part of a more extensive Jewish
interpolation in 2:3-6:2). a variety of angelic
beings are correlated with some of the seven
heavens. though arc/wi are not mentioned.
The third heaven (3:3) contains the 'powers
of the hosts' (hai dYllameis tOil par
emb%n). in the fourth heaven (3:8) are
'->thrones and authorities' (throlloi. ex
o/lsiai), in the fifth heaven (3:7) arc angels,
and in the sixth heaven (3:5) are the 'angels
of the presence of the Lord'. While the
Grundschrift of the T. J2 Patr may be a'i
carly as 200 BCE. this Jewish interpolation is
probably much later. Le. the first century CEo
Arc/wi are apparently mentioned in a clas
sification of ten angelic orders in Slavonic 2
Enoch 20: 1 found in the longer recension
which cannot with any assurance be dated
earlier than the second century CE: (1) arch
angels, (2) incorporeal forces (dyllameis?).
(3) dominions (kuriotetl's). (4) origins
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(archan), (5) authorities (exollsiai?), (6)
cherubim, (7) seraphim, (8) many-eyed
thrones (thronoi?), (9) regiments and (10)
shining 'otanim'(?) stations. In one of the
eight Syriac manuscripts of the T. Adam,
there is a list of heavenly powers placing
them in a hierarchical arrangement begin
ning from the lowest and proceeding to the
highest order: angels, archangels, archons
(archQl1, authorities, powers, dominions, and
finally at the highest level, thrones, seraphim
and cherubim arc grouped together (4:1-8).
In De cadesti hierarchia, Ps.-Dionysius
Areopagita, strongly influenced by Neo
platonic angelology, presents a hierarchy of
angelic beings in three orders consisting of
three types of angels in each order: (I) the
highest order consists of seraphim, cherubim
and thrones, 7.1 -4, (2) the middle order con
sists of Dominions (kuriotites), Authorities,
(aol/sial), and Powers, (dynameis), 8.1, and
(3) the lowest order consists of principalities
(arc/rai), archangels (archangeloi), and
angels, (angeloO, 9.1-2. This author also
uses the tenns angels and heavenly powers,
dynameis ouranias, as generic terms for
heavenly beings (4.1: 11.1-2). Iamblichus
lists supernatural beings which reveal a god,
such as an angel, archangel, demon, archon
or a soul (De myst. 2.3). In an inscription
written over the heads of angels in a Mosaic
in the Koimesis Church, the terms archili,
dynameis, kuriotetes, and exousiai appear
(SAHlN, 1:497).
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D. E. AUNE

ARCHANGEL apxayycl.o~

I. The figure of the archangel already
appears in the Hebrew Bible, but the Greek
term archangelos (Latin archangelus) docs
not occur in the Greek versions of the OT.
The word appears in (early) Greek passages
in the OT Pseudepigrapha (e.g. Greek text
of 1 Enoch) and there are two occurrences
in the NT (I Thess 4:16; Jude 9).

II. In Jewish literature from the Second
Temple period a tendency can be observed
to differentiate between groups and cat
egories of angels (cr. 1 Enoch 61:10; 2
Enoch 19: 1-5; -+Angel) and to bring a hier
archy in the angelic world. Some scholars
assume influence here from pagan concep
tions. FmmNOY (1989: 124). for instance,
thinks of Persian influence and notes the
similarity between the seven angels of the
face (cr. Tob. 12: 15) with Persian angel
ology. BOUSSET & GRESSMANN 1926:325
326 assume Babylonian influence. In any
case, several angels act in Jewish and Early
Christian texts as individuals with n specific
function and were assigned the status of the
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highest angels in the hierarchy (especially
-·Michael and -·Gabriel). In magical texts.
which are often influenced by Jewish and
Christian ideas, archangels also appear (e.g.
PGM IV 3051; MICHL 1962:56).

III. A forerunner of the archangel ap
pears already in Josh 5: I3- I5. Joshua sees a
man who reve'lls himself as the captain of
the heavenly amlY (-·Angel). LXX reads
arch;strategos, which word is sometimes
used as a synonym for archangelos (e.g. 7:
Abr. rec. long. 1:4 and 14: 10; 3 Apoc. Bar.
I 1:8; cf. Dan 8: I I; ROWLAND 1985: 10 I). In
Daniel and the Qumran writings the -·Prin
ce of the heavenly host might still be an
independant figure. who came to be ident
ified with Michael or another archangel only
from the first century C.E. onwards (G.
BAMPFYLDE. The Prince of the Host in the
Book of Daniel and the Dead Sea Scrolls,
iSi 14 [1983] 129-134).

In Daniel there are already two exalted
angels: Michael as one of the chief princes
and protector of Israel in the context of the
battle of the angels of the nations (10: 13.
21; 12: I) and Gabriel. the angelus ;IIterpres
for the seer (8:15-26). Also in Jude 9 and
Rev 12:7 Michael acts as contestant
(-toDragon; -·Satan) and in Jude arc/lUnge/os
is used in this connection. Gabriel too is
superior to other angels. According to J
Enoch 40:9 he is set over all the powers and
given the function of divine annunciator (cf.
Luke I). According to I Thess 4: 16 an
anonymous archangel heralds the descent of
the Lord and the resurrection of the -·dead.
In Apoc. Mos. 22 Michael appears in a simi
lar role before God's punishment of Adam
and -·Eve.

Besides the elevation of individual angels
appear groups of (usually four or seven)
special angels. to which Michael, -toRaphael
nnd Gabriel usually belong if the angels are
given names. Seven angels appear as execu
ters of divine punishment in Ezek 9. The
same number is mentioned in Tob 12: 15.
where Raphael presents himself as one of
the seven angels who transmit the prayers of
the holy ones (see mss B and A; ms S:
"who stand in attendance [on the Lordr)
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and enter the glorious presence of the Lord
(see also T. Le,'; 8:2: J Enoch 20). J Enoch
20 gives a list of seven angels. In the Gizeh
Papyrus only six names are mentioned, but
in both of the extant Greek papyri the list
ends with a reference to the names of seven
arcllll1lgeloi (20:7). The nanles of these
angels "who keep watch" (so Eth; Greek:
"angels of the powers") arc: -Uriel,
Raphael, RagueJ. Michael, Sariel, Gabriel
and Remiel.

J Enoch 9 has a list of four archangels:
Michael, Sariel (uncertain; Greek: Uriel:
many Eth mss Suryal), Raphael and Gabriel.
Usually Uriel (in the Book of Parahles in J
Enoch 37-7 I Phanuel) figures in the lists of
four archangels instead of Sariel (e.g. Sib.
Or. 2:2 I5: Apoc. Mos. 40:2; Pirke de-Rabbi
Eliezer 4). but Sariel belongs to the oldest
tradition of the four archangels according to
BLACK 1985:129. 162-163, referring to the
Aramaic fragments and to IQM 9:14-16 (cf.
DAVIDSON 1992:50, 325-326). The name of
Uriel is replaced by that of Phanuel in J
Enoch 40:9: 54:6 and 71 :8-9. The group of
four archangels probably developed from
the four living creatures from Ezek I. They
are standing on the four sides of the divine
throne (cf. the 'Angels of Presence', e.g.
IQH 6: 12-13; IQSb 4:25-26; 4Q400 col. I
lines 4 and 8) and say praises beforc the
Lord of Glory (I Enoch 40). prJy on behalf
of the righteous on earth (I Enoch 40:6; Tob
12: 15) and act as intercessors for the souls
of righteous ones who havc died (I Enoch
9: T. Abr. 14). They play an important part
at the final judgement. Thus they lead
among other things the souls of men to the
tribunal of the Lord (Sib. Or. 2:214-219)
and will cast kings and potentates in the
burning furnace on the great day of judge
ment (I Enoch 54:6; on the groups of
archangels and their functions see further
MICHL 1962:77-78. 89-91, 169-174, 182
186).

Sometimes. archangels arc mentioned
who do not belong to one of the lists of four
or seven of the principal angels (e.g.
-.Jeremiel, 4 Ezra 4:36; Dokiel, T. Abr.
13: 10 rec. long.). Phanael acts as angelic
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messenger during Baruch's heavenly jour
ney and is described as archangel and inter
pretor of revelations (3 Apoc. Bar. 10: I;
II :7). In 1 Enoch 87-88 three archangels put
-Enoch in positions to observe carcfuIly
what is being revealed to him. Philo ident
ifies the archangelos with the divine
-·Logos (DECHARNEUX 1989).
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J. W. VAN HENTEN

ARCHON "APXO>v
I. The teml archoll, a participial forol

of the verb arc/lein used as a substantive,
carries the root meaning of primacy in time
or rank. After the overthrow of the mon
archies in the Greek city-states (ca. 650
BCE), the terol archon, meaning 'high
official' or 'chief magistrate', became wide-

Iy used for a variety of high public officials.
OriginaIly it was primarily limited as a
designation for the highest officials (Thu
cydides 1.126; Aristotle Ath. Pol. 13, 10
12). A typical Greek polis had two or more
magistrates (archontes), a council (boule)
and an assembly of the people (demos); see
Josephus Ant. 14.190; 16.172. Public and
private leadership terols formulated with the
prefix arch- were extremely common in the
HeIlenistic period. During the late Hellenist
ic and early Roman period the terol archon,
in both singular and plural fo rolS, began to
be used in early Judaism and early Christi
anity and then in Neoplatonism and Gnost
icism as designation for supernatural beings
such as -angels, -·demons and -Satan and
planetary deities who were thought to oc
cupy a particular rank in a hierarchy of
supernatural beings analogous to a political
or military structure.

II. There was a widespread notion in the
ancient world that the planets either were
deities or were presided over by deities, a
view which probably originated in Babylo
nia and involved astral fatalism. Philo refers
to the popular conception that the -sun,
-moon and -·stars were gods, but he argues
that -Moses regarded the heavenly bodies
as archontes, governing those beings which
exist below the moon. in the air or on the
-earth (De spec. leg. 1.13-14). The terol
kosmokratores was also used of the planets.
personified as rulers of the heavenly spheres
(a terol used with some frequency later in
the Greek magical papyri). While these
supernatural beings were not unambiguously
regarded as either good or evil, there was a
strong tendency to regard them as hostile if
not evil.

The Ncoplatonist lamblichus (ca. 250-325
CE), dependent on Babylonian-Chaldaean
astrology, perhaps as mediated by a lost
work called Hyphegetica by Julian the
Theurgist, posited a hierarchy of supernatu
ral beings between God and the soul:
-archangels, angels, demons, two kinds of
archons. heroes and souls. The two types of
archons, which function only in the sublunar
region, included cosmic archons, kosmo-
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kralores, and hylic archons, les hyles
pareslekoles (Iamblichus, De mysl. 2.3.71).
It is significant that the archontes of lam
blichus are much lower on the hierarchy of
being than archangels and angels.

III. In the LXX, the tenn archon is used
to translate thirty-six different Hebrew tenns
with such meanings as 'chief, 'head',
'lender' or 'ruler'. Two of the more
significant of these Hebrew words include
ro'J, which is occasionally translated with
archon (Deut 33:5; Job 29:25; Ezek 38:2.3),
and nasi', meaning 'chief, 'master', 'sover
eign', 'prince', i.e. a tenn for leadership in
the military, political and priestly ranks.
Judaism used the tenn archon of synagogue
leaders, and archon was sometimes inter
changeable with archisynogogos (both are
used of Jairus in Luke 8:41.49), but at other
times they were apparently distinguished
(Acts 14:2 var.Iect.).

In early Judaism and early Christianity,
archon was one of the designations used to
refer to the evil spiritual ruler of human
beings and the cosmos, known by a variety
of aliases including Satan, -Devil, -Belial,
and -Mastemah. The synoptic gospels
occasionally refer to Satan as the archon Ion
daimonion, 'prince of demons' (Matt 9:34:
12:24: Mark 3:22: Luke 11: 15), because
demons (like angels), were thought to be
organized like an anny or a political hier
archy. The notion that a large host of celes
tial beings was commanded by -Yahweh is
an ancient conception in Israel (1 Sam
1:3.11; 1 Kgs 22:19: 2 Chr 18: 18). This is
reflected in the divine name yh~"'h #ba'OI,
-'Yahweh Zebaoth', a title which occurs
some 267 times in the OT (e.g., 1 Sam 4:4:
2 Sam 6:2; Isa 31:4). However, the mirror
conception of Satan leading a host of evil
angels or demons does not appear to be
older than the second century BeE. Similarly.
in Jilb., Mastemah (a designation of Satan)
is called the "chief of spirits" (10:8). Por
phyry claimed that Sarapis and Hekate were
the archonles of evil demons (Eusebius
Praep. emng. 4.22.174a), but this use of the
term in a pagan context is so rare that it ~r
haps can be explained as a borrowing from

carly Judaism or early Christianity. Some
what surprisingly, the tenn archon is not
applied to supernatural beings, whether good
or evil, in the non-Christian Greek magical
papyri, though the related tenn kos11Iokralor
is. Another use of the tenn archon for Satan
focuses on his domination of the present
world or age (the Heb word cMom can mean
either). In John 12:31, for example, he is
called ho archon 1011 kOS11IOll 10111011, 'the
prince of this world', but (in accordance
with Johannine theology) his imminent
expulsion is emphasized. In John 14:30, the
Johannine - Jesus says that though the
prince of this world is coming. he has no
power over Jesus, and in John 16: II Jesus is
made to say that the prince of this world has
been judged. The same title occurs in a
number of other texts where there is no indi
cation that Satan's sovereignty is in immi
nent jeopardy (T. Sol. 2:9: 3:5-6: 6: I: Ase.
Isa. 1:3: 2:4: 10:29). In Bam. 18:2 (part of
the Two-Ways tradition also found in Did.
1-6 and lQS 3.13-4.26), he is called "the
prince of the prescnt time of iniquity" who
controls the way of darkness. a title which
has a clear precedent in Judaism in the title
sr mmill dCh, 'prince of the -·dominion of
ungodliness' (1 QM 17.5-6). The context for
the conception of Satan as ruler of this
world or age is the apocalyptic world view
which consisted in a temporal or eschatol
ogical dualism in which the present age
(hiicolam haz;:eh, 'this world or age') is
dominated by wickedness through the
influence of Satan, while the imminent fu
ture age (hfloliim habba', literaIly 'the com
ing world or age') will be inaugurated by
the victory of -God over all evil (Malt
12:32; Luke 16:8: Gal 1:4). The introduction
of the future era will be accomplished by
the climactic intervention of God (either
dircctly or through a human agent. Le. a
Messiah), and will be preceded by the
destruction of the wicked and the final de
liverance of the righteous. In Eph 2:2, Satan
is called "the prince of the power of the
air", Le. the prince whose domain is the air.
This title is clearly a designation for Satan,
for he is also described as "the -·spirit
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(plleuma) now at work in the sons of dis
obedience" (Eph 2:2). The air was regarded
as the dwelling place of -·evil spirits in the
ancient world (Philo. De gig. 6: 2 Elloch
29:4; Asc. Isa. 7:9). Ignatius. who uses the
name •Satan' once (Eph. 13: I), and the term
'Devil' four times (Eph. 10:3; Trail. 8: I;
Rom. 5:3; Smym. 9: I), tends to prefer the
more descriptive designation 'prince of this
age', archon lou aiOllos 10urou. emphasizing
the temporal rule of Satan (Eph. 17: I; 19: I:
Magll. I:2; Trail. 4:2; Rom. 7: I; Phi/ad.
6:2). Satan is called "the wicked prince" in
Bani. 4: 13, a title which corresponds to "the
prince of error" in T. Simcoll 2:7 and T.
Judah 19:4.

The term arc/willes used as a designation
for angelic beings first occurs in the LXX
Dan 10: 13, and seven times in Theod. Dan
10: 13. 20-21; 12: J. where the LXX has
stratcgos, 'commander', ·magistrate·. a1l
translations of the Aram sar. 'prince'. Dan
10: 10-21 contains the first references to the
conception of angelic beings who are the
patrons of specific nations on eanh. The late
merkavah work entitled 3 Enoch refers to
the seventy or seventy-two Jare malku)'yot.
'princes of kingdoms' continuing the similar
conception found in Dan 10:20-21 (3 Enoch
17:8; 18:2; 30:2): the angelic princes of
Rome and Persia are mentioned specifically
in 3 Enoch 26: 12, an allusion to Dan 10:33.
In the Greek version of I Elloch 6 by Syn
cellus. the term archoll is used of Semyaza,
the leader of the fallen angels or -·watchers.
but also for various angelic leaders subordi
nate to Semyaza, reflecting traditional Near
Eastern military models. After Daniel, the
earliest reference to archolltes as angelic
beings is found in Ignatius of Antioch. In
Sm)'nI. 6: I, Ignatius mentions "the glory of
angels and princes (arc/willes) visible and
invisible". referring to two categories of
angels, as the parallel in Trail. 5: I suggests.
where he refers to ..the places of angels and
the gatherings of rulers (Clrchontikas)".
Since these lists arc so short. it is unclear
whether the angels are superior to archons
or the reverse. Similarly in the Epistle to
Diogllelus 7:2. the author argues that God

did not send an angel or a prince [arc/lOll]
into the world, but Christ the agent of all
creation. In rabbinic and merkavah texts, the
Jar hilolam, 'prince of the world' is men
tioned, but (unlike John 12:31 and parallels)
is never an evil figure (b. Yeb. 16b; b.ffu//.
60a; b.San". 94a: bod. Rabbah 17:4: 3
Elloch 30:2: 38:3).

In I Cor 2:6.8. a much disputed passage
(see PESCE 1977), Paul speaks of 'the rulers
(arc/WlI1es) of this world'. Here the archontes
can refer to political authorities (SCHNlE
WIND 1952), but more probably to demons
(Origen. De prillc. 3.2; Tertullian, Ad".
Marc. 5.6; SCHLIER 1961 :45-46). Justin
(Dial. 36.6) spenks of the 'princes in
heaven' (hoi ell Olml1loi arc/wntes) who did
not recognize -·Christ when he descended
into the world (though he docs not specify
whether these were good or evil), and it was
these same princes who were commanded to
open the gates of heaven when Christ ascen
ded (36.5; here Justin is interpreting the
term hoi arc/Willes found in the LXX ver
sion of Ps 23:7.9, a possible but unlikely
translation of the Hebrew). A similar view is
reflected in Asc. Isa. II :23-29, and it is
specifically claimed in Asc. Iso. 11:6 that the
birth of Jesus was hidden from all the
heavens, all the princes nnd every god of
this world. Ignatius similarly claims that the
virginity of Mary as well as the binh and
death of Jesus were hidden from the "prince
of this world" (Eph. 19: I).

IV. The archOllles play an important
mythological role in some Gnostic cosmol
ogies. The seven spheres (the sun, moon.
and the five planets Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn. bounded by the region of
the fixed stars) are controlled by supernatu
ral beings designated by various terms in
cluding arc/Willes. Seven arc/willes are
usually presided over by a chief archon,
who is also the demiurge who created the
world, and resides in the Ogdoad, the eighth
region above the seven planetary spheres.
Since the attainment of salvation is linked
with attaining to the sphere of the -·un
known God. passage through the concentric
ranks of hostile archons is necessary. One
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specific form of this myth is presented in the
Coptic Gnostic treatise The Hypostasis of
the Archons, where the archontes arc said to
guard the gates of the seven planetary
spheres, impeding the upward movement of
souls. Irenaeus is the earliest author to men
tion the names of the seven archons, which
are so strikingly Hebraic that their Jewish
origin appears highly likely (Adv. haer.
1.30): laldabaoth (the chief archon), lao,
Sabaoth, Adoneus, Eloeus, Oreus and
Astanphaeus. Origen later provided a list of
the seven archons in Ophite mythology
(Contra Celsum 6.31): laldabaoth, lao,
Sabaoth, Adonaios, Astaphaios, Eloaios and
Horaios, together with the specific fonnulas
which must be used in order to get past each
archon. A Gnostic sect named the Archont
ici took its name from the archons of the
seven planetary spheres (the Gk teoo
archontikoi, transliterated as archontici or
archomiaci in Lat, is an adjective used as a
substantive fonned from archon: see Epi
phanius Pan. 40.2). In the Apocryphon of
John 48.10-17, the words of Gen 1:26, "Let
us make man in our image and likeness" are
attributed to the seven archons who created
-Adam. This reflects the Jewish tradition
that man was made by the angels (Irenaeus,
Adv. haer. 1.24.1-2).
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D. E. AUNE

ARES "ApT)~

I. Ares is the god of war of the Greek
pantheon, who also represents the warrior
side of other gods, such as -·Zeus Areios,
-.Athena Areia, -Aphrodite Areia and,
apparently already in Mycenean times,
-Hennaas Areias (BURKERT 1985:169). In
the Bible he perhaps appears as a theophoric
element in the name Areopagus in Acts 17.
The name already occurs in Linear-B as
Are (KN Fp 14), but itc; etymology is de
bated. Perhaps it was an ancient abstract
noun meaning 'throng of battle, war' (BUR
KERT 1985:169, but see also PETERS 1986:
371-375). Ares' name in Greek literature
often indiscriminately alternates with that of
Enyalios, another old war god, but in cult
both gods are clearly separated, as was al
ready the case in Mycenean times (GRAF
1985:266-267). Ares was identified in
Scythia (Herodotus 4.59-62), Asia Minor
(ROBERT, Hellenica VI1.69-70; X.72-78, 214
note 5; XIII.44: 1966, 91-1(0), Arabia and
Syria (SEYRIG 1970; AUGE 1984) with in
digenous war gods and the Romans ident
ified him with Mars.

II. Ares is the warrior par excellence.
especially in his more fierce and destructive
shape and the only god to fight like a human
on the Trojan battlefield. Homer depicts him
as young, strong, big and fast; in short, he
possesses all the desirable qualities of the
archaic warriors, who arc characterised as
'members of his retinue' (theraponteJ. ow;:
MAADER 1979:1254-1255). But he is also
'ruinous to men' (//. 5.31) and the embodi
ment of the 'Unvcrnunft des Nur-Kriegcrs'
(MAADER 1979: 1251). As Zeus puts it:
"You are the most hateful to me of all the
gods who hold -Olympus. since forever
strife is dear to you and wars and battles"
(II. 5.890-1). Typically, when Sisyphus has
managed to fetter -·Thanatos and thus
stopped people dying. it is Ares who Iibcr-
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ates the god of death. as Aeschylus narrated
in his Sisyphus Draperes (see S. RADT. Tra
gieorllm Graeeorum jragmell/a [vol. 3
Aeschylus: Gottingen 1985] 337). It is this
role as raging. ravaging warrior which may
explain why magic-healers ascribed pos
session to Ares (Hippocrates. Sacred Dis
ease 4) and Sophocles (Oedipus Rex 190)
could identify Ares with the plague. Ares is
an indispensable god but at the same time
his murderous character makes him undesir
able. It is especialIy the latter quality which
comes to the fore in myth and ritual.

Myth located the birth of Ares in Thrace
(1/. 13.301: Od. 8.361), the country which
was considered. if wrongly. as wild and
barbarous; here was also his grave (Ps
Clement, Reeogn. 10.24). The parallel with
- Dionysos, who was also born in Thrace.
shows that the Greeks liked to situate nega
tive figures outside their own culture. not
that these gods were originalIy aliens. His
father was Zeus and his mother -Hera (//.
5.892-893), who in various Greek cities was
worshipped with a martial aspect (M. L.
WESf, Hesiod: Theogony [Oxford 1966] ad
922). His sister and companion was Eris, or
'Strife' (11.4.440-1) and his daughters were
the fierce -Amazons (Pherecydes, FGH 3 F
15a): in the Cyclic Aethiopis (fr. I) he is
already the father of Penthesileia. Among
his sons he counted Phobos 'Rout' and
Deimos, 'Terror' (WESf. Hesiod: Theogo1ly.
comm. ad 934; add Artemidorus 2.34), the
brutal Lapith Phlegyas (R. JANKO, The Iliad:
A commemary IV [Cambridge 1992], comm.
on //. 13.301-303), Askalaphos, or the night
ly, predatory 'owl' (JANKO, comm. on I/.
13.478-480). and the great hunter Meleagros
(Hesiod fro 25)-genealogy being a typical
Greek way of connecting related figures.

As the god of war. who represents the
brutal aspects of war not matters of defence.
Ares is indispensable but he is often coupled
with -Athena. the embodiment of responsi
bility and cleverness in battle. Thus on the
shield of Achilles Homer (//. 18.516) repre
sents Ares and Athena as leading the war
riors: Odysseus pretends that Ares and
Athena had given him courage (Od. 14.216),
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and on the vases the two gods often battle
together. in archaic imagery Ares is even
sometimes represented as helping with the
birth of Athena (BRUNEAU 1984: 491).

In the mad we can observe various strat
egies of dealing with the negative sides of
Ares. First. when Ares confronts Athena in
battle, he is ah"'ays the loser, as when the
goddess helped Diomedes against Ares
(5.824). disarmed him in order to prevent
him avenging his son Askalaphos (15.121
141) and knocked him down with a stone
(21.391-415). Similarly, when in Ps
Hesiods's Shield -~Heracles battles against
Ares' son Cycnus. who wanted to build a
temple from human skulls, he wins due to
the help of Athena despite Ares' support of
his son: it is always the goddess of clever
ness and responsibility who wins. It fil~ in
with Ares being a 'loser' that on the frieze
of the treasure house of Siphnos and on
archaic vases he is mostly positioned at the
very margin of the representation (BRUNEAU
1984:491).

The complicated relationship between
Ares and Athena is also well brought out in
the foundation myth of Thebes as related by
'Apollodorus' (3.4.1-2). When Cadmus had
reached Thebes. he killed a dragon, an
offspring of Arcs. who guarded a fountain.
On the advice of Athena he sowed the teeth
of the monster which grew into armed men.
the Spartoi. These. in tum. started to fight
with one another and only five survived this
fratricidal strife. Subsequently. Cadmus had
to serve Ares for a whole year in order to
atone for his share in their death. After his
servitude he became king of Thebes through
Athena and married the daughter of Ares
and -Aphrodite. Harmonia: 'murderous war
ends in harmonious order' (BURKERT
1985: 170). Here as well. it is in the end
Athena who helps Cadmus to defeat the
influence of Ares.

A more drastic approach is mentioned in
Iliad 5:385-391 (see also Nonnus. DiOlI.
302-3(4), one of the very few real Arcs
myths. Here Homer tells how the sons of
Aloeus. Otos and Ephialtes. tied the god
down and locked him up in a bronze barrel
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for thirteen months. He only survived be
cause the stepmother of his captors passed
word to -Hermes, who managed to liberate
him; variants of the story are also recorded
in much later sources (FARAONE 1992:86
87). The myth seems to be the reflection of
a cult in which the statue of Ares was nor
mally fettered but untied only once a year
(so already FARNELL 1909:407). Similar
cults all point to gods which are perceived
as dangerous for the social order (GRAF
1985:81-96). The dangerous nature of these
gods is sometimes stressed by the small size
and uncanny appearance of their statues and
the tradition that the statue of Ares which
Pausanias (3.19.7) saw on the road from
Sparta to Therapnai was fetched from far
away Colchi by the Dioscures (-Dios
kouroi) points in the same direction.

Cults of Ares were few and far between;
not even Thebes seems to have known a
temple dedicated to Ares, unlike Athens and
various cities on the Peloponnesus and Crete
(GRAF 1985:265). The marginality of Ares
is underscored by the fact that he received a
dog for sacrifice, just like spooky Hecate
and messy Eileithyia: Ares' cult did not lead
to eating peacefully together as would have
been the case with edible sacrifice (GRAF
1985:422). It fits in with this asocial charac
ter of Ares' cult that some, untrustworthy,
traditions mention a human sacrifice to Ares
among the Spanans (Apollodorus FGH 244
F 125) and on Lemnos (Fulgentius, Ant.
semI. 5, cf. Jacoby on Sosicrates FGR 461
F I).

In some cities the macho nature of Ares
was stressed by excluding women from his
worship (Pausanias 2.22.4-5, 3.22.6), just as
women were forbidden entry into the
temples of Enyalios (Teles 24.11). This is
the more natural ritual, yet the reverse also
took place. It was told in Tegea that the
women had once rescued the town by at
tacking the Spartans. After their victory the
women perfonned the victory rites for Ares
and the males did not even receive part of
the sacrificial meat. In memory to this feat a
stele to Ares Gynaikothoinas, 'Feaster of
Woman' or 'One whom the women feast',

was erected in the Tegean agora. Apparent
ly, our source, Pausanias (8.48.4-5), no
longer found a ritual, but the myth strongly
suggests that at one time the Tegean women
performed sacrifices in the Tegean agora
from which the men were excluded. This
uncommon female cult of the masculine god
points to a ritual in which the nonnal social
order was temporarily subverted (GRAF
1984).

Ares was regularly connected with
Aphrodite in literature, as witnessed by the
delightful story of their liaison (Od. 8.266
369); in art, where he seems to be represent
ed as even assisting with the birth of the
goddess, as he did with Athena (BRUNEAU
1984:491), and in cult, as their communal
temples and altars show (GRAF 1985:264).
The connection rests on a twofold associ
ation. On the one hand, there is the warrior
aspect of Aphrodite. On the other, there is
the strong contrast between the two gods as
expressed in the Homeric Hymn to Aphro
dite, which says of Athena that she took no
pleasure 'in the works of the golden Aphro
dite but liked wars and the work of Ares'
(9-10). The contrast also appears clearly in
Thebes where the polemarchs celebrated the
Aphrodisia at the end of their tenn of office.
Here the cult of Aphrodite eases the transi
tion from warlike activities to peaceful pri
vate life by a festival of dissolution (GRAF
1984:253-254), just as on Aegina an uncan
ny festival to masculine -Poseidon was ter
minated with the Aphrodisia (Plutarch, JHor.
301). Despite the opposition, the gods do
belong together: as the foundation myth of
Thebes shows, it is only the pairing of Ares
and Aphrodite which produces Harmonia
(BREMMER 1994:45-46).

At the end of the fifth century the import
ance of Ares seems to diminish. Admittedly,
comedy could still nick-name the tough
Athenian general Phormio (d. cn. 429/8)
'Ares' (Eupolis fro 268.15) and a bold man a
'young of Ares' (Plato fro 112), but on the
Athenian vases the god is becoming only
rarely recogniznble. In the Hellenistic period
Ares is only little mentioned (ROBERT, Hel
lenica X 77), but in the second century CE
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one could still dream of being sexually
taken by Ares (Artemidorus 5.87).

III. In the Bible the name of Arcs is
commonly taken as occurring in the names
of the Areopagus and Dionysius Areopagites
(Acts 17). And indeed, folk etymology con
nected the 'hill of Ares' with the god by
way of various myths. Yet there was no cult
of the god on the hill and the most recent
explanations tend to connect the first el
ement of the name with a homonym areios,
'solid', and explain the name as 'solid rock'
(WALLACE 1989:213-214).
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J. N. BREMMER

ARIEL ?~''"'1~~~~
I. The term Ariel occurs 16 times in

different spellings in the OT and once in the

Moabite Mesha-inscription (KAI 181: 12, the
suggested second occurrence in line 17 is
doubtful). The meaning of the word is dis
puted among scholars. Regarding its etymo
logy, several propositions have been made
(cf. HALAT 84-85; Ges.18 98-99; NBL 167;
ABD I 377-378 & lit). but only two of the
suggested derivations seem to be applicable:
1. < ~r)'h 'lion' with the theophoric clement
~l 'God'. 2. < Ar ~ir)'llt with affonnativc
lamed 'fire-pit' or more freely 'altar-hearth'
(for the Moabite occurrence scc J. HOFTIJ
ZER & K. JONGELING, Dictionary of the
North-West Semitic Inscriptions, I [Lcidcn
1995] 100-101 & lit: K. P. JACKSON
1989:112-113).

II. In Gen 46: 16 and Num 26: 17 (spel
led ~r~ly) Ariel serves as an eponym of the
tribe of Gad. In Ezra 8: 16 (with the spelling
~ry~/; par I Esdr loo\JT)M>s) it is the PN of a
leader of the exiled community. It is gene
rally accepted that in the visionary text Ezek
43: 15.16 Ariel (~r~)'1 paralleled by Jzr~l,

'mountain of God') stands for the uppermost
part of the -·altar in the future temple (\V.
ZIMMERLI, Ezechiel [BKAT XJJU2: Neukir
chen-Vluyn 1969] 1089-1096, esp. 1093
1094). The reference in Isa 29: 1.2.7 is more
difficult to explain. Hcre Ariel (spelled
~ry~/, IQIsa8 29: I ~m'~1) refers definitely to
the city of Jerusalem (J. WERLITZ [BZAW
204: BerlinlNew York 1992] 310), but
again, without any clear meaning. One
should therefore leave it untranslated in this
passage.

Little easier is the translation of Ariel in
2 Sam 23:20 (par. I Chr I I:22 ~T)'~/). In the
description of Benayah's heroic deeds, the
reader is told that Benayah stroke (lIkh) two
~r~1 mw~b (MT; the passage is grammatical
ly difficult, cf. the commentaries). LXX
reads that Benayah killed 'to~ 000 \JioU;
Apl"'" 'tou Mcoo~. 'the two sons of Ariel the
Moabite'. Although the LXX interferes
seriously in the text, presupposing a double
haplogrnphy in the Hebrew text. this reading
points into the right direction. As a matter of
fact NKH HiphciI in the historical books
never means to strike upon an object (cf.
also E. JENNI, Erls 24 [1993] 114-118), but
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to strike down, i.e. to kill somebody, so the
translation with 'altar-hearth' is not applica
ble. Consequently, Ariel here designates
some kind of person, best translated a.<; 'lion
of God' by the first of the possible etymolo
gies, be it a warrior or a mythical figure of
yet unknown religious background (but cf.
P. BECK, The CUll'itands from Taanach,
From Nomadism to Monarchy (ed. I. Finkel
stein & N. Na'aman; Jerusalem 1994) 352
381 passim, for the iconography of lions on
cult stands in Palestine). This interpretation
could be supported by a recently found
bronze-silver figurine from Tell Abu el
Khar..lz in Transjordan representing, accor
ding to the excavator's opinion (P. M.
FtSCHER, ADAJ 40 [1996] 101-110, esp.
103-104 with figs. 3a-b), a male lion-faced
warrior(-god?), which can be viewed. becau
se of its appearance and its attributes, as a
male pendant to the Egyptian goddess Sekh
met (-+lioness). In addition to this one might
point to a stele found in Qac;lbun (Syria)
depicting -+Baal standing on a lion (cf. A.
BOUNNI, COlllributi e materiali di arche%
gia oriellla/e 3 [1992] 141-150 with paral
lels). Thus Ihe same motiv, i.e. the lion a.Ii
riding-animal or as an attribute-animal to a
male god, can also be found on seals (cf. the
cone-shaped seal found in Megiddo publis
hed in: O. KEEL Studie1l zu den Stempelsie
ge/n ails Pa/iistina/Israe/, IV [OBO 135:
GottingenlFribourg 1994] 22-23, pI. 7,5 with
parallels).

This connection could also fit well to the
translation of the term :Jr:J/ with 'lion figure'
in the Mesha-inscription suggested by J. C.
L. GIBSON (TSSI I, 76 and 80). In this
inscription :Jr:J/ is connected to dwdh
(-+Dod), the epithet of a locally worshipped
god in Atarot. The passage in line 12 then
should be translated with 'the lion figure of
their beloved (god)' which was dragged
before --Chemosh after the fall of the Israe
lite city.

III, It is mainly due to Isa 33:7, the last
occurrence in the OT to be cited, that Ariel
entered heavenly spheres. In this lament the
:Jr:J/m (most probably the plural form of :Jr:J/:
for the impressive history of the term in this

text (cf. R. D. WEIS in Tradition of the Text
[FS Barthelemy: cd. G. J. Norton & S.
Pisano: OBO 109; GottingenlFribourg 1991]
285-292) are paralleled by 'the messengers
of peace' (cf. also Isa 52:7). Probably on the
basis of this parallelism and the angelopha
nic context, the later tradition understood
the :Jr:J/m, to be pronounced :Jer:Jellim, as a
class of --angels, an evolution which may
well have been stimulated by the difficult
etymology of Ariel (OlYA~ 1993: 53-54.1 01
with references). In the 3rd/4th century text
'On the Origins of the World' from Nag
Hamadi (NHC II, 5: 100, 25) Ariel, spelled
Ariael, is the epithet of the lion-faced Yald
abaoth. In other gnostic writings Ariel beco
mes the ruler over the wind and over the
furnaces of hell (1. MICHL, 1962:204).
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S. MONGER

ARM lIiij
I. Within the framework of anthropo

morphic depictions of the divine, the arm
(z~roa') of God is metaphorically used to
denote divine military, creative and caring
power in the Old Testament. At Isa 63: 12
the 'arm of God' functions as a hypostasis.
In an Aramaic inscription from Taima, about
400 Bcr. dr", 'Arm', seems to be an indica
tion for a deity.

II, In Ugaritic texts, mention is made of
the gr', 'arm', of deities like -.Baal and
--El without any specific significance olhcr
than the anthropomorphic depiction of the
divine (KORPEl 1990: I09).

An Aramaic inscription from Taima,
about 400 BCE, mentions a dedication by
Taymu, the son of Elahu, for the life of his
soul and the souls of some other persons to
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dr", 'Ann' (BEYER &. LIVl~GSTONE 1990).
That a deity is indicated can be inferred
from the parallel sentence construction in a
contemporary Aramaic inscription from
Ismaila: 'This is, what Qayma. the son of
Geshem, the king of Qedar, has dedicated
Ihn'lt, 'to (the deity) /1(11I-'£lar" (TSSl 25).
A full identification is premature, however,
in view of the fact that a deity 'Ann' is
nowhere attested.

III. In the aT zeroa c is not known as a
deity as such. The arnl of God is rcferrcd to
in scveral instances as a metaphorical indi
cation of his power (HElFMEYER 1975:652
660; KORPEl 1990:111-112). God's ann
stands for military power e.g. at Exod 15: 16;
Deut 4:34: Isa 30:30. This imagery is in
most cases related to thc liberation out of
Egypt. God's ann stands for creative power
in texts like Isa 51:9 and Ps 89: 11.14. where
thc imagery is linked to thc battle with thc
monstruous -·Rahab. God's aml is related
to the dcpiction of -+YHWH as a judge at Isa
51:5; 59:16 and Ezek 20:33. 34. A connec
tion with caring power is present at e.g.
Hos II :3. YIIWH is seen as a loving father
who taught Ephraim to walk and who took
him on the ann like a little boy. 'Arm' is
used as a hypostasis in Isa 63: 12. Here the
zcroa C stands for an indepcndent power
going side by side with -.Moses and stres
sing the function of YIIWII as -+shepherd
and Icader of his people (HELFMEYER
1975:656·657).
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B. BECKING

ARTA
I. The word aria, as thcophoric clement

in thc first pan of the name Anaxerxes (e.g.
Ezra 4:7), translates "the decisive confes
sional concept of Zoroastrianism (or

Mazdaism)", as lOMMEl wrote (1930:48).
The written form aria in the name of the
Achaemenid king represents both the
spccifically Old-Persian fonn of the word
and the undifferentiated pan-Iranian fonn
which was probably still in use at the time.
In the Avesta, the sacred book of Mazdaism,
the word became 0$0 as a result of phonetic
changes due to oral transmission. i probably
representing a dorsal spirant that could be
noted phonetically as [hi].

a$a corresponds to Vedic Sanskrit rta and
represents thercfore a notion inherited from
a common Indo-Iranian tradition. Its mean
ing has been interpreted in three different
ways:

I. Thc meaning of 'truth'-the ancient
meaning according to Plutarch (De lsit!t' et
Osiride 47), who trnnslates a$a as aA1\OElO
has been strongly championed by LOOERS
(1959 passim), who believes it can cover
every instance of the word. See also, more
recently. SCHlERATH 1987:694-696.

2. Since the very beginning of Indo
Iranian philology, a large number of special
ists have shared thc opinion that such a fun
damental notion as a$a/rta "cannot be
precisely rcndered by some singlc word in
another tonguc" (~ee BOYCE 1975:27) and
that thc word often occurs with what may be
the original meaning of 'order', understood
as cosmic, social, liturgical and moral ordcr.

3. More recently, the prescnt author has
defended the hypothesis that. at least in the
oldest texts, a\falrui had kept the etymologi
cal scnse of 'organization' or 'lay-out'
(Indo-European *H2rt6 -) and expressed,
first and foremost, the principle of cohesion
of the universe. the creator of which is the
great god Ahura Mazda, metaphorically
reprcsentcd in thc cosmogonic pattern
showing the organization of the universe as
the putting up of a tent (KElLENs 1991 :41
47).

II. The conccpt represented by a~fa was
personified. In the ancient Avesta, A~a is the
most frequently mentioncd among an undc
tennined number of entities composing a
kind of secondary pantheon around Ahura
Mazda, so that the allegory of truth or of the
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cosmic organization is second in rank
among the ancient Mazdaean deities. In the
recent Avesta and in the Pahlavi book.'i, A~a
ranks second in the canonical group of the
six amesa spell1a, or "Beneficent Immortals"
co-cxisting with the traditional Indo-Iranian
pantheon. Its patronage of the element
-·fire, which appears clearly in Sassanid
Mazdaism, probably derives from the older
conception that fire and light, pervading as
they do the world of day, enable man to see
the organization of the universe, while at the
same time being its essential components
(Lommel, in SCHLERATII 1976: 266-269;
NARTEN 1982:121-(23).

The concept of a!a concentrates all the
elements of Ma7.daean dualism. Il'i system
atic opposition to the concept of dmj, or
'deceit' (and not simply to its negative anrta
as in Vedic Sanskrit) creates a fundamental
split among deities and among men, who arc
defined as a$aullan, 'followers of A~a', or as
dreglllumt, 'deceivers'. according to whether
they support the one or the other principle.

The enthronement name artadara,
'Artaxerxes'. may well be a 'Zitatname', re
producing a common c1ausula in the ancient
Avesta by associating, without any necess
ary logical link, the names of the two en
tities a!a and :c..mf}ra ('power') (KELLENS &
PIRART 1988:40).
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J. KELLENS

ARTEMIS ..APtE~l~
I. Artemis is the Greek virgin goddess

originally of hunting and animal fertility. It
occurs a" a divine name in Acts 19 (in
Jewish literature only Sib. Or. 5,293-295):
moreover one of Paul's companions had the
theophoric name 'AptE~a~, a hypocoristic
derived from 'AptE~ioropo~ 'gift of Artemis'
(Titus 3: 12). Being the divine huntress. her
name, especially iL'i Doric-Aeolian form
..Apta~l~, has been connected etymological
ly with Attic aptapo~ 'butcher; slaughterer',
or else with ap1\(t)o~ 'bear', because the
bear was one of the animals sacrificed to
her. and her young priestesses were some
times called ·she-bears'. Both explanations
fail, however, to account for the phonetic
difference in Attic between her name and
the adduced appellatives from that same dia
lect. unless one supposes that .,APtE~l~
itself is not originally Attic but stems from
yet another dialect. It ha'i even been sug
gested, therefore. that the form "Apta~l~.

the other way round. owes its existence to
popular etymology on the ba... is of apta~o~.

In the Linear-B tablets from Pylos her name
occurs twice. as A-te-mi-to (gen. sg). and as
A-ti-mi-te (dat. sg.). The alternative expla
nation. now generally adopted. is that her
name is not Indo-European at all, but of pre
Greek origin, like those of so many other
Greek gods and heroes. In Lydian she was
called Artimus. in Etruscan Artumes (nom.
sg.), Aritimi (dat. sg.). in Imperial Aramaic
she appears a'i 'iO.ii~ (KAI 26OB7) or
OiCiii~ (Follilles de Xall1llOs VI. p. 137 line
24). Unlike that of her brother -·Apollo, the
Romans and Latins did not take over her
Greek name, but identified her, instead, with
the indigenous Diana.

II. General Survey. In Greece Artemis is
attcstcd since 1200 BCE, and in Greek litera
ture from Homer onward. According to the
most current vcrsion of her myth she was
the elder twin-sister of Apollo, the two of
them being the offspring of -·Zcus and his
first cousin Leto, a daughter of lhe -.Titans
Cocus and -.Phoebe. As the pregnant Leto
had to roam in flight from -·Hem, the
jealous spouse of Zeus, she gave birth to
Artemis in Ortygia or 'quails' land', which
some located near Ephesus. Subsequently
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she bore Apollo in the island of Delos, at
this second birth being assisted according to
some authors by her new-born daughter
Artemis. Originally the realm of Artemis
was the world of wild animals and natural
vegetation. Homer summarizes her character
as "Mistress of the Animals (notvla Ot1pwv),
Artemis the Huntress" who uses "to kill the
animals in the mountains" (Iliad 21,470
471;485).

Positively, therefore, she is the one who
rules over fertility in general, in particular
the fertility of women, over animals hunted
by man such as the deer and the boar. and
wild trees. She is also the one who keeps
under control animals that are dangerous to
mankind, such as the bear and the wolf. To
a lesser extent cultivated trees. cereals and
domesticated animals seem to have fallen
under her sway ac; well. With the other gods
she was entitled to the first fruits of the
annual crops. At Patrae. in arehaic times. the
human sacrifices made to her wore on their
heads garlands of corn ears (Pausanias
7,20.1). In Thasos she was venerated under
the epithet of nWA.o) or 'Protectress of
Foals', in other places as 6a¢v(a)ia or
'Goddess of the Laurel'. Nonnally, how
ever. it wali -Demeter who made the corn
grow. -Poseidon who was the horse-god,
and Apollo to whom the laurel was especial
ly sacred. Moreover, she never competed
with -Dionysus or -Athena as far as the
vine or the olive tree were concerned.

Negatively, she could show her power by
killing women in childbirth, by sending
monsters by way of punishment. such as the
'Calydonian' Boar to Calydon in order to
devastate the arable land and kill the cattle,
because its inhabitants had forgotten to
include her name in the invocations at the
annual sacrifice. She changed her hunting
companion Callisto into a she-bear, because
she was found to be pregnant. When her
temple at Patrae had been desecrated she
caused the earth to yield no harvest and sent
diseases as well (Pausanias 7,19,3). Being
generally of a rather vindictive character,
she had the hunter Actaeon killed by his
own hounds for having seen her naked when
bathing, and -·Orion by a scorpion because

he had tried to rape her; together with her
brother she shot down six of the seven
daughters and six of the seven sons of
Niobe, who had insulted her mother Leto for
having only two children.

Only seldom in myth does she help a
human, one of the rare instances being little
Atalanta who had been exposed on Mt.
Parthenion by her father, because he only
wanted sons. Her life was saved by a she
bear who suckled her. After that she grew
up to be a swift-footed virgin huntress, who
would only marry the man that could beat
her in running. The bear, being one of Arte
mis' sacred animals, had. of course. been
sent by the goddess (Apollodorus, Ubr.
3.9.2). For the rest her myths are concerned
with killing, and. unlike the mythology of
other goddesses. not at all with love.

Being a huntress. she is often depicted
carrying bow and arrows. So is her brother
Apollo, but in his case because his original
function probably was to protect the herds
from the attacks of wolves, hence in all
likelihood his epithet AUKE'iO~. This is ex
plained as 'wolf-killing' by Sophocles
(Electra 6-7). but secondarily interpreted as
'Lycian' because his mother Leto wac; in
reality a Lycian goddess. His Homeric epi
thet A\lKllY£Vti~ would then be the equiv
alent of ATltoy£VtiC;. In Troezen, to match
her brother in this respect. Artemis wac;
venerated as A\lK£ia. while Apollo in his
turn was sometimes invoked as 'the Hunter'
CAype\x;, 'Aypaio~).

As Artemis had a special relation to
women, presiding over their fertility and
being called upon during the hours of labour
(epithets: AeXro and Aoxeia, 'protectress of
the child-bed', IoxOOiva, 'who saves from
travail'), she was naturally in course of time
also connected via the menstrual cycle with
the -moon. As a counterpart to this devel
opment, but for other reasons, her brother
became the god of the sun. Here a third ety
mology of A\lKEi~ has played its part. the
one which derived it from AUKTl 'morning
twilight' (cf. Macrobius. Sat. 1,17,36-41). In
both cases the connections with the celestial
bodies arc clearly secondary; they are still
unknown to Homer. For Hesiod, too, Selene
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and her brother -Helios are still the child
ren of the Titans Hypcrion and Theia
(Theog. 371). but in Inter times Philo of
Alexandria could simply say that some of
mankind (i. e. the Greeks) "call the moon
Artemis" (De decal. 54). A further paral
lelism between Artemis and Apollo is the
unmarried status of both. Artemis being
emphatically venerated as a virgin. This lat
ter characteristic may be in accordance with
the fact that the wild animals with whom
she is often associated. the deer. the boar
and the bear. do not live in pairs. the bear
nonnally living solitary outside the mating
season. The sacrifices made to her were the
wild animals mentioned. also wolves, even a
fox at Ephesus, goats, edible birds and the
fruits of trees. There are several testimonies
to earlier human sacrifices having been
replaced by other rites. The most widely
known reminiscence of the former practice
is, of course, the story of king Agamem
non's daughter Iphigeneia, who wac;
sacrificed but in the last moment replaced by
a hind or a she-bear. In spite of the OT
instances of Isaac and -~Jephtha' s daughter,
pagan gods were readily criticized by Chris
tian church fathers on the point of human
sacrifices; Artemis, e.g., by Tatian (Or.
29,2).

Artemis wac; depicted ac; wearing a short
hunting tunic or a long robe CApt£~t<;

lW't£<J'tOAJU:Vl1). In iconography she is often
accompanied by a hind and carries bow and
quiver, sometimes a torch. The latter at
tribute she assumed from the goddess
Hecate. with whom she was often identified
because the two shared a number of charac
teristics (such as her lunar associations). Her
appearance in dreams of hunters or pregnant
women was considered a propitious sign,
but when she appeared naked it was an ill
omen (Artemidorus, Oniroa. 2,35).

She was widely venerated in Greece and
more particularly in Asia Minor, sometimes
together with Apollo (so e. g. at Mantinea.
Daphne near Antioch. Syracuse). Pausanias,
who describes many local varieties of the
different deities, each with a distinctive sur
name, lists no less than 64 of such epithets
for Artemis, many of which are. of course.
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only geographical, such as 'Ephesia'. In this
respect she was only marginally surpassed
by Zeus (67 epithets); but she herself sur
passed Athena (59), Apollo (58), -Aphro
dite and Dionysus (both 27), and Demeter
(26). Her great popularity was undoubtedly
due to the fact that she was one of the rare
goddesses who presided over the exclusively
female aspects of life like pregnancy, child
birth and the rearing of infants. When boys
and girls came of age they sacrificed a hair
lock to the goddess on the third and last day
of the Apatouria or clan festival. A boy did
so when his epheby ended and he was
enlisted in his father's phratry or clan. and
became a full-fledged citizen himself; girls
made this sacrifice before their marriage was
solemnized, probably in the phratry of the
future husband.

In various places the local calendar
included a month named after Artemis: e.g.
Artamitios at Sparta, Artemisiaon at
Erythrae, and Artemisios in the Macedonian
calendar used in the Hellenistic kingdoms.
In Athens the month was called Elaphe
bolion after her epithet Elaphebolos ('deer
huntress'); her festival, the Elaphebolia. was
celebrated in this month.

In Greece Artemis was at times conflated
with other goddesses, mainly with Hecate,
to whom she owed her association with
magical practices. Abroad she was often
identified with others, with several mother
goddesses in Asia Minor. with the Near
Eastern -Nanea (so 2 Macc 1,13, but
Josephus' version in AnI. 12,354 has
"Artemis"), with the Persian Anaitis, one of
the three imperial deities of the later Achae
menids, with the Thracian Bendis, with the
Italian Diana, and in Egypt with (Bu)bastis,
i. e. -~Bastet, the cat-goddess.

III. As there is no way of knowing which
Artemis the parents of Artemas (Titus 3,12)
had in mind when they gave a name to their
son, the further NT references to the god
dess are only to the Artemis of Ephesus. All
the same it wac; this man who unwittingly
retained the name of the goddess in Chris
tian times, for in later tradition he was con
sidered to have belonged to the seventy
apostles, and to have become bishop of
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Lystra. As a consequence a festive day was
devoted to him in the calendar on the 21 st
of June.

Artemis Ephesia was an early
identification with one of the various Ana
tolian fertility and mother goddesses. an
identification which may well go back to the
very first Greek immigrants in the II th cen
tury BCE. The name of the indigenous god
des~ was probably Upis (Callimachus. Hymn
10 Artemis 240) or 6pis (Macrobius, Sat.
5.22,4-6). It was this particular cult of Arte
mis, which in the course of the ages. be
came more important than all her other local
cults and was world famous by the time of
Paul. Her temple, built by Chersiphron and
his son Metagenes, was so imposing that it
was the only one. so Solinus, that was
spared by king Xerxes when he was setting
fire to all the other Greek sanctuaries in
Asia (Solinus 40.2-4). In 356 BCE it never
theless succumbed to the torch in the hand
of Herostratus, whose sole purpose it was to
become in this way as famous as the build
ing itself; as a result his name is now better
known than those of the architects. After it
had been rebuilt by Dinocrates it was tradi
tionally reckoned among the Seven Wonders
of the World. and functioned not only as a
sanctuary. but also as a place of asylum and
as a bank of deposit. In the last mentioned
capacity it had already been used by Xeno
phon in the period between his military
expedition to Persia and the Spartan war
against Boeotia. in which he also took part.
Paul's younger contemporary. Dio Chryso
stom of Prusa, describes it as a place where
people from all over the Roman empire, pri
vate persons. allied kings and townships.
had deposited large sums of money (Or.
31,54). Although Dio denies it. there are
others who say that this money was also lent
out (Nicolaus of Damascus Irg 65). The area
of the asylum had had different extents in
the course of time. but was finally reduced
by Augustus. because it attracted too many
criminals (Strabo 14,1,23). The new area
was probably marked by boundary stones
like the one which carries this bilingual
inscription: "Imp. Caesar Augustus fines
Dianae restituit. AUtOKpatrop Ka'icrap

u:JkxcrtO~ opo~ 'Apt£lll0l 07tOKat£crt11CJ£v"
(IGLS 3239). The goddess, however. was
also the owner of estates in the neighbour
hood. marked by similar stones.

The regular cult as well as the festivals
attracted many visitors from abroad for
whom lodging and nutrition had to be
provided. In addition to this there was a
whole industry of miniature Artemis
temples. which may have been both dedica
tory gifts and souvenirs. and although they
are known only from the 7th century, the
silver pins carrying a bee. the sacred animal
of Artemis Ephesia. were in all likelihood
still fabricated in the Roman period a~ well.
Altogether this means that the temple of 'the
Goddess' was one of the major sources of
wealth and prosperity for Ephesus, of which
the economical importance can hardly be
overestimated.

Although 'Ephesia' may have been in ori
gin an Anatolian mother goddess. like the
Phrygian Malar Kubileya (-~Cybele), the
identification with Artemis was carried
through to the very point of virginity. so that
the poet Antipater of Sidon around 125 nCE

could call her temple a 'Parthenon', like that
of her virgin half-sister Athena. She was
also a huntress. for hunting weapons were
carried by those who fonned her festive pro
cession, in which horses and hounds par
aded as well. The Ephesians maintained.
however. that both Artemis and Apollo had
been born on Asian soil. Another difference
was that she always wore a long robe and a
kind of apron covered with what were and
are usually considered to be female breasts.
a token of fertility. This interpretation as
7tOAwacrto~ goes back to Antiquity (e. g.
Minucius Felix. OCI. 22,S). but is certainly
secondary. for a similar apron is worn by
the male Zeus Labraundenus of Tegea. And
as it is stated in so many words of yet an
other goddess. Berccynthia. that she was
covered with testicles, what Ephesia was
wearing were in all likelihood the testicles
of the bulls sacrificed to her. The bee was
her sacred animal, and as it does not itself
procreate. it may have been a symbol of her
chastity. It appears on the coins of Ephesus
from the 7th to the 3rd centuries BCE, after
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that the image of the goddess herself begins
to replace her emblem. The virgins, who
served in her cult as priestesses, were also
called IlEAloam 'bees', and because the
queen-bee, whose function was not under
stood in Antiquity, was mostly thought to be
male and called 'the king', one of the titles
of her priests was Eam;V, an indigenous
word for 'ruler'. According to Strabo those
priests had to be eunuchs (14,1.23), but
Pausanias states that they only had to
abstain from sexual intercourse for a period
of one year (8,1.3). The change may be due
to the intervening edict of Hadrian, who for
bade castr.ltion even if consent was given
(Digesrae 48,8.4,2). Both priests and priest
esses had to sacrifice their fcrtility to the
goddess in their own way.

Without the slightest doubt it was
Artemis who was the most important deity
of the city. An inscription calls her "the
goddess who rules (7tpOEa't<ooa) our city"
(SIG 867,29). Other epithets, like MEyiatTl,
as well a'i MEyOAll (ACL'i 19:26; cr. Achilles
Tatius 8,9,13) and npCJ>t09povia, emphasize
that she was first in rank, but certainly not
the only deity venerated. No less than about
twenty-five other gods were worshipped in
Ephesus, among whom there were sevCr.ll
Egyptian deities. This latter point is of some
importance for the interpretation of Acts 19,
because it underlines that the opposition
described wa'i hardly against the introduc
tion of a foreign god a" such.

As the bilingual boundary stone of
Augustus shows, the Romans also referred
to Artemis Ephesia as 'Diana'. In fact the
cult statue in her temple on the Aventine
Hill in Rome was supposed to be the copy
of the statue in Marseille, which, in turn,
was a replica of the Ephesian statue (Strabo
4,1,5). Consequently, the Vulgate version
also has 'Diana' in Acts 19, and this was
then taken over by Luther's version, the
King James Version, etc.

The Ephesian goddess had filial sanctu
aries all over the world. not only in nearby
Grecce (Alea; Scillus, founded by Xeno
phon), but also in Ma"salia (Marseille), and
even as far away as Hemeroscopion in Spain
(Denia). Acconiing to inscriptions the god-
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dess communicated with her adherenL" and
worked through oracles and epiphanies, and
is reported to have effected healings. It is
often stated by modern scholars that she was
panicularly connected with magic. This was
indeed the case, but not particularly so, and
she owed this connection mostly to her
being identified with Hecate, the goddess of
magic par excellence. That may explain why
the Christian Tatian can say rJther curtly:
"Artemis is a magos" (Or. ad. Gr. 8,2). The
emphasis, therefore, which is laid on this
aspect is hardly justified, and has probably
been brought about by the simple fact that
in Acts 19 the story of the burning of magic
books at Ephesus is immediately followed
by one about the riot of the silversmiths in
favour of Artemis, but such a burning could
easily have happened elsewhere, too. A
second factor has undoubtedly been the fact
that magical words and fonnulae were often
called 'ephesia grammata' in Antiquity. Yet
it is not at all certain that this means 'Ephes
ian' and a derivation from E¢eOl~ (from
E¢illlll 'send against; put on') is quite poss
ible. That such wonis were inscribed on the
statue of Artemis Ephesia is stated only by
Pausania" the Lexicographer (2nd cent. CE),
but is not corroborated by others or by
iconographical data. It is also true that the
name of Artemis, or characteristic epithets
of hers like 'Ioxcmpa or A\)K'oo arc found in
the magical papyri, in the hymns and
prayers that fonn pan of them, but here
again, nearly always together with the name
of Hecate or epithets of hers like Tpl
K'c.ipavo~, TPlOOi'tl~, Kvvro, etc. Only once
does she occur here with her epithet
AUK'mva, and without Hecate, in a spell for
procuring knowledge of future events in
which now also -·Isis, -·Osiris, -·Amun.
-·Moses. lao. and -·Helios -·Mithras playa
part (PGM 111 434). Finally, the collection
of magical papyri contains a love chann
which does not mention Artcmis. but only
her or Selene's epithet Phosphoros. The
verso of this papyrus makes it clear, how
ever. who this particular Phosphoros is, as it
carries a drawing which unmistakably
depicL'i the 'many-breasted' Artemis Ephesia.
Moreover, it makes mention of Phnun, here
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rother "the Abyss" than the Egyptian god
Nun, and ends with a triple invocation of
laO (PGM LXXVIII). The latter two in
stances may show how syncretistic magic
could be: a situation in which the distinctive
charocter of each individual deity is hardly
highlighted.

In Ephesus the whole month Artemisian
was sacred to her and all its days were holy
days, which implied ;111. al. that all juridical
activity had ceased. The main festival was
the Artemisia during which sacrifices, ban
quets, processions and games took place.
There were also mysteries and mystic
sacrifices. but no further details are known
about their char-Icter, except that they were
performed by the college of six or more
'curctes', in the sacred grove 'Ortygia', or
on Mt. Solmissos above it (Strabo 14,1,20).
They were named after those ancient curctes
or nnned dancers who, at the birth of
Artemis, had made such a terrible noise that
they frightened away the jealous -'Hera.
This motif has undoubtedly been taken over
from the story of the birth of Zeus in Crete,
in which the curetes playa comparable role.
The original function of these priests may
have been to represent the Artemis temple
and its estates in the city council of Ephesus.

IV. The presence of Jews in Asia goes
back at least to about 345 nCE when the
philosopher Aristotle met there with a Jew
who had come from Coele-Syria and who
could converse with him in Greek (Josephus,
Apion 1,176-182). King Seleucus 1 started to
grant to the Jews who lived there civic
rights in specific places, and so probably did
his grandson Antiochus II (Josephus Alii.
12,119;125). These rights amounted at least
to isonomia (ibid. 16.160), which implied
that Jews were allowed to live there in
accordance with their own laws and
customs, so that Jewish and Greek legis
lation were both treated as equally valid by
the king. Such a construction harbours, of
course, the seeds of conflicts, and these
arose on several occasions during the first
century BCE. The pagans asked whether
Jews were not obliged to venerate their
gods, too, and whether it was permissible

for them to collect their own temple-tax and
send it to Jerusalem. Both questions reveal
that the Jewish practice wali considered
detrimental to the local economy, all citizens
having to contribute to Artemis. for in
stance, instead of tronsferring large sums
abroad. The Jews on their part objected
against having to appear in law-courts on
the -.sabbath, and also against military ser
vice. The Roman officials. however. re
peatedly reinforced the principle of iso
nomy, so that the Jews could not be forced
to transgress their own laws. It should be
noted in this connection that, in general.
Jews were not averse to bearing pagan
theophoric names. As far as Artemis is con
cerned. this is confirmed by an Egyptian
papyrus from the 2nd cent. BCE which men
tions a "Dositheos, son of Artemidoros,
Jew" (CPJ 30,18); Dio Cassius, too, makes
mention of an Artemion, who wa.; the leader
of the Jewish revolt in Cyprus around 117
CE (Roman Hist. 68,32).

This unstable equilibrium was en
dangered when Paul, oUl'iide the synagogue.
started to preach that man-made idols were
not gods at all (Acts 19.9-10; 26; cf. 17,29).
Apparently, this idea had thusfar never been
propagated by Jews except within their own
congregation. Earlier, persons who had
insulted and violated the filial cult of the
goddess in Sardis had even been sentenced
to death (/. Eph. la.2; IV BCE). Quite under
standably, since Paul was naturally to be
considered as one of its members, the other
Jews wanted to put things right by distanc
ing themselves from him or even declaring
him to be an apostate (Acts 19:33-34). This,
however, did not help much. The motley
crowd that flocked together in the theatre
apparently knew quite well that the Jews,
although they did not directly endanger the
manufacture and sale of the silver Artemis
temples, were not venerotors of the goddess
either. The core of Paul's preaching against
her, viz. that her statue wa.; man-made and
not divine, was dismissed by the 'secretary'
of the city as incorrect by the use of one
single word only. He simply reminded his
audience of the fact that the statue was 010-
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JtCtEC;, "fallen down from Zeus" or "from
heaven" (Acts 19,35), and therefore of di
vine origin. In some cases this could imply
that an image had been made out of a me
teorite, but it is known for a fact that the
statue of Artemis Ephesia was a rather dark
wooden image (Pliny, Nat. Hist. 16.213
214). Centuries earlier the Athenian audi
ence of Euripides found nothing contradic
tory in the assenion that a wooden image of
Anemis had as such fallen down from
heaven (lph. Tallr. 87-88; 977; 1044-1045).
In the 2nd century, Athenagoras wrote an
apology for the Christian religion to Marcus
Aurelius and his son Commodus. It devotes
a whole chapter to famous cult statues of the
time and mentions the various sculptors who
had carved them so as to show that they
were man-made and not divine. It is certain
ly no coincidence that the statue of Anemis
of Ephesus opens the enumeration because
of its role in the NT. Athenagoras ascribes it
to Endocus, a pupil of the well-known
Daedalus who was the architect of the
Cretan labyrinth (SlIpp. 17,4).

In the Letter to the Church of Ephesus in
the Book of Revelation, the congregation is
praised for not having yielded to the doc
trine of the Nicolaitans (2:6), which held
that Christians were allowed to eat meat
sacrificed to idols (2: 14-15). At Ephesus this
would cenainly have involved the Anemis
cult. Some fony years earlier Paul, likewise,
had forbidden this practice as long as it
more or less implied one's panaking of a
sacred pagan meal (1 Cor 8; 10:28). But if
such meat had found its way from a temple
to a market it was, according to Paul.
sufficiently secularized for Christians to eat
it (1 Cor 10:25-27).

The Jewish attitude towards the Anemis
cult can hardly ever have been much more
positive than that of the Christians. and must
have been comparable to some kind of
armistice. The 5th book of the Sibylline
Oracles, written under Marcus Aurelius.
openly predicts her downfall, saying that her
temple "by yawnings and quakes of the
earth" will fall into the sea (293-297). Ironi
cally, the temple survived vandalization by
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the Goths in 263 CE and ended up as a
Christian church; it was rather the retreating
sea, which, through the silting up of the
estuary of the river Cayster, ultimately
caused Ephesus to become desolate with
temple and all.
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G. MusslEs

ARVAD ,,~~

I. The city of Arvad (modem Ruad) is
the most nonhem of Phoenician cities, situ
ated on an island two miles off-shore. Less
illustrious than Tyre and Sidon, Arvad and
its inhabitants are mentioned only a few
times in the Bible (Gen 10:18//1 Chr 1:16;
Ezek 27:8.11). It has been said that the city
is homonymous with an Assyrian deity
(LEWY 1934).

II. In Neo-Assyrian annals, the city of
Arvad is sometimes referred to as Ar-ma-da
(5. PARPOLA, Neo-Assyriall Topollyms (AOAT
6; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1970] 37). This spel
ling corresponds exactly to that of the god
Armada whose name ha.<; been read in a
dedicatory brick inscription of Shalmaneser
III (858-824 DCE). The text in question (0.
SCHROEDER, Kei/schrifttexte ails Assllr his
torischen III/wIts, Vol. 2 [WVDOG 37;
Leipzig 1922J no. 103) quotes the king as
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saying "a golden (statue 00 Armada of the
temple of Assur my lord, which did not
exist before, I made upon my own intuition"
(lines 4-6: dAr-ma-da sa EAs+slIr EN-ia, sa
ina pa-na la ib-SII, ina bi-sa-at sA-ia sa
KU.GI e-p,,-slI: for a translation of the text
sec also ARAB I, no. 709 and E. MICHEL,
Die Assur-Texte Salmanassars III. (858
824), WO 1/4 [1949] 25-271, esp. 268-269
no. 23). SCHROEDER concluded that -'(jAr
ma-da was presumably the principal god of
the homonymous city and territory of Arvad"
(1922: 168): LEWY adopted the same conclu
sion (1934). Except for this one text, howe
ver, a deity Armada is never mentioned in
the cuneiform sources. There is the distinct
possibility that the reading is based on an
error (of either the ancient scribe or the
modem copyist). Even if there ever was a
god Armada, we cannot be sure of the con
nection with the city of Arvad, as the topo
nym is spelled in quite different ways: the
writing A-m-ad-da for instance is far more
frequent (PARPOLA, AOAT 6, 37).

III. In the few instances in which Arvad
is mentioned in the Bible, there is no hint of
a divine nature of the city or a god by that
name.
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K. VAN DER TOORN

ASHAM l::j~

I. The divine name i!m is attested as the
second clement of the divine binomial sgr w
i!m in the sacrificial list recorded on RS
24.643 \'erso (KTU 1.148:31) and has been
interpreted as related to the Hebrew word
'lisa"" 'guilt' and 'guilt-offering' (ASTOUR
1966:281-282).

II. A new syllabically written 'pantheon'
text from Ras Shamrn now lays to rest the
identification of i!m with Hebrew 'lisam. In
1992.2004: 14 (reading and interpretation

courtesy D. Arnaud) the entry corresponding
to sgr w i{m is dbar Ii dgir3' indicating that
i!m is the Ugaritic equivalent of the Mesop
otamian deity Bum (on this deity see
EDZARD 1965; ROBERTS 1972: cf. -Fire).

The identification of Shaggar with a
-moon deity is explicit in Hieroglyphic
Hittite correspondences to syllabically
written personal names (d30 = sa-ga+rali:
E. LAROCHE. Akkadica 22 [1981] 11; H.
GONNET, apud D. ARNAUD, Textes s)'riens
de /'age du Bronze Recem [AulOr Suppl I;
Barcelona 1991] 199, 207). while in an
Emar ritual the fifteenth day of the month is
ascribed to Shaggar (D. ARNAUD, AIl1ma;re
de I'Ecole Pratiqlle des Halites Etudes.
Section des Sciences Religiellses 92 [1983
84] 234: idem. Emar VU3 [1986] 350-66,
text 373 =Msk 74292a + 74290d + 74304a
+ 7429Oc). It appears thus that this deity not
only had a connection with small cattle (cf.
COOPER 1981:415-416: cf. -~Sheger) but
also with the moon, and the pair sgr w i{m
thereby shows a certain similarity to the ad
hoc pair )"rb w rfp (/\7U I.l07: 15 =line 40'
in the re-edition of PARDEE 1988). Given
the fact that Yarihu is the primary lunar
deity at Ugarit and Rashap the primary
underworld deity (-~Resheph), Shaggar and
Yarihu would bear a functional resemblance
to each other (Shaggar being perhaps the
deity of the full moon). while 'I!um would
be related to Rashap as gum is related to
-~Nergal in Mesopotamian religion (cf.
EDZARD 1965; ROBERTS 1972).

Finally. the connection between the cer
tain divine name ipll and the form i!mh in
KTU 1.108: 14 cannot be elucidated because
i!mh occurs in a badly broken context (cf.
PARDEE 1988 chap. II).

III. In the absence of a Ugaritic example,
there is no evidence for the existence of a
Semitic or biblical deity whose name is
based on the root denoting 'guilt'. ASTOUR's
tentative identification (1966) must therefore
be rejected (see also COOPER 1981 :344-345:
WANSBROUGH 1987).
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D. PARDEE

ASHERAH i1-,j~

I, The Hebrew term )iHenl, ){Hen;,
seems to be used in two senses in the Bible,
as a cultic object (asherah) and as a divine
name (Ashemh).

It is the presence of possibly cognate
words in other Semitic languages, where
goddesses arc frequently understood to be
denoted, that has raised interesting questions
for the interpretation of the OT references,
and the linguistic problems are now com
pounded by the inscriptions of Khirbet el
Qom and Kuntillet Ajrud. The etymological
possibilities are considerable. Thus South
Arabic a!r means 'shining'; Hebrew )aser
means 'happy' (cf. the tribal name Asher,
which may be a divine name in origin), or
'upright' (which is consonant with the prob
able pole-structure of the cultic object, the
asherah); Hebrew )(Har, Ugaritic )a!r, may
mean 'to advance, walk' (exploited in expla
nations of the goddess as 'walker', or
'trampler', but denied in this sense by
MARGAl1T 1990:268); the common noun atr
Cafr), meaning '(sacred) place' is mo~t
widely attested in the Semitic languages
(ALBRIGHT, A1SL 41 [1925] 99-100: DAY
1986:388), and perhaps offers the least
difficulties, as being able to stand on its
own, and may represent the original sense,
though MARGALlT'S suggestion (1990, pas
sim), of a wife 'following' her husb~md

(Ugaritic afr = 'after'), and therefore as a

denominative, 'wife', 'consort', is allrnctive.
A new proposal by WATSON (1993) is sug
gested by the title 'Mistress of fates' (be-Ie
elt] si-ma-tim) which occurs in a hymn to
-·AmulTIl in parallel with daJ-ra-tlllm Ji?]
ma-tim. On the basis of this he suggests that
a!rt ym may be construed ac; 'She who or
ganises the day'. In any event a West Se
mitic origin for the goddess is most likely
(DAY 1986:386; WIGGINS 1993:278)-cvcn
though the earliest evidence is in Akkad
ian-so that a West Semitic etymology
should be sought. We may be sure that all
possible wordplays were entertained by the
ancients, however, in exploring her theol
ogy, so that ruling an etymology out of
account on philological grounds does not
rule out possible mythological and theologi
cal developments, or cult-tiLles ac; suggested
above. This 'symbolic extension' of divine
names is often not sufficiently recognised by
scholars.

II, Ugarit. Ugaritic literature provides
our primary source concerning the goddess.
The name is spelt a!rt, usually vocalised as
'Athirat(u)', or, following Hebrew conven
tion, 'Asherah'. She appears in the follow
ing contexts. In the 'Baal cycle' of myths,
KTU 1.1-6, she is a great goddess, mother of
the minor gods of the pantheon, referred to
as 'the seventy sons of Athirat' (sb'm bn
afrt, KTU 1.4 vi:46), who intercedes for

·Baal and -·Anat before -+EI (KTU 1.4 iv),
and who supplies a son to reign following
the descent of Baal into the netherworld
(A'TU 1.6 i:45-55). In one obscure episode
(cf. A7U 1.4 ii:I-11 with 4 iii:15-22) it is
possible that she attempts to seduce Baal, or
is thought by him to have done so (HOFF
NER 1990:69). It may also be that Baal kills
large numbers of her children (KTU 1.4
ii:23-26 with 1.6 v: 1-4; HOFFNER 1990:69).
She appears to be the consort of EI (if),
though this is nowhere stated. In the Keret
story, KTU 1.14-16, the king, while travel
ling to claim his bride, makes a vow to
"Athirat of the Tyrians, and the goddess of
the Sidonians" (KTU 1.14:38-39), indicating
that the poet regards her as a goddess of
Tyre and -·Sidon (but cf. B. MARGALIT, UF
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28 [1996] 453-455). When the vow is bro
ken, her vengeance entails the complete
undoing of all El's plans to redeem Keret.
Further, the heir to Keret's throne is descri
bed as one "who will drink the milk of Athi·
rat, draining the breast of the Virgin [ ]"
(KTU 1.15 ii:27 -the completion of the
lacuna by -'Anat' is gratuitous: WYAlT,
UF 15 [1983] 273-274 and n. 13). This has
an important bearing on the goddess' ideolo
gical role, suggesting that kings are made
qua...i-divine by divine suckling. Apart from
mention in sacrificial and pantheon lists, the
goddess also appears in two theogonic texts,
/\7U 1.12 i and 1.23, the former describing
the birth of 'the Devourers' to the hand
maids of Athirat and Yarihu, the latter
describing two wives of EI (seemingly Athi
rat and perhaps Shapsh) who consummate
their marriage with him, and give birth to
-Shahar and -·Shalem, the -Dioskouroi.
These texts have a bearing on several bibli
cal traditions, such a.'i Gen 16, 19:30-38, Ps
8 etc. (WYAlT 1993). The goddess' name
appears in the longer title rbl afrt ym, mean
ing perhaps 'the Great Lady who walks on
the Sea' (the name therefore apparently
understood as 'Walker'), but this should not
be understood to point to the true etymology
(above), and is not falsified by an appeal to
etymology, being perhaps an example of
'popular' (rather 'hieratic') etymologising.
Likewise, WATSON'S proposal (1993) has at
least this status, and would also be conso
nant with occa....ional hints that she has solar
connections (such as the pairing with
Shapsh in KTU 1.23).

Under West Semitic evidence we should
also note the personal name Abdi-Afirta,
occurring in various transcriptions as a ruler
of Amurru, Ugarit's neighbour to the south,
mentioned some 92 times in the Amarna let
ters (EA). In the hymn cited by WATSON
(1993), Ashratum is the consort of the god
Amurru. In addition, she appears in a letter
from Taanach dating to the 15th century
(AL8RIGHT, RASOR 94 [1944] 18, Taanach
letter I, I. 21) and in one Aramaic inscrip
tion (KAI 228) as a goddess of Tema. This
last is of interest in view of -·Yahweh's

possible assocIatIOns with Tema (cf. Hab
3:3 - LXX renders both lema' and lemon of
MT by Thaiman). The reading is however
questioned by CROSS (CBQ 48 [1986] 387
394) and DAY (1992:485).

Philistine. Excavations in Tel
MiqneJEkron have brought to light a few
dedicatory inscriptions mentioning the god
dess 'srh. The inscriptions were engraved
on jars whose content.. probably were desti
ned for the cult of the deity or her symbol
(DOTHAN 1990; GmN 1990; GmN
1993:250; DonlAN & GmN 1994). A royal
dedicatory inscription from Ekron mentions
in line 3 a goddess PIg)'''. who as yet has
not been identified. Her epithet 'dl", 'his
lady' (-·Adat), might indicate that she was
identified with the local semitic deity Ashe
rah (GmN, DOTHAN & NAVEH 1997, esp.
11-12).

Egypt. Athirat has been identified as
'Qudshu' ('the -·Holy One') appearing in
KTU 1.2 i:21 etc. (the phrase bn qds being
misconstrued as 'the sons of Qudshu'), and
thus a link is made between her and the so
called Qudshu stelae from Thebes (so most
recently DAY 1986:388-389, 399). However,
on the stelae the name reads qdsl (feminine),
and there is in any case no justification for
identifying the goddess of the stelae with
Athirat. Furthermore, the qds of the Ugaritic
texts should be construed as denoting EI, or
less probably as the abstract 'holiness'. If
this term referred to Athirat, it would re
quire a final I to denote the feminine. Reiter
ation of elementary errors of this sort by
subsequent generations of scholars only
compounds the error! (See WIGGINS 1991
for a sober view on these matters; see also
-Holy One)

Mesopotamia. The forms Asralll(m),
AJiralll, Afirrll (here 'Ashratu') appear in
frequently in Akkadian and Hittite docu
ments, and give only the sketchiest informa
tion concerning the goddess. The fact that
she appears as the consort of Amurru
(above) is evidence of Ashratu(m)'s Amor
ite (thus, West Semitic) origin. The earliest
reference is in a votive inscription in Sumer
ian from Hammurabi's time (18th century),
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BM 22454. In this her epithets include
'daughter-in-law of An', 'Lady of volup
tuousness and happiness' and 'Lady with
patient mercy'. She also appears in a num
ber of god-lists. the list K. 3089 indicating
that she had a temple in Babylon. and on a
number of cylinder-seals and impressions.
Ashratum also appears in one personal name
from the time of Hammurabi: Asratllm
Ummi. Finally, she is mentioned in three
ritual texts from the Seleucid period. The
Sumero-Akkadian evidence has been recent
ly summarised and evaluated by WIGGINS
(1993: 190-217).

A Hittite text contains the myth of
Elkunirsha (->EI-creator-of-the-earth) and
Ashertu, which appears to be derived by
Human mediation from a Canaanite proto
type. Elkllmirfa is generalIy accepted as a
transcription of *U qll)' ar$ (cf. Gen 14: 19).
and Afertll a'\ one of a!rt. This narrates how
the goddess tries to seduce the storm-god
(Tesub = Baal ->Hadad). When he reports
this to Elkunirsha, he is told to humiliate the
goddess. But he does this, both sexually,
apparently (see HOFFNER'S translation: cf.
ANET 519), and by telling her how he killed
her children. She and Elkunirsha then plot
against the storm-god, but Anat-Ashtart
reveals their plotting to him. The storm-god
is then apparently injured (through witch
craft?), but is subsequently exoreised.
(HOFFNER 1990:69-70)

Arabia. A goddess Athirat has been dis
cerned in the epigraphic South Arabian
inscriptions. dating from the mid-first mil
lennium BCE. The term a!n occurs in
various inscriptions in the dialects of the
region, and can mean 'sanctuary', in addi
tion to being a divine name in some in
stances. Unfortunately. very little informa
tion can be gleaned for our purposes from
the texts. RES 35348 and 3550 mention a
temple of Wadd and Athirat, while RES
3689 alludes to offerings to <Amm and
Athirat. Wadd is the Qatabanian moon-god,
and <Amm the national god. who may be
lunar, and thus another name for Wadd.
Whether or not Athirat is the consort of the
god in each case. and is therefore solar in

South Arabia. cannot be decided on the
basis of the evidence available.

III. The term (ltd-'iBera, var. ',isera) ,
appears some 40 times in MT, usually with
the article. When the plural is used. the
forms 'aserim and ',Herat both occur. A
cultic object appears most commonly to be
denoted, which can be 'made' eSII), 'cut
down' (KRT) and 'burnt' (SRP). Probably a
stylised tree, or a lopped trunk, is in
tended-sec Deut 16:2 I. which prohibits the
'planting' of any tree (or: wood) as an
asherah. .md Judg 6:25-26, where it can
become sacrificial fuel-and is frequently
singled out for opprobrium by the Deutero
nomist. However, not only is the attitude of
the biblical writers not entirely consistent.
but neither is the usage, the article being
absent. or not presupposed by suffixes, in 8
ca~es. The ternl also appears in both singu
lar and plural. and in the latter can apparent
ly be ma'\culine or feminine (the latter is
however dubious-sec below). Furthermore.
the matter of the reference of a given pas
sage, to cuJtic object or goddess, is indepen
dent of the usc of the article. This is clear
from the fact that in every instance where
'Baal' is mentioned in the Hebrew Bible,
the article is used (allowed for in this in
stance by GK §126d, on the ground that it is
specifying a generic term), as it is with a
number of the 'Ashtoreth' (->Astarte) ref
erences. Since in both these cases there is no
question of it not being a deity of some kind
that is referred to, whether specific or gen
eric. it follows that the same rule may at
least in principle apply in the case of 'the
asherah·. The presence or absence of the
article is therefore not, in the present writer's
view, a determinant in our analysis; what it
probably does is to remove the proper name
status of the noun, making it into a general
term for a deity. though the use of the ar
ticle with 'e/iihim in its designation of the
god of Israel suggests that the mechanical
application of grammatical rules may be
premature (see above: GK § I26d). The first
problem with the biblical allusions is there
fore where a goddess is to be discerned
behind the references and where the cult
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object. It is general contextual consider
ations which are to be taken into account.
Thus references to constructing, erecting,
removing or burning the asherah arc in prin
ciple to be understood as referring to the
cult object. LXX apparently understood its
arboreal nature by its commonest translation
as a/S05. 'grove'. The Mishnah ('Abodah
Zarah 3:7) regards the Asherah as a tree.
We shall consider below the relationship
between object and deity.

The most important single source is the
Deuteronomistic History. which contains 24
of the 40 references. One of its chief con
cerns is cultic purity, a strictly monolatrous
Yahwism, and it therefore regards the pres
ence of the asherah as evidence of apostasy.
The Deuteronomistic historians have done
their work so well that scholars arc prone to
talk of the asherah and other cultic elements
as evidence of syncretism, or of (extraneous)
'Canaanite' elements in the Israelite and
Judahite cults. In view of the epigraphic evi
dence to be discussed below, it is safer to
begin from the supposition that the religion
of both kingdoms only gradually moved
towards monolatry and then monotheism,
through prophetic and Dcuteronom(ist)ic
influence, and was otherwise, at both popu
lar and official levels, basically polytheistic
in nature. Furthennore, there is no justi
fication for ideas of 'foreignness' about the
Canaanite elements in religion in Palestine.
Israel and Judah are to be seen as wholly
within that cultural tradition. Historically
speaking, it is their emergence from it which
is striking (though often overstated) rather
than its inherently alien nature. If we set
aside those passages which treat the asherah
specifically as an object to which certain
things could be done, we are left with the
following passages which may reasonably
be understood to denote the goddess.

Judg 3:7 is a general statement on apos
tasy, and states that the Israelites served the
Baals and the •Asheroth'. This would be a
generic use of the term, but should be cor
rected in accordance with Judg 2: 13, where
the goddess(es) are called Ashtaroth
('Allarol). 1 Kgs 15:13 (= 2 Chr 15:16) says

that Maacah made an "obscene thing for
(the) asherah" (mjple~el /ci'iHera) and that
Asa cut it (sc. the 'obscene thing', not the
asherah) down. The Kgs text has the article,
the Chr text omits it. The principle of the
article with divine names noted above
applies, and there is no need to see a shift in
understanding between the two versions.
The Kgs passage undoubtedly has the god
dess in mind (and apparently has her left
standing!), though the article reduces her
name to a generality. I Kgs 18: 19 mentions
400 prophets of Asherah: the article is used,
but the deity must be intended, unless the
text be rejected as a gloss, as by some com
mentators. LXX repeaL-; the phrase at v 22,
and there is no objective reason for omitting
it here. In the accompanying reference to the
450 prophets of Baal, the article is of course
used, so both divine names must, on reten
tion of the text, be interpreted consistently. 2
Kgs 13:6 appears to be an attempt to incor
porate the asherah among the sins of Jero
boam (though this is originally singular, as
in I Kgs 16: 19, and refers to the calf-images
of I Kgs 12:28-29). REB translates h(j'lHera
here as the divine name, but the sacred pole
is probably intended. 2 Kgs 21:7 states that
Manassch 'sct up an image of the asherah',
which again appears to refer to the goddess
(so REB). But the verse should perhaps be
harmonised with v 3, which simply alludes
to the sacred pole. Finally within the
Deuteronomistic History, 2 Kgs 23:4-7, in
the account of Josiah's reform, v 4 refers to
items made labbacal we/Q'ii.f(ra, 'for (the)
Baal and for (the) Ashemh', while v 7
speaks of the 'clothes' (bOl/lm: perhaps
'shrines'?, WIGGll'iS 1993:165) the women
wove for the ashemh. The first of these
verses can only refer to the goddess, while
the second is ambiguous, since it may be a
matter of hangings for the sacred pole.

Among the other 16 references to the
asherah, 15 are in the plural, and thus clear
ly do not denote the goddess. They mnge
from Exod 34: 13 (thoroughly Dcutero
nomistic in style), through II references in
2 Chr (of which only 15:16 [I Kgs 15:13] is
singular), most of which parallel the same
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data in Kgs. t\\·o references in Isaiah (17:8
and 27:9) and one each in Jeremiah (17:2)
and Micah (5: 13). The paucity of prophetic
references is striking. and raises the possibil
ity that the violent objection to goddess and
cult object belongs to one particular theol
ogical school (viz. the Deuteronomistic) in
Judah. Above all, the absence of any ref
erence in Hosea is cause for surprise.
(WELLIIAUSEN'S proposal for 14:9 [Die
k/eine Proplletell (Berlin 18983) 20] remains
conjectural.) The few prophetic allusions
noted arc all best explained as later addi
tions to the text. All the plural forms are in
the masculine. with the exception of 2 Chr
33:3. which has the feminine plural. Since
the parallel in 2 Kgs 21:3 has the singular.
there is a case for emendation here. All the
plural occurrences in the Deuteronomistic
History are also masculine. and since we
have already discounted Judg 3:7, it means
that the only genuine pluml form is mascu
line. (There may be a case for a further
instance of the masculine plural use: I Sam
7:3 has in MT w~h{lastcirot. but LXX reads
...kai ta a/set presupposing llci'iiser;m.

Why is the masculine form used in the
plural usage? WIGGINS (1993: 169-170, 186)
suggests that in the Deuteronomistic History
the usage is in accordance with the double
redaction principle: the feminine singular
references are by and large preexilic. the
masculine pluml ones exilic. This then be
comes normative. among later editors and
writers who may have only the vaguest idea.
if any, what the singular term actually
denoted. The plural term is a code-word for
something cultically deviant.

The usage of 'asera. in the singular
denoting the goddess or the cult object, and
in the plural meaning the latter. and
developing the vaguer sense just noted, is an
excellent basis for discussion of the whole
Israelite and Judahite attitude to image
worship ('idolatry' is a pejorative tenn). The
first principle in the understanding of this is
the deliberate perversity of the biblical view
(e.g. at Isa 17:8: 44:9-20: Jer 2:27-28) which
recognises the inherently 'incarnational'
thought of image-worship. that man-made

objects can. through cultic use. become the
media for hierophanies, and yet turns this
argument in on itself as a parody of true
religion. The real significance of Isa 17:8,
with its reference to 'the work of his hands,
and what his fingers have made', is however
to be determined by Isa 2:8, where the
identical formula, with singular suffixes in a
context of plural verbs. can only indicate
that it is Yahweh's hands and fingers that
have made the objects. And this is no simple
statement of creatureliness, but a metnphor
of theogony. The ashemh is indeed the work
of Yahweh's hands and fingers. but in a
mythological sense (see WYATT 1994). The
Isaianic reference to the asherah is thus fully
aware of the dangerous power of the god
dess. Her reality is not in question, and the
distinction between deity and cult object is
ultimately not an ancient, but a modern one.

This brings us to the intriguing question
of the supposed 'Yahweh's Asherah', turn
ing up as the only extm-biblical evidence for
the goddess, if to be so construed. in two
sites, Khirbet el Qom and Kuntillet Ajrud.
On walls at the former. and on pithoi at the
latter, inscriptions have been found. giving
rise to a lively debate. For a thorough sur
vey see HADLEY (1989). Space precludes
lengthy discussion here. The inscriptions
refer to yllwll ulsnll, yllwll smm w',frtll and
y/nrll 111111 w'srrlr. "Yahweh (Yahweh of
Samaria, Yahweh of Ternan [probably =K.
Ajmd]) and his 'aseref'. In all cases the
deity and his 'lHera are invoked for blessing
and protection. The status of the 'iUera is
problematic. It cannot be the divine name
according to the grammatical rule which
precludes a proper noun taking a suffix; but
we have seen that the use of the article in
MT is not detemlinative in the debate. If it
is the cult object. it may nevertheless have
been viewed as notcd abovc. that is with no
practical distinction drawn between object
and the deity symbolised. Some kind of
divine reference is supported by two icono
graphical features found in context. Inscrip
tion 3 at Khirbet el Qom is written above an
engraved hand. This has a widely attested
apotropaic significance (SCHROER 1983), but
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may also be tentatively linked with the hand
symbol of Tllnit of Carthage, the prototype
of which appeared on a stela at Hazor. A
link between Tanit and Asherah is possible,
though unproven (see discussion in HVID
BERG-HANSON 1979:115-119). One of the
K. Ajrud pithoi has three figures drawn
below the inscription. To the right a seated
figure plays a stringed instrument. To the
left two figures are flanked by a diminutive
bull. Attempts to identify these figures with
Bes are quite unwarranted. MARGALIT'S
explanation of them as "Yahweh and his
consort" (1990:277, see above etymology) is
cogent, and consistent with details of the
drawings. But perhaps judgment should be
reserved.

The conclusion many scholars have
drawn that Asherah was the consort of
Yahweh may be approached from another
angle. If Yahweh developed out of local
Palestinian fonns of EI, then we might
expect a simple continuity of the old El
Asherah (IIu-Athirat) relationship which
appears to obtain at Ugarit. But it has been
increasingly argued in recent years that
Yahweh has 'baalistic' characteristics, or is
even a fonn of Baal himself. It has been
argued that Baal effectively usurps El's role
at Ugarit. and takes El's consort at the same
time. There is no evidence from Ugarit to
support this, and the hypothesis is based on
a reading back of the Hurro-Hinite Elkunirsha
myth to its putative Canaanite prototype
(which need not have been the pattern at
Ugarit). Within the biblical context, it has
been supposed that Yahweh-Baal is thus the
consort of Asherah, since Baal and Asherah
were the local 'Canaanite' deities evidenced
at Judg 3:7 MT. But we have seen that
MT's reading here is to be rejected. The
hypothesis has nothing to commend it.

The theology of the goddess remains
obscure in spite of the complex evidence
noted above. We cannot be certain that
every Ugaritic trait wac; preserved in the
later environment, and even there much
remains unknown. The finnest evidence, Le.
that cited from the Keret story above. and
the goddess' role in choosing Athtar as king

in the Baal cycle. pointc; to her role in king
ship rituals. as 'incarnate' in the chief
queen, who in Ugarit appears to have borne
the title rabilll. 'Great Lady', (GORDON
1988) which is used of Asher.ili herself as
well as of Shapsh, and which would corre
spond to the office of gebira, also something
like 'Great Lady' in Israelite and Judahite
royal ideology. Maacah, a gebira, is noted
for her particular devotion to Ashernh in 1
Kgs 15:13, and Bathsheba is undoubtedly to
be seen fulfilling the role in 1 Kgs 2: 13-19
(WYATT, ST 39 [1985J 46; UF 19 [1987J
399-404). AHLSTRCht very appositely calls
the Judahite queen "the ideological replica
of the mother of the gods..... (1976:76; cf.
ACKERMANN 1993). It is this inseparable tie
with the royal cultus which may explain the
goddess' apparently complete disappearance
from the post-exilic world. though echoes of
her are discernible in the figure of -.Wis
dom (LANG 1986:60-81).
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N. \VYATT

ASHijUR -. ISHIJARA

ASHIMA ~iY~~

I. Ashima was the god worshipped by
the people of Hamath, who after their depor
tation to Samaria by the Assyrian king, con
tinued to serve him in their new home (2
Kgs 17:30).

II. The name of the god, in its Biblical
fonn, has been recovered only from the con
text of Arab tribes at Teima; in a dedicatory
inscription from Teima. JsymJ is invoked,
along with the gods $1m and Ingl' (See
LtVINGSTONE 1983; BEYER & LIVINGSTONE
1987). This attestation is somewhat surpris
ing if the primary ac;sociation of Ashima is
with the north Syrian Hamath (but cf.
BECKING 1992:99, 102-104); trade contacts
between the caravanning Arabs and the
important centre of Hamath may explain the
adoption of Ashima into the pantheon at
Teima.

Prior to the discovery of the Teima
inscription, Ashima was sought within the
CanaanitelPhoenician cultural sphere. and
was taken to be related to the god -.Esh
mun. But the name of this deity. attested in
Phoenician and Punic inscriptions. as well
as cuneifonn textc;. is always written with
the final consonant IIllll. and so the identifi
cation with Ashima is questionable. See
further s.v. Eshmun.

Some have claimed to have found the
name Ashima at Elephantine in the com
pound divine name Eshem-Bethel (PORTEN
& YARDENI 1993:234. 127) and as a thco
phoric element in over a half-dozen Aramaic
personal names (GRELoT, LAPO 5 [1972]
464). The god's name may also be seen in a
Greek transcription from Kafr Nebo, in the
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compound form Sumbetulos, i.e. Eshem
Bethel (LmzBARsKI, ESE 2. 1908, 323-324).
Therefore. a Nonh Syrian Aramaean locale
as the home of the deity seems assured. The
name Eshcm may be the Ar.lmaic form of
the common Semitic noun for "name", and,
according to ALBRIGHT (1969: 168), its use
is evidence for hypostatization. "the ten
dency to avoid the personal name of the
deity and to replace it with more discrete
expressions."

III. Many commentators find the name
of the god Ashima in the threatening words
of Amos 8: 14 against those "who swear by
the guilt ('aJmat) of Samaria". While it is
not impossible that this is an example of a
prophetic play on words. 'asmat =)Asima)
(cf. Hosea 4: 15. where the name Beth-aven
"House of transgression" rather than Beth
el, alludes to the sin of idolatry at the site.
cf. 13: I). the primary issue raised by Amos
"is not an apostate invocation of some
foreign deity ... , but rather the emphatic
insistence on the deity's localization at a
panicular sanctuary ...Yahweh (had been)
fragmented into several gods. conceived of
as patron deities of territorial regions"
(WOLFF 1975:332: contrast VAN DER
TOORN 1992:91).
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M. COGAN

ASHTORETH -+ ASTARTE

ASMODEUS 'A~ooalo;

I. The etymology of the name Asmo
deus is not beyond any doubt but it is most
plausibly derived from the Avestan words
aesma- and c/ac/IIw or their Middle Persian
(Pahlavi) compound cognate xesm·dew, both
meaning 'demon of wrath'. As Talmudic
texts sometimes give the form '~iOj~ or
"i~ for Asmodeus, his name has been
connected with Hebrew joj (to destroy,
exterminate), but this seems to be folk ety
mology. Asmodeus does not occur as a
demonic name in the Hebrew Bible. but the
apocrypha twice give the Greek 'A~oOalo~

(Tob 3:8.17).
II. The earliest occurrences of the

Avestan demon anllla- are the Gathic texts
Yasna 29:2 and 30:6: those who choose the
way of evil go the way of Aeshma and thus
bring harm to the world. while otherwise the
followers of Ahura Mazda's teachings be
come expellers of him (Yasna 48:12). With
the help of Acshma the evil powers of
Zarathustra's dualistic cosmos can bring
sickness and evil to mankind so that men
behave like Angra Mainyu's creatures. It is
also wonh mentioning that Acshma is the
only demon who occurs in the Gathas. Out
side the Old-Avcstan corpus we find
Aeshma in Yasna 57: 10.25 (ef. Yasht
11: 15), a hymn to Shraosha. who will smite
and crush Acshma and protect people from
his deceptions. Yasht 10:97 tells us about
Acshma's fright of Mithra's mace which is
the most victorious of all weapons (ef.
-·Mithras). As his standard epithet we find
"of bloody club", so we can imagine him
pictured as a savage ruffian. Of funher inter
est is also Yasna 10:8 where we read that
Acshma brings drunkenness to men. The
funher development of Zoroastrianism
brings a revival of the older Iranian gods
and also the growth of the number of
demons. Thus Acshma occurs as a separate
demonic being in the Pahlavi scriptures:
Acshma (xe.f11l-dew) has now become one of
the chief evil powers. He is C<J..ual to
Ahreman and is the companion of Az: the
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deities of Ohrmazd's (Ahum Mazda's) good
creation arc his antagonists, mostly Wahman
and Shrosh. According to the Bundahishn
(I :3), he is one of the seven dews who were
created by Ahreman; the Pahlavi Rivayat
(56: 13-15) gives the account of a com'cr
sation between Acshma and Ahreman in
which the former is enjoined to corrupt the
good and efficient things of the creation.
Aeshma is now the embodiment of -·Wrath
who in legends can bring all kind of (puta
tively) historical disturbance and uproar into
the world. Thus Aeshma and the usurper
Dahaka fight king Yima and kill him. In the
2adspnnn (9: I), Acshma is one of the
ancestors of five brothers who are the en
emies of Zamthustm himself, while an
account in the Dcnkard (Book 8) states that
he incites Arjasp to wage war against
Vistaspa, the protector of Zarathustra, and
thus oppose the Iranian prophet.

These texts lead to the following con
clusion: Aeshma (the personfied Wrath) has
a separate existence and he is one of the
powers of the evil sphere within Zoroastrian
dualism. There he plays an important part in
the struggle between good and evil and thus
has a considerable influence upon history. In
view of the spread of Zoroastrianism in the
last centuries DCE from the Imnian areas to
Mesopotamia and Anatolia it is possible to
find traces of his influence in both Jewish
and Christian literature.

III. TIle apocryphal book of Tobit prob
ably shows some Iranian (Zoroastrian)
influence (cf. BOYCE & GRENET 1991:414),
namely the importance of generously
dispensing alms (Tob 4:9-10: 14:2), the
account of the little dog (Tob 6: I; II :4) and
the mentioning of the demon Asmodeus. In
Tob 3:8 we read that in his jealousy he has
already killed the seven successive husbands
of Sara during their wedding-nights. There
fore -·Raphael was sent to free Sara from
this demon (Tob 3: 17). The angel can tell
Tobias a way to expel him by performing a
purifying (?) ritual and banishing him to the
Egyptian desert (Tob 6:8: 8: 1-3). On the
whole, Asmodeus does not figure promi
nently in the book of Tobit; but, once intro-

duced into Jewish literature, he made his
way into folklore. He is depicted a.~ a mal
efactor bringing discord to husband and wife
or hiding a wife's beauty from her husband
(T. Sol. 2:3). Aggadic texts also say that
Asmodeus is connected with drunkenness,
mischief and licentiousness. In the Talmud
there is a famous account (Git. 68a-b; cr.
Nltnt. R. II :3) of Solomon's dealing with
this demon: Asmodeus, the king of demons,
was made drunk and led to King Solomon
whom he has to help build the temple in
Jerusalem. Then, hO\vever, the demon took
the king's seal and scated himself on the
royal throne so that Solomon must wander
around as a beggar until God shows mercy
on him and restores his kingship. The whole
legend does not depict Asmodeus as an evil
doer: his actions should open the king's eyes
to the emptiness and vanity of wordly pos
sessions. Such legends gave rise to the pop
ular belief of Asmodeus as a beneficent
demon and a friend of men-though he still
remained king of the demons.

Another tradition remains closer to the
malificent Asmodeus of the book of Tobit
and to the Iranian concept of Aeshma as a
demon of wrath. The Qumranic and Pauline
scriptures (cf. BOYCE & GRENET 1991 :446;
PI~ES 1982:81) know a conception of Wmth
as a nearly autonomous entity: so it is poss
ible to see in that also the Iranian concep
tion of aesma daeltt/a, though there is no
linguistic link. But we also have to take into
account that this Qumrnnic and Pauline con
cept ha.~ one root in the OT's references of
-.Yahweh's wmth and is thus part of the
divine sphere. This difference should not be
ignored because Acshma is the main auxili
ary of the Imnian evil sphere. But neverthe
less it cannot be ruled out that the apoery
phal demon Asmodeus stemming from Iran
is the other root of the hypostati1.ed wrath as
a destructive entity and for the creatures of
wrath.
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M. HUTfER

ASSUR i~ I i:~
I. Assur occurs in the OT as a person,

the second son of -·Shem in the table of
nations (Gen 10:22), as a people or world
power. and as the land of Assyria. While the
concept of the power may have been some
times subsumed in the concept of the deity,
the only certain attestation of the name of
the deity can be found within the name of
the king Esarhaddon (lsa 37:38 = 2 Kgs
19:37, Ezra 4:2).

II. Assur is the god of Assyria par
excellence. His name is identical with that
of the city of Assur. which with its temple.
the bit Assllr. later Ekur. was the main
centre of his cult. The significance of the
god in Assyrian royal ideology can be seen
clearly in prayers associated with the coron
ation of the Assyrian king. It is worth quot
ing from these texts. because they epitomize
from an Assyrian point of view the character
of the national god, which is seen from the
opposite point of view in the OT. A Middle
Assyrian prayer belonging to the ritual
includes the following lines: "Assur is king,
Assur is king!" and, further on in the text,
"May your (the king's) foot in Ekur and
your hands (stretched) toward Assur, your
god. be at ease! May your priesthood
(Sang,itu) and the priesthood of your sons be
at ease in the service of Assur, your god!
With your straight sceptre enlarge your
land! May Assur grant you a commanding
voice, obedience, agreement, justice and
peace!" (MVAAG 41 [1937] 9-13). Similar

sentiments can be found in the Neo-Assyr
ian coronation hymn of Assurbanipal:
"Assur is king-indeed Assur is king!
Assurbanipal is the [... ] of Assur, the cre
ation of his hands. May the great gods es
tablish his reign. may they protect the life
[of Assurba]nipal, king of Assyria! May
they give him a just sceptre to extend the
land and his peoples! May his reign be re
newed and may they consolidate his royal
throne for ever!" (SAA 3 no. II).

The coincidence of the name Assur as
city and also as god appears from Old
Assyrian documents from the trading col
onies in Cappadocia to have been felt by
ancient scribes: there is occasionally a lack
of distinction between the two. Additionally.
the tenn cilllm, 'the city', is used in oaths
along with the ruler in contexts where one
would anticipate mention of the city god and
the ruler. As noticed by LAMBERT (1983),
the evidence shows that the god Assur is the
deified city. While parallels from the orig
inal heartland of Mesopotamian civilization
arc rare, the deification or numinous charac
ter of geographical features is quite com
monly attested in Northern Mesopotamia.
especially in personal names. Analysis of
the combined evidence led LAMBERT (1983)
to the hypothesis that the site of the town
Assur, which is an impressive natuml hill.
was a holy spot in prehistoric times. Having
been settled as a place of strategic signifi
cance, its 'holiness' was exploited both
practically-the growth of the town-and
ideologically, leading to the dual character
of city and god.

In the course of the history of Assyria.
the god Assur, who was not originally a
deus persona and thus did not originally
ha\'e a family, was made to confonn to the
theology of southern Mesopotamia. Begin
ning in the second millennium Assur was
given a theological personality by regarding
him as the Assyrian Enlil. Enlil being the
god of Nippur and one of the most import
ant figures in the pantheon of Babylonia.
This opened the way for the gradual adop
tion by Assur of everything originally
pertaining to Enlil. from his wife Ninlil
becoming the Assyrian -+Mullisu, and later
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his sons Ninurta and ababa. through
various epithcts down to items of furniture.
This process of assimilation began in the
time of Tukulti-Ninurta I (thirteenth century
BCE) and continucd into thc Sargonid period
(eighth to sevcnth centurics BCE). Thc only
'family member' of Assur's, not ccrtainly of
southern origin, is SenVa, and her exact
standing is ambiguous.

In the Sargonid period it became a com
mon scribal practicc in Assyria to write the
name of thc god Assur with the signs
AN.SAR, originally used to dcsignate a pri
meval deity in Babylonian theogonies. It
seems that an ideological coup lies behind
this innovation. In one Babylonian thea
gonic system, An~ar and KBar-literally
'whole heavcn' and 'whole earth'-precede
the scnior Babylonian gods Enlil and Ninlil,
separated from them by Enurulla and Ninu
rulla ('Lord' and 'Lady' of the 'primcval
city'). By this means the Assyrian Assur,
who did not figurc in the Babylonian pan
theon at all, was madc to appear at the head
of it. This is cxplicitly stated in a learned
Assyrian explanatory work: "It is said in
Enlima e1is: Whcn heaven and earth were
not yet creatcd, Assur (AN.SAR) camc into
being" (SAA 3 no. 34:54).

After his sack of Babylon in 689 nCE,
Sennacherib attempted to institute a number
of religious reforms. These included an
endeavour to replace the cult of -Marduk in
Babylon by an analogous cult in Assyria
with Assur playing the part of Marduk. It
appears that, while Assyrian outposts out
side Assyria would automatically represent
areas where Assur was worshipped, worship
of Assur replacing local cullS was not re
quired of conquered peoples. Rather, the
opposite was the case in the sense that
Assyrians ostensibly rcspected local deitics,
using them for propaganda purposes by
declaring that thcy had abandoncd their
worshippers as the Assyrians victoriously
advanced. In post-imperial Assyria Assur
continues to be attested in personal names
and in Aramaic votive inscriptions from the
city itself.

III. In the OT ~aJf(ir, 'Ashur; Assyria',
occurs as a designation of the city (Gen

2:4), the country (e.g. Gen 9: Hos 7: II: Isa
7:8) or the people (e.g. Isa 10:5.12; Mic 5:4)
of Ashur. The name of the deity occurs as
theophoric element in the name of king
~esar-hadd6n, Esarhaddon (Isa 37:38 = 2
Kgs 19:37, Ezra 4:2; cr. the spelling ~sr~,)d/l,

Ahiqar:5). The lsi reflects the Nco-Assyrian
pronounciation of the alveolar (MILLARD
1976:9).
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A. LIVINGSTONE

ASTARTE r.-;~S)

I. The divine name Astarte is found in
the following fonns: Ug '[Irt ('Athtart[u]');
Phoen 'fm ('Ashtart'); Heb 'Astoret (singu
lar); 'Astarot (generally construed as plural);
Eg variously 's[rt, 'S[,!, ;S[rt; Ok Astarte. It
is the feminine form of the masculine '[tr
('Athtar'. 'Ashlar') and this in tum occurs,
though as the name of a goddess. as Akka
dian -Ishtar. The Akkadian Ai-tar-[wlII?) is
used of her (AGE 330). The etymology
remains obscure. It is probably, in the mas
culine form, the name of the planet Venus,
then extended to the feminine as well (cf. A.
S. YAHUDA, JRAS 8 [1946] 174-178). It is
unlikely that ROBERTSON SMITH'S sugge
stion (Religion of the Semites [Edinburgh
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19273] 99 n. 2, esp. 310,469-479). referring
to Arabic 'ti[lir, 'irrigated land', is of help;
because it still leaves the t, which cannot be
infixed, unexplained. Both god and goddess
are probably, but not certainly, to be seen as
the deified Venus (HEIMPEL 1982: 13-14).
This is indeed the case, since if the morning
star is the male deity (cf. Isa 14: 12), then
the goddess would be the evening star: ali

she is in Greek tradition. (The two appe
arances of Venus are also probably to be
seen as deified. cr. -Shahar and -·Shalem.)

n. Ugarit. The goddess Ashtart is men
tioned 46 times in the Ugaritic texts, but
appears relatively rarely in the mythological
texts. These appearances are as follows: in
the Baal cycle (KTU 1.2 i 7-8) -Baal curses
Yam (-sea), inviting -·Horon (cf.
-Horus!) and 'Ashtan-Im-Baal' (see below)
to smash his skull-Keret uses the same
curse on his son Y~ib in KTU 1.16 vi 54
57, showing it to be formulaic language.
When Baal loses control in the divine coun
cil at the appearance of Yam's ambassadors,
-Anat and Ashtart restrain him foreibly
(KTU 1.2 i 40). When Baal is about to kill
Yam, Ashtart intervenes: either to taunt
Baal(1), or more probably to urge him to
deliver the coup de grc1ce (KTU 1.2 iv 28
30). In the Keret story, in addition to the
curse noted above, Hurriya is compared in
her beauty with Anat and Ashtart (KTU 1.14
iii 41-44 = vi:26-30). The fragmentary KTU
1.92 seems to have contained a myth con
cerning Ashtart (PRU 5, 3-5: § I; HERR
MANN 1969:6-16). In KTU I. 100, a series
of spells against snake-bites, she is paired
with Anat (in the order Anat and Ashtart) in
II. 19-24, in addition to further mentions
alone, twice as a toponym (cf. KTU 1.108.
2). In the fragmentary KTU 1.107. another
such text, Anat and Ashtart are invoked. The
latter appears again as a toponym. In KTU
1.114 (the MarziQu text), Ashtart and Anat
(in that oroer) summon the dog-like Yarihu
in order to throw him meat (II. 9-11); and,
when - EI becomes drunk, Anat and Ashtart
go off to find purgatives, returning as
Ashtart and Anat (a chiastic arrangement, II.
22-26).

The relation of Ashtart and Anat sug
gested by these occurrences is evidently
close. It may represent an early stage in a
process of syncretism of the two goddesses.
It may be noted that their iconography is
similar; because both appear armed and
wearing the Egyptian Atef crown. This close
relationship is also reflected in the Egyptian
evidence. They are commonly understood to
be consorts of Baal; but there is no direct
evidence for this at Ugarit. The interpreta
tion of various texts as describing sexual
intereourse between Anat and Baal has
recently been questioned (P. L. DAY, The
Bible and the Politics of Exegesis [ed. D.
Jobling; Cleveland 1991] 141-146. 329-333;
id, IN£S 51 [1992] 181-190), and no such
relationship between Ashtart and Baal is
mentioned. (The evidence cited could equal
ly well be used to define her ao;; Horon's
consort.) The nearest the tradition comes
even to associating them is in the title tltrt
Im btl. This has been interpreted in two
ways: as 'Ashlart-name-of-Baal', sc. as the
reputation. honour, or even 'Shakti' of Baal
(e.g. GINSBERG. ANET 130a), or as 'Ashtart
heavens-of-Baal' (DUSSAUD 1947:220-221.
who cites Astarte's epithets Asteria. Astroar
che, Astronoe and Ourania). The latter sense
is to be preferred. This title also appears on
Eshmunazar's sarcophagus (below). In addi
tion to various mentions in minor texts,
Ashtart appears in the pantheon lists (KTU
1.47.25 = KTU 1.118.24) as the equivalent
of Ishtar in RS 20. 24. 24.

Egypt. Astarte is mentioned a number of
times in texts from Egypt. In one instance,
her name is written tntrt. Even if this is
simply a misspelling, as LECLANT (1960:6 n.
2) suggests. it is still 'revealing' (but cf.
ANET 20141 n. 16). In the Contendings of
Horus and Seth (iii 4), -Seth is given Anat
and Astarte. the daughters of -Re, as wives.
This is a mythologisation of the importing
of Semitic deities into Egypt under the
Hyksos and later, and the New Kingdom
fashion for the goddesses in particular. Seth
and Baal were identified. But this does not
justify retrojecting Egyptian mythological
relationships into the Ugaritic context. Anat
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and Astarte are described in a New King
dom text (Harris magical papyrus iii 5 in:
PRITCHARD (1943:79]) as "the two great
goddesses who were pregnant but did not
bear", on which basis ALBRtGiIT (1956:75)
concludes that they are "perennially fruitful
without ever losing virginity". He also
asserts that "sex was their primary func
tion". Both assumptions are questionable,
not to say mutually incompatible! As wives
of Seth, who rapes rather than makes love to
them, their fruitless conceptions are an
extension of his symbolism as the god of
disorder, rather than qualities of their own.
In the fragmentary 'Astarte papyrus' (AN!:.I
17-18; see HELCK 1983) the goddess is the
daughter of -.Ptah and is demanded by the
--Sea in marriage. This myth may be related
to a recension of the Ugaritic Baal myth: as
well as to that of --Perseus and Andromeda.
Astarte's primary characteristic in Egypt is
as a war-goddess. An inscription at Medinet
Habu (ARE iii 62, 105), for instance, says of
Rameses III that Mont and Seth are with
him in every fray. and Anat and Astarte are
his shield. She frequently appears in New
Kingdom art anned, wearing the Atef crown
and riding a horse (LECLANT 1960). A
Ptolemaic text (ANET 250 n. 16) calls her
"Astarte, Mistress of Horses, Lady of the
Chariot". The first part may echo KTU 1.86.
6, which appears to link Ashtart (and Anat?)
with a horse (PRU 5, 189 [§158), WYATf,
UF 16 (1984) 333-335). In the now lost
Winchester stela (EDWARDS, JNES 14
[1955J 49) the goddess appears on a lion (a
trait normally associated with Ishtar) and
was apparently identified with Qadeshet and
Anal.

Phoenicia. Though she was undoubtedly
an important deity in Phoenicia throughout
the first millennium, there is surprisingly
little direct written evidence. KAI lists only
11 Phoenician examples: ranging from Ur
and Egypt to Malta and Carthage. The most
important items are the following. The sar
cophagus of Tabnit from Sidon dates from
the sixth century BCE (KAI 13, ANET 662a).
Since the king is also priest of Ashtart, we
may suppose she was an important goddess

in the city: if not its patroness. This is in
interesting tension with Athirat's apparently
similar status in the Keret story (KTU 1.14
iv:34-36). The curse of the goddess is in
voked against grave-robbers. The sarcopha
gus of his son Eshmunazar (KAI 14, ANET
662ab), from the beginning of the following
century, states that his mother was priestess
of Ashtart: and that the royal family spon
sored (rebuilt?) a temple for Ashlart (in the
fonn Ashtart-sm-Baal) in -'Sidon, thus
benefitting her cult in Byblos. A votive
throne from south of Tyre. dating to the
second century BCE (KAI 17), addresses the
goddess as 'my Great Lady' (rbly); but per
haps without the old ideological overtones.
The same expression is used of Ashtart and
'Tanit of the Lebanon' (this may denote a
local feature at Carthage) on an inscribed
slab, of uncertain date, from Carthage (KAI
81 ).

It will be apparent from the lack of bibli
cal references to a living cult of Anal that
the goddess must have undergone some
transfonnation by about the beginning of the
first millennium BCE. The constant juxtapo
sition of the goddesses in the Ugaritic and
Egyptian records indicates what must have
happened. They appear to have fused into
lhe goddess -·Atargatis: although we have
jusl seen that Ashtart also retained her inde
pendence for centuries. The name Atargatis
(Greek, Aramaic 'Irl') is generally agreed to
be made up from the Aramaic development
of Ashtart ('Slrl) into Atar ('Ir' note the
weakening of the guttural) together with
Anat ('nl) weakened by assimilation of the
medial n into '1(1)'. Some sec Asherah as
similated to Anat (sec ASTOUR, Helle1Jose
milica (19672) 206); but this is less likely.
Occasional inscriptions to the goddess are
found in Aramaic (KAI 239, 247, 248).
Atargatis, in her fonn al Hierapolis in the
second century CE, is the subject of Lucian's
work De Dea Syria. Lucian writes of Astarte
of Sidon, §4, whom he identifies as the
-·Moon. He also claims that the local priest
hood identified her with Europa. He
identifies the goddess of Byblos (probably
another local Astarte) with --Aphrodite. The
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common identiate in the Cypriot cult (§6),
the Astarte of a temple on the Lebanon
mountain (sc. at Afqa), he says was founded
by Kinyras (sc. Kinnor) (§9). The goddess
(Atargatis) of Hierapolis, founded by Deuca
lion or Semiramis, he identifies with -Hera
or Derceto (§§12, 14). Given the character
of Atargatis, it is perhaps significant that
Anat is called both 'mistress of dominion'
and 'mistress of the high heavens' (belt drkt
belt !mm mrm: the Ugaritic equivalents of
Derceto and Semiramis) among other titles
in KTU 1.108. 6-7. Much of Lucian's infor
mation seems to be a loose mixture of
Greek and Syrian traditions, but still has
some.genuine echoes from the past. Another
important source reflecting a Graeco-Semitic
rationalising of tradition is Eusebius' Praep.
Ev., which has Astarte as a daughter of
Ouranos (-Heaven) and sister to Rhea and
Dione: all three become wives of Kronos.
Astarte has seven daughters by Kronos. The
latter appears to be the equivalent of -EI. A
direct quotation from Philo Byblius states
that "Astarte. the great goddess, and Zeus
Demarous, and Adodos king of gods, reigned
over the country (sc. Phoenicia) with the
consent of Krenos. And Astarte set the head
of a bull upon her own head as a mark of
royalty, and in traveling round the world she
found a -star fallen from the sky, which
she took up and consecrated in the holy
island Tyre. And the Phoenicians say that
Astarte is Aphrodite." (1.10:17-18, 21) The
Greek goddess -.Artemis may also preserve
traits of Phoenician Ashtart (WEST, UF 23
[1991] 379-381).

III. The divine name Ashtart occurs nine
times in MT, from which one should per
haps be subtracted (I Sam 7:3) and to which
a funher instance should perhaps be added.
Le. Judg 3:7. This alteration, widely ac
cepted, is based on the wording of Judg
2: 13. It summarises the popular devotions of
the pre-monarchical period as apostasy. This
verse raises some interesting questions. MT
reads labbaeal welrl'aItarot, using the singu
lar of hacal, (supponed by LXX) but, on
most scholars' assessment, the plural form
for the goddess (supponed by LXX!). Thus

RSV, REB. read respectively 'the Baals and
the Ashtaroth' and 'the baalim and the
ashtaroth'. Note, however, that beealim does
occur in the plural in 2: 11. (Clearly there is
some redundancy in vv 11-13.) RSV recog
nises the names, though plural. REB gen
ericises them. JB, on the other hand reads
'Baal and Astarte'. The 'Baalim' are often
referred to in the plural ('emphatic plural':
BDB 127) and arc so construed by many
commentators. The Ashtaroth arc, thus,
understood as a class of goddesses. Whether
or not 'aserot should be corrected at Judg
3:7, it is the same principle. But. given the
phonology of the divine name, we should
perhaps question the plural interpretation:
even if it be allowed that it came to be
understood in this way. The only vocalised
forms of the name are, of course, the
Hebrew and Greek. The other West Semitic
forms are conventionally vocalised 'Ashtan'
or 'Athtart'; but it is quite possible that the
original vocalisation was ~a!1aral("),

which. with the southern shift of ii to {j (as
in Dagan> Dagon) would become caStarot
in Hebrew. Conversely. the expected singu
lar-if the form found were the plurnl
would be *easttira. with the final -at
weakening to a. The toponyms mentioned
below support this alternative explanation.
Further. the three-vowel formation is sup
ported by the other form occurring. viz.
CaStoret. To argue that this formation is due
to the adoption of the vowels of bofet begs
the question. There would have needed to be
at least the vocal skeleton (that is, a word or
in this case part of a word carrying two
vowels) for the boset vowels to fit. The
adoption of this vowel pattern (boset) is per
haps not in dispute, though the reason com
monly given is arguably misconstrued.
JASTROW'S suggestion (1894) makes better
sense, in offering a closer parallel to the
revocalising of the tetragrnmmaton to carry
the vowels of 'lJdona)'. It is suggested. there
fore, that 'Ashtaroth' is in fact a singular
form, though it might well come to be inter
preted in the plural, as an indication of the
scribal tradition's view of the enormity of
worshipping other deities, and thus repre-
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senting all such cults as polytheistic. As for
'Ashtoreth' ('altoret), this may well be
explained as the singular carrying the
vowels of biHet; albeit on JASTROW'S under
standing of the usage (1894). It is, however,
possible that another explanation of this
form is the assumption of an early fonn
*'asuirit, in which ca."e the conventional
shift of ii-i to o-e (as in Jiipi! > fOpe{) would
occur. If this is so. we should look for dia
lectal variantc; of the name.

Judg 10:6, I Sam 7:4 and 12:10 all refer
to 'the Baals and the Ashtaroth'. In the
second instance, LXX has the curious read
ing tas Baalim wi ta alse Astaroth. "and the
(f.!) Baals and the (n. pI.!) groves-Ashtaroth",
an impossible combination of Ashlart and
Asherah elements, while in the third, LXX
reads lOis lJaalim kai tois alsesin. In 1 Sam
7:3 the allusion looks like a secondary addi
tion at the end of the sentence (luisini Jet_
Je/olze Izallllckiir mirrokekem weJ,iiCastiirvt).
LXX, however. reads . ..kai ta alse. thus
presupposing hiiJiiserim. In 1 Sam 31: 10, thc
annour of Saul is hung on the walls of 'the
temple of Ashtart ('astiirot)' (LXX 10 ASlar
teion, /I 1 Chr 10: 10: bet JiWlzelzem). Com
mentators usually change the pointing to
'astoret (thus SMITII. The books of Samuel
[ICC; Edinburgh 1899] 253) or regard the
temple as dedicated to 'the Ashtaroth' (pI.:
thus HERZBERG, I and 1/ Samuel [London
1964J 233). On the basis of the argument
that the fonn is singular, no change to MT
is required.

The other three occurrences all point the
name 'astoret and do not use the article.
These passages overtly refer, however, not
to an Israelite or Judahite goddess, but to
'Ashtoreth, goddess eNollt?!) of the Sidon
ians' in 1 Kgs 11 :5.33 as importations by
Solomon to please his wives; while in 2 Kgs
23: 13, in the account of Josi<lh's destruction
of Ashtart's shrine, she is referred to as
siqqit$, - 'abomination'. It is probably Ash
tart who was denoted by the title - 'Queen
of heaven', referred to in cults of the end of
the monarchy (Jer 7: 18; 44: 17-19.25).

As well as serving as the divine name,
the word appears in the expression Casterot

$o'n in Deut 7: 13; 28:4.18.51. It means
something like 'Iamb-bearing flocks' or
'ewes of the flock'. This appears to be an
application of the name of the goddess as a
term for the reproductive capacity of ewes.

It also appears in a toponym, which goes
back to the pre-settlement era. It denotes a
city named after the goddess. Gen 14:5
mentions Ashtaroth Qamaim, which
ASTOUR (ABD 1 [1992J 491: contrast DAY,
ABD I [1992] 492) takes to be Ashtaroth
nellr Qarnaim, and identifies with the Ashta
roth associatcd with -Og king of -·Bashan
(Josh 9: 10). In Josh 21 :27, this appears ac;
be'e.litera, (LXX Bosoran = Bosra!) which
should, however, be harmonised with
'asUirot (LXX Aseri1th) in 1 Chr 6:56 (71).
In Josh 12:4; 13: 12.31, this is linked with
Edrei (the latter added to Josh 9: 10 in
LXX), and the two cities appear together as
the seat of the chthonian god 'Rapiu' in
KTU 1.108. 2-3 (most recently PARDEE,
RSOu IV [Textes paramythologiques: Paris
1988] 81, 94-97). It is probably also the city
Astanu mentioned in the Amama letters (EA
197: 10. 256:21). This pronunciation and
obvious sense (as the name of a singular
goddess) may be taken to confirm the singu
lar interpretation of the biblical toponym
and divine name. It is supported by the refe
rence to the Beth-Shean temple of the god
dess in I Sam 31:10.1 Chr 11:44 is the gen
tilic of the city.

The problem of pointing may be resolved
thus: 'Ashtaroth' is the Hebrew and 'Ash
toreth' a Phoenician (Sidonian) form of the
same name. The goddess is well-established
as a war-goddess (by the Egyptian epi
graphic and iconographic evidence, as well
as the trophies offered at Beth Shean), while
her 'sexual' role. conceived as primary by
ALBRIGHT (1956), is scarcely hinted at by
the evidence ndduced. It appears, rather, to
belong to a blanket judgment on Canaanite
goddesses made by biblical scholars on the
basis of meagre evidence such as Hosea's
sexual allusions. It is better explained as a
metaphor for apostasy (cf. B. MARGALIT, VI'
40 [1990J 278-284). The Hebrew singular
form Castiirot has subsequently been read as
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a plural and incorporated into the reference
to b~a/im weluj'asttirot. In doing so, it bas
simply become. like be'ti/im, a generic tenn.
It is comparable to the Akkadian expression
Utinll u iJrartitu. 'gods and goddesses'.
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N. \VVATT

ATARGATIS 'Atapyat'i~

I. The goddess Atargatis does not occur
in the Bible, but her sanctuary. an Atar
gateion. is mentioned in 2 Macc 12:26. It
was situated near Qamaim. present day
Sheich Salad 4 km nonh of Ashtarot
Qamaim in the Hauran (cf. 1 Macc 5:42-44;
2 Macc 12:21-23; M. C. ASTOUR, Ashte
roth-Kamaim, ABD 1 [1992] 49). Her name
is a compound of Ashtarte (-·Astarte) and
(Anat (-Anat) nnd is spelled in various
ways: in Aramaic 'trth. 'trt" 'trth, 'trt',
trt, in Greek 'Atapyot'i~. 'Atopyotl~,

'Auayo9l), 'AtapotTl, 'AtopyotTl; the apo
cope fonn gave Derketo. Her main sanctu
ary was in HierapolislMabbug in nonhern
Syria, where she was venerated together
with -Hadad (-Zeus), the Syrian god of
-heaven, rain and fertility. From there her
cult spread throughout Syria, nonhern Mes
opotamia and into the West, where she is
known as the Dca Syria.

II. The cult of Atargatis in Syria and
Mesopotamia is known from a wide variety
of literary sources, inscriptions, coins, sculp
tures and terrncottas. which display a range
of local variants as well as a general pattern.
The earliest phase is represented by a bewil
dering variety of late 4th and early 3rd cent.
nCE coins from Hierapolis. Her name occurs
on them as 'th and as 'trth. The original
name of the goddess is certainly 'th, where
as the element 'tr, derived from 'Jtr, has the
meaning of goddess, so that the full name
'trth means "the goddess (Ateh", (Ateh
being the goddess par excellence. The name
'til is the Aramaic fonn of Anat and fre
quently occurs as a theophoric element in
proper names in Syria and nonhern Mes
opotamia (DRUVERS 1980:88). The goddess
is represented on these coins with a turreted
tiara, with a lion or riding on a lion,
between two sphinxes or enthroned. with a
variety of objects in her right hand, a branch
or a cup, and sometimes leaning on a
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sceptre. This iconographical repertoire
represents a mother goddess, a protecting
potnia theron, with life-giving and protec
tive aspects. It is partly related to the icono
graphy of -Cybele, the Magna Mater.
Coins from Hierapolis from the 2nd and 3rd
cent. CE usually picture an enthroned Atar
gatis between two lions with different at
tributes in her hand. tympanum. cars of
com, staff or spindle, mirror, sceptre,
semeion, or a leaf, and with different jewel
lery and headdress, sometimes with fishes or
-doves. Another type is Atargatis with a
mural crown. As such she functions as the
-Tyche of Hierapolis and other Syrian and
Mesopotamian towns like Edessa. Harran,
Nisibis, Resh Aina and Palmyra. Other icon
ographical types are an enthroned Atargatis
accompanied by one lion, without lions, or
in a standing position. This variety is partly
caused by the spread of the dominant cult of
Hierapolis throughout the Syrian and Mes
opotamian area and the subsequent adapta
tion of local cults of mother goddesses
modelled on that of Hierapolis. The wide
range of variants in the iconography as well
as in the epigraphic repertoire of Atargatis
demonstrates this process of religious assi
milation which made Atargatis of Hierapolis
into the Dea Syria venerated throughout the
Roman empire. Lucian of Samosata wrote
his De Syria Dea in the second century CE
on the goddess of Hierapolis, her sanctuary
and her cult in which he relates her to a
range of other goddesses such as -Hera,
-Athena, -Aphrodite, -Artemis, Nemesis
and the Moirai, in order to explain her real
character. She displays therefore aspects
which are represented by other goddesses in
hellenistic culture. This process often makes
it difficult to decide whether the cult of
Atargatis at a certain place is actually a
branch of the sanctuary of Hierapolis or a
local cult of a mother goddess adapted to
the practice of HierapolislMabbug.

At Hierapolis Atargatis' sanctuary func
tioned as an asylum, where it was strictly
forbidden to kill an animal or a human
being, in accordance with the goddess' life
giving and protective character. Emascula-

tion was practised in her cult, a custom later
widely observed in Christian Syri~l. A large
pond with fish, usual1y carps, was p"rt of
her sanctuary at Hierapolis and at other
places. e.g. at Edessa and on the island of
Delos, and symbolised Atargatis' life-giving
and fertility aspects. Purification rites were
certainly part of her cult as well as a taboo
on certain food.

III. The sanctuary of Atargatis near
Qamaim (2 Macc 12:26) has not been found
by archaeologists. An altar from Tell el
Ashrari near ancient Qamaim is dedicated to
Anemidi tei kuriH, the mistress Artemis
(lGR III, 1163; see D. SOURDEL, Les ellites
du HClIlrall a /'epoque romaine [Paris 1952]
42). Since Artemis is equivalent to Atargatis
in various inscriptions from Syria, Artemis
is here just another name of Atargatis,
which highlights her character of protectress
of animal and human life in the semi-nomad
culture of the mainly Nabatean and Arab
population of hellenistic Hauran. In such a
society a sanctuary of Atargatis functioned
as an asylum. The text of 2 Macc 12:21-26
suggestc; that Judas Maccabaeus' enemies
took refuge inside the temenos of Atargatis.
where Judas killed them (see E. KAUTZSCH,
Apokryphell Illld Puudepigraphen des Alten
Testaments I [Tiibingen 1900] III, note c.).
F. BAETHGEN (Beitriige zur semitisehen
Religionsgesehiehte [Berlin 1988] 68; cf.
e.g. J. A. MO:-rTGmfERY & H. S. GEHMAN,
Kings [lCC; Edinburgh 1951] 474; J. GRAY,
I & /I Kings [London 31977] 654) equated
the enigmatic deity -Tartak. venerated by
the settlers coming from Avv"h (2 Kgs
17:31) with Atargatis. Since this
identification is very unlikely from an ety
mological point of view, this interpretation
is now abandoned (cf. L. K. HANDY. Tar
tak, ABD 6 [1992] 334-335).
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H. J. \V. DRUVERS

ATHENA 'ABT\vaia, 'AEh;VT1
I. Athena is the main polis divinity in

Greek religion. The Romans identified her
with Minerva (etrusc. Menrva); the Greeks
themselves found numerous homologues in
the ancient Near East, e.g. the Egyptian
Neith of SaYs (MORA 1985:95) and the Ug
aritic-Syrian -·Anat (CIS 1.95). The affili
ation between the anned Greek goddess and
Near Eastern anned goddesses like Anat or
-+Ishtar (COLBOW 1991) is controversial, but
Oriental influence is plausible. In the Bible,
Athena occurs only as the root element in
the toponym Athens (Acts 17:15) and in the
anthroponym Athenobius (I Macc 15:28).

II. An early fonn of her name, Arana
porinija, is attested in a Bronze Age Linear
B tablet from Knossos (GERARD-RouSSEAU
1968:44-45). The meaning is disputed; pre
sumably, it is "Mistress of (a place called)
At(h)ana". The debate about the priority of
Athenai (Alhens) or Athena now favours the
place name: the Homeric and later fonns of
her name, 'ABT\voia - 'A8T\voiT\, are most
easily understood as adjectives, "She from
Athana(i)", "The Lady of Athens"; the
Homeric epithet A/a/kemelleis connects her
with another town, the small Boeotian
Alalakomenai.

A fundamental function of Athena is the
protection of cities; as such, she bears the

epithet Polias or Poliouchos. This function
is already present in Homer. In time of cri
sis, the women of Troy offer a p~p/os to her
enthroned image and prny for her protection
(Iliad 6,302-303). Athens especially is
defined through her cult and mythology
(Iliad 2,549-550). In later texts, one of her
main epithets is Polias or Poliouchos, and
her temple is attested on many acropoleis
throughout the Greek world: only Apollo is
as often attested as owner of a main polis
sanctuary.

After the Minoan and Mycenaean Bronze
Age culture had been discovered as the
possible precursors of Greek culture,
scholars tried to derive Athena's parnmount
function and charncter from the role of a
Mycenaean palace goddess which in tum
would go back to a Minoan house goddess
(NIl.5S0N 1950:488-50I). The main argu
ment for the first thesis was that in Mycenae
and presumably in Athens a temple of Athe
na in the first millennium preserved the
location of a Mycenaean palace; other argu
ments-her relationship to the snake which
had been understood as the guardian of the
house, with the so-called Shield Goddess of
Mycenae, known from iconographical
sources--seemed to point in the same direc
tion: the Minoan roots were seen in her
association with snake and bird. The deriv
ation remains hypothetical at best; especially
the thesis of a Minoan origin seems to read
diachronically what could also be viewed
functionally.

Her protection takes two fonns, that of a
talismanic statuette of an anned goddess
whose possession guarnmees the safety of a
lown (the palladium, which Herodotus 4,189
defines as a "statue of (Pallas) Athena"), and
that of her being the goddess of war or
rather of warriors. According to myth, Troy
would survive as long as the palladium was
inside; the town fell, after Odysseus and
Diomedes had stolen it. Other towns
claimed to possess it afterwards, chiefly
Athens (Pausanias 1.28,9) and Romc (Livy
5,52,7 etc,): in all cn-c;es, the story fits a pat
tcm of myth and rilUal which nced not be
connected with Athena.

Like the Palladion, Athena usually bears
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weapons. helmet. lance. and shield. As a
warrior goddess. Athena is differentiated
from -.Ares. the god of war. though the two
are often paired together as divinities of war
and battle (e.g. Homer. Iliad 5,430). Ares
represents the fierce forces of fighting and
killing without relationship to polis life
where he has no important festivals; as a
foreigner to the polis. myth makes him
come from Thrace (Homer, Iliad 13,301).
Athena, on the other hand, is the warlike
protectress of the polis against enemy
attacks; as such, she protects the warriors.
This role is reflected in the protection of
mythical heroes, especially young ones like
Achilles (lliall) and Jason, but also Odys
seus (Odyssey). This has been taken to mir
ror her role in initiation rituals of young
warriors (B REMMER 1978); in fact, her con
nection with rituals which derive from this
fundamental institution is somewhat
tenuous: in the Athenian Aglaurion. she
received the ephebic oath as Athena Arcia,
together with Ares. Enyo. Enyalios and
other local divinities (M. N. TODD, A selec
tion of Greek Historical Inscriptions 11
[Oxford 1948J no. 204). and she was the
main divinity in the Attic-Ionian festival of
the Apatouria (besides -+Zeus) whose func
tion-the integration of young members into
the phratry-reflects similar concerns.

She is more prominent as a divinity pre
siding over the ritual passage of young girls
into society. especially but not exclusively
in Athens. The Athenian Arrhephoroi, two
girls from noble families, had to serve a
year on the acropolis. Their ritual obliga
tions associate them with female adult life,
their main duty being to start weaving the
peplos for the goddess. their cultic roles
bringing them together also with the cult of
->Aphrodite; their aetiological myth, the
story of Erichthonios and the daughters of
Cecrops. focuses rather on the themes of
sexuality and its dangers (BURKERT 1966).
Similar rituals lie behind. e.g. the ritual of
the Locrian Maidens who were annually
sent to Athena llias (GRAF 1978).

Compared to -.Artemis, who is more
prominent as a protectress of young women
but whose main concern is with their biol-

ogical function, Athena's domain is the cor
rect social behaviour of women; from this
stems her function as Ergane. in which she
presides over the female work. But the role
of Athena Ergane was more global: together
with Hephaestos, she protected also the arti
sans over whose skills she watched; she had
found out how to harness a horse. had
taught how to build ships (her first construc
tion was Jason's Argo) and had cultivated
the olive tree. The common denominator of
these functions, as DE11ENNE & VERNANT
(1974) pointed out, is Athena's role as pur
veyor of practical intelligence and clever
ness as a fundamental ingredient of civili7.a
tion; the myth of her contest with
-> Poseidon over the possession of Athens
which was decided by the respective gifts. a
salty spring from Poseidon, the cultivated
olive tree from Athena. confront and evalu
ate miraculous nature which is socially use
less as opposed to socially \'ery useful
nature. which has been trnnsfonned and
civilized.

Athena's main Athenian festivals give
ritual expression to these themes; they clus
ter around the beginning of Athenian year in
the month Hekatombaion (July-August)
(DEUBNER 1932:9-39; BURKERT 1977:347
354). The cycle begins towards the end of
the last month but one, Thargelion (May
June): on its 25th day, the Plynteria
("Cleansing Festival"), the old ,,,'ooden
image of Athena on the acropolis was ritual
ly cleansed: itc; ganllents and ornaments
were taken off, the image was carried to the
sea. bathed, and brought back towards night
onto the acropolis. where it was clad with a
new peplos. The ritual depiclc;. in an easily
understandable and widely diffused symbol
ism. the periodical renewal of the city's
religious centre. Early in the following
month (MIKALSON 1975: 167), during the
Arrhephoria, the Arrhephoroi ended lhcir
year of service on the acropolis by a secret
ritual which brought them from the realm of
Athena to the one of Aphrodite (Pausanias
1,27,3). thus designating the passage to
female adulthood; city and demes celebrated
the day with sacrifices, i.e. to the polis pro
tectors Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus. and
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to Kourotrophos, the protectress of human
offspring.

The first month of the year saw two state
festivals of Athena which both dramatized
the polis itself. On Hecatombaion 16. the
Synoikia recalled the (mythical) constitution
of the polis from independent villages by
Theseus; the goddess received a sacrifice on
the acropolis. After the ritual refounding of
Athens, the Panathenaia of Hecatombaion
28 presented the polis in all its splendour.
Its main event was an impressive proces
sion, idealized in Pheidias' frieze of the
Panhenon; it moved from the margin of the
city to its heart, the acropolis. and exhibited
all constituent pans of the polis. from its
officials at the head to its young warriors at
the end; in the centre, it carried the new
p~plos for the goddess, which had been
begun by the Arrhephoroi and was finished
by representatives of all Athenian women.
The presentation of this new garment links
this final festival to the beginning of the
cycle, the Plynteria It also connects the
Panathenaia with a funher Athenian festival
outside the New Year cycle, the Chalkeia of
Pyanopsion 30 (October-November), in
which the artisans, especially the metal
workers, led a sacrificial procession to Athe
na Etganc and Hephaistos.

Though her main festivals seem to
express an understandable and easy symbol
ism, her mythology is not without para
doxes-she is not only a virgin and a female
wnrrior, but also the mother of Erichthonios,
sprung from the head of her father, fully
armed; she is closely connected with the
snake' and the owl, animals of eanh and
night Evolutionary models dissolved the
tensions into a historical fusion of hetero
geneous elements (synthesis NILSSON 1963:
433-444); KERrtNYI (1952) tried to dissolve
some·-()f the paradoxes with the help of nna
lyticai psychology; contemporary scholar
ship seems reluctant to follow and prefers
functional analyses.

Athena's powers are ambivalent. Her
• warlike qualities protect the town but also

make use of the horrors of war. her main
symbol, often used as a deadly weapon, is

the aegis; it contains the Gorgon's head sur
rounded by snakes whose looks turned all
on-lookers to stone. Besides, she shares this
ambivalence with the young warriors them
selves who are positioned outside polis
society. Her practical intelligence also is
ambivalent because it is open to abuse; her
mother Metis. "Crafty Intelligence", could
have offspring which threatened Zeus'
powers, therefore, the god swallowed the
pregnant goddess and gave binh to Athena
from his head (Hesiod. Tlreo}:.886-900. 924
926). The myth is comparable to the one of
the ambivalent -·Dionysos; similar to poss
ible Near Eastern narrative models (KIRK
1970:215-217), the story evaluates civilizing
intelligence as having a Zeus-like power, but
lying out"ide the norms of nature; Hephae
stos, the divine blacksmith and anisan,
shares some of these ambivalences.

III. The Bible never mentions Athena,
although Athens and the Athenians occur
several times in NT (Acts 17:15-16; 17:21
22; 18: I; I Thess 3: I). Paul's discourse on
the Areopagus (Acts 17:22) stresses the
religious zeal of the Athenians without
giving any details except the altar of the
-Unknown God.
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ATUM
J. Atum. sun god and eldest of the

Ennead of Heliopolis. occurs in the Bible in
the place-name Pithom (Exod I: II ), Gk
natou~o<;, Eg Pr-Itm 'House of Atum'.
Recently, it has been suggested to explain
the place-name Etam (Exod 13:20; Num
33:6-8), the etymology of which H. CAZEL
LES was unable to detennine with cenainty
(CAZELLES, Les localisations de l'Exode et
la critique litteraire, RB 62 [1955] 321-364,
357-359) as an abbreviated spelling of (Pr)
Itm '(House) of Atum' (M. G<>RG, Etam und
Pitom, BN 51 [1990] 9-10). K. MY~LlWIEC

(Zur Ikonographie des GOlles -HPf2N
[StAeg 3: 1977] 89-97) connects the Greek
name with "Hprov (Heron), a god who is
related to Atum (Heron-Aturn). It is highly
probable that PithomlHeroopolis can be
identified with Tell el-Maskhutah at the east
end of the Wadi Tumilat, where a temple of
Atum has been found (A. B. LLOYD, Hero
dotus Book II. Commentary 99-182 [EPRO
43; Leiden 1988] 154-155). According to
BLEIBERG (1983) the evidence for ident
ifying Pithom with Heroopolis is incon
clusive.

The name Atum is generally interpreted
as a derivation from the Egyptian stem tm

which can mean 'not to be' as well as 'to
be complete' (BERGMAN 1970:51-54: MYs
LIWIEC 1979:78-83). In religious language,
the different aspects of a god are often
reflected in his name. Using theological
puns, the Egyptians associated the name
Atum with the complicated divine nature of
the god who created the world by devel
oping the potencies of his primordial unity
into the plurality of the well-ordered cos
mos. Though in the Hebrew Bihle the god
Atum occurs only as an element in topo
nyms. his role as a creator god bears some
remarkable similarities to that of -·Yahweh
in biblical thought.

II. Atum was a highly speculative god
(BARTA 1973:80-81), whose divine being
was elaborated by the theologians in a cos
mogonical doctrine. According to this doc
trine. in the beginning there was the Nun. an
abyss with neither light nor limits. The Nun
represented the undifferentiated unity of the
precreation state which the Egyptians con
ceived of as non-being. The Nun was the
primary substance. the sum of vinualities,
from which all life emerged. Nun is tenned
the Eldest One and the father of the gods
(Cf VI 343.j-344.g). Still Atum was not a
younger and thus secondary god. He was
coexistent and consubstantial with the
-'Chaos (1. ASSMANN, Zeit lind £wigkeit i11l
alten Agypten. £in Beitrag Zlir Gesclliclllt'
der £wigkeit [AHAW I; Heidelberg 1975]
21). Atum was a god who had no father and
no mother. He was mysterious as to his
binh. because he was unbegotten and came
into being by spontaneous self-generation
(DE BUCK 1947: cr. the self-produced
(autoyovoC;] and unbegotten (QYEvvlltOC;J
god of the Corpus Henllcticll11l: F. DAmlAs,
Lc fonds cgyptien de I'hcnnctisme, GnoJti
cisme et monde hellenistiqlle. Actes dll Col
loqlle de uJllvain-la·Nelll'e 11-/4 mai 1980
[Louvain-Ia-Ncuvc 1982] 3-25, esp. 19-20).
The god owed his powerful creative force to
nothing outside himself. He was the causa
slli. Paradoxically, Atum and Nun were both
absolute gods and they both could claim the
priority which is a characteristic of a creator
god (1. ZANDEE, De Hymnen aan Amon van
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papyrus Lciden I 350, OMRO 28 [1947] 66
75, 112-120).

Before creation, Atum was entirely alone
in the Nun. According to Egyptian concep
tions, the solitude of a god points to his pri
macy as a creator god (ASSMANN 1979:23
24). Atum was the primordial god who was
regarded as already existing when nothing
as yet existed (GRAPOW 1931 :34-38). The
urge, however, to create was inherent to
Atum's nature. Being a creator god, Atum
was in fact the creative will, the causa
efficiens, which performed the transition
from pre-existence to existence. In the older
Heliopolitan version (S. SAUNERON & J.
YOYOTTE, La naissance du monde selon
I'Egypte ancienne, La naissance du monde
[SO I: Paris 1959] 17-91, esp. 46), the ac
tual creative act is explained in terms of
sexual appetite as the inclination towards
Being (ASSMANN 1969:203-204, with ref
erences: cf. the Orphic cosmogonical Eros
and -Zeus, who tumed into Eros when
about to create). Being alone in the Nun, the
god had no female partner with whom to
produce offspring. In a manner characteristic
of a creator god, Atum was a unity embra
cing both masculine and feminine elemente;
(S. SAUNERON, Remarques de philologie et
d'ctymologie (en marge des textes d'Esna),
Melallges Mariette [IFAO 32: Cairo 1961]
229-249 § "Le Createur androgyne"). Plural
ity is immanent in the primordial nature of
Atum. In the same manner, creator god
desses like -Isis and -Neith were mascu
line for 2J3 in their nature and feminine for
1/3 (ibid. 244). Atum was man-woman, 'He
She' (Eg pn Ill: CT II 161.a; ef. the dichot
omic creator god in Gnosticism and the
Neo-Platonic Corpus Hemlelicum: P. LADlB,

Egyptian Survivals in the Nag Hammadi
Library, Nag Hammadi alld Gnosis. Papers
read at the First Ifltemational Congress of
Coprology, Cairo, December /976 [NHS 14;
Lciden 1978] 149-151; \V. SCOTT, Hermeti
ca III [Boston 1985] 135: Gen 1: I: Elohim
created the world without a consort). The
actus P/lrllS then is described as an act of
masturbation. The god masturbated, swal
lowed his seed and gave birth to his son Shu

by spitting him out and to his daughter
Tefnut by vomiting her forth (Pyr. 1248.a-<1;
CT1345.c,1I 18.a-b; cf. NHCV 81.17-18;
Philo of Alexandria, Ebr. 30: the creation of
the visible world is the result of an act of
begetting). In the Books of the Underworld
(HORNUNG 1984:372, 438), ithyphallic crea
tures are often depicted as creative forces.
- Apis, bull-god of fertility, is associated
with Atum. Atum was the great masturbator
(Eg iw.s cl•S) of Heliopolis who begot by
using his fist and brought forth by his mouth
which functioned as a womb (1. ZANDEE,
Sargtexte, Spruch 77 (CT II, 18), zAS 100
[1973) 71-72). In texlli dating to the
Ptolemaic period, the goddess -.Hathor had
been introduced as the hypostaliis of the
god's sexual desire, whereas Jusaas (Eg iw.s
c].S, 'as she comes she grows (7)', a pun)
had become the hypostasis of the acting
hand (DERCIIAIN 1972). It has been sug
gested that the Heliopolitan conception of
creation resulting from masturbation found
expression in the ithyphallic demiurge -Bes
Pantheos and in the name Adoil ydw'l, 'His
hand-is-god', in 2 Enoch (Religions en
Egypte helUllistique et roma;lIe. Colloque
de Slrasbollrg 16·18 ma; 1967 [Paris 1969]
31-34). It has also been supposed to be
reflected in the rays of Aton ending in small
hands reaching out to the King and the
Queen in their role of Shu and Tefnut (K.
MYSLIWIEC, Amon, Atum and Aton: The
Evolution of Heliopolitan Influences in
Thebes. L'Egypro!og;e en /979. Axes pr;or;
ta;res de recherches [Colloques intematio
naux du C.N.R.S. 595: Paris 1982] 285
289). Tefnut was regarded as the hand of
god (H. BRUNNER, LdA 3 [1980] 217-218).

Atum performed the creation on the Pri
mordial Hill, a cosmic place. which was
identified with the god (BARTA 1973:82) and
later to be surmounted by the temple of
Heliopolis. The god alighted at dawn on the
Hill in the shape of the Bennu. a bird whose
name could be a play upon the name 1mb"
of the Primordial Hill, on wJm 'to rise (of
the sun)' and perhaps on bnll 'to beget'
(ASSMANN 1969:203). It has been pointed
out that the Bennu is often depicted on a
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standard (V. NOTTER, BiblisclJcr SclJop
fimgsbericht [SBS 68; Stuttgart 1974] 47)
which was symbolic of victory over Chaos
(ASSMANN 1969: 195-196). The hierophany
of the god drove off Chaos and called the
well-ordered Cosmos into being. Atum was
also said to have ascended from the chaos
waters with the appearance of a snake, the
animal renewing itself e\'ery morning (BD
87). Chaos, however, was considered to be
still immanent in the Cosmos (DERCHAIN
1962: 177-178: H. HORNUNG, Chaotische
Bereiche in der geordneten Welt, .z4S 81
[1956] 28-32). At the creation, Atum rc\'ers
ed his nature of non-being and for this rea
son Chaos and Cosmos differred, not in con
tents, but in their organization. Creation is
organised Chaos (DERCIIAIN 1962:183). In
the famous eschatological text BD 175 (J.
ASSMANN, Zeit lind Ewigkcit [AHAW:
1975] 24-26, with references to similar
texts), which was still current in the Graceo
Roman period (E. Orro, Zwei Paralleltexte
zu TB 175, Cd£ 37 [1962] 249-256), Atum
tells of his decision to annihilate the world
he created, restoring it to il'\ original state of
Chaos (S. SCHOTT, Alttigyptische Vorstel
lungen vom Weltende, SllIdia biblica et
orientalia, III: Oriens anriqlllls [AnBib 12:
Roma 1959] 319-330). Atum was the god of
pre-existence and post-cxistence (ASSMANN
1979:23). The demiurge, who cncompassed
being and non-being as coincidcntia oppos
itorum, causes both creation and annihilation
(cf. Deut 32:39: "I destroy and I heal").
Only -'Osiris was to remain as the Lord of
Eternity together with Atum after the god
had turned himself into his primordial fonn
of a snake, symbol of time and eternity (L.
KAKOSY, Osiris - Aion, OrAnt 3 [1964] 15
25, 20-21, with references). In the Book of
the Underworld Amduat (5th hour: sec
HORNUNG 1984: 102-103, bottom register),
lhe eschatological snake seems (0 be de
picted in the cave of Sokaris containing the
Chaotic powers of the Underworld. In the
11 th hour of Amduat (HORNUNG 1984: 174
175, upper register), Atum has taken on his
human shape after the Chaotic powers had
been defeated. To gain immortality, the

deceased (= Osiris) is cquated with Atum
(BERGMAN 1970:53-54). A bronze statuette
of Atum shows the god with the attributes
of Osiris (J. BAINES, A bronze statuette of
Atum, lEA 56 [1970] 135-140). In BD 87,
the deceased wishes to tum into the shupe of
the snake Sato (Eg Sl 11, 'son of the
-·earth'), the embodiment of Atum (M.-T.
DERCffAIN-URTEL, Die Sclrlallge des "Sclriff
brilclrigen" [SAK I: 1974] 83-104,90-92).
Atum represents life after death (Cf
V.29I.k). Atum and Osiris are often paired
on stelae (K. MYSLIWIEC, Beziehungen
zwischen Atum und Osiris nach dem Mitt
leren Reich, MDAIK 35 [1979] 195-213)
and at the Judgment of the -·Dead Atum
acts in favour of the deceased (R. GRIES
HAMMER, Das lCIIscitsgericlJt ill clell Sarg
texten [AA 20: Wiesbaden 1970] 76-77).

Atum did not create from a primary sub
stance but the god emanated, thus producing
Shu, the air-god and his twin sister Tefnut
(moisture?). Creation begins with the transi
tion from unity to duality (B. STRICKER,
Tijd, OMRO Supplement 64 [1983] 42-82,
64 n. 222: BERG!rfAN 1970:59-61). Shu and
Tefnut became the parents of Geb, the earth,
and his sister and wife Nut, the sky. Cre
ation was a theogony and a cosmogony at
the same time. The theologians incorporated
the gods Isis, Osiris, --Seth and Nephlhys,
who reflected the social and political condi
tio Irumana, into the cosmogony. The gods
constituted the Great Ennead of Heliopolis,
i.e. the epiphany or Pleroma of Atum, who
was called the creator of the gods
(MYSLIWIEC 1979:171-172) and the Great
Bull of the Ennead, referring to his priority
as a creator god. Atum is the god of many
descendants (RYHINER 1977: 132 n. 39). The
Ennead was in fact the genealogical tree of
the Pharaoh (BARTA 1973:41-48), headed by
Atum and at the bottom --Horus, the god
connected with historical times (ASSMAr-:N
1984: 144-148). Pharaoh was of cosmic
dimensions and of primeval birth (L. KAKO
SY, Tire primordial birtlr of tire killg [SlAeg
3: Budapest 1977] 67-73). He was crowned
by Atum (ARE 2 [1906] 89-90, 92), his
father (BARTA 1973: 162), who once ruled
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the earth but was said to be weary of his
reign (Book of the Diville Cow: E. HOR
NUNG, Der agyptische Mythos \'on der Him
me/sku". Eine Atiol08ie des UIl\'OlIkomme
Ilell lOBO 46; Freiburg, Gt>ttingen 1982]).
In his human shape, Atum is depicted
wearing a bull's tail and the double crown,
symbols of royalty (MY~L1W1EC 1979: 197,
213-227). As the god's representative on
earth (R. ANTHES, Ocr Kt>nig als Atum in
den Pyrnmidentexten, zAS 110 [1983J 1-9),
Pharaoh mediates between gods and men,
thus maintaining the cosmic hannony
(ASSMANN 1979:21, with references).

According to the Shu-spells Cf I 314-II
45 (R. FAULKNER, Some notes on the god
Shu, lEaL 18 [1964J 266-270), Shu was not
generated through an act of self-begetting
but Atum created him in his mind and ex
haled him through his nostrils together with
his sister Tefnut. The god embraced his
children, thus guaranteeing the continuity of
divine life and of the cosmic hannony which
resulted from the god's creativc act
(ASSMANN 1969: 103-105: MY~UWIEC 1978:
17). The name Shu is derived from Eg swj
'to be empty' and Eg SW 'air', 'light'
(BERGMAN 1970:54-55, with references).
The god separated thc sky and the earth
(H. TE VELDE, The theme of the separation
of heaven and earth, StAeg 3 [1977] 161
170), thus creating the cosmic space to be
filled with the god's divine paroltsia. In fact,
Shu was a second creator god, who sus
tained the world with life-giving air. Shu
was created from the breath of Atum (e.g.
Cf 1.338b, 345.b-c, 372b-374b). At the
creation. Atum appeared from the chaos
waters as the Bennu, a bird connected with
air and for this reason often compared with
the breath of Elohim moving over the waters
(V. NOTTER, Biblischer Sc"opfimgsbericht
[SBS 68; Stuttgart 1974] 46-54). Atum ini
tiated the creation but he remained outside
the created world with which he was con
nected through his son Shu (ASSMANN
1979:24-25). His hypostases, Shu and Tef
nut, were the cosmic principles of life itself
rather than constellative gods dominating a
specific department (ASSMANN 1984:209
215).

Shu and Tefnut had been with their father
in a spiritual state (Cf 80). They were of
one being (011000010;) with Atum, thus
making a trinitarian unity (DE BUCK 1947:
S. MORENZ, Agyptisc!ze Religioll [RdM 8:
Stuttgart 1970J 272-273, with references to
Christian views on Trinity). Conceptually,
the world existed before the actual creation.
Creation by means of the divine Spirit and
Word is considered to be a genuine Helio
politan conception by some scholars, but
according to others it has been taken from
the Memphite cosmogonical myth (J. ZAN
DEE, Hymnical Sayings addressed to the
Sun god by the High-priest of Amun
Nebwenenef, from his tomb in Thebes,
lEaL 18 [1964] 253-265). D. MOLLER (Die
Zeugung durch das Her£. Or 35 [1966J 256
274) has shown that creation by means of
masturbation is inseparably linked to the
god's heart or creative Spirit. At the cre
ation, Atum mentioned the names of the pri
mordial gods (Cf II 7c-8a). Hu. the creative
Word, and Sia, Intelligence, are the first
born children of -+Re-Atum (BD 17, Cf IV
227b-230b). They assisted at the creation
and made life possible (ASS~IANN 1969:
145). Atum created the world with his heart
and his tongue (= Spirit and Word, ZANDEE
1964): cf. the role of pre-existential -+Wis
dom (sop"ia/~lOkJllii) and Word (->Iogos!
diibiir) in e.g. Gen I: I, Ps 33:6, 4 Ezra 6:38,
John 1:1, Sir 1:1-4,24:1-9.

The unique and single creative act by
means of the Divine Word is opposed to the
principle of cyclic creation. In the solar
cycle, Atum usually represents the aging sun
god, the Old One. to whom the solar Night
Bark was assigned (MY~L1WIEC 1979: 163
164). Atum is also regarded as the ->moon.
the sun's substitute at night (P. DERCHAIN,
Mythes et dieux lunaires en Egypte. La lune,
l1I)'thes et rites [SO 5; Paris 1962J 17-68). A
bronze statuette shows Atum having the
features of an old man (1. BAINES, A bronze
statuette of Atum, lEA 56 [1970] 135-140:
BAINES, Further remarks on statuettes of
Atum. lEA 58 [1972] 303-306). In trigrams
representing the three phases of the sun god
(Khepri-Re-Atum), the god is symbolised by
the hieroglyph of an old man leaning on a
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staff (RYHINER 1977:125-137). In the binary
solar cycle, Atum is opposed to Khepri, the
young sun god, whose name is derived from
Eg llpr 'to becomc' (J. Ass~fAl'IN, Chepre,
LdA 1 [1975] 934-940). Khepri-Atum en
compas~ed the sunrise and the sunset. thus
reflecting the entire solar cycle. In the Book
of tlte Eonlt (HORNUNG 1984:430. 444),
Khepri and Atum represent the Beginning
and the End. In the context of PGM VII
515-524, the \lOX magica An 'the First One
and the Last Onc' could be interpreted as
the composite Khepri-Atum (1. BERGMAN,
Ancie1l1 Egyptian TlU!ogolly rNumen
supplement 43; Leiden 1982] 36; cf. Rev
21 :6: "I am An. the Beginning and the
End"). The sun-disc is often depicted con
taining Khepri and the ram-headed sun god
(= Atum: MySI.IWIEC 1978:39-68). At the
sunset as well as during the journey through
the Underworld. Atum is regarded as the
Living One (ASS~tANN 1969:142-143). The
entrance of the god at night into the body of
Nut is equated with sexual union. Atum
becomes the Kamlltef 'Bull of his Mother'.
begetter of his own mother (CT I 237b. II
6Oc; BARTA 1973: 150), who at dawn gives
birth to Atum as the young sun calf
(MYSLIWIEC 1978:38) or as a beautiful lad.
The god is Pller-Sellex. thus showing the
features of the pantheistic sun god (RYIIINER
1977: 137; cr. E. JUNOD, Polymorphic du
dieu snuveur, Gnosricisme et mOllde he/
Jenistiqlle. Actes d/l Colloqlle de Lollmill-Ia
Nell\'e 1/-14 mai 1980 [Louvain-Ia-Neuve
1982] 38-46). At night the god received his
own eye (= sun-disc), vehicle of the young
sun god and agent of renewal, and protccted
it during the journey through the Under
world (ASSMANN 1969:50-51). The god
defeated the enemies of the sun. thus restor
ing harmony and entering into the role of
Horus (HORNUNG 1984:206, with n. 14). As
destroyer of enemies Atum can take on the
shape of an ichneumon (E. BRUNNER
TRAlIT, Ichneumon. LdA 3 [1980] 122-123)
or he is represented as an arrow-shooting
monkey (E. BRUNNER-T~\lIT, Atum als
Bogenschiitze, MDAIK 14 (1956) 20-28).
Atum is the father of the two horizontal
lions, Shu and Tefnut, who assisted as mid-

wives (Pyr. I443a) at the birth of Re
Harakhtc. the sun god (MYSLI\\1EC 1978:69
74). Atum, Shu and Tefnut are also repre
sented in the shape of a sphinx (G. FECHT,
Amama-Probleme, zAS 85 [1960] 83-118,
117; MYSLIWIEC 1978:12-27).
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of the Religious Function of Words Dedi-
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cated to Dr. H. W. Obbink (Utrecht 1964)
33-66.

R. L. Vos

AUGUSTUS -+ RULER CULT

AUTHORITIES E:~OUmOl

I. The plural 'authorities' (exollsial)
functions, strictly speaking, not as a name
but as a cultic epithet denoting celestial
forces (see GLAOIGOW 1981:1217-1221,
1226-1231). The tenn is derived from Gk
E:~oooia and corresponds to the verb
E~E(JtlV ('have pennission, possibility, auth
ority'). The designation then refers to those
who have been given authority, the bearers
of authority. Characteristically, in the NT
(e.g. Eph 3: I0, 6: 12; Col I: 16; I Pet 3:22)
the plural fonn of the tenn always occurs
together with similar notions in liturgical
fonnulae.

II. There are no antecedents for the NT
usage of exollsiai in the LXX or other pre
Christian Hellenistic texts. However, its ori
gin must be sought in apocalyptic (see I
Enoch 61: 10; 2 Enoch 20: I (J); Ass. Isa.
1:4: T. Levi 3:8: cf. I Enoch 9:5 (Gk): T.
Levi 18: 12; Apoc. Bar. (Gk) 12:3; T. Abr.
9:8; 13:11; T. Sol. 1:1; 15:11; 18:3; 22:15.
20; tirulus B I [po *98 cd. McCown]), in
magic (see PGM 1.215-216; IV.I 193-1 194;
XII.I47; XVII.a.5), and perhaps in Gnostic
ism (see Corp. Hem,. 1.13, 14, 15, 28, 32;
XVI.14; Frg. XXIII [Kore Kosmou] 55, 58,
63). Thus, the linguistic evidence is am
biguous with regard to any specific origin of
the usage. Precise Hebrew or Aramaic
equivalents or antecedents are missing (cf.
StreB 3.581-3.584; MICHL 1965:79-80); in
Latin translations the word potestas is used.

III. In the NT the epithet is always found
in christological fonnulae of a hymnic na
ture. I Cor 15:24 speaks of the eschatol
ogical destruction of all celestial entities
(arelle, exollsia, dynamis) as part of the
completion of the kingdom of God. These
entities can also be categorized as 'the celes
tials' (ta epourania) located in the middle
ranges of the cosmos (Phil 2: 10; Eph 1:3.

20-21; 2:6; 3:10; 6:12). -Christ's victory
over them implies that these forces were
regarded as evil prior to their defeat and
subjugation by Christ, in whose service they
continue henceforth. This change is the rea
son for the hymnic praises in Col I: 16;
2: 15; Eph 1:21; 3: 10; 6: 12. As the lists of
celestial beings indicate, they are many in
number and include -archai, exollsiai (Auth
orities), kosmokratores (-+World Rulers),
pneumatika tes ponerias (Evil Spirits; Eph
6: 12). Presumably. they possess their auth
ority from primordial times when the creator
bestowed it upon them; but, since they be
came evil and demonic, the redeemer had to
subdue them. This happened after his resur
rection when Christ ascended into -·heaven
and took his place at the right side of God
(I Pet 3:22). Christ's enthronement may
also be the reason why their names
(onomata) were withheld. God so exalted
Christ that he 'gave him the -·name that is
above every name' (Phil 1:9; cf. Eph 1:21:
'above every name that is named'). This
implies that the demons lost their names as
well as the power that goes with them. As a
result. they are no longer to be invoked and
worshipped. Rather, they themselves wors
hip Christ (Phil 2:10; Rev 5:11-14; etc.).

IV, Use of the designation continues in
later Christian sources, especially in the
Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles (Acts Andr.
6; Acts 10hn 79; 98; 104; Acts Phil. 132;
144; Acts TllOm. 10:86; 133), and in Gnostic
ism (see Patristic Greek Lexicon, s. V.

E:~oooia. sec. A.8-10; F; G: MICHL 1965:
97-98; 112-114; SIEGERT 1982: 243).

V. Bibliography
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Cambridge 1974) [& lit]; C. COLPE, J.
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D. G. MOLLER. Geister (Damonen), RAe 9
(1976) 546-796 [& lit]: W. FOERSTER,
E~E<mV, E~oooia "fA. especially sec. C.6,
nVNT 2.557-572: nVNT 10, 1080-1081 [&
lit]; B. GLADIGOW, Gonesnamcn (Gones
epitheta) I (allgemein), RAe II (1981)
1202-1238; W. GRUNDMANN, Der Begriff
der Kraft ill der lIell1estumelltlichell Ge
dallkellwelt (BWANT 4:8; Stungart 1932):
J. MICHL, Engel I-IX, RAe 5 (1965) 53-258:
F. SIEGERT, Nag-lIammadi·Register: Wor
terbuch z.ur Etfassllllg der BegrijJe ill dell
koptisch-gnostischen Schriftell '·011 Nag
Hammadi. (WUNT 26; Ttibingen 1982).

H. D. BETZ

AVENGER iO~

I. In Ps 57:3 the designation Elohim
-Elyon occurs in parallelism with "the god
who avcngcs mc". DAIIOOD took the expres
sion 'el gomer to be a reminisccnce of a
divinc name Gomer EI (1953). Hc translated
the cxpression as 'the Avenger EI' (1968:
49).

II. The root GMR is well attested in the
Scmitic languages (Ges 18 223). From the
basic denotation 'to come to an end. to bring
to an cnd', it has developed thc secondary
senses 'to dcstroy' (Phoen 11Ig11lr mcans
'destruction') and 'to avcngc' (in Ugaritic
and Hebrew). Though the laner meaning is
somctimes related to a separate root (GMR II)
meaning 'rcnder good. protect' (so M.
TSEVAT, A Study of the Lallguage of the
Biblical Psalms [Philadclphia 1955] 80-81),
it is not at oddo; with thc notion of bringing
to an end; compare the verb sal/em (piCel),
'to pay (back)', from the root ~LM, 'to be
complctc' .

Both in thc Ugaritic and the Hebrew
onomasticon the root GMR occurs in thea
phoric names. Ugaritic examples arc the
names Gamiraddu ('Adad is avcnger') and
Gimraddu ('Addu is my revenge', for both
namcs and similar ones sec F. GR6NDAIIL,
Die PcrS01lCnllamen der Texte ails Ugarit
[StP I; Romc 1967] 128; cf. P. D. ~liIlcr,

The Di,'ine Warrior ill Early Israel [Cam
bridge. Mass. 1973] 41). As Hebrew counter-

parts one might adduce Gemaryah (Isa 29:3)
and Gemaryahu (Jer 36:10-12.25). Such
names demonstratc that the participle
gcimim (the onc who avengcs, avenger)
could be used as a divinc epithet. It docs not
occur as an independent divine name, how
ever. Nor is it "nested in the Ugaritic Iitera
turc in conncction with EI, so that Dahood's
hypothetical manifestation of the god EI
known under the name *Gamir-EI remains
without textual basis.

III, The phrase "I call upon Elohim
elyon, upon the god who avenges me"
('eqrii) Ie>Whim i elyo1l fij)el gomer Ciilay) in
Ps 57:3 docs not nced to contain an echo of
the hypothetical divine name Gomer-EI in
order to make good sense. Thc principal
reason to posit EI-gomer or Gomer-EI as a
traditional EI manifestation is the parallel
with Elohim-elyon (and more particularly so
if the latter wcre to be corrected into El
elyon, Elyon). Yet the parallelism of the
verse is not synonymous but synthetical (W.
BOHLMANN & K. SCIIERER, Stilfigurell der
Bibel [Fribourg 1973] 38): hence the article
before )el, serving here as a relmil'llm.

IV. Bibliography
A. COOPER, Divinc Namcs and Epithcts in
the Ugaritic Texts, RSP III (AnOr 51; Romc
1981) 444-445; M. DAHOOD, The Root GMR
in the Psalms, Theological SllIdies 14
(1953), 595-597; DAHOOD, Psalms 1/: 51
100 (AB 17; Garden City 1968) 49-55.

K. VAN DER TOORN

AVA
I. Aya was thc name of a syncretistic

deity in Ugarit, equated with thc Mcs
opotamian deities Aya and Ea. The name is
of unknown etymology. ROBERTS (1972: 20
21) argued for a original spelling 'ay(y)a
deriving from an original root *I.IYV "to
live" and relatcd it to the ndjcctive ~laYY(lIm)

"alivc" in Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic. In the
aT Aya occurs several times (c. g. Gen
36:24; 2 Sam 3:7; I Chr 7:28) as a proper
name. It is regarded by somc authors as a
hypocoristic fonn to be connectcd with the
Ugaritic dcity.
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II. Aya is mentioned in the trilingual
Ugaritic god-list RS 20.123+ (J. NOUGAY
ROI.. Ug 5 [1968] 248:32): dA-A: e-ia-an:
ku-Iar-m. The logographic writing dA-A is
used in Mesopotamia to denote the goddess
Aya, the spouse of the sun-god Shamash
(-Shemesh). She was worshipped together
with him in Sippar, Larsa and perhaps also
in Babylon. Like Shamash she was a deity
of -light sharing several aspects with -·Ish
tar too. The Babylonians worshipped her as
a young girl and called her kallatll "bride"
and yirtu "spousc". Aya is attested already
in Presargonic personal nnmes (BOlTERO
1953:32) and therefore one of the oldest
Semitic deities known to us from Mesopot
amia. Her equivalent in the Sumerian pan
theon was named Shenirda or Sudaga (A.
FALKENSTEIN, ZA 52 [1957] 305). An Edom
ite king by the name of A)'a-ram11l1l is men
tioned in Sennacherib's annals (D. LUCKEN
BILL, The Annals of Sellnacherib [OIP 2;
Chicago 1924] 30: ii 57).

In the Ugaritic god-list Aya is preceeded
by the Ugnritic Sun-Goddess Shapshu. This
deity was female, and this change in gender
might have been the reason for connecting
the logographic writing of her companion
(dA-A) with the almost homophonic Hurrian
name (Eyan) of Ea, the Akkadian god of
sweet waters and wisdom, and with his
Ugaritic equivalent Kushara (k!r, -Koshar).

Ea too is known from Presargonic per
sonal names and belongs to the oldest Sem
itic pantheon in Mesopotamia (ROBERTS
1972). In all probability he was originally a
god of springs and wells. and was soon
equ:lted with Enki, the Sumerian god of
-wisdom nnd skills, whose domain was the
Abzu-the subterranean sweet-water ocean
and who was worshipped in the South-Mes
opotamian city of Eridu (modem Abu
Shahrain, -Ends of the Earth). He
combined knowledge and wisdom with the
cleansing and restorative powers of fresh
W3ter. In Sumerian mythology. Enki is one
of the creators and organizers of the uni
verse. Especially the creation of man is
ascribed to him. Within Akkadian epic tradi
tion he increasingly assumed the role of a

trickster. \\those advice saved gods and
humans alike from seemingly hopeless situ
ations. He was revered for instance, for
saving the human race from total destruction
by the deluge. As a patron deity of erudition
and scholarship on the one hand. and incan
tations and purification rituals on the other,
Ea became one of the supreme gods in the
Mesopotamian pantheon. During the first
millennium BCE most of his functions had
already been transferred to his son
-Marduk. the city god of Babylon, but Ea
remained the ultimate source of wisdom and
deep insight throughout Mesopotamian his
tory.

III. In the OT Aya is found scveml times
as a personal name. In Gen 36:24 and I Chr
I:40 as name of the eldest son of Zibcon
and in 2 Sam 3:7; 21:8.10 and II as name
of the father of Rizpah. Twice Aya is men
tioned as the name of a place in connection
with -Bethel (I Chr 7:28 and Neh II :31).
Several authors (GINSBERG & MAISLER.
lPOS 14 [1934J 257; W. FEILER. ZA 45
[1939] 219-220; J. BLENKINSOPP, Gibeoll
and Israel [Cambridge 19721 126 n. 46)
connected these names as hypocoristic
fonns with the Hurrian deity Aya. Other
scholars regarded Aya as an animal name
("hawk. kite") used as personal name (IPN
230), or as interrogative pronoun "where
is... ?" (W. F. ALBRIGHT. lAOS 74 [1954)
225-227). Most dictionaries distinguish
between the personal names and the place
name.

IV. Bibliography
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Ea/Ellki ill der akkadischell Uberlieferullg
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the Semitic Deities auested ill Mesopotamia
before Ur III (Baltimore 1972) 19-21.

H. D. GAlTER

AVISH -+ ALDEBARAN

AZABBIM C·:::J~l} 'Idols'
I. The plural noun cii$abbim. 'idols', is

derived from the verb cil$ab I. 'form,
fa"hion. shape'. which is attested in Job
10:8: "Your hands fashioned and made me"
(see also Jer 44: 19). The verb should not be
confused with cil$ab II 'to be sad. sorrow
ful'. The singular of the noun ce$eb meaning
'(clay) vessel, pot' is attested in Jer 22:28:
"Is this man Coniah a wretched broken pot,
a vessel (keli) no one want,,? Why are he
and his offspring hurled out, and cast away
in a land they knew not?"

II. Attested 17 times in the Hebrew
Bible, the plural noun ctl$abbim 'idols' is
especially characteristic of Hosea (4: 17: 8:4;
14:9). who uses this noun to refer to the
golden calves at Dan and Bethel (13:2). In
the view of Hosea as in that of the unnamed
author of I Kgs 12:28-30 the veneration of
these cuitic appurtenances by the people of
the Northern Kingdom (Samaria) was apos
tasy no less than the worship of other gods,
who were commonly represented by
anthropomorphic statues.

Micah, speaking in the name of the
loRD, tells us that the cQ$abbim. i.e.. cultic
appurtenances of Samaria. will be destroyed;
not because of their inherent inappropriate
ness to the worship of Yahweh, but rather
because of the moral depravity involved in
their having been provided by the generous
donations of prostitutes from the fees they
received for services rendered (Mic 1:7; cf.
Deut 23: I9).

From Pss 115:4 and 135: 15 and their
respective contexts we learn of a time. per
haps early in the Second Temple period.
when Israel's neighbours taunted her for
worshipping an unseen god while Israel in
return taunted her neighbours for wor
shipping anthropomorphic ci'i$abbim. 'idols'
fashioned by human hands from silver and

gold: "They have mouths, but they cannot
speak. They have eyes, but they cannot sec.
They have ears. but they cannot hear. They
have noses, but they cannot smell. They
have hands but they cannot touch, feet. but
they cannot walk. They cannot make a
sound with their throats" (Ps 115:5-7; cr. Ps
135:15:17).

III. The priesthoods of the ancient Near
Ea."t distinguished between the cult statue
fashioned by human hands and the divinity,
which. it was believed. could be made to
reside within-but not only within-the cult
statue (DIl:.iRICH & LoRETZ 1992:20-37).
However. many of the common people with
whom Israelites came into contact did not
always distinguish between the divinity and
the cult statue. It should not be surprising.
therefore. that especially in the heat of relig
ious polemic renected in Pss 115 and 135,
the Israelite polemicist should poke fun at
this aspect of the popular religion of peoples
of the ancient Near East. The master pol
emicist of ancient Israel, the so-called
Deutero-Isaiah. relates that at the time of the
capitulation of Babylon to Cyrus in the
autumn of 539 BCE the images representing
Bel (-·Marduk) and Nebo (-Nabu) were
piled as a burden upon tired beasts, who
"cowered, they (like Bel and Nebo) bowed
as well. They (i.e.• the beasts) could not res
cue the burden (viz., the ci'i$abbim). and they
themselves went into captivity" (lsa 46:2).
Apparently. Dcutero-Isaiah bears witness
here to the fulfillment of the prophecy in Jer
50:2: "Declare among the nations. and pro
claim: Raise a standard. proclaim; Hide
nothing! Say: Babylon is captured. Bel is
shamed. Marduk is dismayed. Her ci1$abbim
are shamed. her -gillfllim are dismayed". In
the Jeremian context both terms for idols
refer to the gods of Babylon while in
Deutero-Isaiah the term cQ$abbim retains its
primary meaning and designates anthropo
morphic statues of gods.

According to 2 Sam 5:21 the Philistine
soldiers abandoned their cQ$abbim, i.e., cult
statues, when they were defeated in the
battle of Baal-perazim. The MT of I Sam
31:9 refers to Philistine temples as "temples
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of their c14abbim" although the LXX reads
"among their idols". The parallel passage in
1 Chr 10:9, which speaks of "spreading the
bad news to their cli$abbim," appears to
reflect the Philistine point of view and uses
cli$abbim to refer to the deities represented
by or embodied in the statues (SCHROER
1987:317-320).

According to Ps 106:36.38 the Israelites
learned from their Canaanite neighbours to
worship and offer sacrifices to the Canaanite
cO$abbim. According to 2 Chr 24: 17 the
death of the virtuous Judean high priest
Jehoiada was followed by many of the
Judean nobility's abandoning worship of the
LORD in favour of the worship of cii~abbim.

Zech. 13:2, however, looks forward to the
eschatological time when "the very names
of the cd$abbim" will be erased.

Isaiah son of Amoz, speaking in the name
of the loRD, puts into the mouth of the
Assyrian king (probably Sargon II) the rhe
torical question: "Shall I not do to Jerusalem
and her cii$abbim what I did to Samaria and
her gods elli/im)T (Isa 10: II). Of course,
Isaiah's audience is meant to understand that
Jerusalem does not rely upon cli$abbim but
upon God.

IV. Bibliography
M. DIETRICH & O. LoRETZ, "Jahwe lind
seine Aschera". Anthropomorphes Kultbild
in Mesopotamien, Ugarit lind Israel (UBL
9; MUnster 1992); A. GRAUPNER, ·(a~ab,

7WAT 6 (1987) 302-305 (& lit); S. Schroer,
In Israel gab es Bilder. Nacllrichten \'On
darste/lender KUllSt im Alten Testament
(OBO 74; Freiburg & Gottingen 1987).

M. 1. GRUBER

AZAZEL ?~U]

I. Both the etymology and the meaning
of the name caw'zil, which appears in the
Old Testament only in Lev 16:8.10
[twice].26, are not completely clear. Al
though the etymological hypothesis cz'Z} <
.cu'l < Cu ('to be strong') + 'I ('god'), Le.
the result of a consonantal metathesis, ap
pears to be the most likely explanation
(JANOWSKI & WILHELM 1993: 128 with n.

98. cf. the form Cu.'1 in 4Q 180, 1:8;
IIQTemple 26:13 etc., see TAWIL 1980:58
59), the meaning of the name cz'z) remains
controversial. In the main the following
possibilities are under discussion (cr. also
HALAT 762): I) 'Azazel' is the name or
epithet of a demon. 2) 'Azazel' is a geo
graphical designation meaning 'precipitous
place' or 'rugged cliff (DRIVER 1956:97-98;
cr. Tg. Ps.-J. Lev 16:10.22 etc.). 3) 'Azazel'
is n combination of the temlS ch. ('goat') +
'ozil ('to go away, disappear', cr. Arabic z/)
and means 'goat that goes (away)', cf. C17tO

1tolJ1taio~ (Lev 16:8.lOa LXX), ci1to1t0IJ1ttl
(v lOb LXX), 6 olE(J'taAJ.1£\'()~ Ei.~ a¢Ecrtv (v
26) or caper emissarius (Lev 16:8.1Oa.26 Vg),
English scapegoat, French bouc emissaire.

In order to define the word as the name
or epithet of a demon one could refer pri
marily to the textual evidence: according to
Lev 16:8.10 a he-goat is chosen by lot 'for
Azazel' in order to send it into the desert (v
10.21) or into a remote region 'for Azazel'.
Since laCiiziiJzi/ corresponds to liYHlVH (v
8), 'Azazel' could also be understood as a
personal name, behind which could be
posited something such as a 'supernatural
being' or a 'demonic personality'. However,
one should be cautious of too hasty an
ascription.

II, Various theses have been proposed in
recent scholarly discussion concerning the
identity of the figure of Azazel, as well as
concerning the understanding of the Azazel
rite (Lev 16:10.21-22). These can be clas
sified as the nomadic, the Egyptian and the
Sowh Anatolian-North Syn'an models.

The underlying assumption of the nomad
ic model is that the 'scapegoat' is not only
chosen by lot 'for Azazel' (Lev 16:8.10, cf.
mYom 1II:9-IV:2), but is also sent 'to him'
into the desert or a remote region (Lev
16: 10.21-22, cf. llQTemple 26: 11-13; mYom
VI:2-6). The result of this combination was
the positing of a 'desert demon' Azazel. In
other words, it was assumed that Azazel
lived in the desert and was a demon. DUHM
and others spoke of a 'Kakodamon der
WUste', who was to be appeased through the
offering of a he-goat (icicir, DUHM 1904:56,
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cf. Ges. 17 576; HALAT 762). This thesis is,
however. to be viewed skeptically, since the
goat chosen 'for Azazel' (v 8, the second
goat is chosen 'for YHWH') is not sent 'to'
eel [or something similar]) Azazcl but 'for
Azazel into the desert' (facal-a'zel
hammidbartJ). The central issue is the expla
nation of the expression 'for (fe) Azazel';
the solution should lie in the original mean
ing of the ritual.

Nevertheless the thesis of a 'desert
demon' Azazel has found acceptance and
has been advocated until the present day.
Variations of this thesis have been proposed
by L. Rost (Passover ritual in the spring and
'scapegoat' ritual in the autumn as corre
sponding early Israelite rituals) and recently
by A. Strobel (the integration of a pre-Israel
ite [El-]ritual into the Palestinian calendar
and into the celebration of the Day of
Atonement). In addition the original de
monic character of Azazel was always
underlined by positing a connection between
the goat (saCfr) chosen for Azazel with the
*seciril1l ('demons'; Isa 13:21: 34:14, cf.
Lev 17:7; 2Chr 11:15), which naturally
results in the image of a demon in goat form
for the 'scapegoat'. Finally, since the time
of Eissfeldt the ivory plaque from Megiddo
(LoUD, The Megiddo Ivories [OIP 52; Chi
cago 1939] P1.5,4.5) has been viewed as an
iconographic proof of the demon hypothesis
(for a critique see JANOWSKI & WILHELM
1993: 119-123).

Recently an Egyptian explanation has
been proposed, which bases itself on the
Egyptian ctj/ 'injustice; evil-doer, culprit'
and Egyptian tjr 'to expel' or dr 'to keep at
a distance, remove'. According to this the
ory an original ritual of elimination has been
enriched through the addition of the concept
of a 'scapegoat'-receiver in the form of a
demon. who bears traits of the Egyptian god
-Seth, the classic 'God of Confusion'. This
relationship is expressed in his name.
According to Gorg the name 'z'zl < Eg.
'tj/tjrll « '4/ + grll) means 'the expelled or
removed culprit' and is an expression of the
interpretative model 'the guilty one belongs
there whence his guilt ultimately comes'

(G(iRG 1986: 13). namely from the (eastern)
desert. This is where the Egyptian model
comes into contact with the nomadic one.
This thesis is, however, inacceptable, since
it neither accords with the perspective of
Lev 16 nor is it supported by the adduced
Egyptian comparative material (JANOWSKI

& WILHELM 1993: 123-129).
The third model is the SOlllJz Anatolian

North Syrian one. It appears to be the most
plausible one. both conceptually and philo
logically. It holds that the Azazel rite is a
type of elimination rite (spatial removal [eli
minario1 of a physically understood pollu
tion through the agent of a living substitute),
for which there are parallels both within
(Lev 14:2b-8.48-53: Zech 5:5-11) and outs
ide the OT. The extra-biblical parallels point
to an origin in the South Anatolian-North
Syrian ritual tradition, whence this rite spre
ad on the one hand into the Palestinian-Isra
elite ('scapegoat' ritual, Lev 16) and on the
other into the Ionian-Greek sphere (Phar
makos-rites in Kolophon, Abdera. Athens
and MassalialMarseille). Its home is to be
found most probably in Southern Anatolia
Northern Syria, as has become increasingly
evident in recent years. In support of this
conjecture the relevant Human material
from Kizzuwatna as well as the Canaanite
'scapegoat' ritual ([(TV 1.127:29-31), which
may form a missing link between the South
Anatolian-North Syrian and the Palestinian
Israelite ritual traditions, can be adduced.
How this transfer of ritual proceeded has not
yet been worked out in detail. Just as
questionable is whether there are analogies
for the name and person of Azazel in Uga
rit; LoRETZ (1985) postulates a 'lesser
divinity' cu'l analogous to Ugaritic e;.bel
([(TV 1.102:27).

III. The decisive question in the interpre
tation of Lev 16: 10.21-22 in the context (!)
of Lev 16 is whether the figure of Azazel is
original to the chapter or has 'developed' in
connection with the composition/redaction
of Lev 16. In order to answer this question,
it is necessary to differentiate between the
religious history of Lev 16: 10.21-22 and the
tradition/redaction history of Lev 16.
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In its ritual-historical aspect the Azazel
rite belongs to the oldest core of the ritual
and represents a type of ritual (the elimin
ation rite), which is at home in South
Anatolia-Nonh Syria and is also known in
Mesopotamia (WRIGHT 1987:31-74). The
'motif of the scapegoat' in its various mani
festations is well attested particularly in the
Hittite-Human rituals from Kizzuwatna in
southeast Anatolia (KOMMEL 1968; JANOW
SKI & WILHEl.M 1993:134-158). Various
animals, such as cattle, sheep, goats, don
keys or mice, can be the bearers of the pol
lution which is magically eliminated by
me3ns of a Jiving substitute. The tenn tz':.1
could be interpreted against the background
of these Human ritual traditions. JANOWSKI
& \VILHELM have proposed tying the tenn
in with the Human aZJls/zJ.li. The latter is
knC?wn in the fonn azas/z1.JII(m) already in
the Akkadian language oath ritual from
nonh Syrian Alalab (AIT 126: 17.24.28), and
in the fonn aZJis/zbi it appears frequently in
the great itkalzi-ritual in connection with
sacrificial tenns with negative connotations
(e.g. ami 'sin' [< Akk anJlI] etc.). The root
can be assumed to be azaz- or azuz-, for
which, however, only a Semitic etymology
(root (zz < Akk (elizu 'be angry', Heb
tazat. 'be strong', etc.) but no Human one
can be posited. Since the 'anger of the
divinity' in this ritual tradition can be under
stood as an impurity which is ritually re
deemable, the expression I'z'zl « *1':;:'1)
could then be derived from an original
definition of the elimination-rite, whose
meaning one could then transcribe as 'for
taziitel = for [the elimination of] divine
anger' (for a critique see DIETRICH &

LoRETZ 1993: 106-115).
The question of the integration of the

Anatolian-North Syrian material of the
second millennium BCE and in particular of
the expression *tztl (> (z'z1) into the tradi
tion of the Day of Atonement in Lev 16
cannot be simply resolved. The following
development, however, would appear to be
possible:

Azazel belongs to the oldest core of the
ritual trndition of Lev 16. It is a part of the

religious-magical conceptual world of North
Syria, as becomes evident in the ritual trndi
tion borrowed from there (Alalab) and
brought to Anatolia (Kiuuwatna). The
Ugaritic religion possibly played the role of
mediator in this process (see esp. KTU
1.127:29-31). At an early date the tenn
aza:laZllZ, also borrowed in this connection,
would have been misunderstood (for a criti
que see DIETRICH & LORETZ 1993:115-116).
In the attempt to understand the tenn, the
pattern of EI-names used to describe demo
nic beings may have been innuential, and
may have detennined the interpretation in
the sense of a 'desert demon'. The adaptive
process took place in the context of the tra
dition fonnation of Lev 16, when one was
able to view 'Azaze\' as the name of a
demon according to genuine Israelite inter
pretative presuppositions, i.e. from the per
spective of post-exilic monotheism. The
integration of the figure named 'Azazel' into
the tradition of Lev 16 was occasioned by
the motive of the 'desenlsteppc' or the
'remote region' (v 10.21-22) into which the
goat is sent to remove the impurity. The
concept of the 'desert demon' Azazel was
born together with the desen motif.

Characteristic of the final fonn of Lev 16
is the symmetry of the two goats, the one
for -Yahweh and the one for Azazel (v 8
10). The rituals tied in with them (the atone
ment rites v 11-19 and the elimination rite v
10.21-22) are to be understood as comple
mentary acts, which have given the complex
construction of Lev 16 its unmistakable
fonn.

IV. The Jewish and Christian history of
interpretation of the figure of Azazel stands
in 110 relationship to its laconic treatment in
Lev 16. In the latter Aza7£I recei yes no
sacrifices (the 'scapegoat' is no sacrificial
animal), nor are any (demonic) actions
ascribed to him. The eli minatory function of
the Azazel-rite stands in the foreground.

The process of the demonization of
Azazcl was intensively pursued in early
Judaism under the influence of dualistic ten
dencies (J Enoch 8: I; 9:6; 10:4-8; 13: I; cf.
54:5-6; 55: 4; 69:2; Apoc. Abr. 13:6-14;
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14:4-6 ctc.: sec HANSON 1977:220-223;
NICKELSBURG 1977:357-404: GRABBE 1987:
153-155: JSHRZ V/6 [1984] 520-521).
Azazcl taught human beings the an of work
ing metal (1 Enoch 8: 1), enticed them to
injustice and revealed to them the primordial
divine secrets (1 Enoch 9:6; cf. 69:2). As an
unclean bird he is the personification of
ungodliness (Apoc. Abr. 13:7: 23:9) and the
lord of the heathens (Apoc. Abr. 22:6). As a
serpentine creature he tempted Adam and
Eve in paradise (Apoc. Abr. 23:5.9): the
Messiah will judge him with his cohons (l
Enoch 55:4; cf. 54:5 and RAC 5 [1962]
2061). In rabbinic Judaism the name is only
rarely to be found (RAC 9 [1976] 684).
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I. The name batal is a common Semitic
noun meaning 'lord, owner'. Applied to a
god it occurs about 90 times in the OT. The
LXX transcribes BoW., Vulgate Baal, plural
Bow.\~ and Baalim. Though nonnally an
appellative, the name is used in Ugaritic
religion as the proper name of a deity. Also
in the Bible, the noun occurs as the name of
a specific Canaanite god.

II. According to Pettinato the noun batal
was originally used as a divine name. It is
attested as such already in third millennium
texts. The mention of dba4-alx in the list of
deities from Abu ~alabikh (R. D. BIGGS,
Inscription from Abu SalabikJr [OIP 99:
Chicago 1974] no. 83 v 11 =no. 84 obv. iii
8') provides the oldest evidence of Baal's
worship. Since the Abu ~alabikh god list
mentions the god amidst a wealth of other
deities, each of them referred to by its
proper name. it is unlikely that batal should
serve here as an adjective. The appellative
'lord', moreover, has a different spelling,
viz. be-il, or ba-ah-Iu. In texts from Ebla
(en. 2400 BCE) the name Baal occurs only as
an element in personal names and top
onyms.

PE'rnNATO (1980) makes a case for Baal
being an originally Canaanite deity (so also
DAHOOD 1958:94: POPE & R6LLlG 1965:
253-254; VAN ZUL 1972:325), and argues
that he should be distinguished from
-+Hadad. Their identity is nevertheless often
emphasi7.ed in modem studies. Many
scholars hold that Hadad was the real name
of the West Semitic weather god; later on he
was simply referred to as 'Lord', just like
Bel ('lord') carne to be used as a designa
tion for -Marduk (so e. g. O. EISSFELDT,
BaalIBaalat. RGG I [19573J 805-806;
DAHOOD 1958:93; GESE 1970: 120: DE MOOR
& MULDER 1973:710-712: A. CAQUOT &

M. SZNYCER, LAPO 7 [1974J 73). Yet the
parallel occurrences of btl and hd (Haddu)
in, e.g., KTV 1.4 vii:35-37: 1.5 i:22-23; 1.10
ii:4-5 do not necessarily support this
assumption. It could also be argued, with
KAPELRUD (1952:50-52), that the name of
the Mesopotamian weather god Hadad!
Adad, known in the West Semitic world
through cultural contact. was applied sec
ondarily to Baal. If Baal and Hadad refer
back to the same deity, however, it must be
admitted that, in the first millennium BCE,
the two names came to stand for distinct
deities: Hadad being a god of the Aramae
ans, and Baal a god of the Phoenicians nnd
the Canaanites (J. C. GREENFIELD, Aspects
of Aramean Religion, Allcielll Israelite Re
ligion [FS. F. M. Cross; ed. P. D. Miller, Jr.,
et aI.; Philadelphia 1987J 67-78, esp. 68).

In the texts from Ugarit (Ras Shamra)
Baal is frequently characterized as ali)'/I btl,
'victorious Baal' (sec e.g. KTV 1.4 v:59; 1.5
v:17; 1.6 v: 10: 1.101:17-18): ali)' qrdm,
'mightiest of the heroes' (KTV 1.3 iii: 14:
iv:7-8; 1.4 viii:34-35: 1.5 ii:IQ-II, 18; for a
closer analysis sec DIETRICH & LORETZ 1980:
392-393); dmnr. 'the powerful, excellent
one' (KTV 1.4 vii:39: cf. KTV 1.92:30): or
btl $pll (KTV 1.16 i:6-7; 1.39:10; 1.46:14:
1.47:5; 1.109:9, 29 -'aphon, -'Baal-a
phon). The latter designation is also found,
in syllabic writing and therefore vocalised.
in the Treaty of Esarhaddon of Assyria with
king Baal of Tyre (SAA 2 [1988J no. 5 iv
10': dBa-al-$Cl-pU-Il11). It also occurs in a
Punic text from Marseilles (KAI 69: I) and a
Phoenician text from Saqqara in Egypt (KAI
50:2-3). The Baal residing upon the divine
mountain of ~apfu1U (the Jebel el-Aqra(,
classical Mons Casius, cf. the name Hazi in
texts from Anatolia) is sometimes .:-eferred
to in Ugarit as if $Pll (KTV 1.3 iii:29; iv: 19;
note, however, that the latter designation
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may also be used to refer to the collectivity
of gods residing on Mount Zaphon). Appar
ently. in the popular imagination. Baal's
palace was situated on Mount Zaphon (KTV
1.4 v:55; vii:6; cf. ~rrr ~pn. 'summit of the
~apanu·. KTV 1.3 i:21-22; 1.6 vi:12-13. and
mrym ~pn. 'heights of the Sapanu·. KTV 1.3
iv:l. 37-38; 1.4 v:23). In a cultic context
Baal was invoked as the god of the city
state of Ugarit under the name bel ugrr
(KTV 1.27:4; 1.46:16 [restored]; 1.65: lO
ll; 1.105:19; 1.109:11. 16.35-36).

Such genitival attributions as bel ugrr may
be compared with those that are known from
Phoenician and Aramaic inscriptions: bel
kmtryJ (KAI 26 A II: 19); bellbnn ('Baal of
the -Lebanon'. KAI 31:1-2); bel $dn ('Baal
of -Sidon', KAI 14:18); bel $lIId (KAI
24:15); bel smyn ('Baal of the Heavens',
KAI 202 A 3); bel smm (KAI 4:3, -Baal
shamem); cf. also bel 'dr (KAI 9 B 5); bel
I;mll (KAI24: 16; -Hennon); bel mgnm (KAI
78:3-4). For other special fonns of Baal see
the survey by POPE & RljLLIG 1965:253
264. It is also to be noted. finally. that the
Ugaritic Baal in his capacity as lord over the
fertile land is said to be bn dgll, 'the son of
-Dagan' (KTV 1.5 vi:23-24; 1.10 iii: 12, 14;
1.14 ii:25; iv:7). Yet as a member of the
pantheon, the other gods being his brothers
and sisters. Baal is also the son of -EI
since all gods are 'sons of EI' (KTV 1.3
v:38-39; 1.4 iv:47-48; v:28-29; 1.17 vi:28
29; once Baal addresses EI as 'my father',
KTV 1.17 i:23). There is no particular ten
sion between these two filiations; they
should certainly not be taken as an indica
tion to the effect that Baal was admitted into
the Ugaritic pantheon at a later stage. On the
contrary: the appellative bn expresses appur
tenance to a certain sphere. Baal was judged
to be a member of the Ugaritic pantheon.
and as such he was n son of EI. Inasmuch as
his activity was concerned with the fertility
of the fields he was a son of the grain god
Dagan.

The excavations at Ras Shamra have
supplied us with various figurative represen
tations of the god Baal (A. CAQUOT & M.
SZNYCER, Vgaritic Religion [Leiden 1980]

pI. VIII c (1). IX a-d. X, XII). Such icono
graphic representations are known from
other places in the Syro-Palestinian area too.
though their interpretation is fraught with
difficulties; an unambiguous identification
with Baal is rarely possible (P. WELTEN.
Gotterbild. mannliches, BRL [19772] 99
Ill; cf. R. HACHMANN [ed.] Friihe Pho
niker im Ubanon: 20 Jahre deutsche Aus
grabungen ill Kamid 'e/-Wl. [Mainz am
Rhein 1983] 165).

The worship of Baal demonstrably per
vaded the entire area inhabited by the
Canaanites. During the period of the Middle
Kingdom. if not earlier. the cult was adopted
by the Egyptians. along with the cult of
other Canaanite gods (S. MORENZ. Agyp
tische Religion [RdM 8; Stuttgart 19772]
250-255). In the wake of the Phoenician
colonization it eventually spread all over the
Mediterranean region.

The domain or property of the god con
SisL<; either of a natural area or one created
by human hand; the relationship of the god
to his territory is expressed with a genitival
conSlnlction: Baal is the lord of a mountain.
a city. and the like. The place may either
coincide with a sanctuary. or contain one.
Since the separate population groups within
the Syrian-Palestine area each knew their
own Baal, as the literary documents show. it
may be assumed that people had a well cir
cumscribed image of the god as a deity of
fundamental significance for the human
existence (cf. A. CAQUOT & M. SZNYCER.
LAPO 7 [1974] 77). The conclusion is
confinned by the frequency of Baal as
thcophoric component in personal names
(IPN 114, 116. 119-122; KAI III, 45-52; F.
GRljNDAHL, Die Personennamell der Texte
aus Vgarit [Rome 1967) 114-117.131-133).
Also in the Amarna letters there occur
proper names compounded with the divine
name Baal (if diM may be read as bae/u, e.g.
EA 256:2,5; 257:3; 314:3: 330:3).

Since the infonnation concerning Baal in
the Bible is negatively biased. a charncteri
zation of the god and his attributes must be
based in the first place on texts from the
Syro-Canaanite world. The examination of
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the Iron Age inscriptional material, how
ever, be it Phoenician, Punic, or Aramaic, is
not especialIy productive. Though Baal or
one of his manifestations is frequently men
tioned, he usualIy appears in conjunction
with other gods, his particular field of action
being seldom defined. Only the Phoenician
inscription of Karatepe (8th century BCE)
yields information in this respect (KAI 26).
It tells about Baal in a way that is reminis
cent of the mythic tradition of Ras Shamra.
King Azitawadda calls himself 'steward'
(brk, cf. Akk abarakkll, Ebla a-ba-ra-gll, see
M. KREBERNIK, WO 15 [1984] 89-92) and
'servant' «(btl) of Baal (KAI 26 A I: I). He
claims that the god appointed him in order
that he (Le. the king) might secure for his
people prosperous conditions (KAI 26 A 1:3,
8; 11:6). A possible counterpart may be
found in the Aramaic inscription of Afis (8th
century BCE) where King Zakir (or Zakkur)
of Hamat and Lucash says that Baal-Shamin
appointed him king over Hazrak (KAI 202 A
3-4) and promised him aid and rescue in
distress (lines 12-13). On occasion, Baal is
asked to grant life and welfare (KAI 26 A
11I:11: C 11I:16-20: IV:12: cf. 4:3: 18:1,7:
266:2). In the Karatepc inscription, as in the
inscription from Afis (B 23), the heavenly
Baal (Baal-shamem) is mentioned besides
other gods as guarantor of the inviolability
of the inscription (A 111:18: cf. KAI 24:15
16): it is an open question whether he
differs from the god Baal or whether he is
really the same deity approached from a dif
ferent angle. Some mndom data may be
culled from the remaining texts. The Phoen
ician incantation of Arslan Tash (KAI 27),
presumably dating from the 7th century BCE
(unless it is a forgery, as argued by J.
TEIXtDOR & P. A~f1ET, All/Or I [1983] 105
109), has been thought to mention the eight
wives of Baal (I. 18); it is also possible, if
not more likely, that the epithet bC

/ qds
refers back to -·Horon, whose 'seven con
cubines' are mentioned in line 17 (cf. NESE
2 [1974] 24). A Nco-Punic inscription from
Tunesia refers to Baal-hamon and Baal
addir (KAI 162: I), apparently as gods that
are able to grant pregnancy and offspring.

These few testimonies give only a very
general idea of Baal. The capacities in
which he acts, as kingmaker and protector,
benefactor and donator of offspring, do not
distinguish him from other major gods.

Far more productive arc the mythological
texts from Ras Shamra ca. 1350 BCE. which
contain over 500 references to Baal. They
help us to delineate the particular province
of the god. The myths tell how he obtained
royal rule and reigns as king (KTU 1.2
iv:32; 1.4 vii:49-50). He is called sovereign
('judge', !P!, a title more frequently applied
to the god Yammu) and king (KTU 1.3 v:32:
1.4 iv:43-44). Several times his kingdom,
his royal throne and his sovereignty are
mentioned (KTU 1.1 iv:24-25: 1.2 iv: 10; 1.3
iv:2-3; 1.4 vii:44: 1.6 v:5-6; vi:34-35; 1.10:
13-14). His elevated position shows itself in
his power over clouds, storm and lightning,
and manifests itself in his thundering voice
(KTU 1.4 v:8-9; vii:29, 31; 1.5 v:7; 1.10 1:3
4). As the god of wind and weather Baal
dispenses dew, rain, and snow (KTU 1.3 ii:
39-41: 1.4 v:6-7; 1.5 v:8; 1.16 iii:5-7: 1.101:
7) and the attendant fertility of the soil
(KTU 1.3 ii:39: 1.6 iii:6-7, 12-13 [note the
metaphor of 'oil and honey', for which see
also the Hebrew phrase 'a land flowing with
milk and honey' in Exod 3:8.17; Lev 20:24;
Deut 26:9: cf. Amos 9:13; Ps 65:12]; KTU
1.4 vii:5Q-51). Baal's rule guarantees the
annual return of the vegetation; as the god
disappears in the underworld and returns in
the autumn, so the vegetation dies and
resuscitates with him. Being the major one
among the gods. or rather perceived as such,
Baal was natumlly a king to his Ugaritic
devotees. Yet kingship is not Baal's sole
characteristic; it is merely the way he is
extolled. His nature is far more rich.

Baal is seen at work not just in the cycli
cal pattern of the seasons. He is also called
upon to drive away the enemy that attacks
the city (KTU 1.119:28-34), which shows
that the god also interferes in the domain of
human history. His involvement in matters
of sex and procreation, though often
mentioned in secondary studies, is not very
explicit in the texts. A passage in the Epic
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of Aqhat narrates how Baal intercedes with
EI, that the latter might grant a son to
Dan'el (KTU 1.17 i:16-34). Yet this is
almost the only testimony concerning Baal's
involvement in the province of human fertil
ity. The other texts referred to in older stu
dies are either misinterpreted or highly
dubious. Thus KTU 1.82 is not an incanta
tion asking Baal to grant fertility, but a text
against snake bites (G. DEL OlMO LETE. La
religion cana/lea segull la /iturgia de Ugarit
lBarcelona 1992) 251-255). A.7U 1.13 may
indeed be an incantation against infertility,
with Baal in the role of granter of offspring
(1. C. DE MOOR. An Incantation Against In
fertility. UF 12 [1980] 305-310). but other
interpretations can also be defended with
some plausibilty (see, e.g., LAPO 14 [1989J
19-27). On the whole it seems mistaken to
infer from Baal's role as bestower of natural
fertility that he fulfilled the same role in the
domain of human fertility. Also.•Il Ugarit,
there are other gods who might equally be
called upon to bless a family with children.

A further theme in the myths is the antag
onism between Baal and Yammu the god of
the -sea (A.7U 1.2). In addition to this
tablet from the Baal Cycle. other texts al
lude to the theme; they speak of Baal's
combat against the -·River (Naham) and the
monsters 11111 (Tunnanu, -.Tannin), b!1I tqlm
(the twisted serpent). 1m b!/I brb (Utanu, the
fugitive serpent; -·Leviathan). and sly!
(Salyatu; KTU 1.3 iii:39-42; 1.5 i: 1-3. 27
30)-all belonging to the realm of Yammu
according to KTU 1.3 iii:38-39. It is interest
ing to compare these data with the account
by Philo Byblius: 'Then Ouranos [= EI?]
again went to baltic, against Pontos l=
Yammu]. Yct having turned back he allied
himself with Demarous [= BaaiJ. And
Demarous advanced against Pontos. but
Pontos routed him. Demarous vowed to
offer a sacrifice in return for his escape"
(Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 1.10.28; cf. H. W.
A1TRIDGE & R. A. ODEN. Jr., Philo of
Byblos: The Phoe"ician History [Washing
ton 1981) 52-53, 190 nn. 119-120).

These reports might lead to the con
clusion that Baal is revered as the god who

protects against the forces of destruction.
More particularly, however, his defeat of
Yammu symbolizes the protection he can
offer sailors and sea-faring merchants. Baal
is a patron of sailors (C. GRAVE, The Ety
mology of Northwest Semitic $apclnll, UF
12 [1980] 221-229 esp. 228; cf. M. BIETAK,
Zur Herkunft des Seth von Avaris, Agyptell
wld Lemllle I [199OJ 9-16): In the Baal
temple of Ugarit a number of votive anchors
have been found. Sailors could descry from
afar the acropolis temple, so they knew
where to turn to with their supplications for
safekeeping and help (cf. M. YON, Ougarit
et ses Dieux, Resurrectillg the Past: A Joint
Tribllle to Adllall BOlllllli led. P. Matthiae,
M. van Loon & H. Weiss; IstanbullLciden
19901 325-343, esp. 336-337). This observa
tion is confirmed by a reference in the treaty
of Esarhaddon with king Baal of Tyre. It
shows that Baal Zaphon had power to rescue
al sea, since the curse speaks about the pos
sibility of Baal Zaphon sinking the Tyrian
ships by means of a sea-storm (SAA 2 no. 5
iv 10'-13').

Finally attention should be paid to a
rather different aspect of the way believers
thought Baal might intervene in their lives.
It concerns Baal's connection with the
netherworld. as it is expressed in the myth
about Baars fight with -·Mot (personified
death). Mythological fragments not belong
ing to the Baal Cycle have increased our
knowledge of this side of the god. Baal is
called with the epithet rpu (Rapi'u). 'healer'
(cf. Hebrew njpe'). DIETRICH & LoRETZ
have shown that Baal is called rpli in his
capacity as leader of the rplIm. the -Reph
aim (1980:171-182). They find the epithet in
KTU 1.108:1-2 and guess KTU 1.113
belongs to the same category of texts. The
Rapi'Oma (Hebrew repc1'im) arc the ghosts
of the deceased ancestors. more especially
of the royal family. Baal is their lord in the
realm of the dead, as shown by the circum
location :.bl btl ar~ ('prince. lord of the
underworld'; DU::TRICH & LoRETZ 1980:
392). According to KTU 1.17 vi:30 Baal is
able to vivify, which DIETRICH & LORETZ
interpret to mean that he activated the dece-
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ased and thus played a major role in the
ancestor cult. The expression lUIII ib" rblll
(KTU 1.124: 1-2) may also be understood as
an epithet of Baal, designating him as 'lord
of the great gods', i.e. of the deified ances
tors (1980:289-29O).

III. The biblical references in \\'hich '.lJ:J
means 'husband' (e.g. Gen 20:3; Exod
21 :3.22) fall outside the scope of this anicle.
Only Hos 2: 18 is ambiguous in this respect.
Evide!1t1y the verse did not originate as a
dictum of Hosea; it was written at a later
time (so already W. W. Graf BAUDlsStN.
K}'rios als GOllesllame im Jlldentlllll lind
seine Stelle in der Religiollsgeschichte led.
O. Eissfeldt: Giessen 1929], Vol. 3, 89-90;
recently J. JEREMIAS. Der Prophet Hosea
[ATD 2411; G6ttingen 1983], ad locum). In
the eschatological future, according to the
prophet, the Israelites will call -'Yahweh
'my man' and no longer 'my Baal'. Since
otherwise Baal is never used as a designa
tion of Yahweh, both 'my man' ('iSi) and
'my Baal' (baca/i) arc to be understood as
'my husband', even though the former is
more common in this sense than the latter
(Gen 2:23; 16:3; Lev 21 :7; Num 5:27 and
often). In the background, however. the
verse is a polemic against the cult of Baal
(thus also the LXX by the plural BaaAlJl).

The name Baal is used in the OT for the
most part in the singular, and rarely in the
plural; it is generally preceded by the article
(Num 22:41 is no exception because it char
acterizes a cultic place). On the basis of this
data, ElSSFELDT has denied that there were a
great number of Baals, distinguished from
each other by reference to a locality or some
other specification, such as a genitival at
tribute (-·naal-berith) or an apposition (Baal
zebul, thus to be read instead of -'Baal
zebub; see O. EJSSFELDT, Ba(al-~amem und
Jahwe. ZAW 57 [1939] 1-31, esp. 15-17 =
KS II (1963] 171-198, esp. 184-185). The
many local Baals are rather to be understood
as manifestations of the one Baal wor
shipped among the Canaanite population
(thus DE MOOR & MULDER 1973:709-710,
719-720; but note the critical obser\'3tions
by KOULEWEIN 1971:331).

The frequent occurrences of the name

Baal in the OT are instructive about the kind
of relations that the Israelites entertained
with the deity. During the early history of
Israel the name was hy no means applied to
Yahweh. as is sometimes affirmed (pace
KAPElRUD I952:43-44). The proper name
Bealiah (l Chr 12:6[5]), meaning 'Yahweh
is BaaIILord·. is insufficient evidence to
prove that Ba..11 was a customary epithet of
Yahweh. The theophoric component 'Baal'
in proper names reveals most bearers of
these names to be worshippers of Baal, or to
come from a family of Baal worshippers.
All kinds of observations in the Bible docu
ment the fact that the IsrJelites addressed a
cult to Baal. From a rc1igio-historical point
of view this comes hardly as a surprise.
Also among the Ammonites Baal enjoyed a
certain popularity (see Gen 36:38-39 for
Baal ali theophoric clement in an Ammonite
personal name; the god is possibly men
tioned in the Amman theatre inscription, see
K. P. JACKSON. The Ammonite Langllage of
the Iron Age [HSM 27; Chico 1983] 45 and
U. HOBNER, Die Ammoniter [ADPV 16;
Wieshaden 1992J 21-23: b'l occurs as a
theophoric element in a personal name on a
seal from Tell-el-cUmcri: b'/)'s', HOBNER
1992:86; B. SECKING, JSS 38 [1993] 15
24). In addition to the more general refer
ences in Judg 6:31-32: I Kgs 18:21.26: 2
Kgs 10: 19-20.28, there are references to the
temple of Baal (I Kgs 16:32; 2 Kgs 10:21.
23.25-27; II: 18); his altar (Judg 6:25.28.30
32; I Kgs 16:32; 2 Kgs 21:3); his cultic
pillar (2 Kgs 3:2; 1O:27); his prophets (I
Kgs 18: 19.22.25.40: 2 Kgs 10: 19): and his
priests (2 Kgs II: 18). It cannot be said that
the cult of Baal flourished only in certain
periods or in a number of restricted areas;
nor was it limited to the Canaanite part of
the population (alisuming that Canaanites
and Israelites were distinguishable entities).
The general impact of his cult is proven, in
the negative so to speak. by the reports
about its suppression in Israel and Judah (1
Sam 7:4; 12:10; 2 Kgs 10:18-28; 11:18;
23:4-5; 2 Chr 23: 17: 34:4), and by the ref
erences to the handful of faithful who had
not bowed to Baal (I Kgs 19: 18; 2 Chr
17:3). Similarly the increasingly sharp pol-
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emics which came to dominate the Israelite
literature (cf. KOHLEWEIN 1971:331) attest
to the fact that during the early Iron Age the
god Baal played a large part in the belief of
the Israelite population. F. E. EAKIN, Jr.
(Yahwism and Baalism before the Exile,
JBL 84 [1965J 407-414) correctly empha
sizes that until Elijah, the worship of
Yahweh and the cult of Baal coexisted with
out any problem. It should be remembered,
moreover, that the cult of Baal did not cease
to be practised, notwithstanding the notice
in 2 Kgs 10:28 which says that "Jehu wiped
out Baal from Israel".

The polemics gained prominence as the
worship of Yahweh gained ground. Their
typical means of expression is the accusa
tion that the Israelites turned away from
Yahweh at a very early stage in their his
tory; they allegedly preferred to bring
sacrifices to the Baalim or to Baal, and they
continued to do so until the end of the exist
ence of the independent states of Israel and
Judah (see e.g. Judg 2:11-13: 1 Kgs 16:31
32: 2 Kgs 17: 16; Hos II :2: Zeph 1:4: Jer
9: 13). In Judaism the substitution of the read
ing 'Baal' by biHet, 'ignominy, disgrace,
dishonour' became customary (-+Bashtu):
the Septuagint used the terms aioxuvll (I
Kgs 18: 19.25; with Aquila and Theodotion
Jer II: 13) and cioooAov (Jer 9: 13: 2 Chr
17:3: 28:2). The few references suggest that
the Greek pejorative names were seldom
used. Yet it should be noted that Baal.. is
often preceded by the feminine article,
which fact must be interpreted as a re
flection of a reading naioxuVTJ. The Vul
gate throughout renders Baal and Baalim
(for the historic development of that usage
cf. DE MOOR & MULDER 1973:719).

The figure of Baal which the Bible pre
sents as being worshipped by the Israelites
must have resembled the Baal known from
Syrian and Phoenician sources, most notably
the Ugaritic tablets. As the biblical data are
unyielding with information about the nature
of Baal, however, the researcher is often
reduced to guesses based on comparative
evidence.

The first source to be dealt with is the
cycle of Elijah narratives, as they are con-

cerned with the competItion between Baal
and Yahweh-or rather the respective
groups that claim loyalty to the one or the
other. The central issue of the battle is the
ability to produce rain, and hence to granl
fertility to the fields (cf. I Kgs 17:1.7.14;
18: 1.2.41-46). It is Yahweh's prophet who
announces the withholding of the rain and
its ultimate return. His message is that rain
and fertility of the soil do not depend on
Baal but on Yahweh (cf. Hos 2: 10). Appar
ently I Kgs 18:38 ('Then the fire of
Yahweh fell") is to be understood as a refer
ence to lightning and thunder. It has often
been noted that this implies a transference of
certain qualities of Baal onto Yahweh. Else
where, too, Yahweh has assumed character
istics of Baal. He is associated with winds,
clouds, rain, flashes, and thunder (Exod
19:9.16; Amos 4:7; Nah 1:3: Ps 18 [= 2
Sam 22]:14-15; 77: 18-19). It is Yahweh
who gives the 'dew of heaven' and the 'fat
ness of the earth' (Gen 27:28)-something
normally associated with Baal.

Baal's chthonic aspect should also be
taken into consideration. It, too, has been
transferred and projected upon Yahweh, thus
widening his sphere of action. Yet a distinc
tive difference remains. Unlike Baal in the
Ugari tic tradition, Yahweh is never said to
be descending into the netherworld for a
definite amount of time, in order to fortify
the dead. Yet Yahweh was believed to pos
sess the ability to perform acts of power
within the realm of the dead inasmuch as he
was able to resuscitate from the dead, or to
interfere in matters of the underworld. The
texts that say so (Amos 9:2; Hos 13: 14: Isa
7: II) date from the 8th cenlury DeE. They
voice a conviction not formerly found: it
was a prophetic innovation with far-reaching
consequences. The ground for it had been
prepared by the popular belief that Baal, as
an important deity in human life, must
equally have power over the realm of the
dead. In the mind of the believer, there are
no fixed limits to the power of the god.

The tradition of Baal as the slayer of the
sea and its monsters was also known in
Palestine (-+Leviathan). This is shown, for
instance, by the fact that in later times
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Baal's victories have been ascribed to
Yahweh. In passages which are almost lit
eral echoes of ccnain Ugaritic texts and
expressions, Yahweh is celebrated as the
one who defeated Yammu ;md the sea
dragons ta////i//, Iiwyiitii//, //o~liif. lxiria(1
respectively //o(lof 'aqalloto// (Isa 27: I:
51:9-10; Jer 5:22; Ps 74:13-14; 89:10-11).
In addition there is the defeated monster
-Rahab, so far absent from the mythology
of Ras Shamra.

The Canaanite cult of Baal as described
in the Bible, and practised by the Israelites,
hae; cenain traits that are not without paral
lels outside the Bible. The ecstatic beha
viour of the Baal prophets described in I
Kgs 18:26.28, the bowing to the image of
the god (I Kgs 19: 18), and the kissing of his
statue (Jer 2:8; 23: 13) are hardly typically
Israelite (cf. R. DE VAUX, Les proph~tes de
Baal sur Ie Mont Carmel, Bible et Oriellt
[Paris 1967] 485-497).

Considering the data about Baal surveyed
until now, it cannot be excluded that the
Palestinian Canaanites called their god Baal
with the title 'king' as well-in the same
manner as the Ugaritic texts do. EI too m;IY
have received the title. Such practices will
undoubtedly have been an influence in the
Israelite use of the epithet in relation to
Yahweh (cf. SCHMIDT 1966). Yet we are not
in a position to determine exactly when and
how the transfer of the title came about.

Because of the similarity between the two
gods, many of the traits ascribed to Yahweh
inform us on the character of the Palestinian
Baal. For lack of other data, it is impossible
to say whether the resulting image is com
plete. Also, it cannot be excluded that the
Palestinian cult of Baal, and its theology,
differed at various pointe; from that which is
found in the Ugaritic texts. The case of
Rahab. mentioned before, offers a telling
illustration. Something. however, which can
hardly be correct about the Palestinian Baal
is the accusation that child sacrifice was an
element in his cult (Jer 19:5; 32:35). The
two textc; that say so are late and evidently
biased in their polemic: without confirma
tion from an unsuspected source their infor-

mation should be dismissed. Similarly the
idea of cultic prostitution as an ingredient of
the Baal cult should not be taken for a fact.
This too is an unproven assumption for
which only Jer 2:23 and Hos 2: 15 can be
quoted in suppon; neither text is unam
biguous (cf. DE MOOR & MULDER 1973:
717-718).

Baal held a unique position among the
inhabitants of Palestine. People experienced
the pattern of the seasons, and the regular
return of fenility. as an act of Baal's power.
Yahweh was initially a god acting mainly in
the realm of history. Owing to his growing
place in Israelite religion, his sphere of
influence gradually widened to eventuaIly
include what had once been the domain of
Baal as well. His rise in importance was
only possible, in fact, through his incorpora
tion of traits that had formerly been charac
teristic of Baal only.
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RAALAT ii~l}~
I. BaCalat. ·mistress·. 'lady'. 'sover

eign' (Heb ba?lliit; PhoenlUg bClt; Akk
be/Ill). is attested as both a divine name and
an epithet in the ancient Near East from the
middle third millennium BCE. Though the
term is attested in the MT as a place name
(Josh 19:44: I Kgs 9:18: 2 Chr 8:6). it does
not occur in the biblical text as the desig
nation of a divinity.

II. In Akkadian. the epithet is applied to
a number of goddesses. most often asso
ciated with fertility and birth. as dbelit iii. In
addition to being a common designation of
-·Ishtar. this epithet is also associated with
specific goddesses. their cities. or their func
tions.

At Ugarit. bClt occurs as both an epithet
and a divine name. In several ritual texts.
offerings are made to bClt bll1m. 'the
mistress of the palaces'. whose identification
remains questioned. M. C. ASTOUR (iNES
27 (1968) 26) suggested a relation with Akk
bNet ekallim. 'the mistress of the palace'
(see also PARDEE 1989-90:445). In a myth
ological text (KTU 1.108:6-8). however. bCIt
is a designation for the goddess -+Anat.
called bCltmlk hClt drkt bClt J11l111 nlll1l l1rll't
kp!. 'mistress of kingship. mistress of do
minion. mistress of the high heavens. Anat
of the headdress'. It is also attested in the
personal name rnahdi-dbNIll. 'sen'ant of
Beltu', from Ugarit.

TIle majority of the attestations of hClt as
a divine name are associated with the god
dess Bacalat of Byblos (bClt gbl), 'the
Mistress/Sovereign of Byblos·. to whom a
sanctuary from the early second millennium
BCE was dedicated. As dbNt/l fa unJG/lbla.
this goddess is regularly referred to in the
Amarna correspondence of Rib-Addi to the
Phamoh from the fourteenth century nCE.
The inscriptional evidence from the first
millennium BCE demonstrates that she was
the leading dynastic deity of that city. In the
tenth century BCE inscription of Ye1)imilk.
bClt gbl is invoked alongside -·Baal-shamem
as part of a pair in parallel to 'the assembly
of the holy gods of Byblos' (11lp~m 'I gbl
qdsm; KAI 4:3-4). The entire inscription of
Yehawmilk (KAI 10: fifth century BCE) is
dedicated to BaCalat. indicating the import
ance of this goddess to the ruling dynasty of
the city.

The relief on the upper register of the
latter inscription depicts the deity with the
headdress commonly associated with the
Egyptian -·Hathor. an identification also
made with the Bacalat (hClt) of the Proto
Sinaitic inscriptions (fifteenth century nCE).
With which of the major goddesses of Cana
an the 'Mistress of Syblos' is to be equated
remains debated. Though it is common to
identify bClt gM with -·Astarte. based on the
association of Astarte with -+Aphrodite in
later sources. there appears to be good rea
son to question the equation. While there is
evidence from Ugarit suggesting that bClt
was an epithet of Anat. there are also rea
sons to interpret bClt as a title of -+Asherah,
who was known in Egypt as Qudsu. While it
is possible that bClt gbl is to be equated with
the great Canaanite goddess Ashemh. this
deity could have been a syncretistic deity
that combined some of the aspects of
Asherah. Ashtarte. "nd Anath.

III. In the QT, bClt does not occur as a
divine name or as an epithet of a deity. It is
attested. however. in two place names. In
Josh 19:44, bac,'llcit occurs as the name of a
town included in the territorial allotment to
Dan. A town by the same name is also listed
among those sites which were fortified by
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Solomon (I Kgs 9:18; 2 Chr 8:6). lts loca
tion remains uncertain. In Josh 19:8, in thc
list of towns allotted to the tribe of Simeon,
occurs the name batlJlal be'er. 'Mistress of
the Well', which could well be identified
with Bir Rakhmeh to thc southwest of
Beersheba. Apart from the possible refer
ences to a divinity 'Bacalat' that may havc
been the basis for the etymology of these
two place names, there exists no evidence
for the worship of a goddess 'Bacalat' in the
biblical materials.
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BAAL TOPONYMS
I. Thc nine toponyms -·Baal-gad.

-Bnal-hamon, -Baal-hazor. -Baal-hennon,
-·Ba:ll-judah, -·Baal-meon, -·Baal-pcrazim,
-·Baal-shalisha, and -·Baal-tamar include
various descriptive combinations which are
compounded with the divine name or appel
lative Baal. They arc all located in the
Canaanite hill country, save for Baal-meon
which is located on the plain east of the
Dead Sea.

Thcre is a difference in the distribution of
toponyms which are named by masculine
(Baal-X) and feminine (Baalah. Bealoth.
Baalath-X) fonns. The fonner are attached
to the highlands whereas the latter appear in
the lowlands (Baalath: Mt Baalah) and the
Negeb (Baalah; Baalath-beerlBealoth). An
exception is Kiriath-jearim which appears

both in the masculine (Kiriath-baal. Baal
judah) and feminine (Baalah) fonns. Thc
difference in distribution may be due to the
connection of Baal-toponyms to mountain
and hilly peaks. the feminine fonns being
reserved for other topographical areas.

II. Baal is neither attested in pre-Israel
ite place names nor does it appear in Syrian
second millennium BCE documents. More
over, Syro-Palestinian and Cypriote topo
nyms compounded with Baal are attested
only in Nco-Assyrian records of the first
millennium BCE, namely Ba'Ii-~apuna (Jebel
AqraC

). Ba'li-ra'si (Mount Cannel), Ba'il
gaL1ra Ba'il-burri and Ba'ii. The hill country
of Canaan is hardly ever mentioned in the
Egyptian sources of the second millennium
liCE and we still do not know whether any
of the biblical Baal toponyms antedates the
Iron Age. Since most of them are located in
the hill country, which was quite empty in
the Late Bronze Age and was settled only in
the Iron Age, most (or even all) of these
sites must have been founded and named
only at that time.

Place names in the fonner areas of
Canaan are not called by the names of the
new national gods of the first millennium
BCE (e.g.• -·Yahweh, -·Milcom, -'Chemosh.
-OOs, etc.). On the other hand. many places
are called by the names of thc older Canaan
ite deities. like -~Baal, -~EI (Bethel, Elto
lad), -Dagan (Beth-dagon). Shamash (Beth
shemesh, see -~Shemesh). -~Horon (Beth
horon), Ashtoreth (Ashtaroth. sec -~Astarte)
and -.Anat (Beth-anath, Anathoth). Some of
these names may be regarded as survivals of
pre-Israelite names, others were apparently
new settlements of the Iron Age I-II.

III. Names of individual gods can also be
titles. Baal (like EI) can be both the name of
the god Baal or a title, 'lord', referring to
another deity. Each Baal toponym must be
analyzed in order to ascenain which of the
two alternative interpretations is preferahle.

IV. Bibliography
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BAAL·RERITH, r;'~:: '?l'~, ii'~~ ';~

I. Baal-berith ('Baal of the Covenant';
Judg 8:33 and 9:4) and EI-berith ('EI of thc
Covenant; Judg 9:46) occur only in the
Book of Judges as specifications of the
Canaanite fertility gods --Baal and -+EI of
Shechem. an ancient Canaanite city in the
hill country between Mount Gerizim and
Mount Ebal. Also in Ugaritic texts brr
('covenant') is found in connection with
Baal.

II. In the aT Shechem is often
mentioned. Already in Gen 12:6-7 we are
told that Abram went as far in Canaan as the
sanctuary at Shechem. and the terebinth trce
of Moreh, and that he built there an altar "to
the LORD who had appeared to him". This
suggests that already in 'patriarchal' times
the Shechem area was a religious centre (see
e.g. Gen 33: 18-20: 35:4; Josh 24:32). In
Josh 24 it is told that Joshua concluded a
covenant at Shechem, resulting in a confed
eracy of twelve Ismelite tribes. Josh 24:25
26 infonns us that "Joshua drew up a statute
and an ordinance" (cf. Deut II :26-32) for
this confedcracy in Shechem, and that he
took "a great stone and set it up under the
terebinth in the sanctuary of the LORD".
Many older scholars even suggested that
Shechem was the original home of the
Hebrew covenant as against Sinai-Horeb or
Kadesh and that the city was the amphi
ctyonic sanctuary of the tribal confederacy
of Israel (ROWLEY 1950: 125).

In this city the dramatic story of Abi
melech, son of Jerubbaal (Gideon) by his
Shechemite concubine (Judg 8:31) took
place. as told in Judg 9. We are infonned
that in this time the gods of the city were
the Canaanite gods Baal-berith and EI
berith. So Shechcm was a Canaanite enclave
at the time of Abimelech, and the "citizens
of Shechem" might not have been Israelites,
but Canaanite inhabitants (FOWLER 1983:
52). A shrine of Baal-berith should have

been in the city (9:4). But his cult must also
have been popular among those Israelites
who lived in the neighbourhood of Shechem
(8:33). In 9:46. on the other hand, a erypt
be it a subterreanean cave or a hidden dark
room or vault-of a temple of EI-berith in
Migdal-Shechem ('Tower of Shechem') is
mentioned. Is this a reference to the temple
of Baal-berith as that of EI-berith, 'the cov
enant god', and is the substitution of 'EI' for
'Baal' due to "scribal orthodoxy" (GRAY
1962)? Or have we to do with two different
temples? In the opinion of SIMONS (1943;
1959) and other scholars Migdal-Shechem
(Judg 9:46-49) is to be distinguished from
the city of Shechem. It must have been situ
ated in the neighbourhood of that city as
its advanced defensive bulwark (Mount
Zalmon, Judg 9:48, identical with 'Beth
Millo' in Judg 9:6.20). But in Abimelech's
time this stronghold must have developed
into a small settlement, depending on the
mother-city of Shechem, symbolized by the
surviving original name as wen as by the
cult of a common deity Baal-berithlEl
berith. NIELSEN (1955) identified Migdal
Shechem and Beth-Millo (Judg 9:6.20) with
the main building on the acropolis of Tell
Balatah.

The questions to be dealt with here are
primarily archaeological. The mound (Ten
Balatah) of-presumably-biblical Shechem
has been excavated by various expeditions
since 1913 (Sellin and Welter between 1913
and 1934; G. E. Wright led eight campaigns
between 1956 and 1969). According to
Wright, a massive structure, with wans
seventeen feet thick, had replaced the court
yard temples of Shechem at about 1650 neE.
According to CAMPBELL (1962), it is quite
likely that all the structures mentioned in
Judg 9:4.6 and 9:46 are part of the complex
in Shcchcm's sacred precinct.

Other buildings which could be inter
preted as sanctuaries, have been found with
in and nearby the city too (WRIGHT 1968).
The existence of these sanctuaries outside
the sacred precinct, and even outside
Shechem. can throw indirect light on the tra
ditions of sacred places in the Shechem
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pass. But at the same time it complicates the
issue of whether there was only one temple
for one deity called now Baal-berith now EI
berith. or there were actually two shrines
one for Baal-berith and one for El-berith.
The latter possibility is accepted on good
grounds by many modem scholars (SOGGIN
1967: 1988: DE MOOR 1990). There is also
an identification of an excavated building on
Mount Ebal with the EI-berith temple of
Judg 9. It was Zcrtal who surveyed Mount
Ebal during five campaigns (starting in
1982). and found there a "temenos wall"
enclosing a large central courtyard. An arti
fact was discovered, which has been sub
jected to different interpretations: a great
altar (ZERTAL 1985; 1986), a watchtower
(SOGGIN 1988). or even an old fannhouse
(KEMPINSKI 1986). Zcrtal saw it at first as a
cultic site for the tribal Israelite confederacy
which he associated with the biblical tradi
tion (Deut 27:4; Josh 8:30-35). But Soggin
is of the opinion that it could be the Migdal
Shcchem. a small fortified settlement. with n
holy place and an altar for EI-berith. It
ought to be said that the identification of the
building within Shechem. excavated by
Wright. as the temple of EI-berith is also
seriously disputed (FOWLER 1983).

As is known, EI and Baal were important
deities in the Ugaritic and Canaanite pan
theon, and it is not unlikely that they could
both have had a shrine in Shechem (MUL
DER 1962: SOGGIN 1967). In Ugarit too. EI
and Baal both had a temple (J. C. DE MOOR.
The Seasonal Pattem ill the Ugaritic Myth
of Batlu [Kevelaer 1971J III). Besides. in
KTU 1.3 i:28, brt 'covenant' may have been
used in connection with Baal. According to
CROSS (1973) the name il brt is also used in
a Human hymn for El. SCm-UTI (1964)
argued that this god was originally identical
with the Indian-Iranian god Mitra ('agree
ment' in Semitic fonn). for in the second
millennium BCE the Indo-Iranians were
widely scattered throughout the Near East: iI
brr, however, should be interpreted as the
Old Semitic deity lIabrat (M. DIETRICH &

W. MAYER, UF26 [1994] 92 with lit.).
III. It is not easy to detennine which was

the special character of Baal-berith and of EI
berith in Judg 9. There is in the first place
the question of the age and the composition
of the traditions in Judg 9. JARO~ (1976:76
77) takes Judg 9:8-15.26-40.46-54 as an old
tradition; Judg 9: 1-7.I6a.l9b-21.23-24.41
45.56-57 as a later one: Judg 16b-19a.22.55
were added by a later hand. The fact that
both deities are mentioned in one and the
same area only in this composite story
(Shechem) could be an indication that there
was a close connection between the two dei
ties in the Shechemite pantheon, analogous
to the connection between Baal and EI in
the Ugaritic pantheon. It may even be that
the passage in which El Berith is mentioned
is the older tradition. Baal Berith, however,
is pictured as a Canaanite god who was
worshipped by many Israelites too (Judg
9:33).

Of the old versions LXX offers two dif
ferent translations of the book of Judges,
one represented by codex B (Vaticanus), the
other by codex A (Alexandrinus). LXXA

tries to translate tenns like Baal-berith
(Baw.. ola9rpcl1;). whereas LXXB often
simply transcribes the Hebrew expression
with Greek letters (v 4: BaaAJ}Epl8: v 46:
Bmel1ApEple: NIELSEN 1955: 142). The
Peshitta and the Targum translate the
Hebrew text as betal qeyam[a'] (Baal of the
covenant). In v 46 the Targum paraphrases
the difficulties in this way: .....to the gather
ing place of the house of God to cut a cov
enant". In the same way the Vulgate para
phrases the second part of v 46: ..... they
went into the shrine of their god Berith,
where they had concluded a covenant with
him. and therefore that very fortified place
had got its name" (... ingressi sum fallum
dei sui Berith IIbi foedus cum eo pepigerallt
et ex eo loclis 1Iomen acceperat qlli erat
valde mll1liws). In Judg 8:33 Vulg. translates
as Baal foedlls. but in 9:4 the Hebrew
expression is oddly transcribed: Baalberith.

There are scholars who believe that Israel
drew its belief in a divine covenant with
Yahweh from an analogous cult of Baal
berith in Shechem, or even that batal was
only an epithet for Yahweh in the stories of
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Judges (KAUFMANN 1961:138-139). The
view that Baal-berith officiated as supervisor
and guardian of a political trcaty between
Shechcm and some other city-states or the
local Israelite population is accepted by
many scholars. Hence the explanation of his
name as Baal-berith. But that there had been
a profound influence from this Baal upon
Ismel is unprovable. (smel's tmdition of the
Sinai covcnant was not moulded upon the
pattern of the Shechem covenant of Baal
berith (CLE~IENTS 1968). On the other hand
the story in Judg 9 pre~upposes some
normal rehltions between Shechemites and
Ismelites (NIELSEN 1955: 171). But this does
not mean that Yahweh was worshipped in
Shechem with the name Baal-bcrith, as
GRESS~IANN (1929: 163-164) suggested.

Another view regarding the nature of
Baal-berith is that he was one of the parties
of a covenant to which his worshippers
fonned the corresponding party. so that a
religious, or cultic, covenant was involved.
Clements points out that a pan of the popu
lation of Shechem is described as "men of
Hamor" (in Gen 34 the name Hamor means
'ass'), and that the ritual for the aftlnnatioll
of a covenant by the slaughtcring of an ass
is testified in the ancient Near East. Those
who were bound under covenant having par
ticipated in this ritual became "sons of
Hamor" ("sons of the ass"). The covenant of
Hamor "was almost certainly related to
Baal-Berith. who was the chief god of the
city" (CLEME:-.-rS 1968:29: see also
ALBRIGHT 1953: 113. who was of the opin
ion that Baal-berith was an appellation of
the god -.Horon). This suggests a divine
covenant between the local Baal and certain
citizens of Shechem rather than a covenant
in which Baal acted as the guardian of a
local politic<ll treaty (CLEME:-'iS 1968:31).

In Judg 9 it is shown. however, that this
god was also a god of fertility and vegeta
tion (v 27)-so was Baal in the Canaanite
pantheon: the men of Shechem went out into
the field, gathered the grapes from the
vineyards, trod them and held festival,
coming "into the house of their god". The
identity of this god goes unsaid, but it must

be either EI or Baal-and most likely the
latter one. Much of the later Israelite ethos
was opposed to the tradition of the Canaan
ite Baal. So it is very unlikely that the cove
nant tmdition is derivcd from the covenant
tradition of Baal-berith of Shechem. The
name 'Berith'. however, may refer to his
function among the Shechemites "as the wit
ness or guarantor of the covenant between
two peoples" (LEWIS 1992).
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M. J. MULDER

BAAL-GAD j:; ?.l':
I. A location on the northern border of

the allotments of the twelve tribes (Josh
II: 17: 12:7; 13:5). Perhaps Baal should be
taken as the name of the god and gad as an
appellative ('Baal is fortune') rather than the
other way round ('Lord Gad'). Gad is
known both from place names (Migdal-gad)
and personal names (Gaddi, Gaddiel, Gad
diyau) and is best understood as an appel
lath'c, i,e., 'fortune'. -·Gad as a divine
name is attested only in the post-exilic
period (lsa 65: II) nnd since that time ap
pears as a theophoric element in names
(nVAT I [1973] 920-921).

II. Baal-gad appears in juxtaposition to
Lebo-hamath (Josh 13:7), the northern bor
der of the Land of Canaan. It is described as
being situated "in the valley of Lebanon"
(Josh 12: 17), "below mount -Hennon"
(Josh 13:5), and "in the valley of -·Lebanon
under mount Hennon" (Josh 11:17). The
valley of -·Lebanon is identified with the
Beqa( of Lebanon and the Hennon is ident
ical with Jebel esh-Sheikh, the southern
peak of the Anti-Lebanon. The apparent dis
crepancy between the two descriptions ("in
the valley of Lebanon" and "below Mount
Hennon") may be accounted for assuming
that the author of the descriptions tre3ted the
Litani river as part of the valley of Lebanon.
For him. Lebo-hamath marked the northern
end of the valley and Baal-gad its southern
end. Baal-gad must be sought north or cast
of the land of Mizpch (the Marj-(Ayyun val
ley) (Josh 11 :3), along the south-western

foot of Mount Hermon. It is best located at
thc headwaters of the l;I~bani river. near the
modem town of l;Ia~baya.

Baal-gad appears as the opposite extremity
of Mount Halak (Josh 11: 17; 12:7), the south
eastern border of the tribal allotment. and
marks the northern border of the tribal allot
mentc;. It must have been a prominent place.
situated in a fertile watery region, and may
well have been a cult place for a local Baal. Its
location is about 17 km north of Dan. the main
cult centre of -Yahweh in the north Israelite
areas. The relationship of the two cult centres
remains unknown (see also - Baal toponyms).
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N. NA)AMAN

BAAL-HAl\ION i~ii ?~:l
I. A location of a plantation of Solo

mon which he granted to keepers nnd made
highly profitable (Cant 8: II). Its name may
be homonymous with the place Balamon
mentioned in Jdt 8:3, but they are two dif
ferent sites. The latter is probably located in
the vicinity of Dothan (possibly !bleam,
today Kh. BeICameh). The name Baal-hamon
is not attested elsewhere in the OT and its
position remains unknown.

II. Literally, Baal-hamon means either
'-·Baal of a multitude' or 'possessor of
wealth'. The first interpretation may ostens
ibly be compared with the well known di
vine title "loRD of hosts" (-Yahweh Zcb
aoth). However, the literary character of the
Song points strongly toward the second
interpretation. Baal-hamon may well have
been an actual site, but it was selected by
the author due to its connotation of richness
and abundance (see also -Baal toponyms).
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BAAL-HAZOR "ji~ii ?,l):J
I, A location near the town of

OphrahfEphraim (possibly modem et
Taibiyeh) where Absalom kept his sheep
shearers and where he assassinated his half
brother Amnon (2 Sam 13:23). It seems that
-Baal should be construed as the name of
god, i.e., 'Baal of Hazor'. It is generally
identi fied with Jebel el-(A~(jr, the highest
mountain of Mount Ephraim (1016 m.
above sea level). 7 km. north-east of
-Bethel. The site is not attested elsewhere
in the OT and has nothing to do with the
Halor mentioned in Neh II :33.

ABEL (1924) suggested to read I Mace
9: 15 as heos Azoroll oros (in place of heos
A;:6roll orollo"), "as far as mount Hazor".
identifying it with Baal-hazor. It is prefer
able, however. to assume that already in the
Hebrew original text a mistake occurred,
and to read 'St/wt ('mountain-slopes').

The place where God appeared to Abra
ham after his separation from Lot (Gen
13: 14) is called in the Genesis Apocrypl101I
by the name Ramath-hazor (1 QGenAp
XXI:8). This town must have been in the
vicinity of Bethel. The identification of
Ramath-hazor with Baal-hazor is appealing
in the light of the well known tendency to
replace names of negative connotation by
more neutral appellations. Also. according
to the Genesis narratives. Abraham stayed
near Bethel after his separation from Lot.

II. It is not clear whether Baal-hazor
was a place of worship for Baal. Defining its
location by the neighbouring town of
OphrahfEphraim may indicate that the place
was of secondary import.1nce. Nor is the ori
gin of its name clear. Was it called by the
name of -~Hadad or Baal of Hazor, the
major Canaanite city of the second millen
nium BCE, by people who migrated thence
after its destruction and settled in the hill
country of Ephraim? In that case, no place by
the name Hazor should be sought in the vicin
ity of the mount (see also -Baal toponyms).

III. Bibliography
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N. NA)AMAN

BAAL-HERMON j"D"iii ?,l):J
I. A location on the northern border of

the allotments of the twelve tribes (Judg 3:3;
I Chr 5:23). It seems that -Baal should be
construed as the name of a god, i.e., 'Baal
of -~Hennon'. Hennon is identical with
Jebel esh-Sheikh, the southern peak of the
Anti-Lebanon (Deut 3:8; 4:48; Josh 12: \, 5;
Judg 3:3; I Chr 5:23). The place to which
the toponym refers must be sought some
where on its slopes.

II. In the list of people Yahweh left
within the territory of Canaan appear "the
Hivites who dwelt on Mount Lebanon, from
Mount Baal-hermon as far as Lebo-hamath"
(Judg 3:3). The same borders are defined in
Josh 13:5 ("from -Baal-gad below Mount
Hennon to Lebo-hamath") and Baal-hennon
is seemingly identical to Baal-gad, a place
located on the south-western side of
Hennon. However, I Chr 5:23 describes the
confines of the eastern half of Manasseh's
dwelling places thus: "from - Bashan to
Baal-hermon, Senir and Mount Hermon".
Baal-hennon must accordingly be sought on
the eastern side of Hennon and is possibly
one of its south-eastern peaks.

How could we account for the discrep
ancy? Some scholars suggest that the text of
Judg 3:3 is corrupted and should not be
taken into account. Others suggest that I
Chr 5:23 is a conglomerate of elements bor
rowed from various biblical sources (Deut
3:9; Josh 12:5: Judg 3:3) and is not a reli
able source for topographical research. The
first seems to be better founded. Baal-her
mon was probably a cull place for a local
Baal. at least in the time of the Chronicler.
It was located on one of the peaks on the
eastern slopes of Hennon and was deliber
ately selected by the Chronicler to define the
border of Manasseh. the northernmost
Transjordanian tribe, in analogy to Baal-gad
which in the older sources defined the bor-
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der of the tribal allotment'i on the western
side of Hennon (see also --+Baal toponyms).
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BAAL-JUDAH .i"il." ?.lJ::l
I. Baal-judah is an appellation of the

town of Kiriath-jearim, the clement 'Judah'
distinguishes it from other localities called
by the name Baal (compare byt I~m yhwdh).
It was identified at Deir el-cAzhar, a tell
near modem Abu-ghosh, about 12 km west
northwest of Jerusalem.

II. The place appears only once, in a
corrupted fonn, in the introduction to the
story of the transfer of the Ark to Jerusalem
(2 Sam 6:2). MT has mb'ly yhwdh ("from
the citizens of Judah"). However, not only
docs the sending of "all the people, who
were with him, from the citizens of Judah"
mnkes poor sense, but the subsequent
11IilIam ("from there") is without antecedent.
Most versions reflect mb'l)' yhwdll thus indi
catin~ that the corruption in MT is very old.
LXX adds afterwards ell anabasei and
LXXL adds en te anabasei tou bounou ("in
the ascent [m'III] of the hill"). Syr w'zl 19b'
agrees with the LXXL.

1 Chr 13:6 reads b'ltll '1 qr)'t )"r)'111 'sr
Iyhwdll (Uto Baalah, that is. to Kiriath-jearim
which belongs to Judah"). 4QSam3 and
Josephus agree. It is clear however that the
shorter unglossed reading of 2 Sam 6:2 in
MT and LXX is superior to this version.

The original text must have read mb'l
yhwdh and the versions indicate that the m
is original (PISANO 1984:102-103). On the
basis of the LXX and Syr one may further
suggest that the word bm'lh originally
followed (note the threefold play of words
mb'l, bm'lh, Ih'bvt) and was dropped due to

haplography. The ascent of the hill makes
good literary sense since it plays a central
role in the episode of the return of the ark
and UZl.ah's death (vv 6-7). The text of v 2
may be reconstructed as follows: "And
David arose and went with all the people
who were with him from Baal-judah in the
ascent, to bring up from there the ark of
--+GOO".

III. The city of Kiriath-jearim is referred
to as Kiriath-baal in Josh 15:60 and 18: 14
and as Baalah in Josh 15:9-10 and 1 Chr
13:6. The narrative about the stay of the ark
at Kiriath-jearim indicates that a cult place
of --+ Yahweh was located on the hill near
the city (I Sam 7: 1; 2 Sam 6: 1-4). One may
suggest that the theophoric element 'Baal' in
the city's name is a honorific title of
Yahweh, Lord of the city. Baal-judah is
probably an appellation meaning 'Lord (of
the land) of Judah' and Kiriath-baal means
'city of the Lord'. The designation 'Baalah'
is either a hypocoristic fonn or a variant
name meaning 'the Lady'. The city was
apparently a pre-monarchial centre of the
cult of Yahweh and lost its importance when
David trnnsferred it'i most sacred cult object.
the ark, to Jerusalem.

LXX for both 2 Sam 6:2 and I Chr 13:6
has avoided the proper name Baal(ah)
(PISANO 1984:103-1(4). This is part of a
general tendency and is indicated in other
toponyms that have the element --+ Baal (see
also -·Baal toponyms).

IV. Bibliography
R. A. CARLSON, David, the Chosen King
(Stockholm 1964) 62-63: J. BLENKINSOPP,
Kiriath-jearim and the Ark, JBL 88 (1969)
143-156; S. PISANO, Additions and Omis
sions in the Books of Samuel (Freiburg &
Gottingen 1984) 101-104; P. K. McCARTER,
/I Samllel (AB 8: Garden City 1984) 162
163, 168.

BAAL-MEON j'i.lJO ?.lJ::l
I. A place in the land of Moab listed

among the towns of Reuben (Num 32:34;
Josh 13:17: 1 Chr 5:8; Mesha's inscription).
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It is also known as Beth-baal-meon (Josh
13:17) and Beth-meon (Jer 48:23). It is
generally identified with Khirbet Ma'in,
about 8 km southwest of Madaba. However,
no Iron Age remains were found in the
course of excavations there. Baal-meon's
exact location has yet to be found.

II. B~ul1-meon was an Israelite town
which was conquered by Mesha, king of
Moab, in the third quaner of the ninth cen
tury BCE. Mesha rebuilt the town and made
a reservoir there (lines 9, 30 of his inscrip
tion). From that time and until its de
struction Baal-meon was a Moabite tmvn
Oer 48:23; Ezek 25:9).

The name Beth-baal-meon indicates that
the town has a temple dedicated to "the
LordlBaal of Meon". Who was 'the Lord' of
the town? In the light of the analogy to
Beth-peor (Deut 3:29; 4:46; 34:6; Josh
13:20), where the local manifestation of the
Baal, -+Baal of Peor, was worshipped, we
may assume that Baal-meon was likewise
the cult place of a local -+Baal, who gave
his name to the town (see also -+ Baal topo
nyms).

III. Bibliography
M. PICCIRIllO, Le antichita bizantine di
Macin e dintorni, liber AIl1I11US SlIIdii Biblici
Franciscani 35 (1985) 339-364 (esp. 339
340); A. DEARMAN (ed.), Studies ill the
Mesha Inscription alld Moab (Atlanta 1989)
175-176, 225-226; K. A. D. SMELlK, Con
verting the Past (OTS 28; Leiden 1992) 63,
66,72.

BAAL OF PEOR i'jl'~ ~l]=
I. This local god, mentioned only in the

OT, is associated with the mountain Peor in
the land of Moab (Num 23:28) and the placc
Beth-Peor (Deut 3:29: 4:46: 34:6: Josh
13:20). He probably represents there the
chthonic aspect of the Canaanite god of fer
tility, -Baal (SPRO~K 1986:231-233). The
name Peor is related to Heb P'R, 'open
wide', which in Isa 5: 14 is said of the
'mouth' of the netherworld (XElLA 1982:
664-666). According to Num 25 the Israel-

ites panicipated in the Moabitc cult honour
ing this god. This incident is recalled in
Num 31: 16; Deut 4:3: Josh 22: 17; Hos 9: 10;
and Ps 106:28 (MULDER 1973:720).

II. A connection may be assumed with
the Canaanite deity Baal a" known in Ugar
itic mythology. In the cycle of Baal (A,7U2
1.1-6) it is told that in the struggle for do
minion Baal is temporarily defeated by
-·Mot, the god of death. Baal has to de
scend into the netherworld to reside with the
--dead. In KTcfl 1.5 v:4 this is described as
Baal going down into the mouth of Mot
(bph yrd). It was believed that this coincided
with the yearly withering of nature in
autumn and winter. In the ritual text KTcfl
1.109 we see that this had its repercussions
on the cultic activities. In the offering list
Baal is mentioned among gods who were
supposed to be in the netherworld and who
received their offerings through a hole in the
ground (1. 19-23) (SPRO~K 1986:147-148:
TUAT IU3 316-317: DEL OlMO LETE
1992: 183-186).

III. Num 25 describes the cult of the
Baal of Peor as a licentious feast to which
the men of Israel were seduced by Moabite
women. In Ps 106:28 attachment to the Baal
of Peor is specified as 'eating sacrifices of
the dead' (LEWIS 1989: 167). In later Jewish
tradition the cult of the Baal of Peor is re
lated to the Marzeah (Sifre Nllm 131 and the
sixth century CE mosaic map of Palestine at
Madeba). In the OT Heb l1Ian.e(l~' is attested
in connection with mourning (Jer 16:5-7)
and excessivc feasting (Amos 6:4-7). So it
unites the different elements of Num 25 and
Ps 106:28. This is even more clear in the
ancient Ugaritic texts about the Marlcah.
though its connection with the cult of the
dead remains a matter of dispute (SCHMIDT
1994:265-266: PARDEE 1996).

The sexual rites connected with the cull
of the Baal of Peor have to do with the
aspect of fenility. As this cult is addressed
to Baal, who is the god of nature, it is hoped
to contribute to his bringing new life out of
death. It can be related to the myth of Baal
describing how (the bull) Baal during his
stay in the netherworld makes lovc to a
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heifer. mounting her up to eighty eight times
(A,7lJ2 1.5 v: 18-21).

The name of Peor in itself already points
to a relation with the cult of the dead,
especially when it is observed that it shares
this association with other place names in
this region east of the Dead Sea (SPRONK
1986:228-229): Obot (Num 21: I0-11; 33:
43-44), which can be translated as '-·spirits
of the dead', Abarim (Num 21:11: 27:12:
33:44-48: Deut 32:49: Jer 22:20), 'those
who have crossed (the river of death)' (ef.
-+Trnvellers). and Raphan (1 Macc 5:37),
which can be related to the -·Rephaim. It is
also interesting in this connection to note
that, according to Deut 34:6, -·Moses was
buried in the valley opposite Bet-Peor. It is
added that no one knows the precise place
of his grave. This has been interpreted in
midrashic tradition as a "precaution, lest his
sepulchre became a shrine of idolatrous
worship" (GoLDIN 1987:223). Indeed. with
in this region this would not have been un
likely.

In Num 25:18; 31:16; and Josh 22:17 the
Baal of Peor is indicated with the name Peor
only. This may suggest reluctance to usc the
name of a pagan deity. On the other hand.
the name Peor with ill; clear association to
(the mouth of) the netherworld already indi
cates the nature of this cult ali a way to seek
contact with divine powers residing there.

IV. Bibliography
1. GOLDIN, The Death of Moses: An Exer
cise in Midrashic Transposition, uwe &
Death in the Anciellt Near East. (FS Marvin
H. Pope; edt J. H. Marks & R. M. Good;
Guildford 1987) 219-225; T. J. LEWIS. Cults
of the Dead ;n Anciellt I.'irael and Ugarit
(HSM 39; Atlanta 1989); M. J. MULDER.
bilal, nVAT I (1973) 706-727; G. DEL

Dum LETE, La religi6n Cananea seg"n la
litllrgia de Ugarit (AulOrSup 3; Sabadell
1992): D. PARDEE. Mal7.i~lll, Kispu, and the
Ugaritic Funerary Cult: A Minimali.'it View,
Ugarit, Religion alld Cliiture (FS J. C. L.
Gibson; VBL: ed. N. Wyatt et aJ.; MUnster
1996) 273-287; B. B. SCHMIDT, Israel's
Benefieellt Dead (FAT II: TUbingen 1994);
K. SPRONK, Beatific Afterlife in Anciell1

Israel and in the Ancient Near East (AOAT
219; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1986); P. XELLA, II
culto dei morti nell' Antico Testamento: tra
teologia a storia della rcligione, Religioni e
cil'i/ta. Serifti ;n memoria di Angelo Brelieh
(Bari 1982) 645-666.

K. SPRONK

BAAL-PERAZII\I C'~"j~-"D::::l
I. A location south of Jerusalem, on the

way to Bethlehem, where David won his
first victory o\'er the Philistines (2 Sam
5: 18-20; I ChI' 14:9-11). In the story the
naming of the place is assigned to David
and explained thus: "Yahweh broke (pora~)

through my enemies before me, like a burst
ing flood (pere$ mil.....im).. (v 20). Since the
name Baal-perazim is directly combined
with the divine help of -.Yahweh, it is clear
that the element 'Baal' was understood by
the author as a honorific title of Yahweh
(compare Hos 2: 18). Whether the site had a
cult place for Yahweh is not clear. Its name
should best be translated 'Lord of breaches'
or even 'Lord of (divine) outburst'.

II, The Philistine onslaught apparently
antedated the conquest of Jerusalem by
David and was conducted from north to
south, penetrating via the Valley of Reph
aim to Bethlehem, David's ancestral town (2
Sam 23: 13-17). Baal-perazim must be
sought on the \\lay to Bethlehem. and might
be identified with the Iron Age I site
excavated near modem Giloh. The site is
located on the summit of a prominent ridge
overlooking the Valley of -+Rephaim and is
a reasonable candidate for Baal-pernzim.

III. Baal-perazim is called mount
Pemzim (har pero$im) in Isa 28:21: "For the
LORD will rise up as on Mount Perazim, he
will be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon".
The prophet alludes to David's two victor
ious battl~s against the Philistines related in
2 Sam 5:17-25 and I ChI' 14:8-16: the one
waged at MountIBaal Perazim and the
second waged in the valley near Gibeon. By
interchanging the nouns, the author deliber
ately avoids the combination of Yahweh
with a place whose name has the element
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Baal (see also -+Baal toponyms).
IV. Bibliography

G. DALMAN, One und Wege Jesu (GUtersloh
1924) 20-21; A. MAZAR, Giloh: An Early
Israelite Settlement Site near Jerusalem, IEJ
31 (1981) 1-36 (esp. 31-32); N. NA)AMAN,
The 'Conquest of Canaan' in Joshua and in
History, From Nomadism to Monarch)',
Archaeological and Historical Aspects of
Early Israel (ed. I. Finkelstein & N. Na'a
man; Jerusalem 1994) 251-254.

N. NA'AMAN

BAAL-SHALISHA iiO',d '.v::l
I. A town from which a man came to

Elisha bringing "bread of the first fruits,
twenty loaves of barley, and fresh ears of
grain" (2 Kgs 4:42; compare Lev 2: 11-12.
14-16). Elisha stayed then at Gilgal, near
Jericho. According to Rabbi Meir, there was
no other Palestinian place where fruits so
easily come to fruition as in Baal-shalisha
(Tosefta Sanh. 2,9; bSanh. 12a). Thus, Baal
shalisha must be sought either in the Jordan
Valley or on the slopes overlooking Gilgal.

II. An important clue for the location of
Baal-shalisha is the land of Shalisha. one of
the four lands traversed by Saul while
searching for his father's lost asses (I Sam
9:4-5). Unfortunately, the description is
unclear and no identification has gained
scholarly acceptance. Since the land of
Shaalim is doubtless located near modem et
Taiyibeh, the land of Shalisha may be I~
cated to its east, on the eastern slopes of the
hill country. It is impossible to suggest a
definite location for Baal-shalisha, but its
identification with Kh. Marjameh (KALLAl
1971: 191-196) is unlikely since it is situated
too far north.

III. LXX rendered the name Baith
sar(e)isa. This is part of the tendency of the
LXX to avoid the clement Baal. Eusebius
likewise rendered it Baithsarisa and located
it fifteen miles north of Diospolis (Lydda). It
is clear that he was misled by the Greek
rendering. Thus, all suggested identifications
for Baal-shalisha in the area of Lydda (e.g.,
Kh. Sirisya, Kafr Thihh) must be abandoned

(see also -+Baal toponyms).
IV. Bibliography

W. F. ALBRIGHT, Ramah of Samuel,
AASOR 4 (1924) 115-117: Z. KALLAl, Baal
Shalisha and Ephraim, Bible and Jewish
History. Jacob Lil'er Memorial Volume (cd.
B. Uffenheimer, Tel Aviv 1971) 191-196
(Hebrew); D. EDELMAN, Saul's Journey
through Mt. Ephraim and Samuel's Ramah
(1 Sam. 9:4-5; 10:2-5). ZDPV 104 (1988)
44-58.

N. N,,'AMAN

BAAL-SHAl\IEM ~O-?l'::l, rr~d-'li::l
I, The title 'Lord of Heavens', used for

the various supreme gods in Syro-Palestine.
Anatolia and Mesopotamia during the 2nd
millennium BCE, later became the name of u
specific deity venerated throughout the
Semitic world from the Ist millennium nCE
until the first four centuries of the Christian
era. St. Augustin (Quaest. Hept. VII 16) re
fers to him as dominus codi.

II. The earliest Phoenician attestation of
Baal-Shamem comes from the building
inscription from the lOth century BCE of
king Ye~imilk in Byblos (KAI 4). Here
Baal-Shamem is named before the 'Lady of
Byblos' and 'the assembly of the gods of
Byblos'; by implication he represents the
summit of the local pantheon. This is also
true for the Karatepe-inscription dating from
the last decades of the 8th century nCE (KAI
26 A III 18), where he heads a sequence of
gods, being named before -+(EI, Creator of
the Earth'. In the Luwian version of this
bilingual inscription, the 'Weather-god of
Heaven' corresponds to Baal-Shamem. In
the treaty between Baal I of Tyre and the
Assyrian king Esamaddon from 675/4 BCE
dBa-al-sa-me-me is also in the first position,
before Baal-malage and Baal-~apiinu (SAA
2,5 IV: 10). Later, in the Hellenistic period, a
temple at Umm e1-Amed is dedicated to
Baal-Shamem (KAI 18). In Greek inscrip
tions from this region he is called Zeus
hypsistos, 'Highest -·Zeus', Zeus megistos
keraunios, 'Magnific lightning Zeus' (CIS II
3912) or Theos hagios ourallios 'Holy
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heavenly god' (name of a temple in the
Phoenician town QedeYKadasa). In Cyprus
a Phoenician inscription mentions a priest of
Baal-Shamem (RES 1519b); in Carthage, the
cult of the god Baal-Shamem existed (CIS I
464; 4874): a votive-inscription (CIS I 3778
= KAI 78,2) mentions his name first and
foremost, even before the prominent god.~

Tinnit and Baal-l:Iamon; cf. also CIS I 139 =
KAI 64, I from Sardinia. In one of the minor
phrases in Punic speech in Plautus' Poell
ulus (vers 1027) bal samell is mentioned in
an uncenain context (M. SZNYCER, UJ Pas
sages pUlliqueJ ell trallscriplioll laline dans
Ie "Poenulll.'i·· de I'lallle [Paris 1967] 144).

The cosmogony and theogony of
Sanchuniaton, transmitted to us by Philo of
Byblos (through Eusebius of Caesarea),
mentions that previous generations in times
of extreme drought entreated the sun for
help. "whom they take for the single god.
the lord of the heaven named Beelsamen.
This is the Lord of the Heaven among the
Phoinikes, Zeus among the Greeks" (Euseb
ius, Praep. E\'Qng. I 10.7 =FGH III C 790.
F 2,7). This late source, dating from Hel
lenistic times, points to the character of the
god Baal-Shamem, showing him to be the
supreme god with solar features-who.
when invoked because of drought, took on
aspects of a wcathergod, too.

Baal-Shamem was paniculary venerated
in the Aramaic kingdom Hamath in Nonh
ern Syria, and later on in many places
throughout Aramaic-speaking regions. The
inscription of Z1kkur. king of Hamath,
written around 800 BCE, is the earliest ref
erence and depicts btlJmyn (this being the
Aramaic onhography) as the deity of the
state of Hamath and the personal god of the
king (KAI 202 A 3.11.13. B 23). Again, he
is mentioned at the top of the pantheon, the
gods I1uwer, Sams and Sal)r being listed
after him, which demonstrates that his char
acter is not restricted to a specific function
as weathergod or sungod in this period.

The next source. in which Baal-Shamem
is referred to. is the famous Adon-Ietter
from ca. 600 BCE (KAI 266). where he is
called upon in the greeting-formula after the

'(Lord[?» of the heavens and the earth'. The
boundary-inscription of Gozne (KAI 259),
dated in the 5lh-4th century BCE, invokes
him before the Sun and the -.Moon in the
curse-formula.

In the Aramaic texts from Egypt of the
Achaemenid period Baal-Shamem is not
mentioned in the archives from Elephantine.
But Proverb 13 in Ahiqar. transmitted on
papyri from this colony, makes an allusion
to this god as the Holy Lord who estab
lished the -'wisdom for the people (J. M.
LtNDENBERGER. The Aramaic Prm'('rbs of
Ahiqar [BaltimorelLondon 1983] 68-70;
LINDENIIERGER, The Gods of Ahiqar. VF 14
[1982] 114-116).

In inscriptions the Nabalaealls invoked
Baal-Shamem as the 'Lord of the World'
(mr' tIm'), to deter grave-robbers from
Madain ~aleQ. The Nabatean-speaking tribes
in Hauran possessed a well-established cult
of Baal-Shamem, concentrated mainly at the
holy complex of SPa, southea.I\t of Kanatha.
a pilgrims' sanctuary consisting of three
temples and some other buildings; this cultic
centre was erected between 33/32 and 2/1
BCE and, according to the latest inscription,
was still in use in 41/54 CE. Here Baal
Shamem was worshipped along with the
highest Nabataean god Dusares who pos
sessed a temple on a lower terrace in the
same holy precinct (H. C. BUTLER. Pub\.
Princeton Arch. Expedition to Syria, 11 A 6:
sr [Seeia] [1916]).

In Palmyra, Baal-Shamem is one of the
prominent gods along with Bel. He resided
in a temple built in Corinthian style at the
southern pan of the main sloa of the city,
which was constructed in 131 CE; along with
Aglibol. the moongod. and Malakbel, the
sungod, he formed a celestial triad and bore
the epithet of a 'Lord of the world' (mare
talmti').

At Halra, in Nonhern Mesopotamia,
Baal-Shamem (various spellings btl.fmyn.
btsmyn and btJmn) had his own sanctuary
(the little 'Hofhaustempel' III. building in
scription F. VAmONI, U iscri:.ioni di Halra
[1981] No. 49) and therefore his own cult in
the 2ndl3rd century CEo He is sometimes
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named in inscriptions with the title mlk>
'king' or ql/h ely rh 'Creator of the Earth'
(Hatr.l 23 = KAI 244:3) but is always
followed by the local triad Maran, Manan
and Biinnaren: cf. the personal name
brb'ISm)'1/ Hatra 291.1: 314. In Hatra Baal
Shamem did not playas prominent a role as
in the pantheon of Palmyra. According to
Isaak Antiochenus, Baal-Shamem was ven·
crated as 'chief of the gods' in a cultic pro
cession at NisibislNuseybin during the 4th
century CE (P. BEDJAN. Homiliae WS.
Isaaci Syri AI/I;ochel/i I (1903) 589. 16ff.).
Besides this evidence. personal names exist
such as brb'fm(Y)1/ in Syriac inscriptions (F.
Vt\1TIONI. Aug 13 (1973) 279ff.. No. 51.
2.11.20; 69,8). in Latin Barbaesomel/,
Barbaessa",en (Dura Europos VII [1959]
100. III-Vf.3: 100. XXXII.32) and in Greek
barhe.famel/ (F. CUMONT. Fouilles de
Doura-Europos [1926] 48).

A statue of Baal-Shamem (BarSamin) was
transported by the king Tigranes of Armenia
(first half of the Ist century BCE) from
Northern Mesopotamia and carried to the
temple of T"ordan in Ekeleac in Upper
Armenia (today Eastern Anatolia: Moses
von Chorene II 14) during a military cam
paign.

Also the Manichaean tradition hac; a rep
resentation of a sort of sungod named Bal
samos (Le.. Baal-Shamem). who bears the
epithet 110 meg;stos al/gelos toll pholos 'the
greatest angel of light' (Kolner Mani-Kodex
49.3-5. cf. A. HENRICHS & L. KOENEN,
ZPE 19 [1975] 48-49). this being the last
mention of the fonnerly highly esteemed
supreme god.

From this survey of the history of Baal
Shamem's worship by Semitic peoples it is
obvious that both his character and appear
ance have been subject to change. In the
beginning he is a sort of high-ranked weather
god. therefore a god of farmers and city
d\vellers alike. Later on. he develops many
more solar features in accordance with a
general kind of 'solarisation' in Hellenistic
Syria. and his cult is also carried to 'caravan·
cities' such as Palmyra and Hatm.

III. Since Baal-Shamem appears rela-

tively late in the vicinity of Palestine. it is
no surprise that there arc no references to
him in the classical books of the OT. Mere
allusions such as Ps 104:1-4 or Hosea 6:3 to
a kind of weather-god cannot prove any
argument regarding this god. But in the
connict following the Seleucid policy
against Juda. some passages in the book of
Daniel may be interpreted as allusions to the
Baal-Shamem, e.g. Iwppefa' flimcm (Dan
8: 13): Jiqqfi~im ",nombl/ and fiqqii~ f(imcm
(9:27 cr. II :31: 12: II). In these references
the term fomt'im could refer to the god. occa
sionally with a maledicant epithet bearing
on the -·Zeus Oura"ios of Antiochos IV:
but all these allusions are debated and far
from being evident.

IV. Bibliography
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FreiburglGottingen 1994) 307-326; R. A.
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W. R6LLlG

BAAL-TAMAR -.eii ?l'::)
I. A location north of Gibeah (Tell el

Ffil) where the Israelite troops stood finn
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against the pursuing Benjaminites after dis
tancing them from their home town (Judg
20:33). Eusebius states that in his day there
still existed a Beth-tamar near Gibeah, but
does not specify its location. Since the
second Israelite force which encamped west
of Geba (modem JebaC

) conquered Gibcah
through a surprise attack, it is clear that
Baal-tamar must be sought north of the
Geba road which stans near Ramah (modem
er-Ram). Its exact location remains un
known.

II. The 'date palm' (tamar) is a common
element in biblical toponymy, particularly in
the Judean desert and the Arabah (e.g.,
Tamar, Hazazon-tamar, nnd the descriptive
name 'the city of palm trees' for Jericho and
Tamar). In addition to Baal-tamar, a second
hill country toponym with the element
'palm' is known, Le., 'the palm (Iomer) of
Deborah' (Judg 4:5). It must be sought in
the vicinity of -Bethel, in the hill country
of Ephraim. A prominent date palm must
have stood at both sites and, like similar
remarkable trees in ancient Palestine, was
regarded as sacred and attracted cult.
Whether Baal-tamar was sacred to -'Yahweh
or to -+Baal cannot be established (see also
-+Baal toponyms).
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N. NA>AMAN

BAAL-ZAPHON ij~~ ~~::J
I. Baal-zaphon IiteralIy means the 'lord

of (mount) -Zaphon' and it is a designation
of the Ugaritic god -+BaaI. Due to mount
Zaphon's image as the cosmic mountain par
excellence in Northwest-Semitic religions,
the name 'Baal-zaphon' was transferred to
further Baal-sanctuaries outside Ugarit. In
the OT Baal-zaphon is a place name in
nonhem Egypt where Israel rested during

the exodus (Exod 14:2,9; Num 33:7).
II. In Ugarit the divine name Baal

zaphon only occurs in ritual texts (KTU
1.39:10; 1.41:33 [rest.]; 1.46:12 [rest.].I4;
1.47:5; 1.65: 10; 1.87:36 [rest.]: 1.109:5
[rest.].9.29.32-33; 1.112:22-23: 1.118:4;
1.130:22; 1.148:2 [rest.].1O.27; RIH 78/4:5
[Syria 57 (1980) 353-354, 370]), in letters
(e.g. KTU 2.23:19; 2.44:10) and in Akkad
ian texts from Ugarit (references in R6LUG
1972-75:242). On the other hand mythol
ogical texts never speak of Baal-zaphon. By
using this divine name the lists of the gods
and offering texts make a distinction
between Baal-zaphon and several other gods
called Baal who were also entitled to receive
offerings (KTU 1.47:5-11; 1.118:4-10; 1.148:
2-4; cf. RS 20.24.4-10 [Ug 5 (1968) 44-45,
379]). In several ritual texts Baal-zaphon
and Zaphon stand in parallelism to Baal of
Ugarit (e.g. A7U 1.41 :33-35, 42; 1.65: lO
II; 1.87:36-38; 1.109:9-11; 1.112:22-23;
1.130:22-25), thus indicating distinct mani
festations of the god Baal. The Akkadian
equivalent of Baal-l..aphon is diM be-el
IjUR.SAG Ija-zi (RS 20.24:4 [e.g. Ug 5
(1968) 44-45, 379]), the Human equivalent
is Isb blbg (e.g. KTU 1.42: 10; cf. E. LA
ROCHE, Ug 5 [1968] 520).

The oldest representation of Baal-zaphon
in smiting posture and standing on two
mountains is preserved on an Syrian seal of
the 18th cent. BCE from Tell el-Dabaca in
Egypt (BIETAK 1990; DUKSTRA 1991). An
illustration of Baal-zaphon is given by a
votive steIa found in the Baal-temple of
Ugarit (ANEP 485; Yo~ 1991 :328 fig. 8a).
This stela is dedicated to Baal-zaphon by an
Egyptian officer, Mami, and it shows the
dedicator venerating Baal-zaphon. The god
is represented standing before a cult stand,
we..'Uing a crown and holding a sceptre in
his left hand. An additional Egyptian
inscription identifies the donator and the
god. The stela was brought from Egypt to
Ugarit, perhaps as the fulfillment of a vow
made by an Egyptian officer. to the temple
of Baal-zaphon in Ugarit; because Baal
zaphon was regarded as the protector of
navigation. Baal's protection of navigation
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is also alluded to in Pap. Sallier IV vs 1,5-6
(ANET 249-250). This aspect of Baal
zaphon is also indicated by some stone
anchors found in the precinct of the Baal
temple as votive-offerings to Baal-zaphon.
An Egyptian stela from the time of Ramses
II and perhaps devoted to Baal-zaphon was
found in the Hauran (RSO 40 [1965] 197
2(0). In a 14th century letter (KTV 2.23)
sent by the king of Ugarit to the Pharaoh,
Baal-zaphon figures as the tutelary deity of
the kingdom and king of Ugarit, whereas,
according to this letter, -+Amun fulfills this
role for Egypt.

OUL~ide the Northwest-Semitic realm
Baal-zaphon was venerated under the name
-·Zeus Kao;ios. The second element of this
Greek divine name is derived from Human
Mount Hazzi. Sanctuaries of Zeus Kasios
are attested in Egypt, Athens, Epidauros.
Delos, Corfu, Sicily and Spain. The last
mention of Zeus Kasios, on a Latin-Greek
bilingual text of the 3nl cent. CE found in
Gennany, was perhaps written by a Syrian
soldier serving in the Roman anny (CIL
XIII 2.1 no. 7330).

In the first millenium BCE, Baal-zaphon is
mentioned in three Assyrian texts. The
annals of Tiglathpilesar III (ARAB 1:274
275) and of Sargon II (ARAB 11:13) speak
of a mountain BaaI-zaphon situated on the
mediterranean coast. In the treaty of Asar
haddon with King Baal of Tyre, Baal
zaphon ranks behind the gods -+ Baal shamem
and Baal malage. These three gods have
power over the stonn and the sea (SAA 2 no.
5 iv:IO').

The veneration of Baal-zaphon in Tyre is
also demonstrated by a Phoenician amulet
from the region of Tyre which invokes the
blessing of Baal-hamon and Baal-zaphon,
thus reflecting the Human parallelism of
mount Amanus (?) and mount Zaphon
(BORDREUIL 1986). The offering tariff of
Marseille (KAI 69) mentions in its first line
the "temple of Baal-zaphon". As the text
stems from Carthage this is an indication
that there was a temple of Baal-zaphon in
Carthage. There is another reference to
Baal-zaphon in a 6th cent. BCE papyrus of

Tahpanes (KAI 50:2-3). according to which
Baal-zaphon is the supreme god of the
Phoenician colony of Tahpanes. In papyrus
Amherst 8:3 and 13: 15-16 Baal is men
tioned together with mount Zaphon.

III. The appearance of the place name
Baal-zaphon in the context of the exodus
narratives (Exod 14:2, 9: Num 33:7) caused
EISSFElDT (1932) to argue that it was ori
ginally Baal-zaphon who had saved Israel
from Egypt. Only secondarily wa.~ this vic
tory ascribed to Yahweh. This argument
however has nearly always been rejected
because Baal-zaphon in Exod 14:2, 9 and
Num 33:7 is only a topographical indication
without religio-historical relevance. It is
only found in the Priestly Code where it is
to be judged as pan of a learned construc
tion of the exodus itinerary.
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H. NIEHR

BAAL ZEBUB :l1Ji ,;J::J
I. The name Baal Zcbub occurs only

four times in the OT (2 Kgs I:2.3.6.16). In 2
Kgs I an accident of Ahaziah, the king of
Israel, and his consulting the oracle of the
god Baal Zcbub of Ekron is described. For
etymological reasons, Baal Zebub must be
considered a Semitic god; he is taken over
by the Philistine Ekronites and incorporated
into their local cult. Zcbub is the collective
noun for 'flies', also attested in Ugaritic (W.
H. VAN SOLDT, UF 21 (1989] 369-373:
dbb). Akkadian (zIIbbll), post-biblical
Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic (~:l:l'i), Syriac
(debbaba) and in other Semitic languages.

II. On the basis zebllb, .flies' , the name

of the god was interpreted as 'Lord of the
flies': it was assumed that he was a god who
could cause or cure diseases. F. BAETIIGEN
(Beitriige Zllr semitisclzell Rl'ligionsge
schichte r1888] 25) expressed the view that
the flies related to -·Baal were seen as a
symbol of the solar heat; they were sacred
animals. In early Israel, flies were con
sidered a source of nuisance (lsa 7: 18; Qoh
10:1). TANGBERG (1992) interpreted the
name Baal-zebub as "Baal (statue) with the
flies (ornamented)" analogous to the Mes
opotamian 'Nintu with the flies'. This can
be compared with the fact that the Greeks
called -Zeus as healer ci1toJlulo; (Clemens
Alexandrinus, Protrepticlls 11.38,4; Paus
anias, Graeciae Descriptio V 14,1) and that
they knew a Tlpro.; ~lulaypo; (Pausanias, VIII
26.7: mainly concerning the driving away of
thc flies with sacrifices).

The LXX implies by its rendering BaaA.
l1u1a (Baal the fly) the same wording as the
MT (cf. Josephus, AlIIiq/litates IX,2, I:

. 'A"Kciprov 9£0; MUla. Vg: Beelzebub). In
contradistinction the translation of Sym
machus as well a.. the NT manuscript.. have
the [onns Bee~epouA. respectively BeeA.
~elX>uA. (Matt 10:25: 12:24.27; Mark 3:22:
Luke 11: 15.18-19). This rendering of the
divine name might rely on a different text
form or be ba..ed on oml tmdition. Besides.
Matt 12:24: Mark 3:22; luke II: 15 use the
apposition apxrov trov Oall10Vlrov 'head of
the -·demons·. The epithet Zabulus (Ass.
Mos. 10: I) has no connection with Bee).
~elX>uA.. Greek Ola- is frequently replaced
by Latin za-, therefore Z1.bulus can be inter
preted as a rendition of ~lalX>A.O;. Where
one meets in the NT versions the wording
Beelzebub, undoubtedly a later correction
according to the canonical text of the OT
(lXX) exists (so already BAUDISSIN 1897:
further L. GASTON. 77,Z 18 [1962] 251).

Thc view that Bee).~epouA. is the original
form of the name of the deity in 2 Kgs I is
further suggested by the titles wi btl and
more frequently zbl III 'ar$ appearing in
Ugaritic texts. Even before the excavations
at Ras Shamra, MOVERS (1841 :260) and
GUYARD (1878) guessed Baal Zebul to be
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the name's original fonn. They explained
the notion ~lbtll, however, after its occur
rence in the OT (Deut 26: 15; Isa 63: 15; Ps
68:6) or otherwise by referring to the Akk
·wbal, 'residence' or 'lofty house' (though,
in fact, there is no such word in Akkadian).
CHEYNE (1899) asserted that the name Baal
zebub most likely was "... a contemptuous
uneuphonic Jewish modification of the true
name, which was probably Baal-zebul, 'lord
of the high house' [cf. I Kgs 8:13]". Simi
larly GA~"ON (ThZ 18 [1962] 251) under
stood the notion as referring to [heavenly
and earthly] residence.

Reviving another explication, FE.:-':SHAM
(1967:361-364) tried to interpret the Hebrew
noun :::li:li as derived from Ugaritic gbb
which he understood as 'flame' (cf. Heb
Jiibib). He rendered :li:::li ?.t1:::l by 'Baal the
-Flame' adducing the fire motif in the
-·Elijah tales as corroborating evidence. Yet
his explanation fails to convince; the Ugar
itic noun gbb is not clearly explained. and it
is questionable whether there are religio-his
torical parallels. The NT. moreover. shows
that the root is zbl, not :J)b. Equally uncon
vincing is Mulder's proposal to explain "i:~i
on the basis of Ug :.hI 'illness' (BaCal iI/ het
Ollde Testamellt [19621 142-144); the Ugar
itic word for illness is :.hll/. Above all it
reckons. despite the statement in the NT.
with the consonantal stock zbb. The same
doubts are to be raised against MULDER'S
explanation of bCI :.hI by referring to Ug :.hI.
'illness' particularly because this noun runs
zbl".

Relatively soon after the findings at Ras
Shamra, ALBRIGHT (1936) construed Ug wi
as passive participle :.abtil. He derived the
fonn from the verbal root ZBL-known in
Akkadian and Arabic-and sunnised the
nominal meaning 'prince' or 'the elevated
one'. The meaning fits with the frequent
occurrence of :.hI as a title for gods. This
interpretation is widely accepted ('prince'.
'princely state' or 'princeship') and it was
included in HALAT (250).
. Modifications and new readings have
been proposed since. J. C. DE MOOR (VF I
[1969] 188) rejected ALBRIGHT'S explana-

tion (1936) of the verbal fonn as passive
participle *zlIbulll and read ·ziblu, 'his
Highness'. W. 'lOS SODEN (VF 4 [1972]
159) vocalized the noun zllbtil[1I111] referring
to ZlIblllwm which is perhaps the title of the
Ugaritic 'princess' as witnessed in two
Akkadian documents from Mari. DIETRICH
& LORclZ (1980) proved that the epithet :.hI
bCI ar~ has the meaning 'prince. lord of the
underworld'. They confinned bacal :.cbtib to
be an intentional misspelling of bCl :.bl 'Baal
the prince'. a chthonic god able to help in
cases of illness. It may be added that this
fact confinns Ugaritic incantations in which
Baal is invoked to drive away the demon of
disease (RIH 1.16. 1-3; cf. TVAT 2 [1986
89] 335 and ARTV 183; perhaps also KTV
1.82:38; cf. TVAT 2, 339 [DIETRICH & La
RETZ 1980]). The NT obviously preserved
the correct fonn of the name (DIETRICH &
loREn 1980:392). Likewise A. S. KAI'EL
RUD (Baal iI/ ,he Ras Shamra Texts [1952]
60); E. JENNI (BHH I [1962] 175-178.) and
H. GESE (RAAM 122) recognize in bCI zhb
an intentional defonnation of the original bCI
:.hI. L K. HANDY (VF 20 [1988] 59) finally
proposes to translate the noun as 'ruler',
because wi designates a person who is gov
erning or ruling.

Consequently Mac;oretic bCI zbwb of 2
Kgs I:2-3.6.16 is to be emended to bCI :.hwl
which is to be rendered 'Baal the Prince'.
Most probably. the meaning of this god in
the Syrian-Palestine area did not essentially
differ from what can be deduced from the
Ras Sharnra texts though for a more accu
rate conception the data do not suffice.
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W. HERRMANN

BACCHUS BaKXo~

I. Bacchus is the fonn the Greek -.Dio
nysus took in Rome. The name derives from
the Greek epithet BaKXoc; which denoted
both the ecstatic Dionysus and his follower
(fem. lXiKXTl). The epiclesis denoted a fun
damental cultic aspect of the Greek god
which had become prominent in Roman cult
also. ao; had been the case in other neigh
bouring cultures: the Etruscans assimilated it
as an epiclesis of their god Fufluns, the in
digenous equivalent to Dionysus (Fufluns
Paxies) (CRISTOFANI & MARTELLI 1978).
the Lydians. like the Romans, transfonned it
into the name of the god (Bakis) (GRAF
1985:285-291). In the Bible Bacchus occurs
only as a theophoric element in the personal
name Bacchides (20 times in I Macc).

II. Roman religion had its own god
Liber (paired with a goddess Libera) with
whom Greek Dionysus was identified at an
early age. The nature of Liber before the
assimilation is difficult to grasp, besides the
assumption of a general similarity in fonn
and function; to judge from Italic rituals. the
cult of Liber had sexual. even obscene
features (Dm.u~zIL 1977:382-383). At the
time of our documentation. Liber and
Bacchus are fully identified and understood
a<; the Roman equivalents of Dionysus.

Two properties characterised Roman
Bacchus, wine and ecstao;y. Greek Dionysus
was connected with wine and viticulture in
the larger contexts of ecstasy and anti
structure; with Roman Bacchus (Liber). the
connection with wine and viticulture had
much more emphasis and paralleled the
importance of cereals and agriculture of
Roman Ceres. Cult and literature. however.
are distinct in this sphere: Bacchus is the
god of wine mainly in literature. while the
cult kept to the traditional Latin name Liber.

Much more prominent is Bacchus in
ecstatic and mystery rituals. The ecstatic cult
was introduced in late 3d or early 2nd cent.
BCE ao; a private cult, brought to Rome from
Etruria by an itinerant priest and strictly
confined to women. Somewhat later. a
priestess from Campania opened the cult
group to both genders; it quickly developed
into a conspicuous though still private cult
association whose ritual. the Bacchanalia,
wao; well known to contemporaries (see
Plautus, Au/ularia 408. Casilla 979-980).
Roman political authorities were always
wary of too independent private cults. and
when. in 186 BCE, a citizen accused the
officials of the Bacchanalia of sexual ao;sault
and ritual murder. the senate quickly inter
vened and reduced the cult to very small
ritual congregations-without being able or
willing to forbid it altogether (see Livy
39.8-18; DESSAU. lllscriptiolles Lll1inae
Selecrae 18; PAILLER 1988). Private Bacch
analia continued to be celebrated in Rome
and gained ground again during the first
century BCE; by the time of the emperor
Claudius. Messalina's licentiousness con
nected the cult with another scandal (Taci
tus. Allllais 11.31; HENRICHS 1978). Never
theless, at the beginning of the imperial age
Bacchic mysteries were an affair also of the
upper classes. as is shown by the archae
ological and epigraphical documents. esp.
the reliefs from the Roman Villa Farnesina
(dated early in the reign of Augustus), the
imposing fresco in the Pompeian Villa dei
Misteri (MATZ 1963), and the Bacchic
inscription from Torre Nova (mid-second
cent. CE SCHEID 1986). These monuments
show that the Roman mysteries of Bacchus
fonned part of the mainstream Dionysiac
movement in the late Hellenistic and Im
perial periods; at the same time. they give a
precious insight into particular aspects of the
initiatory ritual and the structure and ideol
ogy of a larger cultic ao;sociation (Dionysus).

In Latin literature, Bacchus is the god
who provides poetic ecstasy and inspiration
(Horace. Can1l. 2,19 and 3.25; Properce 3.7;
Ovid, TriSI. 5,3). This is a Roman inno
vation: although already Democritus and
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Plato had developed a theory of ecstatic
poetical inspiration, the inspirator remained
Apollo. From Roman literature. the concept
was taken over into later European poet
ology (MAHl~ 1988).
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F. GRAF

BAETYL Bait\)Ao~
I. According to the classical texts. Bai

tylos (Greek r for 0: see EISSFELDT
1962:228 n. I; HE~!MERDINGER 1970:60) is
a ·Stone-god'. According to Semitic etymol
ogy the divine name could be interpreted as
'House of GodIEl'. -·BetheI. Some scholars
therefore identify Baitylos with the deity
Bethel. The divine name Bethel is known
from Gen 31: 13, 35:7, Amos 5:5 and else
where; it may be intended in ler 48: 13; as a
theophoric element in a Babylonian personal

name it occurs in Zcch 7:2. The issue of the
origin of the divine name Baitylos, of its
occurrence in the OT. and of its possible
Semitic roots are unsolved questions. There
are three aspects of the problem: the cult of
a god BaityloslBetheI. the presence of many
deities compounded with this name. and the
baetyls as cultic objects.

II. In the Phoenician theogony of Philo
Byblius (quoted by Eusebius, P. E. I 10. 16)
the god Baitylos is a son of Ouranos ('Sky')
and his wife-sister Ge (-Earth), with thc
brothers -·EVKronos. -Dagon and Atlas.
This divine name seems unrelated to the
baetyls (Gk bait)'lia), the 'stones endowed
with Iifc' invented by Ournnos, which Philo
mentions a few lines further (Eusebius, P. E.
I 10, 23). but the names are similar and the
possibilitics for confusion numerous. In the
ancient Near East, the earliest cel1ain occur
rence of this god is from the 7th century
BCE. In the treaty between Esarhaddon, king
of Assyria, and Baal, king of Tyre, dba-a-a
ti'D1NGIR.MES(ili) =Bayt-el, is coupled with
da-na.ti-ba.a-[a-ti.DlNGI]R.MES(ili) = Anat
Bayt.c1 (A NET, 534; SAA 2, 5 iv:6'). The
same pair occurs in the list of divine wit
nesses invoked in the Succession Treaty of
Esarhaddon (VfE 467 [reconstruction]; VAN
DER TOOR:-J 1992:83, 99 n. 18). In the 6th
century nCE. the name of the god begins to
occur ac; theophoric element in several
West-Semitic personal names from Mes
opotamia (HYATT 1939:82-84). Then, in the
5th century, his cult appears among the
Egyptian-lewish community at Elephantine.
The Aramaic papyri from this colony attest
the deity in composite names; the name of
the deity is related to Eshem ('5mb)'t'I,
'Name of Baitylos'), perhaps with Herem
(~lr11lb)'t'I, 'Sacredness[?] of Baitylos'; pace
VAN DER TOORN 1986) and cel1ainly with
-Anat ('llIb)'t'/, 'Providence, Sign, or Ac
tive Presence of Baitylos'). These composite
names are to be explained as referring to
separate deities, or as hypostatized aspects
of the same god, Bethel. Finally, in the 3rd
century CEo this deity is attested in three
Greek inscriptions from Syria: at Doura
Europos Zeus Betylos is mentioned as '(god)
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of the dwellers along the Orontes' (SEYRIG
1933:78); IGLS 376, from Kafr Nabo (near
Aleppo), contains a dedication to the
'paternal gods' Seimios, Symbety/os ('Name
of Betylos', see Eshem-Bayt-cl at Elephan
tine) and to the Lion: IGLS 383 from Qal<at
Kfilota (the same region) attests the name of
[Zells B]aity/os.

Thus the question of the god's origin and
of his functions remains enigmatic. The
deity does not occur at Ugarit or in any
other text from the second millennium BCE.
VAN DER TOORN observes that the cult of
this deity seems to be confined to North
Syria, brought into Egypt in the 5th century
by Northern Syrian Arnmaeans (1992:85).
He argues that Bethel and Anat-Bethel are a
pair of late Aramaean deities. Note, how
ever. the opposing views of J. P. Hyatt. M.
L. Barre and J. T. Milik. The first suggests
that Bethel became a deity as deification of
the temple of EI (or god). inhabitant of the
sanctuary (HYATI 1939). The second scholar
regards Bethel as a 'hypostasis or circum
locution of EI' and argues that he was one
of the supreme gods of the Tyrian pantheon
(BARRE 1983:46-49). MILlK, finally, thinks
of one 'Betyl" above all, morphologically
distinguished from other baily/iel, and judges
Bethel and Anat-Bethel a pair of 'trans
fluvial' deities, not necessary Tyrians: in his
view the cult of Bethel is of Sidonian origin
(1967:570. 576). Nevertheless, as for the
name, in Akkadian documents there is no
doubt that it should be explained on the
basis of the Arnmaic language rnther than
Phoenician; about the names compounded
with Bayt-el. one may also bear in mind that
'binominal-gods' are known both in the
Ugaritic pantheon and in first millennium
nCE Phoenician and Punic inscriptions, e.g.
-·Eshmun-Melqart. ~id-Tanit and ~id

Melqart. As for the character, we have
various and discordant pieces of inforn1a
tion: the Succession Treaty of Esarhaddon
affinns that Bayt-cl and Anat-Bayt-el will
punish the treaty breaker by sending hungry
lions; Philo of Byblos, on the other hand,
limits his observations to the divine
(heavenly) genealogy of Baitylos and appar-

ently does not link this god with the stones
(bail)'lia) that Kronos endowed with vital
force. Yet this kind of relationship is at
tested by several other documents. The
Greek substantive baity/os and its diminu
tive baitylion occur only in late authors.
none of whom seems to be earlier than Philo
Byblius. Yet the worship of -stones as
symbols of various deities is well attested in
the Syrian religions, from the second millen
nium BCE document<; (as .'iikkalllll1l 'betyl':
DIETRICH. LoRIITZ & MAYER 1989; HUT
TER 1993:88-91) up to Roman times (coins
of Tyre, Sidon and Byblos); the Punic popu
lation of North Africa worshipped stones of
the same kind apparently (e.g. CIL VIII
23283: vow of a baelillll1l to Saturnus; see
Rosslm:oLl 1992). More particularly, late
Greek and Latin commentators, mytho
graphers and lexicographers establish a
special equivalence between what the
Greeks called Baily/os and the Semitic cult
of holy stones. It seems also possible that
for the ancient writers the baetyl (Gk
bailylioll, Lat baeru/us) denotes a particular
kind of sacred stone. generally small and
portable, of heavenly origin (real or sup
posed) and having magic qualities. Thus the
baetyl was nonnally a meteoric stone en
dowed with divining faculties (UGOLINI
1981): Damascius (Vita Isic/. 94 and 203, ed.
Zintzen. 138 and 274-278) calls the stones
that had fallen from heaven in the area of
Mount -Lebanon baily/a or bailylia; they
were used for private oracles. In mythol
ogical records the baetyl occurs as well: the
stone that Kronos swallowed, taking it for
-·Zeus, is called a baetyl. Hesiod tells
(Theog. 485-490) that the goddess Rhea,
who was delivered of Zeus, wrapped a stone
in swaddling-clothes and gave it to Kronos
to devour. which he did without noticing the
substitution. As an adult, Zeus made Kronos
vomit up all the children he had devoured.
This stone/Baity/us, in some sources, has
also the name Abaddir, a word attested epi
grnphically as theonym in Roman North
Africa (RIBICIIINI 1985). Like the baetyls of
Philo Byblius and of Damascius, Abaddir
was an animated stone. which, vomited up
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by Kronos. 'had the shape of a human and
was animated' (e.g. Myth. Vat. III 15. ed.
Bode). Abaddir. moreover. is known both as
a divine name and as a divine appeIlative
(Augustine. Ep. XVII 2). These sources
show. in the fusion of classical and Punic
traditions. how an originally Semitic cult
object came to be endowed with a personal
ity and was credited with the ability to per
form prodigies. to get excited and to give
responses (see Josepp. Christ.. Libell. mem.
in Vet. et Nov. Te.'it. 143. PG 106. 161 D).

III. According to Jer 48: 13. the house of
Ismel put its trust in Bethel. a" Moab did in
-·Chemosh. The parallelism with Chemosh
makes it plausible that Bethel refers here to
the god of that name. rather than to a topo
graphical element. This fact is surprising.
because the Northern Syrian deity is other
\...·ise unconnected with Isrnel. Yet it must be
assumed that some time before 600 nCE the
cult of Bethel was introduced into Israel; it
is hardly likely that the god Bethel is related
to the biblical town Bethel (VAN DER TOORN
1992:90-91.99 n. 26: pace EISSFELDT 1930
=1962).

It has been suggested that the god Bethel
is mentioned in other biblical passages. e.g.
Gen 31 and 35. Amos 3: 14. 5:5. On the
other hand. one may also postulate that the
stone of Gen 28: 10-22 (a I1IaHelXl) on
which Jacob slept and which he had
anointed. must be connected to the cult of
baetyls. as 'houses of God' and related with
his vision. though the word baetylia does
not appear in Greek aT.
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S. RIBICHINI

BAGA
I. The personal name Bagoas to be

found in Judith 12: II is undoubtedly an
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Iranian name, although quite difficult to
interpret. The second term oas cannot be
explained with any certainty, as was ac
knowledged by EtLERS (1954-56) after a
strictly formal attempt and. more recently,
by HUYSE with even stronger scepticism
(1990). The first term baga raises problems
of another kind. It is a common dialectal
singularity of Iranian languages that they
gave the old Indo-European word *deiu6
(Sanskrit deva. Lat dells) a negative value
and substituted baga- for the former mean
ing of ·daiua-. which had come to mean
'evil spirit' (BURROW 1973; KELLENS 1976;
SIMS-WILUAMS 1989; according to the
second author. yazata-, common in the
Avesta. is not a general term concurring
with baga-, but a specific title only for the
deities close to -Mithra). Another occuren
ce of baga in the Hebrew Bible may be
found in the personal name Bigtha (Est
1: 10), if the latter is analyzed as baga+da.
'the gift of Baga' (cf. GEHMAN 1924:323).

II. The whole question is to know
whether baga is always the divine title par
excellence or whether it may be the personal
name of a Mazdaean god. It has been
thought. albeit inconclusively. that the word
might refer to Mithra (since MARQUART
1896) or be the Iranian name for Indian
-Vnruna (BOYCE 1981). HENNING (1965),
relying on the Sogdian word for wedding,
bYny-pI-kfkw, and GIGNOUX (1977; 1979).
referring to onomastic data from epigraphic
Middle-Persian. believe there is an Iranian
god Baga corresponding to the minor Vedic
deity Bhaga. who is the allegory of sharing
or the agent par excellence of divine bounty.
The inconclusiveness of their arguments was
easily demonstrated by DIETZ (1978) for the
former and by ZIMMER (1984) for the latter.
SL\1S-\VILLIAMS (1989) advocates an inter
mediary position which sounds fairly
reasonable: "It is probable that baga- 'god'
sometimes designates a specific deity as 'the
god' par excellence (... ) but no basis has
ever been stated for the assumption that
baga- 'the god' (...) must refer to the same
divinity nt all periods and in all parts of the
Iranian world".
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J. KELLENS

BARAD .,,~

I. As used in two passages of the QT.
Heb 'i~. vocalized as barad. has been
interpreted as the name of an ancient deity
of the Canaanite pantheon. In some textc;
from Tell Mardikh-Ebla of the third millen
nium BeE dBaradu (madu) occurs as a di
vine name. Etymologically, both biblical
biiriid and Eblaitic Baradu (madu) arc to be
related to the Semitic root *BRD and to be
explained as "(big) Chill".

II. The Eblaitic god Baradu madu has
been explained by G. PETTINATO as a divin
ized form of the -Euphrates (Eb/a: un
impero i"ciso nell' argilla [Milan 1979]
268). Since the name of this river occurs in
the texts from Ebla under its 'c1assical'
name Purattu (TM.75.G.2192 IV 1-2 =
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ARET 5 [1984J. no. 3 iv 2-3: A bii-Ja-na-tim
=*miiwi Pllran(a)tllm), Pettinato's interpre
tation cannot be upheld. It is very likely that
Baradu is a personification of the hail (cf.
ARET 5 [1984J no. 4 v 4-5 NA4 ba-ra-dll,
"hail-stones", cf. Amm {'bn)' bJrd in Sefire I
A 25), a minor deity of the local pantheon
or a specific manifestation of the Storm-God
Adda (-Hadad). The Eblaitic texts attest
that Baradu received some sacrificial offer
ings like precious metals and sheep
(TM.75.G.1376 = MEE 2 no. 48 r. vi 4
[dlxl-ra-dll ",a-ad]; TM.75.G.1541 = ARET
2 no. 8 ix 4; TM.75.G.2075 iv 29 =OrAm
18 [1979] 149). The same god occurs per
haps as a theophoric clement in the Ugaritic
personal name Imld ('Haddu is Hail'(?j).

III. In the OT Biiriid occurs in Ps 78:48,
in a passage which concerns the seventh
plague of Egypt, where Barad occurs in
parallel with 'the Reshephs' (pl.): way)"asg~r

Jabbiiriid beciriim limiqnehem JiireJapim,
"He (= Yahweh) gave up their cattle to
Barad, and their herds to the Reshefs." In
Isa 28:2 Biiriid is paralleled with a demon in
the service of Yahweh, -·Qe\eb ('Destruc
tion'). We have a very interesting antithesis
between the chill and the stifling heat caused
by the hot wind: IJilllleh J;iiuiq we'al1lllli$
Ja'donay kezerem biiriid saCar qii!eb.
"Behold, the Lord has a mighty and strong
one, like a tempest of Barad, like a stonn of
Qeteb."
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P. XELLA

BARAQ - LIGHTNING

BASHAN j:;:l
I. Hebrew biisall I ·fertile. stoneless

piece of ground' (HAIAT, 158), should be
distinguished from Heb biiHIII II 'serpent',
which is etymologically cognate with Ug
b[1I 'serpent' (Akk basmu; Ar ba[an; DAY
1985: 113-119: sec also Heb peten: cr.

HAUT 930). A relation between baIiin I
and II was proposed by Albright (BASOR
110 [1948J 17, n. 53; HUCA 23 [195D-1951J
27-28; cf. FENSIIAM, JNES 19 [196OJ 292
293; DAHOOD 1981:145-146). He inter
preted Ba.<;han, 'Serpent', as a nickname of
the Canaanite god Yammu, the chaotic
serpentine monster, given its apparent paral
lelism with )"(7m in Ps 68:23, usually under
stood as a merism (KRAUS 1966:465; CAR
NITI 1985:95; TATE 1990; but cr. DE MOOR
1990:122). btistin I occurs: a) As a geographi
cal name. with article /Illbbastin, mainly in
the dtr tradition (Deut 3:1-14; Josh 12:4-5;
and approximately 40 times more) and in
some historical hymns (Pss 135: II; 136:20),
of a region of northern Transjordan con
quered by the Israelites, formerly inhabited
by the -Rephaim, whose king was the
mythical -Og, and where afterwards a part
of the tribe of Manasseh established itself
(e.g. Deut 4:43; Josh 20:8; 21 :6). This
region also served as a delimiting point of
the Israelite boundaries (e.g. Josh 12:5;
13: I I. 30; 2 Kgs 10:33). b) As a literary and
metaphorical reference, without article gen
erally biisiin, given its proverbial fertility; in
this conncxion some prophetic traditions
refer to its ·cows'. 'bulls', 'rams', 'fatlings'
and 'lions' (Amos 4:1; Mic 7:14; Ezek 39:
18; Ps 22: 13; Deut 32; 14), while others
quote its ·oaks'. as famous a.<; -·Lcbanon's
cedars (Isa 2: 13; Jcr 22:20; Ezek 27:6; Zech
II: 1-2), and praise in general its fertility.
comparing it with the -Carmel because of
its rich pastures and proposing both of them
as the recovered eschatological resting
place. now destroyed and desolate (Jer
50:19; Mic 7:14; Isa 33:9; Nah 1:4). The
geogmphical indication Bashan functions as
the depiction of the divine abode in Ps
68: 16 and Deut 33:22. also without article.
related possihly to Canaanite mythology
which places here the heavenly/infernal
dwelling place of its deified dead kings.
echoed in the Biblical geographical tradition
mentioned in b(Hlin I a) and probably in b).

II. Biblical geographical tradition agrees
with the mythological and cultic data of the
Ugaritic texts. According to KTU 1.108: 1-3.
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the abode of the mlk 11m, the dead and
deified king (DEL OutO LETE 1987:49-53),
and his place of enthronement as rpll was in
cJtrt-lzdry, in amazing correspondence with
the Biblical tradition about the seat of king
Og of Bashan, "one of the survivors of the
Rephaim, who lived in Ashtarot and Edrei"
(Josh 12:4 [NEB». This place Ism is also
treated in KTU 1.100:41; 1.1 07: 17: and RS
86:2'235: 17 as the abode of the god mlk, the
eponym of the mJkm, the deified kings,
synonym of the rpllm. For the 'Canaanites'
of Ugarit, the Bashan region, or a part of it,
clearly represented 'HeU', the celestial and
infernal abode of their deified dead kings,
-Olympus and -Hades at the same time. It
is possible that this localization of the
Canaanite Hell is linked to the ancient tradi
tion of the place as the ancestral home of
their dynasty, the rpllm. The Biblical text
also recalls that "all Bashan used to be
called the land/earth of the Rephaim" (Deut
3:13 [NEB]), an ambiguous wording that
could equally be translated as "the 'hell' of
the Rephaim". In any case, the link between
Bnshan and the rpllInlRephaim in both tradi
tions speaks in favour of a very old usc of
the two meanings of this last denomination:
ancient dwellers of Northern Transjordan I
inhabitants of 'Hell'.

III. Precisely this double semantic level
referring to the dwellers also appears in con
nexion with the place, Bac;han, namely, an
empirical and mytho-theological denomina
tion in the Biblical tradition as well. This
mytho-theological resonance can be appreci
ated mainly in Ps 68: 16 where it is plainly
asserted that Bashan is a Izar J~lOhim, the
same expression used in the Bible to
designate -Yahweh's abode. But it is clear
that such a denomination docs not belong to
the Israelite tradition about the dwelling
place of their national God. According to
the same Ps 68:9, 19 Yahweh has his orig
inal abode in Sinai whence He will move to
'the mount of his election'. Mount Bac;han is
rather set against Sinai in a conflict of
Olympi, aiming to defend its preeminence.
This is to say, such a designation reproduces
the Canaanite tradition that located the di-

vinc abode in the region of Bashan-Salmon
(CURTIS 1986:89-95; 1987, 39-47). Accord
ing to DE MOOR (1990:124-127) it is
Yahweh-EI who takes posession of this divi
ne mountain ac; his own ancient abode. It is
curious, nevertheless. that in connexion with
this conflict the corresponding Canaanite
deity who opposes Yahweh is not men
tioned. In his place the malke ~cbaJ6r (v 13),
the melcikim (v 15; cf v 30), usually inter
preted ac; chiefs of either the enemy's or
Israel's annies, are adduced; namely, the
opponents of Yahweh are precisely, accord
ing to Ps 68, the same divine dwellers of
Bashan whom the Ugaritic tmdition records:
the mlkm/meJcikim (rplllnlRephaim). The
syntagma har!hcirim gablllmnim, most com
monly construed as a metaphor for 'high
mountains', could also be considered a
parallel designation of these deities (DEL
OUtO LETE 1988:54-55). taking into
account the parallelism IUlr J~/ohlm "ar
basiin IUlr gablllmnim liar bcUiin (v. 16) and
the tauromorphic appearance of -Baal and
other deities in Canaan (AJ'U 1.12 I 30-33).
In any case we are not dealing here simply
with ordinary animals; the expression hac;
mythological overtones that JACOBS (JBL
104 [1985] 109-110) also assumes in Amos
4: 1: "cows of Ba..han" as a title of Samar
ia's women in their role of 'Baal's wives' in
the cult of the fertility god shaped as a bull.

Furthennore, Bnshan, the divine moun
tain, is simultaneously the 'infernal' sphere
from which the God of Israel promises to
make his faithful return (v 23). This coinci
dence of the 'celestial' and 'infernal' levels
is congruent with the Canaanite mythology
that locates here the abode of its deified
dead kings, the mlk(m)/rpll(m) that dwell(s)
in 'srrtlhdry. Again the parallelism clarifies
the issue. making plain the infernal character
of Bac;han through its being equated with
me$IiJOr yam. these two lexemes being
designations of Hell in the Hebrew Bible
(TROMP 1969:56-64), not to be understood
either as a simple literary merism indicating
the cosmic sphere of Yahweh's activity or
as a mythological designation of the god
Yam. Perhaps this is a similar case to that
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offered by the Mesopotamian town of
Kutha. center of the cult to -·Nergal. that
afterwards became a name for 'hell' (HUTIER
1985:55-56), as was also the case with the
Hebrew toponym ge(') hillllom, 'Gehenna'.

According to this interpretation, midway
between a purely metaphorical sense
(KRAUS, TATE, CARNITI) and an overall
mythological reading (ALBRIGHT. FENSHAM,
DAHOOD, TROMP, DE MOOR). the Hebrew
Bible conflates Canaanite traditions that
located their Heaven-Hell in the region of
Bashan within a wider framework of myth
ical geography that included at least Mount
-Hennon as -EI's abode and the Hule
marsh as the scene of Baal's hunting and
death. The Hebrew Bible integrated these
traditions when giving fonn to its epics of
the Conquest of Canaan and the exaltation
of its God as vanquisher and liberator from
its 'demons'.
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G. DEL OlMO LETE

BASHTU iid~
I. Akk ba.ftll (in later texts balm. Sum

tcs) "dignity, pride, decorum" is sometimes
characterized as a protective spirit in Mes
opotamia. Heb boset occurs in personal
names in the OT (2 Sam 2:8 and 4:4) as a
substitute for the theophoric element. The
Akkadian noun derived from the verb
ba'iisu "to come to shame", which is of
common Semitic origin (e.g. Ug bI, Aram
beltet, Heb bas). VON SODEN (1964) tried to
show that bastll had an original meaning
"sexual power" and that it was part of a
more complex concept for "life force".
expressed by four words: lamasslI "effi
ciency power", .fedu "vital power", bastll
and dlitu "genemtive power". This interpre
tation is rejected in the CAD. As a positive
quality bastll is used to describe deities,
humans. cities and buildings (for evidence
see CAD B 142-144 and AHW 112). Some
times it is associated with gannents or
adornments. From Old Babylonian hymns to
-'Ishtar ''':e know that the Babylonians
regarded basm as a divine gift.

II. In rituals and prayers from first mil
lennium Mesopotamia. baslu is mentioned
several times in connection with the protec
tive spirits Shedu and Lamassu (for refer
ences see CAD B. 142-143 sub I a and 2 a),
and in a late lexical list (MSL 14 [1979]
367:310 and 389:306) it is preceded by the
divine detenninative, again between Shedu
and Larnassu. Therefore it is possible that
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like them baJtu was regarded as a protective
spirit at least during the first millennium
BCE. In a late god-list (5 R 43: ii 38) dBaltll
is equated with dNabfi iii balti "NabO (as)
god of dignity" and there also is evidence
for a star named mulBaltu (5 R 46: 45).

From Old Akkadian times onwards bastll
occurs in personal names like //i-basti "My
God-Is-My-Bashtu", Ina-in-basti "In-the
Eye-of-Bashtu" or Ublir-basti "My-Bashtu
May-Endure" (see CAD B, 143 sub 2 band
c). Although it is never written with the
divine determinative, it can be interpreted as
a theophoric element. In Mesopotamian
belief there often was no distinction between
a phenomenon and its personification as god
or demon.

III. In the aT Hebrew boset denotes
"shame": shame because of sins (e.g. 2 Sam
20:30; Jer 2:26; Ezek 7: 18), shame because
of violence (e.g. Obad I: 10) or after a defeat
(e.g. Mic 7: 10; Ps 89:46). In the two person
al names Ishbosheth (2 Sam 2:8) and
Mephibosheth (2 Sam 4:4 and 21 :8) it is
used instead of a theophoric element. This
does not imply, however, that the reference
is to a Hebraized form of the Akk Bastu
(pace TSEVAT 197.5). In these two variant
forms of the names of Saul's son and
grandson boset substitutes the original di
vine name -Baal (compare 1 Chr 8:33-34).
As it seems, the scribe wanted to avoid the
name of the rival Canaanite deity and
replaced it with an expression with obvious
pejorative connotations. The name Jerub
besheth (2 Sam 11 :21) is another attestation
of this phenomenon (compare Judg 6:32).

IV. Bibliography
E. EOEUNG, BaStum, RU 1 (1928) 431; W.
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H. D. GALTER

BASTET
I. The name of the Egyptian goddess

Bastet occurs in the Bible in Ezek 30: 17 as
part of the narne Pibeseth, (riO~-'~) an
Egyptian town in the Delta near the modem
Zagazig. The place of the ancient town is
called nowadays Tell Basta. The Greek name
was Boubastis and the Hebrew rendering Pi
beset. The ancient Egyptian name of the town
was pr-bJstt (lit. House of Bastet).

II. The Greek historian Herodotus
(2.138) who travelled in Egypt in the 5th
cent. BCE gives a description of the temple
of the goddess Bastet which he calls
Artemis and writes: "Other temples may be
larger or have cost more to build. but none
is a greater pleasure to look at". From his
description and from Egyptian texts it may
be deduced that the temple was surrounded
on three sides by water which formed a lake
or ishem like the lake which still surrounds
the temple of Mut in Karnak on three sides.

Egyptian temples surrounded on three of
the four sides by a so-called isherll were
devoted to leonine goddesses e.g. Tefnut,
-·Hathor, -·Mut, Sakhmet and Bastet who
were caned daughter of the Sun-god -.Re or
Eye of Re. These goddesses were considered
to be representations of the original, first
feminine being and to have a dual nature in
which fiery anarchic and destructive charac
teristics coexisted with pacific and creative
elements. These goddesses had to be
pacified with specific rituals. According to a
mythical story the original furious and fiery
lioness changed into a peaceful cat and
settled down in her temple. The lake around
the temple was meant to cool off her burn
ing wrath.

In older times since the third millennium
BCE, Bastet was represented as a lion or
lion-headed woman, but in the first mill. nCE
when the cat had been domesticated and had
reached the status of pet animal in Egypt,
she was more and more represented as a cat
headed woman and became the typical cat
goddess of Egypt. The many cat-bronzes
and cat-mummies were originally dedicatory
offerings of pilgrims. though now found in
Egyptian collections all over the world.
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They may come for a considerable part from
the temple site of Tell Basta.

Herodotus (2.60) describes not only the
temple but also a festival of Bastet in
Bubastis: Men and women came by ship to
the city in great numbers. up to 700.000 per
sons, singing, dancing and making music
with flutes and castanets. Elaborate
sacrifices were made and more wine was
consumed than during all the rest of the
year. This fits in with Egyptian sources
according to which leonine goddesses had to
be pacified with "the feast of drunkenness".
Bastet was certainly a very popular and
beloved goddess. One could characterize an
Egyptian goddess by saying that she was
raging like Sakhmet (the lion-goddess) and
friendly like Bastet (the cat-goddess).

The writing and pronunciation of the
name of the goddess as Bastet is a generally
accepted convention in EgyptologicaJ litera
ture, but is no more than a modem recon
struction. The second t in the word bJSlt
denotes the feminine ending and was usually
not pronounced. It seems that the aleph (1)
which is found in traditional Egyptian writ
ing changed place and became a Vortonsi/be
bast(t) >Ilbesti (J. OSING. Die Nomina/
bi/dung des Agyptischen [Mainz 1976] 855
856 n. 1319 and 376 n. 55). An Aramaic
writing of the name of the goddess was Jbst
(\Vb I, 423). The Egyptian pronunciation of
the name of the goddess was more like
'obast' or 'ubesti' than 'bastet' in the 1st
millennium BCE. It remains remarkable,
however, that in the Hebrew rendering of
the place-name the 'Vortollsi/be' is not indi
cated: Pibeset. The difference in the Hebrew
version with the Greek rendering Boubastis
might be the work of the Masoretes, so that
the pronunciation of the place-name might
have been 'Bubast' or 'Bubeset'. The mean
ing of the name of the goddess is uncertain.
The older, problematic explanation was
"She of Bubastis" (\Vb I, 423); a more
recent explanation is "She of the ointment
jar" (S. QUIRKE. Ancient Egyptiall Religion
[London 1992] 31). Her name was indeed
written with the hieroglyph ointment-jar
(bJs) and she was among other things god-

dess of protective ointments. Bubastis or
Pibeset was still one of the most important
cities of Egypt in the time of Ezekiel. It had
even been capital of Egypt during dynasties
22 and 23 (945-730 BCE).

III. The mentioning of the placename pi
beset in Ezek 30: 17 has no religio-historical
implications. A deity Bastet was not vener
ated by Ezekiel's Israelite contemporaries.

IV. Bibliography
E. Orro. Bastet, LdA I, 628-630; J. QUAE
GEBEUR, Le culte de Boubastis - Bastet en
Egypte greco-romaine, us di\,;lIs chars
d'£gypte (ed. L. Delvaux & E. Wannenbol;
Leuven 1991) 117-127.

H. TE VELDE

BEELZEBUL -. BAAL-ZEBUB

BEHEMOTH riiOli;:j
I. Despite frequent claims that Behe

moth refers to one or another animal of the
natural world, the Behemoth depicted in Job
40: 15-24 (l0-19) is best understood as a
mythological creature possessing supernatu
ral characteristics. By form blJzemot is the
intensive (feminine) plural of bfhima
('beast, ox'; collective: 'beasts, cattle'; see
BOTIERWECK 1975:6-17); nevertheless, in
Job 40: 15-24 the grammatical forn1s pertain
ing to Behemoth are all masculine singular.
The figure suggested is a singular being of
awesome dimensions, a 'super ox' of mythic
proportions and possessing supernatural
characteristics. hence the 'Beast' par excel
lence. Whether Behemoth is attested in the
Bible outside of Job 40: 15-24 is disputed
since the Hebrew vocable bihemot by fonn
is ambiguous; in most instances it is the
simple feminine plural of blhimft, i.e.
'cattle' or 'beasts.' Other biblical passages
which may refer to Behemoth arc Dcut 32:
24; Isa 30:6; Job 12:7; Ps 73:22.

II. Although ancient Near Eastern pre
cedents for biblical Behemoth have been
suggested. there are no certain extrnbiblical
references to this figure apart from later
Jewish and Christian literature and these are
clearly derivative from the biblical tradition.
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The only biblical reference to Behemoth
is Job 40:15 (10). with its attendant descrip
tion in vv 15-24 (10-19). But even in this
case there is no consensus about the nature
or even the existence of this being. Behe
moth is clearly no ordinary beast: an awe
some ox-like being that cats grass but is
equaIly nt home in the water as on land.
with bones of metal and a tail (or penis?)
comparable to a mighty cedar tree. This
'first of the works of -+God' fears neither
human nor beast; only the deity is capable
of capturing him. Behemoth is paired with
the mythic fire-breathing monster -+Levia
than, whose description immediately foIlows
in Job 40:25-41:26(41:1-34). Both Behe
moth and Leviathan function in the second
speech of -+Yahwch in Job 40-41 to demon
strate the futility of Job in questioning the
ways of the Almighty.

The interpretation of Behemoth is so
highly controvened that any discussion of
Behemoth must include a history of that
interpretation. From numerous references to
Behemoth in postbiblical Jewish and Chris
tian literature it is clear that the earliest
understanding of Behemoth was as some
son of unruly mythic creature akin to
Leviathan. which in the end only God can
subdue. Here only pseudepigraphic te~ts

will be mentioned. (For the funher develop
ment of the Behemoth tradition in posttan
naitic midrashim. see GINZBERG V [1925,
1953] 41-46. esp. nn. 118. 127.) According
to 1 E/loch 60:7-9 Leviathan is a female
monster dwelling in the watery Abyss (com
pare Mesopotamian -+Tiamat). while Behe
moth is a male monster dweJJing in a hidden
desen of Dundayin. east of Eden. 4 Esdr
6:49-52 says that Leviathan and Behemoth
were both created on the fifth day but then
separnted, with Leviathan being given a
watery domain and Behemoth a home on
land, until such time as God uses them as
food for those designated. 2 Bar. 29:4 adds
the detail that it will be in the messianic age
that Leviathan and Behemoth come fonh
from their respective places to serve as food
for the pious remnant. It is obvious that this
motif is in part derived from the account of

the end of --Gog of --Magog (Ezek 39:17
20). Although Behemoth is not mentioned in
the NT. Rev 13 patently is informed by the
Leviathan-Behemoth tr.Idition. In this peri
cope two kindred beasts rise up in united
opposition to the righteous. the one bea-llt
'from the --sca' (13:1) and 'another beast
which rose out of the --eanh' (13: 11).

In modem times some commentators
have attempted to reinforce the mythological
character of Behemoth. while others have
attributed to Behemoth a more naturalistic
origin. Broadly speaking. modem interpreta
tions may be grouped into three categories:
(a) Behemoth is an animal of the natural
world; (b) there was no Behemoth: (c)
Behemoth is a distinct mythic being.

(a) Behemoth as a /lalllral a/lima/: Since
the seventeenth century the theory has been
advanced frequently that Behemoth repre
sents the hippopotamus. This theory. first
proposed by S. BOCHART (Hiero:.oico/l 2
[1663] cols. 753-69) remains popular with
scholars. Proponents even proposed an ety
mology for Behemoth as an Egyptian loan
word: *p'-ib-/n.... 'the ox of the water'. Al
though it is now conceded that no such term
existed in Egyptian or Coptic. the identi
fication of Behemoth with the hippopotamus
has persisted. though now often with a
mythic overlay. KEEL (1978) adduces
Egyptian iconographic evidence which por
trays the Egyptian king a.1I the incarnation of
the god -+Horus in the act of subjugating his
divine foe -+Seth. the latter depicted in the
form of the red hippopotamus. Strengths of
this theory are the amphibious nature of
both the hippopotamus and Behemoth. and
the analogous methods of capture in each
case (Job 40:24). RUPRECHT (1971) and
KUBINA (1979) also build upon this theory.

OccasionaIly an identification of Behe
moth with an animal other than the hippopo
tamus has been proposed. Bochan himself
had rejected an identification of Behemoth
as the elephant. G. R. DRIVER (1956)
claims that Behemoth is the crocodile (an
opinion reflected in the NEB translation of
Job 40). DRIVER'S theory necessitates the
creation of a hapax legomenon in Hebrew
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by emending MT 'user 'ciSiIi 'immcik to
';mfcik. by analogy to supposed cognates in
other Semitic languages. Egyptian, Coptic.
and Greek: Driver further emends 'he eats
grass like cattle' to 'he eaL'i cattle like
grass'. COUROYER (1975) proposed that
Behemoth was the water buffalo.

(b) TIrere was no Behemoth: A second
group of scholars argue that there was no
such being as Behemoth. though their lines
of argument diverge radically. N. H. HADEL
(TIre Book of Job [OTL; Philadelphia 1985]
559) concludes that Behemoth is a creation
of the Joban poet. a symbol to Job that he
may constitute a threat to -God similar to
chaotic forces which God created at the
beginning and which need to be kept subju
gated. \VOLFERS (1990) also understands
Behemoth as only a symbol. but of the
errant people of Judah reaching out to
Assyria in the eighth century DCE. N. H.
TUR-SINAI (The Book of Job [rev. ed.,
Jerusalem 1967] 556-559) dismissed the
entire notion of Behemoth as nothing more
than a misreading of Job. He claims that the
whole of Job 40:15-41:26 is a description of
leviathan, with certain verses perhaps out of
order. He treats bNletnot in 40:15 as a
simple plural, as elsewhere in MT, and
tr.mslates: "Behold, here arc the beasts
which I made with thee [Leviathan]. (all)
that eateth grass as cattle". TUR-SINAI as
sumes this to be a literary quotation from an
ancient creation story and addressed to
Leviathan as 'the first of God's ways'. The
implication is that all the animals, herbi
vores. are food for Leviathan who thought
to displace God and to rule in God's place.

KINNIER WILSON (1975) argues that the
Behemoth pericope is a parody on what
would happen if God were to follow Job's
advice on how to run the cosmos: "(So)
behold now 'Behemoth' which I have made
with thy help". Behemoth is an invented
name for the resulting incongruent, ridicu
lous 'ox-Iike' creature, so afraid of being
ridiculed by the other creatures that it hides
in the undergrowth around the -·Jordan. The
same point is made with Leviathan; just as
Job cannot presume to play the creator, so

neither can he act the part of the Hero-god
who subdues the fire-breathing monster
Leviathan. The one idea is as ridiculous as
the other.

Another group of scholars understand the
whole of the Behemoth-Leviathan pericopc
as referring to a single being. Building upon
the Seth-hippopotamus theory of KEEL
(1978), RUPRECHT (1971) claims that the
Joban poet has built a threefold meaning
into to figure of Behemoth-leviathan: the
naturalistic (hippopotamus): the mythic (pri
meval evil in the fonn of the god Seth. the
enemy of the creator); and the historical
(political enemies, historical powers). The
poet uses the hippopotamus. tenned first
Behemoth and then leviathan, as his basic
symbol for historical forces whom Yahweh
controls and subdues, as elsewhere in the
Bible. FUCHS (1993) posits that Job 40: 15
41 contains a bipartite description of the
well-known --chaos monster, named first ao;
Behemoth and then as Leviathan. Part One
of this description (Job 40: 15-32) depicts a
powerful, hippopotamus-like, gigantic beast
with a passive, almost domestic character
akin to Mother Earth. The hippopotamus in
Egyptian tradition is symbolic of both the
mother goddess and the chaos beast and cor
responds to the two poles of the mother
earth concept: the protective and the devour
ing. Part Two (41 :5-26), in a heightening of
imagery, is a deliberate distancing from any
known animal in favour of the --dragon
like. fire-belching chaos monster.

(c) Behemoth as a distillct mythic figure:
Given the obvious pairing of Behemoth with
Leviathan in the second speech of Yahweh,
a number of modem scholars see in Behe
moth an independent mythic beast along the
lines of Leviathan, but distinct from the
latter-much like in early Jewish and Chris
tian interpretations. At the end of the ninc
teenth century the mythological interpreta
tion received renewed impetus from the
studies of GUNKEL (1895) and others. who
demonstrated poinL'; in common between
biblical figures and ancient Near Eastern
mythology. Perhaps most influential of all
with regard to Behemoth specifically have
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been the studies of POPE, especially his AB
commentary on Job (1973:320-322). On the
basis' of Ugaritic comparative evidence,
POPE posited the existence of a prototype of
Behemoth, as a companion to ltn (Lotan =
Leviathan) already in Canaanite mythology.
He cal1ed attention in the Ugaritic Baal
myth to the obscure bovine creature called
'gi il 'lk, which he translated as ·the furious
bul10ck of EI' but which more likely should
be trnnslated as 'EI's calf Atik'. Further,
POPE compared Behemoth to 'the bull of
heaven' slain by Gilgamesh and Enkidu in
Mesopotamian myth (ANET 83-85). W AKE
MAN (1972), too, posited a connection be
tween Behemoth and 'EI's calf Atik', also
known as Arshu (arI). She seems to exceed
the meagre biblical and Canaanite evidence,
however, in positing that this second chaos
monster was specifically an earth monster
(Ugaritic ar$,' Hebrew Jere$), which she
claims is named in texts such as Exod
15:12; Num 16:32: Ps 46:7; 114:7. J. DAY
(1985:80-84) seems to be more on target. As
in Job 40-41 where the ox-like Behemoth is
paired with the sea-dragon Leviathan, so at
Ugarit El's calf AtiklArshu is paired with
seven-headed sea-dragon, both of whom
-+Anat claims to have defeated: "Surely I
lifted up the dragon, I...(and) smote the
crooked serpent, the tyrant with the seven
heads. I smote Ar[shu] beloved of EI, I put
an end to EI's calf Atik" (KTU 1.3 iii:43
44). Nevertheless, at Ugarit both of these
creatures seem to be more at home in the
sea than on land: "In the sea are Arshu and
the dragon, May Kothar-and-Hasis drive
(them) away, May Kothar-and-Hasis cut
(them) off' (KTU 1.6 vi:51-53). This differ
ence should not be overemphasized, how
ever, since the basic character of Ugaritic
Arshu seems to be bovine and Behemoth
seems as much at home in the water (Job
40:21-23) as on land (Job 40:15.20). Given
both such Ugaritic precedents and the
weight of the mythological interpretations of
Behemoth in early postbiblical Jewish and
Christian traditions, it seems impossible to
avoid the conclusion that Behemoth of Job
40 is a distinct mythic being possessing

supernatural characteristics. Behemoth's char
acter and function, however. remain obscure.

Whether Behemoth is attested elsewhere
in the Bible is unclear. The two best candi
dates arc Isa 30:6, "oracle against the Behe
mothlBeast of the Negeb" (i.e. against Judah
courting Egypt); and Ps 73:22, "I have been
a Behemoth/Beast with you" (i.e. a depre
cating self-characterization; see WOlFERS
1990:478-479). Other. less convincing pro
posals include Oeut 32:34 (R. GORDIS. The
Asseverative Kaph in Ugaritic and Hebrew,
JAOS 63 [1943] 176-78: among the punish
menl" threatened by God is 'the teeth of
Behemoth' as parJllel with -'Resheph and
other alleged demons); and Job 12:7 (so W.
L. MICHEL, Job in the Light of Nonhwest
Semitic, [BibOr 42; Rome 1987] 279-280).
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B. F. SAlTO

BEL -. MARDUK

BELIAL ?l'"?::J 'wickedness'
I. In the manner of other ancient

peoples, the Hebrews regularly personified
physical forces and abstract concepts: some
times describing them mythically as divin
ities. This holds for some OT depictions of
?It?::J. In 2 Sam 22:5 fla~lale beliyyatal 'tor
rents of Belial' in the sense of 'treacherous
waters', are parallel to mHbere miiwet
'Breakers of Death': Le., 'deadly waves'.
The personification of death (with mot cf.
Ugaritic -·Mot. god of death) indicates here
a similar personification of wickedness,
treachery, or the like, as Belial. In the
Psalms recension of the same text (Ps 18:5),
~leble miiwet 'bonds of Death', stands in
parallelism with nahiile beliyyatal 'torrents
of Belial'. These same torrents are referred
to later in the poem (2 Sam 22: 17 = Ps
18: 17) as 'mighty waters' (mayyim rabbim):
a term with mvthic associations (MAY
1955). The Hebrew tradition of personi
fic.llion is widened in the Vulgate. which
transliterates, rather than translates. Belial in
eight Hebrew passages (DeUl 13: 13; Judg
19:22; I Sam I: 16; 2: 12; 10:27; 25: 17; 2
Sam 16:7; Nah 1:15 (2:1). In I Kgs 21:13
Vulgate reads dillbolils (GASTER 1962:377).

II, In most of its OT attestations.
bcli)'}'atal functions as an emotive term to
describe individuals or groups who commit
the most heinous crimes against the Israelite
religious or social order, as well as their aClS
(MAAG 1965; ROSENBERG 1982:35-40).
Such crimes include: inciting one's fellows
to worship foreign gods (Deut 13: 14); per
jury (I Kgs 21: 10. 13; Prov 19:28); breach
of hospitality (Judg 19:22; I Sam 25: 17);
lese-majesty (I Sam 10:27); usurpation (2
Sam 16:7-8; 20:1); abuse of -Yahweh's

sanctuary by female drunkenness (l Sam
I: 13-17); and the cultic misappropriation
and sexual harJssment of women by priests
(1 Sam 2: 12-22). Refusal to lend money on
the eve of the Sabbatical year (Deut 15:9)
falls into the category of heinous deeds
because it indicates lack of faith in the di
vine ability to provide.

Grammatically, the term reveals some
though not all features of personification.
On the one hand. in its twenty-seven occur
rences. (none in the tetrateuch) beliyyatal,
like the proper names of individuals, is
never attested in the plural. On the other
hand. unlike true proper names of persons,
the vocable takes the definite article in the
construct chains 'fS habbeliyyatal 'scoun
drel, worthless individual', (I Sam 25:25; 2
Sam 16:7) and its plural 'anse habbeliyyatal
'scoundrels' (I Kgs 21: 13).

Recent studies on Belial (HALAT 128;
LEWIS 1992:654-656) show that there is no
unanimity with regard to its etymology. The
rabbis of late antiquity explained bene
bc/iyyatal punningly as bene beli t61 'child
ren without the yoke'; that is: those who had
thrown off the yoke of heaven (b. Sanh.
III b). The medieval Jewish poet and phil
osopher Judah Halevi explained the term
etymologically as a compound of the nega
tion beli and the third-person imperfect jus
sive of (lH 'ascend'; and semantically as a
wish or prayer that malevolence should not
prosper (WEISER 1976:258). Modem scholar
ship has added several other suggestions.
One suggestion is a modification of Halevi's
thesis: Le. the wicked are those who do not
ascend from the underworld (CROSS &
FREEDMAN 1953:22) This explanation is
effectively refuted by EMERTON (1987: 214
217) who cautions that in OT conceptions
even the righteous do not ascend from the
underworld. (Ps 30:4 docs not refer to actual
death, but to recovery from illness. The
same holds for Ps 107: 18, cf. v 21). Another
interpretation connects the term with the
verb Bl( 'swallow'. followed by afformative
lamed (MANDELKERN 1896:202). Although
this suggestion has the merit of calling
attention to the fact that the wicked are
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sometimes depicted a'i 'swallowers' of the
righteous (lsa 49: 19: Hab I: 13: Prov I: 12:
Lam 2: 16: Cf. Ps 124:3), it must be recalled
that God is likewise depicted as a 'swal
lower' (Ps 55: 10: Job 2:3).

It has also been claimed that the term
actually consists of two homonyms with dif
ferent etymologies: beJiJ)'acal I 'under
world', composed (as above) of bl and cI",
that is, the pl3ce from which none ascend:
beJiyyaCal II 'wickedness': composed of the
negation followed by a cognate of Arabic
wacala 'honour', 'lineage' (TUR-SINAI 1954:
134.) This ingenious solution does not carry
conviction because there is no need to iso
late 'death' sem~mtically from 'malevo
lence'. Note the pairing of hammawet and
hara" death and evil, in Deut 30: 15. Also,
the fact that none of the Arabic speaking
medieval Jewish commentators such as
Qimhi, ibn Ezra or Saadia suggested a con
nection with wacala (which is not the com
mon Arabic word for 'honour') counsels
caution. Alternatively the word has been
linked with Arabic balagCl 'denounce',
followed by afformative lamed (DRtVER
1934:52-53). This last suggestion is most
unlikely (LEWtS 1992:655).

The most likely explanation of the term
derive.s it from the negation bc/i followed by
a noun ·yaCal, related to the root yel. 'to be
worthy, to be of value' (sec e.g. PEDERSEN
1926:413; GASTER 1973). It will be recalled
that Biblical Hebrew and Ugaritic provide
structural parallels in words in which the
first element is a negation and the second a
noun. Note for example, Ugaritic blmt
'immonality', literally, 'without death', or
bi/il11a 'nothingness' (GASTER 1973: cf.
analogously, 'al-mawet 'deathlessness'. [Prov
12:28)). The objection sometimes raised
(TUR-SINAt 1954; ROSENBERG 198:235) that
'useless, wonhless', is not a strong enough
term to characterize bene beJi))'acal is con
tradicted by internal biblical evidence. Thus
bal-yijci/u, 'they are ineffectual', is applied
to idols (lsa 44:9: cf. lebi/t; hf/i/ in 44: 10
ibid). In addition, forms of the verb ye l pre
ceded by the negation 10' synonymous with
bal, are used regularly to characterize

foreign gods (I Sam 12:21; Isa 44:9: Jer
2:8.11; 16: 19) as well as idol manufacturers
(lsa 44: 10. cf. Hab 2: 18) and false prophets
(Jer 23:32). The same construction is
applied to ->'Iies' (Jer 7:8): and to ineffec
tual military allies (lsa 30:5-6). Thus belle
beliyyaCal are 'wonhless men' and a bat
beli»'acal (I Sam I: 16) is n 'wonhless
woman' . These wonhless characters are
apparently not different from bClle-caw/ii
'the wicked' (2 Sam 7: 10; 3:34; I Chr 17:9).
In fact, the Peshitta often translates beliyya
Cal by cwl' 'wickedness' (Judg 19:22; 20: 13;
I Sam 30:22; 2 Sam 16:7; 22:5; 23:6; Pss
18:5: 30:22; 41:9: 101:3).

Funher confirmation of this philological
analysis may be adduced from Palestinian
Jewish Aramaic in which wonhy individuals
are tenned bnw)' dllll)'yh, that is 'beneficient
ones', 'uscful peoplc', while their opposite
numbers are ~':JiC~j~ip;P, an Aramaic loan
word from Greek ,,a,,01tpciy~ov£c; 'cvil
doers' (LtEBERMANN & ROSENTHAL 1983:
xxxiv).

III. In pseudepigraphic literature, Belial
is especially well-attested (LEWIS 1992:655)
as the proper name of the ->Dcvil, the
powerful opponent of God, who accuses
people and causes them to sin. This dualism
is rooted in Zoroastrianism. the religion of
the succesive Iranian empires within whose
borders vac;t numbers of Jews livcd for a
millcnnium. in which Drug 'falsehood',
'wickcdness', (personified already in the
inscriptions of Darius the Great [522-486
nCEl) is opposed to Afa 'righteousness',
'justice', likewise personified, one of the
bounteous immonals (GASTER 1973:429;
BOYCE 1982: 120). The regular fonn in the
Pseudepigrapha, Beliar, and once, (Testa
melll of Levi 18:4) Belior, may be a punning
explanation of the Devirs name as 'light
ness' (beli 'or) because, in opposition to
God's way, Belial's is the way of darkness
(T. Le,'i 19: I). It may be observed that,
according the Zoroastrian creation account,
the Bundahishn, Ohnnezd (Ahura Mazda)
dwells in endless light (asar roJni") while
Ahreman (Angra Mainyu) dwells in endless
darkness (asar tarigih).
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Belial is very well attested in Hebrew
texts from Qumran: espccially in the War
Scroll (I QM) and the Thankgiving Scroll
(I QH). They describe an ongoing struggle
between good and evil. On the human plane.
the Teacher of Righteousness represents the
forces of --light and the good: while his
opponent. the wicked priest. represenL~ the
forces of darkness and evil. This same
struggle is depicted mythically as n battle on
high between the angel --Michael and Belial
(SCIIIFHfAN 1989:50). The present age is
the time of Belial's rule (mmslr b/yt/). He is
the leader of 'people of the lot of Belial'
'nsy gwrl bill who are opposed to '115)'

gwrl 'I 'the people of the lot of God' (I QS
I: 16-2:8). In this literature too, Belial leads
the forces of darkness and malevolence
(LEWIS 1992:655). According to one Qum
rnn text (CD 4: 12-15). the coming of Belial
would not be pcnnanent. After a momentous
struggle. God would eventually bring about
the pemlanent annihilation (klr 'wlm)'m) of
Belial and all of the forces of evil. both
human and angelic (I QM 1:4-5. 13-16).

The association of Belial with darkness is
found in Belial's single attestation in the
New Testament (2 Cor 6: 14-15): "What
partnership can righteousness have with
wickedness? Can light associate with dark
ness? What hamlOny (s)'mpllOnesis) has
-·Christ with BeHar or a believer with an
unbelieverT

In Sybilline Oracles 3:63-64. a text
roughly comtempornry with 2 Corinthians. it
is prophesied that Beliar will come ek
Sc,basrell{JIl. Inasmuch as Latin 'Augustus'
was rendered in Greek by 'Sebastos', the
verse has been construed as reference to the
diabolical character of Nero, descendent of
Augustus (COI.LlNS 1983:360.363).
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S. D. SPERLING

BELTV ··ii?::J
I. The name of the BJbylonian goddess

Beltu (var. Belit. Belti) is the feminine fonn
of Bel ('Lord'). and means 'Lady'. She is
identified eilhcr with -oIshtar or ~arpanitu.

Her mention in the Hebrew Bible is conjec
turnl; P. DE LAGARDE (Symmicra [Gottingen
1877] 105) was the first to emendatc hilri in
lsa 10:4 into belri. 'my Lady'. The proposal
cannot be seen in isolation from the
emendation. in the same verse. of 'assir
('prisoner') into 'osir (--Osiris).

II. Since the name Beltu is not really a
name but an epithet ('L.1dy·), the identi
fication with a specific deity is beset wilh
problems. Used in genetival constructions
such as Belet-Akkadi or Belet-ekallim, the
ternl 'Lady' is an clement in the name (or
epithet) of numerous Babylonian and Assyr
ian (then Belat) goddesses (CAD B 189
190). The goddess to hJve been designated
most frequently by this epithet, both in
Sumerian (nin, Emesal ga~an) and Akkad
ian (beltll), is no doubt Ishtar (WILCKE 1976
80: cf. AkkGE 333-334). Many fonnerly in-
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dependent goddesses, such as Belet-ili and
Belet-mati, were later increasingly identified
with Ishtar as well (WILCKE 1976-80:77a).

Since 'Be}' came to acquire the status of
a second name of -Marduk, it could be
argued that the absolute use of Beltu should
be taken to refer to Marduk's consort, i.e.
$arpanitu ('the silver-shining one'). In
various texts, indeed, since the time of the
Sargonids and notably in some younger
New Year rituals, $arpanitu is referred to
simply as Belti, 'My Lady' (ZIMMERN
1926). Yet though $arpanitu is at times
referred to as Beltu (or as Bclet-Babili,
'Lady of Babylon', AkkGE 452), the identi
fication is not universally valid. If Beltu
were indeed mentioned in the Hebrew Bible,
the current Western Mesopotamian associa
tion with Ishtar would be more natural. In
Palmyra. the goddess Belti seems indeed to
have been associated primarily with -Tam
muz; in later times too, then, she was identi
fied with [shtar-presumably also when
associated with Be] (HOITIJZER 1968:46 n.
134; J. TEIXIDOR, The p£llllheon of Palmyra
[EPRO 79; Leiden ]979] 88).

The West-Semitic fonn of Beltu is
-Baa]at (b'll). grammatically the feminine
counterpart of -Baal. At Palmyra. she was
worshipped under the name Baaltak (bCllk,
'Your Ladyship') and identified as 'Jrr. 'the
goddess'. literally 'the Ishtar'. She is indeed
the equivalent of the Mesopotamian [shtar,
the female deity of heaven (TEIXIDOR, The
Pantheo" of Palm.\'ra, 60-61). At Emar, the
population knew a goddess dNJN-KUR(-RA),
pronounced Bacalta-maJim (AEM III no.
256:16). an Amorite deity regarded as the
consort of -Dagan (J.-M. DURAND, La cite
etat d'imar a l'epoque des rois de Mari,
MARl 6 []990] 39-92, esp. 89-90). It should
be noted, moreover, especially in view of
the--conjectural--conjunction of Belli and
Osiris in [sa 10:4, that Baalat as well as
Baalat-Gebal, 'Lady-of-Byblos', were both
identified with the Egyptian goddess
-Hathor (PuECH 1986-87; J. G. GRIFnTlIS,
Apuleius of Madauros. The Isis-Book
[EPRO 39; Leiden 1975] 38).

III. According to the emendation by DE

LAGARDE (S)'mmiera [Gottingen 1877J 105),
accepted by way of a proposal in the appar
atus criticus of the BHS, Isa 10:4 should be
rendered "Belti is writhing. Osiris is in
panic" (Bell; kora'at J;UI 'Os;r; DE LAGARDE
translated "Belthis is sinking, Osiris has
been broken"). Though none of the versions
supports the emendation, it is not impossible
orthographical1y. Yet it docs not fit the con
text (see K. BUDDE. Zu Jesaja 1-5, ZA \V 50
[1932] 38-72, esp. 69-70). Assuming that v
4 takes up the rhetorical question of v 3
("To whom will you flee for help, and
where will you leave your wealth?"), Belti
and Osiris either are or stand for the powers
from which help is expected. Since the pair
ing of these deities is unusual, also if Belti
should stand for Hathor, a literal interpreta
tion of the emendated verse is not very pos
sible. To say that the hypothetical Belti
stands here for -·[sis is at odds with the
identifications current at the time (pace e.g.
K. MARTI, Das Buell Jesaja [Tubingen
]900] 100; B. DUHM. DllS Buell Je.wja
[Gottingen 1968. 5th ed.] 97). Nor is there a
trace of the cult of these deities elsewhere in
the Hebrew Bible. A symbolic:!1 interpreta
tion cannot be ruled out. however: Belti
could stand for Assyria, and Osiris for
Egypt. Yet this interpretation also. though
possible, is unlikely: the customary symbols
for Assyria and Egypt would be -.Assur and
-Rahab, respectively. The reading of the
MT as it stands makes better sense: "(they
have no option) but to crouch among the
prisoners of war, or fall among the slain".
The pamllc1 use of ra~Jar is a serious argu
ment not to separate the first i"~iil into ii en
iiil. DE LAGARDE'S proposal. then. is on the
whole more ingenious than convincing (for
a fuller discussion see H. WILDBERGER,
Jesaja, Vol. I [BKAT XII; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1972] 179-180).
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Bcletja), eine. zunachst sprachliche. Studie
zur Vorgeschichte des MadonnakuIL<;.
Orielllal Swdies dedicated to Patti Haupt
(ed. C. Adler & A. Embler. BaltimorclLcip
zig 1926) 281-292.

K. VAN DER TOOR:-J

BES
I. The name of the Egyptian god or

demon Bes (Copt BHC: Gk P'1aa~) occurs
in the personal name bestiy in Ezra 2:49, cr.
Neh 7:52. In Egypt this divine name was
also often used as a personal name.

II. The god or demon Bes was
represented as a bandy legged deformed
dwarf or more precisely as a lion-man
(ROMANO 1980). His ugly human face, his
animal hair or manes. ears and tail are in
deed more likely those of a lion than of a
human dwarf. He dances, plays musical in
strumcnts such as harp, flute and tambour
ine. or brandishes knife and sword to aven
evil and to protect the pregnant and binh
giving mother. He sometimes shows an
enonnous phallus and may make diny jokes
(MALAISE 1990). Often a plurality of Bes
gods is represented, figuring in an erotic
context. These erotic representations were
supposed to bring about pregnancy and
childbirth. L'amour pour I'amour, as well as
l'an pour l'an, was largely unknown or
unacceptable as a cultural expression in an
ancient culture such as Egypt, although
contraceptivcs were not unknown or for
bidden (DERCHAIN 1981).

Several explanations of the name Bes
have been given (MALAISE 1990:691-692).
His name has been connected with verbs
meaning "to initiate". "to emerge" and "to
protect". Very recently, arguments have
been brought forward that a Bes means a
prematurely born child or foetus, which was
enveloped in a lion's skin and kept in a
basket of reeds or rushes (MEEKS 1992:
BULTE 1991:102.108-109). So it seems
possible that the dancing. jesting and some
times aggressive gnome or lion-man Bcs
was a personification of a prematurely born
child or foetus, who protects mother and

child. It may be that the personal name Bes
was considered to be a fitting name for pre
maturely born children.

III. Except for the PN besay, Bes is not
attested in the OT. In epigmphical Hebrew.
Bes occurs twice as a theophoric clement in
a PN: q[./bs (Samaria Ostracon I:5: Prob
ably Egyptian 'Bes created', A. LEMAIRE,
Inscriptions Hebrai'ques I [LAPO 9; Paris
1977] 54); bsy (R. HESTRIN & M. DAYAGI
MENDELS, Inscribed Seals [Jerusalem 1979]
No. 54). On Pithos A from Kuntillet (Ajrud
two figurines occur which can be interpreted
as Bes-depictions probably a male with a bi
sexual feminized variant (KEEL & UEHLlN
GER 1992:244-248). Bes-amulets from the
Iron-Age have been excavated at e.g.
Lachish. Tell-Jemme and Gezer (KEEL &
UEHLlNGER 1992:248-251). The archaeol
ogical evidence suggests that Bes was
known in Palestine in the Iron Age as an
apotropaic demon esp. in times of pregnancy
and binh.
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H. TE VELDE

BETHEL '~iin::J
I. The name of this deity must be

explained in accordance with Heb bel-'el,
i.e. 'house/temple of godlEl' (-"God, El), cf.
also the name of the town Bethel in central
Palestine (former Lliz. see Judg I:23). The
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name Bethel is a shortened version of the
designation '(EI of the) House of EI', a kind
of tautology or hypostasis not unfamiliar in
Semitic god-names. This name originally
did not point to the town of Bethel, but may
have referred to open cult-places, ac; the
aetiology of Bethel in the OT suggestc; (Gen
28:10-19). The god is known from the 7th
century BCE, mostly in an Aramaic con
iext-he replaces the ancient Semitic god EI
who from this time onwards is absent in
personal names. Bethel is unknown in
Ugarlt.

II. Together with Anat-Bethel, i.e. 'Anat
(the consort) of Bethel', Bethel is mentioned
for the first time in 675/4 BCE among the
oath-gods in the treaty between Baal I of
Tyre and the Assyrian king Esarhaddon:
dBa-a-a-ti-DlNGIRtne! dA -na-ti-ba-a-[a-ti
DlNO]IRmd (SAA 2, 5 iv:6'. The ortho
graphy of the text suggests an Aramaic
uncontrncted name-fonn; the writing
DlNGIRmd for 'il/'el follows nonnal Assyr
ian scribal convention). Therefore there is
doubt that Bethel was a specific Phoenician
god. in spite of the fact that the name
aDlNGIR-a-di-ir was that of a Phoenician
(cf. R. ZADOK, BASOR 230 [1978] 61). The
list of the oath-gods in the treaty continues
with the "gods of Assyria and the gods of
Akknd", Le. with the Mesopotamian deities,
but this does not mean that Bethel is of
Mcs.opotamian origin. Rather it may have
been a deity venerated by the Aramaeans.
Therefore it is not surprising that several
Aramaic personal names of the Neo
Babylonian Qnd Achnemenid period in
Babylonia nnd in Egypt are composed with
this name of a deity: dE.DlNGlR-ZALAG2',
'Bethel is my light' (BE 9, 75:5; cf. byt'l
nwry. I. N. VINNIKOV, Palestinskij Sbomik
67 [1959] 208); E.DlNGlRmes-da-la-' PBS
211 222,11, cf. byr'ldln)', 'Bethel saved me'
KAI 227 r.4 etc. (ef. R. ZADOK, On \Vest
Semites itl Babylonia [Jerusalem 1978] 60
61; M. D. CooGAN, \Vest Semitic Personal
Names [HSM 2; Missoula 1976] 48-49; M.
MARAQTEN, Die semitischen Personen
namen in dell alt- lind reic/rsaranUiischen
Inschrifte1l [Hildesheiml ZUrich! New York

1988] 137-139; W. KOR~FELD. Onomastica
aramaica ails Agypten [Wien 1978] 43).

The Aramacans in contact with the
Jewish community at SyenelElephantine in
Egypt worshipped this deity in a temple
which is mentioned in a letter (found at
Hennopolis) together with the temple of the
-·Queen of Heaven (BRESCIANI & KAMIL
I966:no. 4; A. JARDENI & B. PORTEN.
Textbook of Aramaic Docllments from
Ancient Egypt I [Jerusalem 1986) A2.1,1).
The god Bethel is further on invoked as
-saviour in a lengthy prayer of an Aramaic
community in Egypt which is partly pre
served on Papyrus Amherst 63 in Demotic
script but Aramaic language (J. W. WES
SELIUS & W. C. DELc;MAN, TUAT II
[1986/91] 930-932 [& lit]). The god is fur
ther to be found-worshipped besides
-·Yahweh by the Jews of Elephantine-as
Bern-Bethel 'Name of Bethel' and Anat
Bethel (A. COWLEY, Aramaic Papyri of the
fifth Cell1l1ry B.C. [Oxford 1923] 22 VII
122-124). probably a kind of triad with
Anat-Bethel ali the mother and Bern-Bethel
as the son. A judicial declaration (COWLY
[1923] 7: A. JARDENI & B. PORTEN, Text
book of Aramaic Documents from AI/cient
Egypt I [Jerusalem 1986] 87.2,7-8) refers to
a certain I:ferem-Bethel which may have
been another hyposta.c;is of the Ammaic god.
But besides these references the god's name
is present as theophoric element in personal
names only (see B. PORTEN. Archives from
Elephall1il/e [Los Angeles 1968] 328-331).

The theogony of Philo of Byblos. trans
mitted to us by Eusebius (Praep. E\'QI/g. I
9.16 =FGH 1II C 2.790. F 2.16). acknowl
edges four sons of Ouranos (-·Heavcn;
-Varuna) and Ge: Elos (or Kronos),
Baitylos, -Dagon (or Siton) and Atlas. The
second is Bethel. but nothing relevant is told
about him. But some paragraphs later (9.23
=FGH III C 2.790 F 2.23) it is reported that
Ouranos contrived baitylia. namely 'ani
mated stones'. Here the author connects the
god Bethel with the well known baityloi
(-Baetyl), the stone monuments broadly
used for cultic purposes in the Semitic
world. But this reference is no proof for a
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connection between these monuments and
the goo Bethcl-Baitylos.

The latest reference to a "Zeus Betylos,
(god) of the dwellers along the Orontes" can
be found in a 3rd cent. CE inscription from
Dura Europos (H. SEYRtG, £\'cavations at
f)ura-Ellropos IV [New Haven 1933J 68 no.
168) and it may refer, too. to a hypostasis of
Bethel in an inscription from Kafr Nflbo in
the Antiochene named sll11lbet)'1 in a Greek
inscription (IGLS II 215-216 no. 376).

III. Whether the Israelites in their home
land also worshipped the god Bethel is dis
puted, but Jer 48: 13 (in the prophecy against
Moab) "And Moab shall be betrayed by
Chemosh, as Israel was betrayed by Bethel,
a goo in whom he trusted" points in this
direction. It should be noted that the compa
rison with the highest Moabite god Kamos
(-'Chemosh) suggests that Bethel played a
prominent role in Israel. Further evidence
for this cult may be found in prophetic sayings
e.g. Amos 3: 14; 5:5; Hos 4: 15 (with the
nick-name Bet-Aven) and 10: 15, alLhough
here the place-name Bethel may be meant.
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W. ROLLIG

BLOOD Ci
I. AILhough nowhere deified, blood.

Hebr dam, is seen in Lhe OT as a liquid
essential for animal and human life. In Uga
ritic and Mesopotamian texts. mention is
made of di vine blood. In personal names
from Ebla and Emar the theophoric element
Damll is attested. The name of this deity has
incorrectly been connected with the Semitic
noun dm, 'blood'. The name of the deity,
however. is not etymologically related to the
noun mentioned, but should be construed as
related to the root o'M, 'to support' (LIPINS
KI 1987:92-94).

II. In Ugaritic texts -.Anat threatens
-'EI that she will attack him, suying "I shall
make his grey hair run with blood" (1\7U
1.3 v: 1-3; v:23-25). This and comparable
expressions should be understood in the fra
mework of the anthropomorphic depiction
of the divine. According to the Babylonian
story of the flood, humankind was made
from the flesh and blood of the slaughtered
goo We-ila, mixed to clay by Nintu after
which the Igigi spat upon the clay. From
this clay seven couples of humans were
made (Atr. I 208-260).

A deity Damu is known as theophoric
clement in personal names from Ebla (KRE
BERNIK 1988:80; DAHOOO 1981; F. POMPO
NIO, UF 15 [1983] 149, 156), Marl (Bi-in
Da-mll, A. 3652 11:61, cf. ARM XVI I) and
Emar (A. ARCHI, MARl 6 [1990] 24-25).
The name of this deity has been interpreted
as meaning 'blood' in the sense of
'raciaVfamily relationship' (KREBERNIK
1988:80; BONECIII 1997:480-481).

In Southern Mesopotamia, especially at
Isin and Girsu, a Sumerian deity da.mu has
been worshipped up to the Old Babylonian
period. dn.mu is mainly a healing deity with
the capacity to drive away demons (BLACK
& GREEN 1992) but he sometimes has, like
-'Tammul and -tAdonis, the character of a
vegetation-deity (T. JACOBSEN, Toward the
Image of TllmmllZ and Other ESSll.VS on
Mesopotamiall History alld Cllltllre [Cam
bridge 1970J 324-327). The North-Syrian
Damu and the Sumerian da,mu have been
treated as two different deities. LIPINSKI
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(l987), however, has offered a rather con
vincing theory according to which the two
are manifestations of one deity. The theop
horic element Damll should not be interpre
ted as meaning 'blood', but be construed as
a form of the verb D'M, 'to support; to
guide; to watch', with a decayed fricative
laryngal. Lipinski bases his theory on the
equation of the Mari name Bi-bl-Da-mll
with the Ugaritic personal name bll.d'm
(KTU 3.7) and on the observation that in
later Phoenician and pre-Islamic Arabic
onomastics the theophoric element d'm is
attested. Moreover, he presents several ex
amples where an original 'ayin has decayed
in Eblaite writing. Although a noun damll,
'blood', is attested in Eblaite, the name of
the· deity Damu has nothing in common with
'blood', since it should be construed as
meaning 'Supporter; guider; watcher' or the
like. Finally, he alleges that, the deity
Da(')mu being of Semitic origin, the Sumer
ian da.mu could be interpreted as a Sumer
ian form of a Semitic deity.

NA'AMAN (l990:248-250) has interpreted
the enigmatic name for a deity in EA 84:33
AN.DA.MU-ia as an epithet: DINGIR da-mu-ia,
'my goddess; my vitality', against the tradi
tional view that this deity could be equated
with Tammuz (e.g. O. SCHROEDER, 012 18
[1915] 291-293). In view of Lipinski's ana
lysis the goddess could better be interpreted
as 'my divine support/guidance' or the like.

III. The noun dam occurs some 360
times in the Hebrew Bible referring to the
blood of human beings and animals. Divine
blood is never mentioned in the OT. Blood
is seen as a necessary element for life (see
e.g. B. KEDAR-KoPFSTEIN, nVAT 2, 248
266; S. D. SPERUNG, ABD I, 761-763). A
relation with the deity Da( ')mu is far from
likely. In the NT the blood shed by -+Christ
is sometimes interpreted as having reconci
liatory force.
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B. BECKING

nOAZ i.tJ~

I. Boaz is the name given to one of the
pillars flanking the entrance to the temple of
Solomon (I Kgs 7:21). The name has been
interpreted as a corruption of the name
-·Baal (H. GRESSMANN, Dolmen, Massebcn
und Napflocher, ZAW 29 [1909] 122; for
other examples see SCOlT 1939: 145-146) or,
alternatively, as an epithet of Baal (BRUS
TON 1924).

II, The only proposal that takes Boaz as
an independent surname or epithet of a deity
has been made by BRUSTON (1924). He
based himself on a Nco-Punic inscription
from Tunesia, in which he read a reference
to "Anat [n:~, sic] the daughter of Boaz".
Bruston concluded that the epithet Boaz ('In
him there is power') belonged to Baal,
which deity he also found mentioned else
where in the text. More recent editions of
the text (J.-G. FEVRIER, Sem 4 [1951-52] 19
24; KAI 160) have shown hat Bruston's
reading is erroneous. Instead of i~ i':~

("Anat daughter of') one has to read the
word [j-.n:~ (which means 'capital', 'sum
of money'), whereas i.tJ~ is in fact the
beginning of the ex.pression c~~ = b~zym,

'at the (life-)time of (see DONNER &
ROLLlG, KAI II, Literaturnachtrage und
Erganzungen, pp. 340-341).

III. The various proposals to take the
name Boaz as a reference to a known deity
(usually Baal), either as a corruption of the
latter's name or as an epithet, are based on
the assumption that the name Beaz as it
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stands makes poor sense. If such were the
case. however. the rule leetio difficilior
probabilior would advise against texual
emendation. Moreover. the name of the
other pillar, Jachin, docs not favour the
hypothesis that Boal. is a divine name:
Jachin rather looks like the beginning of a
solemn wish ('May he render firm ... '). In
the versions, there is no real support for a
correction of r.l:l:::J into "JJ:::J. Also the more
fanciful variations on this solution (such as
the suggestion that Boal. is an abbreviation
of Bacal-caz. 'Baal is strong' [MoNTGmIERY
1951] or a corruption of Baal-zebul. or even
of -·Tammuz [see SCOTT 1939: 145-146])
reflect a scepticism about the reliability of
the Masoretic text that seems unfounded-at
least, in this ca.o;e.

Though the cultic nature of the pillars
Jachin and Boaz is beyond doubt, there is no
reason to believe that they represented dei
ties. 1l1eir symbolic significance is generally
acknowledged (MEYERS 1992). The massive
stone stelae probably had phalIic associa
tions and were-pre-Solomonic?-symbols
of fertility and offspring. Originally. the
name Boaz may weII have been vocalized
differently: beci)z NN. 'By the strength (or
potency) of NN·. It could have been the
opening of a traditional formula pronounced
at the occasion of royal rituals performed at
the entrance of the temple (e.g. SCOIT
1939). As it stands now, the name means 'In
him there is strength' (MULDER 1986).
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K. VAN DER TOORN

BOSHET -. BASHTU

BREASTS Ai''D \VOMB eii) ~'ii,j

I. The expression Jadayim wiirii~lalJl.

'Breasts and Womb', (Gen 49:25) ha.o; been
interpreted as an epithet echoing Ugaritic
titles of the goddesses -+Anat and -+Asherah
(VA\VfER 1955: M. 0' CONNOR, Hebrew
Verse Slntelllre [Winona Lake 1980] 178:
SMml 1990: 17).

II. In a para-mythological text from
Ugarit, it is said that the deities -·Shahar
and -'Shalim are to be seen as those 'suck
ing the nipple (ap: lit. 'nose') of the breast
(ddl/zd) of Athiratu' (KTU 1.23:24.59.61).
In the epic of Keret, I1u promises Kcrct that
his future son will 'suck the breast (JeI) of
Virgin Anal' (KTU 1.15 ii:27). In a compar
able text. Anat is twice called the 'Breast
(Jd) of Ihe Nations' (1\.7U 1.13: 19-22): she
is cast in the role of a Dca Nutrix of deities
and nations. In the epic of Keret. Anat is
depicted as the 'wet-nurse of the gods',
mfflqt i1m, (1\.7U 1.15 ii:28). In different
lexts, Anat is called r~1111, 'Womb, Mamsel',
(1\.7U 1.6 ii:5,27: 1.15 ii:6: 1.23:13.16:
KORPEL 1990).

The imagery of the goddess as a wel
nurse occurs also in Neo-Assyrian prophet
ical lexts. -·Ishtar of Arbela is presented
several times as the 'good wet-nurse
(musbliqru deqtu) of king Ashurbanipal'. In
the text K 1285:32-34 (J. A. CRAIG, Assyr
ian and Babylonian Religious Texts I [Leip
zig 1895] No.5) she is presented as having
four breasts to feed and slill the king (WElP
PERT 1985:61-64). Here too, 'brea.lilli' have
no erolic connotalion but symbolize the
caring character of the goddess.

Archaeological findings from Iron Age I
in Israel have brought to light a grem num
ber of plaque figurines showing n nude female
figure with her anns sometimes pointing al
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her breasts and sometimes at her womb (see
e.g. WINTER 1983:96-134). These figurines
should be interpreted as referring to a god
dess worshipped by families on account of
her care for pregnant women and young
mothers (WINTER 1983:127-134; KEEL &
UEJILINGER 1992:110-122; pace TAm,lOR
1982). It should be noted that in Iron Age
II, the monarchic period in Israel, these
figurines are almost absent, but that in the
8th century BCE comparable anefacts, the
so-called pillar-figurines occur quite fre
quently.

III. In the 'blessing of -Jacob' four pairs
of divine epithets are present: (I) 'Bull of
Jacob'--'Shepherd'; (2) -'EI'--'Shad
day'; (3) -'Heaven above'-'Deep crouch
ing below' and (4) 'Breasts and Womb'
'Your Father' (VAwrER 1955: 16-17). 'Your
-Fnther', nn epithet for EI, stands in con
junction ·with an epithet for a female deity
identified by SMITH (1990: 18) as Asherah,
the consort of El. Gen 49:25 would original
ly reflect an early non-monotheistic phase in
the history of Israelite religion. In its present
context, the phrase uses mythological termi
nology to refer to -Yahweh's power of
benediction in the realm of birth and nutri
tion. The deity ultimately lurking behind the
imagery of Gen 49:25 might be identical
with the caring nnd suckling goddess known
from Ugaritic texts and Israelite icono
graphy.

A late relic of this imagery is present in
Luke 11:27. After -Jesus drove out an un
clean spirit, a woman in the crowd raised
her voice and said to him and about him:
"Blessed is the womb that bore you, and the
breasts that you sucked!" thereby identifying
-Mary with the type of goddess discussed
above (J. A. FITZMVER, 17,e Gospel accord
ing to utke (X-XXIV) [AB 28A; Garden City
1985) 927-928).
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B. BECKING

BROTHER n~

I. Heb Ja~I, 'brother', represents a
primitive Semitic noun, of unknown etymol
ogy. The term refers to a biological brother
or half-brother, a male member of compar
able standing in a kinship group, or a male
member of a larger community, such as
Israel. In the ancient Near East, 'brother'
also occurs as a theophoric element in per
sonal names (FOWLER 1988:46-48, 280-281,
301-302).

II. Although the terms -'father' and
-'mother' are common divine epithets in
the biblical world with reference to the
human community, the term 'brother' is not
so used in literary or religious texts (AkkG£)
nor, apparently, in private letters. With the
semi-divine Sumerian kings of the Ur-III
dynasty, there are exceptions. In addition to
the special case of the deified Gilgamesh, a
putative king of Uruk, cited by kings as 'his
beloved brother', or as 'his/my brother (and)
friend', Shulgi also cites the 'hero, Utu', the
sun god, as 'my brother (and) friend', a rela
tionship not established in the divine geneal
ogies (A. FALKENSTEIN, ZA 50 [1952] 73
77; KLEIN 1981 :82, 112, 198). In Sumerian
personal names 'brother' is well-attested as
a divine epithet (for the personal god), much
more so than in Akkadian names (01 VITO
1993:89-93, 254-256, 264-265). In ancient
Semitic personal names the epithet
'brother'-rarely 'sister'-may at times re
fer to a deity (ZOBEL 1932:35-42; STAMM
1939:53-57, 209, 222, 241; AHW 18b), as is
especially clear in Akkadian names such as
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Sin-abi-wedi, 'Sin is a Brother for the Only
Child' (STAMM 1939:241; -Sin). The names
reflect the important role that brothers play
within a patriarchal family system, especial
ly-in the absence of the father-for sisters
and younger brothers. For example, if the
father is no longer living, brothers may have
an important role in a sister's marriage. In
the Laws of Hammurabi, under certain cir
cumstances the brothers must present an
unmarried sister with a dowry (§ 184, ANET
174), and in the Middle Assyrian laws the
potential marriage assignment (by a creditor)
of a debtor's daughter (in debt service) pre
supposes that her father consents or, if the
father is no longer living, that her brothers
decline the right of redemption (A§ 48,
ANET 184). The special role of elder brot
hers and elder sisters is also illustrated in the
Shurpu incantations which mention oaths
"by the protecting deity of elder brother and
elder sister" (SlIrpU 11 89), and oaths (of cur
sing) or other negative action toward an
elder brother or elder sister (SlIrpli IV 58;
VIII 59; cf. 11 35-36; V-VI 46-47), in con
texts with reference to persons or powers of
higher status. Striking also is the reference
in the 9th cent. BCE Northwest Semitic
inscription of Kilamuwa. from northwest
Syria, in which the king says, concerning
some subjects: "As for me, to some I was a
father, and to some I was a mother, and to
some I was a brother. '" They responded (to
me) as the fatherless toward (ilC;) mother"
(KAI 24:10-11, 13). These imponant family
relationships provide a basis for the expres
sion of family or popular piety in personal
names, unlike the conventions of 'official'
religion (DI VITO 1993:92-93).

III. In Hebrew theophoric personal names
known from the Bible and from inscriptions
(ZADOK 1988: 178-187), the most common
elements, apart from 'eJ, 'god' (-"EI,
-God), and variations of ylm'h (-Yahweh),
are 'ilb, 'father' (more than 30), 'il~I, 'brother'
(more than 25), and 'ammo, 'paternal unclel
kinsman' (more than 12). Note names such
as Ahijah, 'Yah(u) is My (divine) Brother'
(8 men, one woman?; STAM!-l 1980: III),
Ahinadab 'My (divine) Brother is Generous'
(one man), and Ahisamach, 'My (divine)

Brother Has Helped' (one man), as well as
Ahinoam. 'My (divine?) Brother is Gra
cious' (one man [Samaria ostracal, two
women; STA!-I!-l 1980:113). Probable substi
tution names. such as Ahitub, 'My Brother
is Goodness' (two men), also occur (STAMM
1939:279, 295; 1980:67, 69). In societies
that rely heavily on the extended p:ltriarchal
family, as illustrated especially by the Books
of Genesis and Ruth in the case of Israel, a
brother or an uncle is commonly a primary
authority figure, one whose protection is
essential. (Though the precise relationship
between Ruth and Boaz is not indicated, he
is a male relative second in line; Ruth 4:3
6.) With reference to brothers, note the role
of --Laban in the marriage of his sister,
Rebecca (Gcn 24:50-51), the role of Absa
lom in defence of his sister, Tamar (2 Sam
13). and the role of a brother, uncle (dod.
--Dod), or uncle's son (ben dod) in redemp
tion from debt slavery (Lev 25:48-49). As
such the epithet 'brother' can be used of a
deity. even if only in the popular or family
piety reflected in personal names (ALDERTZ
1978).
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I. In Gen 4: I the name of the first son
of Adam and Eve, Cain, is related in a
popular etymology to the Hebrew verb QNH

'to acquire'. More probably the name should
be related to either the Ugaritic qn 'reed;
shaft' and Heb qayin 'javelin' or to Syrian
and Semitic words for 'smith'; e.g. Syr
qajnaja '(gold)smith'; Thamudic qjn; qn and
qm. 'smith' (HALAT 1025; HESS 1993). His
name might be related to a Thamudic deity
qa)'n. Besides, the story on Cain and -·Abel
has been interpreted mythologically, Cain
representing the deified sun (GOLDZIlfER
1876: 129-139).

II. In Thamudic inscriptions the personal
name 'abd-qCl)'lJ is attested once (VAN DEN

BRANDEN 1950: 10). Qayn has been inter
preted by Van den Branden as a Sabaean
lunar deity. HOFNER (WbM)'t" In, 461-462;
RAAM. 277) doubted the divine status of
Qayn in view of the well attested Thamudic
personal name Qayn and the noun qa)'n
'smith'. The construction 'abd-NN leaves
open the possibility that Qayn was a
Thamudic deity or a deified ancestor. how
ever. In view of the etymology of the name,
Qayn may well have been a patron deity for
the metal-workers. A relation with the
South-Arabian deity Qaynan (-·Kenan) is
uncertain.

III. A talc about the rivalry of two
brothers at the dawn of civilization has more
than one religio-historical parallel: -Osiris
and -·Seth, Romulus and Remus. Eteokles
and Polyneikes are just the more familiar
ones (WESTERMANN 1974:428-430). In such
stories the 'two brothers' can be seen as
heroic figures. GOLDZIHER (1876: 129-139)
goes one step further in interpreting these
tales as survivals of myths in which the
ancestors of a culture are presented as divine
beings. Cain is supposed to represent, orig-

inally, the solar deity in combat with the
transient powers of darkness: Abel. In the
current version of Gen 4 no traces of such a
mythology are visible, however.

In the OT Cain occurs only in the story
of Gen 4 where he is the cultural and moral
opposite of Abel. Cain represenL'> the realm
of settled agricultural life. In the Epistle to
the Hebrews, Cain is mentioned as the
opposite of his brother Abel (Heb II :4):
"By faith Abel offered unto God a more
excellent sacrifice than Cnin". The author of
this letter refers to the unanswerable ques
tion why Cain's sacrifice was rejected and
Abel's accepted. This problem is discussed
in some Hellenistic Jewish and Rabbinic
sources too (-Abel). In the Letter of Jude.
Cain is presented as the model for the evil
doers from Sodom and Gomorrah who
"went in the way of Cain" (Jude II).
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B. BEeKING

CALF ~~~
I, Hebrew 'ege/, Ugaritic 'gl, Aramaic

'ig/a', the common word for 'calf (sc. a
young bull), is used of images worshipped
by the Israelites in texts written from the
deuteronomistic perspective.

II. The bull as a symbol of physical
strength and sexual potency, together with
all the economic benefit'> arising from herd-
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ing. has an ancient pedigree in the religions
of the Ancient Near East. From at least the
time of Neolithic <;atal HilyUk in Anatolia.
images have been prominent in glyptic art,
sculpture and reliefs. and the animal has
been prominent in iconography and theol
ogy. The use of cattle as sacrificial animals
is common throughout the region. Bull-gods
arc widely evident. In Egypt the Mnevis bull
of Heliopolis was regarded as a therio
morphic incarnation of -Re. while the
Buchis bull of Hermonthis was one of Mont,
and the - Apis bull of Memphis was one of
-Ptall, later in the dyadic form -Osiris
Ptah. In Mesopotamia, Gugalanna, the
'Great Bull of Heaven'. the husband of
Ereshkigal, goddess of the underworld, was
identified or associated with An, and was
slain by Gilgamesh (tablet VI). The Sedll,
Lamassu or Karibu colossi were the guard
ians of temples (cf. the -Cherub in Gen
3:24). In Ugaritic religion. -El was known
as 'the Bull EI' {Jr il). This usage may
belong in part to the convention of giving
animal names as terms of rank to military
personnel. as evidenced in l\'TU 1.15 iv 6-7:
"Call my seventy bulls, my eighty gazelles",
and suggests at least a popular etymological
link between !r (Hebrew for. Akkadian
fam), 'bull' and Hebrew sar, Akkadian
farm. ·ruler'. 'king'. (There is no formal
link.) Near Eastern weather-gods are con
ventionally shown standing on a bull as
vehicle. while -Baal is described in KTU
1.5 v 18-22 as copulating with a heifer,
which suggests that he too could be re
garded as a bull. Cult-images of bulls have
been recovered from such sites as Ugarit.
Tyre and Hazor.

III. A number of terms for cattle are used
in the Bible as epithets of divine power. The
title Sor >cl ('Bull EI') has been discerned
(TUR-SINAI 1950) in the impossible *ki
miy)'isriiJel ('for from Israel') of MT in Hos
8:6: read rather ki mi sor >cl ('for who is
Bull El?'), which fits well in the context.
With this may be compared -Jacob's title
in Deut 33: 17 as bikor sor (MT soro). 'the
first-born of the Bull'. In Gen 49:24; Ps
132:2. 5; Isa 49:26; 60:16 Jabir ya?iqob

probably has the sense of 'Bull of Jacob'
(cf. Ugaritic ibr). while the divine title >abir
yisriiJel of (sa I:24 is comparable. The term
re'bll (Akkadian rbnu) is generally thought
to denote the aurochs (il'\ semantic range is
established by Deut 33: 17 /I fClr, and Ps
29:6 /I ~egel). and appears as an epithet of
El (sc. -Yahweh, though perhaps originally
independent) in Num 23:22 = 24:8. This is
important evidence for the tradition that El
as a bull-god was the deliverer in the exodus
tradition (see below).

The episodes of the Golden Calf and the
Calves of Jeroboam, respectively in Exod 32
and I Kgs 12:26-33, appear to be un
connected. But their literary relationship is
close, as established by AOERnAcH &
SMOLAR (1967). It may be argued that, his
torically speaking, the event under Jeroboam
is the historical source of the Golden Calf
episode as a midrash on the theme of apos
tasy and il'\ punishment by exile. It is
scarcely credible that a historical episode as
described in Exod 32 actually predated the
settlement in Palestine. as it presupposes a
monotheism which could hardly predate
Josiah at the earliest. A comparison of the
wording of 1 Kgs 12:28. Exod 32:4.8 and of
Neh 9: 18 (WYATT 1992:78-79) allows us to
conclude that the formula in 1 Kgs 12:28 is
primary, and that the others have both de
veloped from it. and transformed a soteriol
ogical statement (as surely intended by Jero
boam) into a declaration of apostasy.
Contrary to the evident meaning of Exod
32:4. 8, which apparently attempts to con
struct two or more gods out of one calf(!), it
is clear from the narrative in Kgs that one
god was understood by the 'calf image. and
that Jeroboam's 'calves' were different im
ages of the same god.

As to the identity of the god. suggestions
have ranged from Yahweh (PATON 1894.
008lNK 1929 el al.). through Baal (6STIlORN

1955. Dus 1968), 'polytheism' (MONT
GOMERY, Kings [ICC; Edinburgh 1951]
255), -Hathor (OESTERLY. 77,e legacy of
Egypt [1942 1) 239) -Moses (SASSON
1968), and -Sin (LEWY 1945-1946) to El
(SCHAEFFER 1966, WYATT 1992).
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The present writer has proposed (WYATI
1992:79) that the MT at Exod 32:4.8 has
preserved an older strand of tradition. still
fonnally dependant on Jeroboam's fonnula,
but preserving the old notion (which was
presumably the intention of Jeroboam's
words) that one deity was to be identified by
the fomlUla. which read originally 'N
'cliihekfl yisra'cl ',Her hetelkG me'ere~

mi~rayim, expressing the kerygma "EI is
your god, Israel, who brought you up out of
the land of Egypt!" This has been deliber
ately pervened in transmission into "These
are your gods ..... by the simple expedient of
adding matres lectionis which require n
plural interpretation of the demonstrative,
'IWhekli, and the verb. The old consonantal
text is capable of singular or plural interpre
tation.

A kerygma of EI as the saviour from
Egypt has left traces elsewhere. notably at
Num 23:22: 24:8 noted above, Ps 106: 19
22. Hos 7: 16. where latgam (sic). 'their
derision', is either to be corrected to taglam,
'their calf, or more probably recognised as
a vicious lampoon on a reference which is
already a parody, by ridiculing the bull-god
as a mere calf. This is congruent with the
attack on bull-worship in Hos 8: 1-6. The use
of 'ell/Noh; 'obi in Exod 15:2 may also be
significant in view of the Vorlage of the
latter fonnula (WYATI, Z4 W 90 [1978) 101
1(4). This has imponant implications for the
exegesis of Exod 3 (WYATI, Z4W 91 (1979)
437-442).
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N. WVA1T

CARMEL ?Oi~
I. Cannel (Jebel Kunnul) is a promon

tory on the Mediterrnnean Coast of Israel
near Haifa which since ancient times was
considered as 'holy'. A deity was wor
shipped there whose name occurs outside
the Bible as "god of the Carmel". In the OT
Mount Carmel is known especially as scene
of a trial of strength between the prophets of
-Baal and --Elijah. or rather, between Baal
and -Yahweh (I Kgs 18).

II. The 'holiness' of the Cannel may
already have been mentioned in the listing
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of counuies and ClUes of the conquering
Pharnoh Thutmoses III in the second millen
nium (about 1490-1436 BCE) by the name
'Rash-Qadesh' ('Holy Head'. ANET 243).
although this identification is still uncertain.
According to the Annals of Shalmaneser III,
Mount Cannel appears as "the mountain of
Bacli-m'si". where the Assyrian king re
ceived tribute from Jehu of Israel (ASTOUR
1962). Based on this evidence Astour is of
the opinion that this "testifies to the sacral
character of Mount Cannel". In the fifth or
fourth century BCE Pseudo-Scylax described
Mount Cannel as "the holy mountain of
-Zeus" (opo~ lEPOV ~lO;; Peripilis 104).
Tacitus (Hist. II. 78) mentions the deity and
the mountain Cannelus on account of the
favourable promises to Vespasian in 69 CE:

"Between Iudea and Syria lies the Cannel.
Thus they called the mountain and the
divinity. The god has no image or temple
according to the ancestral tradition-, but
only an altar and a cult". Also Suetonius
records about the same Vespasian (De ~'il"

Vesp VIII,6): "When he (i.e. Vespasian) was
consulting the oracle of the god of Cannel
in ludaea. the lots were very encouraging.
promising that whatever he planned or
wished. however great it might be. would
come to pass ...". In 1952 AVI-YO:'-lAH
published a late second- or early third-cen
tury CE inscription on a big marble votive
foot. found in the monastery of Elijah (on
the north-west side of mount Carmel). with
a dedication to the "Heliopolitan Zeus of the
Cannel": ~II HAIOnOAEITH KAPMHAO.
The statements of Tacitus and Suetonius.
and also of this inscription. that Cannel(us)
can be the name of the god may have been
derived from the translation of the North
west-Semitic ~':li= ~.IJ:l. Iamblichus infonns
us at the beginning of the fourth century CE

about the sojourn of a meditating Pythagoras
on Mount Carmel (De ~'ita Pythagorica III.
15) after he was brought by Egyptian sailors
to this mountain to be alone in this holy
place. In this connection he spoke about
"the highest peak of the Cannel, which
they considered as the holiest and for
many people not to be trodden mountain".

Iamblichus does not mention a deity. he
speaks only about "a holy place". It is
possible that this is the same place which
Orosius calls an "oracle" (Historia ad~'.

pagallos VII, 9).
From these extra-biblical data one can

infer (I) that the mountain was considered
'holy' since ancient times; ( 2) that there has
probably never been a temple on Mount
Cannel; (3) that the deity of the Carmel had
a more than local meaning; and (4) that.
especially in later times, there was a connec
tion between Zeus Heliopolitanus and the
deity of the Cannel.

The Heliopolis here mentioned is a town
in LibanonlSyria in the BeqaC ncar the
source of the Orontes, now called Baalbek.
Its Greek name since the Seleucid period
was "city of the sun" (Helio-polis), possibly
because Baal was identified with 'the god of
the sun' . The most ancient temple of
Baalbek was originally dedicated to the
Semitic stonngod --Hadad, and since Hel
lenistic times to Jupiterl'Zeus. The sky-god
-·Baalshamem also merged with Jupiter. By
the beginning of the Christian Era, the cult
of the god of Heliopolis had even found its
way as far as the Italian coast. A Latin
inscription has been found in Puteoli (near
Naples) which mentions ClillOrt'S Jovis
Heliopoliwlli (worshippers of the Helio
politan Jupiter). In the time of Emperor
Septimius Severus, Baalbek became an inde
pendent colony with an Italian legal system
and games in honour of Heliopolitanus.
Mount Cannel belonged to AccolPtolemais.
where coins were found representing Jupiter
Heliopolitanus flanked by bulls. A coin was
also found with a picture of a -giant'S foot.
Above this picture can be sccn the lightning
of Zeus, beside it the caducells (i.e. herald's
staff), and under it an axe. The similarity of
the picture on this coin with the marble vo
tive foot. mentioned above, is most striking.

The great deity of HeliopolislBaalbek
could only be compared with the centuries
older 'god of the Cannel', if one could find
in this god something of the nature of Zeus.
Zeus Heliopolitanus is perhaps a fusion of a
Semitic weather, sky and fertility-god like
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Hadad or Baalshamem, and the sun-god
-Helios (EtSSFELDT 1953; DAY 1992). He
is a comparnti\"ely young member in a long
list of Semitic gods of this type.

But who was the (Canaanite) god whose
'contest' with Yahweh on Mount Cannel in
the time of Ahab is told in I Kgs 18? In the
course of time many different answers have
been given to this question. There are
scholars who see in this Baal a local numen.
others are of the opinion that he was the
Baal par excellence or Baalsharnem. the
sky-god. Most scholars, however, see in this
deity the Tynan Baal who was identified
with -Melqart (Greek -Heracles). A com
parison of some data in I Kgs 18 with data
known from the worship of the Tynan
Melqart seems to suppon this conjecture.
Yet no consensus has been reached. ALT
asserted that Yahweh on Mount Cannel did
not have a contest \\ith a Tynan god. but
with the old deity of mount Cannel itself.
EISSFELDT was of the opinion that the Baal
of mount Carmel was the same as the uni
versal Baalshamem. DUSSAUD took the
name of this Baal to be Hadad. Indeed, there
is no need whatsoe..'er to replace the name
'Melqart' for the Baal of this tale. Besides,
it must be said that 'Mclqart' is not a proper
name but rather a title (BRONNER 1968;
BONNET 1986); moreover, the Tyrian god
was equated with Heracles rather than with
Zeus.

One's view regarding the historicity of
the tales of 1 Kgs 18 is essential for the
solution of the problem of the 'real name' of
the deity. Those who regard the stories on
Mount Carmel as historically true are in
clined to see in Baal the 'Tynan Melqan'
(thus e.g. DE VAUX 1941); those who regard
these stories as nO"'ellas of a later time,
which function as haggadoth. are inclined to
see in the Baal of Mount Cannel only an
indicntion of the old Baal par excellence
(thus e.g. MULDER 1979). It is very difficult
to demonstrate that I Kgs 18:26-29. an old
reproduction of a-Iocal?-Baal cult, could
only fit a Tynan sacrificial ceremony. Many
details could have been found in other Baal
ceremonies too, judging by what we know

about the Ugaritic religion. Moreover, it is
not until a second century BeE inscription
from Malta that we find Melqan referred to
as "Baal of Tyre" (KAI 47: I ; DAY 1992:
548). One should always realize that the
author of I Kgs 18, just like the other
authors of the OT, did not intend to give
some valuable infonnation nbout a god who
in his eyes was merely an idol (illlerpretatio
israelitica). The identity, character and role
of the deity of Mount C'lnnel-as described
in I Kings IS-are those of a fenility and
vegetation god. This fits precisely with the
image of Baal obtained from the Ugaritic
and other extra-biblical texl'i.

Ill. The nature of the biblical Baal of the
Cannel and his worship emerges in I Kgs
18:26-28, where it is told that the 'prophets'
of Baal offered a bull and invoked Baal by
name, crying: "Baal, answer us". Meanwhile
the prophets danced wildly beside the altar
they had set up. After Elijah mocked them
with the words: "Call louder for he is a
-·god, perhaps he is deep in thought. or
otherwise engaged, or on a journey, or has
gone to sleep and must be woken up". they
cried louder still and gashed themselves. as
was their custom. with swords and spears
until blood ran.

This characterization of Baal is not pecu
liar to Melqan. In the Ugaritic texts we find
a cult-cry: "Where is mightiest Bani. where
is the prince lord of earth" (KTU 1.6 iv:4-5.;
CML 78). The ecstacy of these prophets is
reminiscent of the prophetic ecstasy reponed
in the tale of Wen-Amon (ANET 25-29);
there are other extra-biblical parallels. too
(GASTER 1969:504-510). Of the self-mutila
tion of the ecstatic Baal-worshippers, "as
was their custom", we also have parallels in
the Ugaritic texl'): "he harrowed his collar
bone, he ploughed his chest like a garden,
he harrowed his waist like a valley" (A.7U
1.5 vi:20-22; CML 73). The somewhat enig
matic words of the mocking Elijah: "he is
deep in thought. or he is otherwise en
gaged". do not reveal anything specific
about Baal. The absence, the journey. the
sleeping and awakening of Baal arc all in
line with the idea of Baal as god of vegeta-
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tion and fertility. This god is precisely the
god who in later times was called "the god
of the Canner' or "the god Cannel".

It should be noted that it is told that
Elijah "repaired the altar of Yahweh which
had been tom down" (18:30). This confinns
the older statement that there was already an
altar on Mount Cannel before the time of
the 'contest' of the gods, but not a temple.
From 2 Kgs 2:25 and 4:23-25, we may infer
that Mount Carmel was a place of pilgrim
age for Israelite and Canaanite people, and a
spiritual retreat for Elisha and other charis
matic prophets too (THOMPSON 1992). The
special circumstances for these festivals
were new moon festivals and sabbaths. The
authors of the biblical stories nevertheless
deny any fonn of identification of Yahweh
and "the god of the Carmel".
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CASTOR -. DIOSKOUROI

CHAOS Xoo~

I. The Greek word xoo; (related to
XOcrKW or Xaivoo. 'gape, yawn') literally
means 'chasm' or 'yawning space'. There
were various conceptions of it in Greco
Roman antiquity, because in various mythi
cal cosmogonies Chaos played very differ
ent roles. The word occurs only twice in the
Greek Bible, in Mic 1:6 and Zech 14:4, each
time as a trJnslation of the Hebrew Kl", 'val
ley': and 2 times in the Greek fragments of
I Enoch (10: 13) and Jubilees (2:2), where it
seems to be used for the abyss where the
evil angels have been incarcerated forever.
The modem sense of the word, i.e. 'dis
order', devcloped only slowly and is not
attested before the later Imperial Pcriod.

II. Hesiod was the first to assign Chaos
a position at the head of a cosmological
genealogy. In Theog. 116-122 Chaos is
either the personified murky and gloomy
space below the -·earth (thus \VEST 1966:
192-3) or the vast gap between earth and
-·sky (thus KIRK, RAVEN & SCHOFIELD
1983:34-41); its children are Erebos (the
realm of darkness associated with -+Hades)
and Nyx (-+Night); cf. for this primary posi
tion also Acusil:lOS ap. Philodemus, De
piewte 137,5 and Aristophanes, A"cs 693. In
various post-Hesiodic cosmogonical sys
tems, Chaos receives different positions: e.g.
in Orphic accounts it comes second, after
Chronos (FAUTH 1975: 1129: KIRK, RAVEN
& SCHOFIELD 1983:26-28; further det3ils in
SCHWABL 1962: 1467-84). In later authors
Chaos develops the various notions of pri-
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mordial matter (e.g. Ovid. Mer. I 5-20).
primordial water (e.g. Pherecydes 7Bla;
Zeno. SVF I 103 [etymological derivation
altO tOV xEeo80l]). primordial time (e.g.
PGM IV 2535f.). the air between heaven
and eanh (e.g. Aristophanes. Aves 1218;
Bacchylides 5.27). and the (whole or part of
the) netherworld (e.g. Ps-Plato. AxiocJllIs
371e: CUMONT 1942:51 and TERN US 1954:
1032-1034 for funher references). In various
Gnostic systems Chaos plays a negative role
in connection with the bad Demiurge
(Hippolytus. Reflllllrio V 10.2; 14.1) or as
the place of 'outer darkness'. the 'abyss'
(NHC 1 5, 89; II J. 30) or as designation of
the cosmos (BG 8502. 118-121; sec funher
The Nag Hammadi Library ill 'English [San
Francisco-Lciden 1977J 480 s.v.; SIEGERT
1982:323).

III. Chaos as a cosmogonic factor or
principle does not occur in the Bible. al
though the statement in Gen 1:2 that the
earth was lOhll "'abo/III (LXX: aopato; Kai
aKatamceooCJto<;) and that darkness covered
the deep (-·riamar. LXX iipoooo<;) shows
some resemblance to the Hesiodic concept.
In this connection it is interesting that Philo
of Byblos, in his rendering of Sanchunia
thon's Phoenician cosmogonical lore. says
that "he posit~ as the apxn of the universe a
dark and windy air. or a stream of dark air.
and turbid (or watery). gloomy chaos (laoe;
SoA.£pOY Epe!3<OOe<;)". ap. Euscbius. Praep.
Emng. I 10.1. However much this fonnula
tion may be due to an illlerpretario gnu'ca,
it makes clear that the author apparently saw
a close analogy between these Greek and
Semitic protologies (SA UMGARTEN 1981:
106-108 ad loc. rightly refers to Gen 1:2).
In an apocalyptic context. Chaos sometimes
functions as an element in the eschatological
cosmic upheaval (GuNKEL 1895), as may be
seen e.g. in 4 Ezra 5:8. where it is said that
in the endtime in many places an abyss or
chasm (the Latin here retains the Greek
word chaos) will open up from which sub
terrestrial fire will break out. This may
explain why the LXX translators twice
chose the word Xao; to render passages with
an eschatological tone: in Mic 1:6 the LoRD

wil1 destroy Samaria and hurl her stones into
the chaos, and in Zech 14:4 the feet of the
LORD wil1 stand on the Mount of Olives and
the mount wil1 be cleft in two by an im
mense chaos stretching from cast to west.
The eschatological chaos as a place of eter
nal tonnent in J Enoch 10: 13 (sec above) is
paralleled in 2 Pet 2:4, where it is said that
-·God did not spare the angels who sinned.
but consigned them to the dark pits of
Tanarus.
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

CHEl\IOSH O"C~

I. The divine name Chemosh has the
phonological fonns 'kam(m)i!, and
'kllm(m)lI!'-the first one being atlested in
Eblaitic dKa-milmf-iS. in the geographical
name KarkamiS 'quay of KamiS·. and in
O'O~ 1er 48:7 (MOLLER 1980). the other
one in a couple of Semitic languages like
Nco-Assyrian. Moabite. and perhaps in
Ugaritic. The duplication of consonants
\I.'ould neither be indicated in Eblaitic cunei
fonn script nor in Ugaritic and Moabite.
Both fonns. qallil (parris) as a substantival
participle of B-stem (GAG § 55:20a1l) and
qallul (parrus) as a verbal adjective of D-
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stem, may mean 'conqueror, subduer' as
shown by Akkadian kallliSu, kanuBlsu 'to
submit to an overlord. a deity', O-stem: 'to
bend down, to bow down' (CAD K 144-148:
compare Old South-Arabic "kms 'to hu
miliate, crush'). The same is true in respect
to Hebrew *keimM < 'kam(m)iiS', a qallii/
fonnation, as it is very often used for
nomina agentis: in Ugarit, we find the per
sonal name (bin-)ka-ma-si (GR~NDAHl.

1967), in Moab the royal name mKa-ma-as
"a/-ra-a, both with '(I' in the second syllable
(WEIPPERT, RIA 5 [1976-1980] 328).
Ma..oretic Umos is voweled according to
bt'OJ 'stench' or the like and so deliberately
misleading, since the correct vocalization is
attested by xa~~ of the LXX and Chamos
of the Vg. where the duplicated middle con
sonant is wanting for some reason or other.
There is no etymological connexion to
Middle Hebrew kiimas 'to wrinkle. wither'
nor to the rare Arabic kamasa 'to be/get
harsh, sour, acid'. Nevertheless, a non-Semi
tic origin of the name cannot be rejected
absolutely.

II. The great importance of the god
KamiS in the private as well as in the
official religion of Ebla is to be seen from
the usc of this theonym as a theophoric el
ement in personal names, from the bulk of
sheep offering presented to him (TM.75.
G.2075 obv. VIl:6: rev. IV:4: VI:3, 13, 18:
PETIINATO 1979: 147-159) and not least by
the fact that the name of the 12th month is
ilu nidhuJt (MUSxKUR6 or MUS.KUR6)
dK()-mi-i,~ 'month of the festival for Kamis';
an edKd-mi-jS 'temple of Kami~' is equally
attested (PETflNATO 1974-1977: 1976, but
also E. SOl.l.DERGER. SrEb IVI9-1O [19801
136: MOLLER 1980: POMPONIO 1983:145,
156).

In Ugarit, the veneration of a binomial
deity ;;.w km! or !;.w kill!, though not in a
prominent place. c.m be deduced from the
occurence in KTU 1.100:36: 107:16: 123:5.
;; or !; means 'mud, clay' as a comparison
with Akkadian !i!u and Hebrew fif, both of
the same meaning, shows (XELLA 1981 :219
220) and may account for the chthonic char
acter of km!, since the waw in ;;.w km! is

perhaps to be interpreted as a weiw explica
tionis in the sense of 'namely'. As all three
attestations are in stereotyped contexts, the
role of ?l!;.w km! is easily exchangeable
with an equal role played by other binomial
deities. KTU 1.123 is virtually a god list.

According to the expression ;;.w
km!.~/ryr" in A.7U 1.100:36, the city ~")'t("),

identifiable as /ju-ur-ri-yaki in Northern
Mesopotamia (ARM VlII 100: 19), or as
(uru)Uu-ri-jaki in the kingdom of Alalab (A/T
201:15: cf. ASTOUR 1968), if not-less
probably-a.. /ja-ri-e-ra ncar Qades on the
Orontes (A. CAQUOT. Syria 46 [1969] 246),
was the main cult place of ;;.H' kml.

The Nco-Assyrian Chicago syllabary 136
gives the equations GUO = Ka-mu-us =
dKa-""HtJ GUO (cf. SL 11/2.515 [no. 13e])
for which we remember that GUO can be
the word-sign for -'l'fl'n/1l11l 'spirit of a dead
one', perhaps another hint to the chthonic
chamctcr of Chemosh. For the same reason,
dKa-am-mlls is identified with -+Nergal in
cr 24, 36:66 (AkkG£ 339; W. G. LAMBERT,
RIA 5 [1976-1980] 335).

As for the Moabite evidence, Chemosh is
attested both in native inscriptions on the
one hand and in royal names transmitted in
cuneiform texts on the other hand; in the
latter, however. Nco-Assyrian influence on
spelling and even unconscious interpretation
cannot be excluded. The well known Mesha
stone KAt 181 names Chemosh 10 times,
and once more in the binomial form 'srr.kmJ
in line 17, and as a theophoric clement in
the king's father's name KmJUr] (line 1) that
we find again in a recently discovered
second Mesha inscription. Mesha's stela no.
I is a votive text erected on occasion of the
building of the M/1ui, 'sacred high-place',
mentioned in line 3. Because lines 1-21 and
31-33 report battles against Israel won by
Mesha in honour of his god Chemosh and of
himself. we can suppose from lines 3-4 that
the bama and the inscribed stela were con
structed at the same time to celebrate these
victories as mighty acts of the god Chemosh
and king Mesha whose name means not
without reason 'the Saviour'. Lines 21-31
glorify various efforts of Mesha as city
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founder or restorer and are noteworthily free
from religious motifs. The main text (lines
1-21a, 31-33) refers to a holy war which
seems to be pcrfonned like a ritual and is
brought to an end by the ban (-~Taboo) i.e.
the execution of the subdued population, <as
a spectacle (r)'t) for Chemosh and for Moab'
(line 12); the technical tenn hiphcil Qrm 'to
ban' which is well known from the Old Tes
tament is used in line 17. In a kind of func
tional monolatry, Chemosh is the only sub
duer of his enemies, just as -Yahweh in
Israel, who is nevertheless overthrown in
this case, so that Yahweh's holy implements
(lines 17-18) as well as the 'rl, perhaps
'altar', of Israel's dwd (= Yahweh?) aecord
ing to lines 12-13 are brought 'before
Chemosh'. Altogether, following holy war
ideology, Israel must have perished for ever
(line 7; cf. Judg 5:31), whereas fonnerly, in
his wrath, Chemosh had humbled Moab so
that Israel had come to be victorious (line 5
6). The binomial signification 'Jtr.kmJ
identifies Chemosh with the male god
Ashtar who already plays a merely ridicu
lous role as a defunct deity in the Ugaritic
Cycle of Baal (KTU 1.6 i:44-67), but may
have remained still more vigourous in mar
ginal regions like Moab; on prism B of the
Neo-Assyrian king Esarhaddon an <Arabian'
god A-tar-sa-ma-a-a-in 'At(t)ar of Heaven'
is mentioned (for this and some relevant
attestations cf. MOLLER 1964:391-394).
Once, Ashtar could have been martial like
his female counterparts Ishtar and Astarte;
his epithet '11 'aweful' KTU 1.6 1:54-56, 61,
63 is at the same time atavistic and ironical
(MOLLER, nVAT 6,454-456). Therefore the
identification of Ashtar and Chemosh may
have served to secure the functional mono
latty of the latter in war affairs. A second
Mesha inscription mentions the name of the
Icing's father [k]m#t <Chemosh has given'
again, and a [b]t.kms <house (temple) of
Chemosh' into the bargain (TSSI I, 83-84),
the latter occurring as bl k[ms] in a third
stela fragment found in 1951 (MURPHY
1952).

Moabite royal names in Neo-Assyrian
cunciforms arc IKa-amlKam-mu-sll-nad-bi

<Chemosh is generous to me' (cf. klll#I);
(Sennacherib, TIMM 1989:346-359): IKa-mll
JIl-i-/u <Chemosh is god'; dKa-l1Iu-Jli-,far
11$111' 'Chemosh. protect the king' (cf.
.tw.Hr~r <Samas, protect the king' on an
Aramaic seal: TIGAY 1987: 183 n. 28. 168
171) in which Babylonian influence is
obvious (VAN ZYL 1960: 183) and the above
mentioned IKa-am-aJ-bal-ra-a of uncertain
meaning (Assurbanipal, ROLl.IG: WEIPPERT,
RLA 5 [1976-1980] 328, 335-336; TIMM
1989:374-388). Kms occurs as theophoric
element in personal names kmi (TIMM
1989: 180-181); kmJYQY (idem 162-165):
kmsm's (166-167): kmscm (bll) klll.t'l (168
170); kmi$dq (171-173); kmJdn (178-179);
kmJntll (182-183) on seals.

Papyrus fragments from Egyptian Sakka
ra contain personal names such as km#/}j
'Chemosh may live', kms~dq <Chemosh is
righteous' and klllspl{ 'Chemosh has saved'
(AIME-GIRO='l 1931; VAN Zn 1960:40,
182). Whether a material figure between
torches represented on Moabite coins is
Chemosh is a moot point. In Hellenistic
time, Chemosh has been identified with
-Arcs; therefore the name of the capital
Diban is now changed to <Arcopolis' (Grum
1970:181).

Without any historical value is the infor
mation of the Suda, a Byzantine dictionary
from the 10th century CE, that Chemosh was
the god of Tyre and the Amorites.

Whether or not the figure on the left side
of the famous Balu'ah monument (ANEP,
no. 488) is Chemosh cannot be decided on
the basis of the available evidence.

III, Biblical evidence on Chemosh is
scarce and merely incidental. In announce
ments of disaster, Moab is called 'the people
of Chemosh' in Num 21:29; Jer 48:46. The
connexion between a single god and an eth
nic community which the god seems to have
chosen looks like a generalization of the
functional monolatry we found in the Mesha
inscription: the first millennium BCE is a
time of national kingdoms in Syria and
Palestine; the god of the nation represents its
solidarity. Judg II: 12.24 takes Chcrnosh to
be the god of the Ammonites. which con-
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forms to the same scheme of thinking. but
makes the wrong association.

That Solomon should have introduced.
east of Jerusalem. the cult of Chemosh.
-+Astarte. and -·~1i1com (read lcmilkom I
Kgs 11:7 instead of lemMek according to
LXX LucRec and vv 5, 33 MT; cr. 2 Kgs
23: 13 and emendations to 2 Sam 12:30; Jer
49: 1.3; Zeph I :5) for the convenience of his
distinguished foreign concubines is suspec
ted to be a Deuteronomistic slander. in reali
ty reflecting the idolatrous conditions of the
exilic time. In v 7. Chemosh is called siqqu$
mo'iib 'the abomination of Moab' which.
along with the formula 'iiz yilmell 'then ...
built'. may renect earlier terminology (M.
NOTlI, BKAT lXII, 246). Verse 33 speaks
in clearly Deuteronomistic style about
kemof 'Nohe mo'iib 'Chemosh the god of
Moab'. and that in a pretended announce
ment of disaster by Ahijah of Shilo.
Deuteronomistic, too, is the reference in 2
Kgs 23: 13, according to which Josiah had
purified the mountains east of Jerusalem
from the Mmot, 'sacred high-places', of
Astarte. Chemosh and Milcom. Here we find
an exact localization that is missing in I
Kgs 11:5 LXX and has been secondarily
inserted in I Kgs I I:7. In my opinion, 2
Kgs 23: 13 renects an ideal of cultic
purification cherished in pious exilic circles
(MULLER. nVAT6, 459-460).

Of particular interest is the remark in 2
Kgs 3:27 that Mesha. in a critical situation
of battlc, offered his son on the wall of his
city. the consequencc of which was that thc
wrath of Chemosh began to destroy Israel
instantly; nowhere else is the mighty activity
of a foreign god conceded in such an unre
strained manner. Unfortunately. wc cannot
reconcile this particular record with the
largely ideological statements of the first
Mesha inscription.

Jer 48:7 announccs the exile of thc god
Chemosh (kmjs !), together with his priests
and princes (sarim). According to v 13,
'Moab shall be ashamed of Beth-EI, their
confidence'. The context of both passages
confirms the martial character of Chemosh,
which agrees with the first Mesha-inscrip-

tion and with 2 Kgs 3:27, thus confirming
its authenticity.
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H.-P. MOLLER

CHERUBIl\1 C':)'i~

I. The term 'cherubim' occurs 91 times
in the Hebrew Bible. It denotes the Israelite
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counterpart of the sphinx known from the
pictorial art of the ancient Near East. In the
Bible the cherubim occur essentially in two
functions: as guardians of a sacred tree or as
guardians and carriers of a throne.

There is no consensus on the etymology
of the tenn. While there arc difficulties con
nected with the various suggestions that
have been made (survey in FREEDMAN &
O'CoNNOR 1983) the most probable is that
the Heb tenn is connected with Akk karihll,
kuribu, both used with reference to genii in
Mesopotamian mythology and an (see
RINALDI 1967). But even so. this provides
little help in understanding the Israelite
cherubim.

II. The study of ancient Near Eastern
iconography has been instrumental in the
interpretation of the biblical cherubim and
here interest has focussed on the sphinx, Le.
the winged lion with a human head
(ALBRIGHT 1938; thorough documentation
in DE VAUX 1967; METZGER 1985a: 259-83
and figs 1181-1222; GUBEL 1987: 37-84).
The basic confIrmation of this interpretation
is found in the fact that sphinxes and bibli
cal cherubim occur in precisely thc same
above-mentioned functions.

\Vhile the sphinx is known both in Mes
opotamia and Egypt. the sphinx throne with
the sphinxes as an integral element of the
throne itself (thus not only flanking the
throne) is a Syrian innovation from the time
of the 19th Egyptian dynasty. While the
Egyptian lion-paws throne never carried a
-god, the Syrian sphinx throne was used
for both gods and kings.

The classical examples of the sphinx
throne arc the ivory plaque from Megiddo
stratum VIlA (Iron I), the small throne
model from the same site, and the relief on
thc sarcophagus of Ahiram (late 2nd millen
nium). SEYRIG called attention to a group of
small, mostly empty votive thrones from the
Syro-Lebanese coastal area, dating from the
7th century BCE to Hellenistic times
(METZGER 1985a: figs 1191-1199). Of these.
onc had a steeply leaning seat incapable of
receiving an object (METZGER 1985a: fig.
1201), thus being empty from the beginning,
without a cultic image, one had a spherical.

aniconic object on the seat. and one had two
sculptured stelae leaning towards the back.
This may have implications for the under
standing of the aniconism of the Solomonic
temple, which was built by Tyrian archi
tects. Sphinx thrones bearing a deity are
known from Mediterranean scambs from the
7th-6th centuries (Mc"TZGER 1985a: figs
1184-1188) and later Punic stelae and terra
cottne (METZGER 1985a: figs 1203-1217).

The deity on these thrones is either a
male (~Baal Hammon) or a female one
(-·Astane). The lion-paws throne from
which the sphinx throne developed occurs as
the throne of -·EI on the Ugaritic EI stela
(ANEP no. 493). The male deity on the
sphinx throne. Baal Hammon (P. XELLA,
Baal Hammon [Rome 1991] 106-140), is
generally considered as something of an EI
figure (XELLA: 100-105,233).

III. While the biblical cherubim some
times appear as guardians of the sacred tree
(I Kgs 6:29-35; Ezek 41:18-25) or of the
garden of Eden (Gen 3:24; Ezek 28:14,16),
the most imponant function is that of
bearers of ~Yahweh's throne, cf. E1.ck
10:20 and the divine epithet )'oseb hak
klnibfm. "he who is enthroned on the cheru
bim", applied to Yahweh already at Shilo (1
Sam 4:4; cf. 2 Sam 6:2; Isa 37: 16 etc.). In
this function the cherubim express the royal
majesty of -+Yahweh Zcbaoth (METZGER
1985b), his holiness (cf. the cherubim as
guardians), and his presence (METIlNGER
1982; JANOWSKI 1991). In the early mon
archy, this theology, which may be termed
Zion-Zebaoth theology. focussed on the
presence of Yahweh Zebaoth. In Ezekiel and
P we encounter a Kabod theology of divine
presence (-+Glory); in the Deutemnomistic
-·Name theology the cherubim throne lost
its imponance (ME"mNGER 1982).

In discussing the cherubim, the icono
graphy of the Solomonic temple and that of
the Priestly tabernacle must be properly dis
tinguished. The Solomonic cherubim are ten
cubits high (I Kgs 6:23) and stand parallel
to each other in the adyton, facing the nave
(2 Chron 3: 13). Their inner wings meet each
other and are conjoined (I Kgs 6:27; 2
Chron 3: 12) forming the throne seat of the
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invisible deity (HARAN 1959:35-36; KEEL
1977:24; contrast DE VAUX 1967:233-234).
The ark is placed underneath the conjoined
inner wings as the fool"tool of the LORD (1
Kgs 8:6-8; I Chr 28:2). The usual assump
tion is that the cherubim stand on all four
legs, just as the sphinxes known from the
plastic ans. McT~GER (1985a: 309-51) has
advanced a different interpretation: The
cherubim stand on their back legs and do
not form a throne. This interpretation is sup
ported by a reference to the composition on
the facade of a Hittite sanctuary at Eflatun
Pinar (METZGER 1985a: fig. no. 1235).
Various difficulties are connected with this
interpretation (METTINGER 1986). It dis
solves the connection between the cherubim
formula and the iconography of the temple
and it builds on more remote analogies than
the established interpretation. That there is
no explicit reference in 1-2 Kgs to the
throne of the LORD is due to the Deuter
onomistic name theology from the exilic
period which relocated God from the temple
to heaven (METTINGER 1982:46-52).

Ezekiel chaps I and 8- I 1 represent a
visionary development of the iconography
of the first temple; while chap I is more
profoundly marked by Mesopotamian pictor
ial tradition with four creatures as carriers of
heaven, chaps 8-11 still speak of cherubim
(thorough analysis in KEEL 1977). In
Ezekiel the cherubim throne has developed
into the throne chariot. This is probably due
to the importance of the theophany tradition
in Ezekiel, since the theophany tradition has
the notion of the mobile, coming God (Ps
18: 10-11). In this verse the verb riikab
should not be translated as "to ride" but a."
"dahinfahren" (HALAT 1149); Yahweh is
not depicted as "riding" on a cherub but
descending in his cherubim chariot (cf. Ps
77:19).

In the Priestly tabernacle the cherubim
have undergone a mutation. They no longer
stand parallel but face one another and are
considerably smaller than the Solomonic
cherubim since they stand on and are of one
piece with the lid of the ark, the kapporel
(Exod 25: 19-20) which is only 2.5 by 1.5
cubits (Exod 25: 17). Here the cherubim are

no longer throne bearers but serve as guard
ians of the mercy seat from which thc
Kabod, the divine Glory, speaks to Israel.
The iconography of P may thus have a dif
ferent, Egyptian background (GORG 1977).

While there is now a fair amount of
agreement about the iconographical back
ground of the cherubim, there is still dis
agreement on the religio-historical implica
tions. Since the cherubim serve both a.1;
Yahweh's throne and as his vehicle, the
chariot (Ps 18: II; cf. Ps 104:3), it may be
that the EI traditions of the enthroned deity
and the -·Baal notions of the "Driver of the
Clouds" have merged (METTINGER 1982:
35-36). Whether or not one should then pre
suppose an influence from the lion dragon of
the weather god (thus METZGER 1985a: 315
323) is a different matter.

The empty cherubim throne in the
Solomonic temple is an expression of Ismel
ite aniconism. It is possible that Tyre and
Sidon already had such empty thrones a." the
seat of an invisible deity. But even if this is
so, Israelite aniconism is not as such a
Phoenician import; it antedates the Solomon
ic temple by several centuries. It is original
ly related to the worship of standing stones,
ma~~eb,jl. Moreover, the ark also expresses
an aniconic theology of divine presence.
Thus, the combination of the empty throne
and the ark in the temple would seem to
combine two varieties of aniconism. It
should be noted that both the cherubim
iconography of Jerusalem and the bull iCD
nogmphy of Bcthel (with the invisible deity
standing on the back of the bull) are in
principle aniconic.

IV. The biblical notion of Yahweh's
throne chariot (Ezek I; I Chr 28: 18) plays
an important part in Jewish Merkabah mys
ticism (MAIER 1964: GRUENWALD 1980;
esp. HALPERIN 1988). Early Jewish refer
ences to the (cherubim) chariot that are of
interest in this connection are found in Sir
49:8, LXX Ezek 43:3; Apoc. Mos. 33; Apoc.
Abr. 18: 12; £1". Enoch 61: 10; 71:7. Also,
the Sabbath Songs from Qummn contain
noteworthy material (NEWSOM 1985:44-45).
Thus, 40405 20-21-22:8 understands the
throne as a heavenly secret: 'The image of
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the chariot throne do they bless .. :' Other
instances in these texts speak of the
cherubim 3..', animate beings offering praise
to the godhead.
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T. N. D. METIlNGER

CHRIST XPl(Jto~
I. The masculine fonn of the adjective

XPlatOC; is only found in the LXX, in a few
early Jewish documents and in the writings
of the NT. In the LXX the tenn is used in
connection with kings, priests and prophets
(the Hebrew equivalent is ,niif;aM. in Pss.
Sol. 17:32; 18 superscr., 18:5.7 particularly
in connection with the expected ideal king
of the future. In the writings of the NT
dlristos is used of the coming anointed one
of Jewish expectation, or of -Jesus, be
lieved to be this 'Messiah'-sec John 1:41
"We have found the Messiah (trnnsliterated
in Greek messiall) which is translated Christ
(cllrisIOS)": cf. John 4:25.

The word occurs 531 times in the NT. It
is often found in the combinations 'Jesus
Christ' and 'Christ Jesus' and (as is usual in
the case of nomina sacra) there is a great
deal of variety in the manuscript tradition.
In many cases, the word dlristos seems to
function as a second name and cannot be
demonstrated to carry the meaning
'Messiah'. Of the 531 instances just
mentioned, 270 are found in the Letters of
Paul. and another 113 in the Deutero
Paulines. It occurs 35 times in the Synoptics
(but only 7 times in Mark, and never in Q.
the common source of Matthew and Luke,
as far as we can see) and 26 times in Acts.
as well as 30 times in the Gospel and Let
ters of John. It is relatively frequent in I
Peter (22x). The very high frequency of the
word in Christian sources, and its function
as central designation for Jesus, require an
explanation.

II. The corresponding Greek "erb chri-
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ei/l means 'to rub, anoint with scented
unguents or -·oil' or 'to wash with colour,
to coat'. Anointing had its place in bodily
hygiene, in athletic contests, at joyous and
festive occasions, in medicine (and magic)
and in burial rites; also in a cultic setting
(anointing of statues of gods, of offerings
and also of partakers in ceremonies). In the
LXX we find it used of Saul's shield (2 Sam
1:21), and in connection with feminine
make-up (Ezek 16:9; Jdt 10:3), and with
preparations for a feast (Amos 6:6; Isa 25:6)
a'i well a'i in a cultic setting. We hear of the
anointing of the tabernacle, the ark of the
covenant, the altar and other cultic object'\
(Exod 30:22-29; Lev 8:10; Num 7:1) and a
few times the word is used in connection
with unleavened cakes which arc offered
(Exod 29:2; Num 6:15). In Dan 9:24 Theod.
'to anoint a most holy place' refers to the
(re)dedication of the temple (see also
KARRER 1991:172-209). The neuter tenn
christo/l occurs, however, very seldom: in
Aeschylus, Prometheus \'iIlCIllS 480, Euri
pides, Hippo/yllls 516, Ps.-Galenus, De
rcmediis parabilibus 14,548,11 (ef. Theo
critus 11,2) it is used of a medicine that 'has
to be rubbed on'. In Josephus Alit. Jud. 8
§137 it means 'painted'. Interestingly
Theophilus, Ad Auto/ycum 1,12, connects
christo/l with a ship ('caulked'), a tower and
a house ('whitewashed'), and the verb chri
ei/l with athletes and ornaments-to end
with Christians who are 'anointed with the
oil of God'. In Lev 21: 10.12 LXX to e/aio/l
to ChriStol1 ('anointing oil') is used during
the consecmtion of the high priest: in Dan
9:26 LXX that speaks of the future destruc
tion of the city and the holy place meta tOll
christoll , the latter may mean 'with what
was anointed' rather than 'with the anointed
one' (Theod. 'with the coming leader'), As
was alrcady rcmarked. it is only in the Biblc
and in early Jewish and Christian sources
that the adjective christos is used in connec
tion with persons. In order to understand the
use of christos for Jesus in the writings of
the NT we shall. therefore, have to examine
the instances in the OT (LXX) and the
occurrences of the Greek word, and its

counterparts in other languages, in early
Jewish sources.

In the OT category 'anointed ones' may
be priests, kings and prophets.The expres
sion 'the anointed priest' is found in Lev
4:3.5.16 (LXX christos) and in 6: 15 (LXX
participle kecllrismcnos). The high priest is
meant, just as in Lev 21: 10.12 'the priest."
on whose head the anointing oil has been
poured.. ,' (ef. Num 35:25). At God's com
mand, Moses anoints Aaron together with
his sons (Exod 29; 40: 12-15; Lev 8: 12-13,
also Sir 45: 15, cf. Exod 28:41; 30:30; Lev
6: 13). Num 3:3 speaks of 'the anointed
priests' in the plural (LXX eleimmellOl), ef,
2 Macc I: 10 which mentions a certain
Aristobulus 'who is of the family of the
anointed priests' (LXX christo/l). Anointing
in this context means appointment and con
secration, as is indicated by the parallel
expressions used here. In fact it is the LORD
himself who may be said to have anointed
the priests (Lev 7:36). The priesthood of
Aaron and his successors is meant to be
eternal (Exod 40: 15; Lev 6: 15; 16:32-34,
also Sir 45:7.15).

As to prophets: In Ps 105:5 (I Chr 16:22)
'my anointed ones' occurs parallel with 'my
prophets' in a context that speaks of the
patriarchs. In I Kgs 16: 16 (ef. Sir 48:8)
-.Elijah is told (among other things) to
anoint Elisha to be his successor. In I Kgs
19: 19-21, however. which describes Elisha's
call, no anointing takes place: Elijah casts
his mantle upon him. In 2 Kgs 2: 1-14, at
Elijah's departure to heaven, his successor is
said to receive a double share of Elijah's
spirit and to take up his mantle. We may
compare Isa 61: I where the prophetic author
declares that the Spirit of God is upon him
because the LORD has anointed him. In the
case of prophets, the emphasis is clearly not
on the rite of anointing, but on the gift of
the Spirit of God.

Numerous instances refer to the anointing
of kings. The empha'\is on divine initiative
in these cases is reflected in the popularity
of the expression 'the LORD'S anointed'
(LXX christos kuriou) and the correspond
ing expression 'my. your, his anointed'. It is
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used in connection with Saul (I Sam 12:3.5;
21:7.11; 26:9.11.16.23; 2 Sam 1:14.16, cf.
Sir 46: 19) and David (I Sam 16:6; 2 Sam
19:22; cf. 2 Sam 23:3). In the ca'ie of these
two kings, Samuel is God's agent (l Sam
10:1-8; 16:1-13; cf. 2 Sam 12:7, and also Sir
46:13; Ps 151:4 LXX); in both cases there is
an emphasis on the gift of the Spirit (l Sam
10:6; 16: 13. cf. I Sam 16: 14, 2 Sam 23:2).
The (Davidic) king is called 'anointed of the
LoRD' several times in the Book of Psalms
(2:2; 18:5 I (2 Sam 22:51]; 20:7; 28:8;
84:10; 89:39.52; 132:10 (2 Chr 6:42].17 (ef.
1 Sam 2: 10.35]); compare also Hab 3: 13,
Lam 4:20. In these texts, the LoRD'S anoint
ing denotes an exclusive relationship
between the God of Israel and the king who
reigns in his name and is, therefore, assisted
and protected by him. Quite exceptional is
the application of the tenn to the Persian
king Cyrus in Isa 45: I 'Thus says the loRD
to his anointed, to Cyrus" (cf. Hazael in I
Kgs 19:15-17). This gentile king, who docs
not know or acknowledge the God of Israel,
receives a commission and the power to
secure peace and freedom for God's chosen
people (lsa 45: 1-7). He is God's shepherd
(44:28) where Davidic kings have failed.

In the Royal Psalms (besides Pss 2; 18;
20; 89; 132 also 21; 45; 72; 101: 110; 144),
the psalmists, referring to God's promises
and instructions to David and his dynasty,
make far-reaching assenions about the
Davidic king and his family. They do not
yet envisage a future ideal son of David. In
later times, however, elements in these
psalms have played a role in the expecta
tions regarding a future Davidic anointed of
the LoRD. Strikingly, none of the passages
in the Prophets announcing a decisive and
lasting change in the plight of Israel, in
which a descendant of David figures as an
ideal king in the name of the LoRD, uses the
designation 'anointed of the LoRD' (lsa 9: 1
6; 11:1-9; Mic 5:1-3; Jer 23:5-6; 33:14-16;
Ezek 17:22-24; 34:23-24; 37:24-25). These
passages, too, have influenced later expecta
tions.

After the return from the exile in
Babylon, Zerubbabel, a descendant of

David, is hailed by Haggai; but, in Zech
ariah, we note a juxtaposition of him and the
high priest Joshua (Zech 3:8; 6:9-14 and
especially 4: 14 "they are the two 'sons of
oil' who stand by the Lord of the whole
earth"). A similar juxtaposition of the house
of David and the levi tical priests, said to last
for ever, is found in Jer 33: 17-26 (cf. I Sam
2:35; I Chr 29:22). Sir 49: 11-12 praises
Zerubbabel and Joshua jointly for rebuilding
the temple. In a Hebrew addition to Sir
51: 12 we find the house of David and the
priests (called 'the sons of Zadok') again
mentioned side by side. On the whole,
however, Sirach's 'Praise of the Fathers'
(chaps. 44-50) pays more attention to God's
covenant with the priests-see the eulogy of
Aaron (45:6-22), of Phinehas (45:23-26) and
of Simon (ch. 50) over against the praise of
David (47:1-11) and the long section on his
descendanlli who receive praise and blame
(47: 12-49:4). The book's attention centres
here around the temple and the priesthood.
This is also the case in Dan 9:24-27 where
in v. 25 'until the time of an anointed one, a
prince' and in v. 26 'an anointed one will be
cut off refer to high priests, Joshua and
Onias (in the time before Antiochus's cap
ture of Jerusalem) respectively. One should
note that here the word nUiSiCl~1 is used twice
absolutely, but without an anicle).

In early Jewish documenl'i, the expecta
tion of a 'messiah', i.e. a person said to be
'anointed', functioning as God's agent in his
definitive intervention in the world's affairs
in the (near) future, docs not occur very
often. The hope of divine intervention is
imponant and even central in many
writings; but God need not engage human
(or angelic) agents of deliverance and these
need not be called 'messiah'.

In a number of sources, the juxtaposition
of kings and priest(s) receives attention. In
Jubilees, Isaac's blessing of Levi and Judah
is recorded in 31: 13-17 and 31: 18-20
respectively, but the emphasis is on the
functions to be exercised by the two sons of
Jacob and their descendants-although in v
18 we read "a prince shall you be, you and
olle of your sons" (David? a future Davidic
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king?). Also in the Testaments of the Tweh'e
Patriarchs Levi and Judah occupy an im
portant place; but the interpretation of this
document is difficult because of an intensive
Christian redaction (if not more), particular
ly noticeable in the eschatological passages.
This is the case in T. Lev; 18 which deals
with the advent of a new priest and T. Judah
24 describing the coming of an ideal king.
and the passages announcing a future
-saviour/salvation connected with (one of)
these tribes (T. Sim. 7: 1-2; T. Nap/II. 8:2-3;
T. Gael 8: I; T. Jos. 19:6( II), cf. T. Le,';
2: II: T. Judah 22:2; T. Dall 5: I0). Twice. ill
T. Le"i 17:2-3, the participle chriomenos is
used for persons anointed for the priesthood.
The word chr;stos is found in T. Reub. 6:8
that limits Levi's priestly activities to the
period 'until the consummation of times (the
times) of the anointed high priest. of whom
the Lord spoke'. In view of T. Le,'; 4:4: 5:2
and chaps 10; 14-15 and 16 this passage
must be regarded as Christian.

The Dead Sea Scrolls mention anointing
in connection with high priests. kings and
prophets. The interpretation of this Qumran
material is difficult because of the fragmen
tary nature of much of the evidence. Part of
it may have originated after the group was
formed under the leadership of the 'Teacher
of righteousness'; pan of it may date from
an earlier period.

In a number of cases the prophets of the
OT are called 'anointed'-see CD 5:21-6:1.
I QM II :7-8 and esp. CD 2: 12 'the
anointed ones of his -Holy Spirit' (cf. now
4Q287 fro 10 and 4Q377 fr.2 ii, 5. 'through
the mouth of Moses, his anointed'). In
IIQMelch ii, 18 the term 'the anointed of
the Spirit' is used for the 'one who brings
good tidings' of Isa 52:7 (cr. Isa 61:1!). He
announces God's intervention through
-Melchizedck. conceived as an angelic
figure. It may be that the same prophetic
figure is meant in 4Q521 fro 2 ii+4, begin
ning with ..... the heavens and earth will lis
ten to his anointed one" and describing what
the Lord will accomplish for his righteous
and pious servants at the end of times (here,
however, the plural 'his anointed ones' is

also possible).
Another future prophet is mentioned in I

QS 9: II "... until there shall come the
prophet and the anointed ones of Aaron and
Israel" (perhaps referring to Deut. 18: 18-19,
a text mentioned in 4QTestim alongside
Num 24:15-17 and Dcut 33:8-11). The term
'anointed one of Israel' returns in IQSa
2: 14.20, a description of an eschatological
banquet where he and the high priest and
their subordinates are present (whether in
2: I 1-12 'the anointed one' (hammas;a!)) is
used absolutely, and then for the royal
figure, is disputed). It is clear that the high
priest is the leading figure: as in IQM where
he gives the directives for the eschatological
war (IQM 2:1; 15:4; 16:13; 18:5: 19:11)
and the 'prince of the congregation' is
mentioned only in passing (I QM 5: I). Also
in other texts where a royal and a (high)
priestly ligure(s) arc mentioned together the
latter is/are clearly the most important, as
interpreter(s) of the Law (CD 7: 18-21:
4QFlor iii, II; IIQTemple 56:20-21: 57:11
15: 58:18-21: 4QI61 fro 8-10, 18-25). In
4Q376 fro I i, I we meet the expression 'the
anointed priest', clearly to be identified with
'the anointed priest, upon whose head has
been poured the oil of anointing' in 4Q375
fro I i,9 (cr. Lev 21: 10.12 and IQM 9:8).
The royal figure expected for the future is
mostly called 'the prince of (all) the congre
gation' or 'Branch of David'; but, in 4Q 252
fro lv, 3. we find the expression 'the righte
ous anointed one' (lit. 'the anointed one of
righteousness') and in 4Q458 fr.2 ii, 5 the
term 'anointed with the oil of the kingship'
occurs.

The meaning of the expression 'anointed
one of Aaron and Israel' in CD 12:23-13: I;
14: 19; 19: 10-11 (cf. 20: I) is still disputed.
The term 'anointed' is found here in the
singular, but many have argued that the
expression nevertheless admits of a plural
interpretation. It is also possible that at some
stage the prerogatives of the 'anointed one
of Israel' were absorbed into the concept of
the anointed Aaronic priest.

The texts preseryed at Qumran show a
great variety in images and concepts, as well
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as applications of texts from the Scriptures.
One looks forward to the time when the
Law will be fully understood and when the
will of God will be obeyed completely.
Then a duly appointed high priest and a
Davidic prince-whose anointed status is
sometimes mentioned-will discharge their
functions in a proper way.

In the Psalms of Solomoll, a group of
pious Jews look out for God's deliverance in
the time of the last Hasmoneans and
Pompey. In Pss. Sol. 17 and 18 God is
expected to act through a Davidic king who
will rule as a representative of God who
himself is king of Israel for ever (17: 1.46).
In 17:2]-45 the king's rule is described at
great length, with many references to the
OT psalms and prophecies mentioned above.
The king will free Israel from il'i enemies
and he will serve the Lord as an ideal right
eous and wise man in the midst of a God
fearing people. In 17:32 and 18:5.7 (plus the
superscription of that psalm) the king is
called 'anointed'. In view of 'his anointed
one' (18:5), the chr;s!ou J,...yrioll in 18:7 and
18 superscr. is to be translated 'of the
anointed of the Lord'. This suggests that the
expression chrislOs J•.-yrios ('an anointed
lord' or 'anointed, a lord') found in 17:32 is
the result of careless or deliberate alteration
from the genitive to a nominative by a later
Christian scribe. The most likely translation
of the verse is, therefore: "And he (will be)
a righteous king over them, instructed by
God, and there is no unrighteousness among
them in his days, for all are holy and their
king an anointed of the Lord". In 17:32 the
expression is still used as a qualification of
the expected son of David: in Psalm 18 it
has become a title.

In the Parables of Enoch. chaps 37-71 of
the composite document known as / Elloch.
we find two instances of the tenn 'his
anointed' (48:4: 52:4). The dating of this
part of / Elloch is still disputed: but most
scholars assume a final redaction some time
during the first century CEo The tenn is one
of the designations of a heavenly redeemer
figure who is thought to have been with God
from the beginning (48:3.6) and who

remains in God's presence as a champion of
the righteous. He is often called 'that (the)
-Son of man' (cf. Dan 7:9-14 referred to in
/ Enoch 46: 1-3), the Chosen One (cf. Isa
42: I, see e.g. / Elloch 39:6; 40:5, cf. 46:3)
or the Righteous One (38:2, cf. 46:3). 48:8
10 speaks about the defeat of the kings of
the earth by God's elect because 'they have
denied the Lord of Spirits and his anointed'.
The reference to Ps 2:2 is obvious: it may
have led to the use of 'his anointed' in this
passage. In chap 52, the visionary sees
mountains of various metals and is told by
an accompanying -·angel that "these will
serve the dominion of his anointed that he
may be potent and mighty on the earth"
(52:4). In v 6 this is explained as their melt
ing as wax before the fire in the presence of
the Chosen one.

The next apocalypses to be discussed, the
Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch and 4 Ezra,
reflect on the destruction of the temple in 70
CE and must therefore be dated some time
after that event. In 2 Apoc. Bar. 39:7; 40: 1;
72:2 we find the expression 'my anointed',
in 70:9 'my servant, the anointed one' and
twice, in 29:3; 30: I, the absolute 'the
anointed'. In all cases a royal figure is envi
saged. He reigns for a limited period intro
ducing a time of bliss and incorruptibility
(see 30:2; 70:3 and esp. 40:3 "His kingdom
will stand for ever, until this world of cor
ruption comes to an end and the times
appointed are fulfilled"). The anointed
one/messiah judges and destroys Israel's
final enemies (39:7-40:2; 70:9) and brings a
period of peace and abundance (29:2-30: I;
40:2-3; 71: I). He is said 'to be revealed'
(29:3: 39:7: cf. 73: I) and is clearly thought
to have been with God before his appear
ance on earth. In 30: I he is predicted to
return in glory (cf. again 73: 1) and a general
resurrection follows.

In 4 Ezra a future redeemer is mentioned
in 7:26-29; II :37- I2:3 and 12:31-34: 13:3
13 and 25-52) and (in passing) in 14:9.
There are considerable differences between
these passages. In two instances the tenn
'anointed one' occurs. The first is 7:26-29
which describes how 'my anointed one' (or:
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'my son/servant, the anointed one', sec V\'

28-29) will be revealed with his companions
at the time the still invisible city and the still
concealed land will become visible. The
redeemer does not seem to have a function
in realizing this turn in events. He is said to
bring four hundred years of happiness to all
who remain. After that pcriod, everyone,
including the anointed one, will die (v. 29).
For seven days the world will return [0 pri
meval silence; after which a new age of
incorruptibility will begin, bringing rcsurrec
[ion and judgment (vv 3(44). In the imer
prctation of the vision of the Eagle and the
Lion (11:1-12:3), the lion is identified as
'the anointed one whom the Most High has
kept until the end of days, who will arise
from the seed of David' (12:32, cf. Gen.
49:9). The absolute fonn of the tenn is used
(Lut. UIIC/IlS) and the Davidic descent of the
redeemer receives emphasis. In the vision
(I I:36-46) as well as in the imerpretation
(12:31-34) he charges his counterpart (the
Roman empire) whh his crimes. He will
convict and destroy him, and give joy to the
survivors in the land until the day of judg
ment comes. It should be noted tha[ [he
messiah is already with God before he ap
pears (cf. 7:28, and 2 Apoc. Bar. and J
Enoch).

The ternt 'anointed one' is not found in
any of the other early Jewish documents. It
is never used by Flavius Josephus in his
descriptions of royal and prophetic figures
who were active as leaders of groups of
people during the century before the fall of
Jerusalem. A number of early Christian wri
tings collected in the NT, however, pay con
siderable attention to expectations concer
ning the messiah in contemporary
Judaism-even more than the Jewish sour
ces at our disposal would lead us to expect.
This has to be explained by the conviction
of the followers of Jesus that he was the
long-expected messiah, and by discussions
between them and other Jews precisely
about this belief. In Acts e.g. Paul is port
rayed as trying to convince members of dia
spora synagogues that Jesus is the Mes
siah/Christ (9:22; 17:3; 18:5, cf. 18:28 of

Apollos). In Mark 12:35, Jesus ques[ions
the-·dearl)' common-<:onception of [he
scribes that 'the Christ is the son of David':
and. in Mark 15:32, the chief priests and
scribes spcak of '[he Christ, the king of Isra
el'-in the context it is made clear that
Jesus' mission has no political overtones.
Mark 13:21-22 speaks about false messiahs
and false prophets: clearly addressing the
situation in the pcriod before, during and
after the Jewish war agains[ Rome
(-.Roma). Also in the discussions between
Jesus and 'the Jews' in the Fourth Gospel
(although intended to bring out the essential
points of Johannine Christology) we find a
number of Jewish tenets concerning the
messiah. For instance, it is said that the
messiah will be a descendam of David and a
native of Be[hlehem (John 7:42). In 12:34
the Christ is expcc[ed 'to remain for ever'
(cf. Ps 89:36-37). In 7:27 the statement
'when the Christ appears no one will know
where he comes from' may be connected
with the concept of the revealing of the
messiah found in Jewish apocalyp[ic texts.
In all these cases, the tenn 'the
messiah'/'the Christ' is used without any
further addition.

III, In the oldest Christian writings, the
letters of Paul, the tenn chris/os occurs 270
times (out of a [otal of 53 I for the entire
NT!). It was clearly [he central designation
for Jesus in early Christian circles; bm it
received its content not through a previous
ly-fixed concept of messiahship, but rather
from the person and the work of Jesus
with special reference to his death and resur
rection, the salvation effected by him and
the imimate bond between him and his
followers. In many instances the word func
tions as a (second) name, although Paul, of
course, knew that i[ carried a special mean
ing, and his readers, in so far as they were
familiar with the OT and Jewish tradi[ion,
must have re..t1ized this too. In a list of
God's privileges for Israel Paul writes "of
their race, according to the flesh, is ho
chriS/OJ" (Rom 9:5). The titular usc of the
tenn may also be, at leas[ partly, intended in
a number of other passages (Rom 15:7; 1
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Cor I:23: 10:4: 15:22-28; 2 Cor 5: 10: 11:2
3; Gal 3: 16; Phil I: 15.17; 3:7). But Paul
clearly speaks about the one Christ, Jesus, and
even in Rom 9:4 his point is equally valid
for those readers who do not realize that he
is using a 'technical' term. In 2 Cor 1:21
there is a play on words betwcen 'Christ'
and 'anointing' but the vcrb is not uscd for
Jesus but for those united with him in bap
tism. In I Cor I:23: Gal 5: II and Gal 3: 13
Paul argues that a crucified messiah was
unacceptable for his fellow-Jews (this may
have biographical ovenoncs). Yet hc regards
it as unnccessary to argue that Jesus is the
mcssiah expected by Isracl, because both he
and his readcrs are convinced that he is.

This is also evident in carlier formulac
used in Paul's Icttcrs and c1carly familiar to
his readers: e.g. 'Christ dicd for us/you'
found (with variations) in Rom 5:6.8; 14: 15:
I Cor 8:11; 2 Cor 5:14-15: I Thess 5:9-10.
'Christ' is also uscd in formulae speaking
about death and resurrcction (1 Cor 15:3-5;
2 Cor 5: 15; Rom 8:34; 14:9). The term
occurs repeatedly in conncction with faith
(e.g. Gal 2:16), preaching (e.g. I Cor 15:11
14) and cspecially with 'gospcl' (Gal I:7: I
Thess 3:2). Next, Paul uses it where he
stresses the close link betwecn Christ and
his followers: as in the expressions 'of
Christ' (e.g. I Cor I: 12: 3:23: 15:23) and 'in
Christ' (Rom 8: I: 12:5). This corporate lan
guage presupposes baptism (cf. Gal 3:26-28
['baptized into Christ'l, Rom 6:3-11).

At the time the oldest gospel, that of
Mark, wao; written, it was clearly necessary
to remind ~ders how the confession 'Jesus
is the Christ' had to be understood. Out
sidcrs regard Jesus, the herald of the king
dom of God (Mark I: 14), as a John the Bap
tist redivivus, or -Elijah, or one of the
prophets (8:28, cf. 6: 14-16). Peter, on behalf
of the disciples, confesses: "You are the
Messiah/Christ" (8:29). Jesus, however, tells
his disciplcs to keep silent about him (8:30)
and announces his suffering, death and
resurrection (8:31, cf. 9:31: 10:32-34). In
Mark 12:35-37, the scribes are ponrayed as
saying that 'the Christ is the son of David'
(cf. 15:32 'the Christ, the king of Israel').

Jesus, twice addressed as 'son of David' by
Bartimaeus (10:47-48) and associated with
'the coming kingdom of our father David'
(II :9-1 0), refers to Ps 110: I. This passage is
clearly hinted at in 14:61-62 where Jesus.
standing before the Sanhedrin, acknowl
edges that hc is "the Christ, the son of the
Blcsscd Onc", but adds "you will see the
Son of man seated at the right hand of the
Power and coming with the clouds of
heaven (Ps 110: I: Dan 7: 13)". Jesus will
reign as Son of man/Son of David-Messiah
ISon of God when God's rule will fully be
established on eanh (cf. also 8:38-9: I;
13:26). The immediately following story of
the trial before Pilate in chap. 15 makes
clear that Jesus is not a 'king of the Jews' in
the political sense of that term. or an insur
gent like Barabbas. Only at the parousia,
when God's kingdom will become full reali
ty, will the royal rule of the crucified mes
siah be shown to be triumphant. Mark 15, as
Mark 13 which spcaks about falsc messiahs
and false prophets (vv. 21-22), reflects the
tensions connected with the war between the
Jews and the Romans culminating in the
destruction of the temple in 70 CEo

All in all, Mark uses christos rather
sparingly. In Q-the sayings source behind
Matthew and Luke-the term is not found at
all. Matthew esscntially underlines what is
found in Mark. using the term more often
than his predeccssor. He emphasizes that
Jesus is son of David (I: 1-17.20: 21 :9, cf.
22:41-42). In 2: 1-6 he makes clear that
'Christ' denotes the Messiah, Son of David,
king of Israel. The designation 'son of
David' is especially used in stories about
Jesus' healings (9:27-31; 12:22-23; 15:21
28; 20:29-34: 21:14-17).

In Luke-Acts wc find the terms 'the
anointed of the Lord' (Luke 2:26: Acts 4:26)
and 'the anointed of God' (Luke 9:20:
23:35). It is specified that God anointed
Jesus with the Spirit-so in Luke 4: 18,
quoting Isa 61: I, Acts 10:38 and also 4:27.
'Christ' and 'Lord' are found as parallels in
Luke 2: 12 and Acts 2:36. Another typical
feature of the Lukan use of christos is found
in a variant of the double formula about
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Jesus' death and resurrection, of which the
first part speaks of the suffering of '(the)
Christ' (Luke 24:26.46; Acts 17:3; 26:23. cf.
3: 18; 25: 19). In Acts, it becomes clear that
this is a special debating point between Jews
and Christians (cf. 9:22; 18:5.28 mentioned
above). Finally it should be noted that in
Acts II :26 (cf. 26:28; I Pet 4: 16) the
designation 'Christians' is first used for the
followers of Jesus in Antioch.

As already noted, the Gospel of John
describes Jesus in an ongoing debate with
Jewish opponents. in which interesting
features emerge of Jewish expectations con
cerning the messiah. For the gospel itself,
faith in Jesus as the Son of God (II :27;
20:31), living in a unique unity with the
Father, is of primary importance. In the
Johannine communities, this received so
much emphasis that the author(s) of I and 2
John felt obliged to remind their readers that
Jesus Christ had 'come in the flesh' (l John
4:2-3; 2 John 7; cf. I John 5:6).

Among the other NT writings, Hebrews
repeatedly calls Jesus 'high priest'. It makes
clear that this has to be construed in the
light of Ps 110:4 "you are a priest for ever
according to the order of -Melchizedek"
(e.g. 5:6; 7: 17). In 7:4-14 it states explicitly
that Melchizedek was superior to -~Abra
ham who paid him tithes, and that. there
fore, priests according to the order of
Melchizedek are superior to those according
to Aaron, descendant of Levi, great-grand
son of Abraham. Jesus. descended from
-Judah, belonged to the first category, and
hence the salvation brought about by him is
vastly superior to anything effected by those
officiating according to the rules of the OT
cult: particularly as this new high priest
"offered himself without blemish to God"
(9: 14).

In Revelation the titular meaning of
cJ,rislOs is evident in I I: 15; 12: 10 and
20:4.6. The announcement in I I: 15 "The
kingdom of the world has become the king
dom of the Lord and his anointed" is clearly
influenced by Ps. 2:2 (cf. I I: 18. reminiscent
of Ps 2: 1-2:5. I2 and Ps 99: I). The emphasis
is on God's sovereignty, as vv 17-18 show.

In 12: 10 the same theme is repeated: "now
the salvation and the power and the king
dom of our God and the authority of his
anointed have come". In 20:4-6 we find a
description of the reign of the faithful who
have givcn their lives for their testimony to
Jesus and the word of God. They will come
to life and will reign with the Anointed!
Christ for a thousand years. In chap. 5 the
seer hears the announcement 'the Lion of
the tribe of Judah, the Root of David has
conquered' (v 5, cf. 3:7; 22: 16). He sees a
~Lamb standing near God's -throne 'as
though it had been slain' (v 6, cf. 7:9-10.17;
13:8). This lamb is the Lion of Judah (cf. vv
12-13). In 17:14 the victorious Lamb is
called 'the Lord of lords and King of kings':
and thc same name is inscribed on the robe
and the thigh of the rider on the white horse
in 19: I I- I6. During the persecution and the
distress at the end of the first century CE,
Christians in Asia Minor are (still) very
much aware of the 'messianic overtones' in
the designation 'Christ' which is used for
Jesus.

It is not easy to explain how the tenn
cJlrisros. found in relatively few passages in
contemporary Jewish literature, became a
central designation for Jesus that could very
soon receive a specific Jesus-centered mean
ing.

The idea of an anointed high priest,
important in the Dead Sea Scrolls, is not
found in early Christian writings-lhe con
cept found in Hebrews is entirely different.
The notion of a prophet 'anointed with the
Spirit' found in Luke-Acts suil,> the picture
of Jesus found in the Synoptic Gospels very
well. Unfortunately we cannot prove that
this interpretation of the use of chrisros is
older than Luke. The related Q-passage
Luke 7: I8-23 par. Matt I I:2-6 does not use
chris/os.

In most instances where 'messianic' con
notations are evident in the Christian use of
the tenn, \\le find emphasis on royal el
ements. In a number of cases Jesus' Davidic
descent is mentioned, see e.g. Mark 12:35
37; 14:61-62 and (already) the pre-Pauline
fonnula Rom 1:3-4 (cf. 2 Tim 2:8). The
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royal dominion of this son of David may
have been believed to become evident 3t the
parousia. Yet the Synoptics and John seem
to prefer the term 'Son of man' in connec
tion with this future event. whilst Paul pre
fers -/....yrios. Only in Phil 1:6.10; 2: 16; I
Cor 15:23-28 do we find 'Christ' in connec
tion with eschatological rule (cf. Acts 2:36,
3:20-21 and Revelation).

The story of Jesus' activities in Galilea
and Judea reveals hardly any royal
messianic features. Were they connected
with Jesus by over-ardent followers who
regarded him as the expected messiah? Or
was he falsely accused of being a royal
pretender by his opponents who wanted to
get rid of a dangerous person? It is often
argued that this must have been the case and
that. because Jesus was crucified as 'king of
the Jews', his first followers took up the
royal designation 'Christ' as an honorific
and used it panicularly in connection with
his death and resurrection. It is difficult to
verify this hypothesis. An unsatisfactory
aspect of it is that it assigns a final role to
Jesus' opponents in the choice of the term
charncterizing his public appearance.

Another hypothesis is that already during
his lifetime, Jesus' disciples came to regard
him as a special son of DavidlMessiah.
Mark 8:29 makes Peter confess him as
Messiah on the strength of Jesus' activity as
(unique) preacher, teacher, healer and ex
orcist Interestingly, contemporary Jewish
sources ponray David not only as king but
also as prophet. Josephus, Ant. Jud. 6 §166
168, following I Sam 16: 13-23, explains
how after the divine Spirit had moved to
David, the latter began to prophesy and to
exorcise the -demons which troubled Saul
(cr. Ps. Philo, LAB 59-60). II QDav Comp
attributes 3600 psalms to David as well as
450 songs, four of which were 'songs for
making music over the stricken' (lines 9
10). It is stressed that David spoke all these
things through prophecy. We may compare
here 2 Sam 23:1-2 (as well as Isa 11:1-5)
and the statement 'David was a prophet' in
Acts 2:30 (cr. 1:16; 4:25).

In view of these traditions, Jesus could be

called a true son of David, and 'anointed of
the Lord': not only in view of his future role
when God's kingdom would reveal itself
fully, but also in the present while he dis
played God's power as prophet-teacher and
exorcist. It is possible that Jesus himself
used 'Christ'/,Messiah' as self-designation,
creatively but modestly (see Jesus' reticence
in Mark and the absence of the term in the
sayings source Q): perhaps trying to avoid
misunderstanding.
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CLAY 0'0
I. In the Ugaritic texts a binomial deity:

;; wk",! (KTU 1.1 00:36; 1.107: 16) is 31
tested. VIROllEAUD read the first name as
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ft. He and other scholars connected the word
with Heb tit: Akk tidll(m). tit", titt/ddll:
Aram tynltinii (DISO 110): Ar tin 'clay'.
'mud'. It is the substance from which man
was made (Alra-/jllsis 1.210-260). As such it
is not mentioned in the OT, but here the
word appears parallel to ~lOmer (lsa 41 :25:
Nah 3: 14. cf. Isa 45:9: 64:9: Job 10:9: 33:6).
Otherwise it is a usual word for dirt. silt or
any slimy deposit Oer 38:6: Ps 18:43: Mic
7: 10). Sometimes a more mythic connota
tion is implied when it refers to living con
ditions in the netherworld (Ps 40:3: 69: 15:
Job 41:22 KAPELRUD. 11VAT 3. 343-344).
Jewish exegetical tmdition considers tit
Iwvriiwen (Ps 40:3) to be one of the
designations of hell (ISRAEL 1991-92:61-62).
The second name kl1l! has been taken a<; an
attestation of the Moabite god. -'Chemosh
(VIROLLEAUD; ASTOUR 1966: MULLER
1980). Because this Moabite god-equated
with Babylonian -·Nergal-is seen as a god
of infernal and chthonic nature. the binomen
;; understood as tit is sometimes adduced as
evidence for the chthonic chamcter of the
deity (ISRAEL 1991-92: MATTINGLY 1989:
217). In the OT tit has no divine status.

II. The Ugaritic binomial god is attested
in three incantations and a text which looks
like a god-list. but might have been a kind
of litany or benediction (KTU 1.123: DE
MOOR 1970). Twice the spelling ;; ,,·kl1l! is
found (KTU 1.100:36: 1.107: 16) and once
?-;.",km!!4 ifml ] (KTU 1.82:42-43). The
latter text confirms that the rendering ought
to be ;; and not !t. KTU 1.123 has !f wkln!,
which is either a mistake or an alternative
spelling for ;; ",kin!. In the incantation KTU
1.100 the cultplace of ;; is ~I1JI. perhaps
identical with /juna in Northern Syrian or
Mesopotamia (ARM 8. 100:19: AIT 201:15:
ASTOUR 1968). In KTU 1.82:41-42 the bi
nomial deity appears as servant of the god
-oHoron. who is pre-emimently a god of
spells and curses at Ugarit. That is virtually
all that is known about their character. Pre
sumably. the second divine name occurs in
the Ug name DUMu(bin)-ki,-mi-ji (PRU 3.
195 = RS 15.09: A.2) as it does in Ebla
(MULLER 1980). but if alphabetic cuneiform

1m gms (KTU 4.611:18: 4.713:2) is the same
name and person. the equation kin! =Kami!i
becomes questionable (WATSO~ 1990: 118).

III. The relationship between Ug ;; and
Heb tit is rather problematic. KAPELRUD
does not mention the Ugaritic evidence at
all. If DE MOOR'S analysis (1970) of Ug tIm
in KTU 1.1 iv:8 is correct. two or even three
distinct words for ·clay·. 'dirt' would already
exist in Ugaritic like in Ambic ViI; 11; tllm]:
RENFROE 1992). The initial fer is attested in
all cognates. suggesting an original root
*1YN. From a phonetic point of view the
proposed derivation of ;? is hard to main
tain. DIETRICH & LORETZ think of a god of
Hurrian origin. which would account for the
diverse spellings (TUAT 1U3. 348), but
Hurrian-Hittite sources do not mention
them. A god Kamish was definitely known
in Ebla in the 3rd millenium (MOLLER
1980: PETIlNATO 1981: ISRAEL 1991-92)
and he could be identical to Ug /.:m!, but
even then the connection between kl1l! and
Chemosh remains very tenuous. Most prob
ably the divine name ;; had nothing to do
with tit.
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WATSO:-J, Ugaritic Onomastics (I), AlilOr 8
(1990) 113-127.

M. DJJKSTRA

CONSTELLATIONS m'iO
I. The Hebrew tenn ma:.;;iilOr (sing.

mazz(jl) occurs once in the Bible in 2 Kgs
23:5. Many authors hold that a second
occurence may be found in Job 28:32 in the
slight phonetic variant of mazzaror. The
context in Job is clearly astronomic, while
mention is made in 2 Kgs 23 of astral cults
which were prohibited by Josiah.

M:./ derives from the Akk manWZllt
>manwlrll, 'abode' or 'station'. Perhaps
they were originally the celestial abodes of
the great gods represented by the -·stars
(MOWINCKEL 1928:24). In the Babylonian
Creation epic, -Marduk is represented as
setting the heavenly bodies in order. He
allotted their stations to the great gods, di
viding the constellations of the zodiac and
the months of the year among them
(MAUNDER 19093:244). Intended in a tech
nically astronomical sense, they indicate the
stations on the sidereal orbit of the -moon
and those on the ecliptic of the sun (the
ecliptic being the apparent annual celestial
path of the sun [-·Helios, -Shemesh] rela
tive to the fixed stars). Thus they strictly
indicated the constellations of the zodiac
and, even more precisely, the tenn stood to
indicate the zodiacal signs after the division
of the ecliptic into twelve equal pans, each
pan being called after the constellation to
which it most closely corresponded at the
time (about 700 BCE in Mesopotamia).
Zodiacal constellations or signs is the mean
ing that the Heb mazzalOr has in the Bible.

The tenn occurs in Phoen as 111:.1, 'for
tune'; in MHeb as 11Izl, 'sign of the zodiac',
'planet' or 'luck'; in Jew Aram as mzl', 'star
of fonune' or 'planet'; in Syr as mauwlra,
'zodiac'. There is also in Mandaean
m'nz'l'r, 'signs of the zodiac' (borrowed
directly from Akkadian) and nUll/dalra, Ar
man:.i1, 'mansion of the moon'.

II. Typical of astrology in ancient Mes
opotamia was the omina system which

studied celestial phenomena as signs or indi
cators of future terrestrial events. However,
the study of the influence of the heavenly
bodies over the course of event\; on earth
originated in the Hellenistic sphere (ROCH
BERG-HALTON 1992:504). It is not clear just
when the Greeks adopted the zodiac-and
the notion of the ecliptic. These concepts are
particularly imponant in the elaborntion of
genethlialogical or horoscopic astrology.
Babylonian precedents, in existence before
the Greek horoscopes (from ca. 400 BCE),
recorded computed positions of the moon,
the sun and the five planets-Jupiter, Venus,
Mercury, Saturn and Mars-on the date of a
binh (ROCIIBERG-HALTON 1992:1 506). The
Babylonians considered the sun, the moon
and the five planets as their seven great
divinities. The zodiacal constellations were
closely connected to them and they
themselves became objects of a religious
cult.

III. A syncretistic cult of Assyrian
influence is attributed to the biblical
maz;;iilOr and they are mentioned in 2 Kgs
23:5 along with important astral divinities
such as the sun. the moon and the -·host of
heaven, as well as the Syro-Canaanite
-·BaaI. The listing of Baal, the sun and the
moon is typically Syrian. We have here,
therefore, constellations of the ecliptic, even
though, if we reflect on the meaning which
the ternl 'planets' has taken on in Jewish
Aramaic and Middle Hebrew, we cannot
exclude that this semantic value was already
present in the biblical term (what is more,
the "abodes" are also dwelling places for the
planets). One must also consider that the
passage under perusal in 2 Kgs is a later
addition to the account of Josiah's cultic
refonn (GRAY 1977:732; MONTGOMERY &
GEllMAN 1986:546). One could even com
pare it to parallel passages in Oeut 17:3
(where the mazza/or that became so popular
in Israel in the late post-exilic and post
biblical periods are not even mentioned) or
in Deut 4: 19 (where "stars" are cited in
general tenns on the list of forbidden dei
ties, perhaps meaning just special groupings
of stars or else important planets as
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distinguished from the "host of heaven" in
general). The moon's "abode" is mentioned
in Hab 3: II under the tenn zb/.

The interpretation of mazziiror in Job
38:32 is problematic, because the feminine
plural of the noun does not agree with the
singular pronominal suffix of /lrw: "Canst
thou bring fonh maz::.iinir in its season?"". In
this context the stars are not deified. Indeed,
the LORD --God reigns supreme in the uni
verse which is disposed by Him. Not all
authors suppon the "constellation" interpre
tation (still connected with the zodiac).
MOWI:"CKEL (1928:27-36) cautiously pro
poses to interpret the tenn as Booetus.
SCHIAPARELLI (1903:95-111) perceives both
II/llwlvr and ma:.::.aror as Venus in her two
fold aspect of evening and morning star.

Regarding other specific constellations,
the Bible provides very few plain facts. We
may consider the names which appear in Job
9:9; 26: 13: 37:9: 38:31-32 and Amos 5:8.
There is a cenain amount of consensus in
interpreting kima as the -·Pleiades and kesil
as -Orion; 'ayH or 'iis could be -Aldebaran
with the Hyades; meztirim is interpreted as
the two winnowing-fans, i.e. the Great Bear
and the Little Bear (SCHlAI'ARELLI 1903:86
92) or Antares (MO\\!It'CKEL 1926: 16-23):
badre remtin are mostly considered as the
Southern Cross. Canopus and Centauri, stars
of the southern hemisphere \vhich, in bibli
cal times. were visible in the sky over Israel,
though no longer so today because of the
precession of the equinoxes-Canopus
excepted. Also to be remembered is nii~las,

usually understood to be Draco (--Dragon.
-·Serpent).

IV. The Targum translates mazzii16r as
mz/r' and mazzaror as SIr)' mz/)" which
should indicate the signs of the zodiac: the
LXX transcribes mazounjrh without translat
ing in either case; the Vg tmnslatcs these
tenns as the twelve signs in 2 Kgs and
Lucifer in Job. S1. John Chrysostom adopted
zoidia. the signs of the zodiac, noting hO\\"
ever that many of his contemporaries inter
preted ma:ouroth as Sirius. M:l became of
frequent use in the Talmud and in rabbinical
literature. generally holding the meaning of

'planet' and 'zodiacal sign'. It also in
creasingly appeared with the meaning of
'luck'. It is not by coincidence that in a later
period in the history of the Hebrew language
this ternl was endowed with the meaning of
'luck'. through a semantic loan already pres
ent in another Semitic language. Phoenician.
t\ bilingual Greek-Phoenician inscription
from the 4th century BCE which was dis
covered at Cyprus (KAI 42:5) has the tenn
m:/ corresponding to the Gk ryche, 'fonune'
( ·Tyche).

Once the threat of idolatry had faded
away, the constellations (particularly those
of the zodiac) enjoyed widespread propaga
tion within the Hebrew culture. Philo of
Alexandria (De Vira Mosis II 122-126) and
Josephus Flavius (Aur. III 181-187) had
already establ ished, in the 1st cent. CE, alle
gorical links between some biblical concepts
and the zodiacal signs. Abstracted from Hel
lenistic culture, the zodiac found itself per
fectly set into the background of rabbinical
literature. This was also due to the number
twelve, which represented the number of
tribes. that of the stones on the Ephod (Exod
28: 17-20). that of the oxen fonning the
base of the copper basin in the counyard of
the Temple (1 Kgs 7:23-26) and so on.

In Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer. chaps. 6-8 are
dedicated to the sun. the planet.;, the signs
of the zodiac and the seasons. The twelve
signs have a position of great imponance in
sacred poetry. In Eleazar ha-Kallir's famous
Prayer for Rain (ca. 5th cent. CE) the signs
of the zodiac appear in combination with
those of the months (SARFATTI 1978: 180
195). There is also a learned literary compo
sition called Barayra de-Mazza/or of the
11 th century, which deals with the signs of
the zodiac and the planets. Finally, it is
worth mentioning the anistic beauty and
refined symbolism of the zodiac symbols
which are ponrayed on the mosaic floors of
several synagogues in Israel of the Roman
and Byzantine periods. The zodiac surround
ing Hclios (and the symbols of the months
and seasons which are represented therein)
rises to become a cosmic value and states
that the sun is just the image of the trium-
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phant -·glory of the LORD God. and that
God governs the cosmos and by Himself
firmly holds the reins of the stars which the
changing of the times and seasons depends
on. This latter reality is fundamental for the
life of men on earth.
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I. ZATELLI

COUNCIL i"tO
I. The noun sOd is found 23 times in

the Hebrew Bible: twice in personal names.
otherwise in poetry (though Ezek 13:9 may

be tenned high prose). Its semantic range
includes 'council. assembly; counsel, delib
eration. plan(s). will; company. fellowship.
friendship'-cach of which may be applied
to both the human and divine spheres. It
refers specifically to the divine court in four
passages, implies its existence in two others.
and could possibly refer to it in an addi
tional two. Sod is probably a primary noun.
In Qumran Literature it appears beside the
variant yswd. meaning both 'council' and
'counsel'-as it does in Mishnaic Hebrew.
A cognate may be attested in a broken pas
sage in Ugaritic: )b(.)kqrb.sdll (KTlfl 1.20 i
4; for the reading see now W. PrrARD,
BASOR 285 (1992) figs. 1-6 and pp. 44-45).
In Old South Ar I1dwel is used of the
'assembly, council' of the heads of clans.
Cognates in Aramaic and Arabic mean
'(confidential) conversation. speech'.

A root SWD has been proposed and seen
in the idiom )'sd [Nit] )"a~lOd Cal "conspire
together against" (Ps 2:2; 31:14). Others
with more justification propose for these
two passages a root YSD II. The first certain
appearance of the verb swd is in Sir (Qal
7:14 'chatter'; Hitpa 8:17; 9:14 'consult
with'; 9:4; 42:12 'consort with'). Cognates
arc attested later in Syriac (Pa nnd Etpa) and
Arabic (III). both meaning 'talk, converse'.
Thus the verb has a narrower range of
meaning than the noun, appears in only (but
not all) those dialects in which the noun is
attested and only in meanings derivable
from the noun, It is therefore probably deno
minative.

It is now clear from the Mari correspon
dence that piristllm there served as a near
synonym of sod, meaning both 'secret' and
'council'-only a human council, however;
see ARM 26 no. 101:26 and n. b; no. 307:3
and n. a.

Thus the use of sod for the divine council
(and counsel) seems to be original with the
Israelites (the one possible instance of a
Ugaritic cognate being of unknown ref
erent). The contemporary and antecedent
Semitic cultures all have the concept, but
use a variety of other expressions: e.g. Akk
pullur i/tini and Ug plzr (bn) i/m 'assembly
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of the gods'. pbr m'd 'assembly of the meet
ing'. mp[m 1m if 'assembly of the gods', and
edt ;[,n 'meeting of the gods', Phoen (lOth
cent. Byblos) 11Ip[m 'I gbl qds11I 'the assem
bly of the holy gods of Byblos'. The gods
(sdyn) also come together in a m'd in the
Salaam text from Deir (AlIa. Ug dr (bn) il
'circle of the gods' and Phoen (8th cent.
Karatepe) kl dr bn '/m 'the whole circle of
the gods' are references to the collectivity of
the gods, but do not necessarily imply their
assembly in a fonnal council (cf. the simpler
kl 'I X 'all the gods of X'). The OT also
uses other terms. including cognates of three
of the preceding-m6'ed. erda and d6r
beside sOd and qehal qMMim (Ps 89:6;
-'Saint.,).

II. While there is no clear case of the
teml sod being used of the divine council
outside Israel. there is abundant evidence of
such a council and its functioning in the
neighbouring literatures (-·Angels, -·Sons
of (the) Gods, --Host of Heaven. etc.). es
pecially those of Mesopotamia and Ugarit.
The essential business of the council is dis
cussion leading to a decision. but the actual
process is highly variable. The great narra
tives of the Mesopotamian literary tradition
are especially revealing. Enkidu gives an
account of deliberations in the divine coun
cil that he witnessed in a dream: the high
god Anu sets the tcnns of the debate; Ellil
makes a proposal: Shamash objects but is
discredited by Ellil (Gilgamesh Epic VII i
[from the Hittite version». In Atrahasis I
Enlil calls a meeting of the great gods and
informs them of a crisis (a rebellion of the
lesser gods). Enlil and Anu make successive
proposals which are carried out; but Anu' s
final solution refers the matter to Nintu, who
in tum requires that Enki cooperate with
her. In such litemry texts the great gods
appear free to make proposals, raise objec
tions or state tcnns without any strict proto
col, and the high god seems to exercise
rather loose control over the proceedings.

In An:u Anu calls for a god who can
defeat Anzu. The gods summon various
specific deities. all of whom decline. Final
ly. as the gods despair. EnkilEa addresses

Anu and offers to find one who will conquer
Anzu. The gods agree. Here Anu is thor
oughly passive after his initial appeal. It is
the rest of the gods who make proposals or
endorse those of others. A particular fonn of
consultation emerges here that reappears at
Ugarit and in the Bible: the high god calls
for some god to volunteer to resolve a crisis;
different members of the council may be
proposed and prove inadequate; finally,
when all appears lost, a winning proposal is
made and accepted. and the saviour is com
missioned. This is used in particular to
depict the elevation of a deity to supremacy
in the council. Thus in E",ima elis, after
Anshar has unsuccessfully approached a
couple of possible champions, the gods
silently despair of finding one who will con
quer -+Tiamat. Finally, prompted by Ea,
-+Marduk volunteers. Anshar gives him his
blessing. but Marduk bargains for supreme
authority. Accordingly Anshar convenes a
special meeting of the council-the narra
tive details the gods' gathering, greetings,
banqueting and drinking (II 129-138)-and
they transfer all authority to Marduk.

In general it was in the supreme council
that the destinies of individual god., (e.g.
Marduk) and people (e.g. Enkidu), of cities
(Lamellt over Ur 137-169) and indeed all of
humanity (flood story) were decided.

In Ugaritic literature -+El presides over
the council. In the -·Baal cycle the gods
seem to speak and act with great freedom,
and El exercises minimal control. In }crlfl
1.2 I the gods are banqueting when they see
messengers coming from Yam (-+Sea) and
are cowed. Baal rebukes them and promises
to come up with a response. On their arrival
the messengers demand that Baal be handed
over to Yam. EI immediately gives his
assent, but Baal attacks them furiously and
has to be restrained by two goddesses. In
Kina. on the other hand, the traditional fonn
of the appeal for a volunteer to resolve a cri
sis is used to show all the gods speechless
and helpless in the face of Kirta's illness.
Repeated appeals by EI yield no response,
so that finally he must propose and execute
the solution himself (KTlfl 1.16 v 9-28).
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The" mythology is actually more complica
ted. For example, in the course of the Baal
cycle, El's council declares Baal their king
(KTlfl 104. iv 43-44), and in the sacrificial
text KTefl 1.39:7, there is reference to a pbr
btl 'assembly of Baal'.

Ill. While the OT passages using the
word sUd to refer to the divine council give
little information about its operation. other
biblical passages confirm that the ancient
Ne.1I' Eastern institution was well known in
Israelite thought. Thus Micaiah's account of
his vision (I Kgs 22:19b-22) has -Yahweh
seated on his throne with his court around
him. He asks who will undertake a certain
task. Various suggestions are made by mem
bers of the assembly. Finally one individual
makes a proposal which Yahweh accepts.
Yahweh commissions the proposer accord
ingly. Despite the terms 'host of heaven' for
the court and 'spirits' for the individual
members, the functioning of the old divine
council is obvious. The setting is more
ambivalent, but the traditional function is
clear again in the vision report of Isa 6: I-II,
in which the prophet is present as the volun
teer. (With the first person plural of v 8,
Yahweh speaks for the divine court as a
whole; so also in the divine resolutions of
Gcn 1:26; 3:22: 11:7.)

Other references follow a less standard
course, but equally clearly involve a dia
logue between the supreme deity and mem
bers of his council, leading to a decision and
the authorizing or commissioning of one of
those present. In Job 1:6-12; 2:1-7a, scenes
in heaven modelled on the epic tradition,
Yahweh addresses a certain member of the
divine council and introduces a particular
topic. The individual proposes a particular
course of action, and Yahweh authorizes it.
Zech 3: 1-7 is another vision report with a
mal'dk 'envoy' representing Yahweh, and a
priest present in the council as the object of
interest. Yahweh rebukes one of the council
who is maligning the priest, directs others to
dress the latter in the regalia appropriate to a
high priest, and then gives him a charge.
Thus the divine council is not just an amor
phous mass in Israelite literature: individual

members appear as actors in these scenes.
However. there is never any doubt of
Yahweh's effective authority over the council.

Ps 82: 1-7 recounts a unique procedure
and judgement in the council, which is here
called 'adal 'e! 'meeting of El' (v I MT
or, probably reflecting the original text,
(J\waywyu OErov, 'meeting of [the] gods'
LXX): one deity (Yahweh) addresses all the
other gods, announcing their demise as a
consequence of their misrule of the world.
His own assumption of world rule in their
place is then acclaimed by the psalmist (Le.
congregation? v 8).

The opening verses of Second Isaiah (Isa
40: 1-8) imply the same setting. They pre
suppose that a decision has been made. God
now orders the council (plural imperatives)
to act upon it. In particular, the prophet
author, conceived to be present in an audi
tion (if not vision), is himself addressed by a
member of the council ('a voice'): "Pr0
claim (singular impemtive)!" and responds
with a request for the message he is to de
liver. (Cf. above on Isa 6.)

These, as well as the larger ancient Near
Eastern tradition, provide the background
for references to the sod )'1Iw1l. As noted,
sod may refer to a councilor assembly or
other group, or to one of two more abstract
concepts: the counselor plan that such a
group might devise, and the company or
friendship that it might imply. All three
meanings are found on the divine as well as
the human plane.

In Ps 89:8 Yahweh's fearsomeness is
expressed by reference to the rest of the
divine court: b~sod q~dOfim "in the council
of the holy ones" parallel to "over all those
around him". The same group is referred to
in the same context as "(the children of) the
gods" (v 7) and qe1lal q~doii11l "the convo
cation of the holy ones" (v 6). There is no
place here for reference to any particular
members of the council, which is mentioned
solely to emphasize the absoluteness of
Yahweh's supremacy in it (ef. the function
of the divine assembly scene in KTefl 1.16
v).

Outside this psalm God's council is re-
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ferred to only as the setting in which special
mortals may have access to divine intentions
and knowledge. Thus it is invoked as the
source of true prophccy and of wisdom. It is
in his council that Yahweh gives the mess
age to and commissions the prophet. Only
those \,,'ho have stood in Yahweh's council
('md b(~.'iod-) and hcard his words can con
vey those words to his people (Jer 23: 18.
21-22: cf. Isa 6). Eliphaz questions whether
Job has got some special wisdom by listen
ing besod 'eloah "in the council of --Eloah"
(Job 15:8).

Since the prepositional phrase besod
always refers to a group (besides the pre
ceding examples see those concerning a
human group: Gcn 49:6: Jer 15: 17: Ezek
J3:9: Ps II J: I), the personal name BblJdY(1
(Neh 3:6: cr. the hypocoristicon Sodi in
Num 13: 10) must mean "In the council of
Yah" (contrast M. NOTII, IPN. 152-153).
This might refer to the bearcr's access to the
council (as above) or to the divine origins of
the dccision to grant (to his parents) the
conception of the bearer.

It is in his divine council (sod) that God
deliberates and decides on a plan (.wid). This
is wh~lt lies behind the claim that Yahweh
does nothing without first revcaling his plan
(sod) to his servants. the prophets (Amos
3:7). This is probably the meaning also in Ps
25: 14 which states that "thosc who fear
Yahweh have his Slid, his herit (covenant) to
infornl them".

In two other passages thc abstract 'com
panionship, friendship' is perhaps more like
ly: "Whcn God's sod was beside my tent.
when Shadday was with mc" (Job 29:4-5:
many emend to .'iok): "for the devious arc an
abomination to Yahweh. but his Slid is with
thc righteous" (Prov 3:32). (However. a
reference to the divine council here remains
a possibility: cr. A.7lfl 1.15 ii I-iii 19.
where. for El's blessing of Kirta on the
occasion of his marriage, the gods gather
around Kirta in a "mecting of the gods" Cd,
ibn).

In the NT thc full portrayal of the divine
council reappears elaborated in the dress of
a Christian apocalypse (Rev 4-5): the writer

has a vision of God, seated on his throne
holding a sealed scroll and surrounded by
twenty-four -elders also seated on --thrones.
An angel appeals for a volunteer to break
the seals and open the scroll. The writer
reports that there is none in the entire uni
verse able to perfoon this act. Finally. his
attention is dmwn to the -·Lamb. who,
acclaimed by the elders and myriads of
angels, proceeds to open the seals. In the
setting, the course of action, and even some
of the wording the pattern laid down in
ancient Mesopotamia remains visible. a"
does the purpose of the episode: the recogni
tion of a new divine hero who will accom
plish what none other can.
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S. B. PARKER

CREATOR OF ALL ~~ i1;D1', ta mivta,
ICncro;
I. The Hebrew epithet coming closest

to the concept Crearor-ol-All is ~~ iiOl' in
lsa 44:24. Yet this epithet in itself presuppo
ses neither a crcario ex nihilo nor a rigid
monotheism. In Jer 10:16 (= Jer 51:19) the
God of Ismel is called ~:i1 j;:)~, literally
'Shaper-of-All' (REB: 'Creator of the uni
verse'). In Eph 3:9 and Rev 4: 11 God is
denoted as ta JtCrvra Kncros, 'Creator of all
things'. Furthennore Col 1:16 refers to
Christ as the one in whom £ICncrGrt ta
JtCxvta, 'all things were created'. So we may
conclude that scveral biblical tcxts convey
the concept of God as the Creator-of-All.

II. In Egypt the role of Creator of every
thing is attributed to several gods. The most
imponant of them are - Re. - Amun,
-Atum, -Ptah and Khnum. Although the
ways creation was envisaged may differ, and
various ways of describing the mode of cre
ation may coexist in one and the same text,
the concept of creation in Egyptian theology
always implies that the universe, heaven and
earth. and all life in heaven and on earth,
originated from a single deity, an idea based
on the concept of a multitude of deities
emanating from this one god (Orro 1955:
HORNUNG 1971; ASSMANN 1983, 1984;
ALLEN 1988). So the creator god is at the
5al)le time the creator of all other gods. Ech
naton viewed the god Aton as the sole Cre
ator who created objects only, not the other
gods. According to DE MOOR the Egyptian
concept of the solc creator of all, as fonnu
Jated in the Amun-Re theology of the New
Kingdom, exercised considerable influence
on Canaan and early Israel towards the end
of the 2nd millennium BCE (DE MOOR
1997).

Several creation myths of the ancient

Near East imply that there existed already a
large body of water before the work of cre
ation began (LAMBERT 1986: 126). In the
Babylonian creation myth Enuma E/ish for
example, the primordial world came into
existence by the mixing of thc sweet waters
(ApsO) with the salt watcrs (-·Tiamat =Sca,
Flood). L3ter on, aftcr having vanquished
Tiamat, the god -·Marduk starts his work of
creation by splitting the watery body of Tia
mat into two halves. One half of her he re
shaped into heaven, the other half into earth.
Furthcrmore he creates man. Marduk thus
fonns the universe out of the existing prime
val sea. Next to Enuma Elish there circula
ted many other creation myths in Mesopota
mia (BOrrERO & KRAMER 1989) and
therefore it seems ccnain that no standard
cosmogony was devcloped. Both in Sumer
ian and Akkadian the epithct 'Builder (=
Creator) of All' is attcsted for thc deities
An/Anu. EnkilEa. Enlil and Marduk (AkkGE
69; CAD B [1965] 84a, 88).

In the Canaanite world the highest god
-·EI is called :>U qn :>ar$, -'EI-creator-of
the-eanh' (see for Palmyrene attestations,
some of them including the eanh, MILIK
1972: 183). There is sufficicnt reason, how
ever, to suppose that in fact El was thought
to be the creator of both the cosmos and
man. In Ugarit EI is callcd bny bnwr, 'buil
der of builded things (= creator of created
things)' (POPE 1987; see also, howcver, DE
MOOR 1980:172, 182-183; KAPElRUD
1980:4-5), :>ab :>adm, 'father of man' and
father of the gods (KORPEl 1990:235-236).
A god list from Ugarit assumes him 10 bc
the creator of heaven and eanh (DE MOOR
1980: 182-186). This is in accordance with a
Canaanite myth preserved in Hiuite transla
tion mentioning Elk"11ni~a, an obvious bot
ching of :>U qny :>ar$. It is significant. howe
vcr. that in this myth -.Baal is already
beginning to take over El's position (HOF
FNER 1990:69-70).

Also in Ugarit Baal seems to manifcst
himself as a 'creator' (bny) in his own right.
In thc work of thc chief priest I1imilku a
gradual transfer of El's stalus as the highest
god to Baal may be observed (KORPEl
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1998). Like the Myth of Baal (A.7U 1.3:V.7;
1.4:IV.22; 1.6:1.34). the Legend of Aqhatu
(A.7U 1.17:VI.48) still describes I1u as dwel
ling at the confluence of the Upper and
Lower Flood which he as the creator of
everything presumably had separated in pri
mordial times, as Marduk did in the Babylo
nian Creation Epic. HO\vcver, for the first
time it appears that Baal too has some kind
of control ovcr thc two Floods (KTU
1.19:1.45, confirnled by KTU 1.92:5 if gil D
means 'to make it snow': cf. KTU 1.4:V.7:
KORPEL 1990:561-562).

Text A.7U 1.100 seems to refer to the
Sun-goddess as creatress of all other gods
and of all living creatures. It is possible that
this concept was derived from Hittite sour
ccs. In Hittitc religion the Sun-goddess was
also heading the pantheon. The main body
of thc text mentions I1u as the head of the
deitics, which suggests that when the text
was written down the Sun-goddess had been
replaced by I1u as head of the pantheon and
creator of the universe (ARTU 146 n.3).

In a tcxt from Emar Dagan (->Dagon) is
called 'the Lord of Creation' (Emar Vl.3,
No. 382:16: [dku]r en qll-n[m and in later
times it is -> Baal-Shamem who is called
qnll dy rCil 'Creator of the earth' (KAI
244:3; translation uncertain, cf. DNWSI III,
1016; cf. NIEIIR 1990: I22f.).

According to Philo of Byblos' account of
the Phoenician religion the beginning of cre
ation was an autonomous process. The pri
mordial Spirit mixed with it'i own origin and
the result of this union was -.~10t, a watery
mud from which cventually everything came
into being (BAUMGARTEN 1981:106-108).
According to Ugaritic myth Mot, Death, was
living in a muddy pit. Docs this mcan that
the Phoenicians held Death responsiblc for
the coming into existence of all life forols?

III. In Isa 44:24 the epithet csh k1,
'Maker-of-AII', occurs as a designation of
the God of Israel. The verb c.~11 literally
mcans 'to make'. However, parallel verbs
are br:>, 'to create', ysd, 'to lay foundations',
)"$r, 'to fonn', kwn, 'to establish'; pCI 'to
make' and qnll, 'to creatc' (BERNHARDT,
nVAT 1:774: FOERSTER, TDNT 3:1(07). In

Isa 44:24 itsclf parallel tenns like 1I{1I Jmym
and rq C II :>r$ suggest that Deutero-Isaiah
viewed the creative process as working with
existing materials and that for him there was
hardly any difference with the age-old Can
aanite concept of the Creator of Heaven and
Earth.

It is not unlikely that even the verb br:>,
'to crcatc', which in the Old Testament is
reserved for God's creative work, originally
was a rare verb meaning 'to construct. to
build'. just as bnll, 'to build', which is used
in a litcral sense in Gen 2:2 where God is
building Adam's rib into a woman, nnd in
Amos 9:6 where God builds his upper
chambers in heaven. A verb br:>, 'to con
struct, to build', and 'to create', is attested
in Sabaic (KORPEL 1990:383-389). So it is
stretching the evidence if one would try to
derive the doctrine of the crealio ex lIillilo
from the epithet 'Crcator/Builder of All'.

Like othcr ancient Near Eastern religious
traditions, the Old Testament distinguishes
three modes of creation: creation through
the word alonc (Gcn I); crcation as making
(expressed by the metaphors of the builder,
the smith and the potter); and creatio comi
fIlla. The different modes could stand side
by side. This enables Deutero-Isaiah to play
with the epithet cslI kl in Isa 44:24, because
it is obvious that this refers both to God's
cre~llorship and to his mighty aclo;; in deliv
ering his people (cf. Isa 44:23, 25).

Deutero-Isaiah's designation of God as
csII kl may be compared to Gcn I:31 where
it is said, 'and God sawall that he had
madc', :>I-kl-:>Jr c.(lI. It is clear that kl refers
to the totality of created things and beings
enumerated in the preceding verses. A simi
lar cxpression is used in Isa 45:7, 'I fOroled
the light, and created darkness, I made peace
and created cvil, I the LORD have madc all
these things' (csil kl-:>sll). The noun kl has a
comprehensive meaning here too. The same
can be said of Jer 14:22, VON RAn
(1982: 166) compares the use of kl in Isa
44:24 with Ps 8:7 and Qoh 3: I, and takes it
as a designation of the visible world, far less
extensive in meaning than Greek k0511105,

Deutero-Isaiah often refers to the creative
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work of God and his descriptions match the
creation account of P (Gen ]).

Deutero-Isaiah speaks of God who cre
ated (hr~ the stars (40:26). the -ends of the
earth (40:28). heaven (42:5) and his people
(43:1,7.15). On the other hand God also is
the creator of darkness and evil (Isa 45:7; cf.
Prov 16:4 "He makes. £pCI] all things for his
purpose. even the wicked for the day of
evil"). This concept is part of God's opus
alienll11l (cf. Isa 28:21). It does not really
belong to him, but it is part of the mono
theistic discourse about God as the Creator.
He is the Fonner (Ylr) and Maker (ill) of
Israel and Jacob (lsa 43:1.7.21; 44:2.21.24
[contrast 44:9.10.12.13.15.17.19]; 45:] I;
54:5), the Fonner of the light (45:7), of man
(45:9), and of the earth (45:] 8). He stretched
out (nth) the heavens (40:22; 42:5; 44:24
(contrast 44:]3]; 45:]2; 5]:13) and planted
(IIt c

) the heavens and fashioned (rq~ and
founded (y.wl) the earth (lsa 42:5; 44:24
(contrast 40:19]; 48:13; 51:]3,]6). Accor
ding to Deutero-Isaiah the God of Israel is a
creator in the past. the present and the futu
re. Also the change in history, the redemp
tion of the exiles, can be described in tenus
of creation (Isa 41 :20: 42: 16: 43: 19: 44:23).
In aU other OT texts which use the verb csh,
'to create', together with kl, parts of creation
are summed up (Gen 3:]; 7:4; Exod 20:] ];
cf. 2 Kgs ]9:]5; Jer ]4:22; Ps ]46:6; Neh
9:6). The prophet Jeremia twice calls YHWH
"the Shaper-of-AU", Ylr hkl, Jer 10:] 6, par.
5]:] 9. HOLLADAY (l983:336) assumes that
this phrase refers to YflWfI as the Creator of
the whole universe, pointing to kl in Pss
103:]9 and ]] 9:9 1. Jer 10:]2-] 6 (par.
5]: 15-19). the broader context, deals with
idolatry Gust as Isa 44), and therefore this
way of describing God may serve as a de
Iibemte contrast to the worthless 'creative'
acts of the makers of idols.

IV. 2 Macc 7:23 explains the epithet 0
tOU KO<JJ.lOU KncrtTl<; 'the Creator of the uni
verse' as 1tCIVtrov E;euprov YEve<J\v 'he who
devised the origin of all'. The author consi
dered God's creation of everything a true
creario ex lIihilo, OUK E; ovtrov ETCOlTlcrev
auta 0 Beos 'God did not create [all] these

from existing things' (2 Mace 7:28).
Eph 3:9 too describes God as ta rcavta

Kncras 'Creator of all things' within the
context of God's eternal plan with the world
and especially the people Jiving in it. The
designation of God as the 'Creator of a))'
hints at God's hidden purpose with the
world. He knows the outcome from the ear
liest beginning of the world. In contrast to
this opinion Marcion took this text as a
proof for his theory that the demiurge, cre
ator of the world, had to be contrasted with
the highest God. In his edition he left out
th,e word,EV in the phrase EV t<i> Be<i> tcji ttl
TCavta Ktlcravtl, and by this he was able to
conclude that the mysterious purpose of the
universe was kept hidden from the Creator
of A)), instead of hidden in Him. SCHNAC
KENBURG (1982: 140) connects the phrase of
Eph 3:9 with I: 10 and concludes that the
Creation of All will be fu]fi))ed in eschato]o
gica] times when the universe, everything in
heaven and earth, will be brought into the
unity of Christ. The unity and order of the
'all' in the end will be restored in Christ,
who was a]reay present at the beginning of
the world (l:4).

The phrase 'Creator of All' is also used
in Rev 4: II, where it describes the absolute
dependence of the 24 elders upon their God.
In the following chapter (Rev 5) the sealed
scroll is discussed, which places the
designation of God as the Creator of All
Gust as Eph 3:9) in the context of God's
omniscience and his knowledge of the pur
pose of the world, hidden from all creatures.
Col I: 16 refers to Christ as the one in whom
EKtlcrBT\ ta TCavta, 'all things were created',
in heaven and on earth (see also Rom ]1:36;
I Cor 8:6; Hebr 2: 10) and ta rcavta Sl' aU
tOU lCO\ Eis autov EKtlcrtOl 'a)) things were
created through him and for him'.
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CURSE ii';~
I. Some scholars have contended that in

ancient Israel 'curse' Cala) was conceived
of as a kind of demonic force that could
invade the land or take over a person's
being. Although curse could on occac;ion be
personified, there is little evidence from the
Bible that curse was thought to be a self
acting force. This is true not only for the
root 'lH but also for vocables from other
roots used to express curses in the OT (no
tably 'RR, QLL, QBB, and ~n(). Etymological
ly the root 'LH is cognate with Ar 'LW (IV),
'to swear', 'to curse', and 'allll, 'oath',
'curse'. In the OT the root is attested as a
verb in the Qal (Judg 17:2: Hos 4:2~ 10:4)
and in the Hiphil (I Sam 14:24~ I Kgs 8:31
= 2 Chr 6:22); the noun 'ala occurs 36
times. In addition, the noun ta'ii/ii (Lam
3:65) is probably to be derived from this
root. Despite the occasional personification
of curses both in Israel and elsewhere in the
ancient Near East, curses were thought to
derive their effectiveness not so much from
any inherent demonic force or magical
power as from the agency of the cooperating
deity invoked in such iIIocutionary or per
formative utterances.

II. There are no certain attestations of
'a/l1 'curse' in ancient Near Eastern litera
ture outside the Hebrew Bible. In the al
leged eighth-century BCE Phoenician inscrip
tion from Arslan Tash the word 'It-which
occurs four or five times, depending upon
one's interpretation-has been read various
ly as 'goddess', 'bond', or ·curse'. However,
there is a growing conviction among
scholars that the Arslan Tash inscription is
in fact a forgery made in the 1930s and so
will not be considered here (see J.
TEIXIDOR, Les tablettes d' Arslan Tash au
Musee d' Alep, AIiIOr I [1983] 105-108; P.
AMIET, Observations sur les '1"ablettes
magiques" d' Arslan Tash, AIiIOr 1 [1983]
109). 'ala has also been read in line 2 of the
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Panammu II (KAI 215), an eighth-century
BeE Aramaic inscription from Zinjirli. The
word in question occurs in a broken and
difficult context; it is usually read as 'z/l, Le.
a relative pronoun. However, CRAWFORD
(1992: I02-1 03), follo\"'ing GIBSON (TSSI
2.78-79) reads '/h, 'curse.. and translates,
"because of his father's righteousness the
gods of Y'DY delivered him from destruc
tion. There was a cursc on his father's
house, but the god -.Hadad stood with him,
and [...r' If correctly read as 'curse" then
'/h here can be compared to the sanctions
attached to a breach of ancient Near Eastern
treaties (e.g. Sefire I.A.14-42: I.B.21-45;
I.C.17-25) or to covenants (cf. Deut 30:7;
Jer 23: 10).

Although not cognates, Heb 'iilii is often
correctly compared to Akkadian mal7lilll, the
semantic range of which cxtends from 'oath'
(sworn by thc king and the gods) and
'sworn agreement' to 'curse' (consequences
of a broken oath attacking a person who
took it, also as demonic power) (CAD M/l,
s.v.). Both 'iilii and l7liimilll have as their
primary meaning 'oath', as in treaties and in
promises of fidelity. Likewise, both tenns
nrc used by metonymy to refer to disa~tcrs

and maladies considered to be sanctions for
breaking an oath. Such disasters and mal
adies were thought to be inflicted by divine
bcings (-+Sons of (thc) Gods) cxplicitly or
implicitly invoked to enforce the oath.
Accordingly in Akkadian literature the dis
asters and maladics associatcd with l7liimilll
were themselves on occa.<;ion demonized or
dcified (CAD MIl, l711imiru 2c).

In the targums 'iilii, like JebiNi (another
word for 'oath'), is nonnally translated by
Aram momara, a cognate to Akk mamilll. In
cases where 'ii!ii and Ubfi'ii occur togethcr,
'alii is translated by Aram Ii{a or lbrii{ii
('curse').

III. Thc notion of 'iillJ, 'curse', as some
kind of self-acting malcvolcnt force has first
been proposcd by PEDERSEN (1926:437
443). Although Pederscn uscd thc label 'ald,
it is clear from the examplcs hc used that
'cursc' also includes vocablcs dcrivcd from
other roots, notably 'RR and QLL. PEDER-

SEN'S conception of curse is intimately
linked with his understanding of the soul in
Israelite psychology. "Man, in his total
essence, is a soul" (1926:99). In other
words, were one to substitute 'pcrson' for
·sou)'. one would have a more accurate
understanding of what the Israelites meant
by soul. The soul is a coherent whole char
acterized by volition realized in action. That
is, human persons are by nature oricnted
toward accomplishment of what they con
ceive in thought. Moreover, this ancient psy
chology assigned a magical quality to lan
guage: words effect what they symbolize.
Curses-like their opposites, blessings
operate by a power inherent in the words
themselves and thus take on a life of their
own once uttered. Blessing is the vital
po\ver that no living being can live without;
it is the strength of life, a creative power
manifested primarily in fertility but also in
bringing about wealth. Great-souled persons
possess greater blessing and thc full lifc that
goes with it. The act of blessing transfers
this soul power to another person. The bless
ing is a self-fulfilling power that cannot be
revoked. but it can be made more effective
by joining human power with divinc power.

Curse is just the opposite of blessing.
Curse, like its counterpart, -·sin, causes dis
solution of the soul. diminishment of vital
ity. and destruction of the community. But
unlike sin, the curse can be put into the soul
from without. Likc thc blessing, the curse
can be put into thc soul by someone else
uttering thc curse. The power of the cursc
lies not in the wish or the words but in the
mysterious power of souls to react upon
each other. Onc whosc soul creates some
thing evil puts that evil into the soul of his
neighbour. where it exercises its influence.
Persons of stronger souls speak stronger
curses than ordinary people (2 Kgs 2:24; cf.
6:16); persons like Balaam had special gifts
for that kind of utterance (Num 22-24).
Also. the strength of the word could be
increased by uttering it in a holy place such
as before the altar (I Kgs 8:31).

Pedersen's views about curse as a self
operating powcr wcre adoptcd and devel-
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oped in different ways by others.
MOWINCKEL (1924) sought to ground curse,
like blessing, in the cult. Although originally
the power of blessings and curses may have
been thought to arise from within the blesser
or the curser and to be transmitted by means
of the effectual word, in Israel blessing and
cursing increasingly took the form of a wish
or a prayer to -Yahweh to bless one's com
munity or friends and to curse one's en
emies or malefactors. In Mowinckel's the
ory, the magical quality of the word was not
so much abandoned ac; transformed into a
'sacramental element' through which the
deity's power could actually be strengthened.
HEMPEL (1925) posited an even greater
evolutionary development in the notions of
blessing and cursing in Israel. In the folk
religion stage, blessings and curses were
magical and self-fulfilling. In the cultic
stage, blessings and curses still required
ceremonies and oral fonnulas to prompt the
deity to bless or curse. In the ethical mono
theism stage, blessings and curses lost their
magical quality altogether, blessings and
curses were now believed to come from the
deity in accordance with the ethical values
proclaimed by the prophets. That the genre
of curse in ancient Israel underwent such
evolutionary development, however, may be
doubted. SCIIARBERT (1958) is closer to the
OT evidence in concluding that, although
word-magic may still be present in a number
of OT passages involving curses, the magi
cal element was largely neutralized by faith
in Yahweh. That is, the curse became more
of a prayer to Yahweh to bring about the
calamity on the evildoer and thus call the
evildoer to account. But even this recon
struction depends too heavily upon a hy
pothesis of word-magic as the norm in the
ancient Near East.

CRAWFORD (1992) hac; shown that none
of the blessing and curse formulations in
Syro-Palestinian inscriptions roughly con
temporary with the monarchical period in
Israel (ca. 1000-586 BCE) should be inter
preted as vague magical imprecations; rather
in every case they arc dependent for their
fulfillment upon the power of deities in-

voked either explicitly or implicitly. A
closer analysis of OT curse formulations
yields similar results (see BRICHTO 1963).
The notion that words have power is based
upon a modem misconception about the
ancients' inability to distinguish between
'word' and 'thing'. With THISELTON (1974),
blessing and curse arc best understood a'i
iIlocutionary or perfonnative utterances.
That is to say, the congruence between word
and thing derives from the fact that they are
uttered by an acceptable person at an accept
able time and in an acceptable manner. A
divorce formula, for example. derives iLc;
force not from mere utterance but from
being pronounced by the proper person(s) in
a forum acknowledged by that society for
that purpose.

Curse ('aW) in the OT was operativc in
two basic contexts: (1) As part of an oath,
such as in the making of covenants or con
tracts. In this usage the curse is essentially
an imprecation. That is, curses attachcd to
covenant-making functioned as sanctions
invoked upon oneself for breach of contract.
Just as blessings motivated covenant fidelity
through promise of a full life and prosperity.
so curses militated against covenant infidel
ity through threat of loss of life and dim
inishment of community or wealth. The
close connection between 'eilli and covenant
is particularly evident in Deut 29:9-20:
"You are assembled today, all of you. before
Yahweh your God [... ] to enter into the
covenant of Yahweh your God and into its
curse" (vv 9-11, cf. vv 13. 20). A covenant
context for 'alii is also explicit or implicit in
passages such as Deut 30:7; Isa 24:4-6; Jer
23: 10; Ezek 16:59; 17: 11-19; 2 Chr 34:24:
Neh 10:30: Dan 9: II: and perhaps also in
the obscure passage Hos 10:4. Because of
the close connection between curse and
covenant, 'alii can by metonymy, specifi
cally by synecdoche of the part for the
whole, stand for the covenant itself (e.g.
Dcut 29: 18, 19). Within a covenant context,
it is obvious that the curses arc not self
acting but rather are carried out by the deity
or deities invoked to guarantee the integrity
of the covenant. (2) As adjurations against
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another person (in grammatical 2nd or 3rd
person formulations) (a) for the purpose of
motivating witnesses or malefactors to come
forward (e.g. Lev 5: I); (b) for the purpose
of evoking a desired action or precluding an
undesired action (e.g. Gen 24:41; Josh 6:22;
I Sam 14:24, 28); or (c) as a conditional
imprecation (or prayer) addressed to the
deity to punish a malefactor whose guilt
cannot be proved (e.g. Judg 17:2; Num
5: 11-31; I Kgs 8:31-32=2 Chr 6:22-23). It
was a breach of the moral code to evoke the
deity frivolously or under false pretenses
(Job 31:29-30; Hos 4:1-2: Ps 59:13).

In no passage does the curse operate
independently of the agency of the deity,
even in passages which have the most sem
blance of magic. An example is the fre
quently.cited case of a woman suspected of
adultery who must endure a trial by ordeal
wherein the woman is forced to drink water
containing a curse (Num 5: 1t -31). Here the
placing of the trial in the sanctuary (vv 15
16. 18. 30) and the explicit invocation of the
deity to effect the curse (v 21, cf. v 25)
make it clear that the words nnd the actions
of the ritual have at most a sacramental
quality; that is, they are merely material
forms through which divine action is mani
fested. Even in cases where the actual words
of the curse arc not recorded, such as in
Judg 17:2 where a distraught woman curses
the unknown thief who stole her money, it is
likely that the deity was invoked. For when
the woman learned that the thief was her
own son, in an attempt to counteract the
curse. she immediately invoked Yahweh to
bless her son. The logic here seems to be
that. since her son was patently guilty, the
imposition of the curse by the just divine
judge could not be averted. However, the
effects of the curse could be softened
through blessing from the same deity.

Examination of other cases yields a simi
lar conclusion. The curse in ancient Israel
whether expressed by 'liM or some other
vocable-was not believed to be a magical.
self-acting force. Rather, a valid curse was
always conditional (a) upon the speaker
having legitimate reason to utter the curse.

(b) upon the object person being deserving
of punishment. and most importantly, (c)
upon the complicity of the deity in effecting
the curse.
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B. F. BAlTO

CYBELE
I. According to HOMMEL (1929). the

field of Machpelah (Gen 23:9.17.19; 25:9:
49:30; 50: 13) was named after the goddess
Ma-Cybcle.

II. Cybele (K'UptATl) orCybebe (K'UP~PTl)

is a goddess of the fertile earth originating
from Asia Minor. where she was known in
the second millennium nCE as Kubaba
(LAROCHE 1960). Having made her way into
the Greek world. the deity was identified
with a number of other 'mother goddesses'
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such as Rhea, Agdistis. Ma. and Bellona.
Her cult had orgiastic traits. The latter were
accentuated in the course of time as the god
Attis (in some respects compamble with
-·Adonis) was associated with Cybele. The
goddess and her male consort were quite
popular in the Hellenistic and Roman world
(TURCAN 1989).

III. The connection made between Mach
pelah and Ma-Cybele is based purely on
phonetic similarity. In fact, the construct
Ma-Cybele is extremely rJre; the conjunc
tion Ma-Bellona is more frequent. The cult
of Cybele would not have been known (cer
tainly not under that name) in Palestine
before Alexander the Great-which would
mean that the Machpelah tmdition is much
younger than commonly accepted. Also, the
word l1Iakpelii is a perfectly proper Hebrew
maqlel formation based on the root KPL, 'to

be double' (cf. BAUER & LEANDER. Hislo
rische Grammalik. 492).
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DAGON pn

I. Dagon is the Hebrew form of the
name of the god Dagan, who was an import
ant Mesopotamian and West Semitic deity.
Dagon occurs as a Philistine deity in the
Hebrew Bible, specifically as the god of
Ashdod (l Sam 5: 1-7 and I Mace 10:83-84;
Judg 16:23 [Gala]; 1 Chr 10: 10 [Beth
Shan?]). The LXX also reads the name
aay(J)v instead of Nebo (-+NabO) in Isa
46:1.

The etymology of the name Dagan is
uncertain. Etymologies based on dog, 'fish',
dagan, 'grain', and on a root meaning 'be
cloudy' (Arabic dajj or dajana) are all
equ31ly dubious and there is no contextual
evidence from the Hebrew Bible or from
MesopotamianlWest Semitic sources to give
much support to these speculations. It is
wiser to restrict oneself to what can be
known from the evidence. principally that
Dagan was a deity of major significance in
the Marl region in the Old Babylonian
period and tfult his worship appears to have
spread widely in later times. He was thus
adopted, no doubt in some syncretistic form,
perhnps as a com-god, by the Philistines.

II. Dagan is one of the most persistent
deities of the world of Semitic religion. His
worship is well attested from the third mil
lennium BeE in the Ebla texts and he ap
pears in Sargonic personal names, but
neither source gives any hint of the precise
nature of this deity. In Ebla, though import
ant in cult. he is rarely named, but called by
various titles including dOE (belu, 'Lord')
and dLUGAL-du-du-luka ('Lord of Tuttul').
Temples, festivals and even a section of the
city were dedicated to Dagan.

Sargon attributed his conquest of
UpperIWestern Mesopotamia to Dagan and
worshipped him in Tuttul. This confirms
Dagan's regional authority, leaving southern

Mesopotamia to other deities, including
Enlil. He is well attested in the Mari texts as
one of the principal deities of the Amorites
of Old Babylonian Upper Mesopotamia and
he is specifically linked with Mari, his great
cult-centres being at Terqa and especially
Tuttul. It may be noted that Dagan is often
connected in the Mari texts with the activ
ities of ecstatics/prophets who received mess
ages from the god in his temple, which were
then transmitted to the king.

In southern Mesopotamia Dagan was
sometimes identified with the god Enlil.
This may suggest some 'stonn-god' aspect
(supporting the etymology linking the name
with the possible Arabic cognate noted
above), though the significance of the
equation may not be this aspect and the
Arabic cognate is extremely remote.

The westward 'migration' of Dagan is
already evident in the Ugaritic texts. He has
a rather minor role in Ugaritic mythology,
playing a very small and obscure part in the
Nikkal poem. The context here is fragmen
tary, but it is possible that Dagan is men
tioned as the father of the lunar deity Yarikh
(-·Moon) (A7U 1.24: 14). He has no active
role in the main myths and legends and is
merely mentioned as the father of -.Baeal
(called bn dgn, I;tk dgll). His paternity of
Bacal might be interpreted as implying char
acteristics similar to Bacal's. Be this a." it
may, Dagan's importance in Ugaritic relig
ion is confirmed by his relative popularity in
offering-lists and similar texts. From the fact
that he is the recipient of offerings recorded
on two stelae found in the precinct of a
major temple (KTU 6.13 and 6.14) it ap
pears that one of the two principal temples
at Ugarit was dedicated to Dagan, though
the evidence is not completely conclusive.
The other temple was that of BaCal. Ugaritic
'theology' (as opposed to the different world
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of Ugaritic mythology) may be reflected in
the local pantheon lists and the main one of
these, extant in several versions, puts Dagan
in third place, after -·EI and -·lIib but be
fore Balal (see A7U 1.47; 1.118 and Akkad
ian RS 20.24=Ugarilica Vi, 18).

It is noteworthy that in the Ugaritic texts
Dagan is twice called dgfl Ill, 'Dagan of
TUllUl' (A7V 1.100:15; 1.24:14 [11(1)]), a
title which shows the continuity of the Ugar
itic Dagan tradition with that of Mari.

The fact of Dagan's having no active part
in the main Balal myths may reflect the rela
tive lateness of his anival on the Syrian
coast. References to Balal as 'son of Dagan'
also present considerable problems, since he
is clearly also the son of EI. Some have
sought to resolve this by a<;suming that
Dagan is to be identified with EI, but this
idea is hard to maintain in view of the fact
that the two were separntely worshipped.
Others suggest the title 'son of Dagan'
reflects an awareness of Balal's foreignness
and secondariness within the history of the
Ugaritic pantheon. It may well be that the
confusion arises from a lack of fixity in the
genealogy of the Ugaritic gods.

Biblical evidence of Philistine worship of
Dagan (below)-the fonn of the name
recorded for this is Dagon, reflecting a shift
of ii to b-is uninfomlative in detail, but
c1e:!.rly implies that the deity was taken over
by the Philistines a<; a national god, We
must assume his worship had been wide
spread throughout the coast:!.I (com-pro
ducing'?) area which the Philistines came to
call their own. The adoption of pre-existing
cults, no doubt still popular among the
Semitic population, can be regarded as nor
mal. It may be noted, however, that there is
only one possible direct Phoenician allusion
to DaganIDagon. in the phrase 'r$1 dgfl
h'drt, 'the rich lands of Dagon', in the fifth
century BeE Eshmunazar inscription (KAI
14: 19). Dagon does, however, have a promi
nent role in Philo of Byblos' speculative
account of Phoenician religion (below).

ROBERTS (1972: 18-19) argued for Dagan
having had an underworld role. His argu
ment is largely based on the underworld

aspect of Enlil, with whom Dagan was
identified, though he also cites a Mari text in
which Dagan is called bel pagre. which
Roberts takes to mean 'lord of the sacrifices
for the dead'. This translation is dubious:
'Iord of sacrificial victims' may be more
likely. There is. however, some slight evi
dence pointing in the direction of the funer
ary cult in that an inscription of Shamshi
Adad I seems to connect the bit kispi
('temple of the funerary ritual') in Terqa
with the temple of Dagan there.

We cannot resolve the question of the
etymology of the name DaganlDagon. It
could be pre-Semitic. The connection with
'fish' (cf. Biblical evidence as interpreted by
Wellhausen [below], Jerome and later
Jewish tradition [Rashi, Kimchi)) is entirely
secondary, being based on a folk etymology.
The name Dagan appears to have been a
'given' which needed explanation and the
explanation anived at would. conveniently,
help to make sense of certain difficulties in
one of the Biblical texts (see below). This
made the 'fish' connection the more allmct
ive, but it has little intrinsic merit. As an inter
pretation it is only loosely supported by the
Philistine association with the sea and anal
ogies with the goddess Derketo at a later date.

As for 'grain'. this suggestion has a ven
erJble ancestry in that this is the significance
of Dagan in Philo of Byblos, where Dagon
is identic:!.1 with Siton and is regarded as
having discovered grain and the plough.
This cannot. however, be regarded as
settling the issue and it is now a widely held
view that the word for 'grain' comes from
the name of the god and not vice \'usa. Per
haps more simply we might suppose that the
connection with 'grain' is secondary and
based on the coincidence of the West Sem
itic word for grain (e.g. Hebrew and Ugar
itic [one doubtful occurrence: A7U 1.16
iii: 13]) and the Mesopotamian name of the
god being homonyms. The grain-related
meaning of the root dgfl is distinctively
West Semitic. It would not have been
known to a Mesopotamian worshipper of the
deity and cannot have been at all prominent
in the understanding of his name.
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Finally the Arnbic dajana, 'to be gloomy,
cloudy', not found elsewhere in Semitic, has
been adopted by many recent scholars. As
we have seen, connection with stonns (since
Dagan was Enlil-like and also the father of
BaCal) is possible though never explicit. The
appeal to such a remote Semitic cognate for
etymology smacks of desperntion.

III. I Sam 5: 1-7 contains the most
imponant of the Biblical references to
DaganlDagon. The passage concerns the
bringing of the Ark of the Covenant by the
Philistines into the temple of their god
Dagon in Ashdod. The introduction of the
captured Ark into a temple is meant to be a
sign of submission to the god of the particu
hir temple. According to the story in I Sam,
however, the statue of Dagon fell down (in
submission) before the Ark and was
smashed. There is a difficulty in the text of
the end of v.4: raq cJiigon niJ'ar 'cilii(y)w,
apparently "only Dagon was left upon him".
BHK and BHS recognise the need for a con
struct noun before 'Dagon' and this is
reflected in the ancient versions (LXX: ~

paXlC;, backbone; Vg: truncus, body without
limbs; Tg: gwpyh, his body, Syr: gw.~mh, his
body). Wellhausen would correct dcigim to
diigo, 'his Iish(-pan)', .md this is still fa
voured by BHK. This would give 'only his
fish-pan remained upon him', which would,
if accepted, suppon the connecting of
Dagan's name with dcig, 'fish', a tradition
represented in Jerome «c1ag 'on, 'fish of tri
bulation'!) and in the Talmud. It is notable,
however. that while the ancient versions are
aware of a problem with the text, this is not
an interpretation they put upon it. The Well·
hausen suggestion is now rightly abandoned
by BHS.

Of the remaining Biblical references to
DaganlDagon, note may be made of other
pa'isages which confinn the association of
the god with the Philistines. In Judg 16:23
the Philistine chiefs assemble, presumably in
the temple of Dagon, to offer sacrifice of
thanksgiving to Dagon for their capture of
Samson. Dagon is called 'their/our god' and
he receives a z.ebab gcid61. 'a gre,lt sacri
fice'. Although it is not explicitly stated here

that there was a Dagon temple at Gazn, no
change of locale is implied and it seems
likely that there was such a temple, since
there appear to have been many temples of
the god. Josh 15:41 and 19:27, where the
placename Beth-Dagon occurs, imply there
were such temples in Judah and in Asher.
According to I Chr 10: I0 the head of Saul
was initially displayed by the Philistines as a
trophy of war in a temple of Dagon. This
appears to have been at Beth-Shan (I Sam
31: 10).

That the cult of Dagon persisted into the
intenestamental period is clear from I Macc
10:83-84, according to which the High
Priest Jonathan burned down the temple of
Dagon in Azotus, i.e. Ashdod, which had
become the place of refuge of the cavalry of
Apollonius, governor of Cocle-Syria.

In addition to these explicit biblicul ref
erences to the god Dagon, note should be
made of a number of biblical verses in
which it has been argued that the occurrence
of the word dcigun. 'grain', intends an allu
sion to the deity. Thus in Gen 27:28 and
Hos 7: 14 and 9: I (e.g. AlBRIGIIT 1946:
1046). The claimed allusion in Gen 27:28 is
without foundation, since nothing in the
context suggests anything to do with foreign
gods and diigiin is satisfactorily trnnslated as
'grain', one of the divine gifts in Isaac's
blessing upon his son. Here and elsewhere
'grain' is associated with -> 'dew' (faf), 'fat
ness of the eanh' and 'new wine' (tirM,
-·Tirash). The fact that faf and firM may
elsewhere have mythological ovenones docs
not prove that dcigiin has such ovenones in
Gen 27:28.

The case of the Hosea passages is dif
ferent, since it is clear that it is one of
Hosea's themes that it was Yahweh, not the
foreign gods, who gave Isrnel "the grain. the
wine and the oil" (2: 10-11.24). In these
cases there may be a faint echo of the divine
name Dagan (though the fact that the
definite anicle is used means that it is in
deed faint). In Hos 7: 14 the specific context
is that of turning to other gods and "for
dugiin and firM (without definite anicles)
they gash themselves" may plausibly be
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interpreted as an allusion to illicit cult,
though the allusion could be simply to a cult
of lamentation for the failure of vcgetation.
Hos 9: I. "you have loved a prostitute's pay
ment upon all the threshing-floors of
dagei"", could again contain an allusion to
the deity.
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DANIEL ";~'~i
I. The name Daniel occurs in three con

texts in the Hebrew Bible: (I) It occurs
twice in the Book of Ezekiel. Ezek 14: 14
says that when a land sins. "cven if these
three -+Noah, Daniel and Job were in it,
they would deliver but their own lives by
thcir rightcousncss". Again in Ezek 28:3 thc
prophet taunts the king of Tyre (-·Mclqart)
by asking: "arc you wiser than Daniel?" (1n

both instances, the name is spelled ";Kn.
without the plene )'od) It seems clear from
these references that Daniel was already the
name of a legendary figure, famed for right
eousness and wisdom, in the time of
Ezekiel. (2) Ezra 8:2 mentions a priest
named Daniel. son of Ithamar, who went up
from Babylon to Jerusalem with Ezm. This
figure has no supra-human qualities. (3) The
hero of the book of Daniel is ostensibly a
Jcw in the Babylonian exile, who distin
guishes himself by his ability to interpret
dreams and mysterious writing, and by sur
viving a sojourn in the lions' den. He is then
the recipient of apocalyptic visions in the
second half of the book. It is the consensus
of modem scholarship that this Daniel never
existed. In any case, he is not presented as a
deity or a demon. The name Daniel, how
ever, is used for a heavenly figure in post
biblical traditions.

The name Daniel means 'my judge is EI'
(pace M. NOTlI IPN. who proposed 'God
has judged'). The motif of judgment is pro
minent in the story of Susanna, but not in
the other extant Daniel literature.

II. Daniel occurs a" the name of a tradi
tional. legendary, figure in the Aqhat story
in the Ugaritic literature (KfU 1.17-19:
ANET 149-55). There we find a king named
Daniel (dnJil) who is initially childless. He
supplicates the gods and is given a son
Aqhat. The divine crafl<;man, Kothar-wa
Khasis gives Aqhat a present of a bow. The
goddess -oAnat takes a fancy to the bow
and offers Aqhat silver and gold in ex
change for it. Aqhat declines. Anat then
offers to make him immortal, but Aqhat
refuses to believe her, since old age and
death are the lot of humanity. Anat then
plots vengeance against him, and kills him
by sending her attendant Yatpan in the fonn
of a vulture to strike him down. The bow.
however, is broken and falls into the sea.
Messengers from Baal relate to Daniel and
his daughter late-born Pughat what has hap
pened. Daniel beseeches Baal to break the
wings of vultures. so that he can rip them
open and see if Aqhat's flesh and bones are
in them. Eventually he retrieves his son for
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burial, and laments him for seven years. His
daughter Pughat puts on male attire with
<fugger and sword, with a woman's cloak
over it. She then sets out to the tent of
Yatpan, who boasts to her of having killed
Aqhat. The tablets break off at this point.

III. The Daniel in KTU 1.17-19 is evi
dently a righteous man, who supplicates the
gods and, as king. gives judgment for
widows and orphans. He is not portrayed a'i

exceptionally wise, and even his righteous
ness is incidental to the story. If this is in
deed the same hero Ezekiel refers to, the
prophet must have known other traditions
about him. Nonetheless it seems gratuitous
to suppose that there were two unrelated
legendary figures by the name of Daniel.

The relevance of this figure to the hero of
the Book of Daniel is very limited. Only the
name is taken over. He is given an entirely
new identity as a Jew in the Babylonian
exile. There is no reason to suppose that the
authors or tradents of the tales were at all
aware of the Ugaritic legend. Most probably
the name was taken from Ezekiel. Since
Daniel was not so well known as Noah and
Job in Jewish circles, the post-exilic author
was free to attach the name to a figure who
would illustrate righteousness and wisdom
in a historical context.

IV. A few other occurrences of the name
Daniel should be noted. It is the name of
one of the -Watchers, or fallen angels, in I
Enoch 6:7. It also appears as the name of a
good angel on an Aramaic incantation bowl
(ISBELL 1975:102-3). Finally, JlIb 4:20
reports that -Enoch took a wife whose
name was Edni. "the daughter of Danel, his
father's brother". This latter figure may well
be a variant of the Ugaritic Dn'il, but his
tradition history remains obscure. Only in I
Enoch, and in the much later incantation
bowl, is Daniel clearly the name of a
heavenly being.
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DAPHNE ~ci¢V11

I. Daphne, metamorphosed into Apol
lo's laurel tree (Gk: Daphlle) to escape his
amorous intentions, gave her name to a sub
urb of Antioch (2 Macc 4:33). The name
can also result from the spelling in Greek of
Hebrew placenames-the fortress Tahpanhes
in the LXX (e.g. Jer 2: 16) and a source of a
tributary of the Jordan (Jos., Bell. 4:3 and
Tg.Nllm. 34: II).

II. Stories involving Daphne arc vari
ously sited, but seem to go back to a tale
focussing on the River Peneios or its tribu
tary the River Ladon on the fringes of Elis
and north-western Arcadia. She is depicted
at the moment of maidenhood, refusing the
company of men and typically hunting in
the wilds. But Leukippos, son of the King of
Elis, loves her and, masquerading as a
maiden, becomes her friend. Discovered, he
is killed by her group. Though Apollo
instigated the death of Leukippos in some
poems (Pausanias 8:20), he really belongs to
a different story altogether: in love with
Daphne, he pursues her till she prays for
release to her father, the river, and is trans
fonned into a daphne -which then, aeti
ologically, becomes a plant appropriate to
Apolline cult (Ovid, Met. I:452-567). In the
last century and the beginning of the 20th
century, she was viewed by M. Muller as
the dawn destroyed by the rising sun, by
MANNHARDT (1904-05: I 297) as a tree-soul
and by ROHDE as a symbol of the defeat of
chthonic goddesses by the new oracular cult
of Apollo (1898, I 141: II 58 n. 2). More
recently she has lost speculative interest and
become a straightforward aetiological figure,
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though I havc remarked upon initiatory el
ements in the stories (DOWDEN 1989: 177
179).

Nine kilometres south of Antioch lies the
suburb Daphne, famous for its shrine of
Apollo Daphnaios and -Anemis, founded
by Seleukos I, and its huge grove (15 km in
circumference, Strabo 16, 2, 6) and many
springs. One spring was named 'Castalia'
(as at Delphi). This shrine re-sited Apollo's
pursuit: the grove actually contained a River
Ladon and the very laurel tree into which
Daphne had been metamorphosed. It also
had a cypress, resulting from a transfonna
tion of a youth Kyparittos (Philostratos,
Vit.Ap. I: 16). This is the holy place where
the high priest Onias took sanctuary (2
Macc 4:33-4).

Another Daphne (at Tell Defne), whose
springs feed a tributary of the Jordan. is
mentioned by Josephus (Bell. 4:3) and by
Tg.N/lm. 34: II (dpny); it is confused with
the Antioch Daphne by Jerome (In Ezek. 14,
47, 18) and probably by Tg.Nllm. (LE
DUlIT 1979:323 n. 25).

The fonress Tahpanhes (a Hebrew
rendering of the Egyptian 'Fonrcss of the
Black Man', now Tell Tcfcnne on the east
ern fringes of the Delta) appears at Jer 2: 16;
44:1; 46:14; Ezek 30:13-18. It is usually
rendered in the LXX as 'Taphnai', though
'Daphnai' is also found-by assimilation to
the Greek lexicon rather than with any parti
cular semantic force. But at I (3) Kgs
11: 19-20 the LXX does not take the op
ponunity to render the Pharaoh's sister and
wife of Hadad. Queen Tahpcnes, as
'Daphne'; shc is. instead. 'Thekemina'.
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DAY Ci'
I. The Hebrew noun yom, 'day', fre

quently occurs in the OT (2304 times: the
Aram cognate yom occurs 16 times in Dan
and Ezra). The noun has a common Semitic
background and is not derived from a verb
(VON SODEN, BERGMAN & SAE80 1982:561
562). At some instances in the OT 'day' is
personified. This use of 'day' indicating a
malevolent being construed as acting in his
tory has some parallels in Mesopotamian
texts. In Ugaritic, ym, to be distinguished
from ym, 'Sea', is attcsted as a deity in the
Baal-epic and occurs in a syllabic god-list.
In the Old Aramaic Sefire-treaty )'wm occurs
as a deified witness.

II. In some Mesopotamian laments.
'day' occurs, not as an abstraction, but as "a
malevolent being, a demonic power that wil
fully caused the evil ..... (JACOBSEN &
NIELSEN 1992:189). In a Sumerian peniten
tial psalm related to the cult of Damu
(-Tammuz) a mother cries on the death of
her boy: "Woe! Day destroyed him; lost me
a son" (ca. 2000 nCE; OECf VI 15 Rev 3'
10'). In the Lamentation over the destruction
of Ur 'day' is also personified: ..... the day
of stonn was called off from the country
the people mourn ... the country's blood
filled all holes like copper in a mould ..."
(S. N. KRAMER. Lamelltation over the
Destmction of Ur [AS 12; Chicago 1940]
38-40:208-218). In a passage in the Epic of
Gilgamesh, Belit-ili bewails the day on
which the flood was ordered by addressing
herself to a personified day: "0, that you,
Day, had turned to clay on which I ordered
evil in the assembly of the gods!" (GE
XI:I 17-1 19).

This poetic personification of the day (of
binh) should be distinguished from the use
of ii//lli as designation of supernatural
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beings, or demons, who are manifesting
themselves as weather phenomena (Surpu
Vm:8; Enuma Elish IV:50: GE VI: 12;
WIGGERMANN 1986:284, 295, 323).

In a passage in the Baal-epic where the
forces of -Mot are attacking and threaten
ing -+Baal, Baal says to his boys: "Look.
Gupanu-and-Ugaru! The sons of darkness
obscure ym, the sons of deep darkness
(obscure) the Exalted Princess!" (KTU 1.4
vii:53-56; J. C. DE MOOR. 77,e Rise of
Yahwism [BETL 91; Leuven 1990] 84.
interprets this line as a metaphorical depic
tion of the effect of the hot desert wind. the
sirocco, on the agricultural areas). The last
two sentences fonn a parallelism. Since
'Exalted Princess', nnt pr't. might be inter
preted as an epithet for the sun-goddess
Shapshu, Yin can be interpreted as a deity
'Day, Daylight' indicating the Sun. The
existence of this deity in the Ugaritic pan
theon is established by n trilingual syllabic
god-list in which 'Day' appears as the
equivalent of the Mesopotamian deity
Shamash and the Hurrian god Tuenni: d[U]4
/I tu-en-ni /I )'a-m[u] (Ug V No. 137
IVa:17). In a para-mythological text from
Ugarit, three times the sentence occurs: "Let
me invoke the gracious gods, the voracious
sons of ym" (A,7U 1.23:23.58-59.61). These
lines refer to -·Shahar and Shalim
(-Shalem), the deities of dawn and dusk.
Since they are seen as the beginning and
end of the day, their lineage is presented as
related to ym, 'Day'. which might be a
metaphorical depiction of Ilu (-+EI; M. C.
A. KORPEL. A Rift in the Clouds [UBL 8;
MUnster 1990] 566-567). Binger (1997:42
50) has argued that the epithet for -+Asherah
rot ~!rt ym should be rendered as 'Great
Lndy of the Day'. This proposal is in line
with the observations just made. In the Uga
ritic texts Ashemh is more clearly related
with solar elements, with Dawn and Dusk.
than with the -+Sea, as the traditional rende
ring of the epithet 'the great Lady who
walks on the Sea' implies.

In the Aramaic treaty between Bar-Ga)y
ah of KTK and Matiel of Arpad ywm.
'Day', occurs in a list of deities acting as

witnesses and guarantors to the treaty: wqdm
yWI1l \ ....l)'lh slltl" kl '[liz)' ktk ...• 'and before
Day and Night; [let all the gods of Ktk and
of Arpad be w]itness' (KAI 222 A: 12: l.A.
FITZMEYER. The Aramaic Inscriptiolls of
Sefire [BeO 19: Roma 1967] 38-39).

ZADOK (1984) interprets yW11l as a West
Semitic deity. The occurrence of the deity in
a Neo-Babylonian or Late-Babylonian list of
offerings (A. UNGNAD. VAS 6 [1908] Nr.
213: 15: IGl du4-mu mJl'GIR E-ti dMi-sar-ra II

dm -KuD; cf. a Nco-Assyrian list Tiikullll.
Nr. 236: d,i·mll ) is interpreted by him a~ a
trait of Aramaic influence in Mesopotamia.

It is possible to interpret 'day' as well as
'night' a~ a relic of the concept of --Olden
Gods who are often found in pairs. In the
list~ of deities in the Hurro-Hittite treaties
after the twelve (or nine) 'olden gods'
various pairs of clements from the natural
order are listed: Mountains and Rivers.
Springs and Great Sea. -·Heaven and Earth
(CROSS 1976). In the Aramaic treaty. a com
parable pattern seems to have been fol
lowed: after cleven pairs of deilies with
proper names. three pairs of deified clements
from the natural order are invoked: Heaven
and Earth; Abyss and Springs; Day and
Night.

In Greek religion, iuttpa, 'day'. rarely
occurs as deified or personified. An interest
ing exception is found in Hesiod. TheoRon)'
123-124. where it is stated that -.Night and
Desert-seen a~ divine-are the parents of
Aither and HemeralDay. The sequence
Night - Day might indicate progress (WEST
1966).

III. In the aT )"0111 generally is used a~ a
common noun denoting a part of time.
'Day' can be used to refer to a period of 24
hours. from sunset to sunset, or to the period
of daylight a.. well, from dawn to sunset.
The noun occurs in different constructions
each referring to a specific time or period:
hliy)'om. 'today'; <ad luiyyom hauch, 'until
this day' (e.g. S. J. DE VRIES. Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow [Grand Rapids 1975]).
In the construction yom )'hwh, 'the day of
the LoRD', a forthcoming period of change
and ordeal is indicated. In the creation story
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(Gen I:5) the day is interpreted as a created
clement (VON SODEN, BERGMAN & SAEB0
1982).

A personified 'day' is found at Ps 19:3;
Jer 20: 14 and Job 3. In the first textual unit
of Ps 19 it reads "A day relates it to the
(next) day; a night announces knowledge to
the (next) nighf'. Since Ps 19 might be
interpreted as a polemic against the cult of
the sun-god (HOUTMAN 1993), the mythol
ogical background of 'Day' and 'Night',
who like 'Heaven' (v 2). playa pan in the
announcement of divine majesty. adds a
touch of piquancy to the poem. In Jer 20: 14
and Job 3: I-I 0 the binhday of a sorrowful
man is lamented presenting the 'day' in a
way similar to the poetic personification in
the Mesopotamian texts discussed above
(JACOBSEN & NIELSEN 1992:192-204).
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DEAD o·r.o liD
I. The Hebrew Bible uses the word

metlmetim to refer to the dead as well as the
related term repa';m - 'Rephaim'. Several
words (nepe1 met, nepes 'addm, peger,
gewiyyci, n/beM, mappe/ci. glipci) are used to
refer to the corpses of humans and/or ani-

mals. On occasions. the word 'Noh;m. lit
erally 'gods', is used to denote the preterna
tural character of the dead (cf. I Sam 28: 13;
LEWIS 1989: 115-116). Shades of the dead
are referred to by such terms as 'ob,Pobot
(-Spirit of the dead) and yidde?mil
yidd/tonilll ('knowing ones"?) (-Wizard).
The exact etymologies of these two terms
arc unclear although the 'knowing' aspect of
yidde'fmil1l may suggest a special knowledge
which the dead were presumed to have.

Ugaritic refers to the dead with the simi
lar ternlS lilt. rpll (cf. 1\7U 1.161: KTU 1.6
vi:45-49); and. on occasions i/ and Unym (cf.
KTU 1.113; KTU 1.6 vi:45-49). i/ib is used
in numerous pantheon lists and sacrificial
lists to designate the paternal ghost (LEWIS
1989:56). In Akkadian, mitll refers to dead
people as well ali to the spirit/ghost of the
dead (cf. CAD MI 140-142). More com
mon, however, is the usc of the term
e/emmll to refer to one's ghost (CAD E 397
401; -Etemmu). Akk also uses illl. literally
'god', to designate the spirits of the dead
(LEWIS 1989:49-51 ). A dead person is
called mt in Egypt. The word n!r, 'god', is
also used to denote the deceased (usually a
king) (E. HORNUNG, Conceptions of God in
Ancient Egypt [Ithaca 1982] 58-59). Yet the
primary terms for referring to the various
aspects of the dead are ka, ba. and abo The
concepts underlying this terminology arc
difficult to recover. These terms also seem
to have been used in various ways through
out Egyptian history.

II, Ancient Near Eastern literature and
cultic implements attest a fascination with
the mysteries of death. What happened to
the life force which once inhabited the
flesh? Is there an afterlife? Where do the
dead reside; and do they have a patron deity
in whose charge they are placed? Is their
state one of weakness or vitality? Do the
dead have knowledge and/or abilities be
yond those of the living so that they may be
petitioned for favors? Or are the dead ma
levolent creatures who have to be accorded
the proper funerary rites lest they harm the
living with all sons of diseases?

The various ancient Near Eastern cultures
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came up with different answers to these
questions. All of these societies held beliefs
which were very complex and even plural
istic. It is typical to find treatments which,
due to their brevity, describe these cultures
as if they were aB monolithic and uniform
throughout time. It is more accurate to
underscore the complex nature of these civi
Jil3tions which were not static through time.
One should also underscore our inability to
succeed in giving anything more than a rudi
mentary account of an ancient Near Eastern
comparative thanatology.

Egypt. Egyptian practices varied through
time and social class. A complete under
standing of the Egyptian view of the dead is
hampered by the elusive nature of the con
cepts of the ka, the ba, and the all which
depict various modes or forms of existence
in which the deceased continued to abide
(cf. H. BRUNNER, Gnmd:.iige der altiigyp
tisellen Religion [Darmstadt 1983J 143);
ZAnKAR (1968: I 13) has argued that "though
the ancient Egyptian was thought to Ii ve
after "death in a multiplicity of forms, each
of these forms was the full man himself'. In
contrast to this emphasis on monism, other
scholars maintain that some kind of plural
ism remains in these three components
which together made up the human person
ality after death (1. G. GRIFFmfs, lEA 56
[1970] 228).

The ka, which is ponrayed by two raised
arms, has been thought to represent the vi
tality of a person although it is also a<;soci
ated with protection and embracing. The ka
is created alongside of a person at binh. In
the early period. only the king had a ka.
When one dies he 'goes to his ka' which
survives the death of the body. In the tomb,
it is the ka which receives the food and
drink offerings through the false door of the
mastaba tomb. The ba is represented a<; a
human-headed bird (occasionaBy with arms
and hands); thus symbolizing movement and
perhaps the notion of human freedom: even
after death. The term ba is used to describe
the substance and vitality of the gods as
well as a living force which animates inani
mate images. Similarly, the ha of the dead

in some way represents the manifestation of
the power of the deceased (but not an
external 'soul' as some have argued). It has
been described as the personification of a
person's vital forces or even, as Zabkar
remarks, the personified 'alter ego of the
deceased' (ZABKAR 1968: I 13, 160). It func
tions primarily after death where it is seen
going in and out of the tomb door in order
to perform duties for the dead (e.g. bringing
food and drink offerings). It can also leave
the tomb to travel with the Sun God. In the
Coffin Texts, the ba is seen as the agent of
sexual activity after death, a motif which
was used to depict a pleasant afterlife
(ZABKAR 1968: 10 I). The ab has been
described as representing the transfigured or
effective spirit which came into being only
in the next world. While one's ab is usuaBy
beneficial in nature, on occasion it can refer
to evil spirits (see below). Compare also the
'Antef Song' which protests the efficacy of
the monuary cult by advising one to be an
all on earth. In other words, one should
enjoy eanhly pleasures in one's lifetime
because tombs (and perhaps the dead?)
crumble and become non-existent (M. V.
Fox, The Song of Songs and 'he Egyptian
w\'e Songs [Madison 1985) 346-347).

The Egyptian evidence presents an equal
ly complex picture when it comes to view
ing the existence of the dead in the next
world. On the one hand, we have contracts
hiring ka-priests to continue providing offer
ings because of the fear of hunger and thirst
in the afterlife. On numerous occasions we
read in the Book of the Dead of the fear of
being reduced to eating and drinking one's
own excrement. Prayers were offered (often
to -·Osiris and Nut) to ensure good cuisine
in the afterlife. SpeBs were invoked to ward
off suffering from lack of provisions. One
could also compare the various amulel<;
fashioned for apotropaic purposes. ZANDEE
has i1Justrated other aspects of death which
the Egyptians saw as quite frightening (1960).

On the other hand, we have numerous
descriptions of death a<; an idyllic existence
where food and drink were supplied in
abundance in a utopian place caBed the
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Field of Offerings or Reeds. Royalty could
even enjoy the prospects of joining the sun
god as he sailed across the sky in his solar
barque. Upon death royalty, and non-royalty
as time passed, were identified with Osiris,
who was the primary god of the netherworld
(J. G. GRIFFITHS, The Origins of Osiris alld
His Cult [Leiden 1980]). Similarly, mummi
fication. the extremely intricate (almost
'scientific') practice of preserving the body
itself for the next '''·orld. was extended be
yond royalty after the Old Kingdom. In
short, the Egyptian view of the afterlife held
both these optimistic and pessimistic views
together. One could be optimistic about the
afterlife: yet also realistic about the dangers
of the hereafter (and hence one should plan
accordingly).

Provisions were sometimes given to the
d~d in order to secure favors from them. In
the 'letters to the dead' (written by the
living) we read of people promising to de
posit offerings (or pour out water) for a
deceased relative if he/she will remove an
infirmity from or fight on behalf of the
living. In the Paheri mortuary text we read
of the dead promising favors to the living in
exchange for food: 'The d~d is a father to
him who acts for him, he does not forget
him who libates for him." The dead were
not usually thought to have an evil disposi
tion toward the living; although some letters
refer to their malevolence. The term ao can
refer to an evil spirit (cf. the Coptic cognate
which refers to a 'demon'). The Bentresh
stela mentions an ill woman who was 'in the
condition of one under the Akhs' (ZABKAR
1968:88).

Mesopotamia. To say the least, people
living in ancient Mesopotamia were not very
optimistic when it came to death. They were
acutely aware that death is human destiny.
A well known passage from the Gilgamesh
Epic informs us that, at the time of creation,
the gods allotted death to humans. Utna
pishtim. the hero of the flood story who
receives immortality, is an exception to the
rule. The gods kept immortality for them
selves (gods can be 'killed' of course by
other deities; but. in theory. they are immor-

tal and never die a human death). Elsewhere
Gilgamesh acknowledges human mortality
by quoting a well known proverb about how
humans ('even the taJlest') cannot scale
heaven for their days are numbered (cf. J.
TtGAY, Tile £"'o[lItion of the Gilgamesh Epic
[Philadelphia 19821 164-165).

Mesopotamian societies did not develop
the elaborate funerary industry of Egypt
complete with professionals skilled in all
matters of interment including mummi
fication. Nor did the ancient Mesopotamians
develop the Egyptians' notion of an idyllic
afterlife fulJ of pleasures untold. Nonethe
less, the ancient Mesopotamians were just as
much preoccupied with death (cr. SPRONK
1986:96- I24). They chose, however, to con
centrate on the horrors and difficulties of
death: such as the arduous and dangerous
journey to 'the land-of-no-return'. This land
(ki, er$elll) was the domain of -Nergal and
EreshkigaJ. the king and queen of the
netherworld, Shamash (on Shamash's role in
the undenvorld. see LEWIS 1989:35-42), the
Anunnaki, and Gilgamesh not to mention a
host of minor deities and demons (See also
Tammuz). The dead were depicted as living
in darkness eating mud and filth and drink
ing foul water (cf. Ishtar's DescellT to the
Nethem'orld; BOrrERO 1992:276-277). In
addition to providing the dead with proper
burial rites, the living (primarily a caretaker
called a ptiqidll or stibiru) were also respon
sible for offering the proper kispu cult which
followed the initial interment. This included
providing food offerings (kispa kastipu),
pouring water (me lIaqu). and invoking the
name of the dead (.fllma zakam) (BAYLISS
1973: I 16). These meals underscored and
reinforced family/clan solidarity among the
living and their dead ancestors. It was also
thought that by offering the proper death
cult nne could possibly receive favors from
the dead. We read of kings providing kbiPll
meals for their deceased ancestors with the
plea that they will bless the current reign.
On other occasions, we hear of the dead
interceding for the living before the council
of the Anunnaki. Necromancy also allowed
one to obtain information about the future
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from the deceased which would not other
wise be known to the living (FINKEL 1983
1984:1-17). Yet. much more often we find
that proper services were rendered to placate
the dead so that they might not act malevo
lently.

The existence of malevolent ghostc;
(C!CI1UlIlI: Sum gidim -·Etemmu) who haunt
and harm the living is ubiquitous. The pri
mary reasons for a ghost to be angry were a
violent death. lack of burial. or the lack of
funerary offerings. SCURLOCK (1988:93-94)
has also documented numerous other reas
ons which cause ghosts to be malevolent: a
strange ghost: a relative's ghost: a forgotten
ghost; a ghost from the distant past: a ghost
who was not invoked by name: a ghost who
had to roam the steppe-lands: a ghost who
died as a result of a sin against a god or an
offence against the king. Often even an ir
regular death, not necessarily a violent
death. could explain the presence of a ma
levolent ghost. Malevolent ghosts may be
the result of people who died in water. in a
river. in a well. from a chill, from being
thrown in a ditch, from physical hunger.
from thirst. etc. Sometimes exorcism was
needed for ghosts of those who have simply
died of natural causes.

Exorcistic rituals were developed to ward
off the effects of malevolent ghostc;. Some
times these involved funerary (kispu) offer
ings to satisfy the hunger and thirst of the
dead. Other rituals for expelling malevolent
ghosts involved intricate incantations involv
ing donkey urine, groat water. ditch water,
ashes. camelthorn, and other such 'eye-of
newt' ingredients (SCURLOCK 1988:271
273). These are not offerings to the ghosts
but rather spells to ward off their perceived
evil (cf. nambllrbi apotropaic rituals). Other
exorcistic texts describe throwing substitute
ghost statues into a river. providing a proper
burial. drawing magic circles. knotting red
and white wool together. etc. All of this was
a part of the cult of the dead aimed at con
trolIing the dead so that they would return
once again to the land-of-no-return (note the
logical inconsistency).

Canaan. Understanding the Canaanite

view of the dead is more difficult because of
a paucity of evidence both literary and
archaeological. The Ugaritic tablets have
increased our knowledge considerably, yet
even they give a window into just one of the
civilizations associated with Canaanite relig
ion. (For an introduction to the Phoenician
view of death. see S. MOSCATI. The Phoeni
cialls [Milan 1988] 123-124). In addition.
due to the poor state of preservation of the
texts. as well as the lack of vowel indi
cators. many alternative readings and recon
structions are possible. In short, when it
comes to defining many crucial aspects of
Ugaritie religion. differing opinions are
commonplace.

Ugaritic refers to the dead with the terms
1II1/lIItm ('the dead'). rplllrpwn (the 'RapPu
rna') and. on occasions if Iilm and Un)"m,
two terms which may reflect the preternatur
al character of the deceased. A.7U 1.6 vi:45
49 seems to present all four of these terms
as roughly parallel (cf. also the expressions
i1m ar$ and rpu ar$. where ar~ most certain
ly refers to the netherworld. similar to All
er$CfU and Heb Jerc$). lipS may refer to the
life force which departs at death like a gust
of wind or a whiff of smoke (KTU 1.18
iv:25. 36; but cf. the invocation of the nbf
in a death banquet in KAI 214). i1ib is used
in numerous Ugaritic pantheon lists and
sacrificial lists to designate the paternal
ghost (-IIib).

One of the major concepts used in con
nection with the dead (rplllrpllm) is shroud
ed in debate. Scholars arc of divided opinion
when it comes to deciding to what degree
the Ugaritie rplllll are identical to the
Hebrew -Rephaim. The majority of scho
lars would see the term referring to the dead
or. more accurately. the the denizens of the
underworld. Both the Phoenician rp'm and
the Hebrew repa';", amply attest this usage
in unambiguous contexts. Some would re
strict the tenn to refer only to the privileged
dead: primarily to deceased kings. Far less
likely is the view of some scholars who
would deny allY connection to the dead pre
ferring to see the rplllll as either lower dei
ties or simply heroic warriors (cf. B. B.
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SCHMIDT, Israel's Beneficelll Dead [diss.
Oxford 1991] 124-161). The Ugaritic texts
describe the 'pllln with bird imagery, a
notion which is found frequently throughout
the ancient Near East (SPRONK 1986: 167;
VAN DER TooRN 1988:211).

The etymology of rpllm has occasioned
an equal amount of discussion. In the past it
has been connected with the Hebrew root
rph, 'to sink, relax', assuming that this was
the condition of the dead (cf. Isa 14: 10).
Fcw scholars would embrace this etymology
today (but cf. J. C. DE MOOR, ZA \V 88
[1976) 340-341 who sees the biblical vocali
zation as a deliberate misreading) and, as
will be seen below, the 'plIm are anything
but inactive. More recently, some scholars
have translated rplI/1l as 'healers' (vocalizing
,iip;'lima as an active participle) while
others translate 'heroes' (vocalizing
,ap;J,ima as a stative with the connotation
hale, hearty, robust) similar to the usage of
Ize,o.'i in Greek funeral games and the cult of
heroes.

The publication of the so-called Ugaritic
Funerary Text (1-..7U 1.161) gives us one of
our clearest pictures of the Ugaritic rpum. If
the term rplll1l refers to the dead (which
seems likely), then this text describes a rit
ual in which a new king (Ammurapi) invok
es (cf. the Mesopotamian death cult rite of
invoking the name mentioned above) the
presence of deceased royal ancestors (called
PN, the ,p') in order to partake in the fu
nerary ceremony of the recently deceased
king (Niqmaddu Ill). After offering the
proper sacrifices, the new ruler then besee
ches these "pllin of old' (also called the
(rpUI1l of the underworld') to bless his cur
rent administrJtion with well-being (JIm). In
short, this text demonstrates that the dead
were not simply cut off from the living.
Rather, they continued to exist in the under
world and, with proper invocation, could be
beseeched to grant favors to the living. To
what degree this was a royal prerogative
only remains to be understood.

The 'land' (a,~ = netherworld) in which
the dead reside is described as an abode of
ooze (llIn,y), decay (mk), and slime (bl').

Yet, on occasions, it is also described as db,
II Jd illll1lmt. These terms are difficult to
interpret. but they seem to refer to the desert
steppe: thus illustrating the forces of death
and drought. The underworld is ruled by the
deity -·Mot ('Death') who is described as
having a vomcious appetite which cannot be
quenched. Elsewhere we have a description
of Mot eating with both hands (LEWIS, ABD
4, 922-924). The insatiable appetite of Death
refleCL'i the Ugaritic notion that all humans
must die. Even King Keret who is described
ali El's son must die. MotlDeath can be con
quered by Baal and Anat; but the texts at
our disposal fall far short of supporting
Spronk's claim that there was a periodic
revivification of the dead (VAN DER TooRN,

1991 :40-66).
Occasionally the term illI, 'god', is used

to refer to the dead. We have cvidence of a
divine detenninative (if) used with royal
nanles in the so-called Ugaritic King List
(1-..7U 1.113) [cf. the usage of illI in Akkad
ian to refer to the dead]. The tcrm ilm
'gods' also seems to occur parallel to I1Itm
'the dead' in KTU 1.6 vi:48-49. This so
called 'deification of the dead' may have
been due to Egyptian influence. Yet Ugaritic
beliefs did not ascribe immortality to their
dead (ef. Kerct) such as was the case with
the Egyptian pharaoh. By choosing the term
illI 'god' to describe the dead, the Ugaritians
were probably trying to describe some type
of transcendent character, perhaps what we
would call preternatural (cf. the use of
'el6hil1l in the Hebrew Bible below).

Additional deities intimately connected to
the dead include Shapshu; a deity called 'I'"
mlk (1111 probably referring to Milku; and
Wb, a term used to refer to the paternal
ghost.

Ugaritic contains the idioms 'to reach the
sunset' and 'to enter the host of the sun' to
signify death. Underlying these idioms was
the assumption that the goddess Shapshu
was intimately connected to the deceased (as
was her male counterpart Shamash in the
Mesopotamian sphere). Shapshu figures pro
minently in the Ugaritic Funerary Text
(KTU 1.161). Her exact role is somewhat
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debated, however. Some have her burning
brightly while others have her escorting the
dead king or the ghost throne of the king
down to the netherworld. The latter is con
gruent with the notion that the sun deity
descends into the underworld each night and
thus is the proper deity to escort the dead to
their final abode. The end of the Baal cycle
(KTU 1.6 vi:45-49) describes Shapshu as
presiding over (some scholars would trans
late 'ruling' or 'judging') the dead.

Another chthonic deity goes by the name
rpu mlk tIm, (KTU 1.108). This deity would
seem to be the eponymous patron deity of
the rpum; but, once again, scholars are of
differing opinion when it comes to his ident
ity. Suggestions range from an independent
god named Rapiu to -·EI. -·Baal, -+Mot.
-Resheph, and Milku (cf. -·Molech; see
PARDEE, Textes para-myrhologiqlles [Paris
1988] 85-90). The Rephaim texts (KTU
1.20-22) are extremely relevant for our
reconstruction of the Ugaritic dead, yet their
poor state of preservation prevents us from
drawing many conclusions with any certain
ty. If we are talking about references to the
dead and not human warriors as some would
assert, then the dead are described as quite
active. The Ugaritic rpum hitch up horses,
gallop on stallions, and ride for three days.
They also sit down to a banquet set for them
presumably by the god EI (cf. KTU 1.114).
Some scholars (POPE 1981:176) have argued
that this banquet (mnt/mnM wac; 'a feast
for Olnd with the departed ancestors, corre
sponding to the Mesopotamian kispu'.
Others (e.g. LEWIS 1989:80-94; ABD I,
581-582) have argued that the mnJ.1 was pri
marily a drinking club which was only
secondarily associated with funerary
customs.

Attention must also be given to the deity
iJib who occurs frequently in the Ugaritic
epic texts, sacrificial and offering lists, and
pantheon lists. The latter categorize deities
in order of importance and it is quite
remarkable that ilib is consistently mnked at
the tap. Though this deity has also been the
subject of much speculation (especially
because of its supposed relation to the bibli-

cal 'god of the fathers'), it seems most
reasonable to suppose that ilib refers to the
spirit of the dead ancestor (see -·lIib). This
is supported both on etymological as well as
comparative grounds (cf. the Hurrian equiv
alent en am).

Finally, a word should be said about the
use of archaeology to understand the treat
ment of the Ugaritic dead. Ever since C.
Schaeffer's archaeological reports, various
Ugaritic funerary installations (notably ce
ramic pipes and gutters. so-called 'libation
pits', and windows and holes in ceilings)
have been used to support the notion that an
essential part of the Ugaritic cult of the
dead, like the Mesopotamian practices men
tioned above, was the duty to provide the
dead with libations. New analyses of the
archaeological material has overturned these
conclusions. PITARD (fc.) has recently
shown how Schaeffer misinterpreted the
data (mistaking the harbor town for a necro
polis) and that the archaeological installa
tions are of the mundane variety (e.g. water
gutters, latrines). Pitard concludes that there
is simply no archaeological evidence for a
regular, ongoing ritual of providing food
and libations for the deceac;ed at Ugarit.

III. The two main words used in the
Hebrew Bible for the dead are mer/merim
and repii'im. These two terms occur parallel
to each other in Ps 88: 11 rOo you work
wonders for the dead. do the shades rise to
praise you?') and Isa 26: 14 ('The dead do
not live, the shades do not rise'; cf. 26: 19).
The meaning of mer/merim is not in doubt
and refers to the dead regardless of the man
ner of death. Thus it can refer to a person
who dies by the sword or famine Oer 11 :22)
or even a stillborn (Num 12: 12). When mer
refers to the corpse, the masculine form may
be used for both genders (Gen 23:3-4).

In contrast to mer/merim, the exact conno
tations of repd'im remain in doubt. A full
treatment will be presented elsewhere
(-Rephaim). It should be noted, meanwhile,
that the term repd'im is used to represent the
dead (Ps 88: 11; Prov 2: 18; 21: 16; Isa 26: 14;
Job 26:5) as well as an ancient people some
times referred to as -giants (Gen 14:5; cf.
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Deut 2:10; Num 13:33). Scholars have long
debated the degree to which these two clas
sifications are related. Perhaps the oldest
substratum of the tenn referred to an ancient
people, especially the royal heroes of old
(cf. Isa 14:9 and the Ugaritic cognate
[rapi'ltma] referring to the· royal dead). As
time went on, the term perhaps became
democratized to refer to the dead in general.

The abode of the dead (--Sheol) is
described with pervasive, negative imagery
as a. place of dust and silence with imprison
ing bars and gates (LEWIS, ABD 2 101-105).
Sheol is also personified as the chthonic
power behind death (parallel to the power of
Mot). Even the etymology of Sheol seems to
underscore that it was viewed as anything
but idyllic. Rather, it was a place of interro
gation, judgment, and punishment. Another
poetic name for the underworld, -.Abaddon,
means '(place of) Destruction'. Thus it is
most difficult to equate the Israelite concep
tion of the underworld with the Egyptian
Field of Offerings. The comment in Job 7:9
that 'he who goes down to Sheol does not
come up' (J6red $i'61 10' ya'ulelz) cchoes
the Mesopotamian description of the nether
world as, 'the land of no return' (mat la
tari) more than anything Egyptian.

Even though the Hebrew Bible uses
'adam and nepef as rough synonyms refer
ring to a person of either sex (J. MILGRm,t,

Leviticus /-/6 lAB; New York 1991) 178·
179), it also speaks of a person ('adam)
being animated by a life force which is
tenned either a neJama (cf. /lifmat ~layyi11l

in Gen 2:7) or a niab (cf. rfia~1 ~/Qyyim in
Gen 6: 17; /liJmat rua~1 ~lQyyi11J in Gen 7:22).
This life force comes from God and, upon
death, returns back to God (Job 34:14; Eccl
12:7). Upon animation, an 'adam becomes a
living creature (nepes ~lQyya; cf. Gen 2:7).
The departure of the life force (= biological
death) is described as the 'going out' of the
nepeJ or rua~1 (Gen 35: 18; Ps 146:4). Once
this life force departs, one is a ncpd met
('dead person'), an expression which refcrs
to the corpse itself (Lev 21:11; Num 6:6; cf.
M. SELIGSON, The Meani/lg of nepes met in
the Old Testament [Helsinki 1951]) as does

nepef 'adam (Num 9:6.7; Ezek 44:25).
Sometimes ncpd alone is used to designate
the dead (e.g. the characteristic usage by the
Holiness Code and P: Lev 19:28; 21: I; Num
5:2; 6: II; 9: 10). Both peger and gewiyya
can refer either to a living or a dead body (a
carcass or corpse; cf. also ~Ia/cil 'slain' and
napal 'to fall (= to die)'; cf. /lepi/im,
'--Nephilim' (= fallen heroic dead?) which
are equated with the Rephaim in Deut 2: II
(cf. R. HENDEL, JBL 106 [1987J 21-22; cf.
mappelfi 'carcass' only in Judg 14:8). Twice
peger is modified by the word metim (2 Kgs
19:35; Isa 37:36). peger refers exclusively to
the human corpse except for Gen 15: 11.
gewiyya (cf. glipa I Chr 10: 12 II 1 Sam
31: 12) can refer to a human corpse (Saul in
I Sam 31: 10.12) or an animal corpse (Judg
14:8-9). liebe/a can also refer to the corpse
of either an animal or a person, yet it is
never used for a living body. In the Hebrcw
Bible, bones are known for their defiling
property (cf. Num 19:16.18; 2 Kgs 23:20). 2
Kgs 13:20-21 shows that bones (at least
Elisha's) were not viewed merely as skeletal
remains, but rather could have healing
powers. In this pericope, a corpse is revived
when it comes into contact with Elisha's
bones which still possess the healing powers
that the prophet exhibited in his lifetime.

Ancient Israel possessed a strong notion
of clan solidarity which is reflected in the
description of the dead joining their ances
tors in the underworld. According to P's
characteristic vocabulary, when one dies he
is said to 'be gathered to his kin' ne'esap 'el
'ammayw (Gen 25:8.17; 35:29; 49:29.33;
Num 20:24.26; 27: 13; 31 :2). A variant of
this fonnula stemming from the Deuter
onomistic tradition is 'to be gathered to
one'sfarJwrs' (Judg 2:10; 2 Kgs 22:20 =2
Chr 34:28). The Dcuteronomistic tradition
also has its own distinctive vocabulary of
'resting with one's fathers' Jakab 'im
'libotayw (LEWIS 1989: 164 n.ll).

Shades of the dead are denoted by the
terms 'ob/obot (--Spirit of the dead) and
yidde'{milyidde'()nim ('knowing ones'?)
(--Wizard). The exact etymologies of these
words are unclear; though the 'knowing'
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aspect may suggest a special knowledge
which the dead were perceived to have. The
two tenns are most often found together and
may have functioned as a hendiadys. Both
of these words can be used elliptically to
refer to necromancers. In one instance (lsa
19:3), ghosts are referred to by the tenn
'iU;l1i which, although hapax legomenon in
Hebrew, is certainly to be equated with the
Akk e/emmu 'spirit of the dead' (see above)
despite the double /. The biblical material is
more like the Egyptian than the Mesopot
amian in its general silence about the ma
levolent dead. The presence of amulets for
apotropaic purposes at various burial sites
(cf. BLOCH-S~IITH 1992:83-85) suggesL.. that
we are not getting the whole story (but see
below on the wisdom tradition).

\Vas there a cult of the dead in ancient
Israel? The Deuteronomistic legal material
in the Hebrew Bible reveals restrictions
against consulting the dead (Deut 18:9-11):
presumably presenting offerings to the dead
(Deut 26: 14). nnd engaging in certain prac
tices associated wilh death rituals such as
self-laceration (Oeut 14: 1; but cf. Jer 16:6;
41:5) which seem to have been typical of
Canaanite death cult practice. The Holiness
Code also contains categorical prohibitions
against people who tum to necromancy and
demnnds the death penalty for any mediums
or necromancers (Lev 20:6, 27). From such
laws we may safely infer that cults of the
dead existed aDd flourished in ancient Pales
tine to the extent that they were considered
a tbreat to what eventually emerged as nor
math'e Ynhwism. This seems to be sup
ported by references to Manasseh' s necro
mancy (2 Kgs 21:6) and Josiah's eradication
of it (2 Kgs 23:24) however the Deuter
onomist may be using stereotypical lists (or
catalogues) of sins and reforms. Lastly,
specific death cult vocabulary seems to
underlie Absalom's erection of a funerary
monument as weJl as JezebeJ's burial
(LEWIS 1989:118-122).

Two passages in the Hebrew Bible
confinn the existence of the well known
ma17.iaIJ banquet (see above). In Amos 6:7,
the ma17.eab b:mquet is described as revelry

without any ties to death cult practices. Yet
in Jer 16:5 the mar:.eab has clear funerary
connections. The context is one of mourning
and bereavement. As with the Ugaritic m17.~I,

some scholars see the raison d'eJre for the
ma17.eab to be II banquet with the dead.
Other scholars describe its primary function
to be that of a drinking banquet which
could, on occasions, be associated with
funerary feasts. Another subject of debate is
whether post-interment funerary offerings
were presented to the dead in ancient Israel.
Most scholars see hints of long term offer
ings of some kind behind such passages as
Deut 26: 14 ('I have not offered any of it
[i.e. sacred food] to the dead'): Ps 106:28
('they ate the sacrifices of the dead') and Isa
57:6-8 ('Even to them [the dead] have you
poured out libations and brought offerings').
Funerary offerings of food and libations are
well attested in the archaeological data
(BLOCH-SMITH 1992:25-62, 106-108) yet it
is difficult to determine whether this was
solely at the time of interment or whether
such a practice was on-going ae; a part of a
regular cult of the dead.

Due to the Deuteronomistic polemic
against death cult practices, it is surprising
that we have an account of a necromantic
ritual preserved in the Deuteronomistic His
tory. In I Sam 28 king Saul uses a necro
mancer at En-Dor to conjure up the dead
Samuel from the netherworld whose preter
natural character is described as an 'elOhim
(literally 'god'; see above). Even the effi
cacy of the conjuring is left intact by the
editor. Unlike Mesopotamian texts which
describe necromantic procedures in detail
(cf. FINKEl 1983- I984: I- 17), the En-Dor
episode is remarkably brief about describing
for us what was entailed in such an episode.
Nonetheless, the narrative in I Sam 28
shows us that necromancy was well known
in ancient Israelite religion despite efforts by
Deuteronomists and those of like mind to
eradicate the practice.

Necromancy was also criticized by cer
tain biblical prophets. Isa 8: 19 mocks the
practice by comparing it to chirping and
muttering (cr. Isa 29:4). Necromantic prac-
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tices are similarly ridiculed in Isa 19:3
which describes the Egyptians' resorting to
necromancy because of their lack of any
capacity to reason. This is ironic due to the
virtual lack of necromancy attested in
ancient Egypt. VAN DER TOORN (1988: 199
218) has also elucidated how communi
cation with the dead lies behind Isa 28:7-22,
a passage replete with death cult vocabulary
(e.g. those making 'a covenant with Death
... a pact with Sheot'). In short, contrary to
1 Sam 28, no efficacy is ascribed to necro
mancy by these texts. The amount of litera
ture against the practice of necromancy
shows that many people in ancient Israelite
society (including priestly and prophetic el
ements) felt that it was a legitimate fonn of
divining the wilt of Yahweh. Other
prophetic denunciations of death cult prac
tices may be found in Ezck 43:7-9; Isa
45: 18-19; 57:6; 65:4.

The traditions reflected in the wisdom
literature expand the Deuteronomistic and
prophetic polemic against necromancy to a
new level. In Job 14:21 the dead are de
scribed a" having no knowledge about the
affairs of humans. Likewise, Eccl 9:4-6.10
says quite bluntly that the dead know no
thing, for 'there is no work or reason or
knowledge in Sheol'. Both of these views
are strikingly different from the one in I
Sam 28 in their appraisal of the ability of
the deceased. A similar polemic against
ascribing any power to the dead may be
found in Ps 88: 11 'Do the shades rise up to
praise you?' Whereas the Ugaritic Rapi'uma
arc very active (see above), we have very
few descriptions of the Israelite denizens of
the underworld in an active role. The most
activity is found in Isa 14:9 where the Reph
aim are roused to greet the king of Babylon.
For the most part, the biblical' Rephaim are
stripped of noy power, malevolent or ben
evolent (cf. Isa 26:14).
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T. J. LEWIS

DEATH -. MOT; THANATOS

DEBER j;:)"j

I. The accepted meaning 'pestilence'
may be a specific Hebrew development with
scarce support from other Semitic languages
(cf. Ug dbr 'pestilence' [?], Ar dabr 'death',
dabara 'ulcer'); Akk dibim 'misfortune,
calamity' is probably a Sumerian word,
having no connexion with Hebr deber (CAD
D 134-135). Deber is one of the three prov
erbial causes of death on a wide scale. It is
attested some 50 times in the Bible along
with war (sword, blood) and famine (mainly
in Jer and Ez). Besides this empirical mean
ing, it seems to be used a number of times
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in a personified sense as a demon or evil
deity (Hab 3:5; Ps 91:3, 6; cf. Hos 13:14).

II. In Mesopotamia the representation of
illnesses as demons is very common (E.
EBELING RIA 2 [1938] 112; EDZARD lVbMJth
I ~7), as well as among the Hittites (VON
SCHULER lVbMyth I 161). In this connexion
the Ugaritic text KTU 1.5 vi:6 & par. can
offer some support. It speaks in a parallelist
ic way of the ar~ dbr//Sd ~l)lmmt. But the
personification can only be assumed here if
.f~llmmt is construed as 'the lion of Mamet'"
(WUS, no 2589), which is rather unlikely.
The empirical meanings 'pestilence' or
'steppe' arc more suitable (cf. VAN ZUL
1972:172-175; DE MOOR 1971:186 for the
various interpretations).

Ill. More cogent is the parallelism with
-Resheph in Hab 3: 14, given the presence
of this deity in the Ugaritic texts as a god of
destruction (KTU 1.14 I 18-19; 1.82:3; DE
MOOR & SPRONK 1984:239). The eschatol
ogical hymn in Hab 3 presents Deber and
Resheph marching at -Yahweh's side as
His helpers. This follows the ancient Mes
opotamian tradition according to which
'plague' and 'pestilence' are present in the
entourage of the great god -Marduk (DE
MOOR 1990:134). On the other hand. in Ps
91:6 it is Yahweh who liberates his faithful
from the fear of this nocturnal demon
Deber, in parallel this time with -Qeteb,
another awesome destructive demon. Echoes
of this representation can also be heard in
Hos 13:14 (ANDERSEN & FREEDMAN 1980:
640).
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G. DEL Ol.MO LETE

DEDAN jiii
1. Dedan is one of the ancestors of the

royal families of Ugarit and Assyria.
According to Ugaritic texts he was deified.
In both Ugaritic and Akkadian texts he is
also named Datan or Ditan. This name can
be related to Akk ditall II , didallll, 'bison'
(AHlV 173) or to Akk dal1lU, 'warlike'. It
also appears as a personal name in the OT,
viz. datan (Num 16: 1; Dcut II :6; Ps
106:17).

II. Didanu, Ditanu, or also Tidanu, is the
name of a tribe living in the western pan of
ancient Mesopotamia first mentioned at the
end of the third millennium BCE. The name
Ditanu appears as a component in personal
names in the second millennium BCE; cf. the
names of two kings of the First Dynao;ty of
Babylon: Ammiditana, 'headman of Ditanu'
and Samsuditana, 'sun of Ditanu'. Here it
seems to indicate the tribe of that name. It is
also mentioned as the name of one of the
royal ancestors in the list of the Amorite
dynasty of Hammurabi and with the spelling
Didanu in the Assyrian King list (FINKEL
STEIN 1966:98: SCHMIDT 1994:75-78).
Apparently this name was now regarded as
an eponym, the name of the tribe having
been derived from the king's name. It is not
certain whether a king with this name actu
ally existed. If so. he links the dynasties of
Babylon. Assur, and Ugarit (KITCHEN
1977: 142). This status, be it historical or
mythical, accords well with the prominent
place he takes in some Ugaritic ritual texts
related to the cult of the dead. In KTlfl
1.161 the spirits of the royal ancestors ('the
Rephaim of the earth') are called 'the
assembly of Dedan' . The parallelism
between 'Rephaim of the earth (i.e., the
netherworld)' and 'the assembly of Dcdan'
indicates that Dedan was regarded as the
first of the deified royal ancestors (SCHMIDT
1994:82 only wants to speak of commemo-
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ration. not deification). In this text the
names of the deceased kings are called one
by one to receive sacrifices. In return they
are asked to hail the living king and his city.
This assembly also occurs in the Ugaritic
legend of Keret. Here it is called 'assembly
of Ditan' (KTlfl 1.15.111:2-4.13-15). King
Keret is said to have been exalted to this
assembly after he received the promise of
being blessed with the offsprin~ he had been
longing for. According to KTU 1.124 Ditan
could be called upon to help a sick child.
His 'judgement' consists of precise indica
tions for the medicines to be used.
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K. SPRO:'-lK

DEMETER 61U1~tTlP

I. Demeter is the Greek deity known
and worshipped for her power over grain
and thus the fenility of the earth, the food
supply for human beings, and mystery rites
that provide a happy afterlife. Acts 19:24,38
refers to a man named after her, Demetrius,
a craftsman who made shrines of -·Anemis;
another Demetrius is mentioned in 3 John
I: 12 as a rei iable Christian.

II. Daughter of Kronos and Rhea, sister
of -Zeus, and mother of Kore-Persephone,
Demeter was often called the Corn Goddess.
Through her close relation to Persephone,
Demeter has strong connections with the
unden'w'orld; the two are frequently men
tioned simply as the Two Goddesses. Kore
Persephone was the young daughter of
Demeter as well as the wife of Aidoneus or
- Hades, and thus the queen of the dead.

The myth of Demeter is related in the
well-known Homeric Hymll to Demeter, a
poem of 495 lines and dating to the seventh
century BCE. It was not the only version
known to the ancient Greeks, however. An
early reference to Persephone's abduction
by Aidoneus in Hesiod that suggests the
myth was known already in the eighth cen
tury (Theogoll)' 913-14). Pausanias mentions
a hymn by Pamphos that he considers pre
Homeric as well as a version he traced to
Sicily (7.21.9, 8.37.9; 9.31.9), and Apollo
dorus provides a summa!)' of the myth by
dnlwing upon several versions (1.5). A num
ber of poets were reputed to have written
hymns to Demeter, including Archilochus,
Lasus, Bacchylides, Pindar, and Aeschylus,
although little is known for ccnain about the
poems. The Parian Chronicle refers to an
Orphic version of the myth of Demeter
(KERN 1922: test. 221), and Pausanias men
tions that Musaeus wrote about characters
who figure in the myth (1.14.3), but most
likely these versions reflect the Eleusinian
account. In any case, the variants demon
strate that the myth of Demeter was widely
known in ancient Greece, and vase paintings
also testify to its popularity. Two other
legends were related about Demeter. In the
first, she loved Iasion and made love with
him in a field that had lain fallow but was
ploughed three times; the offspring of this
union was Plutos, or rich harvests as the
wealth of the earth (Homer, Odyssey 5.125
128: Hesiod, TheogollY 969-975: Apollo
dorus 3.138). According to the second, a
Thessalian named Erysichthon cut down the
trees of a grove sacred to Demeter in order
to build a palace. Although Demeter herself
took the form of her priestess to urge him
not to commit such impiety, he would not
listen. She indicated that he would need a
large hall for banquets, but he became so
hungry that although he continually ate. he
could not satisfy his hunger; eventually he
was reduced to begging (Callimachos, Hymll
6.24-119; Ovid, Metam. 8.738-878).

Of all the versions, the Homeric Hymll to
Demeter is the most complete. It tells how
Persephone was taken away by Aidoneus or
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Hades when she was picking flowers with
her friends: as the young woman reached
down to pluck a flower, the eanh opened up
and, with the consent of his brother Zeus,
Hades carried her off to his underground
realm. A crisis ensued. Demeter heard her
abducted daughter crying for help and for
sook the company of her fellow Olympians
to search the cosmos for her daughter. In her
grief and anger, and disguised as an old
woman, Demeter went to Eleusis. At the
well of the city she offered her services as
nurse or housekeeper to the daughters of
King Celeus; they informed their mother.
Metaneira, whose new son, Demophon.
needed looking after. On entering the
palace, Demeter was charmed from her
depression by lambe's jesting and Meta
neira's cup of red wine, water, meal, and
mint. As nurse to the young Demophon,
Demeter was beyond comparison, for she
anointed him with ambrosia and placed him
in the fire to make him immonal. When
interrupted by Metaneira. however, Demeter
rebuked her for the foolishness that pre
vented Demophon from being immonalizcd.
Demeter also revealed herself as the deity
she was, whereupon the Eleusinians built
her a temple nnd an altar. Rather than rcturn
to -Olympus, Demeter secluded herself
within her temple and caused a famine
which threatened human existence and
would eventuaJly deprive the gods of the
honor rendered to them by sacrifices. Zeus
sent Iris and other gods to persuade Demeter
to relent, but only when -Hermes was dis
patched to Hades to reclaim Persephone
would Demeter acquiesce. Promising his
wife honors, rights, and gifts among the
gods and in the underworld as well, Hades
gave her a pomegranate seed, which meant
that she would spend part of each year in
the eanh. The reunion between mother and
daughter was joyful, and Demeter accepted
the terms Zeus established, with Persephone
to spend one-third of the year in Hades and
two-thirds on Olympus with her mother.
Before departing from Eleusis for Olympus,
Demeter taught humans her rites and mys
teries which gave happiness to initiates. both
while nlive and after death.

TIle cosmology of this myth displays a
world in crisis. The tensions are many. One
consists of the conflicts that divide the gods:
Demeter insists that her daughter is returned
to her, no matter what the cost; Hades must
retain his bride. even if deceiving her is the
price: Zeus will continue to govern the cos
mos, even if compromising with his sister
Demeter and his brother Hades is neCeSs.1ry.
Another is seen in the way humans depend
on the gods for life and livelihood as dis
tinct from the way gods command honour
and worship, although the absence of wor
ship comes perilously close to threatening
the existence of the gods. Demeter conceals
herself, too, from humans at the same time
that she aCLli in a most motherly falihion to
Demophon, her 'second child', but then
reveals herself to be one of the august dei
ties whose power over the food supply ren
ders gods and humans vulnerable to her
unless her motherly demands for her
daughter are met. In both the human and the
divine realms. the power of males is as
sumed and females are identified by their
relation to male values, for as kings and
their sons rule. females nurse and serve; in
the divine world. the parallel to the gender
division is the male privilege of marriage, as
seen in Hades' abduction of Persephone
which provoked the crisis. and Demeter's
demands which prepared the way for resolu
tion while restricting her identity to that of
mother. The resolution of the crisis returned
the cosmos to order, although the new order
recognized the increased power of Demeter
and Persephone and gave humans a new
hope in an afterlife through the mystery rites
of Demeter.

The celcbration of the mystery rites of
Demeter took place at many locations in
Greece. Pausanias. who travelled in Greece
around 150 CE, reponed that more than 50
cities had temples of Demeter. demon
strating that both the cult and the myth of
Demeter were widespread in ancient Greece.
It was also kept secret, although architectur
al and iconogmphic as weJl ali litef3ry ma
terials afford sufficient evidence to allow a
general picture of the events as well as their
meaning. Offerings of food and the sacrifice
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of pigs. and fasting and feasting. processions
and bathing. sacred chests and torches at
night were all part of the ceremonies. The
many local variations could emphasizc one
or another of the aspects of the worship of
Demetcr. Some cultic practices excluded
men but others made room for them. and
some focused on clan membership but
others on initiation; an interest in the life of
women. in seed and the food supply and in
an afterlife are general traits. In Hellenistic
and Roman times, the mysteries, particularly
those of Eleusis, gained in prestige as
people came from many places to be initi
ated. In 395 CE the sanctuary was destroyed
by the Goths.

The festivals-the Thesmophoria and
Stenia in the fall, the Skira at the time of
cutting and threshing grain, and the famous
Mysteria of Athens and Eleusis-Iinked the
fertility of humans and particularly women
to the fertility of the earth. By linking the
mother-daughter relationship together with
its anguish over separation and joy upon
reunion with the divine world of conflict and
resolution, the human needs and emotions
connected with marriage, food, birth, and
death \vere brought together. (-·Tammuz)
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L. J. ALDERINK

DEMON ~ai~oov. ~0l~6v\Ov

I. The tenn 'demon' is the rendering of
the cognate Greek words oai~oov and its
substantivized neuter adjective 00l~6v\Ov:

post-classical L.1tin borrowed the words in
the fonns daemon and daemoni/lm. The

original meaning of the tenn ooi~oov from
the time of Homer onward was 'divinity',
denoting either an individual god or goddess
(of -'Aphrodite in /I. 3.420), or the Deity as
an unspecified unity (Od. 3.27 "the Deity
will put it in your mind"). 6c\moOl~ovia

means 'reverence for the Divinity', or
simply 'religion' (Acts 25: 19: cf. 17:22).
Plato derived the word from the near homo
nym OQli~oov, meaning 'knowing' (Crat.
398b, from the root ·0000, 'to know'); Euse
bius rejected this conjecture and instead
derived the tenn from OEl~aiVE\V, 'to fear'
(Prllep. El'. 4.5.142). The etymology more
likely stems from the root ooioo,'to divide
(destinies)'. Thus the word could designate
one's 'fate' or 'destiny', or the spirit con
trol1ing one's fate. one's 'genius'. Common
ly the word designated the class of lesser
divinities arranged below the Olympian
gods, the dllimones. Hesiod describes them
as the souls of those who lived in the Gol
den Age. who now invisibly watch over
human affairs (Erga 122-124).

As nearly all deities in the cla.<;sical
period were morally ambiguous, the
daimones could be described as either good
or evil, and the same daimon could bring
both good or ill according to one's piety or
fate. Not until post-Exilic times in intertes
tamental literature, with the rise of dualism
and the concept of the -·Devil. did the word
begin to display the meaning 'evil demon in
league with the Devil' and take on an entire
ly negative connotation (e. g. I Cor 10:20:
cf. LXX Ps 105:37). Christian writers use it
almost exclusively in this later sense. The
related term 00l~6v\Ov in the chlssical
period meant similarly 'the divine power' or
'the Divinity' (Plato. Rep. 382e; cf. Acts
17: 18). It could also mean the class of lower
divine beings 'between gods and mortals'
who medinted between the human and di
vine spheres (Plato, Sym. 202e). So it
designated the famous daimonioll of So
crates (Plato, ApoJ. 24b, 40a). Again after
the Exile and the rise of dualism it came to
be used for 'Satanic demons', especially
among Jewish and Christian writers and in
non-Christian magical texts.

Two verbs from this root are important in
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Biblical and related literature: &ll~ovciw and
oalJ.!Ovi~Olla\. Both originally meant 'to be
under the power of a god or daimon', which
condition was often a blessing, producing
prophetic utterance or heroic behavior; it
'could also be a curse, and the words could
mean 'to be insane'. In later authors, es
pecially Jewish and Christian, they came to
mean 'to be possessed by a demon' which
caused bodily infirmity or insanity; in the
sense 'to be insane' it was used pejoratively
of the 'r.Ivings' (= 'doctrines') of heretics
(Eusebius, Hisr. eccl. 7.31.1 of Mani).
6Ql~ovi~0~Ql is found once in the New
Testament as 3 verb in the phrase "cruelly
tormented by a demon" (Matt 15:22): all
other of the dozen further occurrences are of
the participle meaning 'one who is demon
ized', 'a demoniac' (e. g., Mark 1:32).

II. The word and concept 'demon'
underwent fundamental change in antiquity
caused by the rise of dualism in the essen
tially monistic cultures of the Near East.
These monistic cultures viewed the universe
as a unified system in which each member,
divine and human, had its proper domain
and function above, upon, or below the
eanh. There was (as yet) no arch-enemy
Devil, nor a rival camp of Satanic demons
tempting and deceiving humans into sin and
bla..~phemy, eventually to be cast into eternal
hell at the final end of the present age.
Humans also had their function in this di
verse but unified system: to serve the gods
and obey their dictates. their Law, for which
they received their rewards while alive.
After death all humans descended into the
underworld from which there was no return;
there was no Last Judgment, and no hope of
resurrection.

Every occurrence in the world of the
ancients had a spiritual as well as physical
cause, determined by the gods. To enforce
divine Law, to regulate the balance of bless
ing and curse in the human realm, and to
ensure human mortality, the gods employed,
among other means, the daimones (cf.
Hesiod. Erga 252-255). Just as £ooQl~ovia

meant 'prosperity, good fortune, happiness',
and depended on the activity of a benevolent

spmt, so KaKo&ll~ovia, 'ill fortune'. was
caused by some dark but legitimate power.
The latter were the spirit" of calamity and
death who performed the will of the greater
gods. In I Sam 16: 14, for example, an
-+Evil Spirit from the LORD torments Saul;
in I Kgs 22: 19-23 Yahweh sends a lying
spirit of false prophecy to Ahab; in Ex
12:23, to kill the firstborn of Egypt, Yahweh
sends the -+Destroyer, an agent of the Lord
mentioned again in I Cor 10: 10 and perhaps
as -Abaddon I Apollyon in Rev 8: II (cf.
the Erinyes, Greek spirits of retribution, in
II. 9.571). The Mesopotamian story of
Atrahasis shows that the demon Pashittu, a
baby snatcher, was created by the gods to
keep down human population (Arr. III vii 3
4). Sir 39:28-29 speaks of spirits created by
the loRD for vengeance: fire, hail, famine
and pestilence. Such spirits were often the
offspring of the greater gods themselves
(JACOBSEN 1976: 13).

These spirits occupied the dangerous
places: the desert. the lonely wastes, the
deserted by-ways. -+Rabi~u, for example,
the Croucher of horrible aspect, lay in wait
in dark corners and alleys (cf. Gen 4:7). The
scapegoat was sent to -.Azazel, a desert
demon, on the day of Atonement (Lev 16:8
28). They held power during dangerous
situations and times: chiefly at night, during
sleep, during a wind storm or an eclipse or
the heat of mid-day, and especially in child
birth. -·Ulith, a lascivious female demon.
haunted a man in his dreams. The desert
storm winds were thought to bring calamity
and disease (cf. the Babylonian Pazuzu, king
of the wind demons). The seven evil gods
(cf. Deut 28:22) attacked the moon and
caused the eclipse, after which "they swept
over the land like a hurricane" (SAGGS

1962:291). The -+Midday demon attacked
the unwary with various ills at the height of
the sun. Lamashtu, a terrifying spectre.
threatened women and newborns during
childbirth and stole suckling infants (cf. the
Lamia and Gella in Greece). She was later
identified \"'ith Lilith, who was the child
stealer in later Jewish folklore. They were
often personifications of dire situations,
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especially plague (cf. in Greece .. AtTl.
Delusion. and NEIlEcn~. Diville Retributioll).
Namtar (Fate). the plague demon, was hen
chman of - Nergal the king of the Mesopo
tamian Underworld. ~Resheph ('Flame'. the
Canaanite plague demon) and Deber (,Pesti
lence) accompany Yahweh as attendants as
he descends in wrath against the earth (Hab
3:5). One of their main activities was to
bring death (JACOBSEN 1976:13).

In contrast to the gods of the upper
world, these spirits were often not in human
fonn. The shedu's of Babylon and Assyria
(cf. Deut 32: 17; Ps 106:37) were depicted as
winged bulls. In Isa 34: 14 Lilith as a carrion
bird finds a nest in the desert wastes, and is
joined by wild desert animals. owls and
kites. Resheph is also conceived as a carrion
bird (cf. LXX Deut 32:24). The -Devil,
ruler of the demons, is called the -Serpent
and -Dragon (e. g., Rev 12:9), recalling the
serpent in the Garden (Gen 3: 1) and the
Dragon in the Sea (-.Leviathan; Isa 27: 1).
-Jesus gave his disciples "authority to tread
on snakes and scorpions" (Luke 10: 19),
referring to demons. The book of Revelation
describes three demons as "unclean spirits
like frogs" (Rev 16:13). They were often
envisioned as composite beings. made up of
the frightening aspects of animals, some
times including human faces or bodies. T.
Sol. 18.1-2 speaks of demons "with heads
like fonnless dogs.... [others] in the fonn
of humans or of bulls or of dragons with
faces like birds or beasts or the sphinx".
Pazuzu, the wind demon of Mesopotamia,
was a horrifying winged creature with
human-like face (cf. the Sirens of Greece).
Revelation also describes the (demonic)
'locusts' from the abyss, anned as battle
horses. with human faces (Rev 9:7).
Demons could not only attack but also in
dwell humans and cause many types of ills:
epilepsy, insanity, disability. Against them
one protected oneself by prayer, incantation
and magic. A magician was called in for
exorcism. to diagnose the problem and recite
the appropriate incantation. Incantations
often took the fornl of an invocation to the
higher gods and a verbal command to exhort

evil forces to go away, and might be accom
panied by magical aids or acts. Josephus
tells of a magic root which drove out
demons when applied to the sufferer (Bel.
Jud. 7.185). Solomon, in Jewish, Christian
and Muslim lore, is said to have had "the
skill against the demons for help and
healing" (Josephus, Alii. 8.45). and com
posed incantations and rituals of exorcism:
in Josephus' own day, exorcism was per
formed in Solomon's name with a ring con
taining a magic root (Am. 8.47). They could
be exorcised by providing a substitute host
body. usually an animal, but also a figurine
or even a reed of the same size as the
human sufferer (SAGGS 1962:3(0). That u
demon needed a host is an idea found also
in the New Testament: demons cast out of
the Gerasene demoniac ask to enter a herd
of swine lest, apparently, they be left home
less (Mark 5: 12; cf. Matt 12:43-45).

III. In the Bible, old meanings and asso
ciations of the terms daimon and dai1l/ollioll
survived alongside the post-Exilic revalu
ation. The original neutral sense of 'divinity'
is found in Acts 17: 18, where Paul is
described by pagan Athenians as a preacher
of 'foreign deities' (daimonia). The Septua
gint uses daimonion several times in the
ancient Near Eastern sense of the spirits of
the desert: it translates the Hebrew se~iri1l/

(wild goats, -·satyrs, goat demons; Isa
13:21), and 5i)')'i1l/ (desert dwelling wild
beasts; Isa 34: 14), where desert spirits nrc
said to inhabit cities laid wac;te (cf. also Bar
4:35). The book of Revelation describes the
(future) fallen city of "Babylon" (= Rome)
as "a dwelling place of demons and a haunt
of every unclean spirit and a haunt of every
unclean and hateful bird" (18:2). recalling
the oracle of desert waste in Isa 13 against
Mesopotamian Babylon. One of the major
functions of such spirits was to bring fatal
calamity: so dai1l/01l is used to designate a
spirit of "famine and disease" (Sib. Or.
3.331). This inheritance explains the appar
ent anomaly that the main activity of
demons in the New Testament ministry of
Jesus is not to tempt to sin but to cause dis
ability, disease and insanity: even though
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they are clearly associated with the activity
of the Devil.

During the intenestamental period and the
rise of Jewish literature in Greek, the tenns
daimon and daimonion began to assume
among Jews the negative connotation of
'demon in league with the Devil'. The inspi
ration for this shift in meaning was the
encounter during the Exile and later with
Zoroastrian dualism. This cosmology postu
lated two warring spiritual camps controlled
by their leaders, the Zoroastrian God and
Devil. and commanded by archangels and
archdemons and their descending ranks of
lesser spirits. They fought over the loyalty
of humans, loyalty expressed in righteous or
unrighteous behavior nnd eventuating in
eternal life or fiery destruction. The old gods
of the nations and their servant divinities,
the lesser spirits of nature and cosmos, were
'demonized', demoted to the class of wicked
spirits, tempting humans to sin and enticing
them from the true faith by the false
doctrines of other religions. Eventually,
however, there would be an End, a victory
by God, a savior to bring the opposing
powers to destruction. a Last Judgment, and
a New Age. Circles within Judaism used
this framework to revalue older myths and
produced after the Exile the dualistic strains
of Judaism visible in post-exilic and inter
testamental literature and in Christianity.

As the gods of the nations were demon
ized. so 'demon' in the dualistic sense is
found in the Septuagint (LXX) as a designa
tion of pagan deities and spirits: in LXX Ps
95:5 the national deities of other peoples,
said to be idols Celilim) in Hebrew, become
"demons" ("All the gods of the nations are
demons"); in LXX Deut 32: 17, the foreign
divinities whom Israel worshipped, properly
described in the Hebrew text as fedim (tute
lary spiritll). are again called "demons"
(''They sacrificed to demons and not to
God"; cf. LXX Ps 105:37; Bar. 4:7); in
LXX Isa 65: II daimon renders the Hebrew
name of the pagan god of Fonune (-Gad),
where the Israelites are said to have been
"preparing a table for the demon". This con
ception of table fellowship with pagan gods

who are in reality demons carries over into
the New Testament: Paul warns the Corinth
ian Church that they may not eat sacrificial
meals in pagan temples, for "that which the
Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons",
meaning, for Corinth, the Greek gods
Asklepios, Sarapis, and especially -+Demeter.
So Paul sets in opposition "the table of the
Lord and the table of demons" (I Cor
10:20-21). Likewise, the author of Revel
ation identifies the worship of idols with the
worship of demons (Rev 9:20). In the inter
testamental literature one findll "the evil
demon -·Asmodeus'· (Tob 3:8, 17; the name
may be deri ved from the Persian aeshma
daeva, 'demon of wrath'). Demons become
tempters who lead one into-and are even
the personifications of.-various sins: one
finds the Seven Spirits of deceit (T. Reub.
2.1; 3.2ff.) which arc named after and cause
various sins; "demons of deceit" and "spirit
of error" (T. Jud. 23.1; 20.1; cf. the "spirit
of falsehood" in I QS 4.9ff.) connected with
licentiousness, idolatry, and witchcraft; the
"spirit of anger" (T. Dan 1-2) and "spirit of
envy" (T. Sim. 4.7).

One ancient theory of the origin of the
demons was that they were the souls of the
dead who, having been unjustly treated or
killed, sought retribution (as perhaps were
the Erinyes; cf. the Biblical -+Rephaim; also
TenulIian, De Anima 57). Another concep
tion was that they were the ghosts of the
wicked dead (Josephus, Bel. Jud. 7.185:
"demons [are] the spirits of wicked people
who enter and kill the living"). Origen tells
us that the Church had no clearly defined
teaching on their genesis; his view was that
the Devil, after becoming apostate. induced
many of the angels to fall away with him;
these fallen angels were the demons (De
Prine. pref. 6; Tatian, Adv. Gr. 20; cf. Rev
12:4). The most popular myth, however. is
found in the Bible, intenestamental litera
ture, the rabbis and the Church fathers:
demons arc the souls of the offspring of
angels who cohabited with humans. Accord
ing to this story, a group of angels descend
ed from heaven and mated with human
women, producing as offspring a race of
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wicked -·giants who conquered and defiled
the earth with violence and bloodshed. To
destroy them, God caused the Flood. The
spirits of the drowned giants, neither angelic
nor human. were u-.lpped in the regions of
the air which they haunt as demons, seeking
host bodies to inhabit (cf. "the power of the
air" Eph 2:2; and Eusebius, Praep. Ev.
4.5.142: [Greek theologians] assigned "thc
atmosphere to demons"). According to
Justin M'lrtyr, "the angels ... ''''cre capti
vated by love of women and engendcred
children who arc called demons" (2 Apol. 5;
cf. Gen 6: 1-4; I Enoch 6-21: JlIb. 4:22;
5: Iff.; Jude 6).

In thc New Testament the word da;moll
occurs but once (Matt 8:31). The parallel
passage in Luke 8:27 uses daimoll;oll, a
word found marc than fifty times (but for
Acts 17: 18) for a wicked demonic spirit.
Mark 5 describes the Gerasene demoniac as
having an "unclean spirit" (JtVEUJ,lU u-

. Kci8Uptov). The phrase is found twcnty
times in the NT (cf. also LXX Zcch 13:2, of
the spirit of false prophecy: T. Bell. 5.2).
"Evil spirit" (JtVEUJ,lU JtOVTlPO\') is used for
da;moll;oll in Luke 8:2. From these passages
one learns the nature and function of
demons in the New Testament era: to defile
and bring to evil their human subjects and
hosts. in both physical and spiritual ways.

Demons sought to indwell humans and
were able to do so in large numbers: thc
Gerasene demoniac was indwelt, as he said,
by "-·Lcgion, for we are many" (Mark 5:9).
Mary Magdalene was said to have been
healed of seven demons (Luke 8:2; ef.
II :24-26). This indwelling is described by
the Biblical writers with the phrase "to have
a demon" (eXElV OalJ,lOVlOV) or "to be
demonized" (oOlJ,lovi~E08al). The in
dwelling spirit seems nevertheless to 'pos
sess' the hOl'it, speaking through and casting
the sufferer about as though animating a
puppet from inside (Mark 1:24: 9:26). Thc
main effect of demons on the host in the
Synoptic writers was to cause physical and
mental suffering. and anti-social behavior:
the violent Gerasene demoniac lives in
tombs and deserted places, is periodically

bound and chained. continually crying out
and gashing himself with stones (Mark 5:2
6). While demonization was often differen
tiated from debility and disease (Matt 4:24,
Mark I:32), demons also caused dumbness
(Matt 9:32), blindness (Matt 12:22), deaf
ness (Mark 9: 17-29), epilepsy (Matt 17: 18:
lit. "being moonstruck"). and apparently
fever and other diseases (Luke 4:39: 8:2). Its
chief manifestation. however, was insanity:
the Gerasene demoniac, when healed, is said
to "be in his right mind" (Mark 5:15). So
common was this idea that it was a popular
calumny to claim that one with whom one
disagreed was 'insane': so John the Baptist
was slandered as demonized (= 'insanc':
Luke 7:33), as was Jesus (John 8:48; cf.
10:20 "he has a demon and is insane").

Jesus, according to the New Testament,
cast demons out (EK!kiAAElV) with a word of
command (Matt 8:16: in 8:32 the word is
intciYEtE. "Go away!"). He gave his dis
ciples authority to cast out demons in his
name, which they did with remarkable suc
cess for centuries (Luke 10: 17; TertulIinn.
Apof. 23.15-18: however, cf. Mark 9:18-19).
The point of exoreism in the ministry of
Jesus and the early Church was not only the
relief of suffering. but the clash of the King
dom of God and the Kingdom of the Devil.
This evil kingdom was conceptualized as an
anny organized under the Devil with mnks
of officers of various levels (cf. Luke II: 18,
26: Eph 6: 12). When Jesus was accused of
casting out demons by their ruler Beelzebul
(a name for the Devil: Baal-zebub), he
replied that his mission was to "enter the
strong man's house and carry off his prop
erty" (Mark 3:27), to enter the kingdom of
the Devil and rescue those who were
opprcssed: this he did by "binding the strong
man". which was exoreism of demons by
the Spirit of God (Matt 12:28). The demons
apparently recognized Jesus on sight. often
shouting. "I know who you are, the holy one
of God" (Mark 1:24: cf. I :34). They seemed
tenified (cf. Jas 2: 19). knowing of their
coming judgment and that Jesus would bring
their demise: so they cried out "Have you
come to destroy us?" (Mark I:24), or. "Have
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you come to torment us before the time?"
(Matt 8:29; cf. Matt 25:41 "the eternal fire
which has been prepared for the Devil and
his angels"). In Luke 8:31, the Gerasene
demons entreated Jesus not to send them
into the abyss. which may refer to the desert
prison of the fallen angels (cf. the "pits of
darkness" to which the angels are assigned
in 2 Pet 2:4; also cf. Rev 9: I-II).

For Paul and the Pauline school, the
battle of the two kingdoms was more clearly
a battle between cosmic powers and relig
ious loyalties. The competing gods of the
Greeks arc demons (I Cor 10:20-21; cf I
Cor 12:2), and Christians were once under
the spiritual powers of the "elements" (= the
stars and signs of the Zodiac; Gal 4:3, 8-9;
Col 2:8, 20; cf. T. Sol. 18.3: "the heavenly
bodies, the ''''orld rulers of the darkness of
this age"). Maybe they include the demonic
"rulers of this age" who crucified Jesus in
their ignornnce (I Cor 2:8). Nevertheless
God disanned the demonic rulers and auth
orities through -'Christ (Col 2: 15), and
Christ at his resurrection was given mastery
over all angelic and demonic "rule and auth
ority and power and dominion" (Eph 1:21;
cf 1 Cor 15:24-25); so Christians one day
will sit in judgment over the (evil) angels (I
Cor 6:3). The demonic forces attack the
Church: such -~angels, principalities
(-+Archai), and powers try, but will fail, to
separate believers from God's love (Rom
8:38); false Christian apostles, servants of
Satan, attempted to deceive the Corinthians
with false doctrines (2 Cor II: 13-15); an
angel of Satan even torments Paul (2 Cor
12:7); the writer of the Pastoral epistles pre
dicts that in the last days the unwary would
follow "deceitful spirits" and "doctrines of
demons", which included food taboos and
the forbidding of marriage (1 Tim 4:1-3).
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DEREK -. WAY

DESTROYER n"ndo
I. 'Destroyer' is the designation of a

supernaturnl envoy from -.God assigned the
task of annihilating large numbers of people,
typically by means of a plague. The noun is
a hiphil participle of the root SI;IT which is
not attested in the OT in the qal. When the
root appears in the hiphil, hophal, piel, and
niphal stems, it describes the deteriorntion,
marring, disfiguring, damaging and destruc
tion of people and things, such as textiles
(ler 13:7). pot~ (ler 18:4), vineyards Oer
12: 10), trees (Deut 20: 19), cities (Gen
13: I0) and buildings (Lam 2:6). It repre
sents the kind of activity performed by plun
dering thieves Oer 49:9). Deities in other
ancient Near Eastern cultures who annihilate
populations are identified by personal names
that may reflect their function or devastating
character (e.g. Namtar, 'Fate', -.Resheph,
'Rame', 'lightning bolt').

II. The Destroyer must be distinguished
from those supernatural figures who, in their
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capacity as angels/messengers of death, visit
all men and tenninate the lives of single
individuals. In the Bible, the Destroyer does
not kill all humans, nor is he dispatched by
God to kill isolated individuals. Further
more, unlike the angcls of death who bring
death of any sort (both natural and prema
ture), the Destroyer brings specifically a pre
mature and agonizing death.

It is true that in neighbouring cultures,
almost any dcity could conceivably deci
mate large populations: the god who afflicts
is characteristically the same god who
brings relief. But there were nevertheless
certain deities whose specific expertise lay
in their ability to externlinate humans £'11

nl(use. The Erra Epic depicts Erra as a ruth
less killer in an irrational and uncontrollable
lust for war, death and destruction, ultimate
ly calmed only by his aid Ishum. Erra was
"cverywhere a god of destruction" (LAM
BERT 1973:356) and became identified with
-oNergal, a god of war and sudden death,
and the ruler of the realm of the dead (cf.
his epithets "Great King of the Abyss"
lugul-gnl-ahzu and "King of the Dreadful
Sworu" lugal-gi'r-ur-ra; AkkGE 390). When
En iii , in council with the other gods in
Atralwsis, wishes to thin the world's popu
lation with a plague, it is Namtar, the god of
plague, who goes to work. The north-west
semitic deity Resheph reflects the same
profile, and he was indeed identified by the
ancients with Nergal (Ugaritica \I [1968]
45).

It is a feature of these deities that the)' do
not discriminate between the innocent and
the guilty, and that extreme measures arc
required to stop them before complete anni
hilation occurs. Erra's fury is calmed only
by his assistant Ishum ("you killed the
upright, you killed the one who is not
upright", Erra IV 104-105), and after his
rampage, Err.! acknowledges that "like one
who plunders a land, I do not discriminate
between the upright and the wicked" (Erra
V.IO). Namtar stopped his plague only
because the people's cultic attentions toward
him shamed him into backing down (Atr. I
viii).

III. The Hebrew word masbft, explicitly
describing a supernatural creature commis
sioned by God to extenninate large groups
of people, appears in only two contexts in
the Bible (Exod 12:23; 2 Sam 24:16/1 I Chr
21: 15). The activity of such a creature can
be further detected in at least four other pas
sages, even though it is not there explicitly
identified as a maf~lit (Num 17: 1I-15[ 16:46
50); 2 Kgs 19:35 /I Isa 37:36; Ezek 9; Rev
9:11).

The death of the firstborn in Egypt. in
concert with all of the other plagues, is pri
marily attributed to the activity of Yahweh
throughout the Bible: "I will kill ('eilloki
horeg) your first-born" (Exod 4:23; cf. 11:4
5; 12: 12-13.23a.27.29; Ps 78:51; 105:36).
Nevertheless, Yahweh's involvement is fur
ther qualified in one passage: "Yahweh will
pass through to strike down the Egyptians;
when he sces the blood on the lintel and on
the two doorposts, Yahweh will pass over
the door and will not allow the destroyer
(/lGmmafbit) to enter your houses to strike
you down" (Exod 12:23).

The relationship between Yahweh and the
Destroyer in this passage is hardly extraordi
nary in the context of the ancient Near East.
Onc is to picture Yahweh, accompanied by
a retinue of assistants, going against his ene
mies in judgment (MILLER 1973). Both
Yahweh and his entourage can be depicted
as active in the same conflict, and if
Yahweh decides to restrain his wenpons, he
must also give oruers to desist to the super
natural warriors that accompany him. In
Exodus 12, therefore, Yahweh and at least
one supernatural assistant are responsible for
the deaths of the Egyptian first-born (cf. Ps
78:49): when Yahweh sees lamb's blood on
door-posts, not only does he not kill, but he
gives orders to the accompanying Destroyer
to exercise similar restraint (biblical and
later sources affinn that a number of plague
and destroying angels do God's work; cf. Ps
78:49; J £lIoeh 53:3; 56: I; 66: 1; IQS 4.12).

The means by which the Destroyer slcw
the Egyptian first-born is not immediately
obvious, although the Hebrew tenn and its
translation in the early versions point to a
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violcnt or painful dcath (Vg perclJssorem;
LXX lOll %lhreuollta; Syriac and Targums
employ the root ~lb/). This is confinned by
the statement that the Destroyer must be re
strained from "smiting", /ingop (Exod
12:23), a vcrb whose root is identical to the
root for the word 'plague' or 'pestilence'
(negep Num 17:11-12[16:46-47J; Josh 22:
17; mllggepCi Num 17:13-15[16:48-50J; 25:
8-9.18-19; 1 Sam 6:4; Zech 14: 12.18). The
word translated 'plague', negep, is used in
connection with the death of the first-born
(Exod 12: 13), as maggepa dcscribes the
othcr 'plagues' (Exod 9: 14). There can be
little question, therefore, that the Destroyer
in Exod 12:23 belongs to the class of plague
deities broadly attestcd in the ancient Near
East.

The plague associations with the De
stroycr are cvcn more pronounccd in 2
Samuel 24 (parallelcd in n slightly different
and morc cxpansive version in 1 Chronicles
21) where Yahweh sends -'Deber' (Pesti
lence) at David's request (vv 13.15; cf.
IIIClggepCi vv 21.25). In contrast to Exodus
12, the Destroyer, here called "the
Destroying Angel" (/alllma/Jiik halllmas~I;I, v
16; I Chr 21:15 [20 Syriac]; cf. Pal. Tgs.
Exod 12:23), is depicted in considerable
detail: he is of gigantic proportions (1 Chr
21:16) and visible to humans (v 17; cf. 1
Chr 21: 16.20), with a hand (2 Sam 24: 16; 1
Chr 21: 15) holding a sword (1 Chr 21:
16.30: cf. "sword of Yahweh" v 12) which
he rcplaces in its sheath when he is done
with his destructive task (1 Chr 21 :27). The
Destroying Angel in this passage is also
described a" an -·"angel of Yahweh" (2
Sam 24: 16; 1 Chr 21: 16.30), the "smiting
angel" (hammal'iik hammakkeh, 2 Sam
24: 17), and a "destroying angel of Yahweh"
(mal'ak YHWH 111a#/;I; I Chr 21:12). As in
Exodus 12, he takes orders from Yahweh
who once again bids the Destroying Angel
not to destroy all the people (1 Chr
21:15.27). Unlike Exodus 12, Yahweh is not
described as participating in the slaughter,
for he sends the Destroyer in his place (1
Chr 21:15).

The more expansive passage in Chron-

icles presents one peculiarity that is not
characteristic of the Destroyer (and indeed is
not found in the parallel passage in 2
Samuel). According to 2 Sam 24: 18-19, Gad
received from Yahweh directions for David
to obey. 1 Chr 21: 18-19 specifies that it is
the Destroyer, called here the "angel of
Yahweh", who gives this information to
Gad. The syntax, vocabulary, and use of
indirect discourse in the Chronicles passage
point to a later formulation that could not
have been in the Samuel text in this form.
The Destroyer is otherwise a creature who
specializes in mass slaughtcr (not verbal
communication) and who does not act inde
pendently but only at the specific command
of Yahweh. The present verse compromises
both of these characteristics, and probably
represents the later breakdown of the archaic
perception of the Destroyer in the face of
the developing angelology of the Second
Temple period.

It has been common to seek an origin for
the Destroyer in early or pre-Israelite cult
traditions, but the association of Yahweh
with plague and destruction is pervasive in
the Bible, making the theory unnecessary.
The imagery of a god destroying popula
tions with a retinue of divine assistants (or
envoys dispatched in the god's place) is so
common in the Bible and the Near East as
to moot the question of cultural or cuitie
borrowing.

Although these two passages (one of
which appears in two parallel accounts) are
the only places in the Bible where the
Hebrew masbil, "Destroyer", is explicitly
applied to a supernatural being, there is
good cause to see such a figure at work
elsewhere in the Bible. In Numbers 17
God's wrath against the Israelites in the wil
derness once again prompts a plague (negep,
Num 17: lU2[ 16:46.47J; maggepfi, Num
17: 13.14.15 [16:48.49.50]). This plague,
described as "restrained" (vv 13.15) and as
"wrath gone forth from Yahweh" (v II),
may be a personification (cf. Tg. Ps.-J. v
12). Like the preceding two stories (cf. also
Namtar in AIr.), this destruction can be
checked by a cultic act (blood on the door-
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posts, building an altar, offering incense).
Also like the other two accounts, the
destruction is indiscriminate in the annihila
tion of wicked and upright alike unless they
are somehow fonnally distinguished (blood
on door-posts, physical separation [Num
17: 10( 16:45)]).

In any case, the earliest tr.1ditions avail
able to us interpret the story in Numbers 17
as the work of the Destroyer. The same tenn
used to translate maiMI in the LXX of
Exodus 12 and I Chronicles 21 resurfaces in
the NT and the Apocrypha to describe the
creature who brings this plague in Numbers
17: "they were destroyed by the Destroyer"
(apolonto hypo 10/1 olelhrellloli, I Cor
10: 10), "the Destroyer" (lro olellrre/lOn. Wis
18:25). Targum Pseudo-Jonathan inserts the
same Aramaic tenn in Num 17:11[16:36]
("Destroyer", ml}bl') that wac; used to trans
late Hebrew maJ~lit elsewhere. Although dif
ferent tenns appear in 4 Macc 7: II, once
again a divine emissary-..the fiery angel",
ton empyrislen ... aggelon-is pictured as
bringing the plague in Numbers 17.

The tenn "Destroyer" docs not appear in
2 Kgs 19:35 (II Isa 37:36) when the "angel
of the Lord went out and struck 185,000 in
the Assyrian camp" by night. However,
early interpretations of this destruction
describe it as a plague: maggepa in Sir 48:
21(24) appears in Vg LXX as "his angel";
Josephus sees a plague in Ant. X.21 but "an
angel of the Lord" in B.J. V.388; Ramael is
the angel who "burned their bodies within"
in 2 Bar 63:6-8 (cf. Herodotus 11.141). Since
one of the tasks of God's angels in general
can be destruction, one cannot be confident
that the specific angel in view here is the
Destroyer, even though the early interpre
tative tradition moved in that direction.

None of the angelic figures who slaughter
Jerusalemites in Ezekiel 9 are called "De
stroyer", even though the word does appear
as part of their commission (lemafbit. v 6).
Nevertheless, the imagery is suggestive of
the Destroyer's activity elsewhere, for those
who destroy do not act independently but
must follow God's orders (vv 4.1 I), and the
destruction is indiscriminate, arrested only if

one has an external sign ("a mark on the
foreheads", v 4).

In the NT, at least two texts reflect the
influence of OT and ancient Near Eastern
imagery associated with the Destroyer. Rev
9: II gives the name "Destroyer" (Apollyon)
to the "angel of the abyss" (-+Abaddon: cf.
the epithet of -+ Nergal). Like the Destroyer
in the OT, affliction is indiscriminate and
overtakes all who are not distinguished in
some external fashion e'seal of God on their
foreheads", Rev 9:4), and the affliction is
bodily pain (Rev 9:5.10). It is therefore
possible that the imagery of Rev 19: 11-15
also renects features of the Destroyer.

IV, Without the imagery of the Near Eas
tern deity in conflict, the relationship
between Yahweh and the Destroyer in Exod
12 can be problematic, for a less poetic
analysis of the passage may insist that it
cannot be both Yahweh and the Destroyer
who together slay the Egyptian first-born (as
source critical analysis has affirmed,
FOSSUM 1985:225-226), or that the De
stroyer is identical to Yahweh (GRAY 1899).
When the NT with precision employs the
same word found in the LXX of Exod 12:23
to refer to the Destroyer, it refrains from
clarifying whether the Destroyer is God or
an angel (110 olelilrellon: Heb II :28): pre
sumably the latter is intended, but the for
mer is possible. Some interpreters simply
ignore the presence of the Destroyer
(Josephus Ant. 11.313). Early rabbinic
sources move in this direction, insisting that
God himself was directly involved in the
slaying of the firstborn, but later literature
affinns that it was perfonned by an angel
(G01.OI='1 1968; GI='IZBERG, Legends V 433
434). Among those sources that distance
God from the actual slaying, the Wisdom of
Solomon expansively describes the De
stroyer as God's personified Logos (cf. the
Memra of Yahweh in Tg. Ps.-J. Exod 12:29)
that came as a gigantic warrior from God's
throne, holding God's "unambiguous decree
as a sharp sword" (18: 15-16). Jllb. 49:2-4
goes further in multiplying the number of
destroyers so that, following God's direc
tions, "all of the powers of -+Mastcmah"
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(the chief demonic figure) pass over the
Israelites and kill the Egyptian first-born (cf.
"10,000 destroying angels" in Pal. Tgs.
Exod 12: 12). Ezekiel the Tragedian speaks
of "the fearsome angel" (159) and "death"
(187) that passed by. Maimonides nuances
the passage so that God does the killing in
the Egyptian community, while the De
stroyer is the one who passes through the
Ismelite community.

It was emphasized above that there was
originally a distinction between the angel of
death who comes to an individual at the
time appointed for him to die and the
Destroyer who massacres entire populations
with premature and violent deaths. Later tra
ditions, however, fuse the two conceptions.
Thus. "Destroying Angel" in 2 Samuel 24 is
translated in Syriac as the "Angel of Death",
an equation also made in later Judaism. In
the Hebrew text of Exod 4:24-25 where it is
Yahweh who tries to kill Moses, the Pal.
Tgs. preserve traditions to the effect that it is
the "Destroying Angel" or the "Angel of
Death".
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DESTRUCTION -- QETEB

DEVIL ~tciPoAO<;

I. The tenn 'devil' is a rendering of the
Greek word OtciPoAO<;, used as a loan word
by Latin Christian writers as diaboilis. As a
proper noun in inlertestamental Jewish texts

and Christian writers the word denotes the
great Adversary of God and righteousness,
the Devil. It is so used in the Septuagint as a
translation for the Hebrew sarall (-'Satan)
(e. g. Job I and 2; I Chr 21: I), and appears
often with this meaning in the New Testa
ment (e.g. Matt 4: I). In ancient Greek
usage, however, Otcifk>Ao<; was an adjective
generally denoting something or someone
'slanderous' and 'defamatory'. So Aristo
phanes speaks of a 'most slanderous slave'
(OWPoAO'tO'tO; Eq. 45), and Plutarch views
the word as one function of the 'whisperer'
(\Vi6upo; Mor. 727d) and 'flatterer' (K6AO;
Mor. 6Ic). The Pastoral Epistles admonish
women not to be 'evil gossips' (owpoi.oU;
I Tim 3: II: Tit 2:3: cf. 2 Tim 3:3). Socrates
describes Ihe reason for his condemnation at
his trial as the 'slanders' (owPoi.oi) which
had for long years been spoken against him
(Plato, Apol. 37b). This noun (OlOpoAt1)
could also mean 'enmity' or 'quarrel', and
the verb OlOjXiUw (meaning literally 'to
throw across' or 'to cross over') could mean
'to be at variance', 'to attack', and '10 accuse'
(cf. Luke 16:1), as well as 'to slander'. So
the Septuagint used the verb (£v)owlkii)'£tv
of the --Angel of the LoRD who 'opposed'
Balaam (LXX Num 22:22), and the noun
OUipoAo; to mean 'enemy' (for the Hebrew
$orer in LXX Est 8: I) and 'adversary' (for
.faran LXX Ps 108:6). It is in this sense that
the Septuagint used the word OUiPoAO<; to
render the Hebrew .falan, the super-human
Adversary of God.

II. The Biblical idea that God and the
righteous angels confronted the opposition
of a great spiritual enemy, the Devil backed
by the anny of the demons, had a long his
tory and development in the ancient world.
Very old stories of conflict among the gods
are found in each of the cultures which
influenced the Biblical tradition, and these
stories (known among scholars as the Com
bat Myth), coupled with dualism encounter
ed during and after the Exile. contributed to
the concept of the Devil. To cite but two
examples, in the Babylonian story EIIlIma
Elislz, -~Marduk combats the forces of
--Chaos in -~Tiamat. the great primeval sea,
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conceived of as a monstrous sea serpent or
dragon. Tiamat is defeated, and out of her
body Marduk creates the cosmos. In similar
though not identical fashion, the Canaanite
storm god -.Baal, son and agent of the
highest god -+EI, facing opposition in the
council of the gods, is forced to battle Yarn
(the Sea). He defeats Yam (and also Lotan
[-+Leviathan], the dragon in the sea), and
obtains a palace from which he thunders
fonh against his enemies in the council and
on eanh. Next he faces -·Mot (Death). the
ruler of the Underworld, a monster with a
huge mouth and appetite who swallows the
dead. swallowing even Baal for a time. He
is nevertheless rescued from Mot and gains
supremacy. The stories of Yahweh in pre
exilic Israel draw upon these and other
myths (cf. the battles of -+Zeus) to describe
the conflicts against his enemies, both divine
and human. and his gaining of sovereignty
over the other gods of the nations in the
council (Yahweh and the council: Deut
32:8-9; Pss 29: I; 82: I; 89:5-8; his mountain
palace: Pss 18:6-15; 68; 29; 48:1-2; Yahweh
and the Sea: Ps 74:13-17; Isa 51:9-10; cf.
especially CROSS 1973 and SMITH 1990).
The great enemies of the gods had been
defeated in the mythic past and the human
present was at (relative) peace. The world
was conceived as a unified whole, with each
member, divine and human. fulfilling a pro
per function. There was as yet no Devil. and
the lesser spirits fulfilled their appointed
roles. -'Demons' were terrifying but legiti
mate spirits of calamity. disease. and death,
who served the will of the greater gods.

During and after the Babylonian Exile.
however. Israel was influenced by the cos
mological dualism of Persian Zoroastrian
ism. This system posited two warring camps
of spiritual beings headed by twin but op
posing siblings. the Zoroastrian God and
Devil. who fought for the loyalty of humans
in deadly combat. To assist in the battle the
two had produced armies of lesser spirits,
the angels and the demons. In one imponant
text, 'the Evil One' declares to God: "I shall
destroy you and your creatures forever and
ever. And I shall persuade all your creatures

to hate you and to love me" (BOYCE
1990:46). Creation was their battlefield and
the present age was the time of spiritual
warfare. At the end of this age of conflict.
there would be a final battle in which the
Devil and his hosts would be defeated and
destroyed in a fiery Hell. and a new creation
and new age would begin in righteousness.
The value of this complex dualism and
eschatology for some factions of post-exilic
Judaism was that it provided an explanation
for the sufferings of the Exile among a
people who saw themselves as (relatively)
righteous and undeserving of their plight (cf.
Ps 44: 17; leI' 31 :29-30; Ezek 18:25): it was
the Devil who persecuted the innocent and
brought disaster as a trial of faith and char
acter. attempting to tum them from God and
goodness.

Such ideas were developed in differing
ways in post-Exilic texl~ and intertesta
mental literature. Two types of Zoroastrian
ism of the period had postulated different
myths of origin for the great Spirits of Light
and Darkness: the first held that the two
were co-eternal twins without source, essen
tially two opposite gods; the second claimed
that Time (Zervan) as source had generated
the two in eternity past as opposing aspects
of the original and ambiguous -·One. The
latter concept of an original One melded
most favorably with developing idea~ of
monotheism and the sovereignty of the God
in Israel. The eternal dualism of the former
view is explicitly rejected by Second Isaiah
(Isa 45:5 "I am the Lord and there is no
other; besides me there is no God"). and the
God of Israel is seen as was Zen'an. the
source of both opposites: "I form light and I
create darkness: I make wholeness and I cre
ate evil" (Isa 45:7). This idea that God cre
ated two divine spirits. good and evil, is
clearly expressed in texts from Qumran (cf.
IQS 3:25 "LGod] created the spirits of Light
and Darkness").

That God should be the source of evil.
however. or was in competition with another
power, was difficult given the old view of
God as sovereign and righteous (cf. Dcut
32:4; 1 John I:5). Other creative thinkers
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produced an alternate view which melded
dualism with old traditions of the Combat
Myth and Yahweh as -·El, head of a
heavenly council. In all versions of the
Combat Myth and Zoroastrian doctrine, the
upper world forces of Light ultimately de
feat the forces of Darkness: the Enemies,
though formidable, were weaker and lesser
beings. Thus the one God, the God of Israel,
could stand as the sovereign God of Light,
presiding over the lesser divine beings of the
heavenly council (the angels), some of
whom were righteous, and others of whom
(as Baars enemies in EI's council) by their
own choice were the sources of evil. This
allowed the origin of evil in heaven to be
removed one stage from God: evil was the
result of some failing in the lesser divine
beings. These were led by a great opponent
similar to the great enemies in the Combat
Myth. the Devil. viewed as a rebellious
angel followed by his hosts of demons, who
assumed characteristics of the great mytnic
opponents of the heavenly gods, destined for
defeat. He could be opposed by a great
champion of righteousness, the -.Angel of
the LORD (cf. Zech 3:1; Jub. 17:15-18:16),
or -'Michael the archangel (cf. Jude 9), or
in later Christian thought, by -'Jesus.

III. More than one account of the origin
of the Devil and fall of the angels is found
in post-Exilic and subsequent literature. A
very old and popular story was that certain
of the -0 'sons of God' (angels) descended
from heaven and mated with human women,
giving birth to a race of -'giants which was
drowned by the flood (l Elloch 6-16; Gen
6: 1-4; Jude 6; 2 Pet 2:4); their disembodied
souls became the demons. The leader of this
band of fallen angels, -0Azazel, although a
messenger of Satan in J Enoch 54:6, was
identified as the Devil (Jub. 10: I-II) and as
the serpent who deceived Adam and -.Eve
(Apoc. Abr. 23). He is also called - Baal
zebub, the Prince of the demons, who was
formerly 'the highest ranking angel in
heaven' (T. Sol. 6: 1-2). Two other stories
relate the Devil to Adam: Adam was made
in the image of God, and "through the
Devil's envy, death entered the world" (\Vis

2:24). Again, when God created Adam on
the earth. the angels were commanded to
reverence him as being the image of God;
the angel who was to become the Devil
refused on the grounds that he was both
greater and older than Adam, and he was
followed in his rebellion by the angels in his
charge (Adam and Ew? 13-15: Tertullian, Dc
Pat;entia 5; Qllrall 15:26-35). Another
account was inspired by the oracles against
the king of Babylon (Isa 14:4-20) and the
king of Tyre (Ezek 28: 11-19): on the second
day of creation, one of the archangels, in
fact the highest archangel of all, had through
pride attempted to set himself up to be
worshipped as an equal to God (2 Enoch
29.4-5; cf. I John 3:8). The Latin translation
of Isa 14:12 names this individual "Lucifer".

Intertestamental and later Jewish texts
ascribe to the Devil a variety of names and
activities. In Jubilees 'the chief of the [evil]
spiril~' is -·Mastemah ('Hateful One', Heb
i1Q~O, lit. 'animosity') and Satan, who
accuses Israel before God, ensnares and cor
rupts them that they be destroyed (I :20). In
the Martyrdom of Isaiah, the leader of the
hosts of evil is called Sammael ('Blind god'
1:8, II; 2:1; 5:15). Melkira (= 'King of
Evil'; 1:8), Satan (2:2, 7; 5:16), and es
pecially Beliar (n by-form of -0 'Belial' =
'Useless'; 1:8; 2:4; 3: II). He is 'the Angel
of Iniquity who rules this world' and causes
apostasy, sin, magic, and the persecution of
the righteous, 'dwelling in the hearts' of the
rulers of Israel (2:4-11); in the last days the
children of Israel will abandon the Lord and
ally themselves with him (T. 1.fs. 6). He
rules the soul of the one perturbed by anger
and falsehood, but flees from one who
avoids wrath and hates lying (T. Dan 4:7
5: I). Beliar causes the righteous to stumble
by promiscuity (T. Reub. 4:7-11), and sexual
sin is also n failing of the Devil himself: the
role of progenitor of -oCain was assigned to
him, which later authors thought he accom
plished by union with Eve in the garden (cf.
4 Mace. 18:8 "the seducing and defiling ser
pent"; Tg. Ps.-J. Gen 4: I; Pirkl' de R. El.
21; Epiphanius, Ad". Haer. 40.5.3). The
'Prince of Error' blinded Simeon's mind so
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as to sell -.Joseph into slavery (1. Sim. 2:7),
and caused Judah to go astray by lo\'e of
money (T. Jud. 19:4). The 'Prince of the
Demons' is Beelzebul, who causes wars,
tyranny, demon worship, violence and lust,
and resides in the evening star (1. Sol. 6: 1
7). The Devil "inhabits as his own instru
ment" one who does evil (1. Nap". 8:6).
The 'wild old Lion' is the father of thc
Egyptian gods and persecutes Aseneth for
turning away from him to God and
destroying her family idols (Jos. et As. 12:9;
10: 12). This enmity for escaping and attack
ing the Devil's power is the ba."is for the
plot of the Testament of Job: Job destroys
an idol temple and brings on himself the
rctributive wrath of thc Devil (T. Job 4:4).
Whatever the activity of the Devil, however,
it is performed by permission of God and
according to divinc plan to test thc righteous
and demonstmte which among humanity are
evil (Jub. 10:8-12; 1. Job 8:2-3; 20: 1-3; Rev
13:5,7; cr. I Cor 11:19).

IV. In the Hebrew Bible, one finds the
concept of the 'adversary' (Heb. sa/an) in
two senses: that of any (usually human)
opponent, and that of Satan, the Devil, the
opponent of the righteous. In the first sense.
Hadad the Edomite acts as a sa/an to
Solomon (l Kgs II: 14; cf. also II :23, 25; I
Sam 29:4); Haman is the 'enemy' of the
Jews (Est 8: I); and even the Angel of the
loRD acts as a sa/an to Balaam (Num 22:
22). In each of these cases, the sa/an is an
'opponent' in such public activities as poli
ties, war, etc. In texts composed after the
Exile, however, the concept manifests the
growing changes brought about by influence
of dualism: the satan becomes the Devil
(rendered by diabolos in LXX), the arch
enemy of God at war over the loyalty of
humanity: the Devil attacks the bond
between humanity and God, leading them to
sin (cf. I Chr 21:1) and blasphemy in an
attempt to destroy their allegiance to God.
So the Devil in Job (lit. 'the salan' or better
'the Adversary') is a divine figure, classed
with the 'sons of the gods', who slanders
and attacks Job in an attempt to cause him
to 'curse' God 'to his face' (Job I: II; 2:5).

This is not the action of a mere heavenly
prosecutor in the divine council, appointed
by God to accuse the defendant of sin (cf.
Zcch 3: 1-2); no prosecutor destroys the
property of the defendant, then kills his
children and destroys his health, in order to
bring about hatred for the Judgc. God and
the Dcvil in Job are competing for Job's
loyalty, which the Adversary calls into
question. To settle the issue, God delivers
Job over into the power of Satan for testing,
"leading him into temptation" and "deliver
ing him ovcr to the Evil Onc" as God would
later do with Jesus and his followers accord
ing to the New Testament (cf. Matt 6:13).

The Devil in the New Testament is whol
ly thc cnemy of God and righteousness. He
is called by several different names,
reflecting the scveral traditions which were
melded to construct the concept of the Devil
in the intertestamental period. In one
remarkable passage we find "the great
Dragon, ... the Serpent of old who is called
the Devil and Satan" (Rev 12:9). The names
'Devil' and 'Satan' are used interchangeably
without apparent difference in me~ning (cr.
Luke 8: 12 and Mark 4: 15). The -·Dmgon
clearly recalls Leviathan, the great "dragon
that is in the sea" (lsa 27: I; cr. Tiamat and
Yamm), while the Serpent is also the "ser
pent (who] deceived Eve by his craftiness"
(2 Cor 11:3; cf. Gen 3:1-15). Here, as in thc
intertestamentalliterature, images and names
of the great opponenlli of the gods of heaven
in the Combat Myth arc used of the Devil.
While Death (-·Mot) is an enemy separatc
from the Devil in some texts (I Cor 15:26;
Rev 20: 14), it is the Devil who has the
power of death in Heb 2: 14. The antithesis
of Christ is Belial (2 Cor 6: 15), and the
spirit which hc combats is Beclzebul (Mark
3:22). The Devil is the Tempter (0 1t£lpci
~(J)v Mt 4:3), the Evil One (Matt 6: 13), thc
Enemy (Mall 13:39), the Accuscr (Rcv
12: 10), and the Ruler of this world (John
12:31 ).

The single most important function of the
Devil in the New Testament is to rule the
Kingdom of Darkness whieh opposes the
Kingdom of God. The Devil is the chief of a
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host of wicked spirits (Luke II: 18) ranging
from lesser indwelling demons who cause
disease. disability, and insanity by 'posses
sion' (e.g. Mark 1:34; 3:22; 5: 1-20), to the
great "world powers of this darkness" and
"spiritual forces of wickedness in the
heavens" (Eph 6:12; 1:21; Col 2:15). The
latter are the angelic astral forces, 'the Devil
and his angels' (cf. Matt 25:41; Rev 12:7,
9), who rule the stars and astral 'elements'
(Gal 4:3, 9), and have access into the very
heaven of God (Rev 12: 10; Luke 10: 18).
The hosts occupy not only the heavens, but
especially the air, and thus the Devil is the
"ruler of the power of the air" (Eph 2:2), for
in the air are trapped the lesser demonic
spirits of the drowned giants from the Flood,
offspring of the fallen angels and humans
(cf. Jub. 10:4-11; I Enoch 6-10; Eusebius,
Pracp. Ev. 4.5.142: [Greek theologians]
assigned "the atmosphere to demons"). The
Kingdom of Darkness includes the entire
'world', the very cosmos itself and apparent
ly everything in it: "the whole world lies in
[the power of] the Evil One" (I John 5: 19;
cf. Luke 4:6). So the Devil is the "ruler of
this world" (John 12:31; 14:30: 16: II), and
the "god of this world" (2 Cor 4:4). As
inhabitants of this Kingdom, all humans
before encountering the true God are also
under the "dominion of Satan" (Acts 26: 18)
and "authority of Darkness" (Col 1:13),
living "according to the spirit which works
in the children of disobedience" (Eph 2: 1-2).
He blinds their minds to the light of the gos
pel (2 Cor 4:4), for the Devil "deceives the
whole world" (Rev 12:9). To do so he even
"disguises himself as an angel of light" (2
Cor 11:14, which he had done when tempt
ing Eve: Adam and E\'e 9; cf. 2 Cor 11:3).

This Kingdom of Darkness was invaded
by Jesus as champion of the Kingdom of
God. In fact, "the Son of God appeared for
this purpose, that he might destroy the
works of the Devil" (l John 3:8). He was
led into the desert to be tested by the Devil
(Mark 1:9-13; Matt 4:1-11; Luke 4:1-13);
soon he began casting out demons (Mark
I:21-28). This he describes as attacking and
overpowering the Strong Man, "entering the

Strong Man's house and carrying off his
property" (Matt 12:28-29; Luke 11:20·22).
The Strong Man is the Devil and the prop
erty which is plundered arc the humans for
merly subjected to demonic oppression. So
when his disciples also begin casting out
demons in his name, he watches "Satan fall
from heaven like lightning" (Luke 10: 17
18), and predicts that "the ruler of this world
shall be cast out" (John 12:31). Jesus is the
Sower who sows the word of the Kingdom,
while Satan steals away the seed from the
hearts of the unreceptive lest they be saved
(Luke 8: 12). Jesus is the Sower of Good
Seed, who sows the seed of the children of
the Kingdom in the field of the world, while
the Devil sows tares, the children of the Evil
One (Matt 13:36-40). The devil is able to
influence the minds or indwell individuals
whom he uses as his instruments: he so uses
Peter (Mark 8:33), the opposing Jewish
authorities (John 8:44), and finally Judas
lscariot (John 6:70: 13:2, 27) to accomplish
the crucifixion of Jesus (Luke 22:53).
Nevertheless, it is through this death, which
the evil powers had brought about in ignor
ance (l Cor 2:8), that the Devil would be
"rendered powerless" (Heb 2: 14).

After the ascension of Jesus, the disciples
are left behind in the world, which is ar
rayed against them as it was against Jesus
(John 15: 18-19). He prayed that they be
kept from the Evil One (John 17: 15), and
taught them to pray that God docs not "lead
them into temptation" as he had their
Master, but "deliver them from the Evil
One" (Matt 6:13). Satan nevertheless de
manded that he "sift.. Jesus' disciples "like
wheat", which caused them to abandon him
in his last hour; yet he prayed for Peter that
his faith should not fail (Luke 22:31-32). It
is their loyalty (Greek 7ticm:;, 'faith') which
is tested by persecution and temptation to
sin. So it is that by "the shield of faith" that
one extinguishes "the flaming missiles of the
Evil One" (Eph 6: 16). The Devil accuses the
righteous "night and day" before God for
their sins, attempting to prove that they
belong to him (Rev 12: 10: cr. Zcch 3: 1·5;
Jude 9); yet they have an Advocate, a de-
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fense attorney, in Jesus (l John 2: I).
During the present age the Devil uses

many stratagems against the Church. He
"prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking
someone to devour": they arc to "resist him.
firm in their faith" (l Pet 5:8-9). for if they
"resist the devil. he will flee" (Jam 4:7). He
mises enemies from without. as Elymas the
magician who contradicts the preaching of
Paul (Acts 13: 10). He prevents Paul from
visiting the Thessalonians (using Roman
officials?, 1 Thess 2: 10). He instigates per
secutions and imprisonments that they "may
be tested" (Rev 2: 10). and apparently is
enthroned in the Roman government (Rev
2:13: 17:9). He also attacks individual
Christians. leading them to lie (Acts 5:3),
using sexual temptation to lead into sin (I
Cor 7:5: I Tim 5: IS ?). slander to destroy
one's reputation (I Tim 3:7). and physical
disease to harm and humble the sufferer (cf.
Paul's thorn in the flesh: 2 Cor 12:7). So
authorities in the Church may "deliver" the
unruly "over to Satan", which bodily suffer
ing, it is hoped. will produce repentance (I
Cor 5:5: 1 Tim I:20). Far more insidious.
however, are the Devil's agents within the
Church: he inspires false apostles who travel
to Paul's churches and contradict his mess
age (2 Cor II: 13-15), and heretical teachers
are said to be in "the snare of the Devil,
held captive to do his will" (2 Tim 2:26; cf.
Rom 16: 17-20). The final stratagem of the
Devil at the end of the age will be to raise
up the -+Anti-Christ, who in competition
with God will claim the religious loyalty of
all on the earth (2 Thess 2:3-4; Rev 13).
Nevertheless both the Devil and his hosts
will be defeated at the parousia of the loRD
in a great battle (2 Thess 2:8). According to
Revelation, he will be bound for a thousand
years and then released for one final combat.
finally to be thrown into the lake of fire
(Rev 20:7-10: cr. Mall 25:41).
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G. J. RILEY

DEW '?o
I. 'Dew' (which, for the ancients,

included very fine rain and mist and even
exudations on leaves and was caused by the
stars; cr. ARTU 7-8, note 38; Isa 26: 19) has
a special significance as a prerequisite of
fertility in areas of the Middle E3st where
rain is limited and there is no possibility of
river-irrigation. It is especially important in
the summer on the Palestinian coastal plain
and nearby sea-facing slopes. Some specific
crops depend on it. The withdrawal of rain
and dew leads to drought (cf. e.g. 1 Kgs 17:
I: Hag 1:10).

The normal Hebrew word for 'dew' is
{a I. This has cognates in other Semitic lan
guages, including Ugaritic. where {I is re
garded as 'dew of the heavens' ({I 5111m) and
commonly associated with rain (KTU 1.19
i:41, 44; 1.3 ii:39. 40 etc.). There is a corre
sponding denominative verb in Ugaritic and
in post-biblical Hebrew. More importantly
from a mythological point of view, Ugaritic
{I has generated a derivative epithet. a femi
nine noun-formation. {Iy (Tallay). meaning
'Dewy Onc·. which is thc title of onc of
-.Baal's daughters.

II. Ugaritic Tallay is always described
as bt rb. 'the girl of fine rain' or 'mist'
(ARTU 4; cf. Hebrew rebibim) and she ap
pears alongside Sacars other daughters.
Pidray and A~ay (A7U 1.3 i:24. iii:7; iv:51;
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v:42: 1.4 i: 17: iv:56: vi: II: 1.5 v:6-II; v 7:
23rrcst.]). Pidray and Ar~ay appear in the
Ugaritic 'pantheon' list (KTU 1.47 etc.), but
Tallay docs not. She may be subsumed
under the name of some other goddess. In
KTU 1.101:5 she appears to play a more
independent role, grooming (delousing?) her
father, BaCn!. That the three arc daughters of
Bacal rather than his wives (ARTU 4, note
18; pace, e.g., U. CASSUTO, Tire Goddeu
Allath [(Jerusalem 1971] 113) is clear from
the reference to Pidray ns daughter of BaCal
in KTU 1.24:26-27.

In Ugaritic tradition dew and rain come
from the god Bacal (see especially KTU 1.19
i:38-46) and the daughters of BaCal seem to
represent types of mist or dew. GORDON

(1965:406-407), in rejecting the scasonal
interpretation of the BaCal mythology, notes
that dew is a year-round phenomenon. DE

MOOR (1971: 188), on the other hand, argues
that Ar~ay, unlike her sisters, is specifically
the summer dew which docs not disappear
when Bacal disappears to the underworld in
accordance with the seasonal pattern of the
Bacal mythology. This is suggested by KTU
1.5 v: 10-11. Tallay may have been wor
shipped at ybrd(m) (ARTU on A.7U 1.24:29).
She also appears in the personal name fra
la-ia (RS 16.156:8, 17-PRU 111, 61).

III. This deity does not appear in any
Biblical source. though {at is frequently
treated as a special gift of God (e.g. Prov 3:
20; Zech 9: 12) and is sometimes associated
with other common nouns which may have
mythological ovenones. Thus in Gen 27:28
(cf. also 39) we find in Isaac's blessing on
Jacob: "May God give you the dew of
heaven, and of the oil [= rain] of the eanh.
and plenty of grain and winc". Here 'grain'
is dligan (-Dagon) and '-wine' is tiros
both of which might have mythological
ovenones, while the parallel phrases {al
hassamayim and SC111(J1l11l; hii'iire$ are also
found in Ugaritic literature ({I fmm IIsm"
ar~: KTU 1.3 ii:39-40; iv:43). The associa
tion of dew with the heavens is found in a
number of Biblical Hebrew texts (e.g. Zech
9:12: Hag 1:10).

In Job 38:28 the denial that rain and dew

have a father might have polemical force in
the context of BaCal's patcrnity of the dew
and rain. Other texts which may have dew
in some son of magical or mythological role
include Isa 18:4; 26: 19 (both rather obscure
and unconvincing) and Ps 110:3 (perhaps
"like Dew I have begotten you", though the
text is very difficult; cf. especially OTZEN

1982:349-350). Otherwise dew and rain ap
pear together frequently (Deut 32:2; 2 Sam
1:21), with {al parallel to lllci{cir. 'rain',
rcbibim, 'showers, fine rain', etc. It is poss
ible that the feminine personal name Abital
('lJbi!al: 2 Sam 3:4; I ChI' 3:3) means 'my
father is dew' and there is also the feminine
name ~lal1lli!al (2 Kgs 23:31; Jer 52: I),
which is of unclear meaning, but both are
often taken to be Aramaized forms related to
$e1 'shadow'.
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J. F. HEALEY

DIABOLOS -. DEVIL

DIKE l\h."
I. Dike (originally 'customary behav

iour', later "justice') is the Greek deity of
justice and occurs as a divine name in the
Bible in Acts 28:4 and as a metaphor for a
heavenly being in Wis I:8-9 and 11 :20. The
personification of abstract concepts in the
form of deities occurs in Greek literature as
early as the second half of the eighth cen
tury BCE. Pcrsonifications appear first in
poetry, then move into the visual ans (see
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e.g. Pausanias 5, 18, 2; funher HAMDORF

1964:52-53. 110 et passim), and finally find
their way into the realm of thc cult.

II. The didactic poet Hesiod was the
first to personify Dike (Homer. Iliad 16:
387-8. is a dubious instance and probably an
interpolation based upon Hesiod's Ergo).
Hesiod lransforms Dike into a daughter of
-Zeus and -Themis (Themis is the per
sonification of everything that is right and
proper in nature and society) and a sister of
Eunomia and Eirene (the thn.'C of them are
the Horai). Highly respected by the gods of

. Olympus, she immediately repons to Zeus
all the unrighteous deeds of mankind so that
people will have to pay for their crimes.
Whenever they injure her. their lives will
end up in disaster (Tileog. 901-3, Gp. 213
285). This image of Dike as the favourite
daughter of Zeus, even as the one who
shares his throne and is his assessor or ad
viser (parhedros). recurs very frequently in
Greek authors from Hesiod until the end of
antiquity (especially in the great tragedi,ms;
see the large collection of quotations in
Stobaeus' chapter on Dike in his Eclogae I
3). Aeschylus. Sophocles, Euripides. Pindar.
Bakchylides. Solon, Pannenides, Heraclitus.
[Orpheus] Hymn 62, Plato, Aratus, Plutarch.
Aulus Gellius, Athenaeus. Julian. Libanius.
and many others (also Latin writers like
Ovid and Virgil) give testimony to this
(numerous references in HIRZEL 1907,
WASER 1905, and HAMDORF 1964). Some
authors identify her with Panhenos. i.e. the
constellation Virgo (see esp. Aratus, Pllae
nome1la 96-136. and Virgil, Georgica IV).

In the course of the centuries, Dike.
having originally only thc positive charac
teristics of a goddess who watches over jus
tice, gradually assumed the more negative
aspects of the Erinyes, goddesses of punish
ment and revenge. as well (e.g. Sophocles.
Ajax 1390). The original distinction between
Dike and such dcmonic deities became more
and more blurred as Dike progressively
changed from an accuser or plaintiff into a
mighty and relentless deity who wrathfully
wielded the weapons of revenge. This en
tailed that her natural habitat also moved

away gradually from the lofty Olympus to
the netherworld (where the Erinyes had their
residence as well), a process which was
facilitated by the change in the image of
Hades from a place of mere vengeance and
tonnent to a place of pure administration of
justice. The development of a belief in
judgement after death among the Greeks
played an important role in this process.
Thus Dike became a goddess of the nether
world with power over life and death (e.g.
Sophocles. Electra 528, AllIigo1le 450-1).
Pythagoreans even developed an idea of tri
panite justice: Themis wielded the scepter
of justice in heaven. -·Nomos on eanh, and
Dike in the netherworld (Iamblichus. De ,'ita
Pyth. 46). So, in the course of time, Dike
ultimately became a goddess of death, a
development in her character which was
never shured by hcr mother Themis.

The existence of a cult of Dike is not
strongly attested-something which Dike
shares with the Erinyes. Athenaeus explicit
ly states that it is only from a few people
that Dike received sacrifices and worship
(Deipllosophistoe 12:546b). Although some
literary sources refer to altars (Aeschylus,
Ago",. 383-4, Eum. 539; Demosthenes. Con
tra Ari.'itog. 35) and temples (Pausanias 2,
20, 5) dedicated to Dike, little unambiguous
archaeological evidence for the existence of
such cultic sites has been found (FARNELL

1909:475 n. 227). But, from the Roman
period. statues and altars for lustitia have
been preserved. and Augustus erected a
temple in her honour. probably after Greek
models. In an, Dike is often represented as
bearing a sword or some other weapon.

Ill. In the Bible, Dike, as belonging to a
polytheistic system, inevitably plays only a
vcry limited role (in spite of possible Orien
tal antecedents in the fonn of a personified
Righteousness. -"Zedeq; see ROSENBERG
1965 and BAUMGARTEN 1979). The author
of the Wisdom of Solomon mentions a more
or less personified Justice without. however,
implying that she was a deity. When he says
that Justice the accuser will not pass by any
one who celebrates injustice because a
repon of his words will come before the
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LoRD (1:8-9, and cf. 11:20), he only uses a
metaphor, also employed by his two con
temporary coreligionists and compatriots,
Philo (Conf. 118: God's minister Justice will
punish men for their audacity; Mut. 194: the
name Dinah is by interpretation Justice, the
assessor [parhedros] of God; Jos. 48: eyen
if no one denounces us, we should have fear
or respect for Justice, the assessor of God,
she who surveys all our doings; cf. Jos. 170;
Decal. 95; Spec. leg. 4:201; Prob. 89) and
Pseudo-Phocylides (77: leave vengeance to
Justice). By this formulation the author of
the Wisdom of Solomon does not want to
deify Justice, although his concept of Wis
dom as a parhedros of God (9:4) may have
facilitated for him the notion of a female
heavenly power separate from God. (Com
pare the way in which the author of 4 Macc
speaks about the anger of divine justice [or
Justice?, he always uses the formula he
thew dike], 4:21, or about the eternal tor
ment inflicted by divine justice, 9:9 and
12:12; at the end of the book, at 18:22, he
has divine justice pursue the accursed tyrant;
also Josephus' use of dike/Dike is heavily
influenced by his classical models: see Bell.
7:34; Ant. 6:305).

In Acts 28:4 we have quite a different
case. Here the pagan inhabitants of Melite
(Malta or Kephallenia?), after the shipwreck
and rescue of Paul and his fellow travellers.
react to Paul's being bitten by a venomous
snake by saying: "No doubt this man is a
murderer. Though he has escaped from the
sea, Dik~ has not allowed him to live"
(RSV). Here we can clearly perceive the
later Greek concept of Dike as the goddess
who pursues the wrongdoer and takes re
venge for crimes that have gone undetected
and unpunished by human judges. The
people described by Luke as barbaroi (28:2)
evidently draw from the fact that Paul was
attacked by a deadly poisonous reptile the
conclusion that the goddess of justice has
finally caught up with him. Luke again turns
out to be well informed about pagan con
cepts and beliefs of his time (cf. Acts 14:8
13; 17:22-23; 19:23-41; etc.).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

DIONYSUS 6\ovooo~

I. Dionysos. the Greek god of ecstasy,
bears a name of uncertain etymology, al
though resembling the usual Greek types of
anthroponyms (e.g. Dio-doros, "gift from
Zeus"). Accordingly, ancient authors agree
to see the name of Zeus (gen. 6\0;) in the
first half; some understood -\'\)00; as a
foreign word for son ("Son of Zeus"), others
derived it from the mythical place of his
upbringing. Nysa ("Zeus from Nysa").
These etymologies are linguistically value
less, but reflect the god's status with regard
to Zeus, whom mythology makes his father.

At the same time. Greek myth regularly
tells of Dionysos' arrival from abroad, espc
cially from those foreign places, where Nysa
was located (Stephanus Byz. gives a list of
tcn places. from Asia Minor to Ethiopia and
India). By reading these mylhs historically,
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mSlstlng on Dionysos' 110n-Gk chaf'dcteris
tics, and pointing out his absence from
Homer, modem historians of religion. from
N. Freret and E. Rohde to M. P. Nilsson
theorized that Dyonysos was a god of
foreign origin and had arrived from Thr:.lce
or Phrygia (or from both) during the Archaic
age (see McGINlY 1978); others protested,
notably MEUlI (1975), Ono (1933) and
KERENYI (1976). The dispute has been
settled by the deciphemlent of the J'\'1ycenae
an (so called Linear B) documents: like
other later Olympians, Dionysos is present
in the pantheon of Mycenaean Greece, and a
recent text from Mycenaean Chania in Crete
is witness to a cult together with Zeus
(HAll.AGER 1992).

Dionysos was equated with several gods
of surrounding civilizations-with the Thrac
ian Sabazios, the Etruscan Fuftuns, the
Roman Liber (for both see -.Bacchus), but
also with the Egyptian -·Osiris (Herodotus,
72, 42) and the Jewish -·Yahweh (see
below III).

In the Bible, Dionysos is mentioned in 2
Macc 6:7: 14:33 and 3 Macc 2:29 in the
context of anti-Jewish undertakings of the
kings Antiochos IV, Demetrios I and
Ptolemy IV.

II. Dominant among the traits of Dio
nysos is his anti-structural character. In cult.
he is associated with rituals and festivals of
reversal: myths tell of his foreign origin and
surround him with his own crowd of menads
and satyrs, ecstatic women and ithyphallic.
sexually aroused and frequently drunk nni
mal-like males. free from the bonds of ordi
nary behaviour of the genders in Greek
society; already in late Archaic times. he
had become the divinity of mystery cults
who in tum break away from the polis order
(BURKERT 1987).

Dionysiac festivals usually take place in
winter or early spring: they reenact the
periodical disruption of order through the
intrusion of the god and his forces. The two
main types are the nearly Panhellenic Agrio
nia and the Athenian and Ionian Anthcsteria.
Both are widespread on both sides of the
Aegean which points to their pre-migration.
i.e. Bronze Age origin.

The Agrionia festival lent its name to
several local month names. It was celebrated
in a wide variety of local rituals (BURKERT
1972: 189-2(0). It seems common to split
society into its two gender halves which
sometimes clash in a potentially violent
way. In Boeotian Orchomenos, Plutarch
(Qllaest. Graec. 38) tells of two groups,
black-clad men and white-clad women; the
priest of Dionysos chased the women with a
sword and had originally had the freedom to
kill them. In other places, the disruption of
elementary social life was enacted more
peacefully: in Chaeroneia, the women went
to seek the baby Dionysos, dined together,
and gave themselves to ritual joking (Plut
arch, Qllaest. s)'mp. 717 A). Aetiological
myths explain the ritual by stories of how
the women resisted Dionysos on his first
arrival and were struck with madness from
the god; they ran wild, killed their children,
and left town for the wilderness (MEULI
1975:1018-1021).

An even more violent expression of Dio
nysiac otherness lies behind rituals whose
origins go back to human sacrifice. They
mostly belong to a closely circumscribed
area of North Eastern Aegaeis and to a Dio
nysos, whose epithets arc Omadios ("Raw,
i.e. Wild one", on the island of Chios),
Omestes ("Raw-Eater", on neighbouring
Lcsbos) or Anthroporrhaistes ("Ripper of
Humans", on the island of Tenedos). Pre
sumably, they preserve older fonns of an
Agrionia festival (GRAF 1985:74-80).

The Anthesteria are well known only
from Athens (DEUBNER 1932:93-123;
HAMILTON 1992); the Ionian cults are
important as pointing to a Bronze Age ori
gin of the festival. The Athenian festival,
celebrated in the month Anthesterion
(February-March), consisted of three days,
Pithoigia ("Opening of the Barrel"), Chocs
("Jugs"), and Chytroi ("Pots"). The main
event of the first day was the opening of the
barrels with the new wine; it was ritually
done in the Limnaion, a sanctuary of the
god "In the Swamps". Wine is not harmless;
Dionysos' first arrival with the wine, accord
ing to an Attic myth, brought death to his
host, Ikarios, and his daughter Mestrn, and
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only after men had learned how to mix it
with water, did it lose some of its dangers
(FLOCK.1GER-GUGGENHEIM 1984). The se
cond day saw the arrival of the god in his
ship cart, followed by the satyrs; the para
dox of a ship on land, attested also for the
Anthesteria of Ionia, depicts the anomaly of
Dionysos' festival; the implication is that
the god arrived from beyond the sea. from
the outer margins of the world. The main
event of the day was a drinking competition
among the Athenian men which invened
ordinary symposiastic rules: every man
drank in isolation, in utter silence. and not
from a common mixing bowl but from his
own jug (which gave the day its designa
tion). A sacred marriage between the god
and the "Queen", the wife of the main
sacred official, archon basi/ellS, on the even
ing of the day led back to community and
felicity. On the third day, pots (chutrai) with
a primeval meal were offered to Hermes as
a commemoration of the flood, and the
Karcs (barbarian Carians, said also to be
former inhabitants of Attica) or Keres (souls
of the dead, according to some, but see
BREMMER 1983: 113-118). those uncanny
powers whose presence had marked the fes
tival, were chased away; characteristically.
the arrival of Dionysos went together not
only with the arrival of the new wine. but
also of uncanny powers.

The Athenian Anthesteria were pan of a
wider cycle of Dionysiac festivals which
extended from the Rural Dionysia in
Posideon (December-January) via Lcnaia (in
Gamelion, January-February) and Anthes
teria to the City Dionysia in Elaphebolion
(March-April). Every festival projected its
own image of Dionysiac epiphany. The
Rural Dionysia were characterized by male
sexuality; its main rite being a phallic pro
cession. Aristophanes reenacts the rite in his
AcJ,amenses; the choral song to Phales. the
deified phallos (263-279), indicates that the
phallic ritual was associated with male sex
ual pleasure and violence, not with fenility.
The Lenaia (Dionysia on the Lcnaion) are
but imperfectly known: they featured Dio
nysiac dancing. the Lenaion being a dancing

floor on the Agora (SHAPIRO 1989:85-87).
The City Dionysia. the most recent festival.
again displayed a phallic procession: but
their main even4 from the early 5th century
onward. was the staging of tragedies on the
three successive days of the festival. as
comedies were staged at the Lenaia. Already
ancient authors noted the absence of Dio
nysian subjects in tragedy (BIERL 1991).
The relationship between god and tmgedy
lies on another level. On the one hand. Dio
nysiac ritual with its masks. dancing and
singing had formed a nucleus from which
dramatic representations grew: on the other
hand. the atmosphere of Dionysian otherness
and ambiguity provided the background for
the son of self-reflexion about the polis
Athens, its values and its traditions which is
fundamental to Athenian drama. By the Hel
lenistic age, dramatic performances had
emancipated from Athens and from its citi
zen choirs. but not from Dionysos: the asso
ciation of Dionysian tecJmitai. a "trade
union" of the performers of drama which
organized itself around the cult of Dionysos,
had become imponant: one of their foremost
centres was the sanctuary of Dionysos in
Teos (PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE 1968:279-321).

Hellenistic Dionysia (and. to a cenain
degree. those of the Imperial epoch) thus
were characterized by the splendour of the
atrical performances: a really Greek town
has to have a theatre, and very often the
Dionysia are used also for the display of
civic honours. Besides the theatre. Dionys
iac processions were another occasion for
display; their fantastic and picturesque el
ements (ship can. satyrs and menads. phal
loi) caught the imagination of Hellenistic
rulers. We still have the description of such
a procession in Alexandria under Ptolemy II.
written by Kallixeinos of Rhodes (FGH 627
F I).

The god's most conspicuous worshippers
are the ecstatic women. the maenad.Ii (con
nected with the Gk mania. "madness", and
ma;nestha;. "to be mad") (HENRICHS 1978).
As the satyrs are a mythical image of the
male human worshipers of Dionysos. the
maenads are an image of the ecstatic
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women; but while mythical satyrs are clear
ly differentiated from real men by their
pointed animal ears and horse tails
(HEDREE='1 1992), there exists no compar
able differentiation between mythical and
historical maenads. The prominence of
women in Dionysos' cult is another sign of
his otherness, as is ecstasy; both enact the
radical disruption of societal borders-for
which Euripides' Baeclwi are the most
powerful literM)' expression; besides this
symbolic value, the rituals of purely femi
nine groups, leaving their usual confinement
in house and town. may have a socio-psy
chological function as well (JEA='1MAIRE
1951; KRAEMER 1979). Dionysos' connec
tion with women does not necessarily in
clude ecstasy; in a rite from Elis, a group of
women calls the god from the sea in the
shape of a bull (Plutarch. Quaesl. grace.
36), and the Athenian sacred marriage is the
affair of another ritual group of women
(AVAGIANOU 1991:177·197). On the other
hand. male ecstatic followers of Dionysos
are attested as early as the beginning of the
5th cent BCE (Herodotus 2.79), and a promi
nent epiclesis of Dionysos, BakclwJ, also
designates his male ecstatic follower. the
male equivalent of a Bakclle or maenad.
Maenads, however, are known already to the
poet of the Iliad (who is otherwise reticent
as regards Dionysos, for poetological. not
historical reasons); from the late 6th cent.
onwards. they are attested in different Greek
cities as regular part of the city's cultic ac
tivities (see e.g. the epigmm for a Milesian
priestess (HENRICHS 1969) or the inscription
from Magnesia-on-the-Meander recording
the institution of three local thiasoi after a
miracle had occurred. (/nschriftell mn Mag
nesia no. 215). Maenadic ritual comprises
the leaving of the town in order to go into
forest or mountain (oreihasia-meaning real
physical exertion e.g. when the Athenian
maenads walked to and climbed Mt.
Kithairon near Delphi). where the women
(or, at least in later times, mixed private
thiasoi as well) d<1nced and performed
sacrifices; the myths talk also about the kil
ling of live animals and of eating their raw

flesh (nmophagia); there are no indications
as to the corresponding ritual behaviour.

The ritual of private Ihiasoi, which had
grown very numerous by Hellenistic times,
shades into Bacchic mystery cults. Ecstatic
groups which perfornl openly in the streets
but which are confined to initiated members
are first attested in Olbia at the Northern
shore of the Black Sea at the beginning of
the 5th cent. BCE (Herodotus 4.72); later in
the century. in the same town. enigmatic
inscriptions connect Dionysos with Orpheus
or Orphica (WEST 1982), and the same
Herodotus equates eschatological believes of
Bacchic and Orphic mystery cults with
Pythagorean and Egyptian ritual (2,81). At
the tum of the fifth to the fourth century,
there arc the first of a series of hexametrical
texL'\ on gold leaves; they all come from
graves and hold out eschatological promises
to the buried: their Bacchic context has
become clear from more recent finds (GRAF
1993). Their distribution in time and space
demonstrate the importance of Dionysiac
mystery cults: the dates range from late 5th
cent. BCE to the imperial Age, with a peak in
the 4th and 3d cent. BCE; they were found
especially in the margins of the Greek
world, Northern Greece (where two late 4th
ccnt. gmvcs of Derveni contained n papyrus
book with verses of Orphcus and a crater
with Dionysiac scenes). Crete and Southern
Italy: in Italian Cumae, an inscription from
the mid-fifth century BCE dclimits a grave
yard for a closed group of bake/wi (TURCAN
1986). From Southern Italy, Dionysiac mys
teries entered Rome at the outset of the 2nd
cent. nCE (BOlTI='11 1992).

It would be wrong to expect a closed sys
tem of beliefs in all these mystery groups:
the popularity of Dionysiac a<isociations in
the Hellenistic and Imperial epoch was
based not on theology but on the fact that
thcy offered security and religious identity
in an open and rapidly changing society. But
evcn in the more open groups, some ves
tiges of the disruptive character of the god
could be preserved; the cult place often was
an (artificial) grotto (LAVAGNE 1976), fe
male participants donned the costume of the
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menads (with its association of wilderness).
male ones could be called bOllkoloi. shep
herds (with similar associations); use of the
drug alcohol and heightened sexual tensions
must have been present. When introduced
into Rome, these features were enough to
trigger, in 186 BCE, the Bacchanalia scandal
which led to severe restrictions in the free
dom of cult (-Bacchus); in Ptolemaic
Egypt, Ptolemy IV controlled the sacred
books of the Bacchic mysteries which must
have contained both myths and ritual regula
tions (S8 7266). Such sacred books existed
more widely, and they provided a very loose
doctrinal coherence at least among the mys
tery groups.

This also explains why, despite wide
variations, some features were very wide
spread. Many mystery groups, at least those
of the gold leaves, believed in a blessed
existence after death as a consequence of the
initiation; to some, this went together with
the belief in an original divine nature of the
soul (or the entire person); metempsychosis,
however, belongs only to a smaller group.
An impressive series of iconographical
documents from late Hellenistic-early Im
perial times (Villa Faroese in Rome, Villa
dei Misteri in Pompeii, MATZ 1963) gives
insight into ideology and initiation rituals.
Prominent among the rituals and often
represented is the confrontation with male
sexuality, ritualized as an encounter with the
phallos (BURKERT 1987:95-96); the Pom
peian fresco also confirms the key role of
sacred books well attested in Greek Dionys
iac (Orphic) ritual and features a unique
flagellation scene which might be read lit
erally or symbolically.

These features of his cult reflect them
selves not only in local aetiological myths.
but also in the greater Panhellenic ones.
Already Hesiod tells of Dionysos' birth
from the union of Zeus and the mortal prin
cess Semele (Theog. 942); by the 5th cent.
BeE, the rest of this myth is well attested
how Semele died when seeing Zeus as light
ning, how the god saved the yet unborn and
carried it in his thigh till itc; birth; a first
birth from a dead woman, a second one

from a man underscore Dionysos' posJUon
between categories. as does the deification
of someone born from a mortal woman.
Late archaic and classical ages were more
interested in his ecstatic qualities as shown
by the myth of how he fetched back He
phaestos to Olympus, n myth very often
depicted on Attic vases. When the Greek
world opened to the East. the arrival of Dio
nysos from the fabulous margins of the
world became prominent; like a prefigura
tion of Alexander, Dionysos conquered the
East with his forces and brought the wine
before, finally, coming back to Greece and
introducing there his cult and his gifts.

III. In the Bible, Dionysos plays no
direct role, besides the occurrence of the
very common theophoric names Dionysius
(Areopagita) in Acts 17:34 and Bakchides in
1 Macc 7:8-19 and three references to the
god in 2 and 3 Macc, two in relation to
Jerusalem. one to the Jews of Egypt. Ac
cording to 2 Mace 6, in 168 BCE Antiochos
IV Epiphanes pressed the Hellenization of
Jerusalem by dedicating the Temple to Zeus
(Olympios). replacing sabbath by the month
ly birthday of the king and compelling the
Jews to celebrate the Dionysia with a pro
cession of ivy (2 Macc 6:7). When. after his
victory over Antiochos' son Antiochos V,
Demetrios I Soter wished the extradition of
Judas Maccabee, his governor threatened to
destroy the Temple and to build a sanctuary
of Dionysos in its place (2 Macc 14:33). As
to the Egyptian Jews, Ptolemy IV threatened
to stigmatise them with the brandmark of
"the ivy-leaf sign of Dionysos" (3 Macc
2:29).

In all cases. Dionysos could simply repre
sent one of most popular Greek gods whose
public cult offered Hellenistic kings an
occasion for the display of luxury, and
Ptolemy IV had anyway a peculiar interest
in Dionysos. But at least 2 Mace 14:33 and
3 Mace 2:29 point to a closer connection
between Dionysos and Yahweh. Greek and
Roman authors currently identified the two;
the arguments arc collected in Plutarch
(QlIllest. conv. 4,6) and Tacitus (Hist. 5.5)
(FAUTH & HEUBNER 1982:87-90). Both base
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the identification on details of Jewish cult;
Plutarch insists on the Dionysiac character
of the Feast of Tabernacles and of Hannukah.
and on a series of Dionysiac features in the
Temple cult. but also on the association of
sabbath with Sabazios and sabos. which in
turn had been identified with the ecstatic
Dionysos and his followers; Claudius Iolaus
(FGH 788 F 4) then derived the loudaioi
from Olldaios. a follower of Dionysos. At
least in these writers. it seems a learned way
to classify Jewish religion according to the
rules of illterpretatio Graeca. But the identi
fication contains polemical potentialities.
given the contmst between Dionysiac li
cence and Jewish morality which was
exploited by Tacitus and which could have
been used already by the Hellenistic kings.

IV. Under the influence both of neo
platonic spiritualisation of Orphic writings
and perhaps of Christian soteriology. in later
antiquity Dionysos could develop into a
saviour figure whose reign. following the
one of Zeus (Orpheus, frg.WI KERN, from
Proclus, but already Orph. frg. 14. Plato.
Phlb.66 C). would bring back a new age of
happiness. The best expression of these
hopes are images like the mosaics from a
villa in Nea Paphos on Cyprus from the first
half of the 4th cent. CE (DASZEWSKI 1985);
but the imponance of the god is shown also
in the huge poem Dionysiaka by the Chris
tian Nonnos of Panopolis. written in the 5th
cent. CE (for the relationship between
Nonnos' Christian faith and the poem on a
pagan subject see WILLERS 1992).
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F. GRAF

DIOSKOUROI 6\6<ncoupm
L The Dioskouroi, twin heroes and

brothers of Helen, occur as the mascot or
ensign of the ship in which Paul and his fel
low-travellers reach Syracuse after their
shipwreck on Malta (Acts 28: 11). They pre
sumably also lend their name to the month
Dioskoros at 2 Mace 11 :21.

II. 'Dios-kouroi' ('youths of -Zeus') in
mythology is the title of the Tyndarids (sons
of Tyndareus) at Sparta, namely Kastor and
Polydeukes (in Latin, via Etruscan, Castor
and Pollux). The Greeks inherited these
horsemen twins from Indo-European times,
as congeners in Sanskrit (the Asvins) and
Latvian show (WARD 1968: ch. ii). In
mythology they rescue their sister Helen
(from Theseus or from a Spartan called
Enarsphoros) who in the Indo-European
myth (cf. -Menelaos) had surely been their
wife too. Wife-snatching in Greek mythol
ogy is transferred to their 'Rape of the
Leukippides', the daughters of Leukippos,
-Phoebe and Hilaeira-themselves wor
shipped in Sparta with (nubile?) maidens ali
priestesses (Pausanias 3, 16, 1). The end
comes when the mortal twin Kao;tor is killed
as they rustle cattle from the two sons of
Aphareus, Idas and keen-sighted Lynkeus;
but Polydeukes strikes a deal and they live
alternate days (Apollodoros 3, 11,2), whether
in rotation or together.

In Greece, they nre associated with Sparta
(and its double kingship), where they re-

ceive some cult (WIDE 1893:315), and with
warriors, particularly lending their assistance
in battle; such assistance, in a cavalry battle
of 499 BCE, led to their adoption in Rome
too, clearly in the wake of considerable
popularity in the Greek towns of Italy (Livy
2, 20, 12 and e.g. BURKERT 1985:213). But
the Dioskouroi did not just rescue cavalry or
soldiers: they also specialised in the rescue
of sailors in distress, appearing as St Elmo's
fire-electricity discharged from the mast
head, hence their appearance ao; the ensign
of Paul's ship.

Such rescue took on a metaphorical,
metaphysical dimension. a'i they were initi
ated at the Mysteries at Eleusis (a model to
humanity seeking a pagan solution to the
problem of death) and were immortalised as
stars. They had, after all, overcome their
own deaths and symbolised in perpetuity the
contrast between mortality and immortality:
"ils passent tour a tour des tcn~bres subter
restres ?l la gloire de I'empyree. ?l laquelle
ne cessent plus de participer, avec eux, les
deux filles de Lcucippe qu'ils ont epousees:
PhoibC, brillante comme Ie sole ii, et Hilaeira,
dont Ie nom garde, en gree, la caresse d'un
rolyon de lune" (CARCOPINO 1927: III). This
resonance may be a factor in the author of
Acts choosing to mention the ensign (it was
not just the name of the ship, as the Revised
English Biblt' might lead one to believe). It
also explains the depiction of the Dioskouroi
on the main vault of the mystic 'Pythagor
ean' basilica at the Porta Maggiore in Rome
(ca. 50 CE), and on sarcophagi (NILSSON
1974: 11 495)-where CARCOPINO (1927:
111) and CUMONT (1942) thought of the two
hemispheres, of subterranean darkness and
of life, a Dioscuric symbolism going back, it
seems, to the Pythagoreans and a common
place in later mysticism (e.g. Sextus Emp.,
Ad\'. Math. 9:37. CUMONT 1942:68-69).
Their abduction of the Lcukippides too
could represent the raising of the human
soul to the heavens (CUMONT 1942:99-103).

The conceptual space of the Dioskouroi
was enhanced by their progressive associa
tion with other plural and obscure gods-the
Anak(t)es ('Lords'), the Great Gods, the
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Kabeiroi (maybe Phoenician in origin),
Kouretcs and Korybantes (NILSSON 1974: I
406-7: BURKERT 1985:212).

III. The two young men who appear to
Heliodoros in the Temple at 2 Macc 3:26
were interpreted by HARRIS (1906: 156-157)
as 'Dioscuric', but the term so used has
scant cac;h value (cf. idem 1906: 34: "we
cannot so easily affirm -Cain and -Abel to
be Dioscuri, though there are some things
that look that way").
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K. DOWDEN

DIVINE BEINGS - SONS OF (THE)
GOD(S)

DOD in
I. In the Hebrew Bible the word dwd

means 'Beloved', 'Love', 'Uncle' (father's
brother). The etymology of the word is pro
blematic (SANMARTIN-AsCASO 1977: 153:
HALA T 206). The connection to the name

David has become rickety (STAMM 1960:
166-169). It has been assumed that Dod
serves in the Hebrew Bible as an epithet for
-Yahweh (e.g. VAN ZIJL 1960:190).

II. In Akkadian one finds the word
dcidu(m), 'Beloved', 'Darling', used of fam
ily members. kings, and deities (CAD D
149). A distinction should be made between
the assumed Mesopotamian deities Dada,
Dadu, Dadudu, on the one hand, and the
kinship term *diJd (paternal uncle) used as a
theophoric element in personal names
(HUFFMON 1965:181-182; GEL8 1980:
17.574). The names of the former group can
probably all be related to the god Adad or
-Hadad (cf. E8ELlNG 1938). The use of
Dadu as theophoric element in anthrop
onyms, on the other hand. is a case in point
of the deification of dead kin, also evi
denced by the use of -+Father and -+Brother
as theophoric elements.

Deities by the names of Dad and Dadat,
reconstructed from onomastic evidence, are
known from pre-classical North Arabic
inscriptions from around the middle of the
last millennium BCE (HOFNER WbM)'tlz III
432; RAAM 369.371). The element dd also
appears in epigraphic Aramaic (HERR
1978:16 no. 13), and Palmyrene onomastics
(STARK 1971:14.83). In Ugaritic we do not
find dd as an element in theophoric names
(GRONDAHL 1967: 122). However, divine
appellatives constructed with forms from the
root YDD are known. e.g. mddbcl, 'Beloved
of Baal' (GRONDAHL 1967: 143).

In the discussion of dwd in the Hebrew
Bible some weight has been put on the
expression 'r'l dwdh occurring in the
Mesha-inscription (KAI 181: 12). It ha'i been
assumed that the word must have something
to do with a deity (KAI II p. 175); it has
even been speculated that the word served
ns nn epithet for Yahweh (VAN ZUL 1960:
190). It is important to be aware of the fact
that this understanding is based purely on
guesswork, and it has been claimed recently
that "after one hundred years of study di
rected at the MI [= Mesha Inscription], it is
safe to say that an exact understanding of
these words is still a mystery" (JACKsoS
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1989:112). Since several words in the con
text clearly have not been properly under
stood. it seems advisable to conclude that
dwdh in the Mesha-inscription is best left
untranslated.

On the whole. the ancient Near Eastern
material apparently raises more problems
than it solves. When should dd in these texts
be rendered with 'Beloved' and when with
(paternal) 'Uncle'? What is the semantic
(and etymological?) relationship between
names constructed with wdd/ydd and those
constructed with ddldwd? We note that in
addition to the dd-names in ancient Arabic
mentioned above, pre-Islamic central Arabia
also knew a major deity by the name of
Wadd ('Love'). In ancient South Arabian
religion Wadd was the official name for the
popular moon god (HOFNER WbMyth III
476-477, 549-550). Altogether, the ambi
guity of the extra-biblical evidence compli
cates its usefulness in relation to Hebrew
dwd (SANMARllN-AsCASO 1977:154-156).

E. A. KNAUF, A. Of! PURY & T. RO~fER
suggested to interpret bytdwd in line 9 of the
fragmentary Aramaic inscription from Tel
Dan as ·bayt Dod. 'temple of DOd' (·Bayt
Dawid ou ·Bayt Dod? Unc relecture de la
nouvelle inscription de Tel Dan, BN 72
[1994] 6Q..69; pace the editors of the
inscription: A. BIRAN & J. NAVEH, lEi 43
[1993] 95-96) suggesting that Dod was
worshipped by the Aramaic inhabitants of
Dan in the ninth century nCE, whereas F. H.
CRYER (On the recently disco\'ered "House
of David" inscription, SJOT 8 [1994] 3-19)
belie\'es that we here find a reference to a
toponym or to the eponymous ancestor of
the lineage that ruled Judah. Future dis
cussions on a possible deity Dod will have
to take also this new evidence, if it is, into
consideration (BARSTADT & BECKING 1995).

Ill. Given all the uncenainty concerning
the very existence of a deity ddldwd in the
cultures surrounding ancient Israel, it is
understandable that the former view that a
deity dwd was also worshipped in ancient
Israel has been dwindling among scholars
over recent years. Today, the assumption
that a deity dwd is explicitly referred to in

the Bible, a view going back to the last cen
tury, and based on the belief that a deity
dwd was widespread in the Semitic world,
in panicular in Mesopotamia (BJORNDALEN
1986:258-259; AIILSTRO~( 1959: 164-165),
has been replaced by a new consensus
where it is claimed that dwd is not a divine
name at all, hardly in the biblical Umwelt
and most cenainly not in the Bible itself.
Rather, what we are dealing with in the
Hebrew Bible are occurrences of the word
dwd being used as a divine epithet for
Yahweh (SANMARTIN-AsCASO 1977; BJORN
DALEN 1986; OLYAN 1991).

The most imponant biblical texts adduced
to show that Yahweh might be referred to as
dod are Isa 5, Am 8: 14. Song of Songs, as
well as biblical names. The occurrence of
dwd in Song of Songs is unproblematic.
Whereas it was earlier assumed by some
scholars (AHlSTROM 1959:163-173) that the
references to dwd in Song of Songs were to
a vegetation and fenility god, consensus
today quite correctly regards these texlc; as
erotic poetry. The word dwd is used in this
text to refer to the darling lover par excel
lence. This usage is close to Ugaritic dd.
and no mythology should be read into this
text. The term docs not refer to Yahweh or
any other god.

Other references to dwd as a divine epi
thet for YHWH are hardly more convincing.
Thus. the well-known emendation from drk
to ddk in Am 8:14 was created in a time
with a different mentality. and today there is
as little need to change the text to find a
deity Dod ('your Dod') in Am 8: 14 (MUL
ZER 1996). Today we should not only be
aware of the difficulties with a deity Dod,
but also of the fact that the drk of Am 8: 14
may be explained otherwise (-·Way). The
reference to Isa 5 in suppon of the claim
that dwd may sometimes be used an an epit
het of Yahweh is equally mistaken. The use
of dwd in this piece of poetry is strictly
metaphorical and not epithetical. The textual
basis for a deity or a divine epithet dwd in
ancient Israel is very meagre indeed. It
seems to have been based more on the
widespread belief in an ancient Near Eastern
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deity dwd, rather than on a careful study of
the Hebrew texts themselves.

The only valid evidence for the claim that
dwd may be used as an epithet for Yahweh
in ancient Israel appears to be onomastic.
Yet names in the Bible which may be com
posed with dwd as one of the elements
(SANMARTIN-AsCASO 1977:160) arc prob
lematic. In 2 Chr 20:37 there appears the
name ddwhw. In commentaries the reading
dwdyhw has become common (mostly
following NOTH IPN 240). That this reading
is not so simple may be seen from the com
plex text history of this name, where such
different forms as d\'t'dwyhw, dwdwhw,
dwdy/nv, ddwhw, dwdhw, ddylnv, drwhw,
dwrylnv, dwydwhw are witnessed (NORIN
1986:182 n. 61). We are hardly able to say any
thing about the meaning of this name at all.

A seal in the Israel museum, of unknown
provenance, has been thought to contain the
name ddyhw (DAVIES 1991 :330). Also this
reading is uncertain and most probably the
name should be read tdylnv, i.e. the popular
personal name Adayahu found in the Bible
and also on a seal from Beth-Shemesh and
on an Arad ostracon (HESTRIN & DAYAGI
MENDELS 1979 no. 56).

Of interest, also, is Ihe epigraphic
Hebrew name ddym1, which actually goes
against a divine understanding of the cl
ement ddt But this name, too, may be read
differently and can hardly be used decisively
in any way (LAYTON 1990: 178).

Yet even if dwd should appear in theo
phoric names which might be read as
'FriendlBeloved of Yahweh', or 'Yahweh is
a friend', or anything similar, this does not
imply that the word necessarily must func
tion as a divine epithet. It is methodological
ly unsound to classify all word elements
appearing in 'theophoric' names as epithets
of deities. Since names arc constructed as
sentences, different 'ordinary' words may be
used in theophoric names. Not all predicates
are automatically 'epithets'.

From the above we may conclude that
even if the occurrence of dwdJdd in names
appears to have been widespread in the
ancient Near East, there is little evidence to

support the existence of a deity Dod. Also,
there is no evidence in the Hebrew Bible
supporting the existence or worship of a
deity dwd. The word dwd may have been
used as an appellative or epithet of deities in
ancient Israel, including Yahweh, but the
evidence is far from conclusive.
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H. M. BARSTAD

DOMINION KUPlOtT\~

I. The word KUPlOtT\~ occurs 4 times in
the NT (not in the LXX), twice referring to
Jesus' power or position as Lord (KUplOC;)
and twice referring to members of n class of
angels (Eph 1:21: Col 1:16).

II. In extrabiblical literature, KUPlOtT\C;
occurs only very rarely. When it does, it has
the meanings of 'lordship, rule' and 'special
meaning'. It is only in writings influenced
by the NT that the tenn is used to refer to a
class of ungels: see the many references in
LAMPE'S PGL 788b. When in a fragment of
the originally Jewish Apocalypse of Zeph·
aniah the author is said to have been
brought up into the fifth heaven where he
saw "angels who are called lords" (ay
Y£AOU<; KOAoW£VOU<; K'UplOU<;, quoted by
Clement of Alexandria, Strom. V 11,77,2), we
may have here a kind of Jewish precursor of
the Christian usage of K'UPlOtllC;. but the ori
gin of this passage remains debated (contrast
the opinion of BIETENHARD 1951:105 n.2
with O. WINTERMUTE in OTP I 508 n.b),
although Acts 10:4 (KilptE said to an angel)
would seem to corroborate its Jewish char
acter. The same uncertainty attaches to the
'dominions' mentioned as a class of angels
in the longer recension of 2 Enoch 20: I,
handed down only in an Old Church Slavo
nic version, and to the 'angels of dominions'
in I Enoch 61: 10, preserved only in a
(Christian) Ethiopic translation (W. FOER
STER. nVNT 2 568). Also the list of angelic

powers (among which K'UptOtT\'tEC;) in the
originally Jewish prayer in the Apostolic
CO/lstitlllions VII 35,3 is suspect since it
may well derive from Col 1:]6. The occur
rence of 'dominions' in the angelic list of
Test. Adam 4:6 is not very helpful either
since it is found in only one manuscript of
the Syriac version. ]f (some of) these passa
ges could be proved to be of Jewish origin,
the NT authors would reflect Jewish usage
here, as is also the case with the other
designations of angelic classes (BIETEN
liARD ]951: 105: for the use of abstract
instead of concrete nouns see FOERSTER in
nVNT 3 1096). That these (evil'!) angels
were originally regarded as powerful
'Lords' is apparent from this designation
(SCHROEGER 1981 :82]).

III. In Eph 1:21 KUPl6tT\C; is part of an
enumeration of supernatural powers. The
author says that God has raised -Jesus
-Christ from the dead and seated him at his
right hand in the heavenly places "far above
all rule and authority and power and domin
ion and every name that is named" (\>1tEP
ovro 7tOCJTl~ apxil~ Kat £~oooiac; Kat ouvo
J.lEroc; Kat KUPlOtlltO; Kat 1tavtO~ 6v0J.lato<;
6voJ.la~0J.ltvou, Principalities [-Archai].
-Authorities, Power [-Dynamis], -Name).
Col I: 16 states that in Jesus Christ "all
things in heaven and on earth were created,
things visible and invisible, whether thrones
or dominions or rulers or powers" (Ei t£

8pOVOl EirE K'UplOtll-re~ Et-re aPXai Et-re
E~O\XrlQl). In both instances the conviction
is clearly stated that all angelic (and demon
ic) powers are completely subordinated to
Christ: being his own creatures, they are his
servanlli and hence no longer a threat to be
feared by God's children (sec R. SCHNACK
ENDURO, Der Brief all die Epheser [Neu
kirchen-Vluyn 1982) 77).
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DOVE 7tEptOtEpa
I. Although the derivation of the Greek

word from the (unattested) Semitic perab
Istar. 'bird of -+Ishtar', is probably mis
taken, there can be no doubt that the dove in
the Eastern Mediterranean world was the
bird of the mother- and love goddess
(-+Aphrodite) in various fonns. That the
dove also was regarded as soul-bird is
shown by dove-grottos in burial grounds
(GREEvEN 1968:65) and funerary inscrip
tions, Jewish as well as Gentile (GREEvEN
1968:67). In Israel, turtledoves and pigeons
were the only birds offered for sacrifice
(Lev I: 14). Before the Mandean death-mass
(masiqta), a dove named ba, the Egyptian
name of the soul-bird, is sacrificed as a sym
bol of the soul attaining eternal life (E. S.
DROWER, The Secret Adam [Oxford 1960] 8,
32).

In the NT versions of the baptism of
Jesus, the dove plays an important part
(Mark I: 10; Matt 3: 16; Luke 3:22; John
I:32). Mark, Matthew and John state that
the spirit descended "asllike a dove". Behind
the fonner phrase we may be right in seeing
the Aram b-dmlltluj d, which-although it
literally means 'in the fonn of-may be
translated 'as' or 'like'. Gas. Eb., which is
not simply based on the NT gospels, actual
ly reads that the spirit descended "in the
fonn of a dove" (en eidei peristeras [apud
Epiphanius, Pallarioll 3: 13:7]). Justin Mar
tyr, Dialoglle 88:3, and the different ver
sions of the Diatessaron, which draws upon
a Jewish Christian gospel tradition, also read
"in the fonn of a dove". In any case, it is
improbable that "asIlike a dove" refers to
the mode of descent rather than the spirit
(GUNKEL 1987: 158: BULTMANN 1957:262;
GREEVEN 1968:68). The dove is the fonn of
manifestation of God's spirit descending
'into' (1 leis] Mark) or 'upon' ([epi]
Matthew, Luke, John) Jesus when he was
baptized.

II. Evidence for a dove goddess in the
Minoan-Mycenaean culture takes us back to
the second millennium BeE. The Cypriote
Aphrodite is shown as a dove goddess on
many coins. In the West, the origin of the

cult of the dove goddess was acknowledged
to be Oriental (GREEvEN 1968:64-65). The
dove was the sacred bird of a goddess (per
haps -+Astarte, Le. (Athtart) worshipped at
Beisan. Lucian, De Dea Syria 33, reports
that Semiramis, the daughter of -+Atargatis
(i.e. (Attar-Catteh, the first part being the
Aramaic counterpart of (Athtar[t], the
second part perhaps a variant fonn of
-+Anat), had the dove as her symbol. Semi
ramis on one occasion even had turned her
self into a dove; thus the inhabitants of
Hierapolis (i.e. Bambyke on the Upper
Euphrates) regarded doves as holy (ibid.
14). Diodoms Siculus says that Semiramis
upon passing away "turned into a dovc",
and that "the Assyrians therefore worship
thc dove as a goddess, thus deifying Semira
mis" (Bibliorheca Historica 2:20:2). In an
other place, Diodoms says that all the inhab
itants of Syria honour doves as deities,
because the name of Semiramis is similar to
the word for 'doves' (ibid. 2:4:6). The name
of Semiramis would seem to reflect the
Semitic divine name -+Ashima (in Greek
sources, Semea, Sima, Sime) and thc root
idea of m'11l. 'high' (Ass: Sllmmu-ramlll,
etc.); folk etymology would have no
difficulty in connecting the divine name
with the Assyrian word summaru (simmatll),
'dove'.

Thc Jewish allegation that the Samaritans
worshipped a dove image on Mt. Gerizim
appears to be a misunderstanding or deliber
ate distortion of the Samaritan cult of Sema,
'the Name', i.e. Yahweh. The implication of
the Jewish allegation would seem to be that
the Samaritans worshipped the goddcss
Ashima, whose cult is said to havc been
brought into the vanquished Northern King
dom of Israel by the Assyrian colonists (2
Kgs 17:29-30).

III. In the version of the baptism of Jesus
in Gos. Heb., thc Spirit is represented as
Jesus' mother, and it is she who speaks the
words addressed to Jesus (aplld Jerome,
Comm. ill Is. 4, ad II :2; cf. Origen, Comlll.
ill loalln. 2: 12). But Gas. Heb. does not
portray the Spirit in thc fonn of a dove (in
Acts of Thomas 50, however, thc Spirit is
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called "holy dove, who engendered the twin
boys" [Jesus and Judas Thomas)); there is in
fact no evidence for a myth in which the
mother- and love-goddess chooses an aspir
ant to kingship to be her son or lover.

On the other hand, an OT-Jewish back
ground is not sufficient in order to explain
the figure of the dove as a form of manifes
tation of the divine Spirit. The cooing of
doves in the temple could be seen as a remi
niscence of the bath qol, 'daughter of the
voice', a substitute for the prophetic Spirit
(b. Ber. 3a). In Tg. Cant 2: 12, the 'voice of
the turtle-dove' is said to be 'voice of the
Spirit of deliverance', other interpretations
being the voice of the Messiah or the voice
of Moses. A saying ascribed to a rabbi of
the second century CE compares the Spirit
hovering over the primordial waters (Gen
1:2) to a dove hovering over her young
(b. Hag. 15a [in other variants the bird is an
e:lgle)). Philo can take the dove as a symbol
of Sophia (-Wisdom) (Quis rer. div. her.
127). In other Philonic texts, the dove ap
pears as a symbol of logos or nOlls (GREE
YEN 1968:66). In all these texts, the dove is
only compared to God's Spirit, or used
allegorically; it is not represented as a form
of manifesmtion of the Spirit.

That the new king is designated by a bird
is a widespread folktale motive. A Jewish
development of this motive appears to be
found in the Zohar, where it is related that
the dove that did not return to Noah (Gen
8: 10) one day will come back with a golden
crown in the beak and put it on the head of
the Messiah (Bammidbar 68:3-4). Influence
from the same folktale theme seems to be
found also in Tg. Esth II, where the throne
of Solomon is described as being decorated
with golden doves; thus, a dove was seen
bringing the king the Law, while another
dove with a hawk in its beak was regarded
as a symbol of the future deliverance of the
gentiles into the hands of the Messiah
(GERO 1976:21-22 [no 7)). Esther R. 1:2, in
a description of the throne of the Iranian
ruler, says that a golden dove above the
throne had a crown in its beak; when the
king would wait to sit down, the crown

would "touch and not yet touch" him. The
dove election motif may possibly be scen
also in the tradition that the dove was one of
the symbols of Israel (Ps 74: 19; 2 Esdr 5:26;
many rabbinic texts. especially in Calli R.).

The folktale motif of the election of the
new king by a dovc also appears in some of
the vcrsions of the baptism of Jesus. The
Heliand, an old Saxon poem on the life of
Jesus. says that the the Spirit "came in the
form of a lovely bird. and landed on the
shoulder of our Lord" (BULTMANN 1957:
256 n. I). Odes Sol. 24: 1-2 reads: 'The dove
fluttered over the head of [our Lord] the
Messiah, because he was her head. She sang
over him, and her voice was heard." In this
version. the Spirit is not even mentioned.
The Heliand would seem to have combined
the canonical description with an old folk
loristic version. The old folktale theme is
discemable alrcady in John. wherc the Bap
tist says that he received a revelation impart
ing that the Son of God would come to him
incognito. and would have to be recognized
by "the Spirit desccnding from heaven as a
dovc" .md "remaining on him" (I :32-33).
Here the folktale motif of the clection of the
king by a bird has been welded with the
Israelite idea of the union of the Spirit with
the Messiah (I Sam 16: 13: Isa II :2: 61: I).
In the Synoptics. the former is not clearly
present.
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DOXA -. GLORY

DRAGON L1pciKoov
r. Drakoll is the Greek word (Latin

draco) which is used in LXX (33 occur
rences). NT and Pseudepigrapha for a large
monster which often appears as opponent of
God or his people. It is often related to the
sea and can be identified or associated with
a snake (--Serpent). In the NT the word
only appears in Revelation (13 occurrences).

II. In ancient mythology the dragon
could be depicted as a real animal like a
snake or crocodile or as a large imaginary
monster living in the sea or on land. Certain
types of these monsters can be discerned in
mythological writings. Some share with Chi
maera a lionlike front, the central part of a
he-goat and the hind-quarters of a snake.
--Python and --Typhon are also character
ized as a dragon. However, drak{m can also
be synonomous with aphis or other words
for snakes (MERKELBACII 1959:226). The
word was connected in antiquity with
oEpKo~al1opaKElv, hence the meaning
"seeing clearly", which matches one of the
functions of dragons as watchers of a sanc
tuary. The dragon has often a fiery ap
pearance, behaves in an aggressive, insolent
and lecherous way and often represents the
powers of chaos, especially in primordial
times (e.g. Tiamat, --Giants, Typhon). The
dragon is sometimes connected with (un
usual) natural phenomena like stornl. flood
or drought (MERKEL8ACIl 1959:227: FON
TENROSE 1980:348, 581). The partly subter
ranean river Grontes in Asia Minor is also
called Drakoll. which is connected to tradi
tions concerning the conflict between -'Zeus
and Typhon, which offer an explanation of
the typical bed of the river (Strabo J6.2.7).
Also one of the northern constellations was
called DrakolllDraco.

Mesopotamian. Hittite. Canaanite. Egypt
ian, Iranian and Greek myths describe
battles between a figure representing chaos
and causing rebellion and a (still young)
supreme god who restores the order of the
gods by overcoming the monster: -'Marduk
versus Tiamat. the Weather God versus

IIluyankas, -.Baal versus Yam (-Sea),
-.Horus versus -·Seth, Indra versus Vritra,
-.Apollo versus Python and Zeus versus
Typhon; see for a survey of these and re
lated conflict myths WAKEMAN (1973) and
FONTENROSE (1980). The conflict usually
takes place in primaeval ages, but is some
times transposed to the world of human his
tory and reenacted on special occasions like
a military victory or an accession ceremony,
whereby the king appears as the god who
triumphs over the dragon (e.g. Purulli and
Akitu festivals, see Marduk, Typhon). The
execution of rebels and other enemies seems
sometimes to have been inspired by the kill
ing of the dragon in mythological traditions
(MERKELBACII 1959:234-235). Mithridates
gave orders to execute Manius Aquilius, a
Roman governor of Asia Minor, by pouring
liquid gold into his pharynx (Appianus, Hist.
rom. 12.21; Pliny, Nat. hist. 33.48; cf. Bel et
Draco 23-42. see below; see also Typhon).

III. In LXX draMII may be the transla
tion of several Hebrew nouns which are
connected with existing animals or monsters
living in the sea: young lion (kepir, Job
4:8[ 10 LXX], 38:39), he-goat ('arrnd, Jer
50:8[27:8 LXX», asp (petell, Job 20:16),
jackal (tall. Mic 1:8; Jer 9: II [10 LXX];
Lam 4:3). snake (/I{i~/{H, Amos 9:3; Job
26: 13; cf. Isa 27: I), --Leviathan (Job
40:20[25 LXX], Ps 74[73 LXX]:I4: Ps
104[103 LXX]:26: Isa 27:1) and --Tannin!
Tannim (Exod 7:9, 10, 12; Deut 32:33; Job
7:12: Ps 74[73 LXX]:13; 91[90 LXX]:13;
Isa 27: I; Jer 51 [28 LXX]:34). Leviathan
(Lotan) and Tannin!m appear in the Hebrew
Bible in their earlier (Ugaritic) shape as
chaos monsters living in the sea (e.g. Job
7:12; Ps 74:13-14; cf. also -'Rahab, Job
26: J2-13), but are also connected with real
animals like the snake and the crocodile
(e.g. Ps 91: 13; Ezek 32:2). The incorpora
tion of pagan traditions belonging to conflict
myths in the Bible seems to serve the pur
pose of discrediting the foreign nations
which oppress Ismel (Egypt, Assyria,
Babylon) and to announce their ruin (Ezek
29; 32; cf. Isa 14; 30:7 and Jer 51). Nah 1:8
contains a hint of God's triumph over the
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chaos monster. The connection between the
lion and the dragon (cf. Job 4: 10; 38:39; Ps
91:13; also Sir 25:16) may be inspired by
Persian conceptions. A relief of the palace
of Darius at Persepolis depiclli the king
fighting against a lion-dragon (MERKELBACII
1959:234).

Drakofl appears also in the Apocrypha (8
times) and in Greek texts of the Pseudepi
grapha (about 17 times). The identification
of drak6n with snake appears from \Vis
16: 10. where the venom-spraying snakes
seem to be inspired by the combination of
Exod 10:1-20 and Num 21:4-9 (see ophis,
\Vis 16:5; cf. also Bel et Draco 23-42; J
Enoch 20:7; T. Abr. rec. long. 17: 14; Sib.
Or. 3:794). In the LXX version of Esther
the story of the rescue of Israel is placed in
an apocalyptic setting (Fragments A I-II
and FI-IO; Ed. Rahlfs I: Ia-I and 1O:3a-k,
see EHRLICH 1955), in which the protag
onists Haman and Mordecai are depicted as
dragons fighting each other (A5/1: Ie;
F4/1O:3d). This battle could be a reminis
cence of the conflict between the Babylon
ian supreme god Marduk and Tiamat (the
primordial goddess of salt water) in Mes
opotamian myths, all the more since
Mordecai is a theophorous name containing
the name of Marduk (see already ZIMMERN
1891, who, however, incorrectly traces back
the Purim feast and the Hebrew word pur to
Akkadian pullnl "meeting"; Le. the meeting
of the gods which determined the lots and
was reenacted during the Akitu fcast; par
may derive from Akkadian pi;"', the lot that
one casts, cf. Esth 3:7 and 9:24; HALLO
1983). Part of the same myth may be the
basis of the second part of the story of Bel
et Draco (vv. 23-42; see for textual criticism
and commentary KOCH 1987), one of the
Greek additions to Daniel. Daniel unmasks
the fraud of the Babylonians with the divine
giant snake (drak6n), by brewing a concoc
tion of pitch, fat and hair and feeding it to
the snake. The snake bursts open and dies
because of the food. Daniel has to suffer for
this perfonnance and is thrown in a lions'
den, receives food from Habakkuk in a
miraculous way during his sixth day in the

pit (see -.Angel) and leaves it, unhanned
and in a healthy condition on the seventh
day, thereby proving the existence of the
God of Israel. GUNKEL assumed that the
story is a Jewish adaptation of a passage of
the Babylonian creation epic Enuma Elish
(1895:320-323, see esp. Tablet IV II. 93
104, ANET p. 67). Other scholars refuted
this hypothesis by pointing out that the con
nection with Tiamat is far-fetched. that she
is never described as a snake and that the
Babylonians did not revere living snakes
(DAVIES 1913:653-654; MOORE 1977:J23
J24; J43; KoclI 1987:1 184). T. Asher 7:3
aJJudes to Ps 74 (73 LXX): 13-14, 7: Job 43:
8 probably to Job 20: 16 LXX.

The dragon of Rev (l2:3-4.7.9.J6-17;
13:2.4.11; 16: 13 and 20:2) is a combination
of several traditional figures, as appears
from Rev 12:9. The dragon is identified with
the old snake of Gen 3 (cf. Rev 12: 15-16)
and the one who is called -·Oevil (Seduccr)
and -.Satan (cf. 12: 10: "the Accuser"). Like
in Isa 27 thc contcxt of the appearance of
the dragon is transposed from primordial
time or even the creation (see e.g. Ps 74) to
the final period of history (cf. Sib. Or. 8:88).
It is common opinion that John the Prophet
incorporated pagan traditions connected with
dragon myths into his vision of the two
heavenly signs. Traditions concerning a
pursuit of a pregnant goddess by a dragon
like god were combined with another myth
about the fallen angels (cf. J Enoch 6-11,
see Angel and Giants), which might also go
back to a pagan myth, possibly the myth of
Athtar who tries to take over the kingship of
Baal (YARBRO COLLI~S 1975:79-83). There
is a considerable structural similarity
between the content of Rev 12 and the pat
tern of myths conccrning the conflict of a
dragonlike monster (respectively a god who
appears as enemy of other gods) and a god
associated with creation and/or order (see
further FONTENROSE 1980:9-11, 267-273;
YARBRO COLI.JNS 1975). The pattern of
combat myths shows at the same time that
the original residence of the dragon in
heaven (which is probably bound up with
the constellation Draco, also mentioned in
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Sih. Or. 5:522, or Hydra, see BOLL 1914;
BERGMEIER 1982) and the fact that he has
more than one opponent (-+Michael, -·Jesus
and finally -·God) are pecularities of Revel
ation. Several scholars assume that Rev 12
is panly dependent on a specific pagan myth
(see Python and Typhon). The search for
pagan mythological analogies to the dragon
of Rev should not be restricted to chap. 12
but also concern chap. 13 and 19: 19-21 ;
20:1-3.7-10. This appears from the common
tenninology in these passages. composi
tional factors and the fact that the slaying of
the dragon is depicted in Rev 20:7-10. The
allies of the dragon are the two beasts of
Re" 13 representing the Roman emperors
and their cult (13:2.4.11; 16:13; -+Ruler
Cult), which can be partly understood
against the background of the dragon as a
symbol for the wicked foreign king, see
already Ezck 29:3; 32:2 (Pharaoh), Jer 51 (28
LXX), Est I; Pss. Sol. 2:25; Sib. Or. 8:88
(DAY 1985:88-140; see also Typhon). The
connection of a dragon with a (turbulent)
river is analogous to mythological traditions
(Typhon) and occurs besides Rev 12: 15-16
in T. Abr. rec. long. 17: 16; 19:5.
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J. W. VAN HENTEN

DYNAMIS OUV0J.lll;
I. Before becoming a divine name or

epithet, 'power' (clYIlmnis) has had a long
and diversified history. As name or epithet,
'power' can be used in many different ways
in biblical and post-biblical literature. This
usage must be distinguished from more
general notions of divine power. All of anti
quity assumed that deities have power. dis
pense power, and interfere in human life
with their power. The degree of power dei
tics wcrc belicvcd to control detcnnincd
their status and place in hierarchies as well
as the kind of cultic worship they received
from human beings. CulIic worship of dei
ties was not only motivated by such power,
but was itself a way of participating in it.

Attributed to the highest deities, the epi
thet 'power' indicates total sovereignty and
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control, while lesser deities, angels, demons,
elemental forces, and even human 'divine
men' are agents of the fonner, having been
endowed or charged by them. Beings
endowed with divine power then function as
administrators or representatives of those
who are in control. In a Hellenistic environ
ment the Greek epithet dynamis could devel
op into a hyposta.;is of its own and even
become a name, ac; in the ca~ of -Simon
Magus who, according to Acts 8: 10 was
called 'the power of God that is called
great' (he dynamis tOll theoll he kalownene
megale). In most biblical instances, how
ever, •power' is regarded as an attribute
either of God who is in control of all
powers, or of subservient divine agents
acting on his behalf through delegated
powers. In the biblical and post-biblical lit
erature these powers include -·angels.
-·demons. -·stars. -·Stoicheia. and the
-·Holy Spirit: in the NT, in addition.
-·Christ is integrated in the hierarchy.

II. By way of development. the biblical
and post-biblical occurrences must be seen
in their respective religious and cultural
environment.

In the OT, the language and imagery
describing divine power is extensive and
cannot be fully surveyed at this point. It is
an important fact that this language and
imagery is taken from the spheres of divine
warfare and kingship. It is God's mighty
ann that shatters the enemies (Exod 15:6: Ps
89:10.13: Isa 40:10: 48:14; etc.). He is the
strong warrior: 'The LoRD goes forth like a
soldier. like a warrior he stirs up his fury: he
cries out, he shouts aloud. he shows himself
mighty against his foes' (Isa 42: 13). Fre
quently. he is called 'the LoRD of hosts' (l
Sam 1:3.11: 4:4; 15:2: 17:45: -·Host of
Heavens. Yahweh Zebaoth). The epithet of
$~bifor which occurs more than two hun
dred times in the Hebrew Bible is frequently
translated by the LXX by Hellenistic epi
thets such as kyrios pantokraror (see
-Almighty) or -k)'rios (ho theos) ton
dynamelm. but it can also appear as a new
name Sabaoth. While $tibti' means 'army',
Greek translators transposed it into Greek

cosmological concepts. This development
was preceded by the universal character of
post-Exilic theology, for which the Lord of
hosts is ·the God of the whole eanh' (I~a

54:5). His 'anny' even includes all powers
of heaven and earth (Isa 40: 12-26: Pss 93:
95-99; 147:4-6; 148: 1-4: I Chr 29: II: 2 Chr
20:6: LXX Dan 3:52-90: etc.). Thus, Hel
lenistic Judaism of the LXX reinterprets the
old warrior god in tenns of a cosmic deity
in control of all natural and supernatural
forces. For further discussion see H. ElSING,
nVAT 2. 902-911. s.\'. ~lQyil especially sec.
VI-VII: H. RINGGREN. nVAT 4, 130-137.
s.\'. k6a/;; RINGGREN, n\'AT6. 871-876, s.\'.
$abii'; H.-J. ZOBEL, nVAT 6, 876-892. s.\'.
$ebii)6t.

In Greek theology. the concept of divine
power is understood cosmologically (sec
GRUNDMANN. TDNT 2. section A). The
Pythagorean Ecphantus may have been the
first to conceive of divine power as among
the primordial realities of the cosmos which
to him was by nature divine (Hippolytus,
Ref. 1.15: DIELS-KRANZ 51.1 [I, 442. 12
14J: GUTHRIE 1962:324-1.327). Since
Anaximander took the apeiron. 'the Bound
less' that encompasses everything. to be
divine (Aristotle, P/zys. 203b6: DlEts
KRANZ 12 A 15 [I, 85. 20): GUTHRIE 1962:
87-89). it was not too great a step to inter
pret the gods as forces of nature. When and
by whom this step was first taken is not
altogether clear (see GUTHRIE 1965:478
483; BALTES 1988:60-68). but for the phys
ician Eryximachos in Plato's Symp. 186e it
is self-evident that the god Eros governs the
cosmos through 'the mightiest power of all'
(ibid.. 188d). In erato 438c Plato reports the
view that the names (onomara) were first
given by a superhuman power (dynamis).
whether that name-giver was some sort of
spirit (daimon) or god (t/zeos). Aristotle con
curs (Mer. 4.12. p. 1019a26) that daimones
are called 'powers' (dynameis). These sug
gestions are then fully developed into an all
encompassing system by the Stoics, fore
most by Posidonius (see NILSSON 1974:
263-264, 534-539). Accordingly, the divine
universe is held together by a primordial
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autokinetos dynamis (Sextus, Ad",. math.
9.75 [SVF 2.112-113]), and the traditional
gods can now be identified as specialized
agents of the universal divine power: 'The
deity. say they, is a living being, immortal.
rational, perfect or intelligent in happiness,
admitting nothing evil (into him), taking
providential care of the world and all that
therein is, but he is not of human shape. He
is, however, the artificer of the universe,
and, as it were, the father of all, both in
general and in the particular part of him
which is all-pervading, and which is called
many names according to its various powers
(dynameis)". What follows is a list of Olymp
ian gods and the powers represented by
them (Diogenes Laertius 7.147, trans. R. D.
Hicks, LCL edition; see also SVF 2.305
2.321: De natura deorum). These ideas
made it possible to interpret the popular
pantheon with all illi gods and demons in a
philosophical manner, a possibility that pro
foundly changed all ancient theology (see
especially Ps.-Aristotle, De mundo 6, 396b
29, 397a16, 397b19-398a6, 398b8, 20-25,
399b 19-28; Cornutus, Theologiae Graecae
Compendium red. C. Lang 1881] 4.12; 13.
11; 45.4 etc.).

In the Hellenistic era, dynamis was an
established divine epithet, so much so that
for some philosophers the names of the gods
became superfluous (see Cleanthes, Hymn
[Stobaeus, Eel. I, I, 12, p. 25,3; SVF 1.
121]; Epictetus. Elich. 53; Seneca, Epist.
107.10). Plutarch (De Is. et Os. 67, 377F
378A) represents what can be taken as the
opinion of many at his time: ..... we have
regarded as gods the beings who use the
products of nature and bestow them upon
us, providing us with them constantly and
sufficiently, nor do we regard the gods as
different among different peoples nor as bar
barian and Greek and as southern and north
ern. But just as the sun and the moon,
heaven, earth and sea are common to all,
though they arc given various names by the
varying peoples. so it is with the one reason
(logos) which orders these things and the
one providence which has charge of them.
and the assistant powers (dynameis) which

are assigned to everything; they are given
different honours and modes of address
among different peoples according to
custom ..." (trans. GRIFfITHS 1970:223
225). For popular religion. however, the
concepts of divine power provided an enor
mous boost. Gods and demons could be
understood as conduits of divine power
(dynamis, energeia) in all its applications.
The epithet dynamis tOll theou became more
important than the names w)1ich could be
exchanged or accumulated or fused with
each other. A new practice in magic arose
by which the names of gods were bundled
and merged so as to increase divine power
(see NILSSON 1974:2.534-2.539).

Hellenistic Judaism reflects these devel
opments. The powers of the universe were
easily identified with the angels and demons
which multiplied into ever greater numbers
(Jub. 2:2-3; 1 Enoch 40:9; 61: 10; 82:8; 4
Esra 6:6; etc.). Later Jewish magic and mys
ticism (Hekhalot literature) is preoccupied
with constantly expanding systems of
angels, demons, elemental spirits, personi
fications and hypostatic entities, with which
the universe is filled. As especially Philo of
Alexandria shows, these doctrines of divine
powers allowed. on the one hand, to main
tain God's sovereignty over all the powers,
while, on the other hand. incorporating the
complexities of the universe (see GRUND
MANN, TDNT 2, sec. C.I-2; DILLON 1977:
161-174; DILLON 1983; SEGAL 1977:159
181; SIEGERT 1980, 1988, 1992 [indices];
MACH 1992:85-86, 93).

III. In the NT the trnditions outlined con
tinue with some important changes. For
Christian theology God is in essence power
(Rom 1:20; 9:17 [Exod 9:16]; Matt 6:13
mr. lect. [doxology]) who dispenses it
through the trnditional intennediaries to
whom is now added Christ (1 Cor 5:4; 2
Cor 12:9; 13:4; 2 Pet 1:3) and his apostles
(Acts 4:33; 6:8; etc.), the Holy Spirit (Luke
1:34; 4: 14; Acts I:8. and often in Luke and
Acts; Rom 15:13.19; Eph 3:16) and the gos
pel (Rom 1: 16; 1 Cor 1: 18.24). Part of
Christ's victory is to subjugate 'the powers
of heaven' (Mark 13:25-26 par.; I Cor 15:
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24; 2 Thess I:7). Interpreting Ps 110: I
(Mark 12:36 par.), the coming of the -·Son
of Man (Mark 14:62 par.) means seeing him
'sitting at the right side of the power', with
'power' substituting God himself. In lists of
celestial beings, 'powers' have their place
and they are associated with angels (Rom
8:38; I Cor 15:24; Eph 1:21; I Pet 3:22; cf.
2 Thess 1:7; 2 Pet 2:11; Rev 1:16).

IV. In the post-apostolic and patristic
literature these lines of tradition continue
and expand. There are new developments as
well. While the NT speaks of the dynamis of
the devil (Luke 10:19; Rev 13:2) and 'the
devil and his angels' (Matt 25:41; cf. Rev.
12:7.9; 2 Pet 2:4; Jude 6), Ignatius prefers
the plural 'the dynameis of Satan' (lgn. Eph.
13: I), an indication of the growing gnostic
dualism. Also Acts 8: lOis special in that its
rcpon of Simon Magus being regarded ae;
'the power of God that is called great'
pointe; to gnostic developmente; related to the
cult of Simon Magus and beyond (sec for
passages Patristic Greek Lexicoll, s. v.
OUVOj.llC;, sec. VI.B and VII; FASCHER, RAe
4,441-451; SIEGERT 1982:235-236).
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EAGLE -;0:
I. The common Semitic noun "SR,

'eagle; vulture', attested in the aT some 25
times. indicates a deity in pre-Islamic Arabic
texts and inscriptions. In the Old Testament
-.YmvlI's caring love is sometimes compa
red with the attitude of an eagle toward its
breed (Exod 19:4; Deut 32: II).

n. The oldest attestation of the avian
deity can be found in a Sabaic inscription
from the vicinity of Marib dating from the
first part of the seventh century BCE (YM
375 = YM 1064; TUAT II 628; MOLLER
1994:91-94). The inscription relates that a
certain Yasiq'il dedicates a person called
Ammshafaq to the deity Nusur. MOLLER
(1994:94) construes IIJwr as a plural of the
qirwal-type. An interpretation as singular
(HOFNER. WbMyrh II\, 519) seems to be
more plausible in view of the fact that other
pre-Islamic Arabic texts only mention one
Eagle. The traditional interpretation of the
phrase 'Ill 'W!1l1l nsr IIIssrqll wllsr m'rbll in
CIH 555: 1-3 with "These images. the eas
tern Nasr and the western Nasr" is incorrect
since IIsr here denotes the preposition
'toward'. The phrase should be trJnslated as
"These boundary stones, toward the east and
toward the west" (HOFNER. WbMyrh Ill,
457; MOLLER 1994: 97). The deity nswrlnsr
was worshipped throughout the Arnbic pen
ninsula (WELLfIAUSEN 1897:23; H5FNER.
WbM)'rh II\, 457.519; MOLLER 1994). From
the inscription CIH 189 it can be inferred
that he also functioned as an oracular deity.
Qur'an Sura 71 :20-25 and Ibn al-Kalbi's
Book of Idols (KLINKE-ROSENBERGER
1941 :35.61) interpret this deity as one of the
idols of the contemporaries of -·Noah. In
Classical Arabic the stellar constellation of
the Eagle is called all-nasr a{-{G 'ir.

III. At seveml instances in the aT IlJr
denotes simply the bird, although it is often
referred to in comparisons, e.g. Hos 8: I; Ob
4; Mic 1:16; Jer 4:13. Although in ancient
Israelite religion the divine could take the
form of a bird or an avian spirit (KaRPEL
1996), in the aT God is nowhere presented
as an eagle. In Exod 19:4 and Deut 32: II
YIIWU'S watchful protection and his careful
leading are expressed by refering to ornitho
logical imagery. With regard to Deut 32: I \,
the interpretation of H. G. L. PEELS (On the
Wings of the Eagle [Dtn 32. I I] - An Old
Misunderstanding, ZA W 106 [1994] 300
303) who construes )'ii'ir as a form of the
verb (YR, 'to watch over', should be prefer
red to the traditional interpretation "Like an
eagle that stirs up its nest ..." being ornitho
10gical1y impossible.

In some pseudepigraphical literature the
&igle plays and almost angelic role. The
Syriac 2 Apoc Bar 77:20-26; 87 relates that
Baruch used an eagle with mythological
proportions to bring his letter from the ruins
of Jerusalem to Jeremiah Jiving in Babylo
nia. The Greek Paralipomena Jeremiae has
extended this story with the mythological
detail that the bird on arrival in Babylon
legitimized itself by resurrecting a dead
person (4 Bar 6:12; 7:1-12: see J. HERZER,
Die Parnlipomena Jeremiae [TSAJ 43;
TGbingen 1994] 67-72). The late Ethiopic
reworking Taraia nagar :.a-Barok has chan
ged this tradition in such a way that the
eagle on arrival in Babylon spoke to Jere
miah and the exiles with a human voice
announcing the end of the exile (MOLLER
1994: 96-97).
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and eU/lUre (N. Wyatt cd.: MOnster 1994)
99-113; \V. \V. MOLLER, Adler und Geier
als altarabische Gottheiten, "Wer isl wie du.
HERR, wlter den GOllem? (FS O. Kaiser; 1.
Kottsieper el al. eds.: Gijttingen 1994) 91
107; J. \VELLHAUSEN, Reste Arabischell
Heidelllllms (Berlin 1897) 23.

B. SECKING

EARTH (l~

I. Earth <ri~) is one of the most com
mon words in the OT with more than 2500
occurrences. The word-and its etymol
ogical cognates-is widely attested in other
Semitic languages, e. g. ar$ in Ugaritic and
Phoenician, 're! in Arabic, 'rq or 'r in Aram
aic and er~elu in Akkadian. The Sumerian
equivalent is ki or uoo; a corresponding
Hittite word can be seen in daganzipa, while
in Greek we find ril or yaia.

II. As is also the case with -Heaven,
references to Earth as a separate goddess
receiving an elaborate cult, are rather
limited. The main occurrences of a goddess
Earth can be found in cosmogonical pas
sages. Thus we know from the Sumerian
Hamb myth (JACOBSEN 1984) that Harab
(Plough) and Ki (Earth) were the first
parents who cultivated the land and begot
Shakkan, the cattle-god. Earth desired her
son and together they kiJJed Harab so that
Shakkan could marry Earth. Then Earth is
also slain by Shakkan's sister -Tiamat.
Another Sumerian tradition states that the
goddess Nammu was the mother of heaven
and earth; afterwards she gave birth to the
first generation of the gods, beginning with
Enlil. A reflection of this cosmogonical
myth can be found in the Enuma Elish (I l
IS) where the first divine pair Apsu (-Ends
of the Earth) and Tiamat begot - Lahmu and
Lahamu; They gave birth to Anshar (Lord
Heaven) and Kishar (Lady Earth) who be
came Anu's parents. Other-nnd unhar
monized-traditions about cosmogony and
theogony begin with the pair Enki and
Ninki, namely Lord Earth and Lady Earth,
leading down through various generations to
the birth of EnJjJ. Such Mesopotamian lists

(LAMBERT 1975:52-53) show how the el
ements were deified in the beginning but
such (primeval) 'gods' very seldom had any
cuhic and further theological importance. In
these cosmological traditions we also
encounter the myth of the separation of
heaven and earth or the mythological ref
erence to the birth of the -.Pleiades who are
considered children of Anu and Earth (Erra
i 28-29). On the whole Mother Earth has no
prominent role within the pantheons of Mes
opotamia but some aspects of her can occa
sionally be found in connection with other
goddesses whose dominion is the realm of
life and/or death, such as -·Ishtar, Nintu or
EreshkigaJ.

From the Syrian and Anatolian area we
get the following impression: Based on ety
mology we find an earth-goddess in Ugarit,
namely Baal's daughter A~ayu (KTU 1.3 iii
7; 1.4 i 18; etc.). As the Akkadian pantheon
list from Ugarit equates her with the
Babylonian goddess Allatu (RS 20.24; cf.
KTU 1.118:22), we can deduce that she was
also considered a goddess of the nether
world. According to the list KTU I. 106:32
the offerings to her follow those to the gods
of the netherworld. A similar connection
with the netherworld can be seen in the case
of the Hittite deity Daganzipa, literally the
'genius of the earth', we read that the dark
Daganzipa shall take away every iJJness
with her hand (KUB XVII 8 iv 8). But
Daganzipa can also receive offerings (KUB
X 89 ii 27) or she can be supplicated
together with heaven to hear the prayers
(KUB VI 45 i 35-36). This reference clearly
points towards -Heaven-and-Earth as cos
mic entities who are witnesses in treaties.
Occasionally Daganzipa can be called the
daughter of the -Sun (KBo JIJ 38:3), she is
called Mother Earth (a1J1UlS daganz.ipas:
KUB XLIII 30 iii 5), or she appears together
with the stonngod (KBo XI 32:31-32). Thus
we can deduce that Daganzipa was a minor
goddess in Hittite religion (cf. OrrEN 1973:
37) although most Hittite texts refer to earth
only with physical or geographical connota
tions.

The theogonical aspect of earth is also
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known from Greek texts where Gc im
pregnated by Ouranos brings forth the
-+Titans and -·Giants (Hes., Theog. 117ff.).
In Homeric texts she is seen as a goddess
who is a witness to oaths (11.3.104: 19,259):
maybe she was also concerned with oracles.
But on the whole Gc is more a cosmic
aspect than a personified deity. Thus she is
only venerated later with very limited cults
while -+Demeter has become the goddess
who brings life and growth to the earth.

In conclusion: earth docs not feature as a
great goddess in the surrounding cultures of
the OT. As a cosmic entity she could be
connected with theogonical and cosmog
onical speculations: she is also referred to as
a divine witness. On the other hand she is
connected with gods of the netherworld or
with goddesses who bring life. But earth
herself did never gain the importance of
these personal deities.

III. A comparable picture emerges from
the Hebrew Bible. In the many occurrences
of the word. 'ere$, 'carth' is <l cosmic entity
(TSUMURA 1988:264-268), either as a com
plement to heaven (cf. e. g. Gen I: I: 14: 19,
21: Amos 9:6) or within a tripartite cosmos
together with heaven and the sca (cf. Exod
20:4.11: Deut 5:8: Pss 24:2; 82:5: 104:5-6:
136:6). But 'ere~ also refers to the ground
(cf. Gen 7:14; Exod 8:12-13: 2 Sam 12:17.
29: Ezek 26:15: Job 2:13) or to geographical
and political units (cf. Exod 6:4; Deut 4:46
47: Judg 10:8: I Sam 13: 19: I Kgs 9: 19: Jer
30: I0; 46:27: 51 :28 etc.). As the earth is the
"hmd of the living" (cf. Isa 38: II) it is the
opposite of the realm of death which can be
tenned the "land below" (cf. Ezek 31: 14.
16.18: 32: 18.24; Isa 44:23: Ps 139: 15).
Some occurrences of 'ere$ refer exclusively
to -·Sheol (cf. Exod 15:12: Jer 17:13: Jonah
2:7: Pss 22:30; 71 :20).

TIle divine charncter of earth is rather re
stricted: I\taybe some oaths and curses
where Heaven-and-Earth are mentioned (cf.
Deut 4:26: 30: 19: 31 :28; 32: I; Isa 1:2: Mic
6:2: Ps 50:4) may reflect the well-known
idea from the ancient Near East that both
entities can be called to witness in such cir
cumstances. A further allusion to a certain

mythological background of 'ere$ is 'Mother
Earth'. Thus earth is called the "mother of
all living beings": they have come from her
and will return to her (cf. Job 1:21: Ps 139:
15: Sir 40: I). One can see further a faint
allusion to the notion of mother earth in
Deut 12:24 where it is said that the blood of
the offerings should be poured out upon the
earth like water: maybe this commandment
reflects the idea of feeding the earth. But
besides such allusions to earth's divinity the
OT always stresses that it is God who has
made it (cf. Gen 2:4; Exod 20: II; Isa 40:28:
Jer 10: 12: Zcch 12: I: Ps 24:2 etc): thus she
cannot have divine power and greatness.
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M. HUTTER

EBEN -. STONE

ED -. WITNESS

EDO~l Ci~

I. As a deity, Edom is possibly attested
in the Egyptian Leiden Magical Papyrus
343+345 V 7, otherwise only in personal
names. (Obed Edom (LXX Abdcdol1l) 2 Sam
6:10-12 (Ill Chr 13:13-14; 15:25) is a citi
zen of Philistine Gath-and the owner of an
estate between Baalath-Jehudah and Jeru
salem-who accommodated the ark for
three months. In Chronicles, he is trans
fonned into a Levite (1 Chr 15: 18.21.24;
16:5.38) and the ancestor of a Levitical clan
(1 Chr 26:4.8.15). In Punic. 'tIm is attested
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in the personal names m/k'dm and 'bd'dm
(BENZ 1972: 260).

II. The deity Edom could be identical
with. or derived from, the country of Edom
(cr. HAUT 12). As a toponym, Edom
«$'lldum), 'reddishness' refers to the colour
of that country's soil. If the god and the
country are to be connected, Obed-Edom
would stand for ·'bd qws '1(J,)lbt/ 'dm, 'Ser
vant of Qaus, the godJ)ord of Edom' (cf.
similar ancient South Arabian names, e.g.
Sabaic 'lxfwm for 'bd '/mqh btl 'wm, 'Ser
vant of Ilmaqh5, the lord of (the sanctuary
of) 'Awwam', or Nabataean 'bd'lgy', Le.
'Servant of the god Gaia'; cr. KNAUF 1988:
46-47). The name would then presuppose
the establishment of Edomite statehood,
which did not exist before the 8th century
nCE (-QOs). A Philistine named after the
Edomite god is conceivable for the 7th or
6th centuries, when the southern Palestinian
cities were linked to Edom by profitable
trnde (cr. Amos I:6). Whereas the ark narra
tive may well be dated into that period.
there is hardly a connection between the
country of Edom and the Phoenician colo
nies in North Africa. The 'Edomite/Arabian
connection' may, however, help to elucidate
the unusual vocalisation 'obed in the
Masoretic tradition, which might allude to
Arabic 'iibid 'worshipper'.

Alternatively, ·'Udum. "Redness", may
be seen as a Canaanite lesser deity, men
tioned as the wife of - Resheph in the
Leiden Magical Papyrus 343+345 V 7 (cf.
DAHOOD 1963:292, who equates her with
A~ay). This theory is not wholly satisfac
tory either. Egyptian in\'m could also relate
to Canaanite yiitom, 'orphan' (which would
match Resheph's image more appropriately).
On the other hand, GORG (1987) identified a
deity bmrq, "-Amalek" in the same papy
rus (obv. III, 9 XXIII 3), which lends sup
port to the geographical pertinence of that
source"s Edom (cf. for a possible connection
between Resheph and the country of Edom
Isa 63: 1-6; Hab 3). In spite of some addi
tional evidence, it is still not possible to
advance the interpretation of a putative deity
Edom beyond F. BUHL (1893: 42: cf. also
BARTLETT 1989: 196).
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E. A. KNAUF

EHAD- ONE

EL ,~

I. The name EI, 'el, iI(u), is, with the
exception of Ethiopic, common Semitic and
originally means -God. Etymologically the
origin of the appellative cannot be deter
mined with certainty. Most likely, the noun
can be derived from the verb )WL (the root
'LII has also been suggested) 'to be strong'
also 'to be in front, dominate' (DAHOOD
1958:74). The substantive (formed as a stat
ive paniciple or adjective; POPE & ROLUG,
WbM)'th 1:217-312) denotes 'strength, force,
power, might, mana'. Related to a personal
god, the noun has as meaning 'the strong
one; mighty one; head, chief, leader'. Other
scholars, however, construe 'il as an original
Semitic noun, not derived from a verb,
meaning 'chief, god' (STARCKY 1949:383
386).

The noun 'ei occurs some 230 times in
the aT (except the problematic testimonies
Num 12:13; Ps 52:3; Job 41: 17). In the
LXX it is mostly rendered by eE6~. Excep
tions are iOXup6~ (2 Sam 22 [= Ps 18]:31
33. 48; 23:5; Ps 7: 12; several times in Job;
Neh 1:5; 9:31). iJ'tfTlA6~ (Lam 3:41),
<iyyEAO~ (Isa 9:5; Job 20: 15), ~apnx; (Isa
43:12), ri1PlO~ (e.g. Isa 40:18; Ps 15 [16]:1;
Job 5:8). Job 20:29 reads E1tiO'l(07tO~; Isa
7:14 construes ·&1~avo\)1\A. lsa 8:8,10
however J.lE9· iuIrov 0 9E6~. The MUM 'ei
of Isa 14: 13 are rendered in Greek as Qotpa
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tOU oi>pavou. Vg nonnally reads delis for
'if. Some exceptions can be noted: .fortis'
(Exod 15: II; Jer 51 :56; Ps 94 [95]:3); 'fort
issimus' (Jer32:18); 'dominus' (Ps 15 [161:
I; Ps 35 [36]:7; Ps 150:1; Lam 3:41). Fur
ther peculiarities are 'filii Israhel' (Deut
32:8-like MT) and the translation of 'ilim
(Ps 28 [29]: I) by 'arietes' (derived from
'ayif). The Samaritan Targum often renders
'if by Aram &e1il 'the Power' (-Oynamis).

II. In Ancient Mesopotamia ifll is at
tested as an appellative for deities, though a
deity JI is not attested. It has been suggested
that Jlu as a deity was attested at Emar (D.
ARNAUD, Recherches all Pays d'Astata.
Emar VI13 [Paris 1986] No. 282:16-18:
dUll). This suggestion is, however, based on
an incorrect reading of the text (J. M.
DURAND, RA 84 [1990] 80): dGA~AN·!-ka·

si, 'Nin-kasi·. The position held by EI e.g.
in the Ugaritic pantheon can be compared to
the position of Ea (-·Aya) in Mesopotamia
though in god-lists Ea is equated with
Kothar (W. G. LAMBERT, The Pantheon of
Mari, MARl 4 [1985] 525-539: E. LtPINSKl,
Ea. Kotharet EI, UF20 [1988] 137-143).

The Ugaritic texts from Ras Shamrn sup
ply more than five hundred references to EI.
The noun if in the Ugaritic text" frequently
has the appellative meaning too, especially
in the epistolary literature, but partially also
in the mythological, cultic, and epic texts. In
about half of the occurrences, EI denotes a
distinct deity who, residing on the sacred
mountain, occupies within the myths the
position of master of the Ugaritic pantheon.
He bears the title mlk 'king' (KTU 1.1 iii:23
[restored]; 1.2 iii:5. 1.3; v:8. 36: 1.4 i:5;
iv:24. 38. 48; 1.5 vi:2 [restored]; 1.6 i:36;
1.17 vi:49; 1.117:2-3; cf. 1.14 i:41) and pos
sesses ultimate authority. In these cases if is
therefore likewise to be understood as a
proper name.

In the literature EI is depicted as qdJ
'holy' (KTU 1.16 i: II. 22) and appears as
an aged deity (-Ancient of Days); the grey
hair of his beard Ubt dqtl) is referred to
(KTU 1.3 v:2. 25; 1.4 v:4; 1.18 i: 12 [re
stored)). The frequently employed epithet
lIP'. if dpid 'the benevolent. good-natured
EI' (e.g. KTU 1.4 iv:58; 1.6 iii:4. 10. 14; I.
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16 v:23; see for the etymology LoRETZ
1990:66) characterizes the deity even better.
Sometimes one of the two nouns (/!p,vdpicl)
occurs without the other or in another con
nection. It might be presumed that this epi
thet characterizes the attitude and the experi
ence of mankind in its relation to EI. The
heavenly gods guaranteed and promoted
human life. To EI was attributed the kind of
wisdom that made him judge everything
rightly (KTU 1.3 v:30; 1.4 iv:41; v:3-4; 1.16
iv: 1-2). On the other hand, EI is known ao;
the one who is able to cure diseases (A.TU
1.16 v:23-50; 1.100; 1.1 07; possibly also
KTU 1.114; cf. 1.108 and ARTU 191-203).
Further, EI is designated as !r 'bull'. This
metaphor expresses his strength and divine
dignity (e.g. KTU 1.2 i:33. 36; 1.3 v:35;
1.14 i:41).

The problem concerning EI as creator is
not easily solved. It is suggested by the epi
thet !r and. more clearly, by fonnulaic lan
guage to be discussed. In the mythological
texts, EI is often depicted ao; father of the
other gods. Moreover, he is called in the
Keret epic ab adam, 'father of mankind',
obviously because he is the creator of
humanity. The construction 1m)' bmvr occurs
several times in the myths and once in the
Aqhat epic. The expression allegedly refers
to El's creative activity. Traditionally btl.\'
has been understood ao; the participle of the
G-stem and bnwt as a noun derived from the
same root. Thus the construction is trans
lated 'creator of creatures'. However, since
RS 24.244 and RS 24.251 have become
known, this interpretation is no longer
uncontested. as bllwt occurs unconnected in
those documents (KTU 1.1 00:62; 1.107:41.
if correctly restored). These text" gave new
life to the interpretation of VIROLLEAUD
(Ug. V [1968] 571. 580) who rendered the
noun 'virilite. force crCatrice'. This render
ing was supported by M. DIETRICII, O.
LoRETZ & J. SANMART(N (Bemerkungen zur
Schlangenbeschwtsrung RS 24.244 =UG. 5,
S. 564FF. NR. 7, UF 7 [1975] 124: 'Kraft.
Zeugungskraft') and S. SEGERT (A Basic
Grammar of the Ugaritic Langllage
[Berkeley 1984] 181: 'engendering power,
virility'). However. the interpretation of
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bnwt is still undetennined. DE MOOR (1990:
69) continues to interpret the words as refer
ring to EI as creator. In relation to mankind,
it is only said that EI blesses Keret and
Dan)jJ in order to give them descendants
(KTU 1.15 ii:16-28; 1.17 i:25. 42). The
mythical procreation of gods, on the con
trary. might have been recognized at Ugarit
though the textual basis is small (KTU 1.10
iii:S; 1.23; M. DIETRICH & O. LORETZ,
TUAT n [1986-89] 350-357; ARTU 117
128). In KTU 1.3 v:36; 1.4 iv:48 and 1.10
iii:6 EI is depicted as the one who appointed
-.Baal as king. The verb used here to
describe the action, kn [kWII], however, does
not mean 'to create'. The usual Ugaritic
verb signifying 'to create' is qny. It is used
in relation to gods in KTU 1.10 iii:5. The
meaning of the verb is obscure in KTU 1.19
iv:58 (it describes the relation of EI to a
locality; possibly to be explained either 'to
own' or 'to produce, create'). The Phoenic
ian inscriptions attest only once qny, 'to cre
ate'. and that with regard to the earth (KAI
26 A III:18). It is doubtful whether EI was
conceived of as -"EI creator of the earth' at
Ugarit since there is no reference to the con
cept (POPE 1987:219-230; RENDTORFF
1966:287; contrast DE MOOR 1980; 1990:
69). As regards the creative activity of EI
the Ugaritic conception differed from that in
the remaining Syrian-Palestinian area.

It has been suggested that EI was de
prived of his authority in the course of his
tory and relegated to a lower position in the
Ugaritic pantheon. Several observations
were intended to support this supposition
(esp. POPE 1955:90-104; 1987:227-229;
OLDENBURG 1969). One view holds that
Bnal was promoted to the position of EI. It
has been examined by C. E. L'HEUREUX
(Rank among the Canaanite Gods. £/. Baca/.
and the Repha';m [Missoula 1979]), who
concluded that this view can no longer be
maintained as it rested on too many conjec
tures. On the contrary, EI kept his authority
unceasingly according to the belief of the
Ugaritic population. The myths do not refer
to any discord between EI and Baal
(SClIMIDT 1966:64-67; H. GESE, RAAM 1-
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232; esp. 112; P. J. VAN ZIJL. Baal. A Sllldy
of Texts ill Conllection with Baa/ ill tire
Ugaritic Epics [AOAT 10; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1972); S. E. LOEWENSTAMM, Zur
Gotterlehre des Epos von Keret, UF II
[1979] 505-514; M. Yo:-:, Ougarit et ses
Dieux, Resurrecting tire Past [FS A.
Bounni; P. Matthiae, M. van Loon & H.
Weiss cds.; Istanbul 1990) 325-343, esp.
337). It is inadmissible to posit a major
religio-historical development on the basis
of the position held by EI in the Ugaritic
documents to that of '/ in the Phoenician
and Aramaic inscriptions. The religious con
ceptions of the various areas and periods
need not have been congruent.

Views diverge about the signitlcnnce of
the epithet ab slim (B. MARGALIT, UF 15
[1983] 90-93). The interpretation of the text
KTU 1.65 by M. DIETRICH; O. LoRETL & J.
SANMARTIN (UF 7 [1975] 523-524) is not
entirely convincing. P. D. MILLER (EI the
Warrior, HTR 60 [1967) 411-431) mentions
the possibility that Philo Byblius knew EI as
a bellicose deity, based on his interpretation
of the epithet under considemtion. This is
unfounded. The expression ab slim presum
ably characterizes EI as the oldest among
the gods (ARTU 16 n. 83).

Finally, it should be observed that EI was
iconographically represented by his wor
shippers. Unfortunately, it is seldom poss
ible to identify him among the images pre
served. The material is collected by A.
CAQUOT & M. SZNYCER (Ugaritic Religion
[Leiden 1980] pI. VII, assumedly VIII a); by
M. YON & J. GACHET (Une statuette du
dieu EI a Ugarit, Syria 66 [1989) 349) and
by P. WELTEN (Gotterbild, mannlichcs,
BRL2, 99-111; cf. the comments by N.
WYATT, The Stela of the seated God from
Ugarit, UF 15 [1983] 271-277).

In the Phoenician, Aramaic, Punic and
Nco-Punic inscriptions the noun '/ is gene
rally used' as appellative in the sense of
'god. godhead' or ali adjective 'divine'. This
usc of the tenn is also known from the
Ugaritic texts of Ras Shamm and from the
OT. Yet, EI was also used as proper name,
e.g. when EI is mentioned alongside other
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gods. This is the case in the Arnmaic
inscription of Panammuwa I king of Sam'al
(KAI 214) dating from the middle of the
eighth century nCE. The text mentions the
gods -·Hadad. El. -·Resheph. -·Rakib-el
and Shamash (-·Shemesh) as benefactors of
Panammuwa, bestowing upon him the
kingship and welfare of his state (KAI 214:1.
2. II. 18). The gods Hadad, EI. Rakib-el
and Shamash are found also in the closing
fonnula of the inscription on the statue of
Panammuwa II. Moreover, the first stela of
the Arnmaic Sefire-inscription (eighth cen
tury BCE) containing the text of the treaty
between the kings of KTK and Arpad (KAI
222) mentions EI alongside 'IY'1 (-Elyon)
and other gods (KAI 222A: II). In a
Phoenician votive inscription from the Hel
lenistic ern. discovered at Umm el
'Awammd. the name EI is also used absolut
ively (M. LIDZBARSKI. Ephemeris fiir
semitische Epigraphik. vol. H [1903-1907J
166 a. 1; cr. ROLLIG. 1959:409). W. W.
Grnf BAUDISSIN (Kyrios als GOllesname im
Judentum und seine Stelle in der Religions
geschichte III red. O. Eissfeldt; Giessen
1929] 11) already noted the divine name
rkb'l (e.g. KAI 24:16) might contain the
proper name El. This opinion is endorsed by
Rt>LLlG (1959:409). Finally, EI is attested in
the inscription of Deir CAlia. dating from
about 700 nCE. (second combination H:6;
see J. HomJZER. TUAT H,I [1986J 145; on
'e/ used as a proper name among the south
ern Arabians. sec CROSS 1973:260-261). It
is therefore not astonishing that EI wa,; still
known as an independent deity to Philo
Byblius who calls him ~Ao~ (Eusebius,
Praep. evang. 1,10:16. 20. 29. 44).

The Phoenician inscription of Karatepe
dating from the late eighth century BCE

quotes beside other gods '1 qn 'r~ 'El-cre
ator-of-the-Earth' (KAI 26 A Ill: 18). The
same epithet occurs in a second century CE
Nco-Punic inscription (KAI 129: 1). It
qualifies EI as creator of the earth. The
name has ancient roots as witnessed by the
divine name dE/-ku-ni-ir-sa in a myth dis
covered at Boghazkoy. It must be emphasi
zed that nowhere in the Phoenician and
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Punic inscriptions is EI mentioned as presi
dent of the other gods (RENDTORFF 1966).

P. BORDREUIL (Les noms propres Trans
jordaniens de l'Ostrncon de Nimroud. RIIPR
59 [1979J 313-317) has pointed out that in
Ammonite personal names the theophoric
element '/ predominates. However, these
names do not prove that EI was worshipped
in Ammon, since the theophoric element
under consideration should presumably be
interpreted a" referring to the Ammonite
national deity -.Milcom (SMITH 1990:24;
see also U. HOB:'11ER. Die Ammoniter
[ADPV 16; Wiesbaden 1992] 256. for a
more cautious view). EI is not attested in the
Ammonite inscriptions. According to P. M.
M. DAVIAU & P. E. DIO:--;. EI, the God of
the Ammonites?, ZDPV 110 [1994] 158
167) an Atef-crowned head excavated at
Tell Jawa, Jordan should be interpreted as
the depiction of El as the chief god of the
Ammonites; an identification with Milcom
is more plausible, however.

III. The population of Palestine in the
first millennium BCE knew the deity El.
Already F. C. MOVERS (Die Phonizier I
[Bonn 1841] 389) held that the Isrnelites
worshipped EI as a god distinct from
Yahweh (but cf. SCHMIDT 1971: 146). As a
result the OT contains texts where the
Canaanite background of the name is still
recogni71lble. In these few instances EI
refers to a deity other than Yahweh. The
evidence will pass in review.

The expressions 'e! 'e!6he yiSra'C/, 'EI,
the god of Isrnel' (Gen 33:20) and Irii'e!
'elOlre 'aMkii. 'EI, the god of your father',
(Gen 46:3) should be discussed first. The
present context of both phrases relates them
to the patriarch Jacob and his God in whom
none other than Yahweh could be seen
(S~IITH 1990: II). Yet it is the Canaanite EI
who is depicted here ali the God of Isrnel
(contrast Josh 8:30). In all probability Gen
33:20 represents an old tradition. It shows
that EI was worshipped at least by some of
the proto-Isrnelites (but cf. the interpretation
of the Greek translation: KOi. CltCKOACaOtO
tov aEC)V lapollA). O. LoRETZ (Die Epitheta
'1 '/hj jfr'/ (Gn 33.20) und '/ 'lIzj 'bjk (Gn
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46.3), UF 7 [1975J 583) estimates '~/61ze to
be a later expansion of an original 'el
'tibtkti; cr. the explanation by C. WESTER
MANN (Gt1Iesis [BK 112; Neukirchen-Vluyn
1981J 644-646; [1/3; Neukirchen Vluyn
1982J 171). DE MOOR (1990:245) construes
an original reading 'n ylz'l '1Izy 'byk, 'I am
YII-EI, the God of your father'. This seems
to be highly speculative, however. The sur
mise that 'el in Gen 46:3 has been trans
formed from a proper noun into an appel
lative is supponed by the fact that there are
numerous cases where the proper name
Yahweh is supplemented by a genitive
employed in apposition: e.g. yllwlz '~1611e

'libotekem (e.g. Exod 3:15-16: Deut 1:11.
21; 6:3; Josh 18:3). The same can be ob
served at Num 23:8. 19. 22-23: 24:4. 8. 16.
23; .2 Sam 23:5.

The view that EI was worshipped among
the Israelites is supponed by Isa 14:4b-20, a
lamentation about the downfall of a univer
sal ruler. The text relates that the tyrant
intended to ascend to heaven in order to set
his throne above the koklbe 'el, 'the stars of
El'. and thus settle himself upon the divine
mountain in the outmost nonh (v 13). This
was an attempt to exercise dominion over
the universe, something traditionally re
served for El, the divine lord. The text al
ludes to Canaanite trnditions. POPE inter
preted a line in a Punic inscription from
ltaly-KAI 277:IO-ll-a5 follows: km
hkkhm 'I, 'like the stars of EI' (apud CROSS
1973:272). This interpretation has been chal
lenged by SPRONK (Beatific Afterlife [AOAT
219; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1986] 215n I) who
apparently renders 'like these stars'. How
ever, 'I can be interpreted as a genitivus
qualitatis: 'these divine stars'. The divine
mountain (-+Zaphon, -+Baal Zaphon )was
an imponant element in this Canaanitel
Ugaritic mythology.

Another trace of EI-worship in ancient
Israel is found in Ezek 28:2 (pace CROSS
1973:271). The king of Tyre regarded him
self a god and thought that he possessed a
divine residence in the midst of the sea
(-+Melqart). Here, the allusions to Canaanite
mythology are unmistakable. The residence
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of EI (m!b if) is referred to in KTU 1.3
iv:48: v:39: 1.4 i:12: iv:52. El's mythic
dwelling is situated at mbk "IIn,,1 apq
tlzmtm, 'the fountainhead of the two rivers!
bedding of the two floods' (e.g. KTU 1.2
iii:4; 1.6 i:33-34).

Funher hints to the worship of EI arc
given by the names 'el bcr;t (-+8aal Berith:
Judg 9:46). 'e! coMm (--EI-olam; Gen
21:33). 'e! 'e/yo" (Most High --Elyon: Gen
14: 18-22; Ps 78:35), 'el roc; (God of seeing
-+EI-roi: Gen 16:13), and 'el sadday
(--Shadday: Gen 17:1: 28:3: 35:11: 43:14:
48:3: 49:25 [cj.]: Exod 6:3: Ezek 10:5) as
well as by genitival constructions containing
EI: bl"e 'C! (Deut 32:8. 43: LXX: uioi
Seou: 4QDtnS bll)' '/[IIy",]: P. W. SKEHAN,
A fragment of the "song of Moses" (Deut.
32) from Qumran. BASOR 136 [1954] 12
15; O. LoRETZ. Die Vorgeschichte von
Deuteronomium 32,8f.43, UF 9 [1977] 355
357) respectively bClle 'eli", (Ps 29:1: 89:7).
",6?Jde 'el (Ps 74:8). and 'iidat 'e! (Ps 82: I:
H. NlEtlR, Gotter oder Menschen - cine
falsche Alternative: Bemcrkungen zu Ps 82,
ZA \V 99 [1988] 94-98).

Finally, Hebrew proper names \\lith the
theophoric element 'el known from the OT
as well as from ancient Hebrew inscriptions
should be taken into account. lt is not clear
whether the clement 'e! refers to a deity in
general or to EI in particular (for Ugarit sec
EISSFElDT 1951 :46-52: F. GR()NDAtll. Die
Personen"amell der Texte ails Ugarit [StP
I; Roma 1967] 94-97: for the other regions
see M. NOTH, lPN 82-99: J. H. TIGAY, YOIl

Shall HOl'e No Otller Gods [HSM 31: Atlan
ta 1986] 12. 83-85). In the main. the noun
'el is used in the OT in a way comparable to
the Ugaritic and Canaanite inscriptions. i.e.
as an appellative meaning 'god'. This use
survived alongside the divine designation
'e16him (e.g. Exod 15:1 I: Isa 44:10. 15. 17:
46:6: Ezek 28:9: Ps 36:7: 80: 11: 104:21 [7]:
Dan II :36). There are cases where 'N refers
to Yahweh. Apparently there was no re
straint in ancient Israel in using the substan
tive since Yahweh-in spite of his incom
parability-was also perceived as a deity
comparable to the gods of the Canaanite
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world (e.g. Gen 35: 1. 3; Exod 15:2; Deut
3:24; Isa 5:16; 7:14; 8:8. 10: 31:3: Jer
51:56: Hos 11:9; 12:1; Mic 7:18: Ps 63:2:
SMITH 1990:7-12; DE MOOR 1990).

The identification of EI with Yahweh
opened the possibility of adopting ideas and
concepts connected with the EI religion. A
problematic case is the designation Je/
qa1l1ui' (qml1lo'), 'a jealous god' for Yah\,.'eh
(Exod 20:5; 34: 14; Deut 4:24: 5:9: 6: 15;
Josh 24:19: Nah 1:2) since in the Ugaritic
liternturc jealousy and violent behaviour is a
charncteristic not of EI, but of the goddess
-Anat (KTV 1.3 v:22-25: 1.17 vi:41-45:
1.18 i:9-12). It is easier to find the ante
cedent to the characterization of Yahweh as
Jel ra~~Jlim we~Janmill Jaek Jappayim werab
~lesed, 'a merciful and grncious god, long
suffering and abundant in goodness' (Exod
34:6: Jonah 4:2; Joel 2: 13: Ps 86: 15: 103:8;
145:8: Neh 9: 17: many other passages con
tain separnte elements of this confession).
This phrase is related to the epithet of EI of
Ugarit I!pn iI dpid discussed above (SMITH
1990: 10). Most probably, this trait of EI was
also known in the more southern Canaanite
regions. The fact that it was taken over to
charncterize Yahweh underlines the continu
ation between the Ugaritic/Canaanite EI
religion and later Yahwism (DE MOOR 1990:
69-82. 234-260; KORPEL 1990: S!>IITH 1990:
7-12.21-26: LoRETZ 1990:73. 182: pace e.g.
L. K6HLER, Theologie des Alte" Testaments
[Tiibingen 1936 =41966] 30). An important
feature is the designation of Yahweh as
'king'. though this title is not applied to El
in the Ugaritic inscriptions but to Baal.
Nonetheless, this metaphor hints at a
Canaanite heritage. The moment of attribu
tion of the epithet 'king' to Yahweh is a
question of debate. The concept of Baal as
king might have been of influence (SCHMIDT
1966; KORPEL 1990:281-286).

The Phoenician inscriptions from Karntepe
reveal EI as a creator-god. Therefore it is
plausible that the Canaanite population of
Palestine has taken over the view of El as a
creator, which was only late applied to
Yahweh. It should be noted however that it
is not clear from the Ugaritic texts that EI

EL

was seen as creator. The view that mankind
was the creation of Yahweh is known from
sources which are not earlier than the
seventh century BCE (Gen 2:7. 22; Exod
4: II: Deut 4:32: 32:6. 15; Isa 29: 16; Hos
8:14; Prov 14:31; 17:5; 22:2; 29:13 [ef.
20: 12: Ps 139: 13D, and the view of Yahweh
as the creator of mankind cannot certainly
be traced back to the concept of creation of
the earth by Yahweh (Gen 2; 14:19. 22).
Ho\,.·ever, it should also be taken into
account that the idea of Ynhweh as creator
was borrowed by the Isrnelites from the
Phoenician -·Baal-shamem religion (H.
NIEIIR, Der hoch,r;re GOIt [BZAW 190; Ber
lin New York 1990] 119-140).

The fact that Yahweh obtained, though
relatively late, the title Jlib, '-·Fathcr' (Isa
63: 16: Jer 3:4: 31 :9: Mal I:6) probably also
shows Canaanite influence though attesta
tions that EI was seen as 'father' arc only
known from Ugaritic sources (e.g. KTV 1.2
i:33: 1.3 v:35: 1.4 iv:47; 1.14 i:41; KORPEL
1990:235-239).

S. E. LoEWENSTAMM (Comparati\'£' Stud
ies ill Biblical and Anciem Oriental Litera
tlIre,r; [AOAT 204; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1980]
157-159) connects Num 12:13 to the
Canaanite concept of EI as healer (-·EI
rophe) and 2 Sam 14:20, as well as Job
12: 12, to El's wisdom. It should be re
marked that the references applying the
noun Jel to Yahweh increase from the Baby
lonian ern onward (Isa 40: 18; 42:5; 43: 10,
12; 45:14, 15. 20-22; 46:9; Num 16:22: I
Sam 2:3: Josh 22:22: lsa 12:2; Lam 3:41).
They prove that EI did not disappear from
the religious sphere and should likewise be
judged as an intentionally archaizing el
ement. The narne EI is employed for
Yahweh particularly often in the Psalter
(e.g. 5:5; 7:12; 18 1= 2 Sam 22):3. 31. 33.
48: 102:25).
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W. HERRMANN

EL-BERITH -. BAAL BERITH

EL-CREATOR-OF-THE-EARTH
I. The second element of the name of

the deity '1 qn 'r~ can etymologically be
connected with the verbal-root QlIlY 'create,
acquire (a property)', which is used for
example, in Ps 139: 13 ('atta qanita kilyotai
'you created my kidneys'). The interpreta
tion of the god as 'EI-Creator-of-the-Earth'
therefore seems highly justified. Contrast E.
LIPINSKI (nvAT 7 [1990-1992] 68) who
preferred a derivation from QNY 'to keep, to
possess' and translated: 'EI-the-Owner-of
the Earth'. The God is mentioned in Gen
14:19.22.

II. The name of the deity first occurs
outside the Bible in Phoenician in the Kara-

tepe-Inscription ('I qn 'r$ KAI 26 A III 18 =
TSSI III 15 A III 18, end of the eighth cen
tury BCE). The hieroglyphic-Luwian version
mentions the Mesopotamian god of wisdom
and sweet-water Ea in the writing Da-a-i.
EI-Creator-of-the-Earth is mentioned in the
curse-fonnula between -+ BaCal Samcm, i.e.
the Lord of Heaven, and Sam~ <olam, i.e.
the Sun-god of Eternity. Traces of the
Canaanite god and his worship can be found
much earlier. A mythological text from the
Hittite archive of tIattu~a tells the story of
del-k,,-ni-er-Ja. the husband of da-se-er-llIm
(-·Ashera). He dwells in a tent at the
sources of the river Mala i.e. the -·Eu
phrates (ANE13 519, cr. H. OrrEN. MID I
[1953] 125-150: MDDG 85 [1953] 27-38).
The Weathergod. embarrassed by the sexual
overtures of Ashertu, pays a visit to EI
qoneh who advises him to injure the god
dess. He complies by murdering 77 or 88
sons of Ashertu. The slaughter gives rise to
great mourning. The myth breaks off here,
but it is certain that it is Canaanite in origin.
The god EI-Creator-of-the-Earth who lives
in a tent by the Euphrntes, moreover, points
to a nomadic cultural setting. In the writing
dkll-ni-er-sa (i.e. without the opening god
name, if not to be found in the detenninat
ive) the god also occurs in a frngmentary
Hittite ritual (KUB 36,38 rev.8) as one of
the 'thousand gods of Ijatti-Iand'. Centuries
later. in the second cent. BCE, an exedra and
a porticus were dedicated to '1 qn 'r$ in
Leptis Magna (Tripolitania) by a man
named Candidus. son of Candidus. who
gave notice of it by means of a NeoPunic
inscription (KAI 129 =LEVI DELLA VIDA &
AMADASI Guzzo 1987, No. 18). In the
Aramaic world, we also know some tesserae
from Palmyrn. which mention '/ q(w)lI 'r
(lNGHOLT, SEYRIG & STARCKY, Recueil
[1955] No. 220-223). From the same place
there is even a bilingual dedication [/)'1 q\\'l1

'r 'Ih' !b' 'To EI-Creator-of-the-Earth the
good god'. Greek poseidimi rheo (J. CAN
TINEAU, Syria 19 (1938] 78:5). This divine
figure may also be represented by the
b'[lJlmwn qnh dy rho 'Baal-shamen creator
of the earth' in the Hatra-Inscription 23,3
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(KAI 244) and the KOlllwros of a Latin and
a Greek inscription from Baalbck (lGLS VI
No. 2743; 2841).

These widespread references show that
EI-qoneh was venerated for a very long time
in the West-Semitic world. He is best
regarded as a manifestation of the highest
god -·EI: simply in his role as creator
m/lndi. In Hatra Baal-shamen was accorded
the highest rank among the gods; and there
fore assumed Ers power as creator.

III. In the late (but in its core early)
Biblical midrash about the meeting between
--'Melchizedek and Abram (Gen 14). the
latter is blessed by the High Priest of
(Jeru)salem in the name of 'il 'ely(m qone
siimayim wti'iire$ (v 19). He answers by
swearing an oath in the name of the same
god (v 22). It is to be noticed. that a con
tamination of £1 and £Iyon here took place.
perhaps in a later Yahwistic tradition. The
tradition epithet is extended: the creation
comprises heaven and earth. a development
which made H. GESE think of a divine triad
consisting of an 'Cl '£/)'on. 'el qonc 'are$
and 'e/ qone famayim (RAAM [1970] 114).
It is interesting to note that I QGenApocr
22: 16.21 uses the Aramaic title mrh. Le.
'Lord (of Heaven and Earth)' in his trans
lation instead of qone. With this interpreta
tion. the offensive contamination is rejected
in favor of an interpretation of the unified
name of the god 'il '£/)'on. The reference to
EI Qoneh in Gen 14 shows that this Canaan
ite god was well known to the Israelites but
did not find his place in any official (and
private?) cult.
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W. ROLLIG

ELDERS 7tpEcspim:pot
I. The noun prcsbyteros. usually mean

ing 'older'. or in a technical sense 'elder'
(Jewish) or 'presbyter' (Christian). occurs
12 times in Rev referring to beings in
heaven. They are always identificd as 'the
twenty-four elders'.

II. Twenty-four elders appear for the
first time in the vision of heaven in chap. 4
and are described as sitting on 24 thrones
situated around the throne of God. dressed
in white gannenls and with golden crowns
on their heads (4: 14). Also around the
throne. probably in the area between the
throne of God and the 24 thrones of the
elders. four living creatures are positioned
(4:6-8). Their task is to praise God without
ceasing and their praise is supported by the
24 elders who prostrate themselves (lit.
'fall'. pipto) before the throne of God and
worship him (prosk)'ne6).

The triad of the throne of God. the four
living creatures and the 24 elders is subse
quently used to describe the centrol place in
heaven where specific events take place: the
appearing of the -·Lamb (5:6) and the wor
ship of the Lamb by the -angels (5: II), the
worship of God by the angels (7: II) and the
singing of the new song (14:3). In these
texts no actions of the elders are mentioned.

When they come into action it is to wor
ship God together with the four living crea
tures. Their worship is described in the same
way as in chap. 4. It occurs when the Lamb
receives the scroll (5:8-10) and at the end of
the same scene (5: 14); when the seventh
angel has blown his trumpet (11: 16). and at
the great Hallelujah in heaven (19:4). Twice
one of the elders acts as an angelII.'; inter
pres. viz. when the Lamb is announced (5:5)
and when the countless multitude (7:9) is
identified as those who have passed through
the great ordeal (7: 13-17). The thrones on
which the elders are sitting are mentioned
only in the introductory description in 4:4
and in II: 16 where they serve to identify
the elders (if the article hoi is retained).
Usually the throne is the throne of judgment
(cf. 20:4; Matt 19:28; Luke 22:30; Dan 7:9
10; Ps 121:5 LXX). but the occupants of the
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throne in 20:4 arc not the elders but the
martyrs risen from death. The golden
crowns on the heads of the elders are men
tioned only in 4:4 and in 4: 10 where they
are laid before the throne of God as an act
of submission.

To sum up. the 24 elders have their place
in a circle around the throne of God and
their sole function is to worship God, they
are explicitly distinguished from the angels
in 7: II and implicitly in 5: 11.

The idea of a divine household surround
ing God is known in the OT (cf. I Kgs
22: 19: Job 1:6: 2: I: --Council) and wide
spread in Jewish apocalyptic traditions but
no mention is made of elders (except. poss
ibly, Isa 24:23 LXX, if ellopioll t01l presby
teni" refers to heavenly beings and not to
the elders of the people ao; suggested in the
Targum).

Since no clear connections with other (rd

ditions, Jewish or non-Jewish. can be estab
lished the following hypotheses to explain
the 24 elders in heaven are proposed.

The elders may represent or reflect earth
ly institutions, such a<; the elders of the
people of Israel (cf. Isa 24:23. quoted above:
Exod 24: II), or the 24 priestly orders (2 Chr
24:1-19; cf. in the Mishnah 'the elders of
the priesthood', Yoma 1,5). or the twelve
patriarchs and the twelve apostles (men
tioned togethcr in Rev 21: 12-14) represent
ing together the people of God of the aT
and the NT. or the presbyters of the Chris
tian church. This last interpretation would
also explain why the 24 elders carry the
incense which represents the prayers of the
saints (5:8). But nowhere in Rev are elders
or presbyters referred to as church officers.

The idea of the 24 elders in heaven may
go back to ideas from the Unrwelt, such as
the 24 Babylonian astral deities mentioned
in Diodorus Siculus II 31,4 (quoted in
BOUSSET 1906: CHARLES 1920) and called
'judges of the univcrse' (cf. 2 Enoch A
IV,I): or the 24 Iranian hea\'enly Yazatas
(possibly referred to by Plutarch, Isis et
Osiri.'i 47. cf BOUSSET 1906; CHARLES
1920). But the 24 elders are neither rulers
nor judges. Their only task is to worship

God. It is true that the number of 24 has
cosmic connotations but this is too general
to be helpful. Non of these hypotheses can
give a satisfactory explanation of the origin
and background of the 24 elders in hea\·en.
The parallels quoted or referred to may
somehow have contributed to the idea but
they are no more than analogies.
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ELEMENTAL SPIRITS OF THE UNI
VERSE -. STOICHEIA

ELIJAH "j.l;~, :i.?~, ·H).(E)ia~

I. Elijah ="Yahweh is God" (cf. I Kgs
18:36.37) is the name (surname?) of an
Israelite prophet (9th century BCE). and
occurs 68 times in the aT (62x in I Kgs 
2Kgs 2). 29 times in the NT and further in I
Macc 2:58; Sir 48: I .4.12. On account of his
ac;cension (2 Kgs 2: 11) he is considered to
have been transferred to heavenly existence
and accordingly his return could be expected
(Mal 3:23.24).

II. Stories about men who have been
transported bodily from the realm of human
kind to a domain inaccessible to ordinary
mortals (heaven, paradise or some other
inaccessible place). are known from an
tiquity. espccially from Greece and Rome
(STRECKER 1962:461-476; LOIIFINK 1971:
32-79). but also from Mesopotamia (Scm.trrr
1973:4-23). In Rome the emperor's removal
to heavcn was a condition for his apotheosis
and cult. In the NT -·Jesus· ascension is
described as a removal in Mark 16: 19; Luke
9:51; Acts I:2.9.11.22; I Tim 3: 16.
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The ascension traditions have a number
of characteristic traits in common (cf.
HOUTMAN 1978:301-303). With regard to
the story of Elijah's translation, the follow
ing elements can be pointed out: they havc
thc purpose of telling about n person' s
removal in thc flesh to the divine world.
Usually they are told from the perspective of
the spectator(s). The circumstances and thc
place of the ascension are described rather
fully (cf. 2 Kgs 2: 1-18; Luke 24:36-53; Acts
1:4-11). No detailed infonnation, however,
is given about the journey, the route and the
destination of the transponed person (cf. 2
Kgs 2: 11.12; Luke 24:51; Acts 1:2.11.22).
He has vanished without a trace. None of
his monal remains can be found on eanh
(cf. 2 Kgs 2:16-18; Luke 24:1-11.23.24).
God or the gods are regarded as the agent(s)
of the translation (2 Kgs 2: I presenl~ an
interpretation of 2 Kgs 2: II; cf. Luke
24:52.53). Often fire (cf. Judg 13:20) and
meteorological phenomena carry away the
person concerned and/or conceal the event
(cf. 2 Kgs 2: 11.12; Acts I:9: I Thess 4: 17;
Rev II: 12). By his assumption he is
qualified as an exceptional being (cf. Judg
13:6.8.10-23). As a miracle the removal
demands belief. Such belief can be elicited.
for instance. as the result of an inquiry (d. 2
Kgs 2: 16-18) or by (a) witness(es) (cf. 2
Kgs 2: 12.18: Acts I: 10.11: Rev II: 12), by
the appearance of heavenly beings (cf. Acts
I: I0.11) or by a voice from heaven (Rev
II: 12). To be taken up is exceptional and a
great honour. It happens only to extraor
dinary monals. By ascension immonality
and a divine status are acquired. Among the
heavenly beings the person in question lives
on. So he can be a helper for people on
earth (cf. Matt 2~:30; Rom 8:34). From his
exalted position he can return to eanh (cf.
Mal 3:23.24; Acts 1:11; Rev 1:7; 14:14-16).
Bodily translation does not always exclude
dying. but in that case resurrection is suppo
sed (cf. Luke 24:51; Acts I:9: Rev ) I: 11.12
and scc I Thess 4: 16.17).

III. In the books of Kings, Elijah is
depicted ao; a real man of God. Thanks to
his intimate relation with the LORD he wa~

in possession of supernatural powers and in
a position to do mirnclcs (I Kgs 17:8-16;
18:37.38; 2 Kgs 2:8). He had at his disposal
both life and death (I Kgs 17: I, cf. Sir 48:3;
Luke 4:25.26; Jas 5: 17.18; Rev II :6; I Kgs
17:17-24; 2 Kgs 1:10-14). He was a cham
pion of justice (I Kgs 21) and distinguished
himself by his combat against -8a••I-wor
ship and by his leal (cf. I Kgs 19: 10.14) for
the LORD (I Kgs 18-19. cf. Rom 11:2-5; 2
Kgs I; Sir 48:3b, cf. Luke 9:54; 2 Chron
21:12-15). To a cenain extent Elijah has the
traits of a new -·Moses (cf. e.g. G. FOHRER
19682:55-57). Great homage was paid to
Elijah. By means of divine chariots (cf. Dan
7: 13; Mark 13:26 par.; 14:62 par.) he was
carried up to heaven (2 Kgs 2: 1.11; Sir
48:9.11.12). according to I Macc 2:58 for
being zcalous and fervent for the law. With
in the OT no other person's removal is nar
rnted with such clarity a.~ Elijah's. The
translation of -·Enoch is only suggested (the
verb lqb in Gen 5:24 pennits various inter
pretations). Clear evidence about the
assumption of other prominent OT figures
such a<; Moses, Baruch and Ezra belong to
the tmditions oUl~ide the OT. Already with
in the OT Elijah's rcturn is announced and
a.<;sociated with the Mcssianic age (Mal 3: I.
23.24, cf. Sir 48: 10).

The phrase "to heaven" in 2 Kgs 2: 1.11
has been translated in the LXX in a remark
able way by "os eis lOll ourallon. "as if to
heaven" (sec also some MSS of I Macc
2:58). The reason for this dilution of the
Heb text is not clear. Did the translator
reject the miracle? (ScH~nIT 1973: 150).
According to an interpretation which is
mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud
(Sukkah 5a). Elijah's ascension to heaven is
excluded by Ps 115:16 (cf. Str-B 4 [1924]
765). The view that Elijah had not ascended
to heaven is also ascribed to the Evangelist
John (John 3: 13. cf. John 8:52.53) (MARTYN
1976: 181-219). In Samaritan tradition.
Elijah is depicted as a rascal who on his
flight for king Ahab drowned in the river
Jordan (The Samaritall Chronicle No. II; cd.
MACDONALD 1969:163. 164). Did the trans
lator intend to eliminate the chronological
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problem of 2 Chron 21: 12-41 letter of Elijah
reached Joram of Judah who lived after
Elijah's ascension-by suggesting that
Elijah had' only been lifted up "as if to
heaven" and had been brought to another
place on earth (cf. I Kings 18:12; 2 Kgs
2:16; Acts 8:39.40)1 Or did he hold a dis
senting view on Elijah's destination, viz.
that Elijah had been carried to paradise (cf.
Jub 4:23), the place for the elect and right
eous ones (1 Enoch 70)1 An indication of
Elijah's destination is lacking in LXX Sir
48:9 and in Josephus' description of Elijah's
removal (Ant. 9.28) (cf. HounfA~ 1978:
298-3(0). The rabbis (Str-B 4 [1924) 765
766) as well as the Fathers (e.g., Irenaeus,
Contra Haereses 5.5.1; Gregory the Great.
Homilia XXIX; PL 76 [1849] 1216) had no
uniform view of Elijah's destination.

According to the NT some people be
lieved Jesus to be Elijah (Matt 16:14; Mark
6: 15; 8:28; Luke 9:8,19; see also Luke 22:
43, cr. 1 Kgs 19:5.7), but in conformity with
his Messianic claim he himself designated
John the Baptist as having been the precur
sor and herald of the -Messiah (Matt 11: 14;
cr. Matt 17:13; Luke 1:17; sec on the con
trary John I:21.25). In the role of a precur
sor of Jesus. Elijah appeared together with
Moses (cf. Mal 3:22-24) on the Mount of
Transfiguration. There they talked with
Jesus (Matt 17:1-13; Mark 9:2-13; Luke
9:28-36). By their coming the beginning of
final age is announced (cf. also Rev 11 :3
12). In extra-biblical literature Elijah, as a
precursor of the Messiah. is accompanied by
Enoch (e.g.• J Enoch 90:31; 4 Ezra 6:26). In
Rev 11:3-12 reference is made to Moses and
Elijah (cf. Rev 11:6) as preachers of repen
tance in the last time. In their confrontation
with the beast (cf. the description of Elijah's
and Enoch's struggle with the -Antichrist
in chap. 4 of the Elijah Apocalyse) they
suffered death. but after their martyrdom
they were raised from the dead and as
cended to heaven (Rev 11:7-12). As appears
from Matt 27:47.49; Mark 15:35.36. Elijah
was considered the helper of the hopeless
(cr. 1 Kgs 17:8-24) in popular Jewish belief.

IV. Ancient witnesses attest to the exist
ence of several apocryphal works which are

attributed to Elijah. Two complcte Apoca
lypses of Elijah arc known: a Coptic docu
ment and a Hebrew Sefer Eliyallll which is
significantly different from the Coptic work
(cf. DEItANDSCItUTIER 1988:59-68). In mb
binical literature Elijah plays a prominent
role. The solution of halakhic problems is
expected of him. Rabbis and pious men
were considered to have been guided by him
in their studies. He is a precursor and active
partner of the Messiah. On account of his
burning zeal for the loRD he is identified
with Aaron's grdndson Phinehas (cf. Num
25:7-13; Ps 106:30). In various guises he
appears as the redcemcr and the helper of
the poor and the hopeless. In Jewish mysti
cism Elijah is regarded as a supcrnatuml
being not born of a woman. He is an angel
descended from heaven for the purpose of
being useful to humankind and a teacher of
Kabbalah. In Jewish folklore Elijah is a
favourite hero. He combats social injustice.
helps the poor and turns against the proud
and the oppressors. He also figures in
humoristic stories and in religious customs
("the chair of Elijah" at the circumcision
ceremony; "thc cup of Elijah" at the Pass
over Seder). With the name lIynas, Elijah
occurs in the Koran (Sura 6:85: 37: 123-130)
and in Islamic tradition (cf. Hisi. 204-206;
A. J. WENSINCK. Ene/sl3 [1927]470-471).
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C. HOlITMAN

ELOAH i1';~
I. The Hebrew word 'eloah is derived

from a base 'iMIz-. perhaps a secondary form
of the Common Semitic word 'i/-, 'god'.
Cognate terms arc known from Ugaritic,
Aramaic, and Arabic/Arabian. The relation
ship between the common noun and the
divine name is complicated and it varies
considembly from one language to another.
In Ammaic and in the epigraphic Arabian
dialects, it is primarily a common noun,
while in Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Arabic
(Allah < al-'i/iillll, 'the god') the usage as a
divine name is clearly attested. There can be
no doubt that the more common biblical and
Jewish designation of 'god' as Elohim
represents an expansion of Eloah, though

there is debate both as to the 'meaning' of
Eloah and a<; to the origin of the expanded
form (--'God).

II. The earliest certain attestations of
both the singular and plural forms are in
Ugaritic (the existence of the word in Amor
ite is doubtful: F. M. CROSS, nVAT I
[1973) 260). There can be no doubt that
both ilIl and ilIlm occur in Ugaritic ritual
teXL<;, though the precise analysis of the
form and meaning of i/hm is not always per
fectly clear. These divine names are attested
to date in only two ritual texts, KTV 1.39
and 1.41 (the second text has a near dupli
cate, KTV 1.87, which permits fairly certain
restoration of a basic text) and in one text
with mixed characteristics (KTV 1.108:13).
In the ritual texts, both ilIl and i/hm are
listed as recipients of sacrifices. The pres
ence of the singular form ilIl is established
by parallel versions of a sequence of
sacrifices (KTV 1.39:5 and 41:14, 30 ilh ...
ilh11l ... i/hm), while the form i/hm occurs in
three distinct contexts: (I) the one just cited,
where ilhm is repeated twice after ilh in a
sequence of three sacrifices; (2) ilhm btlm
(KTV 1.39:9 and 41: 18); and (3) as an inde
pendent divine entity (KTV 1.39:3 and
41 :6.12.28). In this third context, where i/h11l
is a discrete entity in an offering list, it
appears in three different sequences of
divinities: (1) m, i/Izm, end of section (KTV
1.41:6); (2) beginning of section, i/hm. [kmll
W s1I1n (KTV 1.39:3 and 41: 12); (3) illS ilm,
illz11l, Ips (KTV 1.41 :27-28). The existence
of different sequences establishes the use of
the fonn i/hm to fill the slot otherwise
occupied by a divine name, and explana
tions of i/hm in the first two contexts that do
not take this fact into consideration arc
thereby weakened. In particular, the inter
pretation of ilIlm as an appellati ve in the
phrase i/llm btlm, i.e. 'Baal-gods', is without
parallel in the ritual texts. It is preferable,
therefore, to recognize in it two distinct
divine names, 'the 'I/iihiuna (and) the
Batalfuna). The term expressing the simple
notion of 'gods' in these texts is i/m which,
as such, never fills the 'deity' slot in an
offering list because it occurs only in com
posite divine names or in reference to a
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specific group of deities. It is always, there
fore, to be translated 'gods' rather than
'God(s)' .

The one occurrence of illl in a text
containing mythological elements, i.e. KTV
1.108:13, is of little help in defining the
character and function of the deity because
the passage in question is badly broken (cf.
D. PARDEE, Les lexles para-m)'lllOlogiqlles
de la 24e Campagne (1961) [RSO IV; Paris
1988] chap. II). The text does not belong to
the group of primary mythological texts. It
also contains none of the elements on which
scholars have based their proposals for the
early dating of the major myths. The group
of texts to which this one belongs occa
sionally show definite ritual elements. So
this poem may have becn intcnded primarily
for cultic use. The fact that it ends with a
benediction on behalf of the king and the
city of Ugarit adds credence to this
classification. The restoration of the fonn
ilhm'in another of the 'pam-mythological'
texts, KTV 1.107:11 (line 36' in PARDEE'S
new edition, us lexles para-m)'llwlogiqlles,
chap. VIII) is hypothetical, though not
impossible.

The distribution and the function of the
feminine foml ifhl are quite different: that
fonn appears only in mythological texts
where it means 'goddesses'. It functions
therefore as the plural of ifl, 'goddess'. The
fonn clearly belongs to the old poetic lan
guage because it appears in all of the major
cycles as well as in briefer texts (A7V 1.24
and 1.~). The distribution of fonns is thus
the following: ifhl, meaning 'goddesses',
occurs only in the mythological texts, where
ifm is the standard plural of ii, 'god'. On the
other hand, ifhm appears alongside ibn in
the ritual texts, though each has a different
function: ifm is a common noun and it never
fills the 'deity' slot in the offering lists
except as part of a composite name (e.g. pl,r
i1ln, 'the assembly of the gods'), while i11111l

does fill the 'deity' slot, both in the im
mediate environment of ifh and alone.

The presence of iIIll in the mythological
texts shows that the root )LII is quite old,
while the absence of the singular fonn ifh in

the major mythological texts, together with
its presence in the ritual prose texts, may be
taken as indicating, at least in the light of
present data, that the plural fonn preceded
the singular. One can thus posit that iIIunJ
ifhl were originally expanded plumls (ill, is
not, therefore, a broken plural!) of Will and
that ifh is a secondary fomlation. In the rit
ual texts, the fact that i11111l appears just
before the deity [knlll w film, the youngest
of -·El's offspring, may indicate that the
tenn has come to designate cenain of El's
descendants. The precise reason for the
secondary creation of a deity illl can only be
a subject for speculation, though there is a
parallel in Ugaritic religion if one accepts
that the divinity rpll is a back-fonnation
from the plural fonn rpllm. (sec PARDEE,
US leXles rilliels [RSO: Paris, f.c.], chap. I,
on RS 1.001:3).

The word for 'god' in Ammaic, from
Yaudic to Syriac, is 'IIJ, and the word 'I is
basically absent from the various Ammaic
dialects as a common noun (where if does
occur, either it denotes the deity El, as is
frequent in personal names, or else the text
is of Jewish origin-see J. M. LINDENBER
GER, 77,e Proverbs of Ahiqar [Baltimore
1983] 93). Nonnally the plural denotes true
plurality in Aramaic, though in Jewish texts
the plural fonn is used in imitation of bibli
cal and Jewish usage of Hebrew 'elOhim to
designate Yahweh. Other than the identi
fication in Jewish texts of 'eliiIJl'iliihin with
the corresponding Hebrew deity, there is no
evidence presently available for the cxist
ence of a divine name 'liz in Aramaic. Be
cause there are no second-millennium texl<;
of a truly Aramaic character, we can only
reconstruct hypothetically the pre-Yaudic
history of the Aramaic word 'Ih. The essen
tial absence of the common noun '1 in the
Aramaic dialects indicates that 'Ill displaced '1
in that function at a very early date.

In the dialects of epigmphic Ambian, one
finds both '1 and 'Ih as common nouns
meaning 'god' and occurring in various
configurations (M. HtiFNER, WbM)'11l I. 420
422, on Nonh and Central Arabian). In the
South Arabian dialect of Qataban, for
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example, lhe fonn 'Ih exists as a singular
common noun, but it also provides the
plural of 'i! (S. D. RICKS, Lexicon of
Inscriptiollal Qarabanilln [StP 14: Rome
1989] 10-11).

The importance of a divine name in
anthroponymy is of interest for detennining
the place of the divinity in a given society
(PARDEE 1988, with previous bibliography).
The case of Eloah is instructive because it is
absent, both as a true theophoric element
and as an appellative. from both Ugaritic
and Biblical personal names, where lhe deity
plays a minor role, though it docs appear in
Aramaic as well as in Arabian names (cf.
M. MARAQTEN, Die semitischell Persollell
lIamell in den all- WId reichsaramiiischell
Inscllrijtell ails Vorderasien [Hildesheim
19881 45, 223: J. K. STARK, Personal
Names ill Palm)'relle IlIScriptiolls [Oxford
1971] 68: G. LANKESTER HARDING, All
Illdex 1I11d COllcordance of Pre-Islamic
Arabian Names and Imcripliolls [Toronto
1971} 71-72, 91, 118). One may draw the
preliminary conclusion, which is supported
by the other literary genres, that the divinity
'Iliihu was a minor one in Ugaritic culture.
The case of lhe Israelites is more compli
cated, for lhere Eloah is relatively unimport
ant while Elohim is very important but
neither fonn appears in proper names (on
the general absence in personal names of
theophoric elements the fonn of which is
plural or composite, see PARDEE 1988). On
the other hand, the common noun 'i/dh- was
used in personal names only in lhose cul
tures where the word was an important part
of the vocabulary.

III. In the Hebrew Bible, 'eMah appears
fifty-seven times (as compared with nearly
100 occurrences of 'Niih in the Aramaic sec
tions, which constitute, of course, only a
fraction of lhe total text). The plural fonn
'NoMm occurs some 2750 times, both as a
common noun and as a divine name. That
this form had the status of a divine name is
proved, among other indicators, by the usc
of singular fonns used to modify the formal
ly plural fonn. In the case of the singular,
lhat morpho-syntactic marker is not prescnt

and other criteria must be used to detennine
whether the function is that of .l divine
name or of a common noun. There can be
no question of the word 'elvah being of late
Arnmaean origin in biblical Hebrew because
the word shows the characteristic Canaanite
shift of Ial to 161. Any putative Aramaic ori
gin must therefore predate lhat shift.

Eloah occurs as a divine name most fre
quently in the book of Job, where that tenn,
-+EI, and -·Shadday are the standard words
for 'God' in the poetic sections (Eloah forty
one times. EI fifty-five times, Shadday lhir
ty-one times). The divine name Yahweh
appears almost exclusively in the prose sec
tions and in some transition indicators in
dialogues. The other lhree tenns are used
much as Elohim or Yahweh are used in the
rest of the Hebrew Bible (lhe plural fonn
'e!6Mm occurs only four times in the poetic
sections of Job). Outside lhe book of Job,
only in Ps 50:22, 139: 19, and Prov 30:5
docs the fonnulation clearly indicate that
'eloah is being used as a divine name.

The appellative function is unmistakable
in scveral passages: in Deut 32: 17 there
appears the expression 10' 'NOah, 'no god',
and in Ps 18:32 one finds the phrase "Who
is 'eloah but Yahweh?", parallelled in 2
Sam 22:32 by "Who is 'e! but Yahweh" (cf.
also Isa 44:8). Finally, in Dan 11:37-39
'Noah is used much like 'eMh in the Aram
aic chapters, while the appellative function
is clear in Deut 32:15, Hab 1:11, Ps 114:7,
Neh 9:17, and 2 Chr 32:15 as well.

In Hab 3:3, the function of the tenn is
debatable: 'Cloah millcmiill yiibo' weqdd6.f
mellllr-pd'rdll, "Eloah has come from
Ternan, Qadosh from Mount Paran". Is the
parallelism here 'GodI/(lhe) Holy One' or 'a
god/la holy one'? In the context of Hab 3
one would not wish to doubt that the ref
erence is monotheistic and to Yahweh: but
docs the expression make use of lhe com
mon noun as an epithet of Yahweh or of a
divine name equivalent to Yahweh?

Except in details of distribution, lherc
fore, with lhe usage as a divine name being
rare except in Job, the usage of Eloah is
similar to that of Elohim. Lack of data pre-
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c1udes any conclusions about the possible
relationship between the Ugaritic concepts
of ~l/iihu/l/(ihumaand the origin and devel
opment of Hebrew views of the same terms.
The relationship between EloahlElohim and
Yahweh must be elucidated, to the extent
that presently available data permit such
decisions, in the broader context of the
identification of Yahweh with other deities/
divine names (EI, Eloah, Elohim, Yah,
Elyon, and Shadday are the permitted ones,
though the range of popular usage may have
been more extensive-see PARDEE 1988,
with previous bibliography).
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D. PARDEE

ELOHIM - GOD I

EL-OLAM l:"l} ,~

I. In the Old Testament, the divine
name ~EI 'olam is attested in Gen 21 :33, i.e.
in the conclusion of the story of Abraham's
encounter with the Philistine king Abimelek
in Beersheba (Gen 21 :20-34). After having
attested-by the token of seven ewe
lambs-that he himself has dug the wen of
Beersheba (vv 28-30) and after the con
clusion of a covenant with Abimclek and the
departure of his visitor (vv 22-24.27.32),
Abraham plants a tamarisk Cese/) in Beer
sheba and invokes the name of ylzwh ~eI

'olam. The two vv 33-34 are often held to
be an addition to an already composite nar
rath'e (stratum A: vv 22-24.27.32; stratum

B: vv 25-26.28-30.31, see WESTERMANN
1981 :423-428). Others think that these
verses have been displaced from another
context (see EISSFELDT 1966:393 n. 5).

In the context of his story, the author of
Gen 21:33 clearly treats EI-Olam as a divine
epithet for -Yahweh, and not a.. a separate
god. It is possible, of course, that yhwh is a
secondary intrusion into the narrative: in vv
22 and 23, the divinity is designated as
'God' Celo!rim). in the discourse of Abi
melek. and that God is obviously considered
as binding both Abraham and Abimelek.
This is consistent with the outlook of the
'elohistic context' to which Gen 20-22 have
traditionnally been attributed: even if one
keeps in mind that a pre-exilic dating of
these chapters has now become improbable
(VAN SETERS 1975:227-240; BLUM 1984:
405-419).

II. Independent of the date of the redac
tion of the Genesis narrative. the question of
the traditional background needs to be rais
ed, and in that context the question of the
'identity' of the figure standing behind EI
olam. Until the late seventies. it was com
mon to assume (see WESTERMANN 1981:
I 16- I38) that El-olam in Gen 21 :33, as well
as most of the other occurences of EI-titles
in the patriarchal narratives, were the relics
of divinities belonging to a pre-Israelite or
'proto-Israelite'-or at the very least, pre
Yahwistic-stratum of the history of biblical
religion. This perspective was suggested by
ALT'S (1929; 1953) 'discovery' of the 'god
of the fathers', that type of nameless tutelary
deity that supposedly belonged to the social
and historical phase of the still purely no
madic clans that were to become Israel. ALT
(1953:47-52) also suggested that the cult of
the local 'elim reflected a later, post-settle
ment stage, during which the proto-Israelite
immigrants had become familiar with the
various cults practiced by the autochthonous
'Canaanites' at local sanctuaries. In that
context. EI-olam would be the autochthon
ous god venerated at the shrine of Beersheba
(ALT 1953:7). After the discovery of the
texts of Ugarit, the 'el of the Genesis narra
ti ves ceased to be considered as a mere
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appellative and began to be identified with
-·EI, the crcator god of Ugarit. EI-olam of
Gen 21 :33 could now be secn as one of the
many local hypostases of the great Canaan
ite god, Le. the god EI of Beersheba, later
identified with Yahweh (EISSFELDT, KS 3,
393-394; KS 4, 196-197; DE VAUX 1971:
262-263; WORSCHECH 1983: 178; ctc.).
ALBERTZ (1992:57) doubts that the various
'iI-deities of the patriarchal narratives have
much in common with the great heavenly EI
of the Ugaritic pantheon, but the addition of
'61Om suggests that the deity of Gen 21 :33
was not considered as simply a localllllme1l.

Some scholars (e.g. VAN DEN BRANDEN
1990:36) have tried to show that 'olam as
applied to a deity could be used alone-Leo
without associmion with 'il or the like-so
in Deut 33:27a, where the expression l.erO'ol
'6W", would not mean 'the ancient/eternal
anns' but 'the arms of (the god) olam', and
they sunnised the existence~r at least the
'survival' in Biblical tradition-of a god
called Olam. Many of the occurrences of
'6lam in the Psalms were interpreted by
DAHOOD (1966; xxxvii and ad loc.) as di
vine names (Pss 24:7.9; 52: II; 66:7; 73: 12;
75: 10: 89:3). but all these passages are
better explained by assuming the common
meaning of 'olam in the Old Testament. As
CROSS (1973:48 n.l8) remarks: "Had he
found fewer instances his case would appear
stronger". In the pantheons of the ancient
Near Ea'\t, as will be shown below, '610",
often appears in conjunction with a divine
name: but apparently does not occur a'\ a
divine name in iL'\elf. It is better, therefore,
not to construe Olam as a divine name.

But how then is '£1 '6lam to be trans
lated? According to lENNI (1976:236), '£1
'olOm should be construed as a construct:
'EVGod of eternity', Le. 'the eternal Ell
God', rather than as a name preceded by an
independent appellative: 'the god 'Olam" or
'EI, the Ancient One', as CROSS (1955:236,
240) would have it, but CROSS (1973: 46-50,
see 49) argues that the proper name EI can
not be taken in a construct relationship to
the noun c6lam. In his opinion, a liturgical
fonnula of the type >£1 gil 'lilam ('EI, the

one (Le.lord) of eternity') must underlie the
name '£1 'oWm. CROSS (1973:49 n. 23) fur
ther points to the possibility of compound
divine names, like /lib or (smkms, implying
that EI and Olam could be two compounded
divine names. But EI-olam could also be the
combination of a divine name and an epi
thet. In the Ugaritic texts, gods appear to be
identified as if malk ('EI, the king') or rip
mlk ('Rcsheph, the king'); or, in a much
rarer combination, 'if lid ('the god Haddu')
(see CROSS 1973:50). Sincc Olam is not
attested as an independent deity (sec below),
it still remains very likely that, in Gen
21 :33, 'o!iim is used as an epithet: irrespect
ive of whether 'il is construed an appellative
or a divine name, In that case, EI-olam
should be rendered as 'EVGod, the Eternall
Everlasting/Ancient one'. This interpretation
is corroborated by such texts as Isa 40:28
("Yahweh is the God of Eternity" efOlle
'olam r/m'Jz) or Jcr 10:10 ("Yahweh is God
<and> is truth [i.e. is the true God), he is
God <and> is life [Le. is the living God)
and the king of eternity [Le. the eternal
king]"). The suggestion by VAN DEN
BRANDEN (1990:52) to vocalize, in the light
of Isa 45:15, '£1 '{,Iam and to understand
that divine title as 'the God who hides him
self lacks support in the texts.

ALBRIGHT (1966:24: no. 358) and CROSS
(1962:238-239) havc read the name EI-olam
('if fit; '6Iam; ) in a proto-sinaitic inscription,
presumably dating to the 15th cent. BCE.
CROSS has used this evidence as a decisive
argument for the characterization of primi
tive Yahwism as a fonn of EI worship (in
the same vein, see DE MOOR 1990:253). But
DUKSTRA (1987:249-250) has reexamined
the reading of CROSS and shown that EI
olam is absent from the inscription. Even
though the title EI-olam is not attested in
Ugarit, a Ugaritic text gives us the first
occurrence of '1m in co'!iunction with a di
vine name: the goddess Sapsu bears the epi
thet sps '1m ('Sun the everlasting') (KTU
2.42 [= UT 2008], 7). In the Aramaic inscip
tion from Karatepe (8th cent. nCE), we find
the god Samas (6Him (sms 'Im, 'Sun the
everlasting') mentioned alongside -·Baal-
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Shamen (btl Jmm, «the lord of heaven») and
'EI the Creator of Earth' CI qll t'1) (KA/ 26
111:19; cf, IV:2 Jm 'znvd ykn JClm km Jm JmJ
w)'r~ 'may the name of CZTWD stand fast
forever, like the name of the sun and the
moon'; see also WEiPPERT 1969). The Phoe
nichm incantation of Arslan Tash (7th cent.
BCE) mentions a goddess 'It tim 'the god
dess, the everlasting' (KA/27: 9-10), though
the expression could also be taken to mean
'everlasting oath'. It seems that the eptithet
tolOm is felt to be especially fit for solar dei
ties: the sun being the everlasting god par
excellence (see STAHLI 1985:27). One could
.therefore ask the question, whether the men
tion of a deity named EI-olam should be
seen in the context of the 'solarization' of
the system of religious symbols that KEEL &
UElfLlNGER (1992:282-321) have detected
for Israel (9th-8th cent.) and Judah (8th-7th
cent.), without however establishing a link
with toliim.

m. There remains the fundamental
question: Does the EI-olam of Gen 21 :33 go
back to a deity effectively worshipped or at
least so designated in a preliterary context,
or is that name simply an ad hoc invention
of the author of our Genesis passage?
Obviously, Gen 21 :33 does not constitute
sufficient evidence for postulating the exist
ence of a cult dedicated to a specific EI
olam, presumably located in Beersheba. But,
if one bears in mind that belief in EI is
attested for the 9th and 8th cent. BeE not
only in Deir ABa (in a presumably non
Isrnelite context) but also in Kuntillet CAjn1d
(see KEEL & UEHLINGER 1992:235-237.
211-218), it remains probable that the author
of Gen 21:33-and perhaps the circles
responsible for the Abraham trnditions as a
whole~wanted to connect their patriarch
with a form of pre-Yahwistic or para
Yahwistic piety that, in his opinion-but
perhaps rightly so-was prevalent in early
times or in marginal lones. According to
ALBERTZ (1978:77-91; 1992:47-53), that
type of piety was rooted in private family
life (as opposed to the official state cult
which was linked to the national and cosmic
Yahweh). But another possibility should

also be explored: perhaps 'patriarchal' relig
ion is the form of national religion-another
form of Yahwism-that wa." prevalent
among the tribal elites of Israel down to the
monarchic period: Le. before the prophetic
movement propagated the ideal of a non
tribal and non-genealogical Yahweh linked
to the Exodus tradition? That seems to be
the case at least in Northern Israel where the
-Jacob legend functioned as a national
legend of origin of its own (see DE PURY
1991 :88-96). In that case, EJ-olam, even if
rooted in the south and embedded in a late
narrative context, might not have been
picked entirely out of the blue.
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A. DE PURY

EL-ROI '~"j ";~

I. The name 'll ro'; (EVgod of
seeing/vision) is attested only once in the
OT, in Gen 16: 13. It is best interpreted as a
pseudo-archaic divine name inserted by a
later redactor of Gen 16.

II. The name EI-roi is given by Hagar,
-'Sarah's runaway and pregnant maid. after
her flight into the desert and her encounter
with a divine messenger. The messenger
foretold the birth of a son whom she is
instructed to name -Ishmael (v 12), a
theophoric name of a common type con
structed with -EI and the imperfect of smc

('may EI hear'). Vv 13-14 introduce a new
sequence which is not really warranted by
the preceding verses. These two verses poss
ibly represent an addition to the original
story (VAN SETERS 1975:193), since they
pursue a different purpose: in opposition to
v 12b, where Ishmael's God was identified
as -Yahweh ('for Yahweh has heard of
your misery'), \' 13 introduces the name EI
Roi. The apparent aim of the addition is to

ensure that the non-Israelite Ishmaelites
have no part in the worship of Yahweh. The
ctiology ghrcn in v 13 poses a number of
difficulties of grammatical and syntactical
nature. Even if the famous conjecture of
WELLHAUSEN (1878:329 n. I: 'I have secn
God and have stayed ali ve') is still very
spcculati ve (cf. BoolJ 1980; KOENEN 1988),
the MT seems to suppose that EI Roi al
lowed himself to be secn by Hagar. After a
very careful analysis, KOEl'''EN (1988:472)
proposes the following translation of v 13:
"And she called the name of (the) Yahweh
who spoke to her: "You are the God who
sees [i.e. saves] me.... [vocalizing ro'; - par
ticiple with suffix: 'seeing me', in accord
ance with LXX, Vg. Tg. O"q.- instead of
MT ra'; infinitive construct with suffix: 'my
seeing'], for she said: "Indeed, here I have
seen the one [literally: the effects of the
one] who sees [i.e. chooses/saves] me".

The name EI-roi together with the other
'El deities mentioned in the Genesis narm
tives, has often been interpreted as a distant
reminder of one of the manifestations of the
great god EI supposed to have been wor
shipped by the Patriarchs (CROSS 1973:46
60; ALBERTZ 1992:55). In this context, El
roi was seen as the particular form of EI
venerated by the clan of Abraham (WOR
SCIIECH 1983: 172). Independently of all the
other problems raised by this theory, one
must note that ro'; as an epithet of EI never
appears in any document of the ancient Near
East (KOCKERT 1988:75; KNAUF 1989:48).

It is true that, in a Babylonian prayer of
the Kassite period. we find an invocation of
-.Marduk as "my father, Great Lord Mar
duk. the one who sees me" (ALBERTZ 1978:
124), but that last element is neither an epi
thet nor a name. An Egyptian document of
the time of Memeptah (Papyrus Anastasi
III). which records the border traffic. men
tions a tmveller designated probably as 'the
slave (of) Baal-Roy': "There went up the
servant of Baal Roy (R'-y) , son of Zcper of
Gaza" (ARE III, § 630; cf. ANET, 258). Al
though the numerous problems posed by the
hieroglyphic transcription of Semitic names
cannot be discussed fully here. this text does
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not prove that 'Roy' was ever the name of a
Semitic deity (against VAN DER BRANDEN
1990:35). In the translitemtion, the element
-y derives more probably from a suffix pro
noun of the 1st singular ('Baal sees me' or
'Baal is my shepherd'). One funher possibi
lity to find an attestation of a divine epithet
with the root R'II has been suggested by
KNAUF (1989:48). Speaking of the (proto-)
Arnbic imagery of Gen 16, he speculates
about a possible divine epithet of Arabic ori
gin: *ar-ra'iyll - 'the one who sees'. But,
even here, we have no direct attestation of
thnt name or epithet, except for the fact that
pre-islamic Arabic tradition seems to use the
word rei'i in speaking of demons (PARET
1980:25). In the present state of our knowl
edge, we must conclude that the word RoJi
of Gen 16: 13 is not a common-or even a
sporadic--epithet of the god EI.

The EI-roi of Gen 16: 13 could therefore
be nothing more than an invention of the
redactor of vv 13-14 (VAN SETERS 1975:193,
288; KOCKERT 1988:76). His aim could have
been to 'correct' both the identification of EI
and Yahweh and the privileged relation
between Hagar and Yahweh, and to this end
he may have thought of a pseudo-archaic
divine name in the style of -·EI Olam and
-.EI Shadday whom he probably knew from
written or oral traditions about the Patri
archs. Why the name 'Roi'? This name
could derive from nn interpretation of 'Be'er
la~lQi-roJr' in v 14, or, even more simply,
from the fact that 'seeing' (which also im
plies 'fulfiIling' a prayer, or 'taking care of
somebody) is an activity commonly at
tributed to gods in the Semitic world: 'EI
who sees me (i.e. chooses/saves me)'. As
we have seen, this is also the way the orig
inal text of Gen 16: 13 was meant to be
understood.
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A. DE PURY

EL ROPHE ·~~i l;~
I. The enigmatic line in Num 13: 19 'el

lUi' repa' na' /cih, traditionally rendered as
..a, God, do heal her", has been construed
as containing originally the divine name 'eJ
rope', 'EI Rophe; Healing God' (ROUIL
LARD 1987). This divine name has been
compared with the Ug epithet rpll,
'Saviour', occurring in the expression rpll
mlk'lm and mt rpi, and with the -Rephaim
(ROUILLARD J987:35-42).

II, The expression rpll mlk '1m is gen
erally translated as 'the Saviour, the eternal
King' (e.g. DE MOOR, ARTU 187) and inter
preted as an epithet either of -·Baal seen as
the head of the Rephaim (e.g. DE MOOR
1976:329) or of I1u (-EI; e.g. J. DAY, vr
30 [1980] 176). The expression occurs only
four times in what might be called a liturgi
cal address (KTU 1.108: 1.19'-20' .21' .22').
Without the extension mlk '1m, r[p]i occurs
in the same text (23'-24') but as a clear
reference to the Rephaim. B. MARGULIS
(Bibl 51 [1970] 57; JBL 89 [1970] 293-294;
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cf. VAN DER TOORN 1991:57) has pointed to
the fact that in KTU 1.108 it is said that rpll
mlk (1m is 'dwelling in Athtaroth' (1. 2) and
'judging in Edrei' (1. 3). This suggests that
the deity rpll mlk (1m is identical with
MilkulMaliku who is said to be in Athtarot
(KTU 1.100:41; 1,107:17; RS 86.2235; cf. J.
DAY, Molech. A God of Hllman Sacrifice
[Oxford 1989] 46-50; VAN DER TOORN
1991 :57; sec also Deut 1:4; Josh 9: 10;
12:44; 13: 12.31 where -"Og the mlk of
-Bashan, who dwells in Athtarot" is men
tioned). This implies that the expression rpll
mlk (1m is to be seen as a reference to a
chthonic deity (VAN DER TOORN 1991:57
60). It is possible, though not necessary, that
this is EI.

The expression mt rpi, 'man of Rpi' (e.g.
KTU 1.20 ii:8), has been interpreted as a
reference to Dan)el's personal god: from the
legend of Aqhat it is not clear whether rpi
(or rpll) should be identified with EI or with
Baal (as DE MOOR 1976:326-327, does).

In the Ugaritic texts various deities are
depicted as healing gods. The Rephaim are
known for their saving activities. KTU
1.82:6 relates that Baal has the force to
drive out serpent-demons. In a para-mytho
logical text, the goddesses Athtanu and
- Anat are said to be healers of their father
nu, who had become sick from drinking too
much wine (KTU 1.114:27-28; DE MOOR,
UF 16 [1986] 356). The deity -Horon is
said to be able to neutralize the effects of
poison from serpents (KTU 1.100:61-69).

III. In the OT Yahweh is seen as
among other things-a healing God (NIEHR
1991). This becomes clear from several
texts, e.g. Ex 15:26 where Yahweh is called
a rp', 'healer; saviour', and from personal
names like repilel, -'Raphael' (e.g. I
Chron 26:7: Tob 3: 17); repoyQ, 'Rephajah'
(e.g. Neh 3:9; I Chron 3:21; 4:42; 7:2);
yrpyh, 'Yirpeyah; Yahweh heals' (M. LlDz
BARSKI, Ephemeris fUr senr;tische Epi
graphik 3 [Giessen 1915] 22) and the hypo
coristic rp', 'Rapha' (Samaria Ostracon
24:2; 1 Chron 8:2; Num 13: 19; cf. M.
NOTH, IPN 179).

Rouillard's interpretation of the enigmatic

line in Num 12: 13, though ingenious, is not
convincing. Her textual reconstruction is not
supported by any of the ancient versions
which all construe rp' as an imperative and
not as a paniciple (see the outline in ROUIL

LARD 1987:20-21). Her reconstruction pro
duces a sentence which contains only a
vocative. That Moses' intercessory prayer
on behalf of his sister would be limited to
the words "0 healing God!", seems to be an
oddity from a narmtive point of view. Be
sides, the divine epithet 'el rope' docs not
occur elsewhere in the OT.

IV. Bibliography
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B. BEeKING

ELYON F?.t:'
I. Derived from the Hebrew verb (ii/a,

meaning 'to ascend', (elyon in the OT may
be used either as an adjective, describing
something that is spatially higher than some
thing else ('upper', 'highest'), or as a sub
stantive, used primarily in reference to the
'most high' deity. In Ps 89:27, however, it is
used in reference to the king. As a divine
name, 'Elyem appears either on its own (e.g.
Ps 9:3: Isa 14: 14), in combination with other
divine names (Yahweh, Elohim [--God],
-EI e.g., Pss 7: 18: 57:3: 73: 11) or in asso
ciation with lesser divine elements (bene
(eJyon, Ps 82:6; ef. Aramaic references to
qaddiJe (elyonin in Dan 7: 18, 22, 25, 27).
An abbreviated fonn may also be attested in
Hos 11:7 (?l') and 1 Sam 2: 10 ("fl?.t:'). In
the LXX, 'Elyon is translated as H)1JS;Slos.

In the present fonn of the biblical text.
the tenn is understood to be an epithet for
Yahweh, the God of Israel. It is possible,
however, as some have argued, that the epi
thet may conceal a reference to a separate
deity, possibly an older god with whom
Yahweh came to be identified. This has
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been argued. for example, with reference to
Gen 14:18, Num 24:16 and Deut 32:8. The
matter cannot be resolved without consider
ing occurrences of CElyon in other texts
from the ancient Near East. CElyon is at
tested in a variety of extra-biblical literature
such as Aramaic, Phoenician, Ugaritic and
Greek. As a theophoric element, CElyon may
also be traced in South-Semitic personal
names. These wide-spread Ancient Near
Eastern attestations have led to numerous
hypotheses regarding the nature of the more
ambiguous references to CElyon in the OT,
discussed below. In addition to its attesta
tion in the OT, CElyon appears as -Hypsis
lOS in the NT, as well as in the apocryphal
and pseudepigrnphic books. CElyon is also
attested in Qumran liternture (see esp. 1Qap
Gen).

II. In order to understand the character
and role of CElyon, it must first be deter
mined whether or not the word refers to an
independent deity or functions always as an
epithet for another god. The clearest
example of CEly6n functioning autonomous
ly is found in the frngments of Sanchunia
thon's 'Phoenician Theology' preserved by
Eusebius (Praep. emng. 1.10.15-29) using
Philo of Byblos as his source. According to
Sanchuniathon, a certain Elioun, called
'Most High' (Hypsistos) dwelt in the neigh
bourhood of Byblos, along with his wife,
Berouth. To them was born a son, Epigeius,
or Autochthon-who was later called
Ouranos (Heaven)-and a daughter, Ge
(Earth). Sometime later, Elioun died in an
encounter with wild beasts and was there
upon deified. His children also became dei
ties, and through the union of Ournnos and
Ge, the god Kronos was born. Later, a union
of Ouranos and his favourite mistress pro
duced -Zeus (Demarous). With certain
exceptions, this cosmology is closely related
to others in the ancient Near East. Texts
such as the Hurro-Hittite 'Song of Kumarbi'
(also· known as 'Kingship in Heaven'),
Hesiod's Theogony, and various Ugaritic
myths about EI and -Baal all display strik
ing similarities to the ordering and function
ing of gods in Sanchuniathon. Notably

absent in the latter two sources, however, is
any clear indication of a counterpart to San
chuniathon's Elioun. Even the Hurro-Hittite
Alalu, though sharing the same hiernrchical
relationship to other gods as Elioun, does
not display much similarity in character (see
"Song of Kumarbi" in HOFFNER 1990:40
43). Thus, although we find clear reference
to CElyon as an autonomous deity in Philo's
Elioun, similar cosmologies in the ancient
Near East do not appear to have shared this
view. In fact, closer inspection of Philo's
account betrays a conflation of trnditions
that may not be true to their carlier forms.
For instance. the name Epigeius would sug
gest that the deity arose from Ge (cf.
Hesiod). However, these gods arc brother
and sister according to Philo. It appears that
contempornry cosmological conceptions
have been absorbed into Philo's account of
more ancient trnditions. His understanding
of Elioun a.1i an independent deity may
reflect first century influences.

A possible exception to this conclusion is
found in the Sefire I inscriptions (KAI 222
A) of the eighth century BeE, written in
Aramaic. As a treaty between Bir-Ga'yah,
the king of KTK and Matiel, the king of
Arpad, the inscription lists the major deities
of each side as witnesses to the agreement.
Listed between a series of divine names
occurring in pairs and the great natural pairs
of Heaven and Earth, Abyss and Streams,
-·Day and -.Night, we find 'I w'Iyn. This
has been thought by many to confinn the
existence of CEly6n as an independent deity
(e.g. DELLA VIDA 1944: RENDTORFF 1967).
However. several considerations mitigate
against such a conclusion. First. El and
CEly6n arc not consorts, as are the preceding
divine pairs. Secondly. the divine pairs are
not followed immediately by El and <Ely6n,
but are interrupted by other clauses where
there are references to non-paired deities.
Finally, EI and 'Elyon may not be part of
the pantheon of Sir-Ga'yah, which lists the
divine consorts, but that of Matiel (LACK

1962:57: cf. SEOW 1989:52 n. 146). On the
other hand. CEly6n may be understood as an
epithet of EI in this inscription. The con-
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junction may be a waw explicativum (DE
VAUX 1961 :310; SEOW 1989:52n), render
ing, "EI, that is, (Elyon". One notes this
same phenomenon earlier in the list (line 9),
where we find sms wllr (L'HEUREUX
1979:46); --Shemesh; -oUght. One notes as
well the frequent occurrence of double di
vine names in the Ugaritic corpus where
each is joined by a waw conjunction (e.g.
Ktr-w-H.'iS, Mt-w-Sr. QdJ-w-'Amrr). It is
p~ssibl~ that the Scfire inscription bears wit
ness to this phenomenon. or that it betrays a
separation of an early epithet of EI that has
split into a separate cult and deity (CROSS
1973:51). Whatever the case may be. it must
be admitted that the treaty gives us no con
clusive evidence for or against the existence
of (Elyon as an independent deity.

In contrast to the mixed evidence to sup
port the identification of 'Elyon as auton
omous, there is a wide range of evidence to
suggest that (Elyon was a common epithet in
the West Semitic region. applied at different
times and in different cultures to any god
thought to be supreme. One example of the
fluidity of this epithet is in its application to
the Canaanite deities EI and Baal. Although
EI is nowhere referred to as 'Elyon in the
extant Ugaritic literature, numerous attesta
tions, both biblical and extm-biblical, link
the two closely. We have already seen. for
instance, that, if nothing else, EI and (Elyon
are closely linked in the Sefire I inscription.
Similarly, in South Semitic inscriptions, one
finds a shortened form of (Elyon. e,y (and
sometimes 'I; -AI) applied to EI (RYCK
MANS 1934:243). In the QT, 'Elyon appears
several times with EI, either in collocation
(Gcn 14: 18-22; Ps 78:35), or in parallelism
(Num 24: 16: Pss 73:]]: 107:]]). Many
scholars believe that the pre-Israelite cult at
Jerusalem worshipped the god EI-'Elyon.
There is also evidence to suggest that
Yahweh was originally worshipped as El
CElyon at Shiloh before David's capture of
Jerusalem (see below). These indicators all
point to CElyon being an early epithet of EI.
Yet. other texts link Baal with this same
epithet in its abbreviated form. The clearest
example is found in the Keret epic (A'TV

I.16 iii:5-8) where m!r be"~ 'the rain of
Baal', is twice parallelled by m!r 'Iy. 'the
rain of the Most High'.

In the Bible. also, there exists a possible
indication of Baal's designation as Most
High. In the book of Hosea-a text weU
known for its unrelenting polemic against
Baalism-we find such an indication (al
though some would amend the shortened
fonn 'I to b'l, lectio facilior): "My people
are bent on turning away from me. To the
Most High ('l) they caB, but he does not
raise them up at all" (Hos II :7). Further, in
Isa 14:13-14, we find a satire of the King of
Babylon that may reflect the myth of the
rise of Baal. In Canaanite lore. Baal is the
god who ascends the clouds and sits on 'the
heights of Zaphon·. Eventually he came to
replace EI as high god of the Canaanite pan
theon. It is intriguing, then, to find in Isaiah:
"You said in your heart. 'I will a.<;cend to
heaven; I will raise my throne above the
stars of EI; I will sit on the mount of assem
bly, on the heights of Zaphon; I will ascend
to the tops of the clouds, I will make myself
like 'Ely6n.n. Thus. if a Baal myth lies
behind this text, then we would have not
only another association of EI and CElyon,
but a reflection of Baal's eventual surpas
sing of EI. so that he himself became the
'Most High' god.

The fluidity of the epithet (Elyon is far
from restricted to Canaanite tradition alone.
The epithet became firmly associated with
the Israelite god. Yahweh, for instance. This
tradition carries over into later Jewish
pseudepigraphic literature and inscriptions
and is also found within the NT. The epithet
is frequently attested in Greek culture in
reference to Zeus as well. We know that the
cult of 'Zeus Hypsistos' was recognized at
Thebes. Iasos. Mylasa and Edessa. Further,
in Lydia, some fonn of the Mother goddess
was called 'Thea Hypsiste'. In Egypt, Hyp
sistes was an epithet for --Isis (TREBILCO
1989:52). Thus, the epithet (Ely6n seems to
have enjoyed a rich and widespread usage in
the ancient West Semitic world. Not only
was it associated with the 'high gods' of dif
ferent cultures, but it could also be used
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within the same culture for different gods as
one ascended in significance over the other
to become the Most High God.

III. It is clear that Israel appropriated
cEly6n as an epithet for its own High God.
Yahweh. This is evident in the numerous
passages where CEly6n appears either in
conjunction with Yahweh (Pss 7: 18: 47:3)
or Elohim (Pss 57:3: 78:56) or is found in
parallelism or close association with either
of these (e.g. Pss 21:8: 46:5; 83:9; 50: 14). In
some passages, the title CElyon is applied to
Yahweh as an explicit assertion of Yahweh's
distinctiveness. In Ps 97:9, for instance, one
finds: ·"For you, Yahweh, nrc (Elyon over all
the earth; You are greatly elevated above all
gods." Similarly. in Ps 83: 19 one finds:
"And let them know that your name is
Yahweh; You alone are (Elyon over all the
earth:' One notes that in 1 Sam 2: 10,
Yahweh may be associated with CElyon.
attested in an abbreviated fonn. if the MT's
(/w is understood as arising from common
confusion of wly (accepted by NEB, nnd
now also by NRSV): "Ynhweh. his adver
saries are shattered; The Most High CClw)
thunders in heaven." In a number of pas
sages. CElyOn is simply one of a number of
appellations used for the God of Israel. In Ps
91: 1-2. for instance, we find: "Let the one
who sits in the shelter of (Elyon, who
spends the night in the shadow of -Shad
day. say to Yahweh. 'My refuge and my
fortress. my God (Elohim), in whom I
trust'"

In the few extant cases where CElyon
stands independently of any reference to
Yahweh, the title nevertheless remains
closely tied to the God of Israel. Thus. al
though CElyon is unmodified in Ps 9:3,
which reads. "I will be glad and exult in
you: I will sing praise to your name, 0
(Elyon." the title (Elyon nevertheless refers
to Yahweh. as is evident from the numerous
references to Yahweh throughout the Psalm.
CEly6n is also found paired with EI in the
OT. Although EI may refer either to 'God'
(of Israel) or to Canaanite EI, in most cases
the context in which it occurs clearly indi
cates that the God of Israel is the intended

referent. In Ps 78:35. for instance. we find
EI-CElyon in parallelism with Elohim: 'They
remembered that Elohim was their -·rock.
EI-(Elyon was their redeemer (-·Goel)."

In Ps 57:3. we find a similar phenom
enon. except this time (Elyon is paired with
Elohim. and these stand in parallelism with
EI: "I call to Elohim-cEly6n. to EI, who
fulfills his purpose for me."

In some cases. EI and CEly6n arc paired
without direct reference to Yahweh or
Elohim. In Ps 107: II. the psalmist speaks of
those who had "rebelled against the words
of EI, and spumed the counsel of (Elyon."
Again. the context of the psalm dictates that
the intended referent is Yahweh. Yet. in a
few passages in the QT. the pairing of EI
with (Ely6n is more ambiguous. In these
instances. some scholars find reflections of
an earlier stage of tradition. where the title
(Elyon may have referred originally to a god
other than Yahweh. The primary examples
of such occurrences arc Gen 14: I8-22, Num
24: 16 and Deut 32:8. With regard to the last
passage. some scholars find an early refer
ence to CEly6n as a supreme god to which
Yahweh is subordinate. (Elyt;n divides the
nations among the gods (LXX: 4QDeut) and
grants Yahweh an allotment like the rest.
Yet. contextual considemtions suggest that
the preposition ki in v 9 be translated as an
assevemtive particle. renderi ng. "II/deed.
Yahweh's own portion was his people.
Jacob was the territory of his possession."
Thus. CEly6n is more plausibly understood
as functioning as an epithet for Yahweh.

In an oracle of Balaam. son of Beor. in
Num 24: 16. we find what may be the
earliest reference to CElyon in the QT. Al
though its early date is not uncontested.
many would locate the poem in the eleventh
or tenth century nCE. Here Balaam describes
himself as "one who hears the words of EI,
who knows the knowledge of (Elyon. who
sees the vision of Sadda.v:· Although the
context and content of the omcles dictate
that Yahweh is the god to whom these titles
refer, it is curious that Balaam. a prophet to
a non-lsme1ite group. living along the Eu
phrates. who is summoned by the King of
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Moab to curse the Israelites, would be con
sidered a prophet of Yahweh (22:8, 18;
23:5, 16; 24: 1, 13). Given the association of
the oracles with the 'words of EI' it is poss
ible that an earlier stage of the tradition
knew Salaam as a prophet of El. This notion
is supported by the Dcir cAlla inscriptions
where Salaam, son of Beor is attested. Al
though the inscriptions date to the eighth
century BCE, Salaam the Seer was apparent
ly part of a long-standing tradition, well
known by the people to whom the inscrip
tion was addressed (HACKETT 1984:124). He
is described as a 'seer of the gods'. who are
also identified as Shaddayin. The vision he
reports is 'an utterance of EI' (Combination
I 1,2). The similarity between the Deir cAlla
inscriptions and the biblical tradition of
Salaam is striking and has been long noted
by scholars. It would appear that the biblical
material shares a common tradition with that
of the Dcir CAlla inscriptions. Given the
occurrence of El and Shaddayin in the
inscriptions, it is likely that EI was also
known as Shadday (see HACKETI 1984:85
89). And given ilo; close links with the bibli
cal account-in tenns of geography, the
prophet's name, and the chief god EI
(/lShadday}-it is possible that EI was also
known as CElyon in the tradition attested at
Dcir CAlla.

Perhaps the most difficult text to assess in
tenns of the history of tradition behind
CElyon is Gen 14: 18-22. Here, a certain
~Melchizedek, king of Salem and priest of
EI-CElyon, blesses ~Abraham in the name
of "EI-CElyon, maker of heaven and earth"
('I c/pm qllh f"')'111 w'r~). Significantly, at
testations of a shortened version of this title
for EI are widespread in ancient Near East
ern inscriptions. Examples are:
(I) The Hittite divine name Ilkunir~a, occur
ring in a Hittite translation of a West Sem
itic myth from Boghazkt>y prior to 1200
BCE, appears to be a reference to EI (OTTEN
1953; see HOFFNER 1965). (2) 'I qll'r,f in an
eighth century BCE bilingual god list from
Karatepe (KAI 26 A 111.18). (3) ['I] qn'r~ is
the probable restoration of a Hebrew
inscription of the eighth-seventh century BCE

from Jerusalem (AVIGAD 1972; see MILLER
1980). (4) 'lq,vlIr in a first century CE
Aramaic inscription from Palmyra. which,
with DELLA VIDA 1944, is to be read' Iqn
(')r'(')). (5) 'lqllr' in four tesserae from Pal
myra (INGHOLT 1955). (6) 'I qn 'r$ in a
second century CE Neo-Punic inscription
from Leptis Magna (KAI 129: 1). Note that
the long fonn of this title has been read by
J. T. MILIK in an inscription from Palmyra
(Recherclres d'ipigraphie proche-orienTale
[Paris 1955) 182): '[I g\\'lI' ')r(C)' W sm[y)'.

Owing to the attestation of EI-CElyon in
Gen 14: 18-22, along with the expanded EI
title qllh smym w'r~, Melchizedek would
appear to be a representative of the cult of
EI-CElyon, whom the biblical tradition asso
ciated with the city of Salem (note that the
reference to Yahweh in v 22 is absent in
LXX, Syr, IQapGen: Sam attests 'I h'lhym).
Most likely. Salem is a short fonn of Jerusa
lem. It only appears in one other place in
the OT (Ps 76:3) where it stands in parallel
ism with --Zion. That Melchizedek's Salem
was considered Jerusalem in Jewish tradi
tion is evident in IQapGen 22: 13, which
adds "that is, Jerusalem," to a reference to
Salem, in Tg. Ollq., which renders it simply
as 'Jerusalem'. and in Josephus (AliI. I: 180).
It is attested in the Amarna Letters as Ii-ru
sa-lim (EA 290: 15). Owing to the likely
connection between Salem and Jerusalem, a
number of scholars have supposed Melchi
zedek to be the representative of a dominant
Jebusite cult of EI-CElyon from which Israel
drew much of its theological inspiration
after the city's capture by David (e.g.
SCHMID 1955:168-197: CLEMENTS 1965:43
48).

Although this supposition is not without
merit, Genesis 14 provides the only evi
dence to link the cult of EI-CElyl>n with
Jerusalem. On the other hand, significant,
though not decisive, evidence may be ad
duced that would render an easy association
between EI-CElyon and the Jebusite cult
open to question. One notes that the name
Salem suggests links to the astral deity
Salim (~Shalem). Funher, the names
Melchizedek ('My king is $edeq') and
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Adonizedek ('My Lord is ~edeq·. Josh
10: 1)-both identified as kings of Jerusa
lem-suggest links to the West Semitic
dei'ty ~edeq (-Righteousness). who may
also. be an astral deity (note also David's
high priest Zadok). These deities. Shalim
and ~edeq, are at least as likely to have
been central to the pre-Israelite Jerusalem
cult. as it is that the cult of EI-CElyon was
the dominant. religious institution (see fuller
discussion in SEOW 1989:43-47). One notes
that; even if the existence of a Jebusite cult
of El-cEIy6n is granted, it is unlikely that the
Israelite identification of Yahweh as EI
'Ely6n derives itli origin from this tradition.
The presence of CEly6n in Deut 32 and Num
24. which may in some fonn be pre-mon
archical. gravitates against such a hypoth
esis. Further. as SEOW has convincingly
argued, Yahweh is likely to have been
venerated as EI-CElyon at the sanctuary of
Shiloh well before David's capture of
Jerusalem (SEOW 1989:11-54, esp. 41-54).

As an epithet applied with a signitlcant
degree of fluidity throughout the West Sem
itic region, it is easy to understand how
CElyon may have made a relatively easy
transition from EI-veneration to Yahwistic
culLie tradition in early Israelite religion.
Curiously. the OT traditions rarely attest
CElyon standing alone, without modification.
In the Aramaic sections of Daniel, however.
references to Yahweh as CElyon ('/y>/l'h)
often stand independently, without modifi
cation. although the intended referent is
clearly Yahweh (Note that qdyly c/ywnyll is
also attested). A similar phenomenon is evi
denced in the frequent references to CElyon
(hypsisros [a/tIIs in 2 Esdr]) in the apo
cryphal books (I and 2 Esdr, Tab. Jdt, Add
Esth, Wis, Sir, Pr Man. 2 and 3 Macc). In
Sir. it is the most common divine name after
kyrios. The epithet also occurs in varous
pseudepigrnphical works. particularly in T.
12 PaIr.

In the NT, hyps;slos is a decidedly Lucan
title for God (fREDlLCO 1989:58). Used five
times in the Gospel of Luke (I :32, 35, 76:
6:35; 8:28) and twice in Acts (7:48: 16: 17),
hypsislos is only attested in two non-Lucan

contexts-Qnce in Mark (5:7). and once in
Hebrews (7: 1, which is a quotation of Gen
14:18). In Luke's Gospel, the tenn is
employed in the angel's announcement to
-Mary that her child will be called 'Son of
the Most High' (I1ll;OS hyp.'iistoll: Luke 1:32)
and that the 'power of the Most High' will
come upon her (dyllamis "ypsistoll: Luke
I:35). In I:76. Zechariah predicts that his
son will be called 'prophet of the Most
High' (prop"etes "ypsiSIOIl). Those who
love their enemies are called 'children of the
Most High' by -Jesus (hllioi hyps;sroll;
Luke 6:35), and the Gerasene demoniac
identifies Jesus as 'son of the Most High
God' (lillie Iheoll 1011 "ypsiSIOIl: Luke 8:28
par. Mark 5:7: cf. Matt 8:29). In Acts,
Stephan asserts that 'the Most High' (110
hypsistos: Acts 7:48) docs not dwell in
houses made with human hands, and a slave
girl from Philippi declares that Paul and his
group are 'servants of the Most High God'
(doll/oi toll theo" tOil "ypsistou: Acts 16: 17).
Although there is not enough evidence to
make a finn case, it would appear a~ if Luke
employs the tenn hyps;stos or 110 "ypsistos
in Jewish contexts. and ho t"eo... 110
hypsislos in Gentile ones. As TREBILCO
(1989:58-59) suggests. this may be because
Luke wa~ aware of the non-specific nature
of the tenn "ypsistos in a Gentile setting and
sought to avoid confusion by employing a
superlative of more significance for Gen
tiles. [For a further discussion of the Greek
data see -Hypsistos]
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E. E. ELNES & P. D. MILLER

EMIM -. REPHAIM

EMMANUEL ';~ i;C!' ·EtIl.!OvoujtV.

I. In Isa 7: 14. the prophet Isaiah
announced the birth of a child whose name
will be <Immiinu'e! ('God with us'); its
mother is designated as 'the young woman'.
This birth will be a sign to Ihe wavering
King Ahaz of Judah at the time King Rezin
of Syria and King Pekah of Israel had gone
up to attack Jerusalem. The name returns in
Isa 8:8. whereas in 8: 10 the expression 'God
with us' is used as an assurance of God's
protection for Israel. Isa 7: 14 reappears in
Matt I:23 as one of the fonnula quotations
characteristic of this gospel. Isaiah's proph
ecy will be fulfilled in the birth of -·Jesus
from the virgin -·Mary. after being con
ceived from the Holy Spirit. Matt 1:23
retrieves the tenn he panhellos (the virgin)
found in the LXX and uses the Greek trans
literation EmmanollN: and explains: "which
means 'God is with us· ...

II. The notion that God is with human
beings, personal1y und col1ectively. is very
prominent in the OTt It is found in divine
promises, in wishes and promises uttered by
human beings: and in solemn assertions that
'God is with him, you, me, us'. It is an
expression of God's guidance and assistance
of prominent Israelites like the patriarchs,
Joseph, Gideon or David, and also of the
people as a whole. Hence 'God with us' can
be used as an affinnation of trust in Isa
8: 10. just as the refrain "The LORD of hosts
is with us. the God of Jacob is our refuge"
in Ps 46 (see \'\' 8 and 12). The notion is
found in all part.o; of the OT. a.o; well a... in
Jdt 5: 17: 3 Macc 6: 15: in Qumran (I QM
12:7-9: 19: I). and its use is continued in the
NT (see e.g. Acts 7:9·10; 18:9-10: Rom
15:33: 2 Cor 13: II; Phil 4:9: 2 Thess 3: 16).
Whilst central to Israelite religion as re
flected in the OT few direct parallels have
been found in religious texts of surrounding
peoples (sec PREUSS 1968: 161-171: 1973:
~87).

III. The exact interpretation of Isaiah 7
and 8 is beset with difficulties. We do not
know who is meant by 'the young woman'
in Isa 7: 14. but there is no indication that
there will be anything ubnormal or special
about her pregnancy (present or immanent)
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or the birth of her child. The birth of the
child (in the royal family of David?) and his
name will be a sign from the LoRD. Before
the boy will know how to refuse the evil
and to choose the good, the threat from the
two enemy kings will be removed. In
Judaism, Isa 7: 14 is not used in connection
with a future messianic saviour.

For Matthew's interpretation of the pas
sage. it is essential that the young woman is
a virgin whose pregnancy is due to divine
intervention. And. whereas in Isa 7: 14 it is
the young mother who chooses the name of
the child, Matt I :23 stipulates that the name
Emmanuel will be given by others: "they
shall name him Emmanuel"-not by Mary,
or Joseph (who. in v 21, receives the com
mand to cal1 Mary's son -·Jesus, "for he
will save his people from their sins"). Pre
sumably the 'they' of v 22 arc 'his people'
of v 21. Many people of whom it is said that
God was with them are portrayed as having
been specially endowed with the Spirit (e.g.
Joseph in Gen 41 :38: Gideon in Judg 6:34:
Saul in I Sam 10:6.7; David in I Sam 16:
13). Hence Matthew may have seen the role
of the -·Holy Spirit in the birth of Jesus as a
decisivc factor for his life in an intimate
relationship with God (Matt 3: 16-17: II :25
30: 12:17-21.28: 16:16: 17:5: 26:39). In this
way, Jesus' activity represents God's pres
encc among his people. The gospel ends
with the assurance "I am with you always to
the end of the age" (Matt. 28:20, cf. 17: 17,
18:20. 26:29). uter Christians mention
Emmanuel as the name of the Incarnate
Word (-·l..ogos) (LPGL 454).
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M. DE JONGE

ENDS OF THE EARTH ri~ ~C~~

I. The expression 'apse 'erc$. 'The ends
of the --"Earth' occurs 16 times in the OT,
mainly in poetic texts (e.g. Dcut 33: 17; Isa
45:22; 52: 10: Mic 5:3; Zech 9: 10: six times
in the Pss). The first element of this con
struct chain, 'epes, denotes the end or limit
of space or time. The noun has cognates in
Ug 'ps, 'upper edge', (KTU 1.6 i:61); Phoen
'ps, 'end', adverbially used as 'finally; even'
in KAI 26 IV: I, and in the Canaanite noun
UpSll, 'extremity', (EA 287:70'; 289:50: 366:
34: R. DEGEN, WdO 6 [1971-72] 60). Not
convinced by a Semitic etymology for 'epes,
some authors have suggested a relation with
Mesopotamian Apsu, the deified subter
ranean waters (WENSINCK 1918:21; POPE
1955:71-72). An improbable etymology has
been offered by SCHUMAN (BiOr 33 [1976]
161) who construed a common etymology
for Mesopotamian Apsu and the WSem
noun 'ps in Proto-Semitic ·~abas-, 'sur
rounding fence or wall'.

II. The Akkadian noun apSll is a loan
word from Sum nbzux (= ZU-AB) or ab.zu,
'subterranean waters'. The pronunciation
with a Ipl is confirmed by its occurrence as
'A7tQawv in Greek tradition (Damascius, De
principiis § 125). In Mesopotamian mythol
ogy. Apsu was regarded as the abode of
strange composite creatures of different
kinds. They could be of benevolent or of
malevolent character. In Maq/fi VIII 38, the
Apsu is the abode of the 'Wise Apkallu'
(-·Apkallu). The Apsu was the realm and
the home of EnkilEa. the god of wisdom.
-Marduk, the son of Ea. was born and
raised in the Apsu, according to Enllma
Elish (Ee I 77-88; cf. R. BORGER. Inschrifte
AsarJraddons [AfO Beiheft 9; Graz 1956] §
61 :20; E. EBELING, Stiftllngen llnd Vor
schriften fiir assyrische Tempel [Berlin
1954] 4:8). The Apsu is not identical with
the underworld which was located even fur
ther down. In some traditions a river, the
-Hubur, had to be crossed in order to reach
the underworld. This river is sometimes
identified with or incorporated in the Apsu.

In Enuma ElislJ Apsu appears as a god
acting in a primeval drama. He was the
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lover and husband of -Tiamat, the salt
water ocean. They engendered the first
generation of deities: -·Lnhmu and Lahamu;
Anshar and Kishar; Anu and NudimmudlEa
(Ee I 9-18). These younger gods rebelled
against Apsu and Tiamat. Against the wiII
of Tiamat, Apsu plotted against the gods his
offspring. Thereupon, fa-by means of a
magic spell-made Apsu sleep forever and
took away from him his symbols of power:
his crown and his cloak of fiery rays (Ee I
55-71; JACOBSEN 1976).

In ancient Greek mythological thought,
the edges of the earth are seen as sur
rounded by an Ocean that could not be
crossed by mankind, and near it there lived
strange beings, such as the Hyperboreans
and the K)'llokephaloi (RmfM 1992). WEST
(1963) has argued that in early Greek cos
mologies the concept of Ocean as primordial
water inhabited by monsters and -giants
to be overcome before the universe is
properly ordered-has been borrowed from
ancient Near Eastern myths.

III. In the OT 'the ends of the earths' do
not have a mythological bias. In several
texts they are mentioned to emphasize the
worldwide character of the rule of
-·Yahweh (I Sam 2:10; Isa 45:22; 52:10;
ler 16:19; Ps 22:28; 59:14; 67:8; Prov
30: 14; Sir 36:22) or his earthly representa
tive (Deut 33: 17; Mic 5:3; Ps 2:8; 72:8;
98:3). In parallellism with other geographic
designations 'ends of the earth' indicates in
a merism 'the whole earth' (with -·Sea and
-River: Zcch 9:10; Ps 72:8; Sir 44:21). A
connL'Ction with Mesopotamian Apsu seems
unlikely. Etymologically there is no necess
ity to relate 'epes with apsu. In the OT other
expressions for 'ends of the earth' arc found
(q~~elr lui'iire$ (e.g. Deut 13:8), yark~te

'iire\'i (e.g. ler 6:22; 25:32); kanpot hii'iire~,

'hems/edges of the earth', Job 37:3; 38: 13;
Isa 11:12; Ezek 7:2). In the NT the expres
sions £0>; £axatov til; yii;, 'to the end of
the earth' (Acts 1:8; 13:47) and 7t£tpata til;
'Y1i; (Matt 12:42; Luke 11:31) occur.
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B. BECKING

ENOCH lUi1
I. The enigmatic reference to Enoch in

Genesis 5:24 has generated a welter of spec
ulation about his person and a range of lit
erature attributed to him which is found in a
variety of fonns. Our knowledge of its early
fonn has been transfonned by the discovery
of the fragments from Cave 4 at Qumran,
many of which correspond to what we know
as J Enoch. This apocalypse is extant in its
complete version in Ethiopic and includes a
variety of material from different periods
(the chapters 37-71, which speak of the
-Son of Man and Enoch's identification
with this heavenly figure, appear not to have
been known at Qumran).

II. The legend of Enoch's righteousness,
his position in -heaven and his wisdom,
provide opportunities for displaying a vast
array of infonnation in the apocalyptic mode
concerning astronomy, eschatology and
paraenesis. The reference in chapter 5 of
Genesis already suggests that at the time of
the redaction of this chapter, probably
during the Exilic period. speculation about
Enoch was well established. The allusion to
the 365 days of the year in the length of life
accorded to him hints at the calendrical wis
dom which was to be such an important
component of the ideas about him in later
Jewish tradition (see the summary in Pirke
de Rabbi Eliezer 9a).

The discovery of the Enoch fragments
from Qumran have added weight to the view
that there was a wide range of speculation
about Enoch of which the brief mention in
Genesis is by no means the only or even the
earliest example. Possibly the earliest evi-
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dence for speculation outside the Bible is to
be found in I Enoch where, as a scribe, he
is located in a privileged position (l Enoch
12). Such a position gives him access to God
\\ith whom he intercedes on behalf of the
-.Watchers (l Enoch 12), the fallen angels
of Gen 6:1-4. For this purpose Enoch
ascends to heaven and, in a description
reminiscent of the visions of Ezekiel and
Isaiah and a prototype of later visions of
God in apocalyptic literature and in the
Jewish mystical (Hekaloth) tradition, he
ascends through the palaces of heaven to
receive a message of judgement from God
on the Watchers (l Enoch 14). Following the
heavenly ascent Enoch wanders the earth
and visits many places including the Para
dise of Righteousness. His position as scribe
is echoed in Jub. 4:17-21 (cf. T.Abr., B 11),
in which he is said to have been the first to
have learnt writing nnd the signs of heaven.
His final dwelling-place is in the Garden of
Eden (sec also T. Benj. 10.6 and Christian
testimony to Enoch's place in the heavenly
paradise in Apoc. Paul 20. Clememine
Recognitions 1.52. Acts of Pilate 25 and the
Ascension of Isaiah 9.6). Here he writes
down the judgement and condemnation of
the world nnd acts as a priest Uburning the
incense of the sanctuary, sweet spices.
acceptable before the Lord on the mount"
(lub. 4:23-24). This priestly role is one that
is reflected in several later sources (e.g.
Apostolic Constitutions 8.5; the Cave of
Treasures and the Book of the Rolls).

In' the Hebrew of Sirach, at 44: 16,
Enoch's perfection is stressed and he is
called a sign of knowledge Cot daCat) for
every generation (cf. Jltb. 4: 17). In the same
book, at 49:14. his ascent to God is referred
to allusively (1IUqab pan;m. evidently a
technical term meaning something like
"taken into the divine presence"). In the
Greek of Sirach, at 44:16, Enoch heads the
list of famous men, the text claiming for
him that he "pleased the Lord. and was
translated, being an example of repentance
to all generations", a theme reflected in
Philo's Questions on Genesis 1.82. At 49: 14
his translation is again noted, and the great

men named after him include -Joseph.
-·Shem and -·Seth. He is said to have been
unique (Unone was created like him"), which
is proved by his translation from the earth
(anelemphthe, cf. 2 Kgs 2: 11). In the Wis
dom of Solomon Enoch is seen as the
example of the righteous man whose death
is mistaken as judgement but in whom in
reality the wisdom and righteousness of age
reached fruition in youth. Here he is said to
have been snatched away (herpage). a verb
used in the New Testament a.<; a technical
term for the ascent lO heaven (sec 2 Cor
12:2-4; 1 Thess 4: 15-17: Rev 12:5). His pri
vileged posilion in heaven made him a
resource which succeeding generations
might hope to benefit from as the fragmen
tary Genesis Apocryphon 2 demonstrates (cf.
I Enoch 106:7). Enoch's opponunity lO con
sult the heavenly tablets gave him a position
of wisdom and insighl (cf. I Enoch 103).
Josephus speaks of Enoch as returning to the
divinity (exactly the same words he uses of
the end of -Moses in Amiq. 1.85, cf. Am.
4.326). In describing the end of -Elijah
Josephus links him with Enoch and speaks
of both as becoming invisible (aphaneis).
since no one knew of their dealh. Philo's
view of Enoch in pan anticipates the line
which will be found in the isolated refer
ences in the rabbinic midra.<;h: Enoch be
comes upright when he became a father. and
Enoch's repentance led to constancy in
uprightness for which he was rewarded.

The speculation about Enoch continued in
the Iiteralure auributed to Enoch which
emerged over a period of about four hun
dred years at the beginning of the Christian
era. The earliest material, much of which
has parallels in fragmentary form among the
Aramaic fragments from Qumran Cave 4, is
to be found in the Ethiopic Apocalypse of
Enoch. This is a mixture of visions and
paranaesis on subjects as diverse as escha
tology and astronomy. In the Slavonic Apo
calypse of Enoch (2 Elloch) Enoch ascends
through seven heavens, in a heavenly jour
ney in which the component pans of the
heavenly world and lheir inhabitants arc
briefly described. His return to eanh is the
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opportunity for a discourse of a testamentary
kind. In the Hebrew Book of Enoch (also
known as 3 Elloch), a solitary example of
the extmvagant Enochic speculation pre
served in the Jewish Lradition. Enoch is
transformed into the angel Metatron (an
event with a parallel in J Enoch 71 where
Enoch seems to become the heavenly Son of
Man referred to in earlier chapters). The
transformation of the antediluvian hero into
an exalted angel and" position on a throne
like that of God is the highwater mark of the
Enoch legend. Even in this work the dangers
of such speculation arc recognised and
Enoch-Metatron is humiliated when he fails
to stand in face of the confused early second
century CE tanna Elisha ben Abuyah who,
when he ascends to heaven, mistakes Enoch
Metatron for a second God and supposes
that there are two powers in heaven (3
Elloch 16 and b. Hagigah 15a). Surprisingly
Enoch makes little appearance in the Heka
loth tmdition where the role a.~ mystagogue
is given to famous tannaitic figures like
Rabbi Ishmael and Rabbi Akiba. The ex
travagant claims about Enoch are not echoed
in other Jewish sources. In commenting on
Gen 5:24, Bereshilh Rabbah 25 demystifies
Enoch completely by suggesting that his
removal '\las the result of death. (n the
Targumim we have a variety of interpreta
tions of Enoch's end. His death is empha
sised by Onkelos in line with attempts to
play down Enoch's role. In the Fragment
Targum mention is made of Enoch's wore
ship of God (identical in wording with Ps.
Jonathan). but this targum seems to be
agnostic about Enoch's end merely speaking
of him being taken 'Iway. Neofiti is similar.
As one might expect. Ps. Jonathan is much
more e.\tensive and reflects the more ex
travagant Enochic speculation. Like Jllb.
4:23 it has Enoch taken from the dwellers
on earth to become a heavenly scribe, but it
also speaks of his being taken up to the
finnament and his name being "Metatron the
great scribe" ( b. l/agigah 15a and 3 Elloch
16; cf J Enoch 12).

III. In the Christian tradition there is
occasional interest in Enoch. He is cited as

an example of faith manifest in the fact that
he was pleasing to God (Hebrews II :5-6).
The Enochic literature is treated as prophecy
in Jude 14 (the authority of Enochic litera
ture often being supported in various pre
Nicene sources e.g. Epislle of Bamabas
4.16; Tertullian de CIIIIII feminarum 1.3;
Aposlolic Conslillllions 6.16). There has
been debate over the extent of the indebted
ness to the figure of Enoch in the New Tes
tament. It is likely that the Last Judgement
scene in Matt. 25:31-46 is indebted to the
son of man figure (subsequently identified
with Enoch) in J Enoch 37-71, especially
69:27. though in Matthew. of course, it is
Jesus as he.wenly son of man who so sits.
John 3: 13 has been taken as an indication of
polemic against the contemporary claims
made on behalf of figures like Enoch and
Moses to have ascended into heaven by
asserting the superiority of Jesus the Son of
Man's ascent and descent (cf. the similar
contraslli in Cyril of Jerusalem's Calecl,eli
cal Lectltres 14:25; Ambrose, De fide 4.1).
In I Pet 3:16.18-22 Christ's proclamation to
the imprisoned spirits may reflect Enoch's
proclamation of judgement to the Watchers
who had been imprisoned and sought
Enoch's intercession (J Enoch 12-16 cf.
Hippolytus, Alllichrisl 45). Like Enoch
-Christ passes through the heavens and
attains a position of pre-eminence in the
process (1 Pet 3:22). In the book of Revel
ation John of Patmos is appointed as a
scribe to write to the angels of the seven
churches in Asia, emulating the role of
Enoch. In later interpretation of Rev. II the
two witnesses mentioned there arc identified
with Enoch and Elijah. They are sent to con·
viet the -Antichrist (Hippolytus Alllichrisl
43: HislOria Josephi 25; John of Damascus,
£tposition of rhe Onhodox Fairh 4.26;
Ethiopic Apocalypse oJ Peta 2; Ephraem.
Discourse Oil Ihe Consummation II). In the
Samaritan literature Enoch is said to have
opened the storehouse of righteousness and
fed his soul on the provisions of eternal life
(Tibllt Markalz 4.9), and like Adam, wor
shipped at Mount Gerizim (Markah 2.10). In
the Samaritan targum to Gen 5:24 Enoch is
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said to have been taken by an angel. In the
Qur)an Enoch (= Idris) is called a man of
truth who was raised to a lofty place for his
steadfastness and patience.
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C. ROWLAND

EQUITY -. l\lISHARU

EROS "£pro.;
I. Eros is passionate love or desire and

also the Greek god of love (frequently but
not always the son or companion of -.Aph
rodite, other candidate mothers including
Eileithyia. Iris and Nyx). As so often in
Greek (and Roman) religion, in this case
as well, the deity and his domain coincide
terminologically CPerson-Bereichdenken'),
because the Greeks drew no sharp distinc
tion between the passionate desire and the
deity who brought it about. In the Bible,

Eros docs not occur as a deity or demon, but
in the two passages where eros is mentioned
(Prov 7: 18 and 30: 16 LXX), its dangerous
and insatiable character is emphasized.

II. Although in Homer Eros does not yet
occur as a personification, Homeric passages
do indicate that eros is an overwhelming
physical desire that induces humans and
gods to undertake actions that seem to be
beyond their control (see e.g. JJ. 3:442:
14:294; Od. 18:212). Only slightly later,
however, Hesiod attributes to Eros a pivotal
role in his cosmogonic theory (Tlzeog. 116
122). Although still much like Homer he
describes Eros as the power that "loosens
the limbs and overpowers the minds of all
gods and men" (121-122), he drastically
transforms the Homeric concept (without
giving any reasons for it) by making Eros,
together with Tartarus and Gaia, the oldest
(and most beautiful!) of gods and one of the
primeval cosmic powers. These powers have
no parents and everything is a product of
their activity. So without Eros there would
have been no cosmos. WEST (Hesiod. 77,e
T/zeogon)' [Oxford 1966] 195) rightly
remarks that Eros' position in the very first
generation "strongly suggests a quasi-demi
urgic function:' Even though Eros is not
mentioned again in the Theogolly, "he is
nevertheless present throughout as the force
of generation and reproduction" (ibid. 196).
Also in early Orphic cosmogonic specula
tions Eros seems to have played a role as a
primeval force of paramount importance
(see the parody in Aristophanes, Aves 692
702: \VASEK 1907:486). a.~ he/it did in Par
menides' philosophy (in his fragm. 28B 13
Eros is 'the first of gods'). All this formed
the background for the famous discussion of
Eros in Plato's Symposium (with its six lau
datory speeches on Eros), where
DiotimalSocrates pictures the deity as the
personification of human strivings after
(knowledge of the Idea of) the Good. Less
philosophically minded authors, esp. poets
from the Hellenistic and Roman periods,
seem to have entertained a more playful
image of Eros when portraying him as a
young and beautiful winged god who liked
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to create frenzy and confusion in humans
(and gods) by piercing them with his arrows
(FAUTH 1975:362). Not infrequently the
poets mention a plurality of Erotes. Occa
sionally critical voices could be heard: Some
Stoics and Cynics polemicized against the
overrating of eros implicit in its deification:
see. e.g., the scathing remarks by Antisthe
nes to the effect that ill-natured people who
succumb to their sexual desire (eros). "call
this disease a god" (ap. Clement of Alex
andria. Strom. II 107.3). Eros had only a
few cultic sites: a very old cult in Thespiae
(Boeotia), where his image was only a
rough stone; also a joint cult with -+Aphro
dite on the Acropolis in Athens. where phal
lic symbols were found in their sanctuary;
funher one in Panon (Mysia. in the Troad):
he had images in gymnasia, and he enjoyed
individual worship as well. In spite of all
this. how-ever. it has to be stressed that it
was Aphrodite who remained the deity of
lovc par excdlellce. Eros being mainly a
creation of poets, philosophers and artists.
rather than of religion (SCHNEIDER
1966:306: and sec thc collcction of quotes in
Stobaeus. A1I1hol. IV 20). On Eros and his
'Verkindlichung' (Non: 1924) in figurative
an (Cupido. pulto) see A. RUMPF, Eros
(Eroten) II (in der Kunst). RAC VI (Stuttgan
1966) 312-342; BOARDMAN & LA ROCCA
1978; BLANc-GURY 1986.

III. The first occurrence of EP~ in the
Greck Bible is Prov 7: 18. in .. passage
where the behaviour of a prostitute is descri
bed. She addresses a young man by saying,
inter alia: "Come. let us enjoy love (anoA
OOOW\lEV ¢lAio;) till the morning! Come on,
let us drown ourselves in passion (EYK\)
Al<JO~Ev epo>tl)!" The second one is Prov
30: 16 (LXX). a passage that does not have
an exact parallel in the Hebrew Bible (cf.
24:51), where the translator enumerates ex
amples of insatiability. among which Hades
and passion for a woman (Ep~ Y\)\'0\1(09.
It is clear that the author/translator views
eros in a very negative light. So does the
first century Graeco-Jewish wisdom poet
Pseudo-Phocylides. a "'Titer who more than
most of his Jewish contemporaries (apan

from Philo) devoted himself to drawing
attention to the dangers of submitting to
eros. He denies in a typically Jewish anti
Hellenistic way Eros' divinity: "Eros is not
a god, but a passion that destroys all men!
[or: a destructive passion of all men)" (193
194: see the commenl<; by P. W. VAN DER
HORST. The Selltellces of Pse/ldo·PIIOC)'lides
[Leiden 1978] 240-241). He also strongly
wams against immoderate and shameful
expressions of sexual desire (61, 67, 214).
The desire for vinue (Ep~ apEn;;, 67).
however. is honourable (a distinction found
already in Euripides el al.). Also his con
temporary Philo of Alexandria distinguishes
between honourable and dishonourable
fonns of eros. He uses the tenn as a \-'ox
media. alternatingly ill malam and ill bOllam
parlem depending upon the context (e.g.
epro; i}OO\·~; \-'erSllS cpo>; OlKOlOO1JV11<;; see
the many references in J. LEISEGANG, Indi
ces ad Philollis Alexalldrill; opera [Berlin
1926], vol. I, 298-299)..

Eros does not occur in the NT. but as
early a.<; the beginning of the second century
CE we find bishop Ignatius of Antioch sta
ting that his eros has been crucified (Ep.
Rom. 7:2), meaning that his bodily desires
no longer exist. In later Christian authors,
however. Eros could be divergently inter
preted as a symbol of God Almighty or of
the devil. and Christian poets made freely
use of the mythological imagery of Eros for
theological purposes (SCHNEIDER 1966:310
312; vo:-.: HARNACK 1894).
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gan 1966) 306-312; O. \VASER, Eros, PlY
VI I (Stuttgan 1907) 484-542.

P. W. VAN DER HORST

ESAU ib~

I. Esau, twin brother of -Jacob is
known as the eponym of the bble 'istiw
(Gen 25: 19-34; 36: 1-43) and the father of
-'Edom (Gen 36:9.43; Akk Udumll; Ug lldm
(1); Eg idm; Gk ldomllaia). His name,
sometimes connected to Ar alta, 'to be
hairy' (Gen 25:25), is more likely explained
as a hypocoristicon of 'Jsw or 'JSY J(HALAT
845; cf. epigraphic Hebr 'fw; Nabataean
'sw). Early critical scholarship surmised
behind the saga of Jacob and Esau a mythol
ogical tale of twin rivalry (GOLDZIHER
1876; MEYER 1906). Frequent reference has
also been made to the culture myth of
Samemrollmos and OIlSOOS as narrated by
Philo of Byblos (H. W. ATTRIDGE & R. A.
ODEN, Philo of Byblos: The Phoenician
History. IlIIrodllction, Critical Text, Transla
tion, Notes [CBQ Monogr. Ser. 9; Washing
ton 1981] 43-44). Esau was identi fled with
this cultural hero Ousoos, hunter and inven
tor of cloths made of animal hides. Further
more, his name has been connected with an
Asiatic goddess *'Jit depicted as a hunting
and horse-riding deity in New Kingdom
texts and iconography (MEYER 1906:278
279 n.2).

II, A relation between Esau's name and
the Asiatic goddess ·'fit does not exist. Her
name ought to be read as 'sty (presumably
pronounced <Ashtay), which originated as a
scribal and phonetic variant of Semitic
-'Astarte (R. STADEU1ANN, Syrisch-Paliisti
nensiscllt! Gorrlzeiten in Agypten [Leiden
1967] 99-10 I). The connection between
Ousoos and Esau is highly questionable, too,
notwithstanding some motives shared be
tween myth and saga. Ous60s is more prob
ably Greek for Uzu or Ushu, the ancient
name of the mainland settlement opposite
Tyre (ANEr3 287.300.477; M. Nom, Ober
Iiefenmgsgeschiclzte des Pelllatellchs [Stutt
gart 1948] 105-106), whereas Samcmrou
mos is reminiscent of smm nnm 'Shamem

romim', a temple quarter in or near Sidon
(KAI 15; see also fmm Jdnn KAI )4: 16; O.
EISSFELDT, Schamemrumim "Hoher Him
mel", ein Stadtteil von Gross-Sidon, FF )4
[]938] ]7]-]73 = KS 2, ]23-]26; GESE,
RAAM, 147-148; ATTRIDGE & ODEN, Philo
of Byblos: The Phoenician History 82-83
n.56).

III. Biblical tradition connects Esau, and
thus also the bble 'istiw, to the land of
Edom and the mountains of Seir (Gen 36: 1
8). There is a distant memory of blood-ties
between Jacob and Esau (e.g. Gen 36:6;
Deut 23:7; Amos I:]]; Ob 10), presumably
dating back to their Transjordan symbiosis
(Gen 32-33; MEYER ]906; Nonl, Oberlie
ferungsgeschichte, 104-108). A kind of kin
ship continued to be felt even after Esau's
migration to the south (Gen 36:6-8). Clans
of the 'Edomite' tribe of Kenaz (Kenizzites)
developed close ties with Judah in and
around Hebron (Num 32:12; Josh ]5:13-]9;
Judg ]:]0-15; MEYER 1906:348-354; DE
VAUX ]971:496-50]). The mention of yhwh
tmn ('Yahweh of Ternan') in the texts from
Kuntillet Ajrud (Horvat Ternan, in the
Negev) also indicates ancient cultural and
religious ties between Israel and Edom. No
clear memories about Esau's tomb and
ancestral cult have survived in the biblical
accounts. There is a Jewish legend relating
the death of Esau at Machpelah because of
his infamous claim to the Cave (bSOIalz 1361;
Pirqe de Rabbi Eliez.er XXXIX). According
to this story, his head was kept at
Machpelah and his body sent back to Seir.

IV, Bibliography
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M. DUKSTRA

ESH - FIRE

ESHMUN -EaJ,touvoc;
I. The name of the Phoenician god of

health, Eshmun Cfmn), has been used by
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some scholars to explain the hap. leg. of Isa
59: 10 t:~~~ as an abstract plural meaning
'health'. Eshmun has also been connected
with -.Ashima. the deity of the settlers from
Hamath referred to in 2 Kgs 17:30.

II, From the 8th century BCE onward,
the cult of the god Eshmun is attested in
Syria, Palestine, Cyprus, Egypt, Carthage
and other Punic cities. In a broken context.
the Treaty of Ashumernrl V with Mati-ilu of
Arpad mentions d/a-su-mu-na in the list of
divine witnesses next to -+Melqan (SAA 2
no. 2 vi 22); so does the treaty between
Esarhaddon of Assyria and Baal of Tyre
(SAA 2 no. 5 iv 14'). The reading 'smn on
an 8th century BCE fragment of pottery from
Shiqmona is doubtful (B. DELAVAULT & A.
LEMAIRE., Les inscriptions pheniciennes de
Palestine, RSF 7 [1979] 17 no. 33a). The
name Eshmun might be connected with a
Semitic stem denoting fatness and health
(SMN with prothetic aleph); the common
Semitic word for 'oil' derives from the same
root. Eshmun should thus be explained as
'healing god, healer' (XELLA 1991 and pre
viously BAUDISSIN 1911; LIPINSKI 1973 and
others). If this etymology is correct. the god
may have ancient antecedents. Since the
Eblaite onomasticon contains theophoric
names compounded with Sum l-gi~ ('oil') or
Eblaite silziminll ('oil'?), it could be argued
that divine figures resembling Eshmun, if
not identical with him, were already wor
shipped at Ebla. A forerunner of Eshmun
was probably known, too, at Ugarit and Ibn
Hani, where a god fill" is attested in some
ritual texts (for lit. see D. PARDEE, Ugaritic
Proper Nouns, AfD 37/37 [1989-90J 458 S.v.
~MN).

In Graeco-Latin sources Eshmun is
identified with AsclepiuslAesculapius, which
confirms his character of superhuman healer,
also attested by a 2nd century nCE trilingual
inscription (Punic/GreeklLatin: KAI 66,
from S. Nicolb Gerrei, Sardinia), which
explicitly associates the god Eshmunl
AsclepiuslAesculapius Merre, with healing
("He heard his voice and healed him").
Some scholars identify Eshmun with the
Greek hero lolaos, who brought -+Heracles

to life by means of a quail. The ties of
Eshmun with healing arc perhaps implied
already in the Esarhaddon Tre<lty: he is
called upon to punish any violation of the
treaty with deprivation of food, clothing and
oil for ointment.
Already in antiquity, the name Eshmun
received explanations other than those con
nected with 'oil' and healing. Philo Byblius
(in his Phoenician History quoted by
Euscb., P.E. I 10,25 and 38) adopts an inter
pretation of the name derived from the num
ber eight (Umijneh in Hebrew); he makes
Asclepius the eighth brother of the Cabiri,
sons of Sydyk (the 'Just One'; -·Zcdeq).
Also Damascius (Vita Isid. 302, cd. Zintzen,
307-308) who considers the E511101l11051

Asclcpius in Beirut to be the eighth son of
Sadykos, after the -·Dioskouroi or Cabiri, is
aware of this explanation of the god's name.

Despite his relatively late appearance in
the Phoenician records, Eshmun appears to
have had an imponant role. His cult is at
tested epigraphically in Syria-Palestine at
Amrit (BORDREUIL 1985), in the 6th-5th
century BCE; at Sarepta and Nebi-Yunis he
seems to be mentioned as well (B. DELA
VAULT & A. LEMAIRE, Une stele "molk" de
Palestine dcdice a Eshmoun? RES 367
reconsidcre, RB 83 [1976] 569-583) in the
3th-2nd century BCE. His cult enjoyed par
ticular importance at Sidon, where Eshmun
was the chief deity since about 500 BCE. He
had a temple in the centre of town where he
was worshipped together with -·Astarte, and
another sanctuary not very far from the city
(at Bostan esh-Sheikh), ncar a spring (sec
KAI 14.15.16 and elsewhere). The inscrip
tions qualify Eshmun as the sr qds. 'Holy
Prince' according to current opinion (a read
ing Sd qds, 'holy spirit', might also be con
sidered), and btl $dl1, 'Lord of Sidon' (KAI
14: 18). Eshmun occupied a special place
also in the Phoenician colonies of the
ancient Mediterranean world, whether alone
or in the company of Mclqan (e.g. CIS 1 16,
23-28, 42-44, from Kition. Cyprus), or
Astarte (e.g. CIS I 245, from Carthage).

The classical tradition ascribes to the
Phoenician Asclepios a premature death and
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a marvellous revival: Damascius reports that
Asclepios of Beirut was a young hunter
beloved by the Phoenician goddess Astronoe
(probably to be identified with Astarte),
mother of the gods; in order to escape her
amorous overtures, he emasculated himself
with an axe. Our rash hero died, but
Astronoe, greatly grieved, brought him back
to life and made him into a god. The tale
appears to be an etiology of Eshmun's di
vini7.ation (for this story of a 'dying god'
see S. RIBICIIINI, Poenus Ad\'ena. Gli dei
fenici e I'interpretazione c1as.r;ica [Roma
1985] 43-73). Some see a relationship
between Astronoe's quickening warmth and
the reviving warmth associated with Eshmun
(so LIPINSKI 1973: 166).

III. In Isa 59:9-15 there is a description
of the hopeless situation of the prophet's
audience. In Isa 59: 10 two conditions are
contral>ted with each other. the second is
that of the dead (ba.yo!zorayim), while the
first is said to be bii'asmallllim. In view of
the context, this hapax legomenon seems to
denote a condition of strength and vigour.
IQlsa:l reads O·:~O~, with a clear waw (M.
BEEGLE, BASOR 123 [1951] 26-30), which
recalls also the non-Phoenician transcrip
tions of the divine name '5111n (esp. in the
personal names: cr. Akk Sa-IIII1-na-ia-tII-ni,
Gk EOJ.1ou"o~, E<ru~ad.,,~. A~uQ.1ouvo~,

Lt Asmllllis, -is11l lin is, -1I.nny"; see F. L.
BENZ, Personal Names in the Phoenician
and PUllic Inscriptions [Rome 1972] 278
279). LXX interprets bii'asmallnim as a verb
(<J'tEVa;OlXJlv). and Vg renders in cali
gillosis (qlla.r;i mOrlui), "in mist, in obscur
ity". Gesenius would explain it as an elative
of the adjective Jiimen 'fat'; modern
scholars usually translate it as an adjective,
'stout' or 'lusty', and RSV renders "among
those in full vigour we are like dead men".
According to W. F. ALBRIGHT, the term
bii'asmanllim is very likely based on the
name of the Phoenician god Eshmun; it
means 'well-being. in good health'.
ALBRIGHT compares the name of the Black
Nightshade, aanpO}Jouv\~, '(herb of) good
health', mentioned by Dioscurides, De
materia medica IV 70 and already inter-

preted on the basis of the Hebrew by S.
Bochart, as aoip C<JJ.l0UV\ (ALBRIGHT 1946;
see also LIPINSKI 1973:167). The common
clements of the biblical and the Greek terms
are obviously the plural form and the
semantic e"olution of ·S1l11l, from 'fat, oil'
to 'he~ller'. In Ihis connection it seems
appropriate to note Ihe etymological expla
nation of Eshmun by Damascius (Vita Isid.
302): "He was named Esmounos by the
Phoenicians with reference to the warmth of
life" CEattouvov \mo <I>OW\KWV rovoJ.loa
J.lCVOV E1tl TU 8cPJ.ltl 1'ii; ~wii~). Note that
also Pausanias (VII 23, 7-8) quoles a Sidon
ian interpretation of the god Asclepios, al\SO
ciating the god with the ability 'to impart to
the air its healthiness'. In the light of these
facts E. LIPINSKI renders the biblical hapax
as 'healers' ('among healers we are as dead
men' 1973: 179), and supports his rendering
by referring to the expression cited by Dios
curides, which he translates 'healer's herb'.
He also observes that "there is no reason to
suppose that the Hebrew writer would have
employed the name of the Phoenician deity
as a poetic word for 'physician', even if
Eshmun were known at that time in South
ern Puleslinc. The use of the plural form of
the noun in the Punic name ~Iii$ir 'efmlmlm
and the rather clear semantic evolution of
5111n, 'oil' > 'anointer', i.e. 'healer', seem to
show with sufficient evidence that 'eJnlllll
was at first a common noun. It then became
an epithet of the Sidonian god and finally a
divine name of its own" (LII'INKSI 1973:
180).

The parallel with Ashima is a different
and more hypothetic case. According to R.
ZADOK (Geographical and Onomastic Notes,
JANES 8 [1976] 118-119), the resemblance
of the two divine names may be merely
morphological, having no bearing upon their
characters, powers or functions.
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S. RJBICIfINI

ETEl\,IMU ~'O~

I. E{emmll is the main term for 'ghost'
in Akkadian. It is the primary Akkadian
equivalent or translation of Sum gidim,
from which word it may derive. The term
e{emmu seems to underlie the biblical 'iuim
in Isa 19:3, where however the final mem is
treated as if it were the Hebrew marker of
the masculine plural.

II. E{emmll is a spirit, more properly a
ghost. Wind imagery is associated with
ghosts (and demons)-note the use of In for
'ghost' (-'Lilith). Ghosts are heard. felt and
especially seen, particularly in dreams.
Ghosts are also designated by or associated
with 'divinity'. Of particular significance is
the etiology of etemmll found in the Old
Babylonian Atrabasis epic I 206-230. There,
mankind is created from a mixture of clay
and the flesh and blood of a slain god. This
god's name is We-ilu. and he is character
ized as one who has {emil, 'understanding,
intelligence' or perhaps even 'psyche'. Note

the similarity in sound and the punning
between awi/u and wee-)ila and between we
e... {ema and elemmu. Thus, when alive,
mankind receives both its life and the name
awi/II, 'man', from this god (a)we-illi. But
also because of this god and man's divine
origin, mankind survives after death in the
form of a ghost. and this too is signalled by
a name; for this text implicitly treats
etemmu, 'ghost', as having been formed
from the combination of the We of the god's
name and his {emil.

After death. what remains is the lifeless
body and some form of intangible. but vis
ible and audible 'spirit'. The body must be
buried; otherwise, the ghost will have no
rest and will not find its place in the com
munity of the dead, usually associated with
the netherworld. In addition, the dead are to
be the recipients of ongoing mortuary rites,
which include invocations of the name of
the deceased, presentation of food and liba
tion of water. In this way the dead are cared
for and their memory is preserved. The dead
may be remembered as individuals for up to
several generations and then become pan of
the ancestral family (e{em kimti). It needs
always to be emphasized that Mesopotamian
burial and mortuary rituals as well as beliefs
about the dead are not simply an auton
omous area of religious life; they also reflect
social structure and psychological experi
ence. In any case, care for the dead may
provide an occasion for the maintenance of
social bonds. The living and dead maintain a
permanent relationship and form an ongoing
community. Dead and living kin in Mes
opotamia are dependent upon each other and
therefore their relationship will naturally
reflect or express both hostility and love.

Normally the dead body was buried and
burial allowed for the preservation and
maintenance of the deceased's identity after
death and for his continued connection with
both the living and dead members of the
family. Burial is crucial. for if a corpse is
left unburied and/or is destroyed by animals,
fire. or the like, the dead person cannot be
integrated into the structured community of
the dead and thereby into the ongoing and
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continuous community of the living and the
dead. He loses his human community and
human identity. This is not only the fate of
those who do not receive burial immediately
after death. The same fate awaits the dead
who are disinterred and whose skeletal
remains are destroyed. In some cases. the
remains arc so totally transfonned and disin
tegrated that the dead loses all vestiges of
human identity.

The unburied or disinterred may become
roaming and troublesome ghosts~ more
important. some texts suggest that they are
relegated to the formless and chaotic world
sometimes a'isociated with steppe and
winds, and may even become part of the
demonic world that is neither human nor
god. male nor female. Hence gldimletemmll
may become associated with the demonic
class uduglurukku and even be so designated.

Lack of burial and/or destruction of the
body will often occur accidentally and
belongs psychologically together with the
fear of premature death; such trealITlent of
the body may also be imposed as a punish
ment for a crime. It is among the most
dreadful sanctions of Mesopotamian society.

Infonnation about the condition of the
dead is found in a variety of sources. Par
ticularly worthy of note are a) rituals. espe
cially therapeutic ones, that deal with ghosts
and their effects on humans. b) 'descents' to
the netherworld. and c) curses that describe
the various evils which may befall human
beings.

a) Magical and medical texts that deal
with ghosts usually focus on those ghosts
who plague the living. The topos of a rest
less and troublesome ghost is particularly
prevalent Ghosts who plague the living may
either belong to one's own family or be
strangers'.who have attached themselves to
the victim. These ghosts are often said to
have not been provided with mortuary rites
or, even worse, to have not received a
proper burial in the first place. Mention
must also be made of the dead who had led
unfulfilled lives and are drawn back to the
world of the living. either out of envy or
malice. or out of the desire to complete

'unfinished business'. Various physical and
psychological symptoms are attributed to
ghostly seizures in thernpeutic texts. No
table. in addition. is the frequent mention of
visions of the dead. often in dreams. Some
therapeutic texts prescribe material cures
(e.g. potions. salves); others opemte more in
the magical and symbolic realms and try to
rid the victim of the ghost either by provid
ing the ghost with proper burial and/or mor
tuary treatment or by performing some other
form of expulsion.

In other instances. ghosts-usually the
family manes (etem kimti )-are invoked to
help the living by taking one or another
form of evil down to the netherworld. Of
great interest. especially in view of the
aforementioned biblical passage (and similar
passages which mention the 'ob and Jill
decolI; though not the 'iUim). are attempts to
raise the dead for purposes of necromancy.
One designation of the necromancer is
mllseU e{emmi.

b) Among the 'descents'. pride of place
should perhaps go to the descent of Enkidu
to the netherworld in the Sumerian
Gilgamesh. Enkidll. alld the Ncthen\'orld
(/lGilg. Tablet XII) and in the later Gilg.
Tablet VII. In the former-which represents
an early text-the state of the dead is de
scribed in tenns of and related to the human
support system (e.g. number of children).
the manner of death and the treatment of the
body. In the main. the dead arc pale imi
tations of the living-they are human in
form but seem to lack animation and energy.
In later descriptions. by contrnst. the vision
of the dead is more horrific and shows us a
netherworld inhabited by monsters and
demons and dead who no longer look
human. Here. mention should be made espe
cially of The Nethen\'Orld Vision of {Ill

Assyrian Prince as a late text which exhibit<;
this horrific vision of the nethel'\vorld (SAA
3 [1989J no. 32).

Equally illuminating historically as re
gards changes in the idea of the netherworld
is the grnphic description of the dead and of
the netherworld in the opening lines of the
Descent of IS/liar. To the dark house. dwell-
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ing of Erkalla's god I To the house which
those who enter cannot leave I On the road
where tmvelling is one-way only I To the
house where those who enter are deprived of
light I Where dust is their food, clay their
bread I They see no light, they dwell in
darkness I They are clothed like birds, with
feathers lOver the door and the bolt, dust
has settled. (S. DAI.LEY, Afyths from Mes
opotamia [OxfordlNew York 1989] 155:4
II) Here I would make seveml historical
observations. Firstly, it is significant that the
older Desce1l1 of Illanna (from which the
Desce1l1 of Ishtar derives) docs not focus
upon or even contain this type of descrip
tion. Moreover, in the later text, the dead arc
described a" birds and not humans. Further
more, the description of the netherworld in
the later text is itself a later image, one that
has been superimposed upon the earlier
vision of the netherworld as a city which is
entered through gates and in which the dead
are housed or even imprisoned. Its second
ary nature is clear from the fact that the
house of the dead is here described as one
whose door and bolt are covered with dust,
for the earlier image-an image which is
even used of Ishtar's own descent later in
the text-is that of gates through which the
dead constantly go and which therefore
would not be covered by dust. This image of
the dusty netherworld and with it the image
of the dead as birds would seem to derive
from that of a tomb or even a ruin andlor a
cave. More than the earlier texts, these later
visions serve to draw a sharper line and a
greater contmst between the living and the
dead.

c) Often, texts whose purpose is to main
tain or protect the 'status quo' (e.g. bound
ary stones, treaties, laws, building and tomb
inscriptions, etc.) include sanctions in the
fonn of curses. Notable among these curses
are various threats a"sociatcd with death:
death itself, denial of burial, destruction of
the corpse, deprivation of rites which pro
vide care for the dead. Most powerful are
those curses which seem to suggest that the
transgressor will not only suffer death but
will also be excluded, one way or another,

from the organized community of the dead.
On occasion, it appears that the trans

gressor is punished whether he is dead or
alive: he does not escape retribution. Thus,
the living criminal is killed, his ghost made
to wander, and even his remains destroyed.
For his part, the criminal who had died
before being punished is deprived of mor
tuary rites: moreover, his burial may be
reversed by exhumation and, occasionally,
his remains destroyed. His ghost, too, is thus
excluded from the community of the dead
and made to wander. (Passages such as CH
rev. xxvii, 34-40 and VT£ 476-477
"above, among the living, may he (Shamash)/
they (the great gods) uproot him/you; below,
in the earth, may he/they deprive his/your
ghost of water"-may stipulate not only two
sequential punishments for the same person,
but also two sepamte, parallel punishments
for either eventuality). The e{emmu, then,
does not escape punishment and may even
lose its human identity. In this construction,
as I understand it, the criminal must not
only be killed but must also be kept from
being integrated or reintegrated into the
netherworld. For the netherworld and the
heavens fonn a connected structure or even
continuum, and if the criminal were allowed
to remain in the netherworld, he would find
a place in the cosmic state.

This approach to sanction involves the
exclusion of the transgressor from the 01'

gani7.cd cosmos of the divine, the living, and
the dead. It fonns one of the underlying
principles of Sargonid treaty ideology and
explains the 'vengeful' behaviour of Esar
haddon and Assurbanipal to the corpses and
skeletons of those who violated their treaty
obligations. It operates no less in the
symbolic sphere as evidenced, for example,
by the anti-witchcraft ceremony Maqlli
('Burning'). MaqUi took place at the time of
the nnnual reappearance of ghosts in Abu.
One of its central purposes was to ensure
that all witches be expelled and kept outside
the organized social and cosmic community.
'Live' witches were judged and destroyed;
'dead' witches were captured and expelled.
Thus, all witches were to be prevented from
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T. AnusclJ

having a proper burial. They were deprived
of burial in order to prevent them from
finding a place in the netherworld and con
sequently in the cosmic state.

III. In the Hebrew Bible the 'iUf", are
mentioned only in Isa 19:3: in an oracle
against Egypt it is stated that Yahweh will
"frustrate the spirit of Egypt and destroy
their plans", In a reaction to this prophecy
of doom the Egyptians are expected to
intensify their divinatory practices, among
which are "the consulting of mediums and
the asking of ';tr;m for advice".
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ETERNITY 0'1'
I. The Hebrew tenn cOlam, customarily

translated as 'eternity', corresponds etymo
logically with the divine name Oulomos
occurring in a Phoenician cosmology attri
buted to Mochos of Sidon. Although the
authenticity of this deity has long been a
matter of uncertainty. the occurrence of the
theonym tJalma in texts from Emar shows
that a god 'Eternity' was indeed part of the
West Semitic pantheon. His name occurs in
first millennium cuneifonn texts from Nine
veh as Alam and Alama. Whilst the occur
rences of colam in the Hebrew Bible show
little to no trace of a mythological back
ground, the divine name -+EI-olam may well
retain a reminiscence of the god Eternity.

II. The god Oulomos is mentioned in a
Phoenician cosmology, transmitted by
Damascius. Dubitationes et solllt;ones de
primis principiis I25c. and attributed by him
to Mochos of Sidon. Dama.c;cius, a fifth or
sixth century Nco-Platonist writes: "At first
there was Aether and Aer (...) from which
Oulomos (Ou~o;), the god perceived by
the intellect. was created. (...) They say that
from him. when he had intercourse with
himself, there was born Chousor. the first
opener, and then the egg" (translation by H.
\V. ATIRIDGE & R. A. ODEN. Philo of
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ByMos [CBQMS 9; Washington 1981] lOl
102). The syncretism of these cosmological
views is evident: the notion of Oulomos as
"the god perceived by the intellect" is Neo
Platonist. whilst the ideas of Oulomos'
autofenilization and the appearance of the
egg go back to Egyptian mythological lore.
The name Oulomos. however. is most likely
interpreted as Semitic; its spectrum of mea
nings ranges from 'eternity' to 'world' and
'underworld' (for lit. on clm as 'underworld'
see D. PARDEE, Les textes paramytllOlogi
qlles de la 24e campagne (l96l) [RSOu IV;
Paris 1988] 90). The god Oulomos mentio
ned by Mochos correponds with Aiwv
(-+Aion) in the Phoenician cosmology as
reponed by Philo of Byblos (FGH IIUc no.
790, p. 807, lines 20.21; A. I.
BAUMGARTEN, The Phoenician Hi.fitory of
Philo of Byblos [EPRO 89; Leiden 19811
146-148).

The authenticity of a West Semitic god
*ciilamu (of which Oulomos is the Greek
version, and Aiwv the Greek translation) ha."
been established by the occurrence of a god
ijalma (dlwl-ma) in various cuneifonn text"
from Emar (Emar 287:6; 373:93; 378: 12;
393:9; 446:95'). These 14th-13th cent. BCE
attestations of Ijalma must be distinguished
from the references to a god ijalam or II
Ijalam in Early Dynastic tablet" from Mari
and theophoric names from Ebla (e.g. Igri~

Ijalam). The deity ijalam or lI-tJalam owes
its name to the toponym ljalamltJalab. the
ancient name of Aleppo, and stands for the
stonn god (-+Hadad) of Aleppo (LAMBERT

1990). He occurs in the Emar texts under
the fonn d[b]al-Ia-a-ba (Emar 373: 127'),
with the nonnal -b- of 'Aleppo'. Ijalma, on
the other hand, corresponds with West
Semitic .cAlmafAlama, 'Eternity' (cf. thc
occasional cuneifonn writing dijanat for the
goddess -+Anat). The name lies at the origin
of the anificial divine pair dal-mu and da/al
la-mil, whose names are written lJa-al-ma
and ba-Ia-ma in an unpublished Old Babylo
nian list from Nippur (LAMBERT 1995:90).
Although West Semitic .calmalcalama may
have the meaning 'world', the rendering
'eternity' finds suppon in the lexical series

Malku=~arru, where 1111,; ('from long since,
from eternity') is given as the synomym of
almli (STT 394: 110). LAMBERT (1995:90)
notes a correspondence between
AlmuJAlamu and DiirilDari, 'Eternity'
(LAMBERT, GtHtergenealogie, RLA 3 [1971 J
470). Unlike DiirilDari, however, the god
ijalmalAlmuJAlamu had a cenain currency
in Near Eastern cull" of the second millenni
um. He is one of the Syrian gods worship
ped in Hittite religion (V. HAAS, Gescllichte
der Hetltitisc!len Religion [HdO U15; Lciden
1994] 40 I and 921 s.v. ijalma), and he was
apparently known at Sidon as well. Contrary
to the claim by DAHOOD (Psalms II [AB 17;
Garden City 1968] 312), the Ugaritie texts
have yielded no evidence of clm as a theo
nym (the reading of A7lfl 1.10 III 5 is
uncertain; if the text has C/lm] it is best
taken as an adjective to qnyn).

III, Taken by itself, the Hebrew tenn
colam does not possess any connotation of
divinity. M. Dahood regarded c(jfam as an
archaic divine appellation, 'the Eternal', and
referred to many psalms in support of his
contention (M. DAHOOD, Psalms I [AB 16;
Garden City 1965] xxxvii, with ref. to Pss
24:7.9; 52: II; 66:7; 73: 12; 75: 10; 89:3; cf.
also his interpretation of Ps 110:4). Unfortu
nately, however, Dahood was forced to
emendate or reinterpret the Masoretic text in
many cases (so in Pss 31:2 1/ 71:1; 52:11;
75:10; 119:111.160). The alternance posited
by him between colam,'the Eternal One',
and zli /eeOlam, 'the One of Eternity' (Ps
12:8), does nothing to reinforce his case
either. Nor does the expression lcjj~ot colam
in Deut 33:27 mean 'the anns of the god
Olam' (pace A. VAN DEN BRANDEN, Lcs
dieux des patriarches, BeO 162 [1990] 36).
The God of Israel may be reverentially
qualified ali 'eternal', but there is no biblical
text which uses the abstraction 'eternity' as
a divine designation.

The existence of a West Semitic deity
.calamu throws an interesting light upon the
divine name -.EI-olam. Contrary to a wide
spread opinion (ef. A. DE PURY 1995:551
552), Olam (or rather his Phoenician name
sake) is attested as an independent deity.
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One cannot rule out the possibility, there
fore, that the biblical theonym EI-olam is an
attempt at domesticating this god by turning
him into a manifestation of EI. This hypo
thesis has a cenain plausibility in view of
the fact that the term -·Shadday is known to
occur ac; independent theonym as well, not
withstanding the construction of the name as
EI-shadday in the Book of Genesis.
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EUPHRATES n~~

I. The MT refers to the Euphrates as
Perflt, 'Euphrates', nelwr Phat, 'River
Euphrates', and as (lum)niihdr, '(the) River'.
The designation IWlllliilu;r Iwgglic!6l, 'the
Great River', was applied to the Euphrates
(Gen 15:18: Deut 1:7: Josh 1:4) as well as
to the Tigris (Dan 10:4). The two streams
appear as a pair in the dual nahiirayim, 'the
two rivers', confined to the expression 'aram
lIaluira.....im, '(Western) Mesopotamia'.

Hebr Perot (and itc; Qumran variant
Pllrat, ii"ii::l, IQapGen xxi 12.17.28: IQ~1 ii
II) derives from Akk Pllraltll <Pllrall1l1, cf.
the forms Pllrall111m in the Mari letters and
Pllrallaru(m) in Ebla lists (a bt,-Ia-na-tim =
/luh..,; Purtmatim, ARET 5 [1984] no. 3 iv 2
3 & p. 23) and first millennium texts from
Assur (Atr. 149). The Hurrian forms are
Pllranti and Unlltll, while the river occurs in
Hittite texts as P"ralla (RGTC 6 [1978J 396
398). The Akkadian designation is likely to
go back to a pre-Sumerian name. The fe
male ending. char.lcteristic of the Akkadian
form but lacking in the Hittite variant
P:trafla, shows that the Euphrates was con
ceived as a female entity. It should be noted
that not all rivers are female. cf. -Hubur.
The name Euphrates comes from Gk Ei>¢pci
tTl.; which. in its tum. is based on Old-Pers
Ufralll.

The Euphrates occurs as a divine uame
outside the Bible in Mari and Babylonia.

II. Whereac; in Akkadian texts from
2000 BCE onward the Euphrates is never
preceded by the divine determinative (in
contrast to the -·Tigris). the river occurs as
a deity in pre-Sargonic lists from Mari
(written dKlB-nun-a. MARl 5 [1987J 72 no.
7 ii 5-6. cr. W. G. LAMBERT. MARl 6
[1990J 642 n. 4. The presumed occurrence
of dPu-ra-AN-AN [I. J. GELD, Mari and the
Kish Civilization, Mari in Retrospect (ed. G.
D. Young: Winona Lake 1992) 134J, based
on the photogrnph in Syria 41 (1964) 8, is a
misreading for KA UNKEN dingir.dingir,
see MARl 5 [1987J 106 no. 8). The evidence
for the deification of the river is thus limited
to the West, though this may be sheer coin
cidence. As a deity, the Euphrates appears in
these early texts as a nllmen loci. compara
ble to -Assur, -·Hubur. etc.

Judging by the epigraphical evidence of
the second and first millennium nCE. the
Euphrates lost its divine aui.!. In a greeting
formula in a Middle Babylonian letter there
is a reference to 'the gods of the Euphrates'
(BE 17/1 [1908J no. 87:5). The expression is
curious, but does not seem to imply that a
divine nature was ascribed to the river,
though an echo of its earlier deification can
still be henrd in some of the anthroponyms.
In the Old Babylonian names Mar-Purattim,
'Son-of-Euphrates', and Purattum-ummi,
'Euphrates-is-my-mothcr' (RGTC 3 [1980]
305) and the Nonh Syrian name IS-Pur:1lte
[=*'i!-Purattu, 'The-Euphrates-is-present" cf.
such names a" 'Et-BacalJ (Emar no. 138:
34), the name of the river functions as a
theophoric element, witness the comparison
with analogous names. The fact that the
name docs not bear a divine determinative
indicates that people were no longer aware
of its original significance.

A mythological speculation found in
Em/fila e/if V 55 says that the Euphrates and
the Tigris sprung from the eyes of -'Tiamat.
the divinc antagonist of -'Marduk. An eso
teric commentary from thc first millennium
nCE specifies that "the Tigris is her right
eye, thc Euphratcs is her left eyc" (SAA 3
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[19891, no. 39 r.3). Since both Tiamat and
the Tigris arc known as deities, such specu
lation may imply the same for the Euphra
tcs. The gradual reduction of the Babylonian
pantheon did not leave room for the Euphra
tes as an independent deity. But it retained a
divine function, as is shown by a statement
in a theological speculative text saying that
it is the Euphrates "which served Shamash"
(RA 60 [1966J 73: 10). The justification for
this view seems to have been the pmctice of
the water ordeal (--River), an important
judicial instrument and as such associated
\'lith the god of justice (-'Sun).

The analysis of the place of the Euphrntes
in rV1esopotamian mythology is complicated
somewhat by the fact that the god
Niral]lIrban has been identified with the
Euphrates. Nirabllrban is both a ri ver-god
and a snake-god. Apparently dNiral] is .the
deified snake and dIrban is the deified river
Euphrates represented as a snake (WIGGER
MANN 1997:43 n. 89). In an Akkadian hymn
to Nisaba, the grain-goddess, he is called
'father of all the gods', which shows that he
is a fonn of the primeval River (RLA 6,
220). The lexical series Antagal identifies
him with the Euphrates (MSL 17 [1985] 233
no. 24.2:6'); the series Erimbus with the
Arnbtu, a branch of the Euphrntes passing
through Babylon (MSL 17 [1985] 82:48).
Identification with the Euphrates suggests
that Irban came to be regarded as female. In
incantations, she is referred to as "river
Irban with her banks" (Cf 23 PI. 1:7; 2:20;
BAM no. 124 iv 711J27:7) and credited with
powers of healing, since a drawing of Irban
is used in therapeutic rituals (Cf 23 PI.
I:2.12). Rabbinical trndition on the
beneficial effects of "bathing in the waters
of the Euphrates" (b. Kelub. 77b) probably
preserves the Babylonian view.

Despite the occasional identification with
the god IrlJan, the Euphrates cannot have
been commonly regarded as divine in the
second and first millennia BCE. In current
usage, the name of the river never bears the
divine detenninative. Though originally
belonging to the pre-Sargonic pantheon of
Marl and Ebla, the river was only deified in

later times Inasfar as it was conceivcd as a
manifestation of the god Niiru (-.River) or
Irban. The latter were fonns of the primeval
River. It had an important place in the cos
mology of the ancients, being the frontier
between the carth and the netherworld (cf. 1.
BorrERO, CRRA 26 [19801 3I).

III. In the more than fifty passages where
the Euphrates is mentioned in the Bible, the
river is never ascribed divine status. It
occurs mostly as a topographical point of
reference. As such it marks the northern
border, ideally, of the promised land (e.g.,
Gen 15: 18). From the pcrspccti ve of the
Deuteronomists, it is the frontier bet\s,'een
two distinct cultures (cf. Josh 24:2.3.14.15).

In a few instances, however, the Euphrn
tes takes on mythological dimensions. In the
Paradise Myth, the Euphrates is one of the
four branches into which the stream spring
ing from Eden divides (Gen 2: 14). Eden, the
"garden of God" (Ezek 28: 13), equivalent to
the "mountain of God" (Ezek 28: 16). is to
be located in the North (lsa 14:13), more
specifically in the Northwest, the region of
the Amanus and Antilebanon mountains
(-.Lebanon). According to a semi-mythical
topography, the sources of the four life
giving waters of the universe, one of which
was the Euphrates, are here. Together with
the Pishon, the Gihon and the Tigris, the
other Parndisiac streams, the Euphrates is
mentioned in Sir 24:25-27 as an image of
the overflow of Wisdom bestowed by the
Law.

The Euphrates, being a branch of the pri
meval river, could be associated with an
unknown land inhabited by people long
since vanished. It is in this sense that the
apocalyptic writings elaborated upon the
Isaianic prophecy according to which the
remnant of Israel in Assyria would return by
way of the Euphrates, smitten into seven
channels (Isa 11:15). In Rev 16:12, the
dried-up bed of the Euphrates functions as a
highway for ..the kings from the cast", per
haps a designation of the rulers of the nether
world. In Rev 9: 14, the river is the boundary
between the world of the Jiving and the
realm of the dead: four death-dealing angels
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were kept in check on the Euphrates.
According to 2 Esd 13:39-45, finally, the
Israelites, whom Shalmaneser took captive,
found refuge in Arzareth, "a region where
no human being had ever lived", which they
reached by the narrow passages of the
Euphrates. This 'Other Land', as Arzareth
can be rendered (Hebr ~ere~ Jal:zeret), stands
for the nether world, from which the dis
persed Israelites would return in the end of
time. On their way back, "the Most High
will stop the channels of the river again" (2
Esd 13:47), so that they might pass the river
of death. This concept might be based on an
interpretation of 2 Kgs 17:6 /I 18: II in
which the Habur river near Gozan, to which
the Israelite were exiled, is interpreted as the
Hubur, river of death.

To some extent, then, the view of the
later Biblical writings reflecl'\ Babylonian
mythology. To the Mesopotamians of the
first millennium BCE, the Euphrates is divine
inasmuch as it is an aspect of the primeval
river linking the earth with the underworld.
Though the Euphrates never has divine
status in the Biblical texts, it does have a
mythological significance inasmuch as it is
considered to be a branch of the Primeval
River and marks the line of transition
between the world of the living and the
regions beyond: that is, the kingdom of the
dead.
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K. VAN DER TOORN

EVE i1YI
I. Eve is mentioned by name four times

in the Bible, twice in Genesis and twice in
NOr. It is after the 'fall' narrated in Gen 3:1-

19 that the Man (Jui'adam) names his wife
~/awwa ('Eve', LXX Zoe); because 'she was
the mother of all living things' (ki hiJ huyeta
Jbn kol-I:zay). The tradition understands a
significant link between name and function,
suggesting that ~Iawwa is to be related ety
mologically to ~/Qya, 'live' (old .hayin waw
for later I:tayin yodh). Cf. Ugaritic l:zy)iJ.lwy
(UT §19. 856). WALLACE (1985:151) sces a
Ugaritic noun I:zwt, meaning 'life', in such
passages as A/V 2.27. 2, 15 etc. This may
not be the scientific etymology, but is the
theological link made by the author. She is
'born' from the Man's side, being formed
from a rib (Gen 2:21-23). Within the
confines of this story, Eve is the prototypical
woman, and is wholly created. (The Man is
also her 'mother' in a sense.) Many com
mentators have noted Aramaic ~lewyaJ and
variants, and Arabian ~/Q)'ya, meaning 'ser
pent'. WALLACE (1985:148) draws attention
to Gen. Rab. 20, which gives a rabbinic
assessment: 'the serpent is your (sc. Eve's)
serpent and you arc Adam's serpent'. The
Theban 'Qadeshet' stelae have also been
adduced as parallels. But WALLACE'S
attempt to link these to Ugaritic Athirat on
the basis of the term qdJ, (1985: 155) is mis
conceived. The Egyptian fonn is qdst.

II, It is evident, that despite Eve's pres
ent creaturely status, various fragments of
mythological tradition are present in the
story, and various scholars have concluded
from these that a goddess lies behind Eve.
Thus, the Sumerian divine name nin.ti,
'Lady of Life' (AGE 419), which is struc
turally similar to the aetiology for Eve
offered above, and is itself ambiguous in
meaning, having also the sense 'Lady of the
Rib', is cited by GASTER (1969:21). KIKA
WADA (1972:33) dmws attention to the
Akkadian formula belet kala iii. 'Mistress of
all the gods', applied to the goddess Mami
in Atr. I 246-248, and suggests that Mami
underlies Eve, who is however supposedly
demythologised (34-35). We may also add.
from a nearer cultural milieu, the epithets of
Ugaritic Athirat (->Asherah), qllyt ifm
('Progenitrix of the gods', KTU 1.4 i:22
etc.) and um iflml. ('mother of the gods'.
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KTV 2.31. 43). A goddess named ~["'t ap
pears in KAI 89. I. in a votive stela from the
Carthaginian nccropolis, beginning with the
invocation rbt bwt 'It mlkt... : 'Great Lady,
Havvat. Goddess, Queen(?)!' HROZl"Y (1932:
121-122) proposcd that ~I\ ..·t is related to the
Hurrian divine name -Hebut. She was the
consort of Teshub, the Hurrian stonn-god.

III. The second OT reference to Eve (MT
Ifawwa. LXX Ella) is in Gen 4:1. where on
giving birth to -Cain, Eve cries in triumph
"I have given birth to a man by Yahweh!"
or "I ha\'e :.lcquired a husband. Yahweh!"
Both senses are possible, though hardly the
usual meaning adduced, "I have ucquircdl
begotten a man with the help of Yahwehr'
unless it be conceded that the implications
of the phrnse are not compatible with
-Adum's patcrnity. Whcther Yahweh is the
father of the man she has begotten or the
husband she has acquired, the implication is
that Eve plays the role of, indeed is, a god
dess. It is all the more remarkable that MT
has preserved such clear echoes in contra
diction of the opening phrnse "the Man had
intercourse with his wife Eve". Since Cain
bears many features of a 'first Man', how
ever, it is not unreasonable to sec the gener
ations preceding him-f\'tan ('Adam) born
from the soil ('lida11la) , Woman ('iSia) born
from man ('H)-as being originally divine
generntions in an old thcogonic trndition, of
which mere echoes survive. A further hint
of this perspective is supplied if we enquire
into the origins of Cain's wife who abruptly
appears in 4: 17; the simplest solution is to
understand her to be his mother, so that
human origins go back to an incest myth
which is at the same time the epitome of the
sacred marriage (WYATI 1986; cf. the story
of Lot and his daughters in Gcn 19:30-38).
It is also of interest, in vicw of the different
scenarios offered for the origins of Yahwism
(with -Moses, Exod 3:13-15; 6:2-3; Abram,
Gcn 12:7; Cain or Enosh, Gen 4:26 [see
LEWY, vr 6 [1956] 429-435), that Eve
refers to the deity by name.

In much of this discussion, the symbolic
elements emerging suggcst a link of some
kind between Eve and the goddess Ashcrah:

wife of Yahweh, linked to a tree, the mother
of a 'primal man' (sc. royal) figure, auto
chthonous (thus legitimizing territorial con
trol) etc. Tantalising though this is, how
ever, it is difficult to prove any links, not
least because of the problematic status of
Asherah in Israel and Judah.

The NT references to Eve, in 2 Cor 11:3
and I Tim 2: 13, offer nothing in the present
context, simply providing the classical
Christian interpretation of the Eden narrative
as the 'fall', with Eve (the prototype of all
women) primarily culpable because she
yielded to the serpent's seduction. In medi
aeval henneneutics much was made of
-Mary's role as the anti type of Eve ('the
second Eve'), and the old ideological sym
bols are reinforeed (cf. O'REILLY 1992).
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EVERLASTING GOD -. EL-OLAM

EVIL INCLINATION 1'"' j~~

I. The concept of an evil inclination is
typically rabbinic. This notion does not
occur in the Bible, but Ihe rnbbis did derive
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it from biblical texlli (esp. Gen 2:7; 6:5;
8:21). This inclination or drive is sometimes
personified as a demonic figure or the
-Satan.

II. The widespread Gocthean concept
'zwei Seelen gibt's in mciner Brust [two
souls are in my breast]' was given expres
sion by the early rabbis in a theory of two
)'e~arim ('inclinations, desires, drives, bents
of mind'), namely the )'e~er !la-ro\' (the desi
re to do good) and the ye$er ha-ra' (the
desire to do evil); see, e.g., m. Ber. 9:5. This
theory may have had precursors in writings
such as Test. Asher I:3-9 and IQS 3: 13-14,
but nowhere else do we find a comprehens
ive theory such as we have it in rabbinic lite
rature. The notion of two opposing inclina
tions is a major feature of the anthropology
of the rabbis (URBACH 1975:471-482). They
found biblical support for it in the fact that
in Gen 2:7 ('the Lord God fonned
[waYJe~u] man') the verb 'fonned' is writ
ten not with one but with two )'ods, which is
unusual and hence loaded with meaning: It
was God himself who had created human
kind with two ye~arim, a good one and a
bad one (see b. Ber. 61 a; Sifre Dew. 45;
according to b. Sukk. 52a and j. To 'all. 66c
God regretted having created the evil one).
Moreover, Gen 6:5 and 8:21 state explicitly
that the inclination (Je~er) of the human
heart is continually evil (ra '), and that from
its youth (cf. b. Sanh. 91 b). Further biblical
passages taken into service by the rabbis
include Gen 4:7, Deut 31 :21 and Ps 103: 14
(SCHECHTER 1909:242-243; MOORE
1927:479-480). Even though there is some
debate among the rabbis about the moment
of the association of the evil inclination with
humans, the general notion seems to be that
itlhe accompanies a person from his or her
earliest beginnings to old age, and for that
reason itlhe has a priority of 13 years over
the good inclination who only makes his
appearance at the age of the bar mi~wah

(SCHECHTER 1909:252-255). According to
the rabbis the good inclination induces
humankind to keep God's comm:mdments,
but the evil one is the source of rebellion
against God (though never the good one res-

ides solely in the soul and the evil one only
in the body!). Even so the evil inclination is
a necessary and even essential element in
human life on earth in that it is also the
source of the sexual passion and hence of
procreation (see Gen 1:28, and D. BOYARIN,
Carnal Israel: Reading Sex in Talmudic
Cullllre [Berkeley 1993] 61-67). Life with
out the driving force of the evil inclination
would be good but it would also be uncre
ative. For that reason the evil inclination
will not be eradicated before the realizmion
of the world to come ('olam ha-bil'; see b.
Sukk. 52a; cf. Ber. 17a). According to a
legend in b. Yoma 69b, the Men of the Great
Synagogue wanted to kill the evil inclina
tion, but 'he' warned them that, if they
would do so, they would bring about the
world's ruination (cf. Gen. R. 9:7). In gener
al, however, the evil inclination is perceived
as n threat to life according to God's will,
since apart from sexual desires the concept
also includes other strong physical appetites
in general, the passion to worship idols,
anger, aggression. hatred. vanity. and
unbridled ambition (e.g.• b. Shahb. J05b;
Gen. R. 22:6; Sifre Delli. 33; see JACOBS
1995:608: SCHECHTER 1909:250-252). The
only means of control are the preceplli of the
--Torah (b. Qidd. 30b; Sifre Dew. 45; cf.
Ben Sira 21: II). It is therefore incumbent
upon the believers to attempt to subdue it
(m. A\'oth 4: I) and to exercise severe self
control with the help of Torah study. Scho
lars are especially prone to submit to the
evil ye~er. since the greater the man the
stronger his evil inclination (b. Sukk. 52a),
but serious study of Torah is sufficient to
overcome it. The evil inclination wali some
times identified with Satan or the -.Angel of
Death or a strange god (e.g., b. Ber. 61a;
Sukk. 52a-b; BB 16a: j. Ned. 41 b; Shem. R.
30: 17). In parallel passages Satan and the
evil impulse may interchange. ali elsewhere
do evil impulse and sin (MOORE 1927:492).
In this way it comes very close to the Paul
ine concept of personified --Sin (e.g. Rom
7: 13-25). But in general the evil inclination
is viewed as impersonal and equated with
'the heart of stone' in El.ek 36:26 (e.g.,
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Tallbuma B: Wa,n'iqra 12: Cant. Rabba I
2,4).
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EVIL SPIRIT OF GOD mn C'i1';~ mi
I, There are references to 'an evil

spirit' (nia~l rata) sent by God in Judg 9:23
and I Sam 16:23. In the latter case, the
spirit which afflicts Saul is also called niah
'ilO/zi", ratli, 'an evil spirit of God' or 'evi'l
divine spirit' (l Sam 16:15.16; 18:10), nla~l

YHWH rila. 'an evil spirit of Yahweh' (l
Sam 19:9), and. in its first occurrence, niah
rti'll ",e'et YHWH, 'an evil spirit fro~,
Yahweh' (I Sam 16:14).

R,ia~l, the Hebrew word commonly tmns
lated 'spirit', has primary meanings of both
'breath' and 'wind'. The notion of 'spirit'
arose in pan from an abstraction of the con
cept of breath as the animating force of a
living being. Spirits retain the character of
winds inasmuch as they move about invisibly.

II, Other ancient Near Eastern civili
71ltions shared this understanding of spirits.
Wind<; that affect human fortunes are de
scribed in Mesopotamian texts in tenns of a
contrast between the 'good wind' (Sam
(lihll) and the 'evil wind' (slim lemnu or
siim Iti !iibu), the latter being exemplified
especially by a group of seven evil spirits
decmed responsible for a variety of human
afflictions and miseries (see R. C. TJlmIP
SON, De\'ils and Evil Spirits of Babylonia
[New York 1976 repr.] I: XLVlI-XL\1). A
proposal (RIESSLER 1911: 118) to recover an

allusion to this group in Mic 5:4 by revocal
izing MT sibta roti",. 'seven shepherds', as
Jibtd ratim, 'seven evil (spirits): has re
ceived only limited acceptance (cf. SELLIN

1922:290: SARACINO 1983:265-266). Simi
larly, Egyptian text<; associate diseases with
wind-born evil spirits, agents of the lion
goddess Sekhmet, who surreptitiously intro
duce afnictions into the body via the left ear
(cf. P. GIIALIOUNGUI, Magic and Medical
Science ill Allciellt Egypt [London 1963) 74
75).

III. TIle nill~l, 'spirit: 'wind' or 'breath',
of -Yahweh or God is often mentioned in
the OT as a vehicle of divine intervention in
human affairs (I Kgs 18: 12; 2 Kgs 2: 16).
The spirit of Yahweh enables individuals to
assume roles of leadership (Num 11:17.24;
Judg 3: 10): the spirit of God inspires them
to prophesy (Num 24:2) and may manifest
itself "in berserk or frenzied behaviour (Judg
14:19; 15:14-15). On a small number of
occasions, God sends a spirit that is hannful
or hostile, that is, 'an evil spirit' (r1ia~J nita).
As stated explicitly in Judg 9:24.56-57, the
purpose of the evil spirit that God places
between Abimelech and the lords of
Shechem (v 23) is to punish Abimelech for
the assassination of his brothers (v 5) and
the people of Shechem for their complicity
in the fratricide. The evil spirit that afflicts
Saul seems to come to him as a replacement
for the spirit of God that entered him when
he was chosen by Yahweh to lead Ismel (I
Sam II :6) and, at least initially, expressed
itself in the fonn of prophetic frenzy
(lO:6.1O: cf. 19: 19-24). This spirit of God
departed from Saul after Yahweh rejected
him (l Sam 16: 14). So the evil spirit serves
in the narrative as an objectification of
Yahweh's abandonment of Saul; especially
in contmst to David who has been chosen to
supplant him. David is brought to court to
alleviate Saul's suffering by playing the lyre
(l Sam 16:16), and at first the music causes
the evil spirit to depart (v 23). Because of
David's achievements on the battlefield,
however, his popularity grows and Saul
becomes increasingly jealous (1 Sam 18:6
9). When the evil spirit tonnents him again,
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he goes berserk and attempts to kill David
while he is playing (I Sam 18: 10-11; cf.
19:8-10).

Neither the evil spirit in Judg 9 nor the
evil spirit in I Sam 16-19 is personified. The
former manifests itself in an attitude of hos
tility between Abimelech and the lords of
Shechem; the latter in Saul's unstable
psychological condition. On the other hand,
"n certain spirit" (hanla~l) introduced in I
Kgs 22:21, although never explicitly de
scribed as 'evil', might be cited as an
example of an evil spirit that is personified
and depicted as at least partly independent
of Yahweh. In the vision of Micaiah, son of
Yimlah (1 Kgs 22: 19-22), this spirit steps
forward before the throne of Yahweh in the
heavenly courtroom and volunteers to entice
Ahab to take part in the battle of Ramoth
gilead, where he will be slain (cf. 2 Kgs
19:7). The spirit does this by acting as 'a
lying spirit (n1ab ieqer) in the mouth of all
[Ahab's] prophets' (vv 22.23). Another mab
that should be mentioned in this regard is
the 'wind' that brushes the face of Eliphaz
in his sleep, stops at his bedside and
expounds on the subject of the impossibility
of human perfection in light of the failings
of angels (Job 4: 12-21). This spirit, which
seems to operate quite independently of
God, has a discernible fonn (temfina. v 17).
so that what Eliphaz sees can be called an
apparition, comparable to the appearance of
the ghost or spirit of Samuel to Saul (I Sam
28:8-19), though this is not characteristic of
encounters with a spirit in the OTt
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EXALTED ONES c':d
I. The expression beqereb san"n,

occurring twice in Hab 3:2 and traditionally
rendered as 'within years; in the midst of
the years' or the like (HALAT 1478), has
been interpreted as referring to deities:
'when the Exalted Ones are approaching ... '
(REIDER 1954; \VIEDER 1974) or as an epi
thet for -Yahweh 'The Exalted One'
(HAAK 1992). This proposal is connected
with the interpretation of a Ugaritic epithet
for -EI ab inm which is then supposed to
mean 'Father of the Exalted Ones'.

II. The translation 'father of the years'
for ab inm read as *abu sanima being an
epithet for EI as the oldest among the Ugar
itic gods (-Ancient of Days), is not unchal
lenged. Two different objections are made.
I) The plural of the Ugaritic noun for
'years' is normally construed in the femi
nine int and not with the masculine slim.
Therefore, scholars have been arguing for
different interpretations of the noun (see D.
PARDEE, UF 20 [1988] 196 n. 2 for the
manifold proposals). 2) snm occurs as the
second element in the binomial deity Tkmn
w-Snm, -Thukamuna; -Shunama. H. GESE
(RAAM 97-98, 193-104); A. JIRKU (Snm
(Schunama), der Sohn des Gottes 'II. ZAW
82 [1970] 278-279) and C. H. GORDON (EI,
Father of Snm, JNES 35 [1976] 261-262)
read the expression ab I1I11/ as 'the father of
Shunama'.

One of the alternative interpretations of
Inm is to construe it as a noun meaning 'the
Exalted Ones' (e.g. REIDER 1954; POPE

1955:33: J. GRAY, The Legac)' of Canaan
[VTSup 5: Leiden 21965] 189. 205: WIEDER
1974). The interpretation implies a root 111
~NH 'to be exalted' which is attested in
Hebrew (Prov 24:21. 22; Esth 2:9) but does
not occur in Ugaritic (pace J. A. EMERTON,
vr 24 [1974] 25-30: sntk in KTU 1.2 i:lO;
1.16 vi:58 means 'your years'; cf. ARTU 3D,
223). Moreover, two remarks should be
made. I) The epithet ab inm occurs only in
a formulaic sentence: "SheIHe!They ap
peared in the encampment of EI and entered
the camp of the King, the Father of Years"
(Baal-epic: KTU 1.1 iii:23-34: 1.2 v:6; 1.3
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v:7-8: 1.4 iv:23-24: 1.5 vi: 1-2: 1.6 i:35-36:
Aqhat: KTU 1.17 vi:48-49). 2) Allhough
fnm is not the regular plural for lhe femi
nine noun 'year', it should be noted lhat
other nouns have variant plural-forms: e.g.
rif, 'head', is attested in the plural as rift as
well as riJm. These remarks imply lhat lhe
interpretation 'Father of the Exalted Ones:
Exalted Falher' is less probable lhan the
rendering 'Father of years'.

III. The expression in Hab 3:2 is best
understood when reading biqrob fanim, 'In
lhe approaching of the years .... (e.g. B.
MARGULIS, Z4W 82 [1970] 413). An inter
pretation of Jallim as referring to a deity is
not supported by the ancient versions
(COPELAND 1992).
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FACE C'J~

I. In quite a number of biblical texts the
pdnim of YHWH is YHWH's hypostatic
Presence. Thus it serves the same function
as Sem -'Name' in Deuteronomistic theol
ogy, KabOd -'Glory' in the Priestly tra
dition, and Shekinah in later Jewish writ
ings. By recourse to such concepts, the
ancient Israelites were able to speak of the
deity's simultaneous transcendence and
immanence.

II, Elsewhere in the ancient Near East,
pan 'face' or 'presence' is also used in the
sense of the persona or some representation
of deity. So the goddess Tannit is frequently
known in Punic inscriptions as pll btl (KAI
78:2; 79:1, 10-11; 85:1: 86:1; 87:2, 88:1;
137: I). The literal meaning of the epithet pll
btl is 'the Face of -Baal' (i.e. pane batl),
rather than 'the Pearl of Baal', as it is some
times supposed. This is evident from the
alternate speJling ptll btl (KAI 94: I: 97: I;
102: 1; 105: 1) and from the Greek tran
scriptions of the name as phalle bal (KAI
175:2) and phene bal (KAI 176:2-3). Some
scholars have argued that pn btl is to be
interpreted as a place name like pcmi'el
('the Face of God') in the Bible, and they
cite ProstJpon Theoll ('the Face of God'),
said to be the name of a promontory north
of Byblos (HALEVY 1874). But coins from
the Roman period depicting a warrior god
dess have been found in Palestine stamped
with the name phallebalos, evidently the
Greek form of Semitic palle batl (HILL
1914). Indeed, one of the coins bears both
the name of the deity and a triangular sym
bol identified as 'the sign of Tannit'
(DornAN 1974). Thus, pn btl is probably
not a place-name, but an epithet. This
designation of the deity as pn btl is very
similar to the epithet of the goddess cA!tartl
CAstart sm btl "the Name of Baal" attested in

the Enslern Medilerranean coast (KTU 1.16
vi:56 [cf. 1.2 iv:28l: KAI 14: 18). The simi
larity of the epithets of these goddesses is
particularly intriguing in the light of the
name tnreSlrl 'Tannil-CAstart' found in n
Phoenician inscription from Sarepta
(PRITCHARD 1978). Indeed, it is possible that
the role of cA!tnrtfAstart in the Eastern
Mediterranean world was replaced in North
Africa by the goddess Tannit, a development
evidenced in part by the dominance of
Tannit in the texts along with the persistence
of theophoric CAslart names (CROSS 1973).
In any case, pit bel appears to be the equiv
alent of sm bel (cf. also the Hebrew proper
names pemi'el and sclllli'e/).

One may surmise that 'name' and 'face'
mean the same thing essentially, inasmuch
as each is representative of its subject. Thus,
ac; CA!tart (-·Astarte) in Ugaritic mythology
represents Baal-Hadad, so one may assume
that Tannit somehow represents -"Baal
Hamon in North Africa. Furthermore, 'face'
(presentation> appearance) may be seman
tically related to -'image' (representation>
likeness). If so, one may also consider
Akkadian personal names like dBE-$ClI-mll- ~

D1NGlR.ME~ '(the god) Ea is the image
(representative) of the gods' (see CAD ~ 85).
Greek lexicographers identify a certain god
dess known as Sa/ambos (Etymologicum
Magnum) or Salambo (Hesychius), names
which are universally recognized by
scholars mi coming from Semitic $/m btl
'Image of Baal'. This deity is identified in
the sources as the goddess -.Aphrodite
Astarte. As is well attested in Akkadian lit
erature, the $almll 'image' represents or sub
stitutes for the presence of kings and deities.
So, too, Aphrodite-Astarte was recognized
as representing Baal in some way. The epi
thet $1m btl is in fact analogous to Phocn
sml bel 'statue/image of Baal'. which ap-
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pears in an inscnpuon from the Roman
period dedicated "to our lord and to the
image of Bael" (KAI 12:3-4: cr. the personal
name Pnsmlr 'presence of the image' in KAI
57). In sum, the expressions pn-DN, s/1I-DN.
$ml-DN, and slm-DN in each case refer to a
representation or a representative of the
deity in question.

III, As in many other languages, the
Hebrew word for 'face' (pimim) may be
used in the broader sense of 'presence'. The
word may <llso be a metonym for 'person'.
Thus, in secular usage, 'bind their faces'
(Job 40: 13) means 'bind their persons',
hence 'bind them' (II !o/1lne,lI 'hide them').
By the same token, Hushai's political coun
sel to Absalom was issued thus: "I advise
that all Israel from Dan to Beersheba be
gathered to you-as numerous as the sand
by the sea-and that you personally (lit.
'your face/presence') go into battle" (2 Sam
17: II). A similar usage of the word may be
discerned in Pss 42:6 (reading yesii t6r pana)'
we'lolray) , 12; 43:5: Prov 7: 15. The Greek
word prosopon may, likewise, refer to the
whole person (I Thes 2: 17; 2 Cor 5: 12).

Since panlm may mean personal pres
ence, the idiom p(inim 'el pimim "face to
face" (also pQllim bepiinim in Deut 5:4)
signifies the most direct and personal en
counter, but, curiously, only of human
beings with the numinous (Gen 32:30; Exod
33: II; Deut 34: 10: Judg 6:22; Ezek 20:35;
cf. Gk prosopon pros prosopon in I Cor
13: 12). It is in this sense of a direct encoun
ter that the Bible sometimes speaks of see
ing the 'face' of the deity, despite the tradi
tion asserting that no one can see the face of
the deity and live (Exod 33: 10). TIle idiom
is rooted in cullic language articulating the
personal experience of divine presence, per
haps in a theophany or vision (Pss II :7:
17: 15; cf. 42:3). The related expression 'to
seek the face' of the deity, similarly, means
to seek divine presence, as the parallelism in
Ps 105:3 suggest". In various Akkadian
texts, too, the idiom amaru pani 'to see the
face of NN' means to visit someone per
sonally and it is used of encounters with
kings and deities (CAD Nil, 21-22). It is

from the cultic use of the idiom that per
sonal names of the types Piin-DN-!iimur
"May I see the face of DN" and Pan-DN
adaggal "I will look upon the face of DN"
are derived (STA~'M 1969). The Akkadian
idiom 'to see the face (of the deity)' prob
ably had its origin in the confrontation of
the cult image ($Cllmu) in the sanctuary;
those who went to the temple literally 'saw'
a representation of the deity. Israel's strong
tradition of aniconism, of course, does not
pennit such a literal interpretation of the
related Hebrew idioms. On the other hand,
the technical term lipnc YHWH 'before
-.YHWH' (lit. 'at the face of YHWH') very
often implies some kind of representation of
YHWH's presence, notably the Ark, the
functional equivalent of the cull image in
ancient Israel. Thus, David danced "before
YHWH" (2 Sam 6:5.14.16.21), Hezekiah
prayed "before YHWH" who is said to be
enthroned on the cherubim in the temple
(lsa 37:14-20 = 2 Kgs 19:14-19), and the
Israelites passed on "before YHWH" as they
crossed the Jordan (Num 32:21.27.29; cf.
"pass on before the Ark of YHWH" in Josh
4:5). Various ritual acts arc said to be per
formed "before YHWH" (Lev I:5; Josh
18:6; Judg 20:26). It has been argued, there
fore, that lipne YHWHl'e16him in cullic con
texts is virtually synonymous with 'before
the Ark' (DAVIES 1963). Thus, all occur
rences of "before YHWH" and "before
--God" in the Enthronement Psalms are
thought to allude to the presence of the Ark
(Pss 95:6; 96: 13; 97:5; 98:9), and the plac
ing of cullic objects "before YHWH" is
taken to mean that they were placed before
the Ark (Exod 16:33, an anachronistic text;
cr. v 34). Others consider the expression
typically to imply the presence of a sanctu
ary, but that conclusion cannot be sustained
(FOWLER 1987). One can only say that
piinim is closely associated with divine pres
ence, which is at times symbolized by the
presence of cui tic objects. It is not amiss, in
any case, to observe that the lcbem
(lrap)piillim "bread of Presence" (Exod 25:
30; 35: 13; 39:36; 1 Sam 21 :7; I Kgs 7:48; 2
Chron 4: 19) was placed in the tabernacle
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and its t:lble was known as iulban happanfm
"the table of Presence" (Num 4:7; ef. 2 Chr
29:18).

The US:lge of p{lIIim for divine presence is
most evident in Exod 33: 14-16, where it is
said th:lt the deity's panim will go with the
people. There piinim means divine Presence;
the idiom panfrn hollkirn in this context
does not mean simply 'to go before' and
hence 'to lead' (SPEISER 1967), for the deity
is said to be 'with' the people, not 'before'
them (vv 14-16). The LXX takes piinfm in
this context to refer to God personally,
translating the tenn as awos Sll 'you your
self; but Targ. Onkelos takes it as a refer
ence to the Shekinah, God's hypostatic Pres
ence (so Rashi). It is not clear that panfrn
here is a hypostasis; it may well be that the
meaning is that YHWH will go with the
people personally (ef. 2 Sam 17:11). Never
theless, the text goes on quickly to ensure
that the deity's transcendence is not for
gotten; it makes clear that the accompanying
Presence does not mean that monals can
literally see the deity's face (v 20). Moses
asked only to see God's KabOd -'Glory' (v
18). and the deity willed only that his tub
'Goodness' should pass by and his Sem
-"Name' is proclaimed (v 19). Clearly, the
passage speaks of the deity's immanence,
but not at the expense of the notion of tran
scendence.

Other pasS:lges that mention the deity's
panim likewise reflect this theological ten
sion between transcendence and immanence.
So -Jacob is S:lid to have seen God "face to
face" (Gen 32:30), but the account of his
encounter at Jabbok speaks of the opponent
only as '11 'a person' and later traditions
refer to the stranger as mal'ak 'an -angel'
(Hos 12:5). In Deut 5:4, YHWH spoke to
-Moses "face to face" but the words came
out of the fire, and elsewhere it is em
phasized that Moses heard only the voice
out of the fire "but saw no form" (Deut
4:12.15). Moreover, in contrast to Exod
33:14-16. it is not the panim itself that goes
with the people; rather, YHWH is said to
have led the people out of Egypt with his
piinim (Deut 4:27). This is another attempt

to preserve the notion of transcendence. The
pallim here represents the deity's presence;
it is not literally the deity's person, but the
divine persona, as it were.

Isa 63:9 is most suggestive in this regard,
although the interpretations of the MT (sup
poned by 1Qlsaa) and LXX are at variance.
The former suggests that it is the "angel of
Presence" (mal'ak panayw) that delivered
Israel from Egypt. The latter, however, con
trasts angels with YHWH's panim: "not an
angel or a messenger, his Presence delivered
them". Here the LXX interpretc; pan;m as
Awos (the deity himse/f), as in Exod 33: 14.
In either case, pan;m refers in some sense to
YHWH's presence to save (cf. Odes Sol.
25:4). Elsewhere, however, the deity's
panim is also capable of destruction. Thus,
in Lam 4: 16 it is YHWH's piin;m that
destroys people (cf. Ps 34:17), and people
perish at the rebuke of YHWH's panim (Ps
80:17).

IV, The Hebrew Bible uses the term
panim to speak of the presence of God,
sometimes obliquely: the panim either is, or
represents, the appearance of the deity.
Later Jewish literature, however, goes be
yond the idea of hypostatic Presence to
designate a distinct celestial creature known
as mal'ak piinim '(the) angel of Presence'.
The concept appears to be a development of
Isa 63:9, according to the tradition preserved
in the MT and 1 QIsaa, which attributes the
deliverance of Israel to the 'angel of Pres
ence '-probably a circumlocution for the
deity's very presence. Later Jewish texts,
however, speak not only of 'the angel of
presence' in the singular (Jllb. 1:27, 29; 2: 1:
1QSb iv 25), but of several 'angels of pres
ence' (Jub. 2:2, 18; 15:27; 31: 14; T. Jlldah
25:2; T. Le,'i 3:5; 1 QH vi 13). The 'angels
of Presence' minister to God in the heavenly
abode and, as such, they are known as 'the
ministers of Presence' or 'the ministers of
the Glorious Presence' (4QSirSabb 40:24).
In the angelic hierarchy, they and 'the
angels of sanctification' are superior to all
others (Jub. 2: 18; 5: 17). The literature even
assens that the elect will share a common
lot with these 'angels of Presence' (l QH vi
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13) and become princes among them (lub.
31 :4; I QSb iv 25-26).
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C. L. SEOW

FALSEHOOD !pC
I. The basic meaning of the verbal root

Jqr, attested inter alia in Hebrew, Old Aram
aic. Jewish Aramaic, and Syriac is: 'to
deceive, act perfidiously', with correspond
ing nominal derivations (cr. HALAT s.v.
Jeqer). not 'to lie', as has been established
by KLOPFENSTEIN (J964; cr. KLOPFEN~IEIN

1976:1010). In combination with the word
nlab, 'spirit', Jeqer can personify the notion
of falsehood in the Hebrew Bible. The
Hebrew qitl-nominal-formation Jeqer 'false
hood, deceit, perfidy' is often used in regard
to false prophecy: the adversaries of Jere
miah 'prophesy falsehood' (Jeqer Jer 14:14),

or 'by (in the sense of: based on) falsehood'
(basJeqcr 5:31; 20:6, bUeqer 29:3), or 'for
falsehood' (laJJeqer 27: 15); their divinations
originate in 'fraudulent dreams' a'alOmot
seqer 23:32; cr. OUA.o~ O\'£lPO~ below sub
II) or in 'a fraudulent vision' a,azon seqer
14: 14). Isaiah speaks about 'prophets who
teach falsehood' (Isa 9: 14); according to
Micah, a false prophet 'comes about with
wind' (halak roaM and 'lies falsehood'
(seqcr kiuib), preaching on beer and wine
(2: II). For the holophrastic use of Jeqer in
the sense of 'that is not true' cr. 2 Kgs 9: 12;
Jer 37:14; 40:16. From phrases like that, we
understand that the phenomenon of false sal
vation-prophecy is reflected as the outcome
of mal) Jeqer 'a deceiving spirit' in I Kgs
22: 19-23. an expression which is without
any direct equivalent inside and outside the
Bible; it is an ad hoc concept meant as a
mythic means to come to terms with the
perplexing way of God's economy. The
same is true, on the other hand, when bokmli
'wisdom' has the connotation of 'truth' as in
Job 28; even ~lOkmot 'Lady -Wisdom' Prov
1:20; 9: 1; 14: I a'kmh Sir 24) need not be
modelled after a consistent divine figure
such as -·Isis; it could be a personification
of a common wisdom notion, a personi
fication which later became conventional.

II, The only functional parallel to the
dial) Jeqer of I Kgs 22 is the OUA.o~ 6V£lPO~

'fraudulent dream' in Homer's Jlield 11:6.9;
cr. the ~uilO11lot Jeqer Jer 23:32 mentioned
above. By this misleading omen, Agamem
non is summoned to undertake a battle
which destiny determines to be unsuccess
ful; this trick enables -Zeus to extract him
self from an embarrassment in which he got
involved because of the quarrel and distrust
of the Olympians, especially on the part of
the divine ladies. The motif is an attempt to
overcome the ambivalent character of real
ity, disappointment at unforsceable and
senseless misfortunes or at the nonfulfilment
of oracles for instance-namely by its pro
jection into the world of the gods.

The 'divine trickster' known from the
phenomenology of religion is no parallel:
this one is an inferior god or demon stand-
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ing on the side of men to support them by
deceiving the great gods or one of them-as
does Prometheus, for example.

Uf. In I Kgs 22, we are told that the
'king of Israel'. who, according to v 20, is
to be identified with Ahab. has been seduced
to enter into a hopeless battle by a band of
false prophets; hopeless is the battle as
Yahweh and his -council had doomed it to
be so. The King of Israel is nevertheless
guilty since he did not believe what the only
authentic prophet of Yahweh, Micah ben
Yimlah, was able to reveal about acts that
really happened in the divine council; more
over, he ventured to outwit his destiny by
manipulating his outward appearance (vv
30-37).

Yahweh himself sent one of the deities
fonning 'the -·host of heaven' to become 'a
deceiving spirit' in the mouth of the king's
official prophets. The motif of a divine or
human emissary sent out from a divine or
human royal council is attested in Sumerian,
Akkadian, Ugaritic as well as in Biblical
texts (cf. Rev 5: 1-5); its object is to intro
duce an unforeseen change of plot or fate,
especially in an epical procedure (see A. B.
LoRD, The Singer of Tales [Cambridge
Mass. 1960]; MOLLER 1974; 1992). In 1
Kgs 22:19-23, it is the problem of thcooicy
which has to be solved in that way: why
does God deceive his people by a seducing
prophecy speaking of salvation where there
is none?' The answer: it was not Yahweh
himself but one of his subordinate servanL"
who did so. And above all: there was one
right prophet who saw through the fraud of
the niaJ; Ieqer. but nobody was prepared to
hear him. The question remains: why was
God able to admit and even cause all this?

The function of the niaJ; seqer of 1 Kgs
22 has a parallel in the role of Isaiah as it is
seen in his vocation narrative (chap. 6).
However, Isaiah must not seduce his people,
rather he must make it stubborn, and that
not by false salvation-prophecy, but by an
ambivalent proposition both of salvation and
disaster in his proclamations during the
Syro-Ephraimite war (734 nCE), proclama
tions which we hear about in Isa 7:2-8: 18.
Again, it is the problem of theodicy which

Isaiah confronts: why did Yahweh send a
prophet to his people although he was not
willing to make them listen to him? Why
does he misuse his servant to increase his
people's misfortune instead of preserving
them from disobedience by means of his
very words and deeds? The answer is that
he wallted to do so; it is not his powerless
ness that forced him. The question of his
grace and righteousness, on the other hand,
remains equally open since Yahweh caused
a prophetic mission which. obviously, was
not to be taken seriously.
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FATHER :~

I. Heb 'db, 'father' (a primitive Semitic
noun, with idiosyncratic plurals), is of un
known etymology but is widely taken to
represent a child's early stammer. 'Ab and
its congeners refer to the biological or social
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father-ancestral figure, protector-and are
used as an honorary title for men of import
ance, such as elders or the king, and for dei
ties. In the Bible, 'father' occurs frequently
as a divine epithet and as a theophoric cl
ement in personal names.

II. In religious conceptions worldwide,
various divine powers. especially creator
gods, are described as 'father'. In ancient
Mesopotamia, e.g. 'father' occurs as a di
vine epithet expressing the divine-human
relationship-e.g. 'father of the 'dark
headed' people': 'father of the land/the
(four) regions'-and as a simile-c.g. the
deity is 'like a (merciful) father'-although
it is much less commonly used than many
other epithets (AllGE 1-2). In the Ugaritic
text", one of the titles of --EI is ab adm,
'father of humankind'. --Chemosh, the
Moabite deity, is pictured a." a father of the
Moabites (Num 21:29). In Egypt as well,
various deities have the title 'father (and
mother) of humankind'. Moreover, 'f~lther'

occurs frequently as a theophoric element in
personal names throughout the ancient Near
E<lstern world. Such usage is more reflective
of popular piety than of the literary tradi
tion.

III, 'Father' occurs throughout the Bible
as an epithet of -God. In contrast to the
biblical Umwelt, where the epithet 'father'
occurs especially of creator gods with ref
erence to other gods, in the Bible the epithet
occurs with reference to people. The
operative analogy is that of parental or
parental-type authority, care, and protection.
In ancient Israel the epithet docs not occur
as frequently in the texts as it does in per
sonal names. Apart from 'el, 'god', and
variations of -Yahweh, 'iib is the most
common theophoric element in personal
names. occurring in more than thirty names
in the Bible and in ancient Hebrew in
scriptions (ZADOK 1988:178; STAMM 1965:
59-79). These names celebrate a deity as a
gracious protector or provider (e.g. Abi
nadab, 'My [divine] Father has been Gener
ous', 3 men: AbihaiI, 'My [divine] Father is
Strength', 3 men: Abitub, 'My [divine]
Father is Good'), or as involved in the cre
ation of the child (e.g. Abiasaph, 'The [di-

vinel Father has added [a Child]': Abigail,
'My [divine] Father rejoices [at the Birth]'.
2 women). ('Father' also occurs in names
that designate a child as a substitute for a
deceased [grand)father, e.g. Jeshebeab, 'The
Father remains [Alive]', or 'He (God) has
restored the Father').

In spite of the popularity of the epithet
'Father' in personal names, the epithet is not
common in the texts. God can be addressed
as 'My/Our Father' (Jer 3:4.19: Isa 63:16:
64:718]) and can be characterized as a
father/creator, with Israel as his son/children
(Exod 4:22: Deut 14: I: 32:6.18: Hos 2: I
[1:10); 11:1; Isa 1:2: 45:10-12: Jer 31:9:
Mal 1:6; 2: 10: cf. Num II: 12: Ps 68:6[5]).
Another illustration is Jeremiah's accusation
that some people address a piece of wood
with "You are my father", or a bit of
--stone with "You gave birth to me" (Jer
2:27), using language that should be re
served for God only. In the texts, God is
also identified as 'like a father' (Ps 103: 13:
Prov 3: 12), and, in keeping with the parental
model, even as a --mother (Isa 42:14:
45: 10: 49: 15; 66:13), but various other
metaphors are more frequently used. As
'father', the emphasis is on God as protec
tive and compassionate. Israel wa.c; reluctant
to describe God as a physical father, except
in an ultimate sense. In particular, God is
described as father of the Davidic king (2
Sam 7: 14: I Chr 28:6: Pss 2:7; 89:27-28[26
27); Isa 9:5(61). who in tum may have the
title 'Eternal Father' (Isa 9:5[6]). The em
phasis, however, is on sonship via adoption:
'This day have I given birth to you" (Ps
2:7).

At lea.c;t one scholar has viewed 'Ab,
'Father', a.c; an old Hebrew deity, citing the
personal name Eliab (borne by several per
sons), interpreted as 'My God is Ab', mther
than 'My God is a Father' (or 'EI is a
Father'), i.e. an epithet that becomes a di
vine name (BARTON 1894:26-27), but this is
a rare and unconvincing opinion.

'Father' (Aram abba, Gk parer) occurs as
a divine epithet in the Apocrypha (Tob 13:4:
\Vis 14:3; Sir 23:1, 4: 51:10; STROTMANN

1991), in Philo and Josephus. but is espe
cially noteworthy in the NT. The
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conception remains basically the same, but
with weJl over 200 occurrences-more than
120 in the Johannine corpus alone-the epi
thet 'Father' vinually expJodes in popuJar
ity. While remaining primarily an epithet,
'Father' is also used in direct address to
God. The use of this title in the Aramaic
speaking circles of the early Christian com
munity is retained in the double invocation
"Abba, Father" in a Gethsemane prayer by
-Jesus (Mark 14:36) and in the Spirit cry,
cited by PauJ (Rom 8:15; GaJ 4:6). In John
8:39-47, we find an intriguing range of
application: persons can use the title 'father'
with reference to -Abraham (the biological
or traditional father), God (the Joving,
redemptive father, especially connected with
Jesus), or the -devil (the murderous, lying
authority). Indeed, in John 8:44 the devil is
described as "a Jiar and the father of it
(lying)". The emphasis in the use of the
metaphor 'Father' for God in the Bible, just
as in the case of the use in personal names,
seems to be the personalized relationship
between God and the people.
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FATHER OF THE LIGHTS 7tan,p nov
¢OOtCllV

I. James 1: 17 is the only biblical text
where -God is called the "Father of the
Lights" (7tarTtP 'to)\' ¢O>tCllV). Most scholars
agree that the expression means "the creator
of the celestial bodies", Le. of the heavenly
beings. In early Judaism there was a wide
spread belief that -'stms were --angels
(SCHRENK 1954: 10 15 n. 410: DmELlus
G REEVEN 1964: 130-131). That God created
the heavenly bodies is a commonly accepted
belief in the OT and in ancient Judaism (e.g.
Gen 1:14-18; Ps 136:7; Sir 43:1-12: see ta
9<i>ta autou in LXX Jcr 4:23; Philo, De
Abrahamo 156-159). but the expression of
this idea by means of the term "Father of
the lights" is very rare (although the idea
that God himself is --Light is current; cf.
Philo, De somniis I 75 0 8eo; c><i>; Eonv,
with SPICQ 1982: 681-2). The only instance
is in the Greek Life of Adam and Eve 36:3,
where the sun and the -'moon are said to
Jook like two black Ethiopians (35:4) who
"are not able to shine because of the light of
the universe, the Father of the lights, and
therefore their light has been hidden from
them". The words "the Father of the Iight~"

are omitted here in a number of mss (see D.
BERTRAND, La l'ie grecqlle d'Adllm et Eve
[Paris 1987] 98. 139: in 38: I the words arc
weakly attested as a variant). but they seem
to belong to the original text (STROTMANN
1991 :294-296). Here, too. 'father' has the
connotation of 'creator', upon whom the
lumimlries are dependent. The same applies
to Testament of Abralwm rec. B 7:6, where
the expression 7tarTtP 'tou ¢rotO; is used of
God in the sense of 'creator', allhough some
take il to refer here to an angel or the
archangel Michael (for this and the text
critical problem involved see STROTMANN
1991: 207-209: ibid, at 360-361 one finds a
survey of various word-combinations in
which 'father' means 'creator': in CD 5:18
and IQS 3:20 i{lf '0rim. 'prince of lights',
may refer to an -archangel or to God). ll1is
Jewish terminology is used in Jas I: 17,
where the train of thought seems to be that,
although God is the Father of the lights. he
is nevertheless fundamentally different from
these heavenly bodies. because they are con
stantly moving but God is unwaveringly the
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same: "there is no variation or shadow due
to change with him" (1: 17; cf. for a similar
contrast Philo, De posteritate Caini 19).
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P. 'V. VAN DER HORST

FEAR OF ISAAC pm;' ii1~

I. No definite interpretation can be
given for the expression pa~lad yi~~ltjq. It
only occurs in Gen 31 :42.53 (in the latter
verse as pa~lad 'cibiw yi~~lciq). Pa~lad )'i$~lciq

was interpreted as a divine name by ALT
(1929) because of its archaic impression (cf.
'obir ya?lqob) and because of its apparent
resemblance to divine names of the "God of
X" type. This designation was used for the
god of Isaac, which Alt thought belonged to
the category of the God of the Fathers.

II. The interpretation of the expression
as a divine name. as well as the definition of
the role and character of the deity in
question, depend upon the interpretation of
the genitive and of pa~lad.

The expression may be translated in
tenns of a genitivus sllbiectivlls or aIIctor;s ,
i.e. "Schrecken, der von Isaak ausgeht"
(HOLZINGER 1898; STAERK 1899). The anal
ogous phrase pa~ad yhwh points in this
direction; it clearly characterises the terror
worked by -·Yahweh in Isa 2:10.19.21; Ps
64:2 and 1 Sam 11:7; 2 Chr 14:13; 17:10
etc. In this case there would be no relation
to the alleged God of the Fathers. LUTHER
(1901) and MEYER (1906:255), however,
thought Isaac (as the patriarchs in general)
to have been an originally Canaanite local
deity. This far-flung conclusion was dis
missed for good by researchers starting with

~lt. Alternatively, the expression can be
understood in tenns of a genitivlls
obiectivus: One was to interpret pa~lad

)'i$~/(jq "als archaische Bezeichnung des
Numens (...), dessen Erscheinung Isaak in
Schrecken gesetzt und eben dadurch fUr
immer an sich gebunden hat" (ALT 1953:26,
so again ALBERTZ 1992:54 [without further
infonnation on how one is to conceive God
in tenns of numinous terror». BECKER plays
down the numinous, preferring to under
stand pa~ad in tenns of cultic "Ehrfurcht,
Verehrung" (1965: 178). Yet, there is only
scanty and late evidence for this (G.
WANKE, nVNT IX, 200, only cites 2 Chr
19:7; Ps 36:2). MOLLER (1988:559-560)
translates the phrase in tenns of a gellitivllS
possesims, meaning Isaac to be "der Nutz
niesser eines an Feinden wirksamen numi
nosen Schreckens". Since Alt's interpreta
tion hardly fits in with the other
characteristics of the ancestral deities des
cribed by him, ALBRIGIIT traced pa~lad back
to the Palmyrene word pa~ldfi, Le. 'family,
clan, tribe', to Ar fa{li4, 'a small branch of a
tribe consisting of a man's nearest kin' and
to Ug p{ld ('flock'). He suggested the rende
ring 'the kinsman of Isaac' (1946:327). This
would square well with the personal names
rooted in the same milieu, whose theophoric
clements were fonned in using tenns of
kinship (like (am, 'ab, 'a~l, Kinsman [-·Am),
-Father, -Brother). Alt thought Albright's
interpretation noteworthy; O. EISSfELDT (KS
III [TUbingen 1966] 392), R. DE VAUX (His
toire ancienne d'lsrael [Paris 1971] 256
261) and others agreed with it. Philological
ly speaking, however, this interpretation is
not valid. Albright's explanation implies an
irregular phonetic shift from Proto-Semitic cj
to Hebrew d where one would expect z. Ug
p{ld does not have anything to do with p~4

in the sense of 'thigh, clan'. Finally, "in no
Semitic language is there a pabad, 'kins
man'. Only in Arabic, and in Palmyrene as a
loan word, is there a pa~lad meaning 'clan,
tribe'" (HILLERS 1972:92; cf. PUECtf 1984
and MOLLER 1980, with detailed analysis of
the philological problems).

Some exegetes work from an Aramaic
root PI.lD II (cf. Ar fa{licj) in the sense of
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'thigh' (BRASLAVI 1962; KOCKERT 1988;
KOCH 1980 = 1988; MALUL 1985) which
OCCUrs in Job 40:17 (HILLERS 1972:91, also
with reference to the Tg of Lev 21 :20,
which mentions paJ;.din, 'testicles'). Their
reason for doing so is that paJ;.ad cannot be
linked to n positive experience of God
coming close (KOCH 1980:207) and that
there is no evidence supporting the trans
lation of paJ;.ad as 'kinsman'. Provided that
it is correct to stan from the Aramaic root
PIJD'II, one could read Gen 31 :53 to the
effect that Jacob is swearing "bei del' Lcnde
oder dem Zeugungsglied seines Vaters
Isaak", whose procreative capacity "sich
sogar in del' Fruchtbarkeit und Zcugungs
kraft del' zum Haus gehorenden Tiere aus
wirkt v. 42" (KOCH 1980:212). MALUL
(1985:200), following BRASLAVI (1962) puts
it slightly differently: '''The thigh of
Isaac! ... symbolizes the family and ancestral
spirits of Isaac". They were invoked for the
"protection of their descendants". He
explains the use of the Aramaic loan-word
with a reference to the Aramaic context of
the scene. In this interpretation paJ;.ad
Y4J;.iiq has got nothing to do with a term
characterising an ancestral god in the sense
of Alt; the oath by the paJ;.ad 'libi",' may
belong to the ancient fund of family relig
ion, though. In Gen 31 the pabad of the
father is not linked to his corporal presence.
This is why UTZSCHNEIDER (1991:81) inter
prets it in terms of a 'numinoses alter ego'
of the paterfamilias who plays an imponant
part in the protection of family and property.
His parallel is the ancient Roman Geniu.'i
representing the procreative capacity and
personality of the master of the house and to
whom the members of the household take
the oath (1991:84 with reference to G. WIS
SOWA, Religion lind Ku/rus der Romer
[MUnchen 1902] 141-149).

Objections have been raised on philol
ogical and technical grounds against deri
vation from Aram pJ;.d ('thigh, procreative
capacity'). The shift from Heb z (from
Proto-Semitic g) to Aram d is said to have
occurred as late as the 7th century BCE
(ALBERTZ 1992:54 n. 28, with reference to

I. KOTISIEPER, Die Sprache tier Abiqar
spn'iche [Berlin & New York 1990», where
as the composition Gen 25-32· dates back
according to E. BLUM (Die Komposirion der
Viirergeschichre [Neukirchen-Vluyn 1984)
202-203)-to the late 10th century BCE.
MOLLER (1988:561) says that one would
rather expect -Laban to use an Aramaic
loan-word, as is shown in v 47. The ceremo
nies of oath-taking that KOCH (1980=1988)
and MALUL (1985; 1987) refer to for anal
ogies (Gen 24:2.9 and 47:29) mention ylirek
(not pa~lad), whereas conversely, neither
ylirck nor the phrase "put the hand under the
thigh" can be found in Gen 31 (MOLl.ER
1980). Obviously. they must be lacking
because the father whose pa~lad Jacob
swears by is not corporally present in Gen 31.

lt is doubtful whether pa~rad itself can be
understood in terms of a divine name. The
personal and tribal name ~/pbd (Num 26:33;
27:1; 36:10; Josh 17:3) as vocalised by LXX
provides too slim a basis. Besides, it is
ambiguous (BECKER 1965: 173; LEMAIRE
1978:323-327; MOLLER 1980:120: "[schilt
zender] Schatten des Pll~/{Uf'; cf. however
PUECH 1984:360 n. 10: "L, cminte divine
est un refuge"). This is why it is doubtful
whether pa~/Qd might be justifiably com
pared to the god Phobos in Greek folk
religion. The latter is mentioned after
-Zcus, though in advance of all other gods
in a votive inscription at Selinunte dating
back to the 5th century BCE. At Spana, a
temple proper is said to have been dedicated
to him (PW XXI:309-318). In Hellenistic
days, PllObos is reduced to a mere bogy as
shown in IG XIV:2413,8 (on an amulet
stone) (cf. pa~/Qd /ll)'/ii in Ps 91:5 -.Terror
of the Night and Cant 3:8).

If. because of the philological problems,
one does not want to interpret pa~wd as
'thigh', it is advisable to stan from pa~rad's

original meaning 'terror' as attested in
Hebrew and to interpret the phra.~ pabad
'db;\\' (which in terms of tradition history, is
the more original one, KOCKERT 1988:62) in
the context of Gen 31 (H. GUNKEL, Gent'sis
[1910, 3rd ed.] 349). In the narrati ve, the
introduction of pa~rad 'libiw is prepared for
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by the nocturnal appcarnnce of Jacob's
family god in vv 24 and 29. In fact. this is
about the fear with which the god threatens
Laban to the advantage of (cf. IIJII Ii \' 42)
Jacob and his kin. In confirming the tenns
of contract with an oath to the pa~U1d 'iibiw
(v 53), Jacob will draw the fear upon him
self (in the context of the conditional curse
uttered against oneself as implicd by an
oath) if he breaks the contmct. We must
leave it open. though, whethcr the fear
worked by the deity watching over thc con
tmct. has "animatisiert" "zu einer eigen
standigen Gestalt, dem 'Schrecklichen'"
(MOLLER 1988:560) or is "a principal at
tribute of the God of Isaac, whose protective
power sows terror among all his enemies"
(PUECH 1992:780).
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FIRE j~

I. The Hcbrew word for 'fire', 'e5, is
common Semitic (with the exception of
Arabic) but there is not a strong tradition of
deified fire in the ancient Near East. Any
echoes of this tradition in the Bible, there
fore. arc harder than usual to detect. In spite
of an apparent similarity with the Semitic
word for 'fire' and even some association
with fire (ROBERTS 1972), the Babylonian
god gum was not a god of fire. However,
al-~a-tlt docs occur as a divine name in Ebla
(PETrrNATo, OrAm 18 [1979] 105) and ;st is
a goddess in Ugaritic mythology.

n. The Ugaritic goddess ;st, 'fire'.
glossed klbt i1m, 'Divine Bitch' (KTU 1.3
iii:45), is listed among the deities defeated
by -.Anat. Otherwise, she is unknown and
has no role in Ugaritic religion. The Sumer
ian names for the fire-god are gihil or girra
(Akk. girm). Ihe son of the sky-god Anu;
his mother, possibly Sala, is probably of
Human origin. Also associated with fire was
the god Nus)....u (Old Aram IIsk). Philo lists
the three Phoenician gods Phos, -·'Light',
Pyr, 'Fire' and Phlox, -·'Flame' (Phoelliciall
History in Eusebius. PE I 10.9) and the sc-
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cond can perhaps be identified with Ug ift.
m. In Ps 104:4 fire and flame (if read IJ

<w> Ihl for MT le.f fOhe!, where 'flaming'
[m.] is in gender disagreement with 'fire'
[f.J,) are -·Yahweh's ministers (mirt; here
pl.), perhaps demythologized minor deities,
but more probably metaphors for lightning.
More vivid is the phrase "Fire Ceil walks
ahead of him and sets ablaze his enemies
round about" (Ps 97:3). Joel 2:3 is less
clear. Yahweh uses fire as a means of
punishment (Gen 19:24; Num 11: 1-3; Deut
32:22; Amos I :4 etc.) or to consume
sacrifice (Lev 9:24; Judg 6:21). In addition,
Yahweh is portrayed as a -+Humbaba-type
figure, breathing smoke, flames and fire, in 2
Sam 22:9 (= Ps 18:9): Isa 30:27.33; 33:11;
65:5. He manifesl~ himself in fire: as the
"smoking fire pot and flaming torch" in the
covenant rite (Gen 15: 17), in the burning
bush (Exod 3:2) and as the pillar of fire (e.g.
Exod 13:21). In Deut 9:3, "Yahweh your
god who crosses over [the Jordan] ahead of
you is a consuming fire Ci 11..'111)".
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FIRST·BORN OF DEATH mo ii~:J

I. Though the deity -+Mot ('Death')
occurs frequently in Canaanite and Israelite
lore, the expression bikor mowet (translated
either 'First Born of Death' or 'First Born
Death') occurs only in Job 18:13 in a con
text having to do with death and disease.

The Hebrew term beMr (fern bekira)
clearly refers to the first-born (human or ani
mal) as does the majority of cognate terms
(cr. Aram b{ikro" Ar bikr, Eth bakwr. OSA
bkr, Ug bkr). In contrast, the Akk cognates
bllknt ('son, child, offspring') and bllklln"
('daughter') refer primarily to deities (rarely
to humans) and are not restricted to the first
born which is usually designated with the
addition of the modifier reJtu, 'eldest' (CAD
B, 309-310). Akk baknt (fern bakanll) is
used in MB personal names to refer to the
first-born.

II. In order to describe the ancient Near
Eastern background for the expression
'First-born of Death' scholars have looked
to the Ugaritic and Mesopotamian literature
which mention various deities associated
with death and disease. Three deities (Mot.
-+Resheph, and Namtar) have been pro
moted as particularly relevant to understand
ing the connotation of bikor mowet in Job
18: 13.

The Ugaritic texts are our single most
important source for depicting the Canaanite
deity Mot ('Death'). Yet even in these texts
we are told little about Mot's immediate
family or ancestry. He bears the epithets
'the son of -+EI' (bn ibn) and 'Beloved of
EI' (yddlmdd if), yet no reference is made to
whether he was the eldest child. We have no
reference to any children of Mot first-born
or otherwise (although we do have the
curious Ugaritic personal name bn mt which
P. WATSO:"J (Mot, 17,e God of Death at
Vgarit and in the Old Testament [diss. Yale
1970] 155) translates 'son of Mot'. cf. the
Hebrew personal name 'aMmot I Chron.
6: 10). These data are congruent with what
we know to be an absence of a cult of Mot
at Ugarit. There is no mention of Mot in any
of the pantheon lists. His name is absent
from all the sacrificial and offering lists as
well. It is thus not surprising that we have
not found any sanctuary dedicated to him.

The cult of the Canaanite god Resheph is
well attested throughout Syria-Palestine and
far beyond (Egypt, Ugarit, Phoenicia,
Cyprus, and Mesopotamia) usually in syn
cretism with other deities (see Y. YADlN, in
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Biblical and Relat(>d S1IIdies Presented to
Samuellwry led. A. Kort & S. Morschauser:
Winona Lake 1985J 259-274 [& lit)). Here,
it is relevant to note that Resheph in North
west Semitic mythology was a god of pesti
lence and, contrary to Mot, was thought to
have children (to judge from Job 5:7).

A pantheon list from Ugarit identifies
Resheph with -·Nergal, the Mesopotamian
deity of pestilence and the underworld.
Resheph is also associated with 'arrows' at
Ugarit (KTU 1.82:3) and in Cyprus (KAI
32:3-4) which some take to refer to his role
in bringing plagues (although S. IVRY con
strued the arrows as a sign of luck because
of the practice of belomancy: cf. \V. J.
FULCO, The Canaanite God ReJep [New
Haven 1976]49-51; J. C. DE MOOR, UF 16
(1984) 239). Resheph's connection with
plagues and pestilence is also found in Hab
3:5 (cf. Dcut 32:24) where he forms pan of
Yahweh's chthonian entourage along with
-Dcber ('Pestilence'). ~Itost noteworthy for
the present discussion is the reference to
'the sons of Resheph' in Job 5:7. Historians
of Israelite religion use Job 5:7 (and similar
ly the hekor miiwet material [see below)) to
fonn one of two conclusions. They argue
that the expression 'the sons of Resheph'
refers either to (a) the children of Resheph
(= minor deities) who, like their father,
bring disease or (b) a transfonned biblical
idiom (emasculating Canaanite myth) for
various forms of illness. But these are not
mutually exclusive positions. A vivid
mythology can still underlie figurative lan
guage.

Namtar was a Mesopotamian deity asso
ciated with bringing plague and pestilence.
He is best known as the sukkallu, vizier
(minister or 'lieutenant') and mar sipri,
messenger, of Ereshkigal, the queen of the
underworld (cf. the Nergal and Ereshkigal
myth). He also bore the titles s"kkal er$eti
'the vizier of the underworld' (CAD S, 359)
and 'the offspring (ilit1ll) of Ereshkigal'.
Namtar is not explicitly called the first-born
of EreshkigaI. This has not prevented
scholars from drawing such a conclusion
(see below).

The Akk word namtam (Sum nam,tar)
can also refer to 'fate, destiny' as well as a
group of demons who were harbingers of
death (CAD NI, 247-248). Thus illnesses
may be referred to in a personified fonn as
'the sons of Namtar' who as messengers
leave the underworld and overcome humans
(S. MEIER, The Messenger in the Anciellt
Semitic World [HSM 45; Atlanta 1988J 122).

III. Biblical scholars, depending on the
degree to which they think Canaanite myth
has penetrated the Bible, treat the expression
bekOr mawet in one of three ways.

I) The phrase 'first-born of death' is an
idiom for deadly disease. Even some scholars
who recognize the Canaanite imagery of
Mot behind this text conclude that the
expression here is largely metaphorical.
Thus M. H. POPE (Job [AB 15: Garden City
1973J 135) comments that "the view com
monly held that the expression is a metaphor
for a deadly disease, or for the specific
malady that afflicts Job ... is probably cor
rect". L. R. BAILEY (Biblical Perspecti~'es

on Death [Philadelphia 1979J 41), who
views the phrase 'the first born of death
consuming one's limbs' as a formalized
idiom for the deterioration of the body,
recognizes a vestigial usage behind Bildad's
speech, yet concludes that Bildad "likely
would not mean thereby what a Canaanite
might mean, that the god Mot ('Death'), a
demonic, autonomous power, had seized the
person".

Further support for bekor mawet being an
idiom may be found in the expression
bekore dallim ('the first born of the poor')
in Isa 14:30; but the meaning of this expres
sion is equally difficult. bekOre dallim is
taken by some scholars to designate the very
poorest of society (parallel to 'ebyo1lim,
'destitute'). Similarly, bekiJr mawet could
refer to the deadliest of diseases. IIuiwet is
also used idiomatically on its own (without
bekiJr) to represent superlatives with a nega
tive sense (8. K. \VALTKE & M. O'CON
NOR, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
Sytl1QX [Winona Lake 1990J 269; D. \V.
THOMAS VT 3 [1953J 219-224; VT 18
[1968J 122-123).
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The phrase bfkOr nuiwet may find an
analogue in the expression ben mawet (lit. 'a
son of death') which refers to someone
deserving death (1 Sam 20:31; 26: 16; 2 Sam
12:5; cf. rVOT II 153). In these passages
ben mawer certainly docs not refer literally
to a son of Mot. If P. K. MCCARTER'S (lJ
Samllel [AB 9; Garden City 1984] 299)
translation of 'scoundrel, damnable fellow'
would prove to be correct one could posit a
deri\'ed meaning.

2) The phrase 'First-Born of Death' is a
title referring to an offspring (representing a
particular disease) of a deity representing or
associated with death and/or diseases. This
interpretation relies heavily on the cognate
material from neighboring cultures men
tioned nbove.

Namtar was a popular choice prior to the
discovery of the Ugnritic texts. E. DHORME
(A Commentary on the Book of Job [Nash
ville 1984 from 1926 French original] 265),
for example, argued that "as a general rule,
the SllkalJU is the first born ... of the god
who employs his services". Even after the
Ugaritic discoveries, a few scholars have
argued that a strong circumstantial case can
be built that the nuthor of Job was referring
to Namtar. Most recently BURNS (1987:363)
notes that Namtar is Ereshkigal's offspring
(i/i1111). He also argues that "in Mesopot
amian mythology the first-born, if male, was
generally the vizier of his parent". Reason
ing in reverse direction, if we know that
Namtar was Ereshkigal's vizier, then he may
have been her first-born too. Thus BURNS
concludes that Namtar is 'The First-Born of
Death' in Mesopotamia and the likely deity
behind Job 18: 13.

The weakness of this view is the lack of
attestation of Namtar bearing the explicit
epithet 'first Born of Death'. If this epithet
was so well known that the author of Job
borrowed it, should not one expect to find at
least n single example of the epithet in the
extant Akkadian corpus? In addition, the
data are hardly precise. First, Namtar is
never called the 'first-born' of Ereshkigal
and secondly, Ereshkigal, the queen of the
netherworld, is not identical to a deity who
personifies 'Death'.

The majority of biblical scholars have

been influenced by the Ugaritic texts and
their description of the activities of Mot, the
god of Death. Such scholars reject Namtar
as a likely candidate preferring to tum to
cognate evidence from an adjacent Canaan
ite culture. U. CASSUTO (The Goddess Anat
[Jerusalem 1971 from 1951 Hebrew orig
inal] 63) was one of the first scholars to
bring in the Ugnritic data for Job 18: 13. He
concluded that "11Iawet is a distinct personal
ity that has a first-born son, and this son is,
as it were, the embodiment of the diseases".
Following CASSUTO, SARNA (1963:316)
equated the -·King of Terrors in Job 18: 14
with Mot whose first-born son (bek6r
mawet) would "occupy the same position in
Canaan as did Namtar, the ... son of Eresh
kigal in Babylonian mythology".

The weakness of this view is the simple
fact that Mot is nowhere described as having
children. When the study of the Ugaritic
texts was still in its infancy, some scholars
(N. M. SARNA, JBL 76 [1957J 21 n. 54; but
cf. SARNA 1963:316 n 13) thought that KTV
1.6 vi:7-9 may have described seven sons of
Mot, yet further studies have shown that the
seven lads (shit glm1l) mentioned in this text
are most likely servants of Mot whom he
consumes. Yet lack of any mention of Mot's
offspring is not an insurmountable problem
and may be due to our limited number of
texts. POPE (Job [AB 15; Garden City 1973]
135) admitc; Mot's lack of children yet states
that "it is understandable that any death
dealing foree like disease or pestilence
might be regarded as his offspring". Other
scholars would disagree, with some (BURNS
1987:363) suggesting that Resheph would
be a more likely candidate for a Canaanite
god of pestilence who has children.

3) Similar to the second view, the third
views look.o; to the mythological cognate
material (particularly the Ugnritic sources).
Yet this alternative differs in treating bek6r
mawet as an attributive genitive in which the
two words stand in apposition to each other
(cf. B. K. WALTKE & M. O'CONNOR, All
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Sylllax
[Winona Lake 1990] 149-150). Thus they
translate 'Firstborn Death' a~ a title of Mot
who. they posit, wac; the first-born of -·EI.

WYATT (1990:208) remarks that, by see-
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ing Mot behind the term beM, mtiWel, we
are free from the 'wild goose chases' that
have to look far afield to come up with a
plausible offspring of a death deity. Further
more he argues, death-like plagues are often
personified by Resheph who is nowhere
described as a child of Mot.

Though a circumstantial case can be built
for Mot being the first-born of El (WYAlT

1990:210-211), we have no explicil evidence
that ~'lot \\las the first-born child of EI.
Ugaritic knows the concept of the first-born
(cr. KTV 1.13:28; 1.14 iii:40; 1.14 vi:25;
1.15 iii: 16) yet never uses the term bk, to
refer to Mot, or for that matter, to any other
deity. We are also not cenain about the
meaning of Mot's title 'the Beloved of El'.
Rather than a tenn of endeannent, some
scholars (BURNS 1987:362) think this title is
actually "a euphemism for a feared and
repulsive divinity". WVAlT (1990:211-212;
Bih 66 [1985] 112-125) counters that yddl
mdd is not an expression of affection or a
euphemism, but rJther a legitimation for
mula. which "lends weight to the idea that
Mot (along with Yam) wa-; understood in
Ugarit to be El's first-born, even if the tradi
tion did not actually say so".

Grammatical analysis may present an·
other problem with this view. Attributive
geniti\'es arc vcry common in biblical
Hebrew, yet the noun which serves as the
attributive genitive is usually an abstract
noun of quality. Thus the use of the noun
nuiwel as an abstmct genitive in the expres
sion heM, mowel would correspond to the
adjectivc 'dead'. In shon. if heM, mower is
an example of an abstmct genitive, it would
more likely mean 'a dead firstborn' rather
than 'firstborn Mot'. Funhermore, heM, is a
relational term which seems to call for its
source to be expressed in the genitive. It is
hard to read beM, l1u;wer without asking the
question 'the first-born of whomT

In conclusion, it is safe to say that
scholars will continue to analyze bek6,
III,;wer in one of these three ways depending
on the amount of Canaanite mythology they
find in the entire chapter of Job 18 which
contains other allusions to Mot such as the
King of Terrors.
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T. J. LEWIS

FLAME :Jil'
I. Three terms for 'flame' in Hebrew,

ldhcib, lehcibli and salheber are all deri
vations from the same root. LiID. Another
root is LHT, 'to blaze up, flame'. 'Flame' has
sometimes the trailS of a deity in the Bible.

II. The only divine name for flame
attested oUL<;ide the Bible is dNa-ab·/llm =
sukkal dBIL.GI.kex(KJD). 'Flame' ='vizier
of the Fire-god', in a Babylonian god-list
(An =Allllm II 342, cited CAD NIl. 26b).
Less clear is the Babylonian god Errn (per
haps derived from *~lr', 'to scorch, char' [J.
J. M. ROBERTS, JCS 24 (1971) 11-12])
associated with lSum (-·tire) in the Epic of
Errn and Isum. The Ugaritic word dbb,
usually taken to denote the deity 'Flame'
because it occurs in parallelism with iSl,
'fire' (A/V 1.3 iii:46), most probably means
'Fly' (W. VAN SOLDT, UF 21 [1989] 369
373). In Egyptian, words for 'flame'. such
as IIsn and IIbir also occur as designations
for goddesses like Sachmet.

III, There are some indications that
'flame' (like 'fire') was some son of lesser
deity subservient to -Yahweh, as in Joel
2:3: "fire devours in front of them (= the
approaching enemy) and behind them a
flame burns"; also Joel 2: 19-20. Together
with fire, flame was a messenger of Yahweh
(Ps 104:4). In Gcn 3:24, /aha{ ha~le,eb ham
millwppekel, "the flame of the whirling
sword" is stationed by Yahweh n.c; a distinct
minor divinity alongside the -·cherubim at
the entrance to the Garden of Eden. Al
though various minor deities carry swords,
only the guardian god 'flame' has a whirling
sword. This is as typical of the flame-god as
the arrow is of -·Reshep (HENDEL 1985).

Other passages which can be cited where
a flame is used by God are Judg 13:20
(Yahweh's -angel ascends in the flame):
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Isa 29:6; 30:30 and 66: 15 (the flame of a
devouring fire accompanies theophany);
Ezek 21:3 (God threatens an unquenchable
flame); Ps 29:7 (Yahweh's voice flashes out
flames of fire); Ps 106:18 (fire and flame
consume the wicked), etc. Since there is no
strong tradition of :1 deity associated with
flame in the ancient Near East. it is not sur
prising that there are so few echoes in the
Bible.

IV. Bibliography
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W. G. E. \VATSON

FLOOD -+ ID

FORTUNA
I. Fortuna is the Roman personification

of good luck and success (from fero, 'to
bring'; fors, 'chance', 'luck'), which is also
expressed in the anthroponym Fortunatus, a
popular Latin name, especially during the
Hellenistic period. It occurs but once, how
ever, in the Bible (I Cor 16: 17).

II. Fortuna's character, despite her Latin
name, may have originated with the well
known and well-developed Etruscan notion
of fate (KAlANTo 1981 :506-509). Her oldest
cult site may have been Praeneste, where
she was known as Fortuna Primigenia (CIL
14, pp. 295-296), under which name she
later had a sanctuary on the Capitol in Rome
(Plutarch. Fest, Rom. 322F). According to
Roman tradition, her cult was introduced to
the city during the period of Etruscan
dominance by Servius Tullius, sixth king of
Rome (578-535 nCE), to whom is attributed
the construction of the temples of Fors For
trlna on the bank of the Tiber (Varro 200.
6.16; Dionysius Halic. 4.27.7; Ovid, Fasri
6.773-784; Plutarch, Fort. Rom. 5) and of
Fortuna in the Forum Boarium (Ovid. Fasri
6.569-636; Dionysius Halic. 4.40.7; Valerius
Maximus 1.8.11). Her temple in the Forum
Boarillln stood next to that of the Marer

Matura, a goddess of the Roman family
(Ovid, Fasri 6.473-568; Plutarch, Quaesr.
Rom. 2670; Augustine, De Civ. D. 4.8) with
whom Fortuna originally may have been
associated as a deity of women, both
temples were simultaneously rebuilt shortly
following their destruction in the fire of 213
BCE (Livy 25.7.5; 24.47.15). Although there
is also a (later) Fortuna Virilis (Ovid, Fasri
4.145-150), Fortuna nevertheless retained
her status as primarily a goddess of luck.

Occasionally described in cult ali a ma
levolent power to avoid, Brevis. for example
(Plutarch, Quaesr. Rom. 2810) or Mala
(Cicero, Nar. D. 3.63, Leg. 2.28; Pliny, HN
2.16), Fortuna was almost always portrayed
as a benevolent figure, the protector of a
people and of their city or state: Fortuna
Populi Romani, for example (KAlANTO
1981 :514), who had a temple on the
Quirinal (CIL 1.2, p. 319), and of their
rulers who embodied these political entities:
Fortuna Caesar, for example (Velleius
Paterculus 2.51.2; Plutarch, Caes. 38.3), or
especially Fortuna Augusra (KAlANTO 1981:
517-518). In addition to the fortune of
people or place. numerous other titles for
the Roman Fortuna have been identified in
accordance with the Roman practice of spec
ifying the nature of deities by attaching epi
thets to their names stipulating their varying
manifestations, for example: Aerema. Anni
porens, Bona, Dea, Domesrica, Magna
(KAlANTO 1981 :510-516). Fortuna was por
trayed in cult with imagery taken over from
Greek representations of -+Tyche. the Greek
personification of capricious luck. good or
bad: the rudder. the cornucopia. and the
globe; in addition, the wheel, an image of
her transient nature. was a frequent literary
attribute of Fortuna (e.g., Cicero. Pis. 22;
Tacitus. Dial. 23; Ammianus 26.8.13).

In contrast to the beneficent Fortuna of
popular cult, the Roman literary tradition
increasingly evidenced the influence of
Tyche, the Greek personification of capri
cious fortune. Consequently, Fortuna ac
quired such attributes as ambiguity and
fickleness (e.g., Sallustius, Car. 8.1; Curtius
Rufus 4.5.2; Seneca. Benef. 2.28.2; Tacitus,
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Hist. 4.47: Firmicus Maternus. Math. 1.7.42:
Ammianus 14.11.29). and blindness (e.g.,
Pacuvius 41: Cicero. Phil. 13.10: Ovid.
POIlt. 3.1.125-126: Pliny, HN 2.22: Apulei
us. Met. 7.2: Ammianus 31.8.8; Isidorus.
Orig. 8.11.94). TychelFortuna thus came to
embody the Hellenistic perception of exist
ence as fortuitous or transitory (e.g., Apulei
us, Met. 1.6), and constituted. thereby, a
dominant contextual or situational category
of this culture. She was so comprehensive.
albeit in an ambiguous way. that she was
seen by many as a surrogate for god (Pliny.
HN2.5.22).

The cultic and literary traditions of Fortu
na seem to merge in Apuleius' second-cen
tury CE novel. Metamorphoses. or The Gol
den Ass, in which the effects of a capricious
Fortuna arc overcome through initiation into
the cult of -Isis. who undertook the role of
a good Fortuna "that is not blind, but can
see" (Met. 11.15). The philosophical tradi
tion also, especially amongst the Stoics,
opposed perceptions of the random play of
fortune by emphasizing the human spirit and
rationality: "the sage is unconquered and
unsubdued and unhamled and unaffected by
chancc" (Stoiconll1l Veterlll1l Fragmellta, ed.
H. von Arnim [Leipzig 1903-19(4): 1.99.22;
see also Seneca, Ep. 16.5-6. 98.2. Provo
4.12), as did thc Epicureans (Epicums, l:.p.
Men. in Diogenes Laert. 10.133-135) and
the Neo-Platonists (Plotinus. Enl/. 3.1.10).
The Church Fathers treated such notions as
"providence and fate and necessity and for
tune and free will" as pagan. and therefore
as erroneous. explanations of what had been
revealed to Christians as the supreme
dialectic of power bet\veen "the Lord God
and his adversary the --devil" (Tertullian.
De AI/ima 20).

III. According to I Cor 16:15-17. a cer
tain Fortunatus (PllOrtOlll/lltoS) was a mem
ber of the Christian church in Corinth. the
capital of the Roman Provincc of Achaia
that included most of Greecc and which was
also the residence of its governing Proconsul
(Acts 18: 12). Fortunatus. together with his
fellow-townsmen. Stephana.c; and Achaicus,

constituted a delegation from the Corinthian
church to Paul in Ephesus. As the known
names of Christians from Corinth are mostly
of Roman or servile origin, it is possible that
Fortunutus and Achaicus (a freedman or
client of the family of L. Mummius, who
earned the name by his conquest of Achaia
in 146 BCE(?) (J. HASTINGS, A Dictiol/aryof
the Bible [New York 1898-1902] S.V.

'Achaicus') belonged to the oikia (house
hold) of Stephanas and were "the first con
verts in Achaia" (1 Cor 16: 15).

Although the name is otherwise unknown
in the New Testament. a Fortunatus appears
in the delegation sent by the Roman church
to Corinth (I Clem. 65.1), though it is high
ly unlikely that this common name refers to
the same person. The name was especially
popular among African Christians. especial
ly as a martyr-name. and was the name of a
Manichaean presbyter opposed by Augustine
(Acta colltra FortIllUUIII1I). Although theo
phoric names ideally indicated alliance with
the deity from whom they were taken and
something of their "power and honour"
(Plutarch. Def. Orac. 421 E), the uses of For
tunatus in the Christian context are un
doubtedly simply in the popular sense of
wishing good fortune.
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GABNUNNIl\'1 trmJ

I. The expression har gabnrmnim in Ps
68:16, literally 'mountain of peaks' and
usually translated as 'mighty mountain'
(RSV), is interpreted by DEL Oum LETE
(l988:54-55) as 'mountain of the Gabnun
nim', the latter being a designation of under
world deities.

II. The reasoning that lies behind del
Olmo Lete's suggestion is based on the
opposition in Ps 68 of Mt. Sinai versus Mt
Bashan, the one being the holy mountain of
-Ynhwe~ the other the holy mountain of a
group of Canaanite gods (vv 15- I7). For his
interpretation of - Bashan as a dwelling
place of gods, del Olmo Lete was able to
adduce the expression har-'elOhim in the
first half of v 16. The gods in question must
have been underworld deities. argues del
Olmo ute, as Mt Bashan is in the region of
Athtaroth and Edrei, the dwelling place of
-Og. king of the -Rephaim. The 'kings'
(m~Jakim) scattered by Yahweh (v 15) are
the deities that belong to the retinue of
-Milcom, the Canaanite god of the nether
world.

III. Though Mt. Basan has undoubtedly
mythological overtones in Ps 68. the inter
pretntion offered by del Olmo Lete is
difficult to uphold. The root GDS (from
which Heb *gabn6n is derived) is known in
several Semitic languages. It basically de
notes a marked elevation of the surface
(Ges.l s 195; HALAT 167; J. HUEHNERGARD.
Ugarilic Vocabulary in Syllabic Transcrip
tion [HSS 32; Atlanta 1987] 115-116);
hence the translation 'peaks' for gabnrmnim.
As·the traditional translations make perfect
sense, and since there is no further attesta
tion of a group of gods called the Gabnun
nim, del Olmo Lete's proposal must be
rejected.

IV. Bibliography
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GABRIEL "~.j~J
I. Gabriel appears in the Book of

Daniel as the -angel who explains the
vision of the he-goat and the ram (8: I6) and
the prophecy of the seventy (weeks 00 years
(9:21). He is usually assumed to be also the
revealing angel of DaniellO. In the New
Testament. he is the angel of the Annun
ciation (Luke I: 19,26) and is identified with
'the angel of the Lord'. The name is usually
understood as 'man of God', but is better
laken as 'God is my hero/warrior' (FITZ
MYER 1981: 328, who argues from the anal
ogy of the first person plural suffix in the
name IRe-i-na-dAdad, "Adad is our shep
herd", at Ebla). In Daniel he is explicitly
said to have the appearance of a man (8:15)
and is referred to as ''the man Gabriel"
~~.j~j ~'~ii), probably because of the el
ement j~J, man, in his name.

II. Gabriel and -.Michael are the only
angels mentioned by name in the Hebrew
Bible (-Raphael is also mentioned in the
Book of Tobit). Both Michael and Gabriel
appear in the oldest extant list of four
-archangels in J Enoch 9: I with Sariel and
Raphael. While the composition of this list
often varies in post-biblical Jewish writings.
Michael, Gabriel and Raphael are constant
members (lQM 9:14-16; J Enoch 40:9; 54:
6; 7 I:8; Life of Adam and Eve 40:3; Num.
Rabbah 2: 10; Pesiqra Rabbali 46; Pirqe de
Rabbi Eliezer 4; -.Uriel and Phanuel often
appear as the fourth archangel). Gabriel also
appears in the list of seven archangels in 1
Enoch 20, with Uriel, Raphael, Raguel,
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Michael, Sariel and Remiel. He is one of "the
glorious ones of the Lord" in 2 Enoch 21 :3.

The names of angels proliferated in the
Hellenistic period. The names themselves,
however, are typically archaic theophoric
names, ending with the name of the Canaan
ite god -+EI, who was, of course. identified
with Yahweh in the Hebrew Bible. There is
no evidence, however, that these names are
in fact older than the Hellenistic period.

III. The primary function of Gabriel is
that of revealer. In the Book of Daniel he
interprets mysterious visions and prophecies.
In the Gospel of Luke he is a messenger
from God. and takes over the role of the
'Angel of the LORD' of the Hebrew Bible, in
announcing the birth of John the Baptist and
Jesus. He comforts Zechariah (father of
John) and Mary, and telIs them not to be
afraid. In 2 Enoch 21. he has similar words
of encouragement for Enoch, and then he
carries him up, "like a leaf carried by the
wind". into the presence of the LORD. In 1
Enoch 9. Gabriel and the other archangels
intercede for the earth. and ask the loRD to
punish the -+Watchers. In the folIowing
chapter, Gabriel is charged to "proceed
against the bastards and the reprobates and
against the children of adultery. and destroy
the children of adultery and expel the child
ren of the Watchers from among the
people". The archangels have a similar role
in punishing the wicked by casting them
into a furnace on the day of judgment in J
Enoch 54:6. The militant role of the arch
angels is also in evidence in the Qumran
War Scroll. where their names are inscribed
on shields and towers in preparation for the
final battle (lQM 9: 14-16). If the revealing
angel in Daniel 10 is indeed Gabriel (ali he
is explicitly identified in the two preceding
chapters). then he also has a militant role
there. as he stands with Michael against the
heavenly -+'princes' of Persia and Greece.
Gabriel's high rank is confirmed in 2 Enoch
24: 1. where he is seated on the left hand of
God. In J Enoch 20 he is in charge of Para
dise. and in J Enoch 40:9 he is set over alI
the powers.

An interesting function of Gabriel and
other angels appears in the Aramaic incan
tation bowls. which come from Babylonia
and are later than 600 CEo Here the names of
Gabriel, Michael and other angels are in
voked to put spelIs on people. and Gabriel is
sometimes given precedence over Michael
(MONTGOMERY 1913:96; ISBELL 1975:22.
25).

IV. The Targumim introduce Gabriel into
narrntives of a much earlier period, so that
he leads -+Joseph to his brothers (Gen
37: 15), participates with Michael in the
burial of -.Moses (Deut 34:6) and is sent by
the LORD to destroy the armies of Sen
nacherib (2 Chron 32:21).
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J. J. COLLINS

GAD jj

I. Gad is the name of a deity of good
luck, equivalent to the Greek -+Tyche and
Latin -+Fot1una. Gad is mentioned together
with -+Meni in Isa 65: II as being wor
shipped in post-exilic Judah. The god is also
attested in personal names (e.g. Gaddi, Num
13:11; Gaddi'e/. Num 13:10: cAzgad. Ezra
2: 12) and place names (e.g. Baca/-gad. Josh
II: 17 etc.: IHigdal-gad, Josh 15:37). most
probably in the sense of an appelIative
meaning '(good) fot1une' rather than as the
name of a deity. As god of fot1une, Gad is
attested in texts from Canaan. Phoenicia
(and the Punic world). Hauran and Arabia.

II. When it comes to the the earliest
West-Semitic attestations of the god Gad,
attention must be paid first to gd as an el
ement of personal names in Ugaritic, Amor
ite. Phoenician and Punic (GRONDAHL
1967:126; HUFFMON 1965:179; BENZ 1972:
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294-295); it is often difficult, however. to
ascenain whether it should be taken as an
appellative or as the name of a deity. In
Phoenician and Punic names. the word gd
occurs chiefly as the expression of a wish in
names that arc not necessarily theophoric.
The frequency of femininc namcs com
pounded with ntm. in thc onomastics of
Canhagc. Constantine and Spain. moreover.
suggests an a'isociation with childbinh
(BENZ 1972:295). and reminds us of Gcn
30:10-13. where -+Leah, at the binh of the
first son of Zilpah. exclaimed "Good for
tunc" and called his name Gad.

A 'proto-Canaanite' inscription from Tell
ed-Duwcir (Late Bronze Age) contains. per
haps, the earliest attestation of Gad as a
divine name. According to G. W.
AHLSTR~M (1983). the fragmentary inscrip
tion gdy... could be translated "My Gad .. :'
(Le. an incomplete personal name?). He ten
tatively suggests that it is possible to con
clude that the deity was worshipped in
Transjordan in pre-Israelite times, and that
Tell ed-Duweir was one of the cult places of
this god. In the Punic world, threc inscrip
tions attest to the use of Gad as divine epi
thet RES 1222 from Nora. Sardinia (4Ih-3rd
century nCE) contains a dcdication "for the
Lady, for Tanit Face-of-Baal and Fonune"
(Irbt Itnt pn btl ,...gd). KAI 72 from IbiZ4l.
Spain (nbout 180 BCE) also uses the name
next to Tnnit, in the formula Irbl Itnt 'drt
whgd. Le. "For the Lady. for Mighty Tanit.
and the Fonune". KAI 147:2. a neo-Punic
inscription from Mactar (Tunisia), mentions
gd IzJnun. 'Gad of the heavens', which per
haps corresponds to the North-African deity
Caelestis (see CIL VIII 6943: FOr/lilla Cael
estis sacnml; but note that Latin Caelestis
corresponds to the Punic deity Tanit). So it
seems possible that Gad was a divine epithet
of Tanit in her capacity a" goddess of fate
for the Punic cities. She, in tum. could be
identified with the 'da;moll of the Carthag
inians', mentioned by Polybius (VIII 9)
among the gods of the Punic pantheon. and
possibly the major patroness of Carthage
and of Punic Africa (GARBINI 1965; GROT
TANELLI 1982). Gad is also well known

from Palmyrene inscriptions. which often
mention gods to whom the Palmyrenes give
the title gd, equated with Fonuna or Tyche.
A bilingual inscription (CIS II 3927, ca. 140
CE) equates the Palmyrcne Gad and the
Greek Tyche. The word also occurs in a
large number of personal names. in combi
nation with several deities. It may be con
cluded that Gad personified the lot reserved
by a god or a goddess for a believer, a
group of individuals (tribes or families). a
town (note the existence of Gad of Dura
Europos. and the Gad of Tadmor [Palmy
ra)) or a village, and even rivers or gardens.
This Gad. then, stood for the theological
concept of divine providence rather than for
a panicular and individual deity (fEIXIDOR
1979: 89.94-95). As an allomorph of classi
cal Fonuna or Tyche. Gad was identified in
Syria with the -·Anemis of Gerasa, with the
-+Atargatis of Palmyra and with the god
Yarhibol. In the Greco-Roman Near East,
then, Gad serves as a generic title of city
deities connected with prosperity and good
luck, but without a definite personality.

III, It is generally admitted that Isa 65: I I
(RSV: "But you who forsake the LORD, who
forgel my holy mountain, who set a table for
Fonune [gadl, and fill cups of mixed wine
for Destiny [menr]") refers to cultic meals
(/eclislemia) eaten in honour of two deities,
Gad and Meni. The LXX renders Gad as
oaiJ,1oov and Meni as TUXTl; Vg renders "For
tunc" (qui posilis Forllllwe mensam el !iba
lis sliper cam) and ignores Meni. The latter
is to be interpreted as a god (or spirit) of
fate, possibly identical (in spite of the mas
culine gender of the noun) with the pre
Islamic Arabic goddess Man(aw)at (-·Meni):
consequently also Gad seems to be used as a
divine appellative.

There are other biblical references that
might be connected with Gad. For the place
names BaCal-gad (Josh II: 17: 12:7; 13:5),
and Migdal-glid (Josh 15:37) various cxpla
nations are conceivnble. The first could be
interpreted a'i 'Gad is Lord', or as 'Baal is
fonune'. or a<; 'Baal of (the clan of) Gad'
(-·Baal-Gad): the second could be trJJlslated
as 'Tower of Gad' (see Mi!:dal-'el in Josh
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19:38), or as 'Towcr of fortune' (see esp.
MAIER III ABD 2:863-864), or as 'Tower of
(the clan of) Gnd'. In personnl names, Gad
occurs ovcr 40 timcs as a (thcophoric?) el
ement. The scvcnth son of Jacob was wel
comcd at his birth by Leah's cry "Good for
tunc" (Gen 30: II: bagad, LXX EV roxU),
and thercfore named gad; by this etiological
explanation of the tribal name the author of
the narrative clearly wishes to exclude any
theophoric associations-though they may
have initially been present. In the names
Gaddi, Gaddi>el, and 'A:.giid, it is very
doubtful as well that gd is a theophoric el
ement. Gaddi means 'My fortune' rather
than 'My Gad'; Gaddi'el (compare thc
extra-biblical gdyhw), probably means 'EV
God is fortune', or 'Blest of God' (though
the presence of two theophoric elements is
not cxcluded), whilc 'Azgiid contains appar
ently the name of the deity, plus the divine
appellative 'Strength, Protection' ('Strong is
Gad'?). Compare also the extra-biblical
Hebrew names gdyw, gdmlk ('Gad is king'
or 'the King is fortune'), and >bgd ('Gad is
father' or 'thc [divincJ Father is fortunc')
(FOWLER 1988:67-68).

IV. Gad is attested in later Jewish litera
ture, in which he was idcntified with the
planet Jupiter. The name also acquired the
general meaning of nllmen 'spirit' (see F.
DEUTZSCII, Isaiah [Grand Rapids 1980J
482-483).
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S. RIBICHINI

GAlUS -. RULER CULT

GEPEN i~j

I. Gapnu, 'the vine'. is well attested as
a divine name in the Ugaritic mythological
texts, always in the binomial gp" W IIgr,
'vine(yard) and ficld' (KTU 1.3 iii 37; 1.4
vii 54; 1.4 viii 47; 1.5 i 12). In spite of
some disscnting opinions, this interpretation
of the names is widely acccpted today
(PARDEE 1989/1990). The Ugaritic namc is
etymologically connected with Heb gepell,
'vine' .

II. GINSBERG (1944) has established
that, in spite of the lack of separatc attes
tations of 8pfJ and IIgr, various accom
panying forms in the texts show that thc
phrase gpn w IIgr does not designate a
single deity, but two. The primary function
of thcse two deities was to serve as -'Baal's
messengers (see S. A. MEIER, The Mess
enger in the Ancient Semitic World [HSM
45; Atlanta 1988J 124-128). To date, neither
of the deities is attested in the ritual tcxts,
whilst no personal namc attests unambigu
ously to the use of gpn as a thcophoric cl
emcnt.

III. Though a deified gepen has not becn
identified in the Hebrew Bible, the word is
on occasion used metaphorically. In Hos
10:1 and Ps 80 the people of Israel are
likened to a vinc. A similar usage of the
term occurs in the New Testament in Jesus'
claim (John 15:1) to be thc true vinc (am
pelos) and his fathcr thc vincdresser
(ge6rgos). Such metaphorical usc of the
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term does not indicate, however, that the
vine was ever deified in ancient Israel.

IV. Bibliography
H. L. GINSBERG, Baal's Two Messengers.
BASOR 95 (1944) 25-30; D. PARDEE. A/O
36/37 [1989/1990] 446.

D. PARDEE

GETHER "irJ
J. Gatharu (g!r) is attested as a divine

name in several genres of Ugaritic texts
(vocabulary texts. rituals. a letter) and in
sacrificial lists from Emar. The name is also
attested as a theophoric element at Mari. It
is plausibly derived from a root GIR. It
denotes 'to be strong', provided that the
relationship with the Akkadian adjective
gasnl be accepted. where the strength de
noted is particularly fierce and war-like. The
god Gatharu has been tentatively connected
with the bibilical anthroponym Gether (Gen
10:23).

n. The deity is most clearly at home in
Syria in the sccond millennium BeE. though
the veneration of the deity in first-millen
nium Phoenicia is attested by the personal
name bdgsr (P. Bordreuil apud PARDEE
1988:92 n. 56).

The divine determinative on the first el
ement of the personal name dGa-as-mm-ga
mil (ARM 22: 13 ii 28) proves the existence
of the deity by the eighteenth century. while
multiple appearances in the Emar tcxts il
lustrate his relative popularity on the middle
Euphrates in the fourteenth century (D.
ARNAUD, EIIZar V1/3 [1986] 268, text
274:19' =Msk 74298a:7'; p. 354. text 373:
119' = Msk 742913; p. 375. text 379:5 =
Msk 74264). DE MOOR has suggested the
presence of this deity behind the Sumerian
divine name Ninurta in EA 74:31 (1990:244;
see N. NA'AMAN. UF 22 [1990] 252-254.
for the history of the discussion and another
hypothesi s).

The vocalization in Ugaritic as ga-Ja-m
(= IghtaruJ) is known from three entries in
one of the polyglot vocabularies (J. Nou
GAYROL, Ug V [MRS 16; Paris 1968] 248
249, text 137 IVa 15; IVb II, 13). In this
vocabulary, Gatharu is given each time as

the equivalent of the Hurrian diety mi·i!-k,,
lm(-ni), apparently the Hurrianized form of
the West Semitic deity Milku. On the other
hand. the Sumero-Akkadian equivalent
appears to vary. TiSpak being extant in the
first entry (137 IVa 15). NingirsulSakkud in
all probability to be reconstructed in the
others (137 IV b II. 13: cf. NOUGAYROl,
ibid.• p. 248 n. 7. and W. W. HALLO & W.
L. MORAN. JCS 31 [1979] 72 n. 23: W. L.
MORAN. LAPO 13 [1987] 252 n. 10). These
equivalences show that Gatharu wa.~ con
sidered at Ugarit to have both chthonic and
belligerent characteristics. The divine name
occurs as the theophoric element in the
proper name (Mgtr (F. GRONDAHL. Di~

PersollClllram~n d~r Tc.ttc ails Vgarit [StP
I: Rome 1967) 131).

Gatharu plays an important role in the
ritual text 1\7V 1.43:11.14. while the exist
ence of a statuette of this divinity is proven
by a letter according to which 'the gods'
Baclu and Gatharu are entrusted to two indi
viduals (KTV 2.4). It is in the form of such
a statuette that Gatharu would have partici
pated in the 'rite of entry' prescribed in
KTV 1.43:9-16. The existence of distinct
statuettes of Ba'lu and Gatharu proves that
Gatharu was not identified with Baclu. as
some scholars havc held (M. DIETRICH &
O. LORETZ, VF 12 (1980] 175: DE MOOR
1990:72 n. 174: cf. PARDEE 1988:91-92 n.
56). This datum is congruent with the data
provided by the polyglot texts. where Gatha
ru is never identified with a weather deily.

The understanding of the divine name at
Ugarit is complicated by the occurrence in
the ritual texts of a form written 8!n11 (KTV
1.43:9. 17. 19: 1.109:26: 1.112:18. 19.20).
interpreted by some as a dual. by others as a
plural (for an overview of opinions, sec
PARDEE. Tcxtes ril/lC/S. f.c .• chap. IV). Be
causc one of the sets of occurrences (KTV
1.43) of 8!n1r is in immediate contiguity
with g!r. Jpi (the Ugaritic solar deity). and
yrb (the principal Ugaritic lunar deity). one
plausible interpretation is to see g!nll as a
plural, i.e. as a substantivized adjcclive
referring to 8!r, ipJ and yrb (PARDEE 1993:
idem. Textes ritue/s, f.c .. chap. IV).

No evidence exists as yet for the
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identification of a royal figure in the Ugar
itic dynastic lineage who would have borne
the same name as the divinity (DIETRICH &
LoRETZ 1992:69, 73).

III. Though the name Gether in Gen
10:23 may indeed be derived from the same
root as the deity Gat/lam (as a 'son of
Aram', the correspondence IV : Itl poses no
problem), it is impossible to say whether the
biblical name directly reflects the deity (DE
MOOR 1990:244). The theonym is not yet
attested in Aramaic sources.
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D. PARDEE

GHOST -. SPIRIT OF THE DEAD

GIANTS yiyavtE~

I. In the strict sense the Gigantes in
Greek mythology were the serpent-footed
giants who were born from the blood-drops
of the castration of Uranus (-.Heaven) that
had fal1en on -·Earth (Hesiod TheogollY
183-186), The term gigaflles occurs about
40 times in the LXX and refers there re
spcctively to: a) the giant offspring of 'the
sons of God' and 'the daughters of man
kind' (Gen 6:1-4; Bar 3:26-28; Sir 16:7); b)
strong and mighty men, like -Nimrod (Gen
10:8-9): c) several pre-Israelite peoples of
tal1 stature in Canaan and Transjordania.
The etymology of the name, which may be
pre-Greek, is unknown, but was in Antiquity

thought to be Y11YEvit~ or 'born from earth'.
II. As Gaea-Earth was vexed with the

sorry fate of the -·Titans after their battle
with the Olympian gods, she now stirred up
her other sons, the Giants, against the
Olympians. They endeavoured to stoml
heaven by building a tower (cf. Gen II :4),
that is by piling up the mountains Pelion,
Ossa and -'Olympus on top of one another
(Homer. Od. 11,315-316). According to an
oracle, the gods could not destroy the Giants
unless they were helped by a mortal man. In
the ensuing Gigantomachy it wa~ -·Heracles
who assisted the gods. killing off the Giants
with his arrows after they had already been
wounded. mainly so by -·Zeus' thunderbolts
(Apol1odorus. Ubrary 1,6,1-2). Out of their
blood-drops that fel1 on Earth such a new
race of savage and bloodthirsty men was
born that Jupiter destroyed them by the
Rood (Ovid Metam. 1,151-162; 262-312).
Not all of them were killed. however,
though some were punished in the Nether
World or Tartarus and were supposed to lie
as prisoners under islands and volcanoes.

In Antiquity the story was sometimes
believed Iiteral1y, skeletons of whales or
dinosaurs being explained ali the bones of
the Giants (Suetonius, AlIglIslIIs 72,3), but
sometimes it was dismissed as fiction (Plato,
Emh. 6b-c; Resp. 2.378c). Between these
two extremes there were various other
opinions: Ephorus of Cyme considered the
Giants to have been a historical tribe of bar
barians in Chalcidice which had been de
feated by Herncles (FGH 70F34); Proclus
saw the Gigantomnchy psychologically as
the battle between reason and the lower
passions (/n Plat. Pamlenidem 127c), Joan
nes Lydus as the victory of sunlight over
winter (De mellsiblls 4,3), etc. As a literary
motif it was often used in panegyrics in
honour of rulers or generals who had de
feated the tall Celts or Germans: Claudian
makes the Visigoth Alaric ac; the 'Giant' the
opponent of the god Eridanus, the river Po
(On the 6tll Conslliship of Honorills 178
186).

III. In the LXX-translation the word yiy
avtE~ correponds to four or five Hebrew
words or expressions in the ~1T: (I)
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-+nlpilim =the offspring of the sons of God
(Gen 6:1-4); rarely the same people as (2),
in Num 13:33; (2) -repil'im, the tall, orig
inal inhabitants of the promised land; the
word was also left untranslated as Rafacim
or Rafaein e. g. Gen 15:20; (3) 'sons of
Rtlpha(h)', the eponymous ancestor of the
rlpll>im (2 Sam 21:22); (4) 'sons of
tanaq;m' (Deut 1:28), tall people living near
Hebron (Num 13:22.33) and in Philistia (Jos
11:22); the remaining instances of Hebrew
tanoq;m are matched in the LXX by
Enakim, only in Deut 9:2 by Enak; the
Hebrew name has nothing to do etymologi
cally with too "AvaKE or ot "AvaKE~ (as the
- Dioscuri, who were otherwise gigantic of
stature, could also be called) because the
latter derives from an older Greek Fa
VOlCE(Q: (5) gibbtJrim, strong, mighty men
or heroes, such as Nimrod. In the MT a
number of these Hebrew names occur side
by side, as synonyms, (I) and (4) at Num
13:33, (I) and (5) at Gen 6:4, (2) and (3) at
1 Chr 20:4-8, and (2) and (4) at Deut 2:10
11. It is therefore quite understandable and
expectable that all could apparently be ren
dered by the one Greek term 'Yi'YavtE~,

sometimes with the variant reading T\tcivEC;.
A god whose sons marry mortal women

on earth, could, of course, by opponents of
Judaism easily be taken to refer to no one
else than Cronus, whose sons Zeus and
-Poseidon had a reputation for having
fathered many earthlings, especially ances
tors of royal dynasties, such as Heracles the
son of Zeus from whom the Macedonian
kings claimed descent (Plutarch, Alexander
2,1). Probably in order to prevent such inter
pretations, the expression 'the sons of God'
was replaced by 'the angels of God' in a
Dumber of manuscripts of the LXX and also
by Philo of Alexandria. He denies that Gen
6: 1-4 is a piece of mythology and likewise
makes 'the giants' sons of 'the angels of
God' and of canhly women, while he
explains their name as 'the earthbom' or
those who indulge in the pleasures of the
body (On the Giants 6 and 58-60; Questions
and Answers on Gen 92; cf. also Josephus
Alit 1,73). These -angels were sinners be-

cause they mixed with mortal women, and
their sinful giant children were named
Nephilim, since they caused the downfall of
the world (so Gen. Rabbah 26, 7, deriving
the name from ';::lJ 'fal1'). In J Enoch 6,2
one finds the combination Ol anUOl ulol
tOU eEOU to refer to the giants' fathers,
while Syncellus' version of this passage has
ot. t'YPtlY0POl or 'the -·watchers' (so also in
T. Rub. 5,6; cf. tot'j',t) or jj'j',t) in 4QEn
a, I,1,5 etc.). It was they who taught people
on earth all kinds of science and technology
(l Enoch 7,1), and astrology in particular
(ibid 8,3). According to Jub. 8,3 K5.infim,
here the son of Arpachshad (contrary to Gen
5:9 and 10:24), even found rock inscriptions
made by 'former' generations (Syncellus
and Cedrenus: "of the giants"), which con
tained the very teaching of these Watchers,
which is then further described as the obser
vation of celestial omens (cf. Gen. Rabbah
26,5). Josephus, however, ascribed not only
the inscriptions, but also the invention of
astronomy itself to the sons of Seth (Am.
1,70-71). Apart from these passages there
existed a special, more detailed apocryphon
about the Giants, of which only fragments
have been preserved from Qumran (4 QEn
Giants, in Aramaic) and from the Manichae
an tradition (in Soghdian and Uigur). Here
the various giants have received names, and
of two of them, the brothers Ohyah and
Hahyah, it is related that they had prognos
tic dreams, which were then explained by
-Enoch. The race of the giants was mostly
supposed to have drowned in the Flood (3
Macc 2,4; Wis 14,5-6), numbering then
409.000 (3 Apoc. Bar. 4, I0). Their souls
lived on as evil spirits who caused harm to
mankind (e. g. J Enoch 15.8-16,1; Jub.
10,1-3; Test. Sal. 17,1). The angels who had
sinned were "thrown down", according to 2
Pet 2:4 by God himself into "the Tartams",
to be kept there for the coming judgment.
The author makes use here of the verb
'taptap600, which is the typical expression
for the punishment of the Titans. cf KatE
taptap<OOEv in Apollodorus, Librar)' 1,2.3
and Sextus Empiricus Pyrrh. 3,210. The
substantive Taptapo~, however, is found
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more often. though not as frequently as
-Hades. referring to the Hebrew -·Sheol
e.g. LXX Prov 24:51 (30: 16); cf. I Enoch
20.2 where the angel -·Uriel is the prince of
the Kosmos and the Tartarus.

As to the fate of the Giant'i. the Samar
itan anonymus (Ps-Eupolemus) relates that
some of them were saved from the Flood
and became the builders of the Tower of
Babylon ifrg I in Eusebius. P. E. 9.17.2).
This may show the influence of the current
story of those other giants, Otus and Eph
ialtes, who were no sons of Uranus and Gaea:
they wanted to stornl Heaven by means of
piling up some mountains on top of Olympus
(Homer, Od. 11,305-320). Ovid ascribed this
to the Giants in the proper sense (see above).

The exegesis itself of 'the sons of God'
as fal1en angels at Gen 6:2 did not go
unchallenged. Tryphon is reported to have
considered the whole idea of sinning angels
as such to be blasphemy (Justin Martyr.
Dial. 79). Symmachus' translation of the
passage had Ot ulol 'trov OUVQ<JtEOOV'tWV or
"the sons of those holding power" and simi
larly. Gen. Rabbah 26,5 has the tradition
that they were to be seen as "sons of
nobles". Julius Africanus simply wanted to
explain them as the sons of the rightful Seth
and the daughters of mankind as descend
ants of Cain (C/rron. frg. 2). thus removing
the slightest trace of mythology.
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G. MUSSIES

GIBBORIM O'ji:lj
I, The 'warriors that were of old'

(gibb6rim 'iiser metOJiim) mentioned in Gen
6:4 and identified with a special class of
superhuman beings (the -·Nephilim) in the
antediluvian period are clearly a race apart
from David's champions (gibborim) listed in
2 Sam 23:8-39 (= 2 Chr I I: 10-47). The fur
ther definition met61iim is important here
because it locates the activities of the
gibb6rim in the primeval period and not in the
recent historical past. The first named gibb6r
on earth was -Nimrod and the meaning of
this epithet, like the Akk gabbiiru 'strong' and
Ar al-jabbiir 'the giant (i.e. -·Orion)', identi
fies Nimrod's prowess notably as a mythical
hunter, and lord of the kingdoms of Babel,
Erech and Accad and founder of Nineveh,
Rehobothir, Calah and Resen (Gen 10:8-12;
VAN DER TOORN & VAN DER HORST 1990:1
2). His activities thus resemble the exploits of
the Mesopotamian hero Gilgamesh recorded
in the Old Babylonian tablet of that name (I,
3-28). KRAElING (1947) suggests that Eze
kiel, in his fondness for dwelling on the pri
meval history. sheds-in his figumtive de
scription of the fate of Egypt (32: 17-32)
more light on the ancient gibborim. A special
quarter is reserved in the depths of -·Sheol for
'the faJlen warriors of long ago' which will
not be shared by the likes of Egypt, Assyria
and Elam. The gibb6rim lie, as it were. in
state with their swords and shields intact.
Alive, they had once been the terror of the
land of the living, and now in Sheol they
occupied a place of honour. Perhaps it was
their quest for fame and glory in the manner
of the tower builders in Gen I I that led to
their inevitable downfall: although, as the
text stands in Gen 6:4, the redactor clearly
associates these warriors with the Nephilim
who were destroyed in the flood because
they were the monstrous issue of 'the sons
of God' nnd 'the daughters of humans'. The
priestly view (elaborated in J Enoch 9: 1-2
and Jtlb. 2-3) that the flood was provoked
because 'the earth was fil1ed with violence'
is consonant with this idea of the gibb6rim
and their legendary deeds, ('confident in
their strength they rebelled' Sir 16:7).
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P. W. COXO:-I

GILLULII\I C'?l'j £i&oAa
I. Within Ihe context of OT anti-iconic

polemics the designation of deities and/or
their images as gi/lli/im occurs 48 times (39
in Ezek). The etymology. of the noun is a
subject of discussion. Many scholars follow
BAUDISSIN (1904) in deriving Biblical Heb
gi//liJim from a hypothetical singular noun
·galal 'stela', whose vocalil;ltion has been
deliberately modified by the Israelite
prophets to correspond to the vowel pattern
of the word siqqli~im -·'abominations'. This
interpretation rests on an observation in the
Aramaic-Greek bilingual Palmyrcne in
scription CIS 147, where Aramaic giJii/ii'
corresponds to Greek On;ATl 'stela', both of
which correspond semantically to Biblical
Heb l1w$$ebii. Thus an originally neutral
term for 'cult objects' became a dys
phemism for deities other than thc LORD. as
well as for the cult statues, that represented
those deities (PREUSS, nVAT 2, 1-2: HALAT
185 sub a). Medieval Hebrew exegetes and
others regard gi/lu/im as a dysphemism.
They assume that the ternl is derived from
g~Jii/im which means 'faeces' (e.g. Ezek
4:12, 15; 22:3: 30:13) and that the term gil
ili/im was meant to make people abhor the
worship of deities other than the LoRD
(HALAT75 sub b: SCHROER 1987:418-419).

II. The majority of the biblical ref
erences to gil/l11im are found in the Book of
Ezekiel. which, like the Book of Jeremiah,
continually points to Judaeans' worshipping
other gods during the last generation before

the destruction of the Temple. It has been
suggested that Ezekiel was the author of the
term gil/li/im (SCHROER 1987:418). He
might, however, have adopted the desig
nation from the deuteronomistic writers.
Most likely, the background of this em
phasis on gil/li/im 'idols' during the period
between Josiah's reform (622 BCE) and the
destruction of the Temple (586 BCE) is the
failure of that reform to provide a religious
institutional infrastructure for worship of the
LoRD. As an outcome of the royal reading
of the Torah Scroll found in the Temple (2
Kgs 22) all altars for worship of the LoRD
other than the one on Mount Moriah in
Jerusalem must havc been destroyed.

WEINFELD writes in his commentary on
Deuteronomy (1991 :80), "The destruclion of
the high places and the provincial sanctu
aries crealcd a vacuum, which was filled by
the institution of thc synagogue. After the
reform, the people who, until this point. had
entered into their religious experience in a
sanctuary close to where they lived or in a
high place situated in their town, needed to
find a substitute. The aboliton of the high
places without any provision of a replace
ment for them would have been tantamount
to the destruction of daily religious experi
ence, a thing that, unlike in our own times,
would have been impossible in the ancient
world. This substitute was found, therefore
in prayer and reading of the book of the
Torah, which comprised the worship of God
in the synagogue." Weinfeld is correct in his
argument thnt for many Judaeans, at least, a
substitute had to be found and was found.
However, the oldest extra-biblical evidence
for the institution of the synagogue is from
3ed century nCE Egypt. However, it is not
the argument from silence which challenges
Weinfeld's suggestion that the synagogue
wa~ the substitute for the erstwhile "high
places" but rather the clear voices of the
Books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. These
books tell us that when the Josianic reform
had successfully dismantled Yahwistic high
places all over the Land of Isnlel, many
Judeans found a substitute in what Ezekiel
calls the 'idols': "You shall know that I am
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the LORD when yuur slain lie among the
'idols' round about their altars, on every
high hill, on all the mountain tops, under
every green tree, and under every leafy
oak-wherever they presented pleasing
odours to all their gil//ilim 'idols'" (Ezek
6:13).

The nine biblical references to gil//i1im,
'idols', outside the Book of Ezekiel consist
of references to King Asa of Judah's attempt
to eradicate the worship of gods other than
the LORD (I Kgs 15: I); Ahab's embracing
the worship of ->Baal (I Kgs 21 :26): the
practice of idolatry in the Nonhern King
dom (Samaria), which justified God's allow
ing the nonhero tribes to be exiled by
Sargon II after 720 nCE (2 Kgs 17: 12); King
Manasseh's and King Amon's royal patron
age of idolatrous cults (2 Kgs 21: II, 21);
King Josiah's attempt to remove idolatrous
cults (2 Kgs 23:24); two references to the
destruction of Israelites' iduls in Pentateu
chal imprecations calling for the punish
ments of the Israelites should they be dis
loyal to the LORD (Lev 26:30: Deut 29:16):
and Jeremiah's reference to Babylonian cult
statues as ta~abbC//{i and gil/ii1e/ui, both
meaning 'her idols, her cult statues' (Jer
50:2).

The LXX translates gil/Mim with EiOWAa
'idols' (it occurs 91 times, but it should be
noted that EiOWA.oV is often a translation of
ta$ab, pesel, and other tenns). The deroga
tory sense is taken over in the l\TT, where
EiowAov is used in a polemical context II
times, of which 7 are by Paul (4 times in I
Cor: 8:4.7: 10:19; 12:2). Paul regards
eiOWAa not as divine, but as demonic
powers. They do exist, but they do not exist
'for us' (cf. I Cor 8:6; see HOnNER 1980:
938-939).
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M. J. GRUBER

GIRL jjili~

I. The identity of 'the Girl' in the
phrase "A man and his father go to the girl"
(Amos 2:7) is most probably solved when
interpreted as a depreciative designation of a
female deity, perhaps ->Ashima (ANDERSEN
& FREEDMAN 1989:318-319) or ->Ashera.

II, The identity of the deity being un
known, it is impossible to provide infor
mation about her. In the ancient Near E.1St
comparable words can be used when refer
ring to the feminine deity: in Mesopotamian
hymns related to marriage between -·Ishtar
and Dumuzi (-+Tammuz) the goddess is pre
sented as a young nubile woman (WILCKE
1976-80:84): in Ugaritic texts ->Anat re
ceives the epithet bllt 'virgin' (for instance
in the Baal-cycle KTU 1.3 ii:32); from
Ugarit the designation of a member of a
despised class of female deities as emit
'handmaid' is known (KTU 1.4 iv:61).

III, Following the Old Greek translation
('A man and his father go to the same
maid'), the phrase in Amos 2:7 has been
interpreted as a designation of illicit sexual
conduct (most recently REIMER 1992:39-42)
or as a reference to a sacred marriage and/or
prostitution (e.g. BIC 1969:57-58). The
wording of Amos 2:7, however, docs not
imply a kind of forbidden sexual behaviour
(BARSTAD 1984: 17-21). The institution of
cultic prostitution in the ancient Near East is
unprovable (RENOER 1972-75). Relating
Amos 2:7 to 2:8, Burstad surmises that in
these verses there is a polemic against the
institution of the manea~/ (a guild-like
gathering of upper class people, with slight
ly religious ovenones; Amos 6:7; Jer 16:5;
Ugarit: KTU 1.20-22: 1.114). He interprets
the jjl,1;: 'maid' ac; a l1lanea~/·hostess
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(BARSTAD 1984:33-36). The paral/ellismlls
membrorum with Amos 2:8 'in the house of
their God' suggests the interpretation of
in!1j as a divine being (ANDERSEN &
FREEDMAN 1989:318-319). The designation
of this goddess with jjjJ)J -the tenn refers
to a subordinate person-suggests, that iijJ)J
is a nick-name, indicating the religious
evaluation of the deity by Amos. The use of
the anicle in iiiJ)~' indicates that she was a
deity well-known to the Samarians. Any
identification with otherwise known deities
remains hypothetical.
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B. BECKING

GLORY 'i:l~ 00;0
I. Kabod occurs 200 times in MT, but

doxa 453 times in the LXX (since it is also
used as a translation of more than 20 other
Hebrew tenns) and 166 times in the NT.
The standard translation, 'glory', is inad
equate, for it does not convey the specific
connotations of these words. The LXX
trartslntors chose in doxa a tenn which in
classical Greek means 'opinion' or 'repu
Ution', especially good reputation, hence
also 'honour'. It is not quite clear how doxa
could be found suitable to render kiib6d as
the luminous phenomenon characteristic of
theophanies or even as the name of the
human-like fonn of God (NEWMAN 1992:
134-152).

II. The basic idea of the Heb kiib6d is
that of weightiness. People become 'weighty'
through riches. "Abraham became very
weighty in livestock, in silver, and in gold"
(Gen 13:2). Through his cattlebreeding,
Jacob became 'weighty'; long life and child-

ren have the same effect (Prov 3: 16: Hos
2: II). The word kiib6d was also used of the
sentiments inspired by the concrete bles
sings. God gives Solomon "both riches and
kiibOd" (I Kgs 3: 13). "He who possesses
righteousness and love. finds life. prosperity
and kiib6d" (Prov. 21: 12). The restored
-Zion will be given the "kiib6d of
-Lebanon" (lsa 35:2). The 'weighty' person
is given more kiibud by giflC> (Num
22:17.37; 24:11; Judg 13:17; I Sam 9:6-9).
God is given kiibOd by praises (Ps 22:24;
29: 1-2.9; 96:7; Isa 24: 15).

God's 'glory' is to be perceived in his
works, Le. the world, human beings, and
historical events (Num 14:21-22; Ps 8:5;
57:6.12; Isa 6:3). In the age to come. it will
be revealed so that all flesh will see it (Isa
40:5; Hab 2:14). This revelation of divine
glory can be connected with the restoration
of Israel (lsa 42:8; 43:6-7; 48:10-11; 58:8;
60: 1-3) and/or God's judgement (lsa 59: 19;
Ezek 28:22; 39: 13.21).

In some texts belonging to the Priestly
Document (P), one of the sources of the
Pentateuch, the Glory is associated with the
Pillar of Cloud and fire, which according to
older sources. encompassed -+Yahweh lead
ing the People through the desen and indi
cated God's presence at the Tabernacle:
..... the Glory of Yahweh appeared in the
Cloud" (Exod 16: 10): "The Glory of
Yahweh rested on Mount Sinai, and the
cloud covered it ... the Glory of Yahweh
looked ... like a devouring flame on the top
of the mount" (Exod 24: 16-17: ef. 40:38: at
night. there was fire in the Cloud); "The
Cloud covered it [the Tabernacle), and the
Glory of Yahweh appeared" (Num 17:7: cf.
Exod 24:43-44). While the description of
the Glory in Exod 24: 16-17 may reflect the
memory that Mount Sinai was a volcano
(NoTiI 1960: 131), other texts seem to sug
gest a cultic background for the concept of
the Glory. When the Cloud covered the
Tent, the Glory 'filled' it (Exod 40:34-35).
The Glory 'filled' the Temple (I Kgs 8:10
II ). Lev 9:23-24 appears to connect the
Glory with the altar fire consuming the
sacrifice. In the light of I Sam 3:3 and 4:21.
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the Glory would rather seem to be some sort
of lamp associated with the Ark (cf. Exod
27:20-21).

Some OT texts attribute a human-like
form to God's Glory. In Exod 33:18-34:8. it
is told that God arranged for Moses to see
his Glory (~1T Exod 33: 19 actually reads
'Goodness'. but LXX has 'Glory': v 22 as
well as v 18 reads 'Glory'). Due to a merger
of different sources. however. it is related
that Moses saw God himself. albeit only his
back (33:23: 34:6). TIle picture emerging
from this story is that of indistinguishability
between the divine Glory and the anthropo
morphous Deity. The relationship between
God and his Glory is here thus comparable
to that between God and the --Angel of
Yahweh. the human-like Messenger of God.

In Ezek I, the prophet recounts that he
once had a vision of a throne-chariot in
heaven. Seated upon the throne was a "Iike
ness as the appearance of a man ('adam)" (v
26). Ezekiel describes the body of this fig
ure: his torso was like gleaming metallic
substance, and his lower body was like fire.
The prophet concludes: "This was the ap
pearance of the likeness of the Glory of
Yahweh" (v 28). In 8:2, Ezckiel relatcs an
other vision of the Glory. again describt=d as
a "likeness as the appcar,mce of a man"
(cmending 'es, 'firc', to 'is. 'man': cf. LXX
and the Old Latin, 'man'). The body of this
figure is described similarly to that of the
Glory in I:27. In 8:2, however, the Glory
appears without the throne-chariot. In the
second appearance of the throne-chariot, this
time in the Temple, the Glory moves from
above the chariot and takes up a position in
another part of the sanctuary (10:4). The
Glory is thus not bound to the throne.

In Ezek. 9:3-4, Yahweh and the Glory
even appear as interchangeable, as is the
case with God and the Angel of Yahweh in
Genesis, Exodus and Judgcs: "Now the
Glory of the God of Israel had gone up from
the cherubim on which He rested to the
threshold of the house and called to the man
in linen ... and Yahweh said to him ..."
However, the Glory has a radiant body and
is accompanied by phenomena similar to

those associated with the Glory in the P
source and the texts influenced by it: When
the Glory rose from the -cherubim, the
Temple was "filled with the Cloud, and the
court was full of the brightness of the Glory
of Yahweh" (9:4).

In Ezekiel, the Glory is also associated
with the Temple. Because of the sins of
Israel, the Glory leaves the Temple (11 :22
23). When Israel is restored, the Glory will
return (43:2). Seen as returning from the
mountain cast of the city, the Glory is as
similated to the sun god entering the temple
each morning (43:1-5; cf. 11:23; 44:1-2;
47: I; Zech 14:4: Slikkah 5:4, citing Ezek
8: 16: see MElTlNGER 1982).

III. Ezek I:26-28 was the staning-point
of a mystical tradition describing the vision
of the divine Glory on the heavenly
--throne. J Enoch 14: 18b-21 ponrays the
'Great Glory' enrobed in a splendid white
garment and seated upon a crystal-like
chariot-throne whose wheels are like the
sun. None of the angels can look upon him,
but --Enoch, after having been transponed
to heavcn, was granted a vision. T. Levi 3:4
contains a shon reference to the vision of
the 'Great Glory' dwelling in the Holy of
Holies in the uppermost heaven (cf. 5: I). In
the Similitudes of Enoch (1 Enoch chaps.
37-71). which may be somewhat younger
than the rest of J Enoch, God is known as
the 'Lord of Glory' (40:3). Another divine
name which is used is 'Glory of the Lord of
the Spirits' (41:7; cf. 40:4-7.10, where 'Lord
of the Spirits' is parallel to 'Lord of Glory').
God's throne is called the 'Throne of Glory'
(9:4: 47:3: 60:2; cf. Jub 31 :20). If 'Glory'
docs not qualify the 'Throne', but refers to
its occupant, special heed must be given to
the idea that God places his vicegerent, the
'Elect One' or 'Son of Man', upon the
'Throne of Glory' (45:3; 55:4; 61 :8; 62:2
[reading, "has seated him", instead of, "has
sat down"]: 69:29). The latter executes the
eschatological judgement.

When the -Son of Man is introduced in
J Enoch, he is described as one "whose face
was like the appearance of n man" (46:1).
This is reminiscent of the representation of
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the Glory in Ezek 1:26 and the descriptions
of an especially important angelic figure in
Daniel. It is possible that the "one like a son
of man" as well as the -'Ancient of Days in
Dan 7 go back to the figure of the Glory in
Ezekiel (PROCKSCH 1950:416-417: BALZ
1967:80-95). Moreover, the "one like a son
of man" appears to be identical with the
special angel who is described as having the
"appearance of a man" (8:15; 10:18) or
being in the "likeness of the son of men"
([variant, "son of man"] 10:16). The de
scriptions of this angel allude to the
representation of the Glory as a "likeness as
the appearance of a man" in Ezek 1:26
(FEUILLET 1953:183-202; BLACK 1975:97).

Influence from Ezekiel and Daniel can be
seen in various descriptions of the principal
angel of God (ROWLAND 1982:94-109). In
T. Abr.. both Adam and -+Abel arc en
throned "in heaven, the latter being the judge
of the souls. With reference to Adam, who
is sitting on a golden throne, it is said that
"the appearance of the man was fearsome,
like that of the Lord" (Rec. A, 11:4). In Rec.
B, Adam's throne is said to be a 'Throne of
Great Glory" (8:5). Sitting upon a crystal
throne which blazes like fire. Abel is "a
wondrous man shining like the sun, like
unto a son of God" (Rec. A, 12:5). Joseph
and Asenarh 14:3 describes the angel
-+Michael as a 'man' or '(one) similar to a
man'. One manuscript reads 'man of light',
apparently identifying Michael with the
"great and unutterable light" which appeared
when the henven was tom apart (v 2; cf. T.
Abr. Recension A, 7:3, where Michael,
descending from the opened heaven, is a
luminous man, shining more than seven
suns). His heavenly enthronement is as
sumed, because he has a crown and a royal
staff (v 9). Sib. Or. V:414 as well as Joseph
and Asenarh 14:3 (and T. Abr. Recension A,
7:3) testifies to the idea of the man-like
figure who "comes from heaven" (cf. 1 Cor
15:47). In Sib. Or. V:415, he has a "sceptre
in his hand which God has given him". In
Apoc. Abr. 11:3, the angel Yahoel, who is
said to be "in the likeness of a man", pos
sesses a 'golden sceptre'.

In the Exagoge of Ezekiel Tragicus,
-·Moses has a vision of a noble 'man'
seated upon an enonnous throne on the sum
mit of Mount Sinai (Eusebius, Praep. E\'. IX
28:2). The 'man' hands Moses his diadem
and sceptre, and then leaves the throne to
the prophet. Here we can detect influence
from exegetical occupations with the vision
of Moses and his companions as related in
Exod 24: 10, "And they saw the God of
Israel, and there was under his feet a~ it
were a pavement of sapphire stone, like the
very heaven for clearness." Tg. Onq. and Tg.
Ps.-J. take this to be a throne vision, the oc
cupant of the throne being called the 'Glory
(yfqara' [an Aram equivalent of kObOd]) of
the God of Israel'. The Samaritan theologian
Marqah takes the 'sapphire stone' to be the
'Throne of the Glory (kaboe/)' (COWLEY
1909:25 line 15). The name 'Glory' in
Marqah's work docs not denote God, but is
a designation of the Angel of Yahweh (Fos
SUM 1985:224-225 [ef. Tg. Ps.-J., which
says that the 'yeqara' of the God of Israel'
is the 'Lord of the world', a title which
could refer to the principal angel as well as
to God (b. Yeb. 17b: b. Hull. 60a: b. Sallh.
94a; Exod R. 12:23: 3 Enoch 30: 1-2; 38:3;
Pirke de R. Eliezer chap. 27)]). In a rabbinic
tradition ascribed to R. Mcir (2nd cent. CE),
the 'sapphire stone' in Exod 24: lOis said to
be the 'Throne of Glory', the proof-text
being found in Ezek I :26, which says that
the throne of n man-like figure of the Glory
was "in appearance like sapphire" (b. Mell.
43b).

In the mystical Merkabah texts
([mdauh] merkabah being a later technical
term for the throne-chariot in Ezek 1 and
even for the chapter itself), we find detailed
descriptions of the Shi'lir Qomalt, the
'Measure of the [divine] Body', upon the
heavenly throne. Now these accounts clearly
do not refer to "the 'dimensions' of the
divinity, but to those of its corporeal appear
ance. ... Already the 'Lesser Hekhaloth'
interpret the anthropomorphosis of the
Shi'lIr Komah a~ a represenl41tion of the
'hidden glory'" (SCHOLEM 1954:66: cf.
FOSSUM 1989: 198).
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IV. The NT continues the usage of the
LXX; doxa in the NT should often be seen
as a technical tcnn loadcd with the Jewish
understanding of "glory". Doxa is a phe
nomenon of light characteristic of angel
ophanies, theophanies, and Christophanies
(Luke 2:9: 9:31-32; Acts 7:55; 2 Pet 1: 17).
The Son of Man will come in or with God's
glory (Mark 8:38 [cf. 2 Thess 1:7]: 13:26;
cf. 10:37: Malt 19:28).

The Gospel of John speaks of "seeing"
the glory of God (II :40) or the glory of the
Son (1:14: 12:41; 17:24; cf. 2:11). In 1:14
("we saw his glory"), the background may
be the vision of the Glory described in Exod
33: 18-34:8 (HANSON 1977:90-1 (0); it is
thus possible that John regards the Son not
only as thc one who manifests the divine
presence and power through his words and
works, but as the personified Glory. It is
notewonhy that the phrase "saw his glory"
is repeated in 12:41: "he [Isaiah] saw his
[Christ's] glory". Isa 6:1, however, reads "I
saw the Lord seated upon a high and lofty
throne... :. Tg. Isa. 6: 1 reads, "yeqdrd' of
the Lord", but Tg. Isa. 6:5 says that the
prophet saw "the glory (yfqdrd') of the
Shekinah of the King of the Worlds". While
sekina in the Targums is gcnerally regarded
as a buffcr word meant to safeguard God
from coming into too close contact with the
world, the Merkabah mystics used it as an
alternative tenn for the Kabod. Thus, Maca
seh Merkabah contains the statement, "I
gazed upon the Shekinah and saw every
thing that they do before his Throne of
Glory (kiibod)" (SCHAFER 1981 :§592). Whcn
it is said that Isaiah saw the glory of
-~Christ, it is implied that the Son is the di
vine manifestation upon the heavenly
throne, even the Glory.

There are other NT texlc; where -·Jesus
may be seen as the Glory. The conjunction
kai ('and') in Acts 7:55 may be epexe
getical: " ... he saw the Glory of God. name
ly (kai) Jesus standing at the right hand of
God" (MARTIN 1967:312). The idea of Jesus
being seated at the right hand of the
"Power" (Mark 14:62 [Luke 22:69: "Power
of God"]). however, may be taken to imply

that he was enthroned alongsidc the Glory,
since the mystical tcxlC; use "Power" as a
synonym of "Glory" (FOSSUM 1989: 191
193).
The christological hymn in Phil 2 says that
Christ was "existing in the fonn (morphe) of
God" (v 6). This dcscription corresponds to
the subsequent incarnational phrases,
"taking the fonn of a slave", "becoming in
the likeness of men", and "being found in
the fashion as a man" (vv 7-8). Given the
OT evidencc that God's visible fonn is the
man-like fonn of the Glory. Phil 2:6 would
seem to say that Christ is the divine Glory.
The same idca is expressed by the title,
"image of the invisible God", in the begin
ning of the hymn on Christ in Col I: ]5-20
(FOSSUM 1989: 185-190). In Biblical tenni
nology, "image" (and "likeness"), "form",
and "glory" are interchangeable (FOSSUM
1985:269-270.284).

In Eph I: 17, we find the phrase, "the God
of our Lord Jesus Christ. the Father of the
Glory". The parallelism suggeslc; that "our
Lord Jesus Christ" is "the Glory". Tit 2: 13
may be translated, "the Glory of our great
God and Saviour, Christ Jesus". Here Christ
Jesus may be the Glory of "our great God
and Saviour". Jas 2: I, a notoriously difficult
verse to translate, may in effect say, "our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Glory". I Pet 4: 14
says, " ... the Spirit of the Glory and of God
rests upon you." Here, too. the Glory may
be the Son.

Phil 3:21 speaks of Christ's "body of
glory" to which the body of the believers
will be conformed. The tenn may reflect
that of glip hakk.{ib6d or glip haJJekina
found in the Jewish mystical texts
(SCHOLEM 1991 :278 n. 19). The idea that
one who ascended to heaven was trans
fonned, often as a result of the vision of
God (or his gannent) or the divine Glory, is
found in several texts (MORRAY-JONES
1992:11.14.22-26). In 2 Cor 3:18, Paul says
that the Christians, "gazing with unveiled
face on the Glory of God, are being trans
fonned into the same image, from glory to
glory." Here mystical tenninology has been
adapted to describe what goes on when the
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Christians are reading the Scriptures. In con
trast to the Jews (cf. vv 13-16; 4:4), the
Christians see the Glory of God. Moreovcr.
they are transformed into thc "samc imagc".
obviously that which they behold. A few
verses later, it is said that Christ is thc
"image of God" (4:4). The Glory obviously
is Christ.

Rom 8:29-30 says that the clect will be
"conformed to the image of His Son" and be
"glorified" (cr. vv 17-18; Col 3:4; I John
3:2). The same eschatological adaptation of
this thought is found in I Cor 15:49, ..... we
shall bear the image of the heavenly man."
Paul can even say that the Christian male is
the' "image and glory of God" (I Cor 11:7).
The statemcnt alludes to Gen I :26 and pre
supposes that Christ is the heavenly Adam,
the Glory, after whose image and likeness
man was creatcd (cf. 4Q504. frag. 8, "You
have fashioned Adam, our Father, in thc
image of [Your] Glory").

Thcre is some evidence from latcr times
that also the Spirit of God could be seen as
the Glory (FOSSUM 1983, 284 n. 94), but
biblical foundations for this view are wcak.
In Ezek 8:3, the glory, whose body is de
scribed in the preceding verse, is referred to
as the "Spirit". A Jewish amulet, which
appears to allude to Ezekiel's description of
the retreat and return of thc Glory, calls the
Glory pneuma hagi6s)'nes, the "Spirit of
Holiness" (PETERSON 1959:351-352). T.
Levi 18:6 says: "And the Glory of the Most
High shall burst forth upon him, and the
Spirit of Understanding and Sanctification
shall rest upon him". This rcfers to the pos
session of the Spirit by the Messiah in Isa
II :2. The Glory might here be equated with
the Spirit. In Rom I :4, it is said that Jcsus
was designated as the Son of God "kata the
Spirit of Holiness by resurrection from the
dead". The rcsurrection of Jesus may here
be undcrstood as being effectcd by the Spi
rit. In Rom 6:1, it is stated plainly that Jesus
was resurrected by the Glory of God.
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J. E. FOSSUM

GOD (I) O'i1?~
I. The usual word for 'god' in the

Hebrew Bible is )eWhim. a plural formation
of 'elOah, the latter being an expanded form
of the Common Semitic noun 'if (-Eloah).
Thc term )elolzim occurs somc 2570 times in
the Hebrew Bible. with a variety of mean
ings. In such exprcssions as "all thc gods of
Egypt" (Exod 12: 12) it refers to a plurality
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of deities-without there being a clear dis
tinction between these gods and their --im
ages. Far more frequent is the use of the
plural with reference to a single being:
--Chemosh is the 'eMhim of Moab (I Kgs
II :33); the plural here is a pluml of excel
lence or of majesty (Joaon/Muraoka §
136d). Though having the generic sense of
'god', the tenn is also used in an absolute
sense ('the god'. e.g. Gen 5:22) whence it
developed the function of a proper name
('God'): when an Israelite suppliant says his
soul thirsts for 'elOhim he is not referring to
just any god but to --Yahweh the god of
Israel (Ps 42:3). Since the Israelite concept
of divinity included all praeternatural
beings, also lower deities (in modern usage
referred to as 'spirits', 'angels', 'demons',
'semi-gods', and the like) may be called
'elOhi",. Thus the -+teraphim (Gen 31:
30.32), anonymous heavenly beings (Ps 8:6;
LXX CiyyEA.Ol), and the -+spirits of the dead
(I Sam 28: 13) arc referred to as 'gods'. A
metaphorical use of the tenn-metaphorical
from our point of view-occurs when it is
applied to living human beings, such as
--Moses (Exod 4: 16; 7: I) and the king (Ps
45:7).

Other Hebrew words for 'god' are 'iif
(--EI) and 'eMah. Though both arc used as
proper names ("EI your father", Gen 49:25;
"Can monal man be righteous before
EloahT', Job 4: 17), they can also have
generic meaning: in the latter case they arc
more or less interchangeable with 'eMlzim
(RINGGREN 1970-73:291).

Gods can also be collectively referred to
with the constructions belle 'elim (Ps 29: I;
89:7), belle 'e!611i1ll (Gen 6:2; Job 1:6; 2: I;
38:7; cf. Oeut 32:8 4QOeut, see SKEHAN
1954), or bene t £1)'011 (Ps 82:6). The latter
expression ('the sons of --Elyon') suggest'i
the possibility that the second clement of the
construction be understood as a proper name
of a single deity, so that the expressions
compare with Ug and Phocn bll il(lIl) 'the
sons of EI' (MULLEN 1980:117-119: KAI
no. 26A iii 19, and commentary in KAlIl, p.
43). In view of the Ugaritic fonnula. the
plural 'eli", in Pss 29: 1 and 89:7 may have

to be interpreted as the proper name EI fol
lowed by enclitic memo The expression tadat
'e! ('the council of EI', Ps 82:1) might be
taken in corroboration of that possibility
(--Council).

II. The main cultures surrounding
ancient Ismel have each developed special
vocables for the notion of deity. Though
these \\lords are currently rendered as 'god'
by modern translators, it should not be as
sumed that the ancient Near Eastern concep
tions of 'god' are in perfect correspondence
with those of modern people. It is therefore
essential not to stop shon at the mere trans
lation of the tenns, but to probe their signifi
cance and connotations by a careful study of
the way and the context in which they have
been used.

In Egypt the customary word for god is
lI!r. The word occurs as an element in the
new name Pharaoh gave to -+Joseph (Gen
41 :45): Zaphenath-paneah, m.ll::ii:~~, is
interpreted by Egyptologists as cjd-pHI!r
iw.ftn[J, 'God has said: he will live' (H.
RANKE, Die iig)'ptischen Personennamell,
Vol. 2 [GlUckstadtlHamburg 1952] 334). N!r
is conventionally pronounced as 'ne!er',
though the Coptic noyte makes an original
pronunciation 'na~ir' more likely (HORNUNG
1971 :30). The etymology of the tenn is
uncenain: so is the original significance of
the hieroglyph for 1I!r: speculation about the
one or the other gives no assured indication
as to the nature of the gods (contrast WES
TENDORF 1985). It seems more relevant to
note that the word is applied to gods, kings,
and the dead. The same holds true of the
adjective lI!r)', 'divine' (TRAUNECKER 1992:
34-35), which may also be used with ref
erence to animals and inanimate object'i. All
beings and object'i that panicipate in the
sphere of the sacred (cjsr, for the distinction
between profane and sacred, see ASSMANN
1984:9-10) are 'gods', and thus 'divine'. It
has been suggested that in the Egyptian con
ception divinity is not an essential but an
accidental quality: one becomes and remains
'god' or 'divine' only by means of cenain
rites (MEEK 1988). While this is perhaps put
too boldly, it is cenainly true that the di-
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viding line between gods and humans is not
absolute. Also, some gods are more 'divinc'
than others; thus -+ Isis is said to surpass thc
other gods when it comes to divinity
(HORNUNG 1971:53).

Many of the charactcristics of gods are
not ex.c1usively theirs: gods are said to be
'great't 'powerful', 'strong', 'beautiful' (nfr) ,
'compassionate', 'ex.alted·. and 'righteous'.
A survey of this short list shows that the
qualities of gods are basically those of
humans; the fonner possess them merely in
purer form than the latter. What actually
raises the gods above ordinary mortals is
primarily their power; a goddess can be
more divine than her peers if she is more
powerful. This power, however, was pre
carious; concentrated in the name of the
god, it could be lost if the secret of the
name were divulged (TRAUNECKER 1992:36
38).

Gods were believed to be recognizable by
their scent and radiance: they had the pen
etrating smell of incense. stirring humans
out of their sleep (HORNUNG 1971:122-123);
their radiance is that of polished gold. Both
elements are based on the reality of the
temple cult, in which the brilliant images of
the gods stood erect in a cloud of incense.
Between these images and the gods they
represented there was believed to be a close
correspondence. The appearance of gods was
believed to be accompanied, moreovcr. by
such phenomena as storm, thunder. and
earthquake-the traditional elements in
theophany descriptions. In exceptional cases
the appearance of humans (e.g. the king)
was thought to produce similar effects.

In order to define the relation between
divine essence and manifestation the Egypt
ian theologians have had recourse to a num
ber of notions, the precise meaning of which
is sometimes still obscure. An important
aspect of the gods is their ba. The ba (bl).
often translated 'soul'. is an hypostasis of
the gods (or the dead) in their capacity to
move from one realm (one reality. one plane
of being) to another. Thus the dead arc pres
ent among the living as ba'll (the plural of
ba), iconographically rendered as birds. The

ba of thc god is his visible face to humans.
Thus the night is the ba of Kek. the deified
obscurity; watcr is the ba of Nun. thc pri
maeval ocean. Though the ba is distin
guished from the god. the god is really pres
ent in his ba. The example shows that the
Egyptians had by no means crude notions of
the gods; on the contrary. they developed a
sophisticated theology rich with distinctions
no less subtle than the Deuteronomistic dis
tinction between God and his -·name or his
-+glory.

It should be stressed that the Egyptian
gods are not eternal. not all-seeing and all
knowing. and not all-pmverfuI. The gods are
not eternal because they have a beginning
and an end; gods are born and eventually
die. The birth of -+ Horus is a well-known
mythological thcme: yet birth is an experi
ence all gods have gone through. Similarly,
the death of -·Osiris is a constant theme in
mythological material: yet decrepitude and
death (which in the Egyptian conception is
not the same as complete annihilation) await
all gods. Gods arc entangled in the cyclc of
life and death without which the world can
not subsist. Their death is also a form of
regeneration and renewal. Likewise. gods
possess neither unlimited faculties of per
ception nor absolute powers of action. Some
arc credited with many ears and many cyes;
yet omniscience is out of their reach. The
power of the gods is exalted. yet circum
scribed: it is limited to a topographical area
or a specific field of action. In their abilities
and qualities gods are superior to humans.
yet not infinitely superior.

Owing to the nature of the extant sources
an outline of the development in the Egypt
ian notion of god is a hazardous endeavour.
The once popular view that the anthropo
morphic vision of the gods was preceded by
a theriomorphic and a chrematomorphic
stage (the thesis of the VenllclIschlichulIg
der Mlichre championed by Kurt Sethe) is
now eithcr abandoned or radically modified.
In the historically recoverable phases of the
Egyptian vision of the gods, an anthropo
morphic element has always been present.
Yet it would be misleading to picture the
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Egyptian theology as :l stagnant pool: there
is change and movement, though often
difficult to perceive because of the strongly
conservative nature of the written sources.
One development many researchers agree
upon is the increasing transcendency ascribed
to the gods. This aspect comes to the fore in
statements about the invisibility and inscru
tability of the gods, on the one hand, and the
tendency towards an inclusive monotheism
(all gods are aspecte; of the one god), on the
other (ASSMANN 1979).

The preceding observation is a reminder
of the fundamentally polytheistic nature of
the Egyptian lheology. Also in the laler
monotheistic tendencies, evidenced for in
stance in the figure of -oBes pallllleos, the
existence of a plurnlity of gods remains a
postulated ~Iity. Such polytheism was not
panicular to the Egyptians, of course. It was
the rule in the ancient Near East. Except for
the brief interlude of Echnaton (ca. 1365
1345), the king who preached that there was
no god but Aton (cf. ASSMANN 1972), the
Egyptian culture adhered lO the notion of
polytheism. Yet the monotheism of Echna
ton is indicative of another aspect of the
Egyptian theology, perhaps an undercurrent,
which emphasizes the existence of one god
transcending all others. Whether this all
embracing god is to be imagined as a person
or an abstract (the one divine nature from
which all gods draw their essence), remains
often unclear. The tension between a lalent
(and incidenlaIly patent) monothcism and
the trnditionally plurnlistic view of the di
vine world might be considered a major
force in the development of the Egyptian
theology.

A factor that was both formative and con
servative for the vision of the gods ae; a plu
rality is the cosmological aspect of many
Egyptian deities. As individuals and collec
tively. the Egyptians felt inferior to and
dependent upon the powers of nature. Awed
by the world around them, the Egyptians
conceived of its elements as gods; gods in
the plural because the cosmos was e;(peri
enced as a play in which many actors had a
pan. The world of the gods mirrored the

phenomenal world. To reduce this richly
variegated reality to a single divine being
would have seemed an intolerable impover
ishment Faced with the choice between the
one and the many. the Egyptians-like the
Mesopotamians and the Grceks-opted for
the many. Yet at the same time some kind
of unity among the gods is never absent:
they all panake of the same divine essence.
Individual gods could have many names and
epithets: yet the same names and epithets
were sometimes applied to other gods.
Though the divine plurality was always
retained. the distinctive trailS of the gods
remained fluid: they frequently constituted
syncretistic compounds (in addition to
-oAmun and -oRe there is Amun-Re) and
could eventuaIly be viewed as aspecte; or
manifestations of the one deity behind all
gods (HORNUNG 1971).

Another factor that favoured the pluralist
conception of deity wa.e; the phenomenon of
the city gods. No counuy in the ancient
Near East was as densely dotted with
temples as Egypt The gods dwelling in
these eanhly abodes were considered to be
the lords and owners of the land. In lhis
respect, they had a political and a topo
graphical dimension. Human rulers owed
their mandate to the gods: they exercised
authority in lieu and by the grJce of the
gods. As the totality of the gods stood for
the notion of 'Egypt'. so the individual god
stood a symbol for the city where he had his
pied-a-terre. Each Egyptian city was the city
of a god, a view that still trnnspires from
some of the HeIlenic place-names: Herma
polis. Heliopolis, and Panopolis are illler
pretationes graecae of a lruly Egyptian con
cept The citizen was expecled to 10yaIly
serve the god or goddess of the city: thus a
citizen of Hermopolis would have -Hermes
(-+Thoth) for a personal god (ASS~fANN

1984:26-35). Political frngmentation and
plurality, then, are reflected in the pantheon.
It is perhaps even permitted to say that the
tension between the one and the many in the
Egyptian conception of god mirrors a com
parable tension between political unity and
local autonomy.
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An arresting phenomenon in the religious
literature is the occurrence of the word for
god nIT in contexts that do not specify
which particular god is meant. Translators
usually render 'the god'-a distinct possibil
ity since Egyptian dispenses, as a rule, with
the article, whether definite or indefinite (cr.
A. GARDINER, EK>ptiall GramflUlr [Oxford3

1957J § 21). This absolute use of the word
'god' is particularly at home in the wisdom
literature, both in such collections of pre
cepts and counsels as the Teachings of
Amenemope, and in theodicy texts such as
the Admonitions of Ipuwer and the In
structions of Merikarc. Though it has been
suggested that the 'god' of the wisdom
teachers is an anonymous mO/lOlheos (e.g.
VERGOTE 1963), this can hardly be the case.
The Counsels of Ani, for instance. advise
the reader to observe the rites of 'the god',
which shows that a definite god must be
meant, since there was no cult of an anony
mous high-god in Egypt (HORNUNG 1971:
41). The unspecified /lfT is rather to be
understood as "the god with whom you have
to reckon in the circumstances" (FRANKFORT
1948:67).

In the study of the Mesopotamia/l con
ception of the gods, it is not unusual to
make a distinction between the Sumerian
and the Akkadian side of the matter
Sumerian being the language spoken by the
third millennium BCE inhabitants of the
country, Akkadian being the language of the
Assyrians and the Babylonians in the second
and first millennia BCE. Though necessary
from Q linguistic point of view, the distinc
tion is not self-evident in tenns of culture.
The Baby]onians and Assyrians inherited the
Sumerian culture; they adopted and deve]
oped it, but this by iL'ie]f was nothing new:
accretions and modifications did also occur
before 2000 BCE. There is no clash between
ethnic groups, and no revolutionary change
of cultural or religious paradigm (cf. JACOB
SEN 1970:]87-192). The Sumerian and Ak
kadian material will therefore jointly be
dealt with.

Though neither the Sumerian word dingir
('god') nor the Akkadian term ifu ('god')

can illuminme the nature of the Mesop
otamian conception of god, the cuneifonn
sign used for these words offers a first point
of orientation. The oldest fonns show that it
is a schematic representation of a -'star,
which may be taken to mean that -·heaven
was seen as the proper domain of the gods.
Yet Mesopotamian gods arc not by
definition celestial. Mythology knows in fact
two locations of the gods: on high in
heaven, and do\vn below beneath the
-earth. Since the latter realm is included in
the word for 'earth' (Sum ki, Akk eT~elU).

the standard reference to the pantheon as
'the gods of heaven and earth' should be
understood to mean 'the gods of the heaven
and the nether world'. An elaborate theology
of the dwelling-places of the gods is found
in Enuma dish: as -·Marduk had defeated
-'Tiamat, he built the heavenly Esharrn
temple as a replica of the Apsu temple
(-·Ends of the earth) located in the waters
beneath the earth (Ee IV 135-145); the
earthly abodes of the gods are temporary
homes, visited by them when the gods of
below and on high meet for their annual
assembly in the 'Gate of the gods', as
Babylon was theologically etymologized (Ee
V 113-130).

Many of the observations made about the
Egyptian conception of the gods hold good
as well for the Mesopotamian theology. The
Mesopotamian gods, too, are closely asso
ciated with elemenL-; of the cosmos. In the
earliest documents of Mesopotamian theol
ogy, the so-called god lists (cr. LMomr:.RT
1957-71; MANDER 1986), pride of place is
given to such gods as An, Enlil, Inanna,
Enki, Nanna, and Utu. They bear Sumerian
names that can be translated as, respectively,
'Heaven', 'Lord Air', 'Mistress of Heaven'
(i.e. the planet Venus, visible as the evening
and the morning star), 'Lord Earth' ,
-·'Moon'. and 'Sun'. With the exception of
Inanna (-·Ishtar), the compound names
(Enlil and Enki) are not genitival con
structions; the deities in question, therefore,
are apparently identical with the cosmo
logical phenomena with which they arc
associated. In the course of time it becomes
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c1car, howcvcr, that the gods do not wholly
coincidc with 'their' phenomena. By means
of the sign for 'god' (dingir, illl) immedi
ately preceding a tcrm to mark it as a divine
namc, it was possible to distinguish betwcen
the sun as a natural phemenon and the Sun
as a god (T. JACOBSEN, The Graven Image,
Allcielll Israelite Religion [ed. P. D. Millcr.
Jr. et al.; Philadelphia 1987] 15-32, esp. 18
and n. 7).

Most Mesopotamian gods, in addition to
being associated with certain natural or
cultural phenomena, were each linked with a
city. Each community had its own templc, in
which its particular god or goddess was
worshipped. An (later Anu) was thc god of
Uruk, EnIiI of Nippur, and Enki (-foEa) of
Eridu. For reasons that arc still elusivc,
nearly every city had a different patron
deity; duplications are rare. This remarkable
distribution of the gods over the various
cities can hardly be accidental; it looks like
the implemcntation of an early agreement
and would thus seem to attest to the one
time existence of a Sumerian league (for this
'Kengir League' see JACOBSEN 1970:139
141). The association of gods with cities
gave Mesopotamian theology a political
dimension: since a god's glory reflects on
his city, city theologians endeavoured to
promote their god to a superior position in
the divine hierarchy. The career of Marduk,
consolidated in Enuma elish, iIlustmtes how
gods could rise in rank as their cities rose in
importance: listed as number 294 in a mid
third millennium catalogue of gods (MAN
DER 1986:29), Marduk had become 'king of
the gods of heaven and earth' by the end of
the second millennium (LAMBERT 1964;
1984).

In what has been described as thc 'city
theology' of the Mesopotamians, the observ
ablc monotheistic tendencies have a polilical
flavour as well. As the one city-state ex
tcnded its sphcre of influcnce, turning others
into its satellites, ite; god reduced those of
the others to subordinate deities. The redefi
nition of thcir mutual relations could lead to
the absorption of the lesser deity by the
greater god: the former might Iivc on as a

name or an aspect of thc latter. In this pro
cess. the god triumphant might add a num
ber of new tmits to his 'biography': thus
Marduk of Babylon became the son of Ea
(Sumerian Enki) by the identification with
Asalluhi of Kuar subsequent to the entry of
the latter village into the orbit of Babylon.
The merging of deities sometimes took
remarkable forms. The most arresting
examples are. once more, from the Marduk
theology. Thus a small god list, conccived in
the style of the classical ones, interprets a
number of important gods as facets of
Marduk: Ninurta (-foNimrod) is "Marduk of
the pickaxc", -foNergal is "Marduk of battlc",
Enlil is "Marduk of lordship and consul
tations". and Shamash is "Marduk of justice"
(LAMBERT 1975). Is this monotheism?
Considering the fact that similar statements
were made about gods other than Marduk it
was a local form of monotheism at best.
Since, morcover. the existencc of othcr gods
was not denied, but rather integrated into an
overarching design, this monotheism should
be qualified as inclusive.

Because there is no Mesopotamian treat
ise on the nature of the gods, the character
istics that make gods stand apart from other
beings. and mark them off as divinc, must
be culled from a varicty of disparatc
sources. Fundamcntal for the Mesopotamian
conccption of the gods is their anthropo
morphism: gods have human form, male or
fcmale, and are moved by reasons and senti
mente; similar to those of humans. Thcir
divinity lies in the fact that they arc in a
scnsc superhuman. They surpass humans in
size, beauty, knowledge, happiness, longcv
ity-briefly: in all things that were posi
tively valued. When a god appears in a
dream, thc slccper typically sees "a young
man of gigantic size, with splendid limbs,
and clad in new gannenls" (Llldllll III 9-10).
Size, beauty, power and vitality combine to
constitute the melammll which the gods
exude. This melammu is conceived of ma
terially as an invisible raiment endowing the
gods with a terrifying lustre. Every being
endowed with melammu is a god or like a
god (Ee I 138; II 24; III 28). Since humans
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might possess such splendour as well,
though not with the same intensity, the
melammll might be compared with the nim
bus·from Christian iconography.

In addition to their association with natur
nl and cultural phenomena, as well as their
link with cities, Mesopotamian gods were
often thought to entertain a special relations
hip with certain family groups or clans.
Though this 'personal religion' - 'family
religion' would be a better term - is not res
tricted to Mesopotamia, the cuneiform evi
dence for this type of religiosity is
unmatched in other ancient Near Eastern
civilizations. On the basis of references to
gods in cylinder seals, letters addressed to
the family god, references and allusions to
the fnmily god in ordinary letters and inheri
tance texts, it is possible to make a fairly
accurate assessment of the physiognomy of
Mesopotamian family religion. The family
god was normally a god with a sanctuary in
the neighbourhood of the family, or - in the
case of migrants - in the family's place of
origin. He (or she) was referred to as
'my/your' god', 'the god of my/your father',
or as 'the god of my/your husband'. Venera
tion for the family deity was inherited patri
lineally: a woman worshipped the god of her
father or, after her marriage. the god of her
husband. Such family gods were held to be
the creators of the members of the family;
they protected the family and intereeded on
their behalf with the higher deities when
necessary. Some family gods are reckoned
among the minor deities by modem scho
lars; others belonged to the higher echelons
of the Mesopotamian pantheon. A very
similar type of religion existed in Syria.
Egypt. and Israel as well, even though it
must be reconstructed on the basis of fewer
and Jess explicit data (see VORLANDER
1975; ALBERTZ 1978; HIROTP 1.25-39, 94
103; VAN DER TOORN 1996).

Insouciance and a life of ease are other
characteristics of gods. Unlike humans. they
do not have to work for their daily bread. It
was precisely for that purpose that they had
created humankind. as the myths explain
(most notably Arrahasis). The temple cult,

performed by priests on behalf of the city.
has been aptly characterized as "the care and
feeding of the gods" (OPPENHEIM 1977: 183
198). Since all humankind is ultimately in
the service of the gods. the latter are able to
spend their days in a condition of gentle
slumber. Their sleep should not be mistaken
for impotence. however. Enlil. for instance.
is said to be sleeping a 'deceptive' (sarm)
sleep: at any moment he may wake up and
start to rage like a roaring lion. Besides the
pleasures of a good meal and the attendant
drowsiness. the gods also know the pleas
ures of the flesh. In cult and mythology, the
gods engage in intercoursc-though often in
mysterious ways. In the event of conception.
the period of pregnancy lasts only nine days
after which the child is painlessly born (B.
ALSTER. Enki and Ninhursag. UF 10 [1978]
15-27. esp. 17).

Of panicular interest for the Mesop
otamian ideas about the nature of the gods is
the Epic of Gilgamesh. The subject of the
Epic has often been characterized as the
unsuccessful quest for immonality. It is
more correct to say that it is conceived as a
meditation upon the human condition; as the
originally independent Gilgamesh stories.
some of which are known from the Sumer
ian tradition. were transformed into a gran
diose tale. they were impressed with a
vision about humankind as being halfway
between the animals. on the one hand. and
the gods. on the other. Indirectly. then. the
epic is instructive for the Mesopotamian
view on the realm of the divine.

The hero of the epic. the legendary king
Gilgamesh. is presented as being two-thirds
divine and one-third human. His divinity is
evident from his length: according to the
Hittite version of the epic, Gilgamesh is II
cubits (ca. 5 meter) tall (KUB VIII 57:8; see
J. FRIEDRICH, Die hcthitischen Bruchstiicke
des Gilgames-Epos, ZA 39 (1930) 1-82, esp.
4-5). His gigantic proponions are clear,
moreover, from the fact that during the
march to the cedar forest Gilgamesh walks
fifty leagues (ca. 500 km) a day (Gilg. IV i
1'-5'). Gilgamesh' special friend Enkidu is
of similar stature: he can drink seven whole
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jars of beer without detrimental effects
(Gi/g. OB II 'Pennsylvania Tablet' iii 17
19)-a feat normally performed by gods
only. Enkidu too. then. is "like a god". as
the prostitute observes (Gi/g. DB II 'Penn
sylvania Tablet' ii 11).

In the Old Babylonian version of the
epic. Enkidu is likened to a god on account
of his size and beauty. In the Standard
Babylonian version. almost a thousand years
younger. the divinity of Enkidu consists not
in his size and stature. but in his wisdom
and experience. Enkidu has been trans
fOffiled into a human being through the
intercourse with a prostitute. The domestica
tion of the savage is complete when the ani
mals scatter at his sight: he is no longer one
of them. Through the contact with the pros
titute Enkidu has "extended his intellect"
(lirappas lwsrsa. Gi/g. S8 1 iv 29). As Enki
du realizes he no longer belongs among ani
mals. the prostitute explains: "You have
become wise ([em]-qa-ta), Enkidu. you have
become like a god; why should you roam
open country with wild beastc;?" (Gilg. SB 1
iv 34-35). Wisdom obtained by experience
is precisely what characterizes Gilgamesh,
too. according to the SB prologue: "he ex
perienced the whole and gained complete
wisdom" (Gi/g. SB I i 4). This wisdom,
though possessed by humans. renders its
owners divine in a way. Deities excel in
wisdom and knowledge: humans who ac
quire these things become like gods (cf. Gen
3:22 "the man has become like one of us.
knowing good and evil").

Yet Enkidu and Gilgamesh are only di
vine in pan; they are not invulnerable: death
they cannot escape. Human mortality ~'erslls

divine immortality is indeed a major theme
in the epic. When Enkidu is frightened by
the prospect of the journey to the dangerous
cedar forest. Gilgamesh reminds him of the
human condition: "Who can go up to
heaven, my friend? Only the gods are for
ever in the company of the Sun-god: as for
humankind: its days are numbered" (Gilg.
OB III 'Yale Tablet' iv 5-7). Human mortal
ity is presented here as the distinctive differ
ence: the lasting fame Gilgamesh hopes to

achieve is only a substitute of eternity (Gi/g.
DB III 'Yale Tablet' iv 13). In contrast to
humans and animals. then, gods have access
to an abundance of vitality and life. "When
the gods created humankind. they gave
death to humankind: life they kept in their
own hands" (Gi/g. OB X 'Meissner Tablet'
iii 3-5). Unlimited life is pictured as a divine
prerogative. Gods are eternal, not because
they live in a zone of timelessness, but
because they constantly renew themselves,
like stars (CAD E s.V. edddu).

It is no mere accident that the two-thirds
divine Gilgamesh is a king. Deification after
death, especially of kings, is nothing un
usual in the Mesopotamian conception. Yet
the claim of divinity by. or its attribution to,
rulers during their lifetime is restricted to
certain periods of Mesopotamian history,
most notably the late third millennium BCE

(Cf. W. W. HALLo. I:.arl)' Mesopotamian
Royal Title... [New Haven 1957) 56-65).
Thus, on his seal. Naram-Sin refers to him
self as 'the god of Akkad·. It should be
stressed. though. that the deification of the
living king is exceptional. Kings. it is true.
are in many ways like gods. In the third and
second millennia ncE. people take an oath
by the life of the king as they take one by
the life of the gods: frequently. god and king
are mentioned in one breath in the oath for
mula. Royal names are also found as thoop
horic elements in personal names, such as
Hammurabi-ili. 'Hammurabi-is-my-god', or
I1uni-Sarrum, 'The king-is-our-god'. On Old
Babylonian seals, moreover, kings are some
times mentioned in lieu of the family god,
and presumably served in that capacity. This
fact might be explained in pan by reference
to the role of these kings as inteffilediaries
between their subjects and the gods, since
intercession was an activity expected from
family deities (VAN OER TOORN 1996:68.81
n. 88). A common characteristic of gods and
kings is their privileged access to informa
tion and the possession of power to persuade
and punish. Power and authority, whether
real or perceived as such. are also responsi
ble for the comparison of the royal com
mand with the word spoken by a god. Allies
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of the king may call him god out of a sense
of dependence: similar in this to a god. the
king can extend protection. Appurtenance to
n venerable lineage, too, bestows a kind of
divinity upon the king: it makes him the
incarnation of an everlasting dynastic identi
ty.

The fact that the analogy between god
and king may earn the latter the title of
'god', used in both a literal and a figurative
sense, is indicative of the relative nature of
divinity. As in Egypt, there is no absolute
chasm between human and divine. There has
been a time when the gods were human.
according to the famous opening line of the
Old Babylonian Atrabasis Myth (imima illi
awTlllm). When LAMBERT'S restoration of the
relevant passage is correct. the myth looks
upon death as a postdiluvial institution
(1980:57-58). The same suggestion is con
tained in the 5B version of the Gilgamesh
Epic: after the apotheosis of the flood hero
(here Utanapishtim), the gods brought death
into the world (LAMBERT 1980:54-57). The
very point of difference between humans
and gods. then. is accidental rather than
essential; it was not there from the begin
ning. ·According to this view. the separation
between the two realms has been a gradual
process: there once was a Golden Age. be
fore the Aood, when gods and humans
moved in the same world. Under exceptional
circumstances, humans may still cross the
dividing line-especially after death.

In Canaanite religion (this term is com
monly used to refer to Ugaritic religion as
well) the usual word for 'god' is Ug il, plu
ral Um, corresponding with Phoen '1 and '1m.
The form i1h seems to be used only as a
proper name (-+Eloah), though there is a
plural form i1hm usually translated as
'gods'; perhaps the term refers specifically
to the gods of the netherworld (PARDEE
1988:111). A similar form may be attested
at Emar, if wdbil i-Ia-; should be interpreted
as wdbil ildhf, 'bearer of the gods [=statu
es]' (so J. HUEIINERGARD apud D. E.
FLEMING, The Installation of the High
Priestess at £mar [H5S 42: Atlanta 1992]
85 n. 56). Morphologically, this is the equiv-

alent of the Hebrew plural 't!ohim. Fonns
occurring only in the plural are Ug ill1)'m
(cf. DEL OUID LETE, Los nombres 'divinos'
de los reyes de Ugarit. AulOr 5 [1987] 39
69. esp. 63-64) and illlm: the latter is also
attested in Phoenician. The Ugarilic word
for goddess is ilt. plural ilht. dual iltm. Ara
maic inscriptions have the form 'Ill and '1111.

Typically West-Semitic. though not ex
clusively so, is the use of the divine plural
where a single entity is concerned. In texts
that use the alphabetic script such plurals of
excellence are not readily recognizable.
Where the Akkadian writing system is used.
combining a syllabic script with various
logograms, plural forms are less ambiguous.
A good iIIustmtion of the plural of divinity
is found in the Amarna letters. where lhe
Pharaoh is repealedly addressed by his
Canaanite vassals as D1SGlR.MES-ia. literally
'my gods', but plainly referring to one per
son only (JIRKU 1938: ef. N. NA)AMAN.
DINGIRmes in the Amarna Letters. VF 22
[1990] 255). F. M. T. BlJHL defines this
plural as a pluralis amplirudi1lis (Der
Sprache der Amanwbriefe [LSS vn: Leip
zig 1909] §23e). II also occurs as a desig
nation of the personal god (EA 96:4: 97:3:
189 Rev. 13-14) in combination with a verb
in the singular: this phenomenon parallels
the Hebrew use of 'Nl)him (BlJI1L. Der
Sprache, §23f). A balanced assessment of
the significance of these data should take
into account, though. that the sign MES is
sometimes used as a logogram marker in
peripheral Akkadian (W. H. VAN SOLDT,
Studies ill tile Akkadia1l of Vgarit [AOAT
40: Keve1aerlNeukirchen-Vluyn 1991] 428
429). Thcre are some rare examples of a
pillralis di\'initatis in Akkadian texts: most
of them betray Wcst-Semitic influence (cf.
DALLEY 1989:164, 177 n. I I). Judging by
the Babylonian The()(/icy (BWL 63-91),
however. it was not uncommon in Standard
Babylonian to refer to the personal god with
the plural form 'gods' (LA~mERT. BWL. 67).

Characteristically West-Semitic is the usc
of the term 'gods' to designate the spirits of
the dead. The short hymn to Shapshu that
closes the Baal Cycle uses rpim (-+Re-
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phaim) in parallelism with ifllym, and ifm in
parallelism with mlm (A.7UI.6 vi 45-49; cr.
M. S. SMITH. 77,e Early History of God [San
Francisco 1990J 128). At Emar, the plural
'gods' occurs in a fixed hendiadys: the heirs
are to invoke, to honour, and to care for 'the
gods and the dead' of their forebears. The
expression is best understood as a reference
to the deified ancestors (K. VAN DF.R TOORN,

Gods and Ancestors in Emar and Nuzi, ZA
84 [1994] 38-59). The Ugaritic figure of the
ifib belongs to the same complex of idea,,:
the term docs not stand for 'the god of the
father', as hali sometimes been said, but
designates the 'deified father'. Le. the ances
tral spirit (K. VAN DER TOORlIi, I1ib and the
'God of the Father', UF 25 [1993] 379-387).

The literary heritage of Canaanite religion
is rarely explicit about the characteristics of
divinity. A frequent epithet of the gods is
qds, 'holy'; the pantheon of Byblos, for
instance, is referred to as 'the assembly of
the holy gods of Byblos' (11lp~m 'I gbl qdsm;
KAI4:4-5, 7). The adjective is so intimately
a"sociated with gods, that it is exceptionally
used absolutively. Thus the Arslan Tash
amulet mentions the dr kl qdSll, 'the Council
of all the Holy Ones' (NESE 2 [1974] 22
23). It is against this background, perhaps,
that Ps 16:3 is to be understood (M.
DAHOOD, Psalms I [AB 16; Garden City
1965] 87-88). The precise meaning of 'holi
ness' is not specified in the texts. From a
compamtive study it would seem that the
notion is the semantic equivalent of the
Mesopotamian idea of the divine melamm,,:
gods 'lfC holy in the sense that they exude
radiance, splendour, and luminosity.

Canaanite religion, like the Mesop
otamian, distinguishes between gods of
heavcn and gods of the underworld. The
typical abode of the gods in mythology,
however, is some place at the end of the
horizon. Mount -·Znphon (modem Jebel el
Aqra. some 50 km North of Ugarit-Ras
Shamra) is inhabited by -·Baal and his en
tourage. EI lives at 'the source of the two
rivers'-presumably a reference to the
mythical place from \\!hich both the ocean
around and below the earth. and the ocean

above the heavens, take their water. Both
locations may be viewed as an attempt to
situate the gods at the outer limits of the
inhabited world: they are half-way between
immanence and transcendence.

One characteristic which the Canaanite
gods share with the Mesopotamian deities is
the possession of life everlaliting. Though it
is doubtful whether this concept should be
translated in terms of absolute eternity, the
longevity of the gods represenlli a distinct
difference from humans. Not unlike the Gil
gamesh Epic in this respect, the Epic of
Aqhat deals with the impossibility of
humans attaining the life of the gods. A
crucial episode in the Epic is the meeting
between -+Anat and Aqhat. The goddess
wishes to obtain the bow of Aqhat and tries
to make the hero part with it by holding out
the promise of life: "Ask for life a,ym), 0

hcro Aqhat, ask for life and I will give it to
you, immortality (blmt) and I will send it to
you. I will let you count the years with Baal,
with the sons of El (bn if) you will count the
months" (KTU I.I7.vL26-29). Aqhat rejects
her proposal: "I shall die like all (humans)
die; yea, I shall surely die" (A7U 1.17.vi.
38). Unlike humans, gods ('the sons of EI')
possess 'life' and 'immortality' (blmr, lit
erally 'non-death').

III. The Israelite concept of God shares
many tmits with the beliefs of its neigh
bours. The most fundamental correspon
dence concerns the anthropomorphic nature
ascribed to God. God's anthropomorphism
is external (anthropomorphism in the strict
scnse of the ternl) as well as internal (also
known as anthropopathism). God possesses
hands, ears, a mouth, eyes, fingers, feet, and
other bodily parts. Largely lacking in the
Hebrew Bible are references to sexual char
acteristics of God. Internal anthropomorph
ism is at Slake when God is said 10 be
moved by desires, feelings, and passions
closely resembling those of humans. Thus
God is said to be capable of feelings of
love, anger, jealousy, compassion, and the
like.

An anthropomorphic vision of God
underlies many of Ismel's religious insti-
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tutions. The temple cult, for instance, can be
considered the Isrnelite version of 'the care
and feeding of the gods', to use Oppen
heim's term. The temple in which God is
thought to reside may be viewed as his
earthly palace, conceived as a replica of his
royal mansion on high. Here he wishes to
dwell protected from noise (Ps 65:2; cr. I
Kgs 6:7) and sunlight (l Kgs 8: 12). The
~crifices that are brought were originally
meant as God's food (lebem, e.g. Lev 21:
21); the morning and the evening sacrifice
of God (Exod 29:41: Ps 141 :2) are modelled
after the morning and the evening meal of
humans. Meanwhile incense is burned: God
is also anthropomorphic in this respect that
he is sensitive to a pleasant smell (reab
lli~16a~/, e.g. Exod 29:41). His servants have
to be plea'\ing to the eye as ,..'ell: no priest
'who has a blemish' is to appear before God
(Lev 21:17).

Over against the anthropomorphism of
God found in the Hebrew Bible, there are
those texts that stress the difference between
God's divinity and man's humanity. The
opposition can assume different nuances.
"God is not a man that he should lie, nor a
son of man that he should repent" (Num
23: 19). The expressions 'man' ('is) and 'son
of man' (ben-'iJdam) arc used here adjec
tivally; they could be translated as 'human'.
The noun 'God' occurs likewise as an adjec
tive, and may be so rendered, in such texts
as Isa 31:3 "The Egyptians are human
('adam), and not divine ('t/), and their
horses arc flesh and not spirit." A closer
look at these examples shows that the oppo
sition does not invalidate the idea of divine
anthropomorphism. God's qualities are hu
man qualities, yet purified from imperfection
and amplified to superhuman dimensions.
Sincerity and reliability are human virtues
even if only God is wholly sincere and reli
able. Strength, too, is not the exclusive
prerogative of God; he is merely incompar
ably stronger than humans or animals.

In view of the pa'\sages dwelling upon
the contrast between God and man, the
thesis of God's anthropomorphism should
be modified in this sense that God is more

than human. Though man has been created
in the image of God (a proposition the his
torian of religion might be tempted to re
verse), there is a huge difference of de
gree-yet not of nature. In this respect the
view found in the Hebrew Bible does not
rndically differ from the conviction concern
ing the similarity between gods and humans
in the Babylonian Atrabasis myth. God has
human form, but not human size. In visions,
God proves to be so high and exalted that
the earthly temple can barely contain the
fringes of his mantle (Isa 6: I). Gates have to
lift their heads when God enters Jerusalem
(Ps 24:7.9). In addition to his physical size
(which transcends even the highest heaven,
I Kgs 8:27). God surpa'ises humans in such
aspects as wisdom (Job 32:13) and power
(Ezek 28:9). His divine superiority also has
a moral side: God excels in righteousness
(Job 4: 17; 9:2; 25:4), faithfulness (e.g. Deut
32:4), and other mornl qualities.

The notion that gods are celestial beings,
wide-spread in the ancient Near East, is also
found in the Bible. It is often connected
with the idea of God's extraordinary powers
of vision and intervention. "Our God is in
the heavens; he docs whatever he pleases"
(Ps 115:3). From his exalted abode he looks
with an ever-watchful eye at the doings of
humankind. When they revolt against the
divinely appointed monarch, "He who sits in
heaven laughs in derision" (Ps 2:4). Since
heaven is a place to which humans have no
access-at least not during their lifetime (cr.
VAN DER TOORN 1988)-, the heavenly
nature of God is another reason why he
trnnscends humans. Especially in the later
sections of the Hebrew Bible, God is
typically 'the God of Heavens' ('etoile
IIaJJiJmayim, e.g. Neh I:4). The expression
may have been influenced by Mazdaism, or
by the worship of Baal as -'Baal-shamem,
but it is not at odds with earlier views.

A concept connected with God's celestial
nature is his invisibility; this concept is em
phatically present in later texts. Deutero
nomy stresses that the Isrnelites did not see
God's form at the Mountain, but merely
heard his voice (Deut 4:12.15). Also God
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spoke from heaven, not from the mountain
top (Dcut 4:36). These statements bespeak a
sense of divine transcendence more acute
th:m in some of the Exodus ilccounts. The
same tendency is manifest in other passages.
Man-mnde idols are there for all to see: yet
God is divine in that he is a God "who hides
himself' (lsa 45: 15). Humans cannot see
God because he is in heaven and they are on
earth (Ps 115:2-3.16). Under nonnal circum
stances, humans cannot see God and remain
alive (Exod 33:20). Even Moses, in one tra
dition, has his eyes covered by God's hand
when God passes by: he catches a glimpse
only of God's back (Exod 33:21-23).

God's invisibility might be interpreted as
a radicalization of his -'glory. The Mesop
otamian concept of melamm" has a counter
pan in the Hebrew Bible in the notion of
kiilJod, 'glory'. This glory is a luminosity
which both frightens and fascinates: it is, in
tcnns of Rudolph Otto, truly numinous.
Since radiance and splendour are part of the
notion of God's glory, the association
between God and ->light ('or) does not
come as a surprise. God can be said to
'shine forth' (hopia(, Deut 33:2), to 'flash
up' (ZRI;f, Isa 60:2), and to 'shine' (:-:GH, 2
Sam 22:29: Isa 4:5), verbs usually con
nected with the sun. Like the sun. God is
all-seeing and all-knowing: his eyes bring
'hidden sins' to the light (Ps 19:13). This
solar imagery may have favoured the devel
opment of the concept of God's invisibility:
just as no-one can look at the midday sun
for a sustained period of time, so no-one can
see God and not lose his sight. The light
('or) with which God is covered like a gar
ment (Ps 104:2) is increasingly conceived of
as 'an unapproachable light' (¢<i>; aJrpoo
\tOV. I Tim 6: 16).

The Hebrew Bible has no proper word for
'goddess': in I Kgs 11:5 Ashtorcth (a dys
phcmic vocalisation for ->Astarte) is called
the '86Mm of the Sidonians (cf. JoGonJ
Muraoka § I34d) This lexicographical
observiltion should not be interpreted to
mean that the IsrJelites did not recognize
:my goddess :J1ongside Yahweh. The inscrip
tions from Kuntillet CAjrud and Khirbet el-

Qom show otherwise (->Asherah). It is
mainly due to the theologicul bias of the
editors of the Hebrew Bible-those who
selected the texts, and who corrected them if
need be-that many goddesses have been
condemned to oblivion (ef. O. KEEL & C.
UElfLl:-:GER, COrt;III/(.'II, Gotler /lilt! Cortes
symbole [Freiburg/BaseIlWien 1992]).

The one great difference between the
Israelite conception of God and the beliefs
of its neighbours is usually considered to be
the notion of monotheism. The belief that
there is only one God, it is often suggested,
overshadows all possible similarities and
reduces them to superficial resemblances.
This position is open to criticism. Whilst
monotheism eventually became a distinctive
trait of Israelite religion, it cannot be iso
lated from its historical milieu. It is no coin
cidence that the anonymous author of Isaiah
40-55, traditionally regarded as the cham
pion of Israelite monotheism, is known as a
vehement critic of Babylonian idol worship.
His monotheism hac; an anti-Babylonian
edge. Such monotheism-assuming it really
is monotheism-should not be interpreted as
the answer of a great mind to an intellectual
problem. It is too closely tied up with pol
itical and cultural interests to be considered
a dispassionate theological statement. There
can be no question of true monotheism. in
the philosophical sense of the word, a'i long
as the belief in other heavenly beings
(->'sons of God') is not eschewed. Only
when the subordinate deities arc degmded to
->angels, created by the God they serve, can
one speak of monotheism.

Since the demarcation lines between
human and divine arc not a" clearly dmwn
in the ancient Ncar E.1!>t as they arc in many
current religions, the word 'elOlzim can be
used in the sensc of 'divine' or 'extraordi
nary'. It is doubtful, however, whether in
these instances the word is used merely as a
superlative. The rtia~l 'elOlzim of Gen 1:2 is
perhaps nut 'the spirit of God', but it is
hardly to be rendered as 'a terrible stunn'
either. It is best translated as 'a divine
wind': similarly, the ~lerdar 'il6lzim men
tioned in I Sam 14: 15 is indeed a 'divinely
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inspired panic'. Such use of the pural 'gods'
in the meaning 'divine' is also known in
Akkndian: the salllrri DlNGJR.MES mentioned
in the Tukulti-Ninurta Epic is a 'divine
womb' (W. G. LAMBERT, AIO 18 [19] 50 F
col. Y 9).

Related to the adjectival usc of 'ilOhim
for something out of the ordinary is the
occurrence of the tenn for the -spirit~ of
the dead. The one indubitable instance of
this usc is found in I Sam 28: 13 where the
gho~t of Samuel is described as '1lOhim
"coming up from the earth". Another text
often adduced in example is Isa 8: 19;
though probably correct, the interpretation
of 'llOhim as 'spirits of the dead' in this
case is not obligatory. Perhaps the tenn
'1lOltim in Mic 3:7 should be understood as
'spirits'. too. since the passage deals with
'soothsayers' (qoslmim), usually a tenn for
necromancers (cf. VAN DER TOORN 1990:
213-214). A text seldom quoted in this con
nection is Exod 21:6 which says that the
slave who waives his right of manumission
and enters his master's household for good
is to be brought 'to the gods' (Exod 21 :6).
A commentator has added that the man shall
be brought 'to the door or to the doorpost',
perhaps the place where the 'gods' were
thought to reside. These 'gods' are probably
to be identified with the family ancestors (H.
NlEHR, Ein unerkannter Text zur Nekro
mantie in Israel. UF23 [1991] 301-306, esp.
304). Considering the fact that the ex
pression 'inheritance of the gods' (na~llUat

'1lOMm, 2 Sam 14:16) is a parallel to the
'inheritance of the fathers' (na~lalat 'abot), it
may be that '1lOh;m in 2 Sam 14: 16, too,
refers to the (deified) ancestors (T. J. LEWIS,
The Ancestral Estate (naJ;lilat 'elOhim) in 2
Samuel 14:16. JBL 110 [1991] 597-612).
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K. VAN DER TOORN

GOD (II) E>e~

I. The word Oeo~ occurs 5302 times in
the Greek Bible: 3984 occurrences in the
LXX and 1318 in the NT. In almost all of
these instances the word refers to the God of
Israel. -.Yahweh (and of course in the plu
ral to pagan gods); some exceptions will be
discussed below. In Greek literature the
tenns Oe6~. 0 Oe6C;. Oeoi. oi Oeoi, and later
also 'to Oe\ov, are often used without much
difference in meaning (GIGON 1965:194).
The word is of uncertain etymology. The
only aspect to be dealt with in this entry is
the use of the word Oeoc; (and deus) in
ancient literature and its difference from
biblical usage (on the causes of the lack of a

comprehensive theology among pagan
Greeks and Romans [except in Neoplaton
ism] see DORRIE 1983).

II. In pagan Greek literature the use of
the word Oeo~ is markedly different from
what we find in the Bible. The difference is
not only that Oeo~ is applied by the Greeks
to a plurality of personal divine beings, but
also that often the word is used for human
beings and impersonal objects and even ab
stract concepts that would not readily be
called Oeoc; (or Oeoi) in the monotheistic
Judaeo-Christian tradition (cf. W. SCHOT
TROFF, Gottmensch I, RAC 12 [1983] 210
211). The same applies to the use of delis in
pagan Latin literature. Both terms are pre
dominantly used as a predicate (WIl.AMO
WITZ 1931:1 17), unlike in biblical usage
(KLEINKNECHT 1938:68 remarks that an
ancient Greek would never have said, "God
is love" [I John 4: 16], but "Love is god"; cf.
VERDENIUS 1954:244: "Der griechische
Gott ist nicht gottlich, weil er Gott ist. son
dem er ist Gott. weil er etwas Gottliches
ist"). From early times onwards the Greeks
regarded certain individuals as more than
human and could call them Oe6~, either
unreservedly or with reference to themselves
('he is a god to me' [cf. here Exod 4:16 and
7:1, exceptional in the Bible!]). If one
recognized in a person the essential charac
teristics of a particular god, one might call
him by the name of that god, again either
unreservedly or only with reference to one
self. '1"0 the ancients the line of demarca
tion between god and man was not as con
stant and sharp. or the interval as wide, as
we naturally think" (NOCK 1972: 145). There
were, however, no institutional controls and
no uncontroversial criteria for the use of the
word 'god' (PRICE 1984:81). Throughout
Greek literature we find the use of OeoC; and
6EOi to denote the incalculable non-human
element in phenomena, and of Oe~ for any
thing out of the ordinary (cf. the statement
in a 2nd cent. CE papyrus quoted by PRICE
1984:95: n Oeoc;; 'to lCpa'touv, 'What is a
god? That which exercises power'). Also the
abstract 'to Oe\ov becomes finally an expres
sion for the irrational in human life, that
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which cannot be explained by natural
causes, or for anything seemingly exempt
from decay and other human limitations. For
instance, exceptional physical beauty could
be sufficient reason to bestow the predicate
9£~ upon a person (Charax, FGH 103F13;
cf. Diogenes Laertius X 5). Cicero calls the
consul Lentulus parens, deus, salus nostrae
vitae (Post reditum ad populum II; cf. Pro
Sexto 144), and he calls Plato deus ilIe
noster (Ad Allicum IV 16,3; cf. De natura
deon"n II 12, 32; Leges III I; and the
remarks on this usage by Augustine, Contra
J"lianum Pelag. IV 76). Terence, Adelphi
535, has one of his characters say: facio te
apud ilium deum; \'inures narro. Aristotle,
Po/itica III 13 (l284a7-12), remarks that, if
a person has really superior qualities, in
justice will be done to him if he is reckoned
only as the equal of those who are far in
ferior to him in excellence and in capacity:
"Such a man' may truly be deemed a god
among men". It is for that rea.~on that in the
writings of the Neoplatonists their great
Plato is so frequently designated as geoc; or
9E"io~ (see the excellent note in PEASE
1968:6I9-620). The Platonist Arcesilaos
calls the philosophers Crates and Polcmon
geoi nVE<; (Diogenes Laertius IV 22). In
Heliodorus, Aethiopica IV 7,8, a successful
doctor is called aWt'ilp Kal ge6<; (for more
instances see BAUER-ALAND 727). It is
strildng to find still a clear instance of this
usage even in a second century Christian
document, the Epistle to Dioglletus, when it
states: "Whoe,'er takes upon himself his
neighbour's burden, whoever wishes to
benefit another who is worse off in some
thing in which he himself is better off,
whoever provides to those in need things
that he has received from God, and thus
becomes a god to those who receive them,
this one is an imitator of God" (10:6). For
the application of this usage of geoc; in the
hero- and ruler cult, see -·Heros and
-Rulercult (with DORRIE 1983:95-98, 139
141, and PRICE-1984).

Also non-personal concepts and events
(among the Pythagoreans even numbers)
could be designated geo;. Already Hesiod

says, after having pictured the power of
c>tlJ,.LTl (rumour), that it is a BEOC; (£rga 764).
Aeschylus, CJlOephoroi 59-60, has the
chorus say that for some men good luck is a
god or even more than a god (to o· EUrox
ElV, tOO' ev pporol<; Beoc; t£ Kal BEOU
7U.£ov). Sophocles, frngm. 922 Radt, says
that ¢poV11mc; CryaB~ is a great god. Euri
pides ha.li Helen, when in a critical situation
she recognizes her husband Menelaus, say to
him in her joy that recognizing friends is
'god' (00 geoi, OEo; yap Kal to YlYVcOOKElV
c>iAOU;, Helena 560). In Euripides' Orestes
399 a great grief is called a terrible goddess
(OElV~ 9EO;), and in his satyrplay, Cyclops
316, the protagonist says that for wise men
wealth is a god. The tragedian Hippothoon
(fragm. 2) c:llls envy a most wicked god.
"Priidiziert wird immer eine dem Menschen
Oberlegene Macht" (W1l_AMOWITZ 1931:1
18). Therefore, Menander says (fragm. 223
Korte-Thierfelder in Stobaeus, Eclogae III
32, II. and Artemidorus, Olleirocritica II
36): everything that is powerful is regarded
as a god (to .-patouv yap nov [or: vUv]
"OI.li~EtOl BEO;); cf. also the expression to
tOU Beou for 'the weather' in Thcophmstus'
Clwrakteres 25:2, the identification of wine
with the god -·Dionysus (DORRIE 1983:109
110), and the expression oi. Kpeinove<;, 'the
stronger ones', for the gods. Finally an
example from the Roman world, where
Pliny the Elder presents us with the follow
ing definition: when a mortal helps a mortal.
that is god (deus eJt morta/i iumre morta
lem; Natura/is Historia II 18). It would
seem that sometimes BEOC; (and deliS) means
Iiule more than 'god-given' .

Although deification of personified ab
stractions does occur from Hesiod onwards,
in general it can be said that during the
archaic and classical period this phenom
enon was relatively rare. But in the fourth
century BCE and in the Hellenistic and
Roman periods an unbridled growth of
'Kultpersonifikationen' can be witnessed
(NILSSON 1952; HAMDORF 1964; cf. also
NESTLE 1933:21-23; DORRIE 1983:117
118). POTSCIIER (1959), however, has right
ly pointed out that the tenn 'personification'
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should be used with caution. since in the
ancient 'Person-Bereichdenken' the work of
the god and the god who works are identi
cal: his person and his 'domain' coincide
and form a synthetic unity. It is for that
reason that it is often very hard to decide
whether in text-cditions one has to print
-AP11; or aP11;. fti or yil, 6i lC11 or ~ilC11,

-HAlO'; or T;AlO';. Moreover. it is often hard
to establish whether the mention of a deified
abstraction in an ancient source always im
plies a real cult or is just a metaphor. A very
great number of deified abstractions is at
tested (see DEUB:'-IER 1909). the following
of which occur also in the Greek Bible,
albeit almost never personified: Aidos
(-·Bashtu). Anaideia, ->Ananke. Ara
(-'Curse), Arete. Asebeia. Asphaleia. A
thanasia, Bia. Boule. Charis. Chronos
(-Aion), Demos. Dikaiosyne (-Zcdeq),
-Dike. -Dynamis. Eirene (-Shalem).
Eleos, Eleutheria. Elpis. Eniautos. Eris.
Eulabcia. Euphrosyne. Euporia. Eusebcia.
Gamos, Gelos, Gems. Gerousia, Hedone.
Hegemonia. Homonoia, Hora. Horme.
Hybris, Hygieia. Hypnos. Kairos. Lethe.
Limos ('Hunger'). Mania. Metanoia, Mneia.
-'Nike, Ochlos, Paranomia. Peitho. Penia.
Pheme, Philia. Phobos. Pistis. Ploutos.
-·Pronoia. Sophrosyne. Soteria. Techne.
-Thanatos. (Only some of the most import-
ant deified abstractions have received a
separate entry in this dictionary. because
they do occur in personified form in the
Bible. e.g. Dike. Thanatos). These OEOl.
even though recognized as gods, probably
did not often have temples or cultic sites of
their own.

Of the greatest importance for the devel
opment of ancient Greek concepts of god is
the rise of philosophical criticism of relig
ious and mythological traditions in the late
sixth and early fifth centuries BCE, in which
Xenophanes of Colophon played a seminal
and Plato a capital role (DECHARME 1904:
43-50, 181-219; GRANT 1986:76-77). This
signal1ed the start of a long process of spiri
tualization (and depersonalization, DORRIE

1983: 14] -150) of the traditional notions of
god. that culminated in the (Neo-)Platonic

concept of a radically transcendent deity (in
a henotheistic sense) that was intrinsically
unknowable and could only be spoken about
in terms of a rhe%gia negariva. A key el
ement in this development wa'i the concept
of (what the Stoics later termed) the OEO
1tPE1tE~, what is befitting God. dig/lu11l deo
(DREYER 1970). The gradual purification of
the concept of deity to the effect that al1
traces of anthropomorphism (human af
fections and behaviour) were removed from
it had ali a consequence, ill1er alia, that old
mythological stories about the gods were
either discarded or gave rise to allegorical
interpretation, and that there was an ever
widening gap between the image of the
biblical God, who sympathizes with his
children and experiences a wide range of
emotions. on the one hand, and the in
creasingly dispassionate Greek conception
of God on the other (FROIINHOFEN 1987).
And, apart from the question of God's
aparheia, the biblical God is a God who acts
and speaks, whereas the Platonic god neither
acts nor speaks (VERDENIUS 1954:256-258).
It was the contribution of the Jewish philos
opher Philo of Alexandria that he, in an
impressive rOllr de force. tried to reconcile
these strongly diverging images and to
bridge the gap by a bold synthesis of bibli
cal and Greek theology that had a lasting
influence on Christian theology (DREYER

1970:68-145).
III. The Greek use of OEO; (i.e. not for

'God') can be found in the Greek Bible only
very rarely. Deification of personified ab
stractions is almost lacking. DeiHcation of
humans is rare (and strongly criticized. see
e.g. Acts 12:22-23) and occurs actual1y only
in connection with -Jesus in a relatively
late stage of the de\'elopment of christology
in the first century. One passage in John
would at first sight seem to suggest that in
general human beings could also be called
gods (] 0:34-35). The reference there to Ps
81:6 ("I said. you are gods") apparently
implies that what Jesus said about himself in
10:30 ("I and the Father arc one") and in
10:36 ("I am God's son") is to be inter
preted in the sense that he shares in God's
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divine nature (discussion in G. R. BEASLEY
MURRAY, John [WBC 36; Waco 1987] 175
177). Yet Jesus is not explicitly and unam
biguously called God here. That does
happen, however, both earlier and later in
the same Gospel: firstly in the very opening
verse of the Gospel, where it is said that
"the -.Logos was God" (1: I, and cf. I:18),
and secondly at the very end of the Gospel,
after Jesus' resurrection, when Thomas con
fesses that Jesus is "My Lord and my God"
(20:28; also 1 John 5:20 probably has to be
interpreted as referring to Jesus). From the
same period (end of the first century) is Heb
1:8-9, where there can be little doubt that
the words "0 God" in the quote from Ps
45:7-8 are meant by the author to refer to
Jesus. Tit 2: 13 and 2 Pet I: I, again passages
from the late first or early second cent.,
c1e3l'ly refer to Jesus as 9£o~ Kal (Joon;p.
But earlier NT passages that have been
claimed as calling Jesus God are more
controversial (CuLl.MANN 1975:314-323;
BOOBYER 1967/68). Both Rom 9:5 and 2
Thess 1:12 (middle of the first century)
leave open the possibility that the 8e6;
spoken about in the text is not Jesus Christ
but God the Father, which seems more prob
able (see J. D. G. DUNN, Romans 9-16
[WBC 38; Dallas 1988] 535-536, and F. F.
BRUCE, J and 2 Thessalonians [WBC 45;
Waco 1982] 156-157). So in the NT it is
only in a few late passages that Jesus begins
to be called God and the boundaries of
Jewish monotheism are broken (CASEY
1991; HARRIS 1992; cf. H. C. YOUTIE, ZPE
18 [1975] 151-152). But soon after, already
in Ignatius of Antioch, we see the frequency
of this usage increase strongly. Becau~e

neither in the NT nor in the Churchfathers
did that usage imply per se an ontological
equation of Jesus with God, the problem of
the relation between these 'two gods' arose,
which was later 'solved' by the trinitarian
dogma. (Later Christian instances of the
other 'Greek' uses of 8e6; and 8e'io; for
humans can be found in Lampe's PGL s.v.
9£6~ K. 635b, and s.v. 8e'io~ B II, 620a;
also J. GROSS, La divillisatioll du chretien
d'apr~s les peres grecs [Paris 1938]).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

GOD OF FORTRESSES C"i.ur- i1i;~
acb; ~aoX;lV

I. As used in Dan II :38. the 'god of
fortresses' (C"i.Pr- i1i;:~) has been treated in
the Greek Theodotion and in the Vulgate
translation of the book of Daniel as a divine
name (Oco; ~aoX;lV respectively deus Mao
zim). This name has ever since been equated
with a variety of Semitic. Greek or Roman
deities.

II. Jerome already mentions in his com
mentary on Dan (11:31: GUJJ 2. 469) Por
phyry, who "offered an absurd explanation"
of the god Maozim. For the latter asserted
that the genemls of Antiochus IV 'Epi
phanes', ruler of the Seleucid empire. set up
a statue of Jupiter in the village of Modin.
some miles NW of Jerusalem, from which
came Maltalhias and his sons (the Macca
bees). Theodoretus explains the deity even
as the -+Anlichrist, 'a god strong and
powerful' (ef. the Peshitta-trnnslation: 'the
strong goo'). Hugo Grotius, in the wake of
Ephrem Syrus. considered the god as the
Syrian deity Azizos, which was identified
with Mars (or -~Ares). Many scholars in
modem times hesitate especially between
Jupiter Capitolinus, for whom Antiochus
began to build a temple in Antioch (Livy xli
20), or Jupiter (-+Zeus) Olympius (2 Mace

6:2). The latter has also been identified with
the siqqu>'i svmem (Dan 11 :31; 12: 11; cf.
Dan 9:27; I Macc 1:54; Matt 24:15; Mark
13: 14), 'the abomination of desolation', in
which already E. NESTLE (2.4 W 4 [1884]
248) saw a satirical pun on the name -~Baal

Samcm, a high god of Semitic origin.
Yet there are also scholars who consider

the title god of fortresses 'entirely obscure'
(e.g. Montgomery). SANDERS (1962) is of
the opinion that the title refers satirically to
Antiochus himself in the context of Dan
II :36-39. BICKERMANN (1937) proposcs as
numen of the 'Akrn' (= fortress. fortification
(citadel) of the old 'city of David' in Jeru
salem made by the Seleucids) 'Zcus' -Baal
shamin. and HENGEL (1973) suggesl<; that
he should be 'the god of the Akra' (and not
Jupiter Capitolinus: cf. an inscription found
in Scythopolis, in which a dedication to
'Zeus Akraios'. the god of the mountain top
and of the fortresses [Akral. is mentioned).
BUNGE (1973) opines that the title 'god of
fortresses' does not refer to any known
Semitic deity, but to a ciphered Greek god.
Dan II :36-39 has not to be considered as a
report of historical occurences in Judaea or
Jerusalem in the days of the religious perse
cutions of Antiochus. but as a mere
reflection on the behaviour of that king him
self. It is known. however. that Antiochus
had a considerable predilection for the
Olympic Zcus.

III. In the context of Dan II :38 it is said
that "the king (=Antiochus) will exalt and
magnify himself above every god...To no
god will he pay heed but he will exalt him
self above them all" (vv 3~37). GINSBERG
(1948: followed by DILELLA 1978) has
pointed out that in v 38a )'ekabbhl. 'he will
honour' has to be taken as a variant of this
word in v 38b, and that it has ousted the
word that originally followed l1ui'llzzim: 'he
will defy', or 'insult·. The word l::n.ur
(seven times in the singular and in the plural
in this chapter) is an erroneous rendering of
an Aramaic word meaning 'saints' (= the
Jewish people; Dan 7; 8:24; ef. 12:7). 'On
his stand' (= on his altar) has to be trans
posed from before the first (wrong) 'he will
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honour' to before the second. So v 38 has to
be translated: "Even the God of the pious
ones (= Jewish people) he will despise, and
on that God's stand he will honour...a god
whom his ancestors did not know" (01
LELLA 1978). In this context 'the God of the
pious ones' is none other than -'Yahweh,
the God of Israel.
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M. J. MULDER

GOD OF HEAVEN O'~jj ~m~

I, The conception of a god of heaven
was developed in the Northwest Semitic
religions of the 1st millennium BCE, where a
new type of supreme god. -.Baal shamem,
arose. This god is first found in Phoenician
inscriptions from the mid 10th C. BCE
onwards and taken over into the Aramaic
and Judaeo-Israelite religion, where
-Yahweh was equated with the god of
heaven.

II. In the Israelite-Jewish religion the
explicit designation of Yahweh as 'god of
heaven' occurs independently in the 5th cen
tury Elephantine papyri and in several post
exilic books of the OT. The antecedents for
this development lie in the pre-exilic period.

Originally Yahweh was a local weather
god of the Midianite-Edomite region. Also
in later Judaeo-Israelite religion Yahweh
was seen as a weather-god who was respon
sible for rain and fertility (e. g. 2 Sam 22:8-

16 =Ps 18:8-16; Jer 10:13 =51:16; 14:22;
31:12; Hos 2:10-11: Hag 1:2-11: 2:15-19;
Joel 2:21-24; Ps 29; 65:10-14). Due to the
rise of the monarchy in Judah and Israel,
Yahweh abandoned his status as local
weather-god and rose to the position of a
supreme and universal weather-god, a po
sition which according to the Phoenician
expression, was reserved for the 'god of
heaven'.

The political and religio-historical back
ground for conceiving Yahweh as god of
heaven is to be seen in the Phoenician
supremacy over the kingdoms of Judah and
Israel from the second half of the 10th cen
tury onward. The temple of Jerusalem was
built under Phoenician influence (1 Kgs 5:
15-32; 7: 13-51). In this national sanctuary
of Judah, Yahweh was venerated ac; "en
throned upon the -·cherubim" (1 Sam 4:4; 2
Sam 6:2 = 1 Chr 13:6; 2 Kgs 19:15 =Jes
37: 16: Pss 80:2; 99: I). This theologou
menon is of Phoenician provenience and
designates Yahweh as divine king. A direct
relationship between Yahweh and Baal
shamem cannot, however, be recognized in
the temple of Solomon. At this stage of the
religious history of Judah, Yahweh was
venerated as the supreme god according to
Phoenician standards.

A direct link between Yahweh and Baal
shamem was established when the Omrides
organized their kingdom in confonnity with
the Phoenician organization. In the temple
Ahab had built in Samaria, Yahweh the state
god, was venerated as Baal shamem (I Kgs
16:32) in order to stress the ties between
Omride Israel and Phoenicia.

Beyond the level of official religion as
practised in the temples of Jerusalem and
Samaria, a reception of the god Baal
shamem on a popular level can also be ob
served. This reception is to be seen within
the context of the 'astralization' of the
Northwest Semitic religions during the first
millennium BCE. Iconographical and textual
evidence demonstrates a solarization of the
Yahweh-religion from the 8th century
onward (NIEHR 1990:147-163; -·Shemesh).
On the basis of this background, Yahweh
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became a 'god of heaven' in popular relig
ion. Yahweh's status as 'god of heaven' is
further demonstrated by his endowment with
celestial powers. Thus he was surrounded by
a 'host of heaven' (-Host of heaven) serv
ing as his divine -council (I Kgs 22: 19). In
this context. the worship of the 'queen of
heaven' (-·Queen of Heaven) must be men
tioned. The 'queen of heaven', to be identi
fied with Yahweh's -·Asherah known from
the inscriptions of Kuntillet Ajrud and
Khirbet el-Qom, was Yahweh's paredra in
the Jerusalem temple cult (Jer 7: 18; 44: 15
25). Her presence emphazised his status as
'god of heaven' (KOCH 1988: 115-120).

The explicit reception of the title 'god of
heaven' can be observed for the first time in
the 5th century papyri of the Judaeo
Aramaic colony of Elephantine. In the
correspondence directed to non-Jewish ad
dressees, the inhabitants of Elephantine
speak of Yahweh as "(Yahu), god of
heaven" (AP 27: 15 [rest.]; 30:2.27-28;
31:2.26-27 [rest.]; 32:3-4) or as "lord of
heaven" (AP 30:15). But also. in intra
1ewish communication, Yahweh is called
"god of heaven" (AP 38:2 [rest.] 3.5; 40: I
[rest.]).

Also in Palestine. from the same time
onwards, Yahweh is designated as the "god
of heaven" in Hebrew (Gen 24:3, 7; Jonah
1:9; Esr 1:2; Neh 1:4-5; 2:4, 20; 2 Chr 36:
23; Ps 136:26) and in Aramaic (Dan 2: 18
19, 37,44; Ezra 5:11-12; 6:9-10; 7:12, 21,
23); also "lord of heaven" (Dan 5:23) and
"king of heaven" (Dan 4:34). The deutero
canonical books Judith and Tobit use Greek
equivalents of this title (references in NIEHR
1990:49-50).

The fact that the two titles for Yahweh,
'god of heaven' and 'lord of heaven', are
not exclusively used in communication with
the Persian overlords. but also in intra
Jewish communication. is a decisive argu
ment against the alleged Persian proveni
ence of the title 'god of heaven' applied to
Yahweh in post-exilic texts. The cult of
Baal shamem. who had become the domin
ant god of the Phoenician and Aramaic
religion. already exerted his influence both

on the official and the popular level of the
Judaeo-Israelite religion in the First Temple
period. As the Elephantine papyri and the
biblical books demonstrate, the influence of
Baal shamem grew increac;ingly during
exilic and post-exilic times.

Yahweh as 'god of heaven' was thus
modelled after a Syro-Canaanite supreme
god. This is evident from his characteristic
traits: Yahweh is the highest of all gods,
who presides over the divine assembly (e.g.
Deut 32:8; I Kgs 22: 19; lsa 6; 14: 13-14; Pss
82:6; 89:6-8; 95:3: 96:4: 135:5); he is en
throned on the divine mountain (e.g. Isa
14:13-14; Pss 46:5-8; 48:3; 68:16-17; 87:lb,
5b; 89: 13; -·Zaphon); he is the creator and
fights the chaos (e. g. Gen 14: 19,22; 2 Sam
22:14-18 = Pss 18:14-18; 74:13-17; 89:10
13; Isa 51:9-16) and is a solarized god (e.g.
Ps 84: 12: Mal 3:20. Shemesh).

The identification of Yahweh and Baal
shamem is demonstrated by the installation
of the cult of Baal shamem under his Hel
lenistic name of -Zeus Olympios in the
temple of Jerusalem under Antiochus IV
Epiphanes in 167 BCE, which wac; not a
pagan measure but the result of an intra
Jewish prohellenistic development. Its goal
was not to replace Yahweh by another god
or to introduce a new god into the temple of
Jerusalem. Yahweh himself was henceforth
to be venerated as Baal shamem with the
character of a universal god. The Jewish
opposition against this measure can be seen
in the polemics against the !iqq';$
(me)somem ('devastating evil') in Dan II:
31: 12: II (cf. Dan 8: 13; 9:27; I Macc 1:54).
This commonly held interpretation of the
siqqii$ (mi)somem was seriously challenged
by J. LUST according to whom this term
refers to King Antiochus as the one to
whom the abomination belongs. thus quali
fying him as the desolator (Lust 1993). Even
after the Maccabaean period, Yahweh could
be designated as 'god of heaven' (references
in NIEHR 1990:58-59).
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H. NIEHR

GOD OF SEEING -. EL-ROI

GODDESS -~ TEREBINTH

GO)EL l;~j

I. In ancient Israel, the go'cl, 're
deemer', acted within the social system as
the protcctor and defender of the interesL<; of
the kinship group. MetaphoricaIly, go'cl
occurs as an epithet for -Yahweh: besides,
in Job 19:25. go'el indicates an independent
deity. On a societal level, several functions
arc attributed to the glj'el in the Hebrew
texts: he acted as the next of kin to buy up
or buy back property to prevent its being
lost from the group (Lev 25:25); he could
redeem, or payoff. the debt of a kinsperson
who had fallen victim to debt slavery (Lev
25:47-49); he bore the responsihility of
securing an heir to continue the nume of a
deceased head of family who had died with
out male offspring (Deut 25:5-10): and he
was responsible for blood vengeance within
the clan (Num 35:31-34; Deut 19:6-12). The
order of kinship by which the go'cl was
detennined is given in Lev 25:48-49.
Though similar social functionaries arc at
tested in other tribal cultures, the tcnninol
ogy associated with the go'el is almost
exclusively Hehrew, and its ba.<;ic meaning
of 'redeem', 'buy back'. 'recover' is derived
from its use in family law and custom. In
the Hebrew Bible, this terminology is fre
quently applied to the divine realm.

II. A verbal form of gii'al is applied to
the activity of Yahweh some nineteen times.
mainly in poetry. thus extending the meta
phor of the kinship relationship to upply to
Israel as Yahweh's inheritance or portion. In
his role as 'redeemer'. Yahweh acts on
behalf of Israel to deliver it from bondage in
Egypt (Exod 6:6: 15: 13: Pss 74:2; 77: 16;
etc.) or in the exile (Isa 43: I: 44:22-23:
48:20). On an individual level, Yahweh ran
soms the pious and the needy. most specifi
cally the widow and orphan (Gen 48: 16; Pss
69: 19; 72: 14; 103:4; 107:2; elc.).

The substantive go'N is applied as an
epithet to Yahweh some seventeen times in
the Hebrew texts in a similar number of set
tings (e.g.• Prov 23: II; Jer 50:34; Pss 19: I5:
78:35). Ten of these applications occur in
Deutero-Isaiah. where go'el is applied to
Yahweh with little or no explicit connection
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to any specific situation. indicating that it
had become a stereotyped epithet for the
deity. In these materials. Yahweh is called
go'el in paraIIel with such standard epithets
as 'the Holy One of Israel' (qcdiJS yisr(i'el:
Isa 41:14: 43:14: 47:4; 48:17; 54:5; cf.
49:7). 'the King of Ismel' (melek yiSrci'el;
44:6). 'Yahweh of Hosts' C)'h",h $eb(i'{;t;
44:6; 47:4; 54:5). and 'Ocliverer' (mOJia r

;

49:26). In the context of Deutero-Isaiah, the
epithet conveys the image of Yahweh as
redeemer of his people from the bondage of
the exile.

In addition to its application to Yahweh,
the term go'el is applied to a heavenly figure
in the enigmatic passage in Job 19:25. It is
clear from the context of this passage that
Job expresses the desire that his personal
go'el intervene on his behalf and vindicate
his innocence and integrity. It is commonly
accepted that this go'el is to be equated with
the figure of the heavenly -·'witness· ('hf)
and 'interpreter' (meli$ -.Mediator I) re
ferred to in 16: 19-22. and possibly with the
'arbiter' (mokia~l) noted in 9:33-35. The
recognition of such an intercessor is further
suggested in 33:23-24, where Elihu telIs Job
that unless he has an -'angel' (mal'ok), an
'interpreter' (meli$) to proclaim his justice
and to ransom him from -Sheo\, he is
doomed.

Since Job's reference to the gt/el in
19:25 occurs in the context of a dispute with
God in which he seems to have rejected the
possibility of God's hearing his plea and
acting in his behalf. it seems unlikely that
the go'el is to be identified with Yahweh.
Rather, these references to a heavenly go'el
and rM more probably reflect the ancient
Near Eastern concept of either a personal
deity who would intercede for an individual
with the high god or a specialized role asso
ciated with one of the members of the
heavenly assembly, who could also inter
cede with the head of the -council on
behalf of a patron.
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E. T. MULLEN, JR.

GOG m
I. Gog (gwg) occurs as the name of a

mysterious figure in Ezek 38-39. Its etymol
ogy is uncertain. A derivation from Sumer
ian gug ('black spot'. 'cornelian'. or 'shin
ing'. depending on the identification of the
root) has been proposed (A. VAN HOON
ACKER, ZA 28 [1914] 336). but is highly
implausible. The connection with a hypo
thetical deity 'Gaga', mentioned in £e III 3
as the vizier of Anshar (-Assur), the father
of the gods, must be abandoned as the name
of the deity in question is to be pronounced
Kaka (D. O. EDZARD, RU 5 [1976-80]
288; see also ~urpll 59 ad VIII 30 on the
reading dGa-a-gi). No particular significance
seems to have been attached to the Iiteml
meaning of the name-a~suming that it was
known to the author of Ezek 38-39.

II. In an attempt to identify Gog as a
historical person. attention has been drawn
to a city prince G5gi mentioned in the
annals of Ashurbanipal (Cylinder B iv 2). a
powerful ruler of a belligerent mountain
people not far to the north of Assyria
(Delitzsch, Lenomlant, DUrr, Streck, see
GRONKOWSKI 1930:162). More frcqently,
though, Gog is identified with Gyges (GOgu
in the Rassam-Cylinder, II 95), king of
Lydia (Delitzsch, see ZIMMERLI 1969:942).
Note, however. that the Gog of Ezekiel has
the Cimmerians or Gomer as his ally,
whereas the same Cimmcrians appear to
have attacked and defeated Gyges of Lydia.
Such data suggest that Gog can hardly be
identified with Gyges. Alternatively, Gog
has been said to be the name of a country.
Gaga or Gagaia. allegedly mentioned in the
EI Amarna Letters (EA I:38). It has become
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c1e:lr, however, that the writing Well kurGa_
ga-ya is erroneous for Well kurGa-<aI>ga
)'a, 'one Kashkaean' (E. VON SCHULER, Die
KasMer [Berlin 1965] 81; cf. £A 31 :25-27),
so this identification must be abandoned as
well.

Taking into account the 'prophetic' and
'apocalyptic' character of Ezek 38-39, many
recognize in Gog the enemy of the final
days. This implies that he is not a figure of
the past but a person of the present or the
future. Depending on the date of compo
sition of Ezek 38-39, and the date of the
eschaton as seen by Ezekiel or a later re
dactor, this enemy could be identified with
an officer in the anny of the younger Cyrus,
with Alexander the Great. Antiochus IV, or
many others in later periods.

Many are convinced that the name Gog is
not related to a historical personage. The
Septuagint manuscripts seem to confuse him
with -Og, the mythological king of
-Bashan (see also below). He is a cipher
for the evil darkness of the north and per
sonifies the powers hostile to the loRD
(ABRONI 1977).

nJ: Many consider Ezek 38-39 to be a
complex unity. There is no consensus about
the history of its literary growth. Yet in
recent literature most authors agree that 39:
1-5, combined with 39:17-20 and perhaps
parts of 38:1-9, constitute the oldest layer.

In one of the later additions (38: 17), a
redactor notes that Gog, coming from the
remotest parts of the north (38: 15), is the
one spoken of by the earlier prophets or
claims to be that one (BARTHtLEMY 1992:
306). The reference is to the fulfilment of
the prophecies of Jeremiah (I :3-16; 4-6),
and perhaps also of Joel (2:20). who
announced the coming of the foe from the
north. Most often this enemy is identified
with the Babylonians or with the Scythians.
In Ezekiel, the foe has mythological over
tones. He is to come "after many days", "in
the latter years" (38:8). In later tradition,
these and similar expressions were used to
denote the eschaton. Gog's army, including
Meshech, Tubal. Kush. Put, Gomer, Togar
mah (38:2-6), is constituted by the peoples

listed in Gcn 10 (DHORME 1951:170-171).
This suggests that the final days will corre
spond to the first. In 38: 18-23. the battlc of
these days has an apocalyptic dimension as
can be seen in the eanhquake terminology
which often accompanies divine manifesta
tions and interventions (sec Am 9). The
scene is completed by a description of an
exuberant meal, combining aspecl'i of the
apocalyptic feast on the mountain described
in Isa 25:6-7 with the fearsome characteris
tics of the sacrificial meal pictured in ler
46: 10. The conclusion must be that. in the
final redaction of Ezek 38-39. Gog is por
trayed as a mythological figure personifying
the eschatological enemy and the darkness
of the north where he is located.

IV. In the LXX. Gog appears more fre
quently. In the third oracle of Balaam in
Num 24:7, it is prophesied that the kingdom
of the -·Anthropos (man) will be higher
than that of Gog. In the MT there is no
equivalent for 'man'. and Gog replaces the
historical king Agag. defeated by Saul (I
Sam 15). The LXX has given an escha
tological twist to the oracle (see GERLEMAN
1947:132-146). In Amos' vision of the
plague of locusts (7: I). the LXX translator
read gog for gzy (mowings?). focusing on
Gog as the leader of a threatening anny
represented as a swarm of locusts. In Sir
48:17, Gog seems to stand for the Hebrew
mym. The Greek text can be translated as
follows: "Hczekiah fortified his city. and
brought Gog in the midst of it. He dug into
the hard rock with iron and made weBs for
water". In the LXXB version of Deut 3: 1.13:
4:47. Gog stands for Hebrew Og (king of
Bnshan). On the other hand. P 967 reads Og
instead of Gog in Ez 38:2.

In the intertestamental texts and in Qum
ran. Gog is rarely mentioned (Sib. Or.
3.319-320). Rabbinic literature often men
tions Gog and -+Magog as \caders of the
enemy destined to attack the fnithful in the
Messianic Age; e.g. b.Ab.llzr. 3b: "When
they witness the war of Gog and Magog. he
will say to them. 'Against whom have you
come?' They will say. 'Against the LORD
and against his Anointed· ... compare b.Ber.
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7b; Tg. Neof. Nurn II :26: "Eldad and
Medad prophesied that. in the end of the
days, Gog and Magog will corne up against
Jerusalcm with their anny. and will fall by
the hand of the king Messiah".

In early Christian times. Gog and Magog
were often identified with the Romans and
their emperor. Eusebius seems to have been
the first Churchfather to suggest this identi
fication. In his view. Gog is the prince of
·Ros'. which stands for the Roman Im
perium (Dem. E\'. 9.3.6). In later times, Gog
was seen as the -+Antichrist. Some
identified him with Napoleon. others with
Hitler. Fundamentalist Christian belief
(Scofield Reference Bible; GESENIUS.
TI,esallms 1835. 1253) holds that the
prophet was speaking about the modem
state of Russia. The basis for this belief is
the LXX's reading of the Hebrew ros as the
proper name "Ros" which could easily be
interpreted as a code-name for "Russia".
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GUSH O~

I. Though the evidence for the worship
of a deity *Gesh or *Gush is scant if not
absent. the biblical names *Girgash
(Girgashites; MAISLER 1930) and Goshen
(JIRKU 1963) havc been adduced to demon
stratc that the forebears of the Israelites once
worshipped a god G.t

II. There is only a single instance where
the name Gush appears in the capacity of a
god. In the Ugaritic personal namc Bin
Gushi. the clement Gushi is preceded by the
divine detenninative (1. NOUGAYROL. PRU
III [1955] 199:5 =RS 16.257+. Face A. 5':
IDU~fU-dGu.Ji). Since there is otherwise no
trace of a god Gush in the records from the
ancient Ncar Ealit, the clement Gushi is
probably to be interpreted as a shortened
fonn of the divine name Ku!ar (-+Kothar) or
Ku~ub (F. GRONDAHL, Die PersollelllramclI
der Texte ails Ugarit [Rome 1967] 305).
Other occurrences of the element GuslGu~

arc short for Agus(h): O~ii'~ stands for Bit
Agiisi of the Assyrian records. a small
Syrian state with Arpad as its capital. The
Agusites (cr. the name Ojj::J. KAI 202 A 5)
wcre the reigning dynasty of Arpad
(DONNER & ROLLIG 1973; FITZMYER 1967).
There is no indication that the name Gush or
Agus is theophoric.

III. The very fact that a god Gush is only
mentioned once if at all, and that a god
Gesh is simply unattested. weakens the
plausibility of the speculations about OJ
(Gesh or Gush) being a theophoric element
in Hebrew names. The name of the Girgash
ites (cf. Ug grgf. btl grgJ. and bn grgs.
GRONDAHL. Die Personenllamen der Texte
ails Ugarit [Rome 1967] 384) has receivcd
no satisfactory explanation. The toponym
Goshen. the name of a locality in southern
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Palestine (Josh 10:41; 11:16; 15:51) as well
as a place in Egypt (several times in Gen
45-50; also in Exod 8:18; 9:26) could be
convincingly related to a supposed god
Gush (the final nun might represent an orig
inal ending -on not uncommon in toponyms,
cf. Sidon, -Sidon, BAUER & LEANDER,

Historische Grammatik der hebriiischen
Sprache, § 61 qO) only if that deity were
sufficiently attested to in the written sources.
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HABY '~n

I. In Isa 26:20 the tenn '~n (~labf) is
usually considered a Qal imperative (aram
aizing: '~i1 =ii~i1) and translated 'hide thy
self. GORDON (1985 & 1986) has proposed
to understand it as a divine name. Haby. and
to interpret this character as the forerunner
of the -·Devil: lek 'ammi b6' ba~llJdarekii

11segor deliite(y)kii ba'adekii ~lab; kim'a!
regal 'ad-ya'lJbo(w)r-zilam. "Go. my people.
enter into your chambers. and shut your
door behind you. until Haby. the Wrath. in a
little while will have passed". Haby would
occur also in Hab 3:4. where ii'~n is con
sidered by GORDON as a variant of the same
name: wenogah kiJ'or tihyeh qllmayim
mi)'yiido 10 wesii11l bebyon 'uzz6h. "And
Brilliance shall be as the light; he has horns
from his hand; and there is Heby6n. his
strength". The relation of its etymology to
the root *HBY 'to hide' is probable but not
certain.

II. In the Ugaritic texts a divine name
~by occurs in KTU 1.114: 19-20 and this
personage is described as b'l qmm wcjnb.
"possessornord of horns and tail". This
difficult text deals with the 11Ianealz of the
god -.EI and with his drunkenn~ss (see
SPRO:'-lK 1986: 198-200). The Father of the
gods. full of wine. has an infernal vision and
sees this ~lby. a divine or demonic entity.
who perhaps soils him with his excrements
and urine. EJ's condition is that of the dead
in the Netherworld and this may suggest that
~lby is here a chthonic deity. It is not un
likely that this personage. who appears to El
in an alcoholic trance during a feast related
to the cult of the dead. is reallv an infernal
god; horns and tail may allude t~ his bovincl
taurine fonn.

It is doubtful whether the same deity
occurs at Ebla. in a reduplicated fonn ba
ba-lza-bi (TM.75.G.l649 1 2: D. Q.

EDZARD, ARET V. p. 17. Nr. I). as pro
posed by GORDON. In this context, a magic
spell. it deals rather with a part of the door
or a tool.

III. As regards the QT. the imagery of
both biblical passages (lsa 26:20 and Hab
3:4) seems to continue the imagery of
Ugarit, showing the character of Haby as a
terrible entity (Haby. the Wrath) now at the
service of YHWH ('His strength')(see e.g.
R. D. HAAK. Habakkuk [VTSup 41; Leiden
1991] 90). From this perspective. the men
tion of the horns in Hab is also significant.
It should not be excluded that we have here
a transmission of a mythological element
from Bronze Age Syria to the QT, even if it
is perhaps too hazardous to speak of the
forerunner of the Devil and the iconography
of -·Satan (see the sceptic remarks by
SPRONK 1986:199 n. 4).
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P. XELLA

HADAD iin
I. Hadad is the name under which the

ancient Near Eastern stonn god was known
among various groups in the Mesopotamian
and Syrian world. The god is also men
tioned in a number of biblical texts and
names. In this article. the biblical material
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will be dealt with in conjunction with the
epigraphic data from the Near East.

II. Hadad makes his first appearance as
Adad in Old Akkadian texts. and in this
guise he is imponant in the Mesopotamian
world through the neo-Assyrian and neo
Babylonian periods. Hadad in all likelihood
means 'thunderer' and as the stonn-god he
brings both fenility through abundant rains
and destruction through fierce winds and
stonns. His voice (rigmll) can be a sign of
both blessing and curse. He was associated
with the Sumerian god Ishkur and du•t , the
logogram for Ishkur. is used for writing
Adad. and for other 'ethnic' versions of the
stonn-god such as HaddulBaclu. Hurrian
Teshup. and Hittite Tarhun711. In the Ebla
texts from the Old Akkadian period the god
Hadda (written dc}-da) is found in the lists of
the gods who receive monthly offerings
from the king and others. and do-da is a
known theophoric element in personal
names. Hadda (diJ-da) occurs together with
the Sun-goddess (dunJ) as guarantors at the
end of the treaty between Ebla and Abarsal.
a role similar to that which was to become
traditional for these two deities in the course
of lo-fesopotami:m history. Adad functions as
a god of orucles and judgement (bel terere.
bel punt.ue). The name Haddu. and its
variants. is frequent in the onomastics of the
Mari texts and other West Semitic ('Amor
ite') material from the 2nd millennium BeE

onwards (H. B. HUFFMON. Amorite Per
sonal Names in lire Mari Texts [Baltimore
1965] 156-158. 'DO). Together with Dagan
(-Dagon) and Itur-Mer. also stonn-gods in
all likelihood. he is listed among the major
deities. In a 13th century letter from Mari to
Ugarit (RS 34.142) the three deities appear
together and are called 'great gods' iltilli
rabtitll. During the Old Babylonian period
the major sanctuary of Hadad was in the
city of Aleppo (Yambad) and it is there that
the 'weapon with which he smote the Sea'.
a reference to Hadad's battle with Yam
(-Sea), was kept. Aleppo, therefore, had the
status of an asylum city during this period
and later. The prophets of Hadad took the
credit for restoring Zimri-Lim to the throne

of his father, demanded his loyalty and
instructed the king to act in a righteous
manner. TIle god Adad of Aleppo was ac;
similated to the Mesopotamian pantheon and
appears later together with the sibitti, the
-tPleiades, among the witnesses to treaties.
In some areas his title bar/II 'lord' essential
ly replaces his personal name, and the di
vine name BaClu exists alongside of Haddul
Hadad. Thus at Ugarit he is known primari
ly as Baclu, but Haddu is also found in the
literary texts usually in pamllelism with
Baclu. A good example may be found in
KTU 1.101:1-4 where Baclu/Haddu. who
dwells on Mount Saphon, holds in his hands
'lightning and a bundle of thunder' (-light
ning). In a list of divine names Haddu is
called the br! of Hazi. Mons Casius and in
treaties diM bel burIa1l bazi.

Neither the Akkadian texts dealing with
Adad nor the later Ammaic inscriptions pro
vide a developed mythology of Hadad. We
must tum to the mythological and epic texts
from Ugarit to learn about BaclulHaddu and
his role in the West Semitic pantheon. It is
clear that he was considered a son of Dagan
rather than -tEl, and that his rise to power
came after his victory over both Yam and
-tMot, who were El's favorites. A major
theme in the Ugaritic myths is his striving
for a gmnd palace of his own to be built on
the heights of Mount Saphon (classical
Mons Casius, modem Jebel el-Aqm r

). When
BaclulHaddu is 'dead' for seven years the
land suffers from lack of rain, the fonner
prosperous state is restored only after he
returned to life. In the inscription on the
statue of Idrimi from Alalah, the seven years
that he spent with the Habiru are refered to
as 'the seven years of the stonn-god'. a
possible reference to the seven years in
which BaclulHaddu is 'dead' (S. SMml, TI,e
Statile of Idrimi [London 1949] 19:29-30).
At Emar. where Dagan is still the high god.
the stonn god, written diM, has a prominent
role. The name BaClu is more frequent, but
Haddu is also used, and both occur in per
sonal names (F. M. FALES, Notes on the
Royal Family of Emar. Marclrandes. dip/o
mates et emperellrs. Etlldes offertes a P.
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Garelli [Paris 1991] 81-90, esp. 82 n. 8). In
the Hittite sphere Tarhunza the storm-god of
Aleppo, usually written with the ideogram
dIM, plays a very important role. In Canaan
during this period we find the use of both
names widespread, a.~ witnessed by Amama
onomastics, with such names as Rib-Hadda,
Yapah-Hadda and Zimredda on the one side
and Ba<lu-shipti, Ba<lu-mehir (= btl mhr),
and Pu-Ba<la on the other. It is only from
the later periods that two subsidiary Hadad
deities are known, the first (H)adad-milki
occurs as the theophoric element in names
in the personal names from Gozan and sure
ly stands behind the -·Adrnmmelech of 2
Kgs 17:31. The second Apladda (apil
Adda), the 'son' of HadadlAdad. worshipped
in Suhi on the Middle -.Euphrates is known
to us both from personal names and from
texts and is found on a cylinder seal dis
covered <It Tel Beer Sheba. In the Roman
period the god Aphlad, from the city of
Anat also on the Euphrates, is known from a
relief found at Durn-Europos ( S. DOWNEY,
Tire Stone alld Plaster SClIlptllre [Durn
Europos III i, 2; Los Angeles 1977] PIs. I,
3; XII, 46.

The iconogrnphy of the storm god is quite
distinctive. In the Akkadian period Ishkur or
Adad is portrayed with thunderbolt and
mace on the back of a lion-drngon. but
during the Old Babylonian pcriod he is
usually shown on cylinder seals standing on
the back of a bull. brandishing a mace or an
other ~capon in his right hand and thunder
in some form in the other. He is bearded
and wears a conical head-dress. In the
glyptic of northern Syria, as represented at
Ebla at this pcriod, Hadda may be seen bran
dishing a mace and holding the bridle of his
bull in the other hand. At Ugarit, Baclu may be
seen in the well-known stele of 'Ba<aJ with
the thunder-bolt' brandishing a mace in his
right hand and II spear touching the ground
with the rays of thunder at its other end, and
has a slightly curved dagger in the bell of
his kilt. He is bearded, wears a homed head
dress, and according to a recent, plausible
interpretation is treading on mountain tops
at the feet of which there arc waves.

It is in the 9th century when the Arnm
eans are settled in the western marshes of
the Assyrian empire. in Syria and in parts of
Anatolia, that Hadad's dominant role can be
documented. A clear bifurcation had taken
place in the usc of the names Baclu and
Hadad. Ba<lu-biblical Bacal-is now con
fined to the Canaanite god, worshipped in
the Phoenician cities and their colonies. and
mentioned often in the OT, while Hadad is
the head of the Aramean pantheon. He is
best known as the god of Damascus. and
was also called by the epithet Rammcillll 'the
thunderer' (vocalised Rimmon in 2 Kgs
5:18). The combined form Hadad-Rimmon
is found in Zech 12: II (see below). The
name Bar-Hadad was frequently taken by
Arnmean kings and both HadadlHadda and
Rnmman are frequently used as the theo
phoric element in Aramaic names (note the
Arnmean ruler Tabrimmon). The temple of
Hadad in Damascus (2 Kgs 5: 18) is in all
likelihood to be located in the precincts of
the great Umayyad mosque; the site has pre
viously served as the site of a temple to
-·Zeus in the Hellenistic ern and as a church
in the Byzantine period. Other temples of
Hadad existed in Gozan-Sikanu, Sefire,
Aleppo. Sam'al. Mabbug (Hiernpolis) and
elsewhere. The temple at Gozan-Sikanu is
attested from the 9th to the 7th century.
Hadad. in his role of divine supervisor of
the celestial and terrcstial water sources. was
envisioned by his followers as the god who
brought fertility and prosperity to the land
(Tel Fekherye inscription. A. ABOU-AsSAF
et al., La Statue de Tell Fehel)'c [PaIis
1982]; J. c. GREENFIELD & A. SHAFFER.
Notes on the Akkadian-Arnmaic Bilinguill
Statue from Tell Fekher)'C, Iraq 45 [1983]
109-116; GREENFIELD & SHAFFER. Notes
on the Curse Formulae of the Tel Fekherye
Inscription, RB 92 [1985] 47-59). The title
ra~m/(jll 'merciful' was applied to him, but
as n god of judgement (bel dini) he was also
vengeful a~ the name Niqmaddu (Ugarit)
and other names with the element nqm
show. In the recently discovered Aramaic
inscription from Tel Dan (line 5) "Hadad
went before" the king (probably Hazael) and
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thus brought him victory (A. BIRAN & J.
NAVEH. An Aramaic Stele frngment from
Tel Dan. IEJ 43 [1993] 81-98). He also
claimed that Hadad made him king. Booty
taken by the victorious Hazael was con
sidered a gift of Hadad as may be read on a
horse's forchead ornament and a horse's
blinker. both found in Greece. In the inscrip
tions from Zenjirli Hadad is listed at the
head of the pantheon (KA/214, 215), and is
credited by Panamuwa I (KAI 214) together
with the other gods for standing by him
since his youth, and giving him rule over
Y'dy/Sam'aI. but Hadad is specifically
credited with giving him the 'sceptre of suc
cession'. In grntitude he built a temple for
Hadad, nnd set up the stele upon which a
large statue of Hadad stood. The name
HadadIHaddu appears frequently in the ono
mastics .of this period: gbrd, br hdd,
hdtru/hdtrdr. hdrqy, hddnwr,., hddsmny,
)pthd. mr'hdd, tbdhd, mthdd, etc. In the
Hellenistic period it is found ir:t names such
as: Adadiabos, Baradados, Zabidadados,
Rageadados, etc.

ElementS of cult and worship may be
gleaned from the Biblical text and from epi
graphic and other sources. Hadad was wor
shipped by prayer llnd prostration (2 Kgs
5:18). and ijwe may judge by the references
to the altar copied from the Damascus
temple in 2 Kgs 16:10-15, by blood sacri
fices. as well as by the wide-spread burning
of incense. The belief in the efficacy of
prayer (lifting the hands) may be seen in the
inscription set up by Zakkur. king of Hamat
and Lucnsh (KAI 213) where there is also a
reference to the use of prophets and seers
('ddn and Q~'n) for orncles (1. C. GREEN
FIELD, The Zakir Inscription and the Dank
lied. Proceedings of the Fifth World Con
gress of Jewish Studies [Jerusalem 1969]
vol. I (Jerusalem 1971] 174-191). Hadad is
called by the ancient name Elwer (Akk
I1uwer). The equation is found in Assyrian
lexical texts. but this may represent the typi
cal syncretistic tendency of the late period.
He had the central role in the propitiary rite
in memory of dead ancestors (kispu). Thus
in the Tel Fekherye inscription (11.16-18)

whosoever will remove Hadad-yishi's name
is cursed in that Hadad will not accept bread
or water from him, while in the Panamuwa I
inscription (KAI 214) we are told that the
name of the deceased was to be invoked
together with that of Hadad, while calling
upon the soul of the deceased to eat and
drink, and only then was the sacrifice ac
ceptable as a gift to Hadad. From the Tel
Fekherye inscription and the Zakkur inscrip
tion we learn that statues with the inscrip
tions were set up in the temples. From the
Sefire inscriptions (KAI 223C) it is also
clear that the treaty' inscriptions were also
set up in the temples. Aleppo's particular
imponance as a place of asylum in the Mari
period was noted above. Shalmaneser III
sacrificed to Hadad there, and it follows
from Sefire III (KAI 224) II. 4-7 that Alep
po, no longer a city of political imponance,
remained a place of asylum in the 9th and
8th centuries BCE (J. C. GREENFIELD, Asy
lum at Aleppo: A Note on Sfire III, 4-7, Ah
Assyria: Studies in Assyriall History alld
Allcielll Near Eastem Historiography Pre
sellled to Hayim Tadmor [ScrHier 33;
Jerusalem 1990] 272-278). During the Hel
lenistic and Roman periods this city flourished
and wa.c; called Beroea; among the little
known to us about it is that in the 4th cen
tury CE Julian, 'the apostate', sacrificed a
white bull to -Zeus on the acropolis of the
city.

The verse in Zech 12: II states that in the
future the mourning in Jerusalem will be as
great "as the mourning for Hadad-Rimon in
the plain of Jezreel" (RSV). It is now widely
accepted that the reference is to a mourning
rite celebrated in the agriculturally rich area
of the 'plain of Megiddo' in which the death
or disappearance of BaCaVHadad was
mourned. and an attempt to revive him was
made through pmyers and rituals. The death
and disappearance of Bacal. the drought that
foHowed, and Bacal's return is known from
the Ugaritic texts (KTV 5 and 6). In the
light of these texts we may assume that the
body was lacerated. the hair of the head and
the beard was plucked out, sack-cloth was
worn and ashes were strewn on the head,
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accompanied by calls of "Hadad-Ramman is
dead". We may assume that these rites were
widely known. and were not limited to the
'plain of Megiddo' (cf. Ezek 27:30-31).
Ba'allHadad is both a fertility god. and one
who has overcome the powers of Death.

The iconography of the stonn-god. Hadad
or Tarhunzas of Aleppo. in the first half of
the first millennium BCE is known from
stelae found in Syria and Anatolia. He is
bearded. wearing a homed. high head-dress.
either conical or nat. Some of the figures are
standing on an ox and some are moving for
ward. They usually wear a kill. and carry a
s\vord in their belt. They usually hold a
thunder-bolt in one hand and an a;<e or mace
in the other. In one case the god may be
holding an ear of corn in his right hand 0.
D. HAWKtNS. What docs the Hittite Stonn
god Hold'!. Naruml Phenomena, Their
Meanin/o:. Depiction alltl Description ill the
A"cient Near East [cd. D. J. W. Meijer:
Amsterdam 1992] 53-82). Most of lhese ste
lae come from the northern Luvian area. but
others show Assyrian influence. It may be
assumed that stelae from the south would
not have been very different.

An additional source of infonnation for
the worship of Hadad comes from coins
minted at MabbuglHierapolis in North Syria
in the 4th century BCE. He was the chief god
of the city. and some coins have the legend
lultJ mnbg. i.e. Hadad of Mabbug. On a
unique coin the reverse portrays lAbd_
Hadad. priest of Mabbug (kmr 11I11hg). who
stands before a thymiaterioll. an incense
altar. one hand raised perhaps in prayer. and
the other extended towards the allar: he
wears a long robe and has a conical pilos on
his head. On the ohverse there is the image
of Hadad. homed and bearded. wearing a
long Persian-style robe. with his hands
raised in blessing. the inscription reads
"who sings the praises of Hadad his lord".
Two signs of the stonn god accompany lhis
image-the schematic head of a hull to his
right and the double-axe to his left. This
coin may be instructive as to the way the
worshippers of Hadad envisioned their god
(H. SEYRIG. Le monnayage de Hierapolis de

Syrie. ~ I'epoque d' Alexandre. Revue lIumis
matique VUI2 [1971] 11-21).

In the Babylonian tradition the consort of
Adad was the goddess Shala. and she thus
occurs in the neo-Assyrian version of the
Tel Fekherye bilingual: in the Aramaic ver
sion she is called Sala. This is the only
Aramaic inscription which mentions her. It
is at MabbuglHierapolis. on coins roughly
contemporary to those noted above. that we
first find a reference to the goddess 'Atarlate
('trth). called in Greek ....Atargatis. She was
particularly associated with this city and is
called 'trth mnbgyr in a Nabatean text In
texts from the Hellenistic period. now pri
marily in Greek. Adados and Atargatis are
frequently found together. In a 2nd century
BCE inscription from Kafr Yassif. near
Akko. an altar is dedicated to "Adados and
Atargatis. the gods who listen to prayer". In
pseudo-Lucian's work on the Syrian God
dess (2nd century CElt they have been hel
lenised and occur as Zeus and -+Hera.

The worship of the pair was widespread.
and even without inscriptions they are easily
identified-the bearded god sits on a throne
between two oxen and the goddess between
two lions. the ancient symbol of .... Ishtar.
Atargatis had long since become the more
prominent of the pair. and often has an inde
pendent existent of her own. On a stela from
Dura-Europos they are seen seated together
with the semeion between them. Atargatis is
larger with lions on either side; Hadad with
only a diminutive bull to his right. has a
bunch of wheat in his right hand and per
haps holds a sceptre in his left one. How
ever. on another stela from Dura-Europos.
probably from the 1st century CEo Hadad is
seated. with bulls on both sides; he is clearly
identified by the incised thunderbolt to his
left and the double-axe in his left hand; the
right hand is broken off and we may only
sunnise that he held a bunch of grain or
fruit. or a sceptre in it. This is his last solo
appearance.
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HADES wA10T1;
I. Hades is the Greek name for the

underworld and its ruler, as is the case in
the Bib]e. The spelling of the name some
times varies (AideslHades, Aidoneus) and
the etymology is debated. The most recent
analysis sees a link with the root ·a-wid-,
'invisible' (RuUGH ]99]:575-576, but see
also BURKERT 1985: 196). Most likely,
Hades first denoted a place name and was
only later personified. Only the personi
fication will be discussed here. Hades occurs
II] times in the LXX. most often as equiv
alent of Heb Je'61, and 10 times in the NT.

II. Hades is a shadowy god in Greece
who has few myths and even fewer cults; he
does not even occur with certainty on the
archaic vases (DALINGER 1988:389). His
connection with the underv.rorld makes him
'horrible' (II. 8.368) and 'the most h:lted of
all the gods' (II. 9.158). Such a god can
hardly receive a cult and in Greece only EJis
seems to have worshipped him in a temple
(Strabo 8.3.14: Pausanias 6.25.2).

Homer (II. 15. ]87-93) mentions that he
acquired the underworld through a lottery
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with his brothers -Zeus and -Poseidon; the
passage possibly derives eventually from the
Akkadian epic Alralws;s (BURKERT 1992:
90-91). Homer also represents him as the
ruler of the underworld, but only post
Homeric times depict him as a judge of the
dead (Aeschylus, Eum. 273). On late- and
post-classical Apulian vases Hades is often
connected with Orpheus-perhaps a sign of
a changing role in South-Italian religious
ideas (DALINGER 1988:394).

The most famous myth of Hades is his
abduction of Persephone, which was local
ized at various spots in the Greek world
(RICHARDSON 1973:74-78). As Persephone
was associated with love and marriage
(SOURVINOU-INWOOD 1991:147-188) and an
abduction was part of Spartan wedding rites,
the myth will originally have been a narra
tive representation of pre-nuptial girls' rites.
Less clear is an allusion in the Iliad (5.395
7) that Hades was wounded by Heracles 'at
Pylos among the d~d·. This myth is prob
ably part of Hemcles' function as Master of
Animals (BURKERT 1979:86) and suggest~

that the personification of Hades gocs back
into the Bronze Age.

III. In the Bible Hades usually occurs as
the abode of the dead but a few passages
employ the name of Hades as Death (-·Tha
natos) personified (I Cor 15:55 v.l.; Rev
6:8, 20: 13-14). This personification of Death
probably derives from OT usage (-oMot)
and the idea of the personal Greek god is
hardly present in these cases.
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HALl\IA -0ETERNITY

HAM t:i1
I. Ham is the second son of -·Noah,

and the brother of -Shem and -·Japheth.
His name occurs 17 times in the Bible. He
is sometimes said to originally represent a
(semi-) divine figure. either because his
name is that of a supposed West-Semitic
sun-god called J:lammu (LEWY 1944). or
because it is connected to Eg ~m. '(divine)
majesty' (GORDON 1988).

Il. The evidence adduced by Lewy for a
solar deity called Hammu is onomastic: the
theophoric element Ijammu or Ammu (as in
Ijammu-rabi, Aqba-ammu, and the like)
would go back to the name ~1Q'1I11111, 'hot
one', a designation of the sun-god. It is
clear, however, that Akk {bJammu corre
sponds to Heb cam, 'pcople, clan'. Its occur
rence in theophoric names illustrates the
deification of dead kin; it may be compared
with the use of 'lib (-father) and 'li~1

(-brother) as theophoric clements (NOTH
1953: 148).

On the face of it. the proposal to connect
the name Ham with Eg ~ml, 'majesty',
makes sense. In some of the biblical psalms,
the name Ham is used in apposition to
Egypt (Pss 78:51; 105:23.27; 106:22). An
Egyptian etymology, though perhaps not
likely. cannot be excluded. Yet if ~ml, maj
esty. were the correct etymology, this would
not imply divine status for Ham. Although
the Egyptian Pharoah in function is more
than a mere mortal, the expression ~1111 by
it'ielf does not convey the notion of divinity.

Ill. The speculations about the divine
status of Ham are based on ill-founded inter
pretations of the extra-biblical material. In
the biblical records there is no trace of
Ham's supposed divinity. No sure etymol
ogy of his name can be given (proposals
include a connection with Akk emm" ,
'father in law'. and Eg keme, 'the black
land').
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C. H. GORDON. Notes on Proper Names in
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the Ebla Tablets, Eblaite Per.mnal Names
and Semitic Name-Giving (ARES 1; cd. A.
Archi; Rome 1988) 154; J. LEWY, The Old
West-Semitic Sun-God l:Iammu, HUCA 18
(1943-44) 429-488; M. Nonl, Mari und
Israel: Eine Personennamenstudie, Ge
schichte Imd Altes Testament. Aufsatze
Albrecht Alt zum 70. Geburtstag (TUbingen
1953) 127-152.

K. VAN DER TOORN

HAMARTIA -+ SIN

HAOMA .
I. The personal name Hammndatha to

be found in Esther 3: 1 represents the Iranian
name *Hall1nadata, 'given by hauma' (or, in
the Avestan form, 'haoma'), which is com
mon in Achaemenid territory (MAYRHOFER
1973). Iranian haoma is the equivalent of
the Indian form soma, a name which simply
means 'juice'. Soma, to which the 9th book
of Rigveda is devoted, is a liquor extracted
from a plant which is ground in a stone
mortar, then filtered and lengthily clarified
through a horsehair sieve. The drink, offered
to the gods and also consumed by sacri
ficers, is particularly appreciated by the war
rior god Indra, whom it enables to accom
plish his extraordinary feats. Soma/haoma is
not only a plant, but also a god. It is a sacer
dotal god, being both a deity and an offering
to the gods, and it has a complex and para
doxical relation to death: it is mortal, ali
pressing kills it. yet at the same time it is
immortal in that its virtues are reproduced
indefinit<;ly. and it secures immortality to
those who drink it.

IL- Whereas the offering of soma disap
peared early from Indian practices, the main
Iranian liturgy, the yasna service, consists
even today in n ceremonious preparation of
haoma. A precise description and subtle
interpretation was given by BOYCE (1970).
The plant-god grants remarkable descend
ants, ensures victory over evil spirits, pro
vides a happy drunkenness resulting in
enhanced mental power and is used by the
dying as provisions' for immortality. It re-

ceives a definite sacrificial ration: the
tongue, checks and left eye of the victim.

It is generally admitted that the plant
from which soma is derived is a species of
ephedra, which is still used today in the sur
viving Mazdaean communities. For a num
ber of years there has been a tendency to
think that ephedra is a substitute and other
solutions have been suggested: amanita
muscaria or fly-agaric (WASSON 1968, in
geniously supported by GERSCIIEVITCH
1974), ginseng (WINDFUHR 1985), harroal or
African rue (Fl.AlTERY & SCIIWARTZ 1989).
But the ephedra fragments in a mortar dis
covered recently on a Bactrian site seem to
put a definite end to the controversy.

The offering of haoma wali a common
practice among Achaemenids; the Haum
avarga Scythians probably owe their name .'
to the fact that they did not press the plant
but strewed it ritually (HOFFMANN 1975).

Many specialists believe that the offering
of hnoma was condemned by the prophet
Zarathustra, but was restored after his death
(most recently DUCHESNE-GUILLEMIN 1988).
In fact, the ancient Avesta makes two poss
ible references to haoma. which might both
be abusive. The first (Yasna 32.14) criticizes
an offering characterized as dliraofa- (an
obscure word, probably meaning 'difficult to
burn'), an epithet applying exclusively to
"aoma in the recent Avesta, but whose
Indian equivalent dur6$a(s)- docs not necess
arily apply to soma. The second (Yasna
48.10) refers to an intoxicating liquor caus
ing diarrhoea and a particular urine. lt can
not be assessed with any certainty either that
those allusive strophes effectively refer to
/zaoma, or that they' condemn it in the abso
lute. Some specialists have put forward the
hypothesis that they were arguments con
cerning certain details of the preparation,
such as a mixture with the victim's blood
(HUMBACII 1960; HOFFMANN 1975).

III, Bibliography
M. BOYCE. Haoma Priest of the Sacrifice,
W. B. Henning Memorial Voillme (London
1970) 62-80; J. DUCIIESNE-GUILLE~tlN,

Haoma proscrit et readmis, Melanges Pierre
Lheque (Paris 1988) 127-131; D. S.
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FLATTERY & M. SCHWARTZ, Haoma and
Hanllaline (Berkeley 1989); I. GERSIIE
VITCII, An Iranianist's view of the Soma
controversy, Memorial Jean de Menasce
(Louvain 1974) 45-75; K. HOFFMANN,
Aufsiitu zur lndoiranistik, Vol 2 (Wiesba
den 1975) 611-612 n. 6; H. HUMBACH, Ocr
Iranische Mithra als daiva. Festgabe fUr
Hernza" Lommel (Wicsbaden 196O) 78-79;
M. MAYRHOFER. Onomastica Persepolitllna
(Wien 1973) 244; R. G. \VASSON. Soma
Dil'ine Mushroom of Immortality (New
York 1968); G. WINDFUHR. Haoma/Soma:
the Plant, Papers in Honour of Professor
Mary Boyce. Vol 2 (Leiden 1985) 699-726.

J. KELLENS

HARAN j'iil
I. It has ~en speculated that the city of

Haran (7 times in Genesis; see also 2 Kgs
19: 12; Isa 37: 12; Ezck 27:23) wa.<; named
after a deity Haran (LEwY 1934). The avail
able evidence does not support the conten
tion.

II. The grounds on which a cult of a god
Haran is postulated arc not very firm. In an
Old Assyrian letter (ccr 4 PI. 35b: 19-20),
LEWY found a reference to a "priest of Ijar
ranatum" (ku-um-ra sa tfa-ra-na-tim; the
alleged goddess is also mentioned in ccr 4
PI. 48b:20). LEWY concluded that Ijarrnna
tum must have been a goddess. and deemed
it likely that she should have had a male
counterpart presumably called Ijarran
(1934). As it turns out. the very basis of the
conjecture is wrong as the expression .fa
barrimiitim refers to a forwarding agent, or
a carrier ('he in charge of the caravans',
AHW 327 s.v. barriinu IV; CAD ij 113).
Doubts about the interpretation of Ijarrnna
tum as a goddess were first expressed by I.
J. GELn (Inscriptions from Alishar alld
Vicinity [OIP 27; Chicago 1935] 54 n. 1);
Lewy's interpretation was definitively refu
ted by HIRSCH, who also corrected the rea
ding ku-um-ra into KlI-u-ra (21972).

The biblical place name Haran refers to
the city known as Ijarran in cuneiform
sources; it is situated about 100 miles north

from the confluence of the Euphrates and
the Balikh rivers. The name of the city is
usually written with the Sumerogram
KASKAL, which stands for 'way, road'. The
Akkadian word lzarriinll docs indeed refer,
amongst other things. to a highway. a road.
or a path (CAD Ij 106-113). Though in
some contexts the road may be deified as
the numinous power by which an oath wa.o;
sworn (SUrpll V-VI 191: MaqUi I 67;
-+Way), there is no trace in the cuneifornl
sources of a cult to a deity Haran.

III. Bibliography
H. HIRSCH, Untersuclumgtn :'lIr altassyri
schen Religion (AfO Beiheft 13/14; Osna
brOck 21972) 29 n. 149; Y. KOBAYASHI,
Haran. ABD 3 (1992) 58-59; J. LEWY. Les
textes pal~o-assyriens et r Ancien Testa
ment. RHR 110 (1934) 46-47.

K. VAN DER TOORN

HATHOR
(. Hathor ("Mansion of -+Horus") is an

Egyptian goddess. According to CLl~DAT

(1919), Hathor occurs as the second element
in the place-name Pi hal,lirot. Exod 14:2.9;
Num 33:7-8. The first part renders Eg pr,
"House (00", but was interpreted (KB) as
Heb "Mouth (of the Canals)".

II. Hathor is often pictured as a woman
in the prime of life. Sometimes, ho\,.:ever.
bovine ears. and frequently horns betray her
original, non-antropomorphic shape. She is a
cow from time immemorial. Hathor creates
and sustains life in that capacity. The same
applies to her as a tree goddess, the "Lady
of the (Southern) Sycamore" (-+Sycomore).
She, the "Lady of the West". assist<; the
revived dead as well. Both maternal and
sexual love, merriment and festivals, singing
and playing music. dancing and drinking arc
characteristic of her. She is strongly attached
to women; the Greek identify her with
-.Aphrodite.

As the heavenly cow. Hathor gives birth
to the sun; this possibly finds expression in
her name. She is seen as the eye of this
deity and one calls her "Gold" perhaps for
that reason. The eye in tum is equated with
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the cobra (Uraeus). At the same time, the
goddess is the spouse of the sun or light
god: -'Re in Heliopolis and Horus in Edfu.
She is not always an attrnetive and amiable
figure. As the grim avenger of an injury (a
conspiracy against Re), she would become a
ferocious -lioness. Hathor was worshipped
throughout the country and even abroad. Her
main sanctuaries are in Denderah and Dcir
el-Bahri. But she is also "Lady of Byblos",
and "Lady of the Turquoise" on the Sinai
peninsula.

This many-sided, complicated, and popu
lar deity is not a unique personality. Egypt
ians distinguish eighteen fonns of her. And
there is a group of seven Hathors who pro
claim the fate of a new-born child.

IlL Pi ha~irot is situated on the route of
the Exodus. It was, according to the Bible,
the last halting-place before the crossing of
the Sea of Rushes. The identification of
CL11DAT (1919) is open to question. It is not
satisfactory from an etymological point of
view. There has been a "House of Hathor"
in the region. Its nature and location are sti1l
unknown, however (see GOMAA 1976).

An attempt to find traces of the cult of
Hathor the heavenly cow in the North-Isrne
Iity cult of the golden calves (DANELIUS
1967-68) has met with little suppon. Both
the identification of the calves as cows (on
the basis of LXX ~oo ~a~aA£\<; and Hos
10:'5 m?).t] [keIth], DANELIUS 1967-68:212),
are highly implausible.

IV. Bibliography
S. ALLAM. Beitrage l.um Harhorkult (his
"urn Ende des Mitt/eren Reiches) (MAS 4:
Berlin 1963): C. J. BLEEKER, Hathor alld
Thoth (SHR 26; Leiden 1973); H. BONNET,
Hathor, RARG 277-282: J. CERNY, Ancient
Egyptian Religion (London 1952) 155: J.
CLtOAT, Notes sur I'isthme de Suez, BIFAO
16 (1919) 201-228, cf. 218-219: E. DANELI
us. The Sins of Jerobeam ben-Nabat. lQR
58 (1967-68) 95-114.204-223; F. DAUMAS,
Hathor, LdA II (1977) 1024-1033: F. GOMAA,
Ge~1 Abu-Hassa, LdA II (1976) 432-433:
E. HORNUNG, Der Eine und die Vie/en
(Dannstadt 1971) 274.

M. HEERMA VAN Voss

HAYIN
I. The word h)'11 occurs a number of

times in Ugaritic texts as an epithet of
Kothar-wa-Hasis (-·Kothar). It has been
suggested that the same word is found in
Hab 2:5 (ALBRIGHT 1943: 1968) and Job
41 :4[ 12] (POPE 1965) as a divine title.

II. The word JrYII occurs in KTV 1.3
vi:22-23: 1.4 i:23: 1.17 v: 18, each time in a
synonymous parallelism with Kothar-wa
Hasis. The interpretation of the tenn is
based on comparative Semitic philology:
Syr hawIIQ means 'intelligence', hence Ug
h)'n is usually translated as 'intelligent',
This meaning fits well with the name Kothar
wa-Hasis: 'Skilful-and-Wise' (for other sug
gestions see the literature mentioned by D.
PARDEE, Ugaritic Proper Noun.li, AfO 36-37
[ 1989-90] 449). There is no reason to be
lieve that h)'11 is the proper name of the god:
a connection with the Greek god Hephaestus
is implausible (pace B. HARTMANN, De her
komst \'all de godde1ijke ambacJlIsman in
Oegarit ell Grieken/and [Leiden 1964D.

III. The attempL" to find the epithet h)'n
(conventionally vocalized *Hayin) in the
Hebrew Bible must be regarded as un
successful. The first proposal concerns Hab
2:5 (ALBRIGHT 1943). Though perhaps not
"totally unconvincing" (DAY 1985), it has
little to commend itself. The expression j"i1
,j'O. literally "wine is treacherous", is sus
pect. since the notion of treason (BGD) im
plies volition. Moreover, the expected word
·ii1 ('Woe') is missing: it may be concealed
by 1"i1 (nole that IQpHab VllI 3 reads jii1).
Commentators have therefore proposed to
emendate the text (for a survey see HALAT
391 s.v. r·). The interpretation of r·i1 as
Hayin (Hiyon: "and though he be crafty as
Hiyon. a faithless man shall not succeed"
ALBRIGHT 1943) is definitely one of the less
likely emendations (also modifications in the
vocalisation of the MT must be regarded as
textual emendations). see HAAK 1992:60-61.

The second passage, Job 41:4[12]. is prob
ably also textually corrupt. The correction
into ha)'in. though onhographically possible,
necessitates another minor correction. POPE
translates "Did I not silence his boasting, by
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the powerful word Hayyin prepared?"
(1965:335), which implies a rcading -;:ri:::l
for -;:::l'l The suggestion is ingenious,
though not very probable. It is true that in
the Ugaritic myths there are references to
-"Baal having slain -·Lcviathan, and since
Leviathan is a sea-monster Baal may have
done so with the help of the weapons
Koshar made for him. Yet it seems strange
that the rare epithet Hayin should be used
for Koshar by an author addressing an
audience that was hardly familar with the
details of Ugaritic mythology. More prob
able textual solutions have been offered.
They include the correction of ~lin into ~Iel,

'strength ' (DAY 1985: "I will not remai n
silent ... with regard to the might and
strength of his frame"), or 'en ?Jrok, 'unpar
alleled' (A. B. EHRLICH, Randglossen zur
hebriiischen Bibel, Vol. 6 [Leipzig 1918]
340).

IV. Bibliography
\V. F. ALBRIGHT, The Furniture of EI in
Canaanite Mythology, BASOR 91 (1943) 40
n. 11; ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and the Gods of
Canaan (London 1968) 221 n. 135; A.
COOPER, RSP III (l9~n) 445: J. DAY, God's
Conflict with the Dragon and the Sea (Cam
bridge 1985) 63 n. 8; R. HAM" Habakkuk
(VTSup 44; Leiden 1992) 60-61: M. H.
POPE, Job (AB 15; Garden City 1965)
335.338-339 (on Job 41 :4[ 12]).

K. VAN DER TOORN

HE-OF-THE-SINAI ':';:' jjj

I. Occurring twice in the OT (Judg 5:5:
Ps 68:8-9) loch sinai 'He-of-the-Sinai' is to
be understood according to the analogous
Nabatean divine name 'Dushara' as the
'God (Lord) of the Sinai' (H. GRIMME,
ZDMG 50 [I896}:573 n. 1).

II. The divine epithet 'He-of-the-Sinai'
appears in Judg 5:5. Here 'He-of-the-Sinai'
is a qualification of -·Yahweh, and stands in
parallelism to the epithet 'God of Israel'.
Before becoming the god of Israel Yahweh
was the lord of the Sinai who came from
SeirlEdom to fight for Israel (Judg 5:4-5; cr.
Deut 33:2: Hab 3:3).

The Hebrew construction Yahweh z.eh
sinai has an anology in the Nabatean
designation Dushara 'He-of-the-Sarn[-moun
tain)'. The original name of this deity has
been completely superseded by the epithet
'dusara '. Several authors want to delete
'He-of-the-Sinai' from Judg 5:5 m; a gloss.
Thus FtSIIBANE argues that it is an inter
polation indicating that "this (refers to the
event at) Mount Sinai" (1985:75). Consider
ing the Nabatean analogy, this suggestion is
open to debate.

The argument in favour is strengthened
further by a second mentioning of 'He-of
the-Sinai' in the OTt Ps 68:8-9 is a quota
tion of Judg 5:4-5 which shows that the
author of this psalm treated 'He-of-the
Sinai' in his Vorlage as a divine name.
Furthermore, the author of Ps 68:9 replaced
Yahweh on the basis of Judg 5:4-5 by
'NoM", thus creating a distich "before God
the Lord of Sinai. before God, the God of
Israel". (Note, however, that Fishbane re
verses the chronological order of these
hymns).

Judg 5:4-5 and Ps 68:8-9 show that there
was a tradition of a god 'Yahweh-he-of-the
Sinai'. This was originally a specification of
a god according to his cult-place. It can be
understood in analogy to the Ugaritic divine
name -o'Baal Zaphon' by which a local
manifestation of the Northern Syrian
weather-god is differentiated from other
Baal-deities also venerated in Ugarit. That
further local Yahweh-manifestations were
also known in Israel is shown by the in
scriptions of Kuntillet Ajrud which know
"Yahweh of Ternan" and "Yahweh of
Samaria" (J. RENZ & W. ROLLIG. Hand
budl der aithebriiischen Epigraphik III
[Darmstadt 1995] 61-62.64).

III. Bibliogmphy
M. Fishbane. Biblical Interpretation in
Ancie1l1 Israel (Oxford 1985); J. JEREMIAS,
Thcophanie ('VMANT 10; Neukirchen
1965) 8-9: E. A. KNAUF, MidialJ (ADPV:
Wiesbaden 1988) 48-50 [& lit.]; T. F.
McDANIEL. Deborah "el'er Sang. A Philo
logical SllIlly 011 the Song of Deborah
[Judges Chapter V} (Jerusalem 1983) 173-
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174; P. MAIBERGER, nVAT 5 (1984-1986)
819-838, esp. 824-825 [& Iit.].

H. NIEHR

HEALING GOD --. EL-ROPHE

REAVEN C~~ oupa\'~ (-voi)
I. The Hebrew word C~oO (fiimayim)

is plurnle tanlum and occurs 420 times in
the OT; only a limited number of these
occurrences refer to heaven as being divine.
It has its cognates in other semitic languages
(e. g. Aide sama or samii',i, Ug smm, Aram
Jma)")'ii, Ar samo'); the equivalent in Sumer
ian is an, in Hittite we find the word lIepiS
for 'heaven'. The etymology of the word is
not completely certain; it is possible to de
rive it from Akk sa me ("of water", cr
25.50: 17), but this can also be popular ety
mology.

II. The Sumerian cuneiform sign an
means heaven and it is also used for writing
the name of the Sumerian god An, the god
of heaven, and his Babylonian equivalent
Anu. He can be considered as the personi
fied heaven (and sky, as the Sumerians and
Babylonians did not distinguish between
heaven and sky). His antiquity is still open
to debate but in the middle of the 3rd mil
lennium BCE he is mentioned in the god-lists
from Fara. At the time of Gudea of Lagash
he is already at the head of the Sumerian
pantheon; during the Ur III and Isin-Larsa
periods his cult is also well documented by
hymns and prayers. He maintained this posi
tion during the Old Babylonian period:
together with Enlil and En (and sometimes a
female deity like Nintu or --.Ishtar) he was
usually acknowledged as one of the senior
deities of the pantheon. As the god of
heaven he was not only considered the
father of the gods (cf. AIr i 7) but some
times also of the demons. His consort was
either the goddess Antu (the 'feminine
heaven') or the goddess ki or u~, 'Earth',
which clearly shows the cosmic relationship
of -Heaven-and-Earth. Within the pantheon
and also Babylonian theology he was in
charge of the 'divine ordinances' (me) and

he decreed-as the ultimate source of autho
rity-the fates. After the 'rise of Nippur
some of Anu's prerogatives were taken over
by Enlil. Nevertheless Anu's cult was strong
until the Late Babylonian period, where he
still had his huge temple at Uruk; also ritu
als for him from the Seleucid era have been
preserved there. There too he was connected
with Ishtar, his consort.

Outside the Sumero-Babylonian world.
heaven attained only a limited divine rank.
In the texts from Ugarit we can see that the
pair Heaven-and-Earth is deified and thus
can also receive offerings (KTU 1.47:12;
).118: II; ).148:5.24); there is also n rela
tion to those texts which refer to Heaven
and-Earth as witnesses to an oath in treaties
(cr. RS 18.06+17.365, line 6). KTU 1.100
has an interesting beginning: an incantation
against snake-bites. In lines 1-2 we find an
allusion to a theogony which might be of
Hittite-Hurrian origin (ARTU: 146). At the
head of this list we find the sun-goddess
Shapshu who is the mother of Heaven and
Flood, who gave birth to Spring and
-~Stone, the parents of the She-ass. who is
the main figure of the incantation. On the
other hand heaven does not figure promi
nently as a divine entity in the Ugaritic pan
theon. Poetical texts suggest that heaven can
speak (e.g. KTU 1.3 iii:24) but as a rule
heaven is merely the abode of the (heaven
ly) gods. Worthy of special mention is
-Baal shamem, the 'Lord of heaven',
whose cult gained great importance among
the Phoenicians and the Arameans in the
first millennium. Texts from Anatolia give a
similar picture: Heaven (nepi.f) is invoked as
witness in treaties (e.g. KUB 21.1 iv 26;
KBo 8.35 ii 12). often together with Earth.
As a rule, though. heaven is only the abode
of gods: Hittite text.; treat the (unspecifi~

gods of heaven (nepisas DINGlRM ,

DINGIRMES SAMt) as a category of their
own or opposed to the gods of earth. The
Sungod and the Stormgod can often get the
epithet 'of heaven'. Some offering lists and
festival texts also refer to heaven (and earth)
in a quite parallel way as these texts refer to
the other gods. Thus we can conclude that-
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as in Ugarit-heaven and earth as cosmic
entities were sometimes considered divine;
but their role is in no way comparable to
Anu's position as a heavenly god and the
personified heaven in Mesopotamia.

In Greek religion heaven (Ouranos) is an
old but subordinate deity. According to
Hesiod (Theog. 126-128) he was born from
Gaia (-Earth) whose husband he subse
quently became. He begets with her the
-Titans and Cyclops. He is also incor
porated in the theogonical myth where his
son Kronos dethrones him; only to be de
throned himself by -Zeus later. This theo
gony was clearly influenced by myths from
the ancient Near East. Outside mythology,
Ouranos does not playa role of any import
ance. On occasion he features as a god con
nected with the taking of oaths (Homer, 1/.
15:36; Del. 5:184).

III. Only a limited number of the 420
occurrences of 'hea"'en' in the OT refer to
its divinity. Heaven is the term for the space
above the earth where we can find the sun,
the -moon and the -stars, but also water
(Jer 10: 13; Ps 148:4), rain (Gen 8:2, Deut
II: II), -·dew (Gen 27:28; Deut 33:28) or
snow (Isa 55: 10). Since it is also the place
for the birds (e.g. Deut 4: 17; Jer 8:7; Ps 8:9;
Lam 4: 19), there is no real difference be
tween heaven and sky. So it is no wonder
that heaven (or sky) can be opposed to Earth
thus forming the common Near Eastern pair
of 'Heaven-and-Earth' as description of the
whole cosmos. The word raq;a', 'firmament'
can be used (cf. Gen 1:14-15.17.20; Ps 19:2;
Ezck 1:23.25-26; 10:1; Dan 12:3) in par
allelism with stimayim. Some occurrences of
Je~,tiq;m, 'clouds' (cf. Deut 33:26; Jer 51 :9;
Pss 36:6; 57: 11; 78:23; 108:5; Job 35:5;
38:37) as parallel to Jtima)'im give the
impression of heaven being first of all the
space above the earth. Of further importance
is the widely held view of the OT that
heaven was created by -God and thus can
not obtain sanctity by itself (lsa 42:5; 45: 18;
Pss 8:4; 33:6; Prov 3: 19; 8:27; Neh 9:6).

Another aspect of heaven is its role as the
abode of God. God is in heaven where he
dwells on his throne (cf. Ps 2:4; 11:4; I Kgs

8:30), surrounded by the -Host of heaven
and all his -angels (Gen 28: 12; 1 Kgs
22: 19; 2 Chr 18: 18; Pss 89:8-9; 103:21; Neh
9:6; Dan 7: 10: cf. Job 1:6; 2: I). An ancient
idea of God's being in heaven has been pre
served in Deut 33:26 and Ps 68:34 where he
is called the "rider upon the heavens" which
can be compared to the idea of God being
the "rider upon the clouds" (Ps 68:5; Isa
19: 1), a term which can be used in a similar
way in connection with Baal, the -Rider
upon-the-Clouds. As God is present in
heaven, he also acts from there either speak
ing to men (Gen 21:17; 22:11,15; Exod 20:
22; Deut 4:26; Ps 76:9; Neh 9: 13) or closing
up or opening heaven (e. g. Deut 11:17; 2
Sam 21: 10; 1 Kgs 8:35; Ps 147:8). Thus
there is a close connection between God and
heavcn-though God is always more than
heaven (I Kgs 8:27; 2 Chr 2:5; 6: 18; Jer
23:24).

Though heaven was not originally con
sidered a mythical being in the OT, we can
find a kind of re-mythologization since the
Persian era: At a first stage we find the di
vine title -"God of heaven" (Ps 136:26;
Jonah I:9; Ezra 1:2; 2 Chr 36:23; Neh 1:4-5,
2:4.20; Dan 2: 18-19; Jdt 5:8; 6: 19). Prob
ably this is a revival of an older concept (cf.
Gen 24:3.7), a'i a male "God of Heaven" is
not unknown in the ancient Near East,
which also corresponds to a female -Queen
of Heaven. In the Persian era it is possible
that this revival is due to Iranian influence
on the biblical religion: We can find Ahura
Mazda a'i a "god of heaven" who has cre
ated heaven and earth. In such late texts not
only the God of Israel has become the God
of heaven; it is also possible now to speak
of heaven as a synonym for God himself. In
the Book of Daniel King Nebuchadnezzar is
humiliated to make him recognize "that
Heaven rules" (Dan 4:26)-which means
nothing other than to recognize God's rule.
A similar manner of speaking can be found
throughout the Books of Maccabees (I
Macc 3:18; 4:10.24.55; 12:15; 2 Macc
7: II): Heaven can save even a small number
of the Maccabees from their enemies when
they pray to heaven; the quotation from Ps
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118: 1 in 1 Macc 4:24 clearly shows that no
difference is made between God and heaven.
The idiom here is the same as that of the
NT.

IV, In the NT (as in the LXX) the
scmitizing plural DuranD; (used in about one
third of the instances) has the same meaning
as the singular. Only in 2 Cor 12:2-4 where
Paul relates that he was caught up to the
third heaven (v 2), that is to Paradise (v 4),
is the existence of more than one heaven
assumed (for Jewish and later Christian
parallels, see RAe 15, 190-192, 202-204).
Also for early Christians God is the God of
heaven (Rev 11: 13; 16: 11), the Lord of
heaven and earth (Matt I I :25 par.: Luke
10:21; Acts 17:24). He may be called (my,
our, your) Father in heaven (Mark 11 :25-26;
Matt 5:16.45; 6:1.9; 7:11.21: 10:32.33; 16:
17~19; 18:10.14.19). Heaven is called his
throne (Matt 5:34; 23:23; Acts 7:49 [lsa
66:11]). In Mark 6:41 par. Matt. 14: 18;
Luke 9: 16 Jesus looks up to heaven before
blessing and breaking the bread. God speaks
(and acts) 'from heaven' (Mark 1:10-11 par.
Matt 3: 17; Luke 3:22; John 12:28, cf. Mark
8: 11 par. Matt 16: 1; Luke 11: 16 and Luke
17:29; Rom 1:18; see also Rev 10:4; 11: 12;
20:9). Hence it is said that the New Jerusa
lem will come down from God and out of
heaven (Rev 3:12; 21:2.10).

'In heaven' means 'with God (and/or his
angels)' . One may have a 'reward in
heaven' (Matt 5:12 par. Luke 6:23; cf. Matt
6:1) or 'a treasure in heaven' (Matt 6:20 par.
Luke 12:33; Mark 10:21 par. Malt 19:21:
Luke 18:22, cf. Col 1:5). In Luke 10:20
Jesus assures his disciples that their names
are written down 'in heaven'. What Peter
binds or looses on earth will be bound or
loosed 'in heaven' (Matl 16: 19), and the
same is promised to the disciples in Malt
18:18. Parallel to Luke 15:7 speaking about
'joy in heaven' over a repentant sinner,
Luke 15: 10 speaks about 'joy in the pres
ence of the angels of God' (cf. Luke 12:8.9
'before the angels of God' in contrast to
'before my Father in heaven' in the parallel
passage Matt 10:32.33).

In a relatively small number of cases

'heaven' is used as a metonym for God.
This is the case in Mark 11 :30-32 par. Matt
21 :21-26: Luke 20:4-5, where in a dis
cussion between Jesus and the Jewish
leaders the question of the authority of John
the Baptist (and Jesus) is raised. Here 'from
heaven' stands in contrast to 'from men',
Le. 'of human origin'. The same usage is
found frequently not only in 1 Macc but
also in later Jewish sources (see Str-B I 862
865). We may compare the Johannine use of
'from heaven' (John 3:27.31, cr. 6:31-58)
together with 'from above' (3:3.7.31; 8:23;
19: II, cf. Jas 1: 17; 3: 15.17) and 'from God'
(6:46; 8:42.47; 9:33: 13:3). Next, the Prodi
gal Son declares: "Father I have sinned
against heaven and before you" (Luke
15: 18.21 ). Finally one should notice that
Matthew, who shares the notion 'Kingdom
of God' with the other Synoptics, prefers the
use of the expression 'Kingdom of heaven'
without a clear difference in meaning (the
latter is used 32 times, in contrast to 'King
dom of God' 4 times).
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HEAVEN-AND-EARTH r~~j CoO:;
I. In accordance with Mesopotamian.

Anatolian and North Syrian evidence wc
find the word-pair 'heaven and earth' also in
the OT scriptures. mainly in dcutcronomistic
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and prophetic texts, where the cosmos is
called upon as a witness. Besides these
occurrences we find heaven and earth in
parallelism to describe the whole cosmos.

II. Outside the Biblical world the pair
heaven-and-eanh has different degrees of
divinity. First of all we can find cenain gods
who bear epithets (AkkGE 54.64.81-82.133
134.236-237. 39) such as "Iordlking of
heaven and earth" (bel/sarri same II er~eti),

"judge" (dayycillll) or "light" (mint) or "cre
ator" (ballii) of heaven and eanh. In addition
gods can be referred to as the "gods of
heaven and earth" (ilalli sa same II er$eti).
Such phrases refer to heaven-and-eanh as a
cosmic entity where cenain gods can reside,
but which has no divinity of its own. Of
greater imponance are those texts where
heaven and eanh are entreated-parallel to
other personal gods (cr. the references given
by MEISSNER 1925:215-217.222.230.233.
236)-to witness the conclusion of a treaty.
Within the curse fonnulas we find different
gods side by side with the divine pair
heaven and eanh. Thus we must conclude
that, in such occurrences we deal with a
(semi-}divine name. This we can observe
not only in Mesopotamian but also in Ugar
itic and Hittite text'i: In Hittite sources
heaven and earth can appear among the di
vine witnesses in treaties (FRIEDRICtI 1926:
24-25: 1930:80-81.112-113: KBo 8:35 ii 12;
KUB 26:39 iv 24-25), a similar picture is
provided by the Akkadian lreaties from
Hattusha (WEIDNER 1923:30-31.50-51.68
69.74-75). In Ugarit heaven and earth occur
in offering lists and in the godlist (KTU
1.47:12: 1.118:11: 1.148:5.24; RS 20041:11)
as well as in tre.lly texts (RS 17.338 r. 4: 18.
06 +:6; cf. also the Sfire-Treaty KAI 222: II)
which may be due to Hittite influence. In
theogonic speculations there seems to be no
place for the divine pair heaven-and-earth as
the ancestors of the other gods but such a
tradition is not totally unknown in Phoenicia
because Philo of Byblos treats ollranos and
ge as the parents of Kronos and thus in
directly of the other gods (BAUMGARTEN
1981: 188-191.236-237).

III. The materials from the OT yield a

picture which fits in neatly with the ancient
Near Eastern background concerning the
divinity of both cosmic entities. First of all
we find the word-pair (or parallelism)
heaven-and-eanh as a fixed tenn for the
whole cosmos which has been created by
god (cf. Gen 1:1; 2:1.4; 14:19.22; Ps 148:
13: Prov 3: 19: 8:27: Isa 42:5: 45: 18; Amos
9:6; Neh 9:6); these references are an ex
pression of the conception of 'God, creator
of Heaven and Eanh', an idea which is not
unfamiliar in the Ncar E.1stern cultures (cf.
-EI-Creator-of-the-Earth). Besides 'Hcaven
and Eanh' having no divinity, they are also
depicted as trembling before God (Jocl
4: 16). They even bring their praises to him
(Ps 69:35). We find another aspect of
heaven and eanh in prophetic texts of judge
ment and in deuteronomistic curse fonnulae:
Here again heaven and earth are god-like
and thus godly witnesses against those who
transgress the oaths or divine command
ments (cf. Deut 4:26: 30: 19; 31 :28; 32: I). In
other instances they are invoked to hear the
prophetic and divine judgement against Isra
el (cf. Isa 1:2: Mic 6:2; Ps 50:4). Such ref
erences can scarcely be separated from the
'treaty-gods' of the surrounding cultures.
But the OT also clearly shows that heaven
and eanh are always subordinate to the God
of heaven and eanh.
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M. HUlTER

HEAVENLY BEINGS - SONS OF
(THE) GOD(S)

HEBAT
I. Hebat (or Hepal) IS an imponanl
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goddess venerated by the Hurrians as well
3S the Hittites. Her name is found as a theo
phoric element in the biblical anthroponym
Eliahba (2 Sam 23:32 = I Chr II :33),
written ~:m~?~, and originally pronounced
·E1li-Heba, 'Elli of Hebat' (MAISLER 1930).

II. In the Hurrian pantheon. the goddess
Hebat occupies a high rank: she is the wife
of the weather-god Teshub and the mother
of Sharruma (DANMANVlLLE 1972-75:326).
Her epithet 'Lady of heaven' or -"Queen of
Heaven' underscores her celestial character.
In the course of tradition, she has been as
similated to the sun-goddess of Annna. Yet
Hebat is not a solar deity. The theologians
of Ugarit equated her with Pidraya. one of
the daughters of -'Baal (Ug. 5 [1968]
503.525). She may have been associated
more particularly with Venus, as she corre
sponds rnther closely to -Ishtar. In Nuzi.
the spouse of Teshub is called Ishtar (R. F.
S. STARR, Nuzi, Vol. I [Cambridge MA
1939] 529), and elsewhere Pidraya (dpi-id.
di-rf;·)'a» is assimilated to Ishtar (Cf 25,
PI. 17 ii 12).

Though Hebat's role in the mythology
known to us is restricted. her cult wa..-;
important in the ancient Near East. Kizzu
watna was a major centre of her worship.
Outside Anatolia het cult was known in
Aleppo. Alalakh: and Ugarit (DANMANVILLE
1972-75:328). Whether Hurrian or pre
Human (I. J. GELB. Hurrians and Subarians
[SAOC 22; Chicago 1944] 106-107). Hebat
was especially popular in the earliest times
at Aleppo. It is significant that her name
occurs most often in anthroponyms from
Syria and Palestine. The Amarna letters
show that the city of Jerusalem had a king
called Abdi-Heba in the Late Bronze Period
('lR-dlje-ba; EA 280: 17.23.34; 285:2.14;
286:2.761; 287:2.65; 288:2; perhaps 119:
51).

III. Though the name Eliahba is tradi
tionally analysed as consisting of 'el (God)
plus 1;10) in the hiphil (to conceal. to pro
tect), yielding a sense like 'God protects'
(Nonf, IPN 197; HALAT 53-54; W. F.
ALBRIGHT, JPOS 8 [1908] 234 n. 2), the
alternative analysis defining it as a Hurrian

name is attractive. The name Abdi-Hcba
attested for the king of Jerusalem shows that
the pronounciation Ijeba for Ijebat. with
deletion of the final -l, had gained ground in
Palestinc. Considering the spread of the cult
of Hcbat in Syria and Palestine. reflected in
the distribution of the relevant theophoric
anthroponyms, it does not come as a total
surprise to find one of David's combatants
(not neccssarily an Israelite) carrying a
name referring to the Burrian goddess.
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K. VAN DER TOORN

HEBEL-·AUEL

"ELEL "";oj
I. The astral being Hclcl. occurs as a

divine name only in Isa 14: 12: "How you
have fallen from heaven. Bright Morning
Star (helN beIJ-.{tibar). felled to the carth.
sprawling helplcss across thc nations!"
(NEB). Howc\'er. tmnslations of this verse
vary. Aftcr the opening words. the RSV
continues: "0 Day Star. son of Dawn! How
you arc cut down to thc ground. you who
laid the nations low!" Alternatively. in view
of Gilg. XI 6. where the hero is dcscribed as
lying on his back doing nothing. the second
half of the verse may be rendered "(How)
you've been cut down to the ground. help
Icss on your back!" (VAN LEEUWEN 1980.
rejectcd by SPRONK 1986:214 n. 4). The last
three words of the v. remain difficult.

The Hebrew expression heIN ben-fii~1ar

means 'Shining one. son of dawn'. Heb
MIN comes from the root IILL. 'to shine'.
and means 'the Shining. Brilliant One'. here
evidently an epithet of the Morning-star.
Venus.

Etymologically. Heb heJN corresponds to
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Ugaritic "II which occurs in the following
expressions: bill hll snnt, 'daughters of
Brightness, swallows (or perhaps 'Shining
OnesT and bnl hll btl 8ml, 'daughters of
Brightness, Lord of the Crescent Moon'
(KTU 1.24:41-42) used of the Kathirntu (Ug.
kIn) who feature largely in the same text as
handmaidens to Nikkal. Ug hll is not to be
connected with (Thamudic) Ar hilal, 'new
moon'. Shahar also occurs in Ugaritic myth
ology as the other half of the divine pair
-·Shahar and -·Shalim, 'Dawn' or 'Morning
Star' and 'Dusk'.

II. The search for a comparable myth in
neighbouring religions has led scholars to
Babylonian, Ugaritic and Greek mythology.
It would seem that Isa 14: 12-15 reflect.. the
episode in Ugaritic myth where Athtar failed
to replace -.Baal on the throne. Baal was
dead, and after mourning, burial and
sacrifice the goddess -+Anat asked -+EI for
a successor. He in tum asked Athirat (cf.
-·Asherah) for one of her sons and eventual
ly they decided on Athtar. '''Thereupon
Athtar the Tyrant went up into the heights
of ~aphon: he sat on the throne of Mightiest
Baal. His feet did not reach the footstool,
his head did not reach its top. And Athtar
the Tyrant spoke: 'I cannot be king in the
heights of Saphon"'. Accordingly, he came
down and became king over the whole earth
or perhaps the netherworld (KTU 1.6 i).
However, no mythological episode in Ugar
itic conneclc; either hll or #Ir with the pre
sumption of rising to heaven and instead
being thrust into the underworld (cf.
-·Sheol).

Hclcl has been considered to represent an
aspect of the -+moon. However, this would
involve repointing as helal and correcting
sbr to shr. Helc1 has also been identified
with the Babylonian underworld god -+Ner
gal or with Jupiter. Yet another identi
fication is with Phaethon, of Greek mythol
ogy. Phaethon was the son of Eos, the
Dawn-goddess, and this is matched by
Hclcl's own parentage (bll #lr) since there is
strong evidence that in Hebrew. too. Ja~lar,

'Dawn', was feminine.
It has also been suggested that the pair of

gods "gh w srr (KTU 1.123: 12), alleged to
mean 'Brightness and Rebellion'. is ..the
earliest occurrence of the magnificent myth
ological poem, Isaiah 14:12-15" (AsroUR
1964; 1966). However. srr means 'last night
of the lunar month' (Ar) and both tenns
refer to the moon. not to Venus, so there is
no connection with Isa 14.

(II. In Isa 14: 12-21. Helcl, son of Shahar
is asserted to have said to himself: "I will go
up to -·heaven, above the -·stars of God I
will place my throne on high. I will sit on
the Mount of Assembly in Saphon. I will
rise above the heights of the clouds, I will
make myself like the Most High". His pre
sumption, instead, resulted in his translation
to the very depths of the underworld. to be
mocked as the erstwhile all-powerful tyrant.
If there are mythological overtones, as is
probable, it remains to be detennined how
the myth was transmitted to Isaiah and used
by him.

One reconstruction of the transmission
history of Isa 14: 12-15 suggests that an ori
ginal poem on the fall of a king, and based
on Canaanite verse tradition, was transferred
to the fate of a king of Babylon. His down
fall was explained by means of the myth of
Hclcl, son of Dawn, in the light of current
belief concerning good and evil spirits and
angels. Babylon and its kings were repre
sented as a manifestation of the rebellious
fallen angels (LoRETZ 1976).

Alternatively. in pre-Classical Greece there
was already confusion between Phaethon and
Heosphoros (or Venus as the morning star),
both being sons of Eos by different fathers.
When the Phaethon myth reached the Levant.
Phaethon's attempt to scale the heights of
heaven became confused with the episode of
Athtar's failure to gain the throne in Ugaritic
mythology. The Greek names were simply
translated into Hebrew, but .f~/r. as in Ugaritic,
remained masculine (McKAY 1970).

It is also possible to treat the whole of Isa
14 as a parody of the dirge and in particular
of the lament in 2 Sam I: 19-27. In Isa
14:12-15 an ancient myth of Hclcl was
transmitted by the poet in the fonn of a
dirge. "By embedding this dirge in the cen-
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ter of the overall lament, the poet assimi
lates the tyrant to this primordial figure,
identifying the tyrant's rise and fall with that
of Helcl. the Bright One. Thus, for the poet,
the tyrant's transgression, his harsh op
pression of the people, is ultimately trace
able to his consummate arrogance in de
siring to be like God. As Helcl climbed
higher and higher only to fall deeper and
deepe~, so too is the tyrant's fate" (YEE
1988:577-579).
Etymologically. Heb helel can be explained
by Ug h11 (see above), but at the level of
myth, the strongest affinity is between Isa 14
and the Athtnr episode in the Ugaritic Cycle
of Baal. This is strengthened by common
terminology, in particular hr m'd, 'mount of
the assembly' and )"rkt)" ~pwn, 'heights of
~aphon' (v. '13) which correspond to Ug pbr
m'd. 'plenary session' (KTU 1.2 i: 14) and
ml)"m ~pn, 'heights of ~aphon' (KTU 1.3
iv:l) respectively. It has even been sug
gested that Athtar's epithet, 'n., means
'luminous' rather than 'tyrant'. This would
lend further support to this identification
(CRAIGIE 1973). but this is not the accepted
opinion. In !sa 14, the King of Babylon is
designated mockingly as Helcl in the guise
of Athtar, but there is no evidence for the
admowledgement of Helcl's real existence
or of his cult
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W. G. E. WATSON

HELlOS ·HAlO:;
I. The word ilAlO~. sun. like femeS

--Shemesh, is ambivalent between a true
name and a common noun. Only the context
can detennine which aspect-stellar, relig
ious, cosmic, political-is predominant in a
given text. The standard etymology (H.
FRISK, Griechisches et)"mologisches WOrler
bl/ell [Heidelberg 1954J 1:631-632: P.
CHANTRAINE, Dictiollllaire et)'mologiq/le de
la langlle grecqlle 2 [Paris 1970] 410-411)
appeals to the psilotic epic fonn ai:Alo~ and
a Cretan (Hes)'ch.) or Pamphylian (Hera
c1eides of Milelus) fonn al3i:AlO~ to postu
late an original ·aafcAlO<;. cognate with
Sansc. slirya : in each case an ·1 stem.
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*salJel-, *sliI-, will have been given a suffix
in io- to mark personification. Helios would
thus be one of a well-known group of Indo
European words for the sun and cognate
concepts (Lat. sol. Gaulish Sl/lis, Lith. Sal/Je,
Goth. sal/il. OHG sol, Slavic solnitse; cf.
OIr. slii/. 'eye') which has been used to
posit the existence of an Indo-European sun
god or sun-goddess. But in historical times,
Helios was weakly personified: sun worship
was an individual mther than a civic matter.
In the Gmeco-Roman world, the religious
value of Helios was exploited mainly within
the context of changing cosmologies and the
elective affinity between absolutism and
solar imagery.

Helios occurs extremely frequently in the
Bible (196 times in LXX, 32 times in NT).
For OT senses. see -+Shemesh. In early
Judaism and the NT the meaning of the
word draws primarily upon this heritage,
connoting concretely day(-light), time of
day, direction. or figuratively brightness,
esp. in relation to di ...·ine kcibOd or doxa
(--Glory): in apocalyptic contexts, a typical
image of the end of this world order is the
abolition or reversal of the luminaries. The
boldest of these figurative images is the
Jemes ~cdiiqa, flA.w; OlKOlOcruvll;, of Mal
3:20 (4:2). "in whose wings lies salvation",
which must dmw upon, while also contmst
ing with. Near Eastern imagery of the
winged sun as bringer of justice (W.
RUDOl.PII, Kommelllar zum Alten Testa
melll: Haggai ... Maleaehi [Giitersloh 1976J
289). Some Babylonian influence upon
Jewish cosmology. esp. Enochian and Qum
mn ·astronomy'. is probable. but its theo
logical influence was negligible. Philo's debt
to the Stoic/Middle Platonic view of the sun
is meagre by comparison with the influence
of later Judaic conceptions. The composite
philosophic 'solar theology' of the later
Principate had no perceptible influence upon
early Christian thought and imagery, though
some limited iconographic transfer took
place.

II. Whatever the case earlier (cf. GOOD
tSON 1989), the bodies of the visible hea....ens
received scant attention among the divinities

sustained by the collective imagination in
Archaic and Classical Greece. The political
chamcter of that religion, its variety across
the spectrum of city-states and ctlme, gave
priority to divine figures not implicated in
natural rhythms, which could be given
specific local character in myth and cult.
The heavenly bodies were a common
property: "to see the light" is a standard
Homeric phrase for being alive (Iliad 18:61;
Od. 4:540 etc.). frequently imitated by later
poets, as in Pindar's apostrophe to light.
"mother of eyes" (Paean 9:2 Snell); "to
leave the sun's light" is a common peri
phrasis for "to die" (Hesiod Op. 155;
Theognis 569). Helios shines alike on mor
tals and immortals (Od. 3: 1-3); he is "most
prominent of all the gods" (Sophocles, Oed.
Rex 660). This quality of belonging to the
neulml "fabric of things" is expressed for
mally in the status of Helios. Eos (Dawn)
and Selene as --Titans. belonging to the
direct descent of Oumnos and Gaia, through
Hypcrion and his sister Theia (Hesiod,
Theog. 371-374; cf. Apollodorus, Bib/. 1.2.
2). In Homer. Helios has virtually no ident
ity separate from the solar disk: his com
monest epithet is plUlethon, "mdiant": an
other lIiadic epithet is akamas, "tireless".
which links the sun to its congener. --fire.
itself akamaton (e.g. II. 5:4): he can be
forced by -.Hem to set (II. 18: 239-241),
and is not even identified explicitly as a
charioteer. though this detail appears already
in the TitonomacIJio frg. 3 Allen and Hom.
Hymn Demeter 88-89 (ca. 7th-6th century
BCE). The comparative lack of individuality
persists into the 4th century BCE: the poets
failed to discO\'er more than a paltry local
narrati ...·e or two; his amours could scarcely
be fewer or more perfunctory. consisting as
they do mainly of alternative mothers of his
ill-fated son Phaethon (JESSEN 1912:80-81);
the 'Homeric' Hymn to Helios (no. 31; prob.
late 4th century BCE) is a patchwork of
pallid epic cliches. In the early iconogmphy,
c. 500-480 BCE. and frequently well into 5th
century nCE. Helios is identified only by a
disk biz.1rrely placed upon his head (e.g.
YAlOUR1S 1990: nos. 2-4, 6-8, 10-12, 14;
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105-108); on the 4th century BCE Apulian
vases, his head, or even the entire figure
with chariot, is depicted within a nimbus
(ibid. 18-28; 77-82; 124-127). Moreover. the
myth that accounted for Helios' role at
Rhodes also noted the general absence of
civic cult to the Sun in other Greek cities: at
the original division of the eanh between the
Olympian gods, Helios was not present. and
failed to obtain a lot; -Zeus would have in
sisted upon another allocation of fiefs, but
Helios spied the island of Rhodes emerging
from the depths, and claimed it as his own
(Pindar, OI)'11Ip. 7: 54-76 with Scholiast; cf.
Diod. Sic. 5.56.3-5). All in all, "seine
Pcrsonlichkeit ist ... wenig ausgepr=.igt und
sein Kult gering" (M. P. NILSSON, Griechi
sche Feste [Stuttgart 1906] 427).

Nevertheless, the two a..c;pects of Helios
which were later to be most productive are
already present in the epic and sub-epic tra
dition: Helios as an eye, a tireless observer
of the human world; and Helios as a sign or
guarantor of (cosmic) order.

(I) Helios "observes everything, hears
everything" (Od. 11.109), is "spy upon gods
and men" (Hom. Hymn D~m. 62; cr. Oel.
8:302), "looks down on all the earth and sea
with [his] rays from the divine aither"
(Hymn Dem. 69-70; cf. Od. II: 16). This
view of Helios, frequent in the tragedians,
e.g. Aeschylus, Agam. 632-633; [Aesch.],
Prom. 91; Sophocles, Traclr. 102) should be
thought of as an implicit explanation of the
fact that Helios was one of the elemental
gods. including Ge and Zeus, invoked to
sanction an oath: the exemplary instance
occurs at Iliad 3: 103-107, 268-313; cf. 19:
249-265; Euripides, Medea 746-747n53
754. This usage is not only parallel to Near
Eastern oaths, but may well be based on
Indo-Europe:m practice. In historical times,
ordinary civic gods arc perhaps most com
mon, but appeal to Helios remained a major
sanction in oaths (e.g. sympolity treaty
between Teos and Kyrbisos, 3rd century
BCE: SEG 26: 1306.52) and it may be
assumed that many of the rather limited
numbers of altars and votives to Hclios
known from Grecce outsidc Corinth, Macc-

donia and Rhodes, have some relation to
oath-taking. At Troezene, for example, Paus
anias noted (2. 31. 5) an altar to Helios
e1elllherios, which he believed to have been
dedicated in gratitude after the Persian War
of 490-489 BCE; if so, thc choicc may well
have been routed through the practicc of
freeing slavcs by fictitious dedication to
Helios as god of oaths (cf. JESSEN 1912:59).
The notion of Helios as a sanction of thc
oath thus passcd imperccptibly into a view
of Helios as witness, to unadmiued love, for
example, as in a skolion on a black-figure
vase by the Amasis painter found on Aigina
(SEG 35:252, side A, ca. 540 BCE), but in
particular of wrong-doing: thc victim of an
allcged injustice, or his friends, appealed to
Hclios as a witness of his maltreatment
(Aeschylus, Hiket. 213; Choeph. 984-989:
Sophocles, Elect. 824·825; Apollonius
Rhod., Argoll. 4:229-230) or of his inno
cence (Euripides, Herakles 858: cf. Soph.
Oed. Rex 660-661). Though the motif seems
already present in the Odysscan scene of
Helios requiring Zeus to punish Odysseus
and his companions for slaughtering his
hcrds (Od. 12:374-388, with AUFFAHRT

1989), its development was motivated by
the institution in democratic Athens, and
elsewhere, of public courts; it depended
upon familiarity with legal proccdure. Awa
reness of the importance of witnesses, and
the ease with which falsc witness could be
bought, gavc rise to the notion of thc Sun as
an ideal, incorruptible witncss of a subjecti
ve truth. Helios, having always been hagllos
(Pindar, Olymp. 7:60, cf. Parmcnides, 28
FIO.2 Diels-Kranz), became dikaios too
("cye of justice, light of life" in Hymn.
Orph. 8: 18). As such. the notion might over
time be indcfinitely banalized, as on a boun
dary-marker from Esen~ift]jgl in Bithynia,
which routinely calls upon Helios
pallepoptcs to guarantcc the intcgrity of the
boundary (SEG 37. 1036.15-17, 2nd-3rd
century CE). Moreover these two aspects of
Helios were often fused in the Hcllenistic
and Roman periods: Helios, in his capacity
as all-sccing witness (KUpl£ "lUlE, 00<;
Sucairo<; avattUl~, J.l~ MiaoltO <J£ ... from
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Salamis in Cyprus, 3rd century BCE: SEG 6.
803, cf. ZPE 61 [1985] 212-213) is com
monly invoked to avenge present or even
anticipated wrongs unconnected with oaths,
above all to avenge unsolved or alleged
murder (D. M. PIPPIDI, Tibi commendo,
Ri,'StorAIl1 6-7 [1976-1977] 37-44). Though
CmlO:-IT (1923) claimed that the origin of
this belief was Syrian, the evidence for this
role is widely spread in space and time; in
Asia Minor at any rate there can be little
doubt that indigenous notions of the sun's
justice fused with Greek ones after Alexan
der's conquest (cf. G. BJORCK, Der Filich
des Christen Sabimls [Uppsala 1938] 72). It
is this theme of the sun's justice that inspi
res not only the tradition of solar utopias,
based on the "table of the Ethiopians" in
Herodotus 3:17, cf. Orph. frg. 217 Kern, but
also the oracular and apocalyptic motif of
the "saviour from the sun" (Sib. Or. 13:151,
cf. D. S. POlTER, Prophecy and History ill
the Crisis of the Romall Empire [Oxford
1990] 326-327).

(2) Helios as an emblem and guarantor of
cosmic order. The main stimulus to repre
senting Helios as witness and -+avenger of
those unable to help themselves was the
sun's light. evoked as a token of an ideal
incorruptibility. But empirical familiarity
with the astronomical sun raised obvious
questions about its nature. In a word, the
sun invited cosmological speculation. Though
Homer is generally content to have Helios
rise out of. and fall into, Oceanus, the
Odyssey knows an island of Syria, where the
"turnings of the sun"-presumably the
summer solstices-take place (15:403-404),
a crux that gave rise to considerable debate
in Alexandrian Homer-scholarship; and soon
after Homer the issue of what happens to
Helios at night was tackled by f\timnermus
(ca. second half of the 7th century BCE),
who imagined him floating in a winged
golden bowl from West to East along the
Ocean (frg. 10 Diehl; cf. Stesichorus, frg.
8.1-4 Page). This became quite a favourite
subject for vase-painters (1. DORIG & O.
GIGON, Der Kampf der Gotter IIl1d Titanell
[Olten & Lausanne 1961] 56-59). The regu-

larity of the sun's (mutable) course, its
"tirelessness", always attracted attention:
Helios's threat to "descend to -·Hades and
shine among the dead" (Od. 12:383) is the
earliest in a long tradition of reversals re
presented in tenns of solar aberration. The
sun's elemental constancy inspired Zeus'
sacrifice to Helios (and Ouranos and Gc)
before the battle with the -+Giants (Diod.
Sic. 5.71.3). Observations of solstices (and
of star-settings) were made all through the
Archaic period (cf. Cleostratus, 6 F4 D-K);
though Thales' prediction of the solar
eclipse of 585 BC probably depended upon
Babylonian records, it was grounded in
Greek practical astronomy. In their different
idioms, the Presocratics assumed that the
sun's regular motions, daily and seasonal,
had to be explained: Anaximander's image
of the chariot-wheel (12 All D-K), Anaxi
menes' raised North (13 A7; 28 D-K),
Pannenides' strange "garlands" (28 A37 D
K), Anaxagoras' rotation of the aither (59
A42 D-K) are all attempts to come to terms
with the complex problems involved. By the
5th century BCE, drawing upon this specula
tion, the poets routinely think of the sun as
fire ([Aesch.], Prom. 22; Eur. PhoclI. 3;
Phaethon 6 Diggle). A fragment from an
unknown play by Sophocles, invoking
Helios a~ "parent of gods and father of all"
(frg. 752 Radt), confinns that the blending
of this cosmological speculation with
mythological tradition was well under way
in the second half of the 5th century BCE.

Notwithstanding Pannenides', and Hera
clitus' view of the sun as kept to its path by
the Erinyes (22 F94 D-K), the decisive
move towards combining cosmological spe
culation with a self-consciously elevated
religiosity was made by the Pythagorean
Philolaus, for whom the sun reflected to
earth the cosmic fire (44 A19 D-K) within
the context of a complex model of the di
vinely-ordained universe. The elaborate cos
mologies of Plato's Timaells (32a-4Od) and
Ep illomis. drawing upon Philolaus. Par
menides and probably Eudoxus, invest the
fixed and mobile -·'stars' with divinity and
soul. Zeno's view of them as "intelligent,
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rational and fiery" (SVF 1.120) is directly
descended from Plato's cosmology; but in
the early Stoic system the sun's fire plays a
key role in the ekpyr6s;s, since, as the guid
ing principle, it gradually absorbs the other
stars and the rest of matter into itself until
the entire universe is consumed (SVF
1.510). In some sense, at least, the Stoic sun
is to be identified with Zeus, Soul and
-'Pronoia (Cleanthes); and as such, despite
Panaetius' reconsideration of ekpyr6sis, is
described by Cicero as dIU et princeps et
moderator luminum reliqllonmr, mellS mund;
er temperat;o (Rep. 6: 17, cf. Tusc. 1:68; D;v.
2:89). In the same tradition, Seneca uses the
sun's relation to the world as an image of
the role and power of the World Soul (Epist.
Mor. 41 :5; cf. M. Aurelius, Conf. 12:30). A
diffuse Stoic cosmology combined in the
later Hellenistic period with the spread of
astrological idea.~ (e.g. O. NEUGEBAUER &
H. D. VAN HOESEN, Greek Horoscopes
[Philadelphia 1959] nos. 46.1; 81.48-51) to
promote the role of Helios as lord of the
ordered universe (mund; tot;us an;mllnJ ae
planills mentem: Pliny, HN 2: 12-13, cf.
Diod. Sic. 2. 30-31; Menander, Rhet. 8r. 3:
438.10-24 Spengel; CuMONT 1909 with
NILSSON 1974). The finest poetic expression
of this awareness of the sun as the most
splendid of the heavenly bodies is Meso
medes' Hymn (Hadrianic) (HEITSCH 1960:
144-150). As such, the sun became one of
the counters to be shuffled about by cos
mological speculation quite unconstrained
by empirical concerns: in Middle Platonism,
Helios is the "heart" of the body of the cos
mos (Plutarch, de fac. 928a-b), the embodi
ment or receptacle of cosmic reason (cf.
ibid. 943a-e); in the Orphic Rhapsodies, he
is set" by the demiurge Phanes in command
of all things (frg. 96 Kern); in one Hermetic
cosmology, by extension of his traditional
promotion of life, he becomes himself a
demiurge vivifying matter by means of light
(Corp. Henn. 16:3-12; KLEIN 1962:149
156); in the Mithrnic mysteries, he has a
complex relation, of identity and difference,
with -.Mithras himself, sol inviclllS Mithras;
the Mnevis bull at Heliopolis in Egypt, de-

scending from, and ascending to, the sun,
provides the author of the gnostic Origill of
the Worfel with a "witness" to the redeeming
work of Sabaoth (NHC 11.5, 122:22-24).
Porphyry, whether or not he wrote a book
on 'Helios', played an important part in the
genesis of Macrobius' solar syncretism in
Sat. 1. 17-23 (FLAMANT 1977).

Helios was perfectly suited to fulfil the
role of -mediator required by the geo
centric cosmology that established itself
not merely among the educated-during the
Hellenistic period, and for that reason was
recruited under the Principate into all man
ner of philosophico-religious systems with
tiny circulations. But the elective affinity
between Helios and monarchic power
undoubtedly also played a part in legit
imating such speculation. Though this
affinity was exploited above all during the
3rd century CE crisis of the Roman Empire
(MACCORMACK 1981:35-37; R. TURCAN, Lc
culte imperial au IIIe si~cle, ANRW II, 16.2
[1978] 996-1084). it originates in the solar
imagery used of Demetrius of Phalerum,
Antigonus Gonatas and Demetrius Poliorce
tes at the very beginning of Hellenistic
monarchy. The discovery of Augustus' sola
rium at the Ara Pacis, centred on the solar
obelisk (E. BUCHNER, Die Somrclluhr des
Augllstlls [Mainz 1982]), has reinforced the
traditional view of the cosmic symbolism of
the cuirass of the Augustus of Prima Porta
(SCHAUENBURG 1955:38-39. Moreover,
since SEYRIG (1971) poured cold water on
the traditional assumption that all Syrian
city cults were solar, there ha.c; been marked
ly less enthusiasm for seeing imperial solar
imagery even after Septimius Severus as due
primarily to 'oriental influence' (cf. Hu
MANS 1989, GAWLIKOWSKI 1990). Even
Aurelian's cult of Sol Invictus. based on his
vision at Emesa (HA Alire/. 23:3·6). was pri
marily a pulling together of tmditional thre
ads of imperial imagery. to serve as a focus
of religious /o)'a/isme at a period when the
central authority was in virtual collapse.
Constantine's deployment of Sol Invictus as
comes Augllsti, in the imagery of the Arch
(completed 315), his coinage between 309-
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325 (BRUUN 1958; J. BLEICKEN, Conslamin
der Grofle lind die Chrislen (MOnchen
1992] 34-38, 58-61), and on his statue on
the porphyry column in the new Forum at
Constantinople, is an analogous stmtegy in
different circumstances. And, as the Calen
dar of Filocalus makes clear, the association
between sun and imperial power continued
well into the 4th century CE in the context of
the games of 19-22 October and the binhday
of Sol Invictus on 25 December.

III. Despite considerable continuity, espe
cially in liturgical contexts, with OT con
ceptions of light and the luminaries, some
differences in cosmology are perceptible in
apocryphal and pseudepigraphic texts
(AALEN 1951 :97-102). The luminaries arc
conceived as prior to the cyclic changes of
human significance: the sun brings morning
and its setting brings nightfall; at creation. it
decides between -·Iight and darkness (JlIb.
2:8). The sun that shows God's glory is an
observed and observable sun, that daily rises
to its zenith and declines to its nadir (Sir
43: 1-5; cf. 26: 16), just as what is wonh
remarking about the -·moon is its regular
phases (Sir 43:6-8). In some cases it is prob
able that the influence is from non-Jewish
sources. The account of the sun in I Elloeh
72:6-35. designed to explain the observed
variation in the length of the day over a year
by appeal to a theory of 12 'ponals', is
probably ultimately Babylonian. Character
i7.ed by a "rigid schematism unrelated to
reality" (M. BLACK, rhe Book oJ Elloeh
(Lciden 1985J 387), the description is a
blend of religious imagination and disinter
ested speculation: the sun. like the moon
and -stars. is controlled by the angel
--Uricl (cf. also 75:3; 82:8); they are driven
on their courses by heavenly wind (18:4;
72:5): the sun disappears in the west and is
home at -·night round to the nonh (72:5).
Still more namhoyant is the description in 3
Apoe. Bar. 6: 1-12, derived indirectly from
Greek sources, of the sun's chariot drawn by
40 angels, and preceded by the -phoenix
that prevents the sun from burning up the
eanh. E3ch evening four angels remove the
sun's crown and bring it back up to heaven

refurbished for the following day (8:3-4). In
this account, there is a separate 'ponal' for
each day of the year (6: 13).

But the sun is of most value in carly
Judaism. as in the OT, as an image of divine
kabad. At creation. God rides through the
light like the sun (2 Enoch 248:4). There is
an essential continuity between the sun and
heavenly light (Sir 42: 17), even though di
vine do:ca is much more brilliant: "the eyes
of the Lord are 10,000 times brighter than
the sun" (23: 19, cf. 3 Elloeh 5:4). The
angels' doxa is often compared to the sun's
brilliance (2 Elloeh 19A: I; 3 Elloeh 48 C 6
[p.168-169 Odeberg]). Indeed, some pas
sages give the impression thai doxa is
imagined as itself a sort of luminary: "their
eyes saw the majesty of his glory" (Sir
17: 13); part of it was revealed to -·Moses
(45:3; cf. Exod 33: 18); "I saw the eyes of
the Lord shining like the rays of the sun" (2
Elloeh 39A:4). Such imagery prompted
Philo's analogies between -'wisdom and the
sun, which is "an imitation and likeness" of
God's light (Migr. Abr. 40). The parallel
between heavenly do:ca and the empirical
sun gives plausibility to the psychological
slide that makes mystical experience nonna
ti ve (SOl1lIl. 1:72, cf. Mut. 110m. 6). Philo.
though, is anything. but systematic: else
where, it is human 1/0115 which is analogous
in the person to the sun in the cosmos; the
one emits physical light (phengos) , the other
rays (augai). When reason sets, mystical
vision is possible: when divine plu5s shines.
human reason is occluded (Heres 263-264).

The most sustained Philonic account of
the analogy occurs at Somn. 1:77-91, where
the sun is argued to have four allegorical
meanings in exegesis of pa.~sages in
Genesis: = IIOllS (77-78); sense perception
(79-84); the divine logos-the intelligible
sun. the paradeigma of the natur.ll sun (85
86); and. as lord of the cosmos, God, to
whom all is as an open book (87-91; KLEIN
1962:24-31). From this and other passages.
Philo's conception of light may be divided
into two parallel pairs, structured upon the
contrast invisible/visible. God is the arche
typal exclusive light, parallel to the em-
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pirical sun in the visible world. The divine
-.Logos, which derives from God, is 'intel
ligible light', 'the intelligible sun', 'wis
dom', pneuma. To it corresponds 'inauthen
tic light', the natural light of the world.
Opposed to these parallel pairs is 'darkness',
itself composed of two absences, of spiritual
and natural light. The mediatory role of the
sun in all this is obvious; it spans the dis
junctures between physical and spiritual,
visible and invisible, presence and absence.
Philo's exegesis is nevertheless for the most
part only a slight extension of religious
metaphors already current in early Judaism:
only the fourth, and inexplicit, allegory of
S01wr. I:87-91 seems to be based on Stoic,
or Middle Platonic, solar imagery.

The same is emphatically true of the role
of the sun in the NT, which, ignoring
Philo's allegorizing, remains faithful to the
OT habit of taking natural phenomena as
concrete images for spiritual truths. The
empirical sun is never simply that, it always
has a residual connotation, as the visible
agent of God's impartial mercy (Matt 5:45,
cr. the argument for God's justice by the
gnostic Epiphanes, ap. Clement Alex..
Strom. 3.2.6.1 p. 198 Stllhlin), as a marker
of time in the cycle of day/night established
at creation (Mark 16:2, cf. Eph 4:26; Mark
1:32; cf. Luke 4:40 par), as the giver of the
light' that the living see, but neither the dead
nor the blind (Acts 13:11; cf. Ps 58:8 etc).
At Rev 7:2, 16:12, "from the rising of the
sun" is not merely a direction but an al
lusion to the OT notion that the East denotes
the quarter from which divine activity is to
be expected (Ezek 43:1-2, cf. AALEN 1951:
82-86). The OT fusion of fire and (sun-)light
as attributes of God stands behind the burn
ing sun of the parable of the sower (Mark
4:6: cf. Matt 13:6; see also Jas I: II, Rev
7:16: 16:8-9; cf. Ps 121:6; lsa 49:10). Other
occurrences are directly related to Jewish
imagery. Saul's. vision on the road to
Damascus, the light brighter than the sun
(Acts 26: 13), is a reprise of passages such as
Sir 23: 19. The Jewish hierarchy of doxa,
from God's, through the angels' to that of
the sainte; (cf. Dan 12:3; 4 Ezra 7:97; J

Enoch 38:4; 2 Enoch 66:7 etc.), lies behind
various other passages in which 'the sun' is
an image for heavenly brightness: the faces
of -'Jesus at the Transfiguration (Matt 17:2)
and the angel at Rev I: 16; the sainte; at Matt
13:43 (cf. Greg. Nyssa, In psalm. inscr. 2:6,
PG 44. 61Ia). The hierarchy is evoked
explicitly by Paul, I Cor 16:41. Finally, the
sun plays a notable part in the imagery of
NT apocalypse, drawing upon Isa 13: 10,
34:4 and esp. 60: 19, "the sun shall be no
more your light by day" (cf. AS.\'. Mos.
10:5). Here again there is a contrast, implied
or explicit, between the abolition of the
luminaries at the end of time, and the do:ca
of God and of Israel, which will shine alone
(Rev. 21 :23, 22:5, more loosely, 8: 12, 9:2).
The light is sometimes itself seen as destruc
tive of the wicked (e.g. QH VI.17-19
Dupont-Sommer). This contrast is carried
over directly into the Christian vision by
Mark 13:24 - Matt 24:29; the parallel phe
nomena in the "days of the sinners" (e.g.
Sib. Or. 3:802-3) are alluded to by the
Lucan eclipse at the crucifixion (Luke 23:
45; cf. 21 :25). At Pentecost, Peter cites Joel
3: 1-5 [2:28-32] (Acts 2:20, cf. Rev. 6: J2).

Early Christian comparisons between God
and the sun derive directly from this Judaic
notion of divine doxa (Odes Sol. 11: 13-4;
Theophilus of Antioch, Ad AlIIol. 2: 15; Min.
Felix, Octavius 32:5-6, 8-9). Already in
Hebr 1:3, Christ's relation to the Father is
represented as the brightness (apallgasma)
of divine doxa (cf. Wis 7:26; AALEN 1951:
201-202), and this image is common in 2nd
3rd century CE (Justin. Dial. Tryph. 128:3-4;
Tertullian, Apol. 21:12-14), giving way in
later 3rd century CE to the formula "light
from light" (Dt>LGER 1929:284-286). The
transfer of the image of Mal 3:18-20 [4:2],
the "sun of righteousness" (Jerome, In Amos
3, 6: 12/15, CCSL LXXVI p.312), to Christ
depends upon the apocalyptic side of the
same tradition, in the context of the suffer
ing of the righteous ("righteousness shall be
revealed like a sun governing the world":
IQ27:1 tr. Vermes; cf. Wis 5:6; AALEN
1951: 178-179). Both themes are already
present in the Christian adoption, from the
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early 2nd century CEo of Sunday as the
status dies (Justin. IApol 67:8; Tertullian,
Apol. 16: II), which is figurati vely also the
'eighth day', the end of the world (Bam. 15:
8b-9 with PRIGENT ad loc.). Sun as doxa
fuses with purging fire to produce the strik
ing apocalyptic imagery of Thomas the COli
tellder (NHC n.7. 144. probably from
Edessa. 3rd century CE). The iconogrJphy of
the three early cases (3rd century CE) of
He]ios representing Christ, on the other
hand, derives from the model of imperial
Sol IIIl'ictus. signifying Christ's majesty
(HUSKINSON ]974:78-80; MACCORMACK
]981: 172).
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R. L. GORDON

HERA "Hpa
I. The name Hera (the form of her

name in Mycenaean Greek is Era), perhaps
a feminine fonn of the Greek noun heros
('hero'. meaning 'master'), or horo ('sea
son'. see Pausanias 2.13.3). was genea
logically linked with other Greek deities as
the daughter of Kronos and Rhea (Hesiod,
Theog. 454), and sister of -Zeus. While the
name Hera itself does not occur in either the
Bible or the Apocrypha. nevenhele~s the
theophoric name Herakles (-Heracles) docs
occur in 2 Macc 2: 19-20. This name is com
posed of two clements, 'Hera' and ·-kles'.
Though the -a- is problematic. since thee
phoric names ba..'\ed on 'Hera' normally use
an -0-. as in Herodotus and Herodikos,
neycnheless it is certain that the goddess
Hera is part of the etymology of the name
Hernkles. Somc have conjectured that the
morpheme -kles was derived from the Gk
term kleos. 'fame'. and proposed that Hera
kles means 'fame of Hera'. or 'one who
became famous because of Hera'. Yet while
Hera is prominent in the Hernkles cycles of
myth, she is usually cast in the role of his
antagonist. The name Herakles is simply a
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common personal name fonned in a way
analogous to names such as Diocles,
Athenocles, and Hennocles. The names
Herod (HpqX)~ and Herodias, however,
arc connected to the Greek heros.

II. One of the more important early
centres of Hera's cult was a sanctuary
between Argos and Mycenae in the Pelopon
nesus, while another was on Samos, an
island off the west coast of Asia Minor. A
number of the earliest and larger temples
erected in the Greek world were dedicated
to Hera, usually outside cities, including the
Temple of Hera on Samos (ca. 800 BCE),
and two large temples ·in Paestum (Italy)
built in the sixth and fifth centuries respect
ively. In Olympia, a temple was dedicated to
Hera earlier than the famous sanctuary dedi
cated to Zeus. In Greek myth and religion,
Hera played two important roles, one as the
queen of the gods, also called "the mother
of the gods" (Pausanias 2.4.7), who sits on a
golden throne (Pausanias 2.17.4: 5.17.1), the
only legitimate wife of Zeus. Her other
major role was as the goddess primarily
responsible for overseeing the institution of
marriage (Aristophanes, Thesm. 973: Paus
anias 3.13.9) and many other imponant and
risky aspects of the life of women (Paus
anias 8.22.2), particularly childbirth (Homer,
/liad 11.270-271; Hesiod, Theog. 921-922).
However, Hera was never invoked as a
-'mother, and is never depicted as a mother
with a child. The marriage of Zeus and Hera
was understood as a sacred marriage (hieros
gamos or theogamia) in many city-states of
the Greek world, serving as a prototype for
human marriage. The ritual reenactment of
the sacred marriage of Zeus and Hera was
also Perfonned to ensure fertility. In Athens,
the month Gamelion (meaning 'marriage
month') was dedicated to Hera, and sacri
fices were made. to her and Zeus Heraios.
On the twenty-sixth of Gamelion the anni-

. versary of the sacred marriage of Zeus and
Hera was celebrated.
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D. E. AUNE

HERACLES ·HpQlcA.ii~

I. Heracles was undoubtedly the most
popular mythical hero of ancient Greek
mythology; he was also one of the most
complex. EtymologicaIly the name derives
from wHpa (Hera) and ICA£~ (fame).
Though he is explicitly mentioned only in 2
Mace 2:19-20, there is evidence to suggest
that Heracles traditions were incorporated
into the cycle of Samson legends found in
the Old Testament and in certain aspect.. of
the depiction of -Jesus in the Christology
of Hebrews.

II. Ancient mythographers divided the
exploits of Heracles into three groups: (I)
The Twelve Labours (athloi or erga), or
canonical adventures (perfonned for Eurys
theus in order to purify himself for killing
his wife Megara and his children). These
included the almost impossible task of con
quering a number of nearly invulnerable
beasts including the Nemean Lion (which
provided his characteristic Iionskin cloak),
the Lemaean Hydra, the Erymanthian Boar,
the Ceryneian Hind, the Stymphalian Birds,
the Cretan Bull. the Thracian mares, the
cattle of Geryon and Cerberus the hound of
- Hades, ali well as such impossible tasks as
cleaning the stables of Augeas, getting the
Amazon Hippolyta's girdle. and retrieving
the apples of Hespcrides: (2) the Subsidiary
Activities (parerga) or noncanonical adven
tures, considered incidental to the Twelve
Labours: and (3) the Deeds (praxeis) , a
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variety of exploits including military-type
expeditions during which Herncles con
quered and civilized much of the world.
These three categories of heroic adventures
were frnmed by accounts of Heracles' mir
aculous binh and death and apotheosis. The
birth of Herncles was extrnordinary. as one
might expect of a demi-god. -+Zeus had
sexual relations with the monal Alcmene.
disguised as her husband Amphitryon
(Hesiod. Shield of Heracles 35-56). Twins
were born. though Iphicles was the real son
of Amphitryon. but Herncles the son of
Zeus. -+Hera (the patron of Eurystheus)
tried to destroy Herncles by sending a ser
pent to kill him. but the infant strangled it
(Pindar. Nem. 1.50-70). At the end of his
life. mortally wounded by a poisoned gar
ment, Heracles died on a funeral pyre on
Mount Oem and was apotheosized joining
the immonal gods on -·Olympus (Apollo
doros 2.7.7). The cycle of Heracles myths
reflected in these major categories (with the
exception of his apotheosis) were already
well known in Homer. and can be traced
back to the Mycenaean period (1550-1150
BCE). for the two places most closely asso
ciated with Heracles were Thebes and
Tiryns. imponant Mycenaean centres. Hera
c1es differed from other Greek heroes in
several respects: (1) Though the worship of
heroes characteristically centered at their
tombs where their physical remains were
thought to be buried. no specific tomb was
associated with Heracles. (2) Heracles was
worshipped at some locations as a deceased
hero, i.e. a chthonic deity apotheosized
through death, and at others as an Olympian
god. While some ancients suggested that
these two forms of worship indicated that
there were originalIy two different figures
named Heracles (Herodotus 2.43-44;
Cleanthes in Sroiconmr Vcrcrum Fragme1l1a
1.115-16. frag. 514; Diodorus 1.24.1-8;
5.76. I-2). others were able to reconcile the
apparent contradiction by supposing that
while the phantom (eidolon) of Heracles re
sided in Hades, Herncles himself dwells
with the immonal gods on Olympus (Odys
sey I 1.602-4, a later interpolation; Hesiod.

Tlleog. 950-55; E/roeae or Caralogue of
Women frag. 25. lines 20-28). Arrian took
this speculation a step funher and proposed
three different figures named Heracles: the
son of Alcmene, the Tyrian Heracles and the
Egyptian Herncles (Anabasis Alcxandri
2.16; see Diodorus 3.74.4-5). while Varro
proposed that fony-three different figures
bore the name Heracles (Augustine Civ. Dei
18.12).

Archaeological evidence from Mesopot
amia suggests that the figure of Heracles is
found as early as the middle of the third
millenniurn neE (SCHWEITZER 1922: 133
141; BURKERT 1979:80-83). In the represen
tations on Akkadian cylinder seals. a hero
probably named Ninurta (the son of Enlil
the storm god), is shown conquering lions.
bulls, snakes. and even a seven-headed
snake (-·Nimrod). In Sumerian represen
tations a hero is fitted out. like the later
Greek Heracles, with n club. bow and Iion
skin. Heracles' quest for the apples of
Hesperides is similar to the quest for immor
tality in the popular epic of Gilgamesh. The
various traits of this superhuman helper
which became pan of the folklore of the
archaic Greeks centered around the Heracles
figure (the name emerged long after the pat
terns were set). not as a warrior but as a
master of animals (BURKERT 1979:94-98).
In many of the exploits of Herncles. he
transfers the mastery of animals (panicularly
the dangerous one and the one difficult to
obtain or conquer). to people.

According to the lexicon of the inrerpre
rario Graectl which prevailed from the fifth
century BCE on, Heracles was identified with
-+Melqan. whose name means "king of the
city", and who was called the 'Baal of Tyre'
(CIS 1.122), a west Semitic god who was the
primary deity of the Phoenician city of Tyre,
and later of its major colony at Canhage
(Herodotus 2.44; Arrian 2.24.5-6; 3.6.1;
Cunius 4.2.10; Diodorus 5.20.2; Strnbo
16.2.23). The Carthaginian triad of deities
consisting of -.Baal Shamen. -+Astane and
Melqan became known through their Hel
lenistic counterparts of Zeus, Asteria and
Herncles (Athenaeus. Deip". 392d). The
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Samaritans worshipped Melqart as Zeus
Xenios on Mount Gerizim (2 Macc 6:2).
Both Greeks (as early as the sixth century
BCE) and later the Romans identified
Melqart with Heracles (2 Macc 4: 18-20;
Josephus. Ant. 8.146; Contra Ap. 1.118-19;
Eusebius. Pmep. evang. 1.10 [38a]). and
depicted him wearing a lion skin. Menander
of Ephesus. quoted in Josephus. Ant. 8.146
and Contra Ap. 1.118-19. mentions that
Hirom king of Tyre built new temples in
honour of Herocles and Astarte. These two
figures are associated in a trndition perhaps
of Samaritan origin in Epiphanius Haer.
55.2.1, to the effect that the father and
mother of the Biblical -Melchizedek were
Herodes and Astarte. In Palmyra, Heracles
was identified with -Nergal. an underworld
deity in Mesopotamian mythology. and is
depicted with' both club and lion's skin
along.with other items of a more explicitly
chthonic nature (SEYRIG 1945; TElXIDOR

1977:145-146).
III. Several variations of the Heracles

figure occur in Israelite and early Jewish
sources. The legendary Old Testament figure
Samson' belongs to the Levantine HeracIes
trndition. and Samson continued to be con
nected to Herades by Christians in late an
tiquity (Augustine. Civ. Dei 18.19), and in
the frescoes of the Via Latina catacomb
Samson is depicted as Heracles (SIMON
1955; MAUIERBE 1988:581-583). The name
Samson means 'man of the sun'. a legend
ary ancient Israelite hero endowed with
supernatural strength and who perfonned
many fantastic feats which have parallels in
cycles associated with such mythical heroes
in Greece and Mesopotamia as Heraeles.
Ninurta and Gilgamesh. MARGALITH (1987)
has argued that the figure of Samson is

. linked to a variety of heroic adventures from
the late Bronze Age cyele of Heraeles
stories. Such scenes as Samson having his
hair cut in the rooms of Delilah resembles
Herades at the court of Queen Omphale (the
motif of magic hair is a Greek. not a Near
Eastern mythical theme). Samson's slaying
of a lion- bare-handed Oudg 14:6, as Hera
cles killed the Nemean lion) to win the

favour of a maiden is a common motif in
Greek legend.

Heraeles is explicitly mentioned in the
lost writings of a Semitic (possibly Jewish)
author named Kleodemus Malchos, possibly
a resident of Carthage. A single fragment of
his work is found in Josephus (Ant. 1.240
41; see Eusebius, Praep. e\'ClIIg. 9.20;
Jerome, Quaest. in Gen. 25.1-6), in a quo
tation of Alexander Polyhistor. In an ex
panded interpretation of Gen 25: 1-6, using
an interpretatio ludaica, Kleodemos claims
that Japhras and Apheras, sons of - Abra
ham and Keturah. joined Heracles in a cam
paign against Libya and the Libyan -·giant
Antaios (an exploit narrated in Diodorus
Siculus 4.17.4-5; Apollodorus 2.5.11), and
that he later married Abraham's grand
daughter.

The enonnous popularity of Heracles was
due to several factors. While the gulf
between mortality and immortality was rare
ly bridged in Greek religious tradition, the
fact that Heracles achieved immortality at
the end of his life provided hope for ordi
nary people. Further, the life of Heraeles be
came a paradigm for Stoics and Cynics for
the positive ,value which could be placed on
suffering. The similarities between some of
the important themes associated with the life
of Heracles and the historical -Jesus in
Hebrews suggests that the author of
Hebrews modelled Jesus at least in part on
Herncles as a Hellenistic saviour figure.
According to Heb 12:3-4, Jesus is held up as
one who endured despite abuse, hostility
and suffering and received a heavenly
reward. In the Hellenistic world, Heraeles
was similarly held up as an example of en
durance in suffering (Aristides, Or. 40.22;
Dio Chrysostom, Or. 8.36: 9.8). One dis
tinctive feature of Hebrews is that Jesus is
presented as having undergone a process of
education or paideia through which he
learned obedience and ultimately attained
perfection (Heb 2: 10; 5:8-9; see 12:7). This
correlation between suffering and tmining
was associated with Heracles (Dio Chryso
stom, Or. 4.29-32; Epictetus 3.22.56-57).
According to Heb 4: 14-16, Jesus is a great
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high priest who has "passed through the
heavens" and can therefore understand our
weaknesses since he has experienced temp
tation as have Christians who can pray bold
ly for grace to help in times of need. One
important function of Herac1es wac; as a
helper and giver of strength in the diffi
culties of life. There are numerous examples
of prayers and references to prayers to Hera
cles to help in the trials of life (Pindar. Nem.
7.94-97; Homeric Hymn to Heracles 9;
Julian. Or. 7.220a; Dio Chrysostom. Or.
8.28). The obedience of Christ to the will of
the Father is emphasized in Heb 5:8-9 and
10:5-10. The exemplary obedience of Hera
c1es to the will of Zeus is frequently men
tioned in ancient sources (Diodorus 4.11.1;
Epictetus 2.16.44; 3.22.57; Menander Rhetor
2.380). These are some of the more signifi
cant ways in which popular conceptions of
Herac1es contributed toward the rather dis
tinctive presentation of the image of Jesus
found in Hebrews.
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HERMES . EpJ.1ft~
I. Hermes was one of the most popular

and frequently represented. if most complex.
of the Greek Olympian deities. Identified by
the Romans with Mercury. he was asso
ciated from the archaic through the Hellen
istic periods with cunning and theft. music
and eloquence. travel and commerce, and
(especially as the Hellenistic Hemles
Trismegistus) magic. alchemy and astrology.
In the Bible. Hermes occurs as a divine
name in Acts 14: 12. and as the name of an
otherwise unknown Roman Christian greeled
by Paul in Rom 16:14.

II. The name. Hennes. is attested from
three palace archives of the Late Bronze
Age: Knossos, Pylos. and Thebes (SIEBERT
1990:285-286). The nature of the Greek
Hennes is neither Minoan nor Mycenaean.
however. but is associated with the hennae.
ithyphallic stone pillars capped with a head
or bust of Hennes that were employed
throughout Greece as topographic markers.
The oldest fonn by which Hennes was
represented (Herodotus 2.51: Dio Chryso
stom 78.19; Pausanias 1.24.3. 4.33.3). these
ubiquitous herms stood upon the thresholds
of private homes and estates. at the gate
ways of towns and cities, before temples
and gymnasia. along the side of roadways
and at crossroads. at the frontiers of terri
tories and upon tombs. the portal between
this and the underworld. to mark the bound
aries of inhabited space and to protect its
productive areas against incursions.

In Homeric myth. in which the character
of Hennes is already fully developed. he is
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the son of -Zeus and the Arcadian nymph
Maia (the daughter of Atlas), and the
younger half-brother. therefore. of -..Apollo
(Homer. Ode 14.435; Hesiod, Th. 938; H.
Mere. 1-4; Pindar, 01. 6.80). Even as an
infant, Hermes' kralos, 'strength' or 'might',
is ·compared to that of his older brother (H.
Mere. 406-407), and, emphasized by the
Homeric tradition, becomes one of Hermes'
epithets (1/. 16.181. 24.345; Ode 5.49; see
also H. Mere. 101, 117; H. Cere 346, 377).

On the evening of the day of his birth,
Hermes stole fifty head of cattle from
Apollo's sacred herd (H. Mere. 18-19, 68
74) to ensure, as one of the younger of the
Olympian deities. that he might be honoured
in the same way as Apollo and the other
Olympians (H. Mere. 173) by instituting the
equitable practice of sacrifice (H. Mere.
115-137; see Ode 14. 418-436). As 'lord of
the animals'. both domestic and wild (H.
Mere. 564-571), Hermes is frequently repre
sented in art as the Kriophoros. the 'ram
bearer' or 'good shepherd' (Pausanias
4.33.5, 5.27.5. 9.22.1). caring for and guar
ding his flocks against predators; because
domesticated animals are not only required
for all sacrifice, but are the basis of the
'riches and wealth' of the pastoral economy
of ancient Greece over which Hermes, as
'keeper of the herd' (H. Mere. 488) and
their increase, presided (Hesiod, Th. 444;
Homer, 1/. 14. 490-491; H. Mere. 491-494,
529; Pausanias 2.3.4). It is not surprising
that some considered the Arcadian shepherd
god, Pan. to be Hermes' son (H. Pan. l, 27
41), and the two are often invoked together
(Aristophanes, Th. 977).

Wherever livestock represent the princi
pal form of wealth. cattle-theft will be fre
quent (Homer. /1. 11.677-681; Hesiod. Ope
348; Th. 1.5.3). and Hermes is described as
the very 'prince of thieves' (H. Mere. 175.
292), a 'thief at the gate' (H. Mere. 15), a
cunning and crafty "watcher by night" (H.
Mere. 15) and the ally of nocturnal activity
(H. Mere. 97. 290). Throughout the night.
the wily Hermes hastily drove his purloined
cattle "through many shadowy mountains
and echoing gorges and flowery plains" (H.

Mere. 94-97), having them walk backwards
so that their hoofprints gave an appeamnce
of their joining Apollo's main herd rather
than being stolen away. Walking nomlally
himself, he relied on newly fabricated san
dals to disguise the tracks of his own 'swift
feet' (H. Mere. 75-86; 225). Hermes' extm
ordinary mobility, even as an infant, is thus
emphasized by Homer who elsewhere por
trays the divine traveler as flying "over the
waters of the sea and over the boundless
land", borne by immortal, golden sandals
(Od. 5.44-46; 1/. 24.340-342: see also H.
Cere 407; H. Pan. 29; Horace, Can". 2.7.13;
Orph. Hymn 28.4). an image that anticipates
the common representation of Hermes (and
his Roman counterpan Mercury) as having
winged shoes or sandals (e.g.• Philo. QlI{)(!
Omn. Probe 99; PGM 5.404, 7.672, 17b.5).

As quick of mind as swift of foot, the
clever and cunning -shepherd provided an
image for success not only for a pastoral
economy, but also for cultural and urban
commerce. Apollo's anger at the theft of his
cattle had been assuaged by Hermes' sin
ging to the accompaniment of the lyre which
Hermes had invented on the day of his birth
even before the cattle-theft (H. Mere. 17,
39-61). and which Apollo accepted as a pay
ment that he conceded was worth the fifty
callIe (H. Mere. 437-438). The association
of the lyrical competition between Hermes
and Apollo (Pausanias 9.30.1) was celebra
ted at the Pythian games from their begin
nings where contests of musical performan
ce were honoured alongside athletic prowess
(Pindar, Pyth. 12). Established later at the
Nemean and Isthmian games, music became
part of Greek classical education in which
proper styles of music were held to contri
bute to courage (Plato. Resp. 398C-399D;
Leg. 653D-673A; 795A-812E) and to ethics
(Aristotle, Pol. 1339A-1342B). The heml or
statue of this 'leader of men' (Pausanias
8.31.7) came to stand, therefore, before the
entrance to stadiums (P:llIsanias 1.17.2;
5.14.9; 8.32.3; 8.39.6), where he was honou
red as the god of gymna<;tics and agonistics
(Pindar. 01. 6.79, Pyth. 2.10, Isthm. 1.60;
Pausanias 1.2.5. 5.14.9; Horace, Carm.
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1.10.3: Ovid. Fast. 5.667: Aristides. Or.
37.21.26.105).

Plato intellectualized Hennes' creative
talents as having to do with speech (logos):
"he is an interpreter (hemlcneus). and a
messenger (angelos [Homer. Od. 5.29: H.
Cer. 407: H. Pan. 29: see Philo. Quod 011111.

Prob. 99]). wily and deceptive in speech.
and is oratorical. All this activity is con
cerned with the power of speech" (Plato.
Crat. 407E-408A; see Phdr. 264C). This
abstracted and rationalized view of Hermes
was continued by the philosophical tradition
(Cornutus 16; Porphyry in Eusebius. PEt
3.114: Aristides. Or. 37.21) as well as in
popular perception (PGM 5.403. 407; 7.670:
17b.3). As a figure of the \\lord (logos). Her
mes was reportedly equated with the
-·Saviour by the Naassenes. nn early Chris
tian-Gnostic group (Hippolytus, Ref. 5.2).
As his associations with the lyre and music.
together with poetry and oratory were one.
the divine composer and poet became the
deity of litterateurs. called by Horace
"Mereuriales "irt' (Cam,. 2.17.29-30).

As the deity chartered by Zeus himself to
preside over trade (H. Mere. 516-517).
Hermes was invoked further as the "Hermes
of the Market" (Pausanias 1.15.1, 2.9.8,
3.11.11. 7.22.2. 9.17.2), and deity of Mer
chandise and Sales (Aristides, Or. 37.21).
Diodorus Siculus reports that Hermes in~
vented "measures and weights and profits to
be gained through merchandizing. and how
also to appropriate the property of others all
unbeknown to them" (5.75.2), an association
between commerce and theft already explicit
in the Homeric Hymn (H. Mere. 514-517).
And, the Greek Magical Papyri preserve a
spell in which a figure of Hermes. the
"finder of thieves" (PGM 5.188). was used
to promote good business (PGM 4.2359
2379). Even today. in parts of modem
Greece. theft is equated with courage, in
genuity and entrepreneurship. an ethos of
cunning deception that is still considered
primarily a sporting contcst in which a chal
lenge with respect to status is communicated
(STEWART 1991:73,62).

As a good thief is clearly a brave and

clever man, there is a correlation between
good thieving and good marriage (STEWART
1991:69-73). a relationship that suggests the
ancient association between Hernles and
Hestia. goddess of the hearth. Although
Plutarch reports that the ancienls associated
Hermes with -·Aphrodite (Conillg. praee.
138D) with whom he fathered Hermaphro
ditus (Ovid. Mel. 4.288-293). he was more
often paired 'in friendship' with Heslia,
first-born of Rhea and Kronos. in both lit
erature (H. Vest. [29]) and in representation
(Pausanias 5.11.8). Whereas Hestia repre
sents the spatial principle of stability around
a fixed centre of home or village lhal is
inhabited and known, Hermes is lhe per
sonification of the ambiguities and uncer
tainties of encounters with social others in a
variegated external world of tmvel. trade
and commerce lhat. while unpredictable.
must necessarily be traversed (VERNANT
1983); it is in the Homeric Hymn 10 lIemws
that the proverb is preserved: "It is better to
be at home: harm may come out of doors"
(H. Mere. 36-37).

Hestia's hearth is round whereas lhe henn
is square (Thucydides 6.27), and Hennes is
known as the letrag{mos (HeraclitiluS. All.
72.6; Pausanias 4.33.4; Babrius 48); in the
Greek Magical Papyri, Hernles, as ·square'.
is contrasted with the cirele (PGM 5.402,
8.670. I7b.3); and he was born on the fourth
day of the month (H. Mere. 19: Arislo
phanes. Pl. 1126). The number four is.
according to Plutarch, "particularly asso
ciated with Hermes" (Q. Com'i,'. 9.2). He
surveys, in other words. the cardinal points
of the terrestrial world (KERENYI 1996:67
68; VERNANT 1983: 147), in addition to the
chthonic world in which his hernl is so
fimlly planted (Cicero, Leg. 2.26.65:
Horace. Sal. 1.8: see PGM 4. 1444. 1464)
and whose portals he guards (Aeschylus.
Ch. 1. 620; Pers. 628-632; Sophocles. El.
110-111). As such. Hennes is the deily
'most friendly' to mortals (II. 24.334-335;
Orph. Hymn 28.4. 9), lending 'gmce and
glory to all [their] work' (Od. 15.319-320)
as he guides them along the road of life
(Od. 15.319: II. 24.153. 182. 437-439. 461.
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681; Aeschylus, Eum. 89-92), during the
dark night also when, as the deity of sleep
(Homer, II. 24.343-344; Od. 5.47-48, 24.3
4). Hermes is the 'conductor of dreams' (H.
Merc. 14). In perhaps his most well-known
role. that of ps)'chofJompos, he continues his
tutelage until the dangerous frontier of death
is finally passed (II. 24.334-338; Od. 24.1
18; Diodorus Sic. 1.96; Plutarch, Amator.
758B; and in iconogrnphy) -a frequent
theme of the tragedians (e.g., Aeschylus, Ch.
124-126; Sophocles. Aj. 832, OC. 1540
1548; Euripides. Ale. 743-744) that was
adopted by the Pythagoreans (Diogenes
Lnenius 8.1.31). It is in this comprehensive
sense of the protective guide of humans in
their quotidian activities that Hermes is
euangelos, the 'bringer of glad tidings' (IG
12.5.235 [I st century BCE]; Hesychius s. v.),
and implementer of Zeus' will, or that of the
celestial Olympians collectively, among the
inhabited world (II. 24.169, 173; Od. 1.38,
~6; 5.29; H. Cer. 407-408; H. Pall. 28
29; H. Vest. 8). In the summary of Plato,
Hermes was dispatched by Zeus "to bring
respect for others and justice among men, to
the end that there might be order in the
cities and a bond of friendship among them"
(plato, Prot. 322C). Thus wac; Hermes
viewed as the divine figure in accordance
with whom humans might discover their
rightful place in the socio-political world,
even as the ancient herms provided the
markers for organizing their world topo
graphically.

As 'Lord of the World' (PGM 5.400,
7.668, 17b.I), of its order and its elements
(PGM 17B.I6-19), Hermes came to be asso
ciated with the central Hellenistic notion of
-Tychel-Fortuna, 'luck' or 'fortune' (PGM
8.52). Roman coins of the Imperial period
depict Fortuna carrying the typical caduceus
of Hermes (RIC 2, p. 16, no. 11 [69-71 CE».
The Oreek word hennaion, 'gift of Hermes',
has the sense of an unexpected, i.e., god
sent. piece of luck, and one of Hermes' epi
thets is Kerdoos. 'the gainful' (Lucian. Tim.
41; Alciphron 3.47; see Plutarch, De Tranq.
An. 12). In the Greek Magical Papyri,
Hermes is equated with the 'thread of the

Moirai'. 'the fates' (PGM 7.675-676, 17b.
II). A third century BCE inscription identi
fies Hermes with l)'chon (Il1schr. Magn. 203;
compare Clement of Alexandria, Protr.
10.81 and Hesych. in Theognost. Can. 33),
who apparently was personified as a minor
god of chance even ao; was t)'che as the god
dess (LS7). Related to the phallic character
of the herms, Tychon was originally a
priapic deity (Diodorus Sic. 4.6; Stmbo 588)
who may havc originated in Cyprus (H.
USENER, Der heilige Tycholl [LeipziglBerlin
1907». The name, which carries a general
sense of tyche or luck for its bearer
(ALGRM 5: 1386). may have preserved this
attribute of Hermes as a Christian homonym
in the hagiography of St. Tychon, a fifth
century bishop of Amathus in Cyprus, (A.
B. COOK, Zeus. A SlIld)' in Ancielll Religion
[Cambridge 1914-1940) I: 175-176, in addi
tion, see II.I: 675; and 11.2: 878 n. II, 879
n. 17 and 1163 re: Zeus; K. PREISENDANZ,
Tychon, ALGRM 5: 1381-1387).

Although one of the most well-known
and often-mentioned deities of the Greco
Roman world, few temples were dedicated
to Hermes and few festivals celebrated in
his name, and these were predominantly in
Arcadia. the likely region of his historical
origins (H. Merc. 1-2; 18.1-2). Pausanias
refers to a festival of Hermes in Tanagra in
which a boy carries a lamb around the walls
of the city on his shoulders in imitation of
Hermes who allegedly had averted a plague
by this same apotropaic practice (9.22.2);
Athenaeus writes of the Herma;a, a Cretan
festival characterized by the reversal of
social roles (639B). Although he had been
given a technique of divination by Apollo
(H. Merc. 550-568), Hermes had little to do
with such activity apart from a minor oracle
at Pharne (Pausanias 7.22.2-3).

A late Hellenistic (second-fourth centu
ries CE) anthology of philosophico-religious
writings, including also magical, alchemical
and astrological texts, was collected under
the name of Hermes Trismegistus or
'Hermes the thrice-great'. the Hellenistic
name for thc Egyptian deity -Thoth (PGM
4.886. 7.551-557). one of the most diverse
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and popular of the Egyptian deities. Sur
vivals of a more extensive literature (sec
now, for example, Codex VI 6 from the Nag
Hammadi library), the sometimes contradic
tory teachings of this Corpus Hermtticu11l
have little in common but their claim to this
common revelatory deity. And some have
argued that Thoth, sometimes euhemeri7.cd
in the Hermetic literature as an Egyptian
sage, shares little or nothing with the Greek
Hermes but his name. However, Thoth had
already been identified with the Greek
Hermes in the fifth century BCE. by
Herodotus (2.67, 2.138; see thereafter
Diodorus Sic. 1.16. 5.75; Strabo 104. 816;
Plutarch, Q. Can",i",. 9.3, Is. tt Os. 3, De
Gerr. 2; Cicero. De Nat. Dear. 3.22.56;
Horace. Canll. 1.10.3; Ovid. Fasti 5.668).
Another tradition. attributed to the third cen
tury BCE Egyptian priest, Manetho, reports
that the 'second Hermes'. i.e.• Hermes Tris
megistus, had received his teachings from
'Thoth. the first Hermes' (Ps.-Manetho;
Appendix I. Manetho, ed. W. G. WADDELL
[Cambridge. Mass. 1964) 208-211).

Like the Greek Hermes. the Egyptian
Thoth was a guide of souls who conducted
the dead to the underworld, an inventive
trickster and the messenger of the gods, the
inventor of writing (see Pliny, HN 7.191)
and the lord of wisdom (FOWDE.N 1986:22
23; COPENHAVER I992:xiii-xlv). Thoth's
association with wisdom may be alluded to
in the Bible in Job 38:36: "who has put wis
dom into {~nvt" The Hebrew word {~nvt,

otherwise unknown. corresponds closely to
the consonantal orthography of the Egyptian
form of 'Thoth' during the 18th Dynasty
when the deity's popularity had spread to
Phoenicia (M. POPE, Job, 3rd. edt [Garden
City 1973] 302). Further, Thoth was the god
of language, magic, medicine, the heavenly
bodies and their influence on individual
destiny (FowDEN 1986:22-23). Hennes had
been associated specifically with language
since Plato (see above), as had been Thoth
(Phdr. 2740; Ph/b. 18B); and with magic,
or 'wonderous deeds', since Homer. The
sandals which Hermes fabricated to help his
escape with Apollo's cattle, for example, are

described as "wonderful things, unthought
of, unimagined" (H. Merc. 80-81). Further,
Hermes is described as possessing a golden
staff or wand (rhabdos) which, similar to
Circe's own magic wand (Homer, Od. 10.
238, 319), enabled him to overpower human
senses (Homer, II. 24.343). Hermes' rhahdos
is described as the gift of Apollo: "gold,
with three branches...accomplishing every
task. whether of words or deeds that are
good, which [Apollo) c1aim[s) to know
through the utterance of Zeus" (H. Merc.
529-532). Chr)'sorrhapis, 'of the golden
wand' is, in fact, also one of Hermes' epi
thets (Homer, Od. 5.87. 10.277; H. Merc.
539). According to the Odyssey, Hemles
showed Odysseus the uses of the herb
'Moly' (10.302-306). a pJwnllakon that pro
tected him against Circe's own alchemical
pJllln1wkon (Od. 10.287-292). And. in lhe
Hellenistic period. he was known as the
'inventor of drugs' (PGM 8.27) and one of
the founders of the Hellenistic alchemical
tradition (Zosimos. On the utter Omega 5).
Some considered Hermes also to be lhe
inventor of astrology (Hyginus, Poet. ASlr.
2.42.5) and the Christian-Gnostic Peratai
cited Hermes Trismegistus in their astro
logical speculations (Hippolytus, Ref. 5.9).
R. REITZENSTEJN has suggested that these
Hermetic texts may constitute 'uJe-/'.'ys
lerien', 'literary mysteries', in which a reader
experiences the effects of actual cultic in
itiation imaginatively (He/leni.'ilic M)'.'ilef)'
Religions [1926], Eng. trans. J. E. Steely
[Pittsburgh 1978] 51-52, 62). Whatever their
social and cultic origins. one of the most
interesting characteristics of these texts, the
production of which was contemporary with
those of the New Testament, is the influence
of the Old Testament and intertestamental
traditions upon balh (DODD 1964).

III. The Greek Hemles played a con
linuing role in the religious environment of
early Christianity (sec e.g., Philo. Decal. 54;
Quod Onl1l. Prob. 101; Leg. 93-102), as
evinced by the recurring polemics of the
Church Fathers against him (e.g., Justin. I
Apol. 21-22; Hippolytus, Ref. 5.2; Clement
of Alex., Protr. 2.24, 4.44, 10.81; Origen,
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C.eds. 1.25, 6.78; L3ctantius, but. 1.10.7);
and he is one of the few Greco-Roman dei
ties mentioned in the New Testament by
name. When Barnabas and Paul ned the
hostile mobs that confronted them in Icon
ium, they went first to the city of Lystra in
Lycaonia (Acts 14:5-6). a Roman colony
established by Augustus as part of the de
fence of the Province Galatia. where. upon
the healing of "a man cripple from birth" by
Paul (Acts 14:8-10; compare the similar
account in Acts 3:2-8 of a healing by Peter),
the crowds acclaimcd the apostles as "gods
come down to us in the likeness of men".
Wh~reas P~ul was reputedly taken for a
deity also by the inhabitants of Malta fol
lowing his survival of a poisonous snake
bite (Acts 28:6-in this case, however, a
heating follows the acclamation), the deities
with whom the apostles were identified in
Lycaonia were specifically named by the
Lystrans: "Barnabas they cal1ed Zeus, and
Paul.they callcd Hemles" (Acts 14:11-12).
The two apostles were identified with deities
by the Lystrans because of Paul's wonder
ous cure of the cripple (Acts 14: II), but
Paul was identified specifically with' Hennes
"because he was the chief speaker" (/10
heg'oumenos IOu logou)-almost precisely
the characterization of Hennes by the third·
century neo-Platonist, lamblichus. as the
god "who i.s the leader in speaking" (Iam
blichus, Myst. 1.1: ho tOll logoll hegemoll).
Inscriptions and statues associating these
two deities arc documented from this region.
but only from the third century CE (H.
SWOBODA, J. KEIL & F. KNOLL (cds.),
Denkmliler aus L)'kaoniell, Pamphyliell und
Isallrien lBmolLeipziglVienna 1935] no.
146). At the beginning of the first century,
however, Ovid had told a story, set in near
by Phrygia, in which Jupiter (Zeus) and
Mercury (Hermes) also appear together dis
guised as mortals (Met. 8.611-725).

The narrative point of the identification of
Barnabas and Paul with Zeus and Hermes
by the Lystrians and the dramatic rejection
of this identification by the apostles (Acts
14:14) seems to be the establishment of a
sharp contrast., in the context of the Lycaon-

hm mission, between gentile deities and the
Christians' "living God" (Acts 14:15), on
the one hand, cven as a distinction between
the "unbelieving Jews" and the Christians is
made in the previous and following passages
(Acts 14:1-7, 19-23), on the other. Addition
ally, the wammt of Hermes and Zeus had
been associated, since Plato, with the verac
ity of ambassadors and messengers (Leg.
941 A; Diodorus Sic. 5.75.1; see Philo, Quod
Omll_ Prob. 99). Thus, the author of ACl'i is
also indicating the legitimacy of the Chris
tian foreign mission in the narrative context
of Paul's and Barnabas' first eotirely non
Jewish audience.

'Hennes' also appears in the New Testa
ment as a personal name in the list of those
to whom Paul sends greetings in Rome
(Rom 16:14). Hennes was the most 'com
mon theophoric name in the Roman empire,
including Greece (J. BAUMGART, Die romi
sc!,ell SklllVelllWmetl [diss. Breslau 1936]
47); even as Hennes was "essentially a god
of simple people" (GUTHRIE 1950:91), 'his
name was borne mostly by humble people
and especially by gladiators (see, e.g.,
Martial 5.24 and the analysis by VERSNEL
1990:206-251). Theophoric names ideally
indicated an alliance with the deities from
whom they were taken and something of
their 'power and honour' (Plutarch, DeI.
Orac. 421 E): but despite the account in Acts
of Barnabas' and Paul's rejection of any
association with Zeus and Hermes, the elim
ination of pagan theophoric names was not
so early and thorough as might have been
expected. The frequency of the name
Hermes in Christian circles, especially as a
martyr-name, is a C3.'ie in point (I. KAJANTO,
Onomastic Studies in the Ear/y Christiall
Inscriptions of Rome and Carthage [Hel
sinki 1963] 87, 97). Although nothing more
is known with any certainty about the
Hermes of Rome greeted by Paul. he was.
according to Eastern (Greek) liturgical tradi
tion, one of the 'seventY- disciples of Jesus
(Lk 10: I) who succeeded Titus as Bishop of
Dalmatia to become Bishop of Salona
(Spalato) in Dalmatia before suffering
martyrdom (the Menaion and the Men%gion
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for November 4; sec also the sixth-century
Pseudo-Dorotheus and Pscudc.Hippolytus).
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L. H. MARTIN

HERMON jOiii
I. Mount Hermon is mentioned several

times in the Hebrew Bible (e.g. Deut 3:8;
Josh II :3.17). The prominent mountain at
the west-end of -Lebanon and Anti
Lebanon rises to a height of 2.814 m above
sea-level. Its modem name is Jebel e.f-Sell
"Mountain of the Hoar" or Jebel et·talg
"Mountain of Snow", both designations
pointing to the long-lasting snow-cap on its
summit. The etymology of Hennon (Heb
~lcn1l(11) is disputed: a) The root I,IRM 1
Niph. means "to be split". cf. Ar ~lUrallla

"perforate". This may describe the situation
of the mountain massif separated from the
Lebanon. b) I,tRM (( HiphJHoph. only,
means "consecrate (to annihilation)" and
belongs to the same word-field as Ar ~Utram,

the "consecrJted. separated district" and
may refer to the exalted position of the
mountain and its holiness. too. The ending
-On may be used in nnalogy to l~bil1l(J1I as a
denominative adjective. As an imposing
mountain, Hennon has been endowed with
divine traits in West Semitic traditions.

II. In early times the name of the Her
mon is not known in extra-biblical sources,
but according to Deut 3:9 "the Sidonians
call him -~Sirion, the Amorites Senir·'. This
last designmion. used also in Egyptian (snr
Ramses III. see J. SIMONS. Handbook for
the Study of Eg)ptial/ Topographical LJJts
Relating to Westem AJia (Leidcn 1937) list
XXVII 117, s-n-n-r) and the OT in Ezek
27:5; Cant 4:8; I Chr 5:23. is in the Assyr
ian annals of Shalmanescr III reported as the
refugee of king Hazael of Damascus (kursa_
n;-nl. \VO I [1947/J952} 265:6; 2 [1954/
1959] 38:49; Iraq 14 [1962J 94:22). L3ter
on the Assyrians in the time of Sennacherib.
Esarhaddon find Ashurbanipaf used the
name !tursi-ra-ra (references in S. PARPOLA.
Neo-A....~)'riall Topml)'I1IJ [AOAT 6; Kevelaer/
Neukirchen-Vluyn 1970J 3 i2) with the nddi
tional infomlation that cedar-beams had
been cut there. It is probable that not Her
mon alone but the whole Anti-Lebanon is
meant in this context. Therefore in a lips"r
litany (used a.c; an incantation for purifi
cation) the kursi-ra-ra (var. [si-rJa-a) besides
the Lebanon is invoked.

According to the OT, Hermon is inhabi-
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ted by Hiwites (Josh 12:5; Judg 3:3),
belongs to -Og from -Bashan (Josh 12:5)
and fonns, as thc region belonging to thc
tribe of Manasseh, thc northcrn frontier of
the Eastern-Jordan country (Josh II: 17;
Deut 3:8). These-historically incorrect
attributions show the significance of the
land-mark of this holy mountain, where
-Baal Hermon (Judg 3:3; I Chr 5:23) was
venerated. Therefore in Ps 89: 13 Hennon
and Mount -Tabor "sing forth Your (Yah
weh's) namc". Nevertheless no Iron Age
sanctuary has yet been found on Hernlon or
in its surrounding valleys.

'DI. In Hellenistic-Roman times Hennon
belonged to the kingdom of the Ituraeans.
The ruins of various little temples of Hellen
istic type may point to places where Ituraean
cults were perfonned. At the top of the
mountain at Qasr CAntar a sanctuary with an
oval lemenos has been identified (C.
WA·RREN. PEFQS I [1869/1870] 210-215)
and an inscription is dedicated tou Iheou
megistou J.1ai) hagioll, "to the greatest and
holy god". He is adored by people who
swore in his name. This brings to mind the
tale in 1 Enoch 6:4-6 about the 200 -'angels
who met on the top of Hermon, swearing an
oath therc before they came down to im
pregnatc human wives. Another inscription
from QaICat Gandal, dated 282 CE, mentions
a priest of "Zeus megistos", the Greek
designation of the Baal Hennon. At the foot
Of the mountain another sanctuary has been
identified with the cult of Leukolhea, prob
ably a local representation of -Astarte
(OG1S 611). Not far from there a Iittlc sanc
tuary has been found at Senaim with an altar
showing the· relief of -Helios, so this sun
god may also have been venerated at
Hennon. Bearing this in mind it is not sur
prising to hear that Eusebius in his Onomas
lleon (ed. Klostermann, Vol.IIUI [1904] 20)
sub Aemlon testifies that Hermon was still
venerated as a holy mountain in his days.
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W. ROLLIG

HEROS iipro;
I. Heros (llPro;) is a word of uncertain

etymology, perhaps rel:lted to the name
-Hera (Augustine, CD 10,2; ADAMS 1987).
It has two main semantic fields: in Greek
myth and cpos, a heros is a human warrior
of the heroic agc; in religion, he is a (real or
fictitious) dead person who remained power
ful also in death, and who therefore received
cult. Religious theorists defined heroes as
intennediate beings between man and -·god
<'u!i9cOl, half-gods). In the Bible Heros
occurs only in the toponym 'City of the
Heroes', which is the LXX rendering for
Goshen in Gen 46:28-29.

II. Greek religion counted a theoretically
limitless number of heroes who range from
godlike figures like -.Herakles to ordinary
dead humans. Evolutionary historians ofrelig
ion tried to categorize them along two main
lines of development (BRELICIl 1958:11-16):
a Euhemeristic model understood all heroes
as former mortals who had become objects
of cult, and a rival theory defined them as
decayed gods; combinations were tried as
wcll (FARNELL 1921; BURKERT 1977:314).

In the course of Greek religious history,
the concept of heros underwent some
changes. It is uncertain whether heroes
existed already in Mycenaean religion; the
Linear B tablel~ seem to attest offerings to
Trisheros (Tiriseroe in Pylos, G~IV\R[)

ROUSSEAU 1968:222-224). In the hcxametri
cal poetry of the early archaic age (Homer
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and Hesiod), the heroes were the human
warriors of an earlier age: they had fought
the wars of Thebes and Troy, they were
sung in the epos, and they panly continued
their existence on the Islands of the Blessed
(Hesiod, Erga 156-173). Together with the
rise of the polis in the 8th century BCE,
many fonnerly unattended Mycenaean
tombs began to receive cult as the presumed
graves of heroes known through the epos,
especially local ancestors, like Menelaus in
Spana or Agamemnon in Mycenae; often.
their cult place was trnnsferred to the
agora-they had become symbols of pol
itical identity (WHITLEY 1988; CALLIGAS
1988). Greek colonization introduced the
cult of the founder hero (oik;stes), usually
on the agora of the colony: it became one of
the main cultic tokens for the colony's pol
itical identity. Hero cult continued this func
tion; when political circumstances changed.
a hero could be replaced by another (e.g.
Sikyon, 6th century BCE: Herodotus 5.67:
Amphipolis, 422 BCE: Thucydides 5,11).

To the Greeks, heroes always were his
torical beings. often ancestors. despite their
frequent origin from myth and epic. This
opened up the possibility of heroi7.ation of
deceased historical persons. even contem
poraries. But at least in the archaic and clas
sical ages. heroiz.ation always resulted from
a panicular status during life, or from an
unusual death. Founding heroes (who could
be purely mythical. like the Neleid founders
of Ionian cities) and warriors had perfonned
special deeds during their life: warriors still
fitted into the epic definition of heroes. In
other cases. symbolic value and future pro
tection seem more imponant, as with the
heroes of Klcisthenes' newly founded ten
tribes (KRON 1976).

A second wave of heroic cult~ is attested
in the 4th century BCE. It resulted from the
new need for Greek self-definition best
attested by [socrates which led to the resto
ration and intensification of trnditional hero
cults (ALCOCK 1991). During the Hellenistic
age. ordinary humans, whose heroi7.ation
had began in extraordinary cases during the
archaic and classical age. were more and

more honoured with heroic cult; only in
very rare cases, was this honour extended to
living contemporaries. Though modem
interpreters tend to emphasize the indis
criminate use of the title heros which would
make it vinually synonymous with "dead",
the evidence proves that on the contrary
heroes still were humans whose life or death
was in some way outstanding (GRAF
1985: 123-137). Prominent among the new
heroes are (I) the ahoro; (those who died
young) and (2) the cuergeta;, the bene
factors; both often received tomb and cult
not among the ordinary dead outside the city
walls, but inside the polis in the gymnasium
or on the agora.

A hero makes himself felt by showing
superhuman power after death-he is at
least expected or dreaded to do so; this
holds true for traditional heroes and for
more recent ones. The epic heroes promoted
to national powers are protectors of their
polis; in order to increase such protection, a
community could introduce a new heroic
cult or reinforce an existing one like the
Spanan cult of Orestes, whose bones were
brought to Spana and buried in the newly
founded Oresteion during a calamitous war
with Tegea in order to help them (Herodotus
1,67 Pausanias, 3.11.10; WIDE 1893:352).
During the reconstruction after the Persian
wars. Kimon brought the bones of Theseus
into his earlier sanctuary on the agora (Plut
arch. Theseus 36; for a list of Attic cults of
Theseus, see KEARNS 1989: 168-169); in this
case and in that of all founder heroes, the
hope of continued protection by the heros
fits his role as a national symbol (GARLAND
1992:82-98). Athletes had to show not only
extrnordinary prowess in order to receive
cult, but also a special fonn of death. be it
madness and miraculous disappearance (Cle
omedes of Astypalaea. Pausanias, 6,9.7:
FARNELL 1921:365-366) or less common
features (Theagenes of Thasus whose statue
killed an enemy, Paus. 6,11,8; FARNELL
1921 :365).

This continued with the heroicized mor
tals of the hellenistic epoch. The eliergetai
(benefactors) often were extraordinary men,
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and their cult as heroes euergrtai did not
only commemorate their benefactions but
also expressed the wish for continual
benefit. In some cases mortals received
heroic cult not with their individual name
but with a designation of their heroic func
tion, heros plolllodotis ("Giver of Riches".
GRAF 1985: 129-130). heros flllnfnes
("Well-disposed". GRAF 1985: 121-125); this
is comparable to the old hiros iatros ("Phy
sicianU

) in Athens (KEARNS 1989: 17 I -172).
Those who had died young (ahoroi) were a
dangerous category among the dead; they
were not called for. they came back out of
an unfulfilled desire for life and potential
hate for those still living; the making of a
hero was preceded by manifestations of their
continued activity, like appearance in dre
nms (a young man, HERMANN & POl.ATKAN
1969:Nr. 1) or more dreadful signs (the
heros of South Italian Temesa who was
identified with Polites. a Homeric hero
whom the Temesians had killed; he
strangled the natives of Temesa until he was
appeased by sacrifice and finally driven out.
Vo~ GElSAU 1975). Such malevolent heroes
(aharoi, biaiothanaroi) could play a role in
magic, as mediators between the world of
the living and the dead and helpers of the
sorcerer (PGM IV 1390-1495, "heroes or
gladiators or other victims of violence").

Heroic cult was never unifornl. Though
often containing elemento; of non-Olympian
ritual, it does not altogether fit into the
dichotomy of Olympian and chthonic (BUR
KERT 1977:306-312). The sanctuaries of
heroes were not only tombs but exhibited
different foans. from the enclosed tomb to'
the lemenos with grove, well. temple and
nItar (KEARNS 1992). Only when divine and
heroic cult are paired, docs the dichotomy
become relevant (e.g. in Olympia. where the
nightly sacrifice of a black victim into a pit
in the precinct of Pelops preceded the sacri
fice at the altar of -Zeus Olympios). In
other instances, a heroic cult may contain
elements of Olympian ritual as well as those
of funeral cult. including ritual lament. The
one central feature of heroic cult. though. is
the common meal at the heroion (NOCK

1944) as an expression of the importance
which the hero has for the community
gathered around his cult-place; from it.
heroic iconography develops the meal scene
ao; a standard theme in its iconographic
repertoire (DENTZER 1982).

III. Heros appears in Gen 46:25 LXX
(Jos. AIll. 2.184) as the translation of Heb
GeSen. Heroopolis in Egypt. Jewish writers
could consider heroes as a typical Greek
phenomenon (Philo. plalll. 14; Josephus
Bell. Iud. 2. I56). Philo disputes the mytho
logical concept of hbnitheoi as the offspring
of divine and human on theological grounds
(vit. cOlllempl. 6.3; decal. 156); but he
accepts the philosophical definition of
heroes as the purest souls living close to the
ether. and he identifies them with the
angeloi of Mosaic tradition (Plalll. 14; but
sec Gig. 6. where he considers the -angels
of Gen 6:2 as daimones).

Christian writers first accepted the teffil
and the concomitant belief in dangerous and
demonic dead (Tertullian. De an. 49.2).
Augustine. however. argued for a positive
connotation of the tCffil and a differentiation
from the negative cJaemones: in the Chris
tian sense. heroes were the martyrs (CD
10.2 I). This not only followed a use of the
word already known in Christian poetry. but
laid the theoretical foundation for the cult of
the saints as the Christian hero cult (BROWN
1981 ).
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HOBAB-·HUMBABA

HOKl\1AH -. WISDOM

HOLY AND RIGHTEOUS
KAI DIKAIOS

-> HOSIOS
\

I

adjective qadOI, 'the Holy One'. is attestcd
as a name for -·Yahweh in the MT. The
root QDS occurs frcquently in West-Semitic
languages a~ a verb, a<; an adjective 'holy',
or as a substantivc 'sanctuary, sacred object.
sacred personnel' (HonuzER-JoNGEUNG,
DNWSI 993-97 S.v. qd~I-3)' A number of
scholars ao;sume that in Ugaritic texts qds
refcrs to a deity. A figure called qdI(.t)
appears on Egyptian monuments in the con
text of Canaanite deities. The idcntity of the
supposcd deity qdf is a dcbatcd issue.

II. Ugaril. The root QDS is attcsted in
Ugaritic as a vcrb (XElLA 1982: 10), as an
adjectivc 'holy' (XELLA 1982: 13). or as a
noun. The mcanings 'consecratcd gift'
(XELLA 1982: 10) and 'cultic personncl',
vocalized qad(i)su (XELLA 1982: 12-13;
HUEIINERG,\RD 1987) arc known. but 'holy
placc' or 'chapel', vocalizcd qidIu, is the
most frequently attestcd meaning (X ELLA
1982: 10-12; HUEIINERGARD 1987).

In some of the literary tcxts from Ugarit,
the tenn qdI is uscd as a divine epithet. The
gods are sometimes called 'the sons of qdI',
in the parallelism 'the gods /I the sons of
qdJ (ifm /I bll qdJ; KTU 1.2 i 20f. i 37f, 1.17
i 2f. i 6-8. i 12f. i 21 f). Secondly, the hero
Keret is said to be the 'son of El and the
offspring of the Benevolent One and qdJ'
(krt bnm if Jpb Ilpn wqdJ, KTU 1.16 i lOf, i
20·22); 'the Bcnevolent One' is a standard
cpithet of -·El (M. POPE, £1 in the Ugllritic
Texts [Lciden 1955J 44). Two important
interpretations have becn put forward to
explain these references.

A number of scholars consider qds to be
an epithct or name of ~Asherah (aIrt) , the
mother goddess and consort of EI. This fits
neatly into the context of the references; the
parallelism 'the gods /I the sons of qds' can
be juxtaposed to the parallelism 'the gods /I
the sons of Asherah' (ifm /I h" aIrt; KTU
1.3 v 3f, v 38f; 1.4 i lOf. iv 51, v 1). Both
phmscs would refer to the same group of
deitics. This thesis has been defcnded by.
amongst others, OESE 1970: 149-50: J.e.
DE MOOR. The Seasonal Pattern ill the Uga
ritie Myth of Bae/u (AOAT 16; Neukirchcn
Vluyn 1971) 130; DAY 1986: 389.
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The principal difficulty presented by the
identification of qdJ with Asherah is the fact
that qdJ is morphologically masculine and
therefore not an adjective appropriate of a
female deity. M. DAHOOD. Psalms I (AB
16: New York 1966) 176 tries to solve the
problem by the assumption that qdJ stands
for the abstraction ·holiness'. and that there
fore it could be applied to a goddess. This
line of reasoning does not carry conviction.
The problems inherent in the identification
of qdJ with Asherah have been spelled out
by XELLA 1982: 13-15. He argues that there
is no compelling reason to identify the 'sons
of Asherah' with the 'sons of qdI'; it is not
excluded that different groups of deities nre
intended. The reference to the 'sons of qdJ'
in KTU 1.2 iii 19f ([k.bnJ I [qd)f). occurring
in a similar context as references to 'sons of
Asherah t earlier in the myth, can also be
read the 'sons of Asherah' ([k.bn] I [a!r]t).
Note however that his suggestion is not
taken over by he editors of KTlfl (1995).
who merely observe that the restauration
[qd]J is uncertain. The mythological paren
tage of Keret ('son of El and the offspring
of the Benevolent One and qdS') only refers
to his father, the creator god EI. Keret is
'the offspring of the benevolent and holy
one (= EI)', since bn i/ is parallel to Ipb llpn
wqdJ. Xella also rejects the proposal to con
sider qdJ an abstract noun 'holiness',
applied to Asherah, and concludes that qdJ
in the Ugaritic literary texl') is an epithet of
EI. M. POPE, EI in the Ugaritic Texts (Lei
den 1955) 43-44; WIGGINS 1991: 389;
\VYATf 1995: 186; and K. VAN DER TOORN.
Family Religion in Babylonia, Syria and
Israel (Leiden 1996) 326. also interpret qdJ
as an epithet of EI.

Egypt. A number of objects are known
from the New Kingdom. mainly from the
Rarnesside period. which bear witness to the
cult of a deity qdI. considered to be Canaan
ite on account of her name (for references to
the objects & lit see STADEl-MANN 1984).
On stelas and amulets she is represented as
a nude goddess in a characteristic attitude,
showed frontally. standing on a lion and car
rying snakes and/or flowers in her hands.

She wears a wig shaped as that of -.Hathor
and is frequently depicted in the context of a
triad with -·Min and -.Resheph. Both her
attributes (nudity, wig) and the link with
Min and Resheph indicate an association
with fertility and sexuality. The representa
tion of qdJ in Egyptian art is atypical, espe
cially in view of the frontal representation.
but the style, attributes and formalized com
position of her representation suggest a nati
ve Egyptian development of an unknown
Syrian model (HELeK 1966: 7-10). On some
objects (STADEUfANN 1984: nos. A. I. 6; B.
5, 8, 10) qds wears a moon crescent on her
he..'ld.

One representation (STADEl-MANN 1984:
no. A. 3) identifies the figure by an inscrip
tion containing the names of three Semitic
deities qdI.t cs!r.t cn[l.t. STADEUtANN

1967: 114-15 explains the arrangement of
the lines by assuming that qcJS.t refers to an
aspect of the goddesses mentioned, linking
the line giving qdI,t with the two other
lines, resulting in an interpretation "the holi
ness of -'Astarte. the holiness of -'Anat".
Others interpret this object as representing a
fusion of three Canaanite deities (e.g. DAY
1986: 389). The most plausible option is to
consider the stela as an expression of wors
hip to three related Canaanite deities, repre
sented by a single figure (WIGGINS 1991:
384-86).

Other references bear out that qdI recei
ved worship as an independent deity. espe
cially in the city of Memphis. In pSallier 4
r. I, 6 (R. A. CAMINOS, Late-Egyptian Mis
cellanies [Oxford 1954J 333 and 337-38)
she appears in an enumeration of the pan
theon of Memphis and in pLeiden 343+345.
23, 2 (A. MASSERT. The Leiden Magical
Papyrus I 343+1 345 [OMRO Supplement
op de Nieuwe Reeks 34; Lciden 1954J 27
and 91) she appears in a magic spell. In the
inscription on a stone bowl. the authenticity
of which has been questioned (STADEl-
MANN 1984: 27), she is mentioned alongside
-.Ptah. Anat and Astarte (D.B. REDFORD,
New light on the Asiatic campaigning of
Moremheb, BASOR 211 [I973J 36-49).

WIGGINS 199 I: 387 argues that the Egyp-
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tian theonym is best rendered*QcdeSct, a
Semitic female name. Egyptian texts treat
the theonym as a feminine word, but the
hieroglyphs chosen to render this theonym
are not explicit about the final consonant.
The orthography of the theonym is qdlt
(STADELMANN 1984: nos. A. I, 3, C. 1, 2)
or qds (STADELMANN 1984: nos. A. 6 [?];
B. 5, 6, 8; C. 3). In Late Egyptian the femi
nine marker -t was no longer pronounced,
but was often preserved in the orthography
(J. CERJI.,'Y &. S. I. GROLL, A Late Egyptian
Grammar [StPsm 4; Rome 1984] §§ 1.9 and
4.1.1). In this case, however, in all examples
the final -t is part of a compound determina
tive to indicate a female deity, composed of
the signs 'bread' (A. GARDINER, Egyptian
Grammar [3rd ed.; Oxford 1957], sign X I)
and 'egg' (idem, sign H 8). Moreover, there
arc no attestations of this theonym in which
a group writing is used to explicitly render
the feminine ending -o1(u) of Semitic words
or names (CERNY &. S. I. GROLL, A lAte
Egyptian Grammar [StPsm 4; Rome 1984]
§§ 4.1.1; J. E. HOCII, Semitic Words in
Egyptiall Texts of the NeH: Kingdom and
Third IIl1cn7lediatc Period [Princeton 1994]
443-45). The available indications therefore
are insufficient to demonstrate the proposed
pronunciation.

The supposed link between Ug qds and
Eg qdJ, a... well a... their identification with
Asherah, are frequently taken for granted,
mainly on the authority of influential text
books (W. F. ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and the
Gods of Canaan [London 1968] 106; F. M.
CROSS, Canaanite Myth and hebrew Epic
[Cambridge, Mass. 1973] 33-35). Two
recent dissertations give an overview of the
available infornlation, without accepting or
rejecting the traditional identification (c.
FREVEL, Aschera WId der AusschliesslicJl
keitsampruch YHWH.'i: Beirraege ZIl Iirerari
schen, religionsgeschicllllichen und ikono
graphischell Aspekten der Ascheradiskllssion
[BBB 94; Weinheim 1995] Vol II, 887-889;
T. BILDER, Asherah. Goddess in Ugarit,
Israel and tire Old TeJtamellt [JSOTSup
232; Sheffield 1997] 54-61). However, the
identification of Ug qds and Eg qdJ should

be abandoned for linguistic reasons. The
Ugaritic references are undoubtedly mascu
line, whereas the Egyptian references are
grammatically feminine. The hieroglyphic
writing does not allow one to establish the
morphological shape of the theonym. The
best option is to consider Ug qds an epithet
of EI, and Eg qds(.t) the epithet of a Can
aanite goddess taken over and developed in
Egypt.

The origin of the Canaanite goddess
appearing on Egyptian monuments is unk
nown. W. HELCK supposes a relationship of
this goddess with a nominal form of the root
QD~. meaning 'votive gift, sacred object',
originally referring to a figurine. When such
figurines, serving as amulets, were worship
ped in their own right, the ternl qdJ began to
serve as an epithet of the Great Syrian God
dess (1966: 7-10). WINTER 1983: 112-113
regards qds as the representation of an erotic
aspect of the Syrian great goddess and E.
LIPINSKI, The Syro-Palestinian Iconography
of Woman and Goddess, lEi 36 (1986) 89
90, interprets Eg qdJ as a word meaning
'amulet' or 'sacred object' and draws a
parallel with Akk qlldiiJlI, 'ring', worn as a
fertility amulet and mentioned in first mil
lennium cuneiform texts. These specula
tions, however, remain dubious and do not
take into account the gender of the deity. A
simple solution is to translate 'the Holy
One', an epithet of an unidentified Canaan
ite goddess.

In Palestine and Syria terracottas and
bronze reliefs and jewelry with representa
tions of a naked lady in the style of the
Egyptian qdJ attest to the spread of the
Egyptian type of this female deity during the
Late Bronze Age (WINTER 1983: 113-114
and fig. 38-43). These objects presumably
served as fertility amulets and, in view of
lhe c1o~e resemblance of the Egyptian and
Syrian represcntations, the same deity must
be involvcd.

III. Thc adjective qdJ applied to EI in
Ugaritic texts can be compared to the name
qiidoJ given to Yahweh in some Bible pas
sages (K. VAN DER TOORN, Family Religion
ill Babylonia, Syria ami l.mIel [Lcidcn
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1996] 326). In these cases it is not marked
by an article and appears in the singular (Isa
40:25; 57:15; Hab 3:3; Job 6:10) and plural
(Hos 12: 1; Prov 9: 10; 30:3). The appl ication
of the title to Yahweh is presumably the
result of the identfication of Yahweh with EI
(note the paraIlelism of QiidM or QedoJim
with El and -Eloah in Hos 12: I; Hab 3:3).

The precipitate identification of Ug I Eg
qd1 with Asherah constituted an argument
for the much disputed etymology of the
deity Ug Aln, Akk As;rlUm I AsriitUln and
Heb ;'dIird (-Asherah) as '(sacred) place'
on the basis of the Semitic root )JR (\VYATT
1995: 183). Since also Ug qdf might be
interpreted as 'sanctuary', this increased the
plausibility of the identification of A-;herah
and *Qudshu (cf. DAY 1986: 388-89: GESE
1970: 150; DE MOOR 1973: 473-74). But
since the identifation of qdJ and Asherah
has become dubious, this argument to def
end the proposed etymology of ;'(iferii no
longer holds.
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F. VAN KOPPEN &. K. VAN DER TOORN

HOLY SPIRIT dipil nil 1t\'£u~a arlOV

I, The expression 'holy spirit' occurs

only three times in the aT (Ps 51: 13; Isa
63: 10.11) but is part of a large semantic
field in which rtia~I, referring to some form
of divine action, is the central component
(about 250 times in the On. In the NT the
expression occurs 84 times whereas pneumll,
referring to the divine spirit (with or without
attributes), occurs about 350 times. Within
the Bible neither r(ia~I nor pneuma are used
as a divine name. They arc not worshipped
as divine beings. The religious use of the
words derives from general, non-religious
usage. The basic meaning of both words is
'air in motion', either as 'wind' or as
'breath'. 'Wind' as an action beyond human
control easily develops into a metaphor of
divine or supernatural action. 'Breath' is
inherent in every living creature and hence
becomes an equivalent of 'life' and 'soul' as
opposed to 'death' and -·'dead'. It develops
into the meaning 'spirit', i.e. that which dis
tinguishes man from other creatures. In the
realm of the divine it means 'spirit' as a
quality or attribute of the deity as distinct
from the earthly world.

II. In the aT, the two basic meanings of
Heb rfiab, 'wind' and 'breath', converge
when the word is connected with -Yahweh
as his 'spirit' (23 times) or as the 'spirit of
--God' (16 times), or with a possessive pro
noun referring to the deity.

The most import.'mt areas of divine action
in which the divine rfia~l is involved are (a)
the charismatic leadership in the early
period before kingship, and (b) ecstatic
prophecy.

(a) Charismatic leaders"ip: In times of
distress and oppression Yahweh singles out
leaders to liberate the oppressed people and
empowers them through his n'ia~l to fulfil
this task. Often the spirit enables them to
perform miraculous acts of military or even
physical strength. I Sam 11:6 shows that the
spirit may also arouse anger. Usually these
experiences are transitory. I Sam 16: 13 tells
that the spirit of God came upon David
'from that day onward': this marks the tran
sition from an occasional action of the spirit
to a frequent repetition of the same experi
ence which leads to the idea of a permanent
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endowment. The connection between king
ship and the spirit, so prominent in Saul and
David, is not found in later texts. It returns
in prophecies of an eschatological -saviour,
king or prophet (lsa II :2; 42: I; 61: I).

(b) Ecstatic prophecy: in I Sam 10: 10
Saul meets a company of prophets Ulebel
nebi)im) who are in ecstasy (I'itnabbe» and
Saul soon shares their experience when the
spirit seizes him. Nothing is said about their
prophesying activities, but in 10:6 Saul is
told that they come with harp, tambourine,
flute and lyre and that he, like them, will
become .mother man. A similar story is told
in I Sam 19:18-24: Saul's messengers meet
a company of prophets (/ahaqar IWllllcbi'im.
LXX ekklesia prophet{m) in ecstasy
(nibbe>im, niphal), with Samuel standing at
their head and soon they share this experi
ence as the spirit of God comes upon them.
This happens also to the second and the
third group of messengers and finally even
to Saul himself. These stories show that
such companies of prophets operating under
the influence of the spirit of God were no
exception. Samuel's participation implies
that such collective ecstasy was considered
legitimate within Jahwistic religion.

Apart from Num II: 16-30. where the
moment of ecstatic behaviour serves to le
gitimate the administrative office of the
elders, no outbursts of the spirit arc recorded
in pre-conquest traditions. Presumably
collective ecstatic experiences as recorded in
I Sam 10 and 19, though familiar in many
cultures (cf. J. LINDBl.OM 1962:58), orig
inate in Canaanite religion (see Rll'GGREN
1982: 195-196). This is confinned by the
story of I Kgs 18:20-40, where the prophets
of -Baal are said to 'rave' l\'il1labbe)'i. as I
Sam 10:5-13 and 19:20-24).

This type of collective prophecy devel
oped into a more institutional form in the
pre-exilic period. A classic example is I
Kgs 22:5-28: the king of Israel assembles
four hundred prophets to give him an oracle
on his plans to attack Ramoth-Gilead. Ap
parently they belong to the royal court. Over
against these institutional prOpheL'i there is
the solitary prophet Micaiah. a representa-

tive of the type of prophets like -Elijah and
Elisha. Both the royal prophets and the inde
pendent prophet claim to possess the spirit
of Yahweh and the verb NB' is applied to
both in the meaning 'to prophesy'. This is
also the case in the prophetic writings, esp.
in Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

It is significant that, apart from Mic 3:8,
niab is never used to authorize the prophets
who claim to speak the word of Yahweh.
The reason for this is probably that the
prophets whom they considered to be false
prophets claimed to possess the spirit as in I
Kgs 22:24 (see Al8ERTZ 1979:748-749). In
post-exilic prophetic texts prophecy and the
spirit are again connected (cf. Isa 61: I, Zcch
7: 12. Ezek passim: the spirit not only falls
upon him and makes him speak the word of
Yahweh but also 'moves' him to various
places where he receives messages to pro
claim, cf. 3:12. 14; 8:3; 11:1,24; 43:5), not
as a real event but as a visionary experience,
as slllted explicitly in 11:24.

The idiom in connection with niab as
'wind' or 'breath' (as e.g. 'blowing' [N~B.

Isa 40:7] or 'bursting forth' [NS" Num
II :31]) is not transferred to the usage of
rliab as spirit. The spirit-idiom serves to
express the way in which the spirit is
experienced, either as moving towards
people or as being in or with them.

A distinction can be drawn between ani
mistic and dynamistic idiom. In animistic
idiom the spirit is pictured as a more or less
personal being who 'comes upon' people
(IIYlI tal, Num 24:2, Judg 3: 10; II :29; 1
Sam 19:20.23; 2 Chr 15:1; 20:14), or 'over
powers' them (~LI.t tal, lit. 'to be strong',
mostly rendered as 'to take possession',
Judg 14:6. 19; 15:4: I Sam 10:6, 10: 11 :6;
16:13: 18:10), or 'falls upon' them (NPl tal,
Ezek II :5). The spirit 'moves' (P(M, Judg
13:25). 'carries away' (NS', I Kgs 18:12;
2:16; Ezek 3, 14; 8. 3; II, 1; 43, 5). The
spirit 'departs' from people (SWR, I Sam 16:
14) or 'passes' from one person to another
('OR. I Kgs 22:24; 2 Chr 18:23). In dy
namistic idiom the spirit 'clothes' or 'sur
rounds' (l.8~, mostly rendered 'takes pos
session', Judg 6:34; IChr 12:19; 2 Chr 24:
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20). People may be 'filled with spirit' (ML"
Exod 28:3: 31:3; 35:21.31). The spirit is
'poured out upon' all people collectively
eRH, Isa 32:15; SPK, Ezek 39:29; Joel 3:1-2;
Zech 12:10; Y~Q Isa 44:3).

When the coming of the spirit is not
experienced as a momentary event it results
in enduring presence of the spirit. This state
is expressed in a much simpler idiom in
which the distinction between animistic and
dynamistic is less prominent. The idiom
consists of two different phrases: that of the
spirit 'resting upon' people (NWl,l cal, Num
11:25-26; 2 Kgs 2:15; Isa 11:2, often with
out a verb as e.g. Num II: 17) which may
have been understood originally as ani
mistic, and that of the spirit 'being in or
with' people (nyn bi, Gcn 41 :38; Num 27:
18: lsa 61: 1) which may have been of dy
namistic origin. They arc, however, no
longer connected with different concepts of
the spirit.

In the OT the spirit is primarily an in
strument of divine action upon individuals
or on the community, not in a metaphorical
way (like 'hand' or 'ann') but as belonging
to God or even as a pan of God. In Isa 30: I
and 40: 13 the spirit is mentioned in juxta
position to God himself, thus preparing the
way to a concept of God as spirit (John
4:24). The OT does not represent the spirit
as a divine being connected with, yet dis
tinct from God. It is always functioning as
an intermediary between God and mankind.

The phrase 'holy spirit', so prominent in
the NT and subsequent Christian literature,
appears in the OT only three times. In Ps
51:13 the psalmist prays that God will not
drive him from his face, i.e. from his pres
ence, and will not take away from him his
holy spirit. The parallelism suggests that the
divine spirit stands for the principle of life
in the human person: the plea of the psalm
ist is that he stny alive. In Isa 63: 10-11 there
is a double reference to the spirit of God's
holiness, representing his holy presence
among his people. When they sin and rebel
against God they grieve his representative in
them, the holy spirit.

III. Pneuma occurs 379 times in the NT.

In the singular it always means 'spirit',
either divine or human (except in 2 Thess
2:8). The plural usually refers to -unclean
spirilC;, -·angels (Heb I:7.14), or to multiple
manifestations of the divine spirit (Rev 1:4;
3: I; 4:5; 5:6).

The word P"euma occurs independently,
though in nearly two-thirds of the cases
characterized as hagion, 'holy'; less frequent
are the occurrences in genitival construc
tions with such terms as tlleoll. kyrioll (eit
her God or -"Christ), Christo" or lesoll. It
also occurs with following qualifying geniti
ve. as e.g. 'truth' (John 14:17; 15:26:
16:13). or as a hendiadys with qualifying
nouns, as e.g. 'power' (1 Cor 2:4).

In the imagery used in connection with
the spirit, two groups of related images can
De distinguished. In the one the spirit is
described in a personal way, either as subject
or as object; in the other the spirit is descri
bed as a power, force or influence, either
material or immaterial. The language used is
panly derived from biblical idiom and panly
from contemporary hellenistic material. The
following is a representative survey.

In the capacity of a person. the spirit is
described as being sent by God (Gal 4:6
exapesreilen, in 4:4 used with reference to
the -son of God, I Pet 2: 12, the Paraclete
sayings in John 14:26; 15:26). or as coming
upon people (Acts 1:8; 19:6; John 16: 13).
presumably to stay with them and to become
active when called upon (like the claimo"
paredros. see REILING 1973:88-90). In par
ticular in Acts this personal idiom is used:
the spirit speaks (8:29; 10: 19; 11: 12; 13:2;
20:23). sends (13:4), forbids (16:6) and
appoints (20:28). Alternatively people can
lie to (5:3). tempt (5:9), resist (7:51), grieve
(Eph 4:30) or insult (Heb 10:29) the spirit.
This usage paves the way to later doctrinal
developments.

Otherwise, the spirit is described as being
poured out like rain (Acts 2: 17-18.33; 10:45,
ef. Rom 5:5): people arc filled with the spirit
(Acts 2:4; 4:8.31; 9: 17; 13:9) as a moment
ary experience, or are full of the spirit (Actc;
6:3; 7:55; 11:24: 13:52; Eph 5:18) ac; a per
manent endowment. The same imagery is
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found in hellenistic sources (see REILING
1973:114-121). Baptism in or with the spirit
(Mark 1:8 and par.; John 1:33; cf. I Cor 12:
13) is a metaphor derived from immersion
in water. Like the Delphian elllhous;asmos
the spirit can be quenched (cf. VAN UNNIK
1968). The idiom of the gift, or the giving
of the spirit is also part of non-personal
usage (Luke 11: 13; John 3:34; Acts 8: 18:
15:8: I Cor 12:7; 1 Thess 4:8; I John 3:24:
4: 13). The general phrase 'to receive the
spirit' (John 20:22; Acts 2:38; 8: 15.17.19:
10:47: 19:2; Rom 8:15; 2 Cor 11:4: Gal 3:2,
14) is ambiguous.

In the gospel tradition -·Jesus is pictured
as a pneumar;kos, a man full of the spirit
and acting in the power of the spirit. The
spirit was bestowed on him immediately
after having been baptized by John. Mark
1: 10 describes the descending of the spirit as
a visionary experience of Jesus himself,
Matt 3: 16 and Luke 3:21-22 as a visible
event. John refers to it as an event observed
by John the Baptist. The symbol of the
-dove (not mentioned in John) may refer to
bar q61 because of the following proclama
tion from heaven (cf. H. GREEVEN, 1t£pUJ

'tepa, nVNT 6 (1959] 68, -Dove) or to the
image of the so-called 'soul-bird' ('See/en
vogel', see A. SCIIIMMEL, Seelenvogel, RGG
5 [1961] 1637), but it plays no part in the
symbolism of the holy spirit until much
later. This common tradition identifies Jesus
as the eschatological prophet of Isa 61: I,
anointed with the spirit (cf. II QMelch 18:
Luke 4: 18-21; Acts 10:38).

The first act of the spirit is to send Jesus
into the wilderness to be tempted by the
-devil. The words used by the evangelists
are indicative of their respective ideas of the
relationship between Jesus and the spirit. In
Mark I: 12 the spirit drives him (ekballe;, a
technical tenn of exorcisms) more or less
violently, in Matt 4: I he is led by the spirit
(allechrhe hypo rou pneumalOS, a neutral
phrase). In Luke 4: 1 Jesus is the subject of
the clause: he returns full of the spirit
(P/eres plleumalOs hag;ou, in Acts 6:3.5.8:
7:55: 11 :24 used to describe pennanent
endowment with the spirit) and he is led in,

not into, the wilderness under the innuence
of the spirit (ell ro; pneumar;, a less explicit
phrase than those of Mark and Matthew).
This picture of a spirit-endowed prophet is
also renected in Luke: Jesus returns to
Galilee endowed with the power of the spirit
(en clynomei pneumaros 4: 14) and in the
synagogue of Nazareth he identifies himself
as the spirit-anointed prophet of Isa 61: I.

In the synoptic report of Jesus' ministry
the spirit is mentioned only twice: in the
logion of the -sin against the holy spirit
(Mark 3:29: Matt 12:31-32; Luke 12:10 but
placed in a different context), and in the Q
logion of Matt 12:28 (Luke II :20 has
'finger' instead of pneuma), inserted in the
Marean Beelzebul-controversy preceding the
logion. The common clement in these texts
is that Jesus drives out -demons through
the spirit and to ascribe this to Beelzebul is
an unforgivable sin. The spirit both author
izes and empowers Jesus to drive out the
demons (cf. Luke 4:36). Their overthrow is
proof of the presence of the kingdom of
God and, implicitly, of the power of the
spirit through Jesus.

In Matthew and Luke the story of Jesus'
public ministry is preceded by stories about
his birth in which the spirit plays an import
ant part. Matt 1: 18-23 tells that before
having had intercourse with Joseph -Mary
was found to be pregnant of the holy spirit
(ek pneumaros hag;ou) and that this was
confirmed to Joseph by an angel in a dream.
In Luke the angel -Gabriel tells Mary that
she will have a son and that the holy spirit
will come upon her and that the power of
the Most High will overshadow her. There
fore her son to be born will be called 'holy
'and 'son of God'. Matthew's statement is
too short to admit of any interpretation of
the role of the spirit. The Lucan version,
however, is more explicit: the spirit comes
upon Mary (eperchomlli) as upon the dis
ciples at Pentecost (Acts 1:8; the actual
story has 'filled with the holy spirit', 2:4).
The overshadowing (ep;skiaze;n) of Mary
by the power of the Most High recalls the
cloud which overshadows Jesus and those
with him in the transfiguration story (Mark
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9:7 and par.) and the cloud overshadowing
the tent of meeting and the -'glory of God
filling the tent (Exod 40:35 LXX; Num
9: 18; 10:34-36, cf. Deut 33: 12 LXX; Isa
4:5). These parallels refer to the active pres
ence of God in a general way but not to
anything near the conception of a human or
divine being as in Luke I:34. The associa
tion of the spirit with conception cannot
therefore be explained in tenns of this
usage. nor in tenns of the divine spirit over
shadowing and obscuring nOlls when enter
ing a human person (Philo, Somn I 119, see
LElSEGANG 1922:25-27). Whatever the ori
gin and background of this image. the inten
tion of both statements in Matt I: 18 and
Luke I:34 is to connect Jesus with the spirit
from his conception on. Yet this does not
keep the evangelists from recording the
common tmdition of the spirit descending
upon Jesus at baptism. The fact that no
where in the rest of the NT the so-called
virgInal conception is mentioned or alluded
to suggests that it is a secondary tradition,
not supported by the pre-gospel tradition nor
by the primitive teaching as transparent
from the Pauline letters. Despite its great
impact on later doctrinal developments the
notion of the virginal conception docs not
belong to the earliest picture of Jesus as the
messenger of the kingdom of God. anointed
with the holy spirit (for a theological inter
pretation of these texts see R. E. BROWN.
The Birth ofthe Messiah [New York 19932]).

The experience of the spirit is one of the
most characteristic features in the life of the
earliest Christian ·communities. The promise
of its coming, recorded in the gospel tra
dition (Mark 1:8 and par.; Luke 24:49; Acts
I:8; John 7:39; 20:22; see also the Paraclete
sayings in 14:26; 15:26; 16:7-11.13-15).
reflect this experience. The Book of Acts
reports its coming in the community of
Jesus' followers in Jerusalem (2: I-4) and its
reception when people accept the gospel
(8: I5; 10:44; 19:6, also referred to in the
phrase 'Iambanein to pneuma Gal 3:3: Rom
8: 15-16; 2 Cor 11:4). Hence the spirit was
believed to be pennanently present in the
communities and to influence the conduct of
the believers towards one another (Gal 5:22;

Rom 14: 17). and to inspire them to lead a
life kata pneuma. following the guidance of
the spirit. Those who fail to meet this stan
dard are not entitled to be called pneumati
kos (1 Cor 3:1-4).

The spirit was experienced in more direct
manifestations, either as a rekindling of a
present gift or as a sudden outpouring.
These manifestations relate to (I) revelation.
(2) power. and (3) worship.

( I) Paul ranks apostles. prophets and
teachers (in this order) at the top of an enu
meration of gifts of the spirit (1 Cor 12:28)
and claims that the wisdom which he
preaches as an apostle. his gospel, was re
vealed to him by the spirit (I Cor 2. 10) and
this may also apply to prophecy and
teaching. Of these two prophecy is the most
prominent revelatory manifestation of the
spirit. It is attested in three Pauline letters (I
Thess. I Cor, Rom), in Re\', I John. Did. II
and Hennas. Man. II.

The Sitl. i11l Leben of primitive Christian
prophecy is the gathered community, the
'gathering of righteous men who have faith
in the divine spirit' (Hennas, Man. II. 9).
where the spirit is prescnt nnd cnn become
active when invoked. The prescnce of the
spirit in the gathered community is a presup
position for prophecy to function. When
prophets speak their messages the congre
gation has to judge whether or not they are
inspired by the spirit of God. Discerning the
spirits (diakrisis pneumaton) is itself a gift
(1 Cor 12: 10; 14:29) and a case of the
principle similia similibus c08noscrmlllr. Yet
sometimes external criteria are mentioned.
pertaining either to the moral (Matt 7: 15-20:
Did. II. 8-12) or the doctrinal (1 Cor 12:3:
I John 4: 1-6) side of the phenomenon.

Prophecy is instant speech inspired by the
spirit and spoken hic et nW1C in the congre
gation. More than one prophet may speak
but a certain order must be kept (I Cor
14:29-33). Direct inspiration by the spirit
does not cause a loss of consciousness a.li
with the Montanist prophetesses (Eusebius.
Eccl. Hist. V 17); the prophet is supposed to
have control over his prophetic inspiration
(1 Cor 14:32).

The content of prophetic speech is not
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clearly stated. The Book of Acts mentions
prophetic predictions of events to come (II:
28: 21 :4) and Paul states that prophecy
serves "for upbuilding, encouragement and
consolation" (I Cor 14:3). Presumably,
prophecy, preaching and teaching overlap in
the life of the community. The 'word of
wisdom' and the 'word of knowledge'
which Paul mentions in I Cor 12:8 are prob
ably favourite tenns in the church of the
Corinthians since they are not mentioned
elsewhere.

(2) The standard phrase to describe acts
of power effected or inspired by the spirit is
'miracles and signs' (terata kai scmeia),
probably to be understood as a hendiadys:
miraculous acts which signal the power of
the spirit, usually in support of the preach
ing of the gospel (Acts 2:43: 5: 12: 14:3:
15:12: 2 Cor 12:12: Rom 15:19: Heb 2:3).
The Greek expression rcflect'i the Hebrew
idiom 'otot limopNim, 'signs and wonders'
(sec, e.g. Deut 4:34). The nature of the mir
acles is never specified. Sometimes the word
'power' (d)'lIamis) is added as a qualifica
tion of the miracle (Acts 8: 13: Rom 15: 19, 2
Cor 12: 12), sometimes 'acts of power'
(dynameis) are mentioned as an equivalent
(Acts 19: II: I Cor 2:4; 12: 10, 28; I Thess
I:5). According to I Cor 12:9-10 they arc to
be distinguished from 'acts of healing'
(charismata ia11latoll). Such acts are re
ported in Acts, sometimes as a collective
event (5: 16: 8:7: 28:9). sometimes as an
individual healing (3:6-8: 9: t 8: 16: 18: 20:
10). Acts 19:12 shows that in Luke's under
standing there is no clear distinction
between acts of power and acts of healing.

(3) Prayer, too, is experienced as an act
of the spirit. The Abba-invocation is de
scribed both as spoken by the believers
under the inspiration of the spirit (Rom
8: 15) and as an uttemnce of the spirit itself
in the hearts of the believers (Gal 4:6). The
same concept of the spirit-inspired prayer
(orario in/lisa, see HF.tLER 1920:224-227)
underlies Rom 8:26. Whether the 'groans
that cannot be spoken' (stenagmoi alaletoi)
refer to glossolalia is not certain. Speaking
in tongues, or languages, is mentioned in
Mark 16:15, in Acts and in I Cor 12 and 14.

In Mark 16:15 speaking in new tongues is
one of the signs that will accompany the
believers. In Acts 2: 1-13 "speaking in other
tongues" (lalein heterais glOssais) is speak
ing in foreign languages understood by the
inhabitants of the countries where the lan
guages are spoken; in 10:46 it is mentioned
together with praising God and in 19:6
together with prophecy. Apparently the
author of Acts does not know glossolalia
from personal experience. In I Cor 12 and
14 Paul attempts to tone down an overesti
mation of the phenomenon by comparing it
to prophecy: speaking in tongues is an indi
vidual experience of prayer in incomprehen
sible words. The words must be translated in
order to be understood by the congregation.
Whether or not such translations occurred is
not indicated. I Cor 14: 13-19 shO\vs that
speaking in tongues comes close to praying
and singing.

(c) Notwithstanding the frequent occur
rence of pnellma or pnellma hagion as an
independent notion, in the NT the spirit is
not envisaged 3.<; a divine being (hypostasis),
but as an instrument of divine action or
revelation.

The relationship between the spirit and
the exalted Christ is described in various
ways. Act" 2:33 sees the spirit as poured out
by Christ and 16:7 refers to the spirit as
p"ellma lesoll (cf. also Phil I: 19; I Pet
2: II). Rom 8:9-11 shows how easily the
phrases pnellma theoll, pne1l11la Christoll and
Christos can be used interchangeably.
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J. REILING

HOREPH :')ili
I. The name 'Horeph' is a hapax in the

QT. It occurs as a possible theophoric el
ement in the personal name Elihoreph: one
of Solomon's secretaries in 1 Kgs 4:3. It has
been connected with the Egyptian god
-Apis: and, alternatively, with the Kassite
god ljarpa/e. In epigraphical Hebrew, the
putative divine name Horeph is probably at-

tested in the seal inscription l':yhw bn ~Jrp

(DIRINGER 1934:196 No 37; TIGAY 1986:
77). Besides. in Hebrew a noun ~16rep

occurs indicating the autumnal season (e.g.
Gen 8:22; Zcch 14:8; Ps 74: 17). It is unclear
whether this noun and the possibly theo
phoric element are identical or homonyms.

II. According to a proposal by MAR
QUARDT (1896), Horeph is a misspelling of
the Egyptian deity Apis. The name Eli
horeph is to be read 'r~lp. 'Apis is my light'.
or 'ly~p, 'Apis is my god'. Additional ar
guments have been adduced by DE VAUX
(1939) and METI1NGER (1971). In this con
nection, Phoenician personal names with the
theophoric element Apis are cited by DE
VAUX: bn~lp and ytn~lp. The LXX reads
EAw¢ (B), or EAw~ (LucRev). This sup
ports the interpretation of DE VAUX and
METIINGER. The vocalisation of the MT is
explained by METTINGER as follows: "For
religious reasons (Apis as sacred bull and
god of fertility), this mixt",n compositum
with the name of a foreign god was inten
tionally distorted to form a pejorative by the
insertion of a res". This insertion associated
the name with the Hebrew root connected
with shame, disgrnce, blasphemy. The point
ing could represent a revocalisation with the
vowels of r~j shame" (1971:30). The
Egyptian etymology corresponds to the
Egyptian background of the Solomonic state
offices proposed by DE VAUX and MET
TINGER. This background is contested by
MAUR, who supposes a Canaanite origin.
Accordingly. Horeph is interpreted in a dif
ferent way: "I propose that the second com
ponent of the name is the god Ijarpa/e. This
deity was worshipped by the Kassites in
Babylonia. and identified by them with
Enlil. the lord of the Gods. He was also
worshipped by the Hurrians, and his name
appears as a component in personal names
from Nuzi" (MAZAR 1986: 137-138: for the
equation EN.LfL = ~{arbe sec K. BALKAN,
Kassitenstudiell J [AOS 37; New Haven
1954] 106-107). The deity Harbc allegedly
occurs as a theophoric element in a personal
name known from the EI Amama correspon
dence: ka-da-as-ma-all-EN.LfL, <Kadashman-
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Harbe, king of Babylon ' (EA I: I: 2:2: 3:3:
5:2; R. S. HESS, Amama Personal Names
[Winona Lake 1993] 156). Against Mazar,
TIGAY (1986:77) argues that the Kassite
deity tfarpale is not mentioned in inscrip
tions from the first millennium BCE. He then
suggests a relation between /zrp and the per
sonal name ~liir;p in Neh 7:24; 10:20.

III. The evidence of the LXX led MOST

GOMERY & GEH~fAN (1951:115) to a com
pletely different emendation. The Greek
addition in I Kgs 2:46 reads "over the
plinthion". 'The plinthion was the quadrans
(... ), which was not only a sun-dial but also
an instrument for detennining the seasons
by the the lengths of the sun's shadow. the
instrument being adjusted to the latitude:'
Thus the putative name is emended to a
title: (I h~,rp 'Over-the-Year' (compare
BHS): "The office was parallel to that of the
Assyrian limll, after the years of which func
tionaries all official documents were dated."
(MO:-''TGOMERY & GEHMAN 1951: 115). This
construal is perhaps misleading; see REIIM,
who argues for a different interpretation of
plinth(e)ion and a military function of the
office (1972:98). Such proposals are inter
esting but remain doubtful. So the question
of the origin of 'Horeph' is still left open in
the new Hebrew dictionaries (HALA T 54;
Ges. 18 64).
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U. ROTERSW()RDEN

HORON jjii
I. In the OT, Horon is a divine element

in the place-name Beth-Horon (House of
Horon; Ges. 18 146). Two cities were known
a'> Beth-Horon, the one Lower Beth-Horon
(bet (,ir el{oqa; 16 km nw of Jerusalem)
and the other Upper Beth-Horon (bet ((If et
tabta; 18 km nw of Jerusalem). The topo
nym is known from a topographical list of
the pharao Shoshenk at Karnak (VAN DUK

1989:60) and from a Hebrew ostracon from
Tell el-Qasl1e (TSSI I 4 B). Perhaps Hom
naim in Moab (Isa 15:5, Jer 48:3) is also
related to the god Horon (KAI II, 179). The
name of the deity may be connected with
arabic ballr 'bottom (of a well), (broad)
depression'. "It is not impossible that the
name of the god is a similar adjectival
expression, meaning primarily the 'deep
one, the one inhabiting the underworld.'''
(ALBRIGHT 1936:9).

II. Horon is mentioned as an clement in
personal names from Mari (H. HUF~ION,

Amorite Personal Names in the Mari Texts
[Baltimore 1965] 32,192) and from the
Egyptian execration texts (VAN DUK 1989:
59). In Ugarit, some of his character traits
can be recognized, though he docs not play
a prominent role in the pantheon (DE MOOR,
UF 2 [1970], 222). Horon does not appear
in Ugaritic proper names (NA)AMAN. UF 22
[1990J, 253 n. 28): there is only one
(bd~wm on a Phoenician seal (XELLA 1988:
57).

In the Ugaritic myths and epics. Horon is
invoked in curses. in KTU 1.16 VI 54-58.
Kirtu says to his son: "0 son, Horonu break,
Horonu break your head, (and) CAthtartu.
consort of Baclu, your skull! May you falI
down at the height of your years, in the
prime of your strength. and yet be humbled!"
(ARTU 222-223) The same fonnulation is
used in Yammu's speech adressed to -'Baal
(KTU 1.2 i: 7-9 reconstructed).

In Ugaritic incantations. Horon is invoked
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against snakes. One of these incantations.
perhaps the best preserved Ugaritic text
(KTU 1.1 (0). is di fficult to understand. Ac
cording to KOTISIEPER (1984: 109). the sun
goddess is sent by her daughter from east to
west to ask seveml gods and goddesses to
provide her with snake channs. Finally.
Horon agrees. The text shows that his do
minion lies in the netherworld. referred to as
lII$d 'fortress' (Tmnslation: ARTU 146-156;
DIETRICH & LoRETZ, TUAT II. 345-350). In
the incantation KTU 1.82. the 'creatures of
Horon' (Ugarit bfll ~llmJ ) are (evil) ances
tral spirits from the netherworld (ARTU 177;
DE MOOR & SI'RONK, UF 16 [1984J 242
243). In this ritual. Horon occurs seveml
times. He is viewed in a negative sense. as
the chief of hannful -·demons. In this role,
Horon is ambivalent; he can also be invoked
against demons (RIH 78120; ARTU 185;
DIETRICH & LORETZ, TUAT II, 333-336).
This is also evident in KTU 1.107 (CAQUOT,
LAPO 14, 95-1(0): -·EI and Horon shall
take away the poison of a snake. It is inter
esting to see that Horon is placed here at the
top of a list of deities.

The wives of Horon are mentioned in the
first Phoenician incantation on an amulet
from Arslan Tash (7th century). The passage
read,;: "with an alliance of Horon whose
command is perfect and of his seven concu
bines, yea, the eight wives of the holy Lord"
(KAI27:15-18: DE MOOR 1983:108).

This positive aspect of Horon as a helper
against demons is also found in the Egyptian
Papyrus Harris. In a passage referring to
magical means of rendering a wolf harmless
it is stated: "Horon makes thy fangs im
potent, thy foreleg is cut off by Arsaphes,
after -·Anat has cut thee down." (ALBRIGHT
1936:3; perhaps -.Resheph is mentioned
[instead of 'Arsaphes']; VAN DUK 1989:63).
Another passage reads: "0 Horon, drive (the
beasts) from the (harvest) field: 0 Horus, let
none enter!" (ALBRIGHT 1936:4). In this
context Horon is called a - ·shepheni'.

During the first millennium BCE the cult
of Horon spread throughout the Medinera
nean World. He is mentioned in a Punic in
scription from Antas (SZNYCER 1969-1970);

here he is connected \...·ith ~id (-·Sidon). In a
Greek inscription from Delos, Horon is men
tioned together with -+Her.lcles as a god
venemted by the people of Jamnia (in Pales
tine). The final note is interesting: "Every
thing may be sacrificed except goat"
(AlnRIGIIT 1936:4-5).

Horon was also venerated in Egypt since
the time of Amenhotep II (STADELMANS
1967:81: HELCK 1971:454). In texts from
the Theban West Bank. he was identified
with Shed. Horon is depicted as a falcon
clutching snakes in its talons: the reason lies
in the identification with -Horus (VAN
DUK 1989:62-63). In the delta Horon was
worshipped as a desert-god, protecting against
the enemies coming from the desert. In
Giza, Homn was identified with Hannakhis.
the Great Sphinx (VAN DUK 1989:65-68).
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U. ROTERSW~RDEN

HORUS -'~ii. *In
I. Hor, Gk Horos (Horus) is the name

of a number of Egyptian gods. It has been
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suggested that it occurs, as a (theophoric
element in) biblical personal name(s). It is
found in S;~/(jr. Josh 13:3; Isa 23:3; Jer 2: 18;
I Chr 13:5: cf. Josh 19:26. This toponym
renders Eg "Lake of Horus" (on the n.-c.
Egyptian bordcr), in spitc of the Hcbrcw
intcrpretation as "Thc Black Onc" (BtETAK
1983:625).

II. Two are very prominent among the
Horuses. The sky-god (A), and the son of
·Osiris and -·Isis (B). A is also callcd

"Horus the Elder" (Haroeris) or "Horus the
Eldest", B "Horus thc son of Isis " (Har
siese) and "Horus the Child" (Harpokrates).
A is depicted as a falcon or falcon-hcaded
human. "Distant Onc"-possibly the right
translation of his namc-is a suitablc
description of the high-flying bird of prey. B
is a boy, reared and shcltered by his mothcr.
As a young man, he becomes Osiris' vindi
cator and successor to the throne. He is the
prototype of thc "Beloved Son" who takes
carc of his father aftcr his dcath. Harpo
krates was vcry popular in the Graeco
Roman period.

A and B have somc characteristics in
common so that amalgamations become
understandable. They are both confronted
with -·Seth as an antagonist. Fighting with
his rival (and brother), A was wounded in
the eye, thc source of light. Assignment of a
tcrritory to each of them ended the struggle.
The cye was made "healthy" (lIdjar) again.
A later version of this myth looks upon Seth
not as an equal opponent, but as a criminal.
B takes Seth, his unclc, for an evil god from
the beginning, because he murdered Osiris.
The latter conflict resulted in the villain's
condemnation. A is a royal deity right from
thc stan of Egypt's history. He protects the
eanhly ruler who is identified with him.
Taking ovcr office from Osiris. B is the pre
decessor of the Pharaohs. He also looks
after the deceased king. The august sky-god
was "He of Behdet (Edfu)" where he en
joyed his main cult. Influence from Helio
polis. thc solar ccntrc. during the Old King
dom gener:ltcd "Horus of the Horizon"
(Horakhty). Syncretized with the sun-god
-+Re, he became Re-Horakhty. The disk is

his typical head-gear, and, provided with
wings. his conspicuous manifestation.

III. The biblical anthroponyms in which
the name Horus allegedly occurs are )as~l;,r

(1 Chr 2:24: 4:5); /:Ifir (Ex 17:10.12; 24: 14);
Utir; (1 Chr 5:14); ~/tiray (lChr 11:32);
~lliriilll (I Chr 8:5): /:Iameper (I Chr 7:36);
(amm;~lnr (2 Sam 13:37), and Pas~lIir (Jer
20: I etc.: 21: I: 38: I; Ezra 2:38; 10:22; Neh
7:41: 10:4: II: 12; I Chr 9: 12). Some identi
fications are, however, disputed, others are
at the very least uncertain; cf. KB and
IIALAT s.v. The one instancc which gives
the imprcssion of being positivcly Egyptian
is Uanu'per, though that namc may contain
Eg ~Ir, "face".

IV. BihlioRrtll'hy
M. BIETAK, Schi-Hor, uJA V (1983) 623
626: H. BONNET. Horus. RARG 307-314;
and cf. entrics p. 306, 314-318; J. CERNY.
Allciem Egyptiall Religioll (London 1952)
155: E. HORNUl"G, Der Eine lind die Vielell
(Darmstadt 1971) 274; W. SCIIEl"KEL,
Horus, LdA III (1977) 14-25: and cf. entries
p. 13, 25-64.

M. HEERMA VAN Voss

HOSIOS KAI DIKAIOS HOcno; Kal
Llh:alO~.

I. Both DOlO; ('pious, holy') and
Oi!WlO; ('just. righteous') occur countless
times in thc Greek Bible as epithets of both
humans and -·God. Also the combination of
both words occurs, e.g. Deut 32:4: Tit 1:8;
Rev 16:5: cf. Eph. 4:24, as is very often the
case in pagan Greek literature. As the name
of an ·angel or a pair of angels HOcno; KOl
Llilww; occurs, almost always in this com
bination, on several dozen inscriptions,
mostly from third century CE Phrygia and
Lydia in Asia Minor, which were discovered
during the last dec'ldes (many of them were
published in MAMA IX and TAM V I; see
also DREW-BEAR 1978: 3840, and esp.
RICL 1991-1992).

II. Divine angels playcd an imponant
role in the pagan world of the sccond and
third centuries CE (MITCHELL 1993:46-47).
The inscriptions inform us about the exist-
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ence of a cult of an angelos or angeloi in
central and western Asia Minor, sometimes
organized in the fonn of an 'Association of
Friends of the Angel(s)' (c;nAayy£Arov <ruJl
~iCOOl~), viz.. Hosios kai Dikaios. In a num
ber of inscriptions the double names only
refer to one supernatural being, in other
ones. however, to a pair (e.g. e£o'i~ 'Omcp
Kai ~\Kai<fl); sometimes Hosios is the only
deity mentioned (e.g. DREW-BEAR 1978:39
n. 5; ibid. 40 n. 29 further examples). There
is some debate about whether this angelos
or those angeloi are just (a) messenger(s) of
the gods or rather a particular type of super
natural being(s). The latter is suggested by
the fact that some of the inscriptions are
dedicated to -. 'Zcus Most High and the
Divine Angel'; in such cases e£'io~ -Ay
YEAOC; seems to be a separate deity (refer
ences in KEARSLEY 1992:207). But on some
of the reliefs below or above these inscrip
tions the representation of a Hennes-like
male figure bearing a winged herald's staff
suggests, rather, that we have to do with (a)
messenger(s) between the divine and human
world. although this is far from conclusive.
Some scholars believe that the rather
uncommon term angelos was borrowed
from Graeco-Jewish communities in the
area, especially because the terms iXno; and
oil"O\O; are standard epithets of God in the
LXX (SUEPPARD 1980/81). These are not
persuasive arguments, but Jewish influence
certainly cannot be ruled out altogether. The
nature of the cult of Hosios kai Dikaios
remains still largely unknown to us. Their
female counterpart Hosia is less frequently
attested (MrrcHELL 1993:25-26).

III. Although dating from the post-1'\1
period, these inscriptions may shed some
light on the question of angel-worship in
Asia Minor (SHEPPARD 1980-81), much dis
cussed in connection with Col. 2: 18 where
Paul (?) wams his readers against the ad
herents of angel-worship (OpTlmc£ia trov ay
yeArov). which apparently played a role in
Colossian 'philosophy' (Col. 2:8). This syn
cretistic movement was profoundly in
fluenced by Jewish ideas and customs or
may even have been of Jewish origin (but

see SCHWEIZER 1976: 100-104 and POKORNY
1987:95-101).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

HOST OF HEAVEN O"odii ~::J~

I. At the origin of the conception of a
'host of heaven' stands the metaphor of
- Yahweh as warrior. When waging his
wars, Yahweh was helped by warriors and
an army (e.g. 2 Kgs 6: 17; 7:6; Isa 13:4-5;
Joel 4: 11; Hub 3:8; Ps 68: 18). Only a few
examples of this military background of the
host of heaven have been preserved in the
OT (Dan 8:10-11, cf. Josh 5:13-15). Due to
a semantic shift, host of heaven also desig
nates the divine assembly gathered around
Yahweh, the heavenly king (I Kgs 22: 19 =
2 Chr 18:18). In the course of Israelite relig
ious history this concept underwent several
changes.

II. The clearest impression of the Israel
ite conception of host of heaven is given by
an early prophetic narrative (1 Kgs 22: 1-28).
In a vision Micah ben Jimlah sees "the
loRD seated on his throne, with all the host
of heaven standing beside him on his right
and on his left" (I Kgs 22: 19). This picture
is borrowed from terrestrial realities: A king
sitting on his -throne and his ministers and
attendants surrounding him. Though not
using the tenn 'host of heaven' this picture
of the divine -·council also underlies Isa 6,
where Yahweh as king carries the title
'loRD of hosts' (Isa 6:3.5). In the course of
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time, the host of heaven was subject to an
astralizatiol1 in accordance with previous
developments in Mesopotamian and Syro
Canaanite religions. This is shown by the
texts which understand the host of heaven as
sun, -omoon and -ostars (Deut 4: 19; cf. Ps
148:2-3) or set host of heaven in parallelism
to sun and moon, thus meaning the stars
alone (Deut 17:3; 2 Kgs 23:5; Jer 8:2; ef.
Dan 8: 10). The veneration of the astralized
'host of heaven' took place on the roofs (Jer
19: 13; Zcph 1:5). That this veneration was
not confined to popular religion is shown by
the fact that even kings were reproached for
having pmctised this cult (2 Kgs 21 :3, 5 = 2
Chr 33:3, 5; Jer 8:2; 19:13). Also in the
temple of Jerusalem there were all.arS for the
worship of the host of heaven (2 Kgs 21 :5),
which were removed during the cult-refonn
by Josiah (2 Kgs 23:4-5). Under the in
fluence of the Assyrian domination of
Judah, a tendency towards Yahweh mono
latry arose, which implied a rejection of the
astralized host of heaven in Deuteronomistic
circles. That is why in Judacan texl<; of late
pre-exilic and exilic times the worship of the
host of heaven, often set in parallelism to
the worship of foreign gods (Deut 17:3; 2
Kgs 17:16; 21:3; 23:4-5; Jer 19:13; Zcph
1:4-5), is strictly forbidden to the Judaeans.
As a result of the rise of monotheism during
the exilic and postexilic periods, Yahweh
became a univcrsal god. In spite of the
Deuteronomistic rejection of the aslralized
host of heaven, theologians continued to use
the model of the host of heaven. In the texts
mentioning Yahweh's domination over the
host of heaven this tenn can mean every
thing in heaven. 'Host of heaven' is used in
this sense in the creation story of the Priest
ly Code, where the end of Yahweh's cre
ation work is described as "And heaven and
earth were completed and all their host"
(Gen 2: I). Here and in postexilic texts the
meaning of 'host of heaven' remains vague.
Perhaps stars or celestial beings are meant
(Isa 24:21-23; 34:4; 40:26; 45: 12: Jer 33:22
[ef. Gen 15:5]: Ps 33:6; Neh 9:6; cf. Amm
Dan 4:32). In a series of other postexilic
texts, 'host of hcaven' has regained its

ancient positIve connotation of Yahweh's
divine council. In most cases Yahweh's
hOSl<; and not the hosts of heaven are men
tioned. In Ps 103: 19-21 Yahweh is said to
be enthroned in heaven. All his messengers,
mighty ones, hosts and ministers are called
upon to bless him. This is also the case in
Ps 148: 1-5, where Yahweh's messengers
and hosts are called upon to praise Yahweh.
Additionally in v 3 the parallelism of 'host
of heaven' and sun, moon and stars has been
preserved. According to Dan 8:9-13, Antio
chus III is represented as a he-goal His hom
grew as great as the host of heaven and "it
cast down to the earth some of the host and
some of the stars and trod them underfoot".
As in Ps 148:3, the parallel of 'host of
heaven' and the stars is maintained.

In the NT stratia tOll ouranoll occurs
twice. Here it can mean the assembly of
angels praising god, thus reflecting the OT
conception of the divine council (Luke
2:13). In Acts 7:42 the host of heaven is
referred to in an OT allusion.
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The Worship of Molcch and of lhe Queen of
Heaven and its Background. UF 4 (1972)
133-154. esp. 149-154: G. WESTPHAL.
C'C~il ~~, Orienralische Sllldien. FS T.
Nocldeke 2 (cd. C. Bezold; Giessen I906)
719-728.

H. NIEIIR

HUDAL '~i
I. As used in Deuleronomislic polemics.

Hebrew ':Jil, vocalized hebel. has been
interpreted as a divine name. Identified as a
putative Canaanite fertility god *Hubal, he
has been equated with the pre-Islamic cen
tral-Arabian ·deity Hubal (BARSTAD 1978).

II. Hubal was a central-Arabian deily.
His cult has endured until today. A statue of
Hubal is still standing near the Ka(ba in
Mecca. He has been related to divination.
An arrow oracle of Hubal has been famous
(FAHD 1958:54-79; H(}FNER, lVbMyrh 1/1
447-448). In n Nabataean inscription a deity
hblw occurs between Dusares and Manat
(CIS II 198; CANTINEAU 1932:25-27). This
deity could be identical with Hubal.

III. Hebel occurs frequently in OT re
ligious polemics (Deut 32:21; 1 Kgs 16: 13.
26; 2 Kgs 17:15; 8 times in Jer: Zech 10:2;
cf. Ps 31:7 :md Jona 2:9; -Vanities). The
word is construed as a deprecating reference
to foreign deities. Barstad argues that hebel
is npt simply a derogatory term. but the
distorted name of the presumed Canaanite
fertility-god Hubal. Jer 8:9; 10:3.8.15; 14:22
and Zech 10:2 suggest (so Barstad) that
*Hubal was associated with rain and ex
pected to bring prosperity upon the fields
and the country.
This proposed identification is open to
serious objections: I) A Canaanite deity
*Hubal is not known from the sources. 2)
The plural of hebel (habiilim) occurs several
times, which is uncommon for the proper
name of a god. The comparison with Ct'.l1:J
is not convincing because '.l1::J (-·Baal) can
also function as a generic term. 3) The inter
pretation of Jer 10:3 "*Hubal is really only
a piece of wood" seems to prove the exist
ence of the name, but is based on a gram-

matically unsound understanding of the text.
The words ~iil ,~;, are part of the main
nominal clause: "The instilutions of the na
tions are empty/false/idle" (BECKING 1993).

Connections with the pre-Islamic deity
Hubal arc uncertain. There is too great a dis
tance in time. The gap of nearly a millen
nium cannot be filled with the single refe
rence to a deity hblw in a Nabataean
inscription from the first century CE and the
unproven theory of a Moabite origin (BAR
STAD 1978).

IV. Bibliography
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B. BECKING

HUBUR
I. According to Mesopolamian lradilion

the border of the netherworld was marked
by a river called ~/llbllr in Akkadian and iT
kur-ra "river of the netherworld". i7-lur
kUrku2 "man-devouring river" or i7-lurru
gU2 "river that runs against man" in
Sumerian. Hubur. according to the diction
aries (AHW 352 and CAD H 219) a Sum
erian loan-word. also occurs as a synonym
for the whole of the netherworld (W. G.
LAMBERT. AfO 17 [1954-56] 312:9: BWL
58:7) and as the name of the place of the
river-ordeal (CAD H 219 [a]). It has been
equated with the river ~liib6r in the OT (e.g.
2 Kgs 17:6).

II. In Mesopotamia there was no homo
geneous tradition about the river Hubur. as
in general there were several views about
the netherworld. The Hubur was believed to
be located-either far to the west. or in the
mountains of the east-in front of the gates
of the netherworld. It had to be crossed by
the dead before they reached their final
destination. In the Babylonian theodicy we
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can read: lIa-ard)-III1-lIIll ab-bll-1Il1 jJ-Ia-kll lI
m-lib mll-II-/[II) lIa-a-ri IIlI-bur ib-bi-ri qa
bll-II /II-Ill /ll-la "Our fathers in fact give up
and go the way of death; it is an old saying
that they cross the river Hubur"' (BWL 70:
16-17). This transition from life to death by
crossing a river is also illustrated by the fact
that several boat models from bitumen were
found in the royal graves of Ur (C. L.
WOOLLEY el al., Ur Excamliolls 1/: The
Royal Cemetery [London 1934] pI. 20a,
86b).

The Sumerian epic "Enlil and Ninlil"
relates how Enlil, the supreme god of the
Sumerian pantheon. once was banished to
the netherworld and how Ninlil. his wife.
followed him there. The epic also mentions
the river i,.lurkurku2 and a boatman con
nected with it (U. BEHRENS. Enlil IIl1d Ninlil
[StPsm 8; Rome 19781 192-195. 199). In the
Gilgamesh epic (Gilg. X iii and iv) the
ferryman is called Urshanabi and according
to the Neo-Assyrian "Vision of the Nether
world" (W. VON SOOEN. Z4 43 [1936). 1
39: rev.5) the demon Ijumul-tabal, a four
handed creature with a face like the
stomlbird. took the dead to the other side of
the river. where the city of the dead was
located. Seveml Akkadian incantations were
meant to chase demons to the netherworld.
where they were held back by the river
Hubur (for references see AHW 352 and
CAD 219). In these incantation rituals boat
models were used too.

The deified river dUlIbllr is mentioned in
the brick inscription of lIum-ishar of Mari
(F. THURHAU-DANGIN. RA 33 [1936) 178).
who set up a statue for him. In the great
god-list An: Allllm (cr 24. 36: 61) diugal·
~u-hur "king Hubur" is one of the names of
-·Nergal and in the Enuma Elish (i 133, ii
19. iii 23, 81) -.Tiamat is called "mother
Hubur. who creates everything". Hubur is
also attested in an Old Assyrian personal
name (SII-Ijlllmr; H. HIRSCH, AfO Beiheft
13/14 [Grnz 1961] 33), and the Assyrian
calender used before the time of Tiglath
pileser I (1114-1076). contained a month
name ljiburltJubur. probably for the 10th
month (H. HIRSCH, AfO Beiheft 13/14 [Graz

1961] 54 and fn. 280; W. ROLUG. RIA 4
[1972-76]469.3).

There seems to be no connection between
dljllb/lr and the divine couple dljablir and
d~{ablirl/l mentioned in the Assyrian "G6tter
adressbuch" (Ttikllllll 124). They were prob
ably associated either with the river Habur
in Upper Mesopotamia, the place Ijabura
(K. NASIIEF, RGTC 4 [1991] 44) or the
town Ijaburatum east of the -+Tigris (B.
GRO~EBERG, RGTC 3 [1980] 284) just like
the goddess dljabllritlllll mentioned in Ur III
texts from Puzrish-Dagan (D. O. EOZARO &
G. FARBER, RGTC 2 [1974) 266). The
Habur-river occurs several times in personal
names from the second millennium nCE (K.
NASHEF. RGTC 4 [1991) 144 and RGTC
5[ 1982) 299), but is never written with a
divine deteminative. There is no evidence
for an identification of the Habur with the
river of the netherworld.

III. In the aT (2 Kgs 17:6; 18: 11; 1 ChI'
5:26) Ijtibor is always used as a geo
graphical designation-as the name of the
river of Gosan (Akkadian Guzana, modem
Tell ljalaO. where Sargon 11 deported the
people from the kingdom of Israel (cf.
BECKING 1992:84-89).
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H. D. GALTER

HUMBABA
I. In the Mesopotamian mythological

tradition, Ijumbaba is the superhuman
guardian of the Cedar forest in the West
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(-Lebanon). He was killed at the hands of
Gilgamesh and Enkidu (TIGAY 1982:6-7.32
33.93-94.112-114; and see index s.v.). His
name has been connected with that of
Hobab the Kenite, a relative of Moses (Num
10:29; Judg 4: 11).

II. lJumbaba (Old Babylonian ljuwawa)
occurs already in the Sumerian Tale known
as Gilgamesh and the Land of the Living,
one of the sources of the integrated GiI
gamesb Epic that took shape in the Old
Babylonian period (TIGAY 1982:32-33).
Though the descriptions of his physiognomy
vary, ljumbaba is consistently cast in the
role of guardian of the cedar forest whom
Gilgamesh and Enkidu have to beat in order
to fetch cedars for a palace in Uruk. In the
Babylonian Epic, the severed head of ljum
babn is fastened to the cedar door offered as
a present to Enlil (WIGGERMANN 1992: 146).
The scene seems to be an aetiology of the
npotropaic use of ijumbaba faces. Such
ljumbaba faces arc frequently seen on Old
Babylonian clay plaques and seals, usually
set high in the background as though they
were hung on the wall. An actual example
of a ljumbaba face, carved in stone, has
been found at the entrance of the temple of
Tell al-Rimalj (BLACK & GREEN 1992).

The figure of ljumbaba is often believed
to go back to the Elamite god Ijumban (for
whom see H. KOCH, Die religiose" Verhlilt
lIisse der Dareioszeit [Wiesbaden 1977]
101-105). A Neo-Assyrian text portrays this
god, together with the Elamite deities Yabnu
and Naprushu, as guardian of the corpse of
Sennacherib (SAA 3 no. 32 r. 25), which
tallies with the role of ljumbaba as protect
ive spirit. In later tradition, Ijumbaba sur
vives in the figure of Kombabos, a legend
ary hero whose exploits have been described
by Lucian (1) in De Dea Syria.

III. The suggestion that Hobab the Kenite
bears the name of Ijumbaba, and should
perhaps be identified with him (JEAN 1931),
lacks all ground. Apart from the fact that
there is no functional analogy whatsoever
between the two figures, and that they are
also geogrnphically worlds apart, the pro
posal fails to explain the loss of the -m-

(apparently a stable element in the name, as
witnessed by Gk KOJ.1I3aJk>~). Such ob
jections cannot be countered by the equation
of Ijumbaba with the Anatolian goddess
Kubaba (-Cybele) proposed by LEWY
(1934). For the etymology of the Hebrew
name, a derivation from unn (denoting cun
ning) or f:lBB (denoting kindness) is far more
attractive (cf. HALAT 273).
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K. VAN DER TOORN

HUNGER -. MERIRI

HUMBAN
I, The Elamite god Humban (tJumban,

var. Umban) was the head of the pantheon
of the Awan dynasty (ca. 2200 BCE). In the
subsequent period his political importance
diminished as a result of the rise of other
deities, but he remained an important deity
into the Achaemenid period. JENSEN
1892:58 urged that the name Haman (Est
3:1), the son of Hammedatha (-Haoma)
and adversary of Esther and Mordechai
(-Marduk). goes back to the theonym
Ijumban. This theory is to be rejected on
phonological grounds.

II. Ijumban is an Elamite deity whose
cult is documented for over two millennia.
According to \V. HINZ. his name is related
to the verb bllba- 'to order' (1972-75:491);
this interpretation, however, has apparently
been abandoned in W. HtNZ & H. KOCH
1987. The god's character is indicated by
the ancient identification of tfumban with
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Mesopotamian Enlil, the head of the Sume
rian pantheon (E. REINER, Surpu: A Collec
rion of Sumerian and AkJwdiall Incantations
[AfD Beih II: Graz 1958] 51 Commentary
C: 53). He is the conson of the mother god
dess Pininkir. The earliest reference to
Pininkir and tlumb41n is found in the treaty
of Naram-Sin of Akkad with the King of
Awan, where they head the enumerJtion
of the deities of Awan (\V. HINZ, Elams
Venrag mit Nariim-Sin von Akkadc, ZA
58 [1967] 91 i 2 and i 4). The theonym
Ijumban does not occur frequently in Elami
te royal inscriptions. According to HINZ his
name was taboo and therefore the name
Napiri~a (also written ideographically Dr:-!
GIR.GAL), 'great god', was used as a substi
tute for tlumban in royal inscriptions (1965:
1972-75: 491). This theory has been refuted
by DE MIROSCHEDJI 1980. who demonstra
tes that tlumban and Napiri~a are separate
deities. In this he has been followed by
GRILLOT 1986. tlumban and NapiriSa are
described with identical epithets, but arc of
a different geographical background:
tlumban occupies a central position in the
pantheon of the dynasty of Awan, whose
location is probably to be found in the plains
to the nonh of Susa (DE MIROSCIIEDJI 1980:
133).

During the second millennium BCE Napi
ri~a, his conson -. Kiriri~a, the divine couple
of Ansan, and Insu~inak, the god of the city
of Susa, ousted tlumban and Pininkir as
heads of the royal pantheon. Napiri~a and
Kiriri~a origimlte from ancient Ansan, iden
tified with modern Tall-i Malyan in the
southern pan of the Zagros. With the rise of
the dynasty of An~an. Napirisa and Kiriri~a

became, together with Insusinak. the heads
of the official pantheon of the Elamitc state.
During the second and tirst millennia BCE
tlumban conlinues to appear a.o; onomastic
clement, also in royal names (M. W. STOL
PER. Texrs from Tall-; Ala/yan [Philadelphia
1984] 19541: R. ZADOK. The E/amire 0110

masricon [Napels 1984] 11-13 S.v. 48. Hum
pan: HINZ & KOCH 1987), and receives
worship. but never attained polilical predo
minance. In the inscription of tlanni from

Malamir (--Vashti) tlumban is called the ri
~a-ir dna-ap-pfr-ra, 'greatest of the gods', (F.
W. K6NIG, Die e/amischen Konigsinsclzri}
ren [AfD Bcih. 16: Graz 1965] no. 75 § 6),
although he docs not belong to the major
deities in the theology of this inscription
(M. W. STOLPER, Malamir B. Philologisch,
RUl 7 [1987-90] 277a). In the Achaemenid
period the cult of Ijumban continued. Admi
nistrative tablets from Persepolis mention
quantities of barley and wine destined as
offerings for ijumban in different localities.
They clearly demonstrate the vitality of the
cult of tlumban during the reign of Darius
(KOCH 1977).

The rock relief of Kurangun, identified by
HINZ as reprc~enting the deity tlumban
(1972-75: 492), has been identified ao; a
representation of In~u~inak (P. DE MIRO
SCIIEDJI, Le dieu elamite au serpent et aux
eaux jaillissantes, IrAnt 16 [1981] 1-25 and
pIs. I-XI).

Ijumban also appears in texts from Meso
potamia. Together with other Elamite deities
he appears in the incantation series Surpu
(Surpu II 163). In a Late Assyrian literary
work tlumban is mentioned, alongside other
Elamite deities, as protecting the king and
his anny (SAA 3 no. 32 rev. 25). tlumban is
sometimes believed to be the origin of
-~Humbaba, the mythological guardian of
the- Cedar Forest in the Sumerian and Akka
dian compositions about Gilgamesh, but it
seems wise to follow C. WILCKE, (tluwawa.
RU 4 [1972-75] 531b) who argues that the
etymology of the name tlumbaba is un
known.

III. In an early study of Elamite proper
names, JENSEN suggested that Haman, the
well-known villain from the Book of Esther,
bears the name of the Elamite deity
tlumban: "Ich glaube mit einiger Sicherheit
sagen zu konnen. dass der Name jo.i des
Buches Esther auf den elamitischen Hum
man (Hamman) zurOckgeht" (1892:58).
STiEUL agrees with the identification propo
sed by Jensen (1956: II). ZADOK opposes
the identification of Haman with Ijumban
(1984: 19). but accepts a link with tlumpan
> ijuman, arguing thal "the divine name
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Humpan was also used as an anthroponym"
(ZADOK 1984:21). ijumpan, however, is the
same as ijumban, the Elamite language
making no differentiation between voiced
and voiceless labials (E. REINER, The Ela
mite lAnguage [HdO UII/I-2J2; Leiden
1969] 72-73). Moreover, the evolution of
ijumban to ·(H)umman is not attested in
Elamite texts. The proposed Persian etymo
logy of the personal name Haman. connec
ting it with Hamana and Hamayun, seems
preferable (L. B. PATON, A critical alld exe
getical commentary on the Book of Esther
[ICC; Edinburgh 1908] 69; G. GERLEMAN,
Esther [BKAT 21; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1973]
90-91).
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F. VAN KOPPEN & K. VAN DER TOORN

HYACINTHUS
I. . rlixh:l\'e~ is the name of a pre

Greek and Greek masculine deity or hero
and of a species of flower, by extension also
of things having the colour of this flower.
such as a specific gem-stone. and apparently
in the LXX a fabric and a kind of leather.

. The deity is not referred to in the Bible. the
flower possibly but not necessarily in Sir
40:4 (no Hebrew text) "who wears step
hanos (garland?) and hyacinth", the gem
stone nt Rev 21 :20. the fabric and leather
mainly in the descriptions or inventories of

Tabernacle and Temple (Exod 25-39; 2 Chr
2-3; Ezck 16: 10). The derived adjective
UaKlvewo.;. whether indicating material or
colour. occurs likcwise mainly in thcse
descriptions (Exod 25-39; Num 4: 1-25),
and in Rev 9: 17. The name has been attes
ted since Euripides (Helena 1469), the flo
wer since Homer (Iliad 14, 348).

II. According to the most elaborate ver
sion of his myth Hyacinthus wao; a beautiful
youth, loved by both -.Apollo and Zephyrus
or Boreas (-.Wind-Gods). When he and
Apollo were engaged in a match of discus
throwing, near the river Eurotas at Amyclae
the jealous wind-god blew Apollo's discus
against the youth's head which caused his
instant death. From the blood that trickled
into the earth there sprang a flower, on
whose petals Apollo put the marks AI AI, as
a token of mourning: aiai! In ancient
mythography only Nonnus has Apollo resus
citate Hyacinthus (Dion. 19, 104). Various
pairs are stated to have been his parents: a)
king Amyclas (personifying Amyclae 5 km
south of Sparta) and Diomede (Apollodorus
3, 10, 3-4, elder son Cynortas; Pausanias
3,1,3, elder son Argalos); b) Pieros (personi
fying Pieria north of Mt Olympus) and the
Muse Clio (Apollodorus 1.3.1-2); c) Oebalus
king of Spana (Lucian, Dialoglle of the
Gods, 16 (14), 239; Hyginus 271). A sister
Polyboca is mentioned by Pausanias (3, 19,
4). Curiously, there is also a story about
daughters of Hyacinthus, the "Hyakinthi
des". In their war with Minos the Athenians,
in order to relieve the famine and pestilence
that plagued them. had to sacrifice according
to an ancient oracle the four daughters of
Hyacinthus "who had come from Lacedae
mon", namely Anthe'is, Aegle'is, Lytaea and
Orthaea. When this was of no avail, the
Athenians had to give in to Minos and send
seven boys and seven girls to Crete for the
Minotaur (Apollodorus 3. 15, 8; Diodorus
Sic. 17, 15. 2; Hyginus 238). In a parallel
story, king Ercchtheus had to sacrifice his
daughters during the war between Athens
and Eleusis (Apollodorus 3, 15, 4). Phano
demus of Athens (c. 335 BCE) is reported to
have stated in his Atth;s bk 8 that it was
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these daughters of Erechtheus that were cal
led the "Hyakinthides". because the sacrifice
took place on a mountain (1tCiy~) called
"Hyakinthos. beyond the Sphendonia"
(Sudas s.V. napBtvol = FGH 325.4). The
minstrel Thamyris is also said to have been
in love with Hyacinthus. but further details
arc unknown (Apollodorus 1.3.3). The
epithet "Hyakinthotr6phos" of Artemis in
Dorian Cnidus (SGDI nr 265; cf. the "Hyak
inthotr6phia" at Ionian ~liIetus) probably
meant "raising beautiful boys". The goddess
was supposed to preside over baby-food and
baby-care and had as such also the epithet
of "Kourotr6phos" (Diod. Sic. 5.73. 5).

Pausanias is the only ancient author to
describe a sanctuary where Hyacinthus was
venerated. "the Amyklaion" at Amyclae. He
gives an exhaustive list of the various reliefs
on the combined throne and altar in this
temple (3,18.6 - 3.19.6). where both Hya
cinthus and Apollo (3.19.3; cf Thuc. 5.23)
were venerated. the latter appearing in Pau
sanias' account as "the Amyclaean" (3.18.9;
3.19. 6; cf. 3.16.2). The throne had several
seats separated by empty spaces. The very
middle one. however. carried an archaic sta
tue of Apollo. an aniconic bronze pillar thir
ty cubits high with a helmeted head. hands
holding spear and bow. and feet (3.19.1-2).
Its pedestal was fashioned in the shape of an
altar with a bronze door to the left. which
was also the tomb of Hyacinthus. Through
this door one devoted offerings (Evayi~o\l

env) to the hero on the feast of the Hyacint
hia, before the sacrifice (BOOla) to Apollo
(3.19.3). On the altar beneath the throne
several apparently unrelated scenes were
depicted. such as -·Poseidon and Amphitri
te. -+Zeus and -+Hermes. etc.. but also the
company of -.Aphrodite. -.Athena and
-Artemis carrying Hyacinthus and his dece
ased maiden sister Polyhoca 10 heaven
(3.19.4). (Some translators include in this
scene the previously mentioned -+Demeter.
Kore. Pluto. and others. but this is gramma
tically not compelling. and -·Hades going
to heaven sounds odd. unless "heaven" is
here equivalent to -·"Olympus·'). As a spe
cially striking detail it is stated that this

relief showed the hero "already bearded", in
contnldistinction to a painting by Nicius c.
320 BeE. About the festival of the Hyacint
hia it is mainly Athenaeus who offers details
(4. 138e-140b). It lasted three days and star
ted with a period of mourning for the death
of Hyacinthus. during which one did not
wear crowns or garlands. did not sing the
paean and ate no wheat-bread or other
cakes. On the second day there was a radical
change: now ivy garlands were worn
(M'lcrobius, Sor. 1,18.2). many sacrifices
were offered to Apollo, and there were
copious meals for the citizens. their slaves
and their guests. called K01t\O£~. which did
now indeed comprise wheat-bread and spe
cial cakes. Boys (1taloE~) in high-girt chi
tons sang in honour of the god and accom
panied themselves on the lyre or the flute.
Young men (vEaV\OKo1) pamded on ador
ned horses or sang in choirs mixed with
dancers. Girls (1tapBEvo1) rode in wicker
carts (Kav(v)aBpa) or contested in two
horse-chariots. Possibly all this continued
during the following night (Euripides' Hele
Ila 1465-1475) and on the third day. It was
certainly the most imponant festival of the
Spartans: "No one misses the sacrifice. but
it so happens that the town (Sparta) empties
itself for the spectacle (at Amyclae)."

There are some indications that the pani
cipants made their way in procession from
Sparta to Amyclae along the road named
"Hyakinthis" (Ath. 4.173f). The boys clot
hed in chiton probably carried with them the
chiton which the women in Sparta wove
each year for Apollo Amyclaeus (Paus.
3.16,2). Possibly these were the twelve year
olds who wore their chitons for the very last
time before becoming members of the next
age class, that of the pCJ)~ioat. who were
each assigned to an EpaOnl~ and no longer
wore the chiton but the himation. As a rite
of passage they dedicated then their former
clothing to Apollo of Amyclae ,IS the patron
of army organization. The "young men" on
horse-back were probably the twenty year
olds who went over to the status of EipE\'E~.

who were no longer Ep<i>!lEv01. as Hyacint
hus had been. but now became Epaomi
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themselves, like Apollo. They received a red
cloak and a bronze shield. The depiction on
the altar of Hyacinthus as bearded may mark
the transition as such, whereas the bronze
breast-plate of Timomenos the Theban,
which was put on display during the festi
val, may parallel the equipment with the
shield. According to a fragment of Aristot
le's Constitutioll of the wconicl1Is (frg. 532
Rose) this man had instructed the Spartans
in the art of war-fare and had helped them at
the head of his own clan, the Aigeidai, in
the war against the Amyclaeans. Similarly,
the girls, who came to Amyclae in the wic
ker-carts provided by the city, even the
kings' daughters (Xenophon, Agesilaus
8.7), may have partaken in a parallel rite
which marked their transition to the marria
geable age. The scenes on the altar of Pluto,
Demeter and Kore, and that of Polyboia.
who was identified with Kore (so Hesychius
s. v.) may point in this direction (her alterna
tive idcntity with Artemis is at odds with
this scene). Other Spartan festivals such as
the Gymnopaidiai and the Karneia may have
comprised further initiatory elements.
Whether they constituted together a cohcrent
sequence is difficult to judge due to our
almost total ignorance of the Spartan calen
dar (A. E. SAMUEL, Greek alld Romall
Chronology [Munich 1972] 93). Amyclae
was the only outside community which had
been conquered (c. 750 BCE) and added to
that of the four vil1ages forming the polis of
Sparta. The reason may well have been the
very presence of the Hyacinthus-cult in the
Amyklaion, a sanctuary which had existed
there since the end of the 13th century BCE
(PElTERSSON 1992: l06a; cf 913; 93b; 98a),
and had made Amyclae the most important
site of L'\conia at the time (PElTERSSON
1992:IOOa-b). The Theban Aigeidai had
come to help the Dorians in obedience to a
Delphian oracle (Pindar, Isthm. 7.13-15),
hence the new cult of Apollo at Amyclae
and the statue of Apollo Pythaeus at Sparta
(Pausanias 3,1 \'9), and one at Laconian
Thornax, which latter was completely identi
cal to that of Apollo Amyclaeus (Pausanias
3.10,8). The actual victory over the Amycla-

eans "and othcr Achaeans" was, however,
attributed to the intervention of "Zeus Tro
paeus" or "Turn-Battle", who had tipped the
scales in favour of them and had a sanctuary
in Sparta itc;elf (Pausanias 3,2.6: 3,12,9).
That Apollo had complctely superscded
Hyacinthus is clcar from thc position of his
statuc on the tomb of the other, and may
have comc close to identity of thc two. At
Tarentum, a Laconian colony (Pausanias
10,10,6-8), thcrc was a tomb of "Apollo
Hyacinthus" (Polybius 8.28, I), and much
later Nonnus kncw of an "Apollo Hyacinthi
us" (Dion. II, 328-330). The figure of Hya
cinthus was much older than the "Dorian
invasion" and Amyclae's fall, and had been.
to judge from the -illl"o- part of his name
and the taboo of whcat-bread on the first
day of the Hyacinthia, a pre-Greek vegeta
tion-god, probably a com-god. Apollo's dis
cus may havc becn thc sun(-disk) whose
heat had ripened the corn. The "hyacinth"
would have to be then a plant which blosso
med after one of the two wheat-harvests and
whose flowers were reddish in accordance
with Hyacinthus' blood. Thus the myth and
thc relief of Hyacinthus-Polyboea symboli
zed or commemorated in combination the
dying wheat, the defeat of Amyclae, the
supersession of the Hyacinthus-cult. and the
end of Spartan boyhood and maidenhood.

III. The identity of the flower has always
been a problem. for already in Antiquity
Theophrastus distinguished two species, the
"wild" one (~ aypia) and the "cultivatcd"
one (~mrapnl) (both in Hist. Plam. 6,8,2).
These (or still others?) are described as
similar to "woolly (curling) hair" (Od.
6,230-1), as "purple" (n:op¢up£'1) (Meleagcr,
Am". Pal. 5.147), as "dark (J..t£Aav) and
marked (ypan:t<i)" (fheocritus 10, 28). As
some of the proposed identifications, like
Bluebell, Larkspur, or Iris are mostly rather
bluish than red. the identity of the gem
stone varies accordingly: a faint amethyst
(Pliny, NH 37.125) or the blue sapphire?
The Hebrew words undcrlying thc LXX
hyacinth are n'::ii (= Akk takilru) and Oi1i1.
which are respectively explaincd as "violct
purplc" and "leather of the porpoisc". Again
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the same variation. for the porpoise is a kind
of dolphin and the back of all such animals
is dark blue.

IV. S. EITREM, RE IX (1914) 7-16: F.
HAUSER, Phil%glls 52 (1893) 209-218; M.
MELLlNK, Hyakillthos (Utrecht 1943); M.
PETTERSSON, Cll/ts of Apollo at Sparta: The
Hyakillthia, the Gyt1lnopaidiai and the Kar
neia (Stockholm 1992). H.\V. ROSCHER,
ALGRM I (1894) 2759-2765; H. SICHTER
MANN, Jdl 71 (1956) 97-123: L. & F. VIL
LARD, liMC 5 (1991) 546-550.

G. MUSSIES

HYLE w'n.,ll
I. The word VAll is relatively rare in the

Greek Bible. When used, it is always in the
neutral meaning of 'material, matter, wooel'
(e.g. Jas 3:5). In philosophical and religious
literature of the early Roman Empire, how
ever, one sees VAll, 'matter', evolve into a
kind of demonic power.

II. Due 10 an incrca.o;ingly negative
assessment of the material world in later
Platonic philosophy, one finds in the writ
ings of some philosophical circles of the
early Christian centuries a correspondingly
negative usc of the word VAll. Philo. the
Jewish philosopher from Alexandria, already
exhibits this tendency to a certain extent, but
it is only in some Gnostic writings (e.g.
NHC VI 3, 27, 28 and NHC VI 4, 47. 7; see
further F. SIEGERT, Nag-Hammadi·Register
[TUbingen 1982] 316) and especially in the
late second century OraCli/a Cha/daica that
the demonisation of Hyle becomes full
fledged (LEWY 1978:304-309, 375-394). As
LEWY rightly remarks: 'The Chaldaean
views on matter conform to those of the
later Platonists, but they are bound up with
demonological and magical beliefs which
changed the spirit of the Platonic doctrine"
(304). These Oracles designate Matter as
..the worker of evil" and the -'demons as
"offsprings of evil Mauer". The 'hylic
demons' (UAlKol oai~OVEt;) have the whole
of matter as their sphere of activity. This
virtual identity of the material and the
demonic transformed Hyle into the diabolic

principle par t!xcellence, which was seen as
an aggressive and destructive power
(MAJERCIK 1989: 175·6). The Chaldaean
-Hades-Hyle connection underscores this
change of Hyle from a cosmological prin
ciple to a personal demonic potency. In
fluence of this view may be discerned nol
only in later pagan Platonisls but also in a
Christian Platonist like Synesius of Cyrene,
who speaks in his Egyptian Myth about
Matter's sending her demonic offspring
down to the earth (LEWY 1978:306).

III. Bibliography
H. LEWY, Cha/daean Oracles a"d TI,eltrgy.
nouvelle edilion par M. Tardieu (Paris
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

HYMENAIOS "r~£valOt;

I. Hymenaios is the name of the Greek
god of the wedding. The name is derived
from the Greek word for wedding song,
hymenaios, which in tum derives from a
ritual cry during the wedding procession,
hymen 0 hymenai> o. Its etymology is ob
scure (CHANTRAINE 1980). As a theophoric
name, it occurs twice in the NT (I Tim
1:20; 2 Tim 2: 17).

II. Hymenaios is a relatively late cre
ation. As a personification of the wedding
song he occurs first in Pindar (fr. 128c
Maehler) and Euripides (Troades 310, 314
etc.; sec also J. DIGGLE on Euripides,
Phaeton 233-234): in the innovative fourth
century choral lyric he seems 10 have been a
favourite subject (HENRICHS 1984:56).
However, in the available sources he is not
invoked as Ihe god of the legitimate wed
ding before the Roman poets Catullus (61)
and Seneca (Medea 67). In analogy with
Muses. satyrs and other divine groups. a
graffito in Dura-Europos even menlions
Hymenaioi (SEG 17.772).

The background of the wedding song is
clear in the various genealogies proposed by
various late sources. Mosl popularly,
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Hymenaios is represented as the son of a
Muse, but, alternatively, he can also be the
son of the musicians -Apollo or Magnes
(sources: LINANT DE BEllEFONDS 1988:
583; add HENRICHS 1984:55). Interestingly,
he is sometimes said to be the son of -Dio
nysos (Seneca., Medea 110; Servius on
Virgil, Aeneid 4.127), the god who also in
the Anrhologia Palatina ( 9.524.21) receives
the epithet Jrymeneios; indeed. in various
late representations the god is pictured with
Dionysiac colours (LINANT DE BEllEFONDS
1991). Apparently, the joyful sphere of the
Dionysiac world provides the background to
this genealogy.

We nowhere hear about a cult for
Hymenaios, and his mythology is limited to
only a few details. Servius (Aeneid 4.99)
mentions the following adventure. One day
an Athenian, Hymenaios, and a group of
girls, who were travelling to E1eusis, were
captured by pirates and taken aboard.
Hymenaios, whose beauty had made him
hardly distinguishable from a girl, killed the
pirates and married the girl with whom he
had fallen in love. Since this adventure the
Athenians invoke the name of Hymenaios
during their weddings. The defeating of the
pirates and the girlish appearance of the god
strongly suggest an influence of the Homeric
Hymn ro Dionysos: an additional testimony
of the connection between Hymenaios and
Dionysos in later antiquity.

The first-century author Cornelius Balbus
(quoted by Servius. Aeneid 4.127) relates
that Hymenaios died during the wedding of
Dionysos and Althaea. where he was sing
ing: apparently, the god of the wedding
should not be older himself than the bridal
couple. The myth of the god's death goes
back at least to Hellenistic times because
Apollodorus (FGH 244 F 139) mentions that
according to the Orphics Hymenaios was
resulTCcted by Asclepius (0. KERN, Orphic
ontmfragmell1a [Berlin 1922] fragment 40).

III. Hymenaios occurs twice in the NT
(I Tim 1:20; 2 Tim 2: 17) where he is men
tioned by Paul (7) among those who claimed
that the resurrection already had taken place.
It fits in with the late appearance of

Hymenaios as a god that the theophoric
name Hymenaios is also relatively late
(SOLIN 1982:1.522-523. 111.1369).
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J. N. BREMMER

HYPNOS wr1tVo<;
I. Hypnos ('sleep') is the god of sleep

in Greek mythology. He is the son of Nyx
(-Night) and the twin brother of -·Thanatos
(Death). In the Greek Bible hypllos docs not
occur as a deity but only in the sense of
literal sleep (e.g. Gen 28: 16: Matt I:24). as
a euphemism for sexual intercourse (Sap
4:6), or as a metaphor for spiritual torpidity
(Rom 13: 11) and death (Joh 11: II ).

lIt In the Homeric cpos the god Hypnos,
called Thanatos' twin (Iliad 14:231: on their
likeness Od)'ssce 13:80; cf. Virgil, AClIeid
6:278), lives on the island of Lemnos, where
-·Hera promises to give him as his wife one
of the Charites. Pasithea (II. 14:276). He is
pictured as an overpowering god (1tovOaIJ
atrop, ll. 24:4-5, Od. 9:373), the 'lord of all
gods and all men' (1/. 14:233): nobody can
resist Sleep. not even -·Zeus (II. 14:252).
Hesiod, however, locates Hypnos in the
underworld. makes him the child of Nyx
and portrays him and his twin brother Tha
natos ali 'fearsome gods'. even though. in
contrast to his brother, Hypnos is 'gentle
and mild towards men' (Theog. 756-766. cf.
211-212; WOIIRLE 1995:21-22). In Sopho
cles' Phi/ocretes (827-832), the choir pmys
to Hypnos that he should come to soothe the
pain of the heavily wounded protagonist. As
far as we know. however. there never was a
cult of Hypnos. in spite of the isolated
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remark by Pausanias (Descriptio Graeciae II
31, 3) on sacrifices to the Muses and to
Hypnos in Troizen (the Orphic Hymll 85 on
Hypnos is no proof to the contrary; note that
HY/llII 86 is on Oneiros, 'dream'). He remai
ned by and large a literary figure ('eine poe
tische Fiktion', \V~HRLE 1995:15, well illu
strated by Ovid, Metamorphoses
11 :592-648), unlike his gruesome brother,
although some votive inscriptions from
Epidaurus (IG IV 1335-1336) would seem
to indicate a certain veneration of Hypnos
on the part of some incubants in the Ascle
pie ion. On Hypnos' close relationship with
the other 7tavoaJ.uitrop, --Eros, see EGER
1966 and \VOIIRLE 1995:35-41. ]n figurative
art, Hypnos is mostly represented as a win
ged youth or a bird (SCHRADER 1926:
LocIUN 1990).

III. ]n the Greek Bible we find no traces
of a personification, let alone a deification.
of sleep. ]n biblical and postbiblical Jewish
and Christian literature 'sleep' increasingly
comes to be used as a metaphor of physical
death-a metaphor as old as Homer (OGLE
1933; BALZ 1969:551; many instances in
Patristic Greek Lexicoll s.v.). and of spiritu
al death or ignorance. the latter especially in
Gnostic texts (G. McRAE, Sleep and Awa
kening in Gnostic Texts. I.e origille della
gllosticismo. cd. U. Bianchi [Lciden 1967J,
496-510), but already to be found in Philo
(BALZ 1969: 552).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

HYPSISTOS 0 U\j1HltO;
I. ")'\j11CJtO~ is a superlative form from

the adverb U"'l (there is no positive adj.)
"most high. highest". With the article 0 it
serves as a noull. having the sense "the most
high" or "the highest". In the Greek trans
lations of the Hebrew Bible ji~'lJ (-·Elyon)
is always translated by (0) u'!'tCJtO;. ]n these
instances, as in the Greek literature of
Judaism of the Second Temple Period and in
the literature of primitive Christianity, the
expression 0 U\j11CJtO~ refers to the God of
-.Abraham. Isaac and -·Jacob. ]n non
Jewish or non-Christian texts wrillen in
Greek. the expression occurs as a divine
name for --Zcus. the supreme god.

II. The Greeks proclaimed Zeus as God
of the mountain tops and worshipped him as
"Zcus of the Mountain" or "of the Peak",
"of the Point", "of/on the Summit". "of the
Head". When called "the High" or "the
Most High", these epithets originally had a
literal rather than a melnphorical sense (cf.
COOK 1925:876). Later however, these epi
thets designated Zeus as the highest God of
the Greek ->Olympus. ]n Hellenistic times
the expression was used as a divine name
for various local mountain gods, e.g. Zeus
Bennos in Phrygia or -> Baal in Syria. In
scriptions and archaeological data from a
wide area demonstrate that Zeus Hypsistos.
Theos HypsislOS. or HypsiMos was revered
from Athens, through Asia Minor, Syria and
in Egypt (cf. CUMONT 1914; CoOK 1925:
876-890). Due to the influence of the LXX
and because the Jews believed their God to
be supreme, Jews in the Diaspora used (0)
U'I'lCJtO; <\s a divine name for the God of
their fathers. This can be secn from the liter
ary and widespread epigraphical evidence.

III. In the Greek translations of the
Hebrew Bible 0 U'I'lCJtO~ translates 'EI)'on
(Ps 49[50]: 14) and sometimes mlirl'J/lI (eg.
Job 25:2: Ps 148:1). Almost constan1ly 1he
article is used to dctcrmine U'I'lcrtO;, be it in
the absolute form 0 U'lflcrtO;, even if the
Hcbrew has merely ii-'lJ (cf. Deut 32:8; 2
Kgs 22:14; Tob 1:13; 4:]1) or 6 6£0; 0
U'l'lcrtO'; (e.g. Ps 56[57J:3; 77[78J:35, 56; cf.
var. lect. Dan 5: 1) or KUP10<; 0 u'+"CJto,; (e.g.
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Ps 7:18: 12[13]:6; Dan 2:18-19). Except in
the vocative or in genitive constructions
(e.g. Lam 3:35.38), the undetennined fonn
\)\jfuno; is rare and 6 V\jI10t0~ OEO~ 1CUP10~

is unusual. This tendency to dctcnnine the
superlative is common in the literary and
non-literary texts attributed to Diaspora
Judaism and might provide reason to suspect
a monotheistic sense, although the expres
sion 6 V\jIUJ'to~ itself does not exclude poly
theism.

In Gen 14: 18-20 li'?l' ?~ is translated
by 6 OEO; 6 v'tf\(no~. In v 22 (L;~ i1iii'
ii"l') the Tetragrammaton (-Yahweh) is
not translated. although some versions later
added K\>plOV (-Kyrios) to 'tov OEOV 'tov
U'tf\OtOV, o~ EKTI<reV 'tov oupavov Kal n;v
y~v. According to the Greek translation of
Gen 14:18-20, -God, "the Most High"-in
the Greek tradition a divine name for
Zeus-is none but Yahweh, the God of
Abraham, the Creator of heaven and earth.
May He be blessed (v 20: EUAO"fl1'tO~ 6 6Eo~

6 V\jI10t0;). This text from the Greek trans
lation of the Torah clearly influenced the
post-biblical use of hypsisros amongst Jews
of the Sccond Temple Pcriod.

The expression 6 u\;f\(no~ does not ex
clude polytheism. The translator of Hebrew
Ps 83: 19 thus read lebaddeka as part of v
19b and translated (cf. Ps 82(83): 19b)
almost monotheistically <riJ (sc. KUplOg
~6vo; U\;flOtO; £nt noaav n;v yiiv. Poly
theistic characteristics are not generally
barred from the translations. Following the
Hebrew, Ps 96(97):9 states that "the LORD
(Heb iiiii'. Gk KUplO~) is the Most High
over the whole earth. he is very highly
exalted above all Gods". The -God of
Heaven (cf. Ezra 1:2 and 2 Esdr I:2; Dan
2: 18) is identified as "the most high Lord"
in the interpretation of the Hebrew or Aram
aic in I Esdr 2:2 and 0' Dan 2: 18. Hypsisros
is thus used with a spatial connotation. The
Most High is Lord over the Kingdom of
man (0' Dan 4:14); he lives forever in the
heights (Isa 57:15; cr. 14:13-14).

In Ps 17(18):14-15 (cf. the parallel 2 Kgs
22:14-15) the LORD, the Most High, is de
picted in language reminiscent of Zeus.

They both thunder (J3pov'tuv) from heaven
and scatter their arrows (lk:J.li). As great
king over all the earth, the LORD most high
is Israel's Helper and Redeemer (e.g. Ps
56[57]:3; cf. 77[78]:35). In Greek tradition
Zeus is helper of the weak. the -Saviour
(cf. SCHWABL 1978:1026-1025, 1055-1057).
In the Psalms there are epithets which are
unfamiliar in connection with Zeus Hypsis
tos. In the Psalms the Most High is Israel's
Refuge and Power; the tabernacle in the city
of the Most High shall not be removed (Ps
45[46]:2,4-5). These functions of the Most
High are taken up from the Greek transla
tions by Jews in the Diaspora, as can be
seen from epigraphical evidence (RECAM II
no. 141; cr. los. As. 8:9; 11:9 ).

Ben Sira used (6) u'tf\a'to~ as the transla
tion for Elyon (Sir 41 :4,8; 42:2,18; 44:20;
50:16) and -·EI (e.g. 7:15: 12:6). The Greek
Hypsisros, which Ben Sira often uses like a
proper name, replaces the abbreviation of
the Tetragrammaton (e.g. 12:2: TIle Hebrew
text reads ii.,'O, the LXX translates napa
u\jIiOtou. Cf. 43:2; 48:5). Hellenistic tCnllin
ology is transferred to the Most High. 'The
Most High" is often combined with navro
Kpatrop (e.g. Sir 50: 14.17: -Almighty), he
is the King of everything (nOJ.lJ3acrtAE~, Sir
50:15). The most high God is loRD, the
God who created heaven and earth (Jdt
13: 18). 1 Esdr 2:2-3 relates polemically that
Cyrus, the king of the Persians. grasped the
truth: The Lord of Israel, the most high
LORD, appointed him as king of the whole
world. In the Greek paraphrase of Neh 8:6
in 1 Esdr 9:46, the loRD is not only great
(cf. the translation in 2 Esdr 18:6), he is the
highest God, the God of Hosts. the Palllo
kraror (-Almighty: although this tcnn is a
common name for God in the LXX. noy
1Cpo'tli~ is a common epithet for Zeus, cf.
COOK 1925:15, 1940:931: SCHWA8L 1972:
346; SEG 18 no. 153; 22 no. 274 ). He lives
in the highest places (Pss. Sol. 18: 10).

As can be expected, the documents from
the LXX originally written in Greek also
identify the Most High with the LORD. the
God of Israel. The expressions K)'rios and
Hypsisros are thus used in parallel con-
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structions referring to the same divine being
(Wis 5: 15; 6:3). In 3 Macc 6:2 Eliazar
addresses God as J}acnA£u l.u~yaAoKpatO>p,

u\Vl<Jtc, 7tavtOlcpatrop OEE. The Most High
is "the Ruler of all power" (3 Macc 7:9).
The apocrypha thus document the tendency
to use different names for the God of Israel.
The focus seems to be on the Most High as
the Almighty, Creator and Ruler over every
thing.

In the NT the absolute use of 0 U't/lCftO;
is confined to Acts 7:48. In contrast to
Jewish belief, the author of Luke-Acts docs
not subscribe to the view that the Most High
has his temple in --Zion. According to the
Lukan version of Q 6:35/5:45. those who
love their enemies will be "Sons of the Most
High" (the translator of Ps 81 [82):6 trans
lated po,,!) ';J with \Jiot tOU u\ViCJto\J and
in Add Esth 8: 12-13 the Jews are called the
"sons of the most high, greatest living
God"). For Luke, -Jesus is the Son of the
Most High, because the power of the Most
High overshadowed -Mary (Luke 1:32,35).
Heb 7:1 follows LXX Gen 14:18: -'Melchi
zcdek is the priest of the most high God.
Luke I :76 calls John the Baptist a prophet
of the Most High and Paul and his compan
ions are called OoUAOl tou OEOU tOU
u\jIiCJto\J by the girl possessed by a spirit of
divination (Acts 16:17). Similarly super
natural spirits recognise Jesus as \Jio~ tou
U'lIiCfto\J (Mark 5:7). [For other NT data see
also -Elyon, end]

IV. In the Jewish literature from the
Second Temple Period written or trans
mitted in Greek, that was not included in the
versions of the LXX. the expression 0
U\jIlCftO; (cf. Sib. Or. 3:519, 574) refers to
the God, who has his -throne in heaven (cf.
T. Abr. A 9: 1-3). The Most High is the Cre
ator, the Life-giver of ta 7tavta (Gk Enoch
9:5; Sib. Or. 3:704-709: los. As. 8:9). He is
the Creator (-heaven and the -sea with all
its moving water are works of the Most
High [Gk Enoch 101:1.6». -Enoch calls
the Most High KUPlO~ trov Kupirov Kat OEO~

troy Ocrov Kat l3acnAc~ troy aioovrov and
states that the throne of his glory stands
unto all the generations of the ages. His

name is holy, great and blessed unto all the
ages (Gk Enoch 9:4). TIle "Most High" is 0
aylO; 0 J.l€ya; (Gk Elloch 10: I in Georgius
Syncellus), the most high Leader (aKtO>p
U\VlCJtO;), who created Jemsalem as highly
blessed seat of the great whole (Philo the
epic poet 24: I in Euseb., Praep. E\'. IX
24, I). In the tmdition of Ps 45 (46):2.5.8.12
los. As. calls "the Most High" the
-'''Mighty One of Jacob". He is the God of
heaven, the most high God of life (21: 15).
Abraham and Jacob are each called "friend
of the most high God" (T. Abr. A 16:9; los.
As. 23: 10). Levi is a prophet of the Most
High (22:13). -'Joseph is called "begotten
-'son of God". but Aseneth is to become
"daughter of the Most High" (cf. 21 :4).

Tenninology used for Zeus and in Hel
lenistic times for political leaders is trans
ferred to the Most High and combined with
divine attributes. Abraham addresses the
Most High as KUplC 7taVtOKparrop (T. Abr.
A 15: 12). He is not only 0 OCCJ1tOtTl; (T.
Abr. A 16:2. NB OCCJ1tOtTl; is also used for
Zeus (SCHWABL 1972:297) til; KnCJco>; 0
aOavato; (since Homer [Iliad 2:741] in
connection with Zeus) I3acnAc\x;, but also 0
a6paro~ 7tanip, 0 aopato; OEO; (T. Abr. A
16:2-3). Greek Elloch uses the expression
"the highest" mainly in contexts, where the
Most High acts as judge (93-94; 99:3). Till
the day of judgement every unjust deed is
recorded in the presence of the Most High
(98:7). Sib. Or. calls the great eternal God
(3:698). the Creator, the OlKOlOKpitTl; tC
J.lo\'apxo~, the aOa\'ato~, aylO; (iiylO~ is
also an epithet for Zeus, (cf. COOK 1925:
879; SCHWABL 1972:225-226), the great
eternal king, 0 \j\VlCJtO~ Oco; (cf. 3:704, 709.
717, 719). The law of the Most High is
mentioned, stressing that he is most right
eous of all throughout the world (cf. 3:
720,580. OllCOlO(J\JVO~ is also an epithet for
Zcus-cf. COOK 1925:1092; 1940:951).

Philo uses the expression 0 Oco; 0
U't/lCJtO; when citing LXX Gen 14:22 and 0
U't/lCJtO; when citing LXX Deut 32:8 or
Num 24: 16. In the other instances, the
expression is used in the set fonn 0 U\VlCJro;
Oco; and refers specifically to the God of
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the sacred temple in Jerusalem (Leg. Gai.
278; Flacc. 46). to whom even Caesar has
ordered offerings to be made (Leg. Gai.
157.317). Philo leaves no door open to inter
pret the expression in a polytheistic manner.
After citing LXX Gen 14: 18 (where Melchi
zedek is called "priest of the Most High").
Philo excludes the possibility that there is
any other Most High, 0 yap SEO; d~ rov
(Leg. All. 3:82). An anonymous Samaritall
author from the 2nd century nCE translated
'AP10Pl~iv with opo; U'I'lOtOU (Eusebius.
Praep. Ev. IX 17,5).

In dealing with non-literary evidence. it is
extremely difficult to decide whether an
inscription mentioning the most high God
refers to the God of Israel. The mere occur
rence of the expression U'IflOLO~ docs not
guarantee its Jewish origin (Cos. ZP£ 21
[1976] 187 =TREBILCO 1991:134; Acmonia.
SEG 26 nos. 1355-1356: cf. NewDocs I no.
5). In a late imperial inscription from Diema
in Dacia the plural SEol U'I'(iOtOl) is used
(cf. NewDocs 2 no. 12). A Lydian inscrip
tion'is dedicated to SEQ U'I'iotU (cf. Com.:
1925:881).

Sometimes the influence of the LXX on
the expression or phrases in an inscription
(Delos =CIJ 12 no. 725a+b: Acmonia. CIJ
2 no. 769). or added epithel'i like 7tOV'tO
lCpatwp and £UA.o"fTltO~ (CIJ 12 690a [ =
SEG 32 no. 790]: similarly CIJ 12 no. 690:
CIJ 1 no. 78·) or perhaps an cffon in Thes
salonica to transliterate the Tetragrammaton
(CIJ 12 no. 693d), might give some degree
of cenainty. Inscriptions that refer to or
were found near a building that might be
identified as a 7tpoOEUXT1. might be Jewish
(Alexandria, CIJ 2 no. 1433 [ =CPJ 3. pp.
134-5]: Athribis, CIJ 2 no. 1443 [ =CPJ 3.
p. 142]; Leontopolis, SEG 33 no. 1326]. In a
building: Delos. CIJ 12 nos. 727-730).

Using this scant evidence some outlines
of a picture might be drawn. For inhabitanl'i
of Delos 0 SEC)~ 6 U'lfloro; is the Lord of
the spirits and of all flesh. He oversees
everything (CIJ 12 725a+b; cf. DElssMANN.
Ucht vom Osten [TObingen 1908] 305-316).
Using metaphoric language of LXX Zech
5: 1-5, Acmonian Jews attributed the func-

tion of judgement to the Most High (CIJ 2
no. 769). Along the Bosporus. the God most
high is the blessed Almighty (SEcin U\ViOLWl
7tOvtOlCpatOpl EUAo"fTltcin: CIJ 12 69(}1
[Gorgippa = S£G 32 no. 790). similarly CIJ
12 no. 690. CIJ I no. 78·). Although mIy
lCPOnl~ is a common epithet for Zeus (cf.
PW S.v.; SEG 18 no. 153: 22 no. 274). EU
AoYTltO; most likely indicates that these
inscriptions were erected by Jews (cf. LXX
Gen 14:20-22: Jdt 13: 18) in the first century
CE and that they used both epithets. U'IflOto~

and 7tOvrolCpatwp. together. In Sibidunda in
Pisidia the God most high is called "holy
Refuge" (ciyio lCOtaQUYT1 - SEG 19 no. 852
= TREBILCO 1991: 136). Although aylO; is a
common epithet for Zeus in Syria and Pales
tine. this does not apply to lCOta~UyT1. In the
LXX this tenn is often used for God. It is
not an epithet for Zeus or another deity. In
the 3n1 century CE he is called "the great
God. the Most High. the Heavenly" by Jews
near Ankara (RECAM 2 no. 209B). This last
epithet (E7tOUpavlO~) is. like IlEytOto-:; and
U'IflOtO;. often used for Zeus (cf. SCHWABL
1972:308, 335). Such names were used
when dedicating a marble column to the
Most High and his 7tPO<rlCUVTlti'l 7tpOOcuxn.

Amongst early Christian writers. Clement
of Rome illustrates the Christian dependence
on the Jewish use of 6 U'+'lOLO~ (I CIt'III
29:2 citing Deut 32:8-9: I Clem 45:7 as
reception of Dan 3: 19-25) and addresses
Him. whose name is the beginning of all
creation. as "the only Highest in the
Highest. the Holy One. resting amongst the
holy" (I Clem 59:3). Ignatius of Antioch
combines Jewish and Christian tmdition and
speaks in the s31utation of his letter to the
Romans of "the most high --Father" (for the
Apologisl" cf. BERTRAM 1969:619).
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I. The Ibis was considered to be the
visible manifestation of the Egyptian god of
-wisdom -·Thoth. The ibis occurs in the
Bible in the LXX versions of Deut 14:16
and Isa 34: II as rendering of MT =]iiDJ',
vocalised )'anJup. presumably a kind of
long-eared owl (1). Whenever the opportun
ity p~ented itself. the LXX translators pol
emised against Egyptian cults (compare
their polemics against the cult of -·Apis in
Jer 46:15). Here they equated the ibis with
the owl which in Deut 14: 16 and Lev 11: 17
appears in lists of unclean birds (BECHER
1967:379-380; MORENZ 1964:253-254; Gt>RG
1978:177-178).

The Egyptian name of the ibis is ttlll or,
since the New Kingdom, hb (ZIVIE 1980:
116). The Gk tPl~. instead of the expected
iPl~, has been understood as a case of
psiJosis. charncteristic of the Ionian dialect
(MUSSIES 1978:831).

II. The Ibis religiosa (threskiornis aethi
opica) is a white shining bird except for the
black head and tail-feathers. He was wor
shipped in the shape of a statue having a
bronze head, tail and feet and a gilded or
white painted body (SMELIK 1979:230, with
n.21). The Ibis-worship has been attested
since the second half of the New Kingdom
(KAKOSY 1981:43; SMELIK 1979:227. n.8). It
was not limited to a particular cult-place. ali
with most other sacred animals (for instance
Apis) but since the New Kingdom the num
ber of cult-places spread rapidly throughout
Egypt to reach illi greatest profusion during
the Late Period (from 700 DCE; SMELIK
1979:228-229 provides a comprehensive list
of the cult-places).

The close relation between Thoth and the
Ibis is apparcnt from the fact that Thoth is
called the Ibis, the venerable Ibis or the Ibis
great-in-magic (BOYLAN 1922: 191). Accord-

ing to Egyptian conceptions, the Ibis reveals
the hidden nature of Thoth on earth (RAY
1976: 137). The Egyptians associated Thoth,
the oracle god "who hears", to his earthly
counterpart the Ibis, who is called "The
Face has spoken" (QUAEGEDEUR 1975).
Thoth was the Lord of Laws and the foun
der of social order (BOYLAN 1922:88-89).
Thus Thoth and the Ibis are invoked to de
liver those who are in distress (SMELIK
1979:237-238). The Ibis also seems to have
served in a private cult (KAKOS\' 1981 :44,
with n.36).

The Ibis revealed the lunar science of
arithmetics (ZIVIE 1977:23-24). His snake
killing activities (KAKOS\' 1981 :43) reflected
Thoth's nature as a destroyer of enemies.
Like Thoth the Ibis was a physician, who
was said to have introduced the clyster
(Plutarch, de Iside et Osiride 75). As the
emanation of Thoth, the god of wisdom. the
Ibis made up the first letter of the Egyptian
alphabet (KAKOSY 1981 :42. n.7 with refer
ences). The Ibis was also associated with
Imhotep. the archetypical scientist and phys
ician (ZIVIE 1980: 118, with n.46). Thoth
was regarded as the father or tutor of -Isis
(RAY 1976:158-159: KAKOSY 1981:43, with
n.14 and pertinent references) and ibises and
baboons, both embodiments of Thoth. are
depicted in temples of Isis in Italy (S~tELiK

1979:241).
The Ibis reveals Thoth's creative powers.

The step of the bird is said to measure one
cubit (Aelian, Nat. allim. 10.29) and the
spreading of the legs formed an equilateral
triangle (Plutarch, de Isid. et Osirid. 381 D,
Quaest. com·h·. 67OC: compare the white
triangle on Apis's brow). The cubit was
sacred to Thoth and by means of it the god
measured the cosmos and its counterpart
Egypt, thus establishing the cosmic order
(Eg Maat). Votive cubits. found in tombs,
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are often inscribed with the measurements
and names of Egypt's provinces (ZIYlE
1977:33-34). Using a theological pun, the
Egyptians associated the name of the Ibis
(Eg hb) with the important role of Thoth as
the heart (Eg ib), Le. the creative Thought,
of the demiurge, the sun god -Re (ZIVIE
1980: 117, with n.36). Sometimes the Ibis is
identified with the palette of Thoth (SCHOTT
1968:55) by means of which the god
designed the world, the piC:llIra mllndi
(DERCHAIN-URTEL 1988: 1-26). In PGM 1.
54, the sun god is said to assume the shape
of the Ibis in the 9th hour.

The Egyptians associated the Ibis (=
-moon) to his solar companion the Hawk
(= sun: -Helios, -Shemesh). According to
temple texts, the Ibis and the Hawk lay
down the rules of the world's regiment and
announce to the world the king's crowning
(SCHOTT 1968). Clement of Alexandria,
Stromat. V.7.43, 1-3 states that the golden
statues of a Hawk and an Ibis are carried
along in Egyptian processions. The cults of
the Ibis and the Hawk are often combined
(SMELIK 1979:240-241). At Saqqara, the
Ibis- and Hawk-galleries are found in the
same area and both cults are administered
together (RAY 1976:137).

Relatively little is known about the Ibis
cult itself. The king granted the temple and
the land to provide the sustenance of the
birds. The temple housed the cult statue
which served in processions. A special
building, called the birth chapel. was in
tended for the incubation of the eggs (RAY
1976:138).

Ibises were mummified after the example
of -·Osiris (RARG 321. with references).
Large quantities of mummified eggs have
also been found (RAY 1976: 138). According
to the cosmogony of Hermopolis, the chief
centre of Thoth's cult. Ihe world originated
in a cosmic egg. Aelian, Nat. animal. 2.35,
remarks that the hatching of ibis eggs takes
28 (lunar) days. The mummified ibises were
provisionally stored away in the so-called
houses of rest. The mass interment coupled
with a procession was performed once year
ly (RAY 1976:140).

III. In Deut 14: 16 the )'anlfip. 'long
eared owl (1)', is mentioned in a list of
unclean animals. This list has a duplicate in
the P source (Lev 11: 17). In an oracle
against Edom (lsa 34) the forthcoming
devastation of this country is depicted e.g.
with the imagery that the country will be the
abode of owls and -ravens (Isa 34: 11; B.
DICOU, BN 58 [1991] 30-45). In the MT the
bird is not deified. In LXX Deut 14: 16 and
Isa 34: II yanJfip is rendered with il3(e)lc;. It
is not clear whether the translators had a
polemic against Egyptian cults in mind
(MORENZ 1964) or were just identifying the
bird referred to.

With P. DHORME (Le livre de Job [Etu
des bibliques: Paris 1926] 541) the noun
!1I~6t in Job 38:36 is generally construed as
a reference to a bird, especially the ibis (e.g.
O. KEEL, Jahwes Enrgegnllng an Ijob [Got
tingen 1978] 60; A. DE WILDE, Das Buch
Hiob [OTS 22; Leiden 1981) 369). though
not deified.
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R. L. Vos

ID ~
I. According to Gen 2:6, the primordial

world was watered by a 'flood' ('el!) that
arose from the earth prior to the advent of
rainfall. It is probable that Hebr 'ed was bor
rowed from Akk id, 'Id', which occurs in
cuneifonn sources (usually written d(D) as a
name for the -river as a deity, especially in
connection with the river ordeal, a juridical
process' by which an accused person was
tried by being thrown into the river (CAD
UJ [1960] 8; AH\V 364). Akkadian id was
derived from the Sumerian name for the
river god, who was believed to officiate over
the ordeal. The common Akkadian noun
corresponding to Sum id is nanl11l, 'river',
which, though ordinarily feminine, occurs in
Old Babylonian personal names as a mascu
line divine name, dNarom. so that it is not
always clear whether to IUd d(D as id or
nanon (LAMBERT 1985). Nevertheless it is
certain from occasional syllabic spellings,
such as d/-id (e.g, R. M. WHITING. Oid
Babylonian Leiters from Tell Asmar [Chica
go 1987], no. 21 :5), that the river god was
commonly called Id in Akkadian.

An alternative proposal (SPEISER 1955) is
that 'ed was borrowed from Akkadian edu,
'onrush of water, high water' (CAD E 35
36; AH\V 187). It has been funher suggested
that· Jiebrew 'edt a noun meaning 'distress'
or 'calamity' and customarily associated
with an unattested Heb verb ·'fid (cf. Arabic
ada [<awada], 'bend, burden, oppress') also
derives from id (McCARTER 1973).

II. The Mesopotamian god Id, the divine
river, was a leading deity at Mari and else
where in the Old Babylonian period
(ALBRIGHT 1967; LAMBERT 1985). He was
associated with the dispensation of justice
:md in particular with the river ordeal, a pro-

cedure in which the guilt or innocence of
the accused was detennined b)' casting him
into the waters. If the river god held him. he
was believed to be guilty: if he escaped, he
was deemed to be innocent. No comparable
ordeal is known in the jurisprudence of
Syria-Palestine, though Ugaritic [pI "hr.
'Judge River: an epithet of Yamm. the
-·sea god. is suggestive (River). Even in the
absence of an actual legal procedure in the
Nonhwest Semitic region, it is nevenheless
possible that a notion of judgement by
ordeal in the cosmic waters at the entrance
to the underworld existed as a religious con
cept expressed in a corresponding literary
motif.

III. Whatever the background and deri
vation of the tenn, the 'flood' or primeval
river of Gen 2:6 is not represented as a deity
or a divine river. Nor docs the noun 'ed, in
those biblical passages where it might mean
'(river) ordeal' (Deut 32:35: 2 Sam 22: 19
[=Ps 18:19J: Job 21:17.30; 31:23), refer
directly or indirectly to a river god. Though
the ordeal sometimes seems to take place in
the cosmic waters at the entrance to the
underworld (2 Sam 22: 17 [=Ps 18: 17J; cr.
Jonah 2:4.6-7). it is depicted as an affliction
or tribulation under Yahweh's control: and
thus an instrument of his justice rather than
an independent power with its own judicial
authority (2 Sam 22:17-21 [=Ps 18:17-21]:
cf. Ps 124:2-5).
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ILIB
I. The term ilib is found in Ugaritic

textc; both cultic and litemry. In the former
the ilib receives offerings and in the latter it
is mentioned incidentally as the object of a
particular family cult. There is very slight
evidence for the ilib otherwise in Israelite
litemry and epigmphic sources.

There are various explanations of the
form, the most obvious and widely accepted
being that it is a modification of 'if + 'ab,
'god' + 'father'. Ilib would, on this argu
ment, be the 'divine ancestor' par excel
lence. Others, however, have sought expla
nations in Hittite a-a-bi (also the deity
dA-a-bi), referring to a sacrificial/necro
mantic pit, thus linking the word with
Hebrew 'ob, 'ghost, necromancer, etc.' (cf.
Lev 20:27; Isa 29:4 -·Soothsaying Spirit)
(see especially HOFFNER 1970-1973) or in
the Arabic root la'aba, 'set up', a derivation
which might imply 'stele, standing stone'.

II. The Ugaritic term appears only a few
times in the texts but in quite unexpected
contexts and in ways which are not easy to
reconcile. On the one hand ilib appears at
the head of god-lists. Indeed, in the 'pan
theon' list ilib appears in the first place.
above -.EI and -.BaCal (KTV 1.47:2; 1.118:
I). ilib also has a prominent role in rituals.
often in receipt of offerings (KTV 1.41 :35;
46:17[rest.]; 56:3. 5; 87:38; 91:5; 109:12,
15, 19, 35; 148: 10, 23). On the other hand.
in KTV 1.17 i 26 (and parallels 17 i 44; ii
16) ilib appears to refer to the dead ances
tors, to whom. in fulfilment of a family
duty, a stele or stelae are to be erected.
(There are disagreements about details,
though not really affecting the question of
the meaning of ilib). From the context it
appears that the cult of the ilib was a duty
incumbent upon the eldest son in the family.
If the person responsible is indisposed, his
son must carry out this duty for him. It is
noteworthy that the ilib can be referred to
with pronoun suffixes as 'mylhis ilib'. as if
ilib were a common noun. It is closely
parallel to em. 'clan. kinsman. ancestor'.

We thus appear at first to have two differ
ent significances for the term and some have

in consequence sought to separate them
completely from each other. seeking to iden
tify ilib with a specific deity. The only plaus
ible direct identification with another deity.
taking ilib to be a specific divine name. is
suggested by LA~tDERT (1981). who has
drawn attention to a Mesopotamian parallel,
Ilaba. attested from the period of the dyna
sty of Akkad and down to ca 1600 BCE. This
ilib would be quite distinct from the ilib of
KTV 1.17. The sepumtion of the two mani
festations of ilib is not. however. necessary.

Our best clue to ilib is provided by the
so-called Ugaritic 'pantheon' list. While the
accumcy of the equations implied in this
series of texts cannot be relied upon without
reserve. the parallel versions in Akkadian
(syllabic cuneiform DINGIR a-bi =ifabl) and
the Hurrian equivalent (ill aln: KTV 1.42: I)
argue strongly for understanding the form to
be a combination of if and ab, mther than
based on any other roots. The slightly
strange vocalisation (a > i) is not a serious
obstacle. being pamlleled by other such
shifts (cf. Ugaritic ilt for alt: KTV 2.41: 18).
Vowel harmonisation may be at work. Pre
cise interpretation. however, still remains
difficult.

The vocalisation of the syllabic version
suggests the meaning 'El/God of the
fathcr(s)' or possibly 'EI is my father'. The
former would evoke echoes of the patri
archal 'God of the Fathers'. The syllabic
spelling may. however. be an approximation
rather than an exact rendering and the Hur
rian suggesLc; something more like 'divine
father'. This meaning or 'divine (divinised)
ancestor' is the most commonly adopted
translation. The term might be a general one
for such deified persons (SPRONK 1986).
Such an interpretation, combined with the
high position assigned to this figure in the
lists and his general importance in the cult.
suggests that he is an ancestral deity of the
royal family and was highly revered. That
such a royal ancestor cult was important in
ancient Ugarit (and elsewhere in ancient
Syria) is clear from abundant evidence.
especially the evidence of the rpllm (-·Re
phaim). and it is not surprising to find ilib in
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this sense at the head of pantheon lists,
though this should not be taken to imply a
deity more important than EI, Dagan and
BacaI.

This interpretation is also compatible with
the other group of texts (e.g. KTU 1.17 i:26)
in which Dan'il's ancestor-cult has to be
carried on, since ilib would in both groups
of texts be a common noun, which could
apply to the domestic context of family
shrines or to the national royal cult. In this
context it may be noted that SPRONK (1986)
would identify the ilib cult and the rpllm
cult, which is better known. Indeed it is not
impossible that ilib is in fact a plural, 'the
divine ancestors', and it is so interpreted by
several scholars.

III. The evidence for ancestor cult in
ancient Israel is widespread, but the Israelite
epigraphic evidence for ilib is limited to a
single seal bearing the Hebrew personal
name 'bd'I'b (cf. G. A. COOKE, Textbook of
North-S~m;tic Inscriptions [Oxford 1903],
no. 150:6, pI. xi, 6: the reading is not entire
ly certain). This implies that a divine 'I'b
was known in later times. This evidence is
extremely slender.

One allusion to iii" has been detected in
Hebrew literature-by ALBRIGHT in rclation
to Isa 14: 19, where he would emend )'orlde
'el 'abne b6r, "you who go down to the
stones of thc Pit", to yuredu 'e/'ebe bur, "let
them be brought down (to Sheol), 0 ghosts
of the Ncther World". In view of the acute
difficulties in this verse it seems unwise to
invent a hapax legomenon to solve them!
We may note also the personal name Eliab
~~.,~) in the Hebrew Bible (l Sam 16:6,
etc.), though it is doubtful that this is
relevant.

Finally and for completeness mention
should be made again of Hebrew 'ob,
'necromancer' (e.g. Lev 19:31), 'ghost' (e.g.
Isa 29:4) and, according to HOFFNER,
'necromantic pit' (I Sam 28:8), the origin of
which has been explained in a variety of
ways, though HOFFNER (1970-73) would
relate it to ilib.
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IMAGE Cl'~
I. The Babylonian word ~almll is used

as the equivalent of Sum alam, dill and nu.
It refers both to statues and other symbols of
gods and humans. Though occasionally pre
ceded by the divine determinative (dingir),
the image ($alm14) was not viewed as a god
itself. A cult of a deity 'Imagc' (*S"11llu),
however, is attested for the city of Taima in
north-west Arabia. The closest analogy in
the Hebrew Bible is the cult of erected
stones (m~#b6t), whose anointment with
oil reflects a kind of worship.

II. Images played an important role in
Babylonian religion. Both images in the
sense of statues in the round and a variety of
diffcrent types of symbol could represent
deities. Objects or symbols pertaining to a
particular deity could be used in swearing
oaths. While a deity was normally regarded
as being present in his statue or symbol, he
could withdraw of his own free will, or be
forced to withdraw, for example by des
ecration of the physical object. In this case
complicated rituals were required to bring
the material artefact back into religious life
(such as pit pi and mis pi rituals, literally
'opening-of-the-mouth' and 'washing-of-the
mouth'). A worshipper could sometimes be
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regarded as represented by a votive statuette
placed in a temple. The worshipper would
nonnally avoid referring to the statue as
such, but simply make reference to the deity
by name.

However. there is direct evidence in the
riikulru texts involving use of the word
la11las.'i/t: "the pictorial representations of
cities, the statues of fallen gods" (Tlikulru, 5
i 30). Moreover A~suma~irpal II (883-859
BCE) refers to a lamasslt ('representation') of
'(Ninurta's) great godhead' (E. A. W.
BUDGE & L. W. KING, The Annals of the
Kings of Assyria [London 1902] 210, 19;
345, ii 133). This contrasts with lamassaru
in reference to -·Ishtar (BUDGE & KI:-':G,
The Annals of the Kings of Assyria, 164,
25). The arguments of SPYCKET (1968),
questioning actual representation of deities
for the third millennium BCE. are mainly
arguments from silence. While it is often
uncertain whether a statue or symbol is
involved, there are of course references from
the later period (second millennium ncE and
later) which point unambiguously to an
anthropomorphic representation. An example
is an omen text based on the appearance of
->Marduk as he leaves his temple Esagil in
Babylon for the New Year's festival. This
includes direct references to his eyes, mouth
and facial expression (SBTU 2 no. 35).

Mesopotamian ,mlmlt could refer not only
to statues or symbols (such as Sitnil/ill), but
also to stelae with representations in relief.
what is meant usually being apparent from
the context. A Nco-Assyrian letter illustmtes
the closeness of symbol and deity: "The
kizenu is set up in the temple; they say
about it 'It is -·Nahu'" (LAS 318: 6-7). In
the Mesopotamian cultural context caution
should be exercised with regard to the
Babylonian word $a111l1l, 'statue', 'image', or
'likeness'. This is a functioning word within
the language and its panicular nuance
depends on the specific context. Thus. even
if the word is equipped with the divine
detenninative, it need not refer to the same
thing or deity in different contexts. In the
hyperbole of NCO-Assyrian letters the king
can be said to be the image of Sama~, as

well as of other deities. This is best seen as
belonging to the imagery of mytho-poetic
diction.

There existed in Taima in north-west
Arabia a cult or cults of $1m known from
several Imperial Aramaic (ca. 400 BCE) in
scriptions. The god ;1111, known in Latin
inscriptions as Sit1mIlS, Gk 1:0),1.10;. was the
chief deity of Taima. Since he had the
winged sun-disk as his symbol (DALLEY
1986). it is possible that the god Sulmu
(assuming that such was the pronunciation)
is originally the hypostatized image of the
sun god (cf. J. C. L. GIBSON, TSSI, Vol. 2
[1975] 150 ad line 2). Its closest parallels
are the gods -.Bethel and Sikkanu (attested,
e.g. in the name Sanchuniathon = in'~O),

both deified cult -·stones (VAN DER TOORN
1997). The cult of Sulmu in Taima may
have been brought there by people from
Hamath, whose presence at Taima is attested
by the cult of -.Ashima (B. AGGOULA, Stu
dia aramaica II. Syria 62 r1985] 61-76, esp.
70-71). Interpretational difficulties within
the Arahian material preclude at present
making any connection with Mesopotamian
religion.

III, Etymologically corresponding to Akk
$all1llt is Heb $elem. Like its Akkadian (and
Aramaic) counterpart, it can be used to
designate the image of a deity. Thus Num
33:52 demands the destruction of all $alme
massekot. cast (i.e. metal) images (of idols).
Such images were to be found in temples
like the Baal temple in Jerusalem (2 Kgs
11: 18//2 Chr 23: 17). Also Judaeans were
known to worship such idols (Ezek 7:20;
16: 17). According to the difficult text of
Amos 5:26, the Israelites engaged in the
worship of -·Kaiwan their 'image' (Kiy)'fin
$almekem). It is generally believed that the
polemics against the worship of 'images' is
exilic or post-exilic. The (enn .~('Icm is not
the technical tenn for the representation of
an idol; pesel and massekii are more fre
quent (F. J. STENDEBACH, r:?~, nVAT 6
[19891 1046-1055, esp. 1051). 'Image'
($e1em) as an hypostatized or even deified
object is not attested in the Hebrew Bible;
what comes closest to the worship of a god
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~ulmu among the early ISrJelites is the
anointment of erected stones (e.g. Gen
28: 18). The tenns 'eben and ma~~ebcj used
in this connection indicate that the parallel,
if pamllel there be, is not etymological but
material (for further discussion -Bethel).
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A. LIVING~"ONE

INANNA -. ISHTAR

ISHIJARA
I. The personal name 'aJ~ll;r, Ashhur (I

Chron 2:24; 4:5)-traditionally construed as
a derivation from the root ~I.'R. 'to be black'
(HALA T 91 )-has been interpreted by CAS
SUTO (1947:472) as "belonging to IStmra".
Bhara is known as a Babylonian goddess.

II. Bharn, dlS-ba-ra. also written As-ba
ra and EJ-lm-ra, is one of the names for
Inannal-·Ishtar. In Atr I 301-304 and Gilg.
II ii 35-50 mention is made of a 'bed laid
for Bhara'. From this it can be inferred that
Ishtar was called IShara during the marriage
rites. Therefore. she can be depicted as a
goddess of love and/or a mother goddess
(D. O. EDZARD, lVbMyth I, 90; LAMBERT
1976-80: 176-177). Her astrological constel
lation was the scorpion (DOUGLAS VAN
BUREN 1937-39). In the Human pantheon a
goddess with the same name appears. The

South-Anatolian deity, however, is related
with the underworld (FRANTZ-SZA06 1976
80). The goddess is also found in texts from
Ugarit (e.g. KTU 1.119:13-14).

III. The traditional etymology of the
name Ashur is to be preferred to the fanciful
interpretation offered by Cassuto. Derived
from the root ~J:lR, 'to be black' with a pre
fonnative 'aleph, the name probably refers
to the colour of the skin. In two genealogi
cal lists in Chronicles, A~hur is presented ali
the father of Tekoa (I Chron 2:24: 4:5). The
Old Greek version. however. sees him as the
father of Caleb (Lo 1992). From the Iron
Age, the name is attested epigraphically in
the seal inscription 's~r b[nl 'fyhw, 'Ashur
the so[n] of Asajah' (G. I. DAVIES, Anciell1
Hebrew Inscript;ons [Cambridge 1991] no.
100.532) and in an ostracon from Samaria
('Jbr. 13:3-4; LEMAIRE 1977:31.49-50). Al
ternatively, the name can also be construed
as containing the theophoric clement
-Horus (e.g. LEMAIRE 1977:49-50; J. H.
TIGAY. YOIi Shall Hare No Other Gods
[HSS 31; Atlanta 1986] 66).

IV. BibliographJ'
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B. BECKING

ISHMAEL "~licj'
I. Ishmael is the eponym of the

Ishmaelite tribes who traced their ancestry
back to -·AbrahamlAbram and visited his
tomb at Hebron (Machpelah, Gen 25:9). The
name as such is common Semitic and is
attested from the earliest times onward
(KNAUF 1985:38 n.170: ARCH! 1988:51).
His name is explained in Gen 16: II (1) and
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21: 17 (E) as a wish for answer. an explana
tion which tallies with the tmditional under
standing of this name (NOTII. IPN. 198).
The name is not only found in early Mes
opotamia (3rd millennium), but also in
Middle Bronze Hazor lJ-me-il(DINGIR)
(HOROWITl. & SHAFFER 1992) and perhaps
Late Bronze Sinai (CPSI no. 34). From Old
Babylonian Larsa a toponym lS-me-il(DINGIR)
is known (YOS 8 no. 173: II. cf. RGTC 3,
119) and from Marl a tribe /S·nu·lu-um
(ARM V. 33:6). Toponyms and tribal names
arc sometimes derived from clans and their
locally revcred ancestors (MEYER 1906:297).

II. According to biblical gcnealogy Ish
mael is the son of Abraham and -·Sarah's
slavc-girl Hagar, given in marriage to thc
patriarch in order to achieve a natuml heir
and to create a heir by adoption for Sarah
(Gen 16:2: 30:3). In this way Israelite tra
dition acknowledges the 'Abrahamite' origin
of the Ishmaelite confederation (Gen 17:20:
25: 12.18). The name Ishmacl is also known
as a divine name: d/S.me.la.(a)1 dSa!-me·la·
a (Tilkulru. 94:92: WEIPPERT. RIA 5 [1976
80) 251). one of the ten divine Judges of the
temple of Assur in Nineveh. In the form dH_
me·/zim this god is already known in an Old
Assyrian inscription of Erishum I (ARI I.
12). In Sabaean sources a similar di\;ne
name Samo l appears, probably an epithet of
the Moongod (H6FI'ER, \\IbM)'r" 1/1.
467.528: RAAM 247-248). Other divine
names of this type are attested in Mari and
elsewhere, like. for instance dYakrub-EII
dlkrub-EI (EOZARD, RIA 5, 254). An ori
ginal connection betwecn this god and the
Ishmaclite eponym is. howevcr, unprovable.
Most probably they wcre not rclated. be
cause the Ishmaclites appear as the SUI1lU'i!
in the Assyrian sources (KNAUF 1985). This
identification with the Sumu'i! has been
challenged (Erll',\L 1982), but the equ31ion
is linguistically possible when it may be
assumed that thc Assyrian name is a stan
dardized corruption of the early Western
South-Semitic name (cf. also kurSir-'i-la-a-a
= Israel: d/S-me·la·a = dSa-mc·la·a. etc.).
From an historical and gcogmphical point of
view the identification is very plausible. It is

uncertain whether the Ishmaelites originated
from North-Sinai in the second millennium
BCE (Gen 16 [J] and 21 [E], MEYER 1906:
322-328: differently KNAUF 1985. Nach
wort). but early in the first millennium BCE

they become historically manifest as a tribal
confederation opposite the Palestinian
monarchies in an area stretching "from
Havilah to Shur near the border of Egypt"
(Gen 25: 18). i.e. from the isthmus of Suez
to Duma (Dumat al-Jandal) and Ncflid in thc
Arabian desert. Since the 8th century BCE
thc members of the confcdcration of Sumu'i!
= Ishmael hcadcd by the Qedar-tribe. are
known as Aribi, Arabu, Arabaia in the As
syrian sources. In contemporary biblical
texts Crb(y) 'ArabO), also started to replace
'Ishmaelitc' (lsa 13:20: 21: 13: Ezek 27:21
etc.).

An original ethnic conncction between
"the mother of Ishmael", Hagar and the
biblical Iwgri'im (I Chron 5: 10.18-22 ) is
not likely (MEYER 1906: Nonl 1948:
KNAUF 1985), though I Chron 5: 19-20 (also
Ps 83:7) suggests an alliance between
Hagaritcs and Ishmaelites. This however,
reflects a much later historical state of
affairs (perhaps Persian times, KNAUF 1985:
52).

III. There is a possibility that dUme·i!u
was an early Semitic deified ancestor-king
or tribal saint of the kind listed among the
ten ancestor-kings in the Assyrian Kinglist
(ANET3. 564) and also the first tcn deified
kings of Ebla (ARCHI 1986: on deified
ancestors see also M. SlOL. Old Babylon
Personal Names, SEL 8 [1991) 191-212.
esp. 203-205). Personalities with a similar
kind of name were veneratcd like deities in
Ugarit (ef. ydbil and yadi! in KTU 1.106:3
4). However. it is impossible to prove that
this ancestral divinity was identical to the
eponym of Ishmael = Stlmu'i!. Biblical tra
ditions about Ishmael's burial. the where·
abouts of his tomb and indications of his
veneration are unknown. Only his death is
mentioned by P (Gen 25: 17). Scholars sup
posed a central Ishmaelite sanctuary at Beer
--Lahai-roi (Gen 16:14) in the Negev or
North-Sinai (MEYER 1906: NOTH 1948), but
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in this case one has to assume that Isaac's
connection to this place is secondary (Gen
24:62; 25: II). There is no way to check the
reliability of this tradition; nor is the place
of Beer Lahai-roi established geographical
ly. It is only Muslim tradition which tells us
more about Ishmael's life and death, in par
ticular how he and his mother settled near
the well Zamzam between the hills al-Safa
and al-Marwa in the neighbourhood of
Mekka and how they were adopted by the
Jurhum tribe. Quran and Hadith provide a
complete hieros logos for the Abrahamite
origin of the Holy House in Mekka, and be
sides that, also traditions about the tombs of
Ishmael and his mother Hagar, which are
exhibited in the higr of the Haram of the
KaCaba at Mekka (PARET 1972).
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M. DJJKSTRA

ISHTAR
I. The major Mesopotamian goddess of

love, war, and the planet Venus is known
primarily by the Sumerian name Inanna and
the Akkadian name Ishtar. Although the
name Jnanna is usually translated as 'Lady

of Heaven' (nin.nn.ak), the alternative
translation 'Lady of the date clusters'
(nin.ana.ak), suggested by JACOBSEN (1976:
36). seems preferable. The name Ishtar is
Semitic and earlier was pronounced Eshtar.
Ishtar is not simply a Semitic name brought
in and applied without further change to a
pre-existing Sumerian goddess, but rather
represents an independent Semitic deity who
helped shape the personality of the Meso
potamian goddess. Ishtar derives from com
mon Semitic (a!tar. (A masculine god with
this name appears in Southern Arabia and
Ugarit ra!rar] , though a feminine form
[-+Astarte] is also attested in Canaanite lit
erature and in the Bible.) In the course of
time. Ishtar became the generic name for
goddess and iSrariiw, a plural form of her
name. the term for goddesses. Sometimes
the name is superimposed upon other god
desses without, however, necessarily chang
ing the separate identity of the underlying
god (e.g. the use of the name Ishtar for the
mother-goddess in the Epic of Gilgamesh.
Tablet XI).

There are a few oblique references to Ish
tar in the Bible.

n. Though she has other filiations, Inan
na is best known as the daughter of the
moon god Nanna/Sin and his wife Ningal
and as the sister of UtulShamash, the sun
god. In the Sumerian literary traditions
renecting fertility rituals, especially those
rooted in Uruk. the goddess is depicted as
the wife of various Dumuzil-+Tammuz
figures. fertility gods who are the power for
new life and growth. She is also the wife of
An, the god of the sky. This latter asso
ciation may be a late development. but it
seems more likely that here is preserved an
older tradition in which InannalIshtar repre
sents a variant of the earth: Ki ('earth'), the
wife of An, or Ereshkigal ('mistress of the
great earth'), the goddess of the netherworld
who was the wife of An in his bull form,
Gugalanna.

The goddess InannalIshtar seems to ex
hibit a greater variety of (perhaps inconsis
tent) traits and qualities than most other dei
ties and plays a wide variety of roles. She is
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a goddess of sexual love and possesses
strong powers of sexual attraction. In the
fertility cult, she receives foodstuffs and
appears to be the numen of the communal
storehouse. In addition. InannalIshtar is a
rain-goddess who. like other stonn gods. is
also a war goddess and personifies the
battle-line. She is also the patroness of pros
titutes and other independent women as well
as the goddess of the morning and evening
star (Venus). The character of the goddess is
arresting: "love and sensuality alongside
battle and victory. On the one hand. there
fore. IStar was depicted as hierodule (naked
goddess) and on the other as heroine and
queen" (ROMER 1969:132).

The goddess is the spouse and lover of
the king with whom she participates in the
ritual of the sacred marriage. She provides
the king with economic blessings as well as
power and victory in war. Inannallshtar is
associated with the cults of many cities; she
is particularly prominent in Uruk, Akkad,
Kish. Nineveh, and Arbela. In Uruk, but
particularly in Akkad and Assyria. she is a
goddess of war and victory.

In Mesopotamian literary texts, Inanna!
Ishtar has a coherent and believable, if com
plex, personality. Inannallshtar is a young.
independent. and wilful woman of the upper
class. She is a product of an urban world
and is closely associated with cities more
than with cosmic functions. She seems to be
constantly on the move, perhaps because of
her association with heavenly bodies and
unencumbered women; in any case, her
movement expresses and enhances a quality
of discontent and restlessness that character
izes her. Inannallshtar often appears as a
sexually attractive being, but she remains
unsatisfied and is constantly 'injured', striv
ing, and contentious. She tends toward anger
and rage and 'troubles heaven and earth'.
(One is tempted to talk of early 'psychic
wounds') Her roles (as wife. mother, etc.)
are not fully realized; she behaves as if she
were incomplete. Yet there is also some
times real loss; thus. for example. her hus
band dies prematurely. But while the death
of Tammuz reflects the cycle of fertility and

is understandably emphasized in her cult
and related myths. this loss remains detenni
native in the fonnation of her personality
even when her personality and story are
freed from the fertility context. Ishtar
reminds us of Gilgamesh. a powerful indivi
dual with great energy who always remains
dissatisfied with the allotted role or portion
and is constantly driven to go beyond. They
seem to be male and female counterparts.

The figure who appears under the name
of Inanna or Ishtar possesses a number of
sharply delineated characteristics. The god
dess seems even to exhibit contradictory or
conflicting traits. She seems to encompass
polar opposites: she is death and life, male
and female. she is a female who does not
nurture nor have a pennanent partner, a
sexual woman who is warlike and glories in
aggression and destruction, etc. She is
glorified but frightening, exalted but also
intimidating. Moreover, a number of poss
ibly separate goddesses appear under the
name Ishtar of a particular place (e.g. Ishtar
of Nineveh). In view of her diversity, sever
al questions about the goddess should be
asked. In simplified fonn, these questions
are: I) Is the InannaiIshtar of Mesopotamia
a single goddess, a conftation of several
goddesses, or separate goddesses under a
single name? 2) As a single goddess or a
confiation of several. did she possess a
coherent personality? Recent attempts to
understand the nature of Inannallshtar have
emphasized either the continued existence of
separate goddesses of love and of war, or
the existence of a single goddess whose
nature is in fact expressed by or related to
the very quality of variety or even contra
diction.

I) It is likely that Inanna-Ishtar is an
amalgam of several different Sumerian, or
southern Mesopotamian. goddesses as well
as a fusion of this amalgam with a Semitic
goddess, Ishtar. Inanna and Ishtar seem al
ready to be identified early in Mesopotamian
history. But although the goddess has
evolved from different figures, she neverthe
less seems to possess a believable, even
coherent personality. While it is tempting to
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believe that this persona constituted a new
entity, formed by the merger of separate
goddesses. it is equally possible, perhaps
more reasonable. to suppose that it was the
similarities between goddesses that led to
the original merger. While different traits or
configurations of traite; may originally have
been associated. respectively, with the Sem
itic and the Sumerian goddesses. it is likely
that the two were identified because they. in
fact, resembled each other and contained
features associated both with sexual love as
well as with military (Semitic) or social
(Sumerian) conflict.

2) Various explanations for the occur
rence in one persona of the aforementioned
contradictory traits have been offered. Thus.
for example, it has been suggested that the
goddess is the embodiment of qualities or
lifestyles that seem contradictory and para
doxical and call into question the categories
or values of the society and thus confirm
their existence; an embodiment. that is. of
figures who are marginal (e.g. a prostitute).
bi-sexual. or anomalous (e.g. a woman of
the respectable upper class who. however, is
powerful. free and undomesticated). Alter
natively, it has been suggested that she is
the embodiment of strife.

Without wishing to suggest that these
issues are anything but complex. I shall
offer a somewhat subjective and simplifying
hypothetical construction. I would suggest
that under the figure of the goddess
lnannallshtar there originally existed a uni
tary power that encompassed an extensive
range of continuous. if diverse, qualities and
activities. and that later the goddess drew to
herself different characteristics and roles
that were then perceived as conflicting.

This original power wa.e;. in effect. an
earth goddess who partook of and generated
both death and life. To use an evocative, if
hackneyed phrase. the goddess was both
womb and tomb. Her nature and behaviour
are characteristic of a type of early earth
goddess who was both the source of fertility
and life as well as the cause of death. She is
the receiver of the dead and the mother of
the living. lshtar gives and takes life-force

and power. She embodies the female prin
ciple. But as with other primitive earth or
mother goddesses, she did not need a male
and contained within herself all forms and
stages of life and death. She projects or
personifies both the f~r of death and sexual
interest and arousal.

For our purposes here. it suffices simply
to note several indications of lnannallshtar's
a.e;sociation with deatMife and the chthonic
realm in the myth(s) known as The Descent
of /llallna//shtar. They are: her very descent
to the netherworld; her threat to bring up the
dead to eat the living; her own death there;
with her death, the absence of human and
animal fertility as a consequence of the loss
of sexual attraction. drive, and activity; even
as the dead goddess is brought back to life,
it is at the price of another's death as her
substitute. lnannallshtar is thus also the
cause of death to others as well as the one
who brings back fertility and sexual interest
when she returns to this world.

The figure of Ereshkigal. the mistress of
the netherworld and Inanna's elder sister. is
informative here, for Ereshkigal represents
death. but yet gives birth to young who die
before their time; she is a mother, but also a
virgin. (It is only the later mythological tra
dition that cannot understand the virgin
mother and thus represents her as a girl
who, before the appearance of Nergal, had
yet to enjoy a male and needs one.) Similar
ly, lshtar spends most of her life without a
husband or children. for her husbands
change their nature almost immediately after
consummation or die before their time.
Everything is premature. aborted. embryonic.

Inannallshtar is a goddess of life and
death; but unlike Ereshkigal. she is not
rooted in a single realm or cut off from the
living world. She is peripheral and moves
between the dead and the living. She is con
currently central and marginal to the living
community. Moreover. she is not static; in
fact, she is the principle of movement and
dynamism that is used to explain the inter
change of death and life. Where Ereshkigal
is static, lnannallshtar is the dynamic prin
ciple of change. She is movement and
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change. hence also insatiability and dis
content. Most of all, she represents transfor
mation and unpredictability. Hence, also, her
power of attraction and repulsion, even
aggression.

Her underlying power ncts in the life
death and dynamic fashion descibed above
in many of the natural and social fonns
associated with the goddess. This is espe
cially true of the numen of the underground
storehouse, for in it is found food that has
been buried in the earth and that could
either spoil or provide life-giving susten
ance. (The underground house is similar to,
or perhaps identical with. a place of hurial.)
In fact, the location of this storehouse (and
of burials) further contributes to the fonna
tion of the character of Inannallshtar, for as
an underground place of death and life, it is
central (to the community), yet set apart (from
its living or social space). Like the goddess,
it is both marginal and unpredictable.

In the course of societal development,
perhaps already in the late fourth millen
nium, the type of earth goddess that stood
behind the historical Inannallshtar became
less understandable and acceptable. Qual
ities that were a natural part of one unified
power began to fragment. for they seemed
disparate, even mutually exclusive. The god
dess wali seen to possess unrelated features,
for how could one goddess be a power for
both life and death? When it was felt that
one character could no longer contain all
these features, a re-conceptualization of the
older fonn occurred; the goddess was now
re-defined in tenns of sets of characteristics
that were seen as culturally connected, if
opposite. to each other and could therefore
be imposed on the older fonn. Thus, on the
original death-tife continuum were imposed
new polar opposites: love/death; sex/war;
malclfemale; upper class establishment!
social fringe, opponent of convention. The
new sets of opposing characteristics were
now united in a newly-fonned character
whose opposing sides were construed as a
meaningful construction of opposites. Ac
cordingly, the fragmentation of the original
goddess led to the attraction of qualities of a

hi-polar nature and the creation of what
seems to be a conflicted personality, a per
sonality of contraries. As part of this process
of re-constitution. other gods were intro
duced and identified with the original god
dess. Hence, Inannallshtar grows out of an
earlier goddess and is fonned by a con
comitant re-definition of that goddess and
syncretism with various other Sumerian
goddesses and a Semitic god of war and of
the planet Venus.

III. As a deity, Ishtar is not mentioned in
the Bible. Commonly, the name 'ester,
Esther, has been interpreted as derived from
Ishtar (NOTH, IPN II; HAUT 73), although
other interpretations have been proposed: 1.
SHEFTELOWITZ (Arisches im Alten Testa
ment [190 I] 39) suggested a derivation from
Old Indian stri. 'young woman'. the Rabbis
connected the name with the Persian noun
stareh, 'star' (HAUT 73), while A. S.
YAHUDA (JRAS 8 [1946] 174-178) proposed
a relation with an alleged Old Median noun
*astra, 'mirtle-tree'.

M. DELCOR (Allusions ~ la deesse Btar
en Nahum 2,8?, Bib 58 (1977) 73-83) vocal
ized the enigmatic hll$ab in Nah 2:8 as
ha~$ebi, 'ornament; glory' interpreting the
noun as an epithet for Ishtar.

It is possible that the -tQueen of Heaven
mentioned in Jer 7:18 and 44:17-19.25
refers to Ishtar.
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T. ABUSCH

ISIS
I. Isis (1st, Gk Elenc;, ·Imc;, Copt ese,

isi), perhaps a theophoric element in the per
sonal name 'Iap~£c;, Iambres (2 Tim 3:8-9,
var. Mambres); the identification seems very
doubtful. Like -Osiris, Isis does not belong
to the early attested deities but makes her
first appearance only in the Pyramid texts
where she plays, however, a very prominent
role (end of the 5th dynasty. over 70 occur
rences). The etymology of her name is not
clear. Her symbol which she often wears as
a headdress is the seat or throne S.t which
also serves in writing her name, but this wri
ting has to be regarded as defective because
her name must be transcribed as JSl. (OSlNG,
MDAIK 30 [1974] 94-102).

II. Until the Late Period, the nature of
Isis remains purely 'constellative', i.e. show
ing no autonomous identity outside her roles
in the Osiris-Isis-Horus myth. Within this
cycle, however, she shows an unusual var
iety of aspects. The myth or cycle of myths
can be arranged in five major episodes:

1. the murder of Osiris by -+Seth and the
quest of Isis for the scattered limbs of the
corpse; 2. the ritual lamentations and glori
fications (or 'transfigurations', Eg SlQW) of
the dead Osiris by Isis and Nephthys, the
temporary reanimation of the dead body and
the conception of -Horus by Isis; 3. the
bringing up of Horus by Isis in the Delta
swamps and his protection against all kinds

of dangers and persecution: 4. the combat of
Horus and Seth: 5. the triumph of Horus and
his initiation, by Isis, into his kingdom.

Isis appears not only as a protagonist in
almost all of these episodes but she plays
very different roles in them. In I and 2 she
appears as the ideal sister-wife and widow,
in 3 and 5 as the ideal mother. In 4 she
experiences a loyalty crisis, because she
cannot completely forget that Seth is her
brother. In 5 she appears as the mother of
the reigning king. Moreover, the different
episodes of the myth form the basis of dif
ferent discourses: 1 and 2 are treated in
funerary texts, 3 in medico-magicnl texts, 4
in funerary, magical and literary texts and 5
in royal inscriptions. Only Plutarch and
Diodorus give a coherent narration of the
whole cycle. This multiplicity of mythical
roles and aspects may to a certain extent
explain the enormous and ever increasing
importance of Isis in Egyptian society. I and
2 connect her with the realm of the dead and
the funerary rites, 3 with the sphere of medi
cine and domestic magic, 3, 4 and 5 with
royal ideology (MONSTER 1968).

The only cult of Isis outside the Osirian
context is Koptos where Isis is worshipped
as both wife and mother of -Min. Min, the
ancient god of Koptos, has been identified
with Horus and enters with Isis into a
'Kamutef-constellation. (The Egyptian ex
pression means "bull of his mother" and
denotes a god who by marrying his mother
as father begets himself in his son-form. It is
the usual epithet of Min.)

In the New Kingdom the nature of Isis
extends even beyond the different spheres
that find expression in the mythical cycle of
Osiris. The reason of this expansion lies in
her identification with other goddesses and
above all with -·Hathor. Originally. Isis and
Hathor denote a contra·;( within the over
arching concept of femininity. Isis is the
goddess of family and motherhood. Hathor
the goddess of love and beauty. Hathor has
strong cosmic associations: she is the god
dess of heaven and. like Nut, the heavenly
cow. By identification with Tefnut, the
-+lioness and daughter of the sun god -+Re
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and "solar eye" whom he placed at his front
as Uraeus serpent and symbol of rulership,
Hathor-Tefnut is the companion of the sun
god and the personification of the celestial
light, both in its life-giving and aggressive
aspects. Isis owes her cosmic aspect to her
early identification with Sothis (= Sirius),
the star announcing the annual inundation.
She is thus associated with the year and the
-Nile. Isis-Hathor becomes an all-including
deity: the mistress of heaven, the solar eye;
the lady of the year and the inundation; the
mistress of erotic love and of husbandry,
motherhood and female fertility; the per
sonification of pharaonic kingship who
elects and initiates the legitimate heir, the
chief magician who overcomes all dangers
that menace the solar course, the life of the
patient (especially the child), and even the
fatal blows of death. A further step in this
process of expansion is reached in the Late
Period, when Isis and -Neith merge. Isis
then transcends even the border of sex and
assumes the character of a male-female pri
maeval deity beyond creation and differen
tiation. Until then, the cosmogonic di
mension was missing in her theology. In her
newly acquired identity of Neith, she in
herits the characteristics of the "cosmic god"
of Ramesside theology: a god who is One
and All, hidden and manifest, transcendent
and immanent, who created the world by
transforming himlherself into the world and
who preserves the world and each individual
being by hislher will, planning and order.
Another decisive factor in the singular
career of Isis was "the victory of Osiris"
which characterised late Egyptian religiosity.
The festivals of Osiris: the Khoiak rites con
sisting both in public processions by land
and by water and in mysteries performed in
secluded pans of the temple such as the
fabrication of a com mummy. the perfor
mance of the "hourly vigil" (StIlnden
wachen) , the lamentations by Isis and
Nephthys etc. were celebrated in all the re
ligious centres of Egypt. Osiris and Isis
became the quintessential representatives of
Egyptian religion (cf. Plutarch, De Iside).

Egyptian texts in Graeeo-Roman temples

identify Isis with all Egyptian goddesses
(see, e.g., DAuMAs, us diellx de I'Eg)'pte
[Paris 1965] 98). Greek texts extend these
identifications beyond the borders of Egypt
and include all known goddesses from
Greece to Anatolia. Babylonia and Abes
sinia (POxy 1380, see B. P. GRENFEll &
A. S. HUNT, The Oxyrhy1lchus Papyri XI
[London 1915] 196-202 Nr. 1380; B. A.
VAN GRONINGEN, De papyro Oxyrh)'lIchira
1380 [Groningen 1921]; hymns of Isidorus
at Medinet Madi, see M. TOTTI, Ausge
w(ihlte Texte der Isis-Serapis-Religion [Sub
sidia Epigrapha XII; Hildesheim 1985] 76
82 [& Iit.]; Apuleius, Met. XI. see J. G.
GRIFmns, Apuleills of Madallros: The Isis
Book (Metamorphoses, Book XI) [EPRO 39;
Leiden 1975] 70-71, 114-123). She is
praised as 'polymorphos' and 'polyonyma'
or 'myrionyma', the One and All, WIG qui es
omnia (L. VIDMAN, Sylloge inscription11m

religion is Isiacae et Sarapidae [Berlin 1969)
Nr. 502.), mOWle .'Ill ei hapasai (Medinet
Madi, F. DUNAND, Le syncrctisme isiaque a
la fin de I'cpoque hellenistique. us s)'ncre
tismes dans les religions grecqlle et
romaine, Colloque de Strasbourg, Biblio
th~que des Centres d'Etudes superieures
specialises reds. F. Dunand, P. Leveque;
Paris 1973) 79-93).

Her main cult centre was Philae at the
first cataract, a temple founded only in the
Late Period and rebuilt and enlarged in
magnificent fashion by Ptolemaic rulers and
Roman emperors. In antiquity it became a
famous centre for pilgrimage from all parts
of the world. It was the la'it Egyptian temple
to be closed in By7.antine times and was
active until 537 CEo Cult centres and com
munities of Isis spread all over the Mediter
ranean world in the Hellenistic and Roman
eras. These cults seem to be rather different
from Egyptian religion and to belong mthcr
to Hellenistic mystery cults (but see JUNGE

1979 [& lit». The syncretistic Graeco-Egypt
ian Isis-religion finds its literary expression
in 'aretalogies', hymns in the 1st ps.sg. in
Greek language but following Egyptian
modes of thought and expression (D. MOL
lER, Agypten lind die griechischen Isis-
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Areta/ogien [Berlin 1961]: J. BERGMAN, Ich
bin Isis. SllIdien :'11171 iig)'ptischen Hin1l'r
grund der griechischen Isis-Aretalogien
[Uppsala 1968]; LdA 1:425-434 [& lit].)

III. The name of the Ammonite King
Barilis (baca/is; Jer 40:14) has been inter
preted as a.misspelling of an original namc
Bac~I-lsis (F. ZAVADlNE, Die Zeit der
Konigreiche Edom, Moab and Ammon, Der
Konigsweg. 9000 Jahre Kllnst lind KII/wr in
Jordanien lind Pa/estina [Ktlln 1987] 120).
In view of the recently found Ammonite
se31-inscription /m/k17l'r cbd bC/)'sc 'to
Milkom-Or, the servant of Baalisha' (cd. L.
G. Herr, BA 48 [1985] 169-172) the name of
the Ammonite king should be construed as a
derivation from bacam(Y "My lord helps:
My lord is nob1c' (B. BEeKING. JSS 38
[1993] 15-26), however.

The question of whether or not the el
ement -es in the name Jambres (one of the
two Egyptian magicians Jannes and Jambres
who opposed -Moses according to 2 Tim
3:8) derives from the name Isis is hard to

decide, although nowadays a derivation
from the Hebrew root MRH (to bc rebellious.
contcntious) is most often assumed. On the
various Jewish, Christian. and Pagan tradi
tions concerning these two persons and the
origin of their names, see A. PIETERSMA,
The Apocryphon of Jannes and Jambres tire
Magicians (Leiden 1994).

IV. Bibliography
E. A. ARSLAN (ed.). l.'iide. 1/ mito, i/ miste
ro, /a magia (Milano 1997): J. BERGMAN.
Isis. LdA 1lI: 186-203 [& lit]; F. DUNAND.
Le cII/te d'lsis dans /e bassin orieTlta/ de /0
Mediterram!e, 3 vols. (EPRO 26; Leiden
1973); F. JUNGE. Isis und die agyptischen
Mysterien, Aspekte der .'ipiitiigyptischen
Religion (cd. W. Westendorf: Gottingen
1979) 93-115: M. MONSTER. UTlterSllchllll
gen ;;lIr GOUin Isis \'0111 Alten Reich his z"m
Ende des Nellcn Reichs (MAS 11; Berlin
1968): TRAN TAM TINII, LIMe V.I (1990)
761-796.

J. ASSMANN
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JACKALS C"~

I. The noun 'in'lm, the pluml of I '~*,

is attcsted in 1s..1 13:22; 34: 14 (IQlsaa 'yy'
my111 [?J) and Jer 50:39. It is generally de
rivcd either from Eg jw or jwjw 'dog' (cf.
Arab. ibll 'awa 'jackal') or from III .~. «
.:~*) '(ghostly) islander, beach demon,
goblin' (HALAT 37; Gl's.18 44). The ancient
versions (LXX OVOKEVtQ\JPOl, Vg sirelll's.
ollocenral/ri. !wllli) imagine a tailless ape, or
in a derived sense an impure -·demon. Even
if the meaning of the word 'iyyim is contro
versial, nothing speaks against the assump
tion that a zoologically definable species can
also be meant by it.

II. If the derivation from Eg jll' or jwjw
is correct, then the 'i)')'im would belong to
the family of (wild) canines, and their name
could perhaps be explained onomatopoeic
ally ('howler'). The distinction to the 'jackal'
(Heb tall, Canis aurea) cannot be exactly
determined. The tannlm (jackals, wolves?)
possibly represent a subspecies distinct from
the 'i)'ylm.

III. It is possible that the 'iy)'im ('jackals')
of Isa 13:22; 34: 14 and Jer 50:39 are zoolog
ically definable animals. i.e, nocturnal con
sumers of carrion, who appear in pairs or in
packs. However, this cannot be conclusively
proven. The uncertainty of the identification
is made clear by the following consider
ations.

In Isa 13:22 the 'i)'yilll stand in parallel to
the r(lIIl1illl (jackals, wolves?); therefore
these 'iyyim could be referring to animals.
Both of these species 'hide themselves' or
'howl' in their chosen abodes. In Isa 34: 14
the ·~i)'yilll ('wild beasts') meet with the
'iyyilll; the ·U'irim (-·'satyrs') also join
them. Consequently the context is demonic.
Jer 50:39 reports a similarly uncanny assem
bly: devastated Babylon is populated by
$iy)'im, 'i)')'lm, and benor )'a'liIlG (ostriches).

It thercfor~ appears that lh~ ambivalencc of
zoologically definable species and demonic
beings is intentional cvcn in the casc of the
'i)'yIIII. Their association with theriomorphic
demons such as the ~iyyilll. the fe'irim, and
the demon -+Lilith, is intended to place the
aspect of the counter-human world in the
foreground (cf. e.g. the topic of 'Sodom and
Gomorrah' in Jer 49:18).

IV, Bibliography
F. S, BODENIIElMER. Allimal alld Mall ill
Bible ulIIds (Lciden 1960) Index s.V. callis
aI/rea: E. FIRMAGE, Zoology. ABD 6 (1992)
1109-1167, esp. 1151-1159; H. G. FISCHER,
Hunde, LdA 3 (1980) 77-81; C. FREVEL.
*iG, nVAT 8 (1995) 701-709; M. Gl>RG,
'Dtimonen' statt 'Eulen' in Jes 13,21. BN 62
(1992) 16-17; O. KEEL, M. KOCHI.ER & C.
UEHLlNGER, Orre WId LllIldscizaften der
Bibel J: Geographisch-gescllichrlichl' Lall
deskllllde (ZUrichlEinsiedelnlKolnlGottingen
1984) 147; P. MAJnERGER, HyHne, NBL 7
(1992) 206; G. WANKE, Damonen II, THE 8
(1981) 275-277 [& lit.].

B. JANOWSKI

JACOB ~(i>?!I'

I. Jacob son of Isaac is the eponym of
the belle )'aCaq6b (Gen 34:7.13; 35:5; Ps
77:16). more frequently cal1ed ber yaCaq6b.
He became the most colourful and revered
ancestor of the early Israelite confedcrntion.
The name Jacob is most probably a hypo
coristicon of Jacob-EI frequently found in
Mesopot:lmia from the early second millen
nium nCE onwards (FREEDMAN 1963:125
126; DE VAUX 1971:192-193) and also car
ried by a 16th dynasty Hyksos-mler (DE
VAUX 1971:193 and n. 85, see however on
the theophoric element -hr, not to be
equated with i/, WARD 1976). In the New
Kingdom topographical lists, a locality situ-
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ated in Palestine called YaCqub'ilu is men
tioned (A1.lmJv 1984:200). The name ap
pears also in other hypocoristic forms in
Hebrew (l Chron 4:36), in Ugarit and
elsewhere. The element *Yaqubu could even
become a divine epithet in the Ugaritic PN
Abdi(lR)-ya-qub-bll (for similar Amorite
names, compare ljabdi-Tarim ARM XVUI,
267' A-hi-;-k"-ba and Si-me-ta-gll-llb, -
KIENAST 1978).

In the astro-mythological interpretation
popular by the end of the 19th century,
Jacob is said to represent the nocturnal sky,
catching the heel (Caq~b) of his predecessor,
the Sun. In his capacity as the nightly sky,
Jacob has to engage in .1 vigorous fight
against -+Esau, the Red and -Laban, the
White. They are manifestations of the Sun
in the morning and in the evening (GOLD
ZIHER 1876). MEYER thought that these
sagas of rivalry between twin brothers
reflected ancient mythology, adducing the
myth of Samemroumos (Hypsollrallios) and
Olls6os in suppon of this view (1906:278;
ATIRIDGE & ODEN 1981 :43). Israelite tradi
tion however transformed the mythological
figures into genealogical heroes. In his opin
ion this hero (or deity) Jacob would have
been at home in Transjordan; he was pre
sumably the local numen worshipped in
Jacob-EI (MEYER 1906:281).

II. Genealogical tradition concerning
Jacob is extremely complicated, especially
because of his identification with the other
ancestor Israel (Gen 32:28: 2 Kgs 17:34).
The connection between both ancestral per
sonalities is still a much debated and un
soh'ed problem. Israel is not a topographical
name originally, but an ancient tribal
designation, which as early as the song of
Deborah (11th century BCE) is attested as the
name of a confederation of tribes. Outside
biblical sources it is not only a common
Semitic personal name from the earliest
times onwards (Ebla lJ-ra-i/(D1NGIR) = Ug
yIri/), but in Merenptah's stela of the 5th
year (ca. 1208 BCE) it is also a demographic
entity in Middle Canaan of unfonunately
unclarified ramifications. As a topographical
name it does not seem to be attested before
the Divided Monarchy and then only re-

stricted to the Kingdom of Israel (also in the
Mesha-stela and the stela of Tel Dan, ca.
850 BCE).

The historical existence of a tribal fore
father (and a tribe) called Israel originally
distinct from Jacob can be neither excluded
nor confirmed. Judging from his name and
saga Jacob was neither a personified mythic
concept nor a deity. Jacob was, even more
than the elusive ancestor Israel, a genuine
tribal ancestor, presumably of Amorite
(Proto-Aramean?, Deut 26:5) or Transjor
danian provenance. Later tradition con
nected him closely with Bethel, perhaps
because of his identification with the Cisjor
danian ancestor Israel. In any case, in early
prophecy Jacob son of Isaac is firmly rooted
in nonhern Israelite tradition (Amos 3: 13:
6:8; 7:2: 8:7; Hos 10: II; 12:3-6).

III. In Gen 50: 12-13 (P) Jacob's burial
and tomb in Hebron (Machpelah, Harim al
Khalil: JEREMIAS 1958:90-94) are reponed,
but critical scholarship supposed that an
early Israelite tradition of Jacob's own
sepulchre in an otherwise unknown Goren
HaCatad ('the threshing floor of Atad') in
Transjordan (Gen 47:29-30: 50: I-II) was
convened into this Judean Hebron tradition
(MEYER 1906:280-281; NOTH 1948:97:
slightly differently WESTERMANN 1982:227
228). It is impossible to say whether this
original place of Jacob's tomb was in tum
identical to Jacob-el. If so, this early lo
cation was forgotten in the course of tra
dition. Other tribal and topographical names
of the same type --Ishmael, Jcrahmeel.
Iphtah-el, Jabnee1, Jekabzeel, Yibleam and
perhaps also Asriel =Israel (LEMAIRE 1973)
testify to the fact that ancestors of quite a
number of clans lived on in places called
after them, most probably because their
veneration played a role in the community's
tradition.

The Samaritan tradition presents no real
alternative to Jacob's tomb at Hebron, which
seems to imply that it simply no longer ex
isted in post-exilic times, when the original
ly Judean cult of the saints at Hebron was
shared by Jews and Idumeans alike, to be
eventually crowned with the magnificant
mausoleum ascribed to Herod (JEREMIAS
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1958:90-94). The Samaritan tomb of the
sons of Jacob at Shechem (Nablus) is not so
much an echo of Jacob = Israel's original
home. but rather an extension of the Joseph
connection (Acts 7:15-16; Jerome, Ep. 108:
13; JEREMIAS 1958:36-38). Early Jewish.
Samaritan and Christian literature reveals
extensive knowledge of the cult of the bibli
cal saints, in panicular the intercession of
Abraham. Isaac and Jacob at the Machpelah
Cave in Hebron (Mark 12:27;' JEREMIAS
1958: 133-138).

IV. Bibliography
S. A~IITUV. Canaal/ite Topol/yms il/ AI/cient
Egyptial/ Documents (Jerusalem 1984); D.
N. FREEDMAN. The Original Name of Jacob.
lEi 13 (1963) 125-126; I. GOLDZIHER, Der
Mythos bei den Hebriiem ul/d seil/e
geschichtliche EIlf',\'icklul/g (Leipzig 1876;
reprint 1987); J. JEREMtAS, Heiligel/griiber
il/ Jesil Ul1Iwelt (Gottingen 1958); B.
KtENAST. Die ll/tbabylonische Briefe ul/d
Urkllndel/ ails Kis/lrra (Wiesbaden 1978);
A. LEMAIRE, Asriel, Sr'l, Israel et I'origine
de la confederation israelite. vr 23 (1973)
239-243: E. MEYER. Die Israeliten ul/d ihre
Nachbarstiiml1le (Halle 1906): M. NOTH,
Oberlieferul/gsgeschichte des Pentateuchs
(Stuttgan 1948); R. DE VAUX. Histoire
al/cieflne d'lsrael (Paris 1971): W. A.
WARD. Some Personal Names of the Hyksos
Period Rulers and Notes on the Epigraphy
of their Scarabs. UF 8 (1976) 358-359: C.
WESTERMANN. Genesis 37-50 (BKAT U3;
Neukirchen-Vluyn 1982).

M.DuKSTRA

JAEL ?l]'
l. Jacl at whose hands -·Sisera met his

death (Judg 4-5) has been interpreted as a
demythologized incarnation of the goddess
-Amaltheia (GARDINI 1978).

II. The principal motive for speculations
about the mythological background of Jael
is the conjectural connection between the
name Sisera (~iO'O) and the name UJa-sas
sa-m in a votive text written in Minoan
'Linear A'. The latter corresponds with Gk
1:AI1:APA and belongs to -.Zeus
Kretogencs. the god born on the isle of

Crete (G. PUGLIESE CARRATELLI, 1:AI1:APA.
La parola del passaro 31 [1976] 123-128).
GARDI~I argues that if the figure of Sisera
goes back to Zeus. then Jael must go back
to a figure of mythology as well. Since Jael
means 'ibex' or 'wild goat' (HALAT 402),
GARDINI believes that the biblical heroine is
a reflection of Amaltheia who is said to
have had the shape of a goat. Jael's offering
of milk to the thirsty Sisera would be pat
terned upon Amaltheia's feeding of the
infant Zeus (1978:27-28).

This fanciful interpretation has failed to
carry conviction. Though Sisern's name is
often said not to be Semitic (cf. HALAT
710). the possibility of a Semitic etymology
should not be ruled out (cf. T. SCHNEIDER,
Asiatische Personennamen in iigyptischen
Que/len des Neuen Reiches [aBO 114; Frei
burglGottingen 1992] 192. 260). A meaning
'Sun beams' (see H. BAUER, Die Gottheiten
von Ras Schamra. Z4.\V 51 [1933] 81-101,
esp. 83-84 n. 4, on the basis of Ar sariya.
'to be resplendent. to shine') is conceivable.
Jael, at any rate. is a perfectly Hebrew
name. It was not uncommon for Israelite
women to receive animal names (compare
e.g. Rachel, Deborah; J. J. STAMM, Hebriii
sche Frauennamen. Beitrage z,ur hebrtii
schen lind altorientalischen Namenkllllde
[aBO 30; FreiburglGottingen 1980] 125
126). Speculations about the mythological
prototype of Jael rest entirely upon the
hypothetical identification of Sisera with
Zeus. As the latter identification is doubtful
at best. and since the biblical story makes
good sense without assuming Greek deities
in the background, Jael is most plausibly
regarded as the human character which the
biblical records convey she was.

III. Bibliography
G. GARBINt, II cantico di Debora, La Paro
la del passllto 33 (1978) 5-31.

K. VAN DER TOORN

JAGHUT
I. The Edomite personal name YtC,iS

(Gen 36:5.14.18; I Chr 1:35; 7: 10: 8:39;
23: 10.11: 2 Chr II: 19) has been interpreted
as a theophoric name comparable with the
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Arabian lion god Yagu!, 'the protector', and
the Nabataean deity y'wt (ROBERTSON

SMITII 1912). ;
II. Islamic traditions refer to the worship

of a deity called Yagu! among the pre-islam
ic tribe of the Ma~1)ig and in the area of
Guras in Yemen. Qur'an Sura 71:20-25 and
Ibn aI-Kalbi's Book of Idols (ed. KLINKE
ROSENBERGER 1942:34-35) interpret this
deity as one of the idols of the contempor
aries of -4Noah. The meaning of the name
of this deity 'he helps' can be an indication
that Yagu! was a nick-name (WbMyth Ill,
478).

In Nabataean personal names, a deity y'wt
occurs as a theophoric element. From Tha.
mudic personal names the deity is known as
yeW!. He is especially present in Southern
Thamudic inscriptions from the area around
auras.

III. In the Old Testament, Jeush is con
sidered only as a human being (BARTLElT
1989: 196). The name is borne by fOUf per
sons, only one of them of explicit Edomite
lineage. Besides, a yes occurs in Samaria
Ostracon 48:3. The name can be interpreted
as a hypocoristicon for '(God) helps' (Nom
lPN, 196) or for '(God) does' (LEMAIRE
1977:53). An identification with Yagut is
improbable..

IV. BibIiography
J. R. BARTLETf, Edom and the Edomites
(JSOTSup 77; Sheffield 1989); R. KLINKE
ROSENBERGER, Das Gotzenbuch (Winterthur
1942); A. LEMAIRE, Inscriptions Hebra
i'ques. I us ostraca (LAPO 9; Paris 1977);
W. ROBERTSON SMITH, Lectures and Essays
(London 1912).

B. BECKING

JALAM D?S>'
I. The Edomite personal name Jalaml

fa'/lim (Gen 36:5.14.18; I Chr 1:35) has
been considered a theophoric containing the
presumed Arabic animal-deity Ja'Jam
'Ibex'. (ROBERTSON SMITH 1912).

II. Unlike the other animal-deities pro
posed by Robertson Smith (~Jaghu!;

-4Ya(uq), Jalam is not attested in pre-Islam;,
ic Arabic sources.

III. In the light of the evidence available;
it is impossible to decide whether the name
Jalam is theophoric or not. The name can be
interpreted alternatively as a hypocoristic
sentence name: 'He is hidden' (from '1m I)
or 'He is dark' (from '/in II; cf. HAUT
402). In the Old Testament, Jalam OCCurs
only as a human being. The general theory
behind the proposal-names of animals used
in anthroponyms are reminiscent of animal
worship or totemism-has encountered
serious criticism. Jalam does not refer to an
Edomite or Arabian deity (BARTLETT 1989:
196).

IV. Bibliography
W. ROBERTSON SMITH, Lectures and Essays
(London 1912); *1. R. BARTLETf, Edom and
the Edomites (JSOT Suppl 77; Sheffield
1989).

B. BECKING

JAPHETH nEY'
I. The personal name YepetlJapheth

(Gen 5:32; 6:10; 7:13; 9:18-27; 10:1.2.21; 1
Chron 1:4.5; Jdt 2:25 refers to a place name
Japheth), does not have a clear Semitic ety
mology, except for the popular interpretation
found in Gen 9:27: yapt "elOhfm leyepet,
"May God enlarge Japheth", suggesting a
connection between the name and I PTH 'to
enlarge' (HAZAT 405-406; LAYfON 1990:
90). A relation with II Pm 'to be youthful'
or with YPH, 'to be beautiful', is also poss
ible, though (ISAAC 1992:641). Japheth has
been compared with the Greek Titan Jape
tos.

II. In Greek literature 'IanE't6~ is known
as the Titan (~Titans) father of Prometheus.
and the progenitor of humanity (Homer,
Was 8:479; Hesiod, Theogony 134. 507-52?;
Apollodorus, Library, r 2:3; NEIMAN 1986:
126; HESS 1993). WEST (1966:202-203);
lists four similarities between Japheth and'
Japetos: (1) The name itself. In the LXX)
Japheth is rendered as 'Ia1t£'t6~ [this i~~~t
however, incorrect]; (2) Japetos' broth~~A
castrates his father. West interprets Ge~:~
9:21-22 as Japheth's brother Ham doing th~~
same to -4Noah. This text, however, on~,~
relates that Ham saw his father's nakednessi'

.:f
.~~.
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(3) both characters are indirectly related to a
deluge: Japheth through Noah, Japetos
through his grandson Deucalion; (4) both
are related genealogically to Asia Minor.
There exist two different views to explain
the relation between Japhet and Japetos. On
the one hand, it has been suggested that
Japetos is a Greek interpretation of a
Hebrew Japheth (WEST 1966:203; HESS
1993). Alternatively, NEIMAN (1986) pro
posed that in the II th century BCE the Sea
Peoples acted as intennediary between Hel
lenes and Israelites. Through them the Israel
ites knew the figure of Japetos, whom they
construed to be the ancestor of Hellenic and
Anatolian peoples. In view of historical
probability, the first interpretation mentioned
should be preferred.

III. In the Bible Japheth is not cast in a
heroic role. He is the youngest of the three
sons of Noah (Gen 5:32; 6: 10). Together
with his brothers -'Shem and Ham and their
respective wives he entered the ark and was
saved from the flood. In genealogical lists it
is recorded that Japheth had seven sons:
Gomer, -'Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal,
Meshech and Tirash (Gen 10:2-5; I Chron
1:5-7). Japheth is thus depicted as the ances
tor of peoples and tribes inhabiting lands
north of Canaan (ISAAC 1992). This obser
vation is underscored by the topographical
remarks in Jdt 2:25 and Jllb 8:29; 9:7-13. In
Jewish traditions, Japheth occurs only in
genealogical contexts (e.g. 2 Enoch 73:5;
Apoc Adam 4: I; T. Sim 6:5; PsPhilo, LAB
1:22; 4:1-5).
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JASON 'l6:ooov
I. The name of Jason. the hero who led

the Argonauts in their quest for the Golden
Fleece, is borne by several persons in 2
Macc and in the NT.

II. The name 'Iason' appears to refer to
'healing' (iaOJ,1Ol), something for which one
might naturally tum in cult to a hero. Corre
spondingly, Pindar referred to a myth that
the centaur Cheiron taught Jason medicine
(Pyth. 4: 119 and scholiast). Yet one cannot
help suspecting that this is folk-etymology,
given his father 'Aison' and a possible tribal
name and eponym 'Iasos' (speculatively,
DOWDEN 1989: 122). He receives cult at
Abdera, Cyzicus, CoJchis and inland in Asia
Minor, presumably in the wake of Argo
(FARNELL 1921 :336).

Jason comes from lolkos and presumably
belongs to an lolkan tradition of epic poetry
(WESr 1985:137). The story of Jason, and
of the Argonauts, supports the view that
lolkan poetry had been to our eyes the
closest to folk-tale (WEST 1985: 138). In the
6th century BCE (WEST 1985: 164), Ps.
Hesiod's Cataloglle of Women (fr. 40) pre
sents Jason as the son of Aison and has him
educated (like Achilles) by the centaur
Cheiron on Mt Pelion. He comes in from the
wild into the city of lolkos, but is signalled
by his single sandal (in fact an aetiology of
a custom found also amongst Aitolian war
riors, Aristotle fro 74) as a threat to King
Pelias. Pelias sends him, like -·Perseus or
-.Herakles, on a dangerous mission-the
voyage of Argo (often seen as the first ship)
to recover the Golden Fleece. The story was
well known at an early date, for instance by
Homer, and in surviving literature is told by
Pindar (elliptically, Pyt!Jian 4) and notably
by Apollonios of Rhodes in Greek and Va
lerius F1accus in Latin. The sense of
achievement is rather undennincd by the
figure of Medea, daughter of Aietes King of
CoJchis. A barbarian who helps Jason by
betraying her home and family, who
butchers her brother and causes the
daughters of Pelias to mince their father, she
is eventually abandoned by Jason at Corinth
in preference for a Greek wife. This is the
scene for Euripides' Medea, where she even
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kills her (Jason's) children, though in local
cult the Corinthians annually atoned for
their own murder of the children. In any
case, Jason has no offspring and exists for
his achievements, not his genealogy. His
tale "highlights the crises of transition from
one stage of life to another" (SEGAL 1986:
56. based on insights of VIDAL-NAQUET),
bringing together kingship, sexuality, family
relationships, mastery of earth-born warriors
and leadership of seafaring heroes, as well
as religion and magic. In interpretation his
story has rewarded those interested in folk
tale, shamanism, psychoanalysis, initiation
(and other) rituals, and historical colonis
ation.

III. Greeks chose names because of their
associations. This resonance in turn might
result from the meaning of the constituent
elements of the name (e.g. Kleo-menes,
'Fame-might') or from previous bearers of
the name. The name might echo one's
father's. be the same as one's grandfather's,
or even be that of a hero from the legendary
past. Heroic names, unusual before the mid
5th century BCE (FICK-BECHTEL 1894:314),
became commoner in the Hellenistic age as
the classical authors and culture became
canonical in response to a world grown
larger, more varied and more multi-cultural.
This process reached a peak in the second
century CE (BOWIE 1974: 199-2(0).

For the Hellenising Jews at the time of
the Maccabaean revolt, the adoption of res
onant Greek names was a way of expressing
adhesion to Hellenic culture-as much as
building a gymnasium (l Macc I: 14) at the
foot of a Temple Mount now perceived as
an acropolis. Thus the Jason who had sup
planted his brother Onias in the high priest
hood in 175 BCE (2 Macc 4:7-10) had,
according to Josephus (Am. 12:239), as
sumed this name in place of his own name
Jesus (Joshua) (cr. HENGEL 1974: I 64).
ll1is is the man who "made his fellow-Jews
conform to the Greek way of life" (2 Mace
4: 10). Plainly the phonetic shape of the
name Jason assisted its adoption in a Sem
itic culture and this may explain its special
frequency. Elsewhere in the Bible we find:

(a) Jason of Cyrene, the author of the (pre
sumably Greek) 5-book predecessor of 2
Macc (2:22) and maybe a contemporary of
the events; (b) Jason son of Eleazar, emis
sary sent to Rome by Judas Maccabaeus (1
Macc 8:17, also Jos., Alii. 12:415,419, 13:
169); (c) a 'kinsman' of Paul sending greet
ings through him at Rom 16:21, presumably
the same as the Christian sympathiser at
Thessalonica, the host of Paul and Silas
(Acts 17:5-9).

The name is extremely common in the
Eastern Mediterranean and its associations
may be correspondingly vague. FRASER
MATTHEWS (1987) list 183 occurrences, a
great many dating from the last centuries
BCE and the first century cE-and many of
these in Cyrenaica where there was a sub
stantial Jewish population.
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JEPHTHAH'S DAUGHTER
I. The story of the unnamed daughter

of Jephthah is told in Judges 11. Jephthah
vows that, if -+Yahweh will give him vic
tory over the Ammonites, he will offer up to
Yahweh the one who first comes out to meet
him when he returns home (v 31). This turns
out to be his unnamed daughter. Jephthah's
daughter accepts the consequences of her
father's vow, but asks that she and her fe
male companions be permitted to go into the
mountains so that they can lament. Her
father grants this request and, at the end of
twO months, she returns home and her father
offers her up as a holocaust sacrifice (lola)
to Yahweh. Thereafter, for four days every
year, it became customary for "the daughters
of Israel" to commemorate her (v 40).
Because the story of the sacrifice of Jeph
thah's daughter explicitly functions as the
foundation legend for the annual four-day
rite, it can be argued that Jephthah's
d;iughter has attained the more-than-mere
mortal status of a culture heroine.
•. Because she is referred to in the biblical
{ext simply as "Jephthah's daughter", it is
not possible to discuss the etymology or the
JIleaning of her name. It can be noted, how
'¢ver, that in Christian and Jewish tradition
she has been given various meaningful
names (see. for instance. Pseudo-Philo's
:UB 40).' .'
~~,'f'rII. The precise story of Jephthah' s
iq~ughter does not appear outside the
~:gebrew Bible in the literature of any con
#mporary culture. However, numerous
~~holars have observed similarities between
i~ephthah's daughter and various Greek
iwythological heroines, most frequently Iphi
z~'r~eia and KorelPersephone. DAY (1989)
~~ffers the most sustained discussion in
~~your of seeing meaningful parallels among
~~e stories of Jephthah's daughter, Jphi
~~$~eia and KOTe. The viability of the paral
~~~~;she suggests is dependent on her inter
$Pretation of the nature of the annual rite
~~ntioned in the biblical text (see below).
~RCUS (1986) presents the most sustained
~'<...

~~gument against seeing meaningful paral-11s among the stories. A few scholars have
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proposed connecting Jephthah's daughter's
lamenting in the mountains with mourning
the death of male deities, for example
-Baal (GRAY 1957:53), -+Adonis (ROBERT
SON 1982:339-340) and -+Eshmun (PECK
HAM 1987:84). Given that the biblical text
states that the lament is related to the fact
that Jephthah's daughter is a betala (see
below) and not to the death of a god, the
proposals connecting the lament with
mourning the death of a male deity are
unsubstantiated and hence unconvincing.

III. It is clear from the biblical text that
the story of the sacrifice of Jephthah's
daughter functioned as the foundation
legend for an annual women's rite. Hence
an understanding of the role that Jephthah's
daughter played in Israelite tradition is con
tingent upon detennining the nature of the
commemorative rite. BOSTROM (1935:115
20) .interpreted this rite as a survival in
Israelite tradition of a religious practice
commonly referred to in the scholarly litera
ture as 'sacred prostitution' or 'cultic sex'.
More recentiy, however, serious doubts have
been raised about whether sacred prosti
tu.tion ever existed in the ancient Near East
(ODEN 1987:131-153; BIRD 1989:75-94),
and the burden of proof has shifted onto
those who would continue to argue for its
existence. To date, no convincing arguments
have been forthcoming~ hence, Bostrom's
interpretation must be discarded. The only
other sustained hypothesis is that put for
ward by BAL (1988:46-52.65-68) and DAY
(1989), who independently argue that the
story recounts the alleged origin of a rite
that marked a transition from one stage to
another in the life-cycle of Israelite females.
Both base their arguments on understanding
the term betUlim (vv 37 and 38) as referring
to an age group/social status rather than
meaning 'virginity', as it is typically trans
lated in English Bibles. Also, both assume
that the activities comprising the rite bear
some direct relationship to the activities
described in the story. So if the story is
about a life-cycle lament, then the Tite
centres on this same activity. Following this
interpretation, Jephthah's daughter can be
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understood as a culture heroine. Her story is
the foundation legend for an annual rite in
ancient Israel that socially acknowledged a
young woman's nubility and hence her
marriageability.
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JEREMIEL ?~"Oi~
I. An angel bearing this name is at

tested in this fonn only in 4 Ezra (4:36), i.e.
in a work that belongs only to a part of the
Vg-tradition. The name probably derives
from the Hebrew root rum, 'to be high,
exalted'. Since the •_el t ending already in
cludes the theophoric element, one should
see in the beginning 'ye-' part of the conju~

galion of a Hebrew verb in the Hifil-c1ause.
The meaning, then, would be 'God will/may
exalt me'.

In 4 Ezra the angel· is mentioned· as the
one who answers the questions of the dead
concerning their future, i.e. the day of the
last judgment and their final exaltation; thus
Jeremiel expresses by his very name °the
hope for the future exaltation of the dead
righteous ones.

II. The Syriac version reads at this point
'Ramael' instead of Jeremiel. In that fonn
the (Syriac 1) 2 Bar knows Ramael as the
angel appointed over true visions (55:3; 63:6
cp. 56: I; that might be the same angel as the
one in 3 Bar 11 :7), which shows thatth~

na~e of this angel has considerably chang~
in the course of the translations. This may
explain the fact that Ramiel, Remiel,
Rumiel, and Eremiel, are often variants of
one and the same angel (cf. MICHL 1962:no~

179, 182, 187). The Apoc. Zeph. describes
Eremiel as the angel presiding over -}Hades
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(6:11-15. OTP I 497-515: cr. Rev. 1:13-15:
Dan 10:5-6). An angel Ramiel is one of the
four archangels in a group of manuscripts in
Sib. Or. 2:215-217. there again connected
with the last judgment. In this military con
text Ramael is identified as the anonymous
angel mentioned in 2 Kgs 19:35 and Isa
37:36.

Though the different names seem to point
to the same angel. it is not necessary to
identify him with Jerachmeel as variously
suggested. On the other hand. the quite simi
lar names of the fallen angels according to J
Enoch 6:7 (RamJel): 69:2 (Rumiel) and the
archangel (one out of seven) according to J
Enoch 20:8 (RemieI. only in the Greek)
warn not to take all these names as one. The
different names are attested in later litera
ture. so in the Coptic magical papyri
(Jeremiel: KROPP 1930/1931:XLVIl 2. 12;
cf. Rumiel: MOLLER 1959:230. 303. 315). in
the Sefer Ha-Razim (MARGALIOTH 1966:1.
211). a Jewish amulet (NAVEH & SHAKED
1985 4.3) and in the hekhaloth texts
(SCHAFER 1981:§§ 212. 230. 233 and more
often); for astrological parallels cr. PETER
SON 1926:no. 91.
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JESUS 'I'lao~

I. Ibolls is the Greek fonn of the
Hebrew personal name ychosli(a stamped
after its postexilic variant yesli'a. The \'oti"e
name means "Yahweh is help (salvation)" as
rightly interpreted by Philo. Milt. 121. It is
derived from the root yS<, frequent in other
Hebrew and Semitic personal names. too
(nVAT 3 1037-1038). In its postexilic fonn
the theophoric element is no longer clearly
recogni7..able. The etymologies in Sir 46: I
and Matt I:21 only perceive the verb yI( "to
save", In the OT the most famous and most
often mentioned bearer of the name is the
successor of Moses. Joshua, the son of Nun.
Extrabiblical documents (Ep.Arist., Jos,.
ossuaries. papyri) attest its popularity until
the beginning of the 2nd century CE in both
its Aramaic and Greek fonn.

The NT has lesolls twice for the OT hero.
3 or 4 times for other persons. and 913
times for "Jesus of Nazareth". This distinc
tive apposition occurs 19 times in the Gos
pels and Acts; it was necessary because of
the frequency of the name and was perhaps
already used in Jesus' lifetime. Ananhrous
JesOllS (with or without the article) prevails
in the Gospels and in Rev (574 out of 600
examples). while in the NT letters the name
usually is combined with titles like -·Chris
tos. -·Kyrios (EWNT 2 444), The fact indi
cates that the name in itself dcsignates the
historical man; it became a divine name
only in the development of post-Enster faith.

II. It is notoriously difficult to recon
struct a cohcrent vicw of Jesus' rather shon
activity. because in the Gospels we have
only heterogeneous fragments of tradition
transmitted in differcnt layers and often
fonned and supplemented by the post-Easter
experience. Nevertheless. we shall make
such an attempt. Generally. it is agreed that
Jesus' fundamental prophetic mission was to
announce that the Reign of God was draw
ing close. Its explicit fonnulation is only
preserved in a redactional summary (Mark
I: 15) and echoed in the commission of
Jesus' messengers (Matt IO:7bllLuke 1O:9b).
but it constitutes the background of Jesus'
promises-notably the original beatitudes
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Luke 6:20-21-and of his parabolic warn
ings to exploit the last opportunity (e.g.
Luke 16:1-7). This implies that God's
Reign, when overtaking the unprepared, will
turn into judgement. Here, Jesus is at one
with John the Baptist, only he does not offer
a sacramental rite to avoid the doom, but
proclaims a general amnesty for every mem
ber of Israel, the outcast included. This is
reflected in the parables dealing with God's
mercy on the lost (e.g. Luke 15). Whether
Jesus himself forgave sins individually-in
the name of God or even with the same au
thority as God (Mark 2:5b; cf. Luke 7:48
probably dependent on this passage)-can
not be established with certainty. God's ini
tiative of forgiveness is supposed to be fol
lowed on the side of man by repentance
(Mark 1:15; Matt 11:21-22/Luke 10:13-14;
Matt 12:41/1Luke 11:32; Luke 13:1-5). In
this respect too, Jesus resumes the appeal of
the Baptist. Exhortations such as contained
in the Sermon on the Mount illustrate the
change of mind Jesus wished to see come
about. Such ethical teaching is sapienti'!1 in
style and motivation. Thus, it does not point
to the imminent Reign of God as, for
example, the so-called "entrance-Iogia" (e.g.
Mark 10:25). Yet the presupposed eschato
logical frame adds urgency to the moral
demands. More radical. still-.and sometimes
opposed to the legal custom (cf. Matt 8:21
22/ILuke 9:59-60)-are the conditions for
those who want to follow Jesus directly. The
disciples fonn a kind of eschatological sign
(esp. the Twelve) foreshadowing the people
of God under His rule. Another prophetic
action was Jesus' participation in banquets
with public sinners. Demonstrating God's
joyful acceptance of the lost, he in some
way acts on behalf of the loving Father. But
in doing so he does not yet realize the King
dom of God. This happens only in his mira
culous healings which demonstrate God's
salvation and his victory over the demons
(cf. Mark 3:23-27 and the prophetic vision
Luke 10: 18). In a probably secondary ar
gument Jesus' exorcisms are interpreted as
the arrival of the Reign of God (Matt
12:28/1Luke II :20). In this sense the escha-

tological fulfilment can already be verified
in Jesus' words and deeds (Mall 13:16·
I7/lLuke 10:23-24; cf. Luke 16:16 and
Jesus' answer to John the Baptist Matt 11:2.
6//Luke 7: 18-23, which, however, seems a
later scriptural elaboration). To bring God's
saving power to everybody, Jesus sometimes
disregarded the rules of purity and the
Sabbath. But his position on the Law
remains ambiguous. On the one hand he sets
aside ceremonial law (Mark .7:15), on the
other he sharpens the Halakah; note the
strict prohibition of divorce (Luke 16:18) Or

the primary antitheses (Matt 5:21.22; 5:27
28). The will of God is concentrated and
intensified to facilitate and direct the new
life requested in view of the coming King
dom. The action in the temple court in his
last days aims at a renovation of the cult in
this eschatological moment. This, as well as
an oracle of doom against the existing
temple, may have motivated the clergy to
react against Jesus so as to put him to death.

Most of these actions and utterances can
be subsumed under prophetic categories,
though Jesus does not legitimize himself
with the messenger-formula. But he also
integrates in his discourse popular wisdom
and rabbinical disputation. Yet, unlike the
rabbis, he does not appeal to tradition in
explaining God's will. He rather sometimes
puts his authority in opposition to the
Mosaic law. He appears to speak out of a
certain intimacy with God paralleled by few
contemporary Jewish charismatics (VERMES
1973). This special relationship may be indi
cated by the address 'abbiJ, though it is
better attested as an acclamation of Christian
pneumatics and only in an unhistorical con-_
text in Jesus' mouth (Mark 14:36). Jesus
cannot be said to have revealed God as

, -father to his disciples because as Israelites
they were already acquainted with Him and
were used to call him 'father' in their
prayers (two examples of ~abf as divine
address recently came to light in Qumran).
But he certainly actualized this tradition
drawing on his personal relationship w!th
God. His words and acts betray a unity With
God transcending traditional labels. The
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obscrvation is typical that he puts God in
the centre and not explicitly himself as
-mediator between God and men (Luke
12:8-9 seems to belong to a situation after
Easter). The qualification of his person is
due to the eschatological relevance of his
work and speech. If God's last envoy is
refuscd, he does not necd a personal vindi
cation; his vindication is the arrival of God's
judgement. Possibly he announccd it in the
traditional figure of the coming -Son of
Man without dircctly identifying himself
with him (cf. Luke 12:39-40; 17:23-24.26
27).

Can the phenomenon of Jesus be called
'Messianic'? Teaching and healing are not
specific for the Messiah. Maybe some traits
in the Jewish picture of David and Solomon
could prefigure an exorcising Messiah, but
normally he has other tasks (-·Christ). Thus,
a confession like Mark 8:29 betrays anach
ronisms. Yct, there could arise Messianic
expectations among Jesus' followers and the
people, especially when he moved to Jeru
salem, the place where the Kingdom of God
was supposed to appear. That the idea of
God's Kingship does not preclude a human
representative is evident from Ps.Sol. 17.
Jesus' spectacular entrance in Jerusalem
may have aroused the hope of the restora·
tion of David's Kingdom in some pilgrims
and the fear of political disorder in the
Jewish dignitaries. They delivered Jesus to
the Romans ali a pretender to kingship as it
is formulated in the inscription on the cross.
This can hardly be explained as a theologi
cal construction. Such suspicion is more
appropriate in the case of Jesus' self
definition in front of the Sanhedrin (Mark
14:61-62), because the claim to be the
Messiah could not provoke a Jewish sen
tence of death.

One of the last words of Jesus generally
accepted as authentic is Mark 14:25. Here
he envisages his death, but in the same time
he is confident about his eating and drinking
in the Reign of God. In this perspective
Jesus' message was not invalidated by the
demise of the messenger. But in fact, his
humiliating execution on the cross caused a

heavy crisis with the disciples. It could (al
though not necessarily) be interpreted in the
light of Deut 21:23 as God's cursing: any
way it did not fit in with the picture of a
possible Messiah at all. Nevertheless, only a
few weeks after the crucifixion wc find the
Twelve (plus the mother and the brothers of
Jesus) back again in Jerusalem, preaching on
the basis of appearances that God had raised
Jesus from the dead. In this proclamation
lesolls means the crucified teacher from
Nazareth (Mark 16:6). One can also con
jecture that lesolls was the object in an carly
resurrection-formula that we can still grasp
in later sources (Rom 8: 11; Acts 5:30:
postponed in I Thess I: 10: cf. also !eSOllS as
subject in I Thess 4:14).

Originally, there may have existed differ
ent representations of the Easter-event lead
ing to different christological conceptions.
In 'Q' there is only a hint of Jesus' rejection
in Jerusalem, his disappearing and coming
again as the Son of Man (Malt 23:37-39//
Luke 13:34-35: perhaps Luke 11 :29-30). He
is announced as the future judge who will
condemn those not believing in his mission.
The identification of Jesus with the coming
Son of Man must have been made on the
basis of the E3ster-event. It serves to re
evaluate the past, but is oriented primarily to
the future. Another set of traditions concerns
the present state of Jesus. Since resurrection
does not mean return to this life, one con
cludes that Jesus is in the glory of God,
enthroned at his right hand (cf. Rom 8:34:
Acts 2:33-36). Thus, he is vindicated as
Messiah, as mighty representative of God,
but on a very different level. In heaven he is
installed in power as God's Son (-·Son of
God) (Rom I:4) and thus realizes the pro
mises given by Nathan (2 Sam 7:12-14).
This understanding could throw light back
onto Jesus' passion. He also was the Christ
in his vicarious suffering for our sins (1 Cor
15:3). Here probably the image of the
suffering servant (lsa 52: 13-53: 12) is fused
with that of the 'Messiah'. The heavenly
enthronement of Jesus also seems to be pre
supposed when he is invoked "our Lord 
comc" (-Kyr;os). This means prnycr, recog-
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nition of his so\'ereignty, but not yet ador
ation. Through his resurrection and instal
lation at the side of God, Jesus could conti
nue to be effective on earth: His
missionaries and charismatic miracle-wor
kers prophesied and exorcised "in his
name". That does not necessarily mean: by
using the name IeSOllS as a magic formula,
but in his authority, enlarging in this way
his terrestrial dominion. In the marana'-ui'
we hear the voice of the Aramaic first com
munity. It cannot be proved with certainty
that also the explicit uchristology of exalta
tion" making use of Ps 110: I and the con
ception of an atoning death of Christ can be
assigned to this community. Many scholars
relocate this idea to the Jewish Christian
'Hellenists'. But one should not forget that
they originally lived in neighbourhoods
close to the 'Hebrews' (HENGEL 1972).

In a Hellenistic environment lesolls did
not suggest a mythical deity, but the con
creteness of n historical person with a singu
lar destiny. This Jesus was acclaimed Kyrios
with n formula of the Greek speaking com
munity. In the name of Jesus the crucified
every knee now has to bow (Phil 2: 10). In
the allegedly pre-Pauline hymn Phil 2:5b-11
Christ's preexistence in a godlike fashion
preludes the pattern self-humiliation - exal
tation. This should help to estimate the
depth of self-abasement described with the
pagan vocabulary of divine metamorphosis.
For the godlike existence a title is lacking,
but one may surmise that Son of God-now
in a new interpretation-would be appro
priate. At least it is the stereotype in the for
mula "God sent his Son" common to Paul
ine and Johannine tradition (Rom 8:3-4; Gal
4:4-5; John 3:17; I John 4:9.10.14). This
means that God himself engaged in the work
of salvation, the Son remaining subordinate
to him. In Gal 4:4 it seems plausible that a
heavenly existence preceded his being born
of a woman. Thus, in the Hellenistic com
munity, the idea of the incarnation of a di
vine being was added to the exaltation
model. Besides the hymn of Phil 2 one
might also compare the Johannine prologue
(John 1:1-18). Here one normally sees the

impact of Wisdom-Christology as for
example in 2 Cor 4:4; Col 1:15; Heb 1:2c.
3a, too (Christ. the image and radiance of
God). Yet though OT wisdom writings are
familiar with the concept.. of a personified
wisdom from before the creation. it is never
said that Wisdom becomes an actual man.
Here one should not overlook the pagan
parallels (ZELLER 1988. MOLLER 1989)
where the motif of a theophany in a human
form is sometimes transferred to 'divine
men'.

Paul does not add much to the received
christology. He underlines Christ' s mediat
ing function; so the reign of the risen one is
limited and serves the glorification of the
Father (cf. I Cor 15:20-28). Though the
final realization of God's Rule coincides
with the parousia of the Lord Jesus Christ,
in the end he will hand over the Kingdom to
God the Father. On the other side. final
judgement is committed to Christ (2 Cor
5: 10). Furthermore, Paul explains the incar
nation as salutary exchange (2 Cor 5:21; 8:
9: Gal 3: 13: 4:4-5: Rom 8:3-4) and recalls
that it is the crucified who now, through
God's powerful act. has become the source
of eschatological life. To participate in that
life the apostle hali to alisimilate himself to
the crucified. It is probably not by chance
that Paul in this context speaks of "Jesus'
death" (2 Cor 4: 10) or "Jesus' marks" (Gal
6: 17) he is bearing in his body. In a similar
way the Epistle to the Hebrews uses an
anarthrous leSOllS in connection with
Christ's suffering (2:9: 10: 19: 13: 12). But in
other Pauline contexts lesolls seems inter
changeable with Christ. Together with this
fonner title it forms a kind of double name.
The Gospels demonstrate the identity of the
Christ, the Son of God, as the early Church
confessed him to be. with Jesus in his earth
ly existence. This is already shown by the
superscription of the first representative of
this genre (Mark I: I). The manifestation of
Jesus' true dignity marks its beginning (bap
tism I: II). middle (Peter's confession 8:29:
Jesus' transfiguration 9:2-8) and end (Jesus'
self-revelation Mark 14:61-62: the centur
ion's avowal 15:39). In the first part. Jesus'
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teaching with authority and his miracles
finally lead to Peter's acknowledgement of
his being the Messiah. Until then this was
known to the -demons (cf. "Son of God"
resp. "Son of the ~rnost High" Mark 3: 11;
5:7), but hidden to the people. In the second
part, the disciples have to learn that this
Messiah will be the suffering and risen Son
of Man. In the Gospels of Matthew and
Luke the revelation of Jesus' divine and
royal majesty is anticipated in the stories of
Jesus' childhood. There his human name is
foreordained by the angel (Matt 1:21a; Luke
1:31); Matt 1:21b moreover explains it by
his saving activity (also cited by Justin,
Apol. I 33:7-8). As in other birth-oracles of
extraordinary men in the Bible and the
Jewish Haggada (but also in the Roman
H~llenistic world)-the name appears as im
'p'osed by divine providence. The later Gos
pels amplify the godlike image of Jesus.
:'fpus Matthew multiplies the prostrations
before Jesus reserved to God according to
"Matt 4: 10; this could reflect the practice of
~"I:.~

·Worship in his Church. In the Fourth Gospel
,Jhe Logos is said to be God, certainly distin
guished from "the God", but in close union
:wiili him (John 1:1-2.18). Traditional mir
~a.cle stories are interpreted by speeches of
::fesus, so that they become transparent for
W~, life-giving mission out of God's eternity.
LQ,Od'ssending of .his Son gets a circular
~~!iucture, because the Son returns to heaven.
t~J.ohn' joins the christology of exaltation to
~.u.le christology of mission; but paradoxically
~ih.e faithful can already see the exalted one
~ ,),..
i:t:in the cross. The narrative culminates in the
f;':<;
:;~ppfession of Thomas before the risen one
~~tiRy Lord and my God" (20:28). Such an
!~Wtancement of Jesus' divinity always
~~ains integrated in a conception of divine
~9tlship, where the Son does not make him
~!f God, as the opponents pretend (John
~lQ.~33), but has the origin of his divinity in
~~te ~ather. The first epistle of John already
~~~gl~S against the gnostic dissolution of
~l}rist Into a temporary, human element and11? a divine one, the latter the sole one to
~emportant. Here Iesous becomes an ident
~~:marker. To "confess Jesus" is an ab-

~~.

breviation for the belief that "Jesus Christ
came in the flesh" (cf. I John 4:2-3). In Rev
Christians distinguish themselves from the
hostile synagogues by sticking to the "testi
mony of Jesus" (5 times). Thus, confron
tation with adversaries within and outside
the conununities constrains the theologians
to maintain in Jesus the starting point of the
Christian religion. On the other hand one
can observe in later writings a certain con
fusion between Jesus and God, especially in
liturgical language. While in the original
Pauline letters ho theos is never applied to
Jesus Christ (Rom 9:5b refers to the author
of the Jewish salvation history), this hap
pens in the citation of Ps 47:7 LXX in Heb
1:8-9, in the affinnation 1 John 5:20 and
possibly in some disputed cases where Christ
is subsumed under one article with "God" (2
Thess 1:12; Titus 2:13; 2 Pelf 1:1 -God
[II)). From the beginning there was prayer
to Jesus who together with the Father in the
Pauline writings is supposed to be gracious
and to fulfil the supplications of his be
lievers. Only, the fragments of hymns dis
cernible in the letters are not directed to
him, but narrate the great feats of God
achieved with him. Later on, Christians sing
to their Lord (Eph 5: 19), and Plinius, Ep.
10,96:7 rightly understands this as worship
to Christ as god. It is significant too, that
doxologies which in Jewish and early Chris
tian texts.are exclusively directed to God are
now addressed to Christ (2 Tim 4:18; 2 Petr
3:18; Rev 1:5-6). But to all appearances
even Jewish-Christians did not feel any
contradiction to their monotheistic faith.
They conceived of Jesus as taking part in
God's glory; .after describing the majesty of
God and the investiture of the Lamb as his
plenipotentiary, the author of Rev 5:13 can
speak of every creature offering praise to
both, the -~One seated on the throne and the
Lamb.

III. The tendency to call Jesus simply
God continues in the Church Fathers from
the prescript of Ign., Eph onwards; in 18:2
of the same letter Ignatius can speak of "our
God Jesus, the Christ" who was borne in the
womb of -"Mary in confonnity with the
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economy of God; he docs this obviously
without any fear of ditheism. The Acts of
Peter, Paul, John. and Thomas celebrate
Jesus even as "unique God". Critics from
outside also manifest their impression that
Christians worship Jesus as God besides the
one God (cf. Origen, Cels. 8: 12.14.15;
Lucian, Per. 13). !esous in the magical
papyri is a powerful name of a god (e.g.
PGM 12:192), sometimes identified with the
OT Yahweh (PGM 4:3019-3020 "the God
of the Hebrews, Jesus"). On the other hand
in n theological framework !eSOllS may sig
nal the true humanity of Christ; thus, Justin
considers it the name of the man and
saviour, while 'Christ' can already designate
n function of the Logos (apol. II 6:3-4). The
typology Joshua-Jesus is exploited (Justin,
DiaL 75:1-2; 113:1-4; Bam. 12:8-10;
Irenaeus, Epld. 27). The Gospel of Philip
seems to be conscious of the contingency of
leSOllS. It is a 'hidden name', not translat
able into other languages, in opposition to
the revealed name Christ (NHC II 3,56,
3.5.6). But gnostic writings can speak with
out differentiation of "our god Jesus", too
(NHC VIII 2,133,8). It is not until the first
Ecumenical Councils that it is clarified in
what sense Jesus can be called God. There
the incarnation model triumphs.
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D. ZELLER

JEUSH - JAGHUT

JEZEBEL ?:W~
I. Daughter of Eth-Baal, king of Sidon,

and wife of Ahab, king of Northern Israel.
She was an active propagator of the

-Baal cult (I Kgs 16:29-33: 18:19; 19:1-2:
21 :25: 2 Kgs 9:30-37), who persecuted the
- Yahweh prophets ( I Kgs 18:4). The
meaning of her Phoenician name is dis
puted: mostly interpreted as 'where is the
-'Prince', 'Prince' being an epithet of Baal
(Heb 'iuhel, pause fonn 'izabel: LXX-NT:
IE~a~A: Josephus: lc~a~ll, variant rea
ding IE~a~llAa).

II. In the NT Jezebel occurs in Rev
2: 18-29, in the Letter to the Church at
Thyatira (Lydia), as the derogatory nick
name of a self-styled prophetess in the
Jewish or Christian community there. She

taught her fellow church members to forni
cate (JlOlXEUro) and cat food sacrificed to
idols. In the parallel Letter to Pcrgamum
such tcaching is ascribed to 'Balaam' and
'the Nicolaitans' (Rev 2: 14-15: cf. 2:6). Poss
ibly, "to fornicate" (2:20 nopvEoom) and
"commining adultery with hcr" (2:22 JlOl
XEOOVta~) are in this context synonymous
with "eating food sacrificed to idols" (2:20).
Compare Jer 3:6- 10 LXX, where these two
verbs are unmistakably used as metaphors
for idolatry. Queen Jezebcl herself was also
explicitly accused of fornication (nop\'Eim)
and sorcery (¢QPJla.-a) in LXX 4 Kgdms
9:22 (= MT 2 Kgs 9:22).

III. In 1892 E. SCIIORER first advocated
the hypothesis that this NT Jezebel was not
a synagogue or church member, but the
priestess of a local cult of the Oricntal Sibyl
named Sambcthc (WJl~~Oll). The sanctuary
of this Sibyl would be the aaJlpa6ElOv
which is mentioned in an inscription from
Thyatira, CIJ 752 (= CIG 2,3509 = IGR
4,1281). Schiirer was well aware, though,
that this word could also refer to a syna
gogue, like the aaPl3a6Eiov (mria lectio
aap~atEiov) in Josephus, Ant. 16,164,
which \vas in the province of Asia, too. The
difference between Jlp and PP would be no
hindrance. since fluctuation of the two is
well attested, especially in oaPlkItov
(Hebrew fabblit) and derived words, com
pare also Latin 'sabbata' (SuelOnius, Aug.
76.2) alongside 'sambatha' (P. Ryl. 4,613).
The main argument for not interpreting the
word as 'synagogue' in this inscription is
the mention of a sarcophagus being placed
in an open space (Eni. tono\) .-a6apou, cf.
LSJ s. v. .-a6apo; I 3a) near this samba
theion, in 'the precinct (nEpiPoAo~) of the
Chaldaean', along the public road. The
vicinity of a tomb would have made, it was
argued, a synagogue ritually unclean. The
argument is, however, not compelling,
because a corpse was considered to deli Ie
only within a distance of at most four yards
with regard to the ShemaC, so that it was
allowed to be recited only beyond that dis
tance (b.Beraklzoth 18a: b.Sotaiz 43b; 44a.
according to Beth Shammai). This makes it
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very doubtful that a graveyard as such could
defile a synagogue building. Moreover. the
location of the tomb is not presented as dis
puted in any respect.

The Sibyl. to whom we have assigned the
comprehensive name of 'Oriental', figures in
a number of interdependent testimonies, in
which she is considered to have been both a
blood relation and the daughter-in-law of
-·Noah (Sib. Or. pro\. and 3.827). She is
therefure referred to as 'Jewish'. 'Hebrew',
'Persian' and 'Chaldaean' at the same time
(FGH 146.1). Only Pausanias speaks about a
Palestinian-Babylonian-Egyptian Sibyl named
Sabbc. a name which is evidently a hypoc
oristic of SambCthc (Descriptioll of Greece
10.12,9). A thi rd variant of her name may
have been preserved on a 3rd-4th cent. CE
ostracon from Karanis (Fayum). apparently
a list of divine names and a writing exercise
of some kind (0. Mich. 657 = CPJ 496).
Here she probably appears as w~lkxeie;.

unless the name is to be read as WIl
~el(O);. showing the well-attested Koine
Greek shortening of words ending in -toe; or
-10\'. In the latter case. the name could refer
to 'the god of the Shabbath', the god of the
Jews. Unlike the other Sibyls listed by the
ancients. the Oriental Sibyl is not connected
with a specific town or place. SCUORER also
assumed that "the precinct of the Chaldae
an" mentioned in the inscription, was named
after a 'Chaldaean' or soothsayer who used
to make statements in the name of this
Chaldaean-Jewish Sambcthc. Jezebel would
then have perfonned the same function as
this 'Chaldaean' towards the end of the first
century CEo 111is theory (a combination of
three unprovable assumptions) has not found
wide acceptance. It seems certain. at least.
th~t consultants of such an oracle did not
cunstitute a regular congregation as implied
by Rev 2: 18-29. Nor would Jezebel. if she
were an outsider. have been al10wed to
'teach' in the local Christian community (cf.
I Cor 8). It is much more likely that she
was a church member in the ordinary sense.
given the f,lct that she was allowed some
time 'to repent'. that is to revoke her heresy
(2.21). The cnJvooo; (Ja~lkxel"t1 figuring in

a I CE inscription from Naucratis (E£ypt)
(SB 12: reign of Augustus?). refers. there
fore. not so much to a group of Sambcthc
adherents as to an assembly of Sabbatists or
Godfearers, if not to an ordinary synagogue
meeting.
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G. MUSSIES

JORDAN ii-,' 'lopociv1)C;
I. The name of the river of Jordan.

(hay)yllrdell, occurs 177 times in the OT. In
the NT 'lopooVT\; is attested 15 times. The
etymology of the name is debated. A deriva
tion from the root YRD. 'to descend'. im
plying an interpretation 'the river that comes
down' (e.g. Philo. ug. All. 11:89: bBec"
55a: BOB 432-434) probably rests on popu
lar etymology. Generally. the name is inter
preted as non-Semitic in origin. One pro
posal connects the clement dall with
Indo-Iranian dOli. 'river' (d. e.g. Danube;
Djnepr) and interprets )'ar- as related to
Indo-european 'year'. The name then "'..auld
mean 'perennial ri.ver· (e.g. KOHLER 1939;
COHEN, lOB 2. 973-978). In favour of this
approach it must be observed that in Greece
two rivers are called ·Icipoovo;. one in Elis
(e.g. Homer. Iliad 7: 135; Strabo 8.3:iO) and
one in Crete (e.g. Homer. Odyssey. 3:292:
Pausanias 6.21 :6). HOMMEL construes both
the Canaanile river name and the Greek
rivers as derived from Hittite and compares
the name with the Annenian and Persian
noun ward. 'rose' (1927: 170; see also J. R.
HARRIS. Crete, the Jordan and the Rhone,
£tpTim 21 [1909-10] 303-306; J. HEMPEL.
PJB 23 (1927] 64: \V. VON SODE:-J. ZA \V 57
(1939J 153-154) On the other hand, the el-
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ement Jar- has been construed as related to
Hurrian iar, 'water', while de" was inter
preted either as referring to the tribe of Dan
or as a derivation of DYN. 'to judgc'. Thc
name of the river then has as meaning 'the
water of Dan/of the ordeal' (ALDEN 1975).
The occurrence at Emar of thc noun yardu
(Emar 363:2), supports a Semitic origin of
thc name Jordan, if the word should indeed
mean 'river' (see Arnaud).

II, Outside the Bible, the Jordan is first
mentioned in records from the nineteenth
Egyptian dynasty: Jrdn (1. SI~IONS, Hane/
book of f.E:JpticlII Topographical Lists
lLciden 1937] 201; ANET 242.255.477).
The name here occurs as an indication of a
geographical entity that can be crossed. The
name is also attested in the list depicting the
campaign of Pharaoh Sheshonq in the tenth
century nCE (SI~IONS. Hamlbook. 180. No.
150jrdn).

In texts from Emar. mention is made of
an offering to a deity dEN ya-ar-da-Ili 'Ihe
lord of the flowing rivers' (Emar 378:23).
Besides, the name of a gate: KAz.fa dwa-ar
da-lIa-ti. 'the gate of the river goddesses'
(Emar 137: I), occurs. They do not refer to
the Jordan river as such. but can be intcr
preted as an early attestation of --river
deities.

III. The River Jordan runs from Mount
-Hermon to the Dead Sea in the south. In a
ralher speculative article. HmlMEL com
pares the Jordan with the mystic and mythic
river Eridanos. known from Greek sources.
He then surmises that ancient, pre-Israelite
myths wcre brought-by the intennediary of
Phocnicians-to Greece whcre they were re
formulated as the Phaeton-legends. In Pales
tine, the Jordan kept its religious signifi
cancc as a river of ordeal (1927).

In the OT the river has a religious sig
nificance (HULST 1965), though it is never
treated as a god. In the Book of Joshua the
Jordan is the border-river to be crossed to
enter the promised land. Traditions concern
ing the event of the 'conquest under Joshua'
are connected to a commemorative feast (E.
Dna, Das Mauotfest ill Gilgal lBWANT
107: Stuttgart 1975D. Furthermore, the Jor-

dan is ascribed mysterious and magical
powers: The Ascension into heaven of
-.Elijah look place on the other side of the
Jordan. In thc story of Elisha and Nauman.
the water of the Jordan has a healing force
(2 Kgs 5: I3- 14). DAHOOD (1966:258; cr.,
however. GllRG 1982:903) construes >ere~

yarden in Ps 42:7 as 'the land of descent'
interpreting it as an expression for the nether
world. He compares the expression with a
linc from the --Baal-epic tspr byrclm ar~,

'You will be counted among those who
went down inlo the earth' (A.7U 1.4 viii:8
9).

In early Judaism. the Jordan has no
specific significance. In life of Adam amI
E"e 6-8 it is told that -·Adam, as penitence
for his -·sin, spent 40 days fasting and
praying in the Jordan while -·Eve did the
same for 37 days in the --Tigris.

In the NT the Jordan is the place where
--Jesus and many others were baptized by
John (Mark I: 1- I III). Hebr 3: 17-19 might
be interpreled as implying a metaphorical
Jordan. as a symbol of crossing from life to
death (THOMPSON 1992:957)

IV. On the architrave of the triumphal
arch of Titus. the part facing the Colosseum.
three Romans are depicted bearing the Jor
dan river. He is presented as a river deity in
the form of an old man. The scene re
sembles the way in which elsewhere rivers
as personifications of conquered provinces
were represented in thc procession of the
victor (RENGSTORFF 1968:613; PFANNER
1983).

From the sixth century CE onward. in
Christian mosaics depicting the baptism of
Jesus, a figure is present which can be inter
preted as a deified Jordan river. The icon
ography of the scene and the figure indicates
that thc Jordan-character was modelled aflcr
a pagan, Graeco-Roman river deity (JENsEN
1993: puce RENG~"ORFF 1968:613). In the
light of the OT roots of a deification of the
Jordan a revival of popular belief can be
assumed too.

V. Bibliography
R. ALDEN. Jordan. Zollden'all Pictorial
Ellcyclopedia of the Bible 3 (Grand Rapids
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1975) 684-692; M. J. DAHOOD. Psalms I
(AB 16; Garden City 1966) 258; M. GORG,
Jarde1l, nVAT 3 (1982) 901-909; E. HOM
MEL. Oer Name und die Sagen des Jordan in
altkanaananischer Zeit. Joumal of Ihe So
ciel)' of Oriental Research 11 (1927) 169
194; A. R. HUI..sT. Oer Jordan in den alttes
tamentlichen Oberlieferungen. ors 14
(1965) 162-188; R. JENSEN, What are Pagan
River Gods doing in Scenes of Jesus's Bap
tism? Bible Rel'iel'.' 9 (1993) 34-41; L.
KOHLER. Lexikologisch-geographisches. I.
Oer Jordan. ZDPV 62 (1939) 115-120; M.
PFANNER. Der Titusboge1l (Mainz 1983); K.
H. RENGSTORFF. nOta~~. 1tota~0¢6Pl1to~,

10pociVll';. TDNT 6 (1968) 595-623; H. O.
THOMPSON. Jordan River. ABD 2 (1992)
953-958.

B. BECKING

JOSEPH ='j0i'
I. In biblical genealogical tradition

Joseph is the son of -·Jacob and -·Rachel
(Gen 30:22-24). His name is a hypocoris
ticon. presumably of *yosip·JeIJDN like
yosipyah (Ezra 8: 10). Tradition preserves
two explanations of his name. the one link
ing it to the root 'SP (Gen 30:23 E?). the
other to YSP (Gen 30:24 11); the latter inter
pretation is probably correct. The name
expresses the classical wish for a quiver full
of children (Ps 115:14; NOTH. lPN, 212; DE
VAUX 1971; ANDRt, nVAT 3 [1977-82]
685). The fonn yehosep (Ps 81 :6), frequent
ly found in later Hebrew, is perhaps a case
of hypercorrection. In 19th century research
the story of Joseph was often interpreted in
tenns of a fertility myth, in particular the
seasonal contest between rain and drought
(WESTERMANN 1975:56-64). He is identified
with the fertilizing rain, being a child of
Rachel and Jacob, who are identified with
respectively the clouds and the nightly sky
(GOLDZIHER 1876:191-194). Others hold
that Joseph, an ancient Canaanite numen of
Joseph-EI, was turned into an Israelite epo
nym by the tribes of Ephraim (MEYER
1906).

II. The story of Joseph (Gen 37:39-

47:50; Ps 105:16-22; Sir 49:15). does not
tell us much about the origins of the tribe or
'house' of Joseph. The story supposes
knowledge of the patriarchal sagas. in par
ticular the ancient tradition that "Jacob and
his sons went down to Egypt" (Josh 24:4;
NOTH 1948; WESTERMANN 1982). Joseph's
story in its present fonn, whether taken as a
didactic narrative from the wisdom school,
or as a specimen of a diaspora story (MEIN
HOLD 1975), is the talc of a young Hebrew
far from his home-country rising to power
under Yahweh's guidance. It gives interest
ing insights into the Hebrew soul and to a
lesser extent into Egyptian society. but hard
ly preserves a reminiscence of a Middle
Palestinian tribe by the name of Joseph. The
story may share some episodes and motifs
with the Egyptian 'Tale of the Two
Brothers'. The fact that the latter tale is
about the gods Anubis and Bata, Bata being
a pastoral god. taking either the fonn of a
ram or a bull, does not imply that Joseph
was a mythological hero in Israelite tradi
tion, even when, according to an alternative
interpretation, he is compared to a young
bull (b1l prt Gen 49:22; Oeut 33:17; SALO
1968). The background of Joseph's career
may be found in the genres of the K01ligs
llOl'elle, the success story of the wise Court
ier (Gen 41) and similar stories of Asiatics
who carved their way high up into a foreign
administration (-+Moses, Biya. -·Oaniel.
etc.; DE VAUX 1971). Attempts to find the
precise historical setting of the story in the
Hyksos period are highly questionable.

III. Joseph is the eponym of a tribe
Joseph (Num 13: II) or a group of tribes,
known as the bene Yosep (Num 1:10; 34:23;
Josh 16:1; 17:14) or the bel Yosep (Josh
17:14-18; Judg 1:22-23; 2 Sam 19:21; I Kgs
11 :29; Amos 5:6). The last expression is
attested outside the Hexateuch as opposite to
the house of Judah (Judg 1:22-23.35; 2 Sam
2:8-11; 19:20; I Kgs 11:28; Amos 5:6). This
seems to be a rather ancient usage though
the exact geographic and demographic
ramifications remain unclear. In later tra
dition Joseph's ancestorship is limited to the
tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, but
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whether they became Joseph's house
together, or split up in separate tribes is still
a disputed question. In a number of cases
Joseph is a synonym for -·Jacob/lsrael (Ps
77:16; 81:6; Ezek 37:16.19; Amos 5:15; 6:6;
Obad 18), either meaning the northern king
dom or the people of Isr.leI. Apan from the
Joseph story itself, sources about the
patriarch Joseph are rather poor. Except for
traditions about Joseph's name and the tra
dition of his tomb near -Shechem:
-TImkamuna (Josh 24:32), some obscure
allusions are found in the tribal sayings
(Gen 49:22-26; Deut 33: 13-16) and topo
graphical texts (Josh 17: 14-18). Later Jewish
tradition tells about Joseph's sarcophagus
sunk into the Nile (Mek.Exod 13: 19; Str.-B.
n 674), referring to the -Osiris-myth (JERE
MIAS 1958: 131). but the story of Joseph is
neither a myth, nor the usual kind of patri
archal saga. There is no reason to suppose
that Joseph was originally a hero or a city
god. The alleged toponym Joseph-EI does
not exist (pace MEYER 1906:292: cf. DE
VAUX 1971 :297 n. 87). The name is charac
teristic of the Amorite onomasticon in the
early second millennium nCE, so in this
respect he might indeed have been one of
the early Israelite ancestors, remembered
and perhaps even venerated at a place
somewhat east of Shechem on the border
between the later tribes of Ephr.lim and
Manasse (Gen 33:18-19; Josh 17:7; John
4:5; Acts 7: 16; JEREMIAS 1958:31-36).
According to a fragmentary tradition in Gen
48:22 Shechem was given to Joseph by
Jacob, but the relation to 33:18-19 remains

unclear (DE VAUX 1971 :584-587; WESTER
MANN 1982:217-218; pace Non.. 1948:90
91). According to later tradition Joseph, not
Jacob, was the 'owner' of the plot of land at
Shechem, and subsequently believed to be
buried there amidst the clans that traced
their origins back to him. In connection with
the sons of Joseph, viz. Ephraim and
Manasseh, similar wishes for progeny are
expressed as with Rachel and -Leah (Gen
41 :52; 48: 13-20). Joseph was known not to
be buried in Machpelah-which confinns
the strong tradition of his own sepulchre and
veneration, notwithstanding medieval Jewish
and Muslim tradition.

IV. Bibliography
1. JEREMIAS, Heiligengriiber in Jesu Umwelt
(Gottingen 1958) 31-36.130-131; M. MEIN
HOLD, Die Gattung der Josephgeschichte
und des Estherbuches: Diasporanovelle II,
ZA lV 88 (1976) 72-93; E. MEYER, Die
Israeliten und illre Nachbarstlimme (Halle
1906); M. Nonl, Oberlie!erungsgeschicllle
des Pelllateuchs (Stuttgart 1948) 90-91; V.
SALO, Joseph. Sohn der Fme, BZ 12 (1968)
94-95; R. DE VAUX, Histoire Ancienne I
(Paris 1971) 277-303; J. VERGOTE, Joseph
en Egypte. Genese 37-50 a la lumiere des
etudes egyptologiques recenres (Louvain
1959); C. WESTERMANN, Genesis 12-50
(EdF 48; Darmstadt 1975); WESTERMANN,
Genesis 37-50 (BKAT U3; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1982).
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KAI\VAN l"='
I. Kaiwan occurs under the fonn Ki»)',ln

in Amos 5:26. after SikJdit (-Sakkuth). The
Masoretic vocalisation is that for idols
-Abominations. The real pronunciation
must have been Kaiwan, cf. Syr. Ke)'wan
(and variants), the name of the planet Saturn.
Both go back to the Babylonian name for
Saturn, Kajjanzallu, 'The Steady One". The
Hebrew text used by LXX was already cor
rupted in having an initial r instead of k
resulting in Rayphan (and variants); in Acts
7:43 Rompha. CD VII 15 mistook the name
as a word meaning "base". cf. Heb ken
(BORGER 1988:78-9).

II. In Assyrian I Babylonian religion.
KajjamamJSatum was not of great import
ance. The name of the star mainly occurs in
astronomical texts (e.g. in SAA 8). That
KajjamamllSaturn was seen as a divine en
tity can be inferred from the fact that the
name is preceded by the detenninative for
deities. In Mesopotamia. Saturn is the only
star not related to one of the major deities
(BARSrAD 1984:123).

III. In the OT. the name is attested only
in Amos 5:26. together with the equally
unique Sakkuth. Both are foreign idols made
by the Israelites. Sakkuth is qualified as
"your king", Kniwan as "your images" (plu
ral); after a pause (atnaM follows: "the star,
your god which you made for yourselves".
One tends to reverse the order of these
qualifications, as LXX already did: ..the star
of your god Rayphan. their images which
you made for yourselves"; see also BORGER

(1988:79 n. 5). It should be noted that
SaInzu, lit. "image", was a god in Assyria
and in Arabian Taima; (-. Image; S.
DALLEY. Iraq 48 [1986] 85-101. E. A.
KNAUF, Ismael, 2. Auflage [Wiesbaden
1989] 78-79, 150-151; KNAUF. Trans-

ellphratene 2 [I990J 212).
A. KUENEN (De godsdienst mn IsraiH

[Haarlem 1869] 260) suggested that the Is
raelites worshipped Saturn. having adopted
his cult from the Kenites. It is more prob
able. however. that the Israelites had bor
rowed the worship of this planet from the
Assyrians. In this case there are two options.
(I) The Israelites took over the worship
before the fall of Samaria. Then Amos 5:26
can be interpreted as a prophetic accusation
for not having served -Yahweh (e.g. BAR

STAD 1984). (2) Amos 5:26 refers to one of
the deities mentioned in 2 Kgs 17:28-30
who were brought to the Samaritan area by
Assyrian settlers. This view implies that the
text is a later insertion by a (deuterono
mistic) redactor who confused the situation
before and after the conquest. of the capital
(H. W. \VOLFF. Dodekapropheton 2. Joel
'md Amos (BKAT XIVI2; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1969] 310-311). Recently. DE MOOR

(1995: 10-11) has argued that the word
kiyyOn in Am 5:26 should be construed as a
noun derived from the root KWN. and inter
preted as ·pedestal'. TIus elegant proposal
implies that the expression • 'the pedestal of
your statues' in Am 5:26 does not refer to a
particular deity.

IV. Bibliography
H. M. BARSTAD. The Religious Polemics of
Amos (VTSup 34; Leiden 1984) 118-126; P.
R. BERGER. Imaginare Astrologie in spat
babylonischer Propaganda. Die Rolle der
Astrollomie in den Kulturell Mesopotamie1ls
(ed. H. D. Gaiter, Graz 1993) 275-289; esp.
277 n. 2; *R. BORGER. Amos 5.26. Apostcl
gcschichte 7,43 und Surpu II. 180, ZA \V 100
(1988) 70-81; O. LoREn. Die babylo
nischen Gottesnamen Sukkut und Kajjamanu
in Amos 5. 26, ZA \V 10I (1989) 286-289: J.
C. DE MOOR. Standing Stones and Ancestor
Worship. UF 27 (1995) 1-20.

M. STOL
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KELTI
I. In the Amama letters the name of the

Judean town of Keila (Josh 15:44; I Sam
23; I Chr 4:29; Neh 3: 17-18) is written
uroQi-il-teltu, probably to be pronounced
IQi<iltuJ (EA 279:12; 280:11.17; 287:11;
289:28; 290: 10.18). JIRKU related the name
to a god whose name he read as dKi·el.ti
(1930).

II. The text in which Jirku found the
god Kelti mentioned is KUB 17 no. 20 ii,
pan of a ritual for the -·'olden gods' (for a
transcription and translation see H. T. Bos
SERT, MIO 4 [1956] 202-203). Line 7 of
column ii mentions DKi-el-ti DUMU DA.A as
one of the recipient~ of the offerings. Kehi
the son of the goddess -·Ayya, the spouse
of the Babylonian sun-god Shamash, is the
deified personification of the forest (cf. E.
VON SCHULER, WbM)'th UI, 189-190). His
name is the Humanized form of Akk qistu,
'wood, forest' (H. EHELOLF, Kleinasiatische
Forse/Illngen I [1930] 143 n.2; c.-G. VON
BRANDENSTEIN, Ein arisches und ein semi
tisches Lehnwon im Churrischen, AfO 13
[1939-40] 58 and n.2), which also occurs in
the by-form qillll (CAD Q 272). In spite of
the Akkadian origin of the name, there is no
unambiguous evidence of the deification of
woods and forest'i in Mesopotamian relig
ion: the rare occurrences of dtir (tir is
Sumerian for 'forest') should be understood
as d~e.tir. Le. the grain-god Ashnan (P.
MANDER, Brevi considerazioni suI testo
"Iessicale" SF 23 = SF 24, OA 19 [1980]
191 ).

III. Though the god Kehi is definitely
known in the ancient Near East, it is ex
tremely unlikely that he is in some way con
nected with the place-name Keila. The pres
ence of the cayin in the biblical toponym can
simply not be explained on the basis of
Kelti < Akk qillll. Also. there is no need to
search for an Anatolian deity in order to
explain the toponym Qe<ila. More than
thiny years after his first etymology, JIRKU
himself came up with the far more plausible
suggestion that Keila is related to the Ugar
itic word .q<l (1963:87). This term is to be
explained as 'hill' or 'mountain ridge'

(NEIMAN 1971 :65-66). The city of Keila
would owe its name, then, to a distinctive
feature of the landscape in which it was
situated (ef. LIPINSKI 1973).

IV. Bibliography
A. JIRKU, Oer Ursprung des Namens der
sildpaHistinensischen Stadt .Ke<na. ZA W 48
(1930) 228-229; JIRKU, Zu einigen Orts
und Eigennamen PaHistina-Syriens, ZA W 75
(1963) 86-88; E. LIPINSKI. Recherches ugar
itiques, Syria 50 (1973) 36-37; O. NEIMAN,
'BR.IHT.NPSMM ('NT:VI:8-9): A Proposed
Translation, JNES 30 (1971) 64-68.

K. VAN DER TOORN

KENAN p'p
I. In genealogical lists of the ante

diluvian heroes, the son of Enosh is called
qenanlKenan (Gen 5:9-14; I Chr 1:2; cf.
Luke 3:37 Kaillam). Etymologically the
name can be interpreted as derived from the
noun or name qayin -Cain with a diminu
tive ending -an. The name can mean either
'smith; javelin' (HALAT 1026) or 'little
Cain' (HESS 1993). The name has been
compared to a Southarabian deity Qa)'llan
(ROBERTSON SMITH 1894:43 n. 4; WESTER
MANN 1974:483).

II. From Himyaritic inscriptions a Sab
aean deity Qaynan is known (CIH 2. 232).
He was especial~ worshipped by the tribe
of the [ls'm (RES 3974. 4648. 4649). In
view of the etymological relation with the
Arabic noun qaYll 'smith' it stands to reason
that Qaylllin has been a patron deity of
smiths and metalworkers (HOFNER, WbM)'th
111, 524).

III. In the OT only genealogical infor
mation on Kenan is given (HESS 1993). He
lived for 910 years (Gen 5: 14) and begot
Mahalalel when he was 70 years old. The
identity of his name with the Sabaean deity
is probably sheer coincidence.

IV. Bibliography
R. S. HESS, Studies in the Personal Names
of Genesis J-lJ (AOAT 234; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1993) 67-68; M. HOFNER, WbMyth
III, 524; W. ROBERTSON SMml. n,l' Re
ligion of the Semites (London 1894); C.
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WESTERMANN, Genesis J-lJ (BKATUI;
Neukirchen-Vluyn 1974).

B. BECKING

KESE:J ~:~

I, The Hebrew word kese:> 'full moon'
(1) occurs in two Bible passages (Ps 81 :4;
Prov 7:20), and possibly in a third as well
(Job 26:9). The word is also known in other
West-Semitic languages. J.-M. DURAND
identifies a Mesopotamian divinity Kisa
with West-Semitic kese:> , attested in a Uga
ritic god list under the form ksa (1997: 279).

II, In an Old Babylonian augury text
(divination by birds), some omens are inter
preted to signify 'presence of Kisa' (ma(
an)-za-az ki-sa), The fact that the term man
zazlmazzaz is normally followed by the
name of a deity in divinatory apodoses sug
gests that Kisa is the name of a god as well;
the lack of a genitival ending suppons its
identification as a name. A comparison with
a related list of omens shows that Kisa cor
responds, antithetically, with dnanna, i.e.
the moon god. Given the many Western
characteristics of these augury texts,
DURAND (1997) identifies this hapax with
West-Semitic kcsc:J. An Ugaritic god list
refers to the couple yrlJ wksa 'Moon and
Plenilunium (1)' (KTU 1.123:6). The latter
context suggests that in the West-Semitic
realm, the plenilunium (1) was personified
as a distinct deity alongside the god -·Moon
as a stellar body (yrlJ). Since Sin (Sum
nanna) and Kisa are the Mesoptarnian ana
logues to yrlJ wksa, it may be assumed that
a similar distinction between the deified
moon as a stellar body and the plenilunium
(1) obtained in Babylonia.

III. Akk kisa and Ug ksa correspond with
Hebrew kese:J, routinely translated as 'full
moon, plenilunium'. The precise meaning of
the root J(S:J and its derivatives in various
Semitic languages is a thorny issue, howe
ver. The traditional interpretation 'pleniluni
urn' goes back to the Syriac translation of 1
Kgs 12:32, where Heb babamiJJIi casar yom
labOde! Con the fifteenth day of the month')
is rendered as bks:J:J bh byrb:J Con the ks:J of

the month'). An annotation to Ps 80:3 (MT
81 :4), ascribed to Aquila and Symmachus in
the Codex Syro-hexaplaria Ambrosianis,
specifies shr:J bks:J:J hn:J bmlywt:J, 'The moon
in the ks:J, that is: in its fullness' (A. M.
CERIANJ, Momumenra Sacra et Profana ex
codicibus praeserrim Bibliothecae Ambro
siallae, VII: Codex Syro Hexaplaria Ambro
sianis [Milan 1874D. Other Syriac passages
also suggest the meaning 'new moon, pleni
lunium, middle of the month' for ks:J. The
few occurrences of kese:J in the Hebrew
Bible are not conclusively in suppon of the
traditional rendering 'plenilunium'. Job 26:9
is a doubtful occurrence and an obscure pas
sage: Prov 7:20 gives no clue as to the
moment of the kese:>; and Ps 81 uses kiseh
(presumably for kese~ in a synonymous
parallelism with bode!, 'novilunium'. Both
the Septuagint translators (tv E\xnU.tcp) and
the rabbinical tradition (see M. JASTROW, A
Dictionary of the Targumim, 652b) prefer to
interpret kese:J rather vaguely as 'the proper
moment in time'. The evidence from Ugarit
(ksa) and Phoenicia (ks1 does not allow a
decision between plenilunium, interlunium,
or novilunium. DURAND suggests that Akk
ki-sa is related to kuJJum, which in texts
from Mari denotes the end of the month (ina
kuJs;m; ARMT 21 [1983J no. 48 and p. 56
n. 10). A similar meaning obtains for Ar
kus:J Cthe latter part of the month; its last
ten days, or about that period'; E. W. I....ANE,
An Arabic-English Lexicon [Beirut 1968J
7.2608 s.v. kus1. On the assumption that
the terms passed in review all go back to
the same root KS:J, it would seem that J(S:J

stands for the lunar phase from the pleni
lunium till the interlunium. Common
Semitic J(S:J would thus designate the latter
half of the month or, as G. Bickell formula
ted it with reference to Syriac ks:J. "signifi
cat proprie et etymologice tempus inter
plenilunium et interlunium quo luna
sensim obtegitur" (reference aplld R. PAYNE
SMmf, n,esallrus Syriacus. I [Oxford 1879J
1783).

Whilst the Hebrew Bible exhibil<; some
traces of a mythological background of the
moon as a stellar body (-+Moon), the term
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kese~ did not retain any association with a
deity.

IV. Bibliography
M. ASTOUR, Some New Divine Names from
Ugarit. lAOS 86 (1966) 277-284. esp. 282~

J.-M. DURA:"O. La divination par les
oiseaux, MARl 8 (1997) 273-282, esp. 279.

K. VAN OER TOORN

KESIL - ORION

KHONSU
I, The name of the Egyptian god

Khonsu occurs once in the Apocrypha of the
Old Testament (3 Macc 6:38) as part of the
Egyptian name of the ninth month of the
year and first month of the summer season:
Pachon, i.e. 'He of Khonsu'.

II. The god Khonsu was mostly repre
sented in the form of a mummy with the
head of a child wearing the sidelock of
youth or with the head of a hawk. In both
cases he usually wears the sign of the moon
on his head. He was a moongod. His name
might be explained as the "wanderer" or "he
who comes and goes". He was the divine
child of -Amun and Mut in the divine triad
of Karnak. He had a beautiful temple in the
precinct of Amun at Karnak. The famous
Bentresh-stcla which extols Khonsu as a
healing god was found in another temple of
Khonsu in Karnak. Besides in Karnak or
Thebes. Khonsu was venerated together with
Amun and Mut in many places and temples
in Egypt.

III. This ninth month of the Egyptian
calendar received its name after the festival
of the god Khonsu (BRUNNER. LdA I, 962:
ALTENMOLLER, LdA II. 174). The name
PakhonlPashons is still retained as the name
of a month in the Christian-Coptic calendar
(April 26 - May 25).

IV, Bibliography
J. VON BECKERATH, Kalender. LdA III 297
299; H. BRUNNER, Chons. LdA I 960-963;
G. POSENER. Recherches sur Ie dieu Khon
su, All/waire dll College de France 65
(1965-1966) 342-343; 66 (1966-1967) 339
342; 67 (1967-1968) 345-349; 68 (1968-

1969). 401-407; 69 (1969-1970) 375-379;
70 (1970-1971) 391-396.

H. TE VELOE

KHVARENAH
I. The Iranian divinity Khvarenah (A

vcstan Xmrenah). Glory, is once found in
the Bible as an element of a personal name.
In Num 34:25 mention is made of Pamiik
(LXX Phamad,), which resembles Old Iran
ian *famiika, comparable to other hypoco
ristic theophoric names attested in the Perse
polis Fortification Texts, such as *Ma"diika.
*Mithraka and *Bagaka. This resemblance
can only he a coincidence in the context of
Moses. but the adversary of Judith in the
book named after her is called by the truly
Iranian name lIo!ophemes. probably bor
rowed from the historical Cappadocian
prince Orophemes. The etymology of this
name is a matter of dispute, but it probably
derives from *mnifamah, meaning "having
wide Glory". (For all these names, M.
MAYRHOFER, Onomastica Persepolitana
[Wien 1973]; for *mnifamah, R. SCHMm,
Einige iranische Namen auf Inschriften oder
Papyri. ZPE 17 [1975] 15-24).

II, Although the Zoroastrian divinity
Glory is mainly known by his Avestan name
Khvarenah. the noun meaning "glory" is
attested in almost every Iranian language
with initial f TIlUs we have Old PeTS *far
lIah (abundantly attested in personal names).
Soghdian pm, Khotanese pluirra-, Bactrian
farr. It occurs in Annenian as a loanword,
p'ark'. and is also attested in the isolated
north-eastern Iranian languages, Scythian
*fama. Ossetic fam, although in these lan
guages it may be a West Iranian loanword.
The occurrence of the word in all Iranian
languages indicates that the idea of a divine
glory has a common Iranian background and
cannot be attributed exclusively to the Zoro
astrian tradition. In view of the general lack
of infonnation conccming non-Zoroastrian
Iranian religions, however, the evidence we
have for the divinity can only be grasped
from the Zoroastrian sources. The etymol
ogy of the word xmrellahlfamah is a matter
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of debate. BAlLEY suggested that it derives
from a root *hvar, to acquire, and hence
means "the good things of life" (1971 :
XXIII·XXIV). DUCHESNE~GUJLLEMIN how
ever took up the old suggestion that it de
rives from Old Iranian *hvar, "sun", and
that it means "solar fluidH

, the essence
which causes life to prosper (1963). In the
new edition of the main hymn to Khvare
nah, Yt. 19, HINTZE (1994:28*33) has sug
gested an etymology on a verbal root *xVar
(Indo-European *sueZ), "to smoulder",
which is now commonly adopted (GNOLI
1996). The new etymology restores a fiery
aspect to the origial semantic field of the
deity's name.

Khvarenah occurs in the Avesta both as a
noun, meaning "glory" and as a personified
abstract divinity "Glory". It is a frequent
element in personal names both in Avestan
and in all other Iranian languages. There
fore, it is to be considered a very important
religious distinction in the Iranian tradition.
Khvarenah in the Avesta is in the first place
a quality possessed by the gods. Ahura
Mazda calls himself the "glorious" and the
''most glorious" (Y1. 1.12), Verethraghna,
the god of Victory introduces himself with
the words "I am the most glorious in glory"
(Yt. 14.3) and the important river-goddess
Ariahita is said to possess "as much glory as
the whole of the waters" (Yt. 5.96).

In the hymn to the sun (Yt. 6) and the
hymn to the moon (Yt. 7) Glory is described
as something the gods give to the earth:
"(The spiritual yazatas) gather that Glory,
they pour down that Glory. they give (it)
unto the Ahura-created world, to increase
the worlds of Righteousness, to increase the
creatures of Righteousness" (Yt. 6.1). In this
respect Khvarenah belongs to a sphere of
ancient divine concepts of fertility and seem~

ingly amoral elements of fortune, sharing
important characteristics with the goddess
A~i (fortune) and the above-mentioned
Verethraghna (KREYENBROEK 1991:137-138).
Khvarenah withdraws itself, it flees from
those who possess it, when they lie, but also
when they are faced with oppression and
hardship.

Khvarenah has two important and
obvious connections in the Avesta, with
sovereignty and with the Iranians. For both
these connections it has special epithets, i.e.
kaoiia (kingly), uyra (strong), airiiana (Iran
ian) and axVareta (a word of unknown
meaning, either "unseizable" or "lightless").
There are two hymns in the Avesta devoted
to Khvarenah and to those who possessed it,
Yt. 18 and Yt. 19. The short Yt. 18 (in
scribed to the goddess of Justice, Arstat) is
devoted to Glory of the Aryans, a special
aspect of Khvarenah as the protector and
upholder of the well-being of the Iranians.
Of more theological interest is the much
longer Yt. 19 (inscribed to the goddess of
the earth, Zam), which is an elaborate
description of Khvarenah and of the differ
ent persons who possessed Glory or who
tried to seize it, but failed (HINTZE 1994).
Despite its obvious connection with fire and
warmth, Khvarenah is often said to hide in
Lake Vourukasa, where it is safely kept by
the water-god ApCdm Napat. All important
heroes of Iranian mythical history are repre
sented as possessors of the kingly Glory,
when they perfonned their miraculous
works. The most important of these is Yima,
who possessed Glory until it left him be
cause he lied (Yt. 19.31-34). The Glory
leaving Yima is embodied in the shape of a
bird. There is a detailed description of Fran
grasyan, one of the most hated enemies of
the Iranians, who undresses himself and
swims in Lake Vourukasa to get hold of rhe
Khvarenah, but never succeeds (although in
Yt. 19.93 he actually possesses Glory for a
very short while). The glory that Frangras
yan tries to steal from Lake Vourukasa is
described as "the Glory that belongs to the
Aryan nations, born and unborn, arid to the
holy Zarathustra" (Yt. 19.64), and the fa~t

that Zarathustra actually possessed Glory IS .

a consistent element in the Avesta and in the:
later Zoroastrian tradition, culminating in;
the story of the journey made by Glory~~~

before it came to Zarathustra's mother as;;
described in Denkard VII. After ZarathuS~~,1

the Khvarenah is passed on to Vistiispa, hi~~
patron and it is said to come to the fUtu~~

.~

.:.~
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Saviours at the end of time.
Apan from the infonnation provided by

the Avesta and by the occurrence of famah
in personal names. a wealth of icono
graphical material. from the Achaemenid era
onwards. provides an imponant insight into
the practical and political meaning of Glory.
It has by now been accepted by most
scholars that the famous "figure in the
winged disk", that can be found in very
many specimens of Achaemenid an, is a
representation of the kingly Glory, a divine
symbol of the orthodoxy and sovereignty of
the king of kings. The interpretation of the
"figure in the winged disk" as Glory was
convincingly given by SHAIIBAZI (t 974
1980; BOYCE 1982: 100(105). It appears on
some of the majestic Achaemenid reliefs.
where it carefully mirrors the gesture and
appearance of the king, it appears in the
presence of the sacred fire and it appears as
an ornamental symbol in solitary works of
an. The identification of this symbol with
the kingly Glory is not completely un
problematic (LECOQ 1984), but the fact that
it often appears as the exact similitude of
the king makes an identification with Ahura
Mazda (as upheld by LECOQ) unlikely. The
omnipresence of the symbol, and the com
bined evidence of classical authors. who fre
quently mention the khvarenah, translating it
with r)'che. (->Tychc) daimoll (->Demon) or
doxa. indicate that under the Achaemenids
the concept of Khvarenah clearly had both a
religious and a political meaning. even
though it is conspicuously absent from their
inscriptions. The Achaemcnid kings pro
fessed their religious affiliation by endlessly
invoking Ahura Mazda as the god who gave
them their sovereignty. who made them
king, who appointed them as his chosen
ones. The external evidence for this special
position was the appearance of the divine
Glory. carefully fostered in art and in cere
mony. The idea of a divine glory with spe
cial links with the sovereign continued to
play an important part in the following Iran
ian dynasties. and can be found in Parthian,
Sasanian and early Islamic literature and an.
The divinity Glory. apart from being praised

in two hymns. is also worshipped in several
prayers and rites of personal devotion.
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A. F. DE lONG

KIl\IAH -> PLEIADES

KING l'C
I. The concept of kingship is wide

spread in the ancient Near East. The epithet
mrlek. ·king', is "Iso used 4 I times for
YtlWtl in the OT. In addition YHWH is 13
times subject of the verb mlk, 'to rule', 'to
be king'. The abstract nouns derived from
the root MLK occur nine times with reference
to YHWH. Moreover, personal names that
refer to the kingship of YHWH have been
found on Hebrew ostraca, bullae and seals
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from the early seventh century BCE onward.
Furthermore, the name of a number of
ancient Near Eastern deities seems to have
been derived from the root MLK: -+Malik,
-+Melqart « Milk-qart, 'King of the City'),
-+Milcom and probably -+Molech. The a~so-

ciation of these deities with the god of thc
underworld (-+Nergal) suggests that 'king'
in these instances has the specific meaning
'Lord of the Underworld'. A deity with the
name Melek is nowhere attested in the Old
Testament: the ma'isoretic melek in Isa 57:9
is best understood as a reference to
MalikIMolech and gam-Illi lammelek in Isa
30:33, which is probably a gloss, might also
refer to Molech.

II, Throughout the ancient Near East the
world of the gods is modeled after the
human society (HANDY 1994: passim). The
most important deity is portrayed ali 'king of
the gods', he is the one who presides over
the -+council of the gods. The king among
the gods is first and foremost king over the
gods, though his rule may then include
kingship over the world and the people
(ScmflDT 1961 :54; GESE 1970:97).

In Babylonia -+Marduk the god of Baby
lon is known as the 'king of the gods'. Mar
duk's ascendancy to kingship is celebrated
in the so-called Creation Epic Eniima EIiJ.
In the wake of his battle against -+Tiamat,
Marduk is proclaimed 'king of the gods':
dMardllkma Jar-nl, 'Marduk is king' (IV,
28); sec also inanna sar-nt-ku-un, 'now he
is your king' (V, 110). The state god of
Assyria -+Assur is likewise considered 'king
of the gods'. The epithet Jarm, 'king',
however, is also used for a number of other
deities in the Akkadian literature (fALl.Q
VIST 1938:232-240). The epithet is used to
sketch the dominion of the deities over the
universe or to portray them as the patron or
possessor of objects, topographical entities,
faculties or qualities: e.g. Ea (-+Aya) has the
title Jar apsa, 'Lord of the Deep', and
Sama~ (-+Shemesh) is secn as Jar Jame II

er~eti, 'Lord of Heaven and Earth'. Mar
duk's epithet Jar iliini, 'king of the gods', is
also used for Adad, Anu, Ea, Enlil, -+NabG,
Ninurta (-+Nimrod), -+Sin and others. The

moongod Nanna/Sin is occasionally called
Jar Jarriini, 'king of kings' and Enlil 'king
of kings of kings' (fALLQVIST 1938:237).

In Ugarit the epithet mlk, 'king', is parti
cularly used with reference to -+El, \vho is
called mlk t:lm, 'eternal king'. He is the one
who presides over the council of the gods,
the dr [bnl i/, 'the circle of (the sons) of
I1u'. The kingship of EI, apparently, did not
prevent a number of other deities from being
involved in a fierce struggle for kingship
over the gods. Their kingship is always
exercised under the suzerainty of EI, for he
is the only one who can appoint a god king.
In the Myth of -+Baal (KTU 1.1-6) the
kingship is contested between the gods Baal
and Yam (-+Sea). The latter has to give up
his kingship when he has to succumb to
Baal. When Baal in tum has to surrender to
-+Mot, the god A!tar is designated to take
over the kingship of Baal. A!tar, however,
turns out to be too little to fill the throne of
Baal. Apparently not all gods were capable
to exercise royal power. In the end Baal, the
state god of the city of Ugarit, is restored to
power again (cf. SMITH 1994:xxii-xxiii). The
divine kingship in Ugaritic literature, is
chamcterizcd by certain accessories typical
for a king (KORPEL 1990:282-283). The
king of the gods is supposed to live in a
palace, where he sits on a throne. He wears
fine clothes and has a royal cap and sceplre.
The kingship of EI and Baal is different in
that El's kingship is more static ('eternal
king'), he remains the head of the gods,
whereas Baal's kingship is dynamic, he
gives fertility and life to the world
(ScmflDT 1961:52-54; GESE 1970: 125; cf.
also SMITH 1994:93-96).

III, The epithet melek is used sparingly
for YHWH in the aT. The personal name
)'hwmlk appears two times, and the name
mlkyhw (cf. Jer 2I: 1) appears 15 ti mes on
Hebrew ostraca, bullae and seals from the
early seventh century BCE onward (G. I.
DAVIES, Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions [Cam
bridge 1991] 368, 426). The tcntative inter
pretation of an inscription in a cave near
Engedi from ca. 700 BCE as n reference to
the kingship of YHWH over the peoples: brk
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yllw[II.. ] ... brk bgy[m] mlk ;]dny, 'Blessed is
Yuw[u] (...) Blessed (is He) with the
peop[les] as king. (Blessed is) my Lord' (cf.
K.A.D. SMELlK, Historische Dokllmellle ails
de'" allen Israel [Gottingen 1987] 146-147),
has been rejected on good grounds (see J.
RENZ & W. RlkLlG, Handbllch der Althe
briiischell £pigraphik [Dannstadt 1995]
173-175. In the OT the concept of the kings
hip of YH\\1t is, strikingly enough. only
found twice in prose texts (I Sam 8:7:
12: 12), though I Kgs 22: 19-23 docs imply
the idea of YUWH'S kingship. Most referen
ces occur in hymnic texts. The epithet melek
is used 20 times in the Psalms, of which
seven can be found in the YHwH-is-King
Psalms (Ps 47; 93: 95-99; cf. JERDIIAS
1987). The verb ",lk with YHWH as subject
also occurs seven out of 13 times in the
YHwu-is-King Psalms.

The texlli that refer to the kingship of
Ym\'ll mostly date from the exilic and post
exilic period. The references to his kingship
in the Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic
History are very difficult to date (Exod
15:18: Num 23:21; Deut 33:5: I Sam 8:7:
12: 12: see also Judg 8:23; I Sam 10: 19).
The origin of the concept of the kingship of
YUWH cannot easily be established. On close
examination the kingship of YHWH combi
nes traits from the kingship of those deities
who preside over the council of the gods
and from the kingship of the deities who
become king after they overcome their ene
mies. YHWH presides over a heavenly coun
cil like Anu and EI (lsa 6: I Kgs 22: 19-23),
but he also shares in the accessories which
establish Baal's kingship (palace, throne)
after his victory over Yam (SCHMIDT
1961:71-72: KORPEL 1995:283-285). It is
very unlikely that YHWH was ponrayed as
'king of the gods' at a relatively early stage
in history. In the period of the monarchies
(1000-586 BCE) the religion of Israel shared
the characteristics of the polytheistic reli
gion of the neighbouring peoples, which
were all variants of a common Syro-Palesti
nian pattern (LANG 1983:20-21). The
national gods of the peoples surrounding
Israel were not seen as heads of the Pan-

theon. The OT is still conscious of the fact
that YmvH, the national god of Israel, ori
ginally was one of the gods in the council of
EI (Deut 32:8-9*). The idea that national
gods were nevenheless each perceived as
king of their people, cannot be deduced
from the fact that the names of Melqart. the
national god of Tyre, and Mi1com, the
national god of Ammon, appear to have the
meaning 'king', because of their obvious
association with the underworld. YlfWH only
gr.ldually acquired the title and the characte
ristics of 'king of the gods', when the
YHwH-alone-movement gathered momentum
in the seventh and sixth centuries BCE and
YHWH ousted Baal and EI from their posi
tions in the Canaanite pantheon. A number
of the YnwH-is-King psalms attest to the
precedence YHWH is given over the other
gods (Ps 95:3: 96:4: 97:7, 9). In the later OT
tradition of Isa 6; I Kgs 22: 19-23 and Job 1
2 the gods of the council have been demy
thologized to mere heavenly beings. When
the existence of the other gods is finally
denied altogether, the concept of the kings
hip of YnwH is given a new meaning. No
longer 'king of the gods', YHWH becomes
the 'king of Israel' (SCH.\1I0T 1961 :72-76).
Only that the end of this development the
Deuteronomist can use the idea of the kings
hip of YnWH to criticize the earthly kingship
(1 Sam 8:7: 12: 12).

IV, In the Qumran literature the title
'king' is also used for God. In IQapGen
2:4, 7 God is called 'king of all aeons' and
in IQapGen 2:14 'king of heaven'. In IQM
12:3 the verb mlk is used with God as a sub
ject. In I QM 12:8: 19:1 the title melek
hakkiib6d, 'king of splendour', can be
found. The kingship of God is often men
tioned in the hymnic literature of Qumran.
In IQM 14:16 the title 'king of kings'
occurs in parallelism with 'god of gods' (see
also 4Q381 fragments 76-77 line 7: cf. the
similar 'god of gods and lord of lords' in
Deut 10:17). In 2 Mace 13:4 the title 'king
of kings' is also used with reference to God.
The development of the title 'king of kings'
might be a reaction to the Persian military
and administrative conception of the empe-
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ror as king of kings and the corresponding
re1igious ideology of the transcendent god or
spirit, Ahum Mazda (cf. T. L. THOMI'SON,
The Intellectual Matrix of Early Biblical
Narrative, The Triumph of Elohim. From
Yahwisms to Judaisms [ed. D. V. Edelman:
Kampen 1995] 114-116). In Sir 51:12n the
superlative 'king of kings of kings' can be
found (see also Aboth 4:22). In the NT the
title 'king' is rarely used with reference to
God. The title 'king of aeons' occurs in I
Tun 1: 17, whilst Matt 5:35 refers to God as
'the ~t king'. In some of the parables in
the Gospel of Matthew God plays the role
of the king (Matt 18:23; 22:2, 7, II, 13).
Nonetheless, the frequent occurrence of
'kirigdom of God' in the synoptic Gospels
implies the concept of God's being king.
The title 'king of kings' is used in the NT
with regard to -Jesus in I Tim 6: 1; Rev
17:14; 19:16.
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J. A. WAGENAAR

KING OF TERRORS Iibi?~ 1',0
I. The Designation 'King of Terrors'

(mlk blhwt) occurs only once in the OT, in
Job 18: 14. Some commentators describe the
term 'King of Terrors' as a metaphorical
expression with some mythological back
ground that was common in the ancient
world: compare rex treme"dlls in Virgil,
Georgics 4.469 (FOHRER 1988:3(4).

II. Attempts at identifying the 'King of
Terrors' with ancient Near Eastern deities of
the underworld remain doubtful. According
to IRWIN, Job 18:14 is an allusion to the
rule of Ereshkigal, queen of the 'Land of no
Return' (1962:222). The argument could be
based on the feminine verbal form wltdhw
(compare v. 15), but the form is not quite
clear (leaving aside conjectures). SARNA
proposed a t-preformative for the 3.m.s.
(1963:318; compare Job 20:9: EA 143:27
28: 323:22). This proposal is discussed by
CLINES (1989:406).

Some interpretations relate the 'King of
Terrors' to the bh"'r 11Iwt in \'13 (--First
Born of Death), but the identification of this
term is controversial. The crucial point is the
question whether there is a Mesopotamian
or Canaanite background for bJ........r mwt.

BURNS (1987: 1993) argues strongly for
the Mesopotamian option: "There, Namtar is
the god of plague and pestilence. He is
described as sukallu (sic) ir#ti, the 'vizier of
the underworld'. He is also the Uilli
dEreJkigal the 'offspring of Ercshkigal'.
who was queen of the netherworld. In Mes
opotamian mythology the first-born, if male.
was generally the vizier of his parent."
(BURNS 1987:363: AGE 387-388: compare
already DHORME 1926:240). The 'King of
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Terrors' may be, identified with Nergal, the
husband of Ereshkigal. BURNS cites a pas
sage from a vision of the realm of death:
"The netherworld was filled with terror;
before the prince lay utter sti[ll]ness... With
a fierce [c]ry he shrieked at me wrathfully
like a fu[rio]us stonn; the scepter, which
befits his divinity, one which is full of ter
ror, like a viper:' (ANEI' 110, Col. I; the
relevant Akkadian terms are pulubtu and
s;ssu; VON SODEN, ZA 43 [1936) 17,53; see
aIso SAA 3 [1989) no.32 r.l3-15). BURNS
~omments on this passage: '1'he image con
,veyed is quite clear. The 'First-Born of
peath', Namtar, god of pestilence, lays hold
',Qn the wicked man, devours his skin with
burning fevers, consumes his shrivelled
,limbs and drags him before Nergal, king of
i'the underworld and bU,sband to Ereshkigal
'the mother of Namtar." (1987:364). The
difficulty with BURNS' appro(,lch lies in the
fact that Namtar's status as the firstborn son
:of Ereshkigal is not explicitly expressed in
:;~he texts; it is only a matter of recon-
,~truction. ,
:,' A Canaanite background was emphasized
~bY SARNA: in v. 13 mwt is a designation for
~the well-known deity of death and the
!Iletherworld (-+Mot). The 'King of Terrors'
~,~ay be identified with this deity. The prob
:lcm with SARNA'S view is apparent in t'le
;,designation bkwr mwt. Mot's firstborn
i>vould "occupy the same position in Canaan
;:~sdid Namtar, the messenger (...) and son
~prEreshk.igal in Babylonian mythology. He
}-wou1c;i be a demon of evil fate, the grim
Jlerald of Mot, assigned the function of driv
@g the souls into ~Sheol" (1963:316). But,
~as SARNA clearly states, in Canaanite
~ptythology no mention of Mot's sons has yet
~~med up (1963:3l6 n. 13).
itt. The identification of the 'King of Terrors'
~ith Mot is adopted by WYATI (1990:215).
~:rrying to avoid the problems concerning
~Qt's sons, he suggests that bkwr in bkwr
~,~t be taken as an apposition, translating
~{fl!stborn Death'. According to his recon
~~,~ction 'firstborn' should be a designation
~9r Mot as a son of ~El; but this desig·
~~tion is not found in the Ugaritic texts. It

~:'
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seems doubtful that bkwr should be under
stood as a title; bkwr is a relational term,
which simply emphasizes that the figure in
question is the firstborn of another. This
indication would be missing in WYArr's
proposition.

III. The noun ballaM derives from the
root BLH which is etymologically related to
BLH. The meaning of ballaha is 'terror',
especially in the plural form which is char
acteristic of the book of Job (18: 11, 14;
24: 17; 27:20; 30:15; so BDB 117). As
SARNA has pointed out, every usage of
ballaM in Job is associated with a figure of
destruction. The term describes an objective
disaster rather than a subjective experience
(CLINES 1989:419). The association with
,#mwt in Job 24:17 (cf. 10:21; 38:17) dem
onstrates that bal/aha is a designation for
the netherworld (SARNA 1963:315). In Job
18:14 the LXX and Vg differ from the MT
(DHORME 1926:240). The identification of
the 'King of Terrors' with Nergal seems to
be the most appropriate option (T. H. GAS
TER, JDB I, 820-821; his textual evidence is
problematic though; instead of EBELING,
TuL 35, see VAN Dux, SKIZ 4). The ter
rifying luminosity (German 'Schreckens
glanz') of this god is described in various
Sumerian and Akkadian tenns; as VON
WEInER has pointed .out, . this refers to
Nergal as a luminous deity (1971:73-75).
The mention of Nergal's kingdom and of his
terror is found in a Sumerian hymn (SGllI,
1,7-9. 55). The deity is well attested in the
West (KA/222 A 9) and once in the OT (2
Kgs l7:30 as the deity of Babylonian colon
ists after the Fall of Samaria); the cult con
tinues up to the second century CE (VON
WEIHER 1971:105-106).

IV. Bibliography
J. B. BURNS, The Identity of Death's First
Born (Job xvii 13) VT 37 (1987) 362-364;
BURNS, Namtaru and Nergal - down but not
out: a Reply to Nicolas Wyatt. vr 43 (1993)
1-9; D. J. A. CLINES, Job 1-20 (WBC 17;
Dallas, Texas 1989) 403-425; P. DHORME,
Le Livre de Job (Paris 19262) 233-244; G.
FaHRER, Das Buch Hiob (KAT 16; Gtiters
loh 19882) 296-306; W. A. IRWIN, Job's
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Redeemer, JEL 81. (1962) 217-229~ N. S.
SARNA, The Mythological Background of
Job 18, JEL 82 (1963) 315-318; E. VON
WEIHER, Der babylonische Got! Nergal
(AOAT 11; Kevelaer, Neukirchen·Vluyn
1971); N. WYATT, The Expression bekor
nuiwet in Job xviii 13 and its Mythological
Background, \IT 40 (1990) 207-216.

U. RUTERSWORDEN

KING OF TYRE - MELQART

KINNARU i1J::l
I. The word kinnor Clyre') occurs some

42 times in MT. Stringed instruments used
in the cult, such as the lyre, were at times
deified in the cultures surrounding Israel.

II. The tenn knr appears 6 times in the
Ugaritic texts, both as a stringed instrument
(e.g. KTU 1.19 i:8; 1.108:4), and as a divine
name in the Ugaritic pantheon lists KYU
1.47:32 = 1.118:31, in the Akkadian list RS
20.24:31 (d.giski-na-rnm), and in the sacrifi
cial list KTU 1.148:9.38, where the god
receives one sheep. In view of the close
relationship between cult, religious language
and music, it is not surprising to find the
instrument to whose sounds hymns were
sung; deified. ,the instrument's ~song'bejng

the voice of the god. The identity of the in
strument-'harp' or 'Iyre'-is disputed. Gk
kinyras is commonly derived from West
Semitic (e.g. ALBRIGHT 1968:125 n. 91,
128; but cf. M. H. POPE, El in the Ugaritic
Texts [VTSup 2; Leiden 1955] 53-54).

III. In most cases where the lyre is men
tioned in the Hebrew Bible it is simply a
matter of the use of the instrument in popu
lar (Job 21: 12) or cultic (2 Sam 6:5) context,
often in association with other instruments.
In no instance can it be understood as a di
vine name as in Ugaritic, but the following
passages may faintly echo the old theology,
albeit long reinterpreted. Ps 49:5[4] explicit
ly refers to the cultic use of the instrument:
Jaueh limastil Joznf "I incline my ear to the
proverb", J eptaJ) bikinnor hfdarf "I expound
my enigma to the accompaniment of the
lyre". This may well be stereotyped lan-

guage, meaning no more than that the sing
ing is accompanied. But the form of words
points to an older situation in which the in
strument contributed (as a conscious partici
pant?) to the process, as a divine mouth
piece. In Ps 57:9[8] = 108:3[2} the lyre is
invoked along with another stringed instru
ment, the nebel. ]n the context this may be
no more than poetic apostrophe (cf. e.g. Ps
24:7,9; 148 passim), but again it echoes an
older usage when minor gods of the pan
theon were called upon to glorify their over
lord (KTU 1.108:4 cited above may echo the
same motif).

In 1 Sam 10:9-13 Saul joins a band of
ecstatic prophets following his election as
king; their spirit-possession is certainly
enhanced, if not caused by I the playing of
the instruments listed. lute, drum, pipe and
lyre (v 5). And in 2 Kgs 3:15 Elisha sum
mons a minstrel, and is possessed when the
man plays. The instrument is not specified,
but in view of the single use of the instru
ment by David to placate Saul's evil spirit
(l Sam 16: 14-23), it is possible that the
same is used here. So the instrument appears
to be credited in the tradition with the abil
ity to enable communication between the
spiritual and natural worlds. There is how
ever no direct biblical evidence for the sur
vival of the deified iristrument in Israel or
Judah.

The hypothesis which sees in the biblical
toponym Chinnereth (cf. V. FRITZ, Chirine
reth, ABD 1 [1992] 909-910) a reflection of
a goddess Kinnartu, the counterpart of Kin
naru, has no foundation in the texts whatso
ever (contra JIRKU 1960; CF. ALBRIGHT
1968:125 n. 91). '

IV. Bibliography
W. F. ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and the Gods of
Canaan (London 1968) 125, 128; A.
COOPER, Divine Names and Epithets in the
Ugaritic Texts, RSP 3 (1981) 384-385; A.
JIRKU, Gab es eine paHistinisch-syrische
Gottheit Kinneret?, Z4W 72 (1960) 69; J.
NOUGAYROL. Ug V (1968) 59.
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KIRIRISA
I. Kiriri~a (var. Kiri~~a) is an Elamitc

goddess. consort of Napiri~a. and mother of
Jjutran (WhAt)'t" 1/1, 55). JENSEN 1892:64
urged that the name of Zcresh (j"ji. Est
5: 10.14; 6: 13), the wife of Haman, goes
back to the name of the goddess Kiriri~a.

This theory is to be rejected on phonological
grounds

II. Kiriri~a is an imponant Elamite
deity. Her name means 'great lady' (kiri
ri~a) and she was the conson of Napiri~a.

the 'great lord'. She is a mother goddess and
her most important epithet is 'mother of the
gods' (amma 1lappipir). Her cult is attested
from the beginning of the second millenni
um BCE onwards and remained very impor
tant until the Late Elamite Period. A major
cult centrc of Kiriri~a wa.~ located on the
peninsula Liyan (modem Bandar Busahr).
on the coast of the Persian Gulf, where in
the 18th century BCE Simut-wana~, the suk
kalmab of Susa, dedicated a gift to this god
dess. King Jjumban-numena (13th century
BCE) built a temple for Napiri~a and Kiriri~a

on the same location.
Another old cult centre of Kiriri~a is

A~nan, modem Tall-i Malyan. In this city
she was the conson of the imponant god
Napiri~a, and they became, with the political
rise of the city of An~n in the second mil
lennium nCE. together with In~u~inak. the
god of the city of Susa. the heads of the Ela
mite state pantheon (-+Jjumban). The son of
this divine couple was Jjutran (\V. HINZ,

Hutran, RLA 4 11972-75] 526-27). NapiriSa
was identified with the Babylonian god Ea,
god of the subterranean waters, magic and
knowledge (E. REINER. SllrplI. A Collectio1l
of Sumerian alld Akkadia1l Illcalltations
IAfO Beih. II; Graz 1958] 51 Commentary
C: 54). The great temple complex of Choga
ZnnbiJ. constructed by Unta~-Napiri~a (13th
cent. nCE) in an effon to combine the differ
ent pantheons of the composite Elamite
state. contained a temple of Kiriri~a (DE
MIROSCIIEDJ! 1980: 142-43)

In Susa, Kiriri~a was sometimes grouped
together with the local main deity Insu~inak.

Alre~ldy in the early second millennium they

appear together in texL~ (MDP 18 no. 26. a
scribal exercise from the Sukkalmab-period)
and later texts mention common characteris
tics: both In~u~inak and Kiriri~ possess a
'forest-temple' (si)'all busamc I si)'an kif
11111lma; GRILLor 1986: 175.76), and they
are qualified as temti kllkunn1l11l labakra,
'lord of the dead in the elevated temple',
and zona ASLiyan layakra, 'lady of the dead
in Liyan' respectively (GRILLOT 1986: 179;
for the translation of laba see VALLAT
1997). GRILLOT 1986 assumes that, owing
to political factors, Kiriri~ rose to importan
ce in Susa and was therefore coupled with
the old main deity of this city. VAI.l.AT 1997
offers a different explanation: according to
his theory 'forest-temples' and temple
towers crowned with elevated sanctuaries
(kllkllll1l11m) are indicative for the afterlife
orientation central to the Elamite religion.
Each god in his titulary town was the centre
of a cult oriented on the netherworld, which
means that Kiririsa played this role in Liyan
and In~usinak in Susa. The supposed a.o;so
dation between the two gods is therefore
only vinual. Kiriri~a is also attested as ono
mastic element (R. ZADOK, The Elamite
01lomasticoll [Napcls 1984] 20 s.v. 103 b.
Kiri-ri~a).

HINZ 1976-80 argued that Kiriri~a was a
substitute-name of Pininkir, the wife of the
god Ijumban. used when her original name
had become a taboo. This theory cannot be
upheld and both goddesses must be separa
ted: Pininkir is pan of the pantheon of the
Awan-dynasty and Kiriri~a originates from
the south.

III. Zcrcsh. the wife of Haman, plays
only a minor role in the biblical Book of
Esther. JENSEN wishes to connect her name
to Kiriri~a (or, as he read it. Kiri~a): "Ich
bemerke hier nur vorlliufig, da.o;s ich gegrun
detc Vennulhung habe, dass KiriJa in t:hi,
der Gemahlin des jOii fonlebt ..." (1892:64).
The speculated link mirrors the one posited
by Jensen between Haman and Ijumban,
since Kiririsa was, in his opinion, the con
son of Jjumban. as Zcrcsh is the spouse of
Haman. There is no need, however, to have
recourse to a theonym to explain Zcresh's
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name. More convincing etymologies have
been suggested. though none of them has
won the suppon of the majority of scholars
(for possibilities see GEllMAN 1924:327:
ZADOK 1977:268). The implied change of
Elamite Ik1 into Hebrew IzI would seem to
preclude a connection between Zeresh and
the goddess Kiririsa (ZADOK 1977:268).

IV. BibliograpJry
H. S. GEllMAN, Notes on the Persian Words
in the Book of Esther, JBL 43 (1924) 321
328: F. GRILLOT, Kiriri~a. Fragme"ta Hisro
riae Aelamicae (Mel. M.-J. Steve; cd. L. De
Meyer, H. Gasche & F. Vallat; Paris 1986)
175-80: \V. HINZ, Kiriri~a. RIA 5 (1976
80) 605-606; P. JENSEN, Elamitische Eigen
namen, \VZKM 6 (1892) 47-70; H. KOCH,
Lijan, RIA 7 (1987-90) 19; P. DE MIRO
SCHEDJI, Le dieu clamitc Napirisha, RA 74
(1980) 129-43: F. VALLAT. Le caract~re

funeraire de la ziggurat en Elam, NABU
1997/38: R. ZADOK, On Five Biblical
Names, ZA \V 89 (1977) 266-268; ZADOK,
On the Historical Background of the Book
of Esther, BN 24 (1984) 18-23.

F. VAN KOPPEN &. K. VAN DER TOORN

KOKABIM -. STARS

KOSHAR Id~

I. The deity Kotharu (1k6!aruI <
Ikawlarul) appears in Ugaritic a<; an inde
pendent deity, and as part of the binomial
k!r w [,ss. 'skillful and cunning', of which
the regular parallel is Jry" d ~,rS ydm (lit.
'the deft one who is a worker with his
hands'). The meanings of the name and the
associated epithets are in keeping with
Kotharu's function as craftsman deity. It has
been proposed that this deity. under the
form of Koshar, is alluded to in Ezek 3:32
and Prov 31:19. His name may occur, more
over, as an element in the name Cushan
Rishathaim (Judg 3:8.10).

II. In the Ugaritic 'pantheon' texts, as
well as in the polyglot vocabularies, krrlku
Jar-ru is identified with the Mesopotamian
Crafl'iman deity EalAya (J. NOUGAYROL,
Ugaritica V [Paris 1968]45,51 [text 18:15):

248 [text 137 iva 19]). The plausible inter
pretation of several mythological passages
as indicating that Kotharu was at home in
both Egypt and Crete implies the view that
the arts and industries were panicularly
associated with these ancient centres of civi
lization (on the history of discussion regard
ing the identification of bkpt/bqkpt and kptr.
see SMITH 1985:101-104).

The vocalization of the first syllable as
1k0l < Ikawl is established by analogy to the
feminine form (-. Kosharoth): because that
form appears to have been vocalized
Ikawsuratuml in the Old Babylonian period
(J.-M. DURA:":D, MAR/4 [1985] 161-164).

In the Ugaritic mythological texl'i.
Kotharu is the craftsman deity par excellellce.
He plays the roles of architect (in the Ba<lu
cycle), anisan (in the Ba<lu and )Aqhatu
cycles), and musician/diviner (in A.7U 1.108
and KTU 1.6 vi 42-53). A detailed presen
tation of these various roles and an analysis
of the relevant texts can be found in SMITH
1985; cf. the bibliography in D. PARDEE,
AfO 36/37 (1989/1990) 454-455.

The deity was imponant in the religious
life of Ugarit; for. in addition to his presen
ce in a broad spectrum of mythological
texts. he is fairly frequently named as the
recipient of sacrifices in the ritual texlC; (P.
XELLA, I testi rilllali di UgClrit. I. Testi
[StSem 54; Rome 1981) 389). He also ap
pears as the theophoric element in se\'eral
personal names (F. GR~:":DAIfL, Die Per
SOllemUlmen der Texte ails UKarit [StP I;
Rome 1967] 152).

Veneration of Kotharu continued in
Phoenician society, as is indicated by the
theophoric element k(y)Jr in Punic and Neo
Punic personal names (F. L. BENZ. Per
sonal Names in the Phoenician and Pllnic
/llScriptions [StP 8: Rome 1972) 336) and
by the reference to the deity Chousor in
Phylo Byblius' Phoenician History (H. \V.
ATIRIDGE & R. A. ODEN, JR.. Phylo of
Byblos. The Phoenician History [CBQ
Monograph Series 9; Washington. D.C.
1981] 45, 84: SMITH 1985:473-476) and in
Mochos' Phoenician Mythology (ATIRIDGE
& ODE:":. ibid.• p. 102-104).
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A relic of the divine name may be pre
served in the Quranic reference to al
Kawthar (Sura 108; d. COOPER 1981 :386).

III. There is no cenain reference to
Kosh~lr in the Hebrew Bible. and one can
doubt even the presence of allusions to the
deity in Pro\' 31: 19 and Ezek 33:32 (see
COOPER 1981 :386). In Prov 31: 19. there is
no need to emend kiSor, the translation 'dis
taff is quite satisfactory. So is the under
standing of Sir Ceigabim as 'love songs' in
Ezek 33:32. Finally. the presence of rd in
the second element of the personal name
bUml riJcata.vim (Judg 3:8. 10) al10ws one
to doubt that the renditions Chollsarsarhol/l /
CllOllsarsathaim in LXX and CllOllsarrllOs
in Josephus represent a tradition according
to which the first element of the name
would have been kilJar. HOfBIANN (1896)
mentions the forms without accepting the
identification with Chollsor.

IV. Bibliograph)'
A. COOPER. Divine Names and Epithets in
the Ugaritic Texts. RSP. vol. III (AnOr 51;
Rome 1981) 333-469; G. HOFBIANN.
Aramaische Inschriften aus Nl?rab bei Alep
po: Neue und alte Gotter. ZA 11 [1896] 207
292. esp. 255; M. S. SMITH.' KotllOr wa
Hasis, the Ugaritic Craftsmall God (diss.
Yale 1985).

D. PARDEE

KOSHAROTH ;"j~j:;~

I. The ko!ariitll. apparently 'the (fe
male) skillful ones'. appear in Ugaritic
mythological texts in passages dealing with
human conception and in the 'pantheon'
texts as the equivalent of Mesopotamian
mother-goddesses. A biblical reference to
these goddesses has been proposed in Ps
68:7 (e.g. W. F. ALBRIGHT. Yahweh alld the
Gods oJ Callaan [London 1968) 119).

II. The plural fonn k!rt appears in the
Aqhat legend (KTU 1.17) and in the Mar
riage of Nikkal text (KTU 1.24) in contexts
associated with marriage and conception:
and in poetic paral1elism with bllt hll S/l/I1.

From the first fact it is clear that the
ke)!ariilll are not 'midwives' ,lo; such. be-

cause their intervention precedes pregnancy.
The interpretation of hll sml1 has been dis
puted. some scholars construing the phrase
as denoting ·song·. others as denoting
'brightness. purity' (for bibliography see
S~lIm 1985:467-468; D. PARDEE. AJD 36/
37 [1989/19901 455-456). The regular paral
lelism with Imt. an unambiguously plural
form. as well ao; the vcrbal form 'rb in KTU
1.17 ii 26. show that k!rr in these texts is
plural.

The other primary set of data from Ugarit
is provided by the 'pantheon' texts. where
onc finds two variants in the syll:lbic entries
corresponding to k!rt in the Ugaritic ver
sions: dnin matt (RS 26.142:16', RS 1992.
2004:4) and dsa-sli-ra-tu4 (RS 20.24: 12).
When publishing RS 20.24. J. NOUGAYROL
first interpreted the Akkadian entry as a sin
gular. then as a plural (Ugaritica V [MRS
16: Paris 1968] 50. 63). From his comments
on RS 26.142 (ibid.. 322). it is clear that he
did not realize the identification of linin
matt with d.m-.'ili-ra-tll-t. an identification
which became clear only from the compari
son of this 'pantheon' text with the Ugaritic
ritual text KTU 1.148 "uso. This identi
fication was pointed out by M. C. ASTOUR.
who interpreted dsa-s1i-ra-tIl4 as a singular
on the basis of the logographic entry
(Stlldies Oil the Ch'i!ization and Cultllre oJ
NII:i and the Hllrrians 2 [Winona Lake
1987) 56 n. 405. On Ninmah as mother
goddess and creatrix. see D. O. EDZARD.
WbMyth 1 105).

The pluml fonn dingir mes ka-sa-ra-ti
appears in a list of divine names from Emar
(D. AR~AUD. Emar VII3 (1986) 372. text
378 ii 18).

Because dnin matt can be used to des
ignate a plumlity (E. LAROCHE. RHA 34
11976] 111). and because the fonn sf
Sassiirc1tu is only a plural in Akkadian. it
appears best to understand all rcferences in
the Ugaritic texts as designating a plurality.
rather than positing the presence of a singu
lar in the 'p:mtheon' and ritual texts and :l
pluml in the mythological texts. If the el
ement k!rt in the personal name bn k!rt (F.
GRONDAIIL. Die Per,'iO//l'/I/Ul11lell der Te.xtt'
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ails Ugarit (StP I; Rome 1967J 152) is
theophoric, that clement may be singular.
The presumed occurrences of the Kosharoth
in a cuncifonn tablet from Beth-shemesh
(W. F. ALBRIGHT, BASOR 173 [1964] 51
53) are based on an erroneous reading (see
M. DIETRICH & O. LoRETZ, Die Alphabet
tafel aus Bet-Semd und die ursprlingliche
Heimat der Ugariter, Ad bene et fideliter
se11lillalldll11l. Festgabe fUr K. Deller [AOAT
220; cds. G. Mauer & U. Magen: Kevelaerl
Neukirchen-Vluyn 1988] 61-85).

In the mythological texts the ko!araru
bless marriages and foster conception. The
epithet b1l1 hll in these texts may denote
either an abstract quality (as has generally
been held) or a filiation (cf. the deity Hllleill
at Emar: ARNAUD, Emar VU3 [1986J 328,
text 369:73; cf. idem, SEL 8 [1991] 38). In
sequence with hll, the second epithet, sml1,
is better derived from a root denoting
'brightness, purity' (A. VAN SELMS, Mar
riage amI Fami/y Life ill Ugaritic Literalllre
[London 1954] 86 n. 24) than construed as
'swallows (i.e. the birds)' (for bibliography
on the latter interpretation, see SMml 1985).
The phrase would mean 'the daughters of
puritylHulel, the pure ones'. Whether these
goddesses were also lunar goddesses, as
VAN SELMS thought, still remains to be
proved.

No Ugaritic text attests to the perception
of a relationship between Kotharu and the
Kotharntu; so such a connection can there
fore only be envisaged on the basis of ety
mology (both names show the root },.!R) and
function (Kotharu as 'maker' of things, the
Kotharntu as responsible for human concep
tion). See SMITII 1985:469.

III. Following Albright, various authors
have argued that Ps 68:7 must be interpreted
as an allusion to the Kosharoth. J. C. DE

MOOR translates "Elohim ... leads out the
prisoners among the Kosharoth.. (1990: 119;
cf. COOPER 1981 :387-388). This interpre
tation has been refuted by LICHTENSTElN
(1972). Since Ps 68 contains no hint of
childbirth, a reference to goddesses of con
ception and birth is indeed unlikely. It is
therefore preferable to translate blkOJarot as

either 'in prosperity, in good health, un
scathed' (cf. A. EMBER, AJSL 21 [1904
1905] 229) or 'deftly'.

IV. Bibliography
A. COOPER, Divine Names and Epithets in
the Ugaritic Texts, RSP, III 333-469: M. H.
LICHTENSTEIN, Psalm 68:7 Revisited,
JANES 4 (1972) 97-112; J. C. DE MOOR,
The Rise of Yahwism (Lcuven 1990) 119,
124, 170; M. S. SMITH, Kothar wa-Hasis,
the Ugaritic Craftsmall God (diss. Yale
1985).

D. PARDEE

KUBABA - CYBELE

KYRIOS ""P\O~
I, Kyrios (fern. k)'ria) is a substan

tivated adjective probably deriving from a
thematic fonn *J..)·ros (Sanskrit slira
'strong', 'hero'). In Greek profane life it
means a man of superior status, who has
authority and can dispose of things and per
sons under his control. As a religious title it
betrays the respect of a deity's 'servant' and
can function as a proper name.

II. Though Pindar, Isthm. 5:53 (first half
of the 5th century BCE), praises -Zeus, who
destines everything, as "0 panton kyrios
(Lord of all things), usually there are other
titles expressing the sovereignty of the tradi
tional Greek gods: pOlllia, allax, medeoll in
epics, basi/ellS, despotes in poetry, despoilla
for goddesses connected with nature. A
recently reconstructed hymn from Epidauros
(SEG 36,350) invokes the -.Father of the
gods as J..)'rios. Otherwise, for Zeus we only
have examples in Roman provinces north of
Greece or in Syria. There, some local deity
may hide behind him as is the case in J..)'rios
t)'ramzos ZeIlS Masphaletenos (CIG 3438,
Lydia, beginning of 2nd century CE). This
indicates that the designation J..)·rios for gods
is mainly a non-Greek, oriental phenomenon
from Hellenistic and Roman times. The tra
gedian Sosiphanes (4th century BeE) who
calls Hades k)'rios (TGF I 92 fro 3) may be
an exception. It is hardly a cultic title for the
god of the underworld (DREXLER 1890-94:
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1762. no. 23 [Pluton] stems from Thracia).
In Egypt. hundreds of testimonies of per

sonal piety in inscriptions or on papyrus
(prosk)'lIl'ma-formulas. entreaties and thanks
giving votive gifts. acclamations. requests
for oracles) add /..:yrios or /...)'ria to the name
of the individual deity. They concentrate on
/...)'ria Isis (Philae from the second half of the
2nd century nCE onwards. RONCHI [III
1975:601-611] has 85 instances, for the
Mediterranean areas. SIRIS 261.332.334.
491. for domilla s. Index p. 344) and /...)'rios
Sarapis (cf. RONCIII III 1975:627-635 with
87 instances, SIRIS 26.172.306.498). esp. in
invitations to sacred meals (listed in ZPE 2
[1968] 121-126; add SB 11049; NewDocs I
I). Several other Egyptian (esp. Mandulis,
Amenothes. -~Bes. Ammon. see RONCH! III
1975:614-616.618-619.622-625) and Syrian
deities (for the Semitic origin see -~Lord)

are called /...)'ria or /...)'rio.'i, as occasionally
Men (besides tyrannos) in Asia Minor and
Sabazios in Thracia. The title is favoured for
the Ephesian -~Artemis, Thracian gods and
heroes, esp. for Asklepios (J 27 times) in
Mocsia and l11r~lcia assimilated to a
Thrncian horseman (SEG 30, 717-783).
Only in Thracia is it attested for -+Hera (25
times). -'Hernkles (9 times), the Nymphs
(17 times), -~Mithras, too. is titled dominus
(CIMRM 3332.764.1483; cf. Porph., a1llr
Nymph. 24: 'YEVE<JEo>.; oEcrn:6t11~). If the
names of Greek deities, e.g. -·Apollon, in
Egyptian or Thrncian documents are
adorncd with kyrios or /...)'ria, they often
represent non-Greek gods or goddesses.
Thus -·Hennes (12 cases in RONCHI III
1975:619-620.) may be -·Thoth. Phylac
teries or tablets of imprecation appeal to
anonymous /...)·rioi rheoi (R. WONSCIJ, Deisi
daimoniaka. ARW 12 [1909] 1-45 esp. 38
39: Bl/lI£pigr 1952.13: S£G 38. 1926: cf.
PGM IV 687, VII 368-369. 707). In the
magical papyri (3rd-4th cent. CE) the address
/...)'rie or /...)'ria, sometimes composed with
the name, is current for Egyptian as for
Greek gods as well. In the predication "he is
the lord of the gods, he is the lord of the
ecumenc" (PGM V 135-136) the influence
of Jewish prayer language is sensible.

A genitive connected with the term cir
cumscribes the domain. Such an addition is
traditional with hieroglyphic lIeb. In her
aretalogies -~ Isis predic:ltes herself as
mistress ruling over the elemenL'\ of the sea.
over fertility. and warfare (TOTTI 1:31.41
42, 49. 54; 20: 122-123, 194-195, 236-240;
Apuleius, Mer. 11:5 elementomm omnillm
domilla). She is not only the lady of all the
land, but of the whole world (TOTTI
20:23. I21 anassa; 1:3 tyrannos; Apuleius,
Mer. II :7; Plutarch. Mor. 367a; CIG II 3724
anassa), In the same manner territories arc
assigned to Greek gods in more literary
texts. too (Dio Chrys. 37: II; Plutarch, Mor.
365a.675f: -~Helios, Lord of the fire;
-> Poseidon, Lord of the water, the latter el
ement belonging to -Dionysos, too; 413c
Apollon, Lord of the sun). Philo of Byblos
intcrprets Baalshamen as monos OltrlmOIl

kyrios (Eusebius, Praep, E,'. I: 10,7). The
-'Sun is named 'Lord of heaven and earth'
(PGM IV 640). The title 'Lord of all things'
(see above Pindar on Zeus, allusions in
Demosthenes 60:21 and Plutarch. Mor,
426a; cf. Diodorus Sic. 3:61,4 /...)'rion ... rOil
holOn for the God of the Jews) is applied to
the Stoic Zeus in Philodemus. Pier. II, to
-+Osiris in Plutarch. Mor. 355e (cf.
353b.354f Lord and King), to the Sun in
PGM I 212. to lao in PGM XIII 201-202
and to God in general in Iamblichus, Vita
Pyrh. J37 (cf. Plutarch, Numa 9: plural).

The appellative /...)'rios is also used for
kings and the Roman emperor. In Egypt. the
political sense is evident in the fonnulas
kyrios basi/eio11 (Ptol. V) or /...)'rios basi/ellS.
The combination rheos kai /...)'rios is cus
tomary with the last Lagides and twice at
tested for Augustus. Absolute ho /...)'riO:i
dominates from Nero onwards. Even in the
phrase "the Lord of all the world", applied
to Nero Syll. 814, 30-31, the title in itself
does not imply deification (cf. Epictetus,
Diss. 4: I. J2 ho palllon /...)'rios kaisar), but
probably the association of dominus er dellS
introduced by Domitian docs so (dominl/s
corresponding to Gk desporl's. which sugge
sted oriental tyranny and therefore was refu
sed by the first principes as primi imer
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pares). It is only in the context of emperor
worship that Christian manyrs are confron
ted with the alternative: J..)'n·os Kaisar or
acknowledgment of their own kJrios (cf.
Mart. Pol. 8:2; Acta Mart. Scil/.; CERFAUX
1954:56-57). Ten.. Apol. 34: I would not
refuse to call the emperor Lord, if he is not
constrained to do this instead of thus honou
ring God. See -+Ruler cult.

III. In the LXX J.:yrios replaces the divine
name -'Yahweh (6156 times according to
QUELL. nVNf 3 [1938] 1057; VON DOB
sCIIOTZ 1931: 6742 times). In old mss. (cf.
list in HOWARD 1977) the tetragram in
Hebrew or Aramaic letters is left (this may
in pan be due to arehaizing revisions:
PIETERSMA 1984), but probably it wac; pro
nounced A)'rios (cf. Origen. In Ps. 2,2).
Less often the title corresponds to Hebrew
appellatives for 'God' (279 times [QUELL».
Ca. 375 times (VON DOBSCHOTz [1931) it is
translated from the Heb 'adon. 'lldonf.
'llc/tinay (-+Lord) though in many cases the
Hebrew or the Greek text is not ascenained,
The custom of reading 'lidona)' instead of
the tetragram in Palestinian judaism, now
attested in IQIsa3 • may have induced an
analogous procedure in the Diaspora syna
gogue. Pagan influence, assumed by VON
BAUDISSIN (1929) and others. can-espe
cially in Egypt-not be excluded; but neit
her can it be proved. In biblical writings not
contained in MT, J.:yrios as a designation for
God occurs ca. 640 times. By comparison.
the tern} despotes is relatively rare for God.
Sometimes it renders 'iidon in the double
expression 'adon(ay) Yhwh to avoid a kyrios
J.:yrios otherwise current.

Regarding the semantics of the tenn in
LXX when used as predicate. the correlation
between 'Lord' and 'servant' is still per
ceptible (e.g. Mal I:6). The fonnula kyn'os
tOil /..:)'rion exalts God above all other
heavenly Lords (Oeut 10: 17; Ps 135:3) and
earthly rulers (Dan 4:37: cf. 2:47; I Tim 6:
15; J Elloch 9:4; 63:2). The universal
dominion of the 'Lord of all the earth' (Josh
3:11, 13: Mic 4:13; Zech 4:14; 6:5: Ps 96:5:
Exod 8:22 only LXX; Josh 4:7 only LXX),
the 'Lord of heaven' (Dan 2:37) resp. the

'Lord of heaven and eanh' (Tob 7:17: Jdt
9:12 despotes: cf. Luke 10:21; Acts 17:24)
or the 'Lord of al1 things' (Add Esth 4: 17c:
4Q542 I 1.2f 'Lord of al1 the created'; "0
kyriew:Jn hapanton t/zeos, Ep. Arist. 18:45:
frequently pantokrator is combined with
kyrios: this also happens 7 times in Rev; cf.
the addition in LXX Jer 39: 19) is founded in
his acts as creator (cf. Jer 39: 17-19; I Esdr
6: 12: Add Esth 4: 17; Acts 17: 24); the claim
is underlined against pagan concurrents
(Dan 3: 17,45; I Esdr 8:25: 2 Esdr 19:6: Add
Esth 4: 171: Josephus, Alit. 20:90), while
arrogant kings consider themselves as 'Lord
of al1 the eanh' or 'Lord of land and sea'
(Pss. Sol. 2, 29).

For Philo kyrios represents one of the
main powers of God (in contradistinction to
rheos, the creator and father) and signifies
his ruling activity. Kyrios does not per se
connote divine monarchy: as in daily life, it
can be used in a religious context as respect
ful address. thus for example for angels (e.g.
the angelus interpres in Zech and Dan; cf.
BERGER [1970nl] 417 n. 3). As a name for
angels it is late (ib. 418 n. I). In magic texts
they are addressed as k)'rioi (theoi) agge/oi
(PGM 36:44.246: BullEpigr 1952, 13).

Kyrios for God occurs in the NT ca. 181
times (including 70 citations of the OT);
more often it is used as a title for -+Jesus
-+Christ (ca. 468 times, II OT quotations
being related to him). In the Synoptics and
in John people seeking miracles. but also
disciples or potential followers, address
Jesus as /..:yrie (cf. 'iidonf, for Elijah. Elisha
in 1-2 Kgs). The usage goes back to Q.
could even be authentic and corresponds to
Aram mari, attested as a fonn of address of
persons in a position of authority. Its
significance does not differ much from
rabbi. (Gk didaskale) that sometimes (Matt
9:28; 20:33; Luke 18:41) is the Markan base
of Matthean or Lukan k)'rie (cf. the panl1
lelism in the parabolic saying Matt 10:24
and in John 13:13). Matthew adds redac
tional /..:)'rie; so does Luke who, however,
prefers epistata. In the context of a plea for
salvation (Matt 8:25: 14:30: 17: 15)-often
connected with a prosA)'nesis-it presup-
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poses a divine faculty of the one addressed
(cf. Epiktet. diss. II 7,12). In John 13 Jesus
accepts the title 'master', but paradoxically
behaves like a servant. As predicate /...)·rios
in Mark 2:28 refers to the sovereignty of the
-·50n of Man over the -Sabbath. In Mark
it is employed absolutely only in a reference
by the disciples to 'the master', who can re
quire the property of other people like a
king (II :3).

!\10rc often Luke and John reflect the
absolute usage of the Early Chureh, which
probably spoke of 'Our Lord' in analogy to
Aramaic-Semitic titling of kings (CERFAUX).
The reason for this is not only the personal
loyalty of the disciples to Jesus in his earth
ly ministry. but also his royal position on
account of his resurrection. Otherwise, he
could scarcely be invoked at all. So it is the
risen one that the Jewish-Christian com
munity addresses with Aram marana'-Ia' (I
Cor 16:22, rendered Rev 22:20 'come. Lord
Jesus', cf. Did. 10:6). Because he is now
enthroned at the right hand of God, he is
expected to realize his reign at his coming
in glory (cf. the address of the king and
judge Malt 25:37,44 /...)'rie).

It seems that this heavenly exaltation is
expressed relatively early with Ps 110: I,
though the argumentation ACL, 2:34-36
(Jesus thus constituted by God /...)'rios) relies
on the Greek text. Against BOUSSET (1921)
the cuitic appeal to the Lord is to be as
cribed not only to the Greek speaking com
munity, It is improbable that it is modelled
after Hellenistic-Oriental culL.;;. There is a
certain continuity between the address kyrie
directed to Jesus during his public life and
to the risen one (so in Acts in the context of
visions). But now He has a divine quality;
therefore Thomas recognizes his Lord at the
same time as his God (John 20:28) applying
to him the language of the Psalms. The
object of Easter visions is indicated by
hrios (I Cor 9: I; Luke 24:34: John 20: 18.
20, 25; Acts 9:27). Yet this tr,msition to the
absolute use can be grasped only in the
Greek phase of tradition. Especially in the
letters of Paul we find fixed fonnulae whose
pre-Pauline origin can be demonstrated.

Thus, the stereotyped expression 'the
brothers of the Lord' refers to the historical
Jesus as does Paul when introducing auth
oritative sayings of the Lord. The Hellenistic
communities took up the liturgical 'our
Lord' affixing it to the double name 'Jesus
Christ' with /...)·rios. In their worship they
acclaimed Jesus, the risen one, as /...)·rios (I
Cor 12:3; Rom 10:9). He is the Lord not
only of his believers, but of all mankind
(Rom 10: 12; 14:9; Acts 10:36), an affinna
tion that stimulated the mission to the gen
tiles. The exalted one dominates also the
spiritual powers of the three zones of the
world. God remains the cosmocrator, but in
the pre-Pauline hymn Phil 2:6-11 he
bestows an incompar-.tble dignity ('name')
on Jesus whom all have to acknowledge by
the /...)'rios-acclamation. Sometimes the sug
gestion is made that this 'name' is the di
vine name as in Jewish tradition angels can
be named after Yahweh, their king (3 Enoch
10:20; 12:20-23; cf. FOSSUM 1985:292-301).
Yet it is not certain that kyrios (v II) is
meant at; a translation of Yahweh, because
the whole action aims at the glorification of
God the Father. But a, vv 10-11 allude to
Jes 45:23 (a prophecy of the universal ador
ation offered to Yahweh) the way is open to
apply to Jesus OT kyrios-passages in pre
Pauline tradition as well as in the NT itself.
Thus, already before Paul, the Christians
called themselves 'those invoking the name
of the Lord'. actualizing Joel 3:5 (I Cor 1:2;
cf. Rom 10:12-13; Acts 2:21; 9:14, 21; 2
Tim 2:22). The 'day of the Lord' (cf. Joel
3:4) now was understood a, the parousia of
Christ. In general, eschatological utterances
are often connected with /...yrios. Paul in
several places adduces OT texts where
kyrios now must signify Jesus. Due to its
use in the LXX, the title now points not
only to Jesus' assuming divine functions,
but also to his godlike status.

If we except Rom 10:9. where the con
fession k)'rios lesous is the outward ex
pression of the faith in his resurrection, and
Acts 16:31, the title does not appear to have
been part of the creed. Other titles like
'Christ' and 'Son of God' prevail. Kyrios
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primarily defines the relation of Christ to the
believer resp. his 'servant'. the apostle (cf. 2
Cor 4:5; dOlileuein Rom 12: II; Col 3:24;
Acts 20: 19). In a polemical context the title
cnn become exclusive. So in I Cor 8:4-6:
some Corinthians participated in sacral
dinners-possibly in one of the Egyptian
tCJl)ples within reach. The trapez.a J,:)'riOiI
{l 0:21 )-though attested in the OT for the
altar of God-may even fonn a contrast to
the kline of the kyrios Sarapis in the well
known invitations. That some Christians did
not refuse to eat meat sacrified to pagan dei
ties. constituted a problem for the commu
nity. Paul answers with the Jewish mono
theistic belief. but in view of so many
k)'rioi. like the oriental gods. he adds a
parallel' christological statement analogous
to pagan acclamations like heis aus
Sarapis: 'and there is only one Lord. Jesus
Christ. through whom all things (came into
existence) and we (will be saved) through
him' (8:6). It is unlikely that Paul here de
liberately split the fonnula from Deut 6:4. as
it is sometimes assumed. The soteriological
role of Christ is affinned against the com
peting oriental deities. whose importance for
the individual had increased so much. It is
anchored in the instrumental role of the
preexistent one in God's creation. a function
assigned in Judaism to -Wisdom (cf. Ps
101:26-28 in Heb 1:10-12. now addressed
with kyrie to the Son). This is the unique
passage where Jesus' being Lord is con
fronted explicitly with pagan competition. It
scarcely gives a hint as to the origin of the
concept (pace BOUSSET 1921), but rather
develops his relevance in a world of differ
ent henotheistic movements. It is not certain
whether human rulers-who could be in
view v Sa ('Gods on earth')-are attacked.
too. Only in Revelation the christological
predications 'Lord of the lords and king of
the kings' (17:14; 19:I6-in the OT these
titles are attributed to God) are pointed
against arrogant worldly potentates. Eph 4:5
repeats the heis kyrios as foundation for the
unity of the Church.
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I. On the assumption that he was orig
inally a semi-divine hero or a god (MEYER
1906), Laban, the son of Bethuel (Qen 28:5)
and father of ~Leah and -Rachel (Qen
29: 16) has been connected with the Old
Assyrian god Laba(n) (E. SCHRADER, Die
Keilinschriften und das Aile Testament [Ber
lin 1903; 3rd ed. by H. Winckler & H. Zim
mem] 363). The name of the latter deity has
been interpreted as a shortened form of
Labnan, which would mean that Laban was
"originally an ancient West-Semitic deity
venerated in the Lebanon" (LEWY 1934:45).

D. Laban occurs already in Old Assyrian
personal names as the designation of a deity
(HIRSCH 1972:33) and was still worshipped
in Neo-Assyrian times (Takultu 100). The
character of the god remains uncertain.
Though there can be no doubt about the
veneration of the Lebanon, not only as the
dwelling-place of the gods but as a deity in
its own right (WmpPERT 1980-83:648-649,
esp. § 5.2; see also -Lebanon), it is not cer
tain that Laban can be equated with
Lebanon. Mt Lebanon is known in cunei
form sources as Labnan or Lablan (for these
and other forms see WEIPPERT 1980-83:641
642), and it is difficult to see how a variant
Laban or Laba could originate. The two
names are now generally distinguished as
belonging each to a separate deity.

III. The connection between the biblical
figure Laban and the Assyrian god Laban
(or Lebanon) rests on a number of
unverified assumptions. Few modern
scholars would be ready to accept that the
majority of characters of the patriarchal nar
ratives are demythologized deities, as was
once widely believed. If there is no reason,
a priori, for the assumption that Laban has a
mythological background, however, there is
no need to have recourse to a poorly known

deity in order to explain Laban's name. The
root LBN (to be white) is unproblematic in
Hebrew; there is nothing unusual, moreover,
in naming babies by the colour of their skin
(cf. NOTH, IPN 225).
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K. VAN DER TOORN

LADY ~ ADAT; BELTU

LAGAMAL - LAGAMAR

LAGAMAR
I. The name kedar-lilomer, 'Chedor

laomer' king of Elam (Gen 14:1.4.5.9.17;
]QGenAp 21 :23), is to be interpreted as a
combination of the noun kudur (Akk) or
kutirlkut.e.r (Elamite), 'protector' (see R.
ZADOK, The Elamite Onomasticon [AION
Sup 40; Napoli 1984J 25 for names contain
ing this noun), with the name of the Elamite
underworld deity LagamalJLagamar (BOHL
1916:67; ASTOUR 1966:78; WEIPPERT 1976
1980; ASTOUR 1992:893). The name
Lagamal means "No mercy" (LAMBERT
1980~83:418).

II. The name of the deity is written lA
ga-ma-al/mal or La-ga-ma-ru. The Ir/occurs
in Neo-Assyrian inscriptions only. The
earliest attestation of the divine name is in
an Old Akkadian seal inscription (PBS
14:138). By the Babylonians, Lagamal was
interpreted as the son of Urash, the wife of
An (An = Anum V:43; cf. 1. A. CRAIG,~
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Assyrian and Babylonian Religiolls Texts I
[Leipzig 1895] No. 58:21). In a letter from
Mari, it is related that he, or his image. went
from Mari to Terqa (ARM XIII 111:5-9).
Lagamal is \\'orshipped throughout the Neo
Elamite period (1000-539 BCE). His name
occurs a.<; a theophoric element in personal
names and he had a temple at Susa (F. W.
K~NIG, Die e1amischell KOlligsinscJlriften
[AfO Beiheft 16; Graz 1965] 2(0). When
Ashurbanipal conquered Susa he took away
a statue of the deity as booty (M. STRECK.
Assurbanipal und die lewell Kijllige bis ZUIIl

UllIergang Nille\'eh's [VAB VII; Leipzig
1916] 52:33; ARAB II § 810).

T. G. PIl':CIIES (Certain Inscriptions and
Records referring to Babylonia and Elam
and their Rulers, and other Matters, JOllmal
of the Transactions of the Victoria Instilllte
29 [1897] 43-89) published a small col
lection of Late-Babylonian texts from the
Parthian period. The inscriptions arc known
as the Chedarlaomer or Spanoli texts. The
texts-which give the impression of being
copies of seventh to sixth century BCE orig
inals-mention four kings who have as a
common trait that they all sacked or op
pressed Babylon and its holy shrine Esagila
and that they were either murdered by their
sons or died in the sea. The names of these
four kings are written as cryptograms. The
name of one of them. PKU.KU.KU.MAL or
PKU.KU.KU.KU.MAL, has correctly been inter
preted as PKu-dur-nab·[1I1d or PKu·d,lr-nab
[UI/I-tu (e.g. ASTOUR 1966:91.93-94). An
Elamite king Kudur-Nahhunte (II) is known
who actually took pan in a conquest of
Babylon in the twelfth century BCE. This
event is still recalled by Ashurbanipal (lIIR
38:12; ARAB II § 923: ASTOUR 1966:91).
Gen 14 has been interpreted as the inter
pretalio Israelitica of an original seventh to
sixth century BCE version of the Chedar
laomer-texts. Kudur-Nahhumc would have
been a model for Chedarlaomer (ASTOUR

, 1992:894). In that case. the name element
lilOlner would refer to the Elamite deity
Nahhunte, a sun god and a god of justice
(cf. Elamite "allllte, 'sun').

III In Gen 14. Chedarlaomer is pre-

sented as king of Elam and as leader of a
coalition of four kings who battled with
-Abraham after having defeated a group of
Canaanite tribes and having plundered
Sodom and Gomorrah. From a linguistic
point of view, a connection between lilomer
and an Elamite deity Nahhunte is problem
atical. Firstly, an original fonn in Hebrew
*lci'olller must be read with an interchange
of IdJ to Ir/. Secondly, it must be assumed
that the consonant Inl changed into 111. Such
a change is not attested in Elamite phonol
ogy. Thirdly. Heb N must be construed as a
derivation via 1£1 from Elamite /bbl. Elamite
IIY. however, cannot be compared with a
velar-sound. but should be connected to a
weak pharyngal spirant. such as German /hi.
A connection with Sem If! and Hebr N is
very unplausible (0. ROSSLER, apud M.
WEIPPERT, Die Landnahme der israeli
tischen Stiimme in da lIeuere" wissenschaft
lichen Diskllssion [FRLANT 92; GOllingcn
1967] 96-97 n. 5; WEIPPERT 1976-80). This
observation makes the alleged relation
between Gen 14 and the Chedorlaomer texts
less probable. Therefore. a connection be
tween Laomer and Lagamal is more plaus
ible. Assuming that the Elamite name was
pronounced *lagamar, Heb lii'omer can be
understood on the basis of the similarity of
1£1 and N (WEIPPERT. Landnahme 96 n. 5).
An Elamite king Kudur-L1gamaVr is not
known from the sources.
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B. BECKIl':G

LA" n?
I. The clement la~l has been interpreted

as a divine name in cenain Hebrew proper
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names. These are the place names Beer
-'Lahai-roi (Gen 16:14; 24:62; 25:11),
Ramath-Iehi (Judg 15:17; 2 Sam 23:1 I) and
Bethlehem, and in particular, the Hebrew
personal narne Methu-selah (Gen 5:21.22.
25.26.27; I Chr 1:3).

It has been suggested that the personal
name Methu-selah is not to be analysed as
ml, 'man' + s/~I, '(the god) -Shelah', but
rather as melll. 'man' + Je, 'of + la~l, '(the
god) Lal}'. Similarly, N,y has been inter
preted as a theophoric element in the name
bJr-l!;y-ry. Again, I~I has been interpreted as
a divine name in bll!;m; provided it is ana
lysed as bl, 'house/temple or + Ib 'the god
Lnh' + enclitic m. The word lea/; occurs in
Hebrew with the meaning 'moist' (e.g. Gen
30:27) and the root I!;~, in several Semitic
languages means 'to be moist'. The god Lah
would, then, be "an ancient Canaanite god
of vital 5:lp and vigour" (VAN SEUttS 1966).
Further evidence is provided by the Moabite
place-name Luhith (lw~')'t Isa 15:5; Jer 48:5
qere: hl!;)'I; ketib: h/~nw), in the neighbour
hood of Medeba. It is said to be derived
from the name of a goddess (11;)'/) related to
la~l. Finally, the noun )'/~/II. derived from lb.
occurs in Ugaritic (A.7U 1.5 ii:21; 1.6 i:48)
and in KTU 4.35 i 8 as a personal name (bn
)'/~rn) with the meaning 'vital power' (VAN
SEUrIS 1966).

II. Nevertheless. the following objec
tions can be raised against the proposed
identification:

(l) there is absolutely no evidence. even
outside the Bible. for the existence of a god
called LaJ:t; (2) even though another name
with the form mt ('man') + J ('of) + divine
name is known in Hebrew (mt!'1 =mt + J +
JI) it is generally accepted that md//; means
'Man of (the god) Shelah' (i.e. mt + JIM
(fSEVAT 1954); (3) the place name b'r-Iby
ry means 'Well of the Living One who sees
me' (the place-name Iby probably means
'Jawbone'; cf. le/;;, 'jaw, cheek'): in neither
docs the alleged deity II) occur, (4) the place
name btl!;m means 'Houscrremple of the
god I!;m' (-Lahmu); (5) the Ugaritic evi
dence is uncertain. The verb I~m may be re
lated to 11;(b) and mean 'to moisten', or it

may have other meanings (DEGEN 1979:
TROPPER 1990) but it provides no proof that
a god la/; existed; (6) the Moabite place
name may originate from the name of a
goddess; but this is simply conjecture.

In short, the purported existence of the
god la~1 is pure speculation. It is based on
very vague evidence; proposed by but a
single scholar (VAN SELMS 1966): and ac
cepted by no-one.

III. Bibliography
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W. G. E. WATSON

LAHAR - FLAME

LAHAI-ROI O~i on"
I. The name La~lClY Ro'; appears only

three times in the Hebrew Bible: always in
the combination of the toponym Bl'er
Ln~la)' RoJi: Gen 16:14; 24:62: 25:11. In
Gen 16:14. Lahai-rui (or Hai-roi) could be
construed as a divine name in accordance
with the versions. Yet the interpretation is
speculative and not supported by extrabibli
cal evidence.

II. In the three biblical occurrences.
Be'er Labay Ril'; designates a well or a
locality somewhere in the Negeb (24:62). Its
localization is unknown. Gen 16: 14 locates
it "between Kadesh and Bered". It certainly
confinns a southern location; but it is not
very helpful because the location of Bered is
equally unknown (KNAUF 1989:46 n. 211).

Gen 24:62 and 25: II indicate that the en
virons of B~'er Ltl~ray Ro'; are the current
abode of Isaac; but they do not give any hint
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about the nature of that place or a clue to
the meaning of its name. Moreover, both of
these texts are considered to belong to the
very latest strata of the --Abraham stories.
Gen 24 is attributed by BLUM (1984:384
387, 39()"39l) to the postexilic D-compo
sition; whilst Gen 25: I-II is commonly
regarded as P. Even in these late contexts,
moreover, the two verses could be 'redac
tional additions' (see KNAUF 1989:26-27 nn.
113-116; 46 n. 210) influenced by Gen
16: 14. We are thus left with Gen 16: 14 as
the only starting point for further investi
gation. One problem, however, remains: In
Gen 24:62 and 25: II, the place is linked to
Isaac, whereas in Gen 16:14 its naming is
attributed to Hagar and connected with
-Ishmael. How could an 'Ishmaelite' place
have been connected with Isaac? Often,
Be'er La~Ia)' Ro'; has been considered as the
place of origin ('HaJrpunkl') of the Isaac tra
dition; i.e. because Ishmael and Isaac were
originally related groups (NoTH 1960: 118
119. and for discussion, BLUM 1984:494
495; ALBERTZ 1987:295; SCHMID 1991 :25
28, 30-31, 65, 73); but this already specu
lative hypothesis raises two further prob
lems: first, in what sense could a watering
place or a way station in the desert function
as the 'HaJrpu/lkl' of a patriarchal tradition;
and, second, what is then the meaning of the
'northern' associations of Isaac (Am 7:9.16:
Gen 28: 13; 31 :42.53; 35:8)1

In Gen 16: 14, Be'er La~/QY Ro'; is con
nected with the theophany of -EI-roi to
Hagar. If this verse is read in the light of v
13, it functions as a succinct cult legend of
the sanctuary of EI-roi: a legend that has
been integrated into the ethnological legend
of the origin of the Ishmaelites (RENDTORFF
1983: 101). Because it is possible that the
name Lahai-roi has given rise to the name
El-roi, the original value and meaning of
Lahai-roi is not necessarily linked to the
semantic context suggested by v 13. In the
present conte;(t of the story, La~lay-{)r, per
haps more probably, ~lay-Ro'; is presented
as the equivalent of EI-roi. It could therefore
be construed as a divine name. This is ac
tually the way in which early Jewish and

Christian tradition has understood the pas
sage (LXX: phrear 11011 e/lopio/l eido/l,
"well of the one before whom I have seen";
Vulgate: Pureum Vi\'flltis Videlltis me, "well
of the Living one who sees me"; rabbinical
interpretations also go in that direction, Tar
gum and Rashi paraphrasing: 'l"he well at
which the everla~ting -.Angel appeared to
me"). Inspired by this traditional view, DE
MOOR (1990:253) has suggested that Gen
16: 14 is best understood as an allusion to
the 'living' Yahweh-EI. a~ polemically op
posed to -.Baal and his annual death. This
interpretation is speculative, however, and
not supported by any other observation.
Since elsewhere in the region there is no
divine name or epithet attested with the
component 1~IY there is little possibility that
(laHw)' Ro', refers to an existing deity.

Unfortunately, we are also reduced to
conjectures about the possible etymology of
La~IaY. WELLHAUSEN (1878:329 n. I) sup
posed that the toponym derived from ·l~l)'

'jawbone', r'y coming from a defigurated
animal name-in analogy to Nl)' (~lmwr) of
Judg 15:18-19. Even if this proposal
remains uncertain, it is indeed probable that
Be'er La~/QY RIl; is a place name derived
from a personal or a tribal name. KNAUF
(1989:47-48) lists several instances from the
pre-Islamic Arab world where hypocoristical
names are composed with 1~IY + a divine
name (e.g. *1~IY '[Ir) or a parental name (e.g.
*1~Iy'm/mNIY). 1~IY can also be the theo
phorical element in names such as 1~I)'ml's or
slml~l)'. La~/QY Ro'; could then be a place
name derived from a personal or tribal name
composed with a divine name + epitheton;
but that would hardly suffice to transfonn
Be'er La~/Q)' Ro'; into a cult place and
(LaHwy Ro'; into a deity. The available
documents are still far too scanty to pennit
finn conclusions.
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A. DE PURY

LAHMU em
I,. Laljmu has been proposed as a divine

name or theophoric element in the OT in
certain especially old texts and names, par
ticularly the Song of Deborah (Judg 5:8) and
the place name Bethlehem.

II. Labmu is clearly (albeit rarely) at
tested in Sumerian and in the Akkadian lit
erature of the Old Akkadian, Standard
Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian periods and at
Marl. As a divine name Labmu appears
paired with Labamu in the theogony of
Emmra EILsh, begotten by -+Apsu (-+Ends
of the earth) and -Tiamat (the waters) and
begetting An~ar (sky) and Kisar (earth).
Later in the same work, as well ac; in other
texts. the tcrm or its plural, labmii, appears
as a name or description of one or more sea
monsters in the great deep (allied with Tia
mat in Emmra Elish). In Sumerian and later
texts the plural also occurs with reference
either to "apotropaic figures at the gates"
(CAD L 42) or as "pillars of the earth",
symbolized by the doorposts (LAMBERT
1985:199).

The etymology of Labmu as used in these
contexts is the subject of debate. Some
(such as T. Jacobsen) argue from the context
of the Enllma EILsh and from cognate de
rivatives of Itun for a basic meaning
"muddy", while others (LAMBERT 1985) pre
fer "hairY" based on both iconographic and
textual data.

III. While some distant. historical con
nection between a deity Labmu (or labm'-I
monsters) and OT occurrences of 11J11I ean-

not be apodictically denied, anything ap
proaching the identification of a divine name
or description in the OT is rendered highly
suspect in the light of the following con
siderations: I) The comparative evidence is
relatively remote, being confined to Sumer
ian and Akkadian (East Semitic), with Mari
the nearest locntion of an undispute~ at
testation. 2) There is no OT occurrence of a
verbal form or noun of the root Ibm which
cannot be satisfactorily explained as related
to IlJm-1 (fight) or 1~,,"-11 (eat). including
lcibem in Judg 5:8 (most likely "war" or
"fighting"). 3) The relation of the place
name Bethlehem to Labmu was proposed by
E. HONIGMANN (Bit-Labamu, RLA 2 [1933J
47), on the basis of one reference in the EI
Amarna letters. However, there is uncertain
ty as to the rendering of the ideogram, so
that even the identity of the referenee with
Bethlehem is questionable. Even granted the
reading "Bethlehem", moreover. an etymo
logical connection with one of the estab
lished Hebrew uses of I~,,", as "house of
bread" (or perhaps "house of fighting").
seems a more reasonable construing of the
admittedly scanty evidence. (In this con
nection the conjeclure of H. CAZELLES may
be noted: a derivation from "house of
Lahai": cf. Gen 16:14: 24:62: ABD I [1992J
712).

IV. Bibliography
H. CAZELlES, Bethlehem, ABD, I (1992)
712-715: W. G. LAMBERT. The Pair Labmu
Labamu in Cosmology, Or 54 (1985) 189
202.

G. C. HElDER

LAMB a~lvo~. apviov
I. In the NT -~Christ is designated 31

times as a lamb. In John 1:29. 36 he is
called the lamb (aj.1Vo9 of -~God: in the
Revelation of John (5:6, 8 ct passim [29x))
he is depicted as a heavenly lamb (apviov)
that receives honour and worship as if it is
God himself.

II. There is much uncertainty and debate
about the religio-historical background of
the image of Christ as a lamb. There seems
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to be partly an OT background to this
imagery, if one regards Isa 53:6-7 as the
source of the remark in John's Gospel that
-Jesus is the lamb of God that takes away
the sins of the world (I :29; cf. Acts 8:32
and I Pet I: 19), which apparently links the
Paschal sacrificial lamb of Exod 12 (cf. I
Cor 5:7) with the lamb-like Suffering Ser
vant (KRAFT 1974:109; MILES 1992:133), a
thesis that cenainly cannot be ruled out
(colllra DAUTZENBERG 1980:169-170). The
fact that in Revelation the lamb is presented
as slain (5:6; 13:8; etc.) also underscores the
connection with the Paschal and Servant
motive. But on the other hand there are
many traits in the lamb-imagery of Revel
ation that cenainly do not derive from this
background. It is in keeping with the fact
that amion, the word always used in Revel
ation, originally meant 'ram', that several
belligerent and judgemental (Le. messianic)
activities are attributed to this 'Iamb'. For
instance, it is said to be wrathful (6: 16), to
conquer its enemies (17:14), to carry seven
horns as a symbol of its power (5:6), to be
wonhy to open the seals of the eschato
logical scroll (5:9), to be worthy "to receive
power, wealth, wisdom, might, honour,
glory, and blessing" (5: 12), to be -"Lord of
lords and King of kings" (17: 14), to be "the
Lion of Judah" (5:5), and to share God's
glorious throne in rule over his people (22: I,
3; for a detailed analysis of all these and
other passages see HOHNJEC 1980:34-149).
"The association of these ideas of violence
and power with the figure of a lamb is at
first sight paradoxical" (DODD 1953:231).
Yet it would seem that antecedents of this
imagery are to be found in Jewish apocalyp
ticism, although there are only two sources
to suppon this hypothesis (one should note
that the much discussed passage in T. ios.
19:6 [the lamb that came fonh from a vir
gin] is Christian and based upon Revelation;
so rightly JEREMIAS 1966 contra KOCH
1966). Firstly, in the second part of the
Enochic Book of Dreams (chaps. 83-90), the
so-called Animal Apocalypse (chaps. 85-90)
of 1 Enoch, in chaps. 89-90, we find a sur
vey of history covering the period from

-~Noah to the last judgement (written in the
middle of the second century BeE; for an
extensive commentary see TILLER 1993: esp.
269-382). The author makes use of many
pastoral symbols, the most striking of which
is the presentation of the great leaders of
God's people as lambs/sheep/rams (the
various versions have different designations
here, cf. Isa 14:9), for instance David in 89:
45-46 and Judas Maccabaeus in 90:9, where
this lamb is said to grow horns (!, as in Rev
5:6, probably due to a fusing of mOl and
lamb; on much later stories about -Moses
as lamb see BURCHARD 1966). As -mes
siah-like figures these 'Iambs' lead their
flock towards victory over the enemies of
God's children. Secondly, in the Toscphta
Targum on I Sam 17:43 and Targum
Jonathan on 2 Sam 23:8, we find an old
Aramaic song in which Goliath is called a
bear and a lion but David a lamb. This song
has clearly eschatological ovenones in that
David as the victorious lamb is presented as
a messianic figure (with a throne) that will
conquer all powers of evil in the end (VAN
STAALDUINE-SULMAN 1993). It is very like
ly that this Jewish apocalyptic imagery
fonus the prototype of many lamb passages
in Revelation. A most significant difference,
however, is that, whereas the lambs in J
Enoch and the Targumic passages remain
human beings, the author of Revelation hali
Christ as messianic Lamb almost united
with God: in Rev 5:8-13 worship of the
Lamb leads to the worship of God and the
Lamb together, and the Lamb's throne is
God's throne (5:6; 7:17; 22:1, 3; BAUCKtlAM
1993:60). Yet this same lamb is identified
with the sacrificial passover lamb that stands
'ali slain' (5:6).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

LAMIA -. LILITH

LAMP j'J, iJ
I. The Hebrew noun nir or ner, denotes

a light-giving body and is never used as a
divine name, but it may occur as a surname
of a deity or as the name of a being partici
pating in the divine sphere, such as an
-tangeI. Its Akkadian equivalent mini. as
well as Ugaritic nrt and nyr, are used meta
phorically as epithets of the -·Sun-deity
called '"the lamp of the gods" or ..the lamp
of heavens and earth" (AHW 805b; CAD N.
348-349; KTU 1.2.iii:15;I.3.v:17; etc.).
Similar epithets are attributed also to other
gods, even to -Yahweh in 2 Sam 22:29,
where the poet addresses the LORD: "Thou,
Yahweh, art my lamp", and he adds:
"Yahweh will lighten my darkness". This
image' occurs also in proper names with a
deit)~ the king, the father or the brother as
subject of the nominal sentence constituting
the proper name. Names of this type occur
in Amonte (GELB 1980:331), Akkadian
(AHW 805b; CAD N, 349a), Ugaritic (GRON
DAHL 1967:165-166). Aramaic (ZADOK 1978:

100). Palmyrene (STARK 1971 :39, 46, 75.
99, 108), North- and South-Arabian
(LANKESTER HARDING 1971 :585. 603),
Phoenician (BENZ 1972:363). and Hebrew.
with Abner, 'My father is a lamp', and
NeriahlNeraiah, 'My lamp is Yahweh'
(ZADOK 1988:397-398, 438). paralleled in
Aramaic by Yehonur in the Samaria Papyri.
The Aramaized form of the latter name.
Nropia, was given later to the wife of
-·Noah and explained as 'Fire of God' by
Epiphanius, Haer. XXVI,I.3. It is uncertain.
however, whether Abner's patronymic Ner
is a real Hebrew shortened name or a scribal
creation based on the meaning of Abner's
own name, viz. 'My father is lIer', i.e. 'a
lamp'. The same name Nir was given in 2
Enoch 22 to the second son of Lamech.

II. The Akkadian noun mini is used
sometimes with the detenninative of divine
names to designate the sacred lamp, which
was the symbol of the god Nusku. It is
depicted on boundary-stones (so-called
klldurnl's), once even with the subscription
'Nusku' (MDP I, fig. 379). Some ritual
prayers to Nusku had to be recited "before
the lamp", ana pan miri (OPPENHEIM, 1956,
340, Fragment III: I). The lamp (mini) could
be addressed as 'divine lamp' (dzala~2!)'
'king of the night, spreading light through
the darkness' (LKA 132: 19/1KAR II 58:39).
The 'divine lamp' (dizi-gar) is also quoted
in the incantations series ~llrpll III 16
17.145. The Assyrian T(ikllim ritual (l08:
176, BiOr 18 [1961] 200: II 45) mentions a
'divine lamp-figure. dNll-m-dsalmll'. stand
ing in the temple of Adad (-~Hadad). Being
present in the temple, such lamps partici
pated in the divine sphere.

In the Aramaic Sefire treaty. Aya. the
consort of the Assyro-Babylonian Sun-god.
is called Nr (KAI 222 A 9). It is even poss
ible that the traditional cuneiform logogram
dA.A of her name should be read Nlir in
contemporaneous Assyrian texts as well
(SAA 2, no. 2 vi 9; no. 3: 7. r. 2). Since
many of the same pairs of gods arc listed in
the Sefire treaty and in the lreaty of
A~~urniriiri V with Mati'el, king of Arpad.
comparison leaves little doubt that Nlir was
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a surname of Aya in that period. In any
case, there is 110 reason to think that there
was a distinct goddess Nr in that time. In
the Ugaritic myth in which is narrated how
the -moon-god Yaribu obtained his bride
Nikkal, the Ugaritic moon-god is called 'the
luminary of heaven' (nyr Jmm: A7U 1.24:
4.16).

III. The symbolic meaning of the 'Iamp'
in relation to God gave rise in the Jewish
tradition to an angel named in Aramaic
Nliri'el, 'Fire of God', and called also
Naltri'el. In seveml passages of the Zohar
-Uriel and Nuriel arc the same angel. seen
under different aspects. He is called Uriel
when he appears as a merciful being, but
Nuric1 when the aspect of rigor and severity
is to be stressed. This corresponds to his
description in the text of an Aramaic incan
tation bowl from Late Antiquity: "Nuriel,
the great Nuriel is his name. He is clad with
fire and is covered with fire; a flame of fire
comes out of his mouth" (NAVEH & SIlAKED
1985:202-203:18). In the inscription of an
other bowl he is mentioned among seven
supernatural beings, the first of which is
Sedii' (c. D. ISBELL, Corpus of tlte Aramaic
Incalltation Bowls [Missoula 1975 1 110: I).
The variant form of his name, Nltr)"I, is
attested by an amulet found at l:Iorvat
Kanaf, on the Golan, where he is listed
among angels (NAVEH & SHAKED 1985:50
51 :9), without any specified function.
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E. LIPINSKI

LA\V -~ NOMOS; TORAH

LEAH jj~'
I. Leah, the name of -+Jacob's first

wife is traditionally explained as 'defatigara,
weak' (WETZSTEIN 1876). STADE (1881)
connected her name to Ar !d'(j 'Wildkuh' (a
kind of antilope) and N6LDEKE (1886),
HAUPT (1909) and others to Akk littu 'cow'
(AHW 557-558). Along these lines, the
name le'll came to be understood as a remi
niscence of a goddess, or n tribal totem
(GRAY 1896; S~nnl 1894). Recently, her
name has been quoted as the female
counterpart of an epithet given to YHWH:
Ie' 'victor' (-·Aliyan).

II. In ancient Near Eastern religions
goddesses often received the epithet 'Cow'
by virtue of their role as Magna Mater
(LURKER 1985: e.g. -+Hathor. Ninlil [/ittll
robltll CAD L 217]. -~Anat (arb bCI KTU
1.13:9-10), the Uht arlit (KTU 1.4 vi 50) and
also -Bacalat (CPSl nos. 9.36). Taummorph
ism is a well-known aspect of the icon
ography of these goddesses. In analogy to
West Semitic names like cbd_bcl. bn-bcI, b,,
cm. and cbd-Ibit. the second clement in the
Ugaritic name b,,-liy (cf. the Phoenician and
Punic names Cbd-I'yt. Cbd-I'(y) , and cbdl(')t
(?) [= Akk Abdi-li'ti. I R pI. 37 col. ii 49].
and the Hebrew name 'mt-/'y [bBaba Bluhra
91a]) could refer to a deity (SZNYCER 1963).
This element might be taken either as an
epithet meaning 'strong. able. vigorous' (ef.
Akk leli, CAD L 151-156) or as an animal
name (cf. Ar 10'0: Akk lti(m) and littll AHW
557-558.560; CAD L 217). However, this
kind of surname given to gods is sometimes
also given to human beings. It is impossible
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to decide whether names such as Akk lLa-i
urn, fLe-i-i.tu4, Ug bn.liy, Heb le'a and Ar
Lu'i, La Ja imply more than a physical or
moral quality. Animal names given to
humans may simply express a wish or a
pun; they do not necessarily imply totem
istic concepts (NOTH, IPN 229). An em
blematic understanding of the name (HAUPT
1909) can hardly be maintained: Israelite
clans were never differentiated in such cat
egories as peasants, herdsmen, and the like.

III. Very little is known about a cult of
Leah as an ancestral saint. Her burial in the
tomb of Machpelah (harim aI-Khalil =
Hebron) is only mentioned in passing in a
very late P-addition to the Joseph story (Gen
49:32), which may imply that after the exile
her cenotaph was shown in Hebron. Gen
29:30-35; 30:14·24; Ruth 4:11 mention her
together with ~Rachel, both her rival and
the second mother of Israel. This may indi
cate that she was venerated together with
Rachel in earlier Judean tradition, presum
ably at Rachel's tomb, in whose neigbour
hood also Bilhah, Zilpah and Dinah were
buried (lub 34:15-16; T. los 20:3; JEREMJAS
1958:76-77).
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M. DUKSTRA

LEBANON pJ:h
I. Lebanon is the name of a mountain

range in Syria (Ar Gebel al-Lubnim), which
stretches ca. 170 km from the Nonh (Nahr
al-Kablr) to the South (Nahr al-Qasimiya),
and rises from the Mediterranean Coast
reaching a height (at Qenat al-Sauda) of
3083 m; breaking off to the East it joins the
long Biqa(-Valley. Opposite, to the East, we

find the lower mountains of the Anti
Lebanon. This prominent range is mentioned
in cuneiform documents from Old-Baby
lonian times on, often written Lab-ni-ni (cf.
RGTC 5, 175), but also La-ab-a-anlti

(RIMA I, A.O.39.1, 84), lA-ab-Ia-na/ni (cf.
ROTC 6/1, 244) and-seldom-Lib-na-nu
(LKU 39 I 4, collated text) or Ni-ib-la-n{
(RGTC 611, 285). In Hebrew its name is
lebanon, Gk libanos. This corresponds to
the Eg r-mn.-n or (p. )r-bJ-(r-)n-J with uncer
tain vocalization. It is etymologically de
rived from Ibn + an/on 'the white (moun
tain)' with reference to its long-lasting
snow-cap (cf. Jer 18:18). The Lebanon was
famous for its wealth of wood, especially
the aromatic 'cedars of the Lebanon' which
were used for roofing temples and palaces.
In some Hittite treaties the mountain
Lebanon is deified.

II. The Lebanon is referred to in Ugar
itic texts as an area producing tree~. The
building of the palace of ~Baal is executed
with beams from the Lebanon and the
~Sirion, i.e. the Anti·Lebanon (KTU 1.4
vi:18-21). The bow of Aqhat is constructed
by Kothar-wa-lJasis with fqb-wood of the
Lebanon together with sinews of buffalos,
hom of an ibex etc., i.e. the best raw
material (KTU 1.17 vi:21). The abundance
of the mountains with respect to fruits and
water· is .cited in the·~Rcphaim-!ext. KTU
1.22 i:20, 25; the reference in KTU 4.65,4 is
doubtful. There are no traces of a deified
Lebanon in Ugaritic.

In Old-Babylonian times, the Babylonian
tradition of the Gilgamesh-Epic situates the
'cedar-forest', well guarded by the demon
Ijuwawa, in Lebanon (and Saria/-Hermon);
it is called 'the hidden dwdling place of the
Anunnaki', i.e. the gods of the upper world
(S. GREENGUS, Old Babylonian Tablets
from Ishchali [lstanbul/Leiden 1979J 277
r.13-20). By Middle-Babylonian times the
'forest of the cedars' is only mentioned as
the place where the -demon ljuwawa lives
without any exact localization (e.g. the MB
Fragment from Megiddo, S. LEVY & A.
GOETZE, Atiqot 2 [1959] *122obv.7').

Hittite treaties concluded with princes in
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Syria invoke the Lebanon and the Saryana
among the gods and various deified moun
tains: they are qualified as deities by their
determinatives. Cf. KBo I 4 IV 36 (Suppilu
liuma I and Telle of NuIJlJaS~e): V 9 IV 11
(MurSili 11 and Duppi-Tesup of Amurru):
KUB III 7 + ... RS 3 (Suppiluliuma I and
Aziru of Amurru); KUB Vlll 82 + ... RS 18
(Tutbaliya IV and Sausgamuwa). The moun
tain Lebanon is also invoked in Hurrian
rituals such as KUB 27.14,7: KUB 17.27 RS
111 22 (= Corpus h/lrril. Sprachd('llkmiiler 5
[1988) 195). which demonstrates his pro
minent place among the mountain-deities in
Ancient Syria.

In Phoenicia a btl IImll 'Baal of the
Lebanon' is known through the inscriptions
on two bronze-bowls dedicated by a Tyrian
governor of Qart-J:ladast (in Cyprus) which
came to light in the last century in Limas
soUCyprus (CIS I 5 = KAI 31). Therefore a
Baal of this mountain may have been vener
ated sometime in the middle of the 8th cen
tury BCE. Of controversial interpretation is a
certain 1m blbllll 'Tinnit in Lbnn' in a
Carthaginian inscription of the 2nd cent. BeE
(CIS I 3914 = KAI 81). which commem
orates the founding of new sanctuaries in a
mountain. This cultic place. may be situated
either on a white chalk hillside or it may be
a place somewhere in Phoenicia. It must be
stressed. however. that high-places and their
sanctuaries were genemlly dedicated to
male. not female, deities. That it was not
just during the 2nd half of the 2nd millen
nium BCE. but also during the Ist millen
nium that the mountains of the Lebanon
were venerated. is supported by Philo of
Byblos (transmitted through Eusebius.
Praep. Emng. I 10.9 = FGH III C 790. F
2,9) knowing of :1 generation of heroes with
the names of mountains. imer alia Lebanon
and Anti-Lebanon.

III. The Lebanon is mentioned about 65
times in the OT. The mountain-ridge is said
to be famous for its cedar-wood (Cant 4: II).
Like Sharon, -'Bashan and -·Cannel the
Lebanon is mentioned as a relatively fertile
region (lsa 33:9; Nah I:4). Nowhere in the OT
a divine status of the Lebanon is implied.

IV. Bihliography
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\V. ROLI.IG

LEGION A.EYHOV
I. Legion as a name of a -'demon

occurs only in Mark 5:9.15 and the parallel
in Luke 8:30. The meaning is explained in
the context, when the demon replies:
'Legion is my name. for we are many'
(Mark 5:9). A somewhat different explana
tion occurs in Luke 8:30: 'Legion. for many
demons entered into him' (sc. the Gerasene
demoniac). The form of the name may also
vary in the manuscripts. but legion seems
more original. while legeoll is mostly the
result of correction. The name is derived
from the Latin legio, the designation of the
largest unit in the Roman anny (between
4.200 and 6,000 men. and a small contin
gent of cavalry). In Latin, the term was used
also figuratively. e.g. to refer to a large
'amIY' of supporters (Plautus. Cas. 50: Mos.
1047: Pliny, Nat. Hist. 33.26). In Mall 26:53
Jesus applies the metaphor to -'angels
('more than twelve legions of angels'). com
parable to the apocalyptic 'myriads' of
angels (Dan 7: 10: Heb 12:22; Jude 14; Rev
5: II; 9:16: see also PGM 1.208·209; IV. 1203
1204: furthermore BAGD, s. v. ~up(0'i. 2).

II. While 'legions of angels' is also at
tested in later rabbinical literature (see for
the passages StreB 1.682[e), 997: 2.9).
Legion as a name for a demon occurs only
in the NT exorcism of the Gerasene demon
iac (Mark 5: 1-20 p~lr.: Matthew has omitted
the name in his version, Mall 8:28-34). The
exorcism story apparently came from a pre
Marcan source; its anti-pagan (anti-Roman)
tendency should be obvious (v 13 has
Legion's cohorts destroyed by drowning
together with 2.000 pigs).
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III. While the Latin legio is feminine,
Mark vacillates between the masculine name
for the demon and the neuter plleuma a
kathanoll describing his nature (Mark
5:2.8.13); Luke (8:27.29.30.33.35.38) pre
fers to speak of the plural daimollia (see on
this also BDR § 38 [3]). Later occurrences
of Legion as a demon's name are found in
texts based on the story of the Gerasene
demoniac. Epist. Aposr. 5 (16) explicitly
mentions the story and the name (see
HENNECKE-SCJlNEEMELCHER-\VILSON, Apoc
1.193; SCHNEEMELCHER, Apok 1.208-1.209).
An interesting development of the story is
found in T. Sol. II (pp. 39·-41·, ed.
McCown; trans. D. C. DULING, OTP 1.972
1.973, with the corrections by JACKSON
1985:50-51). In this development the dia
logue takes place between king Solomon, a
prominent figure in magic, and the demon.
When questioned, the demon reveals that he
and his company can be thwarted only 'in
the name of the one who has submitted to
suffer a long time hence many things (at the
hand) of men, whose name is -.Emmanuel,
but who even now has bound us and will
come to torture us (by driving us) into the
water at the cliff (T. Sol. 11:6). T. Sol. II
also provides a demonological explanation
for an ambiguity in the gospel narrative:
Docs the name belong to one demon or to a
collective of demons? The question is
answered by saying that Legion is not the
demon's real name but a description of his
activity (II :3; cf. Mark 3:22-27 par.): 'I
assault (men) with the legions of demons
subject to me... The name for all demons
which are under me is legion'. What then is
the real name of the demon" He replies:
'The Lion-Shaped Demon, an Arab by de
scent'. This description takes a pagan
{'Arab') deity and demonizes it (see on this
point BLAV 1898:65; MOLLER, RAC IX
765-769), making it into a satanic figure (ef.
1 Pet 5:8 [Ps 21:14]: Rev 4:7; 9:8.17; 10:3;
13:2). This lion-shaped demon could then be
identified with various other names (see T.
Sol. 22: 1-25:9: recension D 6: 1-7:6, ed.
McCown; also PGM 1.144; 11I.510; IV.I667.
2112, 2132, 2302; XXXVIII.22; etc.; and

JACKSON 1985, 1985b). For later interpre
tations of the story see McCown's edition,
pp. 76-77. The suggestion by EITREM
(1966:71) that the name Legion expresses
hatred of the Roman military may find
support in PGM XXll.b.35; XXXV.15.
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H.D.BIITZ

LEL ??
I. The identification of a deity leI in

the West Semitic world is a very difficult
subjcct for the historian of religions. The
existence of the deity as such has been
questioned and the meaning and etymology
of the name are a matter of debate.

The deity has been related to Iyl - Iyllz
'night' (hence the conventional pronun
ciation 'UI') (DIETRICH & LoRIITZ 1980:
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403), but also to the Akkadian lil(lll) known
in Old and Standard Babylonian as a god
and as a -·demon, meaning 'fool, simple'
(THUREAU-DAl'GlN 1922. but cf. KREBER
NIK 1987:20). The god has to be distin
guished from Iilli. fern. liIiw (from Sum HI.
related to 'wind. breath';-+Lilith). Recently.
the name has been found in panthcon lists of
Mari (TALON 1980:T 186: 10.12-17. d/e-e1
flllmJ). but the identification of this god has
been debated by KREBERNIK (1987:20a),
who interprets this theonym as 1_'1. 'to -+EI'
(but see Rl)ulG 1987 who refers to an
offering list from Mari mentioning the god
dU-llIm). Worshipped as a deity at Mari,
Ugarit. and in Canaan. Lei survivcs only as
a demythologized entity in the Hebrew
Bible.

II. What about leI in the Ugaritic texts.
if it is not possible to identify /I either with
lilfi as A. HERDNER suggested (Ug. 7 (1978)
30 and n. 94) or with 1iI(llIm) (KREBERNIK
1987:20)? DIETRICH & LORETZ (1980:403)
have tried to prove that Ugaritic /I is not to
be interpreted as a deity. but that it must
simply be understood as 'night'. J. C. DE
MOOR (The Semitic Pantheon of Ugarit. UF
2 [1970J 187-228, esp. 194) put /I in his list
of deities with a question mark.

It must be admitted that the meaning of
the two passages of A7U 1.132: 16-17 Ipn /
/I and 25 pll /I is not entirely clear. The edi
tor (HERDNER, Ug. 7 [1978J 42-44). fol
lowed with some hesitation by P. XEU.A (I
testi rituali di Ugarit [Roma 1981] 305-309)
and DIETRICH & LORETZ (1980:403). has
understood (/)plI /I as a temporal indication;
she translates 'before the night'. J.-M. DE
TARRAGON (I.e culte a Ugarit [Paris 1980J
25. 118-119. 166). however. understood it as
the name of a deity. The choice between the
two options must be based on a close read
ing of the text. It seems clear that lines 2-3
have a corresponding section in lines 25-28:
"the bed of Pidraya is prepared bSt mlk"
(maybe to be rendered as "while the king is
laying down" instead of the usual tmnslation
"with covers of the king"). The bed is then
"undone" (tll[r or tll'r). and "at sunset. the
king is desacraliled". In such a context. pll

/I (line 25) is best understood as a temporal
construction "before the night"; the same
meaning would fit also in lines 16-17. Such
a solution is consonant with the fact that the
text mentions Human deities, Pdr)' being
the rendering of -+Hebat (lines 5. 14, 20); a
deity with a Semitic name /I would be out of
place.

The interpretation of KTU 1.106:27-28
(will trfkJ ksll) is not easy. Editor and com
mentators generally choose the translation
"at night the throne is prepared ...", except
J. M. DE TARRAGON (I.e culte a Ugaril
[Paris 1980J 24-25) who understands "for U
the throne is prepared ..... The expression
follows an indication of a ritual purification
of the king on the 25th day (lines 25-27);
the king is desacralized at the end after the
answer is given (lines 32-33). This (second)
ritual follows a previous one on the 8th day
of the month, which finishes with lines 23
24: the answer is given and the king is de
sacralized. Lines I and 6 mention -·Resh
eph (Resheph-~Igb and Resheph-mhfbnj) as
the main deity of this first ritual; corre
sponding to Resheph in the second ritual
(starting at line 25) is /I (line 27). Here. /I is
best understood as a deity (note that ..the
throne", ksu [in the expression Ik]slI.i1t 'for
the th]rone of Elat; line 28] in the second
ritual may correspond with the "couches"
[line 15] in the first). A comparable succes
sion of Resheph and lei is found in A7U
1.90:2 (rfp.~lgb) and 6 (w.~ IIfl.alJp, see also
line 20: rfp.f.).

In the list of offerings described in KTU
1.39. a number of Semitic gods and god
desses receive sacrificial offerings. Among
them. Resheph is listed a prominent po
sition: he is mentioned in line 4 after EI
(line 2) and in the company of -'Anat (lines
7. 17). In line 12. lei is mentioned; the
sequence wlll.Sp~ pgr. w... could well be
understood as "and to LeI (and) Shapshu
pgr and .. :' (ef. line 17 [rfJp 'lIt.bbly db!)m
S{pJi pgr.). and not as "at night, Shapshu
pgr and .. :' (A. CAQUOT & J. M. DE TAR
RAGON. Te:ctes ollgaritiques II [LAPO 14;
Paris 1989] 38 note 20). The same sequence
is found in RIH 77/4(+11):1 [... ].rfp.wlll[ ... ].
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"[ J Resheph and to Lel[ ... ]"; 2
[ Jwdp.gn.)' In[ ... J, "[god X] and Resh-
eph of the precinct will go out [... ]". Two
other broken tablets confirm our interpreta
tion. In KTU 1.49. the sequence /II.pr{ ... ]
Hto leI a bull[ ]" (line 9) follows Ii{l). 'to
El'. (line 2). [ J/pdr{... J, 'to Pidar·. (line
4). IC[trt[]. 'to Athtart (-+Astarte)'. (line 6).
In KTU 1.50. the sequence w./II:$ml.w[..J.
"and to leI (two?) birds and[ ... ]" (line 7)
follows Ik]Sll.i1t[. 'for the thJrone of Elat[
(line 2). Ic[trt[.... 'for Athtart·. (line 3).
[w.Jlilt.s IC[t[n. 'and for Elat [-+TerebinthJ. a
sheep. for Astarte', (line 4) and Ipdr.[[.i[in.
'for Pidar six pieces of small stock'. (line
5).

All these examples. except KTU 1.132,
reveal a consistent pattern: leI is mentioned
alongside Resheph and/or Pidraya (or Pidar).
This is a strong argument in favour of an
interpretation of leI as a deity. The exist
ence of a god leI seems to be confinned at
Ugarit by a hypocoristic anthroponym bn II
among a list of anthroponyms on a tablet
found at Ras Ibn Hani in 1983 (CRAIBL
1984:425).

The last Ugaritic instance of leI occurs in
the mythological text, KTV 1.2 i:[ 14], 20. in
the expression tk.gr.lI. tm.pbr.mtd. "(in) the
midst of the mountain of /I toward the meet
ing of the assembly" under the presidency of
EI. Now that the existence of the deity leI
seems to be proved. it is not necessary any
more to correct ir.1I to gr.if as some com
mentators have done (e.g. R. J. CLIFFORD.
The Cosm;c Mounta;n in Canaan alld the
Old Testamell1 [Cambridge Mass. 1972] 42;
DIETRICH & LOREn 1980:403). But a
difficulty remains. How do we have to
understand the name of the mountain gr II?
Certain authors understand it as that of a
divine mountain: Hthe mount Luli" (M.
POPE. £1 in the Ugaritic Texts [VTSup 2;
Leiden 1955] 68-72; A. CAQUOT. M.
SZNYCER & A. HERDNER. Texres ougarit
iques. I [LAPO 7; Paris 1974]128-130 (note
I.). 65; DE TARRAGON. Le culte a Ugarir
[Paris 1980] 166); others as Hthe mountain
of -·Night" (c. H. GORDON. Vgaritic Text
book [AnOr 38; Rome 1965] 428 no. 1379

[mythological place]; E. LIPINSKI. El's
Abode. Mythological Traditions Related to
Mount Hermon and to the Mountains of
Armenia. OLP 2 [1971] 13-69. esp. 41-43
[parallel to the Hebrew "mountains of dark
ness"». It seems better to keep the reading /I
(not if) and to understand it as a deity.
'Night' - Lei (see the vocalisation Iii in a
Canaanite gloss of £A 243: 13) or even Lilu
(see ARTV 31).

A Canaanite occurrence of leI is to be
read on a bowl sherd found in the Late
Bronze Fosse temple at Lachish. where
[ ]1 f),tbrllllf ... ] is to be understood either
as: J I(?) sytbr /11[ .... (... J one(?) sheep he
offers to Lel[ ..... or as: ... ].sy tbr /1/[ .
(... Jan offering [he hadJ offered to Lel[ '.
Both readings are to be preferred above
/IIy(?){tJ. "to Lili[th]" (PUECH 1986:15-17.
22).

The identity. character and role of leI are
difficult to assess because of the nature of
the data. Is the Akkadian deity lil(lu) to be
read in some of the Ugaritic texts as homo
graph of II "night", or are all the Ugaritic
passages to be understood as referring to
"NightlLel - night"? Compare iI. which can
mean either 'god' or be the proper name EI.
and dp which may mean 'plague' or be the
proper name Resheph. Because leI is in
some way connected to Resheph. a chthonic
god who brings plague and sudden death
(KTV 1.106: 1.39: 1.90: RIH 7714[+ II»;
once associated to Nikkal. the wife of -+Sin!
Yarikh; to the chthonic gods i1m ar{~J (KTV
1.106: 14. 30-32); and once associated to
Shapshu-pgr (like Anath to Resheph; KTV
1.39). a goddess who knows the Manes
Rephaim during their nightly travel in the
underworld and guides Anat looking for
-+Baal. it seems that leI ('Night') is at least
in some passages a lesser deity related to the
underworld; and/or as a god of the night he
may also bring plague or disease.

Resheph is sometimes described as the
gate-keeper of the -+sun goddess (KTU
l.78:2-4. see rip ~Igb. KTV 1.106: I and
1.90:2). Further. the connection between
Resheph and leI might reflect the associa
tion of ~rq(/$)rSP of the Panamuwa inscrip-
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tion (KA1214), for the god Ar~u at Palmyra
or the Goddess Rupa of the Arabs is identi
fied with the Evening star, Venus, who is
brother of Shapshu and son of Yarikh and
Nikkal. The gate-keeper of the sun goddess,
who welcomes her to the underworld at the
end of the day, is naturally related to the
god of the night, the latter being himself
related to the mountain (ir ll) behind which
the sun is hiding at the sunset. As the sun
sets, the world is plunged into darkness;
Resheph and LeI, associated with a god of
evening, spread plague, disease and death by
the terror of the night. It is to be remem
bered in this connection that the Akkadian
god Lilu is a son of Ninbursag, "the great
Lady of the Mountain" (THUREAU-DANGIN
1922). The observations made above con
cerning the nature of the Ugaritic deity LeI
~e supported by the still unique Canaanite
text of Lachish, in which city the god Resh
eph was also known (PUECH 1986-87:15,
i6).
"A divinity of the Night is to be expected
as a counterpart of Yawm, 'Daylight' (~Day;
PE MOOR, The Semitic Pantheon of Ugarit,
UF 2 [1970] 187-228, esp. 202). The exist
e,i1ce of such a divinity is confirmed by the
Aramaic treaties of Sefire from the 8th cen
tury BCE (KAI 222 A J2: "in the presence of
pay and Night [lylh]"), where the natural
p,henomena possessing a nurilinou5 character
y,.rere invoked as gods; they were witnesses
't9:the treaties, and as such supposed to bring
maledictions over transgressors, maybe
~~'Mer some Hittite-Human influences (cf.
lJl~e Assyrian tiikultu ritual, W. L. MORAN,
:~.9me Remarks on the Songs of Moses, Bib
~~ [1962] 317-327, esp. 319-320). LeI could
~compared to vu!;, a goddess of the night
:*~Greek mythology.
~'nl. There is no example of LeI in the
~~ble, except maybe in a conjectural reading
~fla corrupt verse, Deut 32: 10, to be under
~W,od "He found him in a land of wilderness
~d in a waste of (and) the night of a
~~ert" (yll > lyl by metathesis, or wll by
~?-~fusion of waw/yod after a waw) (see llh
~r;, the Mesha stela, KAJ 181:15). In any
~Me, there is no mention of a deity and the
~>";"

~l,
~.:<.

\'.

word is to be related to lyl (7 times) I lylh
(225 times) "night". Elsewhere known as
numinous forces, 'Day' and 'Night' have
been demythologized by the Bible; only the
phrase 'Heaven and Earth' retains mythol
ogical overtones at times (e.g. Isa 1:2; Mic
6:J-2, Ps 50:4, Deut 4:26; -+Olden gods).
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E.PUECH

LEVIATHAN In'1?
I. Liwyiitiin is the Heb name of .a

mythical monster associated with the ~Sea

(or Yam). First attested in a Ugaritic text
(KTU 1.5 i: 1 II 27) where it occurs as ltn (to
be vocalized Uranu, as convincingly argued
by EMERTON 1982), the name is related to a
root LWY. Etymologically it might be inter
preted either as 'the twisting one' (cf. Arab
lawiya) or 'the wreath-like', 'the circular'
(cf. Heb liwya), both possibilities pointing to
an original concept of Leviathan as a snake
like being. The second alternative should
not, however, lead to the opinion that
Leviathan were always imagined as the pri
meval sea-serpent thought to surround the
earth (1. C. DE MOOR, ARTU 69. n. 323; cf.
BiOr 31 [1974] 5a; for a late Kassite kudur
ru-relief showing such a being, see U.
SEIDL, Die babylonischen Kudurru-Reliefs
[OBO 87; Fribourg & Goltingen 1989] no.
40). Both Ugaritic and Biblical texts use
litiinulliwyatan as a proper name; conse
quently, the imagined physical appearance
of Leviathan cannot be deduced from ety
mology alone, and as a matter of fact, the
texts do not give a single, homogeneous
portrait (see below).
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The concept of Leviathan is closely re
lated to -+Rahab, insofar as the latter seems
to be a late exilic adaption of the former,
possibly supplemented from Babylonian
-+Marduk theology (U. RUTERSWORDEN,

TWAT 7 [1993] esp. 376). Both Leviathan
and Rahab belong to the realm of -+dragon
like monsters (---+-Tannin), both may be ter
med 'fugitive --+serpent' (cf. Isa 27: 1 with
Job 26:13) and thus may sometimes have
been confounded, although the book of Job
clearly distinguishes between them (see 3:8,
40:25-41:26 on Leviathan and 9:13; 26:12
on Rahab, still 7:12 on Tannin).

Appearing in only one pre-Biblical text
and mentioned six times in the Bible,
Leviathan could seem to be a figure of
minor importance. However, as a para
digmatic monster and enemy of considerable
mythological attire, he outweighs other
representatives of chaos and evil. The so
called 'Chaoskampf constellation or 'com
bat myth' in which Leviathan plays the role
of a threatening, but vanquished enemy, has
been functionalized in politics and propa
ganda from the early 2nd mill. BCE until
today, with T. Hobbes' Leviathan (a treatise
on the modern state first published 1651)
being only one peak in a tremendous 'Wir
kungsgeschichte'. The study of this monster
thus exemplifies how a..11 ancient Near East
ern mythological concept could travel from
one culture to another or adapt itself, within
one given CUlture, to changing historical
trends. It illuminates the fluidity in the de
velopment of ancient Near Eastern mytho
logical imagination.

II. First of all, 'Leviathan' is a name
and as such identifies an individual being. In
KTU 1.5 i: 1 II 27, it designates a 'fugitive
serpent' (bln brl), cf. Heb niibas biirtal} in
lsa 27:1 and Job 26:3) smitten by the vic
torious weather-god Ba<aIu (--+Baal). Two
closely related epithets, 'wriggling serpent'
(b!n Cqltn, cf. Heb nal]iis c(iqallat6n in Isa
27:1) and 'Mighty one(?) with the seven
heads' (Sly! d.sbCt rasm), are usually under
stood to refer to Leviathan, too, and the for
mer is certainly used in this sense in Isa
27:1. Originally, however, they may well

have referred to at least one other monster
mentioned again in KTU 1.3 iii:41-42
together with the god Yammu (--+Sea), a
-+dragon (Tannin) and fOUf other opponents.
Clearly, Yammu had a number of helpers at
his disposal-as did Mesopotamian repre
sentatives of chaos like Asakku, Anza-,
---+-Tiamat (-+Tehom) or the like-and
Leviathan was but one of them. A seven
headed serpent (mus-sag-imin) partly over
come by an anthropomorphic hero or god is
attested as early as the third mill. BCE in
Mesopotamian iconography (H. FRANKFORT,
Stratified Cylinder Seals from the Diyala
Region [OlP 72, Chicago 1955] 37, pI.
47:497) and texts (Lugal-e 133; Angimdim
ma 39, 62; cf. -+Nimrod), but later survives
in the textual records only, until he reap
pears in the Greek Hydra tradition from the
6th century on (BlSJ 1964-65; cf. liMe VII
[1990] 34-43). Consequently, when looking
for Bronze Age pictorial representations of
Leviathan, one should first consider his
undisputed serpent nature. In contrast, the
seven heads cannot be necessary prerequi
sites since they may well have belonged to
some other monster and are at best second
ary elements. Old Syrian seals (18th-16th
century BeE) showing the weather-god kil
ling a serpent, often in front of a goddess,
are so numerous that there can be no doubt
about their figuring the prototype of the
Ugaritic YammulLeviathan conflict (see
WILLIAMS-FORTE 1983; W. G. LAMBERT,
BSOAS 48 [1985] 442-444; with KEEL
1992:212-215 for further material and inter
pretation). Although the weather-god was
called at that time Haddu and his enemy
temtum (1.-M. DURAND, MARl 7 [1993] 41
61), the roles of the conflict between the
weather-god and the Sea were then fixed for
centuries to come. Interpreters of the Ugar~.

itic texts discuss whether it was Baal who
killed the dragon or Anal, since the lauer
claims the victory in KTU 1.3 iii:38-46 and
may be invoked to trample on 'the Fugitive'
(brJ:z, see above) in the incantation KTU
1.82:38 (BINGER 1992; N. H. WALLS, The
Goddess Anat in Ugaritic Myth [SBLDS
135; Atlanta 1992) 175-177). From (he
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point of view of iconography, HaddulBacalu
has clear priority as the serpenr slayer, and
it may be more than mere coincidcnce if the
Leviathan is not mentioned among Anat's
victims in A/V 1.3: as a mattcr of fact,
dozens of pictures testify that r"is victory, at
least, was thought to be Baal's.

Some assimilation of Egyptian religious
traditions and the Leviathan concept could
have occurred in Southern Palestine and
Northern Egypt already during the Hyksos
period. A number of scarab seals show a fal
con-headed god in conjunction with a croco
dile, which is related to the god Sobek.
Since the falcon-headed Egyptian (sun-)god
(-·Horus) was identified in Middle Bronze
Age Palestine with the Syrian weather-god,
the scene might have been understood, in an
illlerprerario semirica, as the Egyptian
version of the combat between the weather
god and the Sea (cf. O. KEEL, Sllit!iell Zli
dell Srempe/siege/Il ails Paliisrina/I.'irtzel 11
LOBO 88: Fribourg & G{)ttingen 1989) esp.
268-275, with id., Corpus tier Srempe/siege/
aus Paliisrina/Israe/. Ei,,/eillmg [OBO.SA
10, Fribourg & Gottingen 1995] 194 § 533).
Horus spearing a crocodile in 1st-mill.
monumental and minor art represents a pre
cedent for the biblical association of leviat
han with the crocodile (Job 40:25-41 :26,
and cr. Ezek 29:3 and 32:2 which calI the
crocodile a 'dragon' [-+Tanninl!). In gener
al, however, the tradition representing
Yammu or Leviathan as a serpent prevailed
in Syria and Palestine. Later scarabs of the
Late Bronze and early Iron age sho\',' the
Syrian Baal, now identified with the Egyp
tian god -Seth, fighting with a lance against
a homed serpent (0. KEEL & C. UElIlIN
GER, Gorrinell. Gorrer Imd GorresS\'lnbo/e
[QD 134; Freiburg i. Br. 19932] § 45; KEEL
1992:209-212). The latter represents Yammu
or Leviathan who may now have been assi
milated to Apophis, a huge serpent who
during the night tries to hinder the sun-god's
tmvel through the nethenvorld (d. lilA 1
[1975] 350-352). That Leviathan originated
as a concept borrowed from Egypt, as sug
gested by S. I. L. NORIN (Er spa/rere das
Meer [ConB OT 9; Lund 1977] 67-70), is

most improbable, since Apophis has no
relationship to the Sea, which in tum is
essential for Leviathan.

Whether the Ugaritic and other Syro
Palestinian 'combat myth' traditions should
be interpreted as 'Chaoskampf, within the
concept of 'creation', has been disputed by
generations of scholars; it is largely a matter
of definition (d. PODELLA 1993). The Bibli
cal texts clearly consider -·Yahweh's ma.c;
tering of Leviathan as an aspect of cre
ational order, although neither necessarily in
terms of a creario prima or cosmogony nor
in terms of combat.

III. In the Bible, Leviathan is mentioned
exclusively in poetic texts, some of which
are deliberately archnizing. Ps 74. a com
munal lament weeping over the profanation
of Yahweh's sanctuary by enemies, contains
a section which functions as a confessional
reminder for the distressed (vv 12-17):
Yahwch is king "from of old" (miqqedem,
i.e. since primeval times), and his kingship
specifically implies helpful dominion over
the earth (v 12). This is ilIustrated by a ref
erence to the 'traditional' victories of
Yahweh over the sea (yam), the dragons
(pI.) and Leviathan (vv 13-(4). As in Ugarit.
Leviathan and the dragons arc considered as
Yam's associates of monstrous appearance
(note ra's;"" mentioned twice, albeit with
unspecified number); together, the three
entities represent the maritime chaos which
once had endangered the earth but was then
overwhelmed by the creator-god and given
as food to wild beasts (or possibly sharks).
Yahweh's victory was a necessary prelude
to his subsequent organizmion of the cos
mos: the opening of springs and the division
of time in day and night, summer and winter
(vv 15-17). While this text alludes to a pri
meval battle appealed to in times of distress,
an apocalyptic rejoinder in Isa 27: I an
nounces such a battle for the future: On the
day when Yahweh will bring his wrath over
a corrupt cre.Hion. sparing only his faithful
people, he shalI again draw his sword
against Leviathan and kill "the dragon
which is in midst of the sea"-an example
of the analogy often drawn between Uneir
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und Endzeit, the latter being conceived as a
new, eventually better creation. Leviathan's
disaster will coincide with the restoration of
the vineyard Israel (v 2), which implies that
'Leviathan' here works as a metaphor for an
historical-political entity, too, unnamed but
identified with mere chaos. While the
sequence 'fugitive serpent'-'wriggling ser
penf-(dragon' is the same as in KTU 1.5
i: 1-3 II 27-29, the name liwyat[ln is men
tioned twice in Isa 27:1, and it is not al
together clear whether Leviathan and dragon
are conceived as two different monsters or
whether 'dragon' is simply used as a variant
term to qualify Leviathan. In either case, it
is notable that the biblical texts have devel
oped little speculative knowledge of and
terminology for monsters when compared to
the much more detailed descriptions dis
played by Mesopotamian, Ugaritic and
Egyptian literature.

The two texts just mentioned are charac
terized by their blending together of the
spheres of history and mythology, the
conflict on one level mirroring a conflict on
the other; consequently, Leviathan is con
sidered a dangerous enemy and his mon
strous force is underlined, since this may
serve to magnify the power of victorious
Yahweh. In striking contrast, some sapien
tial texts rather dedramatize the mythical
power of Leviathan. Amos 9:3 speaks of a
mere snake on the bottom of the sea, and Ps
104:26 even considers Leviathan to be a
harmless player therein. In the latter verse,
the final bo is syntactically ambiguous: Yah
weh has fashioned Leviathan, but was it that
he might himself play 'with him' (according
to Rabbinic tradition, during the last three
hours of the day {b.Ab.Zar 3b]), or that
Leviathan might simply play 'in it', Le. the
sea? Both readings are possible, and both
imply that the Psalmist did not consider
Leviathan dangerous any more. Consequent
ly, Leviathan does not appear in Ps 104:6-9,
where discrete conflict metaphors are used
as a reminiscence of more dualistic creation
theology; he is only mentioned in v 26b as a
fitting example to demonstrate the somewhat
playful nature of Yahweh's creation.

That such a detached, almost 'natural
istic' approach was not considered al
together realistic by other sages is shown by
the book of Job. Job 3:8 menrions people
"skilled in rousing up Leviathan." Apparent
ly they practised some magical technique
such as attested by much later JewiSh-Aram
aic incantation bowls (c. D. ISBELL, Corpus
of the Aramaic lncantation Bowls [SBLDS
17; Missoula 1975] no. 2, 6, 7). Job 40:25,
41:26, the second part of Yahweh's second
answer to Job is entirely devoted to Levia
than. While the rhetorical questions of the
first section (40:25-41: 1) insist on Job's (as
any human's) inability to capture him, the
second (41:2·26) gives a panegyric de
scription imbued with numinous fear. No
doubt this text describes features of a croco
dile, as recognized in 1663 by S. Bochart in
his Hierozoicon. But the crocodile-Levia
than, 'king of all beasts(?)' (41 :26), is not
simply considered as a zoological speCies. In
Egyptian iconography, the crocodile appears
as an enemy of the sun-god and is subdued
by the god Horus or the Pharaoh; early Iron
Age stamp seals from Palestine show a
'master of crocodiles' holding two of these
beasts under his control (KEEL 1978:144
154; KEEL & UEHLINGER, Gbttinnen, Got
ter und Gottessymbole (QD 134; Freiburg i.
Br. 19932] §67). Obviously the author of
Job 41 had access to some anima) mytho
logical literature relating to the Egyptian tra
dition. However, in contrast to this and to
the Syrian tradition taken over by apocalyp
ticists, he does not present his issue in terms
of a mythological combat: Yahweh's own
words are full of respect for the crocodile
Leviathan; the latter, just as ~Behemoth,

represents a symbolic residue, within reality,
of evil and chaos which even the creator
cannot expel beyond the boundaries of his
creation. O. EISSFELDT (Baal Zaphon, Zeus
Kasios und der Durchzug der Israeliten
durchs Meer {Halle 1932] 25-50) compared
the 'fourth beast' in Dan 7 with the Ugaritic
lot[m. This comparison has been refuted by
DAY (1985:152,177).

IV. The post-biblical career of Leviat~a~
developed in two directions: one, which·
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may be tenned naturalistic and dc-mythol
ogizing. identified him with a whale (ketos.
as LXX Job 3:8): the other. apocalyptic and
more influential. continued to consider him
a dragon (Heb tIIy". Aram tllyn' or Gk
drakoll. as LXX Job 40:25). According to J
Enoch 60:7-9. 24 Leviathan is a female
dragon located at the bottom of the sea
above(!) the sources. while Behemoth is a
male dragon living in the desert; both wiJl
be prepared for the meal of the righteolls at
the eschatological banquet. an opinion
shared by 2 Apoe. Bar. 29:4 and the Rabbis
(cf. also 4 Ezra 6:49-52). The fact that
'Leviathan' is a name identifying an individ
ual being facilitated the relative continuity
of the mythological imagination. attested by
the incantatory tradition. in Apoc. Ahr. 21:4
\\there Leviathan stiJl appears as a monster
having the sea as his domain and aiming to
destroy the earth. right lip to modem times.
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C. UEIfLlNGER

LIBRA L:':i~~

I. The Hebrew word for the sign Libra
is 11I6':,ella)'il1l and the Aram is 11Io'ZIla)'o'.
They derive from an original root
WDN/wZN; Ar wazalla 'to ponder'. Ug I1IVl
'weight'. 11IZ/111I 'scales', Ar mizan 'scales'
(Ges. 18 I, 30). The tenn has a secondary
derivation from Heb 'ozen, 'car', which KB,
25 considers mistaken; it is also associated
with Heb 'ci:.en. 'tool'. The Jewish Aramaic
forms ~:j-r.. ~·:r.o and r.:r.O which mean
'scales' are also found.

The Hebrew tenn occurs 15 times in the
Bible, especially in poetic nnd prophetic
language. and the Aramaic tenn occurs once
in Dan 5:27. They mean scales (with the
two pans). C:':i~O also appears in Sir 42:4
and Cr:i(i)O in 1Qlsa3 40: 12 still meaning
scales. The biblical contexle; in which the
tenns appear place considerable emphasis
on divine and human justice and they stress
the ethical value of proper conduct (e.g. Job
31 :6). 11,e image of the soul weighed on the
scales appears in apocryphal literature: c.g.
J Enoch 41: 1; 61 :8; 2 Enoch 49:2 (see
NORTH 1984: cols. 614-616).

As a constellation of the zodiac, Libm
has been involved in a process of deification
in ancient Mesopotamian literature. In the
Hebrew traditions. however. there are no
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evident traces of a specific divine status.
II. M{/zenayim means Libra (the Latin

word for scales), the sign of the zodiac, only
in post-biblical literature, though the zodiac
was in all likelihood already known to the
Israelites in biblical times. The Hebrew
names for the signs of the zodiac are in any
case a translation' of the parallel Greek
tenns. The word Libra has a calendaric
origin as it alludes to the equilibrium
between night and day (equinox; BOLL,
BEZOLD & GUNDEL' 19665:52). It was
included in the zodiac in Babylonian times,
by the Mesopotamians, but there are many
indications in later times that it was de
scribed as 'the claws' of the great Scorpio:
Ptolemy was the most prominent person to
have used this denomination.

The notion of the zodiac spread rapidly in
the Jewish cultural tradition owing to Hel
lenism. Moreover, this is one of the motifs
that appeared most frequently in the icono
graphy of synagogues in Israel of the early
centuries CE (4th-7th). In their mosaic floors
and elsewhere, such as the Palmyra ceiling,
Libra is always depicted as a person holding
the scales in his right hand. In Greece and
Egypt too the scales are sometimes held by
a male or female figure. (In some cases in
the synagogues in Israel the word is written
D'Jna and notD'Ji~l:l.) The names of the
signs of the zodiac have found their way
into literature of the mystical currents, in
rabbinical writings and particularly in the
Piyyut, the liturgical poetry.

In Hekhalot literature the sign of Libra is
mentioned in a Geniza fragment of 3 Enoch
(SCHAFER 1988:151:32 G 12 [Geniza, fro 12,
2b, 15. T.-S. K 21.95.L.]). In the Sefer
Ye,#ra, chap. V, we read "He made the letter
Lamed reign, He intertwined it with a crown
and formed D'm~o in the universe, Tishri in
the year and the liver in living creatures".
Libra is therefore associated with the letter
Lamed, the North-West comer, action, the
month of Tishri (September-October), the
liver (in other mss. the colon). Leviticus
Rabba 29:8 (comment on Lev 17:29-30 with
Ps 62:10: "WIlen they go up on the scales"):
"In fact they are pardoned during Libra (that
is to say) the month in which the constel-

lation is Libra. Which month has Libra as its
constelJation? It is the month of Tishri,
which means: You can dissolve (t;sre) , par
don and remit our sins. In fact (this hap
pens) on Rosh Hashana, in the seventh
month, on the first day of the month".
Pesiqta Rabbati 40:7 (conunent on the
sound of the Shofar "in the seventh
month"): ''Tbis is what is written (in Ps
62: 10), uOh how trifling men are, human
beings are a falsehood. When they go up on
the scales, together they are less than dust".
What is "How trifling"? It means that (all)
trifles and (all) lies that Israel has pro
nounced on all the days of the year will be
charged to them "when they go up on the
scales", in the seventh month under the sign
of the zodiac Libra, D')T~O. (What does
Tishri mean?) According to R. (l:liyya) ben
Marya (who quotes R. Levi, it means): You
dissolve (tifre) and pardon. our sins (as
though they were lighter than a breath).
When? Just in the seventh month".

According to the Yalqut Sim'oni (Exod
418) the standards of the 12· tribes cor
respond to the signs of the zodiac: in the
west are stationed Ephraim, Manasseh and
Benjamin with Libra, Scorpio and Sagit
tarius. (For a further list of references, see
BEN YEHUDA 1960: IV 2759-2760.)

The rabbinical interpretation that connects
the instrument of the scales with the constel
lation is based principally on Ps 62: 10, and
in particular on the term m'ni? ('to go up'),
Libra can not be said to have ever been a
real deity in its own right in the Hebrew tra·
dition (if we exclude the deification process
that has involved the ~stars in general and
the presumable sanctification of the zodiacal
constellations in particular during a. certain
period). Some allegorical links have been
established between biblical concepts and
this sign of the zodiac (as with other signs).
In this particular case the symbol of justice
is exalted.
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I. ZATELLI

LIERS IN WAIT t:·:ri~r.:l

I. In 2 Chr 22. Ammonites, Moabites
and people of Mount Seir who have invaded
Judah, are routed when the LORD scts 'liers
in wait' (c':r~~o) against them. The 'licrs in
wait' are clearly not Judahites, and there is
no reason to posit a third human party in the
conflict. Most commentators have recog
nized that the reference is to a heavenly
force (see RUDOLPH 1955:261; WILLIAMSON
1982:300).

II. "Liers in wait" is not the name of a
group of -·angels, but simply indicates a
function of a batallion of the heavenly host.
For the intervention of the heavenly host in
time of battle compare Josh 1: 13-15 (the
prince of the anny of the loRD); 2 Sam
5:24 (a sound of marching in the tops of the
trees); 2 Kgs 6: 16 (the mountainside fiIled
with horses and fiery chariots around Elisha);
2 Kgs 7:5-7 (a sound of chariots and horses);
2 Kgs 19:35 (the angel of the LORD in the
Assyrian camp).

III. Bibliography
E. L. CURTIS & A. L. MADSEN, The Book
of Chronicles (New York, 1910) 409; R. B.
DILLARD, 2 Chronicles (WBC 15; Waco,
Texas, 1987) 15; W. RUDOLPH, Chro
nikbiicher (HAT 21; TUbingen, 1955) 261;
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J. J. COLLINS..
LIES C'~i=

I. The plural noun kezabim 'lies' with
out any pronominal suffix is attested 10

times in the Hebrew Bible independent of
any association with gods. demons or idol
atry. It is widely held. however, that the
fonn kiwNrem ('their lies' with third person
pluml pronominal suffix) in Amos 2:4, is
employed there as a dysphemism refening
to gods. According to this interpretation,
which goes back to LXX, it is aIleged there
that in the middle of the 8th century BCE
Judacans abandoncd the -+LoRD and His
Teaching and reverted to the worship of
other gods: ''Their lies (Le.. false gods)
\"'hom their ancestors followed have led
them astray".

Should this interpretation of Amos 2:4
be correct, the prophet reflects here the
tradition expressed in Joshua's fareweIl
prophecy in Josh 24:2: "In oldcn times your
ancestors ... lived beyond the -·Euphrates
and worshipped other gods". namely, that
worship of "other gods" had characterized
Israel's ancestors before their arrival in
Canaan.

The idea expressed by Amos' use of the
tenn kC;fibim 'lies' to refer to gods other
than the LORD is similar to that expressed in
Jer 2: 13: "For My people have done a two
fold wrong: They have forsaken Mc. thc
Fount of living waters. and they have hewed
out cisterns, broken cisterns, which cannot
even hold water".

In Isa 28: 15 the opponents of the prophet
are introduced as saying" '" for we made
Lie (ka:iib) our refuge and we take shelter
in Deceit". VAN DER TOORN (1988:201-205)
rightly interpreted kaziib as a refcrence to a
non-Judaean god associated with the under
world.

II. A minority of modern scholars (see
HAYES 1988: 101-104) maintain that the tenn
ke..cibim 'lies' in Amos 2: 13 as in Isa 28: 15
17; Hos 7: 13; 12: 1 refers not to apostasy but
to foolish political alliances with foreign
powers entered into by the King of Judah.

III. Bibliography
J. H. HAYES, Amos (Nashville 1988) 101
104; R. MOSls. kzb, nVAT 4 (1982) Ill
130; S. M. PAUL, Amos (Minneapolis 1991)
75; K. VAN DER TOORN. Echoes of Judaean
Necromancy in Isaiah 28,7-22, ZAW 100
(1988) 199-217; M. WEISS, The Book of
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Amos (2 vols.; Jerusalem 1992), vol. 1, 46
47 (in Hebrew).

M. 1. GRUBER

LIGHT .,,~

I. The Hebrew noun j1~, traditionally
vocalized 'ur when it means 'fire', and '6r
when it refers to the 'light' provided by fire,
is never used as a divine name in the Bible.
It occurs as a divine predicate, though, and
was personified in the post-biblical period.
The theophoric element j'~ of proper names
mentioned in Aramaic inscriptions from the
Persian period (L. DELAPORTE, Epigraphes
arameens [Paris 1912], nos. 48-50) is a
transcription of --.AmUITU (R. ZADOK, On
West Semites in Babylonia [Jerusalem
19782] 76), since in Neo-Babylonian ImI in
medial position changed to /w/, as in
Sharnash written sws in Aramaic (1. J. GELB,
BiOr 12 (1955] 101b). This theophoric el~

ement was reduced to ~wr when it was in
second position, as in Prwr (KAI 233: 1), but
-wr can also render Mer, the name of the
divine eponym of Marl (G. DOSSIN, Syria
21 [1940] 155), as in 'lwr (TSSI II, 5, A, 1),
the Ilumer of the Assyro-Babylonian AN =
Anum god list (CT XXIX, pI. 45:24; cf. pI.
20:7).. .

II. 'Light' is often used in the Bible as a
divine predicate, when God is called Israel's
'light' or 'the lighf of his devotee (2 Sam
22:19; Isa 10:17; 60:1~ Mic 7:8; Ps 27:1).
The same predicate occurs in proper names
despite the vocalization )ur instead of '6r,
which reveals the artificial character of this
distinction. Thus, we know --.liriel, 'My
light is -El', Urijah(u), 'My light is
Yahweh', and the hypocoristic name Uri.
The same names are also attested in epi
graphical and papyrological sources (R.
ZADOK, The Pre-Hellenistic Israelite
Anthroponomy and Prosopography [Leuven
1988] 399), and they are paralleled by
Amorite (I, 1. GELB, Computer-Aided Analy
sis of Amorite [Chicago 1980] 208) and
Phoenician personal names (F. L, BENZ,
Personal Names in the Phoenician and
Punic Inscriptions [Rome 1972] 274): u-ri
A-du, 'My light is Haddu', u-ri-E-ra-ab,

'My light is the -Moon-god', el-u-ri, 'El is
my light" 'rbel, 'My light is -Baal',
'r(y)mlk, 'My light is Milkulthe King'. See
also the name of the servant of an alleged
Ammonite king Baalisha: mlkmJwr (ed. L.
G. HERR, BA 48 [1985] 169-172). Such
names and the divine predicate 'light' used
in poetry are metaphors expressing the
beneficial and salvifie function of the deity
in opposition to darkness, which symbolizes
negative and destructive forces of the uni
verse. This terminology is also used in
Qumran texts. It constitutes the basis for the
distinction between 'the Sons of the Light'
and 'the Sons of the Darkness', Although
this division of humankind implies an ethi
cal and theological dualism, the terms 'light'
and 'darkness' can by no means be con
sidered here as substitutes for two super
natural principles, such as Spenta Mainyu
('the Bounteous Spirit') and Angra Mainyu
('the Evil Spirit') in Zoroastrianism. .

III. The divine predicate 'light' was per
sonified in the late Persian or Hellenistic
period as Uriel, <Light of God', one of
seven archangels. Perhaps Ps 104:2, describ
ing the LoRD "wrapped in a robe of light",
had an influence on this evolution of Jewish
thought concerning God's 'light'.
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LIGHTNING

LIGHTNING pi:l
I. The root BRQ is common to the Sem

itic languages, where the nominal form
refers to the meteorological phenomenon of
lightning; the corresponding verb means 'to
flash lightning' and is probably derived from
the noun. The root occurs in the onomastica
of numerous Semitic languages. As for
Hebrew proper names, Baraq was the Israel
ite commander immortalized in the Song of
Deborah (Judg 5:2-31; see v 12). Josh 19:45
mentions bene biraq (lit., 'sons of Beraq',
apparently a geographical designation) in
connexion with the territory allotted to the
tribe of Dan. Brq)1 occurs in 6QEnGiants
frg. 1:4 and Barqay (with the gentilic suffix)
is known from the Talmud. The root is not
attested, however, in names in pre-exilic
Hebrew inscriptions (LAWTON 1984). As for
other Semitic languages, brq appears in
proper names in Ugaritic, Amorite, Phoe
nician-Punic, Palmyrene, Old South Arabic,
and Akkadian. In the Neo- and Late
Babylonian periods it functions as a
theophorous element: Ab-di-dG(R(birqu)
(MARAQTEN 1988: 146).

II, There is evidence that lightning was
deified in ancient Mesopotamia, though he
is never portrayed as independent of the
storm-god. In the Babylonian god-list An =
Anum, Birqu is called the vizier of the
storm-god Adad. He is listed in the Neo
Assyrian 'Address-book of the Gods', where
his name is juxtaposed to that of Adad
(Takulw 5 ii 17, 7 vii 8) as well as to that of
Girra, god of fire (ibid., 6 ii 9, 7 vii 10).
Elsewhere in this region, lightning, though
not deified, was associated with the storm
god as his symbol and/or his weapon. A sty
lised lightning-bolt with two or three forks
functioned as such a symbol in Mesopot
amia (KRECIIER 1971:485-486) as well as
Anatolia, and north-eentral Arabia (HAUS
SIG WbM)'th: I: 137, 209, 443). Upon con
quering the Qumanians, Tiglath-Pileser I set
up bronze lightning-bolts within their capital
city, undoubtedly an emblem or weapon of
Adad (ARAB §243). This recalls Adad's
epithet bel birqi, 'lord of the lightning-bolt'
(AfO 14, 146, 121). A well known bas-relief

of the god -+Baal from Ugarit shows him
holding a lightning-spear in one hand and a
war-mace in the other (ANEP 168 No. 490:
and see Baal-eycle J..7V 1.3 iii:2). J. DAY
(1979: 143-148) has identi tied Baal's 'seven
lightnings' (sbCt brqm) in J..7U 1.101 3-4
with his 'seven servitors' (fbCt glmk) men
tioned in KTV 1.5 v. 6b-ll (in a list of
meteorological phenomena). If he is correct,
these lightning-servitors parallel the subsi
diary role of Birqu (deified lightning) to
Adad, Baal's Mesopotamian counterpart.

III, In the OT lightning is never deified
nor does it appear as a demonic force (DAY
[1979:149-151] claims that the -+Seraphim
are personifications of lightning, but the pre
sent writer docs not find his argument persu
asive. Rather, lightning is associated with
the God of IsrJel in a 'depersonalised' form
under two aspects: (a) as a weapon in the
divine arsenal and (b) as a standard feature
of the theophany.

As in the case of Adad and Baal, light
ning functions as a weapon of -+Yahweh in
his role as warrior/storm-god. In poetic texlc;
in which storm language is present,
Yahweh's 'arrows' refer to the lightning
shafts he hurls at his enemies: "He sent
forth (his) arrows and routed them /I (his)
lightning and panicked them" (2 Sam 22: 15
=Ps 18:15: cf. Pss 7:14; 77:18: 144:6: Zech
9: 14). In Hub 3: 11 his lightning-bolt is
called a 'spear'. Lightning also appears as
an instrument of divine judgement in Job
36:32-33: Sir 43: 13. In other OT texts light
ning is associated with God as one of the
phenomena of the theophany, often together
with thunder, cloud, and earthquake. Per
haps the locus classicus of lightning in a
theophanic context is Exod 19: 16-20: 18.
Exod 19: 16a (J) (cf. 20: 18 [E» describes
"thunders and lightnings and a thick cloud
upon the mountain" preparatory to Yahweh's
address to Israel. Ezekiel's description of
Yahweh's presence signalled by the four
'living creatures' includes the detail of light
ning (Ezek 1: 13), a description echoed in
Rev 4:5. For Elihu lightning and thunder
serve to manifest God's power in the cos
mos (Job 36:29-37:5): yet even here a theo-
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phanic underlayer shines through. The cos
mic dimension is also evident in Ps 97:4:
"Your lightnings light up the [whole]
world". The theophanic aspect of lightning
pcrSists into the NT (sec Rev 4:5).

Despite the disclaimer of JEREMIAS
(1965:108), the military and theophanic uses
of lightning .are probably related (KUNTZ
1967:171 n.3). The two appear to be inte
giated, for example, in Ps 77: 19. The imme
diate context (vv 16-20) envisions a battle
with:primordial, watery chaos ('arrows' in v
18); but other details ('thunder', 'whirl
wind'" 'the earth trembled') point to a theo
phany.

In . a yet more demythologised usage
lightning describes the brightness of beings
from .the heavenly· world in late OT books
and in the NT (Ezek 1:14; Dan 10:6; Matt
28:3). The description is most likely derived
from the language of theophany, but in this
case the meteorological tenn does not func
tion to designate the divine presence.
Rather, the focus is primarily on the element
of brightness itself, with the implication of
an other-worldly origin.
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M. L. BARRE

LILITH n~~,

I. The Heb tenn liIir as a -demon in
Isa 34: 14 is connected by popular etymol
ogy with the word layla 'night'. But it is

certainly to be considered a loan from Akk
filirll, which is ultimately derived from Sum
Iil.

II. The Mesopotamian evidence for this
demon reaches back to the 3rd millennium
DCE as we can sec from the Sumerian epic
'Gilgamesh, Enkidu and the Nethef\vorld'.
Here we find Inanna (-Ishtar) who plants a
tree later hoping to cut from its wood a
throne and a bed for herself. But as the tree
grows, a snake makes it" nest at its roots,
Anzu settled in the top and in the trunk the
demon ki-sikil-liI-hi makes her lair. Gilga
mesh has to slay the snake. Anzu and the
demon flee so that he can cut down the tree
and give the timber to lnanna.

From the tenn Iii we c.rn see that these
demons are related to stonny winds. In All.
texts IiIti, liIirll and (w)ardar /iii often occur
together as three closely related demons
whose dominion are the stonny winds. Thus
fiM can also be seen as the southwest wind.
filiru can flee from a house through the win
dow like the wind or people imagine that
she is able to fly like a bird.

Of greater importance, however, is the
sexual aspect of the-mainly-female
demons IiIUIl and (w)ardar /iii. Thus the
texts refer to them as the ones who have no
husband, or ac; the ones who stroll about
searching for men in order to ensnare them
or to entcr the house of a man through the
window (see the references given by FAUTH
1982:60-61; LACKENBACHER 1971; HUTIER
1988:224-226). But their sexuality is not a
nonnal kind of sexuality because (w)ardar
/iii is a girl with whom a man docs not sleep
in the same way as with his wife, as thc
texts telI us. In this aspect we can compare
these demons with Ishtar who stands at thc
window looking for a man in order to se
duce him, love him and kill him. The fact
that Lilith's sexuality is not a regular kind
of sexuality is also iIIustmted by references
which show that she cannot bear children
and that she has no milk but only poison
when she gives her breast as a deceitful wet
nurse to the baby. In all these aspects Lilith
has a character similar to that of Lamashtu.
Thus, since the Middle Babylonian period
Lilith and Lamashtu have been ac;similated
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to each other. This also led to the spreading
of Lilith from the Mesopotamian to the
Syrian area. The traditional reading of
Arslan Tash amulet I (ANET 658) suggests
that she was revered in Phoenicia. A
reconsideration of the original, however,
forces a reading II wym 'night and day'
instead of lIy[ ... 'Lili[th ... (BUTfERWECK
TVA T 1113:437). Aramaic magical texts and
the scriptures of the Mandaeans in southern
Mesopotamia have clear allusions to the
demon (FAUTH 1986). In conclusion we can
say that the female demon-lilitll, (w)ardat
lili)-can be considered a young girl who
has not reached maturity and thus has to
stroll about ceaselessly in search of a male
companion. Sexually unfulfilled, she is the
perpetual seductress of men.

III. The only reference to this demon in
the OT occurs in Isa 34: 14. The whole
chapter describes the prophetic judgement
on -Edom which will become waste land.
Then all kinds of demons will dwell there:
among them hyenas, tawny owls, vultures
and also Lilith. The different versions and
ancient translations of the OT are of some
interest in this case as we can see how they
interpreted 'Lilith'. The LXX gives the
translation O\'QIr,Evtaupo~ (cl'. also LXX Isa
13:22: 34:11), Aquila's version has the
transliteration A\A\9, while Symmachos'
version gives the name of the Greek demon
Aa~lia, which corresponds to Jerome's Vul
gate (also Lamia). In his commentary
Jerome says: "Lamia, who is called Lilith in
Hebre'.... (oo.) And some of the Hebrews
believe her to be an "Ep\\'\ru-;, Le. fury".
Still, these translations and interpretations of
Lilith show her ancient connection to
L1mashtu. The ollokentallros of the LXX
reminds us of those amulets where Lamash
tu is standing upon a donkey. The Greek
name Lamia might ultimately derive from
Akkadian Lamashtu.

Although Isa 34 contains the only biblical
reference to Lilith, she occurs fairly often in
Jewish and Christian scriptures (KREBS
1975; BRIL 1984). In the Talmud she is a
demon with long hair and wings (Emb.
lOOb; Nid. 24b), and Shabo 151b wams all
men not to sleep alone in a house lest Lilith

will overcome them. B. Bat. 73a makes her
the daughter of Ahreman, the opponent of
Ohnnizd in the Zoroastrian religion. Well
known is also the legend of Lilith who was
-Adam's first wife but flew away from him
after a quarrel: since then she has been a
danger to little children and people have to
protect themselves against her by means of
amulets. Solomon in his great wisdom also
possessed might over demons and the
Liliths; in later Jewish legends one of the
two wives from I Kgs 3: 16-28 was ident
ified with Lilith: so was the Queen of Sheba
(I Kgs 10).

Such legends spread until the Middle
Ages. In popular belief Lilith became not
only the grandmother of the -·devil or the
devil himself, but also the arch-mother of
witchcraft and witches.
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M. HUlTER

LIM
I. lim occurs as a theophoric clement

in numerous personal names, primarily from
northern Syria in the second millennium
BeE. Attestations of Lim as a divine name in
the Bible, though suggested, are highly
dubious.

II, Among the bearers of Lim-names are
Ti-Ja/Je-U-im, who is identified in an Ebla
ite text as "the queen of Emar" (MEE 2.
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351), /-bi-i!-Li-im, an Eblaite king (MA/S
[1967-1968]. 11. 2.9.26), "i-si-U·im, an Ensi
from Tuttul in the Ur III-period (AfD 19
[1959-60] 120: (8), and several individuals
of the Lim-Dynasty at Mari (GELD (980).
Despite the presence of Human clements in
a few examples and a twice-attested name
from the Neo-Assyrian period containing an
Akkadian element (see KREnERNIK (990). it
seems clear that the bearers of Lim-names
belonged to the ethnic-cultural group known
as the "Amorites".

The names appear almost exclusively in
syllabic-Iogographic cuneifonn texts. Sig
nificantly. Lim is ordinarily written without
the detenninative for divinity, the only
exceptions bein§ ya-kll.II".dUm (DBTR,
259), GUR(iliir)- Um (PRU IV. RS 17.
394:3), and zi-im-ri-dLim (PRU IV, RS
17.110:2.4.7.(1). The only certain example
of a Lim-name written in alphabetic cunei
fonn is yrgb lim mentioned in an Ugaritic
text (J..7U 1.102:22). Among the Egyptian
Execration texts. the identification of the
personal name mJkJm as m/k/m =·ma/ki-Lim
seems plausible (Nom (942), but not the
explanation of the place-name IU".fmzm as
nd·/mm "the hill of Lim"-with mimation!
(JIRJW 1964).

The etymology of Lim is controverted.
The best explanation relates it to Akk
limll//immll, which may stand for lim Utin;
"the thousand gods" (DUORME (951). As
such, the word is cognate to Hebrew /~()m

and Ugaritic lim "people, nation". The lim
ileini "thousand gods" are frequently in
voked as witnesses in Syro-Hittite treaties
and they are mentioned in an epistolary for
mula attested at Ugarit (NAKATA 1974).
Thus, the deity Lim is thought to have been
a pcrsonific:ttion of the entire assembly of
the gods. Other scholars have suggested.
however, that since Akk /imll//immll is used
as a title for an Assyrian high official, and
since Heb I'my", is sometimes rendered in
the LXX as arc/willes. lim may have meant
"Prince", and the word is to be related to the
root L'y "to be strong" (GRAY 1965, (979).
The derivation of Lim from a Ill-Weak root
L'y, as well as the relevance of the relatively

late and unique Assyrian institution of the
limu. are highly questionable. however. To
be rejected, too. is the explanation of Um as
an Amorite trnnslation of Sumerian Dagan
(-·Dagon) by DosslN (1950)-an unlikely
proposition, since Dagan is a West-Semitic
word and the deity is foreign to the Sumer
ian pantheon. The explanation of Lim as a
representation of the totality of the gods
remains the most attractive. The root is L'M,
which is attested in classical Arabic with the
meaning "fit together, assemble". It is prob
able that Lim was considered a personal
god, an appropriate representative from
among the gods. Lim may have had the
same connotations as Arnbic /i'm "fitting
one, companion". This explains the name
Li-mi·dl~KUR "My Lim (personal god) is
Hadad".

Scholars have attempted to identify Um
variously with Dagan. -Baal-Hadad.
-·Shamash, and -Anal. Most of the argu
ments are extrapolations made on the basis
of the traits of Lim suggested by the ono
ma..c;tica. The evidence hardly allows one to
be so specific. however. Some names, like
Yabmq-Lim may suggest a stonn god (al
though brq is used of a lunar deity in Old
South Arabic inscriptions; ->Lightning), but
others, like Samfi-Lim may point to a solar
deity. Moreover, /.im occurs in kinship
names like 'Abi-lim and 'Alii-lim, Indeed,
the majority of the traits may be appropriate
for many, if not most, deities. The absence
of the detenninative for divinity indicntes
that the element Lim was originally a title,
rather than a proper name, The appellative
use of Lim is evident, too, where it occurs
with specific divine names: U-ma-dDCI-gan
(ARET 3, 290); dDagan-/i-im (ARET I,
238). U-mi-dISKUR (ARM XVIII, (46), U
ma-a-dll (All 322:7). In each case, the
meaning of the name is simply, "DN is (my)
Lim", Thus, Lim may not have been the
same deity in every constituency and for
every individual,

Apart from the personal names, there ore
no indisputable attestations of Lim as a di
vine appellation. Scholars have called at
tention to Anal's epithet, )'bml limm (esp.
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35 J), I-bi-j!-Li-im, an Eblaite king (MAIS
[1967-1968), n. 2.9.26), ni-si-Li-im, an Ensi
from Tuttul in the Dr Ill-period (AIO 19
[1959-60) 120:18), and several individuals
of the Lim-Dynasty at Mari (GELB 1980).
Despite the presence of Human elements in
a few examples and a twice-attested name
from the Neo-Assyrian period containing an
Akkadian element (see KREBERNIK 1990), it
seems clear that the bearers of Lim-names
belonged to the ethnic-cultural group known
as the "Amorites".

The names appear almost exclusively in
syllabic-Iogographic cuneiform texts. Sig
nificantly, Lim is ordinarily written without
the determinative for divinity, the only
exceptions being ya.ku-un-dLim (OBTR,
259), GUR(itur)_dLim (PRU IV, RS 17.
394:3), and zi-im-ri-dLim (PRU IV, RS
17.110:2.4.7.11). The only certain example
of a Lim-name written in alphabetic cunei
fonn is yrgb lim mentioned in an Ugaritic
text (KTU LI02:22). Among the Egyptian
Execration texts, the identification of the
personal name mJkJm as mlklm =*malki-Lim
seems plausible (NOTA 1942), but not the
explanation of the place-name JwsJmm as
rws-Imm "the hill of Lim"-with mimation!
(1JRKU 1964).
.. The· etymology·· of Lim· is controverted.

The best explanation relates it to Akk
limu/limmu, which may stand for lim ilani
"the thousand gods" (DHoRME 1951). As
such, the word is cognate to Hebrew Ie'om
and Ugaritic lim "people, nation". The lim
ilani "thousand gods" are frequently in
voked as witnesses in Syro-Hittite treaties
and they are mentioned in an epistolary for
mula attested at Ugarit (NAKATA 1974).
Thus, the deity Lim is thought to have been
a personification of the entire assembly of
the gods. Other scholars have suggested,
however, that since Akk limu/limmu is used
as a title for an Assyrian high official, and
since Heb l'mym is sometimes rendered in
the LXX as archontes, lim may have meant
"Prince", and the word is to be related to the
root L)Y "to be strong" (GRAY 1965, 1979).
The derivation of Lim from a III-Weak root
L'y, as well as the relevance of the relatively

late and unique Assyrian institution of the
limu, are highly questionable, however. To
be rejected, too, is the explanation of Lim as
an Amorite translation of Sumerian Dagan
(-'Dagon) by DOSSIN (1950)-ao unlikely
proposition, since Dagan is a West-Semitic
word and the deity is foreign to the Sumer
ian pantheon. The explanation of Lim as a
representation of the totality of the gods
remains the most attractive. The root is L'M,
which is attested in classical Arabic with the
meaning "fit together, assemble". It is prob
able that Lim was considered a personal
god, an appropriate representative from
among the gods. Lim may have had the
same connotations as Arabic li'm "fitting
one, companion". This explains the name
Li-mi-dI~KUR "My Lim (personal god) is
Hadad".

Scholars have attempted to identify Lim
variously with Dagan, -Baal-Hadad,
~Shamash, and - Anat. Most of the argu
ments are extrapolations made on the basis
of the traits of Lim suggested by the ono
mastica. The evidence hardly allows one to
be so specific, however. Some names, like
Yabruq-Lim may suggest a storm god (al.
though brq is used of a lunar deity in Old
South Arabic inscriptions; -Lightning), but
others, like Samsi-Lim may point to a solar
deity. Moreover, Lim occurs in kinship
names like 'Abi·lim and JAbi-lim. Indeed,
the majority of the traits may be appropriate
for many, if not most, deities. The absence
of the determinative for divinity indicates
that the element Lim was originally a title,
rather than a proper name. The appellative
use of Lim is evident, too, where it occurs
with specific divine names: Li-ma-dDa-gan
(ARET 3, 290); dDagan-ii-im (ARET 1,
238), Li-mi·dl~KUR (ARM XVIII, 146), Li
ma-a-du (Alt 322:7). In each case, the
meaning of the name is simply, "DN is (my)
Lim". Thus, Lim may not have been the
same deity in every constituency and for
every individuaL .

Apart from the personal names, there a~

no indisputable attestations of Lim as a dl-,
vine appellation. Scholars have calJed at-:
tention to Anat's epithet, ybmt limm (esp.·,
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very popular on Attic red-figure vases of the
earlier fifth century (BOARD~fAN 1992) and
also the subject of various comedies (Alexis
fro 140; Anaxandrides fro 16) and a satyr
play (Achaeus TGrF 20 F 26). A later Theb
an trndition told about his agoll with Apollo.
who defeated and killed him (WEILER 1974:
63-66). The myth is clearly modelled on
other myths about musicians challenging the
gods. such as Marsyas and Apollo or Tha
myris and the Muses (WEILER 1974:37
100).

Before the end of the third century BC
Linos was listed as a sage and a cosmo
gonical poem was ascribed to him, which
has only frngmentarily survived (WEST
1983:56-67). Later sources continuously
expanded his role in music by making him
the inventor of music instruments. rhythm.
song and. eventually. of music (KROLL
1927:716). Linos now could even become
the father of Eros (SEG 26.486). Linos did
not have a pennanent cult, but he received a
preliminary sacrifice on Mount Helikon,
where Pausanias (9.29.5-6) saw his cult
relief. before the one to the Muses. with
whom he was so closely connected (above;
add SEa 33.303).

III. In the Bible the name Linos occurs
only once (2 Tim 4:21). The name is rare
before the Roman period and may point to
artistic prclentions of Linos' father.
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J. N. BREMMER

LIONESS ~~:,

I. Lb't (fern. of Ib') occurs as a divine
name or as a theophoric element in Canaan
ite personal names outside the Bible in the
2nd half of the 2nd millennium. The name
of the deity, as part of a theophoric name
<bdlllt. is engraved on five arrowheads
found at el-Khadr, north-west of Bethlehem.
and dated around 1100 nCE. but two occur
rences are wrongly engraved: <bdlbt (II) and
<bdl't (IV). It is found also on cuneifonn
tablets of the LB II strata at Ugarit. 'bdlbit
(see GORDON 1965:no 321 III 38. p. 209 =
h7U 4.63). The cult of the lioness deity is
also attested in south-west Canaan for the
same period by a biblical toponym men
tioned in Josh 15:32 and 19:6 as (b)'t) Ib'u,t.
but with a secondary late Hebrew plural
isation in the Bible against the accurate and
original Canaanite orthography and spelling.
The deity occurs also in Babylonian and
Assyrian personal names and in cuneifonn
texts in Old Akkadian. Old Babylonian. and
Standard Babylonian: Labbcltll.

II. Given the evidence at present. it
appears that the lioness goddess is attested
in the West Semitic area mainly during the
2nd half of the 2nd millennium neE in
theophoric names at Ugarit and el-Khadr;
the origin of the biblical toponym is much
more difficult to establish. The editors of the
el-Khadr engraved arrow-heads have already
noticed some parnllel anthroponyms on el
Khadr and Ruweiseh javelins and in the lists
of military men at Ugarit ('bdlbit. bn 'lit.
<k)'), and suggested the existence of a mer
cenary body of soldiers. mainly of bowmen.
in Syria-Palestine during the LB II - early
Iron I Periods. Thus. despite the migrations
and changes of ruling classes. the profession
survived because it was hereditary among
certain families (see also the toponym b)'t
<m...t [wrongly spelled with plural fern.]
south of Bethlehem).

This evidence tells us something about
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the identity. character and role of the deity
among the West Semites, although the lion
ess could havc been the animal of three
chief Canaanite goddesses: ->Asherah.
->Astarte and ->Anal. Under the epithet
QlldslI, Asherah is represented standing on a
lion on numerous Egyptian stelae dedicated
to her, together with ---Min and ---Resheph.
But Asherah is first of all a fertility goddess
and for the anthroponyms of bowmen fam
ilies a war deity is rather to be expected.
Both goddesses Anat and Ashtoreth arc
usually characterized as war goddesses in
thc Canaanite and Egyptian texts and repre
sentations. They are the patronesses of
chariot-warriors: the interest of Anat in the
compositc bow is well depicted in the Aqhat
epic. In later times in Egypt, gtart is fre
quently rcpresentcd as a lioness-headed
figure, or in the form of a sphinx. She is
assimilated to the goddess Sekhmet and con
sidered as a healing deity (see DE WIT
1951 :368 and notes).

In Mesopotamia, the association of the
goddess Ishtar with a lion(ess) is well docu
mented by texts (e.g Nabonid, Stamboul
Stela III) as well as by representations like
the rocky reliefs of Maltar (F. TlfUREAU
DANGIN, RA 21 [1924] 187,194-195), the
stele of Tell Al)mar (F. TIIUREAU-DANGtN
& M. DUNAND, Til Barsip [Paris 1936] PI
XIV 1) and by a number of cylinder-seals.
The goddess is sometimes qualified as, or
named. a lioness, for instance in the Old
Babylonian hymn of Agusaya: la-ha-ru Utar
(V. SCHElL, RA 15 [19181 181, viii:24), or
designated in a hymnic passage as la-ab-bat
d/-gi-gi, "the lioness among the Igigi". Some
vocabularies from Nineveh mention a lion
ess goddcss (dLa-ba-tu) identified with Ish
tar (Cf XXIV 41 :83: XXV 17 ii:22, see
THUREAU-DANGIN 1940:105). But in Akkad
ian, Lahbaru is atlcsteu only as epithet of
Ishtar (CAD. L [1973] 23). This must help
for the atlribution of the animal to Astarte
also in the West Semitic area, a war deity as
well as the goddess of love. The lion(ess)
symbolizes the military character of the god
dess Ishtar.

In conclusion, the cult of this epithet of
the Goddess seems to be fairly well docu-

mented in the Near East and peculiarly in
the West Semitic area in the second part of
the second millennium BCE" despite the lack
of abundant textual documentation.

III. The deity had a Canaanite cultic
place in the south-west of Judah, (byt) Ib'wt.
Josh 15:32 and 19:6.
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E. PUECH

LOGOS Aoyoc,
I, Logos (usually translated 'Word',

sometimes also 'Reason') plays a central
role in Greek thought, and is frequently
associated with divinity. In the LXX the
phrase the 'logos of ->God' or the 'logos of
the LORD' occurs frequently, mainly in the
prophetic books. In Hellenistic-Jewish thought
there is much theological speculation on the
nature of God's Logos, whereby it is oftcn
associated with ->Wisdom. In the NT the
Logos makes a dramatic appearance in the
Prologue to John's Gospel, where it is once
called theos (I: I). Both Judaeo-Hellenistic
and Johannine Logos theology is further
developed in early Christian thought.

In order to come to tenns with the wide
range of meaning associated with the per
sonified or theologized Logos (on which the
treatment in this article concentrates). it is
necessary to look more closely at the word
itself. The Greek word is derived from the
root leg-, meaning (I) to 'gather' or 'count'
and (2) to ·speak'. From the fonner the
noun comes to mean: ratio, proportion,
order: from the latter a wider spectrum of
meaning results: moving from concrete to
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abstract we may mention: word. saying.
account. orocle. speech. conversation. dia
logue, definition. argument, theory, reason
or mtionality (see W. K. C. GlITHRIE, A
History of Greek Philosoplry [Cambridge
1962-81] 1.419-424, STEAD 1991:§1). The
meanings of the word most relevant to the
divine are 'reason' (Le. divine thought),
'speech' (divine revelation), and 'order'
(divine activity).

II. In the enigmatic fmgments of Hem
c1itus (ca. 500 BCE) logos means in the first
place the account or explanation of the
philosopher (fr. 1-2, 50 Diels-Kranz). It is
claimed, however, that the account has a
universal validity: all is one in a dynamic
unity of opposites. The logos thus cor
responds to the order or structure of the
world of experience. The unity of opposites
is predicated of a supreme deity: fro 67, 'the
god: day night summer winter war peace
satiety famine-all opposites...-and it
takes on various forms, such as fire'. It is
but a short step to regarding this world
embrncing immanent deity as the Logos.
Whether Hemclitus actually took this step is
debated, but the identification was certainly
made by later ancient interpreters (cf. KIRK,
RAVEN & SCHOFIELD 1983:187-2(0). In
Stoic thought logos is one of the most
important terms used to describe the active
principle, also known as -Zeus, Reason.
-.Pronoia, Fate etc. (cf. Diogenes L.1crtius
7.134, 136). God as the Logos is the cre
ative principle that pervades the entire uni
verse and is responsible for its mtional
structure and ordered purposeful develop
ment (PtPIN 1987; TODD 1978). In physical
terms it is identified with a special kind of
fire or later with pneuma (mixture of fire
and air). The creative principle is also
described as being present in the form of
spemtatikoi logoi (seed or sperm principles)
in matter. The Logos is thus present at
various levels in the universe, including
most importantly the human soul. All these
levels form a unity in the active principle. In
the most famous extant text of Stoic piety.
Cleanthes' Hymn to Zeus, the Logos is twice
referred to (SVF 1.537): "with your thunder-

bolt you direct the common reason (logos)
which passes through all things" (12-13);
"you have \\relded all things together so
thoroughly into one. the good with the bad.
that they have all become one universal
everlasting reason (logos)" (20-21). The
Logos thus represents the cosmic activity of
the all-pervading deity identified with Zeus.

Earlier the concept of logos played an
important role in the philosophy of Plato
and Aristotle in the mcaning of human or
divine reason, but was not used there as a
name or a description of a cosmological
principle. When outlining the reasoning ac
tivity of the World-soul, Plato describes it as
'true logos' (Tim. 37b). but the World-soul
as such is not so called. In the Platonic re
vival which begins at the tum of the em,
there is a tendency to describe the activity
of the cosmic soul in terms that arc highly
reminiscent of Stoic doctrine. with the
important difference that Soul, though spa
tially distended, never has a material compo
sition. For example. Atticus "identifies Pro
vidence. Nature and the World Soul. and,
although the Logos is not directly men
tioned, it is that in fact that is the unifying
concept" (DILLON 1977:252 on fro 8). Char
acteristic of Middle Platonism is a two-level
theology. The highest god is NOllS (mind),
fully tmnscendent and engaged in pure (i.e.
intuitive) thought. At a lower level is the
World-soul, whose intelligence is directed
towards Nous. so that it can effortlessly
order and administer the cosmos. This is the
level of logos, i.e. discursive reasoning. The
Neopythagorean philosopher Numenius (ca.
150 eE) explicitly distinguished between a
first god and a second god. In Plutarch
Platonist ideas are used to expound the
Egyptian -Isis and -Osiris myth. Oriris as
masculine ordering principle is equated with
the Logos (Mor. 371 B. 373B. but in the lat
ter text somewhat confusingly -Hermes is
also aligned with the Logos). Isis the female
receptive principle yeams for him (372E-F).
The soul of Osiris is said to remain eternal,
whereas his body is tom to pieces by
-Typhon (373A). The Logos here has a
transcendent aspect (reason focused on the
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transcendent realm) as well as an immanent
a"pect (reason as ordering principle in the
material world). The most systematic use of
the concept of Logos by a Platonist philos
opher is found in Plotinus. He denies that it
is an independent hypostasis like Nous or
Soul, but uses it a., a metaphysical principle
to describe the activity or productivity of an
hyposta<;is at a lower level, and especially of
Soul operating as Nature in the material
realm (cf. R. T. WALLIS, NeopialOnis11l
[London 1972] 68). Middle Platonist 'Logos
theology', though not well developed, wa.,
important for early Christian thinkers, who
were able to exploit it in their reflections on
the cosmic role of -Christ the Logos (cf.
LILLA 1971; DILLON 1989).

A number of gods in Greek and Hellen
istic religion are associated with logos
(LEISEGANG 1926: 1061-69). Chief among
them is Hermes, of whom Comutus in his
first century CE theological handbook says
(§ 16): "Hermes represents the Logos, whom
the gods sent down to us from heaven, when
they made man alone of all living beings on
earth a mtional creature, a characteristic
which they themselves regard as superior to
all others." Hermes' allegorical association
with logos is also encouraged by the fact
that he is the messenger of the gods (Iogo.<;
also means ·speech'). In Egypt, Hermes was
identified with the god -·Thoth. In the Cor
pus lIennelicum philosophical speculation
on the Logos is combined in a remarkable
way with Greek and Egyptian religious
doctrines. The Logos is both a creative prin
ciple that proceeds forth in matter from the
highest principle Mind (Nous) and also an
instrument of revelation (cf. KROLL 1914:
55-62, KLEINKl"ECHT 1967:88). In the Poi
mandres (CH 1) the Logos is also called
'son of God'. It is possible that this treatise
is influenced by Jewish Logos speculation
(c. H. DODD, The Bible and Ihe Greeks
[London 19542]).

Although the Logos has a rich history in
Greek thought as a philosophical principle
and is often associated with the divine
(whether in general or with specific deities),
it is not personified as an independent deity,

and is not the object of cultic worship in the
form of statues or altars (in contra.,t to per
sonified gods such as -Dike, Moira,
-Tyche, Heimarrnene, -·Pronoia). The rea
son for this may be the generality and ab
stract nature of Logos as rational or creative
principle. In the meaning of word or speech
it can be less abstract, e.g. in the revelation
of a mystery (cf. examples in KLEINKNECHT
86), but in this case it is always a<;sociated
with a particular deity or religious tmdition.

III. In the biblical tradition 10gOJ first
occurs in the LXX, where it is frequently
(but not exclusively) used to translate diibiir
in the Hebrew Bible (more details in TOBIN
1992:349). The expression 'word of God'
(logos 1011 Iheoll) is comparatively rare (7x),
but the phrase 'word of the Lord' (logos 1011

kyrioll) is very frequent (179x), Both arc
almost always used in a prophetic context,
where logos receives a more dynamic con
notation than is customary in Greek thought
(e.g. Isa 2:3 "And the Word of the Lord
shall go forth from Jerusalem.....). An iso
lated but significant text is found at Ps
32:4-6 [MT 33:4-6]: "For the logos of the
Lord is straight, and all his works are done
in faithfulness... By the logos of the Lord
the heavens were established, and all their
power is in the breath of his mouth." Here
there seems to be a direct reference to the
repeated use of 'and God said' in the cre
ation account of Genesis 1. God's logos is
associated with action rather than rationality
(cf. also Ps 147:4, 7 [MT 15,18», and is in
no way yet regarded as in any way inde
pendent from God himself.

The theme is continued in the Wisdom
literature. In a number of texts Sirach asso
ciates God's logos with the creation and
maintainance of the creational order (39: 17,
31; 43: 10, 26). Logos is linked with the
more prominent theme of Wisdom (Sophia),
who is regarded as God's instrument in cre
ation (Prov 8:22-31, Sir 24). In Wisdom
theology a clear separation is made between
God and his Wisdom: Prov 8:22 "God
established me as beginning (arche) of his
ways to brings about his works;" 8:30 "I
was beside him bringing things together,
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and I was the one in whom he delighted"
(translation of LXX text). Wisdom thus
becomes an hypostasis (a self-subsistent
entity), independent of God, but remaining
vel)' closely associated with Him (cf. ~PIN
1987:10-(1).

In the intertestamental period God's
Logos becomes a central theme in Helle
nistic Judaism. Unfortunately most of this
literature is los4 so that it is difficult to fol
low its development. Aristobulus (2nd cen
tul)' Bcn) affinns that according to Moses
the entire genesis of the cosmos represents
the words (logOl) of God because he writes
in each case "and God said. and it came to
pass" (Gen 1 passim). In the Wisdom of
Solomon (first century BCE) creation of the
world and of man is attributed mainly to
God's wisdom but also to God's logos (esp.
9:1-2). But the concept of the divine Logos
achieves the greatest prominence in the
writings of Philo of Alexandria (ca. 15 BCE

- 50 CE). Because he is well versed in
Greek thought, Philo is able to exploit the
various philosophical connotations of the
concept in his exegesis of Mosaic scripture
(WEISS 1966; WINSTON 1985; RUNlA
1986). It is clear, however, that he also
makes use of earlier Alexandrian exegetical
traditions, which make it difficult to distil a
systematic and consistent Logos doctrine
from his works (cf. TOBIN 1983:57-77). The
following main characteristics of the divine
Logos can be listed (important texts in
WINSTON 1981:87-102). (1) The Logos
contains or is the divine intelligible plan of
the cosmos (cf. Opij. 16-25). (2) The Logos
represents God's activity in the cosmos and
embraces God's two chief powers of good
ness nnd justice (cf. Cher. 27-30). (3) The
Logos is God's instrument in creation (cf.
Leg. All. 3.96; at Her. 134, 140 described as
the Logos-cutter). (4) The Logos is the bond
of the universe, providentially maintaining
its order (Pia lit. 8-10). (5) Through his rea
son man is related to God as the image of
God's Logos (Opij. 25, 69, Her. 231, exe
gesis of Gen. 1:26-27), and on account of
this relationship can attain to the knowledge
and vision of God (though not of His es-

sence). It cannot be denied that Philo perso
nifies the Logos \\lhen talking about him, but
it remains difficult to interpret the extent to
which he accords him separate existence. In
many texts the Logos represents God's pres
ence or activity in the world, so that the dis
tinction between God and Logos is more
conceptual than real. There are other texts,
however, in which the Logos is presented as
an hypostasis separate from and ontological
Iy inferior to God Himself. The Logos is
God's chief messenger (-+archangelos),
standing on the borderline between creator
and creation, himself neither created nor
uncreated but intennediate (Her. 20~). In
other texts he is called 'first-born -+son of
God' (ConI. 146, Somn. 1.215) or -+'Man of
God' (ConI. 41. 63, 146) or 'second to God'
(Leg. All. 2.86). These texts were avidly sei
zed upon by later Christian readers (RUNIA
1993). It is significant, however, that Philo
generally refrains from describing the Logos
as a 'second God' (exception at QG 2.62),
thus avoiding a hierarchical theology such
as was developed in Middle Platonism. Al
though personified to a greater extent than in
Greek thought, the Logos remains primarily
a conceptual and theological construct.

In the NT the tenn logos is very frequent
in the sense of 'word' or 'revelation' of God
as made manifest in the words and deeds of
-Jesus Christ (e.g. Luke 1:2). For Paul this
logos becomes the 'logos of the cross'
which for those who are saved is the power
(-+d)'namis) of God (l Cor 1: 18). At Col
1:25 he describes his ta~k as 'to make
known the logos of God, the mystery hidden
from ages and generntions, but now revealed
to the saints'. But in the personalized or
hypostasized sense the Logos is found only
in the Prologue to John' s Gospel (l: 1-18),
to which reference is made in two sub
sequent writings of the Johannine commu
nity (l John 1:1; Rev 19:13). The opening
sentence of the Prologue (l: 1) reads: "In the
beginning was the Logos, and the Logos
was with (the) God, and the Logos wa~

God." The first phrase very clearly recollects
both the opening words of the Torah (Gen
1:1) and the description of the pre-existent
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Wisdom of Prov 8:22. The second phrase
emphasizes the intimacy of the Logos' re
lation to God (cf. Prov 8:31, also John I: 18
"in the bosom of the -Father"). The third
phrase is climactic. "John intends that the
whole of his gospel shall be read in the light
of this verse. The deeds and words of Jesus
are the deeds and words of God" (c. K.
BARRETI', The Gospel according to St. Jolm
[London 19782] 156). The predicative use of
theos without the article is striking. "The
Johannine hymn is bordering on the usage
of "God" for the --Son, but by omitting the
article it avoids any suggestion of personal
identifcation of the Word with the Father.
And for Gentile readers the line also avoids
any suggestion that the Word was a second
God in any Hellenistic sense" (R. E.
BROWN, The Gospel according to Jolm,
[New York 1966-70] 1.24). In v 3, "all
things were made through him", the cosmo
logical aspect of Logos theology is made
explicit (already implied in v I). In v 14 the
incarnation of the Logos is stated: "and the
Logos became flesh and dwelt among us,
and we observed his glory, glory as from the
only-begotten of the Father:' In v 17 fol
lows the final identification with Jesus
Christ. In v 18 the text is disputed: either
'the only-begotten Son' (llIIios) or 'the only
begotten God' (theos) has made the Father
known. In the case of the latter reading (pre
ferred by Nestle-Aland), there is a second
reference to the deity of Christ the Logos.

There has been much debate on the
background to the Evangelist's Logos doc
trine. Attempts to demonstrate a Targumic
or a Gnostic origin do not convince. The
background is clearly to be located in Hel
lenistic Jewish Wisdom and Logos specula
tion (survey in TOBIN 1992:352-355, see
also DODD 1965). A direct relation to Philo
is unlikely (pace WOLfSON), because John's
conception is theologically profound but
lacks philosophical resonance. Identified
with a man who 'dwelt among us' (I: 14).
the Logos becomes personalized beyond
what had been developed in Jewish tradi
tion. The mediatory role of the Logos, al
ready present in Philo, is developed funher.

As the Son of God, the Logos has revealed
God's glory (1:14) and made manifest the
way to eternal life with the Father (cf. I
John 1:2).

IV. In the Christian literature of the first
two centuries, John's Gospel plays at most a
minor role (STEAD 1991:§6-8). The Apolo
gist Justin Manyr (110-165 CE) is the first
Christian thinker to draw on Platonist and
Philonic conceptions in his Logos theology.
For Justin God is wholly transcendent. It is
the Logos, the pre-existent Christ. who
speaks whenever God appears in a theo
phany in the Old Testament. Thus the words
"I am He who is, the God of Abraham.
Isaac and Jacob" (Exod 3: 14) arc spoken by
the Logos, not the Father (Apol. 1.63.11-14).
Remarkably Justin argues that hitheno the
Logos was present among Greek philos
ophers as seed of the Logos (spennata tOil
logoll), but after the coming of Christ the
Logos has appeared in the fullness of truth
(Apol. 2.8) (see funher CHADWICK 1967;
OSIlORN 1973; WASZINK 1964). In Chris
tian Gnosticism the Logos is also prominent,
esp. in the Valentinian school (LAYTON
1987:225, 256, 30 I). The decisive inter
vention which results in a fully developed
Logos doctrine occurs in the Alexandrian
theology of Clement and Origen, beginning
with the lyrical description of the Logos as
the 'new song' in Clement's Protrepticlls
(1-10). In the Christological struggles of the
founh century the earlier subordinationist
theology influenced by Middle Platonism is
gradually rejected in favour of a trinitarian
understanding of the Logos (GRILLMEIER
1975; WILLIAMS 1987). In his Confessions
Augustine famously declares that in the
'books of the Platonists' he found that 'in
the beginning was the Word', but not that
'the Word became flesh' (7.9.13-14). As
man Christ is mcdiutor. but as Word he is
not midway (medius), for the Word is 'equal
to God' (Phil 2:6), 'God with God' (John
I: I), and at the same time there is only
-+One God (10.43.68). Fully personalized,
the Logos is incorporated in Christian
orthodoxy as the second Person of the Trin
ity, and as such is the object of devotion and
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veneration. There remains, however. plenty
of scope for theological debate, as the long
history of Christian dogma will show.
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D. T. RUNIA

LORD P"~' ~n~, ~.,o

I. The title )adon, Aramaic mara'.
'lord', is used of men and of gods and de
notes one's authority (not: ownership; this
notion is more attributed to the word
-)Baal). Usually it concerns the relation
between a lord and his subordinates. Its ety
mology is uncertain (see for a survey of the
many options lENNI 1971 :31). Most likely
seems to be a connection with Ugaritic ad,
t.father' (EISSFELDT 1973:63; DLU, I, 8-9).
" Reb 'adonily exclusively denotes the god
of Israel. It is attested about 450 times in the
hr, especially in Ezekiel (more than 200
,times). usually with the name -loYahweh
:($ee for exact figures lENNI 1971 :32).
.J.q,dtmay is usually translated as 'my Lord',
:;assuming a plural form (pluralis majestatis)
\bf'iidon, but with a different vocalisation of
~lhe last syllable (qame~ in stead of patab, as
Jri Gen 19:2). The use in the context of a
'.prayer in the first person plural in Ps 44:23
.~7f1 suggests that at least here the poet no
.;~onger had this suggested original meaning
)~n mind. Otherwise, he would have said
;t~onena, 'our lord'. The same phenomenon
;:~js. attested in the use of 'adonl addressed to
~1iuman beings (Gen 44:7, Num 32:25, 2 Kgs
~n9). We have to assume that the word
w:~on~y received its special form to dist~n
~~ulsh It from the secular use of )iidon. WIth
~~.

~:::
~:..

~I--:".~.~~.~:
.. ;"

~ ".;:.

the rise of monotheism this epithet of the
god of Israel as a mode of address became
more and more a name in itself. In Judaism
(presumably from the third century BeE
onwards) i~ replaced the holy name Yahweh.
Being used as a name its original meaning
must have receded into the background.

It is difficult to trace precisely this de
velopment from the use of )iidonay as a title
to its use as a name, because it cannot be
excluded that. the Hebrew text of the OT
was edited according to new theological and
liturgical insights. In the transmission of the
text the final form of this name may have
been used to replace older forms.

According to EISSFELDT it is also poss
ible to regard the ending of 'adoniiy as a
postpositive element which is also attested
in Ugaritic writing (1973:72) and which was
problably meant to give emphasis. But his
examples of this phenomenon in Ugaritic
suggesting in his opinion a relation to Heb
'adoniiy are open to debate. The first is
taken from a part of the myth of Baal
describing the struggle between -)Yam and
Baal: lar~ ypl uIny wI cpr czmny (KTlfl 1.2
iv:5), ''The strength of the two of us fell to
the earth, the power of the two of us to the
dust". EISSFELDT translates ulny with 'Voll
machtige' and 'zmny with 'Vollstarke'. But
it seems more appropriate to assume a dual
suffix pertaining to Baal and his· helper
(probably this is the goddess -loAthtart, who
is mentioned in line 28; ARTU 39; DLU, 1,
25,96).

The letter KTlfl 2.11 offers a better
example of the use of the ending -(n)y: hnny
cmny ( ) lmny em adtny (10-15), 'here with
us ( ) there with our mistress'. LORETZ
(1980:291) adds to these examples the word
n'my, 'happiness', consisting of n'm and y as
used in KTlfl 1.5 vi:6 and 1.6 ii:19. Instead
of interpreting it as a 'Kosewort fOr Baal',
however, it is more likely to be one the eu
phemisms for the dreaded world of the dead
(ARTU 79).

II. The title 'lord' for a god can be
found in most religions. The word 'iidon,
however, is only known in the Canaanite
languages. The most relevant parallels to the
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god of Israel being called 'tidoll are found in
the literatur~ of Ugarit. It appears that very
few gods received this title. -.EI is called
adn i/17I, 'lord of the gods' (A,7lfl 1.3 v:9;
ARTU 16) and it is addressed to Yam. when
he is at the height of his power: at adll rp<r.
"you are proclaimed lord (of the gods)"
(KTlfl 1.1 iv: 17). Clearly the title adn is
ascribed to them to denote their exceptional,
superior place among the other gods. This
can be compared to what is said to -.Mar
duk in the tvtesopotamian creation epic
Emima eliS. He is said to be 'the most
honoured of the great gods' and the other
gods say to him: "Lord, thy decree is first
among gods" (iv 21).

In KTefl 1.16 i:44 and 1.124:1-2 the title
culn seems to have been ascribed to Baal.
This is a matter of dispute; bec~lUse Baal is
not explicitly mentioned in these passages.
The interpretation of adn i/17I rb17l, 'lord of
the great gods' in KTU2 1.124:1-2 decides
the question. For a survey of the many
different proposed identifications of the adn
see DIETRICH & LORETZ (J 990:207-216).
They have retracted their earlier opinion that
it was a title of Baal and now translate as
'der Meister tiber die 'GroBen Gottlichen",
assuming that this was a human being per
fonning the necromancy. VAN DER TOORN,
again, states that this adll i/17I rbm having to
make a journey to the netherworld is hardly
a human functionary. He argues that the
most likely candidates are the chthonic dei
ties Milku. Yarikh, Yaqar, and possibly also
EI (1991 :60-61).

In the background of this discussion there
is the question of the relation between Ugar
itic adn and the god -+Adonis. Because adll
in KTlfl 1.16 i:44 and 1.124: 1-2 is used
absolutely. it can be interpreted as a first
step towards using this word as the name of
some deity. Moreover, it is tempting to re
late Adonis to Baal as we know him from
Ugaritic mythology. their stories and cullC;
having so much in common (EISSFELDT
1973:64; LORETZ 1980:292: ARTU 89-90).

Finally, it should be noted that it wa.c; not
unusual in the ancient Near East to refer to a
god by a title only and that this title event-

ually replaced the original name. The best
known examples of this are the Mesopot
amian Bel for Marduk and the Canaanite
Baal for -·Hadad.

III. The use in the Old Testament of
'tidon to denote the god of Israel resembles
the use of ad" in Ugaritic literature as out
lined above. It means that this one god is
singled out and is superior to the other gods.
There is no need to assume here some kind
of dependance, because the use of this title
is so widespread. But texts like Deut 10: 17
"Yahweh your God, is the God of gods and
the Lord of lords", indicate that the writer
had these other religions in mind (cf. also
Pss 135:5 and 136:2-3). And a name like
Adoniah, 'Yahweh is lord' or 'my lord is
Yahweh', is a confession of faith over
against others ascribing this title to EI, Yam,
or possibly Baal.

When Yahweh is called '{uftj" it empha
sizes his power over the whole earth (Josh
3:13; Mic 4:13; Zech 4:14; 6:5; Pss 97:5;
114:7; cf. also Isa 10:33) and over all people
(Exod 34:23-24; Isa 1:24; 3: I; and 19:4).

It is quite nonnal for the Israelite believer
to address his god as '(my) lord'. The rea
son why this is written 'adona)' instead of
the nonnal 'iidon, 'eid(m;, or 'adona)' may
have been to distinguish Yahweh from other
gods and from human lords. Whether this
special title was fonned by simply changing
the vocalisation of the word 'adonay or by
using some kind of archaic ending, cannot
be decided with certainty, nor when it was
used for the first time. The attempt by ElSS
FELDT to prove the early origin of this word
is not convincing. We have to reckon with
the possibility mentioned above of editors
changing the original text, e.g. its vocals,
according to later principles. EISSFELDT
points to the fact that 'adtmily and Yahweh
are used separately in parallel poetic lines
(cf. Exod 15:17; Isa 3:17). He compares this
to the phenomenon attested in Ugaritic texts
that the double name of some deities could
be split likewise (1973:73-74). He fails to
notice, however, that in Ugaritic these
double names are always connected by the
conjunctive w. And with none of these
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double names does the first part show signs
of having first been the title of a deity. .

It seems logical to assume that 'iidonay
developed from a title used to address
Yahweh to a name gradually replacing the
holy tetragram. This development must have
been furthered by the fact that it fitted
Yahwism very well. as it is symbolic for a
belief accepting no other lords, be they di
vine or human, than Yahweh.
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MAtAT
I. Thc assOCiation of p~ and iiPi~

('righteousness') with thc base of the Icing's
throne in Ps 89: 15; 97:2; Prov 16: 12 and
(after emendation) 20:28 has been compared
with the hieroglyphic representation of the
important Egyptian concept of 'ordcr': m3't.
The hieroglyph for m3t t shows that the ori
ginal meaning of the word must have been
'base', to wit the base of the divine throne
connected with the Primeval Mound. But
the hieroglyph was not used as a designation
for 'basc' but for m3't. An etymological
connection of this noun with the verb m3'
('to lead, guide, direct') is plausible (cf. the
Hebrew stem -,&, 'to be straight, right,
righteous'). The concept already existed in
the earliest period of Egyptian history. In
thc Third Dynasty, Horus is called 'Lord of
the Order' (nb m3'r). This title was transfer
red to Re and later also to other gods (Ptah,
Thoth and Osiris). The ideological concept
of m3't was moreover personified into a
divine being, Re's daughter Matat. The god
dess Ma'at was depicted as a woman
wearing a large feather on her head. But the
fcather alone could also represent her. Pro
bably, the feather expressed the association
of Ma'at with free air and breath (ASSMANN
1990).

II. The original concept of m3't designa
ted the cosmological order, the opposite of
disorder and chaos (jsft). According to
ancient Egyptian conceptions, this order
datcs back from the time of the creation; it
is everlasting and changeless. At the begin
ning of times, Re has put m3t t in the place
of chaos. The wise Ptahhotep states: "Ma'at
has not been disturbed since the day of its
creator". The connection between m3t t and
the god Re is also evident from the fact that

the goddess Ma'at is depicted as one of thc
crew of the solar barque. Through her nat
ure, she is the ideal guidc for her father
during his daily journey.

In a similar way to Rc's achievement, the
Pharaoh replaces disorder with the immuta
ble order represented by Ma'at. When
Tutankharnen restored the Egyptian tradition
after the untraditional reign of Akhenaten, it
is said: "His Majesty drove out disorder
(jsft) from the Two Lands so that ordcr
(m3 t t) was again established in its place; he
made disorder an abomination; the land was
ali at 'the first time' l= the crcation)" (Urk.
IV 2026). There is a close connection
between thc Pharaoh and Ma'at expressed in
the saying that the Pharaoh united himself or
fraternized with her. He is also the chief
upholder of m3't. Like the gods, he lives
from m3't, he is happy in m3't, he loves
m3'" he does m3'" he even eats and drinks
m3't in the same way as the gods do. The
Pharaoh is often depicted presenting a statu
ette of the seated goddess to other gods like
Amun as a symbol of his successes in kee
ping disorder out of Egypt.

But m3't is not only a cosmological and
political concept, it has also ethical as well
as metaphysical implications: 1II3't can like
wise be rendered as 'truth', 'righteousncss'
or 'justice'. It "is manifest in nature in the
normalcy of phenomena; it is manifest in
society as justice; and it is manifest in an
individual's life as truth" (FRANKFORT

1948). This means that the principle of cos
mic order has a bearing not only on the Pha
raoh's reign but also on the life of a private
person. Every human being is able to do
Matat's sake and therefore should do it.

In this way. Ma'at has an important role
in the judgement of the dead as depicted in
Egyptian illustrated texts related to the
Netherworld. This judgement takes place in
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the 'Hall of the Two Ma'ats'. The heart of
the deceased is placed on one pan of a
balance, a statue of MaCat (or her feather
alone) on the other. The balance is surmoun
ted by another statue of the goddess. If the
scales balance, the heart of the deceased is
said to be justified. His or her righteousness
has been established, since righteousness is
'to do 1Il3',..

In the royal administration, there was a
special devotion to the goddess Ma'at. The
vizier received the title 'Prophet of Macat'
and later he carried a little statue of MaCat
around his neck. This is understandable
because the main task of the vizier and his
officials wa" to say and to do 1113',. "The
power of an official lies in his m3', doing."
The Egyptian judges, with the vizier at their
head, are considered to be Ma'at's priests.

Having become a goddess, Ma'at could
play an active role in establishing the cos
mic order herself. Therefore, she was identi
fied with the Uraeus and with the goddess
Tefnut.

But the veneration for the goddess Ma'at
remained somewhat different from that of
other gods. There were no temples dedicated
to her during the Old and Middle Kingdom.
Also in myths, this goddess did not play an
important role and no other gods were iden
tified with her. It appears that the original
concept of 11I3't as 'order' prevailed over the
goddess with the same name. Note however
that during the New Kingdom an important
Ma'at temple was built in Karnak and also
other sanctuaries were dedicated to her.

From the Ramesside Period and later,
Ma'at was still revered but in the Wisdom
literature we see an important shift in the
conceptualization of 11I3't. No longer. one
could trust that ",3't wa" automatically pro
vided by the Egyptians gods and that the
Pharaoh was the obvious person to uphold
m3't. The gods have their own free will and
bestow m3Ct upon their pious adherents. In
the Teaching of Amenopc. it is formulated
in this way: "ma'at is a great gift of god; he
gives it to whom he wishes."

III. The Pharaoh's throne is often depic
ted with a base which is similar to the hiero-

glyph for m3't. For this rea"on, BRUNNER
saw a connection with four passages mentio
ned above associating iiPj~ with the base
of the king's throne (1958). He suggested
that Solomon's throne wa" a copy of an
Egyptian prototype including the 11I3't-like
base and that the Hebrew designation for
that base was iiPi~, being a rendering of
the Egyptian 11I3't. The suggestion is, how
ever, less likely than appears. In the above
mentioned texts from Psalms and Proverbs,
there is only one passage where we find
ilPi~ mentioned separately (Prov 16: 12). In
the other texts, Pi~ is combined with rela
ted concepts (O~O, i:·il and i',":~). For
instance Ps 97:2 "Pi~ and C~O are the
foundation of your throne." For this reason,
it is more probable that we are dealing here
with common metaphors for just kingship.
In that case, there is no direct connection
between the Hebrew concept of iiPi~ and
the Egyptian 11I3't.

The suggestion that the goddess Ma'at
would have been an equivalent of, or model
for, the biblical concept of Lady -·Wisdom,
has to be rejected.
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K. A. D. SMELIK

l\'1AGOG ~i~O

I. Magog (miigt'Jg) is known from the
Bible only (Gen 10:2; Ezek 38-39; I Chr 1:5).
Together with -·Gog, Magog came to be
used in traditions harking back to Ezek 38
39 as a symbol of the superhuman adversaries
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of God and his people at the end of time.
II. The etymology of Magog is uncer

tnin. The word is almost cenainly related to,
and maybe derived from, Gog. The ma at
the beginning of the word may be under
stood as representing the Assyrian deter
minative mat (stows COIlstmcWs of maW,
'country'), indicating that the following
word is a coun~, e.g. • malGaga (usually
trnnsliter:lted ali • 'urGaga) or it may be seen
as an abbreviation of Heb mill ('from'), or
as a melll-/oca/e. indicating a land. The
interpretation of Magog is intimately con
nected with that of Gog. then.

A derivation of Gog from Sumerian gug
('black spot', 'cornelian', or 'shining', de
pending on the identification of the root) has
been proposed (A. VAN HOONACKER, Ele
ments sumcriens dans Ie livre d'Ezechiel?,
ZA 28 (1914) 333-336. esp. 336), but is
highly implausible. The connection with a
hypothetical deity 'Gaga'. mentioned in Ee
III 3 as the vizier of Anshar (-.Assur), the
father of the gods. must be abandoned since
the name of the deity in question is to be
pronounced Kaka (D. O. EDZARD, RLA 5
[1976-80] 288; see also E. REINER, Surpu,
59 ad VIll 30 on the reading dGa-a-g;). No
particular significance seems to have been
attached to the liteml meaning of the name
Gog; the same would hold for Magog, if the
latter is derived from the former. If Gog
were a Hebrew calque on the name of the
Lydian king Gyges (Akk Gllgll). then
Magog might mean 'Land of Gyges'.

Alternatively, Gog may be a derivation of
Magog. The latter may refer to the Magi
living in the neighborhood of Cappadocia
and Media, or it may refer to Babylon: Mgg
could be a cryptogram for Babel. Writing
jjQ backwards (Cjj) and substituting for
each letter the one preceding it in the
Hebrew alphabet, one obtains ?JJ, i.e.
Babylon. Compare Jer 25:26: 51 :41 where
the enigmatic Sheshach (100) can be read
as Babel (':l::::) by means of 'atbas. a pro
cess whereby the alphabet is folded in the
middle ali it were, so that the first letter
coincides with the last, and the others are
similarly matched (BROWNLEE 1983: 107).

The major problem with this interpretation
is that it overlooks the vocal win mgwg. For
a full survey of a large variety of interpreta
tions see AALDERS (1951: 10-49). AALDERS'
own views, unfonunate1y. are heavily in
fluenced by his dogmatic convictions.

III. Magog is mentioned in the table of
nations in Gen 10:2, and in I Chr 1:5, as
one of the seven sons of -·Japheth. Three of
these sons occur in Ezekiel's Gog section a..
three countries or nations over which Gog is
lording (Gomer, Tubal, Meshech: 38:3.6:
39: 1). In Gen 10:3, Togarmah is listcd as a
son of Gomer. His name rcturns in Ezek 38:
6 as Beth-togarmah alongside with Gomer.
In Ezek 38:5 three other nations are said to
be with Gog: Persia, Cush, and Put. The lat
ter two occur in Gen 10:6 as sons of Ham.
Only Persia (paras) is absent from the list in
Genesis.

In cuneiform text.. the inhabitants of
Gomer are known as the Gimifr:ly, and in
classical Greek litemture as the Cimmerians.
Originally they lived nonh of the Black Sea
(Krim; see Homer, Od. 11:14). L1ter they
defeated Gyges of Lydia and settled in Cap
padocia, which is called Gamir by the
Armenians. Tub3! and Meshcch are also in
Asia Minor, in or around Cappadocia. Cush
is the land south of Egypt, Le. Ethiopia.
whilst Put is Lybia, west of Egypt. Since
Josephus (AIll. 1,6,1) Magog is usually
identified with the Scythians who lived
nonh of the Black Sea.

In Ezek 38:2 (cf. 39:6) the land of Gog is
called Magog, or, perhaps more accurately,
Gog is identified with the land of the
Magog. In 38:2 'Gog' is loosely followed
by 'land of the Magog'. It is probably a note
of an editor who wished to identify Gog
with Magog ali one and the same nation. or
as a person symbolizing that nation. This
may be confirmed by the LXX, in which the
use of the particle epi suggests thm both
Gog and Magog were understood as a coun
try. The Greek rendering paved the wny for
the later view, according to which Gog and
Magog were the names of two persons (see
Rev 20:8). The LXX rendering of Ezek 39:6
has Gog for MT's Magog. This also seems
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to confinn that the names Gog and Magog
were interchangeable.
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J. LUST

MAKEDON Mma:owv
I, Makedon ('Macedonian') is the epon

ymous hero of the inhabitants of Mace
donia in northern Greece. Macedonia and
Macedonians figure in both Apocrypha and
NT.

II. Macedonians particularly need an
eponym (-+Thessalos). as Macedonia had
only marginal claims to Greek status before
the conquests of Philip II (359-336) and
Alexander the Great (336-323). Their speech
seems to have been intennediate in status
between a dialect of Greek and a closely
related language (Indo-European *bh gives
b not ph: hence the names Berenike and

Bilippos not Pherel/ikc and Philippos).
Makedon first appears in the Hesiodic

Catalogue of Women (fl". 7 MERKELBACH &
WEST, perhaps around 625 BCE), a work of
systematic genealogy. His epithet. 'rejoicing
in horses', though banal, reflect" well the
interests of Macedonian aristocrats. His
parents arc --Zcus (a regular source of king
ship) and 'Thyia', a daughter of Deukalion
-who re-established humanity after the
flood (implications: DOWDEN 1992: 142),
therefore making a good grandfather for the
eponym of the current culture (in Thucy
dides 1 3.2, he is the father of Hellen
'Greek'). The term 'Thyia' otherwise looks
more like an eponym for the Thyiads
Maenads in the ecstatic cult of -+Dionysos
(certainly practised in Macedonia)-and this
rare name is later conupted from kai Thyia
('and Thyia') to kai Ailhria and kai Ailhyia
(Scholiasl" on Homer, Iliad 14, 226). His
brother !\1agnes is the eponym of Magnesia
(the eastern coast of Thessaly and peninsula
adjacent to Macedonia)-appropriately if the
name of the tribe Magl/cles is a pre-Greek
ethnic name in some way related to Make
dalles. Usually. however, Makedon is taken
as an ablaut variant of lIIakedllos, a word
meaning 'tall, slender' associated with the
Greek makro.'i ('long') and with words in
other languages meaning 'thin' (Latin macer,
Old High Gennan magar, Dutch lIIager).

Elsewhere, Makedon is 'earth-born' (Ps
Skymnos, Periegesis 620 of c. 110 OCE
like Deukalion's sown men), or a son of
Lykaon (Aelian, de Nalllra Anilllalilllll 10,
48; Apollodoros. 3 8.1, calling him 'Maked
nos'), another figure who lives in the interim
period just before our society. Lykaon is son
of Pclasgos, eponym of the Pelasgians, the
mythical predecessors of Greek civilisation
(DOWDEN 1992:75. 80-85, 110-112). Other
wise, Makedon is enrolled into the Aeolian
division of the Greeks (contrasting with the
Ionian and the Dorian), becoming one of the
10 sons of Aiolos (Hellanikos, FGH 4F74
Jacoby).

Makcdon's myth is to give the name
'Macedonia' to the fonner 'Emathia' ('Sandy'.
land), a real enough label for lower, coastal
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Macedonia found in Homer (Iliad 14,226)
and in several (archaizing?) authors. His
sons account for a random selection from
the landscape and its settlements, suggesting
that later geographers improvised in areas
left untouched by early genealogists with no
interest in the detail of marginal Macedonia.
Atintan exists to claim Atintania (an area of
N.W. Epeiros which later came under Mace
donian control), Europos to name Europos
(a fortified city in Emathia on the River
Axios). The strategic and agricultural centre
Beroia (in Emathia) is explained by Beroia
daughter of the son Beres, who also
accounts for an alleged 'city in Thrace'
(though we only know another Beroia there,
not a Beres). All this is enshrined from
antiquity in Stephanus of Byzantium's
Ethnika (a 6th century CE, or later, compila
tion), which adds a city Dropos with homoM

nymous founder, by confusion with Euro
pos. Makednos' son Pindos names the river
(Aelian I.e., an alternative name of the upper
Peneios), and Homer's mention of Pieria
(around Mt Olympus) and 'lovely Emathia'
may be explained (Scholiast bT to Homer,
Iliad 14, 226) by 'Amathos' (reimposing the
name the father was invented to displace!)
and 'Pieros', who also selVes the conveni
ence of Pausanias (9, 29,3) by introducing
the cult of the nine (Pierian) Muses at. ......

Thespiai in Boiotia. It is a sign of the mar-
ginality of this area that Pausanias' Per;
egesis of Greece does not bother with Thes
saly or Macedonia.

Another Makedon is a companion of
-Osiris in his conquest of Europe (Dio
doros 1,18, 20), a curious instance of the
reversal of the polarity of Alexander's con
quest of Egypt (also visible in the Alexan
der-Romance, where Alexander is a ,son of
the exiled Egyptian king Nektanebos, not of
Philip). In this incarnation, Makedon dresses
as a wolf, whilst his other companion
Anubis is dressed as a dog. This oddity
reflects (BURTON 1972:83, 254) the Greek
perception of the recumbent jackal Anubis
as a dog and the standing jackal Wepwawet
as a wolf (as worshipped at Siut, the Greek
Lykopolis).

III. The name Makedon is uncommon,
with only 7 bearers in FRASER-MATTHEWS,
(1987) (Thessalos=29, Jason=183). Use as
an ethnic label, with no reference to the
mythology, seems sufficient to account for
this (contrast Thessalos). The Greek king.
dom of Macedonia and the Macedonians
appear at Add Esth 16:10.14; 1 Macc 1:1;

,6:2; 8:5; 2 Mace 8:20. In Acts and the NT
Epistles the reference is usually to the
Roman province of Macedonia (coupled,
e.g. with Achaea at 1 Thess 1:7), though
occasionally 'Macedonian' is used of ethnic
origin.
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K. DOWDEN

MAVAKMELIS -MEDIATOR I

MAVAK YAHWEH - ANGEL OF
yAHWEH

MALIK l?O -Milcom, -Molech
I. The divine name Malik, once prob

ably the absolute state of Mal(i)kum, must
originally have been an epithet meaning
'prince, king' or 'advisor, counsellor', sig
nifying an aspect of another god, perhaps
- Dagan, the chief god of Ebla and of the
old North-Semites. Consequently, we find. it
in cuneifonn script with and without deter
minative, the latter especially when it is a
theophoric element of a personal name.
Since Old Babylonian times, Malik and.
Malku(m) were used with case endings and
in the plural forms Malikil and Malhi. The'.
character of the formation as an absolute '.,
state has been forgotten or superseded by a.f
new consciousness of its appellative mcan~~
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ing which is now connected with his/their
funeral or underworld character. Muluk,
which occurs in the local name llllm-Mlllllk
(ARM XVIII, 17) beside l-Ill-ma-li-ka-wiki

(G. DOSSIN, RA 35 [1938] 178 n.l) and in
the personal name l-rar-mll-Illk (Cf 33,
29: 15), may be a mere phonetic variant of
'Malik'. In Ugaritic, we find mlk. with -mil
J..-u, -<d)ma-lik, and -mll-/ik as theophoric el
emenl<; in personal names, and the plural
mlkm. In Phoenician. there are the theopho
ric elements mlk- resp. mmil-ki- or -mil-k;.
PIAK- or pUAK-, and Mile(")- or Malc(lI}- in
personal names and the divine names
mlk'srrr and mlqrr (-·Melqart). In Hebrew,
we find the theophoric clement mlllk(i)- and
-melek in several personal names, but per
haps in the merely appellative meaning of
'king' as an epithet of Yahweh and other
theonyms. not as divine name in a proper
sense. The Hebrew personal name mal/ilk
(cf. Palmyrene mllrk'), however. is obvious
ly a qamil intensive fonnation used as a
predicate ('royal, kingly') from which the
theophoric clement has been dropped; com
pare Akkadian Ba-('-)al-mll-lu-kll and Phoe
nician btlmlk. Outside personal names, the
theonym Malik is to be supposed only
behind Masoretic mclck in Isa 57:9. Instead
of lallllllelek in Isa 30:33, bl/lk 'as a sacri
fice' should be read: but this phrase gam-/Ili'
bulk may be a gloss (cf. BHS).

No divine name underlies Masoretic
IbniJ/ck, lammOiek and hammiJlek; because
(I)mlk is, rather, a Canaanite tenn for a sacri
fice (EISSFELOT 1935). Masoretic Icmolck (
Kgs 11:7, but sec below [III.]), instead of
Iemolek < la-mawlik, for which (Phoenician
and) Punic mlJ..-(r)/ml'k resp. the Latin trans
literation molc(II} in the Ngaus inscriptions
for child-sacrifices can be compared. is a
causative nominal fonnatioll according to
maqril(ar) from the root jlk « I\'lk) 'to go'
\\fell known from Phoenician as well as
Punic. Since a causative (hiphCiII jiphCiI) of
ljJ/k (= hlk) means 'to present, offer', the
noun '(Ie-)molek' resp. mlk(r)/ mole(h) is
best translated by '(as a) presentation, offe
ring', while IlIllk signifies 'as a sacrifice
(scil. for Yah\veh [cf. Judg 11 :30-40])', the

expression as being used in lPa!a 'as a
bumt-offering' Gen 22:2 or letdsam 'as a
guilt-offering' Lev 5: 18. The misinterpreta
tion of Hebrew mlk as a divine name which,
in view of the story in Gen 22, is meant to
liberate YHWH from the odium of requiring
child-sacrifices, occurs in the phrase zal/(i
'ahare hamllliJIek 'to commit whoredom
wi'th the ~10Iech'. Lev 20:5, which is possi
bly a gloss [M. NOTIi. ATD 6 (1962) 128
129] or part of a later stratum [K. ELlIGER,
HAT I 4. 269]. The misinterpretation is also
implied in the Masoretic detenninated fonn
Illmmolek Lev 18:21; 20:2-4; 2 Kgs 23: 10:
Jer 32:35, both styled according to habboser
'the shame': already lelllolek is really not in
ample agreement with a supposed original
pronunciation like 'Ie-malek'. In earlier pans
of the LXX like Lev 18:21; 20:2-5; I Kgs
11:7. mlk has been interpreted as the appel
lative noun 'king'. The fonnations
Iwmmolek and lal1/11/olek are followed by <>
MOAOX in later parts of the LXX (2 Kgs
23: 10: Jer 32:35. cf. Am 5:26), in Aquila,
Symmachus and Theodotion. by mwlk in b.
Sa"h. 64a.b. by MoA.wX in the Suda, a
Byzantine dictionary from the 10th century
CE, and by Moloch in the Vg. For details
and particularly for the abundant (Phoeni
cian and) Punic evidence see MOllER
(1984; 1997:240-241 [& lit]: thereafter
ISRAEl 1990).

An identification of a M6Iek with Malik is
rejected by EISSFELDT 1935 and many
others (see MOLLER 1984; 1997:240-241 r&
lit]: ISRAEl. 1990); but it is accepted by HEI
DER (1985) and DAY (1989). EDELMAN
(1987) adopts an intennediate position. For
the feminine mlkt, especially from Mozia,
sec inter alios AMADAS1-Guzzo (1987),
who excludes a derivation from Miilik.

II. In Ebb, Malik-spelled (d)Ma-lik,
with the variant Mll-/i-g,,-is often found as
a theophoric clement in personal numes:
and, moreover, in the geographic name li
ma-Ii-g"ki. But family religion as the source
of name-giving is far from the specifications
allotted to divine figures by the official cult.
The frequency of names foroled with Malik
may prove the high age of the god, family
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religion being always of a conservative
character. As for Akkadian, a god Malik
may already occur in the Presargonic ono
masticon where the noun can still figure as
an adjective, e.g. Ilsumalik 'his God is
king/advisor' (cf. ROBERTS 1972:105 n.338);
but we do not know in what sense a predi
cate 'king/advisor' is used, whether eu
phemistically or in earnest. In the Drehem
texts from 'the later Ur III period, offerings
(d)Ma-ai·ku-um/kum·~E 'for Malkum' are
mentioned. From the Old-Babylonian period
we know the----euphemistic (?)-expression
dMa-lik u dA .MA liballi!uka 'Malik and A.MA
may give you life' (CAD s.v. Maiku B b]2').
The singular Malik is quite often found in
personal names from Mari (ARM XVlIl,
265; cf. HUFFMON 1965). According to
EBELING 1931, p. 12:20, dMiIlik is a mythic
'King of Mari' (sarru sa Ma-riki ). In eco
nomic and administrative texts from Mari,
the plural Maliku is attested for numinous
figures who receive cereal-offerings, among
other materials such as oil which can be
found in connexion with gifts in the cult of
dead kings, In other Mari texts such as
ARM IX 89:7-12, we hear about an 'offer
ing for (the) dead kings' (kispum sa
saTr{mime~) consisting of victuals and oil
together with small quantities of the same
mat,erial anaM.aliki 'for the Maliku' (for the
kispum ceremony cf. TSUKIMOTO 1985). Are
these Maliku dead princes or kings resp.
counsellors, or are we to think of particular
deities of an underworld character?

In the omen CT 3, 3:41 'the hand (might)
of the Maliku and of a spirit' is mentioned.
Obviously the Maliku are to be distin
guished from the spirit, though they belong
to the same sphere. From a literary text, we
may quote an uttering such as: "I gave pres
ents to the Maliku, the Anunnaku and to the
gods living in the earth" (EBELING 1931, p.
58 1:19-21), showing that the Maliku belong
to deities, not to dead people. The difference
between both will not have been clear-cut;
because underworld deities and dead men
are nourished by the same offering ma
terials. In ceremonies of purification per
formed with refined oil (cf. ARM vn 8:1-

9), people want, as far as we know, to cle
anse themselves from contact with both the
dead and the underworld gods. Are the
Maliku the product of a theomorphic sub.
limation of the deceased? Has an older god
Malik been multiplied to that end?

Another argument in favour of the Subter.
ranean character of Malik is the fact that he
is identified with ~Nergal in several
Assyrian texts (TiIkultu 102 (no.135]; E.
EBELING, Or NS 24 [1955J 11). Has the
appellative notion 'prince, king; counsellor'
remained euphemistic until now? But per
haps the meaningful consistency of an
Oriental god wandering from age to age and
from one culture to another who, moreover,
is named by an appellative noun of a
somewhat common meaning at least in
Northwest-Semitic languages, is easily over
estimated. The title of ~'prince, king' or
suchlike is claimed by many Semitic deities
and, of course, by humans.

Ugaritic mlk appears in compounds such
as mik 'prt RS 1986.2235:17, mlk. '!lTth KTV
1.100:41 and mlk.b'[trt KTV 1.107:17. In
'ftrth and b'rtrt, the -h and b- have a locative
function ('Mlk in '[tTt') which also seems to
be the case in mik <ftrt RS 1986.2235:17.
mlk 'ltTt is paralleled by Phoenician mlklsrrt,
this name, however, being comparable with
~smn 'strt where an interpretation of 'str! as
a locative element may not be convincing.
The localization here has become rather an
identification: the local name being changed
into the feminine theonym from which it
was once derived. In KTV 1.108:1 1-3, lpU

for a netherworld god or ghost is connected
with the apposition mlk lim 'eternal king'
and combined with the epithet [ill "gtr
'strong god'. It is uncertain whether this
'Eternal King' is the same as Malik.

In KTU 1.47:33 = 118:32, as in two al
most identical lists of Ugaritic divine names,
we find the plural mikm with which Akkad~
ian Malikil may be compared, while, in the
following line. we recognize, in contrast to
the sequence in KTU 1.100 and 1.107, the
divine name sim. To mikm II slm the Akkad
ian-Ugaritic equations dma-likme~: ~lkm. JJ
dsa·li-mu: tim in the LWO correspondmg hsts,
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541

of divine names RS 20.24: RS 1929. no.17
(Ug V, 45:32-33) can be compared. (For
connexions with -mlk-, -dma-lik, -mu-lik and
similar personal names cf. GRONDAHL
1967:79. 157-158; Ug V, 60.) The uncertain
meaning of qdS mlk ('sanctuary of the
king'?) in KTU 1.123:20 is not reaJIy rel
evant here.

The Phoenician divine name miqrt CIS I
122: 1 (Melqart) for the chief god of Tyre,
i.e. dMi-il-qar·tu in Asarhaddon's treaty
with King Baal of Tyre, has been derived
from an epithet ('King of the city') for an
other god, probably -Baal of Tyre. The
worship of Melqart was known all over the
Mediterranian countries, perhaps because of
his identification with the young Herakles
by Greeks (Herodotus II 44) and Romans
(cf. BONNET 1988).

The above-mentioned Phoenician divine
name mlk(strt-a combination of a male and
a. female theonym for a god who, according
to l'dn 'to the Lord' and ICbd·m 'to his ser-
vants' lG4I 71: 1,2-3, was of male gender-is
often attested in Umm al-(Awtimid near Tyre
~uring the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE

(MAGNANINI 1973:16-22). It is also attested
i,n Carthage (CIS I 250:5), Leptis Magna
(KAI 119) and C~diz (KAI 71). CIS I 8:1

:'(MAGNANINI 1973:16-17) and other pas
,sages show that mIk(slrt is 'the god of Ham
~won' (= Umm al-'Awtimid?; cf. Josh 19:28)
'.(cf. KAI 19:4) and as such probably the pre
(.'decessor of -Baal Hammon of Sam)aI (lG4I
(.204:16). Malta (KAI 61:3-4). Carthage and
'iAfrica, if the latter is not to be identified
~}vith the Hurrian dHa-ma-ni Bo.8328:3 or
~:,b.mn is not yet merely a sacred object
~'.(XELLA 1991)- The character of mlk(strt still
~t~mains obscure. That the Ugaritic mlk
~;Wl(h) RS 1986.2235:17; KTU 1.100:41
~t~sp. mlk b (ltrt KTU 1.107:17 should be
!gocalized in Transjordan because of KTV
~l.108:1-3 (M. DIETRICH & O. LORETZ, UF
t~f [1990] 55-56) is hardly consistent with
~tp,e Phoenician evidence on miltstrt.
~~1i m. There is only one uncontested attes-
~"'"

1
!i~~lon of a .god Iv!lk (Masoretic melek).in the
-'~!~brew Blble, I.e. Isa 57:9. Accordmg to
~ ..
; }S verse, oil and spices are offered Imlk
.~;:
1'.:

~~
~~:t.
~~;..~:.
~~::.
'\:r.
t:~ .

'for Mlk'. The mythical conception asso
ciated with these sacrifices is that mes
sengers from the worshipping congregation
have to descend far down into the under
world. Oil offerings and their netherworld
character remind us of the Maliku from
Mari. It is well known that the conununity
which Trito-Isaiah is addressing had a
strong tendency to religious atavisms and in
particular to funeral cults (cf. 65:4). -That
'the treaty with death' ofIsa 28:15.18 or the
reference to a ~'King of terrors' in Job 18:
14 had Mlk in mind (DAY 1989:55, 58-64),
cannot be proved.

For maik(f)- and -melek in personal
names, see above (I.) and 1. D. FOWLER,
(Theophoric Names in Ancient Hebrew
[ISOT, Suppl.Ser. 49; Sheffield 1988] 50-53
[& lit)). The professional name Ebed
Melech, 'servant of king' (Jer 38:7--12;
39: 16) can be compared with cuneiform Ab
di-mil-ki (K. L. TALLQUlST, Assyrian Per·
sonal Names [Helsingfors 1914] 3). which is
obviously Canaanite (cf. Ug (bdmlk and
Phoen 'bdmlkt).

Canaanite 'milk'. as we find it in the
theophoric element 'Milk' of Phoenician
personal names, together with either -am> 
om (as in Heb Ijiram resp. Phoen 'Ahfrom)
or with -um may be the origin of the Mas
oretic divine name MilkOm resp. Milk6m as
the god of the Ammoilites (1 Kgs 11 :5.33; 2
Kgs 23:13). In 1 Kgs 11:7, we should read
Milkom instead of Masoretic mblek (accord
ing to LXX LucRec and vv 5.33 MT; cf. 2
Kgs 23:13 and emendations to 2 Sam 12:30;
Jer 49: 1.3; Zeph 1:5). It is not impossible
that the theonym ~Adrammelech in 2 Kgs
17:31 (cf. the same lexeme as anthroponym
in 2 Kgs 19:37; lsa 37:38) is connected with
the Phoenician personal name MaA,1CClvop0C;,
Plutarch, de Iside 15, in the sense of 'Malk
,addlr' 'Mal(i)k is mighty/magnificent' (1.
EBACH & U. RUTERSWORDEN, UP 11
[1979] 219-226). The formation -)Anam
melech, following Adrammelech in 2 Kgs
17:31, may then mean ~'Anath of Mik' (cf.
'Yahweh and his -+Ashera' from Kumillet
(Agrud and ijirbat al-Q6m).

Postbiblical evidence for Malik is Thamu-
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dic and Nabatean mlk together with Pal
myrene m/~: cf. Hl>FNER. In Sure 43:77/8 of
the Qur'an. an -·angel of hell is adressed as
ja-Malikll.
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(1990) 151-155; P. MAGNANINI. Le iscri,io
ni fellicie deU'oriente (Rome 1973): H.-P.
MOLLER. Religionsgeschichtliche Beobach
tungen zu den Texten von Ebln, ZDPV 96
(1980) 1-19, esp. 11-14: H.-P. MOLLER,
]?b mol«~. nVAT 48/9 (1984) 957-968 [&
htl: MOLLER, Genesis 22 und das mlk
Opfer, BZ 41 (1997) 237-246; S. RIBICHINI
& P. XELLA, Milkeastart, Mlk(m) e la tradi
zione siropalestinese sui refaim, RSF 7
(1979) 145- I58: J. J. M. ROBERTS, The
Earliest Semitic Pantheon. A SlIIdy of the
Semitic Deities Allested in Mesopotamia
before Ur 11/ (Baltimore & London 1972):'.
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(AOAT 216: Neukirchen-Vluyn 1985) 65
69: P. XELLA, I testi rilllali di Ugarit I
(Rome 198 I) 224-250: XELLA, Baal Ham
mon (Collezione di studi fenid 32: Rome
1991).

H.-P. MOLLER

MAMMON ~a~J(l)vcil;

I. Mammon (Aram. status emphaticus
mamono'), the etymology of which is not
completely cenain, probably is a maqtal
form of the root 'mn with the meaning of
'that in which one puts trust', with 'money,
riches' a~ a derivative meaning (J. A. Frrz
MYER, The Gospel according to Luke ((
[New York 1985J 1109: for other etymol
ogies sec HAUCK 1942:390 n. 2 and ROGER
1973: 127- I3 I: on problems of spelling see
MASTIN 1984). It occurs in both Hebrew
and Aramaic texts of the post-biblical period
(HAUCK 1942:391: BAGD s.v.: BALZ 1981:
942; SOKOLOFF 1990:3 I 1: its occurrence in
a 7th cent. BCE Aramaic inscription is very
uncertain, see LIPINSKI 1975): in Greek
transcription (~a~CJ)vcil; = mamona') it is
found only in four synoptic passages (Lk
16:9. I 1.13/lMt 6:24). Although a neutral
tenn in itself, in later Jewish usage (esp. the
Targumim) the word develops a predomi
nantly negative meaning with connotations
of the improper, the dishonest, the sinful
aspect of wealth (HAUCK 1942: 391).

II. In the NT the word occurs only on
the lips of -.Jesus. In the Q saying Lk 16: 13
1/ Mt 6:24 he seems to regard Mammon as
an enslaving force or even as a god that one
can serve: "No slave can serve two masters:
for a slave will either hate the one and love
the other, or be devoted to the one and des
pise the other. You cannot serve God and
Mammon". Here Mammon is personified as
an evil and superhuman power that stands in
competition to -God and by possessing
people can even keep them from being
devoted to God and make them hate Him.
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The two other texts, Lk 6:9.11 (also from
the pericope immediately following upon
the parable of the unjust steward) speak
about 'unrighteous wealth' (6 ~()llrova~ 1il~

aBl.Klac; and 6 aSlJ(o~ llollrovCiC;, the second
expression being the graecized fonn of the
semitizing original that reflects Aramaic
iptD' Poo) and they imply that believers
may learn from the unjust steward to use
wealth (in the sense of 'dispose of it') in the
service of love for others, i.e. in the service
of God (SCHMIDT 1987: 153~155). If the
etymology suggested above is correct, there
may be a wordplay with the root 'mn in Lk
16:11 : "If you have not ,been fai thtul
(m<Ytot) in the unrighteous mamon, who
will entrust (1tl<YtEUaEl) to you the true
(OA.t'}9lV6v) richesT' (four words perhaps
deriving from that root). That wealth can
exercise an overwhelming power over
People and enslave them is an insight well
known also among Greeks and Romans as is
~vident from the much-quoted sentence that
love of money is the root of all evil (l Tim
6:10; cf. for its variants P. W. van der
HORST, The Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides
[Leiden 1978] 142-143; K. S. FRANK, Hab
suehl, RAe XIIl [1986] 226-247). In some
later Christian sources Mamonas is depicted
as a demon, 'wealth' being personified ap
parently on the basis of the fact that Luke
,16:13 opposes mamonas to God and calls
90th God and Mammon ~kyrioi (see E.
'?ETERSON, Engel r und Personennamen,
)?hMus NF 75 [1926] 406-69).
;}- III. Bibliography
;c#,. BALZ, ~()~rovCi~, EWNT II (1981) 941
!,~42; J. M. BASSLER, God and Mammon.
~~sking for Money in the NT (Nashville
:J,99l); F. HAUCK, ~a~IDVac;, TWNT IV
)H942) 390-392; E. LIPINSKI, An Assyrian
;pecree Law in Aramaic, Studies in Aramaic
)!Mcriptions and Onomastics (Louvain 1975)
~17·82; B. A. MASTIN, Latin Mam(m)ona
1And lhe Semitic Languages: A False Trail
!~d a Suggestion, Bib 65 (1984) 87-90; H.
~l RUGER, ~ollrovac;, ZNW 64 .(1973) 127
~1~1; T. E. SCHMIDT, Hostility to Wealth in
!/peSynoptic Gospels (lSNTSS 15; Sheffield1f'8?); M. SOKOLOFF, A Dictionary of

Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine
Period, Ramat Gan 1990.

P. W. VAN DER HORST

MAN ~ ANTHROPOS

MARDUK l'j~

I. Marduk was the god of Babylon and
the supreme ruler of the Mesopotamian uni
verse. Normally, the name Marduk is writ
ten dAMAR.un. The name has been treated
by some as pre-Sumerian and the writing
understood as a folk-etymology, whereby an
unintelligible name is rendered understand
able in Sumerian. It seems better, however,
to treat the name as an original Sumerian
name: amar.uda.ak. This agrees with the
fact that the name possesses a long fonn:
(A)marutlduk (= MT: Mlr6diJk, LXX:
Mar6dak) in addition to its short form Mar
duk. While the name is usually interpreted
as 'calf/son of the sun', the interpretation
'calf of the storm' is to be preferred, espe
cially since Marduk is not a solar deity.
There are other ancient interpretations of the
name (e.g. Enuma Elish I 101-102).

With his exaltation, Marduk assumed the
name ~Bel (= 4"Lord', from the title belu;
cf. Canaanite -Ba(al as well as Heb >Adonay
= Ok ~Kurios) as his proper name.

II. Marduk's earliest beginnings seem to
be as the local god and patron of Babylon.
Already in the Old Babylonian period, he
was incorporated into the Mesopotamian
pantheon and considered to be the son of
EnkiJEa and a member of the Eridu circle. It
has been argued that Marduk became the
son of ~Ea because both he and Asallube
were gods of exorcism. Especially since
Asallul}e seems originally to have been the
messenger of Ea and not a god of exorcism
as such, it is more reasonable to assume that
the connection with Ea arose from the desire
to link Babylon and Marduk with Eridu, its
traditions, and its god Ea. Continuing the
tradition of the kings of Isin-Larsa who also
had a special relationship to Eridu, the
priests of Babylon were thus able to link
Marduk to a major god other than Enlil and
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a venerable tradition other than Nippur. The
subsequent identification of Marduk with
Asallube came about because both Marduk
and Asalluoe were associated with rain
clouds and water and, as sons of Ea, both
functioned as his messengers, agents, and
executors. Eventually, Asalluoe/Marduk in
deed became an exorcist, perhaps because
the human aJipu, who was the messenger of
Ea and identified with Asallube, preferred to
assume an identification with a divine exor
cist rather than remaining only a messenger,
thus enhancing his power. (This develop
ment was part of the expanding role and
status of this class of exorcists.)

As Babylon developed and grew in sig
nificance, Marduk's natural features were
overlaid by characteristics and roles he as
sumed as the god of the city, and he himself
incorporated features and identities of other
gods (e.g. Tutu of Borsippa). Marduk is
often treated as if he were a political con
struct lacking in natural features. This ap
proach is understandable, given that, on the
one hand, we have no early mythic materials
which present him as a natural force or as a
developed personality, and that, on the other
hand, texts that provide a detailed picture
seem to reflect a time when as the supreme
god he had taken over many roles and
identities. Still, itsecmspreferable to follow.
JACOBSEN'S assessment and to treat Marduk
as a god who was originally associated with
thunderstonns and brought natural abun
dance by means of water. Accordingly. we
should not explain all of Marduk's asso
ciations with water and vegetation as simply
having been taken over from Ea and his
circle. Note, especially, the identification of
Marduk with Enbilulu in Enuma Elish VII
and the emphasis in hymns and prayers
upon Marduk's power to bring water and
nourishment in abundance (sometimes in
conjunction with the rendering of decisions
and determination of destinies at the New
Year). See, for example, A. LIVINGSTONE.
SAA 3 (1989) 7~8; 21-23 and BMS, no. 12
(and dupls.):24-31. Also suited to (or de
rived from) his natural character are some of
the storm-like (and hence war-like) features

and deeds attributed to him in his fight
against ~Tiamat in Enuma Elish and the
use there of -Ninurta traditions. In texts
from the first millennium, Marduk's astral
identification is especially with Jupiter.

The history of the god is of importance
for an understanding of Mesopotamian re
ligion and thought. We turn now, therefore,
to that topic. Marduk has a more textured
personality than simply that of the god of
the expanded Babylon, and his full character
and deeds should not be seen only as a pro
jection of political developments. Still, his
ascension to the head of the pantheon and
the expansion of his powers are surely re
lated to the gradual elevation of Babylon to
pre-eminence.

Although mentioned as early as the Early
Dynastic period (perhaps even ED II), it is
only during the Old Babylonian period
under Hammurapi-who for the first time
made Babylon an important city and the
capital of an extended state-that Marduk
emerges as a significant god and a member
of the Sumero·Akkadian pantheon. Thus the
Code of Hammurapi begins: "When lofty
-+ Anum, king of the Anunnaki, (and) Enlil,
lord of heaven and earth, the determiner of
the destinies of the land,· determined for
Marduk, the first-born of Enki, the Enlil
functions over all mankind, made him great
among the Igigi, called Babylon by its
exalted name, made it supreme in the world;
established for him in its midst an enduring
kingship, whose foundations are as firm as
-heaven and earth-" (Codex Hamrnurapi I
1-21 [ANE:f.3]). Even here, Marduk's elec·
tion is still the continuation of an older Mes
opotamian tradition. In that tradition, the
god of the politically dominant city ruled the
land, but the central meeting place or assem
bly of the gods remains Nippur and ultimate
power resides with the divine assembly and
its leaders. One difference, however, from
some earlier fonnulations seems to be the
treatment of Marduk's kingship in Babylon
as eternal. All the same, Marduk in the Old
Babylonian period seems to be no more than
a junior member of the pantheon; he is a
local god but he is now a permanent mem· .

"
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ber of the pantheon and god of a city that
has become a permanent part of the ideo
logical landscape.

As Babylon developed, so did the god.
Beginning as the local god and patron of
Babylon, Marduk became the god and
master of the Babylonian national state and
the supreme god and absolute ruler of the
oniverse. However, during most of the
second millennium, Marduk seems. neither
to have replaced the high gods of Babylonia
nor to have ascended to the head of the pan
theon. Only late in the second millennium
does he take on many of Enlil's roles and
become not only lord of the land but also
king of the gods.

While there are indications that Marduk
was emerging as supreme ruler already
during the Kassite period (cf. e.g. the events
~sociated with Adad-shuma-u~ur in A. K.
GRAYSON, Babylonian Historical-Literary
Texts [Toronto 1975] 56-77 [but note that
this text contains anachronisms and was
probably composed well after that reign))
(illd early in the second Isin period, his elev

.ation seems to have been first publicly ar-
~iculated only during the reign of Nebuchad-

•nezzar I (1125-1104). This king defeated the
·~Iamites and restored the plundered statue
pf Marduk to Babylon. Now, in addition to
Narduk's rule over the city of Babylon.
::~erewas an open claim for Marduk's do
:ruinion over the gods and over the whole
.l~nd. He takes on some of the roles of Enlil
>~nd occasionally even replaces him. Gener
',~Uy speaking, however, the other major
::gods are not replaced or made simply sub
;'~~rvient to Marduk (especially in texts from
~F.ilies other than Babylon). Rather, Marduk,
}~.o longer a junior, is now ranked with the
j;~.~prerne gods of the pantheon.
hi; By the end of the second millennium, a
~!}.abylon.ian nation-state seems to have been
K~~ated with the city Babylon as its centre
~~,n.d Marduk as its god. As mentioned above,
~~arduk is now even referred to occasiona)]y
~e,~,king of the gods, but it is only during the
(!)wst millennium, culminating in the Neo
~~~abylonian empire, that we find this idea
~~~tematically carried through to its logical
~~;L,

~:"

I
~f:
,~(

"~

~~!.
",i;;

conclusion. This is evident from first-millen
nium documents describing the Akitu-New
Year festival; for at that season, the gods all
assembled in Babylon, where Marduk was
declared king and where destinies for the
New Year were determined. Certainly,
during the Neo-Babylonian empire, Marduk
was the supreme god of a universal empire
ruled from Babylon.

The date of the elevation of Marduk has
occasioned a variety of scholarly opinions.
The problem is a knotty one and requires a
nuanced approach. It is likely that the per
ception of Marduk as head of the pantheon
was already developing even before the time
of Nebuchadnezzar I. Already in the Kassite
period, Babylonia became a national state
with Babylon as its capital. But the con
ception of Marduk as king of the gods in the
form known to us, for example, from Enuma
EIish, could not be fully articulated until at
least two conditions were met: 1) Babylon
had to replace Nippur as the divine locus of
power upon which the world, the nation, and
the monarchy were based, and 2) a new
model of world organization had to be
available.

1) NippurlBabylon: Even though the Kas
site kings ruled the country from Babylon,
they followed the older Nippur-Anu-Enlil
con~truction of government and, in addition
to being kings of Babylon, were kings of
Sumer and Akkad. The nation, in accord
ance with the traditional cosmology, was
imagined as being governed by the divine
assembly in Nippur under Enlil. The
nation/country of Babylonia and the city of
Babylon were kept conceptually separate,
with the kingdom of 'Sumer and Akkad'
not the royal capital-being perceived as the
primary unit of government and source of
power. Marduk was god of the city of Baby
lon, the capital, and god of the royal family,
but Enlil remained lord of the land.

NaturaBy, as the god of Babylon and of
the royal family, Marduk's position con
tinued to evolve. For residents of Babylon,
for its priests and theologians, and even for
the kings in their role of rulers of Babylon,
Marduk might have been perceived as king
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of the gods even before Nebuchadnezzar I.
However. as long as the Nippurian con
ception of governance of the Mesopotamian
cosmos and territory remained operative. the
concept of the nation and the role of Enlil
would remain the same. and developments
in Babylon would not initially have affected
them. Thus. until the replacement of the
political framework that had Nippur as its
centre by a different framework centering on
Babylon. Marduk's supremacy would not be
expressed in political documents. Official
recognition of Babylon as the pennanent
capital and souree of legitimacy was a pre
condition to the public. official exaltation of
Marduk as the supreme god.

2) World organization: But more was re
quired than just the replacement of Nippur
with Babylon to bring about such a change
in the conception of Marduk. The recog
nition of Marduk as the supreme god was a
new religious idea that depended upon a
radical shift in thinking about the state.
What wa~ required was not only a different
centre. but also a new conception of the cos
mic and political world as a world-empire
revolving around one central city. In this
divine empire. everything revolves around
the god of the central city; at home in their
own cities. the other gods pay homage to the
supreme god and also journey to the centre
to do obeisance: their relationship to the
supreme god defines the character of the
divine world and their role within it. Such a
conception depends not only on the exist
ence of absolute kingship. but even more
upon an imperial fonn of government. It is
for this reason that Marduk's elevation to
full divine supremacy could only take place
in the first millennium at a time of world
empire. (Compare. perhaps, Marduk's re
placement of the divine assembly with
developments in Egypt under Akhnaton.)

But regardless of how one assesses the
evidence from/about the latter half of the
second millennium and what one concludes
regarding the date of Marduk's elevation, it
is clear that in the first millennium the new
image of Marduk as world ruler dominated
Babylonian thinking. Marduk and Babylon
have become the primordial god and city;

the Erra poem can present Marduk as the
god who ruled before the Flood and whose
temporary absence brought about the Flood.
and in this new antediluvian tradition.
Marduk replaces the older gods Enlil and
Ea. Nevertheless. despite the new suprem
acy of Marduk and the apparent existence of
henotheistic tendencies, Mesopotamia re
mained polytheistic. with its scveml cities
maintaining the cults of their gods.

Marduk's cult spread to Assyria before
the Sargonids. but it was especially in the 8
7th centuries. when Assyria attempted to
control Babylon. that interesting develop
ments and conflicts surrounding Marduk and
Babylon arose. The Assyrians had difficulty
assimilating the Marduk cult or even
defining an efficacious and stable relation
ship with Mnrduk and his city. An extreme
fonn of the conflict is attested during the
reign of Sennacherib when, alternatively.
-~Ashshur was cast in the role of Marduk
and assumed his deeds or Marduk was made
to function at the behest of Ashshur/Anshar.

During the late 7th and first half of the
6th century, under the Neo-Babylonian
kings. Marduk was regarded as the principal
god of the empire. Apparent threats to the
prerogatives of the Marduk cult led the
priests of Babylon to welcome and justify
Cyrus's conquest.

Apparently. the events of the reign of
Nebuchadnezzar I -especially the return of
the statue of Marduk-occasioned the com
position of literary works revolving around
Marduk. his experiences and deeds, and his
new exalted position of power and rank. In
such texl~ as the Marduk suillo BMS 9 obv.
(and dupls.). Marduk is shown outgrowing
the role of son of Enki and young prince of
Eridu (a role in which he was comparable to
Ninuna as son of Enlil and young prince in
Nippur) and assuming the role of master of
Babylon and of the whole land. While
recognizing that Babylon is the centre of the
world. this text does not focus only on the
city. Rather, it uses Babylon a~ a stepping
off point to the rest of the world. BMS 9
obv. is to be dated, I believe. to the afore
mentioned reign.

A somewhat different situation obtains,
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however, in EI/limll EJish, for in addition to
describing Marduk's ascendancy to the king
ship of the gods, it focuses narrowly on
Babylon, on its creation as the first city and
designation as the centre of the world of the
gods, and thus also displays an inward turn
ing. For other reasons as well, EI/lima Elish
should perhaps not be dated to the time of
Nebuchadnelzar I. We should now, there
fore, discuss this document.

Emima Elish ("When On High'), a seven
tablet work, is ccrt41inly the most important
document defining Marduk's elevation. It
describes his rise to permanent and absolute
kingship over the gods. His ascendancy is
expressed not only by the recognition of his
kingship over the gods but also by the
naming of his fifty names, for by this
naming many gods arc identified with
Marduk or arc made aspects of him. In this
work, the idea of an assembly ruled by
Marduk from the Esagila in Babylon is
clearly envisaged and worked out, and the
earlier structure of a national assembly of
the gods in Nippur (led by Enlil and Anu)
is, by implication, replaced.

While various documents composed
under Nebuchadnezzar I reflccted the as
cendancy of Marduk. it may be a mistake to
include EI/li1Ila EJish among them. The date
of composition of £I/lima EJish is not with
out historical significance: moreover. the
date has a bearing on the interpretation of
the work and its relationship to other litern
tures. In the course of the last 60-70 years,
various dates have been suggested for
Emima EJish. In the first flush of redis
covery of the Old Babylonian period and the
Code of Hammurnpi, the composition of
Emima Elish was dated to that period. (Such
passages a.'i the above-quoted passage from
the prologue to Codex Hammurnpi were
used to support this notion.) More recently.
dates in the latter half of the second millen
nium have been proposed. While W. von
Soden suggests a date of composition
around 1400, LAMBERT (1964) argues for
the composition of Enii11la Elis" during the
reign of Nebuchadnezzar I as a work cel
ebrnling Marduk's official elevation to
leadership of the pantheon. JACOBSEN

(1976). on the other hand. introduces a
number of subtle distinctions and argues that
the work dealt with issues surrounding
Babylonia's re-conquest of the Sealand and
national unification and should be dated sub
sequent to that event (after Ulamburiash) in
the carly part of the second half of the
second millennium.

Previous attempts at dating and interpre
tation have a.'isumed that the work reflects a
period of ascendancy of the city Babylon
and the Babylonian kingdom. If this were
the case, we would expect our text to evi
dence charncteristics of a work written
either by temple circles or by palace circles
and to support the interests of one or the
other. Rather. it exhibits a mixed set of
features with regard to temple and palace.
This mixture can be explained if we assume
that EI/lima EJish was written not at a time
of ascendancy, but rnther at a time when the
interests of temple and palace had coalesced
because the scat of power had shifted else
where and it had become necessary to re
assert the centrnl importance of the god, his
temple. and his city. Thus, rather than view
ing EI/lima £Jish as a work composed during
a period of Babylonian political ascendancy
and as a reflection of the city's attainment of
increasing power, I would suggest that we
instead view £/llima EJish as having been
composed at a time when it was necessary
to preserve the memory of Babylon's as
cendancy and to assert its claim to be a
world capital on the grounds that it had been
so since the beginning of time. It was com
posed some time during the early first mil
lennium in a period of weakness of the city
Babylon and served to bolster the city's
claim to culturnl prestige and privilege at a
time when it was coping with the loss of
political power and centrality. While sup
porting political aspirations. the work
reflects even more the needs of a major
temple organization to preserve its religious
and cultural significance and may well have
been composed in temple circles.

Thus, while BAtS 9 obv. (and dupls.) is a
more naturnl example of increasing strength,
EI/li1Ila £lish is a conservative attempt to
preserve somelhing that was threatened with
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loss. The emphases and approach of Emima
Elish would agree with composition in the
first millennium at a point when Babylon's
ascendancy was threatened either by the
Aramaeans or the Assyrians. Certainly,
Emil1la Elish exhibits a pronounced baroque
style characteristic of late periods.

Moreover, while the universalistic world
view implicit in £mima E/ish is not con
sonant with the second millennium when the
concept of world-empire had not yet become
part of the Mesopotamian political and re
ligious imagination, it does fit with the
thought and experiences of the first milIen
nium. Emima Elish is rooted in the notion of
Marduk as king of the gods; while the
earlier period may have already articulated
this idea, the vision of Elllil1la E/ish reflects
a radical extension of it, perhaps in reaction
to the Assyrians and under the influence of
the model provided by the Assyrian world
empire. It reflects the cultural needs of first
millennium Babylon. For the time being,
then, £lllil1la £lish should not be calIed upon
to give testimony to the ascendancy of Mar
duk at the end of the second millennium.

Marduk's main sanctuary was located in
the centre of Babylon and comprised a
group of buildings, most notably the low
temple Esagila and the temple tower (zig
gurat) Etemenanki. Between these two com
plexes ran the main processional street.
Esagila contained the major shrines of Mar
duk and his wife Sarpanitu as \velI as a
number of chapels dedicated to other gods.
On the top of the ziggurat, which was lo
cated within an enclosure, stood the high
temple of Marduk, with rooms of worship
for other gods. Among the gods who had
chapels in these complexes special mention
should be made of Marduk's son -·Nabii,
the scribe of the gods and god of Borsippa.
Nabfi, too, eventualIy attains high eminence
among the gods alongside his father Mar
duk.

The New Year's festival in Babylon
(usually referred to as the Akitu festival)
was based in Marduk's temple complex and
centered on his cult. Comprising several
separate strands which were joined together

over time, the rites of the festival, which
took place in the spring during the first
twelve days of the first month (Nisannu),
centre upon the god, city, and king of
Babylon. But although the Akitu festival
had several originalIy independent dimen
sions (natural, cosmological, and political),
it nevertheless remains true that ElIlima
Elish gives expression to some of the same
ba·;jc issues and narrative themes ao; the late
festival and corresponds to several of its
major ritual enactments. Emima Elish (prob
ably our text, but possibly some other ver
sion or re-telIing of the story) was recited
before Marduk on the fourth day of the
month (it may welI have been recited in
other months as welI). Principal among the
ritual events that should be mentioned here
arc: prayers for Babylon; divesting and re
investing the king before Marduk; ingather
ing of the gods from various cities to
Babylon: gathering of the gods in <lssembly
on two separate occasions in the shrine of
destinies of the Nabii sanctuary for the pur
pose of detennining destinies (parallel to the
two a'isemblies in Elllil1la Elish, before and
after the battle respectively): procession of
Marduk and the other gods (with the king
taking Marduk's hand) by way of the pro
cessional way and -·Ishtar's gate, and travel
on the river to the Akitu house, where a
banquet takes place. Sitting down in the
Akitu house has been taken as representing
the victorious battle over -.Tiamat, though
this battle may be equalIy or better repre
sented by the sailing on the river to the
Akitu house. Thus, evidently battle, en
thronement, and detennining destinies arc
among the many acts that are celebrated
during the Akitu festival.

III. Merodach is mentioned in Jer 50:2,
where he is the god of Babylon and is re
ferred to also under the name Bel. As Bel he
occurs also in Jer 51:44 and Is 46: I; in the
latter passage he appears together with his
son Nebo =NabO. For Bel in the OT Apoc
rypha, see Letter of Jeremiah (= Baruch
6):40 and Bel and the -Dragon (= addition
to the Greek Daniel, Ch. 14): 3-22. All
biblical references nlIude to the Marduk cult
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of the Nco-Babylonian period. Seveml
Babylonian names with Marduk as the
theophoric clement appear in the Bible:
Evil-merodach, Merodach-baladan, and
perhaps Mordechai. (D. J. A. CLINES,
Mordechai, ABD 4 [1992] 902-904, esp.
902; C. A. MOORE, Esther, Book of, ABD 2
[1992) 633-643, esp. 633).
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T. AnusCH

MARY
I. Mary. the mother of -Jesus, is men

tioned by name only in the four Gospels and
once in the Acts of the Apostles. The name,
which occurs as Maria or Mariam in the
Greek NT. and as Mariamme in Josephus,
Am. 3.54, corresponds with the Heb name
Miriam (cf. Exod 15:20; Num 26:59).
Because of Mary's symbolic role in the
ascetic. dogmatic (especially christological)
and ecclesiological reflection of the Chureh,
mariology was developed in patristic times,
which in its turn prepared the way for fur
ther developments in the Middle Ages and
afterwards.

II. The earliest NT author, Paul, docs
not mention Mary. although he does refer to
the binh of Jesus in Rom I:3-4; Gal 4:4, 29
and Phil 2:6-7. The earliest references to
Mary arc Mark 3:31-35 and 6: 1-6. In Mark
3. the mother and the brothers and sisters of
Jesus, his physical family. are said to have
no advantage in relationship to him; only
those who do the will of --God are truly
"his family." In 3:21-35, the suggestion is
that what counts is the 'eschatological' fam
ily alone (BROWN et alii 1978:52-58). Mark
6:3 (par. Matt 13:55) lists Mary (this is the
first time she is mentioned by name) and
four brothers of Jesus. Some scholars also
identify the Mary of Mark 15:40 (par. Matt
27:56), 15:47 (par. Matt 27:61) and 16:1
(par. Matt 28: I) with Mary the mother of
Jesus. In view of the later doctrine of the
perpetual virginity of Mary, which cannot be
found in the NT. other scholars hold the
brothers and sisters of Jesus 10 be more dis
tant relatives, or sons of Joseph from an
earlier marriage (cf. Hilary of Poitiers.
Comm.Matt. 1,4).

Matthew mentions Mary in the narrative
of the birth of Jesus in chaps. I and 2. In the
genealogy (I: 1-17), we have the unusual
appearance of five women of which Mary is
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the last. All five are marked by real (or
apparent) irregularities in their marital
unions, yet they, and last but not least Mary
herself, were vehicles of God's messianic
design (BROWN et alii 1978:81-83). The
conception narrative (1 :18-25) reinforces
and specifies the exceptional nature of
Mary's pregnancy: what appeared like adul
tery was in fact the work of the -Holy
Spirit and part of God's plan to save his
people. Matt 1:22-23 interprets this plan as
announced in Isa 7: 14. Matt 12:46-50 paral
lels Mark 3, but the suggestion is not, as in
Mark, that the eschatological family has
replaced the physical family. The same goes
for Matt 13:53-58 which parallels Mark 6
(BROWN et alii 1978:98 etc.).

Of all NT writers, Luke has most to say
about Mary. The infancy narrative serves the
christological purpose to retroject the belief
of the Church concerning Jesus' ministry
and resurrection to his conception, birth and
early youth (cf. Luke 1:35 with Rom 1:3-4;
BROWN et alii 1978: 118-119). Only before
the conception is Mary's virginity explicitly
attested (cf. 1:27 with 1:31). As such, the
birth from the Holy Spirit need not imply
the absence of a human father, witness the
"overshadowing" of men in 9:34 and Paul's
reference to Isaac as "born according to the
Spirit" in Gal 4:29; cf. Rom 9:8). Neverthe
less, Luke may have intended to describe a
virginal conception. Even more positive than
Matthew's is Luke's attitude towards Jesus'
physical family. His mother, who is praised
in 1:38.42.45; 2: 19.51 and 11 :27·28 firmly
remains 'his own'. In Acts 1:14, Mary is
mentioned once more to show that she was
part of those who waited for the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit (BROWN et alii 1978:119·
177).

The Gospel of John features Mary as the
"mother of Jesus" or refers to her implicitly.
The dominant motif of the story of the wed
ding at Cana (2: 1-11) is christological, but
the mother of Jesus does have an important
role in the events leading up to the sign
(BROWN et alii 1978:187). Though this
scene seems to suggest imperfect belief on

-Mary's part, her faith as implied in 19:25-2'7

can be contrasted to the lack of it on the
part of Jesus' brothers in 7:1-10: the natural
family disqualifies itself but Jesus' natural
mother and the' beloved disciple are taken up
into the eschatological family because of
their faith (BROWN et alii 1978:213).

In Rev 12 a woman "clothed with the
sun" appears. The description echoes vari
ous OT passages referring to messianic per
sons and their work. The woman symbolizes
the people of God, Israel, the Church. Thus
Rev 12 does not intend to refer to Mary, but
aims to assure its readers of ultimate victory
in times of persecution (BROWN et alii
1978:230-231). Yet from the fourth century
onwards the woman was often taken to
stand for Mary, since the description was
interpreted as concerning the mother of the
-Messiah.

III. After the NT, biblical themes are
taken up, or reinterpreted to refer to Mary
and new elements appear. Ignatius calls the
virginity of Mary and her giving birth "mys
teries worth shouting out" (Eph.19, 1). Justin
still knows people who do acknowledge
Jesus as the Messiah, but also believe he
was conceived naturally. He and most Chris
tians, however, believe in the virginal con
ception (Dial. 48A). For Irenaeus, the "sign
of the -virgin," based on the LXX text of
Isa 7: 14, stands over against the--in his
opinion-false translations of the term 'alma
as "young woman" by Theodotion and
Aquila, who were followed by the Ebionites
in their conviction that Joseph was Jesus'
father (Adv. Haer. Ill,2l,l). Like Justin and
lrenaeus, Tertullian adduces the virgin birth
as a real binh worthy of God. as a proof of
the true humanity of Jesus. over against
gnostic docetism (De carne Christl).

After the demise of gnosticism, patristic
interest in Mary is rekindled by the rise of
asceticism. Clement of Alexandria (Strom.
VII.16) paraphrases, and Origen (In Matt
X.I7) mentions, the Protevangelium of
James, the first writing to express belief in
Mary's perpetual virginity. In the fourth
century, this motif came to be hotly debate?
during the Arian struggle. The word atl

parthenos, first attested as an epithet of
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Mary early in the founh century in Peter of
Alexandria, is used against the Arians by
Athanasius, is found in Epiphanius,
Didymus and others (LAMPE 1961) and then
becomes most common in Greek theological
and liturgical usage. At the level of ecu
menical councils, Mary's virginity was con
fessed at Constantinople in 381 and her per
petual virginity in 553. In the Syrian East,
Ephrem's Hymni De Narivirare Domini and
others show Marian devotion: the probably
spurious Hymni de Beara Maria Virginc are
more explicit on issues like Mary's perpet
ual virginity.

In the West. Mary's virginity is first em
phatically defended by Hilary of Poitiers
(Comm.Mall. 1,3) and after the adoption of
the monastic ideal of virginity from the
East, upheld against opponents of that ideal
by Jerome (Ad\'ersus Hel\'idiwn, Ad\'ersus
Jovinianllm) and especially Ambrose, who
has an exceptional interest in Mary as a
person (De virginibus. De \'irginirare. De
insrirurione drginis). Augustine has little
specific interest in Mary herself, but insists
on her perpetual virginity for christological
reasons, adopting Zeno of Verona' s phrase
(I 54, 11.5): virgo concepir. \'irgo peperir.
virgo permal/sir on many occasions (e.g.
Sermuns 51, 170, 196, 23 I etc.). The same
Zeno (I 3, X.19) also introduced the idea of
the conception through Mary's ear; this idea
became popular in the Middle Ages (JoNES
1951 ).

The clauses concerning the Virgin Binh
in the Old Roman ('Apostolic') and the
Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed have a
purely christological intention. That the
main scope of Marian devotion in patristic
times was in fact a christological one, be
comes quite clear through the debate on the
use of the word rheorokos ('God-bearing'),
first attested probably not in Hippolylus, but
in the works of Alexandrians like Origen,
Alexander and Athanasius, then in Epiphan
ius. It is insisted upon by the Cappadocians
(Gregory of Nazianzus in Episrula 101: "If
someone docs not accept holy Mary as God
bearing, he is outside the Godhead"), and
became a subject of controversy in the fifth

century christological debate between Cyril
of Alexandria and Nestorius. The latter pro
posed the term chrisrorokos ('Christ
bearing') as a compromise between rheo
IOkos and alllhropolOkos ('man-bearing', a
fourth century Antiochene term) but the
term rheorokos won, first at the council of
Ephesus (431) and then at Chalccdon (451)
(LAMPP. 1961: BENKO 1993:250).

Latin theology put forward the thesis that
Jesus had to be conceived by a virgin be
cause the transmission of original sin was
related to the sexual nature of human propa
gation. Thus, the virginal conception almost
becomes a theologoumenon of Jesus' sin
lessness. The idea appears in a fragment on
Ps 22(23) ascribed to Hippolytus by Theo
doret (Eranisres Aorilegium I, 88: BROWN

1973:41) but is not developed until Ambrose
(e.g. £r;p. Lllc. II 56 and in his commentary
on Isaiah, known through quotations by
Augustine, COl/rra duas epislllias Pelagia
nOnlm IV 29) and Augustine (especially in
the Pelagian controversy, e.g. De nupriis er
concllpiscelllia II 15: Opus imperjeclllm
conrra Jlliial/um IV 88). As a sequence to
this theologoumenon, that of Mary's own
immaculate conception arose. In the East. it
was advocated from Photius onwards: in the
West it was not articulated theologically
until Paschasius Radbenus and Anselm of
Canterbury (SOLL 1978:137. 150, 165). The
typology -·Eve-Mary. first found in Justin
Martyr (Dial. 4-5) and Irenaeus (e.g.
Adv.Haer. III, 22, 4), contrasts the dis
obedience of Eve with Mary's obedience.
Irenaeus calls Mary Eve's advocate
(A d\'.Haer, V, 19, I). It stimulated the con
viction that Mary was free from original sin.
In the works of Ephrem the Syrian, this
typology acquired ecclesiological signifi
cance (M URRAY 1971). Further thoughts on
the connection between Mary and the
Church were developed by fathers such as
Cyprian, Augustine and others (SEYBOLD

1985:89, BENKO 1993:229).
Funher Marian typologies were devel

oped in the West on the ba.~is of several aT
passages. leading to many more epithets for
Mary as found e.g. in the Carolen in lalldem
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sanctae Mariae ascribed to Venantius Fortu
natus. Generally speaking. it was the alle
gorical or 'spiritual' interpretation of Bibli
cal texts. rather than the literal. which
provided opportunities to lay a Biblical basis
for mariological developments (SEYBOLD
1985:48). While the first Christian examples
of the use of this exegetical method are to
be found in the synoptic Gospels. it was first
extensively developed by Origen and the
School of Alexandria and eventually also
made fruitful for the elaboration of mariol
ogy. Finally. Mary devotion in the West
took a new tum at the end of the patristic
period with fathers such as Leander and
Isidore of Sevilla and Ildephonse of Toledo;
the latter desired to serve Mary with a view
to serving Christ (De virginitate beatae
Mariae XII. 167. 10-19).

In the first five centuries of the Christian
era. there is no absolutely clear and explicit
testimony which gives support to the Roman
Catholic dogma of Mary's assumption. for
mulated in 1950 (JUGIE 1945:101); the first
hints come in 377 in Epiphanius. Pan. 78.
10.11,23 (BENKO 1993:241). In the fifth and
sixth centuries, apocryphal Transitus Mariae
are written which survive in a complex
cycle of texts in different ancient languages.
MIMOUNI'S thesis is, that the origins of both
the traditions concerning Mary's nativity
and concerning her death must be situated in
monophysite circles in late fifth century
Jerusalem (MIMOUNI 1995). Here Mary's
death. funeral and bodily assumption into
Paradise are described. This, and the convic
tion that the immaculacy of the Virgin
required a bodily assumption into heaven. is
the basis for the elaboration of more details
concerning the circumstances of Mary's pas
sing away in later tradition.

Parallels between Mary and pre-Christian
goddesses impose themselves but cannot be
traced historically. Thus it is striking that
several goddesses like Mary are called
-'queen of heaven' (BENKO 1993:15, 21.
51. 112, 217; the argument however hinges
on a mariological interpretation of Rev 12),
and since 323 Mary has been identified with
Virgil's virgin (Fourth Eclogue. cf. BENKO
1993:114). Iconographic parallels between

the picture of --Isis and --Horus with that
of Mary and the child Jesus have also been
suggested (BENKO 1993:52). but all these
parallels are more phenomenological than
historically verifiable.
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MASTEMAH iiQ~O

I. Mac;temah appears as a noun mean
ing 'hostility' in OT (Hos 9:7-8) and Qum
ran writings. In Qumran literature the word
is mostly connected with an evil angel
(-·Belial) and in lltb. Mastemah is always a
proper name for the leader of the evil
angels.

II. MaSlema originates from the Hebrew
root ~TM, a by-form of SrN (WANKE 1976:
821-822; (-·Satan] cf. the noun i10~ in
IQM 14:9), and occurs also in Ethiopic. It is
probable that the semantic evolution of
Mastemah is like that of 'Abaddon: a noun
for a certain concept is first connected with
an --angel whose role is linked up with the
concept and afterwards becomes the proper
name for this angel (-+Abaddon). The Qum
ran writings fonn the intennediary stage
between OT and Jub. where the proper
name occurs frequently. According to MACH
(1992:81, 96) MaS{ema ac; the prince of the
demons developed from the -+Angel of
Yahweh who had to execute the punishment
of the Lord (cf. Masorah and ancient
versions of Exod 4:24 and Jltb. 49:2). He
assumes that changing views of theodicy led
to the independence and demonization of

this angel. A similar reasoning may account
for the group of the Angels of Hostilities
which appears in 4Q 385-389 4-6 line 13
and 4Q 390 I 1:11; 2 1:7.

III. In the only two instances in the OT,
Hos 9:7-8, the word means 'hostility'. In
Qumran literature ma#cma occurs ten times,
sometimes in connection to Belial. In IQS
3:23 and 4Q 286 10 2:2 the word hac; a pro
nominal suffix and cannot be a proper name
(KOBELSKI 1981 :45). In the dualistic col
umns of IQS an antithesis is described
between the -+Prince of Light and the Angel
of Darkness (= Belial. VON DER OSTEN
SACKEN 1969: 116. 198), who rules all
children of falsehood, leads all children of
righteousness astray and causes their unlaw
ful deeds (3:20-25: cf. IQM 13: 10-12). 4Q
286 10 2:2 belongs to a passage with curses
against Belial and his associates. IQM 13:4
contains an almost verbal parallel to 4Q 286
10 2:2. In these three passages ma#ema
indicates the hostile scheming and activities
of Belial against the children of light in the
present (cf. IQM 14:9/4QM3 7 in the con
text of the eschatological war). In CD 16:5
and IQM 13:11 the phrase Ma/'ak (ham-)
maf{clluj ('[the] Angel of Hostility' occurs;
KOBELSKI 1981 :45 and BERGER 1981 :379
suggest 'Angel Mastemah' as an alternative
translation in IQM). In IQM 13 the phrase
is clearly a designation for Belial, who is
created by the Lord to bring destruclion. In
4Q 385-389 4-6 line 13 and 4Q 390 11:11;
2 1:7 the plural Mal'cike hallllllaS!emot
occurs and these angels also seem to act
destructively during a period when the Lord
hides his face from his disobedient people
(EISENMAN & WISE 1993:54-55, 60, 62).
CD 16:5 is preceded by a reference to Jub.
according to several scholars (CD 16:2-4a).
but VON DER OSTEN-SACKEN (1969: 198
199) considers CD 16:2-4a an interpolation
and claims that CD 16:5 must be earlier
than Jub.• where a more elaborate picture of
Mastemah appears. In any case the tenor of
the tradition in CD 16:4b-6 is similar to Jub.
15:32f.: every Israelite who obeys the Law
of -+Moses and is circumcised will not
suffer from the Angel of Hostility (lub. the
evil angels). Finally the small fragment of
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6Q 18 9 (DJD III p. 135) contains hardly
more than the word maf!emli, which allows
for the translation 'hostility' as well as
'(Angel) Mastemah' (cf. also haml1laS{tmli
in 4Q 525 4 5:4).

In lllh. Ma'\temah is the Prince of the evil
spirits who menace mankind. He is
identified with Satan (cf. 10:8f. with 10: II;
also Acta Philippi 18; BOUSSci & GRESS
MAN:'" 1926:333; BERGER 1981:379). He
saves a tenth of the demons from being
bound underground in the place of judg
ment, in order to exercise his authority
among mankind. His evil spirits \cd the sons
of -Noah astray so that thcy committed sin,
pollution and idolatry (luh. II :3-7; cf.
19:28). Mastemah also urged the Lord to put
-·Abraham to the test and sacrifice Isaac
(luh. 17: 16) and helped the Egyptians in
trying to destroy Moses and his people (lub.
48). Concerning Mastemah in the magical
papyri see BERGER (1981 :379-380).
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MAZZA LOTH - CONSTELLATIONS

MEDIATOR I r'?r. l~'O
I. The two Hebrew words appearing

together only in Job 33:23 are not in a con
struct or genitive relationship (as is true of
l1lal'ak Jhwh, -·Angel of Yahweh), for they
are either in apposition, function as poetic
parallels, or the first noun is modified by the
second adjectival participle. Mal'dk means
simply messenger or -"angel. On the other
hand, considerable difficulty has hindered
the reconciliation of the negative connota
tions of the root Lw~/LY~ ('scoff, scorn,
mock'; cf. Ps 119:51; Prov 3:34; 9:12) with
the positive interpretations of the five bibli
cal appearances of the hiphil participle
('interpreter', Gen 42:23; 'ambassador' 2
Chr 32:31; 'spokesman' Isa 43:27; 'medi
ator' Job 33:23; Job 16:20 continues to be
interpreted either positively or negatively).
Two different roots may be present, but if
one accepts a general significnnce of "talk
freely, talk at length', it is possible that a
single root has developed these quite distinct
meanings. Apart from Phoenician, which
depends upon Hebrew for its interpretation
in this case with its even less helpful evi
dence (cf. KAI 26 1.8; 49.17: CIS I 44.12),
no other semitic language preserves the root
(pace HAUT 503 and AHW 539, lil$u is not
a loanword in Akkadian; see CAD SII 370
sand,w). The term designates some type of
civil office in Phoenician and Sir 10:2 (in
the latter it is subordinate to a city's 'judgc',
swp!). I QH records several occasions where
the noun is in a construct expression
(variously translated as ~nterpreter of,
spokesman of, preacher of, babbler of) with
\\lords such as -·'falsehood' (2.31: 4.9),
'error' (2.14), 'knowledge' (2.6,13), and
'deception' (4.7.10). Because of the poor
cognate data and the few and quite diverse
contexts in which the noun appears, focus
ing its meaning must be admitted to be an
unresolved problem.

II. If this creature's primary duty is to
show solicitous concern for a particular
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human being and to intervene between a
human and --God, Sumerian and Akkadian
sources (textual and iconographic) abundant
ly document the central role of each
human's personal god in this capacity.
However. the Mesopotamian personal god is
not an altogether comfortable counterpart to
the figure in Job 33:23 where not every
person can be expected to encounter this
figure ("if there is.. ,"), who here functions
a<; the apparent last hope of an individual ill
extremis, and who takes some initiative in
communicating with humans. The personal
god in Mesopotamia, on the other hand, is
frequently the first god presumed to be petu
lantly angry and frustrnted into silence with
an individual's behaviour and one to whom
the worshipper must send other placating
deities of higher rank.

If the words of intercession in Job 33:24
are to be attributed to the ma/'eik meli$ of \'
23, it may reflect the common appearance of
lower ranking-but still quite respectable
(often a god's spouse or vizier}-Akkadian
deities, who approach higher ranking gods
to speak on behalf of a human ('to inter
cede', abblira $abiilll, CAD ~ 24-25: An
50). But unlike these Akkadian intercessory
deities who arc typically invoked by the
human petitioner because of their particular
ly intimate relationship with the high god in
question, in Job 33:23-24 the initiative is
entirely in the divine realm (the afflicted
man does not ask for help) and the relation
ship of thc l1lal'cik m{'Ii!j to God is
undefined. More appropriate to the Job con
text, therefore. might be those deities who
on their o\\'n initiative intercede for humans,
e.g. Ishum, 'the intercessor' (mllkif abbulli),
petitions the king of the underworld not to
kill a man (SAA 3 (1989) no. 32 r. 16).

Howcver, the closest counterpart in the
ancient Near East to the activities of the
l1lal'iik l1leli$ in Job 33:23 occurs in Llid/II/
Bel Nblll'qi, a text whose genre shows some
overlap with the book of Job. There. the
person whom -·Marduk has afflicted (cf.
Job 33: 19-22 with Llld/II/11 88-96) secs four
dreams (cf. Job 33: 15). In these dreams.
gods (among them Marduk) and individuals

otherwise unidentifiable send priests and
perhaps supernatuml beings (--Sons of God)
to speak to the sufferer of his impending
recovery (Llid/II/ III 9-45). As in Job 33:26
28, the afflicted one recovers and before
men pmises the god who healed him.

III. Angelic intcrccssion for man before
God is extremcly rare in the QT (Job 5: I:
Zech I: 12). a situation that dramatically
contrasts with its frequency in later Jewish
and Christian Iitcmture (e.g. Rev 8:3-4; Tob
12:15: I Elloch 15:2: 39:5: 40:6: T. u\'i 3:5:
T. Dan 6:2). The infrequency of angelic
intercession in the QT. where God and
humans usually converse directly with each
other, is a crucial contmst between Isrnelite
and Mesopotamian religion (where appeals
to interceding deities are frequent). en
couraging caution in drawing pamllels with
the personal god in the latter.

The unique appearance of the combi
nation mal'cik meli..fi in Job 33:23 is made
even more problematic by its presence in a
context where there is no agreement upon
how the various characters relate to one
another. What is beyond dispute about this
figure in the text as it now stands can be
briefly summarized. I) Because the words
l1la/'iik meli$ have no definite article, they
refer to an unspecified figure ('a mal'iik, a
meli$') whose role here could be filled by a
number of candidates: 2) Not every human
encounters such a mal'iik meli$, for a condi
tional clause introduces his presence: "If he
has a ma/'iik mel4.....: 3) The ta"k of a
ma/'cik meli$ at minimum encompasses the
conveyance of infonnation about proper
conduct to humans ("to tell his uprightness
to mankind/a man", v 23). Because of these
centml facts, many comparisons commonly
made between this figure and characters
mentioned elsewhere in Job who are not so
characterized (5: I; 16: 19-22: 19:25-27) must
be acknowledged to be tenuous.

Because the pronominal referent" are
imprecise in this passage, it must be under
scored that God is the primary actor in
33: 13-30 (see \' 29) who deals with humans
on the brink of de<tth ('the pit', sabat; vv 18,
22, 24, 28, 30): God with great forbearance
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wants to preserve the individual whose
recalcitrance is jeopardizing his own life.
For this reason, any comparisons are in
appropriate that identify either ancient Near
Eastern deities who placate and intercede
with a wrathful high god for humanity's
sake (e.g. Ishum in the Erya Epic), or the
numerous deities who plead on behalf of
other deities held against their will or inca
pacitated in the underworld (IRWIN 1962).
No interceding figure is needed in this pas
sage to shield man from God's anger, for
God is not depicted as angry.

This text may contain as many as five
different clusters of participants: God, the
afflicted man, a mal'ak melf~, ~angels of
death (memi/fm v 22), and a group of a
thousand individuals from whom the mal'iJk
mell$ emerges (v 23). The thousand may
reflect a common allusion to the numerous
gods in 2nd millennium BeE texts in the Hit
tite sphere (GEvIRTz 1990); here of course,
they would be creatures subordinated to
God. There is no way of resolving whether
or not one is to imply the difficulty of
finding a mal'ak melf$ (i.e. only one out of a
thousand appears; d. Tg. Jonathan; b.Shab.
32a) or the ease in finding a mal'ak mel'4
(i.e. only one is needed and there are so
many.· from .. which .. to. choose).r~e. ~l~sest.

parallel to the passage yet identified (Ludlul
noted above) presents both humans and di
vine beings in the role of a messenger sent
to an afflicted man, an ambiguity also in
herent in the Reb mal'ilk. Indeed, Elihu is
implicitly presenting himself as just such a
messenger from God enlightening Job.

The major problem in defining the role of
the marak melf$ is that the speaker and the
addressee of v 24 cannot be determined with
confidence. 1s it the mal'ak melf~ (as the
most recently identified actor, v 23) or God
(as the primary actor throughout the pas
sage) who says, "Deliver him from going
down into the Pit; I have found a ransom"
(v 24; NRSV)? And who is spoken to as the
one who should 'deliver him': God? the
ma['iik meli$? one of the angels of death (v
22)? Most scholars would like to see these
words spoken by the mal'ak melf$, in spite

of the fact that such an address to God
requires a complete reversal of the envoy's
responsibility directed toward man depicted
in v 23. Regardless of whether or not the
tenn mal'iJk preserves its significance of
'messenger' or is a generic tenn for super
natural beings, in v 23 it can only be an
envoy from God to man, not man to God,
further undermining any significant parallel
between this figure and the personal god of
Mesopotamia. In addition, it is irrelevant
whether a mal'ilk-envoy is gracious or not
toward a human, for an envoy is obligated
to behave and carry out his commission as
his sender (God) has ordered. Consequently,
the first word of v 24 ("he is gracious")
the key to identifying the speaker of the
verse-most comfortably applies to God, the
initiating agent throughout this passage.

It is often claimed that this figure "inter
prets suffering" (e.g. Ross 1975:42).. How,
ever, nowhere does this creature interpret
anything (it informs) and any association of
meli$ with the notions 'interpret' or 'trans
late' should be avoided. Translation from
one language to another is broadly and from
great antiquity attested in the Semitic lan
guages by the quadriliteral root TRGM (GELD
1968).

IV. Although some rely upon the Tg.
Jonathan to define nielf$(TDNT 5,809), lhe
Targum's rendering of mel~ by prqlyr
(from Gk paYakletos, 'advocate in court, one
pleading another's case') introduces later
notions into the text that are not demon
strably there. The fact that a foreign, non
Semitic word is used to translate the Hebrew
should alert one to the possibility that the
prqlyr is an institution foreign to the OT.
The Johannine description of the -)oHoly
Spirit (John 16:7-11) and ~Jesus (l John
2:1) each as such a parakletos may reflect
an interpretation of Job 33:23 along these
lines, but the quite different Hellenistic cul
tural milieu of the NT appears several cen
turies too late to assist in defining what the
text of Job originally meant.
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MEDIATOR II p£aitl1~

I. The tenn mcsites ongmates from
Hellenistic legal terminology and was usual
ly a technical lenn for a mediator or inter
mediary between two or more parties. such
as the peace negotiator. the arbitrator
between two legal parties. the witnesses in a
legal transaction. the neutral party with
whom a disputed object could be deposited.
or the guarantor (sec SCIIULTESS 1931 and
GEPKE 1942). Especially in the Hellenistic
Jewish sphere mesites is also used figurat
ively for the mediator between people (cf.
Josephus, Alit 16.24). and between mankind
and -·God.

In the NT mesites occurs 6 times. twice
(Gal 3: 19-20) in reference to -Moses as :l

mediator of the law. and four times to
--Christ as mediator between mankind and
God (I Tim 2:5) or as mediator of the new
or better covenant (Heb 8:6; 9: 15; 12:24).

II. 'Mediators' occur in various religious
contexts. In the Ancient Near Eac;tem con
text of Israel, both the sacral kingdom and
the priesthood were mediators between the
divine world and mankind. If we arc pri
marily concerned here with the connection
between mankind and gods. then the subdi
vine mediating powers such as -demons,

gods of the -heavens and -stars, and other
lower gods also frequently have an ordering
function in the cosmos.

The significance of mediators is above all
reflected explicitly where the great dis
tance--or even the contrast-between the
mortal world and the divine sphere makes it
seem necessary to bridge the gap. In this
respect, the demonic in Plato's Symp 203a.
for example. is just such a necessary mediat
ing being (metOX)' esti) between gods and
mankind, since God and man had no direct
contact (theos de alllhropoi 011 meignytai).
The daimonion conveys to the gods the
prayers and sacrifices of mankind and in
tum passes on to mankind the gods' com
mands and the benefits they give in return
for the sacrifices "so that the universe is
bound together" (Symp. 202e). Plato particu
larly stresses that there are many such inter
mediary demons. The idea of only one
specific mediator does not occur until vcry
late in classical antiquity, and then relatively
rarely. Its prerequisite is probably the 'spat
antike Orang zum Monotheismus' (NILSSON
1974:577). advocated by philosophy and. at
least equally strongly, by the political entity
of the imperial monarch. The -one God.
increasingly regarded as transcendent, be
came inaccessible for the everyday problems
of mankind; correspondingly, the need grew
for a mediator to be the side of godhood that
was accessible to the world. Pagan refer
ences to such a divine mediator can be
found, for example. in inscriptions in Asia
Minor, in which the highest god was as
signed a second god as rheios. rheios
-ange!os or rhcios angelikos (see NILSSON
1963).

Significantly, however, the tenn mesires
has hardly come down to us at all in this
context. The earliest example is to be found
in Plutarch's Is et Os 46 (369c), where the
Persian -Mithras is called mes;res. Plutarch
explains this as meaning that Mithms stands
bet\veen the good god Ahura Mazda and the
evil god Ahriman (meson d' amp/win). This
probably is a reference to the celestial god's
cosmic role as mediator between the op
posing powers. Further details. however,
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about Mithras teaching mankind the appro
priate way to deal with these gods, suggest
that, at least in Plutarch, Mithras iS'seen also
as a mediator between the mortal and the
divine spheres. At the same time, Mithras is
the god of amicable ties among mankind, as
indeed his name implies ('contract'). This
last, almost legal sense is applied to the
(love) god in Ps-Lucian. AmoT 47. as
mesites, i.e. as guarantor and covenanter of
the mutual passion felt by Pylades and
Orestes. It i,s even more clearly applicable in
Diodorus Siculus 4,54,7, where, after the
murder of her children. Medea encumbers
~Heracles with being the guarantor of a
contract (mesites ton homologion). In this
respect, in early Judaism, too, God can be
called mesites, as a guarantor and coven
anter of an oath or a contract (Josephus, Ant.
4,133; cf. also Philo, SpecLeg. 4,31).

III. In the QT, too, there are figures who
function as mediators. In addition to a king
such as David, chosen by God, or a prophet
such as Jeremiah, there is of course
~Moses, who conveys God's will to the
Israelites and. in tum, appears before
~Yahweh on behalf of the people, and
intercedes for them (cf. Exod 20:19; Num
21 :7; Deut 18: 16).

But even though Moses'role as mediator
is repeatedly emphasised, the tenn 'medi
ator' is, significantly, not applied to him or
to any other figure in the QT. The only time
that the word mesites occurs in the LXX is
Job 9:33, and there it is to lament the very
lack of a mesites as an arbitrator (moktal})
between God and mankind.

Since the idea of a specific mediator
between the mortal and the divine world
suggests itself primarily in connection with
the concept of a monotheistit, transcendent
God, it is not surprising that the term
mesites occurs in this sense in -the Hellen
istic-Jewish sphere, where Israelite mono
theism combines with Greek metaphysics.
Here, there is reference to a mesites in the
sense of a religious mediator. although also
relatively rarely. This designation is primari
ly conferred on Moses. In Vit Mos 2,166,
Philo refers to him directly as mediator and

reconciler (mesites kai diallaktes) or as
protector and intercessor (kedemon kai
paraitetes), when, on the mountain, he hears
of the apostasy of the people and thereupon
intercedes on this people's behalf before
God. In Rer Div Her 205-206 the Alexan
drian religious philosopher, calls God's
~Logos his chief messenger and ~arch~

angel (archangelos) who stands on the bor
der and separates the creature from the
Creator. Thus standing ontologieally and
physically between God and mankind, he is
guarantor for both with both, almost be
coming the guarantor of the cosmic order:
he Uis neither uncreated as God, nor created
as you, but midway between the two ex
tremes (mesos ton akron), a surety to both
sides; to the parent. pledging the creature
that it should never altogether rebel against
the rein and choose disorder rather than
order; to the child, warranting his hopes that
the merciful God will never forget His own
work. For I am the harbinger of peace to
creation from that God whose will is to
bring wars to an end, who is ever the guard
ian of peace" (ReT Div Her 206). Philo is
not alone in his deification of Moses: in a
Greek fragment of Ass.Mos. 1:14, Moses
says of himself that even before the creation
of the world he was ordained by God to be
the mediator of his covenant In Rabbinic
literature, too, Moses is repeatedly referred
to as sarsor (= mesites), although here the
mediating function is largely restricted to
the handing down of the -Torah (see StreB
3,556).

It is chiefly in Hellenistic Judaism that
Moses as a mediator can become a super
human, semi-godlike figure of salvation.
This position is also granted to -angels (as,
indeed, when Philo once calls Moses
archangelos). In Somn 1,142-143 Philo'
twice uses the tenn mesites to refer to
angels as functionally mediating and onto
logically -intennediate beings, needed by
mankind because it could not endure the
direct confrontation with God. The parallel
use of logoi to refer to these angels and the
comment that the other philosophers call
these angels demons (Somn 1,41) show that

..~
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the chief influence on Philo here is Plato.
Probably of greater significancc for the early
Jewish concept of an angel a~ mediator is
TDan 6:2 (T.12 Parr.). The closing exhor
tation of this testament calls for a turning
(eggizein) towards God 'and towards his
angel'. Here, then, is a second figure besides
God, characterised as a mediator between
God and mankind (mesires rheoll kai
anrhropon). This mediating function ex
presses itself in two ways: on the one hand
this angel intercedes with God for Israel,
and on the other he fighlli for the 'peace of
Israel' against the 'realm of the enemy' and
strengthens God's people in times of crisis
(TDan 6:2-6). Here, too, it is a single,
unique mediator, standing between God and
mankind as the 'angel of peace' (TDan 6:5)
and, by means of mediation, bringing about
shalom. It is particularly remarkable that this
mediator becomes the object of religious
worship alongside God.

By adopting the idea of a mediator,
Christianity is following in the footsteps of
Judaism. As far as Gal 3:19-20 is concerned,
by saying that Moses was a mediator for the
law, Paul was giving expression to a view
widely held at that time in Judaism. The
only new aspect is that Paul does not use
this idea of a mediator (or the involvement
of the angels) to increase the value of the
Torah, but instead to relativise it inasmuch
as the Torah thereby lacks the directness of
the promises made to -.Abraham by God
himself. The meaning of the ensuing sen
tence (v 20) is a subject of dispute: "A
mediator, however, is not needed for one;
but God is one". The most likely explana
tion of this sentence sees mesires here as a
representativc of the (many) angels who,
according to 3: 19, ordained the Torah. This
again underlines that the Torah does not have
its direct origin in God, because he is -'one
and therefore docs not need a mediator.

By contrast, there is a positive, christo
logical application of the mediator concept
in 1 Tim 2:5-6 and Hebr 8:6; 9:15: 12:24. In
I Tim 2:5-6, a liturgical piece, it says: "For
there is one God, and one mediator between
God and men, the man -·Jesus -'Christ,

who gave himself as a ransom for all". This
clearly takes up the early Jewish speculation
about mediators described above, specu
lation which claimed that it was precisely
the relationship produced by the mediator
between God and mankind that bestowed
salvation. What is new is the reason for this
position as mediator: the atoning death of
Jesus, who despite his role as the bringer of
universal salvation (hyper panton) is here
pointedly called a 'man'.

Half of all the New Testament references
to mesires are to be found in the Letter to
the Hebrews (Hebr 8:6: 9:15: 12:24), and
they are all in conjunction with diarheke in
the objective genitive. Just as the quali
fication of this covenant emphasises that it is
a 'better' (8:6 cf. 7:22) or 'new' covenant
(9: 15: 12:24), all three references anti
thetically underline the superiority of the
covenant conveyed by the mesircs Jesus
Christ over the hitherto covenant. The cor
responding phrase in Heb 7:22, that Jesus is
a 'surety (eggyos) of a better covenant', sug
gests that the tenn mesites in Heb should
also be assigned its original juridicial mean
ing of 'guarantor' (cf. also Josephus Alii
4,133): the new covenant is at the same time
guaranteed by Jesus as the true high priest.
This interpretation of mesires is also corrob
orated by the verb mesirel/(j (as a NT hapax
legomenon) in Hebr 6:17, where it S3YS that
God "confinned the immutability of his
counsel by an oath".

lrenaeus also takes up the Hellenistic
Jewish idea of the mediator when in Ad,'.
Haer. 3, 18, 7 he makes the point that a
mediator between God and mankind is
required in order to make God known.
According to Clement of Alexandrlna Paed
3, I, the logos is 'mediator' to both God and
mankind-as son and servant to God, and as
-+saviour and teacher to mankind. On the
whole, however, it is noticeable that the
concept of mediator which had became so
important in later dogmatic theology is rela
tively rarely used even in early Christianity.
Perhaps this is connected with the original
juridical character of the concept. But pre
sumably the obvious association of a semi-
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divine, ontologically intermediate being with
regard to Christ was also felt to be some
what problematic.
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MELCHIZEDEK P'~"~'C M£A.Xt~e~£lC
I. The name of Melchizedek appears

twice in the OT, viz. Gen 14:18 and Ps
110:4, and eight times in the NT, viz.
Hebrews (where Ps 110:4 is quoted or a1~

luded to five times). The meaning of the
name is either 'my king is righteousness' or
'my king is ~zedek';probably 'king' refers
to a deity and 'righteousness' is a divine
attribute or 'Zedek' is the name of the deity
(cf. malkf'el, Gen 46:17; Num 26:45; 1 Chr
7:31; and malkfyti, e.g. Jer 21:1). It is a
theophoric name. Outside the Bible the
name of Melchizedek plays an important
part in Jewish and Christian sources depend
ing on the biblical data. The so-called
Melchizedekians regarded him as a divine
figure.

II. In Gen 14:8-20 the brief narrative of
-+Abraham's meeting with Mclchizedek is
inserted in another story, viz. the meeting of
Abraham and the king of Sodom. and prob
ably placed here in order to give a parallel
to that story. Melchizedek is introduced as
king of Salem, probably Jerusalem (cf. Ps
76:3; Josephus, Ant. I 180) and as priest of
the god -Most High eel ielyon , probably a

Canaanite deity), the creator of -+heaven
and earth (also a Canaanite epithet, see
WESTERMANN 1979:243). The combination
of kingship and priesthood is not unknown
in the ancient Near East. In a Phoenician in·
scription (KAI 13) both Tabnit and Eshmu
neser are presented as royal priests: "priest
of -+Ashtarte and king of the Sidonians".
Melchizedek supported Abraham with food
and wine and conferred the blessing of his
god upon him. Abraham in his tum gave
Melchizedek a tithe of the booty. The story
reflects the encounter of the nomadic relig
ion of the patriarchs with the established
cultic religion of the town and the recogni
tion of the precedence of the latter. In the
present context the god Most High is identi
fied with -Yahweh (cf. Gen 14:22) and the
story is understood as a sign of divine sup
port and encouragement for Abraham.

Another occurrence of Melchizedyk ,is
found in Ps 110:4. The psalm is a song for
the enthronement of a ruler, probably a king
(though the word 'king' is not used), in
Jerusalem (cf. 'Zion' in v 2). The text
abounds in textual and exegetical problems
(cf. KRAUS 1960:752-764; HORTON 1976:
23-34). Recent scholarship locates the psalm
in the time of the early Israelite kingship
(M. GILBERT & S. PISANO, Bib 61 [1980]
356). It contains two orac1esin which the
king-to-be is directly addressed, probably by
a prophet, viz. in v 1 and v 4. The former is
the enthronement-formula which guarantees'
divine support for the new king, the latter,
introduced by a divine oath, declares him to
be priest for ever as well. His priesthood is
defined as 'in' or 'after the manner of
Melchizedek' ('al dibrati malki-$edeq). The
exact meaning of this phrase is hard 10
establish. It may mean 'in the line of Mel
chizedek', i.e. inheriting the priesthood of
Melchizedek, 'like Melchizedek', or 'on ac
count of Melchizedek'. The common trans
lation 'order' is due to the LXX where 'al
dibrali is rendered kala ten taxin. Probably
the formula shows that the kings of Israel,
beginning with David, inherited the tradition
of the priest·king of pre-Israelite Jerusalem.
This connection between kingship and
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priesthood apparently did not last very long
since no king of Judah was called priest and
allusions to priestly conduct are limited to
David and Solomon (cf. 2 Sam 6:14.18:
24:17: I Kgs 8:14.56: KRAUS 1960:760:
BERNHARDT 1992:416). The title 'priest
forever' is not found again until I Macc
14:41.

The only other reference to Melchizedek
in the Bible is in Heb 7. The very special
interpretation of Gen 14 and Ps 110 pre
sented there cannot be understood without
taking into account contempomneous Mel
chizedek interpretations in Jewish sources,
viz. (a) Josephus, (b) Philo. and (c) Qumran.
Together with (d) Hebrews they present a
very composite picture of Mclchizedek.

In Josephus, \Var VI 438 Melchizedek is
mentioned as a Canaanite chief (dynasrcs).
His Hebrew name is not mentioned but
translated into Greek as 'righteous king' and
this shows that Melchizedek is meant.
According to Josephus, Melchizedek was
the first one to build the temple and to act as
priest of -God. In Ant. I 179-181 the story
of Gen t4: 18-20 is told with some minor
embellishments. The name of Melchizedek
is mentioned and again translated as
'righteous king'. Josephus adds that by com
mon consent this was what he was and that
for that reason Melchizedek was made priest
of God. In both places Melchizedek is
described as king and priest, i.e. as an his
torical person.

Philo mentions Melchizedek in three
places: De Abr. 235, De Congr. 99, and Leg.
All. III 79-82. In De Abr. 235 the story of
Gen 14: 18-20 is retold and embellished.
Melchizedek is called 'the great priest of the
Most High God': thinking that Abmham's
success was due to divine wisdom and help,
he stretched his hands to heaven and hon
oured him with prayers and offered
sacrifices on his behalf and entertained him
and his men lavishly. In the subsequent alle
gorical interpretation of the story of Abra
ham's warfare (Gen 14: 1-24) Melchizedek
is not mentioned again: he acts as nn histori
cal person only. In De Congr. 99 Melchi
zedek is mentioned in an excursus on the

number ten (89-120) with reference to the
fact that Abmham gave him one tenth of
everything (Gen 14:20). This is interpreted
metaphoricaJly: 'everything' comprises the
things of sense, speech and thought. Melchi
zedek is identified ao; the man who obtained
the self-learned and self-taught priesthood,
probably because no priest is mentioned
before him in the Bible and later priesthood
is not derived from him. In Leg. All. III 79
82 Melchizedek is presented as an example
of people who are honoured by God without
having done beforehand something to please
Him. He was made king by God and he was
the first to be worthy to be his priest. Philo
contrasts this king with a despot (r)'rallllos)
who is identified as 'mind' (IlOIIS) and
decrees things that cause hurt, pain, wicked
ness and indulgence of passions. The king
does not decree but persuades and exhorts
people to let themselves be governed by the
king as the good pilot who is the 'right rea
son' (orr/lOS logos). at the same time a
moral principle and the principle of divine
wisdom. Melchizedek as the 'righteous
king' is the incorporation of the 'right rea
son'. He is the prince of peace and brings
bread and wine as food for the souls. The
wine serves to make them participants of
divine intoxication, more sober than sobriety
itself. The king-priest who is logos
(--Logos), viz. /10 orr/lOS logos, has God as
his 'lot' (kleros) and thinks highly and sub
limely of Him and calls up a 'picture' or
'image' (emphasis) of the Most High. In
Philo's perspective Melchizedek as a king
and priest does not cease to be an historical
person but at the same time serves as the
embodiment of the divine ol1hos logos and
transcends history.

In the Qumran texts Melchizedek is men
tioned twice. In IQapGen 22 the story of
Gen 14: 18-20 is trnnslated more or less lit
erally with some minor additions. Melchi
zedek is represented as an historical person
without comment or interpretation of his
name. Far more important and intriguing is
II QMelch, consisting of 13 fragments. In it
Melchizedek plays a central role. The many
lacunae make a conclusive interpretation
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vinually impossible. The text has the fonn
of an eschatological midrash in which the
liberation prophesied in Isa 61: 1-7 is de
scribed in tenns of the restoration of proper
ty during the year of Jubilee (Lev 25: 13).
The deliverer is Melchizedek. The 'year of
the LoRD'S favour' (lsa 61 :2) is called 'the
year of the favour of (or: for) Melchizedek'.
This liberation implies the judgment of the
nations according to Pss 7:8 and 82: I. In the
pe.'iher of Ps 82: I the opening word JelOhim
is interpreted as referring to Melchizedek (I.
10) since the preceding Ciiliiyw clearly refers
to him. JelOhim is not understood as God but
as a divine being. Whether the second
Jtl/l}hi11l in Ps 82:2 is interpreted as referring
to divine beings who belong to the coun of
Melchizedek or to -+demonic beings who
are judged by him is not cenain. The fonner
seems preferable. The 'inheritance of Mel
chizedek' (1. 5) and 'the men of the lot of
Melchizedek' (I. 8) probably refer to the
captives who will be liberated by Melchi
zedek. This divine liberation is expected to
take place at the end of the tenth Jubilee (I.
7) on the Day of Atonement. The verb KPR

occurs in I. 8 and possibly also in I. 6 but in
neither place is it clear whether Melchizedek
is the priestly agent of atonement. In I. 15
16 Isa 52:7 (II Nah 2:2) is quoted and 'he
who brings good news' (mbsr) is interpreted
as 'the anointed by the Spirit' (11ISY~1 niaM.
This may be understood as an allusion to the
'anointed prince' of Dan 9:25 or to the
prophet upon whom the spirit of the LoRD
God is (lsa 61: I), probably the fonner.
Whether this 'anointed one' is identical with
Melchizedek is doubtful.

The early Christians made use of Psalm
110 for christological reasons. The hymn
was seen as the scriptural proof for the exal
tation of -·Christ (cf. e.g. Mark 14:62 parr;
Acts 2:34-35; I Cor 15:25) but only in
Hebrews the reference to Melchizedek and
his priesthood are used as part of the ar
gument conccrning the highpriesthood of
Christ. Basically Melchizedek plays a her
meneutical role in Hebrews in order to
establish the supremacy of that high priest
hood over the priesthood of the tabernacle.

The description of Melchizedek in 7: 1-3
consists of the following four sections: (I) A
summary of Gen 14: 18-20 (v 1-2a): relevant
to the argument are the blessing of Abraham
by Melchizcdek and the giving of one tenth
of everything to Melchizcdek by Abraham,
since they show that Melchizedek was su
perior to Abraham and, implicitly, to his
descendants Levi and the Levite priesthood.
Because of the relationship of Melchizedek
and the -+Son of God this superiority also
applies to Christ; (2) An interpretation of the
name as 'king of righteousness' and 'king of
peace' (v 2b): this resembles the interpre
tation of Philo and Josephus and suggests a
common exegetical tradition but plays no
part in the argument. (3) A series of
qualifications in the negative (v 3a): "with
out father, without mother, without geneal
ogy, having neither beginning of days nor
end of life". They are not mentioned in Gen
14 or Ps 110 nor in Philo, Josephus and or
II QMelch. Since nothing of this is trans
parent in Gen 14 these qualifications may
have been deducted e silentio, according to
the rule quod 11011 ill Thora 1/on ;1/ mUlIdo.
In Greek sourees aparor and ameror nre
often used with reference to the non-human
origin of gods (G. SCHRENK, nVNT 5
[1954) 1021-1022; WILLIAMSON 1970:20
23). In the argument the qualifications serve
to establish the pennanent nature of Melchi
zedek's priesthood (v 3c). Apart from that
they presuppose Melchizcdek to be some
sort of a divine being. (4) A description of
the relationship between Melchizedek and
the Son of God by the participle
apho11l0;011lellOS (v 3b): the introductory
panicle de suggests that this statement
serves to qualify the preceding picture of
Melchizedek. He is not a divine being in his
own right but he is "made to be like the Son
of God" as described in I: 1-14. The Son of
God is the type and Melchizedek is the anti
type. He appears on the one hand as a
human and historical king and on the other
hand as a more-than-human being re
sembling, and in a sense representing, the
cternal Son of God. Over-all the author of
the Epistle to the Hebrews combines the
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biblical traditions concerning Melchizedek
with a tradition of Melchizedek as a divine
being (perhaps similar to 11 QMelch) to
serve his henneneutical and theological pur
pose.

The traditions concerning Melchizedek
described so far have given rise to various
speculations both in Jewish and Christian
sources which testify to his deification. The
evidence for these Melchizedekian sects is
collected and interpreted in A TfRIDGE
(1989:194-195) and HORTON (1976:87-147).
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J. REILING

MELQART .,~ l?D 'King of Tyre'
: I. The meaning of the name Melqart is
:;.generally acknowledged to be 'King of the
,Pty'. Since Melqart appears as the city god
/9.f 1st millennium BCE Tyre, the 'City', qrt,
::~ question is mostly identified as a desig
;:pation of Tyre. However, in view of the
;ff~tonic character of Melqart (the deity is
!:;~uated with -Nerga1, cf. RAAM 194-195),
~"

~~

l

the 'City' could also be interpreted as a eu
phemism of the underworld, called "the
great city", iri.gal, Akk Jrkallu, in the MeSa
opotamian tradition.

Melqart is usually identified with the
Greek (or Roman) -Heracles (Hercules).
His character is that of a city god; his myths
portray him as a heros. The identification of
this god with the 'king of Tyre' mentioned
in Ezekiel's prophecy against Tyre (Ezek
28:1-19) makes good sense. According to
some scholars, the -Baal worshipped on the
Mount -Carmel and mocked by -),Elijah (l
Kgs 18:20-40) should be identified as the
Tyrian Melqart. References to the 'Tyrian
Heracles', finally, are found in 2 Macc 4: 18
20.

Melqart occurs several times outside the
Bible, in Semitic epigraphy, both as a divine
name and as theophoric element in personal
names. Besides, he is quoted by his title
'Baal of Tyre'; it is from Greek and Latin
sources, however, that we derive the major
part of our knowledge concerning his cult
and his mythical stories.

ll. The god of Tyre, Melqart is men
tioned for the first time in an Aramaic
inscription upon a stele from the ninth!
eighth century BCE found North of Aleppo
(KAI 201). On this stele dedicated by Bir

. Hadad, king ofAram, Me12art has the insig
nia of a warrior god. As Mi-il-qa-ar-tu he
is attested in the seventh century BeE treaty
between Esarhaddon, king of Assylia, and
Baal, king of Tyre, as one of the divine
guarantors, together with the chief deity of
Sidon, ~Eshmun. These two deities will
punish the treaty breaker by destroying his
land, enslaving his people, and depriving
him of food, clothing and oil (SAA 2, 5
iv:14; ANET, 534). A ninth century BCE
treaty between Ashur-Nerari V and Matiel
of Arpad might be restored on the basis of
this Esarhaddon treaty as: <Ditto by M[elqart
and Esh]mun' (SAA 2, 2 vi:22); if this res
toration is correct, the text would contain
the oldest evidence of Melqart. In Phoenicia
he is attested as mlqrt b~r, 'Melqart in Tyre'
(BORDREUIL 1990: 19). A bilingual inscrip
tion from Malta (KAI 47; second century
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BCE), shows that MelqartlHemcles was
specifically considered the btl $r, 'Baal of
Tyre', or, as the Greek ha" it, its ap;rrl'YE'tTl~,

'tutelary hero: eponymous ancestor', of his
own city. Epigraphical, archaeological and
classical records prove also that Melqart had
a remarkable role in the religious ideology
of the commercial expansion of Tyrians
westward throughout the Mediterranean
world, and that his cult wa." very popular in
all Phoenician colonies, from Cyprus to
Malta, from Carthage to the whole of North
Africa, from Sardinia to Iberia (Cadiz esp.).

According to Cicero (Nar. deor. III 42)
and Philo Byblius (in Eusebius. P.E. I 10,
27), Melqart is a descendant of Uranus, son
of --Zeus Demarous and Asteria (the Phoen
ician -+Astarte). Nonnos of Panopolis (Dio
"ys. XL 311-580) links him with the foun
dation of Tyre, while Herodotus (II 44) says
that his sanctuary was founded at the same
time as the city. This historian gives also
some precious data on the cult of the Tyrian
Heracles (esp. about rites and the two pillars
in his temple), a personage to whom, Hero
dotus says, the Tyrian people paid homage
as if to a hero. i.e. a." if to one who had
died, one who was originally mort.-.J. An
important passage of Menander Ephesius
(quoted by Josephus, Alii. Jud. VIII 146)
informs us that Hiram, the king of Tyre con
temporary with Solomon, pulled down the
ancient temples and erected new ones to
Heracles and Astarte; the same king was the
first to celebrate the 'awakening' (Gk
EY£POl~) of Heracles, in the month of
Peritios (February-March). Other references
in classical literature inform us about this
annual festival, which from many points of
view recalls analogous cultic situations in
honour of other dying and rising gods (cf.
-oAdonis and Eshmun). It was probably the
greatest festival of Melqart: the god, burnt
with fire. as the Greek hero, was brought to
life by means of a hierogamic rite with his
divine partner Astarte. through the partici
pation of a particular celebrant, the mqm
)Im, 'awakener of deity' (cf. perhaps the
EYEpO'Ei~ of the Greek inscriptions). The
myth runs parallel to this rite, describing the

god's disappeamnce and rcturn (Athcnacus
IX 392 D and Zenobius, Cent. V 56). Ac
cording to these traditions HemcleslMelqart
was slain by the Libyan --Typhon and re
called to life by his friend lolaos, who
causcd him to smell a roa"ted quail. In this
connection one can also recall the gold
lamina from the fifth century BCE, found at
Santa Scvcra (Pyrgi, Southern Etruria) in a
sanctuary of the Etruscan goddess Uni; it
was dedicated to the Phoenician Astarte.
The inscription mentions "the day of the
burial of (an unnamed) deity", yin qbr Jim.
Le. perhaps, a ceremony of mourning for
Mclqart (KAI 277:8-9).

The evidence suggests that Melqart was
originally at home in the tmditions about
deified kings and royal anccstors known
from Bronze Age Syria (-+Malik), gradually
evolving towards the figure of a divine foun
der of towns and culture hero. then becom
ing a cosmic Lord, who grants prosperity
(BO:-iNET 1988).

III. It is generally admitted that the figure
of Melqart and the forms of his cult are
reflected in Ezekiel's oracle against the king
of Tyre (Ezek 28: 1-19). This passage con
sists of two different sections (vv 1-10 and
11-19). both referring to the same per
sonage. The 'prince of Tyre' is a self-styled
god who claims superior wisdom. The
prophet compares the situation of the Tyrian
king to that of the first man in the garden of
Eden, and his fall to the fall of -+Adam. The
king deserved his punishment because he
had aspirations to become the equal of God.
In the mythical context of Ezek 28, it is
quite legitimate to look for allusions to
Melqart. the divine 'King of the city'. The
prince lives in a garden. being "clothed with
all kind of precious stones" (v 12): this
reminds one of the clothes of the Tyrian
god, "brightly decorated with the stars",
according to Nonnos of Panopolis (Diollys.
XL 367-369.408-423.578-579). The prince
is said to owe his riches to trade. which
appears to allude to Melqart's importance in
the Tyrian maritime trade and coloni7..3tion.
The stones of fire in the mid"t of which he
walked (v 14), and the fire which --Yahweh
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brought forth from the midst of the prince,
to consume him (v 18), are perhaps an al
lusion to the burial-service of the Phoenician
god, whom the Pseudo-Clementine Recogni
tiones X 24 calls "burned and buried in
Tyre".

Most scholars agree that the 'Baal'
honoured by Queen Jezebel, the Phoenician
wife of Ahab, and introduced into Israel by
her (see 1 Kgs 16-18 and Josephus, Ant.
Jud. VIIJ 317), was in fact Melqart. On the
basis of this identification the cult of Baal
on Mt. Cannel, celebrated by his four hun
dred and fifty prophets (l Kgs 18:20-40), is
interpreted as a cult of Melqart. DE VAUX
(1971 :238-251) interprets the rites and the
perfonnances of the prophets in this narra
tive, and even Elijah's closing words of v 27
("Perhaps he [= Baal] is asleep and must be
awakened"), as elements of and allusions to
the practice of the 'awakening' of M-elqart.
But the question is still subject of debate
(BRIQUEL-CHATONNET 1992), and other
scholars prefer to see here the ceremonies
for the god of Mt. Cannel, a local fonn of a
Stann-God or Sky-God, identified as Zeus
of HeliopolislBaalbek by a Greek second
century CE inscription from this site
(-+Carmel).

A trace of Melqart's worship at Tyre may
also be found in 2 Mace 4:18-20, which tells

"that during the second century BeE, every
five years games were celebrated in Tyre in
honour of the local Heracles, i.e. Melqart.

"Most probably the king was present at these
games and the rulers or heads of neighbour
~ng states, peoples and provinces sent repre
sentatives bearing rich gifts; sacrifices were

:-:~lso offered to Heracles (MORGENSTERN
:)960:162-163; BONNET 1988:57-58).
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S. RIBICHINI

MENELAOS M£VEAOOC;
I. The name of Menelaos, the husband

of Helen, is borne by the emissary of the
hellenising high priest -+Jason at 2 Macc
4:23 who supplanted him ca. 172/1 BeE. He
precariously maintained a successful rela
tionship with Antiochos N Epiphanes and
subsequently Antiochos V Eupator until
finally, around 163 BCE, the latter had him
executed (2 Macc 13:3-8). Menelaos' name
is of a common Greek type: he who puts
'might' (!!EVor;) into the 'army' (A.a6~).

n. The story of Menelaos centres on the
Trojan War. He exists in order to have
Helen "stolen from him" by Paris and,
together with his brother Agamemnon, to
recover her having wreaked awful venge
ance upon the Trojans. The recovery of a
maiden by her twin brotherslhusbands ap
pears to be an Indo~European myth for
which there are Sanskrit and Latvian paral
lels, though this myth is more closely
instantiated in stories of the twin ~Dios
kouroi recovering Helen from e.g. Theseus
(WARD 1968: ch. ii; PUHVEL 1987:141-143~

WEST 1975:8-12).
Around this kernel, the picture of his life

is elaborated as follows. When Thyestes
kills their father Atreus and takes his king
dom, Menelaos and Agamemnon are re
stored by Tyndareus (Apollodoros, Epitome
2:15). He was the succesful wooer of Tyn
dareus' daughter Helen (as was Agamemnon
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of Helen's sister Clytaemestra). All the
suitors took an oath to protect Helen and her
husband from wrongdoing-standing on
pieces of a sacrificed horse, commemorated
in 'Horse Tomb' on the way from Sparta to
Arcadia (Pausanias 3, 20, 9). When the
Dioskouroi become gods, Tyndareus hands
Menelaos his kingdom, the kingdom of
Spana (Apollodoros 3, 11, 2). Not unnat
urally, Menelaos has a part in several
embassies to encourage participation in the
Trojan War and to seek restoration of Helen
(Apollodoros, Epitome 3:9; 3:28). In
Homer's Iliad he fights the duel with Paris
that one might have expected at the begin
ning of the war (Iliad 3: 15-382). Paris is in
fact slaughtered by Philoktetes, according to
Lesches' lillie Iliad, which also told how
Menclaos mutilated his corpse (he mutilates
that of Paris' successor, Deiphobos, accord
ing to Virgil, Aeneid 6:494-529). The
curious story that only a phantom of Helen
went to Troy and that Menelaos recovered
the real Helen from Egypt at the end of
seven years' wandering is owed to Stesi
choros: in his Palinode he built this elabor
ation on the prophecy to Menelaos that he
must go to Egypt before reaching home
(Odyssey 4:475-84). This Egyptian scene is
the setting for Euripides' Helell. Euripides
(Orestes) also makes rather an unpleasant
character of Menelaos' daughter, Hermione,
whose main function in myth is apparently
to bear Teisamenos to Orestes (the king
driven out by the 'returning' Sons of
-tHerakles). At the end of his travels, re
united with Helen (whom Homer shows us
as the ideal hostess in Odyssey 4), he will
Ii ....e until he is finally transported "to the
Elysian plain and the -ends of the earth ...
because you have Helen and are the son-in
law of -tZeus" (Odyssey 4:563. 569), an ex
ceptional fate as ROHDE (1898: I 80) stressed
long ago.

His tomb and Helen's were said to be in
his temple at Therapne in Spartan territory
(Pausanias 3. 19, 9, and other evidence in
WIDE 1893:340-6). It is hard to trace his
mythology to cult, if Helen is rightly under
stood as originally a tree-goddess (WIDE

1893:343) and if the myth to which he owes
his existence goes back to Indo-European
antiquity.

III. The extreme hostility of 2 Mace to
the high priest Menelaos is due panly to his
procuring the execution of the former high
priest Onias (4:34) and partly to his close
relationship with the regime of Antiochos
IV in panicular, who notably attempted to
install hellenic paganism by force, for
instance by re-dedicating the Temple at
Jerusalem to Olympian Zeus (6:2). This hel
lenising trait is reflected by the name
'Menelaos' itself (cr. Jason). which Jo
sephus alleges, in a confused passage. was a
name he assumed instead of 'Onias' (Alii.
12:239, cf. KLETZEL 1924:783). FRASER
MAITHEWS list 30 examples of the name
(Jason=183, Aeneas=35); it occurs also as
the name of an Egyptian Greek in the mid
second century CE novel of Achilles Tatius
(2:33)-just as 'Agamemnon' had in the
SaO'dcon of Petronius (§ 1 - ca. 60 CE).
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K. DOWDEN

MENI ·~o 'Fortune'
I. While many Near Eastern gods of

antiquity were credited with the ability to
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detennine destiny (AkkGE 222-223; WbM)'th
In 592; SPERLING 1981:16-17), some were
specifically assigned that function. Two such
gods are collocated in Isa 65: II. The
Hebrew reads: n~tm 'zby )'/nvll hSk~lym Jt h,
qcJJ)' h'r/....ym Igd s/~11I wll17un/'ym Inl11)', "But
you who forsake Yahweh, who ignore my
holy mountain, who set a table for Luck
(-·Gad), and fill the drink (cf. the same
parallelism between 'drink' and 'wine' in
Prov 23:30) for Fortune (Meni)". The word
ing of the verse makes clear that divine
rivals to -.Yahweh are involved. Thus, the
verb :HlJ, here translated 'forsake', is regu
larly employed in contexLe; where Israel
leaves Yahweh for other gods (Judg 2: 12,
13; 10:6; I Sam 8:8); as is the verb n~~
here translated 'ignore' (Deut 8: 14; Jer 13:
25; Hos 2: 15). The setting of a table and the
preparation of a beverage arc elsewhere in
the Bible (Ps 23:5; Prov 9:2) associated with
a banquet. Accordingly, we arc concerned
here with a lavish cultic meal prepared for
the divinities. The passage is found in a con
text which contrasts the lot of Yahweh's
chosen ones and servants (v 9). with those
who fail to support his temple cult but in
stead treat Gad and Meni sumptuously.
Their appropriate punishment will be to
experience hunger and thirst while the faith
ful eat and drink (v 13).

II. Medieval Jewish commentaries
(Rashi, Kimchi, Ibn Ezra) speculated that
some astral divinity was involved and de
rived its name from ii:O, meaning 'count',
'apportion', 'assign', in Hebrew and Ara
maic. This speculation is confinned by the
Akkadian verb manu having the same mean
ing. Thus, Isa 65: II puns on the connection
between the verb and the name of the
divinity in the phrase, ::J~m c:~~ "j;":'Oi "I
will assign you to the sword." (Kimchi; Cf.
II 1IW)'a imnu ana karaJi "and assigned my
people to destruction" [Gilg XI 169]) As
suming a Semitic etymology for Meni, the
medieval explanation of the name of the
divinity accords well with the LXX
identification of Meni with -Tyche. In
biblical Hebrew one's 'portion' in life was a
mana (Jer 13: 25 [llgorti/]: Ps II :6; of

Menat in 16:5 (an Aramaism in hendiadys
with ~Je/eq]), while the Arabic cognate
man;)'a means 'fate' or 'destiny', and espe
cially 'death (as one's ultimate destiny)'
(KRAMER & WENSINCK 1941:418). There are
close analogies in Akk isqll 'lot', 'destiny',
related to us.mqll ,'to apportion' (CAD I
202) and in Greek moira 'fate', which is
connected to meros 'portion' (GASTER 1985:
585).

From the single biblical attestation we
cannot detennine whether Meni was male or
female. In addition, no outside witnesses to
Meni contemporary with Isaiah 65 (sixth
century BCE) have been attested. Nonethe
less, both earlier and later sources have been
interpreted as an indication of a long tm
dition behind the worship of this Semitic
deity of fortune. It has been suggested
(FAHD 1991 :373) to relate Meni to Menitum,
an epithet of -·Ishtar found in a Mesopot
amian god-list AkkGE 373). It must be cau
tioned however, that even if Menitum is
related to the Akkadian verb man/I, the con
nection with 'fortune' or 'destiny' would
still be tenuous because the word, although
well-attested in the sense of '<lssign', is not
employed in the specific sense of assigning
one's lot or destiny (CAD M 221-227). Cau
tion likewise must be exercised with regard
to an Egyptian list of Asiatic gods (Papyrus
Salier IV, verso, i 5-6) which is adduced as
an attestation of Meni (FAHD 1991 :373)
because the reading is uncertain (ANET
250). More relevant data come from Nabat
aean sources. One inscription from EI-l;Iejra
(COOKE 1903:79:5-6; INGHOLT 1967:No 10:
5-6) from the first century BCE or CE reads
in part: wl'nw dwJr w11Im...t W qysh kl mn dy
)'wn kpr dnh "And may Dushara and
Manutu and Qaishah curse anyone who sells
this tomb". A similar inscription (COOK I!

1903:80:3-4; INGHOLT 1967: II :3-4) adds
lluone (1; Mwtbh) and Allat to the list,
while yet another, dated 26 CE, (COOKE
1903:86:8) calls on Dushara and Maniitu to
curse anyone who might alter the in
scription. Maniitu is likewise found as a
theophoric clement in the Nabatean personal
names Whbnmwtw, ZydmnU'tw, 'bdmnwtw,
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<bdmnwty, and Tymmnwty (NEGEV 1991:n05.
341, 386, 656, 809, 810). There can be little
doubt that Nabatean Manutu is identical to
the classical Arabic goddess Manat men
tioned in the Qur)an (Surah 53:20): "What
do you think of AlIat, and Al-Uzzah and
Manilt that other third goddess?". It appears
that in the pre-Islamic period Manat had
been worshipped throughout Arabia. Orig
inally represented by a simple rock, Manat
ultimately was sculpted with the face of the
Asiatic Venus, i.e. ~Fortune, who according
to Pausanias was worshipped by the Syrians
on the banks of the ~Euphrates. (FAHD

1991:374) The Qur'anic passage mentioned
above seems to imply that Mohammed at
first was willing to mitigate his somewhat
dour monotheism and recognize Manat as
one of the three 'exalted ladies' who might
intercede for the faithful, but then relented
(GASTER 1985:585). Theophoric names
compounded with the element Manat are
attested in medieval Arabic sources (WEL
LHAUSEN 1887:25-29).

In Greco-Roman sources, Manat is identi
fied with the Fortunae. In a mosaic from
Palmyra she is seated with a sceptre in her
hand in the manner of Nemesis, goddess of
destiny (FAHD 1991:373). The body of evi
dence makes probable the extension of the
equation of Manat. and Manutu to include
Meni. .

III. No Talmudic sources comment on
Meni. The Peshitta does not take Meni as a
proper name, but includes both deities in the
plural gadde, 'gods of fortune'. The Vul
gate-qui ponitis Fortunae mensam et liba
tis super earn-interprets gad as a personal
name rendering it as Fortuna, 'luck; for
tune', but does not treat Meni as a proper
name. The so-called Targum Jonathan trans
lates Gad by 'false gods' (P,i)~) and Meni
by l1iln?n-, 'their (illicit) objects of wor
ship'. Alone among the ancient versions,
LXX (which translates Gad by the general
teon daimonion rather than as a proper
name) identifies Meni with -.Tyche, the
Greek goddess of fortune, which, in keeping
with the synonymous parallelism of the
verse, would be matched nicely with Gad,
god of luck.
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S. D. SPERLING

MERIRI ~"'iO

I. On the basis of the alleged paral
lelism of merfrc with -.Resheph and
~Behemoth in Deut 32:24, GORDIS has
urged that "it seems highly reasonable to
assume that Meriri is also a mythological
terIn, probably representing a type of
-'demon" (1943:178). Others make a similar
suggestion (cf. HALAT 601 s.v. ~i~"O); it is
without solid foundation. though. .

II. Since a supposed demon Meriri is
not attested in extrabiblical texts from the
ancient Near East. the proof rests entirely on
Deut 32:24. It cannot be denied that this
verse lists a number of demons known from
the Ugaritic texts or elsewhere. The fact is
somewhat obscured in the RSV which
renders: "They shall be wasted with hunger,
and devoured with burning heat and poison
ous peslilence; and I will send the teeth. of
beasts against them, with venom of crawlmg
things of the dust." The Hebrew tenns for
'burning heat', 'pestilence', and 'beasls',
however, are, respectively, resep (...-tRe~

sheph), qereb (-Qeteb), and bihen:ot
(-Behemoth), all terms originally denott~g

deities. Because 'hunger' (rflob) occurs Ifi
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10: 13. 21; 12: I is without doubt a heavenly
figure.

II. Given the prominence of this -+angel
in ancient Judaism. it has been supposed
that the origins of his name and functions
should be seen in the Canaanite deity Mikal,
explaining the name as deriving from the
root yk>l, to be able etc. The 'aleph' would
then be a later addition in order to bring this
name into conformity with other angelic
names which often end with '-el' (for ref
erences see M. HENGEL, ludenrum und Hel
lenismu$ [2nd ed. Tiibingen 1973] 344·345
and note 507). However, this explanation
seems to be unwarranted since the personal
name is quite frequent in the OT, and in this
early stage of Jewish angelology there is
hardly a need to make angelic names con
fonn to one single pattern. Another attempt
has been made to parallel Michael with the
Persian Vohuman6 (A. KOHUT, Ueber die
judische Angelologie und Daemonologie in
ihrer Abhangigkeit yom Parsismus [Leipzig
1866) 23-27).

The few biblical occurrences of the angel
Michael belong to broader streams of tra
ditions, mostly reflected in the extra-canon
ical writings of the Second Temple period,
and must, therefore, be discussed with these
together. Given the early date of parts of 1
Enoch, it seems that the first biblical refer
ences to Michael in the Book of Daniel are
already part of a second stage of develop
ment. However, it is generally difficult to
point out the traditions connected with
Michael, since this specific angel became
much more prominent than any other angel.
Consequently, he was likely to be identified
with almost any unnamed biblical angel (see
F. I. ANDERSEN, OTP I 136 note e).
Modern scholarship should therefore try to
differentiate between unnamed traditions
that became part of the characteristics of
Michael and more original Michael-tradi
tions and not vice versa (contrast e.g.
LOCKEN 1898). The trend of the ancient
authors to identify almost every angel with
Michael goes on in our days. To illustrate
the problem: Michael is quite often granted
the title of an apXtO"'tpatrrYo~. Yet, this title
occurs also in connection with -Rafael (Gk
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the same list, it has been speculated that this
term, too, stands for a demon (J. C. DE
MOOR, The Rise of Yahwism [Leuven 1990]
157). Even if it is assumed that the
identification of three (or four) deities (or
demons) is correct, the position of mer'irf is
quite different. It is found in apposition to
qe!eb, and the usual translation 'bitter' (cf.
mer/rut, 'bitterness', Ezek 2: 11) makes
excellent sense. It is conceivable to take
qereb merfrf as a genetival construction, ren
dering 'the terror of Meriri', but that would
mean creating an obscure demon at the
expense of a-far less obscure-other one.
The textual variant 0''''10 ~C!lp (Samaritan
Pentateuch) means 'plucked-off bitter
herbs' .

Though merirz is a hapax legomenon, the
form 'i'iO is found one more time in the
MT, viz. in Job 3:5. Referring to Rashi's
commentary on this verse, GORDIS translates
en' '''''..,0 as 'the demon of the day' (1943:
(78). The expression occurs in a difficult
verse; a comparison with v 8 (where the
'arere yom are 'those who curse the day')
could be made in favour of an emendation
of 'i'iD into 'li~O, also from the root )n,
'to curse'. If the Masoretic text is left as it
stands, the most plausible translation would
be 'the bitterness of the day'. In neither case
it is necessary to introduce a demon into the
text.
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Apoc. Ezra 1:4; cf. OTP I, 566. 571). Does
this mean that the unnamed 'chief of the
.......hosts' in los. As. 14 is Michael?

Dan 10 and 12 refer to Michael as one of
the primary angels helping the angel speak
ing to Daniel against the angels of other
nations (10:13: Persia; 10:20: Greece). The
scene has, however, an eschatological
undertone since the unnamed angel reveals
what will happen "in the last days" (10: 14).
Michael's eschatological role is also ap
parent from Dan 12: 1.

All these particular notions are prominent
in the extra-canonical literature of the time:
Michael is variously called apXt(1tpCrtTl'YO~

(T. Abr. A 1:4; 2: 16; 19:5 and passim; T.
Isaac 14:7; 2 Enoch 22:6f; 33: lOf; 72:5 and
passim; Gk Apoc. Ezra 4:24 [cf. M. E.
STONE, OTP I, 566]; 3 Baruch 11:4 [Greek
version]; 11:6. 8; PGM XIII 925 and see
DIETERICH 1905:202,1). It seems natural to
assume that this title translates the 'chief of
the LORD'S hosts' from Jos 5: 14, though the
precise Greek tenn is not used in the LXX.
One can hardly ascribe all these references
to a Christian redaction of Jewish apocalyp
tic material in later times (pace ROHLAND
1977:22-24). One might add to this list the
....... 'prince of the army' in Dan 8:11, although
Michael is not mentioned there by ·name. He
is 'chief of the angels' (l Enoch 24:6; T.
Isaac 1:6; Mari.lsa. 3:15-6; 3 Enoch 17:3;
Hebr. T. Naph. 8-9; cf. lQM 17,7). In 3
Baruch 11-15 he functions as the only
-mediator between God and the guardian
angels of men, i.e. he is the leading angelic
figure here, too. Accordingly he is often
mentioned as the only angelic mediator as in
lQM 17,6-8. In 4Q470 (ed. E. LARSON,
Dead Sea Discoveries I (1994] 210-228) the
making of a covenant between God and
King Zedekiah through the agency of the
angel Michael is mentioned.

The 'prince of Israel' or its guardian
angel is a problematic designation inasmuch
as it contradicts the idea that only the
nations are under an angelic guard whereas
Israel has direct connection with God (ap
parently as early as in Deut 4:19-20). Yet,
the designation is well known (e.g. 1 Enoch

40:8-10; 2 Enoch 18:9; 3 Baruch 37:1;
44:10; Pirke de Rabbi Eliezer 4; see also
TgPs 137:7). Along with the gradual trans
formation of the name 'Israel' into a more
universalistic conception of the righteous in
general, Michael becomes the angel of
humankind (Apoc. Mos. 32:2-3; Adam and
Eve 41: 1; this might be the reason for some
of the differences between the Greek and the
Ethiopian versions of 1 Enoch 20:5).

Michael's military functions are not
specific to this angel. They are often at,
tributed to the group of four (sometimes
seven) archangels as in IQM 9, 15-16; 1
Enoch 20:5; 40; 54; 71: 8-9. 13; 3 Baruch
4:7~.Apoc. Mos. 40; Sib. Or. 2:214-237 (cf.
4Q285, 6, 8-9: J. T. MILIK, MiJ.kJ-~edek et
Milki-resa< dans les anciens ecrits juives et
chretiens, JlS 23 [1972], 95-144, esp. 143).
The judgment over the 'fallen angels' is
conveyed to the group of the four (including
generally Michael, -I-Gabriel, -Raphael and
either -Uriel or Sariel, sometimes Suriel;
see Y. YADJN, The Scroll of the War of the
Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness
[Jerusalem 1957) 216; in magical literature
this group is not as consistent, e.g.: S.
EITREM, Papyri Osloenses I [Oslo 1925]
171,309-310; E. R. GOODENOUGH, Jewish
Symbols in the Greco-Roman Pen'od II
[New York 1953] 229 232, and frequently
in PGM).

Inasmuch as military help is supposed to
be part of the eschatological salvation,
Michael is often associated with·this specific
notion: The punishment of the fallen angels
in general has an eschatological connotation.
Michael (and three other angels, Gabriel,
Raphael and Uriel) punish the fallen angels:
1 Enoch 10; 54 etc. Yet, only in connection
with Michael 1 Enoch 10 turns to a de
scription of the future that should be under
stood in messianic terms (l Enoch 10: 11
16). Therefore, it is Michael who shows the
seer the tree, the fruit of which will be eaten
by the righteous in the future (l Enoch 25).
The messianic functions of Michael might
still be seen in later texts (cf. S.
AGOURIDES, OTP I 606). It is congruent
with the idea that it is Michael who an-
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nounces the final judgment. 1 Enoch 68 (cf.
Dan 8: 13-14 without angelic names).

Once Michael's help is understood in
these tenns and the future salvation is con
strued ~ liberation from the fallen angels
~n<)/or -·Satan, Michael is easily character
iz¢ as the opponent of Sat~. The fight
again,st Satan, the -dragon in Rev 12:7-9,
belongs to this tradition as well a.s to the
literary context of Jude 9. The Life of
- Adam (Vita Adae) reflects for the first
time the opposition of Michael and Satan
regarding God's command to worship Adam
(Vita 13-14: cf. I Enoch 69). The angelic
warrior on behalf of Israel, Le. for the right
eous ones. in the last days is later under
stood as one who assists in other means of
salvation. too. So he receives the prayers of
thc vinuous ones (3 Baruch 11-15: cf. b.
Hag. 12b: 2 Enoch 33: 10) and serves as the
keeper of the keys for the highest of
heavens (ef. also Par. Jer. 9:5). Michael's
priestly role. decisively 50 only in later lit
erature, might be based upon sources like T.
Abr. B 4:4 (Michael as the first among the
adoring angels, but cf. Ass. Mos. 10:2.
where it is not clear whether or not this
figure is to be identified with Michael). The
connection with Metatron seems to be later
than the NT writings (cf. P. S. ALEXANDER,

OTP I 243-244).
III. Another corpus of traditions is al

luded to in Jude 9, wherc Michael and Satan
argue abou.t the soul of -·Mose5. This par
ticular it~m belongs to the broar;ler stream of
traditions characterizing Michael as a
psyclwpompos who carries the soul of the
seer as such (even for an apocalyptic jour
ney) and serves as angelus imerpres. Most
n~turally. the bulk of revelations received
that way' are concerned with the last day'. the
judgment of the deceased and. such related
matters. So Michael comes to take the souls
of the fathers (T. Abr. A 7-8; T. Isaac 2: 1;
T. Jacob I:6), of Ezra (Visio Ezrae line 59
59, cf. Gk Apoc. Ezrae 4:7 [journey to
-.Hadcs]) and the soul of Adam (cf. Vita
43: 1-3: Apoc. Mos. 13:2-6). He is actually
involved in burying-rites (T. Abr. A 20: 10:
T. Isaac 14; T. Jacob 5: 13; Vita 46: 3; Apoc.

Mos. 37:5-6: Vita 41:1, 47:2-3: 48: 1-3:
Apoc. Mos. 43: 1; 40; sec funhcr: [ Enoch
71 :3-5 inasmuch as Enoch's trans{onnation
marks his death: 2 Enoch 22:8-9; Mart. Isa.
3: 15-6: cr. S. E. LoEWENSTAMM, The Death
9f Moses, Swdies Oil the Testamem of
Abraham. ed. O. W. E. Nickelsburg [Mis
soula 1976] 185-217. esp. 208-209). Mart.
IsCl. 3: 15-6 expresses the inner correlation of
the pSycllOpol1lpOS and the revealer of escha
tological secrel": "the angel of the -·Holy
Spirit and Michael. the chief of the holy
angels. will open his (sci!.: Jesus) grave on
the third day", i.e., the one who is con
cerned with the care for the dead is also the
one who will free him from his tomb (see
Par. Jer. 9:5. cf. 8: 12). A Qumran apocry
phon ascribed to Michael ("The words of
the book that Michael spoke to the angels")
is still unpublished (see J. T. MILIK. The
Books of Enoch. Aramaic Fragmcms of
Qumrcill Cave 4 [Oxford 1976] 91 for litera
ture and funher suggestions). But the (ap
parently late) heading of Apoc. Mos. as
cribes this book to him. too. Jude 9
combines. then, the idea of individual salva
tion with the concept of a struggle between
two angels as in Zach 3: 1-5 (ef. 4QAmrb
and see K. BERGER, Der Streit des gwen
und des b()sen Engels urn die Scele. Be
obachtungen zu 4QAmrh und Judas 9. JSJ 4
[1973] 1-18).

The angel set over the dead and their
future salvation raises apocalypticists to
heaven, so -.Abraham in a chariot of
-·Cherubs (T. Abr. 10-15). Adam (Vita
25:2-3. for announcing his punishment! Cf.
also T. Job 52:6-10, apparently concerning
God and not Michael). -·Eve (Apoc. Mos.
43: 1-2). Ezra (Visio Ezrae. line 56-60. 79).
-.Enoch (2 Enoch 22: 1-6) and -.Mclchi
zcdek (2 Enoch 71 :28: 72:3.5.8-9 [interest
ingly enough, this angel is Gabriel in the
shorter version]; [ Enoch 71 :3-5). The angel
Jaocl refers to Michael's help: Apoc. Abr.
10:17. Michael functions as God's mess
enger to humankind (Apoc. Mos. 2: I; 3:2;
49:2: 1 Enoch 25: 60:4-5) and is called
··angel of truth and justicc" (Par. ler. 9:5;
cf. IQM 13. 10).
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Michael has a specific connection to trees
and medicine. Thus he teaches agriculture in
Vita 22:2; reveals the fruits of the tree to be
eaten in the future by the righteous in 1
Enoch 25, and is one of the four who plant
the trees in paradise in 3 Baruch 4:7; he
helps Eve (together with other angels) to
give birth,to -+Cain (Vita 21:2 etc; 1 Enoch
67:1-11 does not really belong to this body
of tradition, but see ROHLAND 1977:26-27).
His name therefore often occurs in magical
texts (M. NAVEH & S. SHAKED, Amulets
and Magic Bowls. Aramaic Incantations of
Late Antiquity [JerusalemJLeiden 1985)
Amulet 2, line 14; A. KROPP, Der Lobpreis
des Erzengels Michael [Brussel 1966] 12
18.20-21, cf.' ErrREM and GOODENOUGH
above). In PGM he is referred to either in a
group or alone as the highest angel and his
name selVes as a magical sign. Perhaps
Jewish Christians maintained specific tra
ditions about Michael (see W. MICHAELIS,
Zur Engelchristologie im Urchristentum
[Basel 1942] 145-158); for later develop
ments which treat Michael as a physician
and as a military leader see esp. ROHLAND
1977.

Perhaps the archangel in 1 Thess 4:16 is
originally connected with Michael who is
portrayed as blowing the trumpet to call to
judgment (Apoc. Mos. 22: 1). The "angel of
peace" Cr. Dan 6:1-5; T. Asher 6:5; T. Ben.
6:1) identifies the four faces with the four
archangels (l Enoch 40:8), i.e., he himself is
not to be confused with Michael. The "inter
ceding angel" (l Enoch 89:76; 90:14; T
Levi 5:6) could well be Michael, but he is
not called. so, although there are some
resemblances: e.g. in T. Asher 6:5, entering
into, eternal life, or the dualism with BeHar
(--'Belial) in T. Ben. 6:1.
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M.MACH

MIDDAY DEMON
TlJl~plv6v

I. The Midday Demon is found in the
Septuagint version of Ps 91:6 (LXX 90:6).
In Ps 91 :5-6, the Hebrew psalmist declares
that the one who takes refuge in the --'AI
mighty will not fear: ''The --.Terror of the
night nor the Anow that flies by day, nor
the Pestilence (-+Deber) that stalks in dark
ness nor the -Destruction (-+Qereb) that
wastes at noonday".

The parallelism of the verses twice bal
ances a night and a daytime --.Evil, each of
which was understood by rabbinic inter
preters to refer to a demonic spirit: lhe day·
time Qeteb is balanced by the -+night
-+demon, Pestilence, Deber. In Deut 32:24
the 'poisonous Qeteb' is parallel to -+Resh·
eph, the well-known Canaanite demon of
plague. Thus the Qeteb is the personified
destruction or disease, riding the hot desert
wind (cf. Isa 28:2 and the wind demons of
Mesopotamia). In Ps 91:6b (Heb. 11Qj~ J~
D~"'i1~), the Septuagint translators con
fronted a different Hebrew text (with Aquila
and Symmachus), reading 1V' for lW',
meaning 'Destruction and the demon (shed)
of noontime', which the LXX rendered as
"Misfortune and the Midday demon"
«)\)~1t'twtJ.o'to«; 'KCXt OOtjlovtOtl l1e01l11~Pt·
you). This variant violated the parallelism of •.
the original, and added a fifth Evil (lq) ,:
D'ii1~), the Midday demon. .

II. The noon-day heat and the critical)
j:~
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time at the sun's zenith was a common con
cern in the ancient Near East, and spirits of
calamity were held responsible for sunstroke
(GAsTER 1969:770), feverish diseases, and
other maladies (CAILLOIS 1937). The Latin
of Jerome renders the verse as morsus in
sanientis meridie, "the bite of insanity at
midday".

III. The Midrash Tehillim understood
Qeteb here to refer to a terrifying demon:
"the poisonous Qeteb is covered with scales
and with hair, and sees only out of one eye,
the other is in the middle of his heart"
(LANGTON 1949:50). The indifference and
listlessness (CtKT\ota ennui) which sometimes
plagued Christian monks was attributed to
this source. So Athanasius writes: "The
Midday demon is said to be (the demon) of
ennui" (Exp. Ps 90;6). Evagrius Ponticus
writes: "The demon of ennui, which is the
Midday demon, is more burdensome than all
the demons. It besets the monk about ten
o'clock, and encircles his soul until two
o'clock" (Vit. Cog. 7); and again: "The other
demons at the rising or setting of the sun
.seem to take hold of some one part of the
soul, but the Midday demon is wont to sur~

round the entire soul and suffocate the
)nind" (Cap. Pract. A 25).
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~F" G. J. RILEY

~WGHTY ONE OF JACOB JpJ)' ""':J~
~l~~ I. <The mighty one of Jacob' was inter
~R!~.ted as a divine name by ALT (1929). He
~~<lssified it as a designation of one of the
~~onymous gods 'of the father'. The only
~.ace Where it may occur as a proper name
~~~Gen 49:24; elsewhere it is always an cpi
~et of -+-Yahweh (Isa 49:26; 60:16; Ps

~'-:.:".

;t\::.
t-
~"'.

132:2-5; cf. Sir 51:12; see also 'iibfr yisrit'el
as a parallel to 'iidon and yhwh $ebilot in
Isa 1:24). It is doubtful whether 'abfr
YaCClqob may be translated as "Bull of
Jacob" (CROSS 1973:4). The only possible
evidence for this could be found in Ugaritic
texts.

II. In KTU 1.12 ii :55 ibr is used to
designate a strong animal (bull or wild bull)
caught in a trap or something similar, while
KTU 1.10 iii:35-37 and the personal name
ibrd r'Haddu is a bull", or, if the name had
a Hurrian background, "Haddu is lord",
since Hurr iwr means "lord", see WVS No.
34; for d as 'Haddu' see KTV 4.33:26;
4.628:5) provide evidence for the use of ibr
as an epithet for the storm-god. El is never
referred to as ibr. Akk abaru means 'power,
force' (CAD A s.v.) and is used without
specific reference to the bull.

III. In the OT 'abbfr is used as an at
tribute of strong men; it characterizes rulers,
heroes and leaders (l Sam 21 :8; Isa 10:13;
Job 24:22; 34:20; Lam 1: 15; perhaps Jer
46:15 [the Pharaoh)). When used in combi
nation with leb, it means 'brave' (Ps 76:6;
Isa 46: 12). TORCZYNER wishes to assign a
comparable meaning to the word in a mili
tary context, and translates "officers" where
others usually render Ustallions" (Judg 5:22;
Jer 8:16; 47:3; TORCZYNER 1921:298). Yet
in Jer 8: 16 there is the parallel of sus and
~HL, 'to neigh', and in 47:3 the one of
'abbfrfm and rekeb. In Isa 34:7; Jer 50: 11;
Ps 22:13 and 50:13 the tenn refers to ani·
mals; in lsa 34:7, a distinction is made
between wild bulls, bulls and abbfrfm. In
Hebrew, as in Akkadian, the original mean
ing of >abbfr must have been 'strong,
powerful' . Where )iibbfr was applied
Yahweh, the Masoretes punctuated the word
to read )abir so as to prevent any association
of 'iibfr fa>aqob with the bull (and the
statue at Bethel).

ALT called the expression an uarchaic
term" used to characterize the ancestral god
of the Jacob clan (1929:26). He said the
phrase had not the form but the function of
a proper name (1929:24). He dated it back
Lo a prelilerary tradition, because he judged
the use of ' iibir to qualify God foreign to the
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theological views of later times: as a matter
of consequence, the epithet could not be
explained as a later invention projected back
onto earlier traditions (1929:25). Alt has had
great influence with this view: it was elab
orated (MAAG 1959); adopted (e.g., FOHRER
1969, "Ktirnpfer, Verteidiger Jakobs"); or
modified (MOLLER 1980:125-128). Oc
casionally, attempts have been made to re
late the epithet to the traditions of Shechem
(cf. Gen 33:20; SEEBASS 1984) or Bethel
(Gen 28:18.22). This was done by interpret
ing the parallel expression in Gen 49:24,
viz. r6'eh 'eben YiSrii'el (-Rock; -Shep
herd), as meaning "Sheperd (or Ruler) at the
Rock of Israel", the "rock" being a stela. By
virtue of the assumption this stela was in
Bethel (erected by Jacob, according to the
cult legend), the -+"Mighty One of Jacob"
would then be a designation of the bull
figures erected by Jerobeam I (cf. DUMMER
Mtml, Z4 \V 70 11985] 85-86).

A number of objections can be raised
against the early date proposed for the
expression 'abir ya'liq6b. It occurs almost
solely in late texts (ls3 49:26; 60: 16; for Ps
132 cf. the bibliography given by B.
JANOWSKI in Erntell, was man s(Jt [Fest
schrift K. Koch; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1992]
245-246); the only possible exception is Gen
49:24, because its date of origin is subject to
debate. Moreover, the expression does not
occur in n patriarchal narrative properly
speaking, but in a secondary supplement to
a tribal saying on -+Joseph (so C. H. J. DE
GEUS, 77,e Tribes of Israel lAssen 1976] 90
92; pace SEEBASS 1984:334-339). The
earlier simile (v 22), as well as its later
supplement (cf. the narrative forms in vv
23-24), are imbued by the atmosphere of a
sedentary civilization, including il~ religios
ity (KlkKERT 1988:66-67); the same applies
to the benediction in vv 24b-26, which de
rive from Deut 33: 13-16.

According to v 25, the blessing is to
come "from (mill ) the EI of your father,
together with (w't) -+Shadday". Verse 24b
calls El proleptically the "Mighty one of
Jacob" from whose hands the blessing
springs, and it puts the emphaliis on the

location (missam) which he is specifically
linked with as a 'shepherd' (r{/eh). TI1C tcxt
is complicated, though, and the question
remains whether we are to interpret the
"Rock of Israel" as a topogmphical indi
cation or as a divine name (-Stone). How
ever that may be. the "Mighty one of Jacob"
must be identified with EI in Gen 49 (MOL
LER 1980: 117). Should the exprcssion be
connected with Gen 33:20 (Shcchem) or
28: 18.22 (Bcthel), it will have to be under
stood as an epithet of El (cf. O. EISSFELDT,
KS III ITUbingen 1966] 393, n. 2), second
arily applied to Yahweh. This hypothesis
finds no support in the Ugaritic texts,
though, because there the epithet of the bull
for EI is !r (WUS no. 2932). There is, in
conclusion, insufficient evidence of a numen
'libir yaCliqob, because the phmse "repre
sents probably an epithet, and is not a
proper name" (SEEBASS 1966:51).

IV. Bibliography
A. ALT, Der Gott der Vater (BWANT
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gion. Zur Vorgeschichte des Monotheismus,
Monotheisnllls im Alten Israel und seiner
Umwelt (cd. O. Keel: Fribourg 1980) 99
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(1921) 296-300; H. J. ZOBEL, Stal1Unessproch
lmd Gesch;chte (BZAW 95: Berlin 1965).

M. K6cKERT

MIGHTY ONES -> GIBBORIM

MILCOM CJL;O
I. The deity of the Ammonites, Mil

com, occurs three times in the MT: I Kgs
II :5.33: 2 Kgs 23: 13. The Greek translators
of the Septuagint orland other Greek re
censions and versions (Syrian, Latin) have
read Milcom (Md.;(oJ,l, Md.;(OA, MOA;(OJ,l,
MOA;(oA, possible confusion of M and A in
uncial writing) in seven other instances: 2
Sam 12:30: I Chr 20:2: Amos I: 15: Jer
49(=30):1.3: Zcph 1:5: I Kgs 11:7. In a
number of cases. the Greek tmnslations
show how difficult the reading of the
Hebrew prototype milan was: it could be
vocalised and understood as Milcom or as
"their king" (rnalMm), or both as in 2 Sam
12:30 (dittography?).

To these 10 attestations. it is now poss
ible to add some more instances found
among the Ammonite archaeological data:
as the divine name on the Amman citadel
inscription, line I (end of 9th c.) and on a
seal (7th c.) brk Imlkm (two other examples
are modem forgeries), or as a theophoric
clement in Ammonite anthroponyms: on the
Tel1 e1-Mazar ostracon VII, I (5th c.)
I1Illanyt, and on seals or bul1ae: mlkl1l'\vr (ca
600), bdmlkl1l, mlkmgd and I1Illall(z (6th c.)
(HOBNER 1992:252-253).

A divine name Malkul1I was already
known by the tablets of Drehem and a god
-+Malik is documented by texts from
Nineveh as wel1 as a theophoric element in
proper names on the Ebla and Man Tablets
(CAZELLES 1957:cols 1343-1344). Alpha
betic und syllabic list" of deities' names
found at Ugarit (KTU 1.47: 1.22; 1.118,
HERDNER 1978: 1-3, NOUGAYROL 1968:45,
60: see also KTU 1.119 =RS 24.266 bUl cr.
HERDNER 1978:34-35) mention a god mlkm
at the penultimate position, just before Jim 
dsa·/j·l1Iu, which is rendered dMA.LtK.ME~
(NOUGAYROL 1968:45, 60). Thus, it appears

that the divine name is based on the root
mlk "to rule" or "to counsel", and that hesi
tation between muluk and malik is no longer
pem1itted, even though the element muluglk
is attested by some Amorite proper names
and toponyms (HUFFMON 1965:230-231).
Could then be the muluglk fOm1 preferably
be paral1e1 to the spelling of Molok
(-+Molech)?

II. The relationship between malik and
mlkm in the Ugaritic lists is not easy to
define: a similar difficulty presents itself
wilh the biblical occurrences of Molech and
Milcom. What appears more secure is the
secondary role occupied by the god(s?)
Malik - Mlkl1l (plurale tantum ?) in the lists
of the temple of Assur as wel1 as in the pan
theon lists at Ugarit.

Malik and/or milan arc/is assimilated to
->Nergal. god of the underworld and of fire,
or counted among those deities whose in
fernal characters are well known, and who
are associated with the funerary offerings
(k;spum). They appear in connection with
the [gig; and AlIlmnaki as chthonic beings
involved in the cult of the dead ancestors
(HEALEY 1975). HEALEY (1978) has tried to
prove a close connection between rpum and
I1Ilkm, supposing that rpum (-+Rephaim) is
simply a special epithet of Allkm, although
the two are not identical in meaning. Hence,
since both refer to the same reality, shades
of the dead or underworld deities, there was
no need to include both in the pantheon list,
but mlkm was presumably preferred. In any
case, both would be secondary deities, or
divinized ghosts involved in the cult of the
dead, preferably the last dead kings of the
dynasty, and more probably beneficial dei
ties than demons (DIETRICH & LoRETZ
1981). But a relationship to Milcom is not at
al1 ascertained.

The Ammonite epigraphical evidence
throws some light on the veneration of the
Ammonite deity and his cultic place from the
ninth to the fifth century BCE, contemporary
with the biblical evidence (HOBNER 1992).
An Atef-crowncd head excavated at Tell
Jawa, Jordan should be interpreted as the
depiction of Milcom the chief god of the
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Ammonites pace P. M. M. DAVIAU & P. E.
DION (EI, the God of the Ammonites?,
ZDPV 110 [1994] 158-167) who construe
the artefact as an image of -+EI.

Ill. Even if dMA.UK.MES should be an
attempt to find a Mesopotamian equivalent
to Ugaritic mIlan, it does not prove that
biblical Molech and Milcom have to be
identified as a single Ammonite national
deity. In the biblical passages, they are
separately worshipped and have a separate
cult place in Jerusalem (1 Kgs 11 :5.7
[Molech -MT but Milcom -Greek]33; 2 Kgs
23:10.13: a sanctuary south of the mount of
Olives, east of Jerusalem, and a tophet in
the valley of [Ben] Hinnom. south of Jerusa
lem). -In 1 Kgs 11 :33 Milcom is called "the
god of the Ammonites" as -+Chemosh was
the god of Moabites and Athtart (-~Astane)

the Goddess of the Sidonians or Yahweh the
God of the Israelites (cf. I Kgs 11:5 "MiI
com the -abomination [Iq$] of the Ammon
ites"; 2 Kgs 23:13 Milcom the horror [rw'bt]
of the Ammonites); but in 1 Kgs 11:7, it is
Molech who is described as "the abomina
tion of the Ammonites".

The Hebrew text of the Bible and the oral
tradition at the origin of the Greek Lrnns
lations or revisions, as well as the other
versions (e.g. Syrian, Latin) show clearly
that in many more passages the morpheme
(ketib) mIlan was read and rightly under
stood as "Milcom" and not as "their king"
(malkam, qere) (MT et passim). Surely, the
national god Milcom was "king" of the
Ammonites as Yahweh was king of the
Judaeans, but this is not the specific mean
ing of these verses. The biblical prophetic
oracle against Ammon in Amos 1:15,
known and taken up again verbatim by Jer
49(= 30):3, is surely to be understood: "And
Milcom will go into exile, his priests and
his princes altogether, says Yahweh".

The mention of "his priests" in this kind
of oracle (compare Jer 48:7 and 49:3) is
another proof in favour of the reading Mil
com (PuECH 1977). Funher, it is possible to
compare the iconographic representations of
the divine statues going into exile after the
capture of a capital by the Assyrian armies;

this is the background for these prophecies.
Whereas the reading is almost cenain in
Zeph 3:5. it is also probable in 2 Sam 12:30
II I Chr 20:2.

Whether or not Milcom was related to
Malik - mIlan is impossible to establish. The
Ammonite national god occupies a more
pre-eminent place in the biblical texts and in
the inscription of the citadel than as a theo
phoric element in the Ammonite onomac;
ticon, where EI, the chief god of the
Canaanite pantheon. is much more frequent.
Contrary to a common opinion (R. DE
VAUX, Les institutions de l'Ancien Testa
melli, II [Paris 21967J 333). there is no proof
(biblical or Ammonite) that Milcom is an
other fonn of the god Molek I Malik. No
where are sacrifices of children offered to
Milcom; but, the references are always to
Molech.
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MIN
I. Min is an Egyptian god of procre

ation and creation. It has becn speculated
that his name occurs in the place name
Thakemeina (I Kgs II: 19·20 LXX; MT
Tahpenes). which ALBRIGHT analyses as
*T/-kJi-(n.t)-mll. "The Female Attendant (or
the like) of Min" (1955:32). presumably the
name of an Egyptian queen. The suggestion
is implausible. however.

II. Min is the Greek fonn of Eg mllw or
mil. the local god of Akhmin and later
Coptos. In the iconogmphy Min is repre
sented anthropomorphically as an ithyphallic
figure carrying two feathers as his headgear.
The god personifies male potency and fertil
ity; since the latter could be subsumed under
the general notion of creativity. Min has
come to be regarded as the creator god par
exce/lellce. Presumably because of the loca
tion of Coptos at the beginning of the cara
van routes. Min was venemted as the lord of
the eastern desert as well. Both in Akhmin
and Coptos Min was equatcd with -·Horus.
Isis being regarded as his mother. In later
syncretistic theology. Min has also been
identified with -·Amun of Thebes.

III. The mention of Min in the Hebrew
Bible is extremely dubious. Against Albright
and other exegetes. it must be maintained
that Tahpenes is probably not a proper
name. but mther the Hebrew tmnscription of
1J-~"n.t-pJ-ns\\:(.t). with the LXX rendering
Thakemeina being derived from I/-~"n.t·

IlSW(.tJ. both of which mean "the wife of the
king" (BARTLETT 1976:211 nn. 17-18 [&
lit]; but notc the remarks on this name
-.Isis). This etymology invalidates the inter
pretation by Albright and makes clear that
Min does not occur in the QT. The author of
the Hebrew text apparently took a title for a
name. The fact that the Egyptian is followed
by "the queen" docs not make it a proper
name. In all probability. SCHULMAN is cor
rect in suggesting that "the queen" following
Tahpcnes (LXX Thakemeina) "is nothing
more than a Hebrew gloss on the translit
erated Egyptian title" (1986: 127 n. 18).

IV. Bibliography
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K. VAN DER TOORN

MIRE -. CLAY

MISHARU iid"Q
I. Like Hebrew mHoI'. Ugaritic msr

derives from ysr. 'to be upright'; similarly.
Akkadian miSam is a derivative of esem. 'to
straighten up'. Evidence for mHor as a deity
in Hebrew tradition is only indirect.

II. The name of the Babylonian male
deity miSam occurs together with kiWI.
'Justice'. and either or both have the epi
thets ciiib mabri Samas. 'seated in front of
Shamash' or slIkka/lll sa ;milli. 'vizier of the
right hand' (for references to dMiSam see
CAD M/2, 118-119). The alphabetic and syl
labic texts from Ugarit show that msr did
occur there as a divine name. In a catalogue
of divine names $dq msr is listed (KTU
1.123: 14): whilst the god dmisamm is in
cluded in the god list 'Anu' (RS 20.121:166;
Ugar;t;ca V (Paris 1968] 220). The Ugaritic
personal name ",1m (KTU 4.342:2). spelled
syllabically me-filsa-ra-1JU (Ugaritica VI
[Paris 1969] 141). probably uses this divine
name as well. Another occurrence is in an
offering list in Ugaritic (A,'TU 1.148:39: less
certain is I.ms[r(?) ] in KTU 1.81 4); but. in
KTU 1.40. the meaning of msr is still un
certain (DE MOOR & SANDERS 1991).

Ugaritic $dq 11Isr corresponds exactly to
Phoenician Misor and Suduk as known from
Philo of Byblos (Phoellicia1J History in Eu
sebius. PE I 10.13). These two Phoenician
gods are said to have discovered the use of
salt: prcsumably in connection with treaties
(e.g. as in Num 18: 19). because they are
gods of justice. Misor's son was Taautos.
the Egyptian god -·Thoth. credited with the
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invention of writing (BAUMGARTEN 1991:
65-72).

Ill. Although there is no explicit refer
ence to a deity called mHor in the Hebrew
Bible, a few passages suggest there was
some belief in a (demythologized) god sub
ordinate to -Yahweh. They are Ps 45:7: "A
sceptre of Equity (mi.Mr) is the sceptre of
your rule"; lsa 11 :4: "But he shall judge the
poor with Righteousness ($edeq), and defend
the humble in the land with Equity
(meJarim)"; Ps 9:9: "He (Yahweh) judges
the world with Righteousness, he adjudi
cates the peoples with Equity (mescirim)"
and !sa 45:19 "I am Yahweh, speaking
Righteousness, announcing Equity (again.
plur.). See also Mal 2:6; Ps 67:5. Ancient
Near Eastern texts indicate the existence of
the god Equity; but there are scarcely any
traces of this deity left in the Hebrew Bible.
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MISTRESS - ADAT; BELTU

MITHRAS
I. The name of the Indo-Iranian deity

Mithra occurs as a theophoric clement in the
Iranian proper name Mithrcdath. Heb
ni'im. Ezra 1:8: 4:7. Gk Ml8plOOtTl;. I
Esdr 2:8 and Mlepao<itTl~. I Esdr 2: 12. The
different orthography points to two different
persons. The first one was treasurer of the
Achaemenid king Cyrus II (559-530 nCE).
who ordered the rebuilding of the temple in
Jerusalem. The second was a high function
ary (a satrap?) in the Persian administration
in Juda during the reign of king Arthaxerxes
I (465-424 BCE), when the temple was ac
tually rebuilt. The name means 'gift of
Mithra' and refers to the Iranian religion in
Achaemenid times.

n. The oldest attestation of Mitra can be
found in the list of gods in the treaty and the
counter-treaty between the Hittite king
Shupiluliuma I and the Mitanni-Hurrian
king Kurtiwazza. Here some deities occur
which have been construed as Aryan: Mitra.
-Varu!)a, Indra and the two NaJll1)'ci (KBo I
I Rev:55: KUB 1Il Ib Rev:21'; KBo I 3+
Rev:4 I; A. KAMMENHUBER. Die Arier ;m
Vorderen Orient [Heidelberg 1968] 142
151: 1. M. DIAKONOFF. Die Arier im Vorde
ren Orient: Ende eines Mythos, Or 41
[1972J9 I-120). The relation of this dei ty to
later Vedic and Avestan Mithras is unclear.

The god Mitra occurs in the Rigveda. esp.
in the hymn Rigveda 111.59, where he
functions as the personified sacred concept
'Contract'. All the other deities together
with whom Mitra is invoked are sacred
concepts too. like Aryaman 'Hospitality'
and in particular Varuna 'True Speech'.
When mitra occurs as a common noun in
the Rigveda it has the meaning 'friend
acquired by contract'. an 'ally'. In the
Avesta. Hymn to. Mihr-Yasht. dedicated to
the god Mithra, the god also embodies
sacred 'Contract. Treaty' and all his other
functions derive from this central concept.
Vedic Mitra as well as Avestan Mithra go
back to the reconstructed Proto-Aryan
*milra =·contract'.

Mithra therefore supervises the inviol
ability of all sorts of contracts (milhra) and
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treaties between men. He proteCl'i those who
keep their contractual word and punishes
those who break it. He gives peace and
prosperity, rain, vegetation and health to
those who are loyal (Yasht 10.61). In par
ticular contracts between kings representing
their countries arc sacred to Mithra. He
bestows blessings on the country of the king
who is faithful to a trcaty; then thc rain falls
and plants grow. In this context a common
epithet of Mithm in Yasht 10 "of wide cattle
pastures" finds its explanation. Already in
the Rigveda, Mitra and Varnna arc con
nected with cattle pasture and fertility (Rig
veda 111.62.16). Wide cattle pastures, where
cattle can freely graze, only occur in times
of peace, the result of strictly keeping
contracts and treaties (Yasht 10.29: 10.60).
Mithra also punishes men who break their
contracts and lames them (Yasht 10.23). He
fights them standing in his chariot accom
panied by Verethragna, 'god Victory' (Yasht
10.67; 124-127). The contracts Mithra
guards in the Avesta are exclusively con
tracts between men or concluded by men.
Later Mithraic communities therefore con
sist only of men and must be called 'Man
nerbUndc'.

As a guardian of contracts Mithra obtains
a middle position between the two parties
involved. This also is clear from Mithra's
position in the Iranian calendar. He is the
eponymous deity of the 16th day of thc
month and of the 7th month of the year.
Mithra consequently develops into the
mediator (Plutarch, Is. et Osir. 46s 3690,
mesites; -·Mediator II) between light and
darkness. In the Avesta Mithra is "watchful"
(Yasht 10.97), he is the "obseryer" and
"guardian" of the whole of creation (Yasht
10.54, 103), he overlooks "all that is
between heaven and earth" (Yasht 10.95). In
complete accordance with these aspects
Mithra later dcvelops into a solar deity.

III. That there is a link between the Iran
ian divinity Mithra and the eponymous god
of the Mithraic mysteries Mithras is clear,
but the exact nature of this link between the
Iranian and the Roman Mithra(s)-cults is a
passionately debated question. The situation

in the arena of Mithraic studies has changed
dramatically over the past three decades.
The brilliant Belgian historian Franz
Cumont is rightly called the founding father
of Mithmic studies, for he not only provided
the learned world with a collection of tcxts
and monuments (CUMONT 1896·1899). but
he also created an interpretive context, based
on the identification of Mithraic gods with
Zoroastrian divinities. His interpretation was
universally followed for the greater part of
this century (CU~tONT 1903), cven after the
replaccment of the collcction of monuments
by VER~tASEREN (1956·1960). Cumont's
reconstruction suffered a mortal blow at thc
first conference of Mithraic studies, held in
Manchester in 197 I (GORDON 1975), and
has not been revived since. The past twenty
five years havc instead given rise to many
mutually exclusive-theories on the origin
and nature of the Mithraic mysteries, which
virtually all share a stress on the absence of
links between Zoroastrianism and Mithra
ism. Apart from one attempt to interpret
Mithraism as a mixture of Iranian beliefs
and Middle Platonism (TURCAN 1975), the
stress has either been on the creation of a
Neoplatonic salvation mystery (MERKEL

BACH 1984). or-most prominenl1y-on
Mithraism as an astrological cult, by inter
preting the central icon of the faith, thc
tauroctony (Mithras slaying the bull) as a
star map (BECK 1984: 1988; ULANSEY

1989). More recently a new chapter has
been opened in the study of Mithraism by
the heightened interest in the practices and
beliefs of two Kurdish sects, the Yezidis and
the Ahl-e 1)aqq. who seem to have retained
traces of a pre-Zoroastrian Iranian cosmog
ony in which Mithra slays a bull and who
also appear to share several ritual and archi
tectural characteristics with those known
from Roman Mithraism (KREYENBROF.K

1994).
Mithraism. though described in some

detail by several classical authors (G EDEN

1990), is mainly known from a great num
ber of cult-places, Mithraea. generally
constructed in the likeness of a cave, with
side-benches and a small apsis with a rep-
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resentation of the tauroctony. Mithraea have
been found throughout the ancient world.
from Britain to Syria. but with a particular
density in those areas where Roman gar
risons were prominent. The spread of Mithra
ism. being a cult where only men were
admitted. is therefore often connected with
the spread of the Roman anny. to which it is
suspected to have attracted many adherents.

Mithraism is one of the mystery religions
of the ancient world and as such is centered
around (personal) salvation. through suc
cessive grades of inititation (BURKERT

1987). In the absence of reliable texts. the
exact contents of Mithraic mythology must
be pieced together by comparing the many
artistic representations of the accomplish
ments of Mithras. Mithras is born from the
rock (Lat saxigenus. Gk petrogenes. the
-rock itself is called perra generrix and is
equally the object of cultic reverence) and
establishes himself as creator and lord of
genesis (Porphyrius. De Amro N)'mplzanlln
24). Various episodes of his life are depicted
on the more elabomte cult reliefs and some
frescoes. such as the water miracle (where
Mithms releases the secluded waters by
shooting an arrow) and the hunt. T\vo
scenes from his life are most prominent, the
(catching and) killing of the bull and the
meal with the -·Sun (-·Helios; -·Shemesh).
The central icon of the Mithraic cult shows
Mithras-<iressed in a cape and a "Phryg
ian" cap-killing the bull by plunging a
knife in the animal's side. while pulling his
head upwards by the nostrils. From the tail
of the dying animal ears of com sprout
(sometimes also from the wound itself.
VERMASEREN 1956. no. 593-594). a snake
and a dog come towards the wound to lick
the blood and a scorpion seizes the genitals.
Though the exact interpretation of this most
famous deed of Mithras is hotly debated. it
is beyond doubt that it represents a creative
act, cherished in the cult as an act of de
livery. It is presumably this act of delivery
that is referred to in the famous maxim from
the Mithraeum under the Sta. Prisca in
Rome et nOJ servasti etemali (?) sanguine
Iliso. "You have saved us as well. having

shed the eternal (reading uncertain) blood"
(VERMASEREN & VAN ESSEN 1965:217
221). In the act of killing. Mithras is often
accompanied by two divinities. who are
represented as smaller replicas of the god
himself. called Cautes and Cautopates, the
former carrying an uplifted torch. the latter
carrying a torch bent downwards. symbo
lising coming into existence and passing
away. Though being frequently invoked as
the sun himself. Mithras is distinct from the
Sun, with whom he shares a meal that is
also frequently depicted. This meal of
Mithras with the Sun Wa-li. so it seems. ritu
ally re-enacted in the gatherings of the
Mithraic communities. The holding of the
communal meal was at the heart of the
Mithraic rituals and was severely criticized
by several Church fathers as a diabolic
transvesty of the Christian eucharist. Other
rituals of the Mithraic communities were
also seen as imitations of Christian rituals.
which makes it difficult to reconstruct
Mithraic cultic activity (Justin Martyr. Apo
logia I 66.4; Dialoglls ellm TT)pllOne 70.1;
78.6). Mithraism knew a sevenfold initi
ation. represented as seven steps on a ladder
(Origenes. COlllra CelslI'" 6.22). with the
grades of eorax (raven), IJ)'mphlls (bride).
miles (soldier). leo (lion). Perses (Persian).
heliodromus (sun-walker) and parer (father).
The pater of a community was also its
leader. It is within this sevenfold initiation.
though imperfectly understood. that astro
logical symbolism is of great prominence.
Having attracted a considerable following in
the second and third centuries CEo the promi
nence of Mithraism waned rapidly, to disap
pear fully after the Theodosian legislations
of the late fourth century.

IV. In the Bible Mithra is only indirectly
attested in the proper name Mithredath. one
of the most common Iranian names of male
persons (SCHMITT 1978:398).

N. WYATT (The Story of Dinah and
Shechem. UF 22 [1990] 433-458) has ar
gued unconvincingly that there would have
been a connection between an alleged Aryan
Mithraslcontract and the Israelite conception
of blrit, ·covenant'.
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MOLECH l'D
I. Molech occurs as a divine name in

the MT eight times: five times in Leviticus
(18:21; 20:2-5); twice in Kings (1 Kgs 11:7,
where it is probably confused with -TMil
com of the Ammonites; and 2 Kgs 23:10);
and once in Jeremiah (32:35). The LXX ren
ders the name both as a common noun
(archon, . "ruler", in Leviticus; basileus:
"king", in 3 Kgdms 11:5 [MT 1 Kgs 11 :7))
and as a proper name (Moloch in 2 Kgs
23: 10 and Jer 39:35 [MT 32:35]). In addi·
tion, the LXX has Moloch for MT malkekem
("your king") in Amos 5:26; the LXX r:ead
ing is quoted in the one NT occurrerice of
the name, Acts 7:43.

The etymology of the name is uncertain.
Most scholars relate it in some way to the
(West) Semitic root mlk, "to rule, to be
king", either as a Masoretic distortion of
melek ("king") using the vowels of boset
("shame"), or as a QaI participle, or as an
otherwise-inexplicable 'segolate' noun fonn
(given especially the variations of vowels in
the comparative evidence, see discussions in
HElDER 1985:223-228; DAY 1989:56-58).

Contrary to the entire thesis of Molech as
a divine name is the proposal of EISSFELDT
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(1935), that OT Molech is to be related to
Punic molklmulk, a technical tenn used in a
cult of child sacrifice, and known from
inscribed stelae in burial grounds at Car
thage and elsewhere. According to his
hypothesis, all occurrences of MT molek can
be explained as a cognate common noun, so
that the stereotypical phrase (as in 2 Kgs
23:10) leha?ibfr ~et-beno we~et·bitto ba~es

lammolek is to be rendered "to cause one's
son or one's daughter to pass through the
fire as a molk-sacrifice". (Even given this
understanding, the etymology remains prob
lematic; the most widely accepted view is
that of W. VON SODEN, who suggested a
*maqtil-fonn of the root h/ylk, comparable
to mopet and ~oza [Review of Eissfeldt,
Molk. T12 61 (1936) 46].)

TI. Eissfeldt's proposal has been widely
persuasive, as it is founded on a rare combi
nation of comparative literary, inscriptional
and archaeological evidence. Both classical
and patristic writers testify to a cult of child
sacrifice, particularly in times of military
emergency, in Phoenicia and at Carthage
(translations are conveniently provided by
DAY 1989:86-91). The aforementioned
stelae, whose inscriptions appear variously
in Punic, Neo-Punic and Latin transcription
(as molch), regularly compound the mlk-el
ement with another word. such as ~mr. Eiss
feldt read these latter elements as the second
member of construct chains, specifying what
sort of molk-sacrifice was commemorated by
the stela (so that mlPmr was the sacrifice of
a sheep [cf. Hebrew >immerJ. presumably as
a substitute for a child, while mlPdm was a
human sacrifice [cf. Hebrew 'adam}). Final
ly, "sacrificial precincts" (or "tophets", bor
rowing the Biblical term for the locus of the
Molech cult) have been excavated at Punic
colonial sites in Sicily, Sardinia and North
Africa, all containing the remains of
children, as· well as small animals.

Each of these categories of evidence has
generated a considerable body of scholarly
literature. For now, we may note a couple of
points at which the case advanced by Eiss
feldt and his supporters may not be as
strong as at first appears. Most significantly.

despite the classical and patristic citations,
there is no sure archaeological evidence of
the practice of a cult of child sacrifice in
Phoenicia, leaving a crucial 'missing link'
between Israel and the Punic colonies (and
provoking the suspicion that the citations are
polemical, directed chiefly at defaming the
motherland of the Carthaginians). Secondly,
compounding the problem of the 'missing
link' is the relatively late date at which
inscribed stelae begin to appear in the Punic
cemeteries (7th-6th centuries BeE), as well
as the discovery of stelae inscribed with mlk
in places (such as Malta) where no cemetery
has yet been found, raising the possibility
that the sacrificial. sense of mlk is an intra
Punic development. Thirdly, despite Eis
sfeldt's assertion that formulae such as
mlPmr indicate an increase in the practice
of animal substitution over time, the pre
liminary analysis of remains found. at Car
thage suggests that child sacrifice increased
in frequency (relative to animal substitu
tion), at least through the 4th-3rd centuries
BeE (STAGER 1982). Finally, it should be
noted that an increasingly vocal body of
European scholars is challenging the inter-:
pretation of the Punic remains as indicating
any cult of child sacrifice at all (D. PARDEE,
Review of Heider, Cult of Molek, JNES 49
[1990] 372)..

Recent research into comparative evi
dence has focused on deities named M-I-k
(variously vocalized) in places closer to
Israel, especially Mesopotamia and Syria
Palestine. A divine name ~Malik is well
attested as a theophoric element at Ebla
(third millennium BeE), although little can
be determined of his nature or cult there.
Amorite personal names from second-mil
lennium Marl include the element Malik, as
well as. Milku/i, Malki and Muluk (each
sometimes with the divine detenninative and
sometimes without, so that the common
noun, "king", may in some cases be present,
rather than a divine name). Of equal or
greater interest at Mari are references to
beings called maliku as recipients of funera~

ry offerings, although it is not clear whether
they are the shades of the dead or chthonic
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deities. Nevertheless, the underworld context
regularly recurs in the other comparative
evidence. Akkadian god lists from the Old
Babylonian period onwards include a deity
named Malik equated with -+Nergal, and
other Akkadian texts mention mal(i)k,i
beings with the Igigi and Anunnaki, all in
connection with the cult of the dead ances
tors. (We may also note a god Milkunni
attested in Hurrian.) But most significant of
all, so far as the study of OT Molech is con
cerned, is the presence of a deity Mlk at
Ugarit. In addition to its inclusion in per
sonal names (vocalized as Malik, Milku and
Mulik in syllabic texts), Mlk appears in two
divine directories (actually, snake charms),
as resident at '!Irt (KTU 1.100:41; 1.107: 17),
the same location which is elsewhere assig
ned to the netherworld deity Rpll (KTV
1.1 08:2-3; but see DAY 1989:49-50, for a
contrary view). While this collocation does
not necessarily imply the identity of the dei
ties, it is suggestive of some close relations
hip, as is the attestation of beings called
mlkm in connection with the royal cult of
the dead, along with the better-known rpllm
(OT -Rephaim), who appear to be the
shades of dead royalty at Ugarit (or of all
the dead in the OT; cr. Ps 88:11). Finally,
we may note the similar divine names
-Melqart of Phoenicia and Milcom of
Ammon. While the equation of either deity
with Molech is unlikely, it is at least in
triguing that Melqart (literally, "King of the
City") may also have connections with the
undenvorld (particularly if one follows W.
F. Albright in understanding "the City" as
the netherworld), and equally of interest that
the Ugaritic 'address' for Mlk, '!Irt, is likely
to be identified with the city Ashtaroth in
-+Bashan, just north of Ammon. In sum, the
Semitic comparative evidence yields the
portrait of an ancient god of the nether
world, involved in the cult of the dead
ancestors (and perhaps their king, given the
meaning of the root mlk, at least in West
Semitic).

III. We tum, then, to a consideration of
the Biblical evidence, focusing on the seven
instances (less I Kgs II :7) of molek in the

MT, together with related material (especial
ly other references to cultic child sacrifice).

The preponder.mce of occurrences are in
the Holiness Code in Leviticus: once in
18:21; and four times in 20:2-5. The fonner
verse speaks of "giving of your seed
(mizza~lika) to cause to pass over to
Molech". As noted especially by WEINFELD
(1972) the context (forbidden sexual re
lations) led some of the rabbis to propose
that the cult of Molech entailed not sacrifice,
but intercourse with Gentile women. WEIN
FELD builds on this point and others to pro
pose a non-sacrificial interpretation of the
cult. such that "to cause to pass through the
fire to Molech" meant dedication to the
deity, but not sacrifice; most scholars. how
ever, remain persuaded that actual sacrifice
by fire was involved, especially given Num
31 :23, where he'ebir ba'es clearly entails
burning.

The four instances of Molek in Lev 20:2
5 move the discussion forward. First. the
reference to the cult in v 5 as "playing the
harlot after Molech" (li:.nol 'a~llire ham
molek) presents a significant obstacle to the
Eissfeldt hypothesis, that Molech is not a
divine name in the OT. The presence of the
article in hllmmolek is problematic for his
assertion that, based on the LXX evidence,
the article should be eliminated from
lammolek elsewhere, thus preserving a
parallel with phrases like It'ijM ("as a burnt
offering"). More seriously, the object of the
phrase "to play the harlot after" is uniformly
a deity or supernatural object (such as
Gideon's ephod in Judg 8:27). with the one
possible exception of Num 15:39. Turning.
then. to the constructive ta.'\k. we note that
the following context in v 6 repeats the
"play the harlot" phmseology. only now
with reference to doing so after "ghosts and
familiar spirits" (hii'6b61 wthay)'icldc'ollim).
Again. we seem to be in the realm of the
shades (-Spirit of the Dead; -.Wi7.ard).

That this linkage is not limited to this one
passage is shown by Deut 18:9-14 which.
although it docs not contain the term
Molech, includes at the head of a roster of
"abominable practices of those nations" (Le.
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the Canaanites} "one who makes his son or
his daughter pass through the fire" (matijbir
bfn6-ubillo ba'tI). There follows then a list
of (other) illicit practitioners of contact with
the spirit world: diviners, soothsayers,
augurs, sorcerers, charmers, mediums, wiz
ards, necromancers.

That the OT sees the cult of Molech as
essentially a Canaanite prnctice (indeed, as
the archetypical Canaanite abomination) is
indicated both in Deuteronomy (12:31) and
in the Deuteronomistic summary of the fall
of· the Northern Kingdom (2 Kgs 17: 17).
However, with the exception of the latter
verse, its practice in Isrnel appears to have
been restricted to the environs of Jerusalem.
Both Ahaz (2 Kgs 16:3) and Manasseh (2
Kgs 21 :6) are explicitly accused of partici
pation, while Josiah is credited with having
"defiled the Topheth, which is in the valley
of the sons of Hinnom, that no one might
cause his son or his daughter to pass
through the fire to Molech" (2 Kgs 23: 10).
In fact, while the evidence is all too scanty,
it appears to be within the realm of possibil
ity that the cult was practised by the Jerusa
lem establishment prior to Josiah, presum
ably subsumed within the cult of Yahweh
(e.g. Isaiah uses the imagery of the cult in
describing what Yahweh would do to the
Assyrian king [30:33}-one can hardly
imagine Isaiah approving of the cult, but his
words were intended to communicate, using
known imagery). Its fate after Josiah is even
harder to describe with certainty. Both Jere
miah (7:31-32; 19:5-6.11; 32:35; cf. 2:23:
3:24) and Ezekiel (I6:2Q..21; 20:25-26.3Q..
31: 23:36-39) condemn their contemporaries
(presumably in Jerusalem, also for Ezekiel)
for the practice. Even following the exile,
Isa 57:5.9 suggests the continuation of the
prnctice for at least a brief time (particularly
if one reads m6/ek for MT me/ek in v 9), at
least in isolated locales ("the clefts of the
rocks", v 5).

Among the many questions surrounding
Molcch and the related cult, none is so per
plexing as the god's relationship to other
deities (as has been seen already in the
examination of the comparative evidence).
The Biblical evidence suggests a distinction

from Milcom of the Ammonites by spec
ifying that Josiah destroyed distinct holy
places for the two (2 Kgs 23: 10-13) and by
stressing that Molech' s origins were
Canaanite. On the other hand, many have
read Jeremiah as indicating an equation with
-Baal: 'They built the high places of the
Baal which are in the valley of the son of
Hinnom to cause their sons and their
daughters to pass over to Molech, something
which I did not command them, nor did it
enter my mind ..... (32:35; cf. 19:5, "they
built the high places of the Baal to bum
their sons in the fire as offerings to the
Baal"). At most. however, this may renect a
popular confusion of the two (or their cults)
since elsewhere they are spoken of distinctly
(e.g. 2 Kgs 23:5.1 0). (Sec HEIDER 1985: 291
293, and DAY 1989:29-71 for discussion of
other proposed divine equations, especially
WEINFELD'S proposal ofAdad[milki] [1972].)

Also much discussed, in view of the com
parative evidence and of other OT ref
erences to human sacrifice, is whether the
cult of Molech wa<; restricted to times of
military emergency (cf. the classical and
patristic references to the Carthaginian prac
tice and the child sacrifices of Jephthah
(Judg II] and King Mesha [2 Kgs 3:27]) or
to the firstborn (cf. the "Law of the First
born" in Exod 13:2.11-15: 22:28b-29 [ET
29b-30]: 34: 19-20: and the Akedah [Gen
22]). Neither appears likely. First, the pres
ence of "his daughter" in the standard for
mula describing the cult of Molech makes a
connection with the sacrifice of firstborn
sons unlikely. Second. because the few OT
references to sacrifice in time of military
emergency do seem to restrict the prnctice to
firstborn and/or only children, the cult of
Molech does not appear to have been prnc
tised for this reason, either. In this connec
tion, it is of interest that STAGER has con
cluded that the Carthaginian cult was
probably not one of military emergency,
pace the classical/patristic testimonies, or of
the firstborn (Child Sacrifice at Carthage
Religious Rite or Population Control?
BARel' 10 [1984] 44; cf. STAGER 1982:161
162).

With so much uncertainty, it is no sur-
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prise that scholars have combed the OT for
additional references and allusions to
Molech or his cult, particularly where the
MT has melek in a provocative context.
With the exception of Isa 57:9 (discussed
above), such attempts have commanded
little assent. (A recent proposal, involving a
passage without an alleged concealed occur
rence of Molech, is that of DAY [1989:58
64] regarding Isa 28: 15.18.)

In conclusion. the presence of a deity
Molech and of his cult in ancient Israel
seems established, although the details of
either remain difficult to draw with pre
cision. Based on the comparative evidence,
the relatively few explicit Biblical ref~

erences, and those additional passages which
may be defended as relevant, Molech
emerges as a netherworld deity to whom
children were offered by fire for some divin
atory purpose. Less certain, though sug
gestive, are connections with the cult of the
dead ancestors.

IV. What is certain is the profound (one
hesitates to say 'fiery') impact of those few
Biblical references on the imagination of
later writers. In addition to those rabbis who
sought to interpret the cult of Molech as
non-sacrificial (discussed with Lev 18:21 in
III above), others described in great detail
the deity's idol and cult. in terms borrowed
from the classical/patristic writers on the
Carthaginian practice (G. F. MOORE, Bibli
cal notes. 3. The image of Molech, lBL 16
[1897] 161-165). The Quran (Sura 43:77)
depicts Malik as an archangel who governs
the damned on behalf of Allah: '''Malek',
they will call out, 'let your Lord make an
end of us!' But he will answer: 'Here you
shall remain'" (trans. N. J. ONWOOD; Pen
guin classics; 3d ed. [Baltimore 1968] 150).
Later writers built on the biblical, rabbinic
,and classical sources, including J. MILTON
(Paradise Lost), C. DICKENS (The Haunted
Nan), G. FLAUBERT (Salammbo) and J.
MICHENER (The Source), each by turns fas
cinated and honified by the deity whom
;Milton tenned "that horrid king besmeared
;;~jth blood" (I. 392).
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G. C. HEIDER

MOON n-,,, ~O::>, i1JJ~1 tlhn
I. By far the most common biblical

Hebrew word for 'moon' or 'Moon-god' is
yareaJ,z. which appears 27 or 28 times in the
OT. In. 24 instances and in several Jewish
pseudepigraphic and apocryphal works,
yareab repeatedly appears in combination
with semes, 'sun' or 'Sun-god' (-Shemesh).
Its derivative yerab occurs with the calen
drical meaning 'month' and is also attested
in. early inscriptional Hebrew (cf. the Gezer

- calendar and And ostracon 20). The only
biblical text where the reading yareaJ,z has
been contested is Deut 33: 14. In this pas
sage, the phrase "the produce of the yeraJ,z'im
(moons or months?)" forms the second half
of a parallel bicolon alongside "the choicest
fruits of the semd". YtireaJ,z is also often
found grouped wi th terms. designating the
lesser astral bodies such as the -stars
(kOktib'im), the -constellations (mazz.tilOt) ,
or the -hosts of heaven (~ebti" has.Mmayim).
The last, the hosts of -heaven, also func
tions in biblical Hebrew as a class inclusive
of all the luminaries (including the moon).

Hebrew synonyms of yareaJ,z include the
twice occurring kese", 'full moon' (Ps 81:4
parallel with bodes; Prov 7:20; perhaps Job
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26:9), and the feminine noun lebima,
'moon' or 'white lady', which appears in
poetic texts and always in connection with
the sun or ~amma, 'heat' (Ecd 6: 10; Isa
24:23; 30:26). The noun /:lodes, 'new moon',
appears some 280 times, but this term never
refers to the moon as a luminous heavenly
body. Rather, its customary meaning is
month and so it more closely corresponds to
the derivative yera/:l. As for the etymology
of YRl:J, it has been related to the Hebrew
verb )RI:i, 'to travel', while semitic Y/WRJ!.
has been equivocally associated with Eg l/:l
or 'moon'. Cognates of yorea/; are well
documented in the semitic languages. Akk
arIJu can designate the moon. the new moon
day, or the month (cf. Bab arIJu. Ass ur!Ju),
but the Akkadian only rarely denotes the
moon as the majority of occurrences refer to
a calendar month. Moreover, the meaning
'new moon day' more closely corresponds
to Heb bodeS. Ug yrIJ can denote the calen
drial month, the moon, or the moon-god
Yarikh. Other cognates include Phoen yr/;
(moon, Moon-god [?]. or month), Aram yr/;
(moon or month), Eth wrl) (moon or month)
and Ar wr~ (month).

II. Any treatment of the ancient lunar
cult traditions of the Levant demands that
some account be given oUbe Mesopotamian
traditions, for it is possible that the latter
significantly impacted the formulation of
both religious belief and rite as associated
with the moon in the contemporary cultures
of the eastern Mediterranean. The Moon-god
was known by at least three names in Meso
potamian tradition: Nanna, Suen, and
Ashimbabbar. Scribes sometimes combined
the Nanna or Suen elements to make Nanna
Suen. At least by the Old Babylonian
period, Suen was also written as -+S1n and
Sin's wife was named Ningal. Their children
were the -+sun-god Utu and the goddess
Inanna. The name Nanna dominates the
sources reflective of southern Mesopotamia
and the city of Ur, while Suen is attested
early on in such far away sites as Ugarit and
Ebla (only in lexical texts) in western Syria.
Sin of Harran is also attested in the docu
ments from Mari. The different names possi
bly indicate two originally distinct lunar tra-

ditions that were subsequently conflated in
early antiquity. Together, the attested Nanna
and Suen or Sin traditions convey the
Moon-god's divine spousal as well as paren
tal relations.

The moon governed a vast and visible
celestial assembly. The night luminaries
moved across the skies with great regularity,
they made manifest not only the power that
controlled the heavens, but also an alien
world possessed of a measure of stability
that intensely enchanted those living a terre
strial existence. Accordingly, the moon' s
perceived position of pre-eminence in the
night skies was awarded special place in
Mesopotamian myth and ritual, for the Mes
opotamian Moon-god was identified as both
the immediate offspring of the great gods,
Enlil and Ninlil, and as descendent of An,
the great sky god. Not only had the Moon
god been created before the Sun-god, but he
was portrayed as having given birth to that
younger luminary of lesser status. Such tra
ditions illustrate both the Moon-god's cele
stial status and his high ranking in the
Mesopotamian pantheon.

Although for the ancient inhabitants of
Mesopotamia, the moon' s growth. disap
pearance and re-emergence in a never
ending. cycle personified change, it was a
change viewed from within the larger para~

meters of continuity. In fact, of all the noc
turnal luminaries, the changes in shape and
position of the moon were the most readily
accessible to observe and chart. Its waxing
and waning might symbolize both finite time
and eternity, light transfonning into dark
ness, and life into death and back again.
Thus, lunar motion came to represent both
the natural and cultural life cycle of birth,
growth: decay. and death. The moon's peri
odic movements also functioned as the
detennining factor in the measurement of
the year, the month and ultimately the entire
cultie calendar. Major time periods and holi
days were set to the phases of the· moon
the new, the quarter and the full moo.nS.

Their importance was such that the king
typically participated in the associated fes"
tivals along with the priests and the general.
population. The disappearance of the moon
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could also signify the displeasure of the
gods and so the practices of offering prayers
and lamentations to the divine assembly
were enacted in order to appease the gods.
The Moon-god might act as judge of fates
during his disappearance from the night sky
and subsequent sojourn in the netherworld,
but once his work as judge was completed,
he would reappear in the skies accompanied
by the prayers and libations of the Anunnaki
or underworld gods. Furthennore, the Mes
opotamian Moon-god's monthly disappear
ance together with his return from the
netherworld were linked with cycles of
fecundity, and his rebirth into the world of
light was thought to bring about renewed
fertility. Perhaps this is an appropriation of
powers typically more at home in the world
of the solar deity. Accordingly, the lunar
deity bestowed his rejuvenating powers
upon the produce, livestock and human pop
ulation as he possessed the restorative
powers to keep herb, herd and humanity fer
tile and prolific. Epithets like 'the pure long
horn of heaven' served to highlight these
powers of the Moon-god, for it expressed
the twofold image of the Moon-god as the
crescent moon or boat of heaven that sailed
the life giving waters, and in particular as
the raging bull empowered with the vigour
to insure the longevity of the herds, the aut
hority of the earthly king, and the security
of Ihe people. His role as fertility god was
given further expression in his description as
father of the people and especially in his
frequent appearance in the guise of a bull or
~calf. In sum, the Moon-god enjoyed
widespread popularity in the history of

-ancient Mesopotamian religions. The conti
nu'ous influence which these traditions exer

.- t¢ upon ancient Levantine cultures provides
~e needed socio-historical context within

'which to pursue the topic of lunar religion
: in ancient Israel.
;';. The moon-god likewise enjoyed an ele
i'(ated status in early Syrian traditions. In
,),ddition to Suen' s attestation at late third
;:}I!illennium Ebla in lexical texts, the suppo
t:~S.~d west Asiatic name for the moon-god,
~:Xarikh, has been identified at that site. Fur
~Jhermore, early second millennium Mari

~;
t{,
~~.;:

$~;
~'F.'.,
~':

personal names like Abdu-Erakh, 'the ser
vant of the Moon-god'. Zimri-Erakh, 'the
protection of the Moon-god', Yantin-Erakh,
'the Moon-god has given' and Uri-Erakh,
'the light of the Moon-god', probably reflect
the Moon-god's important role in the reli
gious life of that city and in the wider Mes
opotamian orbit. At later second millennium
Emar, the Moon-god Sin played a major
role as one of the palace deities in the festi
vals and appears in theophoric names fourth
in frequency only to the gods ~Dagon,
~Baal, and ~Resheph. The fact that Yarikh
appears in personal names from Babylonia
might suggest that Yarikh and SuenlSin
were simply the Amorite and AkJ<adian
names for the same deity. Shaggar (Sheger),
perhaps a west Asiatic lunar deity, has also
been identified at Emar. At the contempora
ry site of Ugarit, the moon-god Yarikh is
mentioned a number of times and in various
contexts such as legends (KTU 1.18 iv:9,
1.19 iv:2), incantations (KTU 1.100:26;
1.107:15), ritual texts (as the recipient of
offerings, e.g. 1.148:5,29), god lists (cf. yrb
of KTU 1.118:13 = dS11l of RS 20.24:13) and
as a theophoric element in proper names
(e.g. the name 'bdyrb, 'the servant of the
Moon-god'). A short hymn commonly
thought to be a translation from an original
Human, KTU 1.24, celebrates the ma.-1tal
union of Yarikh and the moon-goddess Nik
kal (= Ningal) whose eult perhaps developed
independently in Syria lasting well into the
common era. This cultic hymn gives expres
sion to the aspiration to secure those bles~

sings of fertility which the lunar deities
could bestow upon their suitors.

On the basis of an Ugaritic text re
counting ~EI' s banquet (Ug mrzb = Heb
marzeaM, Yarikh has been characterized as
fulfilling the roles of judge and gatekeeper
of the netherworld (KTU 1.114:4-8). Yet, it
is more likely the case that this passage
mocks the Moon-gad's claim to pre-emi
nence (1.114:4-8): "Yarikh gets ready his (=
El's) drinking vessel/like a dog, he fills up
under the tables / The god who knows him
(= Yarikh) / offers him food I The one who
does not I beats him with a stick under the
table." This disparaging of the Moon-god's
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role is fUI1her verified by the more promi
nent role uniquely attributed to the solar
goddess at Ugarit. Shapash's regular receipt
of offerings and sacrifices, her prominent
role in serpent incantations, her association
with the heroic -4RephaimJrpJ traditions, her
invocation as eternal sun (sps 'lm) in royal
correspondence second in position only
behind Baal (2.42:6-7), the mention of her
temple or bl sps, her epithet "luminary of the
gods' or nr1 ifnI, and her appearance as a
theophoric element in proper names illus
trate the solar deity'S major role at Ugarit.
Her position as judge over matters of life
and death in the Baal--4Mot myth likewise
affirms her exalted status. This reversal of
station at Ugarit vis-a-vis the Moon-god and
Sun-goddess clearly stands as an exception
to the rule in early Levantine lunar tra
ditions.

Turning to the relevant first millennium
data from the Levant, a wide range of arte
factual evidence-jewelry, glyptic, stelae
and onomastica with lunar related theo
phoric names-testifies to the continuance
of lunar religion in the region (see e.g.
SCHROER 1987; WEIPPPERT 1988; KEEL &
UEHLINGER 1992). In addition to the notor
iety achieved by the cult of the Moon-god
attested at the ancient Syrian city of Harran,
two 7th cent. BCE Aramaic steje inscriptions
preserve the names of a pair of priests in the
service of the moon-god Sehr at ancient
Nerab. In fact their names, Sinzeribni and
Si'gabbar, consist of a theophoric element
derivative of the Moon-god SIn (the Si'· el
ement in the latter instance being a shorten
ing of that name).

While inscriptional Hebrew names con
taining a lunar element are presently lacking
(but cf. ks' from Beth Shemesh), other
regional first millennium onomastica such as
the Phoenician names 'bdyrJ;, 'the servant of
the Moon-god" 'bdles', 'the servant of the
Full Moon" and the Ammonite yrJ;. 'zr,
'Moon is my Helper', confirm the existence
of local lunar religions. In view of the
Moon-god's occasionally attested domin
ance over the Sun-god in the early religious
traditions of the Levant, several 8th to 6th

cent. BCE -4Yahweh names in inscriptional
Hebrew might point to the definitive role
which lunar imagery played in ancient
Israel's formulation of Yahweh symbolism.
Names like yhwzrJ;, 'the shining forth of
Yahweh' (ZRJ:i 'rise, shine forth'), nryhw
'the lamp of Yahweh' (cf. ner -+'lamp') or
Jryhw 'the light of Yahweh' CWR 'to be
bright') might refer to the illumination or
light originally thought to emanate from the
Moon-god (rather than the Sun-god).

The identification of the specific sources
underlying the Yahwistic lunar symbolism is
extremely problematic, for the admixture of
Mesopotamian and west Asiatic lunar tra
ditions throughout the Levant is well docu
mented and spans several centuries. For
example, the second millennium evidence
from Ugarit documents the presence of the
Mesopotamian lunar couple Sin and Ningal
(= Nikkal) in early western Syria. Further
more, the Neo-Assyrian kings from Shalma
neser III to Assurbanipal not only vigorous
ly supported, but also exported the cult of
the Harranian Moon-god to the farthest
western reaches of their empire and Shalma
neser III is credited with having rebuilt the
temple of Sin at Harran. The king of Sarnal,
Bar-Rakkab, an Aramaean vassal of Tiglath
pileser Ill, paid due recognition to the
Moon-god of Harran by referring to that god
as his 'Lord' in a stele inscription (KAI
218). Also relevant in this regard is the
provenance of the inscription as it surrounds
a lunar standard stele with pendant tassals
on either side, a stereotypic emblem of the
contemporary Moon-god cult.

The Moon-god's central role in royal
ideology is made explicit in a letter ad
dressed to Assurbanipal by a diviner who
describes his father Esarhaddon's pilgrimage
to the temple of Sin at Harran. In this letter,
the god Sin is portrayed as a king leaning on
a staff with two crowns on his head. Esar·
haddon is commanded to take one of those
crowns and place it on his head and to go
forth and to conquer those lands that had yet
to submit to Sin. Some years later, the
Babylonian king Nabonidus was moved hy a
dream to rebuild the great temple of Sin at
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Harran following its destruction by the
Medes and Babylonians in 610 BCE. His
mother, Adad-guppi, was a priestess of the
moon-god who in one text extolled SIn for
appointing her son to kingship. She pro
claimed that Sin was 'the king of all gods'
and 'the lord of heaven and netherworld'.
Nabonidus echoes these words of his mother
in a stele inscription indicating his pref
erence for Sin over -l'Marduk as head of the
Babylonian pantheon. Nabonidus also
appointed one of his daughters as high
priestess of Sin at Dr thereby continuing the
two thousand year tradition of lunar religion
in that city. Furthennore, when Nabonidus
took a ten year leave of absence from the
political turmoil that gripped his capital city
Babylon, he settled in Taima in north
Arabia, a centre for lunar religion as sug
gested by a 5th cent. BCE Aramaic stele
recovered from that site.

As for the encounter between east and
west Asiatic lunar traditions in first millen
nium Israel·Judah, an Assyrian crescent
shaped bronze standard was discovered in
the 7th cent. Assyrian military fort at Tell
;esh-Sharica (Ziklag?; WEIPPERT 1988:627
,628, fig. 4.66.6). A seal impression on a
cuneiform tablet found at Gezer and dated to
.649 BCE depicts an Assyrian style lunar
.crescent standard with tassels mounted on a
socle. Of particular importance is the fact
that the name of the owner of this standard,
·one Natan-Yahu, a resident of Gezer, con
~ains a Yahwistic theophoric element
(WEIPPERT 1988:627-628, fig. 4.66.3). A
.considerable amount of biblical data like
:\vise assumes that lunar cults once played
,~ignificant roles in early Israelite religion.
,p;roper names related to yiireab-, like Jerah
(Gen 10:26; 1 ehr J:20 pausal form only)
',aI)d Jaroah (1 Chr 5: 14 'devoted to
/Yerah' ?), as well as a name like Hodesh or
.:h6des .0 Chr 8:9) might attest to an ancient
r!9nn of Israelite lunar worship. Likewise,
;t~e names of various sites such as Jericho
i(yiM~o) mentioned in the Hebrew Bible and
Q?~th-Jerah (bet yerab = Khirbet Kerak)
~~own from the Talmud (b.Bik. 55a; Ber.
~llb. 98: 18) might testify to ancient lunar
~~

l:
,,\~,

I
~:;

t

cults in the region.
Cults dedicated to the Moon-god are

clearly presumed in several biblical passages
wherein the Moon·god's powers are trans·
ferred to Yahweh and the moon is polemi
cally portrayed as an object created and con
trolled by Yahweh. Moreover, a handful of
legal prohibitions point to the religious na
ture of the rituals performed in deference to
the moon. Violators are often depicted as
having rendered 'service to' ('BD) or having
'bowed down to' (SI;IH) the Moon-god.
Lunar worship is also condemned in non
legal texts like Job 31 :26-28. These biblical
prohibitions against lunar worship reinforce
the likelihood that other biblical passages
extolling Yahweh's pre-eminence over the
moon are specifically aimed at disparaging
lunar religion. The argument in Job 25:5
that -God does not regard the moon as very
bright (read yhl?) probably rests on the prior
assumption that the moon's brightness was
held in some sectors of Israelite society to
be supernaturally empowered fOf, as Job
31:26~27 intimates, the Moon-god's bright
ness apparently played a significant role in
some fonns of Yahwistic religion. Sir 43:6
8 similarly affirms the moon's brightness
wherein it is depicted as a beacon or marvel
ous light shining in the vault of the heavens
and 2 Esdr 5:4 notes that the moon will
shine during the day in the eschaton.

The significant role of the Moon-god in
various fonns of Yahwistic divination and
astrology is underscored in other biblical
passages. As Ps 121:6 suggests, in certain
Yahwistic circles the Moon-god was held to
be an oracular god whose brightness could
wreak havoc on its victims, rendering an
individual a 'lunatic'. The psalmist on the
other hand, claims that Yahweh possesses
the power to restrain such ominous lunar
forces. Isa 47:13 refers to the making of
astrological prognostications at the time of
the new moons C/,1odiifim). According to the
mantic wisdom reflected in Prov 7:20, the
moon's waning was considered an unpro
pitious time for the conducting of business.
In Jer 2:24, the appearance of the new moon
is intimately connected with menstruation.
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The new moon also appears together with
the -sabbath as sacred times requiring re
stricted trade (Amos 8:5), special sacrifice
(Isa 1: 13) or as a time especially conducive
to the consultation of a prophet (2 Kgs
4:23). In fact, should those religious prac
tices deemed unacceptable by some Ynhwis
tic prophetic circles become attached to the
new moon festivals, certain prophets did not
hesitate to condemn them (Amos 8:5: Hos
2:11; Isa 1:13).

The data just discussed provide the im
mediate context for interpreting other bibli
cal passages making mention of the moon.
The new moon is coupled with the ap
pointed feasts (m6?ulim) or with both the
sabbath and the appointed feasts as times of
celebration (Hos 2:13(11» and of special
religious observance (I Chr 23:31; 2 Chr
2:3[4]; 8:13; 31:3: Ezra 3:5: Neh 10:34[33];
Ezek 45:17; 46:1-16). At these times the
kingts courtiers were required to dine with
him (I Sam 20: 18-29) and the trumpet was
blown in the temple signalling their com
mencement (ps 81 :4[3D. Interpreters have
also surmised that the Passover feast has
lunar cult associations owing to it.. initiation
following the blowing of the trumpet at the
new and full moons.

The moon is depicted as the lesser light
that dominates the night in Gcn I: 14-19
where it is superseded only by the sun.
While this passage maintains a clear status
distinction between Yahweh and the moon.
it nevertheless upholds a significant degree
of continuity between Yahweh and the astral
bodies as to their functions and powers.
Another passage, Ps 104: 19, evinces exten
sive familiarity with ancient Near Eastern
astral worship (perhaps Egyptian Atenism?).
While it is clearly polemical in tone. this
psalm demonstrates that the astral imaging
of Yahweh was at home in certain versions
of the cult. It would appear that the astral
bodies were simply emptied of their divine
powers which were then transferred to the
domain of Yahweh. Isa 24:23 presupposes
this transformation, for this passage predicts
the overthrow of the Moon-god (lebam'j) in
an eschatological battle between Yahweh

and the astral bodies-here referred to as the
-host of heaven. To be sure, any simplistic
equation of Yahweh and the moon and the
other astral bodies or their corresponding
forms is unequivocally spumed in the bibli
cal traditions. but echoes of the above men
tioned archaic transformations can neverthe
less be discerned as underlying those
traditions.

Furthermore. if the broader Levantine
lunar traditions as well as the biblical
prohibitions are any indication of the lunar
cult's pervasiveness, a number of related
themes in biblical tradition might contain
veiled polemics against the lunar cult or
against the moon in its natural unmediated
state as a once dominant iconographic sym
bol of Yahweh. These themes include
Yahweh's creation of and control over the
moon (Gen 1:14; Ps 8:4; 104:19: 136:7,9;
Sir 43:6-8), the moon's resultant praise of
Yahweh (Ps 148:3; cf. Gen 37:9) and
Yahweh's manipulation of the moon. that is.
his darkening of it, his turning it red. or its
shining by day (for the last. cf. 2 Esdr 5:4)
whether as a sign of Yahweh's power to
bless (Deut 33:14; Isa 60:19-20; Jer 31:35)
or to judge (Josh 10:12-13; Isa 13:10; Joel
2: 10: 3:4; 4: 15; Ezek 32:7-8: Hab 3: II; Job
25:5). All of these themes point to the per
sistence of an Israelite lunar religion against
which they are aimed.

As for the biblical prohibitions. the wor
ship of the Moon-god Yareah is prohibited
in three deuteronomistic texts and in one
prophetic text of deuteronomistic orien
tation: Deut 4: 19: 17:3; 2 Kgs 23:5; Jer 8:2
(cf. also Wis 13:2). All four of these texts
originate in the late pre-exilic period or
thereafter. As mentioned previously, the il
licit character of the lunar cult in Yahwistic
religion is also dealt with in the post-exilic
passage Job 31 :26. What developments cre
ated the need to address the specific issue of
astral worship in deuteronomistic circles? It
might have been the case that an inner
Israelite struggle ensued over the continued
role of the two major luminaries in Yahwis
tic religion. Outside deuteronomistic circles.
the solar cult had overtaken that of the
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Moon-god in the region as evidenced long
ago by the sun's elevated role in the Ugari
tic text KJU 1.24 and in the Genesis cre
ation account. Within deuteronomistic cir
cles, the divine pantheon had been reduced
to Yahweh and his servile ma/'iikfm (-+Mes
senger, -'Angels) and so the worship of the
moon and sun was outlawed. Ncvcrtheless,
aspects of the lunar cult had already made
their way into the Yahwistic cult and sym
bolism by the time the prohibitions had ari
sen, therefore these elements had to be rein
terpreted or rejected.

For example, Deut 4: 15-20 underscores
the point that the people should not attempt
to make an image of Yahweh. The whole
sale denial of any material image of
Yahweh, whether man-made or naturally
occurring is not at issue. In other words, the
deuteronomistic circles merely endorsed a
different iconographic symbol than those
representative of the astral deities. Rather,
this passage addresses the nation's ignor
ance of or disregard for Yahweh's proper
symbolism according to deuteronomistic
standards. As 4: II reiterates, when the Sinai
thcophany took place, the people did not sec
Yahweh's form, for they stood only at the
foot of the mountain. Only Moses saw
Yahweh's fonn or rbllunii, face to face, as
traditions like Num 12:8 and Deut 34: 10
make clear. (An alternative tradition in Exod
33: 16-23 notes that Moses is allowed to see
only Yahweh's glory and his back, but not
his -·face.) Similarly, a passage like 2 Kgs
18:4 might reiterate the deuteronomistic
judgement that the nation continually mis
represented Yahweh in the cult. According
to our author, Moses' bronze serpent
(-+Nehushtan) was removed from the
Solomonic temple only several centuries
after its introduction by king Hezekiah, who,
rather ironically, was considered a reformer
in deuteronomistic circles. Perhaps this
cryptic account rel1ects a once inl1uential
tmdition that preserves a memory of a form
of Yahweh's image distinct from that endor
sed in later deuteronol11istic ideology.

The assumption underlying these verses is
that the astral bodies could and did represcnt

a deity and that long ago Yahweh (identified
in some instances with EI) appointed them
as gods to rule the other nations. The de
piction of Yahweh in I Kgs 22: 19 as seated
on his throne with the host of heaven stand
ing at both his right and left side confirms
the independent, but subordinate, status of
the celestial bodies, the elevation of the
astral bodies to the status of major deities in
the pantheon preceded Yahweh's rise to pro
minence as made evident in the textual tra
ditions pertaining to Deut 32:8-9. According
to the relevant LXX and Qummll readings
of Deut 32:8-9, this passage describes how
the -+Most High or EI (cf. Gen 14: 18-22)
had allotted to each of the nations one of the
'sons of EI' (b~ne 'el) or members of his
pantheon. As the language shared by Deut
4: 19 and 32:8-9 indicates, the underlings of
EI included the moon and the sun and the
host of heaven. Therefore, it should come as
no surprise that Deut 32:9 reveals that
Yahweh was likewise included as an inde
pendent, but subordinate, deity who was
assigned to -·JacoblIsrael.

In sum, Deut 4: 16-18 concerns the issue
of making the wrong image of Yahweh.
Dcut 4: 19-20 outlaws the adoption of the
sun, moon, or host of heaven as phenomeno
logical manifestations of Yahweh in contra
distinction to widely accepted convention in
non-deuteronomistic circles of Yahwism. Of
further interest in this regard is the fact that
non-astral inanimate objects are not singled
out for censure. The same applies in the
case of so-called mixed forms (Deut 4: 16-17
only pertains to unmixed anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic forms). Aside from such
deliberate omissions one might speculate
regarding the nature of the legitimate sym
bol of Yahweh on the basis of archaeologi
cal data. Perhaps Yahweh's image as viewed
within deuteronomistic circles was a cultic
object like the ark or a half animaVhalf man
figure as attested at Kuntillet Ajrud.

2 Kgs 23:5 preserves a tradition in which
priest" burned incense not only to Baal, but
also to the moon, the sun, and the -·constel
lations, that is, to all the hosts of heaven
throughout Judah and the Jerusalem en-
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virons. This passage also recounts how king
Josiah of Judah purged these priests from
the region. In 2 Kgs 21 :3-5, king Manasseh
is accused of worshipping the hosts of
heaven and building altars to them in the
two temple courts. In the light of 23:5, the
hosts of heaven in 21 :3-5 most likely in
clude the moon along with the sun and
-'stars or constellations. In any case, 23: 12
claims that Josiah tore down the altars in the
temple courts that Manasseh had buill, but
notes that he also pulled down the roof-top
altars on the upper chamber of Ahaz that
had been built, not by Manasseh, but by 'the
kings of Judah'. This may be an echo of the
lunar cult's longstanding pervasiveness in
ancient Judahite religion.

Exilic and post-exilic passages like Jer
19: 13 and Zeph 1:5 likewise presuppose that
the roof-top altars were erected for the wor
ship of astral deities and specifically for the
hosts of heaven. This practice had earlier
Yahwistic antecedents, that is, if passages
like I Kgs 22: 19 are any indication of what
constituted Yahwistic cosmology in fonner
days: ..... I saw Yahweh seated upon his
throne with all the host of heaven standing
in attendance to the right and to the left of
him". If so, I Kgs 22: 19 would indict king
Hczckiah, the 'reformer', as a perpetrator of
the cult associated with the roof-top altars.
The ambivalence of the deuteronomistic
ideology as to the extent of Hezekiah's
reform also point~ in this direction. While
Hezekiah is praised for his general refonn
ing efforts in the deuteronomistic traditions,
he nevertheless appears in those same tra
ditions as a Judahite king tolerant of the
astral religion of his forefathers. 23: 12 sug
gests that as one of those 'kings of Judah'
that preceded Manasseh, he allowed the
offering of incense to the hosts of heaven
and the rituals at the roof-top altars to con
tinue unabated. If this tradition has any cor
respondence with the socio-historical real
ities of the late pre-exilic period, then it
confinns the claim that astral religion, and
especially the lunar cult, were very much a
part of Yahwistic religion of the seventh
century BeE and following. Such factors

would also explain the vacillation evident in
the deuteronomistic tradition's treatment of
king Hezekiah.

A passage like Jer 8:2 further verifies not
only the lunar cult's extent of influence in
ancient Israelite religion and tradition, but
also the continued threat which it posed as a
alternative fonn of Yahwism to that being
advanced by deuteronomistic circles. With a
touch of the ironic, Jer 8:2 describes the
exposure of corpses to the luminaries, as if
to suggest the efficacy of the act. This prac
tice is also attested in Assyrian texts where
in the victorious king would punish defeated
enemies by desecrating their royal graves
and exposing their contentc; to the sun and
the moon. It should be recalled that as dei
ties, the sun and the moon were judges of
the netherworld and such exposure of the
bodies meant that the Moon-god and Sun
god had detennined that such ghosts could
not be properly cared for and therefore
would never rest in peace.

Although forms of lunar religion clearly
have ancient roots in Canaan, some biblical
traditions more likely concern themselves
with the threat posed by later non-in
digenous versions of lunar religion. If one
assumes that the relevant biblical traditions
are in many cases the productions of the
exilic or post-exilic period, then one should
not be surprised to find that the lunar cults,
disparaged in the Hebrew Bible, have their
origins in contemporary Syrian or Mesopo
tamian traditions. Assyrian style lunar cult
reliefs, bronze lunar standard tops, and
standard glyptics recovered from first mil
lennium Levantine sites testify to the per
sistence of contemporary forms of Mesopot
amian lunar religion in the region. The
biblical characterization of these lunar cults
as ancient and Canaanite would then reflect
the ideological rhetoric of ancient writers
who employed veiled polemics in their dis
paraging of competing cults. This in tum
might suggest that eastern lunar influence on
the Israelite-Judahite cuItic traditions was
more extensive than the mere borrowing of
month names from the lunar festival calen
dar of Babylonian tradition as evidenced in
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the biblical tradition's portrayal of the new
moon festival.

The image of the new moon festival as
displayed in biblical traditions might have
been infonned by lunar traditions like those
attached. to the akitu festival observed in
honour of the Moon-god at Harran. The
Harranian lunar cult and akitu festival were
revived, adapted and fervently sanctioned by
the Assyrian and Babylonian royalty during
the mid:'first millennium. Therefore, one
should not be surprised to find significant
influence from Mesopotamian and Syrian
lunar traditions on the biblical sketches of
the new moon festival or, for that matter, on
the late Judahite cults expressive of the
social realities underlying those literary
sketches. One's view on this and the broader
question of Mesopotamian influence on mid
first millennium Israelite and Judahite re
ligion are bound up with the questions of
the dating and character of the biblical texts
in question and with the nature of the rel
evant archaeological evidence, but any res
olution of these issues lies well beyond the
boundaries of the present essay.
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B. B. SCHMIDT

MOSES iltVD M(J)'Uail~

I. In the Bible Moses is the human
~mediator of revelation par excellence. His
name occurs ca. 765 times in the OT (espe
cially in Exod [290x] - Josh) and ca. 80
times in the NT (more frequently than the
name of any other OT person, especially in
reference to Moses as lawgiver and aUlhor
of the Pentateuch) and is borne by no other
biblical figure. The name moseh is explained
in Exod 2: 10 by means of a wordplay with
the root msh, 'to draw': "I drew him out of
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the water". Probably, however, the name
also contains an allusion to the destiny of its
bearer: 'one that draws out, viz. his people
from the waters of the sea and the bondage
of Egypt' (Exod 12-15). Josephus (Am.
2:228; COlllra Apionem I:286) and Philo of
Alexandria (Vila Mosis I 17) explained the
name with the aid of Egyptian/Coptic: 'the
(one) rescued from the water'. This exp]a
nation probably forms the basis for the
Greek version of the name M(J)\)(ril~ [=
molmOll "water" + eses "saved"]. The con
ception which is currently almost universal
]y accepted is that the name should be ex
plained with the aid of the Egyptian word
msj "produce", "bring fonh", and that it is
an abbreviated form of a theophoric name
(e.g. Ptah-mose, "Ptah has been bomlhas
engendered", cf. GRIFFITHS 1953:225-23]).
As appears from Matt ]7: 13 par. and Rev
I ]:3-] 2 Moses was considered to have been
transferred like -.Elijah to heavenly exist
ence, at least according to some Jewish and
Christian circles. According]y his return
could be expected.

II. According to the OT and especially
the pentateuchal traditions, Moses had a u
nique status among men (cf. Dcut 34:10-12;
Sir 44:23-45:5). He was the servant of the
LORD (Exod 14:31; Num ]2:7.8; Deut. 34:5,
etc.), God's confidant, a prophet (Deut
18:15.18; 34:10; Hos ]2:14) and priest (Ps
99:6: cf. Judg 18:30). Moses was the
LORD'S representative to Israel (Exod
3:]5.16; ] 1:2; ]2:3, etc.) and to Pharaoh, the
king of Egypt (Exod 3:] 8; 5:]; 6:29: 7: 10,
etc.). He wa<; the redeemer and leader of
Israel (Josh 24:5; I Sam 12:8; Isa 63:] I;
Hos 12: 14: Mic 6:4: Pss 77:21; 105:26); the
initiator of its administration (Exod 18:] 3
26: Num 1-2; 26; Deut 1:9-18) and the
founder of its cult (Exod 3:15; 12-13; 16:2]
30: 40: 17-33; Lev 8-9, etc.); the zealous
champion of the true Yahweh-religion and
the fighter against apostasy (Exod 32; Num
25). Moses interceded on Israel's behalf
(Exod 32:7-]4.30-32; 33:12-23: 34:9; Num
11:2; 12:13: 14:]3-19: 16:22: 21:7; Jer 15:1:
Ps ]06:23); he had to suffer the enmity and
lack of confidence of his people (Exod 2: 14;

5:21; ]4:10-12; ]5:24; 16:2.3; 17:2-4, etc.).
Though also condemned for lack of faith
(Num 20:7-]3; Deut 32:51: Ps 106:32-33),
he was a real 'man of God' (Deut 33:1; Josh
14:6: Ps 90:1. etc.) who wrought impressive
miracles and wonders (Exod 7: 10-12:30;
]4:]5-15:27; 17:]-16, etc.). He was a poet
(Exod ]5; Deut 32-33; Ps 90) and a law
giver (Exod 24:3-4.7.8: 34:27.28; Deut.
31 :9.24-26; Josh 1:7: 8:3] .32: 22:5; 1 Kgs
2:3, etc.).

In their picture of Moses the NT passages
again and again go beyond the information
provided by the OT (e.g. Heb ]] :22-28).
Sometimes they present traces of the extra
biblical Moses' legends (e.g., Acts 7:22; 1
Cor 10:4; 2 Tim 3:8; Jude 9). In conformity
with the OT, Moses often appears in the NT
as Israel's lawgiver (Matt 8:4: 19:7.8; 23:2;
Mark 7: 10: 10:3.4; ]2:9: Luke 2:22; John
7: 19.22.23; 8:5; Acts 6: 1J.] 4; 13:39, etc.).
He is also considered to be the author of the
Pentateuch (Matt 22:24; Mark 12:26; Luke
16:29.31: John 1: 17; Rom 10:5.19; Heb
7: ]4, etc.) and as such he is regarded as the
announcer and prophet of -Jesus, the
-·Messiah (Luke 24:27.44; John 1:45:
5:45.46: Acts 26:22; 28:23), who can be
described in the NT as a second Moses
(Acts 3:22; 7:37), misunderstood and re
jected like the first Moses (Acts 7: 17-44). In
various ways severa] OT traditions about
Moses are used in the NT within the context
of typologica] exegesis (e.g., John 3: 14;
6:32-58; I Cor 10:1-13; 2 Cor 3:7-18; Heb
3:1-6; 9:16-28: 12:18-24; Rev 15:3).

In the OT as well as in the NT Moses is
above all the mediator of revelation. Several
times his most intimate relation with the
loRD is emphasized (e.g., Exod 19:9.19;
20:18-21; 24:18: 33:11.18-23; Num 12:7-8:
Deut 5:20-28; Ps 103:7; Sir 45:5; cf. John
9:29; Acts 7:38: Heb 8:5), evidently to em
phasize that Moses' words and prescriptions
really arc the words and rules of the loRD
himself. In connection with his role as a
mediator of revelation, Moses is portrayed
with superhuman traits (cf. also Deut 34:5;
Sir 45:2). According to Exod 34:29-35 the
skin of Moses' face radiated after his meet-
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ing with the Lord on Mount Sinai (Exod
34:29.30.35), Le. his face was enveloped in
a divine aura. By his nimbus Moses was
legitimated as the true representative of the
LoRD (cf. Matt 17:2; Acts 6: 15). The same
fear which seized man at the theophany
(e.g.• Exod 20: 18.21: 33:20). was according
to Exod 34:30 evoked by the LORD'S repre
sentative. the man who thanks' to his long
and rigorous fasting (Exod 34:28: cf. Exod
24: 18; Deut 9:9.18) had reached the highest
state of purity and holiness-with eating and
drinking impurity may enter the body (cf.
Matt 15: 11 )-and so had been transferred to
heavenly existence (2 ElIoch 56:2: cf. 2
Elloeh 22). Thus he was in a position to
communicate with the Lord and so his face
was transfigured (HOUTMAN 1989:7). Al
though he was a monal. Moses had received
the appearance of a divine being. The idea
that God can be known to humankind only
in and through Moses. is also expressed in
extra-biblical literature. for instance in Eze
kiel the Trngedian's Exagoge. He tclls about
a dream-vision in which Moses saw the fol
lowing scene: God gave him the sceptre and
the royal diadem. He himself descended
from the throne and seated Moses upon it
(Eusebius, Praep. EWl1Ig. 9.29.5). This
daring concept is not found elsewhere. The
view that Moses ascended to heaven (cf.
Exod 20:21: 24:12-18: 34:2.4.27-29) and
became God's viceregent or plenipotentiary
by receiving divine and royal dignity. is
attested. however, in Philo of Alexandria
and in rabbinic and Samaritan literature
(MEEKS 1968:354-371).

According to the OT Moses did die (DeUl
34:5). His death occurred. however. under
striking and mysterious circumstances.
Moses was not worn with age. Despite his
age. his sight was not dimmed. nor had his
vigour failed (Deut 34:7). He died at the
command of the LORD (cf. Deut 32:50;
34:5), at the moment he finished his duty
(cf. Deut 32:48-52; 34:4). But how? No
indication is given of the way he died. His
burial is reponed: wayyiqbOr '6ro "and he
buried him" (DeUl 34:6). Who performed
this act is not mentioned explicitly. how-

ever. Notwithstanding the rather detailed
information in the text about the location of
Moses' burial-place. it is said to be un
knO\vn (OeUl 34:6).

Various trnditions on Moses' death arc
known from outside the Bible. They all
express the uniqueness of Moses. In Pseudo
Philo (LAB 19; 20:8) and the Samaritan
Memar Marqah V (cd. MACDo:-';AlD 1963)
his death is even described as his
glorification. According to rnbbinic litera
ture. Moses' life was not taken away by the
-.Angel of Death. but by the kiss of the
LORD-(al-pi yhwh in Deut 34:5 is under
stood literally-(e.g.. Tg. Ps.-J.: MidrR.
Dew. II: 10; M idrR. Cam. 1.2:5). the easiest
form of death (b. Ber. 8a). In Rabbinic
literature various views are found with
regard to the agent of Moses' burial.
According to a current interpret.1tion Moses
was buried by the LORD. This view is also
attested in. for instance. Pseudo-Philo (LAB
19: 16) and in Memar Marqah V § 4. Ac
cording to another interpretation Moses has
to be considered the agent of his own burial
(e.g. MidrR. NIII1I. 10: 17). In the rabbinic
elucidation of Moses' burial. -·angels often
playa role as supernumeraries (e.g. Tg. Ps.
J.: MidrR. Delli. 11:10). Outside rabbinic
literature the view is attested that Moses was
buried by an angel (-·Michael) or a number
of angels (cf. the usc of the plural "they
buried him" in the LXX-version of Deut
34:6. in Tg. Neof.. and in some MSS of the
Samaritan Pentateuch). Sometimes this
depiction of the event is connected with a
repon of the dispute between Michael and
the Angel of Death/the -'Ocvil about Moses'
body (cf. Jude 9). The concept of (an)
angel(s) as the agent(s) of Moses' burial is
found in Christian literature (HolJfMAN
1978:76-77). but is also known to Islam
(\VEIL 1845: 186-191) and to the Falashas
(ULLENDORFF 1961 :419-443).

The predominant view in the tradition is
that Moses did die and was buried. Also
another view occurs. viz. that Moses has
been taken up to heaven. This view is al
luded to. for instance. in Josephus' vcrsion
of DeUl 34 (Ant. 4:323-326). in which no
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mention is made of Moses' burial place: yet
communing with Eleazar and Joshua, who
followed Moses to the place of his passing
away, a cloud suddenly descended upon
Moses (cf. 2 Kgs 2: 11; Acts 1:9) and he dis
appeared in a ravine. Josephus adds that
Moses had written in the sacred books that
he died, lest they should venture to say that
by reason of his smpassing virtue he had
gone back to the deity, i.e. that he had been
taken away bodily from the realm of human
kind to God (cf. Ant. 1:85; 3:96). Josephus'
description of the end of Moses' life is
ambiguous. By using for Moses' disap
pearance a technical teJUl for assumption
(aphanizomai)-in Ant. 9:28 it is used in
connection with Elijah's ascension-he sug~

gests that Moses was taken up into heaven,
but by the detennination of the place of
Moses' disappearance ("in a ravine", cf.
Deut 34:6) and his remark on Moses'
authorship of his own death~report,he seems
to deny such a suggestion. However that
may be, Josephus was acquainted with the
view that Moses had not died, but had been
taken up in the flesh to heaven. That view is
also attested in Philo of Alexandria (Quaest.
et sol. in Gen. 1:86). In his De vita Mosis
2:288.291, however, he narrates Moses' pil·
grimage from earth to heaven (the ascension
of his· soul), Moses thus leaving mortal life
for immortality (cf. De virt. 76; Sac. 8-10),
but also about his burial by immortal powers
(for the concept of Moses' having a twofold
demise ct. e.g. Clement of Alexandria,
Stromata 6:15). In Deut 34 there are some
points of contact for the conc~pt of Moses'
removal: in stories from antiquity about
assumption (cf LOHFINK 1971: 32~79) the
place of the removal of a person is often a
mountain (ct. Deut 34: 1; Acts 1:12; 2 Apoc.
Bar. 76); because he was translated bodily,
the person in question has no burial-place
(cf. Deut 34:6; Luke 24:1-11.23.24, and
Josephus, Ant. 9:28 on -+Enoch and -+Eli
jah). Possibly the concept of Moses' re
moval has come into being under the
influence of the tradition concerning Elijah's
translation to heaven (2 Kgs 2: 11; HOUT
MAN 1978:79-80).

In Matt 17:1-13; Mark 9:2-13; Luke 9:28
36 Moses is mentioned together with Elijah
(cf. also Rev 11 :6), whose ascension was
widely accepted. So it is likely that in these
passages it is presumed that Moses enjoyed

. the same heavenly existence as Elijah. The
concept of Matt 17: J-13 par. and Rev 11:3
12-the two witnesses of v 6 are to be
identified with Moses and Elijah-must be
distinguished from the concept of Moses'
return after the resurrection of the dead
(e.g., MidrR. Deut. 9:9) and the concept of
the ascension of Moses' soul, about which
the lost ending of the so-called Assumption
of Moses (also known as Testament oj
Moses) may have reported. In Matt 17:1-13
par. Moses and Elijah appear from heaven
in the role of precursors of Jesus, the
-+Messiah. By their coming the beginning
of the final age is announced (cf. Mal 3:22~

24). In Rev 11:3-12 they appear as
preachers of repentance. In their confronta
tion with the beast (the -+Antichrist) they
suffered death, but after their martyrdom
they were raised from death and so they
were in the position to return bodily to
heaven (Rev 11:11.12). The concept of
Moses' removal to heaven is attested also in
Rabbinic literature (e.g., Sifre Deut. § 357;
b. Sota 13b; Midr. ha·Gadol red. S.
SCHECHTER; Ca.'11bridge 1902: 213]), in The
Samaritan Chronicle or the Book of Joshua
rhe Son of Nun (ed. CRANE 1890: 31), in
Christian pseudepigrapha (Acts Pi!. 16:5.6)
and in patristic literature (e.g., Jerome, in
Amos IX 6).

III. By Hellenistic Jewish authors such as
Eupolemus, Artapanus, Philo of Alexandria,
and Josephus, the biblical narrative concern
ing Moses has been elaborated and ex
panded with many legends. They glorify
Moses as an inventor, civilizer, lawgiver;
philosopher, king, and prophet. Their ideal
picture of Moses as a unique personality,.a
Divine Man, partly has its origin in then
apologetic attitude in view of the strong
anti-Semitic attacks on Moses by Hellenistic
authors (Manetho, Chaeremon, Lysimachus.
Apollonius Molon, Nicharchus).

In rabbinic literature, too, Moses' life and
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work are surrounded with legends. Accord
ing to rabbinic tradition Moses was not only
given the written law, but also the oral law.
Several extra-biblical writings are ascribed
to Moses (so, e.g., a Greek Apocalypse of
Moses [Adam alld Eve] and the Assumption
of Moses). The book of Jubilees is presented
as deriving from revelation given to Moses
on Mount Sinai (1:1-7.26.27; 23:22). The
same is the case with the Temple Scroll of
Qumran (cf. WISE 1990). In Samaritan tra
dition Moses is the only prophet, God's
highest and most direct means of revelation.
In Samaritan eschatology Moses-typology
plays an important role (cf. Deut 18: 15.18).
With the name Musa, Moses occupies a pro
minent place in the Koran and in Islamic
tradition (cf. Hlsl, 546-548).

In modem Moses interpretation S.
FREUD'S (1939) view of Moses as an Egypt
ian champion of monotheism, who was
murdered by the Israelites, has drawn wide
attention (STEMBERGER 1974). Such a tar
nishing interpretation of Moses' demise had
been suggested, however, already ca. 1775
by J. W. Goethe (BUDDE 1932). Of all
biblical figures Moses has the most promi
nent place in literature, an and music. The
picture of the homed Moses is widely
known (cf. MElLlNKOFF 1970).
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C. HOUTMAN

MOST HIGH - ELYON; HYPSISTOS

MOT n1r.l
I. miiwetlmot is the Hebrew word for

'death'. It is also, however, the name of a
specific Canaanite deity or -tdemon, Mot
(more preCisely Motu), known especially
from the Ugaritic literature. Attempts to
explain his name as connected with Akkad
ian mutu, 'warrior', and not with 'death', are
to be discounted. In OT poetry Death is
often personified (e.g. Hos 13:14), so that
there is frequently the possibility that there
may be mythological overtones in texts
which could, however, be read in a totally

demythologised way. Plausible cases of
Hebrew passages referring to Death with
mythological overtones may number about a
dozen.

II. Although there is plenty of evidence
of underworld deities and demons in ancient
Mesopotamia, there is only limited evidence
of the personification of Death (cf. CAD
MIll, 317-318). So far as mythologisation of
Death is concerned we may note dmu-tu,
who appears as a Death deity in a seventh
century BeE Assyrian text describing an
underworld vision (W. VON SODEN, Unter.
weltsvision eines Assyrischen Prinzen, ZA
43[1936] 16).

OUf main evidence in this' matter comes
from the Ugaritic mythological texts. Before
proceeding to a detailed discussion of these,
it may be worth noting that .the only other
evidence in western sources for this deity or
demon~ 'apart from possible occurrence of
the divine name Mutu in Emarite and Ebla
ite persona) names (SMITH 1990), is again in
a mythical context, i.e. in the account of
Phoenician mythology presented in Philo of
Byblos, where MC1YcIMou6 plays a small
role. Moue was -regarded as a son of Kronos
and the text states that "the PhoeniCians can
him Death and Pluto" (apud Eusebius, Prae·
paratio Evangelica 1.10.34). Even without
further evidence this would establish Mot as
an underwofld deity. By contrast, as we
shall see, the Ugaritic cultic texts and the
Ugaritic onomastica are totally ignorant ~f

Mot and if we were to rely solely on such
texts we could hardly discern his' existence,
let alone his mythological importance.

Mot's absence from the Ugaritic cult and
personal· names suggests that he was not a
deity worshipped like others in the pan
theon. In fact there are a few personal
names containing the element ml, but this is,
probably the noun mt meaning 'man, war
rior'. Mot is absent from the local 'pan-,
theon' and offering lists. Although we can·
not completely rule out the possibility that
he is represented by some surrogate als?
connected with death and the underworld, It
seems much more likely that Mot was not"
regarded 'as a deity to be worshipped like'
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others. Some take the view that Mot is in
Ugaritic simply the personification of death.
He is more than that. as his role in the
mythology shows, but he is not a deity in
the full sense.

In Ugaritic mythology Mot is one of the
main enemies of -Baal (alongside --Yam,
the sea-god. who, unlike Mot. was the
object of cultic veneration to some extent).
He overcomes Baal and the latter has to des
cend into Mot's underworld domain. Baal is
reported de.1d (KTV 1.5 v-vi), but the god
dess -Anat hunts for him and attacks Mot
(KTV 1.6 ii), who is vanquished. Baal re
vives and the two prot.1gonists fight (KTV
1.6 vi: 16-35). Eventually Mot is forced to
concede, at least temporarily. The details
are, of course, far from certain.

Mot is the enemy of Baal in so far as he
is the representative of all that is contrary to
Baal's nature. Baal represents principally the
life-giving fertility associated with essential
autumnal rainfall. Mot represents the death
dealing sterility associated. at least in part.
with the summer heat and drought. This
may be the specific significance of one of
his titles, $~lr mt, perhaps 'he,lt of Mot'
(KTV 1.6 v:4, though the reading is ex
tremely uncertain). The same theme is
reflected in the repeated circumstance that
the --sun-goddess, Shapshu burns very hotly
as a result of Mot's ascendancy (KTU 1.6
ii:24. e.g.).

Mot is called 'the beloved of El. the War
rior' ()'dd if: gzr: e.g.• A,7U 1.4 vii:46-47). a
slightly odd title given his negative role. It
may be a conventional euphemism. He is
also called bn ifrn (see, e.g. KTU 1.6 ii: 13:
vi:24), literally 'son of EI' or 'son of the
god(s)'. This title is taken by some (e.g.
GIBSON 1979) to mean nothing more than
'divine', but Mot's sonship of -+El is quite
explicit in KTV 1.6 vi:26-27, where the sun
goddess, Shapshu. in speaking to Mot, refers
to 'the --bull EI, your father' (Jr if abk). It
may be noted, however. that King Keret too
is called 'son of El' (KTV I.16 i:lO, etc.)
and the title need not imply real sonship on
the mythic level. As for Mot's other notion
al family relationships, we may note the ap-

pearance of his brothers and other kin in
KTV 1.5 i:22-25, while in KTV 1.6 vi Baal
tricks him into eating his own brothers.

The main characteristic of Mot is that he
is a voracious consumer of gods and men.
He has an enormous mouth and an appetite
to match. His gullet and appetite are fre
quently mentioned. At one point he defends
himself against Anat thus: "My appetite
lacked humans, my appetite lacked the mul
titudes of the earth" (KTV 1.6 ii: 17-19).
KTU 1.5 ii:2-4 pictures his mouth: "A lip to
the earth. a lip to the heavens, ...a tongue to
the stars! Baal must enter his stomach, Go
down into his mouth." It is dangerous to get
too near to him, "lest he make you like a
lamb in his mouth, and like a kid you be
crushed in the crushing of his jaws" (KTU
1.4 viii: 17-20).

In this voraciousness Mot is closely asso
ciated with the underworld. Mot dwells in
the underworld. which is an unpleasant
(muddy) place of decay and destruction.
This is most explicit in KTV 1.4 viii. in
which Baal despatches messengers to Mot in
his subterranean realm, a city which is
reached through an entrance at the base of
the mountains and of which Mot is king (see
Krv 1.6 vi:27-29). Descent into the gullet
of Mot is the equivalent of descent into the
underworld.

Scholars are, however. uncertain about
whether Mot should be seen in a specifically
agricultural role. This may be implied by his
opposition to Baal and his association with
the destruction of life, but it is is not certain
whether it is specifically implied in an
important text which has often formed the
basis for this kind of agricultural under
standing of Mot. The text in question is
KTV 1.6 ii:30-35 (cf. also v:II-16), in
which Anat is described as attacking Mot:
"She seized divine Mot. With a sword she
split him. With a sieve she winnowed him.
With fire she burned him, With mill-stones
she ground him, In the field she scattered
h· "1m.

That agricultural imagery is prominent
here is clear enough and even the burning
might have agricultural significance (see
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HEALEY 1984). However. it is very difficult
to see how we can conclude that Mot is
treated as grain in the sense of being the
representative of the positive product of
agriculture. He is not. Rather the imagery is
based on the destntctive treatment of grain:
like the grain in at least some of the images
employed, he is destroyed, scattered in the
fields. Indeed the text goes on to say that his
limbs are eaten by the birds (35-37). There
are similar cases from the Hebrew Bible in
which destruction is expressed in such
tenns. Apart from the commonplace thresh
ing-chaff imagery. we should note the treat
ment of the Golden -Calf in Exod 32:20.
where the same sequence of actions appears.
It too is ground up like com and consumed
(by the Israelites). The meaning is simply
destructive (see \VATSO~ 1972). For the
destructive scattering of limbs to the birds,
we may compare 1 Sam 17:44 and the treat
ment of Apophis in Egyptian myth.

The only way that Mot could be under
stood as being involved here in some kind
of agrarian ritual might be on the as
sumption of a ritual like that of the first
sheaf (cf. Lev 2:14): Le. the ritual de
struction of the first of the crop, perhaps
designed to drive the evil from the crop.
This would have been part of the annual
New Year festival celebrating the renewal of
Baal's power.

The role of Mot as a demonic force to be
held in check is well illustrated by KTU
1.23. which describes among other things
the binh of Shal}ar and Shalim. The ritual
destruction of Mot in sympathetic magic
plays a part in this. Under the double epithet
Int \VIr. perhaps 'Death and Dissolution,'
and described as carrying 'the sceptre of
bereavement' and 'the sceptre of widow
hood'. he is pruned like a vine. Le. attacked,
in an apotropaic ritual to protect the deities
who are to be born. According to J. C. DE

MOOR (The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic
Myth of Ballu [AOAT 16; KevelaerlNeu
kirchen-Vluyn 1971] 213. n. 10) Mot is
attacked here and in KTU 1.6 ii as an act of
destruction of the ugly and evil god. Mot's
sceptre appears also in KTU 1.6 vi:29 and

although there is no certain iconogmphic
representation of Mot. such suggestions as
have been made involve images of a god or
demon carrying a sceptre or sceptrcs (see
POPE 1961, TSUMURA 1974).

Mot is not a deity in the norn1al sense.
He is never the object of worship and he has
no role in Ugaritic personal name formation.
He does not appear in the otherwise more or
less complete 'pantheon' list of local gods.
He is, rather, to be regarded as a demonic
figure, wholly evil and without redeeming
features. In at least one Ugaritic text, rilual
KTU 1.127:29 (a liver omen lext). Mot
appears to be a simple demon of the kind
that can attack the people of a city. This is
probably also the implication of the ritual
text KTU 1.119:26-36. It would be meaning
less to ask Mot for help or blessing and to
name a child after Mot might be regarded as
witchcraft. He is, therefore, not a part of the
Ugarilic pantheon, despite his role in myth.

We may note in this connection the
attemptc; by several scholars to identify Mot
with another deity within the Ugaritic pan
theon. This is tempting in the absence of
Mot from offering texts and from the 'pan
theon' lists. In the grain context, one candi
date has been Dagan (-Dagon). Others
include Yam (also an enemy of Baal) and
-·Resheph (in his clearer role of underworld
deity). There is lillie plausibility in and no
clear evidence for these suggestions.

Returning to the overall theme of the
Baal versus Mot conflict, it is clear that Mot
is in the ascendant when Baal appears to be
dead and vice \'ersa. This alone is sufficient
to make us conclude that Mot's role is
somehow connected with the agricultural
cycle. Several authors have noted. however,
that the mythological texts suggest a seven
year cycle, not an annual cycle. Despite this,
there can be little doubt that the Mot (and
Yam) texts played a role in an annual re
newal of Baal's authority in the cult. Ulti
mately, although he is strong (both in his
fight with Baal: "Mot was strong, Baal was
strong" [KTU 1.6 vi: 17] and as the demonic
menace to men in KTU 1.119:26-36), Mot
cannot win his battle with Baal, since the
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latter must be renewed every year.
The general absence of any Death-deity

in Mesopotamian mythology is remarkable
and SMITH (1990) has tentatively suggested
that the Mesopotamian theme of the hero
who descends to the underworld, is sought
and lamented by a spouse and returns to the
earth, has been replaced in West Semitic tra
dition by a conflict between the hero-figure
and personified death. The new form of the
narrative may have been fonned on the pat
tern of the Baal-Yam conflict.

III. It is not always possible to be certain
that there is a mythological element in OT
passages in which Mot or simply 'death'
plays a part. Personification is easier to
detect, but it need not always imply a prior
demytho)ogisation (as is clear from the per
sonification of death in the European cul
tural tradition, which is no more than a
figure of poetry).

Death appears, for example, in a personi
fied guise in Hos 13:14: "Shall I ransom
them (Ephraim) from the power of ~Sheol?
Shall I redeem them from Death? Death,
where are your plagues? Sheol, where is
your destruction?" Here the personification
is very clear, but there is no need to assume
a mythological overtone or to rule it out.
TROMP (1969) regards Death/Sheol as a
person, plague(s) and destruction (dbr/q!b)
as his servants. LIl the following verse the

.. scourge of the east wind is threatened and
$MITH (1990) would associate this with
Mot.

'":. In other texts there is mention of specific
:characteristics of Death which have some
:~on of parallel in the picrure of Mot painted
~by the Ugaritic texts. Thus in Hab 2:5 the
..insatiability of personified Death is men
:.t.ioned ("whose greed is as wide as Sheol,
;~nd like Death he is never satisfied") and
~:t~is may echo the background cultural tra
::pition of Mot, but the comparison is with
~,~he insatiability of the arrogant man and
t;,~.oes not directly touch on matters religious.
t4J1e same idea, though applied to a per
i~,c;>nified Sheo), is found in Isa 5: 14 (''There
~.!pre Sheol has enlarged its appetite, and
1(~pened its mouth beyond measure": and cf.

~~.i' .
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Prov 1:12; 27:20; 30:15-16; Ps 141:7). It is
difficult to be sure whether these texts
reflect awareness of the Baal-Mot conflict,
since the voracity of Death may well have
been an idea which existed independently of
the myth.

In Job 18: 13-14 the personification is
taken a step further in that Death's firstborn
son, Disease, is mentioned, but there is no
evidence of Ugaritic Mot having offspring.
Isa 25:8 on the other hand has ~Yahweh

swallowing up Death and this indicates
more clearly a parallel with Canaanite
mythology: nonnally it was Mot who did
the swallowing, but in this case Yahweh
makes nonsense of the law of Canaanite
myth by himself swallowing the swallower.
This seems to imply awareness of the
Canaanite Mot. There may be a similar play
on tradition in Hos 13:1, perhaps to be
translated "he incurred guilt with regard to
Baal and died (i.e. came under Mot)."

Similar cases of implicit treatment of
DeathlMot as a deity who is a theoretical
rival to Yahweh are found in the texts which
speak of the Israelites making a 'covenant
with Death/Sheol' (lsa 28:15.18). Here we
go beyond mere personification to the point
of regarding Mot as a 'divine' being, but as
in the case of Mot's firstborn we are dealing
with an aspect of the deity (covenant
making) which is not known in the Ugaritic
sources. It could be that the application of
the covenant to Mot is secondary, an in
vention of the originator of the Hebrew text.

Another case in which there is a close
parallel with the Ugaritic texts is Ps 49: 15.
which says of the over-confident: "Like sheep
they are appointed for Sheol; Death shall be
their shepherd; straight to the grave they de
scend." Here we have Death leading people
into Sheol and this reflects the way the Ugar
itic texts convey the idea that it is necessary
to beware of Mot, since he can entrap the
innocent and is specifically mentioned as
consuming sheep (KTU 1.4 viii: 17-20). He
is not, however, a shepherd in Ugaritic.

In Cant 8:6 the strength of Mot is pro
verbial and compared with the power of
love: (aua kammiiwet >ahliba. Mot's
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strength may be seen also in his fight with
Baal: "Mot was strong. Baal was strong"
(ml Cz bCI c:: !(TU 1.6 vi: 17). However.
CASSUTO (1962) misinterpreted a phrase in
a Ugaritic letter. A.7U 2.10: 11-13. as pro
viding a parallel with Cant 8:6. Mot is there
described as strong (Cz) and may be per
sonified, but there is no reference to love.
since yd i/m is a disease (see PARDEE 1987).

In many cases it is far from clear whether
the Canaanite Mot is being alluded to in
biblical passages (Pss 18:5-6: 33: 19: 68:21:
116:3: 118:18: Prov 13:14; 16:14).

A much-vaunted, but doubtful case of an
echo of Canaanite myth appearing in the
Hebrew Bible is found in Jer 9:20, which
alludes to Death entering by means of ' .... in
dows. CASSUTO (1962), MULDER (1965)
and others have made comparison with the
Ugaritic episode of Baal's reluctance to
have windows incorporated into his palace
because of fear of attack (KTU 1.4:vi-vii). It
has been noted, however. that the attack on
Baal was to come from Yam (1\7U 1.4:vi
12), not Mot (SMITH 1987). The window
attack theme may be of interest in tenns of
Hebrew-Ugaritic parallels. but it has no
direct bearing on Mot. In Jer 9:20 Death is
an attacking demon. as in A7U 1.127:29
(and implicitly in ritual text 1\7U 1.119:26
36). PAUL (1968) makes a comparison with
the Mesopotamian lamaslll demon.

COOPER (1981) notes extensively other
possible biblical appearances of Mot. Some
rely on conjectural emendation of texts.
Thus in Hab 3: 13 ALBRIGHT read mWI for
MT mbyl (after LXX Bavatov) a reading
which gives the meaning "You stnJck the
head of wicked Mot." This. if correct, would
give very explicit evidence of a battle-like
conflict between Yahweh and Mot. The
emendation has not been accepted by all
scholars. In Hab 1:12 TROMP (1969)
emended I' nm"'l to I'll mWI, supposedly
"the Victor over Death". NOle also Ps 55: 16.
emended by some to give "Let Death come
upon them." A text which is usually
emended, Ps 48: 15, can in fact be read as
referring to Yahweh's leading his people
'against Mot'. In fact this phra.'ie, cal-nuil, is
usually corrected to c610mol and often read

as the title of Ps 49. All four of these
'Yahweh versus Mot' passages are. there
fore, problematic.

Finally mention must be made of the
possible appearance of the divine name Mot
in the much-discussed Hebrew word #mwl
(e.g. Isa 9:1), as argued by TRO~P (1969),
among others. This is not the place for a
detailed discussion of this word. Suffice it to
note that the -m\\'1 element may originally
have been the word 'death' and perhaps
even the name of the deity. In this context
mower/mOl might have indicated the gram
matical superlative ('shadow of death, ex
treme darkness'). inviting contrast with the
use of 'ilJ'/Whlm in superlative expressions
(\VII'noN THmfAS 1962). Note also Sdm(w)1
in e.g. Isa 16:8, in this context (LEH~fANN

1953).
There arc a few Hebrew personal names

(e.g. 'bymwl ('Death is my brother'?]: I
Chron 6: 10: (:)11 \\'1 ['Death is strong'?] 2
Sam 23:31. etc.) and geographical names
(~I$rm\\'/: Gen 10:26) which mighl contain
the name Mot and suggest some continued
interest in the Canaanite deity. but all are
very uncertain (-·Thanatos).
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J. F. HEAI.EY

MOTHER C~

I. The mother-goddess is the most com
mon and plurifonn deity of the religions of
the ancient Near East. Because the Canaan
ite -+Asherah, worshipped also as the
-+Queen of Heaven, is not unknown to aT
tradition, scholars have found references to
her mythical role and imagery, particularly
in the person of -·Eve, the mother of all the
living (Gen 3:20). Many scholars suppose
that the title 'em kol ~ra)' original1y referred
either to Mother Earth (see also Sir 40:1) or
the primeval mother-goddess (VRIEZEN
1937: 192-193; WESTERMANN 1974:365;
KAPELRUD 1977:795).

II. The Sumerian mother-goddess is
simply called ama/amma, 'Mother', She
has no specific name, but her many titles
and epithets like Ningal, Ninma, Nintu 'the
lady who gave birth', Nin~ursag 'mistress of
the mountains' etc., testify to an immense
spread and variety of her cults. In Akkadian
context the mother-goddess is pre-eminently
known by the name and title Bclit-ili
('Mistress of the gods', in Atra-Ijasis also
called Mami, Mama, Nintu). Also other
goddesses as Gula, -·Ishtar, Nikkal are
called mnmll, 'mother', and assume nspccts
of the mother-goddess (AkkG£ 21-23). As
such they receive for instance the title IImmli
Jiklliit Ilupifti, 'mother of the living crea
tures'. In Egypt besides a number of prime
val mothers (Nut, Mut etc.), particularly

-·Hathor-in her bovine fonn representing
the Cow of Heaven-is the outstanding
magna mater and m5t ll[m', 'creatress of the
gods' before she merged with -+Isis. mwt
Il[r, 'the mother of god' (= -·Horus;
ASSMANN 1982:267-268). Also outside the
Mesopotamian sphere Semitic ·'immul
'limmu is attested from ancient times as the
name and title of numerous mother-god
desses. In the context of Ugaritic myth 11171

refers to the divine mother (A7U 1.6 vi: II.
15), presumably Asherah because the texts
call the gods exclusively "the (seventy) sons
of Asherah/Qudshu" (KTU 1.4 vi:46),
whereas she receives frequently the epithet
qll)'t if1ll, 'creatress of the gods' (e.g. A7U
1.4 i:23). Less clear is 1I1n ifm·. 'divine
mother', in the broken context of A7U
2.31 :45, though it is usually taken as a ref
erence to Asherah (GESE. RAAM. 149; UT §
19.225). There exist many Assyrian,
Canaanite and South Semitic names of the
type of DN-1I1llmilllml'm and lImmil1l1ll1'1II
ON, e.g. in Mari: Ummi-/ja1lat, Ummi
dlJ{wra; Ummi-duD-fi; Ummi-iJi etc. (ARM
1611. 208-209); in Ugarit: lfJUm-mi-a-da-te
(PRU VI. 107:7): enrum (KTU 4.410:31;
4.426: I: 4.504:2); fAMA-Na-1la (PRU III,
168: I); fAllati-IIl1Ulli (RS 14.16:7) etc.;
Phoen 'meJtrt (IIUmm-Astarte KAI 14:14;
89:2 passim) and 'm(')fmll (IIUmm-Esh
mun). The latter is comparable with ennWl
and Neo-Punic berm)' (KAI 155) and South
Semitic 'metrslIl (Umm-Atarsam). In Sabae
an and Thamudic a goddess 'mme!t(r) CUm
mi<3!tnr), 'mother of Astar' is known. It is
here perhaps an epithet of the -·Sun-god
dess.

III. An interesting feature of some of the
afore-mentioned names is that male gods
receive the epithet 'mother'. In these names
it is used as a metaphor. sometimes also
attested in biblical context for man and
-·Yahweh (Num 11:12: Isa 49:14; 66:13).
Another question is whether, apart from the
mother metaphor for the divine, the word
'em, 'mother' in biblical tradition may refer
to a female deity or ideas derived from
female mythic imagery. There is no example
in which 'em refers to a female deity. The
only text which could be taken in considera-
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tion is Hos 4:5: wldamiti 'immekii, "So I
will. destroy your mother". One could here
think either of the 'mother of Isrnel' mean
ing the capital Samaria (cf. also this form of
speech in 2 Sam 20: 19, Jerusalem Isa 50: I,
Babel Jer 50: 12) or the priest (cf. Jer 22:26).
In the first case, an echo of mythical image
ry in the personification of the (genius of
the) city may have been preserved.

The idea of a mother-goddess as primeval
creatress does not seem to be completely
absent in OT tradition. Ezek 8:3-5 may con
tain a distorted reference to the cult-place
and statue of Ashernh. called haqqin'a ham
maqneh, "who creates the livestock", recal
ling Ugaritic qn)'t Urn. In Gen 3:20, 4: 1 we
may find a faint echo of a theogonic, genea
logical myth describing the maniage of the
-Earth ('adam) and the Netherworld as
source of life (ijaw'WQ) bringing forth a
'creature' (qa)'in, WESTERMANN 1974:394;
-Cain) called man. Particularly, because in
Eve's words: qtinfti 'u 'et YHWH, "I created
(a) man with the help of Yahweh"-an
utterance which originally intended to
express more than the birth of a male
child-a mythical concept is implied. The
connection between l;la.,.,'wli = 'em kol ~Iay

and the mother-goddess giving birth to man
kind has often been made. Such a mythical
concept underlying the present narrative is
not improbable, even if in the biblical tra
dition Yahweh acts as an associate in this
act of creation of man (WESTERMANN 1974:
396-397; VAN WOlDE 1991 :26-27).

IV. Bibliography:
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M. DIJKSTRA

MOUNTAINS-AND-VALLEYS Cl'j;'jii
O'P°l:lii'

I. Broken up, the word pair 'mountains
and valleys' occurs in Mic 1:4 in the context
of a theophany: hand the mountains will
melt under him, and the valleys will be
cleft". Until recently, the pair was thought to
renect the Ugaritic binominal deity *Moun
tains-and-Valleys (*gnll w'mqt, *dUUR.SAG.
MES II a-11I1I-tll[m».

II. The alleged Ugaritic divine pair
*Mountains-and-Valleys. frequently com
pared with a similar pair -.Heaven-and
Earth (ar$ wsmm, dlO)~l II 101M. Jamii
er$elllm; see R. BORGER. RA 63 [1969J 171),
is based on a misreading of the texts. The
~antheon list Ug. 5 no. 18: 18, read as

IjUR.SAG.MES II a-mll-lII[m] b;: J. Nougay
rol, should in fact be read as UUR.SAG.MES
II A-mil-II, the last word meaning 'waters'
and not ·valleys'. A duplicate text found in
1992 has dUUR.SAG.MES II dA.MES (RS
1992.2004:29. courtesy D. Arnaud), which
confirms that the corrected reading of Ug. 5
no. 18: 18. RS 1992.2004 is a deity list cor
responding to RS 26.142 (= Ug. 5 no. 170),
which, as is now clear, corresponds to RS
24.643 Rev. (= C. VIROllEAUD, Lcs nou
veaux textes mythologiques et Iiturgiques de
Ras Shamrn, Ug. 5 [1969J no. 9). The entry
there corresponding to RS 1992.2004:29 is
rgr]m lvthmt, 'mountains and deep waters'
(no. 9:41). This means that the entry gml
w[----] in the first part of RS 24.643 is to be
read inn w[tllmt] (line 6). These data mean
that there is no divine pair Mountains-and
Valleys in the Ugaritic pantheon texts, nor
in the corresponding rituals. What we do
find, however, is another divine pair. Moun
tains-and-Deep-Waters.

III. In the Hebrew Bible, both mountains
and the subterranean waters arc often con
nected to specific theological concepts, in
the background of which Ihe divine status of
these elements (known from various tra
ditions in the ancient Near East, particularly
Anatolia and Syria) is still visible. Moun
tains (llarim) have a quite positive value in
the biblical trndition (sec e.g. I Kgs 20:28:
Yahweh is god of the mountains; cf. Gen
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31:54; Hab 3: 10), in contrast to the valleys,
which are cradles of urban and agricultural
civilizations that are denigrated by several
biblical writers. The valleys arc related to
-'Sheol and the -Rephaim (Job 11:8; 12:
22; Prov 9: 18; Josh 15:8; 18:6; 2 Sam
5:18.22//1 Chr 14:9-13: 2 Sam 23:13/11 Chr
II: 15; Isa 17:5) and lhe Last Judgement
(Joel 4:2.12). The Bible contains a tradition
of the Mountain as a holy place (see the ter
minology of the Holy Mountain for Jerusa
lem and Mt Zion) and the scat of hiero
phanies. Mountains are often considered
more ancient than creation itself (Job 15:7;
Prov 8:25); they will exist forever (Gen
49:26: Hab 3:6). Their sacrality and holiness
can be explained on the basis of a wide
spread symbolism, also known outside the
borders of the ancient Ncar Eastern religious
traditions.

In addition to the fact that Tehom (cf.
Akk -·Tiamat) has retained traces of a deity
at some places in the Hebrew Bible
(-Tehom), it is connected with 'mountains'
as a divine pair at Hab 3: 10. In response to
the cosmic upheaval brought about by God's
epiphany, "the Mountains (/uirim) saw you
and agonized ... and the Deep (tehom)
started to scream". Since the Psalm of
Habakkuk features several pairs of Ca
naanite deities, such as Pestilence (-Deber)
and Plague (-+Resheph; Hab 3:5), -River
and -Sea (Hab 3:8), and -·Sun and -+Moon
(Hab 3: II), it is conceivable that 'the Moun
tains and the Deep' is originally another
such pair.
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D. PARDEE & P. XELLA

MOUTH i15)
I. The mouth or utterance of a god

the two notions are often expressed with the
same word (Sum ka, Akk pu)-is some
times made into an independent deity in
Mesopotamia. The etymological equivalent
in Hebrew (peh) does not seem to have
enjoyed a comparable divine status.

II. In third millennium texts the Akka
dian word pam, 'mouth, word', occurs re
peatedly as a theophoric clement in personal
names; its divinity is marked by the divine
determinative (GELD 1992: 126-127). First
found as a deified entity in Middle Babylo
nian (Kassite) seal inscriptions, the deity PU
(-u)-Iisanu, 'Mouth(-and)-tongue' (dKA-EME,
Tilkllllll no. 181) is mentioned in a limited
number of Assyrian texts of the first millen
nium BCE. The expression refers to both a
physical object of worship to which prayers
were addressed, and to a supernatural phe
nomenon acting as an intercessor with
various gods on behalf of private supplicants
(OPPEN HElM 1965:261 ). The object pre
sumably had the form of a speaking mouth
and served as a kind of 'communication
device' (OPPENHEIM 1965:263). The possi
bility of a Human background to this instru
ment has not been substantiated (cf. B.
MENZEL, Assyrische Tempel. II [StP s.m.
IOnI; Rome 1981] 108* n. 1489).

III. According to the anthropomorphic
vision of divinity found in the Hebrew
Bible, -Yahweh also possesses a mouth
(GARdA L6PEz 1987-89:530-531). Yet even
though the 'mouth of Yahweh' (pi yhwlz) is
frequently hypostatized, it is never spoken
of as a separate manifestation of the deity.
Also in the Qumran texts, where God's
mouth is said to be 'glorious' (lQH 6,14)
and 'true' (1QH 11,7), a deification of the
mouth is not found. It must therefore be
concluded that the Mesopotamian deities
pum and PO-Iisanu have no analogues in the
Bible.

IV. Bibliography
F. GARdA L6PEZ, ii~ plEh, nVAT 6 (1987
89) 522-538; I. J. GELD, Mari and the Kish
Civilization, Mari i/l Retrospect (ed. G. D.
Young: Winona Lake 1992) 121-202; A. L.
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OPPENHEIM, Analysis of an Assyrian Ritual
(KAR 139), HR 5 (1965) 250-265.

K. VAN DER TOORN

MULISSU
I. Assyrian divine name, attested as

theophoric element in the name of one of
the sons of Sennacherib who murdered him,
Arad-Mulissu. Adrammelech Cadrammelek)
in 2 Kgs 19:37, par. Isa 37:38, is a cor
rupted fonn of this Assyrian name. Greek
traditions assign him the names Adramelos
and Ardumuzan (M. STRECK~ VAB VIllI
[1916] CCXXXIX-CCXL; PARPOLA 1980:176
notes 4-5). Parpola demonstrated that these
names are corruptions of Arad-Mulissu. This
human being Adrammelech = Arad·Mulissu
in 2 Kgs 19:37 and Isa 37:38 should not be
confused with the deity -+Adrammelech,
one of the gods. worshipped by the Sefar
vites who repopulated the Samarian territory
conquered by the Assyrians (2 Kgs 17:31).

II. Mulissu is the reconstructed Assyrian
name of the spouse of the god - Assur. The
Assyrians identified Assur with the Sumer
ian god Enlil. There is evidence that the
name of the spouse of Enlil, written
dNIN.LI~, was pronounced as Mullilturn, in
view of the the occurrence of a name
MuUilturn in an Old Babylonian list of gods,
and of optional writings dnin.li12-tum/.tim in
earlier periods (PARPOLA 1980:177, a-c; D.
R. FRAYNE, BiOr 48 [1991J 406; ARCHI &
POMPONIO 1990). Only in recent years could

it be decisively demonstrated that Babylo
nian Mulissu or Mullissu is the reading of
the Sumerograrn dNJN.LI~. only seemingly
'Ninlil'. The reconstructed form Mulissu is
based on Mu·li-si, once written in Assyrian
context; in the geographic name KAR-Mu-li
si. The Aramaic treaties from Sefire call her
mls (KAI 222 A 8) and Herodotus records
for the Babylonian -+'Aphrodite' the name
Mylitta (I 131, 199; DALLEY 1979).

Enlil was originally the main god of the
Sumerian pantheon; he and his spouse Ninlil
resided in Nippur. In the second millennium,
the Assyrians identified Enlil with Assur (R.
BORGER, Einleitung in die assyrischen
Konigsinschrijten I [Leiden 1964] 66 [&
lit]). Later, Mulissu (always written 'Ninlil')
replaced Sheru)a as Assur's spouse and
Sennacherib stated that Sheru)a was his
'sister' (MENZEL 1981, with II 63* n. 782).

III. Bibliography
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CRRA 26; Mesopotamia 8; Copenhagen
1980) 171-182.
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NARU j~j

I. NabO is the Babylonian god of writ
ing, occurring in Isa 46: 1 with his father
-tMnrduk, and as a theophoric element in
Babylonian personal names rendered into
biblical Hebrew such as Nebuchadrellar
and Nebularadan.

II. NabO appears in Akk sources from
early in the second millennium BCE as Na
hi·,ml, a form which suggests his name
comes from the base NB', 'to call', and may
mean 'herald' (see AHW 697-698). There is
no trace of Nabu in the texts from Ebla, or
in Old Akkadian. In the latter part of the
Old Babylonian period, Nabu's narne be
comes a regular component in the human
onomasticon. although the terminology of
the names reveals no special attributes for
him. most of the forms occurring with
names of other deities also. Occurrence of
Nabium-Sar-i1i, 'Nabu is king of the gods' in
one text (YOS 13 [1972] no. 304.14) simply
reveals a parent's devotion. Letter-writers of
the period occa.~ionally invoked the blessing
of Nabu. coupled with Marduk or -tAmurru.
Old Babylonian cylinder seals add infor
mation: some proclaim their owners 'servant
of NabO', although far more acknowledge
Adad (-tHadad), -tSin and Shamash (-·Sun).
but a few reveal Nabu's status as 'scribe of
Esagila', that is, Marduk's temple in Baby
lon. as 'chief priest of rites' and as 'lord of
wisdom'. Lists of gods place Nabu with dei
ties of Eridu as son of Marduk, son of Enki
(Ea. - Aya) and include him with Nisaba
and Haya. goddess and god of writing.
Hammurabi named his sixteenth year after
the creation of a throne for Nabu (ca. 1776
BCE) and Samsuiluna his seventeenth after
the introduction of a statue of Nabu into
Esagila (ca. 1732 nCE). NabO shared a festi
val with Marduk and also had a shrine at
Sippar.

Lack of sources obscures the history of
Nabu thereafter until late in the second mil
lennium. The fourteenth to eleventh centu
ries BCE saw his worship growing. Boundary
stones (klldllrro) from Babylonia hail him as
'scribe of Esagila', one 'who fixes destinies'
and associate him especially with Borsippa
where, as 'king of Ezida' (the temple), his
cult begins to replace Marduk's. The klldllr
ros often depict the symbol of Nabu, usuaIly
a stylus or wedge, sometimes a tablet or
writing board. His cult spread with cunei
form writing at this time, scribes at Ugarit
seeking the favour of NabO and Nisaba and
a Hittite scribe invoking him in Amaroa
Letter 32.

The rise of the Nco-Assyrian power from
ca. 925 BCE carried Nabu worship to its
peak. By the seventh century nCE Nabu was
the most common divine clement in per
sonal names. Marduk and Nabu fur outnum
ber all other deities in epistolary greetings
and NabO stands with -Assur, Sin. Sha
mash, Adad and - Ishtar a.~ one of the prin
cipal gods of Assyria. Temples dedicated to
him stood in the chief cities and at Sargon
II's new capital. Dur-Sharruken (now Khor
sabad) the main shrine in the citadel was his
temple. Best known are the twin temples at
Kalakh (modem Nimrud) within a large
sacred precinct on the citadel, rebuilt by
Adad-nirari 111 about 800 BCE for Nabu and
his wife Tashmetu, then repaired by several
of his successors. Devotion to Nabu is seen
at its deepest in the words engraved on
statues of attendant gods erected there by
the local governor, 'Trust in Nabu: do not
trust in any other god.' In the seventh centu
ry BCE Ashurbanipal claimed to have been
trained under Nabu's aegis. expressed in a
dialogue, and his skill in reading was
undoubtedly part of that education.

The situation in Babylonia mirrored
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Assyria's love for the god. His name is next
most frequent to Bel·Marduk's in personal
names, notably royal names (e.g. Nabuna~ir,

Nabonidus) where it is not found in Assyria,
with Bel he is common in letter greetings
and the two head lists of deities in royal
inscriptions. The Ezida at Borsippa was sub
ject to splendid refurbishments by Nebu
chadrezzar and was still functioning when
Antiochus Soter restored it in the third cen
tury BCE (see ANET317).

Hymns to Nabu, prayers and incantations
seeking his aid survive from the early first
millennium BCE. They use phrases found in
poems for other gods, such as 'lover of jus
tice', 'light of the gods', 'the one who
fanned human and animal features and
acted as shepherd', but also display the spe
cial attributes of Nabu and often apply to
him tenns which had primary application to
Marduk and Ninurta. These include some of
the Fifty Names of Marduk presented in the
creation poem Enuma elish, in which Nabu
has no place, seeming to imply a transfer of
Marduk's position to his son (see SEUX
1976: 124,...128), and the killing of the evil
AnzO-bird, an exploit of Ninurta, son of the
fonner chief god Enlil, whom Marduk
replaced (LAMBERT 1971 :337). However, no
myths describing Nabfi's activities have
corne to light, nor does his name replace
that of any other god in a copy of any myth.
One hymn identifies various minor deities as
aspects of his character (SEUX 1976:134
136).

As scribe of the gods, 'holder of the reed
stylus: Nabl1 reflected the powerful position
of human scribes and they viewed him as
their patron and protector. Colophons at the
end of tablets from AshurbanipaJ's library at
Nineveh, and on tablets from Assur and
Sultantepe, appropriately ask his protection
for the texts and his curse on anyone who
steals them. At Kalakh and at Nineveh, the
temples of Nabii had their own libraries,
with very varied contents, some of them
recovered through excavation. Ashurbanipal
augmented his collection at Nineveh with
tablets from Nabli's Ezida temples in other
towns of his realm. As scribe, Nabu had

access to secrets that others could not read,
and so could control religious rites and was
regarded as especially wise, although the
title 'lord of wisdom' was more usually
applied to Ea and Marduk. He wrote down
the decisions of the gods and was the one
who kept accounts, reckoning credit and
debit, titled Nabii 'of accounts' as' a mani·
festation of Marduk. An Assyrian letter of
the seventh century BCE prays that Nabil
may enter the account of the king and his
sons on his 'tablet of life' for all time (ABL
545, see CAD NI2 [1980] 228a). The turn of
the year was the time for inspecting past
accounts and planning the next session.
While this is not specifically mentioned, it
was possibly part of the Babylonian New
Year Festival when NabO left the Ezida in
Borsippa, travelled to Babylon partly by
boat, then along the street called 'NabU is
the judge of his people' to meet his father
Marduk. The gods left Esagila in procession
for the House of the New Year's Festival
(bit akiti) outside the city. Near the end of
the celebrations, on the eleventh day of
Nisan, Marduk and NabO settled the fate of
the land for the ensuing year, and Nabu
inscribed it on his tablet. .

NabO's tablet of destinies has similarities
to the book in which -+God was believed to
record the names of those he favoured, or
who pleased him (Exod 32:32-33; Pss
69:28; 139: 16). The concept continued in
later times, notably in Revelation where
there are the 'book of life' (Rev 3:5; 20:12,
15; 21 :27), books recording the deeds of
mankind (Rev 12, 13) and the sealed book
containing the final fate of the world (Rev 5
etc.).

In Assyria Nabii's spouse is Tashmetu,
her temple being the twin of Nabl1's at
Kalakh. A detailed ritual prescribes the cel~

bration of their marriage early in the month
of Iyyar. In Babylonia Tashmetum occurs
beside Nabu in some 'texts from early in the
second millennium BCE, but Nanaya also·
appears as his spouse there, according t?,
one poetic composition concerning thel~
union (MATSUSHIMA 1987). A hymn hOni:;
ouring Abi-eshuh of Babylon (ca. 171J.~~
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1684 BCE) relates an amatory dialogue
between Nanaya and the god Muati. As he
is clearly reckoned to be the same as Nabu
in later times, it is possible that he was in
Abi-eshuh's reign, making this an early
example of Nabll's marital affairs. At pres
ent the reason why Nab6's spouse is some
times Nanaya and sometimes Tashmetu is
obscure.

The Assyrian imperial policy of uprooting
and replacing rebellious conquered peoples
helped some aspects of Assyrian and Baby
lonian culture to spread, among them the
worship of Nabii. The Aramaic treaty texts
from Sefire list Nabu (nb~) and, probably,
Tashmet after Marduk and Sarpanit as di
vine witnesses (KAI 222:8), but until the
i~entjty of Br·g~yh, the senior party in the
treaty, is clear, the home of thes~ deities is
uncertain. Nabu's cult is especially weli-at
tested among the Aramaic-speaking commu
nities of north Syria, with Si) (Sin) and
Nasukh (Nusku). Nabu is frequent in the
onolllastica, combined with local, Aramaic
elements from the seventh century BCE on
into Persian times (e.g. Nabu-sagib, Nabii
zabad, see ZADOK 1977:par. 1I 1221). Aram
aic personal names composed with Nabfi are
more numerous thari those composed with
the, name of any other 'pagan divinity in the
Aramaic' papyri from Elephantine and Her~

'mopolis, and they and another" document
piention a temple of Nabii (byt nhw) which'

,stood at Elephantine (Syene). His name was
:.invoked in greetings and iIi the sanctions on
:parties who broke an' agreement (see
>gORTEN 1968:164-167, 157, 159). In the
;Warthi~n era the cult of NabO continued in
:',pol1hem Mesopotamia as demonstrated by
;'pedications and personal names at Hatra and
:~_ssur (see VAITIONI 1981 no. 340 and In
i:p~x of names; AGGOULA 1985 nos. 10, 14
{~nd Index of names). At Palmyra Nabii and
lJ~~anay were worshipped beside Bel,
:~7.Nergal and local gods, the temple of Nabfi
;~cupying a prime site near the temple of
{J3.el. A marzeah-feast was held there in his
l'(~~me, and m~ny men bore names com
~R?unded with it. In other cities, notably
~~ra.Europos and Edessa, people honoured

~::

~~i
~\

lWl~;~.
i!: ~:

;{5

the god, some writing his name in Greek as
Napou, others equating him with --i>Apollo.
Still the types of personal name do not hint
at the particular role of Nabii. In Babylonia,
magic bowls and Mandaean texts of the first
millennium CE mark the final stage of the
cult, the Mandaeans recalling his role as god
of wisdom and writing but decrying him as
a false --i>Mcssiah.

TIl. Isa 46:1 depicts Bel and NabO led in
procession, no longer in the splendour of the
New Year Festival on chariots or the
shoulders of their devotees, but on animals
stumbling along the path to captivity, the
once revered statues reduced to objects of
booty. In the Bible NabG. is of no import
ance, the powerless representative of "Baby
lon, fairest of kingdoms ... ovenhrown by
God" (lsa 13: 19).

Although a village named Kefar Nabu
existed in Syria and Jebel Siman was once
known as Jebel Nabu (PORTEN 1968:167,
172-173), there is no compe]]jng reason;
apart from the identical spelling, to associate
the places in Judah (Ezra 2;29; Neh 7:34)
and Moab (Nnm 32:3 etc.; Moabite Stone
14, written nbh), or the mou,ntain in Moab
where Moses died (N,um' 33:47; Deut 32:49;
34:1), with the Akkadian god (as do BDB
and BALA1), for. NabO is not known to have
had devotees, fn' those regions.

In' Babylon, Daniel's companion Azaria.h
was given the name Abed-nego O)J~j::::ll>,

Dan 1:7) when the other three youths re
ceived 'Babylonian names. That name is
usually explained as a corruption 'of Ebed
Nebo, 'servant of NabO', (BDB; HALAT).
However, the second element may be better
understood as 'the shining one', from the
base NGH, found in Aramaic personal names
from Assyrian times onwards (ZADOK 1977:
par. 112111128), referring, perhaps, to NabO
by reference to his planet, Mercury.
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NAHAR -+ RIVER

NAHASH -+ SERPENT

NAHHUNTE -+ LAGAl\1AR

NAHOR
I. It has been speculated that the city of

Nnhor (Gen 24: 10) was named after a deity
Nahor. Nahor the grandfather of -+Abraham
(Gen 1I:22-25; Josh 24:2) and Nahor the
brother of Abraham (Gen 11 :26-29; 22:20
24; 24:15.24.47; 29:5; 31:53) would have
been named after the city of Nahor, and
thus, indirectly, after the god of that name
(LEWY 1934).

II. There is no extra-biblical evidence
whatsoever attesting to the cult of a god
Nahor. Lewy's argument is based on circu
lar reasoning. He writes: "In view of the
evidence that the cities of Ijarran, NalJur,
and sarOg bear the names of ancient deities
... it is pennitted to conclude that the
parents of the patriarchs in Western Mes
opotamia are, at least in part. ancient West
Semitic deities that have later been invested
with a human nature" (LEW'" 1934 [tr.
KvdT). The evidence he refers to is non
existent. Also, the theory seems to be in
debted more to the once popular view of
Genesis as a euhemeristic account of ancient
Semitic religion, than to a dispassionate
study of the texts.

III. It is possible that the personal name
Nahor comes from the cityname Nabur,
known from the Marl archives. and situated
in the vicinity of Haran (c. WESTERMANN.
Genesis J-II [BKAT VI: Neukirchcn-Vluyn
1974] 748). Other suggestions have nlso
been made. though (HESS 1992). None of
the possible explanations of Nahor's name
can be used as evidence of a god Nahor.
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NAl\IE cd
I. Name (Heb se11l, representing a com

mon Semitic noun) refers to a designation of
a person. an animal, a plant or a thing. It
also refers to reputation. progeny (as con
tinuation, remembrance). and posthumous
fame. The name of a person or deity is espe
cially closely associated with th~lt person or
deity, so that knowledge of the name is con
nected with access to and influence with
even magical control of-the named. In par
ticular, God's name, which in some
traditions is specifically revealed. can be
come a separate aspect of -·God. in such a
way as to represent God as a virtual hypo
stasis. It is not as developed a hypostasis in
the OT as is God's word or God's wisdom
(-Wisdom) or even God's spirit (RING
GREN 1947), but it is more significant than
the role of God's arm (e.g. Isa 51:9).

II. Certain deities in the Ancient Near
East are celebmted for the multiplicity of
their names or titles. e.g. the 50 names of
-+Marduk in EIIlI11IlJ Elish. the 74 names of
-·Re in the tomb of Thutmosis III and the
100-142 names of -·Osiris in SpelI 142 of
the Book of the Dead. The deities may also
have hidden or secret names. so as to em
phasize their otherness and to guard against
improper invocation by devotees. (Note the
story about how -·Isis persuaded Re to
divulge his secret name. thereby lending
great power to her magic; ANET 12-14.) In
addition, we frequently find aspects or epi
thelli of particular deities becoming separate
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divine entities with separate cults, as also
happens in the case of deities who become
differentiated by reference to different local
ities or cult centres (e.g. ->Baal-zaphon and
-Ishtar of Nineveh as independent deities).
The separability of aspects is illustrated by
the Egyptian hymn to ->Amun in which "his
ba is in the sky (for illumination), his body
is (resting] in the West (underworld), (and)
his image is in Hennonthis", serving as the
sign of his presence among men (BARUCQ &
DAUMAS 1980:224). More pertinently, as
one text says of the deceased. "Your ba
lives in the sky with Re: your ka has a place
in the presence of the gods. your name
endures on earth with Geb". Indeed. in the
New Kingdom kings could be as portrayed
offering their name to a deity (RiiRG 503).

III. In Israel, God's name is not secret
but public. with specific accounts of the
revelation of the name (Exod 3: 13-14: 6:2
3). In spite of scholarly uncertainty as to
the etymology of God's special name.
-Yahweh, to the early Israelites presumably
God's name was not obscure in meaning.
But even with no secret name to be invoked
by the initiate. the name is so closely related
to God that misuse of the name is prohibited
(Exod 20:7: note Lev 24:10-15). Eventually
God's particular name could be uttered only
by the priest in the temple (m. Sot 7:6. San"
10: I, Tam 3:8), even though it might still be
written-<>ften in archaic script in the Qum
ran texts-and a substitute title, such as
'lidona)', ->'Lord', was otherwise pro
nounced.

The separation out of God's name as an
independent aspect of God occurs in several
fomls. First, there is the occurrence of
phrase- doublel<; such as "Praise the LORD"

(quite common) and "Praise the name of the
loRD" (Pss 113:1; 135:1: cf. 148:5, 13: 149:
3; Joel 2:26); "Sing praises to the LORD"

(lsa 12:5: Pss 9: 12: 30:5; 98:5), "Sing
praises to His Name" (Pss 68:5; 135:3) and
"Sing praises to the glory of His Name" (Ps
66:2); ''To give thanks to the LORD" (Ps
92:2; I Chr 16:7; 2 Chr 5:] 3; 7:6), "To give
thanks to the name of the LORD" (Ps 122:4:
cf. Pss 54:8; 138:2: 140:14; 142:8). "To give
thanks to His holy name" (Ps 106:47: I Chr

16:35) and "Let them give thanks (to) your
great and terrible name, for it is holy" (Ps
99:3); 'They will fear the loRD" (2 Kgs 17:
28; cf. Ps 33:8) and "(They) will fear the
name of the LORD" (lsa 59: 19; Ps 102: 16):
"Trust in the LORD" (lsa 26:4; Pss 4:6; 115:
II), "Let him trust in the name of the
loRD" (Isa 50:10: cf. Zeph 3:12) and "We
trust in His holy name" (Ps 33:21); "To love
the LORD your God" (Oeut I]: 13, 22; 19:9;
30:6, 16, 20; Josh 22:5; 23: 11) and "To love
the name of the LORD" (lsa 56:6).

Secondly, there are references such as
"You (0 LORD) are great, and your name is
great in might" (Jer 10:6) and "Glorify the
LORD ... , (even) the name of the LORD" (lsa
24: 15). Prov 18: 10 says "the name of the
LORD is a strong tower". In the light of
these references, we find God's name ac
quires mobility. In Exod 23:21, God advises
obedience to the messenger/-angel, "for my
name is in him"; Ps 75:2 describes God's
name as 'near'; and Isa 30:27, following the
traditional text, says "the name of the loRD

comes from far off'.
The most important separation of God's

name occurs in the apparent Deuteronomic
innovation that although God cannot, in a
seemingly crude, polytheistic fashion, spe
cifically inhabit the tent/temple and certainly
cannot be present in the fonn of a traditional
Near E.1stem cult statue (wherein, contrary
to the biblical polemic, the deity is symboli
cally and gmciously manifest or made con
crete), God's name can 'tabernacle' in the
temple (VON RAO 1953; a parallel is the
Priestly notion that God's kiib6d, -'glory',
can be present in the temple). From another
perspective, the presence of God's name,
invisible and without props, provided a
means to respond to "the plundering and
destruction of the Temple" in the early 6th
cent. BeE (METTINGER 1982:79). God's
presence is disconnected from the physical
status of the temple building. In either per
spective God's name has become virtually
an independent entity, separate from God,
Le. a hypostasis. Yet the name does not
become a fully separate entity, as the cult is
offered "in the presence of (lipne) the
LORD". not "in the presence of the name of
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the LORD" (VAN DER WOUDE 1979:954).
Nevertheless, through the presence of the
name as' a virtUal entity, God is separate
from the natural order and "superior to all
his creation" (CLEMENTS 1965:95). The
Deuteronomit tradition is consistent, with·
this, emphasizing that the temple is built not
as God's house, but as a place for God's
name (2 Sam 7:13; cf. Isa 18:7), a place
where God's name is invoked (Exod 20:
21 [24]), as with Shiloh, where God formerly
allowed his name to tabernacle (Jer 7: 12).
The temple is built "to/for the name of the
LORD" (e.g. 1 Kgs 3:2; 5:17[3].19[5]; 8:16
20). There in the temple God has placed his
name (Deut 12:5, 21; 14:24; 1 Kgs 9:3; 11:
36; 14:21; 2 Kgs 21 :4.7); there, using the
more distinctive phrase, God's name 'taber
nacles' (~KN; Deut 12:11; 14:23; 16:2.6.11;
26:2;, Jer 7: 12; Neh 1:9); it is present, not
merely pronounced (cf. VAN DER WOUDE
1979:954-955). Thus God's name takes the
role of the cuItic symbols such as the ark or
a cult statue, having "a constant and almost
material presence ... at the shrine" (VON
RAD 1953:38; italics added). On postbiblical
Jewish speculations on the hypostatized
name see FOSSUM (1985).
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H. B. HUFFMaN

NANEA Navaia
I. Nanea is the goddess in whose

temple Antiochus IV Epiphanes was killed
by the priests according to one tradition
about his obscure death, the letter to Aristo·
bulus, 2 Macc, 1: 13 (the fullest 'discussion
remains M. HOLLEAUX, REA 18 (1916) 77
102;' cf B. Z. W ACHOLDER, HUCA 49
[1978] 89-133; criticisms: J. M. GOLD
STEIN, 1I Maccabees [AB 41A; New York
1983] 163). Her name is only mentioned
here; her temple had the name Naneion (v
15). This happened in 164 BeE in 'Persis',
actually Elymars, as is clear from other
sources, like 1 Macc 6: 1-4. Pretending to
perform a sacred marriage (sunoikein) with
the goddess, Antiochus' real intent was to
plunder the treasures, says the text.

II. Nanea or Nanaea (Nana in earlier lit.,
now often Nanay or Nanaya) enjoyed an
increasing popularity in the Near East, start
ing in Mesopotamia and expanding over the
Persian empire (AZARPAY 1976). She was
the goddess of erotic love. She was original
ly (and always remained) a goddess of
Uruk, often mentioned together with An
(-+Anum) and Jnanna (-+Ishtar)•. also resid·
ing in Uruk. In Sumerian her name is in
variably written dNa-na-a and this remained
the standard writing. Severa) times we find
in Akkadian context-notably of the Old
Babylonian period and then particularly in
personal names-the fonn dNa-na-a-a,
probably to be pronounced as Nanay. This is
confinned by later renderings in other lan
guages, as in Aramaic (nny or nn); cf. M.
HELTZER. PEQ 110 (1978) 8-9 [& lit]) and
Greek (Nanaia, Nanaz).

Ur III texts refer to Nanay of Uruk alone
(HEIMPEL 1982); 'Old Babylonian texts
speak of a triad of feminine gods, An-Inan
na, Nanay, Kanisurra, attested in Uruk (and
temporarily ..in Ki~h). The triad survived
until the Hellenistic 'period, as -+Ishtar-of
Ui-uk, Nanay, Usur-amassa (according - to
CHAR~IN J986:411-413). Numerous texts
from late first millenriiun1 Urilk, especiallY
on prebends, mention her together with
other gods (0. SCHROEDER, SPAW 49
[1916] 1184-1186; P.-A. BEAULIEU, AS] J4
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[1992) 53-60: she is the twelft': god). Her
temple in Uruk was named E.bi.li.an.na
'House of the Allurement of Heaven' (A.
FALKENSTEIN, Topographie von Uruk [Leip
zig 1941] 41) and she is described in hymns
and epithets as a symbol of sexual attraction
(Sum. bi.li, Akkadian kuwu; cf. the epithet
nin bi.Ii in inscriptions of Kudur-mabuk and
Sin-kashid, RIME 4 [1990) 275, 451). She
is closely associated with the goddess of
love, Ishtar (R. D. BIGGs, TCS 2 [1967] 31,
44). The few Old Babylonian hymns addres~

sed to Nanay include a prayer for a king
(W. W. HALLO, BiOr 23 [1966] 242-244;
K. HECKER, TUAT 1115 (1989) 724-726,
741-743). Hymns of the Assyrian kings
Sargon II and Assurbanipal are also known
(SAA 3 [1989J nos. 4, 5). The best known
hymn to Nanay is self-laudatory and syn
cretistic (REINER 1974).

During the first millennium BCE Nanay
came to be associated with the god of
Borsippa. ~NabO (F. POMPONIO, Nabu
[Rome 1978) 43, 50, 66-67, 102, 239; A. R.
GEORGE, 8MB 1 [1987) 38). A prelude to
this is the sacred marriage between her and
the god Muati, later identified with Nabu
(Old Babylonian; LAMBERT 1966). In the
first millennium Nabfi was to take a second
place after ~Marduk of Babylon; his con
sort always remained Tashmetu. An inscrip
tion of Merodach-Baladan I (1173-1161) al
ready reflects his association with both
goddesses in mentioning together "NabO,
Nanay and Tashmetu" in a curse formula (S.
PAGE, Sumer 23 [1967] 66 III 21; cf. also
Surpu II 155-6); this triad occurs in stock
phrases in late Sumerian litanies. Elsewhere
we find just "NabO and Nanay" (RA 16
(1919) 130 IV 2; POMPONIO, NabCi, 67).
.Other texts call her explicitly "spouse of
Nabtl" (VAS 1 36 I 5, with RA 16 [1919]
.141; R. BORGER, AfO Beiheft 9 [1956) 77 §
::49). The elevated status of Nanay in Borsip
.pa is clear from a late sacred marriage ritual
,performed in Babylon(!) by Nabfi and
:Nanay in the second month (SBH VIU col.
",t1; with E. MATSUSHIMA, AS) 9 [1987) 158
~161). It could be that Tashmetu retained her
if,latus in Assyria as Nabu's consort, while in
~..
~:.

t~·r·
~.:.
~<

Babylonia Nanay assumed this posltlon
(thus MATSUSHIMA 1980:143-144). Even in
the Aramaicl.Remotic Papyrus Amherst 63
we find "Nab(] of Borsippa" and "Nanay of
the Ajakku (j'k')" together (R. A. BOWMAN,
JNES 3 [1944] 227).

Nanay became increasingly important in
the Persian, Hellenistic, Parthian and Sas
sanian world. The Persians identified her
with Anahita, a cult promoted by Artaxerxes
II, according to Berossus (FGH 3 C 1
(1958) 680 F 11; S. M. Burstein, The Baby
loniaca of Berossus [Malibu 1978] 29 [=
171); cf WIKANDER 1946). The Eastern Iran~

ians'identified her with Annaiti (AZARPAY
1976). The Arameans adopted her in their
pantheons where she survived into the fifth
sixth century CE (CUMONT 1926; Jacob of
Sarug in his Homily on the Fall of the Idols;
see B. VAN DEN HOFF, OrChr NS 5 [1915)
247-249; S. LANDESDORFER, MVAAG 21
[I916] 110-111, 114). Her cult is known in
Assur (AGGOULA 1985), Palmyra (Cornte
DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1962; HOFI1JZER
1968; M. GAWLIKOWSKI, ANRW II/l8.4
[1990J 2645-46), Dura-Europos (CUMONT
1926), Susa (WIKANDER 1946; LE RIDER
1965). To the Greeks, she was ~Artemis,
and NabO was ~Apono; Strabo wrote:
"Borsippa is the holy city of Artemis and
Apollo" (16.1.7). A Greek hymn by Isidoros
celebrating Isis infonns us "The Syrians call
thee ~Astane-Arternis-Nanaya"; another
hymn names Isis "the Nania in Susa" (M.
TOTTI, Ausgewiihlte Texte der Isis- und
Serapis-Religion [Hildesheim/Ztirich/New
York 1985] 77 no. 21:18; 68 no. 20:105-6).
The name Isis can be followed by 'Nanay'
(G. RONCHI, Lexicon Theonymon rerumque
sacrarum IV [Milan 1976] 736). 'Nanaion',
the name of Nanay's temple in "Persis" (=
Susa) according to 2 Macc 1: 15, is also
known from Egyptian papyri where this
sanctuary is mentioned as a depository for
official documents (RONCHI, Lexicon Theo
nyman, 812-3).

III. Without advocating the historicity of
the passage in 2 Mace, we can adduce a few
elements suggesting some reality in its set
ting. Nanay was indeed an important god-
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dess venerated in Susa (LE RIDER 1965).
Her sanctuary was the Nanaion, a name also
known from Egypt where Isis was identified
with Nanaya. A sacred marriage ritual in
volving Nanay is known for Babylon but her
consort is the god Nabfi, not the king, and it
is performed in the second month. The pre
tended sacred marriage by Antiochus IV
Epiphanes followed by his death took place
in the ninth month, Kislev, according to 2
Mace, and he did indeed die in this month
according to the List of Hellenistic Kings
(RIA VI/I-2 [1980] 99-100, rev. 14). Assur
banipal restored and inaugurated the temple
of Nanay in Uruk on the first of the ninth
month which could imply a regular festival
in Kislev (M. STRECK, VAB VIII2 {1916] 58
Rassam Cyl. VI 107-124).
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NARCISSUS NapKt<1aOr;
I. Narcissus is a Greek hero, whose

name is carried once in the Bible by a
Roman (Rom 16: 11). The etymology of his
name is probably pre-Hellenic (CHANTRAINE
1980). as of so many plants.

ll. The aetiological myth of Narcissus is
only attested in relatively late sources and is
hardly older than Hellenistic times. The
mythographer Conon (FGH 26 F 1.26), who
lived under Augustus but had access to many
local myths, relates the fate of a handsome
youth from Boeotian Thespiae who rejected
all male advances. even of Eros himself.
When his admirer Ameinias committed sui
cide in front of his door in order to avenge his
unrequited love, Narcissus fell in love with
himself when contemplating his own reflec
tion in a spring. In the end he also committed
suicide and Thespiae. which had a well
known cult of Eros (SCHACHTER 1981:216·
219), decided to pay even more honour to the
god Eros. The Thespians thought that the Nar
cissus flower first grew in that place where
Narcissus spilt his own blood. Ovid (Met. -3.
339-510) embellished the story with many
details, amongst which was Narcissus' en
counter with the nymph Echo, which became
extremely popular in Late Antiquity; Plo
tinus even seems to have used the myth as a
vehicle for his philosophy (HADOT 1973).

The myth is most likely to be connected
with the cult of Eros, who also was the god
of homosexual love. The refusal by Narcis
sus of a lover meant in Greek tenns the
refusal of the transition to adulthood be
cause a homosexual relationship was an
indispensable part of growing up for the
upper~class Greek adolescents (BRE~ME~

1991). The fatal consequence of NarCISSUS

refusal is the falling in love with himself,
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'bronze, copper', plus the *-an affix (pre
served as -a- in Hebrew by dissimilation
from the -0- type vowel in the previous syl
lable). The word nebustan literally means
'the (specific) thing of bronze/copper' (ct.
the similar morphology of liwycitan,
~Leviathan). Implicit in this name is a ver
bal play on nahas, 'snake', of which
nebustan is an image. Nehushtan appears to
have been a ritual symbol which effected the
cure of venomous snake bites, and which
was the object of veneration (the burning of
incense) by Israelites in the Jerusalem
Temple courtyard.

II. The use of snake images to effect the
cure of venomous snake bites· is consistent
with the ritual symbolism of snakes in the
ancient Near East (~Serpent). In Egypt
snake amulets could be worn by the living
or the dead to ward off venomous snakes.
The Uraeus serpent protected gods and
kings from danger; and because of his
snake-nature the king was immune to snake
venom and could cure others. Protective
snake figurines are also found in Mesopot
amia, including reliefs and amulets of two
snakes entwined, a symbol later inherited in
Greek culture as the healing symbol of
Asclepius. In Canaanite culture snake im
ages also seem to have had some ritual use;
numerous examples of bronze snake figur
ines have been excavated, including Late
Bronze Age figurines from Hazor, Gezer,
Megiddo, and Shechem. The most remark
able instance is a gold-plated bronze snake
found at the Iron I Midianite shrine at
Timna (ROTHENBERG 1988). Also of interest
are two Phoenician engravings of snakes
resting on top of poles (BARNETT 1967~

SCHROBR 1987): one is a winged Uraeus ser
pent engraved on a bronze bowl found at the
eighth century Assyrian royal palace at
Nimrod, and the other is a wingless snake
carved on a stone bowl from the fourth or
third century. These Phoenician emblems
are also likely related to Nehushtan.

fil. In the Bible the bronze/copper ser
pent is evaluated quite differently in its two
occurrences in NUll1 21 and 2 Kgs 18. In the
fonner, the snake image is mandated by
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that is the refusal of any meaningful rela
tionship.

III. Narcissus does not occur in the Bible
but his name occurs as one of the Romans
greeted by Paul (Rom 16: 11). Among the
names carried by Greeks in Rome Narcissus
was one of the most popular (SOLIN 1982:
1100-1103) and often given to slaves and
freedmen. Paul's acquaintance, then, may also
have belonged to one of these categories.
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. NEHUSHTAN lntDnJ

.: l. The word nehuJtan occurs once in
:'MT, in 2 Kgs 18:4, ~here it is the name of
.the bronze (or copper) serpent (nebaJ

~. !uJnne/:!oset) that --+Moses had made in the
f'wilderness (as related in Num 21 :8-9) and
rth,at King Hezekiah destroyed. The word is a
Ftompound of *nubust (Hebrew ne/:1oset),
:~.

~:.
~:.:
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-Yahweh as a cure for the venomous bites
of the filriip .(lit. 'burning') snakes, while in
the latter the image is conceived as a non
Yahwistic or idolatrous religious object.
which Hezekiah rightly destroys. In the
clash between these two texts we find con
tested claims about the ritual figurine. It is
plausible that the cause of this clash was the
prophetic critique of ritual symbols, in
which a number of traditional Yahwistic
concepts and symbols carne to be reinter
preted as idolatrous or 'Canaanite', includ
ing the 'high places' (bam"t), the 'standing
stones' (l7Uq$cbot), and the 'sacred posts'
('iUcra, loUrfm), which are also destroyed
by Hezekiah in 2 Kgs 18:4. This reevalu
ation of traditional symbols, evidenced in
the eighth century prophets and in Deutero
nomy. may be the motivation for Hezekiah's
destruction of Nehushtan. The statement in
2 Kgs 18:4 that the Israelites had burned
incense to the statue suggests that the Israel
ites worshipped it as a god, but the polem
ical tlUust of this remark may be a revision
ist gloss on ordinary Yahwistic cultic piety.

. The bronze snake probably belonged to the
traditional repertoire of Yahwistic symbols.
this emblem signifying Yahweh's power to
heal (so Numbers 21). Its destruction seems
to have occurred in the wake of a wide
ranging reconception of religious practice
and symbolism.
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R. S. HENDEL

NEITH
I. Neith (N.t. Nj.t. Gk NT\t8) occurs as a

theophoric element in the name IijC~,

Asnath, Gk AOEvvt8. the daughter of Potip
hera, a priest in Heliopolis. and wife of
Joseph (Gen 41 :45, see EL SAYED 1982
11:400-401 doc. 446). The etymology of the
name is not clear, but associations point in
two entirely different directions: I. both the
name of the goddess and the name of the
crown of Lower Egypt (N.t) might go back
to a fuller form Nr.t, meaning 'the terrible
one'. This meaning connects well with the
typical attribute of Neith: a shield with two
crossed arrows; 2. In its form. N.t the name
resembles the usual word for 'flood, inun
dation'. This association corresponds to the
central theological aspect of Neith as a god
dess of 'watery preexistence'.

II. Neith belongs to the few Egyptian
divinities whose attestation goes back to
protodynastic times. She plays an imponant
role in archaic documents (EL SAYED 1982
II:docs. 1-117) and must have been the lead
ing goddess of Lower Egypt. Her role is less
dominant in the Middle and New King
doms-though she continues to rank among
the great deities-but becomes prominent
again with the rise of the Saite dynasty in
the 7th century nCE. The Greeks identified
her with -Athena, an interpretation that can
be based on several common traits: both
goddesses are associated with arms and
weapons; both are patronesses of crafts,
especially weaving (Neith is the goddess of
weaving. Athena invented the loom) and
sciences (Neith is associated with magic and
medicine); both are chiefs of cities that were
(or considered themselves to be) closely
related.

In the theology of Neith her bellicose and
royal nature as displayed in her iconography
plays a comparatively subordinate role (but
see EL-SAYED 1982 1:72-76). Much more
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important is her attribute as a cosmogonic
deity. She probably underwent a process of
reinterpretation. Originally, Neith must have
been the personification of a kind of Lower
Egyptian political identity as symbolized by
the red crown and the royal title bjt 'bee' or
'who belongs to the bee'. She often bears
the title "Opener of ways" (EL-SAYED i982
1:67-69), which shows that she fonned a
Lower Egyptian counterpart to the Upper
Egyptian god Upuaut (Ophois) and acted
like him as a leader of the king on his
processions and military or hunting cam-,
paigns. But already in the Old Kingdom she
appears in connection with Sobek (Sou
chos), the crocodile god of water (Pyr. 510;
R., EL- SAYED 1982 II:doc. 197), and with
M~t-wrt (Methyer), the cow-shaped goddess
of preexistence and cosmogony (Pyr. 507
509; EL SAYED 1982 II:doc. 196). Both
associations might of course ,be much earlier
than their first attestations in the Pyramid
Texts.

In the funerary context, Neith appears as
one of the four tutelary goddesses who pro
teet the corpse of -'Osiris and the coffin of
the dead, her partners being -loIsis, Nephthys
and Serqet. Neith and Serqet are goddesses
of protective magic and medicine. As a god
dess of weaving, Neith is also responsible
for the mummy wraps and. other tissues in
the context of mummification (EL SAYED
1982 1:76·80). But there is one important
document which shows the funerary role of
Neith in a different light: the inscription on
the sarcophagus lid of king Merenptah (see
1. ASSMANN, MDAIK 28 [1972] 47-73, 115
,'1.39). In this long text Neith appears as the
,heavenly cow, mother of -loRe and mistress
:; of all the other gods whom she appoints to
~s.~rve the king in his afterlife. She thus plays
,the role of an omnipotent and all-encompas-
)ing super~goddess. .
~:':: This role corresponds to her cosmogonic
~~ttri~ute as Ml:zt-wrt, 'the great SWimming
i~:(~ow)' , a. deity who like -loAlum and·
~,1,Amun personified both preexistence and
~8:eation. Methyer is said to have created the '
~?Nverse by means of her seven !ZW, a word
~~~aning originally 'nod' but also 'spell',
~~,

rtf'l~.

~;
~j'
~~ '.

~.

~t

'utterance'. Perhaps already in the Coffin
Texts (l=:L-SAYED 1974), but certainly since
the New Kingdom texts this term' is under
stood in its linguistic meaning and thus
expresses the concept of 'creation by
spee~h'. The seven cosmogonic ut'terances
of Neith-Methyer acquire a personality of
their own, with a hawk's body, a proper
name and a function in the protection of the
deceased (EL-SAYED 1974). As a personi~

fication of preexistence, Neith is described
as beyond sexuality or bisexual ("two thirds
masculine and one third feminine", see
SAUNERON 1962:110, 113(a); S. SAUNERON,
Le. createur an~rogyne, Melanges Mariette
[1962] 240-242; Corpus Hermeticum I, 9,
20; Horapollon §12: arsenothelys; see EL
SAYED 1982 II:674 doc. 1115). The hymns
in the temple of Esna (first centuries CE, see
SAUNERON 1962) praise Neith as creator of
the world, who transformed ,hers~lf into the
celestial vault, who gave birth to the sun,
who appeared in the shape of the serpent,
the symbol of pharaonic rule, order and jus
tice (Ma'at) in front of the sun god, and who
extended the universe in the fonn of water,
thus fonning the netherworld, the -loNile, the
inundation and the vegetation. Her last cos
mogonic manifestations concern the pharao
nic state: as the mistress of combat who
drives away. the enemies of Pharaoh and as
the lady of the palace who elects and pro
tects the king. Neith appears as universal
goddess encompassing both the cosmic and
the socio-political spheres. All traditions
consent in ascribing to Neith primordial
antiquity and universal power.

Plutarch writes that. Neith-Athena has
been identified by the theologians of Sais
with Isis and that her seated statue bore the
inscription "I am all that has been a~d is and
will be; and no mortal has ever lifted my
mantle" (De Is.). Produs, in his commentary
on the Timaeus, 'gives' a longer version of
this same inscription, adding: "the fruit of
my womb is the sun". These q~otatioris
might go back to a Greek inscription in the
form of the Greek 'aretalogies'. But it is
also possible that they translate an Egyptian
original which can be reconstructed as fol-
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lows: jnk nbt (or: qmJt) ntt jwit / n1l kjj wp
,hr.j / jnk jht msjt R(w. A correct rendering
would be: "I am the mistress (or: the cre
ator) of an that exists and that does not
exist; there is no other (god) except myself
(the Egyptian idiom can also 'mean: "th~re is
no other who has opened [= unveiled] my
face"); I am the cow that bore Re".'

III. The only occurrence of the goddess
Neith in the Bible is in the name mo~,

Asenath, Gk AcrEVVt9, the daughter of
Potiphera, a priest in Heliopolis (On), and
wife of Joseph (Gen 41 :45). It is a common
Egyptian type of name and means 'She
belongs to Neith'. Si~ce Neiih is celebrated
as the mother of Re, her cuItic presence in
Heliopolis is not unnatural. The author of
Gen 41 merely notes that Joseph came to
marry the, daughter of an Egyptian priest.
Later Jewish tradition, ill at ease' with a
pagan priest as the father-in-law of the
patriarch, came up with various explanations
(APTOWITZER 1924). Asenath became the
female protagonist of the anomyrnous
Jewish-Greek work Joseph and Aseneth,
written between the 1st cent. BCE and the
2nd cent. CEo She is presented as a daughter
of Pentephres, satrap of Pharaoh, who pre
ferred her idols to her suitors. Having seen
Joseph s~e. falls in love; in spite of her
beauty, though, Joseph rejects her. Only
after she has converted to the God of the
Hebrews do'es the pious patriarch take her as
his legal wife.
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J. ASSMANN

NEPHILIM lJ~?':::lj
I. The bald' allusion to the Nephilim

(lit. fallen ones) in Gen 6:3 ('The Nephilim
were on, the earth in those days ... ') fits
uneasily into a context that has always pre
sented a challenge to exegetes. Although
designated an 'antiquarian gloss' (SKINNER
1910: 147) the sentence in which it appears
does bind it to the theological scene which
depicts a fresh threat to the God-given dis
tinction between divine beings and humans.
It raises again the worst fears expressed at
the close of Gen 3 ('the man has become
like one of us, ... and now he might :... eat,
and live forever') but in the new shape of
gross physical' contac;t between the sons of
God and the beautiful daughters of humans.
On the face of it, the human race could now
be immune from mortality. The Nephilim
were the mythical semi-divine being's
spawned by these illicit liaisons. WESTER
MANN (1974:494-497) indicates in detail
that there are insufficient grounds for dis
turbing the sequence of 6:1-4 as it stands:
6: 1-2 describe the upsetting of the bound
aries that divide divine beings and humans;
6:3 God's judgement stops short of annihi
lating the evil-doers (just as it did in the Fall
and the First Murder incidents) but curtails
the human life-span; 6:4 prodigies were the
offspring· of divine-human marriages. Tile
resulting prodigies of the action in 4b -'the
sons of God went in to the daughters of
humans'-are referred to in 4a (the Nephil
im)· and again much more clearly in 4b
(~'heroes of old ... warriors of renown').
Outrageous activity of this kind which reo
sulted in violence and, corruption on the
earth provoked God's judgement in th,e form
of the Flood. The monstro~s Nephili.ffi were
swept away by it and humans would not live
forever.

ll. The Nephilim are found once more
in the Hebrew Bible in Num ,13:33 when
Moses.' .spies, ex~ggerate the strength of the
pre-settl~ment occupants ot' Canaan.?Y
reporti~g the sight of the -gig~ntic Nephlhrn
before Whom they felt like grasshoppers (cp.
the Arnorites 'whose height was Hke the
height of cedars' Am 2:9). Allowing for the
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awe felt by nomads for settled folk and its
resultant hyperbole, the postdiluvian desig
nation does refer to an ancient race of great
stature but without the mythological over
tones of the semi-divine beings or demi
gods characteristic of the primeval period.
The Nephilim have been 'historicised' and
transferred to the still distant heroic period
of pre-settlement Canaan. However, some
thing of the navour of the older sense of the
tenn might be preserved in Ezek 32:27
where the warrior nations 'fall' (111'/) down
into -Sheol but are not privileged to lie
with the gibborim lIepilim, 'the fallen war
riors', or as KRAELlNG (1947) and ZIM

MERLI (1969) would have it, the Nephilim
(lIepiJim) warriors, mythical semi-divine
beings in the manner of Babylonian and
Greek myths. Certainly 111'1 is a keyword in
Ezek 32 and exploits the etymological
significance of Nephilim.

GUNKEL (1910:58-59) thought that the
tenn Nephilim in Gen 6:4a, obsolete at the
time of the writer, was explained and at the
same time given a historical dimension in
6:4c: 'these were the heroes ... of remote
antiquity'. The Versions emphasise the'
heroic qualities of the Nephilim, calling
them --'giants' (LXX and Vg gigalltes).
The Aram. cognate 111')'/) 'giant' occurs
several times in the Dead Sea Scrolls: in the
Targum of Job 38:31 it translates the name
of the constellation --Orion (Heb kesil )
which was regarded as early as Homer (Od.
5.121) as the image of a gigantic hunter.
Appropriately the Enochic Book of the
Giallts attests the Nephilim several times;
once they are called 'the Nephilim of the
earth' or the 'earthly Nephilim' (111')'/)' )1";
4QEIIGib 3:8) possibly drawing attention to
the restricted arena of their activities Le. the
earth, despite their heavenly origin. Tg. Ollq.
has gbryJ 'mighty ones' in agreement with
Gen. Rczb. XXXI 7 (gbrym) and Tg. Neof.
ABERBACH points out that this offkial
Targum conspicuously avoids the 'fallen
-angels' tradition which exploited the plain
etymology of the word, from 111'1 'to fall'.
Others connect it with IIrpel 'miscarriage'
and so meaning dead persons and thence

ghosts or spmts of miscarriage, or even
(spirits of) children born dead, miscarriages
or the like regarded as ill-omened (SCIfWt\L
LY, 7.AlV 18 (1898) 142-148; KB 624). Tg.
P.f.-J. has no such qualms and nctually
names the angels who fell from heaven
(Shamhazai and Azael). In J Elloeh, the
parallel account to Gen. 6: I-4, 'the angels,
the sons of heaven' saw and desired the
daughters of men. Semyaza (= Tg. Ps.-J.
Shamhazai) appears a'i their leader; they all,
two hundred of them, 'came down' (6:6)
and acted promiscuously with earthly
women (7: I), polluting the earth with their
monstrous progeny, the Nephilim (9:9;
10:9). The ambivalent nature of the mysteri
ous Nephilim stems from the far from clear
identification of their parents in the Genesis
pericope, the 'sons of the gods (or of God)'.
Were these superhuman creatures, demi
gods, like Gilgamesh who wao; said to he
two-thirds god and one-third human, or can
they be regarded as completely human,
stemming from the aristrocratic line of
--Seth? Or are they rulers in the manner of
Keret, king of Ugarit, or David, king of
Israel. whose traditional epithets derived
from sacral kingship? Most modem exegetes
recognise the validity of the first interpre
tation which is supported by a consistent
picture of God's heavenly court and -·coun
cil in the Hebrew Bible (Pss 29: I; 82:6;
89:6; Job 1-2; I Kgs 22: 19-22; Isa 6: 1-8),
The NT notion of the fallen angels who like
--Satan (Luke 10: 18) plummeted to earth
because they failed to recognise their po
sition in the divine hierarchy (2 Pet 2:4;
Jude 6) has clear allusions to the Nephilim.
The antipathy of the tr.mslator in T:lrgum
Onqclos towards the proliferation of angelic
powers and in particular, the angels who fell
from grace, espoused in the Palestinian Tar
gums and in the Enochic traditions might be
due partly to the popularity of this kind of
material in the early Judaeo-Christian com
munity. Certainly the view that the 'sons of
God' were angels was replaced in second
century CE mainstream Judaism by the the
ory that they were righteous men. Etymo
logically, the basis of Nephilim is trans-
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parent. This explains the wealth of allusions
which exploits the fall from heaven or the
fall from Edenic bliss.

III. Mythological analogies from the
ancient world have been drawn on as back
ground to the original Hebrew. From clas
sical mythology. e.g. the incident in which
-Zeus, with the help of thunder and light
ning. hurled Cronos and the other -Titans
from heaven. has been noted, and KRAELING
(1947) drew attention to the Mesopotamian
Atmhasis legend in which the decision to
destroy humans by means of a flood follows
a population explosion on earth which
threatened the equilibrium that existed
between gods and men. Ezek 32 with its use
of the keyword npl delineating the fate of
fallen warriors who go down to Sheol with
their weapons of war suggests that the
Nephilim were the Fallen. Le. their status a~

extinct during the period when the events
are recorded. As such they are associated
with the massed community of the dead, the
-Rephaim (Deut. 2:11; Ps 88:11; Isa 14:9).
DRAFFKORN KIL'IER has argued that the
Nephilim are to be identified with the pri
meval apkallll 'sages. experts' of Mesopot·
amian tradition whose responsibility it was
to maintain cosmic order. According to
Berossus they brought to mankind the divine
power of wisdom and all the benefits asso
ciated with civilized life; BerosslIs Book II
1:1-11 (BURSTEIN 1978:18-19).

WESTERMANN (1974:511-512) points out
that in Gen 6:4 the Nephilim were identified
with the 'heroes that were of old. warriors
of renown' and that there wao; nothing
mythical here. But the Nephilim of 4a, in
the light of Ezek 32:27, are clearly mythical.
He concludes that two narrative conclusions
were blended in 6:4, one following the
mythical line. the other simply the etiologi
cal line. The thrust of the mythical line was
the telling of the story of the transgression
of the divine order which ensured the sepa
ration of gods and men in acconmnce with
the theme of similar stories in the primeval
narrative (cp. Gen 3 and II). Later traditions
'historicized' the Nephilim and transfonned
them either into the legendary precursors of

the Israelites in Canaan or elaborated the
tradition of fallen angelic beings who were
actively engaged in stirring mankind into
rebellion against divine authority.
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P. w. Coxo:>:

NEREUS NTlPEU;
I. Nereus is a minor Greek god, whose

name may be connected with Lithuanian
lien; 'to dive' (CHANTRAINE 1980). As n
theophoric name, it occurs once in the Bible
(Rom 16:15). It is also the name of Job's
brother in Test. Job 51: 1. It remains unclear
why the author of this Jewish pseudepigraph
chose precisely this name.

II. Nereus has only a shadowy role in
Greek mythology. He is a typical 'Old Man
of the Sea', a category which is usually
anonymous in Homer (//. 1.358. 18.141
etc.), who also uses it for other sea-deities
like Proteus (Od. 4.365) and Phorkys (Od.
13.96). These deities, and compar.lble ones
like Glaucus, Thetis and Triton, have the
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gift of prophecy and the ability to change
shapes. In the background is the belief in a
Master of the Animals, a protector of all
animals or those of one species (BREMMER
1983: 129), but the feature of prophecy is a
typical Greek development, which the
Greeks themselves seem to have connected
with the god's knowledge of the 'depths of
the whole sea' (Od. 4.385). In Pelopon
nesian and Athenian iconography Nereus is
indeed represented as an old man, but the
earliest cenain appearance in Greek art
shows him fish-tailed (PIPILI 1992:835-837).
Nereus' main qualities are his fight against
-Hcracles and his fatherhood of the
Nereids. Nereus' light with Heracles was a
favourite theme of archaic Greek an (PIPILI
1992). It is a 'double' of Heracles' fight
with another shape-changing deity, Pericly
menus. The theme of the fight against a
r-.faster of Animals goes back to the earliest
Indo-European mythology and, eventually,
finds its origin in shamanistic myths and
rituals concerning the quest for food
(BURKERT 1979:95-96).

The Nereids were the nymphs of the sea,
who also possessed the gift of prophecy and
shared an oracle with Glaucus on Delos
(Aristotle fro 490). The way they are men
tioned both by Homer, who does not
mention Nereus himself, and Hesiod, strong
ly suggests that they already existed before
Homer (EDWARDS 1991:147-149: WACHTER
1990). The Nereids received sacrifices from
the Persians (Herodotus 7.191) and Alexan
der the Great (Arrian, Anabasis 1.11.6), and
Pausanias (2.1.8) observcs that they had
altars at various places in Grecce. On the
other hand, a cult of Ncreus is hardly at
tested. Ovid (Metamorphoses 11.359-61) is
the only source to mention a temple for
Nereus and the Nereids. Pausanias (3.21.9)
identified a cult for an 'Old Man' in
Gytheion with Nereus, but that is clearly his
personal interpretation. Yet in the second
century people apparently still dreamt of
him (Anemidorus 2.38). Given Nereus'
shadowy existence, one may well wonder
whether Hesiod did not invent him as a
father for the pre-cxisting Nereids.

III. In the Bible Nereus occurs as one of
the members of the Roman congregation,
who is greeted by Paul (Rom 16: 15). In
Rome Nereus is quite a popular name
among the Greek population (SOLIN 1982:
394-395) and often carried by slaves and
freedmen, as 'Nereus and his sister' may
well have been.
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J. N. BREMMER

NERGAL "~i~
I. Nergal with his city Cutha is men

tioned in 2 Kgs 17:30 within the description
of the cults of the foreign settlers in
Samaria. The particular relevance of Nergal
in this context is to be explained by the fact
that inhabitants of Cutha had been settled in
Samaria while Samarians had been deponed
to Assyria (H. \VINCKLER, Die Keilschrift
texte Sargons [Leipzig 1889] 100:23-24; C.
J. GADD, Iraq 16 [1954] 179-180 iv:25-41;
BECKING 1992:25-31.97). The deity also
occurs as theophoric element in the personal
name Nergal-sharezer (Jer 39:3,13).

II. An early attestation of Nerga1 and
Cutha, a nonhern Babylonian city some 20
miles nonh-east of Babylon, is in NarJm
Sin's Ba~etki inscription (SlImer 32 [1976],
pI. facing p. 59). A further Naram-Sin
inscription (LAMBERT 1973:357-363) must
also be mentioned since it concerns building
operations for ETTa (= Nergal, see below)
with his spouse Uiz in his temple Emeslam
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in Cutha. The much later Epic of Erra also
indicates the interchangeability of the names
Erra and Nergal. In addition to other evi
dence to be inferred from the Epic, there is
the fact that the two names occur in ap
position (V 39-41). Nergal was understood
by ancient scribes as 'Lord of the nether
world' (*EN-ERIII-GAL). This is shown
clearly by the Emesal dumun.urugal, which
demonstrates that this opinion existed in
ancient times, irrespective of the actual ori
gin, etymology or even language of the
name. Whatever the etymology of the name
Erra (see ROBERTS 1972: 11-16: 'parched
eanh'), it appears that a Semitic deity asso
ciated with plague, pestilence, war and sud
den death has been merged with a Sumerian
deity with broadly similar characteristics. A
Babylonian etiological myth, Nergal and
Ereshkigal, explains how Nergal became
spouse of Ereshkigal, already the lady of the
undel"\vorld.

In the Ur III period Nergal's name or
aspects included Meslamtaea, a name he
bore in direct relation to his temple of
Emeslam in Cutha. the name meaning 'the
one who comes out of Emeslam'. In the
wider context of Sumerian mythology Ner
gal was regarded as the son of Enlil of Nip
pur. In this respect he took on the epithet
'avenger of his father, Enlil', an epithet
which he shares with Ninuna, a deity which
could along with Zababa. already be identi
fied with Nergal in the Old Babylonian
period. In the Old Babylonian period the
cult of Nergal is widely attested, e.g. in
Dilbat. Isin, ursa, Nippur, Sippar, Ur,
Uruk. An aspect of Nergal as god of war
appears in Old Babylonian texts in which
the deity is asked to break the weapons of
the enemy. Already at this time the cult of
Nergal had spread to Mari and Elam. Nergal
and the theology of his cult was taken up
and expounded in the learned works of the
Babylonian scribes.

The character of the deity can be encap
sulated from the point of view of the syn
cretistic Babylonian theology of the later
period. In a hymn to -Marduk (KAR 25, II
3-10) Ncrgal is explained as the 'might' of

Marduk, while in a syncretistic list Nergal is
'Marduk of battle' (Cf 24, 50b obv. 4). The
worship of Nergal was an imponant pan of
official Assyrian cult in Neo-Assyrian times.
In the later period Nergal is attested in a 3rd
century BCE, Phoenician-Greek bilingual
from Piraeus (KAI 59), at Palmyra, and
appears in Hatra in inscriptions dating from
the first and second centuries CEo

III. Since Cutha is nowhere mentioned in
the inscriptions of Sargon II, it is unlikely
that the deponation of its inhabitants was
conducted by this king. A conquest of Cutha
accompanied by deponations is known from
the reign of Sennacherib 703 BCE (L. D.
LEVINE, JCS 34 [1982] 29-40; BECKING
1992:97) which would imply a relatively
late date for the repopulation of the Samar
ian area by Cuthaeans. From the scarce
information of 2 Kgs 17:30 it can be in
ferred that the settlers from Cutha erected an
image of Nergal implying that they were
allowed to continue their traditional religion.
The deity also occurs as a theophoric el
ement in the personal name Nerga/ sar-e$er,
Nergal-sharezer, 'May Nergal protect the
King' (Jer 39:3, 13), thought by some to be
Neriglissar, king of Babylon, 560-556 BCE
(HAUT 683; W. L. HOLLADAY, Jeremiah,
vol. 2 [Minneapolis 1989] 291). A witness
Nergal-shar-u~ur, PU.GUR.20.PAP, is men
tioned in a Neo-Assyrian contract for the
selIing of a parcel of land excavated at
Gezer (649 BCE; BECKING 1992:117-118)
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NIBHAZ m~~

J. Nibhaz is a deity who, like -+Tartak,
was 'made' by the men of Awwah (var.
Iwah, 2 Kgs 19: 13) when the Assyrians
settled them in Samaria, 2 Kgs 17:31.

II. Identification of Awwah with a place
written in cuneifonn as Ama or Awa is
strengthened by the occurrence beside it of
Amatu in texts of Sargon II, probably the
Hamath of 2 Kgs 17:30 (H. WINCKLER, Die
Keilschrifttexte Sargons [Leipzig 1889]
46:273-277; cf. BECKING 1992:98-99), a col
location observcd by DRIVER (1958: 18) and
developed by ZADOK (1976:117-123). These
towns lay in Babylonia, east of the Tigris, in
the area occupied by the Chaldaean Bit
Dakkuri tribe. with other places called by
West Semitic names. By the end of the
eighth century BCE the whole of Babylonia
had a very mixed population of village
dwelling tribesmen, the result of earlier
migrations and of Assyrian deportations.
Sargon II warred against Merodach-Baladan
in that region, so transportation of some of
the populace from there to another con
quered territory, Samaria. would be nonnal.
This easlem location for Awwah links neat
ly with the comparison between Nibhaz and
the divine name Ibnahaz found in a list of
Elamite gods cquated with the Babylonian
Ea (--Aya), god of fresh water and wisdom
(L. W. KING, cr 25 [1909] pI. 24). ob
served by F. HOMMEL (OU 15 [1920] 18).
A name which has been taken as the origin
of Tartak follows in the same list.

Between the Tigris and the Zagros in
Babylonia there had long been a mingling of
peoples and languages, so the presence of
West Semitic speakers who took up the
worship of local, Elamite deities is not sur
prising. Regrettably, nothing is known about
Ibnahazn. This explanation is preferable to
the strained attempt 10 derive Nibhaz from
mi:.bea~l, 'altar', by a series of phonological
shifts, influenced by the occurrence of Greek
Ma&Jkxxq> (J. A. MONTGmlERY & H. S.
GEHMAN, Kings [ICC; Edinburgh 1951]
474; J. T. MILlK, Bib 48 [19671 578, 606).
The Masoretes noted their uncertainty about
the strange name by writing the last letter

larger than the others, thus probably giving
rise to the rabbinic reading Nibban, ex
plained as a barking dog, from the root NUl)
(b.Sanhedrin 63b). The LXX ebla:.er should
be treated as no more than a blundered ren
dering of a name incomprehensible to the
translators.

III. From the use of the verb (slz, '10
make', it can be inferred that an image of
Nibhaz was erected by the people from
Awwah in Samaria. The fact that they were
apparently allowed to erect such an image
could hint at a liberal attitude of the
Assyrians regarding religious symbols of
exiled people (M. COGAN, Imperialism and
Religion [Missoula 1974D.
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A. R. MILLARD

NIGHT ii"'" N~
I. Heb lay/fi is based on a common

Semitic vocable for 'night'; cr. Ug II, Old
South Ar II, Canaanite I[el]a (EA 243:13),
Ar lai/(at), Akk liIiiitu ('evening'). The tenn
is not used in the fonnation of personal
names in East or West Semitic onomastica.
Outside the Hebrew Bible, 'night' is some
times ascribed divine status.

II. 'Night' was deified in some areas of
the ancient Near East and the Mediterranean
world. It was occasionally venerated as a
god in Hatti (dlSpanr-), just like 'good (i.e.
lucky] day' (GOETZE 1951:473). In the
Aramaic Sefire treaties Iylh is paired with
)'Wm--+'Day and Night'-in a list of gods
and other quasi-divine 'natural elemenlo;'
before whom the treaty is sworn by the con
tracting parties, similar to elements listed in
Hittite treaties (KAI 222 IA: 12; FrrZMYER
1967:38-39); however, night docs not appear
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as a divine witness in treaties from HattL It
was not deified in Mesopotamia (Sum ge6'
Akk musulmuSitu), although it was occa
sionally personified (e.g. Maqlu I 2). Accord
ing to Greek mythology (Hesiod, Theog.
123-124) the goddess NG~ was born of
Chaos and gave birth to such evils as "Epl<;
('Strife') and N£~O't<; ('Retribution'). In the
later Orphic cosmogony 'night' played an
even more important role, although its place
in the genealogy of the early gods varies in
the sources (VON GEISAU 1972:220).

III. There is no convincing evidence for
a deificationldemonisation of 'night' in the
Biblical books. M. DAHOOD had posited
such a meaning in Job 27:20 (layM genabto
supa, "Night kidnaps him like the whirl
wind" [TROMP 1969:96 n.76]), but his view
has won no support (the subject is supa, not
laylii). In contrast to 'darkness', which
belongs to the chaotic elements that charac
terize the period before creation (Gen 1:2),
night is part of the ordered cosmos, espe
cially when paired with 'day' (Gen 1:4;
8:22; Ps 74:16). On the other hand, it never
completely loses overtones of chaos and the
sinister, particularly as the setting for the
operation of forces hostile to mankind.
According to Ps 91:5 - Yahweh protects the
psalmist. from the,. ~ 'terror .. of the night'
(paJ:zad lizyJa), an expression that may allude
to demonic forces. Similarly it is at night
that -)0Jacob is accosted by a supernatural
being with whom he wrestles till daybreak
(Gen 32:22-24). A night-time setting is im
plied for Yahweh's <demonic' attack upon
-)oMoses (Exod 4:24; note bammtilon, 'at the
lodging-place'). According to the gospels
- Jesus is arrested at night, whose connec
tion with the forces of evil is signalled by
Luke's reference to "the power of darkness"
(22:53). After noting that -l-Satan entered
into Judas Iscariot at the Last Supper
(13:27), John adds suggestively, "Now it
was night" (13:30).

Night is also a time of danger for the
righteous, the time when the wicked typical
ly perform their lawless deeds (FIELDS
1992), especially thieves (Job 24:14; Jer
49:9; Obad 1:5; Matt 24:43; 1 Thess 5:2). It

is no coincidence that the wily woman of
Proverbs 7, the antirype of Lady -Wisdom,
also plies her trade at night (v 9). In Rom
13:13 Paul contrasts upright conduct symbol
ised by daytime ("Let us conduct ourselves
becomingly as in the day") with immoral
behaviours associated with night (reveling,
drunkenness, debauchery, etc.). .

It was undoubtedly these negative. 'cha
otic' ,associations of night that motivated the
author of Revelation to declare that with
God's final victory night-like the -sea, the
primary symbol of chaos (21: 1)-shall be no
more (22:5; cf. 21 :25). (See also ~Lilith.)
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M. L. BARRE

NlKE NiK'Il
I. Nike was the Greek deity of victory

whose popularity grew rapidly in the mid
sixth century BeE Greek world. Lacking any
extended myths and rarely worshipped, she
was hardly an independent deity in her own
right; she was a feature or attribute of
- Athena: and thus esteemed and revered as
the giver and rewarder of victory. Several
names in the New Testament reveal etymo
logical connections with nike: e.g. Nikanor
and Nikolaos in Acts 6:5; Nikodemos in
John 3:1~9; 7:50 and 19:39, as well as a
group of people, called Nikolaitans in Rev
2:6 and 15. In addition, the concepts of con
quering, winning, and victory are found
throughout the New Testament: as in the
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discussions of the whole armor of God in
Eph 6: 1O~ 17 and in running the race in Phil
2: 16, put in the context of faith.

II. The earliest mythical reference to.
Nike is in Hesiod, Theogony 375·404, where
she is the daughter of the ~Titans, Styx
(daughter of Okeanos) and Pallas. Having
helped -+Zeus fight the war agaiT!st the
Titans, she and her parents and siblings,
}{ratos or Strength and Bia or Force, dwelt
on. -+Olympus with Zeus. Herodotus 8.77
reports that according to an oracle of Bacis,
Zeus and Nike would bring about the day
when Greece would be free from the
Persians. Later literary references are numer
ous. The chorus in Sophocles' Antigone
147·148 attributed the Theban victory over
the seven warriors from Argos to Nike' s
response to the Theban call. In his conflict
with Phi10ctetes, Odysseus requested guid
ance from -Hermes and asked Nike Athena
Polias to preserve him (according to
Sophocles, Philoctetes 133-134).

Euripides referred twice to Athena Nike
on the subject of conflict. In the context of
the tension between Athens and Delphi, the
chorus in the Jon 457 appealed to Athena
Nike to leave Olympus and come to Delphi
in order to establish that Creusa' s lover and
thus Ion's father was -+Apollo: thus pro
viding the Athenians with support for their
praise of Apollo for fathering the Athenian
people. Later, in 1528-1529, Creusa herself
swears by Athena Nike to her son Ion that
Apollo was his father, the very Apollo who
fought with Zeus against the race of
~Giants and who reared Ion. In such pas:..
s.ages, Athena Nike was treated as a deity
\yho brought victory in social or military
conflict. Nike appears in comedy' as well as
tragedy. The chorus in Aristophanes'
;:Knights 589-591 prays to Pallas Athena
i~ike for victory as well as an omen as a
t~ign of, victory: i.e. as the guardian of
tAthens; a hind most noble. in war and art. ,
Ndn addition to giving victory in military
~~dsocial conflict, Nike gave and rewarded
~'Y,.lctory in civic contests. Pindar's Nemean
~d75-76 and Isthmian 2.26 depicted a victori
~u.s athlete as taken into her arms or falling

I
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~.:,:

\~
,';:

upon her knees. Bacchylides wrote about an
aspect of Nike that is familiar from vase
painting, a figure crowning those who com
pete successfully in poetic as in athletic con
tests 00.15-18), standing beside Zeus to
assess the courage of human beings' (11.1
2), and accompanying victorious horses at
Olympia (3.5-7). Similarly, Euripides ended
Phoenician Women, Orestes, and Jphigenia
in Tauris with prayers for the protection and

, crown of Nike.
Artistic repres.entations of Nike in Greek

temples are. numerous. Pausanias mentions
temples to Athena Nike in Megara (1.42.4)
and Olympia (5.26.6) as well as to Athens
(1.22.4). Images were placed on the rOQfs of
many temples and treasuries; 31 examples
of such sculptures have been found in
Greece, dating from the late sixth and fifth
centuries, with most found In Delphi,
Athens, Corinth, and Olympia. A winged
fonn shows her pouring a libation, crowning
an athlete, or leading animals to an altar to
be sacrificed as an offering for victory. A
wingless fonn is also known: with the right
arm and knee raised and the torso slightly
turned as in a running pose. A Nike, located
on the Athenian Acropolis, commemorated
Kallimachos for his victories in the games;
and for his victories as a general in the
battle of Marathon (BOARDMAN 199!a:86
87, fig. 167). Another came from Olympia.
It celebrated a military victory and is signed
by the sculptor, a certain Paionios of Mende
(BOARDMAN 1991 b: 176, fig. 139). The
famous Nike of Samothrace alighting on the
prow of a ship commemorates a victory at
sea (BOARDMAN 1964: ilIus. 197).

A temple of Athena Nike, built on the
bastion of the Athenian Acropolis late in the
fifth century BeE, was incorporated into the
Panathenaic festival, instituted in the mid
sixth century. This festival, which combined
religious ntes and athletic contests; glorified
Athens and Athena. To judge from the
temple balustrade and the friezes empha
sizing war, worship, and victory, Athena
was remembered for the help she provided
Zeus in the battle of the gods against the
--)ogiants. On the Acropolis, statues of Athe-
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na were devoted to several of her a~pects: ,
Athena of the city (POlillS); the virgin (par
thenos); the worker (ergane); the war~like

(prornacltos); of health (hygieia); ,and vic-,
tory (nike). The image of, Athena in the
Athena Nike temple was wingless: and was
thus more likely to have been a votive than _
a victory statue.

The literary, artistic, and archaeological
materials lead to the conclusion that Athena
Nike provided help in two types of contest:
military conflict and civic competition. We
can notice a distinction between Nike and
Athena, because Nike appears independently 
in Hesiod. She is, however, neither wor
shipped nor a subject of mythology accord
ing to our best evidence, while Athena is
widely worshipped and is a rich subject of
myths. Where -Athena is worshipped, her
image is wingless. We may also observe,
however, a close association of Nike and
Athena, for Athena conferred victory on
many occasions and thus would be pre
sented as a winged figure leading in con
quest and alighting upon the victors.
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L. J. ALDERINK

NILE j1~'

I. The name of the Egyptian river Nile
is attested many times in the Bible e.g; ,Gen.
41:1-3.17-18; Ex- 1:22; Z:3; 7:15-25;' 8:3.

- 9.11; Jes 19:5-9; Jer-46:8; Ez'30:l2; Amos
8:8. Ye'6r, the Hebrew name of the Niie'isa
loanword; it is Ci derivation from: the Egypt
ian word itrw: the river, Le. the Nile. This

word has dropped its t at an unknown date
in the -course of the history of Egyptian lan
guage, probably' much earlier- than the New
Kingdom when the first variant in writing is
found without t (Wb 1, 146; DE BUCK 1948:
1). The Coptic phonetic wfiting eioor con~
.firms a pronunc,iation ,of the wO,rd in Egypt
corresponding with the Hebrew ye'6r.

The Greek name Neilos is 'also a' loan
word derived from itrw. The Ii presents the
definite article nj regular)y' used, in Late
Egyptian and onwards. Egyptian post·
vocalic r was weak. 'The Fayunllc Coptic
dialect writes the root in the form iaal.
Whether the flnal 0 of Neilos should repre
sent the plural ending w of itrw rath~rthan

the plural adjective lJW "great" is debatabie
(SMITH 1979:163; LUFf 1992:403-411).

'.II. The 'Egyptian word for river or Nile
itrw contains the word tr meaniJ;lg season or
time. Th~ name of the Nile then, would
mean something like the 'Seasonal One', the
'Recurrent One' or the 'Periodic One'
(KADISH 1988:194). This name refers to the
recurrent, periodic or annual flooding of the
Nile or inundation called Hapy. The differ
ence between the minimum and the maxi
mum waterlevels could be ca. 7 metres in
Assuan. The rising of the Nile began in
June, the maximum height was reached in
September-October. The Nile valley and
Delta were turned into an enormous lake for
6-10 weeks. Only the sandy higher places
and settlements on tells remained dry as the
desert did. The retreat of the floodwaters
began in November and the Nile reached its
lowest point in April. The rising and falling
ofthe Nile was well-known in Israel (Amos
'8:8; Jer 46:7, Ez 30:12 etc.). Th-e Greek
-saying that Egypt is a gift of the Nile. (Hero-,
dotos I.J 5) is- famous. The river .itself, how·
ever. was not venerated as a god. The tenn
Njle god ,found in modern Pt!blicati~ns

refers, to Hapy,' the Inundation of t~~ NI!e.
-He', is the personification· of the fertilIty In

herent in the 'Nile. He was depicted as an
- obese "htiman 1igu're -with a cluIIib of papyrus

on 'his head and' with 'ahuge "p,aullchand
pendant breasts, the image of welfare an~.'
prosperity. He was often called father of tht?~;
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gods. He was honoured with offerings,
hymns and festivals.
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H. TE VELDE

NIMROD jiiO:
I. In the Hebrew Bible, Nimrod is the

name of a Mesopotamian -.hero known to
have been a famous hunter as well as the
founder of major Mesopotamian cities and
of the first state in (post-diluvi<m) primaeval
times. The name Nimrod might be inter
preted as a 1st pI. qal of the root MRD ('to
rebel', i.e. 'we shall rebel') and has indeed
been understood in this sense by Jewish tra
dition, which considered Nimrod to be a
paradigm of god-offending hybris. This dis
torting negative valuation, underscored by
an artificial etymology, is not yet found in
the biblical texts, however. The name Nim
rod most probably derives from that of a
major Mesopotamian deity, i.e. Ninurta
(Sum dNin-urta 'Lord of arable -Earth',
Akk Nillllrla, Inurta, Nurti, Urti etc.). This
etymological derivation alone could support
an identification of the Biblical hero either
with the Mesopotamian god or with a king
such as the Assyrian Tukulti-Ninurta I (ca.
1243-1207 BCE, as suggested by SPEISER
1958, but see below). Sti11, the precise de
velopment from the Sumerian prototype to
its Hebrew affiliate remains unclear as
potential intcnncdiates (e.g. for a shift from
*lIwrt > *nmn > IImrd) are still lacking

while attested variants (such a.li 'IIJt on Ara
maic dockets or 'nrt in Aramaean and
Ammonite inscriptions of the 7th century
BCE; Sefire I A 38, KAI no. 55; cf. H. TAD
MOR, IEJ 15 [1966] 233-234) represent sepa
rate developments.

For the time being, the ultimate
identification of Nimrod with Ninurta seems
the most reasonable one. However, it does
not rest upon linguistic reasoning, but re
presents a majority view based on circum
stantial arguments such as the comparison of
the Mesopotamian god's image and func
tions with those of the biblical hero. Among
alternative proposals, obsolete historical
identifications such as Nazimaruttas (a Kas
site king of ca. 1300 BCE), Amenophis III
(Nb-mlt-r' called Nibmu>arey.a in the
Amama correspondence) may be disposed
of, but one should note an ingenious hy
pothesis linking Nimrod to the Babylonian
god -·Marduk (LIPINSKI 1966). Impossible
on strictly philological grounds, it postulates
a deliberate scribal manipulation (tiqqlill
sopherim: deletion of the final kap", addi
tion of a prefixed 111m) but docs not explain
why the scribes should have left unchanged
the name of Marduk, e.g. in Jer 50:2.

n. Ninurta is thought to have been a god
of fertility. responsible for growth in field
and herd and even among the fish. Son of
Enlil. the lord of the gods, he belongs to the
cultic tradition of Nippur. Another god
called Ningirsu, whose main centre was the
town of GirsulTallo near l<lgash shares the
same functions as Ninurta. and the two seem
to have been basically identical, although a
god-list may consider them to be brothers.
Their virtual identity has found different
interpretations: while most authors hold
Ningirsu to be a local variant or specifi
cation of Ninurta, VAN DUK (1983) has
argued that the latter was originally a war
rior god who progressively took over
Ningirsu's prerogatives. thus entering late
into the domain of agriculture. At any rate,
Ninurta is then called 'ploughman of Enlil'
in Sumerian hymns and gives advice on the
cultivation of crops in the so-called 'Sumer
ian Georgica'. But he also acts as a cham-
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pion warrior against various kinds of inimi
cal monstcrs who try to impede the institu
tion of irrigation, agriculture and civilization
in gcneral. One major myth about Ninuna,
going back to the 3rd millenium, is a com
position called Lllgal-e 'King, a storm
whose radiance is princely .. .' (VAN DIJK
1983; cf. BorrERo & KRAMER 1989, no.
20): it relates several battles of Ninuna
against the 'Slain Heroes', the Asakku mon
ster who is vanquished by a deluge, and
other adversaries killed 'in the mountain'
such as the seven-headed serpent, the six
headed ram, the lion, the bison, the buffalo
etc. (-tDragon, -tTannin and cf. ANEP
671). Just as with Ninuna's other combat
against the AnzO bird-monster (BOrrERO &
KRAMER 1989, no. 22), the whole issue not
only mirrors contradictory forces of nature,
but also the political and cultural antag
onism between Mesopotamia and the nonh
eastern mountain regions, the so-called
'rebel lands', claiming divine protection and
superiority for the Mesopotamian civiliza
tion. As a result of Ninuna's victory, irriga
tion and agriculture are instituted in Lligal-e,
while in the AnzO myth, Ninuna is granted
kingship by the other gods (cf. H. W. F.
SAGGS, AfO 33 [1986] 1-29), a promotion
also told in independent compositions such
as 'The Return of Ninuna to Nippur' (or
Allgimdimma: 1. S. COOPER, The Retllm of
Ninurta to Nippllr [AnOr 52, Rome 1978];
cf. BOrrERO & KRAMER 1989, no. 21).

Not surprisingly, Ninuna who has qardll
'fierce', 'heroic' and qarriidu 'warrior',
'hero' among his standard epithets (note S.
MAUL, "wenn der Held (zum Kampfe) aus
ziehL ..". Ein Ninuna-ErSemma Or. n.s. 60
[1991] 312-334), is attested as a patron god
of royal war and hunt from Middle Assyrian
times on. In the 9th century BeE, at the time
of Assurnasirpal II, Ninuna became the
main deity of the capital city Kalah. Astron
omers of the 8th-7th century added funhcr
connotations, identifying Ninuna (or Pabil
sag) with Saginarius or, alternatively, asso
ciating Ninuna with the planet Sirius (called
SlIklidu 'arrow'), the major star of Canis
maior (Akk qa.ftll 'bow'). Numerous Neo-

Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian cylinder seals
show a divine hero drawing his bow against
various kinds of monsters, some of them
clearly identical with the Anzu on a famous
monumental relief from the Ninuna temple
at Kalah. It is probable that some of them
are related to Ninuna's combats, and as
such seals have found their way to Palestine
(0. KEEL & C. UEHLlNGER, Gottinnen, Glit
ter lind Gottessymbole (QD 134, Freiburg
LBr. 19932] §§ 169-170), pictorial sources
may well have contributed to Ninunal
Nimrod's heroic hunter image. Similarly,
the Labours of - Heracles contain clear
reminiscences of the Mesopotamian Ninuna
tradition.

III, As they stand, the biblical texts men
tioning Nimrod show no awareness of his
ultimately divine identity. The god Ninuna
is probably meant in 2 Kgs 19:37 par 1sa
37:38 relating the murdering of Sennacherib
'in the temple of his god --Nisroch', since
Nisroch is best understood as a textual cor
ruption from Nimrod (graphically 0 > 0, ,
> 1). But wherever the texts retain the name
Nimrod, they have in mind a hllman hero of
(post-diluvian) primaeval times.

The main biblical reference is Gen 10:8
12, a secondary addition to the so-called
Table of Nations. As it stands, the text con
siders Nimrod to be a son of Kush (v 8a)
and grand-son of - Ham, the father of the
African branch of humanity. However, this
presentation does not fit Nimrod's otherwise
clearly Mesopotamian location and image, a
problem which is not solved by an emen
dation of Kush to Put (as suggested by
NAOR 1984). The confusion simply results
from a blending of two independent tra
ditions: the Table of Nations where Kush
stands for Nubia, and the Nimrod pa~sage

from another source mentioning another(!)
Kush, probably the eponym of the Kassites
(Akk knHII, Nuzi klllfu). V 8b considers
Nimrod to have been the first 'hero' on
eanh (gibbor, --Mighty Ones)-dearly an
echo of Ninuna's epithet. V 9 speaks about
his proverbial prowess in hunting (gibbor
$ayid) 'before --Yahweh'. Later tradition
inferred an opposition of Nimrod against
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Yahweh interpreting lipne 'before' as 'over
against', but the text definitely does not sup
port this interpretation; it rather sees a posi
tive relationship between the (major) god
and the hero, mirroring the Enlil - Ninurta
relationship of much earlier Mesopotamian
sourees. The only facets of the biblical por
trait which are not directly rooted in the
Ninurta tradition are his kingship in Babel,
Uruk and Akkad (Gen 10: 10) as well as the
building account concerning Assyrian cities
such as Nineveh and Kalah (vv I I - I 2).
Together with heroism in war and hunting,
these underline the royal characteristics of
Nimrod (note mamlakro in v 10). While they
arc undisputably of Mesopotamian origin,
too, it is not possible to identify either the
ultimate source (a lost chronicle of the 7th
century?) or to identify Nimrod with one
single monarch of Mesopotamian history.
Similarly, neither do we know the interme
diaries (Phoenician?, cf. the hellenistic Ninos)
by which the whole tradition reached a post
exilic Judaean historiographer, nor can we
ascertain whether the telescoping of various
aspects of Mesopotamian religious and royal
fame into one legendary founder hero was
realized by the biblical author or already
prepared by the latter's sources. Mic 5:5
(post-exilic?) offers interesting complement
ary information insofar as it considers Nim
rod to be the heroic founder of Assyrian
military strength. In contrast, I Chr 1: 10
merely represents a short excerpt from Gen
10:8-9.

IV. Nimrod is a quite prominent figure in
Jewish (later Christian and Islamic) tradition
(cf. VA.'J DER HORST 1990; UEIfLiNGER
1990). Following Gen 10, he was regarded
as the first post-diluvian king. founder of
state and city builder, but his positive bibli
cal image was radically altered. The LXX of
Gen 10:8-9 considered Nimrod to have been
a giant and translates 'before Yahweh' by
enantion kyrioll tall theou, which Philo
(Qllaest. ;n Gen 2. 82) and subsequent tra
dition interpreted as 'in opposition against
God'. One may note a generol influence of
Greek trodition about the -·giants' revolt
against the -+Olympian gods (Philo, Quaest.

in Gen 2, 82; Conf 4-5; cf. the anonymous
author cited in Praep. E\'. 9, 17, 2-3; Sib.
Or. I, 307-318). This and etymological elab
orotion on Nimrod's name (Philo. Gig. 66;
Tg. Ps.-J. on Gen 10:8-9; b.Entb. 53a) made
him appear as the prototype of tyronnical
hybris (cf. explicitly Josephus in Ant I, 113
114). Early midrash further associated Nim
rod with idolatry and made him the insti
gator of the building of the Tower of Babel
(already Philo, QlIaest in Gen 2, 82; on
Praep. E\'. 9, 18, 2, see UEIlLlNGER 1990:
91-92 n. 225), who persecuted -·Abroham
because the latter refused to join his project
(Ps-Philo, 1.4B 6; Tg. Ps.-J. on Gen II :28;
cf. \Vis 10:5; 4 Ezra 3: 12). As a result, the
valiant Mesopotamian hero defending arable
land against dreadful monsters of chaos was
finally turned himself into "a deceiver,
oppressor and destroyer of earth-born crea
tures" (Augustine, Civ. D. 16. 4). As such
he has remained famous in Iiteroture and art
through the ages. Islamic legend and topo
nymy-partly based on local troditions of
Babylonian Jews which may be troced back
to the 3rd century cE-maintaincd the
memory of the famous builder at various
places such as, e.g. Birs Nimriid (ancient
Borsippa) and Tall Nimrud (ancient Kalah).
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C. UEHLlNGER

NINURTA -+ NIMROD; NISROCH

NISROCH ljC~

T. The name Nisroch appears in 2 Kgs
19:37 (/I Isn 37:38) where it apparently
designates an Assyrian deity, since king
Sennacherib is said to have been assassin
ated "when he was praying (in) the temple
of Nisroch, his god".

It Thc identity of this deity has been a
subject of much scholarly debate, since the
sources relating to the Assyrian pantheon do
not attest a god of such a namc. On the
other hand, it seems improbablc that the
biblical author simply invented an Assyrian
divine' name. Therefore, many scholars have
tried to equate Nisroch with one of the
known Assyrian gods. Among the suggested
candidates, EnliVMullil, whom Nco-Assyr
ian state religion identified with the national
god -+Assur, could probably have been con
sidered as 'Sennacherib's god' by a Judaean
author, but the equation with Nisroch is
impossible on philological grounds. In con
trast, the name of Nusku could lie behind
Nisroch-the latter being the result of a
scribal error at some point in the chain of
transmission; yet his identification with
Nisroch is improbable for religio-historical
reasons: although of some importance in
Neo-Assyrian religion (where he was con
sidered the vizir of -+Sin, see D. O. ED
ZARD, WbM)';h UI 116-117; B. MENZEL,
AsS)'rische Temp~l [StP 10; Rome 1981], I
80, 88, 110), Nusku, the Assyrian god of
light, was not 3 major god of the state pan
theon and apparently did not have a temple
of his own; moreover, why should he be
called 'Sennacherib's god' when he is men-

tioned only most sporadically in inscriptions
of that king? -·Marduk is out of the ques
tion, since the policies of Sennacherib are
known to have been directed against this
major god of rival Babylon. The hypothesis
which interprets the name Nisroch as a
conflation of Assur and Marduk is to be
rejected as pure speculation. Though the god
Assur took over epithets and functions of
Marduk after Sennacherib's conquest and
flooding of Babylon, and even if the statue
of Marduk was put in the Assur temple until
early in the reign of Ashurbanipal. the god
Assur never usurped Marduk's name and a
dyad Assur-Marduk is not attested in the
sources. Finally, a recent suggestion to
understand IIisrok simply as 'idol' (llesek or
nisok, with an enclitic r functioning as 'sig
nal letter' pointing to the god Assur [VERA
CUAMAZA 1992:248-249]) is philologically
untenable. These considerations leave Nin
una as the most serious candidate for the
identification with Nisroch.

All the proposals surveyed so far concur
in that they consider Nisroch to be the name
of a deity. According to a recent ingenious
interpretation offered by LIPINSKI (1987),
however, bet-nisrok would be an intentional
correction of original b.\'t-srkll or b)'t-srk,
considered by LIPINSKI to be a toponym
which he equates with Assyrian DAD
Sarrukin. The latter is a transcription of
Dlir-Sarrukin, Le. the name of Sargon II's
famous capital identified with modem
/jor$abad. A Judaean scribe would have
misunderstood srk(nJ, Le. the name of Sar
gon, as a divine name and changed it to lIis
rok by adding a ni-prefix, a procedure also
applied, according to LIPINSKI, in the case
of the divine names -Nimrod and -Nibhaz
(2 Kgs 17:31). Finally, one correction cal
ling for another, LIPINSKI suggests that Sen
nacherib might not have been 'in prostra
tion' (mi.ftabaweh) in front of a god but
simply engaged in a 'banquet' (mifteh)
when he was murdered.

Too much speculation cannot create his
tory. and LIPINSKI'S proposal has to be re
jected for several reasons: First, DAD is
merely a logogram for Akk dlim and wac;
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read jdur/, so that there is no link with Heb
bye at all. Second. we know from Isa 20: 1
that in Hebrew the name of Sargon was
transcribed srgn (A. R. MILLARD, JSS 21
[1976] 8). Third, at the time of Sen
nacherib's death in 681 BeE, Dur-Sharrukin
had already lost much of its prestige. After
the death in battle of its illustrious but
somewhat improvident founder, it was rel
egated to the rank of a minor provincial
town, if not almost abandoned. Why should
Sennacherib, who had ostentatiously chosen
Nineveh as his new capital, have gone ban
queting to such a lost place? As a matter of
fact, the murder of Sennacherib is partly
elucidated by a nearly contemporary docu
ment from Nineveh (ABL 1091, see S. PAR
opOLA, The Murderer of Sennacherib, Death
in Mesopotamia [Mesopotamia 8; Copen
hagen 1980] 171-182; and see S. ZAWADZ
KI, Oriental and Greek Tradition about the
Death of Sennacherib, SAAB 4 (1990]
69-72) mentioning a conspiracy against the
Icing's life fostered by his son Arda-Mulissi,
the Biblical Adrammelek. The assassination

.:tOok place either at Niniveh, if we follow an
'implicit reference by Sennacherib's grand
·:son Ashurbanipal (VAB VIU2 38 iv 70-73),
;or at Kalbu if biblical bet-nisrok should
:irefer to the latter town's famous Ninurta
;temple (see VON SODEN 1990).
:,: ill. With reasonable certitude, the Assyr
jan deity who hides behind the name Nis
;T()Ch may be identified with Ninurta. The
'spelling liO) is probably best understood
,1as a textual corruption from '..,DJ (graphi
~¢any 7) > 0, -, > l), philological. specula
:;tions thus being dispensable. lim ultimate
·9Y relates to Ninurta (--+Nimrod). A major
~l'atron of war affairs in the Assyrian pan
~.theon and known otherwise in Palestine,
~Ninurta does not occupy a favourite position
?!n Sennacherib's cullie policy but could
~:.!levertheless be called 'Sennacherib's god'
~y the biblical author. A letter from Ninurta
~~Qdressed to an unnamed Assyrian king
~~SAA. III no. 47 obv.) may relate to the
~igrowmg . tension againstSennacherib to
~ard~ the end of his reign; in this letter, the
~ePd Informs the king that he is angry and
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distressed in his temple and seems to com
plain about some disregard. Unfortunately
very fragmentary, this letter apparently was
considered a uSyful reference text to be kept
in the archives, as the actual tablet which
preserves the only extant copy dates to the
reign of Ashurbanipal. While VON SODEN

(1990) thinks that the letter was written after
the murder and was originally sent to Esar
haddon, it may well antedate the crime and
express a warning for the king, if it is not
actually a trap and part of the conspiracy
against Sennacherib.

With regard to the biblical account, at
any rate our most explicit source, one
should note that 2 Kgs 19:37 represents the
author's closing remarks of his report about
Sennacherib's campaign against Judah. The
Rabshakeh's speeches and Sennacherib's
letter to Hezekiah tend to drive a wedge
between the lerusaIemites and their king,
and between Hezekiah and --+Yahweh, "your
god in whom you trust" (2 Kgs 19: 10),
pressing the ludaeans to choose between
Yahweh and the great king of Assyria. The
latter are thus designe~ as the real antag
onists of the story, and its end makes clear
to whom the victory belongs: not only does
Yahweh oveI]>ower the Assyrian anny, but
Sennacherib who attempted to challenge the
one universal god (2 Kgs 19:15.19) ·is per
sonally punished. Murdered by his own sons
while praying to 'his god' who cannot help
him, he meets a destiny which was decided
and announced by Yahweh (2 Kgs 19:7).
Sennacherib's forlorn trust in a powerless
god marks a final counterpoint to Israel's
trust in the one true god. Note that an alter
native theological interpretation, attested by
a stela of Nabonidus from Babylon (VAB 4,
272 i 35-41), gave Marduk the ultimate cre
dit for the conspiracy against Sennacherib.

Originally the result of a scribal accident,
the name Nisroch, once fixed, allowed elo
quent second thoughts. Since Aramaic S/SRK
denotes 'appendage', 'burdock', 'catch' etc.,
it could be understood as a 15t pI. verbal
form meaning 'we shall catch up', 'we shall
trap'.
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C. UEHLlNGER

NOAH m NcOe
I. The etymology of the name Noah has

never been satisfactorily explained. It is
usually connected with the verb root NWI;I
"rest, settle down' (of the ark Gen 8:4),
'repose, be quiet' (after labour Exod 20: II)
and so Noah may mean 'rest' possibly in
association with the resting of the ark on the
mountains of Ararat after the flood. The root
appears in Akk nab" to rest, as in iniib
llimtll ... abiibu ikla 'the sea subsided ... the
flood ceased' in the Babylonian account of
the flood (Gilg. xi, 131) and Nom (1951:
254-257) has identified Nab as a theophoric
clement in personal names as early as the
19th-18th centuries BeE.

II. Noah appears as the tenth and last
name in the great primordial genealogy of
Gen 5 and is unique in the list in having a
name explanation: "Out of the ground that
the LoRD has cursed this one shall create
relief ()'ena~amenli) from our work and
from the toil of our hands" (Gen 5:29). The
explanation closely resembles the reason
given for the creation of mankind in Elluma
Elish when Ea "imposes [on men] the ser
vices of the gods to set the gods free" (VI,
34). In the biblical story, Noah is cast as a
pioneer figure in the cultivation of the
hitherto stultified earth. The folk definition

from Nl,fM in the MT, however. is unsound
etymologically: hence the LXX reading dia
napausei !limas which makes beuer sense
and presupposes the Hebrew )'eni~leml "he
will give us rest'. Relief from the worst
effects of divinely cursed earth (Gen 3: 17
19) is held in abeyance until the flood has
cleansed it of the progeny of the -Sons of
God and the daughters of men. When this
has been effected, Noah is blessed in the
manner of the first man ('Be fruitful and
multiply, and fiJI the earth' Gen 9: I) and as
a man of the soil becomes the first to plant a
Yineyard (Gen 9:20). WESTERMANN (1974:
487-488) supports the idea that the relief
brought to Noah in Gcn 5 is the science of
viticulture which would act as a refreshing
antidote to the cursing of the earth and the
punitive burden of physical labour imposed
on mankind in 3: 19. Other contexts in the
Hebrew Bible refer to wine as the symbol of
comfort and joy (Judg 9:13, Ps 104:15, Prov
31 :6-7 and Jer 16:7). The beneficial evolu
tion to viticulture is not negated by the inci
dent of Noah's drunkenness in 9:21. The
only culpability here attaches to --Ham's
filial failure to cover his father when he saw
him lying naked in his tcnt. In the Ugaritic
legend of Aqhal it is the dutiful son who
"takes him (Le. his father) by the hand when
he is drunk, [and] carries him when he is
satiated with wine' (e.g. KTV 1.17 i:3Q-32;
ii:20-22; cf. 1.114:15-19).

Noah in his role as flood survivor has
illustrious counterparts in ancient Mesopot
amian literature. In the Sumerian Flood
myth, the main text of which dates from the
OB period, Ziusudra. a humble and pious
king, is secretly forewarned of the gods'
decision to send a flood, is saved and
granted eternal life. A fuJler account is
given in the Akkadian Myth of AtralJasis
which survives in several fragments from
the Old and Neo-Babylonian period and also
in Neo-Assyrian tablets. The "exceedingly
wise' AtralJasis is infonned in a dream by
the god Enki of the coming deluge and sur
vives by building himself a boat. As with
Ziusudra. eternal life is bestowed on him
and he is granted a place "among the gods'.
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The best-known version of the Flood-myth
which contains numerous analogies to the
biblical acount is contained in the eleventh
tablet of the Epic of Gilgamesh. The hero
Gilgamesh, in his quest for immortality,
seeks out Utnapishtim. Noah's counterpart,
who in the first person tells him the story of
the universal flood and how he survived it.

III. In contrast to the universal degener
acy of contemporary society, Noah is de
scribed in Gen 4 as 'a righteous man, blame
less in his generation', who like -+Enoch
before him, 'walked with God' (6:9: cpo
5:24). Early Jewish sources revelled in the
exploits of these primordial -+heroes and
though Enoch was the prime target of their
speculation, his great grandson Noah, the
father of -+Shem, Ham and -+Japheth whose
offspring were to people the new world after
the flood, was also of special interest.
Among the Dead Sea Scrolls lQapGen (col.
1-V) used Gen 5:28-29 as the basis for hag
gadic expansions on the birth of Noah. The
Aramaic text consists of a description of
Lamech's uneasiness that Noah's conception
was 'due to the -Watchers, or ... to the
Holy Ones, or to the -+Nephilim' (II, i).
Bitenosh his wife thereupon pleaded her
innocence stating that no Watcher or 'any
one of the sons of heaven' (II, 16) had
implanted seed in her. At length Enoch, the
great sage of primordial Jewish history,
assuaged his fears.

1 Enoch contains a variant tradition of the
commotion occasioned by Noah's birth
which depicted his body as 'white like snow
and red like the flower of a rose ... the hair
of his head white like wool and his eyes like
the rays of the sun' (106:2.5.10). Enoch
reassured Lamech, Noah's father, that these
amazing physical characteristics were not
due to angelic interference but did mark
Noah out as an extraordinary individual
'through whom the Lord will do new things
on the earth' (106: 13). The allusion here is
to the fresh start Noah and his three sons
will inaugurate on the earth after the flood
has swept away the old corrupt generations
of humanity.

In the NT the eschaton will recapture the
sense of urgency of the days of Noah (Matt

24:36-39). As the Flood marked an end of
the old order and the start of the new, so the
eschatological appearance of the -Son of
Man will be cataclysmic. Like Noah of old,
the end will be swift and sudden and pre
cipitate universal judgement on the wicked.
In a puzzling passage in 1 Pet the apostle
has -Christ go and make a proclamation to
the spirits in prison who 'in fonner times
did not obey, when God waited patiently in
the days of Noah, during the building of the
ark' (3: 19-20). Here the Flood is made anal
ogous to Christian baptism imaging salva
tion by means of water. Noah, who in Ezek
14: 14.20 is listed with --Daniel and Job as
paragons of righteousness, is held up as a
'herald of righteousness' (dikaiosll1zes
kentka) in 2 Pet 2:5. The latter expression
has been compared with the "teacher of
righteousness" known from the Qumran
sources (VERMES 1950:73)
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P. W. COXON

NOBLE ONES D'I'-;~

I. In the OT the adjective 'addir is used
in describing - Yahweh (Exod 15: II; I Sam
4:8: Pss 8:2.10: 76:5) and also of persons or
things of more than nonnal stature or
strength, like the sea (Ps 93:4), the mighty
cedars of the Libanon (Ezek 17:27), mighty
people (Ezek 32:18), or kings (Ps 136:18).
In Ps 16:3 it seems to denote pagan deities
(TOURNAY 1988:335).

II. In the ancient Ugaritic legend of
Aqhat the 'adnll are mentioned together
with the king fulfilling his usual duties
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(KTlfl 1.17 v:7). They reside on the thresh
ing-floor. According to KTlfl 1.20-22 this is
also the terminus of the invoked spirits of
the deified royal ancestors called rpum (cf.
-JoRepha'im). In a Phoenician inscription on
a sarcophagus from the Persian period
(Byblos 13:2) the adjective >dr is used for
-Og, who is known from Josh 12:4 as <the
last of the Rephaim'. In this Phoenician
inscription he appears to be worshipped as a
chthonic deity (ROLLIG 1974:5-6, SPRONK
1986:210-211).

III. This chthonic aspect is also present
in Ps 16 referring to 'the -...+saints who are in
the -Joearth (i.e., the netherworld)'. This
expression stands in poetic parallelism with
'the noble ones who only have delight in
themselves'. So these Noble Ones are probe
ably to be sought in the netherworld as well
(SPRONK 1986:334). With regard to the
interpretation of the Hebrew text of this
verse there are still many unsolved pro
blems, but we can safely assume that trust in
Yahweh is contrasted here with the hope for
the help of powers from the netherworld.

Ezek 32: 18-32 can also be read against
this background. It describes the descent of
the mighty Caddfrim) peoples into the
netherworld. The only thing that can be said
of them now, is that they are slain, fallen by
the sword. Contrary to what was believed in
Camlariite' religion, nothing good can be
expected from them anymore.
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NOMOS V0J10C;

I. Usually. in the Greek Bible the word
nomos, law, is used to refer to the OT and
Jewish -Torah as a set of rules for life.
(For a general treatment of the role of the

law in Jewish writings of the Second
Temple Period see the overview of
SANDERS ]992; the NT material is dealt
with by HUBNER 1981.) In the letters of
Paul and in. the Jewish apocalypse 4 Ezra,
however, the word sometimes seems to
designate a supernatural power or agent.

II. The word nomos is not often used as
a personification (cf. LSJ s. v.). For Pindar
(cf. Frag. 169-also quoted by Plato, Gorg.
484b) the Law is the king of all, both mor
tals and immortals (cf. also Euripides, Hecu·
ba 800). In the Crito, Plato presents the
personified law in dialogue with Socrates
(50a), in the letters he can even call it theos
(Ep. VIn 354e). Dio of Prusa (Or. 1:75),
when describing the female deities Royalty.
Justice and Pe~ce, writes: ,"But he who
stands near Royalty, just beside the scepter
and somewhat in front aLit, grey-haireci and
proud, has the name of Law; but he has also
been called Right Reason, Counselor, Co·
adjutor, without whom these women are not
pennitted to take any action or even to pur·
pose one" (transi. LeL).

In Jewish literature from the Second
Temple Period the identification oc'Law and
-Wisdom (sophia) is made by Sir (cf. 24:
]-6, 23) and presupposed in some of the
Pseudepigrapha (cf. Pss. Sol. 4: 10-11; 4

. Ezra 8:12; 13:54-55; Syr. Bar. 38:2-4; 48:

. 24; 51 :4; 77: 16). Like Wisdom, the Law is
sometimes depicted as an acting subject:
"The Law does not perish but remains in its
glory" (4 Ezra 9:37). In the final judgement
the law is like fire, an instrument t<> destroy
the sinners (13:38). It will then. demand its
right (Syr. Bar. 5:2; 48:27). Although the
divine origin of the law is generally presup
posed (cf. Syr. Bar. 4:1; 4 Ezra 3:19; 5:27;
7:81; 9:36; Jub. 2:33; 6:14; Sib. Or. 3:719
20, 757; Josephus, Ant. 3:286; 20:44; Philo,
Decal. 18), <the Law' is not a god, nor do
Jewish texts use nomos as a divine name.

III. In the NT nomos can refer to the
Jewish religion (cf. Acts 18: 15; 23:29).
Cluistian authors, however, used the ex
pression nomos to refer to aspects of the~
own faith. In order to do this, nomos JS

qualified by Paul. He thus can refer to the.
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love commandment-which is the ful fi 11
ment of the law as law of --Christ (Gal 6:2:
this should not be confused with those
instances where 1I0mos refers to a basic
principle as governing power: the 'law' that
causes faith [Rom 3:27], the 'law' of the
Spirit that causes life in Christ [Rom 8:2».

The apostle Paul uses the expression ho
1I011l0S to refer to the Torah. the 'law of
--Moses' (I Cor 9:9). The reference is not
restricted to the books of Moses, however.
In Rom 3: 19 11011105 designates all of the
holy scriptures of Judaism. In this utterance
Paul assigns 110 11011105 an active role: it
'speaks' (cf. also I Cor 9:8). The law and
the prophets testify to the dikaiosyllc r"eoll
(Rom 3:21). The active role of the law is
also expressed by the phrase 'by the law'
(dia 110111011). Taking into account Rom 4: 15
('1"'he law causes --wrath"). the law not
only is the means by which God will judge
sinners (Rom 2: 12) and by which --sin is
known (Rom 3:20; 7:7). the law is also the
agent through which mankind is drawn into
God's judgement. Paul thus can say the law
killed him (Gal 2: 19). In I Cor 9:20 and Gal
4:21, hypo 110111011 has no negative conno
tations; it simply designates the Jews or
those who want to live like Jews. In Gal
5:18 and Rom 6:14-16. though. hypo 110111011

is opposed to being led by the Spirit or to be
in the realm of God's grace (h)1JO cllllrin).
Like --sin. the 1I0mos reigns over those
human beings (Rom 7: I) who are not in the
realm of God's grace in Christ. They are
hypo 110111011 (cf. also Gal 3:23; 4:4-5) or
hypo hamaniall (e.g. Gal 3:22). The law is a
lranssubjective active power that enslaves
mankind (Gal 4:4-5). Humans are detained
by the law (Rom 7:6); it makes them prison
ers of war (Rom 7:23); scripture locks them
up (Gal 3:22); the law keeps watch over
them (Gal 3:23). Although the law has the
characteristics of n ruling power in Paul's
letters, it is neither a deity nor a --demon.
According to Romans, it is rather the holy
law of God (Rom 7: 12) that is in the power
of sin (Rom 7: 13; cf. 8:3). Through Christ's
death the believer is freed from the bondage
of the law (Gal 2: 19-20; Rom 7:4. 6).

IV. Amongst the Apostolic Fathers the
expression 'the new L3w of our Lord
-Jesus Christ' is in use (Bam. 2:6; cf.
Ignatius. Magll. 2). Hennas goes further and
identifies the L3w. which was given unto the
whole world. with the -"Son of God'. who
is preached unto the end of the earth (Sim.
8:3 [= 69:2]). The identification of Christ
with the Law (cf. Kerygma Perroll in
Clement of Alexandria, Srrom. I 182:3; II
68:2; VII 16:5) has a different hackground,
be it Jewish (e.g. Justin, Dial 11:2; 43: I) or
Stoic (e.g. Acta Johallllis 112). In Patristic
texts, the law is understood to be divine (cf.
G. W. H. LAMPE. A Patristic Greek Lexicon
[Oxford 1961] 921).
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C. BREITENBACH

NYl\1PH NU~¢T1

I. Nymphai are minor Greek gods, who
appear once in the NT as a theophoric el
ement (Col 4: 15). Greek lIymp"e means
'young girl'. 'bride' and 'clitoris' (WINKLER
1988: 181-184), but iLo; etymology is obscure
(CIlA/"IliRAINE. 1980). .

II. In the Iliad (6.420 etc.) the Nymphs
are the daughters of --Zcus, the divine
father par excellellce, and this is the most
common genealogy, although their con
nection with water (below) led to many
--rivers also being seen as their father
(HERTER & HEICIlELHElM 1936:1529-1530).
It fill; in with Zcus' fatherhood that the
Nymphs arc called 'goddesses' (II. 24.615
6). but later times also considered them
mortal or only 'long-living' (Sophocles,
Oed. R. 1099). They are young and beautiful
(Od. 6.108); their number could vary great
ly, from two to the inflated numbers of
Roman times (1000: Virgil, Aeneid 1.499
500). The confusing multitude of Nymphs
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was systematized in Hellenistic times and
various categories were distinguished, such
as Naiades, Oreades and Dryades (HERTER
& HEICHELHEIM 1936: 1582-1583).

The collectivity of the Nymphs may be
best seen as the reflection of young girls on
the eve of adulthood (CALAME 1977:70-74).
In the Archaic period the goddess most fre
quently associated with the initiation of girls
was -Artemis, whose initiatory sanctuaries
were preferably situated in the country in
marshy or watery surroundings. The images
of Nymphs dancing on meadows or Artemis
wandering through the woods and valleys in
the company of Nymphs (Od. 6.105-109), as
in the myth of Callisto (HENRICHS 1987:
258-267) thus reflect the initiatory dances,
the situation outside civilisation and the aris
toera'tic leadership of female initiates. The
connection with initiation made the Nymphs
suitnble ns educators of divine and human
children (HERTER & HmcHELHEIM 1936:
1550) and they were invoked during the
wedding ritual (GRAF 1985: 105); indeed,
many' children were seen as a gift of the
Nymphs, witness the frequent name Nymph
odorus. Rather strikingly, as the Greeks nor
mally did. not give humans names of divin
ities, girls. could receive the name Nymphe:
striking confinnation of the connection
between Nymphs and girls.

The connection of the Nymphs with
water led to their association with -sources,
rivers, the Acheloos (GRAF 1985:105) and
lakes (HERTER & HEICHELHEIM 1936:1535
1538). As water was seen by the Greeks as
having a prophetic quality, prophetic gifts
could be interpreted as the result of a seiz
ure by the Nymphs. In fact, nympholepsy
was a commOh way of interpreting various
fonns of possession (CONNOR 1988). More
over, as the Greeks also associated running
water nnd healing, the Nymphs were often
worshipped together with Asclepius and
Hygieia. and invoked in times of distress
(VAN STRATE.'l 1976).

On the ritual level, the Nymphs were
regularly worshipped in gardens, the reflec-

tion of their mythical favourite place (Ibycus
fro 286), which might welt include trees and
flowers: thcse gardens of the Nymphs could
even become amorous places like in Lon
gus' Dapll1lis and Chloe (1.4). In this case,
the Nymphs had a cave as well, which also
was a favourite place to worship them, oftcn
in company with Pan (BORGEAUD 1979:75
76; AMANDRY 1985); they did not havc
proper temples. As the Nymphs were espe
cially associated with coming of age, a per
iod of marginality in Greece. thcy often did
not receive the nonnal offerings but non
animal sacrifices and wine-less libations
(HERTER & HEICUELHEIM 1936: 1556-1557).

III. In the Bible the Nymphs appear only
once in the name of a woman, Nympha. in
Laodicea (Col 4: 15). The majority text reads
here "Nymphas", a man's name.
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OAK P?~
I. According to ALBRIGHT (1968:165)

both the oak, Quercus coccifera, Quercus
aegilops, 1)?~, )elon or 'alUm, and the
.-+-terebinth, *il?~. were deified in the Medi
terranean area.

The conunon view is that pt;J~, like i1?~
and ?~, is connected with the root *?,~ II,
'to be first' or 'to be strong'. POPE claims
that the etymology of ?K remains obscure
and he simply refuses to decide whether ?~,
n?~, and P?~ should be derived from )W/YL

or from some other root (1955:16-19). In his
review of Pope's monograph ALBRIGHT
states that P?~ and Aram 'illan come from
'LL (1956:161, but cf. ALBRIGHT 1968:165
166). Uncertainty about its etymology sug
gests it may be more rewarding to analyze
the semantic field of the word.
. II. In the Near Eastern world, pictures of

~oly trees are often found on seals or as
decoration in temples (GALLING 1977:34
?6). The close relationship between goddes
ses such as -+Asherah (in Ugaritic texts the
consort of - EI) and the tree shows that
trees connote fertility. For further infor
mation on holy trees in the Near East
(Ugarit, Egypt, Mesopotamia) see JARO~

1974:214-217.
ry" ALBRIGHT points out that in Greek tradi
~bn the dryas (from drys, 'oak') and hama
4ryas both refer to minor divinities
;(:"+nymphs). It may be, he adds, that the
;Y~aritic ilnym, which stands in parallelism
;jVlth ilm, 'gods'. refers to minor divinities of
p~e same type, though we cannot be sure
~.!hat these particular minor divinities were
~ttached to oak trees as such. Albright sug
;~~s~ that >elOn (often meaning 'sacred
~ft'ee), might be a back-fonnation from the
~lural >elonfm (gods) (1968:165·166). Even
~f:Albright is right in suggesting this etymol
~?~ for the word 1'?~' it does not necessar·

I
~;.

~~.

1
-:

~,.:

'~"
~"I:....

ily imply that users of the word considered
the oak as a deity.

III. The oak is mentioned several times
in the OT in connection with holy places
and cuitic activities. It was obviously con
sidered a holy tree. In Gen 12:6 the holy
place at Shechem is also the place of the
oak of Moreh, i.e. the Diviners' oak (Judg
9:37); in Gen 35:8 Rebekah's nurse is
buried under an oak below Bethel; in 1 Sam
10:3 three men of God go to meet Saul at
the oak. of -Tabor. Isa 6:13 also presup
poses the idea of the holy tree.

In the OT the attitude towards the oak is
ambivalent. On the one hand the oak, like
the terebinth, signals the holy. The name of
the oak in Gen 12:6, Deut 11 :30 and Judg
9:37, the Diviners' Oak, shows the con
nection between trees and oracle activity.
JAROS combines this with the Ugaritic text
KTU 1.1 iii: (to be restored on the basis of
KTU 1.3 iii:23; iv: 15), where the trees are
said to talk, and an Arabic example of a tree
oracle (1974:217-218). The traditions about
- Abraham locate the patriarch by the oaks
of Mamre, where he built an altar to
-Yahweh, Gen 13:18. In Gen 35:8 Re
bekah's nurse is buried under an oak below
Bethel. The oak is called 'oak of weeping'.
This may indicate burial rites taking place
under the tree. The meeting in 1 Sam 10:3
between the three men of God and Saul,
who had just been anointed king by Samuel,
will take place at the oak of Tabor. The
whole setting connotes cullic activity and
makes it natural to understand this oak as a
holy tree. In Judg 9:6 Abimelech is made
king at the oak of the pillar. According to
ALBRIGHT the word )ellm here refers to a
dead tree or even a post replacing an orig
inal tree (1968: 166). Isa 6: 13 too presup
poses the idea of the holy tree. The oak
must fall, but its stump is holy seed, the
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prophet says. The oak is certainly a holy
tree, although it is· not identified with a
deity. The oak is used metaphorically to
announce the coming king (see further
NIELSEN 1989:149-153).

There is also a polemic against the cult of
oaks (Hos 4: 13). The cult must have been
some kind of fertility cult. This might indi
cate a special relationship between the oak
and a goddess (ALBRIGHT 1968:165). In Isa
2: 13 the prophet proclaims that Yahweh of
hosts has a day against all that is proud and
lofty, among which the oaks of -+Bashan
are mentioned as a parallel to the cedars of
-Lebanon. The oaks are metaphors for
those who consider themselves strong and
can be interpreted here as metaphors for
those who worship foreign gods (cf. the or
acle in Isa 1:30-31 about the withering tere
binth; NIELSEN 1989:201-215). The polemic
against idolatry can also be found in Isa
44:14-15, where the making of an idol is
described: The carpenter chooses an oak, he
takes part of it to warm himself and bake
bread, and part of it he uses to make himself
a god to worship.

The oak was evidently regarded a holy
tree in Israel. Nevertheless, it is never seen
as a representation of Yahweh. Now and

.. then the oak is connected with idolatry in a
way· that .suggests a certain relationship
between the oak and a foreign deity, but in
these cases the attitude is always polemical.
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OBERIM -+ TRAVELLERS

OG Jltl
I. Of unknown etymology, although

some connexion with Osa gaig (?), Soqotri
<aig, Hatraean (g~' 'man' could be estab
lished (RABIN Erlsr 8 [1967] 251-154; cf.
also Ug PN bn 'gy, KTU 4.611:19), Og is
attested 22 times in the Bible as the king of
-+Bashan, along with the Amorite king
Sihon, both of them vanquished by the
Israelite newcomers. More specifically it is
said of him that he was "one of the surviv
ors of the -Rephaim" (Deut 3:11; Josh 12:
4; 13:12 [NEB]) and was huge in stature, as
fitted this race of -+giants; this could be
verified by the dimensions of his iron bed,
preserved in Rabbat Ammon in tpe days of
the redactor (?) (Deut 3:11) and usually still
taken as a reference to a Dolmen tomb 0)
(MILLARD 1988:484-485). In this way the
tradition moves between the 'historical' and
the 'mythological', as happens also with the
other biblical references to the Rephaim. It
is also said of this king (Ug mlk) and Reph
aite (Ug rpu) that he "lived (hayyoseb) in
Ashtarot and Edrei" (Josh 12:4; 13:12
[NEB)), obviously the capital cities of his
kingdom Bashan, a region of northern
Transjordan according also to these sources.
Egyptian documents and two Amarna letters
mention rulers of Ashtarot in the fourteenth
century BeE (BARTLETf 1970:266-268).

n. Well known are the echoes and
agreements of these data in the Ugaritic
mythology and cult. Leaving aside the cullie
myth of the RpuJim (KTU 1.20·22) and the
characterization as such of the legendary
kings Keret and Aqhat (KTU 1.15 iii:14;
1.17 i:17) and of empirical kings, ancient
and contemporary, like Arnmishtamru and
Niqmaddu (KTU 1.161:2-12), text KTU 1:
108:1-3 reports that the mlk (1m, the dead
and deified king, "the eternal king", when
enthroned as rpu, ysb bCstrt sp! blulry, "sits
enthroned in Ashtarot, judges in Hedrei", in
amazing correspondence with the b~blic~)
tradition of Og, king of Bashan~ which In
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this way appears as a kind of Canaanite
Hell. or more exactly, Elysian Fields. The
city of 'stn Ash tarot is also mentioned as
the dwelling place of the god m/k in KTU
1.100:41, 1.107: 17 and RS 86.2235: 17
place. Now, the equivalence of Ug rpu(m)
and m/k(m) is reasonably clear (DEL aUto
LETE 1985:58-62), while at the same time
biblical tradition also a~serts that Og was
'king' (m/k) and one of the Rephaim (rpu)
(FORD 1992:84-87). Phoenician tradition
also seems to record the existence of a deity
'g, protector of tombs (POPE 1977:171:
MOLLER ZA 65 [1975] 122), thus in a funer
ary context consequently.

III, Given all these data, it is not easy to
clarify the identity of the biblical Og, king
of Ba.~han, in connexion with the Ugaritic
mythological and cultic tradition (PARDEE
1988:86-87). Evidently this docs not refer
directly to this 'late' Amorite king of Trans
jordan, assuming that he were a historical
character (BARTLETT 1970:266-268), nor
docs he play any role in it. Nevertheless,
later Phoenician tradition treats him as a
mythical divine entity (h'g ... h'dr, R~LLJG

1974:2). So we have a three stage develop
ment: the mythical ideological framework in
Ugarit: the 'historical' record in the Hebrew
Bible: the mythological transfonnation in
Phoenicia. In this way, Og, now turned into
m/k(m)/rpu(m), can be assumed to have been
a historical (but cf. DE VAUX 1971:524)
AmoritcJCanaanite king of the region which,
according to the Ugaritic tradition, was the
place where its dead deified kings dwelled.
Thus he was himself "a survivor of the
Rephaim", a rpu, like any other king in this
ideology. According to later 'Phoenician'
religion he may have become a poliadic
deity of Rabbat Ammon, where his cult was
celebrated, as the presence of his ceremonial
'bed' certifies (DE MOOR J976:338), or just
a demonic genius; it is not necessary to re
sort to a hypothetical and misinterpreted
inscription to explain this tradition. The
apparent difficulty that being king of Bashan
involves, "living in Ashtarot and Edrei", and
to have the 'bed' in Rabbat Ammon could
be due to a more general misunderstanding

of Canaanite ideology in ancient Hebrew
tradition. Og, maybe an Ammonite King,
could be said "to 'sit' in Ashtarot and
Edrei", once dead, hayyMeb M'aslarol
fibe'edre'; being a sacral mythological tech
nical expression exactly corresponding, even
morphosyntactically (participle), to Ug yib
b'stn ... bhdry. It wa~ treated afterwards as
the record of a 'historical' fact: thus causing
the whole story to be founded on Bashan
and its conquest by the Israelites. On the
other hand, starting from the same mytholo
gical royal ideology, the cult of a famous,
already deified, king of Bashan. Og by
name, could have been nonnal in Ammon.
Even its identification with -Milcom, the
traditional god of the Ammonites, presents
no special difficulty, this name also being a
transfonnation of mlk(m), i.e. the eponym of
the deified kings. Anyone of them could in
principle be Milcom (DEL alMa LETE, SEL
5 [1988] 52: VAN DER TOORN 1991:58; but
cr. DIETRICH & loREn 1991:87-88). Fur
thennore, were the proposed etymology
accepted (cf. supra I.), Og could be another
of the substantivated divine titles that
Canaanite kings bore (DEL au.to LETE
1987:57-66): 'man' (par excellellce). Such a
use is amply testtificd in the Northwest
Semitic tradition CiS, amNu, 111/) in relation
mostly to military activity, the most striking
case being ml 1'[1i, applied to king Aqhat
(MARGA LIT 1989:300). The title would
finally have turned into an eponymic divine
name, like others. Either proposal is valid.

VAN DER TOORN (1992:93) suggests
reading the name of the enigmatic deity
Anammelek of the Sepharvaites in 2 Kgs
17:31 as 'gmlk *Og-Melech underscoring
the chtonic character of the deity Og.
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OIL ji1~'

I. The tenn yi$har describes the quality
of oil as 'shining', and denotes oil freshly
pressed. This term for oil· is used almost
exclusively in OT in variations of the for
mula 'corn, new wine and oil' 22 times,
sometimes within a longer list of commod
ities. The usage is always distinctive, falling
into the following categories: i) as tithe, to
be eaten by faithful at central shrine (Deut
12:17) or by priests alone (Num 18:12); ii)
as sign of original blessings of election (Has
2:8; Joel 1: 10) or restoration (Hos 2:22; Joel
2: 19 etc.); iii) as plunder by enemies (Deut
28:51).

The' oil in these passages, the type of
which is not usually identified with certain
ty, but is no doubt olive oil (see Zech 4:14
below), is not to be distinguished from the
other commodities occurring in various lists.
Together with them, it represents the essen
tially concrete fonn in which 'blessing' was
conceptualised in Hebrew thought (cf. Deut

28:1-14). It may be seen that such rei
fications of divine pleasure could be seen as
actual manifestations of divine activity, and
therefore as minor gods. That is why
ALBRIGHT asserted that yis/:lar is "almost
certainly the name of an old god of olive
oil" (Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan [Lon
don 1968) 162).There is, however, no
specific clue to this effect in the contexts.

II. The tenn for oil used in the cult was
usually semen, as in Exod 25:6, where it is
used of the oil both for the Menorah and for
ri tual anointing purposes. But in Zech 4: 14
the two pipes through which the Menorah
oil pours, or the two olive trees to the left
and the right of the Menorah (cf. overloaded
text) are identified as 'sons of the .oil' (bene
yi~har), 'anointed ones' (RSV, JB), 'conse
crated ones' (REB). yi~har is thus estab·
lished as having the same reference as
semen. The oil is here metaphorically the
father of those who by virtue of anointing
become the two -tMessiahs (sc. anointed
ones) to come. The two in question are
Joshua the high priest and Zerubbabel, a
royal descendant of Jehoiakin so far as
Zechariah is concerned. The oil, as the fuel,
is also of course a metonymy of the
Menorah itself, which symbolised both the
divine presence, and that of Yahweh's sub
ordinate assistants in the temple. The king
was one of these (BARKER 1987:224, 229
230) and the oil, used for anointing pur
poses, was therefore the medium that con
ferred the power and status (sc. quasi-divine
rank) of kingship. There is however no clear
indication of the deification of oil (either
under this designation or as semen)' in
biblical usage.
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OLAM ~ETERNITY

OLDEN GODS ..
I. As a distinct category of deItIes,

'olden gods' manifest themselves in a var
iety of ways in the literature of ancient Near
Eastern cultures. Their histories are re
counted in theogonies where they take
centre stage, and in cosmogonies, where
younger gods fight against them in ~attles

over succession. As a cJass, they are Ident
ified in Hittite literature by the technical
teon karuileS siuneS, 'olden gods" in Akk
translation as ilanu sa diiruti or ilimu sa
diiriitim, 'primeval gods', and in Egy~t as
nrr.w psw.ty.w, 'primeval gods'. ResIdual
notions of the 'olden gods' have been found
in the Bible.

II. 'Olden gods' are generally under
stood to have been active in the earliest,
most chaotic times, generating various el
emental deities through sexual (often inces
tuous) procreation. Thus, for instance, in
Hesiod's Theogony, -+Heaven (Ouranos)
unites with his mother, ~Earth (Gaia), who
gives birth to such gods as Great -+River
(Oceanus), Law (~Themis) and Memory
(Mnemosyne). Frequently, 'olden gods' are
found in pairs consisting of male and female
'deities often with rhyming or etymological-. , .. .
:iy related names. Great vananon eXIsts
'~ong theogonies in the nur:nber ?f gener
:ations that separate the pnmordlal order
:(fom the contemporary pantheon, as well as
:iii' the names of the gods. Nevertheless, a
aeature common to many is that the 'olden
:'~))ds' are either killed or banis~ed to t~e
l~elherworld by a younger generatIon o~ de~
Hies. As a result, 'olden gods' were ordman
;~ly understood as, no longer serving a major
~:role in the divine econ1my. With the ex
t~~ption of the funerary cult of the E~yptia.n
Wgdoad, they were not normally chIef del
MU.~~ in temples or c.uJts. They did not ofte?
~deceive sacrifices or prayers. Though thelf
~~ealm was in the netherworld, 'olden gods'
~~ere not generally considered 'dead' ~n the
s~$,nse of altogether ceasing to function m the
~~9smic order. Frequently they are attested
t~~ongside active gods in treaty texts where
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they are listed in pairs and invoked to .serve
as witnesses to the mutual oaths. To Judge
by their titles (WILHELM 1989:56), some
Hurro-Hittite 'olden gods' may have served
some function in taking oracles, interpreting
dreams, and mediating jUdgment. In Hittite
rituals, various 'olden gods' are occasiona~ly

called upon to jUdge and lure all adversIty
into the netherworld (ARCHl 1990:116).

Despite rich variation, much of the lore
concerning 'olden gods' in the ancient Near
East shares strikingly similar characteristics.
Although precise lines of origin and trans
mission are impossible to draw, it is be
lieved by many scholars that Greek, Phoe
nician, Hurro-Hittite, and Mesopotamian
theogonies and cosmogonies concerning the
'oldt.il gods' are related to some degree. The
extent of their relationship has been vigor-
ously debated for some time. .

In his well-known Theogony, HeslOd
recounts the history of the principal Greek
gods whose lineage is traced back to Gaia
(Earth). Gaia produces Ouranos (Sky)
through generation rather than sexual uni~n.

After subsequently lying incestuously wlth
Ouranos, Gaia produces eighteen children
(including the ~Titans). These offspring are
kept penned-up by Ouranos within Gaia's
bowels, apparently by continuing intercour~e

with her (WEST 1966: 19). Feeling the stram
within, Gaia groans in anguish and urges her
children to take vengeance upon their father
using an adamantine sickle. Kronos rises to
the challenge and, when next Ouranos
approaches Gaia with amorous intent, he
cuts off his father's genitals and throws
them into the -+sea. In the process, blood
from Ouranos' wound drips on Gaia impreg
nating her with various sub-divine beings.
Floating in the sea. Ouranos' severed
member fOnTIS a white foam from which
-+ Aphrodite is born. Having apparently
assumed the throne, Kronos has six children
by Rhea and proceeds to act just as unjustly
as his father. Afraid of a prediction that he
would be overcome by one of his children,
Kronos swallows each as they are born,
giving Rhea no rest from grief. Upon .the
birth of -Zeus, however, Rhea conspIres
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with Gaia and Ouranos to hide the child in
the bowels of the earth. A rock wrapped in
blankets is handed over to Kronos who,
thinking it his son, swallows it. As pre
dicted, Zeus eventually usurps the kingship
from Kronos. Later Kronos vomits the
children he had swallowed along with the
rock which Zeus then places under the
slopes of Parnassus to be a sign and wonder
to humankind. Zeus also frees his uncles
who had been bound by Ouranos. In grati
tude, they give him thunder, lightning-bolt
and flash which become his principle
weapons.

The Theogony of Hesiod has long been
thought to have influenced Philo's history of
the gods. In his eight (Porphyry abst. 2.56)
or nine (Eusebius, Praep. evang. 1.9.23)
books dedicated to the subject, Philo of
Byblos (ca. 70-160 CE) claims to render an
accurate translation of the Phoenician His
tory of Sanchuniathon, who is said to have
lived before the Trojan War. Fragments of
Philo's work are preserved primarily by
Eusebius in his Praeparatio evangelica in
which he quotes Philo extensively. In one
section of the Phoenician History, Philo
gives an account of a certain Elioun, called
'Most High' (-,;Hypsistos) who, through his
wife Berouth has·· a .. son, Epigeius, or
Autochthon-later called Ouranos (Heaven)
-and a daughter, Ge (Earth). Through an
incestuous union between Ouranos and his
sister Ge, four sons are born: -,;El (also called
Kronos), Baithylos (-,;Baetyl), -';Dagon (also
called Siton) and Atlas. Ouranos also takes
other wives, making Ge jealous in the pre
cess and causing their separation. This does
not prevent Ouranos from raping Ge several
times and attempting to destroy their child
ren. In response to his father's frequently
violent behaviour towards his mother, EI
Kronos repels Ouranos using an iron sickle
and spear and usurps the kingship. In the
battle, a pregnant mistress of Ouranos is
taken. She later gives birth to Zeus-Demar
ous. The subsequent rule of Kronos is more
violent than that of his father who later rises
up and makes war on him. In the thirty
second year of his reign, El-Kronos am-

bushes Ouranos and cuts off his genitals. As
Ouranos breathes his last breath, his blood
drips into springs and rivers. Later, -';Astar
te, Zeus-Demarous, and Adodos, king of the
gods, reign with the consent of Kronos.

The possibility of Philo's work represent
ing a Late BronzeJEarly Iron Age source has
long been open to question. Earlier scholar
ship tended to view it as strongly indebted
to the Theogony of Hesiod. However, with
the publication of Ugaritic and Hittite texts
which in some instances parallel Philo over
against Hesiod, this understanding under
went certain modification (L'HEUREUX 1979:
32-34; WEST] 966:24-28). While there is no
longer significant doubt that Philo presented
Phoenician traditions as he claimed, recent
scholarship has tended to view Philo as Con
structing contemporary versions of Phoen
ician myths, influenced by Hesiod, and
modified to fit his own Hellenistic-Roman
perspective (BAUMGARTEN 1992:342-343).

Many scholars believe that the traditions
represented by Philo and Hesiod share a
common ancestry in older Hurro-Hittite and
Mesopotamian lore transmitted through
Phoenicia (see references in L'HEUREUX
1979:33). While the precise route of trans
mission is difficult to discern, their mutual
relationship, at least in broad outlines, is
much clearer. In Hurro-Hittite ·lore, the
'Song of Kumarbi' (CTH 344; also called
'Kingship in Heaven'; see translation in
HOFFNER 1990:40-43) recounts the history
of the gods. In the proem, the 'olden gods'
(karuiles siuneS) are addressed by name and
exhorted to listen. Among those listed in the
extant portions of the text are: Nara, Napsa
ra, Minki, Arnmunki, Ammezzadu, Enlil and
Ninlil. In this song, Alaiu exercises kingship
in heaven during the early primeval ye~s.

After nine years of rule, however, his cup
bearer Anu-the "foremost of the gods"
rises up against Alalu, who then flees in~o
the Dark Earth. In the ninth year of hiS

reign, Anu's cup-bearer, Kumarbi---:sn
offspring of Alalu-seizes the throne, dnv
ing Anu off to the sky. As Anu flees, h~W- :
ever, Kumarbi bites off his genitals, caUSl~~g .
Anu's 'manhood' to unite with Kumarbl s ;

\
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bowels. Before hiding himself in the
heavens. Anu turns and admonishes Kumar
bi to stop rejoicing, for his genitals have
impregnated him with the Stonn God
(Tesub), the -·Tigris River, and Tasmisu. In
response, Kumarbi spits Anu's semen from
his mouth which apparently becomes a
source of further generation where it falls.
Kumarbi then goes to the city of Nippur
where he takes up his kingship. At one
point, in an attempt to kill Tesub, Kumarbi
caL~ a stone which docs nothing but injure
his teeth. Although there is a lacuna in the
text after Tesub comes forth from Kumar
bi's bowels, Tesub eventually supersedes
Kumarbi as king in heaven, as is clear from
a sequel to this song-the 'Song of Ulli
kummi' (CTH 345; sec HOFFNER 1990:52
61). Here, Kumarbi plots vengeance against
Tesub for supplanting him by having inter
coursc with an cnonnous rock. The rock
gives birth to a stone child. named Ullikum
mi. who is hidden in the sea for fifteen days
until he is large enough to reach into the
he~lvens. After various failed attempts to do
battle with Ullikummi, Ea speaks to the
'olden gods', asking them to "open again
the old, fatherly, grandfatherly storehouses"
and "bring forth the primeval copper cutting
tool with which they cut apart heaven and
earth." With it, says Ea, "We will cut off
Ullikummi, the Basalt, under his feet, him
whom Kumarbi raised against the gods as a
supplanter (of Tesub)," This effort apparent
ly succeeds.

Aside from their appeanmce in Hurro
Hittite mythologic~ll texts. the 'olden gods'
also appear frequently in lists and ritual
materials. In Hurro-Hittite texts (treaties and
the magic of Kizzuwatna), certain 'olden
gods' appear regularly, in more or less ca
nonical order. This is particularly true in
Hittite treaties. Falling under the command
of Ereshkigal, goddess of the undcnvorld,
whom the Hittites called either 'Sun of the
Earth' or 'Lclwani', these gods are related
to the Sumerian Anunnaki (note the parallels
in OrrEN 1961: text 111.32-34; IV.46, 52,
and nn. 258 and 262). In nearly every extant
treaty text. twelve deities are listed (an

exception is CTH 76 which lists only nine).
Although there is minor variation in the
twelve gods who appear in the texts, gener
ally one finds two series of deities. six of
which are of uncertain origin, six of which
have Mesopotamian roots. Of uncertain ori
gin are: Naras. Napsaras (or Namsaras),
Minki, Ammunki, Tuhusi and Ammizadu.
Those of Mesopotamian origin arc: Alalu,
Anu, Antu, Apantu. Enlil and Ninlil (CROSS
1976:331). After the 'olden gods', various
pairs of clements from the natural order are
frequently listed: Mountains and Rivers,
-·Springs and Great Sea, -Heaven and
Earth, Winds and Clouds. Although their
nature is less transparent, these clements call
to mind the deified elements attested in
Phoenician and Greek mythologies as well
as those in Mesopotamia.

Two Mesopotamian texts arc particularly
rc1evant to the topic of 'olden gods'. These
arc the creation myth, EII/ill/ll eliS (English
tmnslation in AN1:.7, 60-72), and the so
called Harab Myth (Cf 46.43; English
translation in AN£T, 517-518: cf. trans
lations and treatment in LA~lBERT & WAL

COT 1965: JACOBSEN 1984: MILLER 1985:
L'HEUREUX 1979). The first twenty lines of
Emimll elis recount the primordial era begin
ning with the time when heaven and finn
ground "had not been named," At that time,
-·Apsu and -·Tiamat (i.e. Fresh Water and
Salt Water) commingled producing -Lahmu
and Lahamu (Note that these monsters are
understood to exist beyond primordial time),
and Anshar and Kishar (Sky Horizon and
Earth Horizon). These latter gods brought
forth Anu (Heaven) who begot Nudimmud
(Le. Ea, the earth- and water-god). After this
brief history, Entima eliS moves on to
describe the conflict arising between Apsu
and Tiamat and the succeeding generations
of gods. These latter gods eventually over
came the fonner ones and their allies which
led to the creation of the cosmos, the instal
lation of -·M~lf(luk as king of the gods, and
the founding of Babylon. In relation to the
other ancient Ncar Eastern texts described
above, Emimll elis is quite different. How
ever, general lines of similarity between the
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'olden gods' in Emimll em and the other
myths do exist. The cosmogonic character of
the 'olden gods'. their pairing. and their
conflict over kingship all display points of
con~ct with the other myths. A text bearing
even greater similarities-cspecially to
Hesiod's TheogolJy-is the so-called 'Harab
Myth'.

The Harab myth is set within a linear or
sequential movement beginning with Harab
(1) ploughing Earth (E~etu). This results in
the creation of -Sea and Sumuqan. Next,
they build the city of Dunnu and Harab is
established as its lord. Subsequently.
Sumuqan kills his father, thereby taking
over lordship, and unites incestuously with
his mother, E3rth. Sumuqan then takes his
older sister, Sea, for a wife. However.
Sumuqan's son, Gaiu, rises up and kills him,
taking over the lordship and kingship. His
mother, Sea, marries Sumuqan and kills her
own mother, Earth. This cycle of incest and
parricide continues for three more gener
ations until Hahamum is simply imprisoned.
not killed, by his son Haia~um (who, never
theless, marries his own sister). There fol
lows a series of lacunae. If JACOBSEN'S
interpretation of the remaining fragments is
correct (1984), it would appear that the suc
cessive ruling generations lead down to
Enlil, who peacefully hands over power to
his son Ninurta by assent of the gods. This
may reflect the perspective of the existing
world order of the writer (JAconSEN 1984
posits the period of Isin-Larsa).

Worthy of brief mention is the concept of
'olden gods' in Egypt and Ugarit. While
there e~ist no theogonies in the extant Ugar
itic texts, the god -Ilib may bear some
resemblance to the olden gods of other cul
tures. In a Human god-list found at Ras
Sha.mrn, when compared with a Ugaritic
god-list, the fol1owing correspondences can
be observed: i1ib =in atn, 'Ancestral Spirit'
I iI =il, El I dgn =kmrb, DaganlKumarbi I
bel =t~b, -Baalffclub.

What is particularly interesting about this
list is the similarity it bears to the 'olden
gods' in the 'Song of Kumarbi' (Alalu, Anu,
Kumarbi, Tesub) and Philo (Elioun.

Ouranos. EI-Kronos. Zeus-Demarous). If
I1ib does, in fact. correspond in some way to
Alalu, then Ilib may represent a primeval
god who long ago ceased activity and dwells
in the netherworld. As an Ancestral Spirit.
the gods may have honoured him as humans
honoured their deceased ancestors (VAN
DER TOORN 1993 [1994]; XELLA 1983). It is
possible that I1ib is the product of theolo
gical speculation. like Enmesharra ('Lord
World Order') in Sumerian religion (SAGGS

1978: 102). As such he may represent a num
ber of forgotten 'olden gods' now dwelling
in the netherworld.

Finally, we may note that the concept of
'olden gods' was not lost on Egyptian re
ligion. The Ogdoad of Hermopolis, for in
stance. was comprised of four symmetrical.
theogonic pairs of gods. Referred to as IJ[r. w
pJw.t)'.w. 'primeval gods' these deities were
ancestors of' the creator god and regularly
received funerary offerings. Their abstract
names attest to their origins in theological
speculation (CROSS 1976:332): 'Inertness'
(Nun), 'Unbounded' (Huh). 'Primeval Dark
ness' (Kuk). 'Invisibility' (-·Amun). 'No
thingness' (Ny!. w).

III. In the Bible, various scholars have
identified what they believe to be residual
notions of 'olden gods' in various texts.
While many of these identifications are
highly dubious and speculative (viz. biblical
-·Japheth thought to be the equivalent of the
Titan Iapetos in Hesiod; see WEST 1966:
202-203). two of these deserve special no
tice. The first is associated with Israel's
understanding of the covenant lawsuit. As
discussed above. 'olden gods' frequently
occur in pairs in the ancient theogonies and
often represent elements of the natural order.
In texts of diverse origins in the ancient
world. these pairs of deities arc invoked to
serve as witnesses to treaties and covenants.
We find analogous petitions made in OT
covenant lawsuit fonnulas used by the
prophets. Isaiah (Isa I:2) invokes the
Heavens and the Earth to act as witnesses
against Israel for breaking the covenant with
-.Yahweh. The prophet Micah makes a
similar appeal (Mic 6:2; cf. Jer 2: 12). While
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these clements were by no means considered
divine by the prophets, their use in covenant
lawsuit fonnulas indicates a common rhe
torical fonn whose origins may be traced
back to originally mythological conceptions.
As has been recognized for a number of
years, the creation account in Gen I takes
thc fonn of a theogonic history. The ancient
gods, however, have been thoroughly
'demythologized'. possibly with polemic
intent against polytheistic notions of cre
ation. Pairs such as -+light and darkness,
earth and sea, -~day and -~night, are no lon
ger understood as ancient deities, but as
mere creations within thc natural order
governed by --God. It has been suggested
that the great Babylonian sea -+dragon,
-+Tiamat, appears as a lifeless shadow of
her fonner self in Gen I, where darkness is
said to havc covcred thc face of the deep
(Hebrew tehom = Babylonian Ti'timar; cf.
Egyptian Nlill). CROSS (1976:335) has pro
posed identifying the "chaos and disorder"
of Gen 1:2 (toha ",a-boha) with Sanchun
iathon's Baa" and Hesiod's Chaos (both
'olden gods' appearing in sections other
than those discussed above) and the divine
wind soaring over the surface of the deep
with the primordial wind found in Sanchun
iathon and Anaximenes.
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E. E. ELNES & P. D. MILLER

OLYMPUS wOAUj.11to<;
I. Mount Olympus is the holy, mostly

snow-capped mountain of the ancient
Greeks, lying on the borders of Thessaly
and Macedonia. It was considered the dwel
ling place of the third generation of the
gods. who are for that reason called 'the
Olympians'. The name occurs in 2 Macc 6:2
in 'Zcus Olympius', and in Rom 16:15 in
the personal name ·OAUJ.l1tOC;, with the text
ual variants 'OA\)~1tiOa (F,G), and 'Olympia
dem' (Latin versions). All three are hypoco
ristics, respectively in -0<; (masculine) and
-i<;, -la<; (both feminine), fonned on the
basis of full names composed either with
·OA'U~1tO· like 'OA\)~1tO)'CV11<;, or with ·OA\)~·

1tlO- like ·OA'U~1tl6&opo<;. ·O).W1tlooropa.
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Only in the fonner case would there be a
connection with Mt. Olympus, while the
second are properly speaking derivations of
the epithet 'Olympius'. In the plural the lat
ter could refer to all the gods together (e. g.
lliad 1,399), in the singular especially to
-Zeus, even without mentioning his name
(e. g. Iliad 18,79; Hesiod, Op. 474). What
the full name of the person mentioned in
Rom 16:15 was, is now untraceable. In the
later tradition this Roman Christian was
made one of the seventy apostles, his festal
day being fixed on the 10th of November.

II. In Greece and Asia Minor there were
in Antiquity some fifteen mountains that
bore the name of 'Olympus' varying in
height from that of a hill to over 9500 ft.
Since the name has no Indo-European ety
mology, it is most probably to be explained
as a pre-Greek word that had the meaning
'mountain' or 'height' as such, and not as a
specific characteristic because it was ap
parently applied to a variety of mountains.
Apart from the famous one in Thessaly,
there was an Olympus, for instance, in
Crete, Lesbos, Cyprus, Mysia, Lycia, Gal
atia, and according to Strabo 8,3,31> also
one in Elis which may have given its name
to the town of Olympia. Only the Thessalian
mountain had reJigious importance. Al
though Homer calls· it 'snowy' on several
occasions (e. g. Iliad 1,420), the actual
abode of the gods there is pictured as free of
snow, rain and wind, and always bathing in
bright light (Odyss. 6,41-47). Together with
the earth the Olympus belongs to that part
of the kosmos that has not been allotted to
either Zeus, -Poseidon or ~Hades, being
common to all gods (Iliad 15,193). The
entrance to both Olympus and to ~Heaven,

the proper domain of Zeus, are the gates,
which are opened and closed by the Horae
or season-goddesses with a loud noise, but
these gates are at the same time described as
a thick cloud or mist (Iliad 5,749·751). The
god Hephaestus is reported to have built
there a palace for each of the gods (Iliad
1,607-608).

In the course of time 'Olympus' became
more or less equivalent with 'Heaven' in the

sense of 'Zeus' or 'the gods'. Both occur
also in asseverations, "by the Olympus" in
e.g. Sophocles, Ant. 758, and "by Heaven"
in e. g. Aristophanes, Plutus 267.

In Greek mythology Olympus was also
the name of several male persons, some of
whom may have been mountain spirits in
origin. The best known is the traditional
Phrygian inventor of music and father of
Marsyas the flautist. He is mentioned by
Tatian (Against the Greeks 1,1) in order to
demonstrate that the Greeks had hardly
invented anything themselves.

In. Mt. Olympus is not mentioned in OT
or NT. The 'mountain of meeting (or:
assembly) far in the North', which figures in
a prophecy of Isaiah directed against the
king of Babel (14,13), is modelled upon Mt.
-Zaphon, the traditional abode of the
Canaanite gods, not on Mt. Olympus of the
Greeks. Only the pseudepigraphical Testa
ment of Solomon, a· magical work dating
from the (early?) Imperial period, refers to
it. The seven evil female demons who pass
before Solomon (cf. Matt 12:42-45), tell him
that they live alternatively in Lydia, on Mt.
Olympus, and on the High Mountain (8:4).
In this Jewish context Mt. Olympus is the
equivalent of 'Hell' rather than of 'Heaven'.
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G. MUSSIES

ONE ,n~

I. In Deut 6:4 it is asserted that "the
LORD is our (i.e. the Israelites') God, the
LORD is One ('ehiid)". Though the epithet
can also mean 'first' I it is usually under-'
stood to mean '(only) one'. In both Akkad
ian and Ugaritic texts, the equivalent epithet
(Akk iSten, Ug ahd) can be used in connec
tion with gods. It has sometimes been as
sumed that Heb 1n~ in Isa 66: 17 conceals
the name of a foreign god or goddess
(STENHOUSE 1913:298).

II. The use of 'One' as a divine name or
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epithet of God is not confined to the Bible.
In ancient Mesopotamia, both humans and
gods may be called Wen, 'unique, outstand·
iog', literally 'one' or 'first' (CAD I/J [1960]
278). An example may be taken from an
Old Assyrian letter in which a human being
is flattered in the following terms: isten alta
iii tukulti u basti, "you are unique, my god,
my trust and my glory" (1. LEWY, KTS no.
15:41-42). The epithet is also applied to
Lamashtu and to ~Ishtar. Note also that
Anu, the primordial sky-god, is designated
by the sign for 'one'. Yet, though referred to
as ilu resta "first, foremost deity", he is
never designated iSten, 'One'. The Akkadian
terminology is foreshadowed, so to speak, in
the Sumerian. Thus Enlil, one of the major
Mesopotamian deities, is once referred to in
a Sumerian hymn as "the only king" (lugsl
di§·am).

In the Ugaritic Baal Epic, ~Baal says "I
alone (a/:Jdy) am the one who can be king
over the gods" (CTA 4.vii:49-50 =KTU 1.4.
vii:49-50). This phrase "implies a definite
pretension to be the Only One on whom all
other deities are dependent" (1. C. DE
MOOR, The Rise of Yahwism (Leuven 1990]
77). In Egyptian texts, the designation
"One" is applied to Atum, -?Re, -)0Amun,
-+Ptah, Aton, ~Thoth, Geb, -?Horus,
Haroens, Khnum, -?Khonsu, and ~Isis.

III. The epithet Je~ad in Deut 6:4, one of
the key texts of the Hebrew Bible, is usually
interpreted as 'one' or 'the only one'. It
could either mean that the LORD is the only
God the Israelites are to worship, or that
there is only one Yahweh. The latter inter
pretation is the more plausible one, in view
of the rnono-Yahwistic tendency of Deuter
onomy. In Mal 2: 10 the rhetorical question,
'·'Has not one God (Heb Jel 'e~ad) created
t!s?" lakes it for granted that Israel's God is
the creator of all humankind. The same idea
i~ taken for granted also in Job's rhetorical
question in Job 31: 15: "Did not he that
made me in the womb, make him (Le., my
lJJanservant or my maidservant)? and did not
One (Heb. JeJ;cuJ) fashion us in the womb?"
:God appears to be referred to as Jebad 'One'
:a)so in Ecd 12:11, which asserts that "the

sayings of the wise ... were given by One
-?Shepherd".

Zechariah, the penultimate Hebrew
prophet, tells us that in the time to come
"the LORD shall be king over all the earth;
in that day the LORD will be 'One', and His
Name will be 'One'" (Zech 14:9). This
verse is often taken to mean that in the time
to come peoples of diverse nations who had
already perceived and worshipped the LORD
under a variety of names (cf. Mal I:11; Acts
17:23) will recognize God by His true Name
'Yahweh'. GORDON (1970), however, ar
gues that the true meaning of Zech 14:9 is
not that God will have only one name but
that in the eschaton the official name of God
will be 'ebad 'One'. Notwithstanding the
possible use in antiquity of this numeral to
designate other deities, such an official
Name of God would, according to this exe
gesis, remind people that there is only one
Yahweh and that He alone is to be wor
shipped as God.
The assumption that the tenn in~ conceals
a non-Israelite divine name in Isa 66: 17
(STENHOUSE 1913:298) is no longer adopted
by modem scholars.

IV. The hope for a universal veneration
of Yahweh is expressed in the Jewish liturgy
in the daily prayer (Aleynu) for a speedy end
to the worship ofotber deities and the
fulfilment of the prophecy of Zech 14:9.
Gordon's interpretation of Zech 14:9 (fOT
which see above) is foreshadowed in the
Jewish liturgy fOT Sabbath Afternoon. There
it is stated, "You are One and Your Name is
One, and Who is like Your people Israel,
One Nation in the World?" Here are juxta
posed the interpretation of Zech 14:9 as
meaning "God's name is ~el)iid 'One'" and
the understanding of 2 Sam 7:23 (=1 ehr
17:21) as a mirror image of Zech 14:9. The
understanding of these respective assertions
concerning God and Israel as mirror images
isreftected also in the Rabbinic tradition
according to which just as Jews wear tefilLin
in which are inscribed "Hear, 0 Israel: the
LORD is our God, the LORD is 'One"', so are
there heavenly tefillin in which are in
scribed, "Who is like Your people Israel,
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One Nation upon earthT Rabbinic exegesis
sees in Gen I :8, which refers to the first of
the <bys of Creation as yom ~e1;ziid, literally
"day of One", a reference to God, who had
not yet created the ministering angels.

Because Jews have long perceived ~e1;ziid

as a Name of God, the number thirteen. the
sum of the numerical values of the letters of
this name. is commonly regarded by Jews as
especially auspicious.
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M. I. GRUBER

OPHANNIM -+ ANGELS

ORION ,,~O:>

I. The Heb word "·0:>, vocalized kisfl,
is the name of a -+constellation or individ
ual -star mentioned three times in the OT
(Amos 5:8; Job 9:9; 38:31), in each instance
in connection with Hmo (-Pleiades), and
once in a plural form at Isa 13: 10. It is
usually identified with Orion, though the
evidence of the ancient versions and later
sources is ambiguous. The plural should be
understood in a general sense as 'constel
lations'. As a common noun, kisfl has the
sense 'fool', 'stupid fellow'.

A widespread view holds that the men
tion of kesil at Job 38:31 contains a refer
ence to some lost legend of a -giant or pri
meval -+hero who, having rebelled against
God. was subdued. bound, and placed in the
sky. TUR-SINAI (1967) goes even further
and understands all appearances of kisfl and
kfmli in the OT as mythological (rather than
purely astronomical) references. Others have
seen in the use of these words in Amos 5:8
Q veiled polemic against astral worship.

II. The ancient versions are not con
sistent in their translations of klsfl. In Amos

5:8 the LXX does not recognizc the names
of ao;tronomical bodies; Symmachus trans
lates astra. 'stars'; Theodotion renders 'Hes
perus' (the evening star); and Aquila and the
Vg translate 'Orion'. In Job 9:9 the LXX
translates 'Hesperus', whilc the Vg trans
lates 'Orion'; in Job 38:31, on the other
hand, the LXX translates ·Orion'. but the
Vg translates ·Arcturus·. In (sa 13:10 the
LXX translates 'Orion'; Aquila and Theodo
tion transliterate; and the Vg gives splendor
earum, 'their brilliance'. The Targum trans
lates Amos 5:8 by the cognate ksyl' and ren
ders kesfl by /lpl' (II QTgJob 38:31 /lpyIJ),
'giant', in the passages in Job and kesflehem
by IlpylyJnm in Isa 13: 10. The Peshitta
translates Cywt' (a star or constellation of
uncertain identity, either Aldebaran or
Capella or, perhaps. Leo) in Amos 5:8; gbr.
'giant', 'hero'. in Job 9:9 and 38:31; and
'their hosts' in Isa 13: 10.

Several medieval Jewish scholars
(Saadya, Ibn Janfi~, Ibn Balcam. and Bar
l;Iiyya) identify klsil with Canopus (al
sllhayl), the second brightest star (after
Sirius) in the sky; Ibn Ezra, on the other
hand. takes it to be Antares ('the heart of
Scorpio'). However. with the exception of
DAL\fAN (who accepts the equation kesil =
al sllhaYI but takes the latter to be Sirius.
DALMAN 1928), modern opinion is virtually
unanimous in identifying klsil with Orion.

Orion and the Pleiades are mentioned
together in a number of Mesopotamian texlc;
(SL IVn nos. 279 IV B12. 348 III B4: CAD
Z, s.v. zappll) , as well as in Homer (Iliad
18:486-489; Odyssey 5:272·274) and Hesiod
(Works and Days 615. 619). In Mesopot
amian religion, stars arc considercd either
godc; or symbols of gods (-·constellations,
-God, -·Stars). GASTER (1961) has claimed
a connection between the Ugaritic story of
Aqhat and the myth of Orion. arguing that
both are seasonal myths of the 'disappearing
god' type, tied to ac;tral phenomena. Despite
the impressive amount of comparative ma
terial he adduccs from Mesopotamia. Egypt,
Greece. and elsewhere. his attempt at a syn
thesis of the data rcmains, at best, highly
conjectural.
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III. A plausible case can be made for the
view that the Hebrews saw in kesfl a con~

stellation representing a giant or hero. The
translation of kis'il in the Tg and Peshitta by
words (nepfla~, gabbara) having these
meanings (cf. Gen 6:4, where the nlpfllm
are explicitly called 'primeval heroes') as
well as the Akkadian name of the constel
lation, sitaddalu, 'the broad man, giant' (SL
IV/2 nos. 348 I, 393), point in this direction.
So, too, the Arabic name for Orion is al·
;abbar, 'the giant', though this apparently
reflects Greek influence (HESS 1932:97). In
Greek mythology, Orion was seen as a
figure of gigantic stature (Odyssey )) :309
310, 572). For traditions identifying Orion
with ~Nimrod see K. PREISENDANZ, PW 17
[1936] 625.

The claim that behind the reference to
kesfl at Job 38:31 lurks some ancient myth
of "a giant who, confiding foolishly in his
strength, and defying the ~Almighty, was,
as a punishment for his arrogance, bound for
ever in the sky" (DRIVER & GRAY 1921:86)
is less secure. This claim is based in part on
etymological considerations. Thus it is
argued (DHORME 1967:132; GASTER 1961:
32, 328) that the Hebrew root KSL, 'to be
thick, stout', develops the sense of 'to be
coarse, clumsy', leading to such meanings
forkes'il as 'impious rogue' on the.one hand
and 'oaf, 'gawk' on the other; development
of the same root in a different direction
leads to kesel, kisLa, 'confidence', whence
'foolish confidence' . However, the only
meaning for the common noun kesil actually
attested in the OT is 'fool', 'stupid one', the
sense of 'impious', 'rogue' being reserved
for such partial synonyms as nabal and li~

(Prov 1:22; 17:21; 19:29). The notion of the
'binding' of kesfl is founded largely on the
translation "Canst thou ... loose the bands
pf Orion?" (KJV) of Job 38:31. Unfortunate
ly; the word mMikot translated 'bands I (or
'bonds'), is a hapax legomenon, whose
c~.xact nuance remains elusive; and equally
~cc.eptable translations (JPSV: "Can you ...
.undo the reins of Orion?" NEB: "Can you

...';. loose Orion's belt?") avoid any reference
to bonds or fetters. On balance, the judge-

ment (DRIVER & GRAY 1921:334) that "with
the ambiguity of the nouns ... and our
imperfect knowledge of the Hebrew mythol
ogy or stories of the constellations, it is
impossible to get beyond very uncertain
conjectures as to the exact meaning or the
exact nature of any of the myths which may
be alluded to" remains as valid today as
when it was first stated.

The Talmud (b. Ber. 58b) records a tra
dition that should a comet pass through
kisla', the world would be destroyed. It also
connects kisfl with heat (and kfma with
cold): "Were it not for the heat of kesil, the
world could not endure the cold of kfma;
were it not for the cold of kfma, the world
could not endure the heat of kesfl."
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L. ZALCMAN

OSIRIS *i'O~

I. Osiris is a prominent Egyptian god.
P. DE LAGARDE (Symmicta [Gottingen 1877]
105) proposed to replace 'asslr, 'prisoner',
in Isa 10:4 by ~osfr. He thus obtained a
reading similar to the Phoenician and Aram:
aic renderings of the name of the Egyptian
god Osiris. Another reflection of the cult of
Osiris might be found in the personal name
""O~, if indeed it stands for Osiris (Exod
6:24; 1 Chr 6:7.8.22; NOTH, IPN 63 n. 2).

II. Osiris' anthropomorphic body is
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always represented wrapped up like a
mummy or a statue (except for the head). As
a statue, he is usually depicted wearing a
specific crown, a crook and a 'whip'. These
attributes symbolize his kingship, first on
earth and later on in the realm of the dead.
The meaning of the deity's name, Usir, is
uncertain; Osiris is the Greek rendering.
"Foremost of the Westerners (= the de·
ceased)" is prominent among his epithets. It
was the name of the god of Abydos in
Upper Egypt originally. Osiris' cult spread
from Busiris in the Delta to the South
during the Old Kingdom. Abydos became
his main cult centre, and he took over his
local predecessor's designation. Myths
inform us that the earthly sovereign was
murdered by his brother and rival ~Seth.

The latter disposed of his victim by means
of the river ~Nile. But -l-Isis, the widow
and sister, went in search of the body and
recovered it. Her husband fathered -Horus
on her posthumously, and was brought back
to (complete) life. Later on Horos saw jus
tice done to Osiris, who became ruler of the
-l-dead and was succeeded by his son on the
throne of Egypt.

The god's kingly character is very
ancient~ .His connections with natural phe·
nomena, however, are in all probability not
more recent. He is identified with various
forms of vegetation (trees and corn), with
the field, with the overflowing of the Nile,
and with the ~moon. These .various aspects
have the idea of rebirth in common. Dying
and revival were reenacted in rites and mys
tery-plays. In an old dramatic performance,
threshing barley meant killing Osiris, and
sowing the fields at the ceremony of "hack
ing the earth" stood for his burial. Beds
showing the god's contours were planted
with com seeds; the sprouting realized his
resurrection. Greeks and Romans witnessed
the pouring of water by priests (interpreted
as the "finding of Osiris" recorded in the
myth), and their modelling of a crescent
shaped image. Both practices were designed
to grant the god new Hfe.

Other rites are not particularly concerned
with vegetation. In the mysteries at Abydos

mock fights took place. Osiris was slain by
Seth and his followers, mourned and carried
to his tomb. But the defeat of his attackers
and his own resuscitation and triumph follo
wed. Litanies came into vogue too. Priestes
ses impersonating Isis and her sister
Nephthys had a momentous role in the
songs, lamentations, and hour-watches. All
of them should bring about the continuation
of the god's existence.

Osiris' vicissitudes were essential to the
welfare of the individual Egyptians. They
hoped to return to life as .he had done, and
to get a verdict in the judgement of the dead
at which the god presided. Having been
declared "true of voice" (like Osiris in his
conflict with Seth), their prospects in the
hereafter were excellent. It was their ideal to
be like him, even to be him. Identification
with the god became a royal privilege in the
course of the Old Kingdom. After that, the
names of deceased private persons began to
be preceded in the same way by "Osiris".

The dead had not only Osiris as their
prototype. -+Re, the sun going down and
rising again, was also a great example worth
following for everybody wishing to continue
his life. Efforts to bring together the two
otherwise quite dissimilar deities started in
the Old Kingdom. The culmination point
was reached with the tendency to syncretize
them. Another-late--fusion was that of
Osiris and the sacred bull -+Apis: Osorapis.
Ptolemy I introduced the general worship of
this god, called now Sarapis. Isis was made
his wife, and both reached an imniense
popularity throughout the Greek and Roman
empires.

III. According to the emendation by DE
LAGARDE (Symmicta [G6ttingen 1877] 105),
accepted by way of a proposal in the appar".
atus criticus of the BHS, Isa 10:4 should be
rendered "Belti is writhing, Osiris is in
panic" (Beltl kora(at bat >Osfr; DE LAGARDE

translated "Belthis is sinking, Osiris has
been broken"). Though none of the versions
supports the emendation, it is not impossible
onhographically. Yet it does not fit the con
text well (as already shown by K. BUDDE,
Zu Jesaja 1-5, ZAW 50 [1932] 38·72, esp.
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69-70). Assuming that v 4 takes up the rhe
torical question of v 3 ("To whom will you
flee for help. and where will you leave your
wealthT). Belli and Osiris either arc or
stand for the powers from which help is
expected. Since the pairing of these deities
is unusual. also if Belli should stand for
-.Hathor. and there is hardly a trace of their
cull elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, a literal
interpretation of the emended verse is not
really possible. To say that the hypothetical
Betti stands here for -Isis is at odds with
the identifications current at the time (pace
e.g. K. MARTI, Das Bucll Jesaja [Ttibingen
1900] 100; B. OVUM. Das Buell Jesaja
[Gottingen 1968, 5th ed.] 97). A symbolical
interpretation cannot be ruled out. however:
Belli could stand for Assyria. and Osiris for
Egypt. Yet this interpretation also. though
possible. is unlikely: the customary symbols
for Assyria and Egypt would be -.Assur and
-+Rahab. respectively. The reading of the
MT as it stands makes better sense: "(they
have no option) but to crouch among the
prisoners of war. or fall among the slain".

The parallel use of ta~ull is a serious ar
gument not to split the first nnn into nand
i"~i. DE LAGARDE'S proposal. then. is on the
whole more ingenious than convincing (for
a fuller discussion see H. WILD8ERGER.
Jesaja. Vol. 1 [BKAT XII; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1972] 179-180).

The possible reference to fertility gardens
(so-called 'beds' of -·Adonis) in Isa 17: lO
II can only indirectly be connected with
Osiris.
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NIGHT

PANTOKRATOR -. ALl\HGHTY

PARACLETE napaKATl'tO;
I. Paraclete occurs in the Gospel of

John as a name, or an epithet of the -Holy
Spirit, and in I John as a title of Jesus
Christ. Parak/eros is a verbal adjective of
paraka/eo. In common Greek usage it
means 'called to one's aid', 'summoned',
and as a substantive 'legal assistant, advoca
te', or, in a more general sense, 'interces
sor' . The reference is nearly almost to
human persons, not to divine beings.

II, In John 14-16 the name Paraclele
occurs four times (14: 16-17, 26; 15:26;
16:7-14). In 14:6 Jesus announces the
coming of 'another Paraclete'; this suggests
Ihat this title also applies to Jesus himself
but this is not supported elsewhere in John.
The Paraclete is identified as 'the spirit of
truth' (14:17; 15:26: 16:13) and as 'the holy
spirit' (14:26), phrases not used elsewhere in
John (except 20:22).

The activity of the Paraclele is twofold:
(a) \vith regard to the disciples, and (b) with
regard 10 the world. (a) The Paraclete will
always be wilh, even within, the disciples
and will teach them and remind them of
Jesus' teaching (14: 17). He wiII guide them
'in all trulh' (16:13), the truth being Jesus
himself (14:6). He will bear witness about
Jesus 10 the disciples (15:26) and glorify
him and make known to the disciples what
he has received from him (16: 14). His pre
sence and activity are a continuation of
Jesus' own presence and activity. (b) With
regard to the world Ihe activity of the Para
clete is that of a counsellor for the defence,
viz. the defence of Jesus, in a lawsuit
between Jesus and 'Ihe world', i.e. the col-

lective human and superhuman powers
against God. The Paraclete will prove the
world wrong about sin, righteousness and
judgment. God proves Jesus right by raising
him from the dead and exalting him; this
means that not believing in him is sin. This
means also that 'the ruler of the world'
(12:31; 14:30) stands condemned.

No single translation of Paraclete covers
both areas of activity: (a) suggests to under
stand it as the equivalent of the participle
parakll/im, and expressing the relevant
shades of meaning of that verb (cf. BAGD
617 s.v.), such as 'comforter', 'exhorter'; (b)
rather suggests a judicial meaning, such as
'advocate', 'counsellor'.

The Parnclele will be sent by the Father
at the request of, or in Ihe name of, Jesus
(14: I6,26). In 15:26 it is Jesus himself who
will send him but at the same time the Para
clete is defined as 'issuing from the Father'.
His coming to the disciples depends on
Jesus' prior departure to the Father (16:7, cf.
7:39).

To sum up, the Paraclcte acts as the a/rer
ego of the glorified Christ without being
identical with him.

III, The Paraclele is introduced as a
name or being familiar to the readers of the
gospel but the concept is not rooted in Ihe
biblical tradition. Hence various hypotheses
concerning its origin have been presenled,
e.g. the Mandacan figure of the 'helper'
(BuLTMANN 1968:437-440), or the archan
gel Michael in Qumran texts (BETZ
1963:56-72), but none has been able to
account for the varying aspects of the Para
clete's activities, nor to explain his name.

IV, The use of Parac1ete in I John 2: I is
different from that in John. Here the Para
clete acts as an inlercessor for the believers
before God and refers explicitly to Jesus
Christ, the righteous one who is atonement
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for their sins and the sins of the whole
world. The same idea, without mentioning
the Paraclete, is found in Rom 8:34; Hebr
7:25; 9:24. I 10hn 2: I appears to be an
explicilation of the implicit reference to
lesus as a Pamclete in 10hn 14:16 in tenns
of the idea of Christ's intercession before
God.
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J. REILING

PATROKLOS natpmcA.o<;
I. The name of PatrokJos. the close com

panion of Achilles in the Trojan War, is given
to the father of Nikanor, the high-ranking
Greek commander of a force of 20,000 men
with instructions to put down the revolt of
ludas Maccabaeus (2 Macc 8:12).

II. From the perspective of Trojan War
mythology, Patroklos would appear to be a
figure developed by Homer in his Iliad to
anticipate the death of Achilles' close friend
Antilochos and Achilles' own death-a later
part of the story of Troy which Homer does
not himself tell. If this is so, it would
explain the lack of mythological depth sur
rounding Patroklos himself, whether he was
invented by Homer (VON SCHEUHA 1943:
391 (& lit]; SCIIADEWALDT 1944:178-81),
or simply brought from obscurity to play a
fuller role (KULl.MANN 1960:44-45.193
194)-his slaughter of the Paionian leader
Pymichmes could be a traditional combat
for a rcal Thessalian -hero (Iliad 16:287,
cf. ROBERT 1920:83).

Patroklos was brought when still a child

to the house of Achilles' father Pe1eus by
his own father Menoitios: he had accident3l
Iy killed a playmate-or so his ghost tells
Achilles (/liad 23:85-8). Patroklos and
Achilles, raised together by Peleus. are in
separable friends in the /liad and become,
through the influence of this poem, a
byword for friendship-even if Greeks
themselves were uncertain whether to detect
a sexual element (DOWDEN 1992: 157). In
deed the plot of the Iliad shows an Achilles
who. alienated by the Greek leader Aga
memnon. can only be motivated to return to
the fight against the Trojans by the bitter
emotional need to avenge the death of the
friend that had taken his place.

III. The name Patroklos (variant Patrokles)
is a perfectly good Greek name. irrespective
of its heroic associations: he who perpetu
ates the 'fame' ()CAio;) of his 'fathers'
(1tOttPE;). "So lasst sich nicht beweisen.
dass die notpo)CA.t;; und natpo)CA.o<; guter
Zeit nur in Hinblick auf den Freund Achills
benannt seien" (FICHT-BECHTEL 1894:307).
It is, however, not common: Patroklos is
absent from FRASER & MATTIIEWS. and
PAPE-BENSELER list only one instance (in
addition to an elephant so named); Patrokles
is modestly popular. though not many are
attested after the second century BCE.
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PERSEUS nEpO£\x;
J. Perseus, the name of the slayer of the

Gorgon Medousa and the rescuer of Andro
meda, is also the name of the elder son and
heir of Philip V of Macedon (ruled 179-168
BCE). His defeat by the Romans at Pydna,
which ended the Third Macedonian War
(171-68 nCE), is referred to at I Macc 8:5
(UPer.ieus king of the Kittieis").

II. The more memorable stories of Per
seus are woven into a single narrative of
birth by -Zeus to Danae (despite her im
prisonment), of being cast adrift in a chest
(Mipva~) .with his mother, of conflict at ado
lescence with a hostile king (Akrisios), of
the gaining of the flying horse Pegasos and
of overpowering the three hags (Gra;QI) to
obL1in directions. of slaying the Gorgon
Medousa with the help of -Athena, of
wreaking vengeance on his enemies, de
feating a sea-monster, and winning as his
bride Andromeda. Special equipment, too.
characterises his story-not just the horse,
but the scimitar (ap1tT\), wallet (Kl~l<nc;),

winged sandals and a Greek Tarnhelm
rAlSor; K\J\rii). This tale has an international
flavour: Dana~ starts in Argos, the chest
lands in Seriphos, scenes with the Graiai
and Medousa play in the distant West, and
Andromeda in the Near East (see below).
Another feat, however, is closer to home: he
chases- -Dionysos into the swamp of Lema
(killing him, for it was an entrance to the
Underworld) and Pausanias (2, 20, 4) knew
the tomb of Choreia ('Dance'), one of many
maenads killed by Perseus, in the agora at
Argos. But Mycenae appears to be his real
home: legend has him take on the kingship
of Tiryns and Mycenae in lieu of Argos; the
name 'Mycenae' is allegedly derived from
his scabbard (J.1incll;) and his only significant
cult-site. other than at Seriphos and, oddly,
Athens (Pausanias 2, 18, I), was near
Mycenae-as weB as a spring Persea which
may now have been found (JAMESON 1990:
213-5).

The Perseus mythology has proved both
attractive and susceptible of greatly varying

approaches. It can be seen as a part of
Greek mythology especiaIly close to folk
tale (cf. KIRK 1970:41; 1974: 149), or as a
sequence of Freudian codes concerning the
boy, his absent father, present mother, im
potence and sexuality (SLATER 1968:31
32.313). The slaying of the Gorgon was
once viewed as an obvious nature myth
(with Medousa as Mother Earth and Pega~os

the primal horse, ROBERT 1920:222-227) but
recently attention has switched to masked
dances and initiation of boys into puberty
(JAMESON 1990). There does, however,
seem to be some possibility of bringing
together a psycho-sexual interpretation with
one focussing on the rituals marking the
progress of boys towards adulthood.

The story of Perseus is particularly con
nected with the Ncar East (BURKERT 1984:
82-83; FONTENROSE 1959). His rescue of
Andromeda takes place in "Aithiopia"
(Apollodoros 2, 4, 3), or more specificaIly at
Joppa (Jaffa), and his name, coincidentally
similar to that of the 'Persians', is made to
account for them: Perses, son of Perseus and
Andromeda, is the eponymous ancestor of
the Persian kings (Herodotos 7, 61, 3. 150,
2; Apollodoros 2, 4, 5).

III. Perseus (or its variant Perses) is not a
common Greek name, though the name is
borne by (1) a painter of the school of
ApeIles around 300 BeE; (2) a 2nd century
nCE mathematician (both: PW s.v.); and (3)
more relevantly, a Macedonian general ac
tive in 211 BCE (\VALBANK 1940:86)
around the time the king was born. The
choice by Philip V of this name for his first
son may be significant, like the naming of a
town Perseis in his honour in 183 BCE (Livy
39, 53, 16). The name has a heroic ring to it
(1ttp9ro, 'sack' cities, like Odysseus 1t'tOAl
1tOPOoC;), but in the context of the Macedon
ian ruling dynasty is more likely to recaIl
Alexander's almost mythic defeat of the
Persians, which made him a world-ruler in
the imagination of posterity. The name 'Per
seus' achieves this through the mythology,
which asserts by genealogy Greek primacy
over the Persian race-in the words which
Herodotos (7, 150, 2) attributes to Xerxes,
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"In this way we would then be your
offspring". hIn shon, Perseus became the
hero of integration between East and West'"
and even, as a result, appeared on the coins
of various cities of Asia Minor in the wake
of Alexander's conquest (LANE Fox 1973:
201).
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PHOEBUS -. APOLLO

PHOENIX <1>O'ivl~ ?iii
I. The phoenix is a Greek mythical bird

which under this name is not found in the
Greek Bible (the name of the city Phoenix,
Acts 27: 12, has nothing to do with this bird;
it may derive from a grove of date palms,
pJlOenices [BILLIGMEIER 1977:2-3]), but
according to early r.tbbis and several
modem scholars it is referred 10 in the MT
of lob 29: 18 under the name bDl.

II. The origin and early development of
the classical Phoenix myth is almost com
pletely unknown. Most probably, its origin
lies in the widespread oriental idea of the
bird of the sun (-'Shemesh, -'Helios),

which seems to have entered the Greek
world from Phoenicia. In Linear B lexts the
word po-ni-ke, ¢o'ivl~, seems to have indi
cated the griffin; it most probably means
'the Phoenician bird' (this derivation seems
far more likely than that from the Eg benu,
'heron', supposedly pronounced as boill or
boine) The homonymy of the phoenix' name
and the \\lord for palm (Gk phoinix, Lat
phoenix), led several Latin authors to as
sume a relationship between bird and tree
(Lactantius, De m'e phoen., 69-70; Isidore of
Sevilla, Et)'mol., XVII.7: I). Tcnullian. De
resurr. mort" XIII:3, read in Ps 91: 13
[LXX]: "The righteous shall flourish like the
phoenix" (also in Pseudo-Ambrose, De trill.,
34 [PL 17, 545A]; 0" tire Origin of the
World, NHC II 122:28-29: ByZ(IIItine
Physiologus, 10).

In Greek literature, the phoenix first
occurs in Hesiod, frg. 304 (Merkelbach
West = Plutarch, De def. orac. II [415c».
who puts its lifespan at 972 generations.
Later repon.<; on the phoenix' age vary con
siderably, though the opinion that it lived
500 years was most widely accepted, as was
already observed by Tacitus, Ann. VI:28.
From the beginning the phoenix myth im
plied the bird's long life, renewing itself
according to a fixed cycle (which made it a
popular symbol of the beginning of a new
era), and its close association with the sun.
The various stories on the phoenix, as we
know them from Greek and Latin authors,
must have developed on Greek soil: there is
no evidence of similar traditions in the
Egyptian or Semitic world.

With only a few exceptions. the many
references to the phoenix in Classical and
early Christian literature can be reduced to
one of two main versions. According to the
less common version, the phoenix dies on
its nest of aromatic herbs, and decomposes:
from its decaying body the new phoenix is
generated, usually slarting as a wonn. The
young bird carries the remains of its pre
decessor to Heliopolis in Egypt and puts
them on the altar of the sun. The firsl author
to tell this story of the phoenix' rejuvenation
is Manilius (1st cent. CE; in Pliny, I/isl. Nat.
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X:4), who, however, locates the altar of the
sun in Panchaia, not in Heliopolis. This
version of the rebirth of the phoenix might
already have been presupposed by Hero
dotus (Hisl. II:73), who only speaks of the
bird's external appearance, the flight to
Egypt and the events that happened there.
According to the other, more widespread
version, the old phoenix bums itself on its
nest of aromatic herbs, which event is often
said to take place on the altar of the sun at
Heliopolis: from its ashes the new phoenix
arises. This version is first mentioned by
L3tin authors of the 1st cent. CE, without
any doubt by Martial, Epigram. V.7:1-4, and
Statius, Silme, 11.4:33-37: III.2: 114. Their
short references to the bird's cremation
prove that this version was already so gener
ally known that an allusion to it could
suffice. We may assume that both main
versions had been in existence long before
their first attestation in the Ist cent. CE, but
there is no evidence to prove that with any
certainty. It is this state of affairs which
gives the exegesis of Job 29: 18 a broader
interest than the correct explanation of this
biblical text only; if the phoenix is really
mentioned there it would be the first text to
attest the bird's cremation.

III. Job 29: 18 literally reads: "I shall die
with my nest (qill1li) and I shall multiply my
days like the J,zar. Wherever the word 1;61
occurs in the OT it means 'sand'. Used as
an image, it indicates a large quantity and so
it seems appropriate to suggest here the idea
of a long life: "I shall multiply my days like
sand". It was taken in this sense by the Tar
gllm on Job and the Syriac version and by
several modem commentators. On the basis
of the reading of the LXX (h6sper slelechos
phoillikos) and Vg (sicul palma), other
scholars emendated kal.zOl into kallnal.zal
"like the palm tree" (see DE \VILDE 1981:
289-291). Taken in itself. the second part of
the verse does not seem to contain any ref
erence to a bird whatsoever. As a matter of
fact, the only word which suggests that Job
29: 18 might deal with a bird is the word
qen, 'nest' in the first part of the verse. The
paral/elis11lus membrorum suggests that both

parts of the text express the expectation of a
long life. However, this idea is not immedi
ately visible in the first part of the verse.
The words "die with my nest" evoke the
idea of a bird that perishes together with its
nest, but they do not say anything about a
long life. Therefore, seveml commentators
interpreted the word 'nest' as meaning
'children, posterity' (cf. Deut 32:11: Isa 16:
2): "I shall die with my children" would
then express the expectation of a long life.
Other scholars, led by the reading of the
LXX (he hflikia mOll gerasei), emendated
qlly, 'my nest' into zqny, 'myoid age'.

However, some commentators of Job 29:
18 are convinced that the word ~Iol in this
particular context indicates a bird ("where
there's nest, there must be a bird!", DA
HOOD 1974:86) and refers to the phoenix. It
has been argued that this ~lo/lphocnix al
ready occurs in Ugaritic texts (DAllooD). In
that interpretation, the words "I shall die
with my nest" presuppose the cremation
version of the phoenix myth. But the simple
fact remains that this version is not attested
before the first century of our era and that it
is only known from the Graeco-Roman
world. Therefore, the interpretation by DE
WILDE (1981) and others who translate
'palm', is more favourable. Besides, DE
\VILDE (1981 :290) recalls the fact, that Job
certainly did not belief in immortality. The
hellenistic Jewish writer Ezekiel the Tra
gedian, who most probably lived in Alexan
dria in the 2nd cent. BeE, is the first Jew
known to have introduced the phoenix into
his work. In his £wgoge, 254-269 (pre
served in Eusebius, Prlll'p. E\'QlIg. IX.29:16:
edt H. Jacobson [Cambridge 1983] 66-67),
he described the external appearance of the
bird and its manifestation to Israel in the
desert, but without mentioning its name nor
saying anything about illi death. It is in the
Midrash on Genesis (Bereslzil Rabbalz, XIX,
5) that the ~l{jl of Job 29: 18 was identified
with the classical phoenix for the first time.
From Gen 3:6 ('she also gave her husband')
it is derived that Eve had offered the for
bidden fruit to all the animals too. Only the
bird ~10l refused to eat it, "as it is written:
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"Then I said: I shall die with my nest and I
shall multiply my days as the ~IOf' ". The
text continues by saying that there was a
differencc concerning its death between the
School of R. Jannai and that of R. Judan ben
R. Simeon. R. Jannai (ca. 225 CE) holds that
the bird was burned with its nest after a
1000 years. R. Judan (ca. 320 CE) that its
body decomposed and its wings dropped
off. In both cases only an egg was left, from
whieh the ~l(JI came to new life again. These
two traditions reflect so clearly the two main
versions of the classical myth of the phoenix
(which. again. arc unknown from Semitic or
Egyptian sourccs) that there cannot be any
doubt that the rabbis, like many modern
commentators, concluded from the difficult
word 'nest' in Job 29:18 and the longevity
mentioned there that the phoenix was meant
by the word ~I(jf (according to KIMCHI.
Sefer-ha-SllOrashim, s.\'. ~nd, the rabbis at
Nehardea pronounced the name as chiU). It
is rather hazardous to ao;sume that the identi
fication of the Graeeo-Roman phoenix with
the ~Iol of Job 29: 18, a" made by rabbis of
the 3rd and 4th cent. CE, was alrcady known
to the author of Job, who is usually thought
to have lived between the 5th and 3rd cent.
BCE. We need not assume that the rabbis
came to their exegesis under the influcnce of
the LXX n~ading and the double meaning of
the Gk pllOinix, nor that thc reading of the
LXX dcvcloped out of an original reading
pllOini.r, meaning the bird.

In some Jewish texts the phoenix func
tions a" an escort of the sun on it" daily
journey along the vault of heaven. Accor
ding to the Greek Apocalypse of Bamch (Ill
Bamell), 6-8 (ed. J.-c. PICARD [Lciden
1970», the bird's wide-spread wings protect
life on earth from being scorched to death
by the sun's rays. Here. a related Jewish tra
dition on the bird zi: (identified with the
hawk of Job 39:26 and with sevcral other
birds) has been transposed to the Greek
phoenix (cf. Baba Barhra, 25a; Gi«(in, 3Ib).
According to the short reccnsion of the
Slavonic Enoch (II Enoch), 8 (cd. A. VAIL
LANT [Paris 1952] 21), Enoch sees seven
phoenixes in the sixth heaven. In the long

recension of chaptcr 6 (edt VAILLANT, 91
93), the phoenix and another bird, called
chalkedri, drnw the chariot of the sun and
convey dew and heat to the earth. There is a
very complicated interrelationship bet\\!een
the tmditions of II/ Bamch, 1/ Enoch, and
scveral Byzantine texts which assign the
same functions to the griffin (VAN DEN
BROEK 1972:261-304).
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R. VAN DEN BROEK

PLEIADES iiO':
I. The Hcbrcw noun iiO':, vocalized

kill/ii, is the name of a -·constellation or
individual -star mentioned three times in
the OT (Amos 5:8; Job 9:9: 38:31), in each
instance in connection with kesfl (-·Orion).
It is usually identificd with the Pleiades, al
though the evidence of the ancient versions
is highly equivocal. This identification is
confirmed by Geez, Tigre kema = Pleiades
and by the appearance (L\MBERT 1984:396
397) of kl;-ma-II; in a lexical list at Ebla as
the equivalent of Sumerian mut-mut, 'Plei
ades', lit. 'the stars' (SL IVI2 no. 279;
HOROWITZ f.c., chap. 7 table I). The etymol
ogies proposed relate kima to Ar klim, 'herd
(of camels)', and kumah, 'heap', and to Akk
kimtu, H/1/l1, 'family'. Thus the basic sense
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is that of group or aggregate. A fanciful ety
mology proposed in the Talmud (b. Ber.
58b) suggests that the constellation is called
kima because it consists of 'about a hun
dred· (Arom kim'd) stars.

The mention of kimd in Amos ha~ some
times been taken as a veiled polemic against
astral worship. TUR-SINAI (1967) sees in all
three bibJic:lI passages an echo of an ancient
myth concerning a rebellion of primeval
heroes against God.

II. The Pleiades and Orion are men
tioned together in both Homer (Iliad 18:
486-489; Odyssey 5:272-4) and Hesiod
(Works and Days 615, 619). as well as in a
numbcr of Mesopotamian tcxts (SL IVn.
nos. 279 IV B12, 348 III B4; CAD Z, S.v.
zappu).

III. The passages in the OT in which
kfmd (:lnd klsfl) appear all describe the tre
mendous power of God as Lord of Nature.
Generally. they have been taken to refer to
the regular progression of the seasons; but
they have also been interpreted as an im
plicit polemic against the worship of
heavcnly bodies, which are themselves cre
ations of the Deity, lacking any divine
status. TUR-SINAI (1967) argues that kimd
and klsfl were primeval -+heroes in some
lost legend who, having rebelled against
divine authority, were subdued. chained. and
installed in the sky as constellations. So far
as ktmd is concerned. the only evidence for
this is the difficult first colon of Job 38:31.
which may be translated "Have you bound
the chains of ktmfi?" Since other translations
are equally possible (JPSV: "Can you tie
cords to PleiadesT' NEB: "Can you bind the
cluster of the Pleiades?"), this is too slender
a thread from which to hang such a theory,
which must be judged as purely speculative.
For the 'sweet influences of Pleiades' of the
KJV. see DRIVER & GRAY 1921:306-307.

The ancient versions show no consistency
in their translations of kimll In Amos 5:8
the LXX does not recognize the names of
astronomical bodies; Symmachus and Theo
dotion translate 'Pleiades' and 'Pleiad' (the
singular form), respectively; and Aquila and
the Vg givc 'Arcturus'. In Job 9:9 the LXX

translates 'Arcturus' (or. though this re
quires reordering the text. 'Pleiad') and the
Vg 'Hyades'. In Job 38:31 the LXX and
Symmachus translate 'Pleiad' and the Vg
'Pleiades'. Cognate fonns arc used to trans
late kimfJ in the Tg (kymh. kym', k)'mt') and
the Peshina (k)'m').

Among medieval Jewish scholars,
opinions as to the proper identification of
kima varied. Saadya translates it as ai
[llraYyQ, 'the Pleiades', while Ibn Jana~

gives the same translation in his Kiliib ai
U$lU but translates al-farqadCin (= the stars
~, y in Ursa Minor) in the Kitab al-Lllmat

•

In his biblical commentaries, Ibn Ezra cites
the 'opinion of the ancients' that kima =
Pleiades but rejects it in favour of Aldebaran
('the left eye of Taurus'); however, in Keli
hanNf~l(jJel. his treatise on the astrolabe. he
identifies kima with Capella. Identifications
proposed over the past century and a half
include Scorpio, Sirius, Canis Major, and
Draco. However, the balance of evidence
strongly favours the identity kimQ = Pleiades
(MOWINCKEL 1928:45-51); and the remark
able persistence of this equation from
ancient Ebla to contemporary Ethiopia
renders this identification virtually certain.

In the Talmud. kim{J is mentioned in con
nection with the Deluge: "[God] took two
stars from kima and brought a flood on the
world" (b. Ber. 59a, b. RH II b-12a). It is
also associated with cold (as kisil is with
heat): "Were it not for the heat of ktsil. the
world could not endure the cold of kinul;
were it not for the cold of kima, the world
could not endure the heat of kesi" (b. Ber.
58b).
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POLLUX - DIOSKOUROI

POSEIDON nOO'E\OO>V
I. Poseidon, the Greek god of the -·sea,

occurs in the Bible only in the Apocrypha.
as a theophoric name (Poseidonios: 2 Macc
14: 19). Numerous dialectal fonns occur in
inscriptions, the main division being be
tween the noO'- and not- (western dialects,
Corinth, Crete, Rhodes) fonns. The domin
ant fonn occurs in a number of Linear B
tablets from Pylos and once at Knossos
(nom. po-se-da-o, also po-si-). But the 'orig
inal' fonn was probably *nOt(cr)Eloa!!.-wv.
No etymology so far proposed (a selection
in BURKERT 1985:402 n. 2) is without
serious difficulties: the weakness of the
assumptions that underlie the most common
ly accepted, (FICK and) P. KRETSCHMER'S
"Lordlhusband of earth.. (Glolla I [1909]
27-28), has been exposed by CHADWICK
(1983) among others. The intervocalic aspir
ate of the 'original' fonn suggests a prehel
lenic (viz. 'Pelasgian') rnther than a Greek
Indo-European source (RuIJGH 1967), so
that it may well be pointless to look for a
Greek etymology.

II. Throughout the historical period,
Poseidon was overwhelmingly considered a
marine divinity, the god par excellence of
the (eastern) Mediterranean Sea. This facet
of his personality is dominant from the
Archaic period. Homer describes how, in his
passage across the sea in his chariot, the
creatures of the deep come to the surface
and gambol about him, "and did not ignore
their lord" (Iliad 13:20-31). Though he
appears on -Olympus, his own palace,
golden, eternal, lies beneath the waters off
the coast at Aegae. which in antiquity was

identified with the place of the same name
in the Corinthian Gulf (//. 13.21; Odyssey
5:381). With his trident he whips up stonns
by churning the open sea (Od. 5:291-292)
and wrecks ships on reefs (4:506-507). It is
this aspect which appears in the earliest
iconogrnphy, the quantities of late-Corinth
ian pinakes from the grove of Poseidon
found in 1879 at Pente Skouphia near Acro
corinth (A. FURTWANGlER, Beschreibllllg
der Vasensammlllllg des Anriqllarium 1
(Berlin 1885) nos. 347-540, 787-846; cf. IG
IV. l. 210-294) and the black-figure vase by
Sophilos in the British Museum depicting
the marriage of Peleus and Thetis (BM
1971.11 - 1.1, 580-570 nCE). Poseidon ap
pears alone carrying the trident or with
Amphitrite, the nurse of the creatures of the
deep (Od. 5.421-422: 12.96-97). As the god
of the sea, he is paired. and contmsted, with
his brother -Zeus, god of Olympus, as on a
black-figure frngment by Kleitias (ca.570
nCE) found at Cyrene (M. B. MOORE, The
£rtramIIrl1I Sanclllary of Demeter llnd
Persephone at Cyrene [cd. D. White: Phil
adelphia 1987] 389, no. 257). In Homer,
Poseidon is represented as the younger
brother obliged to reluctant deference by
Zeus' superior wisdom (//. 13:351-357), but
this is probably epic local colour: the paint
ing by Cleanthes of Corinth (6th century nCE)
of the birth of -+Athena in the sanctuary of
-.Artemis Alpheionia in Elis showed him
bringing a tunny to his brother during the
pains of birth (Athenaeus. Deipll. 8.36:346bc).

Although the Aegean and the Ionian seas
were generally safe between April and Oc
tober, the variable Etesian winds during high
summer, and the great numbers of local
micro-climates, made sea journeys at best
unpredictable. This uncertainty is reflected
in the very high rntes of interest payable on
bottomry loans. Marine Poseidon is lord of
this risk, associated particularly with the
raising of sudden squalls, such as that which
destroyed the Persian fleet off Cape Sepias
in 480 BCE: this was caused by a dawn
North-Eastern wind familiar enough to the
local inhabitants to be given a name, 'a
Hellespontian', but quite unpredictable to
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strangers (Herodotus, Hi.lit. 7.188.2). The
wind was acknowledged as the ultimatc
cause, but the Greeks offered libations to
Poseidon soter as the power that destroyed
the ships. Aside from the famous temples of
Poseidon at Onchestus (cf. SEG 36:434,
436-437; possibly the origin of Poseidon
Helikonios), Helice (cf. Pausanias. Gr.
descr. 7.24.5-6), the Isthmus of Corinth (cf.
Pausania.<;, 2.1.6-9; SEG 35: 257 [6th cen
tury BCE». Sounion. Taenarum (Pausanias,
3.25.4; lG V. I, 1226-1236). Tenos (lG XII.
5. 812 etc.), and Mykale (Herodotus. 1.148).
there were relatively few institutionalized
cults in the Greek world. The worship of
marine Poseidon was primarily a matter of
votive religion.

In some ways Poseidon is closely asso
ciated with Pontos, the spirit of the open sea
(Poseidon pelagios. mesopontios. pOll10
medon etc). Since human beings are crea
tures of the land, Pontos expresses one
important fonn of the Other in Greek culture
(DETIENNE 1974:208-215). Whereas the land
is (notionally) stablc, thc sca is in ceaseless
movement: the land provides food ('barley
eating mortals'). the sea is 'stcrile'; thc land
is criss-crossed by fixed paths. the sea is a
trnckless wa.<;te. The land, in a word, is pre
scriptive 'home'. the sea 'strnnge'-only the
magical ships of the Phaeacians can trnverse
it without helmsman or steering-oar (Od. 8:
558-559). This quality of the sea makes it an
ideal place of transfonnation and marvel, as
in Mikon's painting in the Theseum at
Athens of Theseus diving down to collect
Minos' ring and surfacing a hero certificd by
Amphitritc's gift of a golden wreath (Paus
anias. 1.17.3) or the tales of dolphins car
rying persons-Arion, Phalanthos. Enalos
and others-to safety. Poseidon is lord of
this world. and therefore of the ships that
trespass upon it: on their return, the Argo
nauts dedicated the first ship to Poseidon at
thc Isthmus of Corinth (Apollodorus. Bib/.
1.9.27). But his specific fonn of assistance
is not to guide ship-construction nor aid
navigation nor appear to distressed manners.
but essentially negative: Poseidon is 'saver
of ships' insofar as he neglects to raise

stonns at sea (Poseidoll asplraleins). cf.
Hom. Hymn. 22:7. As SUCh. he is associated
with mereantile gain (there was an associa
tion of Poseidoniastai among the Roman
citi7.ens on Delos. in Latin Neptunales: ID~

los 1751 etc.: cf. Heliodorus. Aethiop. 6.
7.1); with harbour works (cf. the famous
Bahktash at Cyzicus. commemorating the
canals and harbours built at the expense of
Antonia Tryphaena, mother of Rhoemeta1ces
and Polemon. in 37/38 CE: L. ROBERT. Hel
lellica 10 [1955] §24); with success in
fishing (Hesiod. Tlreog. 441-442: Lucian,
Pisco 47; Pausanias, 10.9.3-4); and with
naval victory (the Greeks dedicated a bronze
colossus of Poseidon at the Isthmus after the
Persian Wars: Herodotus 9.81.1; cf. Tim
oleon's dedication after the battle of Krim
isos in 341 BCE [Corillth 8. 3; no. 23». In
all these fonns of votive religion, it is Posei
don's acquiescence in human endeavour that
is emphasized: the disquieting otherness of
the sea is temporarily veiled.

These aspects of Poseidon's activity self
evident]y cohere: it is the others which have
excited most modern discussion. In the
Homeric poems his most frequent epithets
are EvoaiX6wv. i'alT}oxo~, EV\'oati'alO~,

'carth-shakinglholding·. They arc apparently
unintegrated into the main picture. and point
to a god of earthquakes, or at any rate of the
foundations of the earth. ROBERT (PREllER
1894) thought that this feature could be
reconciled with the marine divinity by pos
tulating a folk-representation of the land
encircled by sea. Le. 'held' by it. Such a
notion might explain why Poseidon is also
so intimately associated with isthmuses. and
why he is a god of fresh water and springs
(Poseidon epilimnios; Aeschylus, Sept. 304
311; Pindur. Olymp. 6:58; IG XII. 2. 95 =
SEG 28:690 [Mytilene. 4th century neE];
32: 1273 [Phrygia, 2nd-3rd century CE]. etc.).
indeed of fertility. Poseidon phytalmios (e.g.
S/G3 1030. Lindos: ZelLmlllhios (SEG
42:515. Larissa): cf. Plutarch. Sept. COil\!.
5.3.1., 675F). A more radical tack was taken
by VON WILAMOWITZ (1931-32; followed by
WOST 1953; WRIGHT 1996:353-358), who
sought to show that Poseidon was originally
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not a marine god at all, but had once been a
high god, later pushed out by -Zeus. The
crucial evidence comes from Arcadia and
indicates that he was a god of the depths of
the earth in the shape of a horse. SCHACHER
MEYR (1950) picked up this last theory,
urging that Poseidon must have developed
in a creative encounter between Mycenaean
Greeks arriving with the horse, an emblem
of fertility and the underworld, and the pre
hellenic population, who had a mother-god
dess. He emphasized esp. Poseidon's cult
title Hippios (cf. Diod. Sic. 5.69.4;
Pausanias 7.21.8; 8.14.5; Schol. Pindar,
Pyth. 4:246a), cult-myths relating Poseidon
to -Demeter at Onkion (Thelphusa), Phiga
leia and Lykosoura, and a myth recounting
how Rhea pretended to Kronos that her baby
Poseidon was a foal, which she gave him to
eat (Pausanias 8.8.2). But at least the asso
ciation between the Mycenaeans and the
introduction of the horse must be wrong: on
the one hand, the entry of the Indo-Euro
peans, complete with horse, must be dated
ca. 2000 BCE; on the other, the horse-burial
at Marathon is intrusive (Sub-Mycenaean).
Moreover, the connection between Poseidon
and the horse was also strong in Thessaly
(e.g. Poseidon Impsios, SEG 42:511-514,
Hellenistic), and has no claim to be thought
'primitive'. Nevertheless PALMER (1983),
basing himself on Kretschmer's etymology,
has recently argued that there are parallels
between this postulated Mycenaean Posei
don and the Canaanite divinity -+Aliyan,
Lord (of the) Earth, and used the Ugaritic
myth of -4Horon and the Mare to suggest
the origin of the Arcadian association
between Poseidon and the Despoinai
(Demeter and Persephone). There are good
general reasons for rejecting this notion;
'moreover, it wrongly assumes that the Arca
Aian material is primitive and uncontamina
ted (cf. BREGLIA-PULCI DORIA 1986).
.QHADwICK (1985) has emphasized that the
~blets from Pylos provide no information
:~bout the nature of Poseidon there, except
;~at he had a female counterpart Po-si-da-e
).~; DIETRICH (1965: 118-138) had already
~~)lown that there is no need to look beyond

the Minoan-Mycenaean world to explain the
complex.

It has seemed to many that what is
needed is a plausible explanation of how
Poseidon's three main realms relate to one
another. But it remains elusive. NILSSON
(1967), while accepting that Poseidon orig
inally had the form of a horse, was con
vinced that he was an Indo-European god of
the waters, salt and fresh, brought with them
by the Greeks: the land-locked Arcadians
developed one aspect, that of earthquakes,
horses and fertility; the Ionians another, the
god of the open sea. The case of Italic Nep
tunus, originally a god of fresh waters,
might support this. W. POTSCHER once sug
gested (Gymnasium 66 [1959] 359) that the
essence of Poseidon, as of Zeus, lay in sheer
might, expressed in natural phenomena con
ceived as the product of quasi-human emo
tion: the analogy between the raging of the
sea and the trembling of the earth cannot be
overlooked (cf. Hom. Hymn. 22:2). Perhaps
the most promising avenue is the contrastive
'Dumezilian' approach advocated. by DE
TIENNE, who showed how Poseidon's rela
tion to the horse gains point and meaning
through comparison with Athena Hippia
(1974: 176·200). Given the almost complete
absence of reliable dating, there is much to
be said for renouncing pseudo-history in
favour of structure. .

III. Despite the extensive evidence for
votive dedications to Poseidon from 6th cen
tury BCE, personal names calqued on the
god's name occur only intermittently in the
inscriptions of mainland Greece, and are
absent from the epigraphy of Syria collected
in IGLS, though the Stoic philosopher Posi
donius (ca.135-51/0 BCE), the most famous
bearer of such a name, came from Apamea
on the Orontes (Kala)at el-Medik), a Posei
donios of Sidon competed at the Panathena
ic Games at Athens in 191 or 182/181 BCE
(lG n2, 2:2314.21), and the marine -+Baal
of Berytus was hellenized as Poseidon (cf.
BMC Phoenicia pI. VII. 1-5, 12; IDelos
1520). Such names, of which Poseidonios
and Poseidippos are by far the most com
mon, occur with some frequency only in the
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Aegean islands .and Cyrene. The Posei
donios of the Mace. passage (directly from
Jason of Cyrene), who acted as a negotiator
between Nicanor, general of Demetrius I,
and Judas Maccabaeus in the discussions
leading up the short-lived truce prior to
Nicanor's death at the battle of Adasa (13
Adar, 161 BeE), is otherwise unknown.

In post-biblical literature, Poseidon oc
curs in two pseudepigraphic contexts, in the
Sibylline Oracles. The first passage (3:142)
occurs in the reworking of the story of
Kronos and Rhea based indirectly on the
Sacred History of Euhemerus of Messene
(cf. Ennius' paraphrase, JACOBY: FGH 63 F
14), and directly on a Stoic commentary on
the mythology of Jupiter of the type also
used by Lactantius in bl$t. Div. I: 11. In this
version, Rhea only has to smuggle away her
male children, Zeus, Poseidon and Pluto.
The reference to Poseidon is unfortunately
brief; the most elaborate surviving alle
gorical account of the god in this general
vein is L. Annaeus Comutus, Theol. graec.
compo 22 (first century CE) (cf. G. W. MOST,
ANRW 36, 3 [1989] 2014-2065). The second
passage (5: 157) is unintelligible in its con
text (see GEFFCKEN ad loc.), and must have
been displaced from elsewhere. But in itself,
itdraw:s. 'b()th on. the common metonymy by
which Poseidon or'Neptune stands for the
sea (e.g. Aeschylus Pers. 749-750; Horace,
Epod. 7:3-4) and on the familiar institution
of propitiatory sacrifice to Poseidon before a
sea-journey to avoid a stonn (Homer, Od.
3: 178-179; Appian, Bell. civ. 5:98).
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POWER ~ DYNAMIS

PRESBYTEROI - ELDERS

PRINCE ito
I. In Dan 10:13. the angelic interpreter

tells - Daniel that he has been sent in
response to the visionary's prayer, bur he
has been delayed because "the prince of the
kingdom of Persia opposed me twenty-one
days, so Michael, one of the chief prince~.

came to help me". He adds that when he IS

through with this first prince, "the prince of
Greece will come" (l0:20). He also refers to
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-+Michael as "your prince" (10:21) and as
"the great prince, the protector of your
people" (12:1). By analogy with Michael it
is clear that the "princes" of Greece and
Persia are the patron angels of these nations.

II. The notion that different nations were
allotted to different gods or heavenly beings
was widespread in the ancient world. In
Deut 32:8-9 we read that "When the Most
High gave to the nations their inheritance,
when he separated the sons of men, he ,fixed
the bounds of the peoples according to the
number of the sons of God" (The MT reads
"sons of Israel" but the LXX reading
iJ:ryf:'A.(J)v 6EOU is now supported by a
Hebrew fragment from Qumran Cave 4
[4QDeutil which reads D~i1~~ ':l::l; DIET

RICH & LoRETZ 1992:153-157).
, The origin of this idea is to be sought in
the ancient Near Eastern concept ,of the
Divine -)Council. The existence ofriationaI
'deities is assumed in the Rabshakeh's taunt:
~~Who among all the gods of the countries
have delivered their countries out of my
hand that the LORD should deliver Jerusalem
~ut of my hand?" (2 Kgs 18:35 = Isa 36:20).
~loser to the time of Daniel, Sirach
}~affirms Deuteronomy 32: "He appointed a
,!Uler over every nation, but Israel is the
~~ORD'S own portion" (Sir 17:17; cf. Jub
:).5:31-32), In the Animal Apocalypse U
~£.noch 89:59) the ~angels or gods of the
:~ations are represented by seventy ~shep
therds, to whom Israel is handed over. It
';~hould be noted that in the Hebrew Bible
~:pnor to Daniel, the LoRD serves as ruler of
\Jsrael, a role given to Michael here. ,
i~f.: The title 'prince' might seem to imply a·
~emotion for the old national gods, but this
~.§not necessarily so. In Dan 8: 11 we read
~at the "little hom" acted arrogantly against
~i!h~('prince of the host", and took away his
~mt o~fering and overthrew the sanctuary,
&W~ pnnce of the host here can be none
r~~er than th~ God of Israel (cf. Dan 11.:36,
~h,ere the king speaks horrendous thmgs
:I~t~irinst the God of gods): . .
.•. ;;A precedent for the tItle ,'pnnce' apphe,d
. j-:an angel can be found m the ~::l~ itD
: ~~";J', the prince of the anny of the LORD,

...-'.f·

"...~:

who appears in Josh 5:14. Before the siege
of Jericho, Joshua encounters a man stand·
ing before him with a drawn sword in his
hand. Joshua asks whether he is "one of us
or one of our adversaries". The man then
identifies himself as "the prince of the army
of the LORD". The implication is that Joshua
will be aided by an angelic army in his
assault on Jericho. The prince, in this case,
is not further identified. His function is that
of a military commander.

m. The reference to an angelic 'prince'
in the Book of Joshua is an isolated occur-

-rence in the Hebrew Bible. In the Hellenistic
period, however, 'principal angels' became
the subject of considerable speculation. In
the dualistic world of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
'princes' of -)light and darkness hold sov·
ereignty under God. "All the children of
righteousness are ruled by the Prince of
Lights, and walk in the ways of light, but all
the children of -)falsehood are ruled by the
Angel of Darkness and walk in the ways of
darkness" (1 QS 3:20; compare CD 5: 18,
where -)Moses and Aaron arose by the hand
of the Prince of Lights, while -+Belial raised
up Jannes and Jambres). According to lQM
13: 10, God appointed the Prince of light to
protect the faithful, while he made Belial to
corrupt. In lQM 17:5-6, Belial is the "prince
of the dominion of wickedness". The do
minion of these rival princes is called i1itvD,
a term derived from ltv. So we read of the
guilty authority (inotD~ riitvO) of Belial
(IQM 13:4) and the dominion of -Michael
('i~~ nitvD) among the gods (D'~~),
which parallels the rule of Israel among all
flesh (lQM 17:7). Not all Jews welcomed
the new prominence of these angelic princes.
The Book of Jubilees still insists, in the
spirit of Deuteronomy 32, that over Israel
God appointed no angel or spirit, for he
alone is their ruler (Jub 15:32).

We also find a more generic use of
'princes' in the Dead Sea Scrolls. In the
Songs of Sabbath Sacrifice we read of
'princes of holiness' (W'P ~iV), and an
other word for prince, ~~(vJ, is often used for
angels (NEWSOM 1985: 26-28).
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PRINCE OF THE ARMY OF YAHWEH
- PRINCE

PRINCIPALITIES - ARCHAI

PRONOlA np6vola
I. Pronoia, Latin Providentia, means in

Homer anticipation or foreknowledge, but
already by the 5th century BCE often ex
pressed intention, especially in a legal sense,
and care, for one's family and in military
planning. An analogous care was ascribed to
the gods; the early Stoa built on this tradi
tional sense in developing its notion of
providence, the divine governance of the
world, equivalent of -Zeus and -Logos.
This sense, more or less indebted to Stoic
theory and always qualified by 'divine' or
the like, is to be found in some Hellenistic
biblical texts (Wis 14:3; 17:2; 3 Macc 4:21;
5:30; 4 Mace 9:24; 13: 19; 17:22) and else
where, especially in Philo, an extensive
fragment of whose Stoicizing On Provi
dence survives in Greek.

n. The concept of divine providence is
intimately linked with the process of ratio
nalizing trnditional Greek religious belief.
At the same time, it formalizes a notion of
divine purposiveness which in some guise or
other is essential to any religious view of
the world, and certainly present in Greek

religious thinking: the Homeric scenario of
divine debate on -·Olympus is both a narra
tive framing device and an a.o;;sertion that
beneath the apparent confusion of events
there lies a purposive order; Hesiodic Zeus
safeguards his power by swallowing Metis
and marrying Themis (Thcog. 886, 90 I).
Aleman (say 650-600 BCE) calls -·T)'che
daughter of Promathea (frg.64 Page, PMG).
Standard religious reinterpretation of 'coin
cidence' (Euripides, PllOen. 637: Sophocles,
Oed. Col. 1180). the separation of civic and
religious spheres (AIllig. 282-283) and the
issue of divine foreknowledge institutional
ized in public and private oracles (Trach.
823; Oed.Rex 978; Xenophon. Mem. 4:3,
12) provided nodes around which specula
tion buzzed. Anaxagoras's cosmogonic NOllS,

the idea of divine intentionality as a primal
cause (59 811-14 DIELS & KRANZ. n. 470
460 BCE), is thus based indirectly on tradi
tional concepts. A more specific view of
divine providence, drawing upon Anaxa
goms and Heraclitus. was developed by one
of the last Prcsocratics, Diogenes of Apol
Ionia (fl. 440-430 nCE). His On Nalllre
urged a providential view of the ordering of
the seasons and weather-patterns, and appar
ently all other natural phenomena. including
anatomical and physiological details, by
sentient, all-knowing soul-air (64 A4, B3. 5,
8 D-K). Some early texts that explicitly
adduce divine providence do so in con
nection with puzzles taken from the natural
world, the difference in reproductive energy
between predators and their prey (Hdt 3:
108, I), and the cxquisite organization of the
body (Xenophon Mem. 1:4. 5-6); it has becn
plausibly urged that they are at least inspired
by Diogenes (THEILER 1924). On the other
hand, an argument standard among Stoic
justifications for providence. that animals
exist in order to be exploited by mankind,
which is also adduced by the Xenophontic
Socrates (Mem. 4:3, 10). probably derives
from another late 5th century BCE source,
perhaps cven from Socrates himself (LONG
1996:20-21). The context of this later 5th
century BCE speculation about divine provi
dence was a vigorous interest in human pro-
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vision for the future (e.g. Thucydides 2:89,
9; Xen., Mem. 2: 10, 3) and ability to antici
pate (e.g. Thucydides. 2:62, 5; 3:38, 6;
Xenophon Cyrop. 8:1, 13). Both are taken
as typical expressions of human rationality;
once rationality came to be an essential pre
dicate of divinity. providence was sure to
become an explicit theme.

Plato's arguments for the providentialism
of the world order, from the purpose of the
senses (Tim. 46c-48c), and the demonstra
tions of the intelligence of the world (Tim.
29d-30b) and of the gods' epimeleia (Laws
10:897c-903a), thus emerge from earlier
debate. It was this position that Epicurus
denied: the world is evidently imperfect, and
cannot therefore have been divinely ordered
(Lucretius, Rer. nat. 5:156-194). The Stoic
defence of divine providence, which draws
upon Plato either through Polemon the third
head of the Academy or through Theo
phrastus, was specifically aimed at Epicurus.
Prono;a became central to Stoic theology,
as the lists of equations indicate (= Ire;mar
melle, phys;s: SVF 1:176; = Zeus, logos.
dike: SVF 2:937). For Zeno (say 333/332
262 BCE), god is unique, immortal, rational.
self-sufficient in blessedness, impervious to
evil. npoVOlltUCOV KOO).lOl.> t£ Kal toW EV
KOO).lCP (SVF 2: 1021). The traditional gods
of the Greek pantheon are merely 'powers'
or aspects of the one god. The cosmos is
itself rational and vital (E~'l'UXO~) (loNG &
SEDLEY 1987:§ 54F, G). In Cleanthes' (after
330-2321231 BCE) Hymn 10 Zeus. this view
of providence is expressed in traditional
terms: "Nothing supervenes. Lord. on earth,
in the divine vault of heaven or in the sea,
without you" (SVF 1:537. 15-16). For
Chrysippus (say 28In77-208n04 BCE), who
wrote a book On Providence in at least four
volumes, god is not merely immortal and
blessed but also beneficent, provident and
succouring (SVF 2: 1126). The cosmos is
rational and sentient (Cicero, Nat. Dear. 2:
38): the existence of providence is demon
strated by the ordering of its constituent
parts (Cic., Nal. Dear. 2:75-76; cf. 90-153).
Zeno's view of Pronoia is intimately linked
to his reflections on Plato's and Aristotle's

cosmology (MANSFELD 1979: 161-169). Anal
ogously, Chrysippus argued that Zeus and
the ordered universe resemble the composite
human being: Pronoia. equivalent of the
World-Soul, is to the universe what the soul
is to man (Plutarch. Comm. 110/. 36, 1077e
with Chemiss, LCL). At ekpyrosis. Zeus
"retires into Pronoia" and together they
become Ailher, the ruling part of the cosmos
(SVF 2:1064).

The implications of this view of Provi
dence were followed up rigorously by the
early Stoa. The cosmos has a purpose. it
exists for the sake of its reasonable beings,
gods and mankind (Cic., Na/.Deor. 2: 133).
'Nature' is both a descriptive and a norma
tive notion: man was formed by the gods to
live a virtuous life (loNG 1996:137-141).
Teleology was pushed to absurdity in Chry
sippus' argument that bed-bugs have been
created in order to make sure we wake up
betimes. and that flies ensure that we do not
lay things down carelessly (SVF 2: 1163); or
that pigs exist in order to be sacrificed
(LONG & SEDLEY 1987:§ 54P). And the
further the arguments from design were
pressed. the more tricky became the issue of
evil. Chrysippus had two main theses here:
moral failings, and their consequences in
action, are the necessary corollary of moral
virtues (there must be evil if there is good);
and evil, esp. disease and infirmity, is an
unintended but necessary consequence
(Kata napaKOM>uOt,cnV) of the beneficial
design of the world (SVF 2:1169-1170).
Moreover, particular evils do not affect the
economy of the cosmos as a whole, and can
only function within that economy (SVF
2:937; 1181) (loNG 1968). It was in relation
to this issue that Cleanthes alre~dy differen
tiated between Fate and Providence (SVF
2:933), and on which the sceptic Cameades
(ca. 214-129 BCE) later roundly attacked the
very notion of Providence (Cic., Nell. Deor.
3:79-85). [n the face of this, contemporary
Stoics. notably Panaetius. preferred to
muffle the cosmic role of Pronoia and save
the freedom of the individual to live in kee
ping with his rational nature. Posidonius (ca.
135-51/50 nCE) succeeded in producing a
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theory that reaffinned Pronoia's identity
with god as 'artisan of destiny', while
making ~ach individual responsible for his
own rational development. Later Stoics were
mostly content to resume this position
(DRAGONA-MoNACHOU 1994:4436-52).
Stoic Pronoia thus tended to lose its distinc
tive cast, and merge with the traditional
view of the gods' beneficence (e.g. IKyme
13:90, 106 [after 130 BeE]; SEG 32: 1385.8
9 [after 62 BCE]). Philo's On Providence 2
(largely preserved in Greek in Eusebius, PE
8.14: 386-399, cf. Colson in LCL 9:458
506) provides a good example of the tone of
first century CE school debate (d. Confus.
Ling 114-5). Mediated through Cicero as
Providentia deorum, this weak sense beca
me a significant prop of imperial ideology
(MARTIN 1982). With Antiochus of Ascalon
(first century BCE), providence carne to ,play
a role in the cosmology and anthropology of
the Academy, embroiling Middle Platonists
in a tricky tension between detenninism and
free will (cf. Plutarch, de facie 927a-e; cf.
DRAGONA~MoNACHOU 1994:4461-76). The
Neo-Platonism of Plotinus is the crucial
intermediary between the Middle Platonists
on the one hand, and Augustine and Pro
eIus' De decem dubitationibus circa provi·
dentiam on the other (cf. GERSH 1978:117
121). On this view, which tends to identify
Fate with a lower Providence, moral evil is
man's responsibility entirely, the divine
Logos operating as a melody which 'results
from conflicting sounds' (Ennead 3.2.16).
Cosmic evil is due to matter, but on the
whole serves to temper humankind to virtue
(cf. PARMA 1971:157-159). The latest
significant deployment of the concept in a
political sense is Synesius' integration of
pronoia into the neoplatonic hierarchy of
existence in De providentia 1 (July 400 CE)
(CAMERON & LONG 1993).

III. The providential plan of God for his
people is a fundamental theme of the OT,
expressed in devotional contexts in terms of
the individual being in God's hands (BEHM
1940: 1008). In wisdom and apocalyptic lite
rature one conventional expression of this
providence is the schematization of world

history, another, the notion that history has a
goal, the establishment of God's kingdom:
Individual wisdom writers, such as Ben Sira
(J. MARBOCK, Weisheit im Wandel [BolU'\
1971] 88-94, 143-145) and Aristobulus and
the translator of the LXX version of Provo
8:22-31, associate cos~ic ~wisdom (~ok1na),

as a regulati'{e principle in the world created
by -God, with the history of Israel both
collective and individual (HENGEL 19732).
The spread of Hellenistic rhetorical and
philosophical education within the Jewish
elite both in Palestine and the Diaspora
encouraged the emergence of a 'providential
kaine' from the 2nd century BCE into the
2nd century CE: the congruence between
Hellenistic Jewish wisdom and Stoic Pro
noia is expressly marked by 'Menedemus'
in Ep. Arist 201 (MARTIN'S redating to ca.
210-190 BCE [1982:24 n.135] is quite un·
founded). This blending is apparent in Wis
dom and 3-4 Maccabees, where Pranoia is a
natural force (4 Macc 13:19), a synonym for
God's saving intervention at decisive junc
tures (Wis 6:7; 14:3; 3 Macc 4:21; 5:30) but
also his long-term plan for his people (Wis
17:2; 4 Macc 9:24; 17:22). In Philo, with his
formal knowledge of Greek philosophy, we
can observe a modulation between Poseidon
ian themes, including the role of divination
(De los. 116,161; Vir. Mos. 2:16;Virt. 215),
and wisdom theology. Several arguments
seem to allude to Poseidonian themes: those
who assert that the world is eternal and
uncreated 'occlude Providence'-the creator
necessarily cares for his creation just as
parents for their children (Opij. Mundi 9-10;
cf. Praem. 42; Ebr. 199; Spec. Leg. 2:310,
318); our bodies have a physical existence
over time thanks to God's Pranoia (Quis
rer. div. 58); this same Fronoia makes the
world eternal (Decal. 58; Aetem. 47) and is'

. indeed its Soul (Aetem. 49-51). Others are
drawn from wisdom themes: -'Joseph's
story is an exemplification of God's Pronoia
(los. 236); the burning bush' represents
God's care for his people (Vit. Mos. 1:67);'
the prophets take cognizance of God'5 Pro~

noia (Mut. nom. 25). By contrast, the usage
in Josephus is flattened and banalized: he',
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draws much more upon the conventional
invocation of divine beneficence ( BJ 4:219;
7:82, 318, 453; AJ 4: 157, 239: 5: 107; 6: 159
etc.); much the same applies to the usage in
Sib. Or. 5: 227, 323. The occasional deploy
ment of Prolloia in Gnostic cosmologies
(e.g. Apocrypholl of John 5:16; 6:5, 22, 30,
etc. [NGH 11.1]; Origill 108:11, 15; 111:18,
32 (11.5); Expos. Valellt. 37:21 [XI.2]) pre
sumably draws upon the Hellenistic-Jewish
'koine'.

Though the NT takes over and adapts
much Hellenistic wisdom thinking, it ig
nores Prol1oia in this sense. employing only
tmditional non-philosophical denotations of
the term: the scrupulous execution of his
supervisory duties by a middle-ranking
official (Acts 24:2, ef. MARTIN 1982: 11-12):
"care" or "thought for" (Rom 13: 14, in a
standard phrase, e.g. Dan 6: 18 LXX; Philo,
Ehr. 87). Providential ism is nevenheless dif
fused, in the notion of God's fatherhood,
protection of creation, and working out of
his purpose within individuals (Phil 2: 13). It
is in this soteriological perspective that
God's Pronoia is invoked in the apostolic
writings, in the context of the argument for
resurrection from the crop-cycle in J Clem.
24:5, and in a hendiadys with sophia at
Hermas Vis. 1:3, 4. The apologists tend to
revive the philosophical perspective; the
most systematic patristic exploitation of
divine Pronoia is by Clement of Alexandria,
who develops its activity at three levels, the
natural world, human communities (esp. the
Jews), the individual (Str. 7:6, I), material
ly, spiritually and intellectually (FLOYD
1971 ).
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R. L. GORDON

PROTECTORS
I. The common semitic verb S~nuIII

ZMR1~~tR 'to protect; to watch' can be used
with a religious connotation, as becomes
clear from personal names like Zimri-Lim,
'-Lim is my Protection'. At Ugarit, the
ancestral gods (-Ilib) are probably once
depicted as gmr '{rh, 'Protector(s) of his
place'. In the OT Yahweh is seen as the
'protector' of his people (e.g. Exod 15:2; Ps
121). At Nah 2:3 :cmorehcm Ji~let(; might
be rendered as 'slaughtered their protectors'.

II. In the epic of Aqhat a list of filial
duties is given. One of these duties is lhat a
son is supposed to be the "one who sets up
the stelae of his ancestral gods, in the sanc
tuary the marjoram of his clan, one who
makes his smoke come out from the eanh,
from the dust gmr '!r"" (KTU 1.17 i:26-28).
The final words of this unit have been inter-
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preted as 'the Protector(s) of his place' (0.
LoRETZ, BN 8 [1979] 14-17; DE MOOR
1986; MARGALIT 1989; DE MOOR 1990; J.
C. DE MOOR, Standing Stones and Ancestor
Worship, UF 27 [1995] 7-9). This interpre
tation implies that the ancestral deities were
seen as protective spirits comparable to the
-+Rephaim. This interpretation is, however,
not unchallenged. Others have construed
tlmr as a perfect tense and translate the
phrase with " ... and from the dust protect
his place" (e.g. A. CAQUOT, M. SZNYCER &
A. HERDNER, Textes Ollgaritiqlles I [LAPO
7; Paris 1974] 422; K. VAN DER TOORN,
Funerary Rituals and Beatific Afterlife in
Ugaritic Texts and in the Bible, BiOr 48
[1991] 45-46). The interpretation of Y.
AVJSHUR (UF 17 [1985] 52-53) who trans
lates tlmr 'Irh" by 'the perfumes of his
place' is to be dismissed since it rests on an
obsolete etymology.

III. In Biblical Hebrew the Semitic root
!.>MR is generally developed into the verb
~MR 'to protect'. Metaphorically, Yahweh is
seen as the fomer, 'protector', of Israel
(Num 6:24; Ps 121; 146:6; M. KORPEL,
JSOT 45 [1989] 3-13). In some dialects of
Hebrew the verb III ZMR. 'to watch, to pro
tect' is attested. In Ex 15:2-a text quoted at
Isa 12:2 and Ps 118:14--the formula 'ozzi
wlzimrdti yhwh should be rendered 'my
strength and my protection is Yahweh'. DE
MOOR (1990) compares this formula with a
line from an Ugaritic incantation-recited at
the banquet on the New Year festival as de
Moor surmises-in which the Ugaritic king
prays to the founder-fathers of his dynasty,
the ancestral gods Yaqaru and Gathro, for 'z.
'strength', and tlmr, 'protection', (KTU 1.
108:21-24; J. N. FORD, UF 24 [1992] 76
80). DE MOOR interprets this comparison in
the framework of an originally ancestral
character of Yabweh (1990).

The enigmatic text Nab 2: 1-3 has been
clarified by VAN DER WOUDE (1977:115
120). The traditional rendition of the word
zbn6rehem, 'their shoots; vines', should be
abandoned since it is a masculine plural to a
female noun zemora. 'shoot'. Therefore, the
noun can better be related to Ugar tlmr, 'to

protect; protection' and Heb zimra, 'pro
tection', VAN DER WOUDE (1977:119)
renders *zomerehem with 'their soldiers'.
The word, however, can better be translated
with 'their protectors', Nah 2:3b depicts the
fate of Nineveh, the city that held captive
the exiles from Israel. But now "plunderers
shall plunder them and slaughter their pro
tectors", Le. Nineveh will stand without def
ence in days of disaster to come. The pro
tectors probably refer to military aid but
might contain a reminiscence of ancestral
deities.
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B. BECKING

PTAU ·n\-:5:l I ·nr,5:l
I. Josh 15:9 and 18: 15 mention the

"(Spring of the) Water of Neptoab ". This
is, however, a secondary interpretation of
the "(Spring of) Merenptah". This Meren
ptah is Pharaoh Merenptah (ca. 1224-1214
BeE) whose name (Mr.n PtM means "Be
loved by (the god) Ptah". Other occurrences
of the Egyptian god Ptah have been found in
the expression ba{{ub6t (Job 38:36; G5RG
1980) and in the Hebrew word Topheth
(G5RG 1988).

II. ?tah is anthropomorphic. His close
fitting garment covers his feet and legs,
which are not apart, and arms hardly
showing. He usually has a slaff in his hands
and wears a cap. Ptah was the main deity of
Memphis, the Egyptian capital and royal
residence until the end of the Old Kingdom,
and a very influential centre ever since. This
explains Ptah's high national position, inde
pendent and unweakened throughout Egypt
ian history. The link between him, "King of
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the two lands (= Egypt)". and the Pharaohs
remained very strong. They were enthroned
in his local tcmplc.

The god is creativc, a mastcr craftsman,
identified as Hephaistos in the illterprerario
graeca. His high-priest is the "greatest of
those who direct crafl<;". His cap, and
perhaps his name, point in the same direc
tion. His productive activitics covcr a wider
field. Being the demiurge, he is self-be
gotten, as well as the creator of the cosmos.
Gods originated from his body, and men
were made by him. He created all that
exists, cver feeding his creatures.

The most comprehensive and impressive
document in this respect is the "Memphite
theology". This is a highly intellectual treat
ise. Though its antiquity is in dispute, it cer
tainly contains somc very ancicnt ideas. It
tells how Ptah allotted life to all gods and
every other being. He conceivcd of his crc
ation by thinking and realized it by speak
ing. His tongue repeated what his hcart de
vised; his mouth pronounced thc namcs of
all things. Food and offerings are also due to
his utterance. At his command. the righteous
are rewardcd with life, while the wrongdoers
have to face death. Bcing a source of cre
ativity, the god passcd on his powcr to his
creatures. Their activities emanate from his
thought and word in an uninterrupted flow.

The "Memphitc theology" mentions a
number of dcitics as fonns or as parts of
Ptah. Among them, the chthonic Tatenen is
often syncretized with him in other texts,
whereas Nefenem became his son by a mar
riage arranged with the -lioness Sekhmet.
Relations with the local necropolis god
Sokar, also a craftsman, becamc so close
that thcy resulted in the union Ptah-Sokar.
The Memphite bull -Apis too is on the
record as a son. Ptah, by rewarding and
punishing is a deity of destiny and "Lord of
Truth". He is quite popular in personal
devotion and picty as the one "who listens
to prayer".

III. Though the occurrence of Pulh as a
theophoric element in the toponym Ne
phtoah is uncontcsted (for the location of the
spring see KRAUSS 1980:74 n. 13), the other

biblical references to Ptah are very dubious.
The interpretation of Topheth (roper) as a
simplified Egyptianism going back to IJ (sr
n) Pr/J, 'the place of Ptah' (Pulh being de
fined as a god of fire), may be simply dis
missed as a far-fetched speculation (pace
GORG 1988). The suggestion that the expres
sion ba/(u/:J6r (Job 38:36) conceals in fact a
reference to Ptah deserves more serious con
sideration (GORG 1980). The relevant verse
speaks about -wisdom, a characteristic at
tribute of Ptah. Yet in view of the occur
rence of {u/Jot in Ps 51:8 and Job 12:6, an
emendation of Job 38:36 does not commend
itself. A meaning 'hidden recesses (of the
earth)' makes good sense (cf. Y. TIRQEL,
Beth Mikra 26 [1981] 353-357 [Hebrew».
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M. HEERMA VAN Voss

PYTHON nu8rov
I. Python occurs just once in NT and

indicates the oracular spirit of a slave-girl
(Acts 16: 16). There are two further occur
rences in the Sibylline Oracles (5: 182; II:
315). Sib. Or. 11:315 is possibly connected
with the dragon Python. Traditions concern
ing Python may be incorporated in Rev 12.

II. Python is the -Dragon (drawn Euri
pides, [ph. Taur. 1245; Pausanias 10.6.6;
Lucian, De Astr. 23; draco ingens Hyginus,
Fab. 140; OpaKolvo Hom. Hymn ro Apollo
300) or -Serpent (FoNTENRoSE 1980:55)
that protected the sanctuary of Delphi near
Mount Pamassus (see e.g. Strabo 9.3.12)
before the arrival of -Apollo. His link with
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Delphi may, however, be secondary, since
many places besides Delphi claimed Apol
lo's triumph ovcr the dragon as their local
legend (Orro 1962:107-108; cf. FONTEN
ROSE 1980:46-69). Ephorus (fourth ccntury
BCE) seems to have been thc first author
who used the name Python for this Delphic
'dragon' in a rationalistic version of thc
myth (FGH 70 Fragm. 31; Strabo 9.3.12).
Python is usually considered a son of Ge.
According to Hom. Hymn to Apollo the
dragon is female, see e.g. vv 300-306. The
name is related to the site of Delphi (Pytho)
and is associated with the rotting of the dead
body of the dragon (Hom. Hymn to Apollo
356-374; Pausanias 10.6.5; p)'tho ='become
rotten'). Python was defeated by Apollo,
who took ovcr the oracle and became the
patron deity of the sanctuary of Delphi. This
struggle for rulership over the sanctuary (see
e.g. Euripides, Iph. Tallr. 1245-1258) can be
considered as a conflict between a chthonic
god and a god of a different kind (VON
GEISAU 1972). Mythographers describe how
Python pursued the pregnant Leto in order
to prevent the birth of Apollo and -.Arte
mis. Apollo killed him, however, as a new
born babe (Euripides, Ip". Taur. 1249: Hygi
nus. Fab. 140). According to some texts
Python was sent on his deathly mission by
-.Hera who wac; jealous because of the
favours of -·Zeus to Leto.

From several (late) sources there appears
a semantic deYelopment from the specific
Delphic dragon to an oracular spirit in
general. According to the Suda, sub voce
Pythonos, Python was a daimonion manri
koso This deYelopment is probably con
nected with the figure of the Pythia, the
prophetic priestess of Apollo at Delphi, who
was called a manris (Aeschylus, Ellm. 29) or
a promanris (Herodotus 6.66). Hyginus.
Fab. 140. considers Python himself a
prophet and suggests that he revealed the
oracular sayings before the time of Apollo.
His mortal remains were said to have been
buried under the tripod of the Pythia or to
be preserved in this tripod (Hyginus. Fab.
140). Some sources suggest that the odour
of Python's dead body inspired the Pythia
(FOERSTER 1978:919).

III. Acts 16: 16 refers to a sluYc-girl who
was possessed by an oracular spirit. Python
occurs as apposition to pnellma. The pac;
sage can be interpreted against thc backg
round of the semantic development of
Python. The Delphic dragon himself became
a mantic animal (cf. Hyginus, Fab. 140:
Lucian, De Astr. 23) and lent his name to
predicting -demons. In Philo, Prob. 19:
160, the word pytllOchrestos is used with the
general meaning 'oracular saying'. Accord
ing to FOERSTER (1978:918-920) python can
only mean a ventriloquist in the first century
CE (synonym of eggastrimythos: see e.g.
Plutarch. De deJ. orac. 9 = Mor. 414E),
which is possibly connected with the strange
sounds of the Pythia. Ventriloquism was,
however, usually thought to be inspired by a
god or a demon (Origen, Princ. 3.3.5). The
refore, Acts 16: 16 should not be necessarily
understood as a reference to a female vcntri
loquist. The passage may refer in a more
general sense to a predicting demon (cf.
Pseudo-Clement, Hom. 9.16.3; also Vg Lev
20:27 pythonicils spirillls; FOERSTER 1978:
919).

Traditions concerning Python are prob
ably incorporated into the passages on the
Dragon in Revelation. although the name
Python is not used (YARBRO COLLINS 1975:
57-100; 245-252 building upon DIETERICH
1891). The pattern of the Leto-Apollo
Python myth, especially in the version of
Hyginus, Fab. 140, is closely related to the
war of the Dragon in Rev 12 (and 20), and
this myth was widely known in Asia Minor.
Neverthcless, there are also some dissimi
larities (Python pursues Leto before the birth
of Apollo and Artemis, the rescue of Leto
by Boreas and -'Poseidon does not match
the rescue of the woman in Rev 12 and the
dragon in Revelation is originally located in
heaven and has several opponents). More
over, there arc also striking correspondenccs
with combat myths concerning -.Typhon,
which implies that John may have incor
porated traditions concerning Typhon as
well.

In Sib. Or. 5: 182 Python is a corruption
of the name Pithom for an Egyptian city, but
in Sib. Or. II :315 Python probably refers to
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the area or city of Pytho which was con
nected with Delphi, as appears from the
second name in this passage Panopeia (=
Panopcus), which indicates a city in the
neighbourhood of Delphi. This seems to
imply that the Sibyl presents herself at the
end of book II as the chanter of oracles of
Apollo (vv 315-324: cf. Pausanias 10.12.6),
although this is denied explicitly in Sib. Or.
4:4-5.
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I. The name qediir, Qedar, carried by a

tribe of the Ishmaelites as well as by its epo
nymous ancestor (Gen 25: 13; 1 Chron 1:29;
Isa 21: 16.17; 42: 11; 60:7; Jer 2: 10; 49:28;
Ezek 27 :21; Ps 120:5; Cant 1:5), has been
related to the alleged Amorite deity Qudur
or Qadar (LEWY 1934:48). The suggestion
lacks sufficient ground.

II. According to LEWY (1934:48 n. 48),
the name of an Amorite deity Qudur/Qudar/
Qadar is attested as theophoric element in
four Mesopotamian names: qu-du-ur-i-li
(AO 9356:1); qu-da.ri-li (BIN IV 25:34);
qa-dti-ar-AN (BAUER 1926:17) and ya-#-qa
dar (BAUER 1926:30). The interpretation of
these names by Lewy is problematical, how
ever, because he fails to separate the el
ement QudurlKudur from the name Qatar/
Qa~ar. Qudur/Kudur may be interpreted as
the Akkadian fonn of Elamite kutur, 'pro
tector', used to qualify gods and kings
(ZADOK 1984). With BAUER (1926:91) it
must be distinguished from the theonym
Qatar (Bauer reads Ga-ta-ar-AN and la-.$i
qa·tar) or Qa~ar (GELB 1980). Since this
allegedly Amorite deity is otherwise not
attested, its character cannot be determined.
Etymologically the name Qatar may be con
nected to the Semitic root QTRlQTR 'to make
smoke, to make incense' (cf. HALAT 1002).

The Qedarites were one of the most pro
minent tribes of the lshrnaelites. The earliest
attestation of their land is to be found in an
inscription from Tiglath Pileser III from 738
BCE containing a list of tributaries (L. D.
LEVINE) Two Neo-Assyrian Stelae from Iran
[Toronto 1972] 18, n:2; cf. M. WEIPPERT,
ZDPV 89 [1973] 26-53); here Qedar is men
tioned alongside Arabia. Since 'Zabibi, the
queen of the Arabs' is the only Arab men
tioned in the list, it may be assumed that she
is the first known ruler of the Qedarites

(KNAUF 1985:4 n.17). Qedar and the Qedar
ites are further known from Assyrian,
Persian and Hellenistic sources up to Pliny
(Nat. Hist. V 11 [12] 65: Cedrei; KNAUF
1985:66.96-108).

ID. In the OT, the Qedarites are men~

tioned in oracles against the nations (lsa 21:
16.17; Jer 49:28) and in poetic texts as in
habiting the ......ends of the earth (Isa 42: 11;
Jer 2: 10; Ps 120:5). They are depicted as
sea-faring traders (lsa 60:7; Ezek 27:21).
Their tent-dwellings were famous for their
beauty (Cant 1:5). All these occurrences
reflect Judahite knowledge of the Bedouin
tribe in late pre-exilic) exilic and early post
exilic times. The Priestly author of Oen
25: 13 has used this knowledge in his recon
struction of the earliest history of the Israel
ites in relation to neighbouring groups and
nations (KNAUF 1985:56-65). Most prob
ably, Qedar was not an historical figure
from the second millennium BCE, but a
retrojection of a people living in post-exilic
times into times immemorial. Qedar can
hardly be interpreted as a god or a semi
god; a relation with the Amorite deity Qatar
is implausible.
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QEDAR -+ QATAR
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QETEB JC!lj?
I. The term Qe!eb appears four times in

the OT. Its basic significance is 'destnic
tion', (perhaps etymologically 'that which is
cut off') though the contexts suggest that
other nuances are present. Various scholars
have translated it as 'plague' or 'pestilence'
in the context of its parallel use with resep,
deber. The tenn has overtones of a divine
name.

II. q"!b occurs once in Ugaritic (KTV 1.5
ii:24) and may be a kinsman of ~Mot (J. C.
DE MOOR, '0 Death, Where is Thy Sting',
Ascribe to the Lord: Biblical and Other
Studies in Memory of P. C. Craigie led. L.
Eslinger & G. Taylor; JSOTSup 67; Shef
field 1988] 100-107), but the text is broken.
DEL OLMO LETE links this word with q~b,

'cut' (Mitos y leyeTUlas de Canaan [Madrid
1981) 617). In'the treaty between Esarhad
don and Baal of Tyre R. DUSSAUD (Le.s reli
gions des Hittites et des Hourrites, des Phe
niciens et des Syriens [Mana 2; Paris 1945]
361) detected a deity Qatiba ('entit~ incer·
taine'), but failed to give a specific refer
ence; the suggestion is apparently based on
arnisreading of iv 6 (DlNGlR-a Qa-ti-ba xO.
[xxx]x instead of dA-na-ti·Ba-aO[-a-ti DINGl)
R.ME~).

m. With so few biblical references to
work from. each must be treated exhaustive·
iy to glean what infonnation such scant evi
dence may provide. The most useful infor
mation comes from Deut 32:24, where the
following trieolon occurs in -+Yahweh's
curse of apostate ~Jacob: meze racab
jsucked dry by Hunger*', UleJ:zume resep
~and devoured* by Pestilence*' weqe!eb
meriri 'and bitter'" Destruction*'. Several
~~ords here (marked *) are ambiguous,
giving rise to rich nuances. Thus 'Hunger' is
:)5robably an epithet of Mot (Heb Mawet) ,
:goo of death; lebume, 'devoured', can also
,~~ construed as 'fought against', cf. the
,~~w metaphor of v 23; 'Pestilence' is per
~prufied as ~Resheph, the plague-god, who
~rtUgaritic is represented as an archer (KTV
~t;~82:3); Qeteb appears to be a divine name.
~'i accordance with the other two, while
~hiri, 'bitler', may also have the sense of

i
~i
~...

~:

'strong' (M. J. DAHOOD, Qoheleth and
Recent Discoveries, Bib 39 [1958) 302-318,
esp. 309-310) or even 'eclipse' (M. H. POPE,
Job [AB 15: New York 1973] 29); cf.
~Meriri. There is no compelling reason not
to accept the clearly mythological sense of
this passage, which appears therefore to list
a triad of demonic figures, all associated
with death (R. GORDIS, The Asseverative
kaph in Ugaritic and Hebrew, JAOS 63
[1943] 176-178, esp. 178). Since however
both Mot and Resheph are identified with
Babylonian -Nergal, whose cult was at
tested in Palestine as late as hellenistic times
(J. B. CURTIS, An Investigation of the
Mount of Olives in the Judaeo-Christian
Tradition, HUCA 28 [1957] 137-180), it is
as plausible to see all three terms above as
relating to the one figure. 'Destruction'
would thus represent the full implementation
of Death's powers.

Ps 91 :5-6 lists. enemies from whom
Yahweh will rescue the faithful. They ap
pear, following v 3 with its references to the
Fowler (TROMP 1969:175) and Pestilence
(Deber), to be confederates or aspects of
Death. The tetracolon of vv 5-6 is complex,
and needs to be analysed as a whole: [{»

tiro'> mippabad laylii 'You will not fear the
~Terror of the night,' me/:le~ yilup y6mam
'nor the arrow flying by day'; middeber
b(j>6pel yahlliok 'nor Pestilence that stalks
the gloom', miqqe!eb yasud $ohorayim 'nor
Destruction that devastates at noon'. Qe!eb
occurs in v 6 in parallel to Deber: in some
sense, therefore, it complements it. But its
diurnal danger, in contrast to Deber's noc
turnal threat, also balances the diurnal arrow
of v 5, which in turn contrasts with the 'Ter
ror by night'. The arrow provides the clue,
being a metaphor for the fevers sent by
Resheph the plague-god. Since Deber seems
here to be his double, the two gods oper~

ating by day and by night respectively, we
arrive at the following equation: the Terror
is Deber, while the arrow (of Resheph) is
Qe!eb, the personification of the destruction
the god wreaks. This seems to corroborate
our findings in Deut 32:24 above. But there
may also be a chiasmus over the whole
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tetracolon, giving rise to the equations Ter
ror = Destruction (a and d) and Arrow (of
Resheph) =Deber (b and c). The demonic
powers are of protean fonn and character.

At Hos 13:14, in the two bicola of the
verse, -'Sheol and Death are found twice in
parallel, indicating that Sheol is here another
name for the god of death, by metonymy. In
the second bicolon,' Deber and Qe!eb (or
rather Qo~eb, see H. BAUER & P. LEANDER,
Historische Grammatik der hebriiischen
Sprache [Halle 1922] 582) are again parallel
tenns, and are clearly the agents of Death's
purposes: miyyad Si'ol 'epdem 'Shall I
ransom them from the hand of Sheol',
mimmawet 'eg'lliem 'shall I redeem them
from Mot?', 'ehf dibiireka mawet 'Where
are your Pestilences, Mot?'. Jehf qo!obka
se'61 'Where is your Destruction, Sheo!?'
The LXX of the second bicolon is para
phrased (as a hyronic excerpt?) at 1 Cor
15:55 (-'Thanatos).

Isa 28:2 is part of a taunt against
Ephraim, alluding to the agent of Yahweh's
destructive visitation which is imminent:
hinneh /Jiiziiq we'ammi~ la'donay 'Lo, the
Lord has someone Bold and Powerful',
kezerem blmid sa~ar qa!eb 'like a stonn of
hail (-'Barad). a tempest of Destruction',
kh.erem mayim kabbfrfm so!epfm 'like a
storm of mighty flooding waters.' As in the
first passage, many of the words used here
are susceptible of a mythological interpreta
tion, in particular Bcmid and Mayim. Qeteb
appears to operate here through the tempest,
and here too there is the possibility of delib
erate ambiguity, where fa(ar suggests the
arch-demonic fonn of a -'satyr, .Mtlr. The
tempest metaphor, continuing that of Hail, is
probably to be taken to combine the two
figures of overwhelming flood-waters. and
the dart-like effects of hail and heavy rain,
evoking the arrows of the plague-god. Both
are metaphors for Death and its powers.

Our four passages are allusive rather than
strictly informative, but suggest that Qe!eb
is more than a literary figure, living as a
spiritual, and highly dangerous, reality in the
minds of poets and readers. We can see a
slow process of reinterpretation taking place

in the treatment of the four passages in
LXX, where in each instance it is translated
by a different term. These are respectively
opisthotonos 'vengeance' (lit. 'bending back
wards' or 'drawn', as of a bow), symptoma,
'occurrence, accident', kentron, 'goad, sting' ,
and ouk ... skepe, 'no ... shelter'. It may be
coincidence that in discussing 'the destruc
tion that ravageth at noon' in Ps 91, GASTER
(1969:770) explains Qe!eb as sunstroke, and
notes that Theocritus identifies <this demon'
with Pan (ct. the 'satyr' suggestion at Isa
28:2).

IV. Bibliography
A. CAQUOT, Sur quelques demons de
l'Ancien Testament: Reshep, Qeteb, Deber,
Sem 6 (1956) 53-68; T. H. GASTER, Myth,
Legend and Custom in the Old Testament
(London 1969) 321, 770; W. O. E. OESTER
LY & T. H. ROBINSON, Hebrew Religion, its
Origin and Development (London 1930) 70
75; N. J. ThOMP, Primitive Conceptions of
Death and the Netherworld in the' Old Tes
tament (BihOr 21; Rome 1969) 107-108,
163.

N. WYATT

QOS tlJ,p
I. Qos is the national deity of -+Edom.

He· is attested only once in the Hebrew
Bible as an element in the personal name
Barqos, "Qos gleamed forth" (cf. Lihyanite
qwsbr; BARTLETf 1989: no. 34; South Safait
ic brqs, BARTLETT 1989: no. 36), indicating
the 'father' of an exiled clan of netfnlm
returning from Babylon (Ezra 2:53 =Neh
7:55). This clan or family must have been of
Edomite or Idumaean origin. (The name
Kushaiah, 1 Chr 15:17, cannot be connected
with Qos (pace BARTLEIT 1989:200~201}:

according to 1 Chr 6:29, Etan's father waS
also called Kishi, and Qos is never spelled
with [S] in Canaanite and Aramaic texts).

II. Well before the emergence of an
Edornite state and an Edomite nation (8th
century BeE; cf. BARTLBTI 1989; KNAUF
1992), Qos was already present in or near
his later domain. Egyptian listings (SIMONS
1937:XXIII 7; 9; 13; 21) of what must have
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been the names of Shasu clans from the
13th century BCE (ODED 1971; KNAUF
1984) mention qsr ("Q6s is [my] shepherd"
or "Qos is [my] friend"), qsspt, qssnrm
(uQos is verily exalted", Egyptian /nJ stands
for Semitic Ii!), and qsrbn ("Qas is brilliant,
radiant"; here, Egyptian /rl stands for Sem
itic Ill).

As Edom' s national deity, Qos is attested
in the names of the Edomite kings Qaus
malak (BARTLETT 1989: no. 1), contempor
ary with Tiglath.Pileser Ill, and Qaus-gabar,
who ruled under Esarhaddon and Ashur
barupal (BARTLETI 1989: nos. 2 and 8). His
official status is also attested by the ijorvat
'Uza ostracon, a piece of Edornite adminis
trative correspondence from the first half of
the 6th century: hbrktk l-qws "I bless you
(in the name) of Qas" (KNAUF 1988a:78-79;
BARTLETT 1989:221-222). Qos may have
been the owner of an estate at (or the recipi
ent of revenues from) Aroer in the Negeb
(BARTLETT 1989:213 no. 4). He is also men
tioned, in a broken context, however, at the
"Edomite capital Bozrah (BARTLETI 1989:
223 no. 3). Qos is further attested in the
non-royal Edomite names qws(nl (BARTLETT
1989: no. 9; BARTLElT 1989:214 no. 6; cf.
Idumaean Kosanelou BARTLETT 1989: no.
51), bdqws (BARTLETT 1989: no. 10), pq(qws
(BARTLETT 1989: no. 11), qwsb[nh] (BART
LETT 1989: no. 12, cf. Kosbanou BARTLETT
1989: no. 52), and qwsny (BARTLEIT 1989:
no. 13; BARTLETI 1989: 219-220 no. 7)
from Tell el-Kheleifehlancient Elath, and
qwSI from Aroer in the Negeb (BARTLETT
1989: no. 14). A building complex from the
seventh/sixth century BCE excavated at
J:lorvat Qitmi~-lO kIn south of Arad-has
been interpreted as an Edomite santuary
(BEIT-ARIEH 1985:201-202). Archaeological
findings indicate that Qos had been wor-

•shipped there together with an unnamed
female consort. An abundance of ostriches

·~mong the votive gifts characterize him as a
•4"~sert god, and as another god fulfilling the
)ole of the 'lord of the beasts' (see
:7Shadday; cf. KEEL & UEHLINGER 1992:
~140-444).

i:~· Most references to Qos derive from the
'~

i;.-

'.to:,
'/:

f
~
S·:~·
~~.

~:
'.1

period after the decline of the Edomite state
(552 BCE) and testify to an uninterrupted
continuity of population in southern Pales
tine and the Transjordan in the second half
of the first millennium BeE.

The majority of the references to Qos is
Idumaean. Although Idumaea was not or
ganized as a distinct administrative district
before the early 4th century BeE, the Edom~

ites of the post-state period can conveniently
be called Idumaeans. A cuneiform contract
found at Tawilan and dated to the accession
year of (most probably) Darius 1 contains
two Q6s-names: Q6s-sama( and Qos-yadaC

(BARTLETT 1989: nos. 3 and 4). Edomitesl
Idumaeans exiled to Babylonia are attested
under Artaxerxes 1 (Qos-yadaC and Qos
yahab from Nippur, BARTLETT 1989: nos. 5
and 6). The Aramaic ostraca from Tell es
Sebac (ca. 400 BCE) contain 14 Q6s-names
(BARTLETI 1989: nos. 15-28). Whereas
qwsynqm (33.3), qwsbrk (33.4, cf. Kosba
rakos BARTLETT 1989: no. 53), qwsml[k]
(33.4, cf. Kosmalachos BARTLETT 1989: no.
55), qwsgbr (37.4) and qwsJ;mn [sic! ed.
princeps reads -bbn] (41.6) continue Edom
ite/Canaanite name types, some of the
Idumaean names are Arabic: qwsnhr (28.2;
with Arabic nahiir replacing Canaanite nitr),
qws(wr (34.1; -gau!) and qwswhb (36.1);
qws(dr (34.6; cf. Kosadaros, BARTLEIT
1989: no. 49) could be Aramaic as well as
Canaanite.

Most Qos-names in Greek inscriptions
and papyri (mostly from Egypt) should have
belonged to Idumaeans (some may refer to
Nabataeans or Hijazians, see below). In
addition to those already mentioned, these
include Abdokos/bdqws (BARTLETT 1989:
no. 48), Kosadou/qwsCdh (from Marissa,
BARTLETT 1989: no. 50), Kosgerou/qwsgr
(BARTLETT 1989: no. 54), Kosnatanos (Maris
sa; BARTLETT 1989: no. 56) and Kousna
tanos/qwsnm (BARTLETT 1989: no. 59; from
Zenon's archive, 259 B.C.E.), Kosramosl
qwsrm (BARTLETT 1989: no. 57), Kostobarosl
qwsgbr (or -br? BARTLETT 1989: no. 58; Jos.
Ant. XV 8,9) and Pakeidokosoilpqydqws
(BARTLETT 1989: no. 60, from Delos). A
bilingual ostracon from Khirbet el-Qom,
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dated to 277 BCE (GERATY 1975), contains
the Idumaean name qws)'dcIKo!iide (line 2).

In the course of the first half of the 6th
century BCE, Edom established a colony at
Dedan, a North Arabian caravan town (Isa
21:13: Jer 49:8: Ezek 25:13: Thr 4:21),
Hence, some Qos-names are attested in local
inscriptions (fifth - third century BCE), e.g.
qwsmlk (BARTLETT 1989: nos. 32-33) and
qwsbr ( 334: BARTLETI 1989: no. 34: names
ending in -qs may refer to the North Ara
bian deity Qais, and North Minaean slmrqs
[BARTLElT 1989: no. 35] is better disre
garded in the present context, as Minaean
transliterates foreign lsi by [r]).

The southern part of what had been Edom
became the cultic centre of the Nabataean
realm (in Arabic, ai-Sara, culminating in
the environs of Petm). The Nabataean na
tional deity Dusharn (I)li-Sara) 'The One of
the Sharii-Mountains' can hardly refer to
any deity other than Qos (KNAUF 1989:
llO-III: 158-159: KNAUF 1991). Under his
proper name. QOs is mentioned in the
Nabataean inscriptions of Jebel et-Tanniir.
where his consort is a goddess belonging to
the -~Atargatis-type. Here, Qos is called the
"god of l:iaurti" azwnv', presently el
J:lumaimah, in the J:lisma district of South
ern Jordan: KNAUF 1988b:89-90) by a cer
tain qsmlk (BARTLElT 1989: no. 47). After
the decline of the Nabataean state, Qos still
receives the dedication of an eagle at Bosra
(IGLS XIII 9003: 2nd-3rd centuries CE:
BARTLElT 1989: no. 44). From roughly the
same period stem the graffiti in the Nabatae
an script in southern Sinai. whose authors
mostly came from the northern Hejfiz
(MORITZ 1916); here, another qwsCdr (CIS II
923.2: BARTLETT 1989: no. 45) is attested:
from Hegra (Madfl)in S5.lil), the Nabataean
successor of Dedan el-CUUi) came a qs"rn
(CIS II 209: BARTLETT I989: no. 46). Fur
thermore. Edomite emigration is attested by
the occurrence of the personal names
qwf"Izr and ljl"'fdkr in the Samaria-papyri
excavated at Wadi ed-Daliyeh.

As a deity. ljl"'S is once mentioned in a
Thamudic inscription from the vicinity of
Jerash (KNAUF 1981, roughly contemporary

with the Nabataean references to Q6s).
Several Safaitic and Thamudic persons were
called qs, which is better interpreted as
*Qais, a frequent Arabic name (BARTLETT
1989: nos. 37-42), and two Safaites named
qsl (BARTLETT 1989: nos. 42-43) may have
been called either *Qosil, "Qos is (my)
god", or, more likely, *Qesil.

It is generally accepted that the etymon of
Qos is Arabic qalls "bow" (BARTLElT 1989:
200-204). The Semitic word for "bow"
belongs to the few words with biradical
roots: *qsl became triradical by suffixation
of a -r in Akkadian, Ethiopic. Canaanite and
Aramaic (Heb lJeSer. pI. qe.fiiror), and by in
figation of an -11- in Arabic (qalls, pI. qllS;)')'
and q;.'i;yy). The orthography of the divine
name in Edomite and Aramaic poses, how
ever, a problem which is widely disre
garded: Proto-Semitic Isll corresponds to lsi
in 1st millennium BCE Canaanite, whereas
QOs is consistently spelled with <5> (repre
senting Proto-Semitic Is31). An historic solu
tion of this problem assumes that Iqausll is
a loan-word in Canaanite Edomite from a
language that had not yet particip:lted in the
Canaanite shift Isl/: {s] > [s]: Is3/: {ts] > {s]
(KNAUF 1988b:73-76), i.e. Q6s was at home
in one of the Proto-Arabian languages of the
Shasu-bedouins in southern Edom at the end
of the 2nd millennium BCE (with Egyptian
lsi for Isll) and was borrowed into the
Canaanite Edomite of the incipient Edomite
state (originating in northern Edom: KNAUF
1992) during or shortly before the 8th cen
tury (KNAUF 1984b).

Meaning "bow", Qos is the deified
weapon of the weathergod (cf. Gen 9:13) or
a war-god (hardly an alternative in the bare
ly specialized pantheon of a simple farmer
herder society at the fringe of the agricul
tural area): deified divine weapons or tools
are also known from Ugarit (ygd KTU 1.2
iv: 12). Although the inventory of the Qitmit
sanctuary is rather late, it presents Qos in
the role of the 'lord of the animals' (n role
also played by a close relative of QOs, the
Israelite -Yahweh: see below), n connec
tion that may help to elucidate Esau's 'ritual
hunt' in Genesis 27 (cf. esp. 27:27-29). The
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worship of Q6s seems to originate in South
ern Edom, i.e. south of Wadi-I-Ghuweir or
even south of Riis en-Naqb. in the J:lisma
area of southern Jordan and Northwest
Ambia. Close to the present Saudi-Jordanian
border, a Jabal al-Qaus is recorded (MUSIL
1926:41). According to his attestations, Qos
entered the Edomite pantheon not long be
fore, probably with the foundation of the
Edomite state in the 8th century BCE. He
was supremely en ,'oglle among the Idu
maeans under Persian rule, when loyalty to
the national deity probably compensated for
the loss of national independence (a process
that may find a parallel in the history of
Yahweh). The presence of Qos in North
Ambia and among ancient Ambs can be
explained as a cultuml loan from the Edom
ites (and their successors). The inscriptions
from Khirbet et-Tannur. still link him though
to the J:iisma.

III. His area of origin and his nature as
an aspect of the Syrian weathergod present
QOs as closely related to Yahweh. Could the
two have originally been identical? At Kun
tillet Ajrud around 800 BCE, a "Yahweh of
Ternan" is attested besides "Yahweh of
Samaria". Ternan was another designation
for northern Edom (cf. Amos I: 12; Jer 49:
7.20; Ezek 25:13). but could also refer to
any area south of Samaria in this context. In
nddition. Yahweh arrives from Seir to fight
for his people in the archaic song of Debo
mh (Judg 5:5; Ps 68:9). One may further
note that Qos is not mentioned in the
Hebrew Bible (nor is there any 'national
deity' for Edom mentioned), whereac; the
Ammonite -Milcom and the Moabite
-Chemosh are (BARTLETT 1989:197-2(0).
Yahweh, Qos and Dushara are primarily
epithets that were used instead of the god's
real name, -·HaddulHadad (another of his
epithets was, of course, -Baal). From nn
historical point of view, one may claim the
five deities mentioned as differentiations of
a single deity; his different names indicate,
however, that various groups of believers
stressed various aspects of that generic
'Syrian weathergod'. What they thought
about the identity or non-identity of their

respective gods is, for the lack of unam
biguously phrased source material, presently
beyond our insight (cf. KNAUF 1991).
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I. As a designation of a goddess, ·mal

kat haJIama)'im occurs in Jer 7:18; 44:17
19.15 as well as in Hennopolis Letter 4.1
from South Egypt (5th century BCE; BRES

CIANI & KA~nL 1966). In the MT mlkt (a
number of MSS have mlJet) hJm)'m has been
vocalized as mlleket (= mlle'ket)
haJJamayim, "the work of heaven" which,
as appears from a comparison of Gen 2: I
with Gen 2:2, apparently has to be inter
preted as #ba' haHtima)'im, "the host of
heaven" (cf. LXX Jer 7: 18, he stratia tou
ouranOll, "the -host of heaven"). So it is
likely that the punctuators of the Hebrew
text wanted to suggest that Jer 7:18; 44:17
15 deal with the worship of the heavenly
bodies. It ·is now commonly agreed that the
original vocalization of mlkt hJm)'m was
lnalkat haJJama)'im, "the Queen of Heaven"
(cf. LXX Jer 51 [44]:17-25, he basilissa tou
ouranou). Evidently the Masoretic vocaliza
tion was an intentional variation which was
focused on the removal of any suggestion
that the people of Judah had engaged in the
worship of the Queen of Heaven.

II." The designation "Queen of Heaven"
qualifies its bearer as a mighty. universal
and leading goddess. In the ancient Near
East similar designations were borne by pro
minent divinities such as the Babylonian
Assyrihn goddess -Ishtar and the West
Semitic goddesses -..Anat and -..Astarte.
They have several traiLc; of charncter in com
mon and are generally regarded as fertility
goddesses. It is doubtful whether they are
charncterized by their title as astral divin
ities. With regard to Ishtar and Astarte such
an interpretation is possible-they are
equated with Venus-. but with regard to
Anat, for instance, the identification with a
heavenly body is not likely.

Ishtar is called malkat Jamiimi. "Queen of
Heaven," Jarrat Jamami II kakkabe, "Sov
ereign of Heaven and Stars", Jarrat Jam2.
"Sovereign of Heaven", befit Jam2, "Lady
of Heaven", etc. (AkkGE 39, 64, 129, 186,
239, 240). In numerous inscriptions from
New Kingdom Egypt the epithet nb.t p.t,
'Lady of Heaven', is used for Anat, Astarte,

Ishtar and also for Qudshu, "the Holy One"
(STADELMANN 1967:88-123). The identity
of Qudshu is disputed. Her equation with
Canaanite -Asherah is defended (e.g.,
OLYAN 1987: 163). In the Ugaritic literature
Anat is called belt smm nnm, "L'-ldy of the
Exalted Heaven", (KTU 1.108:7). According
to a current but uncertain interpretation (cf.
CHR. BUlTERWECK, TUAT 2 [1988] 592)
Jmm 'dnn in the Phoenician Esrnun(azar in
scription (KAI 14: 16) must be construed ali a
title of Astarte, "Lad)' of the Highest
Heaven". Oriental -Aphrodite (= Astarte),
whose cult is attested in the latter half of the
first millennium and was spread throughout
the Mediterranean world, was designated by
the title Ourania. 'The Heavenly One' (cf.
DELCOR 1982: 115-119: HORIG 1979: 41,
125, 158-159).

III. In the book of Jeremiah only the
goddess' title is mentioned. Her proper
name is concealed. Because all of the great
goddesses of the ancient Near East could be
denoted by epithets such as Lady of Heaven,
it is not surprising that various suggestions
are made with regard to the identity of the
Judaean Queen of Heaven. Ishtar, Anat,
Astarte, Asherah and even the Ug sun-god
dess Shapshu (DAHOOD 1960:166-168) are
presented as candidates. Evidently. the
Queen of Heaven was a Canaanite fertility
goddess, a mother goddess, whose cult was
known and practised in Israel and Judah
long before Jeremiah. It is possible that
Manasseh as a vassal of Assur introduced
the cult of Ishtar in Jerusalem, but in prac
tice his concern would certainly be a stimu
lus for the people (0 worship a Canaanite
counterpart of the Mesopotamian goddess.
As a matter of course the time-honoured
connections of Canaan with Mesopotamia
can have resulted in the adoption of some
foreign traits in the Canaanite/Israelite cult.
In this connection it is worth mentioning
that kawl't'an;m, the tenn for the cakes which
were used in the cult of the Queen of
Heaven (Jer 7: 18; 44: 19), is cognate to Akk
kat1uinu, which is used among others in con
nection with offerings to Ishtar (CAD 8
[1971] 110-1 I l). As for the identity of the
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Queen of Heaven, it is difficult to make a
choice between Anat-AnatyahG and Anat
bayt'il of the fifth century BCE Elephantine
papyri (B. PORTEN 1968: 171. 177. 179)-.
Asherah (2 Kgs 21:7; 23:4.7) and the West
Semitic Astane (e.g.• OLYAN 1987:166-174).

The question of her identity appears.
however. not to be of considerable impon
ance. In the syncretistic world of the first
millennium BCE Near East. the title Queen
of Heaven was evidently a designation for
the universal mother goddess, who accord
ing to the time and the place of her worship
could have a different character. The use of
the goddess' title without mentioning her
proper name may be considered as a symp
tom of a religious atmosphere in which the
qualities of a deity are held to be of more
imponance than her name (cf. DELCOR 1982:
115-119).

The cult of the Queen of Heaven. as
depicted in the book of Jeremiah. was prac
tised in Jerusalem and the cities of Judah
(Jer 7: 17) as well as among the Judaean
emigrants in Egypt Oer 44: 15). The people
of Judah. but also their kings and princes,
were devoted to her worship Oer 44: 17).
Her cult was a task of the whole family. but
the leading role in it was played by the
women (Jer 7: 18; 44: 15.19). In honour of
the Queen of Heaven sacrifices were burned
and drink-offerings were poured out Oer
44: 17-19). By the women cakes were made.
either in the shape of the (naked?) goddess
or of a star. her emblem, or marked with her
image or her emblem (Jer 7:18; 44:19).
Prosperity and protection against calamities
were regarded as the consequences of pay
ing homage to her Oer 44:8.17).

In the Bible no sanctuary is mentioned in
connection with the cult of the Queen of
Heaven (cf. Jer 7:17; 44:17). It goes too far.
however, to conclude that her cult was only
of a private nature (cf. 2 Kgs 21 :7; 23:4.7).
In the Hennopolis letter 4: 1, which is of
non-Jewish origin. mention is made of a
temple to the Queen of Heaven (byt mlkt
Jmyn) in Syene. in that pan of Egypt where
Jucbean emigrants had established them
selves (cf. Jer 44: 1.15).

IV. The cult of the Queen of Heaven
maintained its position long into the
Christian Era. Epiphanius (4th century) criti
cizes cenain women in Thracia. Scythia, and
Arabia, on account of their habit of adoring
the Virgin -+Mary as a goddess and offering
to her a cenain kind of cake (kollyrida tina),
whence he calls them "Collyridians" (Ad,'.
Haereses LXXIX; PG 42 [1863) 741, 752).
Isaac of Antioch (5th century) equates the
Queen of Heaven of the book of Jeremiah
with the Syr goddess Kaukabta. "the Star"
(= Venus). He also identifies the Arab god
dess AI-Uzza with the Queen of Heaven
(Opera omnia I, ed. G. BICKEL [Giessen
1873] 210, 244-247). Some traits in the cult
of AI-Uzza have been borrowed from her
cult (J. WELLHAUSEN 1897:34-45). Ac
quaintance with the cult of the Queen of
Heaven may be present in Tg. Jer. 7: 18;
44: 17-19.25. mlkt hJmym has been translated
with kwkbt sm)", 'the -+stars of heaven' (cf.
MT) or more likely 'the Star of Heaven' (=
Venus). In the worship of the Blessed
Virgin Mary (Regina Coeli) the cult of the
Queen of Heaven is continued up to the
present (OLYAN 1987: 169: LORETZ 1990:
88).
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C. HOtrrMAN

QUIRINUS
I. Quirinus, a Roman god progressively

identified with Romulus, occurs as a theo
phoric element in the narne of P. Sulpicius
Quirinius at Luke 2:2.

II. It is difficult to obtain any accurate
understanding of archaic Roman religion
(say, before 509 BCE) and Quirinus is even
by these standards unclear. His festival is
obviously the Quirinalia on 17th February,
but what happened there is known neither to
us nor, apparently, to Ovid. For some reason
his name links with the title of the Roman
citizens in assembly, the 'Quirites'. The
Quirinal Hill at Rome is evidently named
after him and his temple there is "one of the
oldest shrines" in Rome (Pliny, HN 15:200).

But his name, an adjective in fonnation, has
suggested that he was the god of a forgotten
area "'Quirium, perhaps the home of the
original Quirites (\VISSOWA 1912:153, an
idea which largely goes back to B. G.
NIEBUHR. cr. KRETSCHMER 1920: 147).
Others, since antiquity, have considered the
possibility that he is a peaceful fonn of
Mars, Mars Quirinus, Mars of the Quirites
(PALMER 1970: 167, but cf. SCHOLZ 1970:
18-20 and RADKE 1981: 140-141). He cer
tainly has features in common with Mars.
Both have a flamen, the archaic Roman
priesthood perhaps cognate with the Sanskrit
brahman: the three major flamines are, in
order, the fiamen Dialis (of Jupiter), the
flamen Marriatis and the flamen Quirinatis.
Like Mars, he has a set of Sa/ii, 'Leaping'
priests whose duties nombly included dances
in armour during March (the month of
Mars): and like Mars he had his own
weapons and annour (Festus p. 238 Lind'\ay,
cf. PALMER 1970: 162). One reading of the
evidence associates him with the structuring
of early Roman society into curiae (voting
divisions: >"'co-uiriae) and with the as
sembled Roman citizenry (Qui rites), making
him very much the god of the Roman
'Mannerbund' (e.g. KRETSCHMER 1920:150;
DUMEZIL 1966; but cf. RADKE 1981:144
147). Whatever his origins, the deified
Romulus came gradually to be identified
with him during the last centuries BCE and
this at least gave him an identity for
Romans in the time of -Christ.

III. Quirinus, with his awkward Latin
Qui- (pronounced /(l"i-), is Kupivos in
Greek (e.g. Dion.Hal., Ant.Rom. 2, 63, 3)
and Quirinius is KUPTtVlOS in Luke; in tum
this is rendered back into Latin as Cyrinus
in Vg. It seems, therefore, unlikely that
Jerome (or even Luke) wa'\ particularly
aware of the theophoric nature of this name.
Publius Sulpicius Quirinius was a man of
relatively undistinguished origins whose
military skills had won him a consulate in
12 BCE. He displayed consistent loyalty to
the future emperor Tibcrius (Tac., Anllals
3:48) which won him influence and ulti
mately (21 CE) a public funeral. He was
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governor of Syria in 6 CE (JOS'1 Ant. 18:26),
which poses chronological difficulties for
his mention at Luke 2:2 in connection with
the contentious censuS. PW lists seven
Quirini, mostly from the Greek eastern
Mediterranean and also a Quirinius, but
Luke's is the only Sulpicius Quirinius
known to us.
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RABI$U r~i

1 Riibi$u (Sum ma~kim) is formally an
Akkadian participle from rabii$u, 'to crouch,
lie in wait'. Evidence from Arabic suggests
that Proto-Semitic contained two different
roots: RBI? and RB$. In Arabic the former is
used with reference to small cattle and de
notes their 'crouching' or 'lying down' (cf.
OSA mrbqn, 'sheepfold'), though it can also
mean 'to lurk'. The latter has the second
(negative) meaning only. The root is not used
as a divine element in Semitic onomastica.

In Akkadian texts, the title riibi$U is also
applied to certain deities. In Gen 4:7. the
Hebrew word r6be$ is often considered a
loan of Akk riibi$u: sin is 'crouching' at
Cain's door like a demon.

II. The root meaning of Akk rabi$u
seems to be 'one who lies in wait'. Yet the
term was not always employed in a negative
sense. Its usage may be divided into two
categ()ries: (a) referring to human officials
and (b) refemng to deities or demoTis:

RiJbi$u was the name of a high official in
Mesopotamia (the title is often translated
'commissary'. 'bailiff, Sachwalter, etc.).
The office included a judicial aspect. It is
well attested in the Ur III period, where the
riibi$u was the most important official after
the judge and was responsible for the pre
liminary examination at trials. A 'rabi$u of
the judge' (rabi$ dayyanim) is attested at
Sippar from the time of Sabium until that of
Samsi-iluna of Babylon.

No mention of the rabi$u is found in
Mesopotamian legal and administrative texts
after the Old Babylonian period (OPPEN
HEIM 1968:178); yet the title continued in
use in the West. In the Amarna correspon
dence riJbi~u designated a high Pharaonic
official to whom the local ruler was answer
able. In EA 256:9 (cf. 362:69) L1J.ME~.MA~KIM
is glossed by su-ki-ni (probably Canaanite

*sokinu-cf. Phoen skn, 'ruler, governor')
and in 131 :21 by ma-lik.ME~, 'counsellors·.
At Ugarit the riibi~u (U).MA~KIM) appears as
a contracting party or a witness in docu
ments. In RS 16.145:25-26 he is listed as
the last witness, and is described as "he who
brings forth the royal sealH

•

The title is applied to certain deities
(chiefly male) in a positive sense, desig
nating them as heavenly counterparts of the
human riJbi$u. Underlying this conception
may be his judicial role: in the event of cer
tain transgressions such deities could be ex
pected to bling guilty parties to judgment.
Moreover, gods could be invoked in curses
to act as a riibi$u against the offending
party. The drafters of these curses may have
had the demonic aspect of the riibi$U in
mind. One also finds certain unnamed dei
ties or -"demons bearing the title rabi$ X,
usually with respect to a certain city (e.g.
Mari: ARM 10 no. 9 rev 23'-26') or temple
(Takullu III rev 66). Here belongs also rabi$
sulmim, 'rabi~u of wen-being' (YOS 10, 53:
30), whose opposite is the rabi$ lemuttim
('rabi$u of evil').

Late in the Old Babylonian period the
riibi$u developed the character of a malevo
lent demon, often qualified as lemnu, 'evil'.
This development may have arisen from the
aspect of the human official as a powerful
and fearsome figure (OPPENHEIM 1968:178
79), someone not to be Uifled with
(EDZARD & WIGGERMANN 1989:450). Such.
demons are typically named in the context
of other evil spirits and are considered
responsible for various evils. In medical
omen texts one finds the diagnosis, "a
riibi$u has seized him" (TDP 158:12) and
"he has walked in the path of a rabi$u"
(TPD 34:23). Such texts also mention
specific types of riibi$u, who were thought
to ambush their victims in various places:
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rabi~ liri, "the rabi$u of the roof' (TPD
214: II ): riibi~ 11I11Stiti, ..the riibi$u of the
lavatory" (TPD 188: 13): riibi$ lIari, "the
rabi$lI of the river/canal" (TPD 190:24-25):
rilbi~ [wrbati, "the riibi~lI of the wasteland"
(SIT 91 :84): rilbi$ lIr[li, "the rilbi$lI of the
road" (TPD 182:40).

III. It is commonly held among OT com
mentators that Akk rcibi~lI appears as a loan
word in Gen 4:7 (Hebr robe$). Unfortunate
ly this hypothesis is complicated by the
extremely problematic nature of this pas
sage: no satisfactory solution to its diffi
culties has yet been reached. The verse in
question is situated in a context in which
-'Yahweh is addressing --Cain, who was
depressed and angry ("his face fell"-4:5)
because an offering from his harvest was not
pleasing to God. The reason for the divine
disapproval is not stated.

The import of God's words to Cain in v 7
is far from clear. Specifically. w(l'im 16' te{ib
lappeta{J l]aUii't r6be$ is usually understood
to mean, "But if you do not do welUdo your
best, sin is a croucher-demon at the door".
This interpretation has the advantage of pro
viding the masculine antecedent presup
posed in the subsequent clause (teSliqiito ...
b6: the same idiom occurs in Gen 3: 16). But
there are problems. For example, one would
expect the antecedent to be the tenor of the
metaphor UIOUii't, 'sin') rather than the vehi
cle (r6be$). Also, the position of lappeta~1 is
odd if in fact it means 'at the door/opening
[of a tentl'. On this interpretation it should
most likely come after ~w{{ii't r6bc$.

Nevertheless, if one accepts the MT read
ing, the hapax legomelloll r6be$ could refer
to a rcibi$lI demon, instigating Cain to com
mit murder. The fact that this demon is said
to lurk "at the (tent?)-opening" fits with the
character of the rilbi$lI, namely to lurk in
ordinary places to spring his ambush. On the
other hand, the Akkadian sources portray the
riibi$1I a.~ a being that attacks its victims, not
a~ one that tempts them to commit sin.
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M. L. BARR~

RACHEL "iii
I. Rachel is in bihlical trndition

--Jacoh's favourite wife and mother of
--Joseph and Benjamin (Gen 30:23-24:
35: 16-20). Outside the Pentateuch she is
mentioned in I Sam 10:2; Ruth 4: II .md Jer
31: 15. Rachel wa.~ originally an animal
name. The noun reibel, 'ewc', is attested in
Hebrew (Gen 31 :38; Isa 53:7), Ammaic
(also the Deir Alia inscription I, II) and
classical Arabic. STADE (1881), HAUPT
(1909), O. PROCKSCH (Die Gellesis [KAT
I: Leipzig 1913] 334-335), and M. NOTH
(Das System cler Zwolf Staml1le Israels
[Stuttgart 1930] 83) believed her name, as
well as --Leah's, was originally an cmblem
of different tribal groups of cattle-breeders.
In these animal names other scholars dis
covered evidence of animal worship and
totemism in early Isrnel (SMITH 1894; GRAY
1896: MEYER 1906:274); some even saw in
Rachel a mythological personification of the
min-clouds rWolkenkuh', GOLOZlHER 1876).

II. The Akkadian word la[lnl (ewe) is
often quoted as a cognatc to ra~lel (CAD L
42-44: AHlV 528; HALAT 1134), but this
linguistic connection is not certain. Labar
([UDU].Ug) is a Babylonian cattle-god, pre
sumably of Sumerian origin, usually men
tioned together with the gmin-god Ashnan
(W. G. LAMBERT, LalJar, RLA 6 [1980-83]
431). Even if a connection exists, the Baby
lonian cattlc-god and biblical Rachel hardly
share morc than a common etymology.
Rachel was neither a totem nor a local
numen, whose sanctuary was turned inro a
sepulchre (MEYER 1906:274), let alonc a fcr
tility-goddess, though she was ccrtainly
venerated in Israel as an ancestrnl saint.

III. The location of the tomb of Rachel
on the border of Benjamin and Ephraim near
Ramah (Gen 30:16,18; 48:7: I Sam 10:2:
Jer 31: 15: cr. Jcr 40: I. presumably at pres-
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ent er-Rcim at the head of W. Far-a, cf.
HAlAT 908; 1. 1. SIMONS, The Geographi
cal and Topographical Texts oj the OT
[Leiden 1959] § 327.1.8), confirms Rachel's
connection to the early Israelite tribes of
Joseph and Benjamin. The location south of
Ramal Rachel near Bethlehem-where a
mediaeval qubbet Rii~il is still shown-may
reflect a secondary Judaean location
(JEREMIAS 1958:75-76. pace SIMONS, The
Geographical and Topographical Texts of
the OT §§ 383, 666-668), which gained pro
minence in later Jewish and Christian tradi
tion (Matt 2:16-18). Two explicit references
from the monarchic period (1 Sam 10:2; Jer
31:15) and the ancient blessing, preserved in
Ruth 4: 11, present limited but clear evi
dence of a living ancestral cult around
Rachel's tomb in OT times (TSEVAT 1962).
It is not surprising to find evidence for more
than one tomb. Also in modem times
Muslim and Christian saints sometimes have
more than one maqaam with a shrine or a
cenotaph (E. W. LANE, Manners and
Customs of the Modern Egyptians [London
1836; repro 1978]). The existence of a
younger rival tradition near Bethlehem can
not be excluded (examples in JEREMIAS
1958: 114-117). The bold personification of
mother Rachel in Jer 31: 15~16 is more than
prophetic imagination or figurative speech.
Even if the historial reference is to the Exile
of 587 BeE, the underlying tradition is that
of the barren Rachel crying for children she
cannot conceive (Oen 30:1-2; 1 Sam 1:7-8).
It is only in the interpretation of the prophet
and in the midrash of Matt 2: 18 that the
barren Rachel also becomes the bereft
mother of Israel (cf. the role of Ephraim in
1 Chr 7:22). Her cry may refer to a ritual
penormed by women at her tomb, vener~

ating her as the ancestral mother. These
women, having experienced barrenness and
bereavement, may have honoured her as
their patroness, and may have asked for her
intercession (Gen 35:16-20; Ruth 4:11; Jer
31: 16). Part of the folklore was also the
application of Mandragora as an aphrodiasic
stimulating sexual desire and fertility (Gen
30:14-15; Cant 7:14; J. G. FRAZER, Folk-

lore in the Old Testament, Vol 2 [London
1918] 372-397; G. DALMAN, Arbeit und
Sitte, Vol. I [Giitersloh 1928] 250·251), a
phenomenon which is quite well attested in
other ancient fertility and modem saint cults.
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M. DIJKSTRA

RAHAB Jili
l Rahab is one of the names in the OT

of the chaos monster(s) (cf. also ~Levia

than, -Tannin. Tehom [~Tiamat], and
Yam). Although there are in the neighbou
ring cultures many parallels to this pheno
menon of chaos monsters, the name Rahab
seems to have no cognates. The only excep
tion is in an Akkadian text about a chaos
monster usually called Labbu. The first syl
lable in this name is written with the sign
KAL which can be read as lab as well as reb;
so the reading Rebbu «*reb-bu) is possible
too (LAMBERT 1986:55 n.l). The Hebrew
name is probably related to Heb RHB,
'assail', 'press', and Akk ra~abu(m), 'trem
ble (with fear or rage)' and especially with
its derivate rubu, 'overflow'. because this is
not only said of rage but also of water, whe
reas Rahab is usually related to the -sea. It
occurs as a divine name in Isa 51:9; Ps
89:11; Job 9:13; 26:12; and Sir 43:25; and
as a reference to Egypt in Isa 30:7 and Ps
87:4. The plural reJuibfm in Ps 40:5 can be
interpreted as a reference to related
~demons.

II. The reference to Rahab in the or
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should be read against the background of
ancient Near Eastern mythology describing
creation as based on victory over the powers
of chaos, viz. the primordial oceans. These
powers are represented as monsters. The
best known example is the Babylonian myth
Enuma elis describing - Marduk's creation
of the kosmos by defeating the chaos
monster Tiamat with her helpers. In the
Ugaritic myth of -Baal there are references
to a primordial battle between Baal or his
consort Anat against the god of the Sea
Yam and other chaos monsters (KTrJ2 1.2
iv; 1.3 iii; 1.5 i). The same myth tells us that
this battle did not stop with the creation of
the world: the powers of chaos remain a
threat which has to be confronted again and
again. A ritual text (KTlfl 1.82) describes
how these forces can afflict human life and
how they can be exorcized.

A clear picture of such a watery chaos
monster can be found on an Assyrian cyl·
inder seal (KEEL 1977:43, p1.48) which
shows a -dragon with a body of waves.
The dragon is attacked by a warrior with
two helpers. On a Hittite cylinder seal
(ANEP 670 and KEEL 1977:44, pJ.50) we
see two gods fighting a dragon pictured as
waves curling over.

III. In the OT texts relating Rahab to the
sea its original character of chaos monster is
preserved. They also point to aconception
of a battIe between -+Yahweh and -chaos
preceding the creation of - heaven and
-+earth. Job 26 describes the steadfast order
of the universe preserved by God after
having struck down Rahab (cf. also Ps 89:7
13). Job 9: 13 mentions Rahab's helpers.
This has a parallel in the army of monsters
siding with Tiamat according to Enuma eliJ
I 125ff and also in 'the Big Ones', monsters
supporting the sea god Yam, the adversary
of Baal and Anat in KTlfl 1.3 iii:38ff. And
the ritual text KTrJ2 1.109:21 mentions
helper-gods among a number of gods re
siding in the netherworld (TUAT IIJ3, 317).

In Isa 51:9~10 the reference to Yahweh as
victor in the battle 'in the days of old'
against the monsters of chaos is used, just as
in the Ugaritic myth of Baal, as a reason for

hope in the present situation: this victory
can be repeated in new situations of distress.
The prophet has associated the creation of
heaven and earth out of the oceans of chaos
with the deliverance of the people of Israel
out of Egypt through the waters of the Reed
Sea. The god of Israel is called upon to
repeat such an act of salvation on behalf of
the people of Judah living in exile by the
rivers of Babylon. The prophet appears to
have been inspired by the prophecy in Isa
30:7 against Egypt. To the people looking
for help against Assyria, Egypt is described
as a worthless ally. This is expressed in
what must have been intended to be a nick
name: rahab hem sabet, 'You are Rahab?
Inaction!' Because of its uncommon syntax
this is usually emended to rahab ham
mosbilt. 'Rahab who is brought to a stand·
still'. The problem of the best text can be
left aside here, because the prophet's mess
age is clear: Egypt is like one of the
monsters of chaos. but lacks their power.
When we take into account the etymology
of the name of Rahab proposed above, the
words of this text are in fact a contradictio
in terminis. This can be compared to the
mocking song on the king of Babylon in Isa
14, celebrating his downfall into the realm
of death. lsa 14:4 also speaks of him being
stopped (Heb sbt) and he seems to be deno
ted bya word derived from 'the stem rhb as
well. Unfortunately, the Hebrew text is
uncertain here too.

Ps 87:4 shows that this nickname for
Egypt became more or less common, be
cause it is used here without further com
ment. This may have been favoured by the
fact that travelling from Israel to Egypt has
always been called t going down', using the
same verb that denotes the journey from the
land of the living to the world of the -+dead,
which is surrounded by the watery powers
of chaos.

The plural rehabfm in Ps 40:5 can be
interpreted as referring to demonic forces
related to Rahab. In this psalm they are
opposed to Yahweh: 'Blessed is the one
who trusts in Yahweh, who turns not to
rehtibim and becomes entangled in -false-
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hood'. This last word (Heb kiizilb) is used in
Isa 28:15 to describe a 'covenant with
death' and in Amos 2:4 it denotes the false
gods. All this makes it likely that Ps 40:5
refers, as was earlier suggested by GUNKEL
and others, to the forbidden attempt to
obtain help from divine forces in the nether
world. The OT leaves us in no doubt that
this was incompatible with the worship of
Yahweh as the one god, just as in Ps 40:5
the rehilbfm are oppossed to Yahweh. The
attestation of rehabfm next to Rahab can be
compared to the relation between rpum
(~Rephaim) and the god RapPu in the relig
ion of Ugarit. There may also be a con
nection with the 'helpers of Rahab' men
tioned in Job 9:13. From Ugaritic ritual texts
we learn that not only benign powers from
the netherworld were invoked; evil forces
were also called upon. In an incantation
recited 'to cast out the flying demons which
possess a young man' it is said of ~Horon,

master of black magic: 'let him be a friend'
(KTlfl 1.169:9-10; ARTU 185; differently
DLU, I, 172). Apparently one hoped to per
suade this dreadful god to use his powers in
a favourable way. In this way a 'covenant
with death' (lsa 28: 15) could benefit the
living. The same conception seems to be
hinted at in Matt 12:25, "driving out the evil
spirits by Beelzebul, the lord of the spirits".
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K. SPRONK

RAKm-EL
I. Rakib-EI is known to have been the

god of the kings of Sam'al, a Neo-Hittite
dynasty in South-East Anatolia. It has been
suggested that the Rechabites, a religious
minority group in ancient Israel, were orig
inally named after Rakib-El (RAMEY 1968),
A variant proposal connects the name with
the god Rkb, presumably short for Rakib-EI
or the epithet rkb (rpt, 'Rider of the clouds'
(BLENKINSOPP 1972)

II. Rakib-El is a poorly known deity
whose name occurs a number of times in
Phoenician and Aramaic inscriptions from
Zinjirli (KAI 24:16; 25:4.6; 214:2.3.11.18;
215:22; 216:5). He was worshipped by King
Kilarnuwa and his family as their divine pa
tron (b(l bt, 'Lord of the Dynasty'). The
character of Rakib-El has not been estab
lished beyond doubt. If LANDSBERGER is
correct in his understanding of the name as
'Charioteer of -+El' (1948), it is quite poss
ible that Rakib-El has to be associated with
the storm-god ~Hadad. In Ugaritic texts
Hadad (better known as -+Baal) bears the
epithet -+'Rider of the clouds' (rkb (rpt);
Rakib-EI could be another epithet of the
same deity. Others have suggested that
Rakib-El was a moon-god identical to the
Ugariticgod Yarih, adducing in support of
this identification the panillelism between
Rakib-EI and Baal Haran ('the lord of
Haran'), an epithet of the moon-god ~Sin,

and because of the lunar symbolism on the
Zinjirli stela (e.g. F. M. CRoss, Canaanite
Myth and Hebrew Epic [Cambridge 1973]
10 n. 32; more cautiously LANDSBERGER
1948; DONNER & ROLLIG 1964:237). The
arguments in support of the lunar character
of Rakib-El are not entirely convincing,
however. The mere fact that 'the Lord of
Haran' is also referred to as 'my lord'
(mr'y) by Bar-Rakib (KAI 218) need not
imply an identity for him and Rakib-El.
since we cannot be sure that the title was
used for one god exclusively.

III. Irrespective of the specific nature .of
Rakib-El, the hypothesis which links hIm
with the Rechabites appears to be far
fetched. In the biblical tradition the Rechab-
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ites figure as staunch defenders of an aus
terely Yahwistic religion, in which there is
no place for the recognition of other gods
(VAN DER TOORN 1996). Moreover, it
should be remembered that the title 'Rider'
or 'Charioteer' is not attested independently
as a divine epithet; should the name Rechab
(from whom the Rechabites descended) be
connected with Rakib-EI, the form of the
anthroponym would have to be longer. An
independent "Semitic storm-deity rkb" is
simply a phantom (pace BLENKINSOPP
1972).

IV, Bibliography
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K. VAN DER TOORN

RAM
I. Ram has been speculated to be the

name of a deity on the basis of the name
Abram, interpreted theophorically as 'Ram
is father' (LEWY 1934).

II. The only extra-biblical evidence in
support of an alleged deity Ram is the
Assyrian anlhroponym Shu-Rama. 'He of
Rama' (LEWY 1934:59 n. 72). There can be
no doubt about the correctness of Lewis
reading. In addition to the two references
given by Lewy (ccr I PI. 46a:20; PI. 46b:
14). the name also occurs in AKT 1.72:2.3.6;
KBo 9.6:2; KBo 28.159:2; 167:3. Though
the element Ra·ma is never preceded by the
divine determinative DINGIR, the form of the
personal name does suggest that Rama is the
name of a god (cf. e.g. Shu-Nunu, Shu
Laban). Yet HIRSCH docs not mention Rama
in his survey of theophoric elements in Old

Assyrian names (1972:31-34), and the
theophoric interpretation is far from assured.
It could be a geographical reference.

III. As the traditional interpretation of the
name Abram as 'the (divine) Father is
Exalted' is perfectly satisfactory (Nonl. lPN,
52), there is no need to have recourse to an
obscure divine name in order to explain the
biblical name. Lewy's suggestion should
therefore be regarded as mistaken.

IV. Bibliography
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K. VAN DER TOORN

RAPHA ii::li
I. In 2 Sam 21: 16.18.20.22 (1/ I Chron

20:4.6.8) mention is made of riipii, 'Rapha',
the ancestor of various warriors who battled
with David. Rapha has been connected to
the - Rephaim and interpreted as a deity
whose cult centre was in Gath (L'HEUREUX
1974; MCCARTER 1983:449-450; HALAT
1191 ).

II. 1 Sam 21: 15-22 relates quarrels
between David and a group of Philistine
warriors: Jisni-Benob; Saph and an anony
mous -giant with six fingers on each hand.
They are presented as yelide hiirapii, 'de
scendants of Rapha'. WILLESON (1958)
interpreted hiiriipii as the rendition of a
Greek word apmi, 'scimitar', supposing that
the Philistines were via the Sea Peoples re
lated to the Greek world. The expression
then would refer to a distinguished guild of
Philistine soldiers. With L'HEUREUX and
McCARTER the word Iziiriipa can belter be
seen as a variant to Heb Juiriipii), lit. 'the
Healer', connecting the ancestor of this
group of soldiers with the Rephaim. Rnpha
would then refer to a Canaanite underworld
deity. Recently, J. C. DE MOOR, Standing
Stones and Ancestor Worship, UF 27 (1995)
II, has suggested that the retroversion of
LXX Amos 5:26 should be reconstructed as
follows: ·w;)t kwkb rp:J ;)lhykm, 'and the star
of your god Rapha', LXX Amos 5:26,
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however, clearly reads PQ1¢aV and thus con
tains a reference to -+Rephan.

III. Bibliography
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B. BECKING

RAPHAEL ?~~.,

I, This name is based upon the Hebrew
root RP>' to heal, hence rope', physician etc.
Raphael, then, might be translated 'God
healed'. The relation of this name to the
-+Rephaim has not yet been studied.

II. The angel Raphael occurs in biblical
literature for the first time in the book Tobit.
He is apparently one of the four highest
-angels, known as the -+archangels in most
of the old lists (four in most manuscripts of
J Enoch 9. 10.40:9; 54:6; 71:8-9. 13; IQM
9, 15; Apoc. Mos. 40; seven J Enoch 20).
Most revealing is his short speech, Tob 12:
11-15, which shows that Raphael is one of
the seven angels who are allowed to enter
before the -+glory of God. According to Tob
3: 16, 12: 12, Raphael listens to the prayers of
the righteous ones. He accompanies Tobit's
son, Tobias, and acts according to his secret
knowledge as healer: i.e. as a physician as
well as a binder of demons. He knows how
to usc the power inherent in some parts of
an extraordinary fish (6: 1-9), only a part of
which is used to heal a disease of Tobit's
eyes, the others help to expel the demon
-+Asmodaeus who is bound by Raphael
(8:3). It is in accordance with this that
Raphael's task in J Enoch is described as
healing the earth from all the deeds of Ihe
fallen angels, including the binding of
-.AZ3Zel (10: I-II; cf. 54:6). He is 'set over
all disease and every wound of the children
of the people' (1 Enoch 40:9). Raphael also
knows other details which have been told in
his absence (Tob 6:16). Only seldom is
Raphael connected with the future fate of
souls as in J Enoch 22:3; Gk Apoc. Ez.ra
6: 1-2 or with the divine judgment: Sib. Or.

2:215. Somelimes he functions as angelus
interpres e.g. J Enoch 22:2; 32:6. He is
called apXl<JTpatlTY0; in Gk Apoc. Ezra 1:4.

III. His healing activity is mentioned
later in rabbinic writings (e.g. b. Yoma 37a)
as well as in numerous magical texts: In T.
Sol. he stands over against Ihe sixth demon
(5:9; 13:6; 18:8; 23P). Jewish magical texts
as well as prayers address him (STOBE 1895:
28, line 55; PRADEL 1907:55-56; NAVEH &
SIIAKED 1985:Amulet 3:9; 7:2), as do Chris
tian ones: KROPP 1930/1 931 :XLVIII 38-40.
117; LXXVI 79-122; XLVII 2, 5; PGM
XXXV 3; XXXVI 170 (cf. A. TRAVERSA,
Dai papiri inediti delIa raccolta milanese: 25
Frammento di papiro magico, Aegyptus 33
[1953J, 57-62; ET: H.-D. BETZ, The Greek
Magical Papyri in Translation including the
Demotic Spells Vol. 1: Texts. Chicagol
London 1986, 302 [text no. XC» and F.
MALTOMINI, I Papiri Greci, Swdi Classici e
Orientali 29 (1979), 55-124, here papyrus 1,
line 59, ET: BETZ ibid. no. CXXIIIa; cf.
also MONTGOMERY, Text 15,9 and 96-97.
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M. MACII

RAVEN ~.,.v

I. The raven, known in the Old Testa
ment as a messenger bird (Gen 8:7), has
been associated with the divine in Mesopot
amia (NASH 1990:75) and Ugarit.

II. In the Neo-Assyrian 'God description
text', the parts of the body of a deity are
mysticalIy compared with clements, metals,
animals, foods, trees, fruits etc. known from
the physical world. The 'mole' of the deily
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is metaphorically seen as a 'raven': (LN'AGA.
~fU~EN (iiribu) ki-pif.SII 'his mole is a mven'
(LIVINGSTONE 1986:94 1:9 = SAA 3, 39:9).
In the Neo-Assyrian incantation cycle
Ut/lkkil lemmilll, a passage occurs in which
the incantation pricst has two birds in his
hands. Both the raven and the hawk function
as animals in which antidemonic divine
powers arc present (Utukkil lemmit/l I, 129
135; NASH 1990:75). From Neo-Assyrian
astrological reports a -·star (or -·constella·
tion'?) MUL.UGA,i.ga 'Raven' is known (SAA
8, 74 Rev: I; 82:5: 414 Rev: I). Although
stars are seen as divine in Mesopotamia, thc
name of the Raven·star is never preceded by
the determinative for a deity.

In Ugarit, birds were seen as divine mess
engers of the deities (KaRPEL 1990:544
549). In a passage from the Legend of
Keret, it is stated that thc divinc beings IIisu
(iff) and his wife were heralds of -·EI. The
wording of this function (l1grlngrt: meaning
'raven' in the first place; KaRPEL 1990:292)
indicatcs that they were seen as ravens
(KTU 1.16 [Keret IIII iv:IO-16).

III. In the ancient Near East the raven is
only associated with the divine and not
identifIed as such. In the Old Testament
stories of -Noah and -·Elijah, the raven is
only interpreted as instrumental, either to
give orientation after the flood (Gen 8:7:
KEEL 1977:79-91) or to feed an isolated
prophet (I Kgs 17:2-6).

IV. Bibliography
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B. BECKING

RE .!Ii
I. Re (R'w, Akk. Ri'a, Heb Ra') occurs

as a theophoric element in Potiphera
(.!Ii~'~~~ = PJdjpJR'w, name of the father of
Asenath Gen 41 :45), a short form of Poti
phar (l~'~~::l) the name of Joseph's Egypt
ian employer, Gen 37:36: 39: I) and Hophra
(j)l::li1), Jer 44:30 a,"jbRew, Gk Aprics.
name of Pharao WJ~ljbR'U').

Re is the Egyptian god of creation, the
sun and the state, for he symbolizes the cos·
mogonic energies and qualities that rule the
universe and that find their terrestrial incar
nation in Pharaoh. Re is the chief of the
gods and the father of the king. -Amun
achieves this same position only via syncret
istic identification with Re. The traditional
centre of Re-worship is Jwnw, Heb i~~

(Ezek 30: 17) i~ (Gen 41 :45). the Greek
Heliopolis.

II. The Egyptians divided the day into
three periods which correspond to three
phases of the solar journey, the apparent
course of the sun around the earth, which
the Egyptians depicted as a journey in two
boats, one for the day (MellljO and one for
the night (Msku). These periods are
morning. midday and evening, or sunrise,
crossing and sunset. The night usually
belongs to the third phase. The three phases
of the solar circuit arc expressed in a triad
of gods: Chepre (morning), Re (midday) and
-·Atum (evening and night). But these three
gods can also be seen as mere aspects of
one single god who is called either Re or
Re-Harakhte. Later theological speculation
develops a doctrine of 12 or 24 forms of Re,
one for every hour. The 'litany of Re', a text
belonging to the 'books of the netherworld'.
praises Re in 75 different forms (HORNUNG
1975). Each of the three major forms of Re
ha<; a special religious significance. Chcpre
symbolizes the cosmogonic energies: he is
the god who "cmerged by himself' (lipr 45/,
Gk alllogenes.) Re symbolizes the rulership
of the creator, his justice, exccutive power
and omniscience: Atum symbolizes the vir
tuality of preexistence into which the creator
relapses during the night in order to start
creation again the following morning
(ASSMANN 1969).
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The traditional cult of Re addresses not
only the god but rather the 'solar circuit',
which is considered the central life process
of the universe and a drama in which virtu
ally the whole pantheon cooperates. The cult
supports this drama by incessant ritual per
fonnances, mostly in the fonn of hourly
recitations of hymns ('hourly ritual',
ASSMANN 19753 : 1-12), but also fumiga
tions, libations, offerings and the like. The
popular sun hymns reflect the 3-phase struc
ture oJ the solar circuit: they usually contain
three stanzas, each of them devoted to a
specific phase of the journey. The topic of
these.hymns is not the theology of the sun
g~, but the drama of the solar journey
(ASSMANN 1969; 1983 chap. 2).

The .Heliopolitan concept of cosmogony
does not k.-now of any closure of the creative
process but conceives of creation as the
'first time' (zp IP}) of an endless cycle of
decay and regeneration (E. HORNUNG,
Verfall und Regeneration der Schopfung,
Eranos 46 [1977] 411-449). But unlike the
'first tfme' when light and life were dis
closed without meeting any resistance, the
dnily circuit has continuously to combat a
cosmic enemy, the personification of chaos,
dnrkness, dissolution and evil who in the
fonn of a huge -serpent threatens to swal
low up the celestial ocean and to bring the
solar course to a standstill. This enemy has
constantly to be overthrown, he can never
be definitely annihilated but remains omni
present as a kind of gravitation towards
-chaos or 'virtual apocalypse' which must
be avened by incessant effort in order to
keep the world going. The cult is the terres
trial part of this effon of cosmic mainten
ance. It is the task of the king whom Re
"has installed on the earth of the living for
ever and ever, judging men and satisfying
gods, realising MaCat (truth/justice/order)
and annihilating Isfet (disorder)" (Text ed.
ASSMANN 1971; cf. ASSMANN 1990:205
212). There exists a close parallelism be
tween the dominance of the creator which
he exe~ in the sky in order to maintain cre
ation against the rebellious resistance of
chaos, and the governance of Pharaoh on

earth and his struggle against political en
emies, a parallelism which reveals much of
the "solar language" that can be found in
Biblical texts (M. SMITH, The Early Hislory
0/ God [San Francisco 1990] 115-144; B.
JANOWSKI, Rellungsge\\JijJheil und Epi
pJumie des Heils. Das Mot;\, der Hilfe GOI
les «am Morgen» ;m Allen Orielll und ;m
Allen Teslament. Band I: Aller Orient
[\VMANT 59; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1989])

But the solar journey refleclS or imparts
not only the political conceptions about
justice, rulership and political welfare, but
also the anthropological conceptions about
death, rebirth and immortality. The individ
ual hopes to enter the cosmic cycle after
death and to be reborn in the hereafter to
join the retinue of the solar boat (the "bark
of millions"). The nocturnal phase of the
solar journey is depicted in the fonn of a
descensus ad in/eros (HORNUNG 1984). The
god who himself undergoes death and resur
rection/rebirth during this journey, visits the
corpses in the depth of the earth and reani
mates them temporarily by his radiance and
his life-giving words. At midnight, in the
extreme depth of the netherworld. the sun
god unites with -Osiris. the 'Ba'-soul with
his corpse. This union links 'yesterday' and
'tomorrow', 'Neheh' -time in fonn of endless
repetition and 'Djet' -time in fonn of inalter
able duration, father (Osiris) and son (Re =
-Horus) and thus produces continuity.
Between one cycle and another, there is the
mystery of renewal which for a moment
dives into the outworldly depths of pre
existence. A late text describes this union as
a most dangerous secret: "Whoever gives
this away will die of a violent death, for this
is a very great secret. It is Re and it is
Osiris" (Pap. Salt 825. xviii. 1-2; P. DER
CHAIN, Le PapYnlS Sail 825 (B.M. JOO5/),
riluel pour la conservalion de la vie en
E8)'Ple [Brussels 1965]). This same mysteri
ous union fonns the basis also for the indi
vidual's hope for renewal and immortality.
The cosmic drama is interpreted, by 'ana
logical imagination'. in a way that reflects
the fundamentals of human life: social jus
tice and hannony, political order and author-
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ity. and individual hopes for health. prosper
ity and-above all-life after death. It is
this relationship of mutual illumination of
cosmic. sociopolitical and individual essen
tials that conveys to this world-view and in
terpretation of reality the character of truth
and of natural evidence.

During the New Kingdom. a new concept
of the solar journey arises according to
which the sun god perfonns his course in
complete solitude. The traditional imagery
of the living god-reliving and rejuvenating
his daily life within the constellations of the
divine world-is now transfonned into the
concept of the life-giving god who is not
included and embedded in divine interaction
but confronts the world from high above and
sends from there his life-giving rays into the
world (For the venical division of the world
into upper and lower. heaven and eanh see
ASSMANN 1969:302-306). The transfonna
tion can be described ali one from constella
tional intransitivity to confrontational transi
tivity. Instead of a reciprocal relationship
between heavenly and earthly, cosmic and
political action, we have the direct tran
sitive subject-object relation between god
and earth. God and world. creator and cre
ation, are confronted in a huge distance to
each other. The world. however. still in
cludes the traditional deities and is still di
vine. But the monotheistic revolution of
Akhenaten does away even with this last
remnant of traditional polytheism. But this
is a radicalization which did not affect the
new world view. After Amarna. the devel
opment resumed. The great discovery of
Akhenaten which lay behind his mono
theistic revolution consisted in the observa
tion that the sun not only generated the
-light but also time. time in the double
sense of divine cosmic energy and individ
ual lifetime. Cosmic time and the lifetime of
all living creatures are created by the motion
of the sun ali the light is created by its radia
tion.

After Amama, this concept of the
constant divine creation or 'emission' of
lifetime develops into a concept of divine
will and human fate. Re not only generates

RE

time but also its content. i.e. fate and des
tiny. history and biography, life with all its
vicissitudes on the individual. social and
political planes emanate from the will of Re
who creates time (ASS~fANN 1975b). The
rule of Re over time implies a concept of
omniscience. In two hymns this idea is
expressed in tenns strongly reminiscent of
Ps 90:4: "eternity is in your eyes as yester
day when it has passed" (ASSMANN
19753 :Nr.l27B. 82: Nr.l44A, 27). But this
concept of time and fate as emanations of
divine planning remains not restricted to
solar theology but develops into a general
'theology of will' that changes the structure
and essence of Egyptian religion.

In hymns of the Ramesside and later
periods. the 'non-constellative' view of the
solar journey as the action of a solitary god
animating. ruling and preserving his creation
strangely coexists with the 'constellative'
one that views the same journey a'i a drama
where many gods cooperate and where the
sun god plays not only the active roles of
ruler. judge and saviour, but also the pa'isive
ones of a child that is born and raised, a
king who is crowned and adored. an old
man who is guided and helped, a dead man
who is 'transfigured'. rejuvenated and
reborn.

In the Late Period, Re and Osiris. who
according to the traditional conception
'unite' during midnight. fuse into a syncret
istic deity.

III. Potiphera, the Egyptian name of the
father of Asenath (Gen 41:45), means 'the
one given by Re' (KAI II, p. 280; cf. Poti
phar in Gen 37:36: 39:1). The noun in the
name of the Egyptian king Hophra (Jer
44:30: cf. 37:5) means 'Happy-heaned is
Re' (D. B. REDFORD, Hophra, ABD 3 [1992)
286). The suggestion according to which the
Hebrew expression RCB racd I blraC in Exod
5: 19: 10: 10 etc. contains a reference to Re
should be rejected as fanciful and unfounded
(pace RENDSnURG 1988).
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J. ASSMANN

REPHAIM ~'~~j

I. The tenn repa';1Il occurs 25 times in
the Hebrew Bible, most notably in the poeti
cal and the so-called 'historical' books.
Designating the spirits of the dead, the
Hebrew tenn is related to Ug rplllll, a name
for the deified royal ancestors. In several
places in the Hebrew Bible, the Rephaim
designate the ancient inhabitants of Pales
tine. characterized by gigantic size. The
most probable etymology of the term con
nects it with the root RP', 'to heal'.

II, The Rephaim. commonly vocalized
as an active paniciple riJpi'iima, from RP'.
'to heal', occur frequently in texts from
Ugarit. In /\7U 1.6 vi:45-46, a fragment
from a hymn to Shapshu, the rpllm occur in
parallelism with the i1ny11l, 'divine ones'.
Both groups arc said to be 'under' (r~t) the
sun goddess, i.e. submitted to her. The loca
tion corresponds with their place in the

netherworld, an idea also familiar from the
biblical writings. Lines 47-48 of the same
text mentions the ibn (gods) and the IIltm
-(dead) as denizens of the same abode.
Close to them lives Kothar-wa-Khasis
(-Koshar), who navigates and travels like
them (KTU 1.108:6).

The so-called Rephaim text, KTU 1.20
22, consists of three fragmentary tablets that
share as a kind of chorus line an invitation
addressed to the rplll1l. According to DEL
OlMO LETE (1981:405-424) and SPRONK
(1986), it is Dan'ilu who invites the rplllll to
his palace. VAN DER TOORN (1991:54)
construes the series of invitations as being
fonnulated by different speakers. Among the
more limpid pans of this obscure text. there
is a reference to a three-day journey by
chariot leading to the 'threshing floors' and
the 'orehards' where a seven-day banquet is
celebrated. The rpllm leave the city to pani
cipate in the revelry-no doubt a metaphor
for their ascent from the underworld.
According to SPRONK (1986:276), Hos 6: 1-3
is to be interpreted in the light of this text: it
is a polemical allusion to the Ugaritic con
ceptions of the afterworld, and more panicu
larly to the three-day journey of /\7U 1.20
i:24-25. The swiftness required of the rpllm
(KTU 1.20 ii:I-7; 21 ii:I-13: 22 ii:I-25)
accentuates the urgency of the convocation,
to be situated perhaps in the interval
between the death of a king and his burial.

If the rendering of KTU 1.20 i:3, k IIlr
mtm, as "when the men are dead" is ac
cepted (so A. CAQUOT & M. SZNYCER,
Textes ollgaririqlles, Vol. I (LAPO 7: Paris
1974] 477; M. DUKSTRA & J. C. DE MOOR.
Problematical Passages in the Legend of
Aqhatu, UF 7 [19751 171-215, esp. 214), the
link between the rpllm and the dead is ex
plicit from the outset. In KTU 1.22 i:8-lO,
two rpU11l are mention. viz., "Thamaqu, the
rpll of Ba'iu (-·Baal), warrior of Ba'lu, war
rior of -·AnaC', and "Yahipanu, the cham
pion, the everlasting royal prince". The
anthroponym Thamaqu is also known from
KTU 4.93 iv:3. An alternative translation for
rpll btl ('the rpll of Ba'lu') is 'the Rephaite,
the lord'. The expression dnil [mr.rpi1 in
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KTU 1.20 ii:8 might be understood as
"Dan)ilu, the man of healing", that is, the
man bound to be delivered from his suffer
ing-a suffering caused by his childlessness
after Aqhat's death. Alternatively, one could
opt for the translation "the man of rprl', the
rpu being "the title of a god known under
another name, or a particular deity"
(CAQUOT 1985:351). The latter interpreta
tion might explain the frequency of the
expression in the cycle of Dan)ilu (KTU
1.17 i: 1.17.34.37.42; ii:28; v:5.14.34; vi:52;
KTU 1.19 i:20.36-39; ii:41; iv:13.l7.36). C.
VIROLLEAUD rendered it as "Mot gucris
seur" (-+'Mot the healer'), and drew a com
parison with Shadrapha, 'Shed the healer'
(La legende phenicienne de Dane! [Paris
1936] 87). The correspondences reveal the
affinity-recognized by Virolleaud-be
tween the cycle of Dan)ilu and Aqhat, on
the one hand, and the 'Rephaim text', on the
other. It is possible that the conditions of the
murder of Aqhat were recreated by means of
a ritual that sought to undo the conse
quences of his death (J..7U 1.22 i:ll) with
the help of an intervention by the rpum
(CAQUOT 1985:346). The beneficial action
of the latter would consist of their restoring
the lost fertility, not so much that of the
country (in spite of the mention of the
'threshing floors' and 'orchards'), both a
reflection and a result of the death of Aqhat
(J. GRAY, The Rephaim. PEQ 81 [1948-49]
127-139), but rather that of the king they
were bound to bless with offspring (KTU
1.22 i:I-5). According to SPRONK (1986:
160-161), the 'Rephaim text' is a witness to
the belief in the ability of Ilu (-+EI) and/or
Baclu to revivify the dead. Their return
among the living would take place during
the autumn festival (SPRONK 1986: 164). For
TROPPER (1989: 141) and VAN DER TOORN
(1991:52), KTU 1.22 i:l-4 is n dynastic or
acle. TROPPER docs not regard the autumn
festival as the setting for a return to life of
some of the dead, but for necromantic prac
tices. VAN DER TOORN argues that the rela
tions between Dan)i1u and the rpum do not
prove that there was an annual meeting
between the living and the death, whether

provoked by a mar..ahu or by necromancy.
The Kirtu legend contains two allusions

to the rpum. Toward the end of a bene
diction, the god Ilu expresses the wish that
Kirtu be glorified "among the rpim of the
earth, in the ac;sembly of the clan of Ditanu"
(btk rpi ar~ bplzr qbl drn, J..7U 1.15 iii:3
4.14-15). The blessing introduces the annun
ciation to Kirtu of the birth of six daughters.
Initially the rpum were believed to designate
the original inhabitants of the country. J.
GRAY (Dtn and rp'um in Ancient Ugarit,
PEQ 84 [1952] 39-41) showed that these
'healers' or 'dispensers of fertility' of the
earth were the kings of yore; his demonstra
tion carried general conviction (cf. for this
concept in the Greek world Hesiod, Works
and Days, 121-123). M. HELTZER has
voiced dissent (The rabba'um in Mari and
the rpi(m) in Ugarit, OLP 9 (1978] 5-20,
esp. 15). He urges that the rpum must be
clan members, analogous to the rabba'um of
Mari, since Kirtu appears to be one of them.
The seeming contmdiction is resolved by
CAQUOT (1985:353), who suggests that the
poetic blessing is posterior to the rest of the
poem and is to be situated after the death of
Kirtu. Though drn has been interpreted as
'kingdom' (Ginsberg, Driver), and 'men in
command' (so Jirku, arguing on the basis of
the equivalence made in Akkadian between
darnu and qarradll, cr. AHW 165), it is now
generally regarded as a personal name.

J..7U 1.161, either the libretto of a funer
ary service for a king who recently died, or
a ritual in commemoration of his death,
completes the information yielded by KTU
1.20-22. The king in question could be
Niqmaddu III, predecessor of Ammurapi
and last king of Ugarit (A. CAQUOT, Textes
Ougaririques, Vol. 2 [LAPO 14; Paris 1989]
104). The sacrifice lasts seven days, just like
the banquet offered to the rpum in KTU 1.22
i:22-25. The rpllm are also called ;/m:
meaning 'shadows' rather than 'images' (M.
DIETRICH & O. LoRETZ, Neue Studien zu
den Ritualtexten aus Ugarit (II)-nr. 6
Epigrafische und inhaltliche Probleme in
KTU 1.161, UF 15 [1983] 17-24). The
expression brings to mind the biblical Reph-
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aim. Like the Rephaim, too, the rpum act as
a group, viz. as the company of Ditanu
(KTU 1.161:3 and 10, cf. Prov 21:6). This
dIn, to be identified with the dIn mentioned
in KTU 1.15 iii:3-4 and 14-15, is most likely
one of their leaders, if not their leader in
command. The role of Shnpshu as psycho
pompos in II. 18-19 conforms with her func
tion in the cycle of Ba(lu, where she assists
Anal' in her quest for the dead god (KTU 1.6
i:8-9.13-15; iii:24; iv:I-22). T. H. GASTER
compares the role of Shapshu (known as
'the lamp of the gods') to that of -Helios in
the myth of -.Demeter and Kore, and to that
of the sun god in the myth of Telepinu
(Thespis [New York 1950, 19612] 162-184,
resp. 172-2(0). Also the expression '!T b(lk,
'after your lord' (KTU 1.161 :20) is reminis
cent of the descent of Ba(lu (the 'Lord')
among the dead-unless the b(I in question
be D.idanu or rpll (also known as b(1 in KTU
1.22 i:8). The journey to the underworld and
the descent into the dust agree with what is
known about the biblical Rephaim. Lines
31-32 of the text express the purpose of the
ritual: peace to the king and the citizens of
Ugarit.

KTU 1.108 is a ritual for the royal dead.
The obverse of the broken tablet describes a
banquet for the rpum presided at by one rpu.
D. PARDEE (Les lextes param)'lhologiques
[Paris 1988] 118; so too C. E. L'HEUREUX,
Rank Among Ihe Canaanile Gods [HSM 21;
Missoula 1979) 186) feels that the mytho
logical elements predominate over the ritual
traits. The presence of Anat at this feast of
the dead (11. 6-10) is hardly surprising, con
sidering her complex role in the poem of
Aqhat ·and her endeavours to save Ba(lu
from the death. The banquet of the dead in
company with the god rpu is reminiscent of
the food enjoyed by the 'soul' of Panammu
in the company of -Hadad, mentioned in
KA1214:21-22 (CAQUOT, LAPO 14 [1989]

. 111). The Ugaritic text closes with a bles
sing by the rpll of-presumably-the king
'in the middle of Ugarit (blk ugrt)', which
confirms the dynastic and political bias of
the ritual. The rpu who presides over the
banquet is also referred to as mlk (1m. The

latter expression has been rendered as 'king
of the world' (Virol1e~lUd), 'king everlasting'
(see also the majority of scholars), and
recently-as 'king of yore' (PARKER 1970:
249; CAQUOT 1976:299). This mlk (1m can
be identified neither with Ba(lu (pace J. DE
MOOR, Studies in the new Alphabetic Tex.ts
from Ras Shamra, 1, UF I [1969] 167-188,
esp. 176; DE MOOR 1976:329; A. F. RAI
NEY, The Ugaritic Texts in Ugaritica 5,
JAOS 94 [1974] 184-194, esp. 188) nor with
Ilu (pace J. BLAU & J. C. GREENFIELD,
Ugaritic Glosses, BASOR 200 [1970] 11-17,
esp. 12; GESE RAAM: 92; A. S. KAPELRUD,
The Ugaritic Text RS 24.252 and King
David, JNSL 3 [1974] 35-39, esp. 35;
L'HEUREUX 1974:268; J. DAY, The Daniel
of Ugarit and Ezekiel and the Hero of the
Book of Daniel, VI" 30 [1980] 174-184, esp.
176). The ml rpi (A.7U 1.20 ii:8), then, is
'the man of rpu' (B. MARGULIS, A Ugaritic
Psalm (RS 24.252), JBL 89 [19701 292-303,
esp. 301; PARKER 1970:249; CAQUOT
1976:299), that is, the man of the mlk (1m.
Gatharu and Yaqaru, instead of being alter
native designations of the rpll, arc rather
members of the group of the rpllm. In II. 2-3
the names ([Irl and hdri refer to the two
dwelling-places of -tOg king of -tBashan.
the remnant of the Rephaim (Deut 1:4; 3: II;
MARGULIS 1970:30I); their interpretation as
theonyms (-+Astarte and ' Haddu the shep
herd') is best abandoned.

According to SPRONK (1986:184). KTU
1.108 is to be situated in the context of the
New Year festival during which Baclu re
turned to life. He identifies rpll mlk <1m (line
I) and <III g!r (line 6) with BaClu (so too
TROPPER) and "Anat (the spouse) of Gatha
ru", respectively. Anat occurs here as the
tutelary goddess of the king. VAN DER
TOORN (1991 :57) understands rpu (to be
vocalised as rapi'" or rap'Il), in the ex
pression rpll mlk <1m. as an adjective with
the meaning 'pure', rather than an active
participle meaning 'healer' (so DE MOOR
1976:329) or a stative meaning 'hale' (F. M.
CROSS, Canaanile Mylh and Hebreu' Epic
[Cambridge, Mac;s. 1973] 263; L'HEUREUX
1974:269-270; E. T. MULLEN, The Divine
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COUllcil [HSM 24; Chico 1980) 262; LEWIS
1989: 14). RPII mlk '1m can be equated with
Milku, who can be equated in tum with Og
(VAN DER TOORN 1991:57-58, against PAR
DEE 1988:85-90, who rejects the identi
fication with Og). It is because Milku reigns
over the kings in the netherworld, whom he
represents, that he is in the forefront of the
liturgy (VAN DER TOORN 1991 :59).

The rpU11l revel amid music and dance (II.
3-4). Their characterization as ~lbr kIr {bm,
"the happy companions of Kothar" (CAQUOT
1989: 115), underlines that, on the one hand,
the rpll11l, just like the biblical Rephaim.
constitute a homogeneous group, and that,
on the other hand, Kothar, who accompa
nied Shapshu during her descent to the
netherworld, is still going to and fro in the
realm of the dead. The liturgy closes with an
extended blessing (11. 19-27) addressed first
to the rpllm of the underworld, then to the
actual king, and finally to the citizens of
Ugarit for ever more.

A.7U 1.124 is another 'paramythological'
text yet, the mythology being put to the
service of a ritual. Ditanu, the protagonist of
the text, intervenes in the world of the living
in order to lift the blight of infertility. His
ability to do so is based upon the power of
the rpllm to grant offspring to the royal
family. The first two lines mention one adn
ilm rbm, 'master of the many gods': is this
I1u (CAQUOT 1989: 119)7 PARDEE (1988:
185) believes Yaqaru is this master, the
'great gods' being the more recent members
of the rpunr. SPRONK opts for Ba'lu
(1986: 193), whereas TROPPER takes it as a
designation of the necromancer in charge of
the royal cult of the rpum (1989: 154). VAN
DER TOORN (1991), finally, considers
various infernal deities as possible candi·
dates: Milku, Yarikhu, and Yaqaru. The
'decision concerning the child' (m!pt )'ld)
could imply that the child is ill; yet the teon
ylh might also refer to problems caused by
infertility or a painful delivery (CAQUOT,
LAPO 14 [1989] 119-123).

According to VAN DER TOORN (1991 :62).
KTV 1.124 cannot be adduced as a witness
to the belief in a regular return to life of

Ba'lu and the dead, nor as proof of the
existence of necromancy at Ugarit; it merely
illustrates the conviction that some ex
ceptional dead such as Ditanu had thera
peutic knowledge which they could commu
nicate to the living by means of a divine
internlediary, The relations between the
living and the dead were limited to mortuary
offerings (1991 :65). To say that the biblical
authors were convinced of God's power to
vivify the dead. but that they refrained from
explicitly expressing this idea for fear of
Baalism, is based on preconceived ideas.
There is no reason to dismiss the wide
spread opinion that the extension of God's
power over the realm of the dead is a later
de\'elopment in Israelite religion (1991:64).

In addition to the occurences of the rp1l11l
in the Ugaritic text, the extra-biblical evi·
dence about the Rephaim includes three at
testations from the first millennium BCE.
Two funerary inscriptions from the kings
Tabnit and Eshmunazar from Sidon (KAI 13
and 14), from the 6th and 5th centuries,
wam anyone contemplating violating the
royal tomb that. should he execute his plans,
there will be no resting-place for him with
the rp'm (cf. Isa 14: 18-20). The Neo
PuniclLatin bilingual of AI-Amruni (KAI
117) has the Latin D(is) M(allibus) as the
equivalent of r:~::l~j ~[j],lf?, "to the gods
of the Rephaim" or c::~~~ [C:]'li', "to the
gods [Le.] the Rephaim" (1. FRIEDRICH,
Kleine Bemerkungen zu Texten aus Ras
Schamm und zu phonizischen Inschriften,
AfO 10 [1935-1936] 80-83, esp. 83).

III. The treatment of the biblical material
concerning the Rephaim should distinguish
between the occurrences in the poetic texts.
and those in the so-called historical texts. A
key text in the books of the prophets is Isa
14:9. Here the Rephaim are mentioned in
parallelism with "all the leaders (literally:
goats) of the earth" (kol-'au{tde Jiir('~) and
"all the kings of the nations" (kol molke
goyim). Their royal character is evident, The
text in question is part of a funerary com
plaint (a so-called qillil) addressed to the
king of Babylonia in view of his imminent
death. The song describes the prospective
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upheaval among the defunct monarchs come
to meet his royal highness, now become one
of them-and even their inferior because he
has died without burial, name or offspring.
The Rephaim all belong to "the netherworld
below" (v 9, Sl'{jf mitta!.zat), deep down in
the Pit (v 15, yarkete-bor). They constitute a
somnolent community, waking up only to
greet and speak with a new arrival (vv 9
to). Like him, they were leaders and kings
in life (v 9), yet realize they arc now with
out force ("You too have become as weak
as we", v to). The text establishes a link
between the Rephaim and the deceased
kings; every dead monarch is one of them,
whether his end be glorious or ignominious,
and whether he rest in a grave or on 'a bed
of maggots' (v II). Transcending the bound
aries of time, space, and morality, the com
munity of the Rephaim embraces all the
royal dead. If the 'mountain of the divine
assembly', the 'far north (~tipon: -Zaph
on)', and the highest heaven which the de
ceased hoped to reach do not correspond
with the usual topographic notions of a
Babylonian king, they faithfully reflect the
mythical geography of Ugarit. It is presum
ably because the very notion of the Rephaim
originates from northern Syria that the bibli
cal passage mentions Mt Zaphon, the Jebel
el-eAqra, as the divine abode.

Isaiah 26, part of the Apocalypse of
Isaiah (Isa 24-27), is a kind of psalm in
which the Rephaim occur twice. At v 14,
they appear in a synonymous parallelism
with the dcad: '"The dead will not live, the
Rephaim will not risc". Using the same im
agery as Isa 14:9 (QWM), the passage affirms
the impossibility of a resurrection. Also in
this text there are Canaanite traits. Those
who who have 'ruled over' (BeL) the Israel
ites, "other lords besides thee" Clidanim
zIi/dteka), are the Baals worshipped by the
people: their name and remembrance is
wiped out by Yahweh (vv 13-14). This pol
emical allusion to Baelu seems to be based
on the association (or analogy) between the
Ugaritic tpllm-the deified royal ances
tors-and the god Baclu, believed to die
nnnually at the period of drought and to
return to life at the onset of the rainy season

(cf. Hos 6:2). Isa 26: 19 also mentions the
Rephaim, but in a rather different context:
the text strikes a note of optimism at the
conclusion of a rather grim oracle. The
author has used nouns (dead, corpses, dust.
earth) and verbs (to live, to rise, to awaken.
to arouse) which belong to the semantic
field of death and the afterlife. Whereas the
dead and the Rephaim of v 14 are to be
identified with the Baals mentioned in v 13,
the resurrected dead of v 19 arc contrasted
with the infertility of the inhabitants of the
land in v 18 (note that the last part of v 19,
"and Earth will make the Rephaim fall".
means that the underworld will reject the
dead). The expression "your dead" in v 19
(metekti) refers to all the Israelite dead who
will participate in a national restoration of
the kind described in Ezck 37:1-14. The
Peshitta of v 19 reads "You will make the
land of the -giants perish", thus establish
ing a link between the texts presenting the
Rephaim as the inhabitants of --Sheol. on
the one hand. and thosc presenting them as
the original inhabitants of Syria and Trans
jordania. on the other.

The notion of the Rephaim as denizens of
the netherworld is also found in the Books
of Job and Psalms. According to Job 26:5.
the Rephaim arc situated "below the waters
and their inhabitants". Canaanite imagery is
present in v 7 with such terms as as
'Zaphon' <,5tipon. north), 'void' (taMi) ,
'(under)world' ('ere~) and 'nothing' (blli·
mtih). Not too far removed from the Job
passagc is Ps 88, an individual complaint
arguing that only the living can experience
God's goodness: "Do you work wonders for
the dead? Will the Rephaim rise up to praise
you?" (v II [10]). The syllogism is based on
the premise that the dead and the Rcphaim
are identical: for neither of them there is
hope, like in Isa 14. According to SPRO:-.lK
(1986:272), the verse is a polemic against
the Canaanite belief in the revivification of
the dead: the dead are unable to rise (QWM).
Also belonging to the semantic field of the
Rephaim and the dead arc such expressions
as Jar/de-bur, 'those who go down to the
Pit' (v 5[4]), geber 'en·'eyal. 'man without
strength' (v 5[4]), ~lliliilim /WkelJi' qeber,
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'the slain that lie in the grave' (v 6[5]),
'jjser iii' zekarltim 'od, 'those whom you
remember no more' (v 6[5]), boy ta/:ttiyyot,
'the depths of the Pit' (v 7[6]), mabasakkfm,
'dark places' (v 7[6], cf. 13[12] and 19[18]),
me~olOt, 'deep regions' (v 7[6]), qeber,
'tomb' (v 12[llD, Jjjbaddon, 'the place of
destruction' (v 12[11], -.Abaddon), and
)ere~ nesiyya, 'land of forgetfulness' (v
13[12]). The affinities between Ps 88 and
Job 26:5-14 do not diminish the resem
blances with Isa 14. In contrast to Isa 14,
however, Isa 26:19, Job 26:5 and Ps 88:
11[10] do not speak of the royal dead.

At the three places where the Rephaim
are mentioned in the Book of Proverbs they
symbolize death. Death is the destiny of
those who follow the strange woman, Lady
Folly, the counterpart of Lady ~Wisdom:

"her house sinks down to death, and her
paths to the Rephaim" (Prov 2:18). From
this realm of the dead there is no way back
(Prov 2:19). It is the place where the wicked
are gathered, according to the moralist view
of the sapiential writers. The context of Prov
9:18 is similar. Those who yield to the invi
tations of Lady Folly ignore the fact that
«the Rephaim are there (i.e. in her house)"
and that "her guests are in the depths of
SheoI". The verse qualifies for a comparison
with the description of the sojourn of Baal
in the world. below (KTU 1.5 vi:4-7 = 27
30). The expression 'guests' (literally 'her
invited ones', qeruJehti) is reminiscent of
KTV 1.161, notably lines 2, 9-10 (qritm), 4
7, 11-12 (qra), and 8 (qru). The message is
the same in Prov 21:16, a text belonging to
an ancient collection of wisdom counsels:
"A man who wanders from the way of
understanding will rest in the assembly of
~e Rephaim". The verse is situated in a
series of oppositions between the wicked
and the righteous: the former will meet with
~nxiety and death, whereas the latter will be
!ewarded with life and prosperity-in con
tllrmity with the doctrine of retribution. The
:sompany (qehal) of the Rephaim, con
:flernned to rest (NWJ:I) , belong to the realm
:pf fear and death.
i:;:: In the 'historical' books (i.e. the Hexa
:!ellch and the Books of Samuel) different
~~.-

aspects are stressed. According to Deut
3:11, "Og, king of Bashan, was the only
remnant of the last Rephaim". Og is con
nected with a region North-East of Israel,
and South of Syro-Phoenicia. He is a king
of giants, dwelling in the ever-tenifying
North (Jer 46:20.24; 47:2). Deut 3:10-11
specifies that Og, whose large iron bedstead
was still to be seen at Rabbat Ammon,
reigned at Sa1ecah and Edrei in Bashan. The
dimensions given for his bedstead bring to
mind the legends surrounding the dolmens
from Brittany, and allow one to grasp how
an historical kernel (a king imprisoned in his
capital) could develop into a fanciful tale.

Also the early inhabitants of Moab,
known as the ~emfm, were considered to
have been Rephaim, just like the Anakim
(cf. G. L. MAmNGLY, Anak, ABD 1 [1992]
222), whom they resembled in size and
number eemfm seems to have been the
Moabite designation of the Anakim). The
Rephaim were believed to have occupied
almost all Transjordania, since they also
inhabited-under the name of Zamzum
mim-the land of the Ammonites before the
latter disinherited them (Deut 2:20). Thus,
the term Rephaim, like Anakim, seems to
have served as a general designation of the
mythical inhabitants of southern Syria and
Transjordania, before the settlement of the
Ammonites and the Moabites. Deut 3: 13
limits their expansion to the northern part of
Gilead and to Bashan, the kingdom of Og:
"All the region of Argob, with all of
Bashan, is called the land of the Rephaim".
Og also occurs in Josh 12:4. In an enumer
ation of the Transjordanian territories
conquered by the Israelites, various kings
are listed, beginning with Sihon the Amor
ite, who dominated the land from southern
Gilead to the Arabah. The second one is Og,
king of Bashan "one of the remnant of the
Rephaim, who dwelt at Ashtaroth [Tel Ash
tara, about 20 km NW of Dera'a] and at
Edrei [modern Dera(a, at the Syro-Jordanian
border]." The relation with the Ugaritic mlk
'1m reigning at (tfrl and hdry (KTU1.108:2
3) is clear. The Rephaim are also mentioned
as a group of original inhabitants of Trans
jordania in Josh 17:15.
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Gen 14:5 describes the victory of Chedor
laomer over the Rephaim at Ashtaroth-kar
nairn, south of Damascus, the Zuzim at Ham
(presumably to be identified with the Zam
zummim of Ammon mentioned in Deut
2:20), and the Emim in Shaveh-kiriathaim in
Moab (modem el-Qureyat or el-Qaryatein,
d. also Deut 2:20). The chapter apparently
contains mixed traditions, since the coalition
of the kings, after its victory over the Syro
Transjordanian populations, descends again
towards the southern tip of the Dead Sea
(where they had initially come together) to
subdue all the country of the Amalekites
around Kadesh and Hazazon-tamar (cf. 2
Sam 21:15-22).

Another occurrence of the Rephaim is
found in the list of the inhabitants of the
land between the -4Nile and the -Euph
rates-the land that Yahweh will give to
Abram's seed (Gen 15:19-21). They are
mentioned after the Kenites, Kenizzites,
Kadmonites (South-West of Palestine), Hit
tites and Perizzites (Central-West and North
Central-East), and before the Amorites,
Canaanites, Girgashites and the Jebusites
(Central-West). The verses are a gloss
describing the situation of Palestine before
the settlement of the Israelites. Both pas
sages from Genesis are probably Deutero
h'oInistic; they conform with the location of.
the Rephaim as found in the Book of
Deuteronomy.

In spite of the Deuteronomic topography t

most scholars believe that the Transjor
danian location of the Rephaim is secondary
(e.g. CAQUOT 1985:345-346). Indeed, sev
eral early texts (Josh 15:8; 18:16; 2 Sam
5:18-25 [I Chr 14:8-16); 2 Sam 23:13 [1
ehr 11: 15]) speak about a 'Valley of the
Rephaim' «(emeq repifim) close to Jeru
salem. Though different identifications have
been proposed, there is agreement that the
valley must have been in the immediate
vicinity of the city (Josephus, Ant.Jud. vii
312; Eusebius, Onomast;con 288, 22; H.
VINCENT, Jerusalem. Recherches de topo
graphie, d'archeologie et d'histoire, vol. 1
[Paris 1912] 123; J. SIMONS, The Geograph
ical and Topographical Texts of the Old

Testament [Leiden 1959] 79). Other occur·
rences of the Rephaim do not fit the Deuter
onomistic location, either. At Isa 17:5 there
is mention of the Valley of the Rephaim in
an oracle addressed against Ephraim, yet
replete with Judaean images. Since the text
se~ms to conjure up the spectre of infertility,
the Valley of the Rephaim in this passage is
generally taken to have been a fertile area in
the country. The text of 2 Sam 21 :15-22 (cf.
1 Chr 20:4·8) does not fit the Deutero
nomistic location, either. During his battle
against the Philistines, David and his men
defeat four champions presented as "descend
ants of the ~Rapha" (yelfde hariipa). The
LXX interprets ilDiit as the singular of
repti)fm, plus the article (vv 16.18 EV 'to'i~

eK'Y6vol~ 'to\> 'Pa41a; v 20 E'tEX&r1 'to ·P<i4>a).
The Lucianic recension of vv 15-16 has
"Dadou, son of Ioas, who was of the
descendants of the giants". Also the Targum
("of the Giant") and the Peshitta ("David,
Joab, and Abishai were terrified by a giant")
witness to the antiquity of the interpretation
of itD, as ~D". The same is true of the
LXX in 2 Sam 21:22, where there is a text
ual conflation: "These four descended as
offspring from the Giants in Gath, the house
of Rapha". This ancient notice situating the
Rephaim in Philistia reflects a pre-Deutero
nomistic tradition.

The Rephaim are presented as a con
glomerate consisting of various pseudo·
ethnic groups, each with its own characteris
tics (Gen 14:5; Deut 2:10.11.20; Josh 17:
15). Thus, e.g. the Anakim ('descendants of
Anak'), builders of fortified cities in south·
em Judah (Num 13:22; Josh 11:21; 15:13;
Judg 1:20), ar~ Rephaim bearing a nickname
alluding to their size. The Rephaim were
traditionally associated with giants, as the
description of the yelfde hariipa still shows
(Caquot 1985:346-347).

The ancient versions of the Hebrew Bible
have linked the repa'im designating the
early inhabitants of Palestine and the
repti'fm designating the spirits of the dead.
The LXX sometimes offers a mere tran
scription (e.g. Deut 3:11 Raphain), as does
the Vulgate (Rafaim, Gen 14:5; 15:20; Josh
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12:4; 13:12; 17:5; 2 Sam 21:18.22; 1 Chr
11:15; 14:9.13), yet usually renders as
gigantes (-Giants). Also the other versions
generally opt for 'giants', except Aquila
(who usually gives a transcription in Greek
characters). The basis for this interpretation
has been elucidated by CAQUOT (1985:348);
it is the fable reflected in Bereshit Rabbah
26:7; 31:12 and Pirqe de R. Eliezer 34 ac
cording to which reptiJim was one of the
names of the -Nephilim, creatures born
from the union between the sons of EI with
the daughters of mankind (Oen 6:1-4). The
elaboration upon this episode in I Enoch 6
14 relates that their giant offspring had been
cast into the netherworld, which explains
why they could be called repa'im. The
chthonic nature of these creatures, and the
analogy with the -Titans, suggests the
renderings titanes (LXXL 2 Sam 21: 13),
'theomachoi (Sym Prov 9:18) and gegeneis
"(LXX Prov 2:18; 11:18).
" The discovery of the rpum in the texts
:#om Ugarit has put the question of the
'Qiblical repii'fm in a new perspective. What
'is the etymology? .Arguing that rpum/
::Tepii'fm are collective designations, H. L.
\'OINSBERG (The Legend of King Keret [New
rHaven 1946] 41) proposes a connection with
Au rajala, 'to sew'. J. AISTLEITNER prefers
ia,derivation from *RBB/RBH, on the basis of
1~~ . aHegedcorrespondence with Akk
tf;~bUJrubU, 'prince' (Untersuchungen zur
~X9.rammatik des Ugaritischen [Leipzig 1954]
KIJ, 37). Most scholars, however, choose
tbetween the alternative roots RPH, 'to be-t..-: ~-,

~F9me weak, to relax', and RP', 'to heal'. Are
ah~ Rephaim 'healers' (or 'hale ones', if the
~9rm is interpreted as intransitive) or 'impo
~F~t ones'? A number of authors feel that
~~e term repi/im, due to its very ambiva
[l~,nce, possesses both senses. According to 1.
~m: Michaelis (as quoted by Ges.I7 1302),
t,gt>th giants and deceased inhabit the under
~l9rld. The explanation of Rephaim by the
~wt RPH assumes that the weakness of the
~~des of the dead is constitutive for their
.",~e (so b.Ket lllb; Bereshit Rabbah 26. 7
"....~ many modem authors).
~(Yarious authors have tried to account for
i·~.:

the co-existence of two opposite meanings
by assuming a development in the signifi
cance of the term. Thus F. SCHWALLY (Das
Leben nach dem rode [Giessen 1892] 64 n.
1) suggests that the name Rephaim was
applied first to the powerless but disquieting
spirits of the dead, and secondarily to the
ancient inhabitants of Palestine, the heroes
of many a terrifying legend. A. CAQUOT
constructs a development going from the
ancient traditions about the Rephaim to the
men whom God cast in the underworld, and
who now haunt the living as revenants
(DBSup X, 1985, 350).

The connection between the Rephaim and
the root RP), 'to heal', is already found in
the LXX of Isa 26:14 and Ps 88:11: "The
healers (iatroi) will not rise up". The same
exegesis is found for Deut 2:20 and 3:13 in
the Samaritan Targum. Among modem
authors, this ancient interpretation was
adopted by M. J. LAGRANGE (Etudes sur les
religions semitiques [Paris 19052l 318), who
argued that the Rephaim were, by virtue of
their connections with the netherworld, the
healers par excellence. Today there is a
nearly complete agreement that the Ug rpum
were believed to watch over the dynastic
continuity I granting offspring when needed.
These royal dead were thus in a sense
'healers' .

. Well before the discovery of lhe Ug rpum
led to a better understanding of the biblical
Rephaim, the latter were linked with the
-+teraphim. 'ancestor statuettes' (VAN DER
TOORN 1990:220), on the basis of te root RP)

(F. SCHWALLY, Das Leben nach dem rode
nach der Vorstellungen des alten Israel und
des ludentum [Oiessen 1892] 36 n. 1). The
noun teriipim was analyzed as a nomen
agentis, formed with a preformative ta- and
having lost the aleph (TROPPER 1989:335 n.
64). Such an etymology, however, is invali
dated by the inexplicable loss of the aleph,
as well as by the absence of West Semitic
parallels for a nominal form with prefixed 1-.

According to O. LORETZ (Die Teraphim als
"Ahnen-Gotter-Figur(in)nen" im Lichte der
Texte aus Nuzi, Emar und Ugarit, UF 24
[1992] 133-178, esp. 149-152), neither the
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'Ugaritic nor the biblical data warrant the
hypothesis that in Hebrew the Canaanite
fonn rpu(m) could have developed in a form
trp(')ym. Though Phoenician and Punic
sources know a form rp~ym, there is no
single attestation of a supposed form
*trp'(ym). If the -loteraphim are to be under
stood in connection with the Rephaim, it is
not for philological or etymological reasons.
The theological circles that wished to inter
pret the Rephaim on the basis of the root
RPH I pejoratively vocalizing the word in
analogy with re.M'fm, 'wicked' (LIWAK
1990:629; cf. DE MOOR 1976:341 n. 107),
are also responsible for deforming the term
Rephaim into teraphim. Inimical against a
cult of ancestors with its attendant apparel
of images and offerings, they invented the
term Teraphim on the basis of the pejorative
root TRP, the vocalisation being the same as
for Rephaim (LORETZ 1992:149·152).

According to 2 Chr 16:12, King Asa,
"even in his disease, did not seek Yahweh,
but sought help from physicians (rope'fm)".
The observation (absent in 1 Kgs 15:23)
implies the healing powers of Yahweh; yet
Asa preferred to seek help from the r{)pe~fm.

The latter are not physicians in the usual
sense of the term, however, but the Rephaim
in their capacity as 'healers' (LIWAK 1990:
629).The text is at home in a polemic tradi
tion criticizing the .use of necromancy (cf.
Deut 18:11~ Isa 8:19; 19:3; 1 Chr 10:13).
The vocalisation of O'~£)i in 2 ehr 16: 12
betrays the kind of systematic correction
which led to the fifteen occumences of the
word teraphim. In a number of places the
teraphim occur in a parallelism with 'elOhlm,
'gods' (Gen 31:30; Judg 18:24), a tenn also
used for the ancestors or their images (Exod
21:6; 1 Sam 28:13; 2 Sam 12:16; Isa 8:19).
The equivalence between teraphim and
Elohim, then, is based upon the equivalence
between Rephaim and Elohim-which
reflects the Ugaritic correspondences
between rpum, ilnym, ilrn and mtm (KTU
1.6:46~48).
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Hebrew (8 times), as ra-sa-ap at Ebla and in
Akkadian, and as r-s-p(-w) in Egyptian. It is
the name of one of the most popular West
Semitic gods, venerated in Syria, Palestine
and Egypt. The etymology of the name is
still very uncertain. It is often assumed that
it is related to a root *RSP (?) with the basic
meaning "to light, to set on fire" or "to
bum" (d. e.g. Jud.-Aram rispiiJ "flames,
lightning"). Yet also a derivation from roots
such as *SRP, "'SRB (metathesis?), or even
*RSP can be considered, as well as a possible
connection to Akk rasabu(m) I and
raJbu(m). The name was probably pro
nounced Rasapu or Raspu (cf. the Amorite
form Ruspan). Heb resep is a segolate form,
a fact which confirms the original triliteral
stlucture of the name. The meaning general
ly assumed is "He who is burning" (refer
ring to -+fire, lightning or even to plague in
a metaphorical sense). Though it fits the per
:sonality of the god Resheph, the etymologi
Cal foundation of the interpretation is
.problematic. In fact, all the proposed ety
:mologies are based on what we actually
[know about the character of this god; there
~tore. there is a serious risk of circular argu-
"v,,

~ment.

C,;: II. Resheph is attested at Tell Mardikh
tEbla in the 3rd Millennium BCE, where he
t'$eems to have been a very popular deity. He
'~~ay have becn related 10 the royal necro
tiWlis as a chthonic god. Priests of Resheph
~~e also attested to. The god had a consort
Khamed Adamma. His name occurs as theo
@poric element in personal names from Ur
rnJ.. Mari, Terqa and t!ana, but it is especial
~JY!~ at Ugarit and Ras Ibn Hani during the
~~te Bronze Age, and later in the Phoen
~i~,ian·Punic world, that we are given infor
~t~tion about the god's personality. Ident
~m~d with -+ Nergal and attested as a
[~~~~gue.god in the Keret poem (KTU 1.14 j:

~~~)~; 1.15. ii:6), Resh~~h i~ very freq~ently
~m,~.IlUOned In the Uganhc ntual texts m the
~~'pacity of a chthonic deity, gatekeeper of
~,-~::~etherworld:He is the lord of battle a~d
qkd,seases, whIch he spreads through hiS

~.~:'f and arrows. These aspects of Resheph's
..~.?-' anality are confilmed by the Amarna
it",

letters (see e.g. EA 35). His fierce nature
apparently did not affect his popularity both
in private devotion (as reflected by the
theophoric personal names) and in the
official cult. In fact, the epithets he receives
show that he is an ambivalent god, danger
ous as well as benevolent; he can hurt but
also heal.

In Egypt from the New Kingdom
onwards the cult of Resheph gained promi·
nence under the influence of immigrated
Asiatic people. The god was officially
adopted at the court of Amenophis II; the
Pharaoh regarded this deity as his special
protector during military enterprises. In the
Ramesside period, Resheph's veneration
also spread among the common people: tex
tual and iconographical data testify both to
his worship at the highest levels of the
society and to the devotion of the general
population. The iconography of Resheph is
relatively well known. It confirms the
double character of Resheph: benevolent, on
the one hand, dangerous, on the other. In
some stelae of the New Kingdom Resheph
is also depicted in the attitude of the
Pharaoh striking his enemies, an element
which suggests that the so~called "Smiting
God" of the Syrian iconographical tradition
is a representation of our deity. Traces of
the cult of Re-sheph are also found in Hittite
Anatolia.At Zenjirli, in the 8th century nCE,
the local king Panamuwa mentions the god
(together with >rqrip) as his dynastic deity
(KAI214: 2.3.11).

In the Phoenician-Punic world, the
earliest evidence of the god is to be found at
Byblos. If there is no proof in favour of a
relation of Resheph with Herisheph the god
of the "Obelisk Temple", it is nonetheless
quite probable that our god was identified at
a very early stage with said Egyptian deity,
mentioned in the "Pyramid Texts" (§§ 242,
423, 518) and on the so-called "Cylindre
Montet" (but note the cautionary remarks of
FuLCO 1976:55). The first direct evidence of
the cult of Resheph in Phoenician texts,
however, is found in the Karatepe portal
inscription (KAI 26, 8th century BCE); here
Azitawada mentions -+Baal and Resheph-
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~pnn as dynastic deities. The epithet $pnn
can mean "(Resheph) of the goats" or
"(Resheph) of the birds", if it is not a Cilic
ian place-name. Later, in 5th century Sidon,
the inscriptions of the local king Bodashtart
reveal that there was a whole quarter in the
town named "Land of the Reshephs" ('r~

rJpm: KAI 15). Yet the textual occurrences
of this god are chiefly concentrated in
Cyprus. Here we find traces of the ancient
Ugaritic tradition of the Archer-God, which
merged with the figure of an archaic local
-+Apollo (see also the Homeric tradition of
ApoIlo's arrows, Iliad I 43-67). Especially
important among the various documents is
the dedication to Resheph written on the
base of a statue (Palaeo-kastro. 7th century
BCE, see A. CAQUOT & Q. MASSON. Deux
inscriptions pheniciennes de Chypre, Syria
45 [1968] 295-321. esp. 295-3(0). This text
is perhaps to be related to a Kition inscrip
tion of the 4th century BCE mentioning the
dedication of two lion-heads ('rnm) to the
snme god by a priest of "Resheph of the
arrow" (rip ~, KAI 32; M. G. AMADASI
Guzzo & V. KARAGEORGHIS, FOllilles de
Kition - 1/1. Inscriptions plzeniciennes
[Nicosia 1977] III A 2). The epigraphic
documentation from Cyprus attests more
over to some local manifestations of Resh
eph, always identified with Apollo: RJp
(b)mkl, "Resheph-Amyklos" at Idalion (KAI
38-40 and CAQUOT & MASSON, Deux
inscriptions pheniciennes de Chypre, Syria
45 [1968] 295-321, esp. 302-313; cf. a-mll
ko-Io-i. dative, in syllabic Cyprian). RJp
'Ihyts. "Resheph-Alasiotas" at Tamassos
(RES 1213; cf. a-Ia-si-o-ta-i, dative, in syl
labic Cyprian), and Rfp-'I»·t, "Resheph
Eleitas" also in Tamassos (RES 1212; cf. e
le-ta-i. dative, in syIlabic Cyprian). Finally,
it must be added that the god bCI cz, 'The
Lord of the power". attested in a recently
published Phoenician royal inscription from
Kition (M. YON & M. SZNYCER, Une
inscription phenicienne royale de Kition
(Chypre), CRAIBL 1991, 791-823), was prob
ably a particular manifestation of Resheph
mkl, a god especially venerated at Idalion.

From an historical point of view, these

testimonies show that the personality of
Resheph at Cyprus retained the general
features which characterize the god in Syria
Palestina during the Bronze and the Iron
Ages. Some changes in his cult are never
theless perceptible. For example, it is notc
worthy that we know very few personal
names of this period which contain the name
of Resheph. This could be explained as an
indication of the god's loss of prominence in
popular devotion. in contradistinction to his
role and importance at a more official level.
This process culminates perhaps at Car
thage, where we have only one personal
name with Resheph as theophoric element
('bdrJp: CIS I 2628,6). Yet in the Punic
metropolis, too, it is certain that the god
enjoyed a certain popularity. because he had
at least one temple in the very centre of the
town with cultic personnel devoted to him
(CIS I 251). Some classical authors (Va
lerius Maximus I 1,18; Appian, Lyb. 127)
inform us that there was a golden statue of
the god, as weIl as an altar of gold. It is
probable that the Phoenician Apollo-whom
Pausanias (VII 23,7-8) identifies as the
father of -.Eshmun-was none other than
Reshcph-a tradition perhaps confirmed by
Cicero (cf. Arsipplls in Cicero, Nat. dear. III
22,57). If the Apollo mentioned in the treaty
between Hannibal and Philip of Macedonia
(Polybius VII 9,2-3) is to be identified with
Resheph, it would confirm the leading role
of the god in the Carthaginian pantheon. as
the text mentions him in the first divine triad
together with -·Zeus and -Hera. In Phoen
icia, a late trace of the god is finally found
in the name of the ancient Apollonia, a town
which is called ArsOf in Arabic.

III. The original divine nature of Resh
eph is detectable in the QT. Like various
other ancient Semitic deities. he is generally
considered as a sort of decayed -demon at
the service of -+Yahweh. I Chr 7:25 pre
sents Resheph as one of the Ephraim's sons,
but the text is corrupted and a different
reading has been proposed for this passage.
The tradition of Resheph as a god of pesti
lence is attested in Deut 32:24 and Ps 78:48.
The first text, a passage of the Song of
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Moses. deals with those who provoked God
to anger and were unfaithful: they are pun
ished with hunger and destroyed by Resheph
and -·Qeteb ("[ will heap (?) evils upon
them. my arrows [ will spend on them;
wasted with hunger. devoured by Resheph
and Qeteb the poisonous one". Oeut 32:23
24a). There is no doubt that we have to do
here with two ancient Canaanite gods (per
haps conceived as flying demons), personi
fications of the scourges that they spread. In
Ps 78:48 we have an allusion to the seventh
plague of Egypt: God has given up the cattle
to -·Barad (Hail) and the herds to the Resh
ephs (pI.: wayyasger labbiiriid be'iriim
timiqllchem IdrlJiipim). Here too, the poet
deals with decayed deities, BaradllResh
eph(s), depicted as malevolent spirits which
accompany God in his destructive action.

In Hab 3:5 we have the description of a
theophany and the attendant natural
phenomena. God is described as a divine
warrior. Lord of light; before Him goes
-.Deber (master of epidemics. cf. Exod 9:3
and Jer 21 :6), while Resheph (Pestilence)
follows on God's heels (lepiilliiyw yelek
dliher weyc,~e) reJep leragliiyw). Oeber and
Resheph must be seen, here too, as two per
sonalized natural powers, submitted to
Yahweh. Ps 76:4 mentions the dpy qst, an
expression which could be interpreted as
"the Reshephs of the bow" and be related to
the imagery of the god armed with bow and
arrows ("[In Zion, God] shattered the dpy
qst, the shield. the sword, the weapons of
war"). Job 5:7 is a very difficult text, in
serted in a passage dealing with the need for
man of absolute trust in God. Here 'the sons
of Resheph' (bene reJep) are mentioned
("and the sons of Resheph fly high"); they
seem to be winged demons. particularly if
we think of Ps 91 :5, where the expression
~,e~ yiiCfip "lhe arrow lhal flies" could be an
allusion to Resheph. The plurals, here and
elsewhere, remind us of the rspm attested
both in Ugaritic and in Phoenician texts.
This passage is perhaps to be related to Sir
43: 17, where Resheph is a bird of prey
flying in the sJ.,)' (reading kdp with the Ma
sada scroll, see F. VATIIONI, Ecclesiastico.

Testo ebraico COli apparato critico [NapeIs
1968] 233). In Cant 8:6 we have another
echo of the "fiery" character of Resheph.
The 'flames' (reJep. plural) of love are char
acterized as a 'fire of Yahweh' in a context
dealing with love. death. and the Nether
world.

To sum up, in the OT Resheph is a
demonized version of an ancient Canaanite
god, now submitted to Yahweh. He appears
as a cosmic force, whose powers are great
and terrible: he is particularly conceived of
as bringing epidemics and death. The
Hebrew Bible shows different levels of
demythologization: sometimes it describes
Resheph as a personalized figure, more or
less faded. sometimes the name is used as a
pure metaphor. At any rate it is possible to
pereeive aspects of the personality of an
ancient chthonic god, whichs fits the image
of Rcsheph found in the other Semitic cul
tures.
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P. XELLA

RIDER UPON THE CLOUDS :lJi

I. In Ps 68:5[4J Yahweh is referred to
as the rokeb hiitc}riib6t. Though often trans
lated as 'rider through the steppe' (based on
the meaning 'steppe' of Hebr tiiriihli) , the
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expression is thought to reflect the Ugaritic
epithet rkb crpt. 'Rider upon the clouds', tra
ditionally given to -Baal.

II. In the mythological texts of Ras
Sharnra the god Baal repeatedly gets the
epithet rkb crpt. It is rendered with slight
nuances as 'Rider of the Clouds" 'Rider on
the Clouds', "'Vho mounts the Clouds'. Epi
thets based on the root RKB. "to ride'. occur
quite frequently in connection with gods.
The name -Rakib-el is a good example,
demonstrating that the epithet could event
ually"turn into a proper name (cr. KAI, II 34,
commentary at no. 24: 16).

The epithet rkb crpt refers to Baal as driv
ing his chariot of clouds (cf. LoRBTZ 1979
80; G. DEL OUtO LETE. 'auriga de las
nubes' [Miros )' Le)'endas de Canaan
(Barcelona 1981), see Glosario s. v. rkb]).
This explanation agrees with the one ad
vanced by J. C. DE MOOR: Baal rides upon
the clouds as the driver in a chariot; he goes
out to distribute rain (The Seasonal Pattern
in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'iu [Neukirchen
Vluyn 1971] 98; cf. DIETRICH-LoRETZ, UF
21 [1989] 116). At the same time. it casts
Baal in the role of warrior-god (Miller
1973).

III. Normally, the Hebrew term 'arabli
has the meaning 'steppe' or 'desert'. Conse
quently the expression in Ps 68:5[4] is
usually understood as 'the one passing
through the steppes'. Yet because Yahweh is
celebrated in v 34[33] as the 'Rider in the
heavens, the heavens of old' (rokib biJme
Um2-qedem), it has been surmised that
Clirabot in v 5[4] is in fact a word for
"clouds' (cf. Aide urpalll. erpetu 'cloud',
plural llrpatu, llrpetll. erpetu: CAD E [1958]
302-304; AHW 243, 1432). If'i'Jrabot stands
indeed for clouds, a shift p - b may be
assumed (so S. MOSCATI et aI., An Imro
duction to the Compararh'e Grammar of rhe
Semitic Languages, [Wiesbaden 19802] 25
26; but contrast L. L. GRABBE, Hebrew
pa'al I Ugaritic bel and the supposed blp
Interchange in Semitic. UF 11 [1979] 307
314). Alternatively the text might be emen
dated to read n'O.11::J, 'in/upon the clouds'
(see already P. HAUPT, ExpTim 22 [1910-

II] 375). The correction finds some support
in other passages where Yahweh is said to
be a 'rider in the heavens' (Dcut 33:26), or
even a 'rider upon a swift cloud' (Isa 19: I;
cf. 2 Sam 22: II = Ps 18: 11). Another ref
erence still could be made to Isa 5:30, where
the noun ·'i'Jripim could possibly signify
'clouds' .

In order to explain the Hebrew collo
cation, ULLENDORFF (1956) drew a compar
ison with the epithet v£¢ld.11Y£pEtll~,

'Cloudgatherer', attributed to -Zeus, be
cause the root RKB originally denotes 'to
compose. put together, collect': the meaning
'to ride (on a horse)' is a late development
based on RKB in the meaning 'to harness'.
Though Ullendorff was followed by S.
BROCK (IT 18 [1968] 395-397), his inter
pretation is hardly correct. K. J. CAllICART

(TRKB QM/:I in the Arad Ostracon and
Biblical Hebrew REKEB, "Upper Mill
stone", IT 19 [1969] 121-123, esp. 121
122) has shown Ullendorff s interpretation
of the verb RKB to be incorrect; as a matter
of consequence, the comparison of \'£¢£All
Y£PEtll; and rkb 'rpr is without factual basis
(M. WEINFELD, 'Rider of the Clouds' and
'Gatherer of the Clouds', JANES 5 [1973]
421-426).

GALLING has convincingly demonstrated
that r6kib denotes 'rider' or 'charioteer'
(1956: 132). A combination of this fact with
the information of Hab 3:8, where Yahweh
is said to drive a horse-drawn chariot (cf. M.
HARAN, The Ark and the Cherubim, IEJ 9
[1959] 30-94), an image reminiscent of that
of the storm-god setting out for battle
(MILLER 1973:41). suggests that the clouds
in Ps 68:5[4] are God's mythological chariot
(MOWINCKEL 1962:298-299; cf. W. L.
MORAN, Bib 43 [1962] 323-325). The par
ticle be ('in, upon') shows that God is the
driver of the nubilous vehicle (S. E.
LoEWENSTAMM, Grenzgebiete ugaritischer
Sprach- und Sti}vergleichung, UF 3 [1971]
93-100, esp. 99-100).

Yet the rendering in the LXX (Ps 67:5)
does not favour the explication of the
Hebrew phrase in analogy with the Ugaritic
epithet of Baal, since it has understood
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Ciircibut as OOOI10i, ·sunsct'. Thc Hcbrew
word ciiriJbut wa.<; apparcntly associated with
cereb. ·cvening. sunset' (the same interpre
tation is found in the Peshitta: ledrakih lema
Carba). The Old Latin translation followed
its own course and translated coelos coel
om",. presumably on thc basis of v 34[33].
Another translation of the Hebrew is pm
vided by the Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos with
its per desena. which is supported by Sym
machus EV tf1 aOlloi'tcp (F. FIELD, Origellis
Hexaplom", quae .wperSIlIll, II [Oxford.
1875) at Ps 67:5).

In the context of Ps 68. the word Cc}rcibot
makes good sense when translated as
'steppe, desert'. Verses 8-10[7-9] refer to
the Exodus. using the word yesimon as a
designation of the wilderness in v 8[7J.
Though the fact remains that the Israelites
imagined Yahweh as being capable of
mOYing about in a nubilous chariot (see in
addition to the texts already mentioned Ps
104:3). this by itself is not enough to main
tain that 'iirabot needs to be understood as
'clouds'. The choice of the word '(irabot
should rather be explained as a deliberate
attempt to differentiate Yahweh from Baal;
the Baal epithet was adopted yet modified in
such a way that it came to signify something
entirely different (ef. H. GESE, RAAM. 122
123; W. B. BARRICK & H. RINGGREN.
nVAT 7/3-5 [1990J 511: A. COOPER & M.
H. POPE. RSP III [Rome 1981 J 458-460; ef.
O. LoRETZ, UF 10 [1978] 480). A similar
modification is evident in v 8 [7J of the
Psalm, where a quotation from Judg 5:4 has
been adapted. "When thou didst go forth
from Seir" (Judg 5:4a) became "When thou
didst go forth before thy people" (Ps 68:8a
[7a)); "When thou didst march from thc
Field of Edom" (Judg 5:4b) was changed
into "When thou didst march through the
wilderness" (Ps 68:8b [7bD. The change of
Ug crpt into Heb 'iiriibut fits this pattern of
modi fication.
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W. HERRMANN

RIDING HORSEMAl'i
I, Common to most Semitic languages,

the root RKB. "to mount (upon)". is more
often used in connection with chariot-dri
ving than with riding upon an animal (such
as an equid or a camel (W. B. BARRICK.
The Meaning and Usage of RKB in Biblical
Hebrew. JBL 101 [1982J 481-503; idJH.
RINGGRE:-':. nVAT 7. 508-515). Consequent
ly. both the divine name -'Rakib-Il and
divine epithets such as -·"Rider-upon-the
clouds" do not relate to the imagery of a
riding horseman, but to that of a chariot-dri
ving warrior. However. ancient Near Eastern
iconogrnphy k-nows both deities in the cons
picuous attitude of standing upon an attribu
te animal or composite being and. less
numerous, deities mounting an animal in the
pose of an actual rider. The first convention
prevailed in Mesopotamian and Levantine
figurativc art from the later IlIrd until the
middle of the 1st mill. BCE; in Egypt it was
adopted only during the New Kingdom and
with reference to Asiatic deities such as
Qadishtu, -.Resheph and -.Baal(-Seth).
While a contemporary verbal trnnscript
could have used RKB for describing this atti
tude (ef. 2 Sam 22:11). the second type. i.c.
of actually riding deities (such as -+AmuITU
on a mule or -·Anat and/or -·Astarte on
horseback as warrior goddess and huntress
[ef. J. LECLANT, Astarte acheval d'aprcs les
representations egyptiennes. Syria 37 [1960J
1-67: I. CORNELIUS. Anat and Qudshu as
the «Mistress of Animals». SEL 10 [1993J
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21-45]). would probably be designated by
the root PRS (on which see H. NIEHR. nVAT
6. 782-787).

II. Terrncotta figurines of a man riding
on an equid first appeared in Palestine in the
late IITrd mill. BCE (EB III donkey rider
from tJirbet ez-Zeraqon); they continued to
be produced during the following periods
but remained exceptional until Iron Age II.
Ca. 300 items are known from 8thl7th-cent.
Judah, far less than the female so-called
"pillar figurines" to which they are not
directly related. but still clearly second in
number among the figurines of this area and
period (R. KLETIER. The Judean Pillar.Fig
urines and the Archaeology of Asherah
[BAR lnt. Ser. 636; Oxford 1996] 65).
Moreover, horses represent by far the most
numerous category among Judahite zoo
morphic figurines. Their relative number
cannot reflect actual proponions in Judahite
animal stock; at least some of the horse fig
urines may have had a similar function ali
the "horse-and-rider" figurines. The latters'
floruit parallels the rise and development of
cavalry in the standing annies of the Near
East from the 8th cent. BeE. While 6th-cen
tury items from Meqabelein show Babylo
nian features. later examples arc clearly
characterised as "Persians" by their peaked
cloth cap: it seems obvious that the repre
sentation of the riders was influenced by
actual perception of imperial cavalry (cf. Ez
23:6.12.230 and mounted messengers. Since
in the Persian period the "horse-and-rider"
figurines are well attested in coastal Palesti
ne but no more in Judah. they cannot be an
exclusive expression of pre-exilic Yahwistic
religion but must reflect a more general
symbol system. Since they usually functio
ned as .singles in domestic as well as funera
ry contexts and were venerated on the level
of family religion, one may hypothesize that
they depict a divine protector and/or media
tor (-+Angel I. -+Angel of Yahweh). either a
particular deity (-+Gad?) or a conspicuous
member of the heavenly -host (ef. Josh
5:13-15) such as the later -archangels
(among whome -Michael is especially
notewonhy in his function as aPXlOTp0tTl-

'Yo~). The type continued to be produced in
Palestine as in the whole Near East until the
late Roman period (cf. M. AVI-YoNAH. Art
in Ancie1l1 Palestine. Selected Silldies
[Jerusalem 1981] 23-26 (= QDAP 10 (1942)
127-130]).

III. Depictions of a rider are particularly
prominent in Achaemenid iconography. be it
on seals. coins or other media (A. FARKAS.
The Horse and Rider in Achaemenid An,
Persica 4 [1969] 57-76; J. BOlLWEG. Proto
achamenidische Siegelbilder. AMI 21 [1988]
53-61). To be a good horseman was a neces
sary virtue of the Persian king (DNb 41 ff)
and nobility (Herodotus I 136; cf. Est 6:8
11). Whether Darius I put up a statue of
himself as a horseman in Babylon (Herodo
tus III 88; cf. Zcch I :8?) is doubtful (cf. the
Uranian precedent mentioned by Sargon II.
ARAB II 98 § 173). but sculptures of a
horseman were produced. e.g.• in late fifth
century Egypt (G. R. DRIVER, Aramaic
Docume1l1s of the Fifth Cenlllry H.C. [Oxford
1957]. no. 9). Persian cavalry was famous
for its warriors (Hag 2:22: Zcch 10:5; 12:4)
and messengers (Herodotus III 126. VIII 98:
Est 8: 10.14). That a Persian period text
should produce the first literary reference to
a heavenly rider and coloured horses opera
ting at the Lord's command all over the
world (Zcch 1:8-11) comes as no surprise: it
is notewonhy that these operate as messen
gers and police rather than warriors. The
notion of one major heavenly rider is taken
up again in 2 Macc's somewhat romanesque
entenainment historiography: According to a
first version of the Heliodorus incident. the
Seleucid chancellor was prevented from
inspecting the temple treasury by two
angels; a later hand added a riding horseman
and considered the latter as an epiphany of
"the dynalit of all spirits and powers" (3:24
30; cf. -·Michael the apXlOtpOtTlYo~). For
the strongly hellenizing author of 2 Macc
(and probably his main source. Jason of
Cyrene). the celestial anny wali fonned of
cavalry (cf. 5:2-4 where terrestrial warfare is
anticipated in premonitory signs at heaven.
or 10:29-30 where epiphanic horsemen lead
the Jewish army to victory). This view is
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echoed by 4 Mace 4: 10 (and an Arabic ver
sion of 2 Mace which transforms the
Heliodorus incident into a combat between
twO horsemen (p. 112 in B. Walton's poly
glot, London 1657), but remained marginal
in Jewish angelology and literature which
usually considers horses and armed horse
men as part of foreign oppression. Conse
quently, when heavenly horsemen appear in
Apoc, they betray not so much Jewish, but
rather pagan (probably Indo-European) sym
bolism: Three among the fOUf riders of 6:2-8
are clearly divine agents of destruction and
death. On the basis of comparison with
19:11-16 a similar meaning has long been
disputed for the first one, who is said to be
riding upon a white horse, anned as a bow
man and bestowed with a wreath; but the
victor of 6:2 cannot be disconnected from
his angelic companions. The horses' four
colours do not derive from Zech 1:8-11 or
6:1-8 but either from astral or Mithraic
colour symbolism. The bowman on the
white horse appears as a Jupiter- or rather
~Mithras-like warrior angel (cf. Lactantius,
Institutions VII 19,5); his disguise is that of
a Parthian king and his military triumph pre
figures the overturn of the Roman empire
which the author of Apoc expected to start
from the east (cf. 16:12). The event is
described in definitely eSclt3t9logicai ternls
and· mythological imagery in 19:11-16 and
'the victorious warrior riding upon a white
horse now identified with (unnamed)
~Christ. That the messiah would once appe-,-,
ar on horseback stands in contrast to how
~jewish and earlier Christian tradition had
'~agined his coming (Zech 9:9; cf. Mk
li:l-10 parr).
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RIGHTEOUSNESS ~ ZEDEQ

RIVER iilJ
. I. Rivers, as sources of water, are of

great importance for agricultural life: espe
cially in regions with large streams and irri
gation culture. In such areas, rivers provide
the possibility of shipping, but they can
become threatening when there is serious
flooding. They are a means of economical
and cultural exchange. At the same time,
however, rivers demarcate frontiers whose
crossing is dangerous. Water currents in the
desert are especially unpredictable. As a
rule, wadis are dry; but, if there is intense
rain, they soon become dangerous torrents.
In Hebrew, a permanently flowing river is
called niihar: in contrast to the na~al.

ll. The cultural significance of the river
is represented in religious symbolism. The
great streams of Mesopotamia and Egypt are
interpreted anthropomorphically. The god of
the ~Nile, Hapi (male, but with full breasts,
occasionally conceptualized as a dyad of
gods) corresponding to Upper and Lower
Egypt) is called 'father of the gods'. Some
.times he js linked with the primeval ocean,
Nun, and with other deities: e.g. Chnum,
Satis and Anukis. He represents the fertility
of the river which is active in the annual
inundation. The Nile god is not a subject of
myth or ritual; but he does appear in the
iconography (holding two vases).

In Mesopotamia, rivers in general are
represented by the divinity CD (= naru?,
~F1ood) occurring in lists of gods and in
the Theogony of Dunnu (as daughter of
Earth and Gaju, possibly Lahar, see W. G.
LAMBERT, Labar, RIA 6 {l980-83] 413).
The ~Euphrates and the ~Tigris are the
most prominent divine rivers. The earliest
mythological elaboration of the river theme
is preserved in the Sumerian myth Lugal-e:
Subdued by the power of the mountain
demon Azag, the rivers cannot flow but are
frozen into stone. After the victory of Ninur-
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ta (-+Nimrod), the rivers begin to flow and
fertilize the land; the cultural work of irriga
tion can start (cf. the Indian tradition of
Indm's victory over Vrtra). According to a
later tradition. the Euphrates and the Tigris
were created immediately after -+Marduk's
victory over -·Tiamat: The body of the
smitten goddess is covered with -+earth, and
the perforation of her eyes brings forth the
springs of the great streams. Finally, Enki,
the god of the subterranean ocean, is con
nected with the waters of irrigation. The
rivers, though related to different mythologi
cal contexts, always have their origin in a
'marginal', chaotic area; but they transfonn
the water into a fonn which can be used by
human culture. Furthennore, the Euphrates
and the Tigris are important as deities
responsible for the water ordeal.

Thc Mesopotamian rivcr deities are
known well beyond their area of origin.
They are worshipped in Anatolia where they
even playa role in mythology (which is not
the case in Mesopotamia). Here, Tigris and
Euphrates are, to a greater degrec than in
Mesopotamia, seen anthropomorphically (and
theriomorphically, e.g., the Tigris assumes
the fonn of an eagle and takes part in a
meal), Not only Mesopotamian, but also
domestic rivers are important. A ritual text
shows that pestilence was explained as a
consequence of the omission to bring offer
ings to the river Mala.

In the Syro-Palestinian area, rivers arc
closely related to the sea. The God Yam
(-+sea) is often called wi ym !P! Ilhr, 'prince
Sea. ruler River'. He seems to be the deity
of every kind of water. According to Strabo
(16. 750-751), Typhon, a Greek parallel to
the chaotical enemy of -+Baal, is identified
with the Drontes: one of the prominent
rivers of Syria. Furthennore, Okeanos pos
sesses the spring of the Tyrian cult. As a
river deity, Yam seems to represent the
destructive power of water: e.g. in flash
floods.

Although there is no precise conception
of the netherworld, there are some ideas
about a river -+Hubur (identified with
Tiamat) in that region. The myth of Enlil

and Ninlil tells of this river: and a ferryman
is charged with the traffic. Similarly,
Gilgamesh has to cross the waters of death
located beyond the cosmic mountain in
order to reach Utnapishtim on the island of
Dilmun (Bahrein!). Sea and river, the
netherworld and the landscape at the end of
this world, are not really differentiated. The
western Semites seem to know such a river
too (KTV 1.5 i 22). In any case, -·Mot's
dwelling placc is mud: a mixture of water
and earth.

III. The torrent, as an evil power, is also
attested in the Psalms (Ps 124:4-5). Note the
expression "mighty waters" (ma)';m rabbim/
Jaddirim). which is connected with the water
of a torrent as well as with the primeval
water-and the ''''ater of the Sea of Reeds
(Ps 29:3; 32:6; 77:20; 93:4).

In biblical symbolism. however. rivers
represent not only evil but also blessing.
Descending from the spring, especially the
sacred temple spring. there is a river fertil
izing the land. This image is known for
Jerusalem (Ps 65: 10-14; 46:5-6). but it
seems to belong to the common temple
ideology. The river (niihiir) is related to the
concept of solOm. This type of river does
not belong to the sphere of the god Yam,
but rather to -·Shalem. Shalcm was prob
ably worshipped in Jerusalem in pre-Israel
ite times and possibly later (identification
with -+Yahweh?). Hence the metaphorical
use of the river image (lsa 48: 18; 66: 12).
Likewise, the river of blessing becomes an
eschatological theme: The stream rising
from the temple fertilizes the whole land
(lsa 33:21; Ezek 47; Zech 14:8; cf. Rev
22: 1-2).

In the Bible, the experiences of danger
intrinsic to river crossings are a subject of
religious interpretation. Fords are threatened
by -+demons and protected by sanctuaries.
The story of Gen 32:22-32 is such an etiolo
gical narrative with a Yahwistic interpreta
tion. A similar tradition is known for the
Jordan ford near Gilgal. In this case, the
interpretation is linked to the Exodus tradi
tion (Josh 3-4; Ps 114).

Rivers also have a cosmological quality.
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They are taken to be 'primeval deities',
which, together with elements such as
-+sources, ~heaven and -+earth, are called
as witnesses when treaties are concluded or
oaths are sworn. This feature is also stressed
in the conception of four cosmic streams
which correspond to the four quarters of the
heavens. In Mesopotamia, this idea is repre
sented iconographically..The paradise story
says (in a secondary passage) that the spring
in the garden of Eden was divided into four
rivers. Two of them can be located geo
graphically (Euphrates and Tigris); the other
tWO (Pishon and Gihon) cannot be thus
identified. However, the temple spring of
Jerusalem is called Gihon too. The temple
~f Jerusalem is, according to the cultic
Ideology, the centre of the world: so there
could be a relation between the insignificant
spring Gihon and the cosmic river Gihon.

In the Israelite area, only the -+Jordan
permanently carries water. In the QT, how
ever there is no evidence for an anthropo
morphic conception of a Jordan deity.
However, the ark of Titus contains such a
~presentation: and, in later Christian icono
graphy, the Jordan river is frequently con
ceived as an anthropomorphic figure.
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ROCK i'~, l>?O
I. The name 'Rock' ($wr) is very com

mon as a metaphor for God in the Hebrew
Bible (e.g. 2 Sam 22:3 = Ps 18:3; a few
times in Deut 32). Etymologically the orig
inal form of the word ~wr will have been
*?r, as may be concluded on the basis of the
cognates in other Semitic languages
(HAZAT 953). Like 'mountain' (~Moun

tains-and-Valleys; -+Shadday) and -+Stone
the tenn was used in the Semitic world as a
divine epithet, but in contrast to ~bn, stone,
it never became obsolete.

II. The Ugaritic texts mention grm, in
god lists, but although the word is etymo
logically related to Hebrew $Wr, the Ugaritic
noun denotes a mountain. For etymological
reasons it is difficult to assume a connection
with Ugaritic $rrt, a part of -+Baal's holy
mountain -+Zaphon. It may well be that the
normal Ugaritic word for 'rock' was sl'
which is attested in hypocoristic personal
names like sl'y, sl'n. (d. the relevant entries
in F. GRONDAHL, Die Personennamen der
Texte aus Ugarit [StP 1; Roma 1965]).

However, $wr 'rock' does occur in Arnor
ite, Phoenician and Aramaic and possibly
Proto-Sinaitic personal names. A few times
the Ugaritic Mt. Sapanu is deified and the
name of Sapanu could also be used to mask
the name of Baal. It is said. that by the hand
of 'Sapanu' some are victorious and some
are without triumph (KTU 1.19 ii:35). A
personification of a rock as the parent of a
god is known from Hittite Song of Ullikumi
(-+Olden Gods).

flI. The name 'Rock' ($wr) is very com
mon as a metaphor for God in the OT. With
regard to the remarkable use of this meta
phor in Deut 32:4.15.30.31 (cf. KNOWLES
1989) scholars differ in opinion: should this
be attributed to old tradition, or is it a late
innovation? In any case Hab 1:12 seems to
allude to Deut 32. The prophet states that
the 'Rock' God cannot wish the death of his
people because he uses the enemy only to
punish his people. Deut 32:18 speaks of the
Rock who has begotten his people, the God
who has borne them (cf. Ps 89:27). It cannot
be doubted that figurative language is used
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here) but the imagery comes close to the
theogony of the Ugaritic text in which the
Stone was the male deity who begot the first
animated creature (KTU 1.100). The image
of the rock is here tied to the motif of cre
ation (OLOFSSON 1990:38). But there is no
reason to doubt the metaphorical intention
of the author. In Isa 51:1-2 -Abraham and
-Sarah seem to be the rocks who gave birth
to the people of Israel. The same imagery
recurs in the New Testament (Matt. 3:9; Luk
3:8).

Nowhere else but in Deut 32:31.37 is the
epithet 'Rock' applied to other gods, albeit
in such a way that the author evidently took
the view that other :gods were called by this
epithet illegitimately. In the Old Testament
five personal names confinn the antiquity of
the epithet .$wr. All names containing the
theophoric element Rock are premonarchical
(FOWLER 1988:54). Unfortunately, this datum
has not been confirmed by epigraphical
findings until now.

In addition to $wr the OT uses its syn
onym sil. The supplicant calls God his sll
(Pss 42:10; 71:3). 2 Sam 22:3 (= Ps 18:3) is
helpful with regard to the interpretation of
the metaphor. David regards ~Yahweh as
his rock, his fortress and his deliverer. In
short,the tenor of the metaphor may be
summarized as 'protection'. It is therefore a
deliberate deviation from this traditional
imagery when Isaiah (8:14) announces that
Yahweh will become a Stone that causes
men to stumble, and a rock (~wr) that makes
them fall.
~Moses and Aaron are ordered to speak

to the rock, so that it will yield water (Num
20:8). This would seem to imply that the
rock could hear. However, because in this
case a miracle is involved one should not
put too much weight on the fact that it is a
real stone which is addressed as an animate
being. Later on the water-giving rock be
came a motive of blessing and the New Tes
tament applies the imagery to -Christ in 1
Cor 10:4. The Greek equivalent 1tE'tpa some
times is used as epithet for Christ (Matt
21:42; Rom 9:32-33; 1 Pet 2:6), and the dis
ciple Simon receives the epithet as a new
name, Peter (Matt 16:]8).
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M. C. A. KORPEL

ROMA 'Pro~t1

I. Roma occurs only as toponym and as
the name for the capital of the Roman Re
public or Empire in Biblical and related lit
erature. As a personification of the city and
the republic, Roma attained divine status
outside the Bible.
. II. According to legends the toponym

Roma originated from the foundation of the
city to which Trojans were forced, after one
of their women, Rhome, encouraged the
destruction of their ships. In the Greek
world Roma was considered to be the per
sonification of the Roman people or state,
analogous to the Demos of Athens. Such
personifications were deified and honoured
with cults and festivals. Their cult can be
considered as a democratic connterpartof
the Hellenistic -Ruler cult (MELLOR 1981:
956). In connection with Rome's manifesta
tion in the eastern part of the Mediterranean
world, cults of Roma appeared from the
beginning of. the second century BCE
onwards, with temples, altars, priests and
Romaia-festivals (Smyrna 195 BCE; Chalcis
194; Delphi and Lycia 189; Alabanda 170).
After the Roman victory at Pydna (168 BCE)
the cults increased and most of the Greek
cities created an altar or temple for Roma.
These cults were inspired by similar motives
to those which led to the foundation of local
and provincial ruler cults (~Ruler cult). ·The
cult at Smyrna, for instance, was a reward
for the Roman help against Antiochus !fl.
Roma I s most common epitheta also remlO~
one of the ruler cult (euergetes, soter, ep"
phanes and rheos). "~
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-+Zeus or Jupiter usually joined Roma,
not so much as patron deity of Rome but as
protector of oaths and treaties. After the
emperor joined in cults with Roma he was
often associated with Zeus/Jupiter, whose
characteristics were transferred to the em
peror. Shortly after the coming to power of
Octavian, temples for Roma and Augustus
were founded in several provinces of Asia
Minor (Pergamum in Asia, Nicomedia in
Bithynia and Ancyra in Galatia). The high
priest of these cults was called Archiereus
Theas Romes /wi Autokratoros Kaisaros
(Theou Hyiou Sebastou). Tacitus refers to
the Asian cult as one for Augustus and the
~ity of Rome (Ann. 4.37.3), but Greek
inscriptions point out that the goddess Roma
was worshipped. A coin depicts Augustus
'(Claudius) and a personified Roma in their
,temple of the provincial cult at Pergamum.
Somewhat later similar cults were estab
Jished in the western part of the empire. The
,cults with their annual festivals (Romaia
,Sebasta) were a central activity of the pro
,!vincial conventions. Also local cults for
:~oma and the divine emperor came into
,peing. Roma appears as goddess on coins a
:few times in the Republican period, but
;rnore often since the first century CEo Her
iportrayal changes from a symbol of military
.hegemony .to. a. stately representation of the
;~mpire. She is depicted with a mural crown
(cf. ~Tyche), a crested helmet. or a modius,
:and sometimes bareheaded.
i; .III. Rome occurs in 1 Mace as a toponym
i(l:lO; 7:1; 8:19) and also as the name for
:the Roman Republic in the context of
itr~aties of alliance between the Jews and
:Some (8:17-32; 12:1-4; 14:24; 15:15-24; cf.
~f Mace 11:34-38; GRUEN [1984]). It is re
'J'erred to eight times in the NT, twice as the
~;p~.ace of residence of a Christian community
~(Rom 1:7, 15). Acts 18:2 refers to Clau~

l4ius's decision that all Jews had to leave
ltRome. The other occurrences concern Paul's
~ffiissionary activity at Rome and his staying
~~mere. Rome is hinted at in 1 Pet 5: 13 and
~ev 14:8; 16:19; 17:5 and 18:2, 10, 21
~Jhrpugh the symbolic name Babylon (also
~i~. Or. 5:143). Rome occurs frequently in
~}he often anti-Roman Sibylline Oracles, e.g.
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in oracles which predict its downfall (3:350
380), or in connection with a return of Nero
from the East (e.g. 5:137-154). It is not cer
tain, whether there is any reference to the
goddess Roma in Sib. Or. (MELLOR 1981:
971) or Revelation It ••• it is difficult to say
whether her [i.e. Roma's] cult (as distinct
from the general imperial cult) is actually
alluded to in this book" (MELLOR 1975:
128). Herod the Great founded a temple for
Augustus and Roma in Caesarea to prove
his loyalty to Augustus (Josephus, Bell.
1.414; Ant. 15.339).
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J. W. VAN HENTEN

RULER CULT
I. A technical phrase for the phenom~

enon of the ruler cult does not appear in
biblical literature. Nevertheless, ruler cult
understood' as specific institutions devoted to
sacrificial or related activities for the wor
ship of a ruler (Hellenistic rulers as well as
Roman emperors) may form part of the
background of some passages in the Bible
and related literature (Dan 3 Gk, Rev and
Martyria). Several tenns which have been
associated with the ruler cult appear in the
NT (e.g. euergetes, soter, kyrios, Asiarches).

II. Although the Egyptians considered
the pharaoh a divine being (.....Horus), they
only worshipped him as a god during
limited periods. Ruler cult seems to be
chiefly a Greek innovation, which is closely
related to the religious ideas of the Greeks.
Augustus took this over from them, but
adapted the concept in line with the new
situation in the Mediterranean world after
the battle of Actium (FISHWICK 1987). The
divine status of the figure who was wor-
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shipped by a community depended on his or
her ability to confer special benefactions to
it. So the cultic veneration by an individual,
a city or a province of a ruler reciprocated
his benefactions, which means that the ruler
cult was part of a mutually advantageous
relationship. This appears already from
decrees concerning the establishment of a
cult for the successors of Alexander the
Great and remains valid for the imperial
period. The dynastic cults, set up by the
rulers themselves, legitimized their power as
rulers. Both type of cults intensified the rela
tionship between the ruler and the subjects
of the state. The ruler cult was connected to
politics and diplomacy, ..the (imperial) cult
was a major part of the web of power that
formed the fabric of society ... The imperial
cult, along with politics and diplomacy, con
structed the reality of the Roman empire"
(PRICE 1984:248).

A forerunner of the ruler cult was the cult
of heroes (-+Heros). A similar veneration as
a lesser god could also be received by spe
cial human persons, who were the founders
of a city or died on the battlefield or had
accomplished another feat of importance.
The hero cult, however, differs from the
ruler cult because of its local character and
the limited power of the hero, whose divine
help could only be called in at a certain
place and under certain circumstances.
Founders or liberators of cities and other
heroes were often only venerated after their
death (see e.g. Plutarch, Arat. 53.3f. con
cerning Arntus of Sicyon). while rulers of
states in the Hellenistic period and emperors
were also worshipped during their lifetime.
Only rarely were cults for emperors estab
lished after their death. The Spartan general
Lysander (died 395 BCE) can be considered
as an early example of a human person who
was worshipped as a god during his life
(according to Duris of Samos, FGH 76 F
71; FEARS 1988: 1051-1052). Probably el
ements were incorporated into the ruler cult
from divine as well as from hero cult (cf.
PRICE 1984:32-36, 233, who argues that
ruler cult was modelled on divine cult).

Shortly after Alexander the Great ruler

cult became an important factor in the Hel
lenistic world. Alexander's successors estab
lished a posthumous cult for him. Out of the
veneration of the deceased ruler, which was
organized in Egypt from Ptolemy II onwards
until the end of the reign of that dynasty.
there arose cults for living rulers and their
families. Besides, cities took the initiative in
worshipping rulers. Antigonus and his son
Demetrius Poliorcetes were venerated as
theoi soteres at Athens and other Diadochi
received the same honours from other cities
(HABICHT 1956). The koinon of Asia
decreed between 268 and 262 nCE a cult for
Antiochus I with sacrifices to all the gods
and goddesses, to Antiochus and his wife
Stratonice and their son Antiochus II. An
altar of the kings was part of the temenos
(OGIS no. 222 lines 42-43; HABICHT 1956:
91-93). That the divine ruler was expected
to bring benefactions to the cities can be
seen from the direct connection in this
inscription between the cult for the ruler and
his protection of the rights of the cities
(lines 14-18). In return for benefactions like
the restoration of freedom Greek cities
bestowed the same honours upon Roman
individuals like governors and charismatic
generals or venerated the Roman Demos or
goddess -Roma in the second and first cen
turies BCE (FEARS 1988: 1057).

In 42 BCE Caesar was declared Divus
Julius which implied for Octavian a status as
Divi filius. It is important to distinguish
between the ruler cult from the perspective
of the Roman state religion and that of the
indigenous worshippers in the provinces. In
the context of state religion the deification
of the emperor after his death and his post
humous veneration were the standard. Only
the genius or -+Tyche and mwten of the
emperor were venerated during his lifetime.
From the F1avian emperors onward it was
usual to swear to the genius or t)'che of the
living emperor. The first provincial imperial
cults were established for Octavian shortly
after his triumph at Actium, in Asia at Per
gamum (29 BCE) and in Bithynia at Nico
media. From Dio Cassius 51.20.7 and Taci
tus. Ann. 4.37, it appears that the initiative
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was taken by the provinces. The cult was
dedicated to the ruler (Augustus) and to
Roma. At the same time Octavian decreed
that a cult for Roma and Divus Julius had to
be set up in the provinces of Asia (Ephesus)
and Bithynia (Nicaea). The cults requested
by the provinces were for the indigenous
worshippers and the ones for Rome and
Divus Julius for the Romans present. The
provincial cult at Pergamum still flourished
in the time of Hadrian. Shortly after the
incorporation of Galatia in the Roman
Empire a temple for Roma and Augustus
was built at Ancyra for the provincial cult of
Galatia (probably around 25-20 BCE). In the
Western part of the empire an emperor cult
was established in 12 BeE, when the Gallic
provinces dedicated an altar to Roma and
Augustus at Lugdunum (FlSHWICK 1987
1992; for early foundations of provincial
imperial cults see DEININGER 1965:16-35).
, None of Augustus's successors exceeded
,~n principle the bounds set by him, although
~ome emperors bore marks of divinity
(Nero, Domitian, Trajan). After the success
,ful prosecution of two Roman officials
fharged with maladministration, the cities of
Asia decreed a temple for Tiberius, Livia
~¥ld the Senate at Smyrna, which was
;'f,!ltified by the Senate in 26 CEo A third pro
;~incial cult of Asia at MiJetus was dedicated
rio the emperor Gaius only and may have
!Reen instigated by Gaius himself. In an
':i~scription concerning this cult the word
~~eos is used in the name of Gaius (ROBERT
m,949:206 line 2; -God II). In order to
rmaintain good relations with Rome Miletus
~!!ad to terminate the cult after Gaius's death.
~fter Augustus the imperial cults tended to
~~~ directed to imperial authority in general
~~her than to the reverence for an individual
;>0::'"
~~!J1peror (PRICE 1984:57-59). The emperors
~~ame the only object of reverence and in
~1Qis respect the cult for the Sebastoi at
fEphesus (see below) was the trend setter.
~Qr the motives of the cities of Asia to
~J~blish these cults and the conditions that
~~P to be fulfi]]ed for a successful initiative
~!FRIESEN 1993:7-28.
'~~fjhirteen inscriptions from Ephesus with
r~.

(originally) dedications from various cItIes
in Asia are witness to another provincial cult
of Asia for the Flavian imperial family and
its temple at Ephesus. The inscriptions are
connected with the inauguration of the
temple in 89~90 CEo This temple in Ephesus
is called common to Asia, and the city of
Ephesus is described as neokoros, i.e. care
taker, of the cult (cf. Acts 19:35). The cult
was for the Emperors. Domitian was prob
ably its central figure at first, but after his
death his name was erased and changed into
God Vespasian on all inscriptions but one.
The motives for the dedications of the cities
are usually their reverence (eusebeia) for the
Sebastoi and their goodwill (eunoia) toward
Ephesus (FRIESEN '1993: esp. 29~49). Con
nected with the provincial imperial cult at
Ephesus were Olympic games, held at the
complex of gymnasium, palaestra and baths
of the Sebastoi (to a certain extent modelled
on the gymnasium and palaestra buildings at
Olympia), which was built during Domit
ian's rule. After the death of Domitian the
games stopped, but they were reorganized
from the emperorship of Hadrian onwards
(FRIESEN 1993:117~141).

In the ruler cult the religious and the pol
itical world went hand in hand, which does
not mean that the divinity of the ruler was
not taken seriously. The emperor was wor
shipped as a god on pUblic and private oc
casions (games, mysteries, processions,
lamps, incense and libations, sacrifices with
the consummation of the victim, hymns in
honour of the emperor and banquets; FISH·
WICK 1991 :475·590). Statues and other
representations of the divine emperor were
present everywhere in the Greek cities.
PRICE (1984: 146·156 and 210·233) dwells
on the divine nature of the emperor and
claims that he did not match the status of
the traditional gods. He points among other
things to the statues of emperors in the sanc
tuaries of other gods and to sacrificial prac
tice. Sacrifices were often made to a deity
on behalf of the emperor. This view is criti
cized by FRIESEN (1993:74-75, 119, 150
151 and 166; cf. also VERSNEL 1988:234
237): the temple of the Sebastoi at Ephesus
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towered above the other temples and the
statues of emperors were depicted much
larger than those of the gods; the emperor
exercized godlike authority in the context of
a specific hierarchical relationship and he
deserved a divine status, because he accom·
plished the works of the gods in an unparal·
leled manner. One should not assume that
there existed rivalry between the imperial
cult and the worship of the other deities, the
imperial cult united the other cu)tic systems
and the peoples of the empire. The em
peror's role was similar to that of -l'Zeus in
the Olympian pantheon.

The imperial cult seems to have declined
well before Constantine and disappeared in
the fourth century. Cu)tic activities in the
provinces and cities dropped to a minimum
by the second half of the third century.

III. Several phrases in biblical and rea
lated literature can be connected to ruler
cult, although there usually is not a close
connection to a specific cult. References to
the veneration of a ruler also have a general
character.

Dan 3 LXX and Theod., Jdt, 2 Macc 6-7;
4 Mace contradict what we know about the
general policy of religious tolerance of Hel
lenistic rulers towards the Jews, which raises

.... the question of to what extent these texts
reflect historical events. In all these texts
Jews are forced to renounce their religion
and participate in a pagan sacrificial ritual or
the veneration of the ruler. According to Jdt
3:8 Nebuchadnezzar had decreed that all
other gods be destroyed in order that he
alone should be worshipped by every nation
and invoked as a god (epikalesonrai auton
eis theon) by men of every tribe and tongue.
There is no evidence that Antiochus IV
forced the Jews to venerate him personally
as Zeus Olympios or another god. The sur
name Epiphanes of Antiochus IV and other
rulers from the Hellenistic period points to
the appearance of a redeeming god (cf. 2
Macc 14:33) or the cultic acting of a divine
ruler. The name occurs e.g. in 1 Macc 1: 10;
10:1; 2 Mace 2:20; 4:7; 10:9. 13; 4 Mace
4:15 (ef. also Philo, Leg. 346: Caligula
wanted to change the name of the Jerusalem

temple into 'temple of Gaius, the new Zeus
Epiphanes'). The fact that related ex
pressions appear relatively frequently as
attributes of the Lord in Jewish literature of
the Maccabean period (e.g. 2 Mace 3:30;
15:34) may be understood as part of the
refutation of a divine status for the Greek
rulers. Also other phrases like euergetes,
soter and kyrios may reflect the pagan use
of these words (cf. Luke 22:25-26), which
gradually took on a divine meaning and
could be connected to ruler cult (see further
DEISSMANN 1923:287-324; Cuss 1974:50
88), but also indicated the Lord respectively
-Jesus -l'Christ as the sole benefactor,
-l'saviour or Lord of the Jews or Christians
(cf. Jude 4; -l'Kyrios). This usage implied at
least a repudiation of the divinity of the
ruler, which becomes explicit in some Early
Christian martyr texts.

As in Jewish texts which hint at the
veneration of a ruler, the possible references
to the imperial cult in Rev 13 go hand in
hand with a self-image which contrasts
strongly with the picture of the world of the
Roman ruler. Rev 13 contains several allu
sions to Dan 3, especially in connection
with the worship of the first beast and its
image. The second beast of Rev 13, also
characterized as the fa)sep~ophet (16:12;
19:20 and 20: 10), is probably a symbol
which can be connected with the high priest
hood of the imperial cult (e.g. Cuss 1974:
20, 96-112). Maybe the blasphemous titles
of the first beast hint also at the cults for
the emperor. John presents the Roman
government with the imagery of Rev 12-13
(-Dragon) and 17-18 in a completely un
favourable light. According to several
scholars the imperial cult of Domitian at
Ephesus was the immediate cause for the
putting into writing of Revelation (STAUF
FER 1955:147-191; PRICE 1984:197·198;
SCHUSSLER FIORENZA 1985: 192-199; cf
PRIGENT 1974-1975). In any case the im:
perial cult was a source of conflict betwee.n
Christian and Roman ideologies. The sacn:
fices, statues (cf. Rev 13:14-15; 14:9, 11;
16:2; 19:20; 20:4), prayers, games and 0t!ter:
forms of worship connected with the 1m-}
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perial cult rendered the emperor divine
honours and titles which belonged only to
God and Jesus Christ (see e.g. I Cor 8:5-6).
Even if Christians tried to be loyal to the
Roman government as much as their belief
allowed them to, when they were forced to
acknowledge the emperor as Kyrios they
had to refuse, because they could not bestow
divine honours upon him. Martyr texts focus
on this dilemma of loyalty (e.g. Mart. Pol.
8-11: Polycarp had to call the emperor Lord,
to offer him incense, to swear to the genius
of the emperor and to blaspheme Christ; in
Mart. Scil. 3; 5; 14 the proconsul Satuminus
offers the martyrs the opponunity to return
to the way of life of the Romans [ad
Romanorum morem redeundi] by swearing
to the genius of the emperor). The ideologi
cal conflict comes to light in a most painful
fashion in the execution of the martyrs,
which often took place in the context of
games linked with imperial festivals or
organized by imperial priests (cf. FlSHWlCK
1991 :577-579).

However, it was not especially the refusal
to venerate the emperor that led to the per
secutions of Christians, as appears from
Pliny's famous letter to Trajan and the
Rescript (Ep. 10.96-97) and Christian martyr
texts. Until the reign of Decius the emperor
did not take steps against the Christians on
his own initiative, and only responded to
questions from the provinces. Usually the
refusal by arrested Christians to worship the
gods in general (including the emperor) led
to their execution (for a collection of the
evidence see MILLAR 1973; ct. KERESZTES
1979; PRICE 1984:123-126, 220-222), al
though Pliny (Ep. 10.96) and some martyr
texts refer to the obligation to venerate the
emperor or to perform acts which belonged
to the imperial cult (Mart. Pol. 8-9; Mart.
Pion. 8; 18; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 7.15.2;
MILLAR 1973:150, 154-155; FISHWICK 1991:
527 t 534, 577-579). Before the first state
-persecution by Decius (249-251 CE), how
ever, persecutions of Christians were usually

:the result of successful pressure by city
,mobs (cf. Acts 17:6-7) and especiany local
;actions, inspired by fear of unrest and

triggered by epidemics, famine and other
disasters (VERSNEL 1988:250-253).

The second beast of Revelation is often
connected with the high priesthood of the
emperor cult. According to DEININGER
(1965:41-50) and many other scholars the
offices of Asiarch (Asiarches) and provincial
high priest were identical. FRIESEN (1993:
92-113), however, rejects a direct connec
tion between the Asiarch and the imperial
cults on good grounds and assumes that the
Asiarchate was an office of the city im
plying various duties. This means that the
Asiarchs who are together at the same time
at Ephesus according to Acts 19:31 do not
have to be understood as high priests or
delegates of the provincial council which
met at Ephesus. Mart. Pol. 21 mentions
Philip of Tralles as the high priest at the
date of PoJycarp's Martyrdom. Several
scholars consider chap. 21 a later interpola
tion, but a Gaius Julius Philippus is men
tioned as Asiarch and also as the high priest
of Asia in inscriptions (dates of attestation
between 161-169 and 150-170 CE respec
tively; FRIESEN 1993: 101; 179; 195), so that
the Philip of the Martyrdom may very well
be the Gaius Julius Philippus mentioned.
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SABBATH ra~lXItov Sabbatllm

I. A deity called Sabbath does not
occur in the Bible. For the first time it
seems to be found in Valentinian 'mythol
ogy'. It is quite probable that the creation of
a deity with this name was based on the
interpretation of a NT passage (Luke 6:5).

II. Tenullian (Adv. Val. 20: 1-2) describes
the Valentinian view of creation: the Demi
urge made this world and its hemisphere,
then "completed the sevenfold stage of
-heavens, with his -·throne above it. That
is why he is called Sabbatllm, because of the
hebdomad of his residence'·. In other
descriptions (Irenaeus, Hippolytus) the deity
himself is called Hebdomas or Topos,
whereas his residence has the same names.
In his commentary on Tertullian's treatise, J.
e. FR~DOUILLE, Tertullianus. Quintus Septi
mius Florens: Contre les Valentiniens [Paris
1980] ad locum) was puzzled by the name
Sabbatum: 'ce nom du Demiurge n'apparait
ni dans nos sources patristiques... , ni,
semble-t-iI. dans les traites de Nag Ham
madi'. This is not a correct observation. In
the Gnostic 'Heavenly Dialogue' quoted by
Celsus (Origen. C. C. VIII: 15-16) the fol
lowing passage is found: "If the Son is
stronger than God. and (if) the -Son of
Man is his Lord, and (if) some Other reigns
over the mighty God. how does it come that
many are around the well, and nobody in the
well?" The text contrasts 'the Son', 'Son of
Man', or 'some Other', that is, the Son of
the true --God with another 'God', 'the
mighty God', who is the Demiurge. Where
a4\ the apodosis agrees with Logion 74 of the
Gospel of Thomas, the hypothetical sentence
is playing with motives from the Gospels.
The phrase "(if) the Son of Man is his (i.e.
God's) Lord" is hinting at Luke 6:5, "Lord
of the Sabbath is the Son of Man". This
implies that sabbaton is interpreted as a

name of the Demiurge, which is in con
formity with Tertullian's description. The
Gnostic Apocf)phon of John (NHC 11.1, II:
34-35; III:l, 18:7-8) describes the Creation
of the Demiurge Jaldabaoth, i.e. the seven
fold cosmic reality with the respective
-.Archons, in the following way: 'This is
the Hebdomas of the Sabbath". This phrase
is usually interpreted a~ 'This is the seven
ness of the week', but in view of the Demi
urge's name Sabbatum-ra~lXItov one
should interpret it as 'the seven stages of the
Cosmos and their Archons created and ruled
by Jaldabaoth'. Sabbaton is another name
for the Demiurge Jaldabaoth. When in the
same treatise the Demiurge is contrasted
with the true God-denoted as 'Man' or
'Son of Man' (NHC 11:1, 14:4-5; III:l,
21:17-18; cf. IV:!, 22:17-18)-who appears
to be the supreme deity which reigns both
over the visible and invisible realities, it is
clear that here again the source of the name
may be a Gnostic interpretation of Luke 6:5.

Logion 27 of the Gospel of Thomas pre
sents us with this word of -tJesus: "If you
do not fast with respect to the world, you
will not find the Kingdom of God, if you do
not sabbatize the Sabbath, you will not see
the Father". Whatever the source and orig
inal meaning of this logion may be, in the
context of the Gospel of Thomas it must be
interpreted in a gnostic way: the world, the
created Cosmos, is contrasted with the realm
of the true God; the true God, the -.Father,
is contrasted with the Sabbath. The latter
may be taken to be the name of the Demi
urge. The true Gnostic abstains from this
world and its Creator, in order to find the
true Kingdom and to see the true God, the
Father. This Gnostic identification of sab
baton and the Demiurge found its point of
departure in a specific interpretation of Luke
6:5. However, its origin may be a pagan
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identification of the Jewish God as Saturn
(Heb sbty). 'The day of the Sabbath', the
seventh day, was linked with the planet
Saturn and called 'the day of Saturn' or 'the
day of Kronos'. One might seri~usly con
sider the possibility that Juvenal's reference
to people who had a father who revered the
Sabbath (metuentem sabbata, 14:96), and
consequently worshipped nothing but the
clouds and the ~God of heaven, implies
that he thought of the worship of the God
Sabbata (Aram sbf).
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T. BAARDA

SAINTS· z::pilinp
I. 'Saints' or 'holy ones' translates the

Hebrew qedosfm: the masculine plural of the
adjective qfJd6s 'holy'. Qedos'im occurs thir
teen times in the Bible. It is used variously
of people, of divine beings, and of
~Yahweh. The Aramaic cognate, qaddfs'in,
is used in Daniel of divine beings. The root
does not appear in any Israelite personal
name inside or outside the Bible.

QD~ is a common Semitic foot referring
to the quality or property of holiness,
sacredness, as opposed to what is profane.
In adjectival fonn, it is sometimes found as
an attribute of deities and occasionally as a
title of a deity.

II. Qldosfm refers to the gods as a col
lectivity that is widely attested throughout
the ancient Near East under other names
(-Sons of the gods, -'council, etc.). As a

title, however, 'the Holy Ones' is rarely
used outside the Bible. A group of 'the holy
gods' (iW qasdutum) is invoked in an Old
Babylonian incantation (W. VON SODEN,
review of H. H. Figulla, CT 42, BiOr 18
(1961) 71·73, esp 71:13). At Ugarit, the
gods are referred to as bn qds 'holy ones' or
'children of QdS' (always parallel to ilm
'gods'; KTlfl 1.2 i:2I, 38; 17 i:3, 8, 13,22).
Qds 'the holy one' refers either to
~Asherah or to ~EI in the epithet of King
Kirta, sp/:ll!pn w qds 'Offspring of the Gra
cious One and the Holy One' (parallel to
'Kirta is son of EI'). The word qds also
appears in Qds (w) Amrr 'Holy (and)
Powerful', the name of Asherah's personal
assistant(s) in the story of the building of
~Baal's palace (KTTfl 1.3 vi: 10-11; 4.iv: 1
17). This binomial recurs in a list of paired
divine names in KTlfl 1.123:26. Outside the
literary texts, Ugarit also knows a goddess.
Qdst (but in the damage before the Q there
is room for three letters belonging to the
DN; KTlfl 1.81: 17; ct. the personal name
bn qdst KTlfl 4.69 v:ll; 4.412 i:ll; (bin-)
qadisli (J. NOUGAYROL, Textes sumero
accadiens des archives et bibliotheques
privees d'Ugarit, Ug 5 (1968] no. 7:14). The
plural form qdsm is used only as the title of
a class of temple officials.

.However,qdsm is used atnibutively of
the gods of tenth centul)' Byblos: ~l Gbl
qdsm 'the holy gods of Byblos' (KAI 4
[=TSSJ 6]:4-5, 7), and of the gods in general
at fifth-century Sidon: (hYlnm hqdSm 'the
holy gods' (KAJ 14 [=TSSI ~8]:9, 22) in
both cases alongside the named chief gods.
The thirteenth of the sayings of Ahiqar (n.
94-95) ends bs[myjn fymh hy ky bll qdJn
ns'[hj "She [Wisdom] has been placed in
heaven, fOf the Lord of Holy Ones has ele
vated her" (i.e. to their company; cf. the
parallelism of [mn] smyn and (mn] %y
·'[from] heaven ... [from] the gods" at the
beginning of the saying). .

In. The relative frequency of the term In

the Bible (specifically in post-exilic lit
erature) may be related to the even more
frequent designation of Yahweh as ~'th:
Holy One': especially in the epithet Qed6s
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Yisra'el 'Holy One of Israel'. It is not
always easy to distinguish when 'holy ones'
refers to divine beings and when it refers to
Yahweh himself (as a 'plural of majesty') or
to human 'saints'.

Qehal qed6sfm, 'the assembly of the Holy
Ones', and sod qedosfm, 'the council of the
Holy Ones', (-+Council) are two of the
several terms for the collectivity of divine
beings which is contrasted with Yahweh's
uniqueness in Ps 89:6-8 (5-7). A similar
contrast appears in Exod 15:11, where, al
though MT reads the singular qodeJ 'holi
ness' (or 'sanctuary'), the LXX reads the
plural: 'the holy ones' which parallels 'elfm
'gods' in v 113. The moral inferiority of
these 'saints' is stated sharply by E1iphaz in
Job 15: 15 (Kethib): God treats them (paral
leI: 'the heavens') as untrustworthy (cf. Sir
42:17, 21).

In Job 5:1, Eliphaz refers to the divine
holy ones as [he object of human appeals,
hence, presumably, as intercessors with
God. In Dan 4:14 (17), they appear in the
ancient role of the divine council that issues
decrees. The singular (parallel: efr 'watcher')
refers to a messenger from the divine court
in Dan 4:10, 20 (13.23; -+Watchers; -+Saints
of the Most High) and to two individual
members of the court whom Daniel hears in
conversation during his vision· (Dan 8:13).
In the vision of Daniel 7 the 'holy ones' at
war in vv 21, 22 are best construed as
-+host of heaven (Collins). 'The people of
the holy ones' in Dan 8:24 are then faithful
Jews. Yahweh's faithful are again clearly
the referent in Num 16:3; Ps 34:10 (9)..

'All the holy ones' accompany Yahweh
when he comes to establish a new order in
Zech 14:5. The text of Deut 33:2-3 is cor
rupt; but the same group may appear as
'myriads of holy ones' (cf. Syr) accom·

.panying Yahweh in this theophany (v 2b).
The identity of 'all the holy ones' of v 3a is
still disputed. In Ps 16:3 'the holy ones who
.are in the land' is parallel to 'the -+noble
-ones': both may refer to gods - or to the
~powerful dead (Pope, RSP III 457); but the
i.text is difficult.
~, In some passages, the divine court is so

absorbed into and identified with Yahweh
that the holy ones virtually become the Holy
One, the grammatical fonn of the word
remaining plural (cf. the use of the plural
'e[bhfm 'gods' for 'God'.) Thus Yahweh is
'e[bhfm qedosfm 'a holy god' (Josh 24:19).
Again, it may be difficult to determine
whether the one deity or a plurality of
heavenly beings is intended. In Prov 9: 10
'knowledge of the Holy One/the holy ones'
is parallel to 'the fear of Yahweh'. The
same ambiguous expression appears parallel
to 'the kingdom of God' in Wis 10:10. In
Hos 12: I (Eng 11: 12), Judah is said to be
faithful to qedosfm (parallel to 'el). While
the old divine name El suggests a reference
to the 'holy ones' of the deity's court, both
words may be titles of Yahweh: 'God ... the
Holy One'. In the Sayings of Agur, wisdom
is parallel to datal qedosfm (Prov 30:3)
'knowledge of the holy ones/the Holy One'.

The word is used attributively of the gods
(as in Phoenician) in Dan 4:5.6.15 (Eng 8.
9.18); 5:11 in the phrase 'spirit of the holy
gods,' by which the Babylonian court here
refers to a source of supernatural enlighten
ment.

Though members of God's court, the holy
ones are unable to give a full account of the
wonders of creation in Sir 42:17. According
to Sir45:2 LXX, Godmnde -+Moses equal
in glory to the holy ones. The righteous are
counted among the same body in Wis 5:5
(parallel: the children of God). In the NT,
God's heavenly retinue may be envisaged in
1 Thess 3: 13; 2 Thess J:10; Col 1:12,
though particularly in the last two cases
good arguments have been made for a refe
rence to human saints.
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S. B. PARKER

SAINTS OF THE MOST HIGH 'O"p
p."D

I. The 'Saints of the Most High' are
introduced in chap. 7 of the Book of Daniel,
in the -angel's explanation of -Daniel's
dream. Daniel had seen four beastc; come up
out of the -sea, which were then condemned
in a judgment scene, after which "one like a
-·son of man" approached the divine
-·throne and was given -dominion and
-glory and kingdom. The angel explains
that the four beasts were four kings who
will arise on earth, but "the Saints of the
Most High" will receive the kingdom (7: 18).
Later, in a more extended explanation, he
adds that "the people of the Saints of the
Most High" will receive the kingdom (7:27).

The traditional translation (Saints of the
Most High) assumes that j'J."1) is used sub
stantivally, presumably to refer to God, who
is called ~'?D in 7:25 and elsewhere in
Daniel. The plural r:"'.1J is then explained
as a plural of majesty, on the analogy of
Hebrew O'i1'~. The construct chain is
definite because p"''v is considered a
proper name. The Hebrew p"D 'wj'iP
(saints or holy ones of the Most High) in
CD 20:8 may be cited as a parallel although
it renders 'the Most High' by the singular.
An alternative translation 'most high holy
ones' or 'holy ones on high', has recently
been defended by GOLDINGAY 1988, who
explains the second tenn of the construct
chain q'J,',,V) as epcxegetical or adjectival.
The plural of the second tenn, then, would
correspond with the number of the first. The
phrase would be indefinite and equivalent to
p."'v r~·ii? The Aramaic for highest,
however. is ~.,,V (plural). ii"''v is an epithet
for the deity. The plural, then, should be
taken as a plural of manifestations, and the
traditional translation maintained.

II. Traditionally, the holy ones have
been identified as human beings, the 'saints'

by Christians, and the Jewish people by
Jews. In recent times. however. the phrase
has given rise to extensive debate. The
stimulus to this discussion lies in the obser
vation that 'holy ones' (t'~i'P) are usually
heavenly beings in the Hebrew Bible and
other West Semitic texts, and the realization
that this understanding of the word is con
genial to the world-view of Daniel.

While the adjective 'holy' is often
applied to Israel and other human entities in
the Hebrew Bible. the substantival use of
the word is usually reserved for heavenly
beings. There is only one clear exception in
the Hebrew Bible, Ps 34: 10, where "his holy
ones", who are exhorted to fear the loRD.
are evidently human. There arc a few dis
puted cases, but the great majority of the
references are clearly to celestial beings
(e.g. Ps 89:6.8; Job 5:1; 15:15; Zech 14:5).
This usage can be traced back to the divine
bn qds in the Ugaritic texts. who are "sons
of the Holy One", probably -.Asherah.

The Dead Sea Scrolls now provide
numerous instances of the use of c'onp for
heavenly beings. There are a number of dis
puted cases in the Scrolls and the issue is
complicated by the idea that members of the
Qumran community could mingle with the
heavenly host in this life. So we read in
IQH 3:21-22: "and I know that there is
hope for him whom you have created from
the dust for the eternal assembly, and the
perverse spirit you have cleansed from great
transgression to be stationed with the host of
the holy ones and to enter into fellowship
with the congregation of the children of
heaven". Again in IQM 12:6: "the congre
gation of thy holy ones is among us for
eternal alliance".

There is. then, a fluid boundary between
the heavenly holy ones and the earthly com
munity, at least in some of the Scrolls.
Nonetheless, the predominant sense of
C':j"p in the Scrolls refers to heavenly
beings.

The angelic sense also prevails in Pseud
epigrapha originally composed in a Semitic
language (sec e.g. I Enoch 1:9, where God
comes with ten thousand holy ones, or
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14:23, which speaks of Holy Ones in attend
ance on the divine throne). There is, how
ever, a new development in the Similillldes
of Enoch, which distinguish between the
holy ones in heaven (1 Enoch 47:2, 4) and
those on earth (48:4, 7 etc.). The idea here
is that there is an affinity between the right
eous and holy on earth and the angels in
heaven, and this will be perfected at the
resurrection, when "the chosen begin to live
with the chosen". The use of "saints" for the
early Christians (I Cor 14:33; Phil 1: I. etc.)
may have arisen in the same way. in antici
pation of eschatological communion. In the
writings of the Hellenistic Diaspora. com
posed in Greek. 'holy ones' is used both in
the sense of angels (Wis 5:5; 10: 10) and
with reference to human beings (Wis 18:9
and 3 Macc 6:9).

The meaning of the phmse 'saints of the
Most High' in Daniel 7 c:mnot be settled
conclusively from the usage of 'holy ones'
elsewhere. There was a precedent for using
the term to refer to a human group in Psalm
34, and. since the adjective was commonly
applied to people, it was not a great step to
extend the substantival use. This step was
certainly taken in the Similillldes of Enoch
and in the New Testament. Nonetheless, the
predominant usage of the Hebrew Bible and
of Hebrew and Aramaic Jewish writings
down to the second century nCE must in
fluence the reader's expectations.

III. The reader's expectation is more
immediately influenced by the usage in the
Book of Daniel itself. The Aramaic rd'ip
is used of heavenly beings, parallel to
-.Watchers, in 4: 14, and the singular is
found in 4: 10,20. In the Hebrew part of the
book, Daniel hears one O~iP speaking to
another in 8: 13, and these are evidently
members of the heavenly court. These are
the only undisputed instances of holy ones
in Daniel. The reference to ~iP OlJ, the
holy people, at 12:7, is relevant to the inter
pretation of the 'people of the saints' but it
cannot determine the meaning of j'i::i'iP
used substantivally.

In view of the clear use of 'holy ones' to
refer to angels in the Book of Daniel itself,

we must expect that it carries that reference
in chap. 7 also. The 'people of the saints' in
Dan 7:27 probably refers to the Jewish
people (compare Dan 12:7 and the ex
pression i'ti::J 'jiip ClJ, the people of the
holy ones of the covenant, in 1QM 10: 10),
but this is compatible with the interpretation
of holy ones as angels, if the genitive is
understood as possessive (the people that
belongs or pertains to the angels), Indeed
the relation between the Jewish people and
the angels is fundamental to the understand
ing of Daniel's vision.

The most basic objection to the angelic
interpretation of the 'Saints' in Daniel 7
arises from the conviction of some modem
scholars, expressed most straightforwardly
by DILELLA, that "Daniel 7 would then have
virtually no meaning or relevance for the
addressees of the book, viz. the disen
franchised Jews..... (HARTMAN-DILELLA
1978:91). The inadequacy of this objection
should be apparent from the parallel treat
ment of the Antiochan persecution in Daniel
10-12. There the author speaks unmistakably
of angelic -·'princes' who are engaged in
warfare against the 'princes' of Persia and
Greece. At the cnd of the conflict "-Mi
chael will arise", the prince of Israel. His
victory in the heavenly battle entails the vic
tory of the persecuted Jews on earth. In the
rc..'iurrection that follows, the wise will shine
like the stars, which is an apocalyptic idiom
for fellowship with the angels. There is,
then, a synergism, or dynamic correspond
ence, between the faithful Israelites on earth
and their angelic counterparts in heaven.
When the Jews are in distress, the heavenly
host is cast down (Dan 8: 10). When Michael
prevails, so do the Jews on earth. To the
pious Jews of the Maccabean era who had a
lively belief in supernatural beings, nothing
could be more relevant than that their angel
ic patrons should "receive the kingdom",

One other correlation is crucial to the
understanding of the 'Saints'. The 'Saints of
the Most High' are said to receive the king
dom, which was given in the vision to the
'one like a son of man'. The interpretation
of this figure too is disputed, Traditionally,
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he was identified as the Messiah (-+Christ).
In modem times, he has often been taken as
a collective symbol for the Jewish people. In
recent years, a strong case has been made
that he should be identified as Michael, the
'prince' of Israel.

There is no doubt that both the "one like
a son of man" and the "Saints of the Most
High" represent the Jewish people in some
way. It is unlikely, however, that they are
'mere' symbols. It is clear from Daniel 10
12 that the authors envisaged a world where
the fate of human communities was depend
ent on the conflict between heavenly forces.
The angelic intelpretation of the "one like a
son of man" and the "Saints of the Most
High" does justice to the imaginative full
ness of Daniel's symbolic world.

IV. The angelic interpretation of the holy
ones also throws light on a peculiarity of
some NT 'Son of Man' sayings. In Mark
8:38 the Son of Man is said to come "in the
glory of his Father with the holy angels"
(compare Matt 16:27; Luke 9:26). Also in
Matt 25:31, "he comes in his glory, and all
the angels with him". It would seem that the
coming of the Son of Man in these passages
is assimilated to traditional theophanies such
as Deut 33:2 (OG) or 1 Enoch 1:9: "he

.come~withtenthousand.holy ones ... ". The
assimilation is most easily explained if the
holy ones in Daniel 7 were understood as
angels, as in 1 Enoch, and thought to
accompany the "one like a human being".

The terminology of Daniel 7 is reflected
some centuries later in 3 Enoch 28:1.7,
where the watchers and holy ones are said
to be exalted tJ')1"?.lJ ")::1 ?)O, above all the
sons of the Most High, all of whom sit be
fore the Holy One when he judges the
world. They are also called O')'''?Dil ,..,~

princes of the Most High. D')"?D here
seems roughly equivalent to l:l'il?~ and to
refer to the Deity. The O"j"?Dil "):3 are
clearly heavenly beings.
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J. J. COLLINS

SAKKUTH n1X>
I. Sakkuth occurs under the fonn Sikki1t

in Amos 5:26, and is followed by Kiyyun.
The Masoretic vocalisation of both names is
that for idols (-.Abominations, --tgillulim).
The real pronunciation must have been Sak·
kur, if we may identify this name with the
obscure Babylonian god Sakkud (or Sakkut).
Already LXX and CD took the name to be a
word with the basic meaning "hut" (sukkat):
not "Sakkuth, your king", but "tent of the
Moloch" (LXX; also Acts 7:43), or "taber
nacle of your king" (CD VII 14). Some
modem scholars are also of this opinion
(BORGER 1988:77-80; W. W. HALLO,
HUCA 48 [1977] 15).

II. The parallelism between Saklcuth and
-4Kaiwan (Kiyyun) suggests that Sakkuth is
a divine name since Kaiwan goes back to
Babylonian Ka}jamanu.the planet Saturn,
which was worshipped as a deity. The only
god known to us having a similar sounding
name is Babylonian Sakkut (Sag-kud). The
alleged association of this god with Saturn
in SUJpu II 180 ("~akkut and Saturn") has
been invalidated by BORGER (1988:74-76):
the originals do not offer SAG.US ("Saturn")
but uS (= Nita). Both Sakkut and Nita were
identified with Ninurta. Sakkut was a "cup
bearer" of the gods and was.· associated with
the city Der, bordering on Elam. The name
could be Elamite rather than Sumerian (thus
BORGER 1988:73); cf. the Elamite god
Simut. This fits the final -t in the Hebrew
text. Surpu II 180-181 now has the sequence
AN.TI.BAL - Sakkut - Nita -Immerija (Wer).
The first (also named "Tibal") seems to be
an astral god as it is elsewhere identific?,
with "the position of Venus, the -+star·
(MSL 17 {l985] 86 ErimlJus VI, 178; ct. W.
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palace or temple. The word is common in
West-Semitic languages (HALAT 234-35 S.v.
?:J'i1; HOFTIJZER-JONGELING, DNWSJ 278
s. v. hykl) and derives from Sum eagal, lite
rally 'big house', the residence of a divine
or worldly ruler. It is well known from
Egyptian and Mesopotamian sources that
temples were ascribed numinous qualities.
JALABERT & MOUTERDE 1939 suggested that
in Syria during the Roman period the deified
temple was known. A single reference from
the New Testament testifies to the numinous
character attaching to the Jerusalem temple.

II. "The ancient Mesopotamian temple
was profoundly awesome, sharing in the tre
menum of the Numinous" (T. JACOBSEN,
The Treasures of Darkness [New Haven
1976] 16). In early Mesopotamia temples
were clearly considered as divine objects,
appearing as theophoric element in personal
names (EDZARD 1997:164) and addressed in
a collection of hymns (SJOBERG & BERGMAN
1969). Ancient Egyptian temples were
equally considered to participate in the
nature of the divine (J. ASSMANN, Agypten;
Theologie und Frommigkeit einer fruhen
Hochkultur [Stuttgart 1984] 48). Members
of the Jewish settlement at Elephantine in
Upper Egypt took the oath by the fJrm by()l,
'the sacred enclosure of (the god) Bethel'
(-Bethel; see VANDER TOORN 1986).

A Greek inscription from modem Dou
meir, 40 Jon NE of Damascus, dated in 245
eE, mentions a vao<; 'AelxaAo<; (P. LE BAS
& W. H. WADDINGTON, Voyage Arche%
gique en Grece et en Asie Mineure, Sixieme
partie, Inscriptions grecqes et latines de
Syrie [nos. 1826-2724] [Paris, 1870] 586-87
no. 2562 g). Th~ editors of the inscription
considered 'AelxexAa<; the name of the deity
of the sanctuary. M. de Vogue identified this
name as the Greek transcription of Aramaic
~?:>'i1, but in order to identify a possible
divine name he connected 'AelxaA.a<; with
the Arabic root haikala, which he translates
as 'etre grand, eleve, resulting in the divine
name 'Ie Grand' (idem, p. 586).The origin
of the Arabic word haikal is the same as
Heb hekill and his argument is therefore
in~alid. In t~e absence of a determinating
Aeo<; or Ze:u<;. C. CLERMONT-GANNEAU
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G. LAMBERT, Studies F. R. Kraus [Leiden
1982] 215, to IV 3). Sakkut might -have
been a planet, or a star.

Ill. The problem of why the Israelites
adopted an obscure god like Sakkut remains
unsolved. The Israelites may have borrowed
the worship of this planet from the Assyr~

ians. In this case there are two options. (1)
The Israelites took over the worship before
the fall of Samaria. Then Amos 5:26 can be
interpreted as a prophetic accusation for not
having served -Yahweh (e.g. BARSTAD
1984). (2) Amos 5:26 refers to one of the
deities mentioned in 2 Kgs 17:28~30 who
were brought to the Samaritan area by
Assyrian settlers. This view implies that the
text is a later insertion by a (deutero
nomistic) redactor who confused situations
before and after the conquest of the capital
(H. W. WOLFF, Dodekapropheton 2. Joel
und Amos [BKAT XIVI2; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1969] 310-31] ). Recently, DE MOOR
(1995: 10-11) has argued that the word sikkut
in Amos 5:26 should be construed as a deri
vation from a feminine form *sikkiintu,
'stele'. This elegant proposal implies that
the expression * 'the stele of your king' in
Amos 5:26 does not refer to a particular
deity.

IV. Bibliography
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refrains from identifying 'A€lxaAa~ as a
deity, arguing the possibility that it was the
building itself (Recueil d'Archeologie Orien
tale VlI [Paris 1906] 82~83). JALABERT &

MOUTERDE 1939 return to the opinion of
LE BAS & WADDINGTON and consider
·A€1.xaAa~ as the deified temple, comparable
to *Zd)~ Moo~axoc; and Ze'UC; BCDlltOC;, the
deified -+altar.

It seems far-fetched to adduce the inscrip
tion of Doumeir as proof o( the deification
of the temple in Roman Syria. The expres·
sian vaoc; 'A€lXOAac; is best to be conside~
red as an Aramaic gloss in a Greek text. In a
bilingual inscription from Palmyra ~?:>'i1 is
the equivalent of vaoc; (Ch. Dunant, Le
sanctuaire de Baalshamin 11 Palmyre, Vol
111 Les inscriptions [Rome 1971] no. 44).
The deity to which the mentioned sanctuary
was dedicated remains unnamed.

m. The temple, being the house of the
anrropomorphic god, easily obtained a numi
nous character. All divine beings or objects
possess powers which can pose a threat to
those who commit peIjury: oaths are there
fore taken by the god or a divine element.
According to Matt 23:16-22, the Jews in
Palestine look the oath by the sanctuary
(vao<;), the gold of the sanctuary, the altar,
the victim and heaven (VAN DER TOORN

1986:285). The inclusion of the sanctuary in
this ·enumeiation·· is an indication to the
effect that the Jews of the period still
viewed the temple as being endowed with
numinous qualities. It was closely associated
with its divine inhabitant, but never became
itself an object of worship.

IV. Bibliography
D. O. EnzARD, The names of the Sumerian
temples, Sumerian Gods and their Represen
tations (CM 7; ed. I. L. Finkel & M. J. Gel
ler; Groningen 1997) 159-165; L. JALABERT
& R. MOUTERDE, IGLS 2 (Paris 1939) 259;
A. W. SJOBERG & E. BERGMAN, The Col·
lection of Sumerian Temple Hymns (TCS 1;
Locust Valley, New York 1969); K. VAN

DER TOORN, J;Ierem-Bethel and Elephantine
Oath Procedure, ZA W 98 (1986) 282-285.

F. VAN KOPPEN & K. VAN DER TOORN

SAR - PRINCE

SARAH iljiJJlriw
I. The name of the matriarch Sarah

sara (Oen 12-15; 49:31; Isa 51 :2), alterna
tively spelled saray (Gen 11-17), is derived
from a noun *sarr- •sovereign; prince', the
name meaning 'princess' or the like (ZADOK

1988:148; pace HALAT 1262). The Book of
Tobit relates about another Sarah, daughter
of Raguel destined to become the wife of
Tobias (Tob 2:8-9). Several proposals have
been made to connect Sarah with a goddess.

n. Sarah has been interpreted as the
goddess of Machpelah (-Cybele; MEYER

1906:270; GRESSMANN 1910:5). GUNKEL

connected the names of the wives of
-Abram and Nahor, Saraj and Milka, with
Babylonian Sarratu and Malkatu, designa
tions for the wife of the moon-god 4Sin
and -Ishtar respectively (1910:163; WES
TERMANN 1981: 158). Connections with the
moon-god would underscore a provenance
of the Abraham-group from the Harran-area.
According to MEYER (1906:268-269), Sarah
should be related to an element in the name
of the ancient Arabian and Nabataean deity
Dushara: "He-of-Shara". This name being a
construction parallel to -"He-of-the-Sinai",
the element Shara in it refers to a locality or
to a numen revered at that locality,

In the OT Sarah is presented as the wife
of Abraham. She is the matriarch of Israel.
The historicity of this character can neither
be proven nor falsified. It is not impossible
to suppose that Sarah originally was an
ancestral goddess who was historized during
the process of Judaean self-identification
after the catastrophe of 587 BeE and from
then onward was honoured as a mother of
the people (LORETZ 1978).

In the NT Sarah is mentioned a few
times. In Heb 11: 11 she is honoured for her
faith (for the interpretation of this verse see
VAN DER HORST 1990).

III. Bibliography
H. GRESSMANN, Sage und Geschichte in
den Patriarchenerzahlungen, Z4 W 30 (1910)
1-34; H. GUNKEL, Genesis abersetzt und
erkliirt (Gottingen 1910); P. W. VAN DER
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HORST, Samh's Seminal Emission: Hebrew
11: 11 in the Light of Ancient Embryology,
Greeks. Romans and Christians (FS A. J.
Malherbe; D. L. Balch, E. Ferguson, W. A.
Meeks eds.; Minneapolis 1990) 287-302; O.
LoRETZ, Yom kanaanaischen Totenkult zur
jUdischen Patriarchen- und Elternehrung,
Jahrbllch ftir Anrhropologie und Religions
geschichte 3 (1978) 149-203; E. MEYER,
Die Israeliten lll/d ihre Nachbarstamme
(Halle 1906): C. WESTER~tANN, Genesis. 2.
Teilband: Genesis 12-26 (BKAT In: Neu
kirchen-Vluyn 1981); R. ZADOK, TI,e pre
hellellistic Israelite Anrhroponomy and
Pro.'iOpography (aLA 28; Leuven 1988).

B. BECKING

SASAM COO
I. Sasam is interpreted as a theophoric

element in the personal name sismiiy (I Chr
2:40: HALAT 719; FOWLER 1988: 64). The
deity is attested in Canaanite theophoric per
sonal names and as a -demon in a Phocn
ician incantation.

II. Sasam appears in West semitic theo
phoric personal names (FAUTH 1970:229
233). West Semitic: Ja-af-ma-a (ADD 151:
BE:l): Ugaritic: 'bdssm (UM 73 Rev 6), bn
ssm (PRU II 47:18); Phoenician: 'bdssm
(KAI 35: 1; 40:3; 49: 11.46.47; mainly from
Cyprus); [s]smy /I :EE<Jj.1ao~ (KAI 42:3;
Cyprus) 'bdssm /I A.pa.sa.so.mo.se (=
A\jfaoOlJ!oc;; RES 1213; Cyprus); Aramaic:
in the gmfitto Issm br plh (MooREY 1965:
33-41). An amulet from Syria is inscribed
with the name of what is most probably a
tutelary deity: ssm (RES 1505; FAUTH 1970:
229).

A demon Sasam is mentioned three times
in a seventh century BCE Phoenician incan
tation on an amulet from Arslan Ta"h
(CROSS & SALEY 1970: DE MOOR 1981-82:
108-110; pace KAI II No. 27; the arguments
of J. TEIXIDOR & P. AP-IIET. AlllOr 1 [1983]
105-109, against the authenticity of the
amulet are not convincing). (l) In the open
ing lines, it is stated that the incantation is
directed against 'the Aying One, the god
dess: (against) Sasam the son of Padar (ssm

bn pdr)'; and against 'Shc-who-strangles
the-sheep" (KAI 27: 1-5). Tmditionally, the
name of the demon is rendered 'Sasam, the
son of Padrnshasha (bll pdrJS')' (e.g. FAUllI
1970). CAQUOT has shown that the first lSI
in pdds is no more than a stroke and that
the last two signs of the divine name should
be construed as s', an imperative of the verb
NS\ 'to mise (one's voice)' being the begin
ning of a new sentence: "Pronounce the con
juration ..... (1973:47). This implies that
Sasam should be seen as the son of pdr.
This deity probably can be related to
Pidmyu, one of the three daughters of
-·Baal known from the Ugaritic texts (sec
e.g. FAUTH 1970:242-249; S. RIBICHINI &
P. XELLA, UF 16 (1984] 271-272: this deity
can be equated with Ijebat). (2-3) The
legend relating to the axe-wielding deity on
the amulet should be read: ssm '1 )'pt~1 I)' /
",,'1 yrd Imzzt / ),$' Jms Issm / tip wlrd 'p
'Sasam, let (the door) not be opened for
him. Let him not come down to the door
post". The sun rises, a Sa"am: disappear
and flyaway to descend!' (KAI 27:22-27).
On the basis of this inscription, it becomes
clear that Sasam is a threatening night
demon. The picture of the axe-wielding
deity suggests that he was represented as
more or less anthropomorphic. The back
ground of Sasam is probably not Semitic
(FAUllI 1970). It has been suggested that
Sasam might have had a Human origin (KAI
II, 44; MooREY 1965:40). In view of the
evidence available this can neither be
proved (GR~NDAHL 1965: 187; BENZ 1972:
368) nor disproved (FAUTH 1970), although
the interpretation that Sasam was a son of
Pidmyu who can be equated with Human
Ijebat might support an Anatolian back
ground.

Although a distinction between a deity
and a demon is not always clear, it is remark
able that Sasam appears both as a deity-i.e.
as a theophoric element-and as a demon.
Most probably the numen was revered differ
ently in different locations.

III. The personal name Sismii)' is a hapax
legomenon in the Old Testament (1 Chr 2:
40). It appears but once in a genealogical
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list of people of Israelite lineage. The wor
ship of a Phoenician deity in Judah during
the Persian period cannot be proved from
the personal name Sismily alone. Most prob
ably the name was not understood as con
taining the name of a non-Israelite deity in
the Persian period.
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B. BECKlNG

SATAN lC!)~ unitv, I.a'tavCi~

I. The proper name 'Satan' is an Angli
cization of the Hebrew common noun fo,tin.
The noun so!iin has been related etymologi
cally to a variety of geminate, third weak
and hollow verbs in Hebrew and in the cog
nate languages. These proposals include
verbs meaning 'to stray' (AI ~IT, Heb ~THt

Eth ~TY, Akk ,SG!U I and Syr ST'), 'to
revolt/fall away' (Aram swr, Mandaean sWT
and Heb swr), 'to be unjust' (Ar ~TI), 'to
bum' (Syr swr and Ar ~YT) and 'to seduce'
(Eth ~TY and Reb ~TH). These proposals
require discounting the nun of the noun
fo!tin as part of the root, and attributing it to
an *-on suffix which has been appended to a
nominal base. There are two reasons why it
is unlikely that the nun should be attributed
to an *-tin suffix. Firstly, the *-an suffix

when appended to a nominal base nonnally
results in an abstract noun, an adjective or a
diminutive. The noun .M!an fits none of
these categories. Secondly, in Hebrew *-tin
is typically realized as -on. There are ex
ceptions, but among the standard conditions
proposed to explain the atypical retention of
*-an, none apply to the noun sartin. There
fore it is preferable to regard the nun as part
of the root and analyze sii,an as a noun of
the common qti!al pattern. The fact that the
geminate t third .weak and hollow verbs
listed above have meanings that are argu
ably appropriate to Satan should be viewed
as resulting from interaction between popu-·
lar etymological speculation and developing
traditions about Satan.

The root *STN is not evidenced in any of
the cognate languages in texts that are prior
to or contemporary with its occurrences in
the Hebrew Bible. KJ3 (918) incorrectly
cites an alleged Akk satanu, but the fonns
to which KB refers are St lexical participles
of etemuJetenu (AHW, 260). Thus the mean
ing of the noun siitiin must be detennined
solely on the basis of its occurrences in the
Hebrew Bible, where it occurs in nine con
texts. In five it refers to human beings and
in fOUf it refers to celestial beings. When it
is used of human beings it is not a proper
name, but rather a common noun meaning
'adversary' in either a political or military
sense, or 'accuser' when it is used in a legal
context. In the celestial realm there is only
one context in which .§a!tin might be a
proper name. In the other three contexts it is
a common noun, meaning 'adversary' or
'accuser'. [P.L.D.]

un:av and La'tava~ are transliterations of
the Heb fti!iin (cf. 3 Kgdms 11:14.23; Sir
21 :27) or Aram stirona> and mean 'adver
sary'. In such instances 8ijevXIIgr and the·
LXX translate the Hebrew "expression with
Diabolos ~Devil, meaning 'the Slanderer'.
Ho Sataniis (rarely used without article) thus
designates the opponent of ~God. In the NT·
Satanos and Diabolos can refer to the same
supernatural being (cf. Rev 20:2) and can
thus be inlerchanged (cf. Mark 1:13 and
Luke 4:2). This highest evil being can also
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be rcferred to as ho poneros ('the evil one',
cf. Matt 13: 19) and 110 peira:.on ('the
tempter' - cf. Malt 4:3: I Thess 3:5). [C.B.l

II. Although the noun sa/an has no cog
nates in texts that are prior to or contempor
ary with the biblical texts in which it occurs,
there are in Akkadian thrce legal terms
meaning 'accuser' that can have both terres
trial and celestial referents. These lenns are
bel dababi, bel din; and aki/ kar$i. Each can
refer either to a human legal opponent or to
a deity acting as an accuser in a legal con
text, and thus each tenn functionally paral
lels the noun safan even though there is no
etymological relationship. For example, the
deities Nanay and Mar-Biti arc charged (0

guarantee an agreement sworn in their
names. Should anyone attempt to alter the
agreement, these deities were to assume the
role of legal adversaries (EN.MES d;-n;-su
[VAS I 36 iiiA». Standing behind this
notion of deities playing legal roles with
respect to earthly happenings is the well
known idea of the divine -'council, acting
as a judiciary body.

III. The noun satan is used of a divine
being in four contexts in the Hebrew Bible.
In Numbers 22:22-35 Balaam, a non-Israel
ite seer, sets out on a journey, an act that
incurs God's wrath. God responds by dis
patching his celestial messenger, the marak
yhwh, described as a safan, who stations
himself on the road upon which Balaam is
travelling. Balaam is ignorant of the sword
wielding messenger but his donkey sees the
danger and twice avoids the messenger, for
which Balaam beats the animal. The mess
enger then moves to a place in the road
wherc circumvention is impossible. The
donkey lays down, and is again beaten. At
this point Yahweh gives the donkey the abil
ity to speak, and she asks why Balaam has
beaten her. A conversation ensues and then
Yahweh uncovers Balaam's eyes so that he
can see the sword-wielding messenger, and
Balaam falls down to the ground. The mess
enger asks why Balaam struck his donkey
and then asserts that he has come forth as a
safan because Balaam undertook his journey
hastily. The messenger states that, had the

donkey not seen him and avoided him, he
would have killed Balaam. Balaam then
admits his guilt, saying that he did not know
that the messenger was standing on the road,
and offers to tum back if the messenger
judges the journey to be wrong. The mess
enger gives Balaam pennission to continue,
but adjures him to speak only as instructed.

Prior to the work of GROSS (1974) most
scholars attributed the above passage to the
J source, which would have made it the
earliest context in which the noun satan is
applied to a celestial being. However, since
Gross' study the tendency has been to date
the passage to the sixth century neE or later.
With the exception of the above story.
which obviously ridicules Balaam, he is
characterized in an extremely positive way
in Num 22-24. Outside those chapters, the
t1rst clear indications that he is being viewed
negatively arc attributable to P (Num 3I: I6)
and Dtr2 (Josh 13:22), both of which are
typically dated to the sixth century. Thus the
available evidence suggests that Balaam was
viewed positively in earlier, epic tradition,
but negatively in later sources. Given that
the story under discussion views Balaam
negatively, the story most likely stems from
a later source.

As can be readily seen, the heavenly
being who acts as a safan in Numbers 22
has very little in common with later concep
tualizations of Satan. He is Yahweh's mess
enger, not his archenemy, and he acts in
accordance with Yahweh's will rather than
opposing it. Indeed, Yahweh's messenger
here, as elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, is
basically an hypostatization of the deity.
Hence, as KLUGER (1967:75) has remarked,
the 'real' saran/adversary in Numbers 22 is
none other than Yahweh himself.

The opening chapter of the book of Job
describes a gathering of the -"sons of God',
Le. a meeting of the divine -'council.
Present at this gathering is a being called
l!Ossaran: this is the common noun saTan
preceded by the definite nrticle. The definite
article makes it virtually certain that safan is
not a proper name (contra B. WALTKE & M.
O'CONNOR, An Inrroducrion to Biblical
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Hebrcw Syntax [Winona Lake 1990] 249).
Most scholars translate ha.ffa{an as 'the
Accuser', which they understand to be a title
that describes a specific role or office.
However, it should be noted that no annl
ogous office has been convincingly
identified in the legal system of ancient
Israel, nor do the divine councils of the sur
rounding cultures include a deity whose
specific assignment is to be an accuser.
Some scholars have argued that professional
informers/accusers existed in the early Per
sian period, and that the satan in Job 1 and
2 is modelled on these informers. The evi
dence for this is inconclusive. Given the
unceIUinty of the existence of adducible
legal. parallels, another possibility would be
to understand the force of the definite article
differently. For example, in Gen 14:13 a
certain person who has escaped from a
battle is referred to as happali{. The precise
identity of the character is not important to
the story. What is important for the narrative
is the character's current and temporary
status of escapee. The force of the definite
article is to deemphasize precise identity and
focus on the status of the character as it is
relevant to the narrative plot (cf. Ezek
24:26; 33:21 and P. JOOON, Grammaire de
I'Hibreu bibliqlle [Rome 1923] 137n). Attri
buting this force to the definite article of
haUa{iln in Job 1:6 would lead us to under
stand that a certain divine being whose pre
cise identity is unimportant and who has the
current and temporary status of accuser is
being introduced into the narrative. The
advantage of this interpretation is that it is
consistent with known Israelite (and Mes
opotamian) legal practice in that 'accuser'
was a legal status that various people tem
porarily acquired in the appropriate circum
stances, and not a post or office.

When Yahweh asks the satan whether he
has given any thought to the exemplary and
indeed perfect piety of Job, the satan links
Job's piety with the prosperity he enjoys as
a result. If the pious inevitably prosper, how
do we know that their piety is not motivated
by sheer greed? Given that God is respon
sible for the creation and maintainance of a

world order in which the righteous reap
reward, what the satan is in fact challenging
is God's blueprint for divine-human re
lations. In other words, the .fa!d1l is ques
tioning the validity of a moral order in
which the pious unfailingly prosper. The test
of true righteousness would be worship
without the promise of reward. Yahweh
accepts the satan's challenge: he pennits the
satan to sever the link between righteous
ness and reward. Although Job is blameless,
he is made to suffer, losing first his wealth
and his children, and eventually his own
good health. In the end. a suffering and
impoverished Job nevenheless bends his
knee to a god whose world order is devoid
of retributive justice, thus proving the SO!a1l
wrong.

In Job, the Sa!an seems clearly to be a
divine being, although most scholars would
agree that satan is not a proper name.
Though he challenges God at a very pro
found level, he is nonetheless subject to
God's power and, like Yahweh's messenger
in Num 22, acts on Yahweh's instructions.
He is certainly not an independent, inimical
force.

The book of Job docs not contain refer
ences to historical events. and hence dating
it is problematic. Most modern scholars read
it as a response to theological problems
raised by the Babylonian exile and conse
quently date it to the latter half of the sixth
century BCE.

In a vision of the prophet Zechariah
(Zech 3), the high priest Joshua is ponrayed
as standing in the divine council, which is
functioning as a tribunal. He stands in front
of Yahweh's messenger, with hassii!a1l on
his right-hand side to accuse him. The mess
enger rebukes the Sa!an, and orders that
Joshua's filthy garments be removed and
replaced with clean clothing. In the name of
Yahweh the messenger promises Joshua
continuing access to the divine council in
return for obedience.

As in Job I and 2, the noun SO!a1l appears
with the definite article, and hence is not a
proper name. The presence of the definite
article also raises the same question as to
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whether it denotes an office of Accuser in
the divine council. See the above section on
Job I and 2 for a discussion of this problem.
In order to understand Zechariah's vision
and the salan's role in it. it is necessary to
address the historical context of the vision.
While the vision cannot be dated exactly.
the general context of Zechariah's prophecy
was the Jerusalem community after the
return from exile around the time of the
rebuilding of the temple (ca. 520 BCE).
Those scholars who see this community as
basically unified view Joshua as a symbol of
the community and interpret his change of
clothes as symbolizing a change in the com
munity's status from impure to pure. or sin
ful to forgiven. in the eyes of Yahweh. In
this interpretation. the salan is understood as
objecting to the change in the community's
status: Yahweh wishes to pardon his people.
and the sa!an is opposed. However. this
interpretation overlooks evidence that the
restoration community was deeply divided
over cultic issues. including the issue of the
priesthood (HANSON 1979:32-279). When
this fact is taken into account it becomes
unlikely that Joshua should be understood as
a cypher for the whole community. Rather.
the vision reflects a rift in the community
over the issue of whether Joshua should
become the high priest. Zechariah's vision
supports Joshua. and implicitly claims that
the matter has been decided in Joshua's
favour in the divine council itself. with
Yahweh taking Joshua's side. In this inter
pretation. the sa!an can be described as a
projection into the celestial realm of the
objections raised by the losing side. If this
interpretation is the correct one. then the
noun saran is here associated with a division
that is internal to the community in
question. This interpretation would add sup
port to PAGELS' (1991) theory that the
notion of Satan developed among Jews who
wished to denounce other Jews whose opin
ions they did not share.

As in Num 22 and Job I and 2. salan in
Zech 3 is not a proper name. In Zech 3 the
sa!an is clearly not Yahweh's messenger;
indeed. the saran and Yahweh's messenger

are on opposing sides of the issue of
whether Joshua should become the high
priest. Hence Num 22 and Zech 3 use the
noun saran to describe different divine
beings. It is unclear whether the saran of
Job I and 2 is the same celestial being as
the sa!an of Zech 3. If hassa!an should be
translated 'the Accuser' with the under
standing that there is a post or office of
Accuser in the divine council. then it is most
likely that the same divine being is envis
aged in both contexts. However. if the
definite article carries the connotations out
lined above. then it is quite possible that Job
I and 2 and Zech 3 do not have the same
divine being in view.

In I Chr 21: I the noun sa!an appears
without the definite article. The majority of
scholars therefore understand sa!an to be the
proper name Satan. though some maintain
that the noun refers to a human adversary
and others argue that it refers to an unnamed
celestial adversary or accuser.

I Chr 21: 1-22: I is paralleled in the
Deuteronomistic History by 2 Sam 24. Both
passages tell the story of a census taken
during the reign of David. an ensuing
plague. and an altar built on the threshing
floor of AraunahlOrnan (-Varuna). In 2
Sam 24 the story begins. "and the anger of
Yahweh again burned against Israel. and he
provoked David against them. saying 'Go
number Israel and Judah· ... The correspond
ing verse in Chr reads. "And a sa,an/Satan
stood up against Israel and he provoked
David to number Israel." In both versions
the act of taking a census is adjudged sinful.
Given that the Chronicler used the Deutero
nomistic History as a source text. it is clear
that the Chronicler has altered his source in
such a way as to take the burden of respon
sibility for the sinful census away from
Yahweh. Some scholars interpret this to
mean that the Chronicler was striving to dis
tance Yahweh from any causal relationship
to sin. or to rid Yahweh of malevolent be
haviour in general. However. this explana
tion cannot account for passages such as 2
Chr 10:15 and 18:18-22. where Yahweh is
clearly portrayed as sanctioning lies and
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instigating behaviour that was designed to
cause hann. Al10ther explanation notes that,
in comparison to the Deuteronomistic His
tory, the Chronicler presents an idealized
portrait of David's reign. In general, the
Chronicler deletes accounts that cast David
in a dubious light. Contrary to this general
tendency, the Chronicler was obliged to
retain the story of the census plague because
it culminated in the erection of what the
Chronicler understood to be the altar of the
Solomonic Temple, and David's relationship
to the Jerusalem Temple is another theme of
crucial concern to the Chronicler. Given that
the incident could not, therefore, be deleted,
the Chronicler modified his source text so
that the incident no longer compromised
Yahweh's relationship with David, the ideal
king. The Chronicler also shifts blame for the
sinfulness of the census from David to Joab
by stating that the census was not sinful per
se, but was sinful because Joab did not take
a complete census (I Chr 21 :6-7; 27:24).

It is important to establish why the
Chronicler changed his source text because
his motivation has implications for how we
understand sa/an in this passage. If the
Chronicler was trying to generally distance
Yahweh from malevolent behaviour and
accomplished this by attributing such be
haviour to another divine being, then we can
sec in this passage the beginnings of a moral
dichotomy in the celestial sphere. If Yahweh
is no longer thought to be responsible for
malevolent behaviour toward humankind,
and another divine being capable of acting
efficaciously, independent of Yahweh, is,
then it would be quite appropriate to trans
late sa/lin with the proper name Satan. How
ever, if the introduction of salan into the
census story has the more circumscribed
objective of portraying the relationship
between Yahweh and David favourably, and
not of ridding Yahweh of malevolent intent
more generally, then even if salan in this
passage is a proper name, the tenn is still a
long way from connoting Satan, God's evil
archenemy.

Although there is no consensus position
regarding the dating of Chronicles, the most
persuasive arguments favour dating the first

edition of the Chronicler's history to ca. 520
BCE. If this is correct, then there are t\\IO
additional reasons against translating sellan
as a proper name. Firstly, Zechariah, a con
temporary, does not use saran as a proper
name. Secondly, the earliest texts that indis
putably contain the proper name Satan date
to the second century nCE (Ass. Mos. 10: I;
lltb 23:29; possibly Sir 21 :27). which would
mean that more than 300 years separate the
Chroniclers text from the first certain refer
ences to Satan.

In summary, the four Hebrew Bible texts
that mention a celestial sa/an are most prob
ably dateable to the sixth century nCE or
later. and it is clear that the salan envisaged
in Zcch 3 is not the same divine being who
acts as a sa/an in Num 22. Moreover. in
none of the four texts is sa/an indisputably
used as a proper name. Given these data, it
is difficult to maintain, as many scholars
have, that we can see in the Hebrew Bible a
developing notion of Satan. First of all, if
Satan is not mentioned in the Hebrew Bible,
then the statement that the Hebrew Bible
evidences a developing notion of Satan is
obviously anachronistic. Secondly, the state
ment is difficult to maintain because at least
two of the texts clearly refer to different
divine beings. And thirdly, if the texts are
relatively closely clustered in tenns of date,
then there is less likelihood that they would
evidence conceptual development.

IV. In Hebrew texts from the Second
Temple Period the use of $a{iin is limited.
The sihner seeks forgiveness from
-.Yahweh, who is asked to prevent the rule
of Satan or an unclean spirit (cf. II QPS3
Plea 19: 15). Satan's power threatens human
beings. Accordingly the time of salvation is
marked by the absence of Satan nrtd evil (4
QDibHam3 1-2.IV,12; cf. lub. 23:29; 40:9:
46:2; 50:5). Satan is standing among the
winds (3 Erioclt 23: 16). The council of the
Qumran community had a curse iii which
they imprecated that satan with his hostile
design and with his wicked spirits be
damned (cf. 4 QBef"l.b). In the LXX 'Satan'
as a divine name possibly occurs in Sir
21 :27: "When the ungodly curses Satan, he
curses his own life."
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Being a transliteration from the Hebrew
or Aramaic and almost lacking in the LXX,
the Greek form of the name "Satan" is rare
ly used in Jewish literature of the Second
Temple Period (cf. T. 12 Patr., T. Job and
Life of Adam llnd Evc 17: I). Ho Diabolos
(Devil), preferred by Life of Adam and Ew!,
Philo and Josephus, is more common.
"Satan" and -·"Belial" arc used to refer to
the same superterrestrial being (cf. the Dead
Sea Scrolls: Mart. Isll. 2: 1.4.7 [= Gk 3:2:
3: II] ) and "Satan" and "Devil" are synony
mous in their reference (cf. T. Job. 3:3.6 and
16:2 + 27: I with 17: I + 26:6). The inciden
tal use of Satmuis in some Greek texts, such
as the NT, is a clear Semitism.

According to the various NT authors
Satan (in Q the Devil) rules over a Kingdom
of darkness. Satan is thus depicted as major
opponent of -·Jesus and tries to deceive him
(Mark I: 13). As the opposing force to God,
the Synoptic Tradition identifies Satan with
Beelzebul, the principal of the devils (Luke
II: 15-19 /I Matt 12:24-27 /I Mark 3:22
23.26). Jesus defeats his power by exorciz
ing -+demons and curing the ill and thus
inaugurates the reign of God which ends
Satans' rule (Matt 12:28 /I Luke II :20). For
Luke, Jesus' ministry is the time of salva
tion and thus puts a temporary end to the
reign of Satan (10: 18). The conversion of
the gentiles leads them from darkness to
light, from the power of Satan to God (Acts
26: 18). Apostates are handed back to Satan
(I Cor 5:5: I Tim 1:20 cf. 5: 15). As princi
pal of the God-opposing forces, Satan poses
a threat to the Christian communities (e.g.
Rom 16:20: 2 Cor 2: 11). He can still in
fluence the daily life and thwart human
plans (I Thess 2: 18). Through demons he
causes illness (e.g. Luke 13:16: 2 Cor 12:7);
he deceives humans (I Cor 7:5; Rev 20:3)
and is even disguised as an angel of light (2
Cor II: 14). Grave errors of members of the
community arc ascribed to the influence of
Satan. Peter is rebuked as "Satan" intending
"the things of man" and thus opposing God
(Mark 8:33; Luke 22:31). Judas' betrayal of
Jesus (Luke 22:3: John 13:27) and Ananias'
fraud (Acts 5:3) for instance, are understood
to be caused by Satan. Opposing religiosity,

such as the Jewish refusal to accept -+Christ
(cf. Rev 2:9; 3:9), heresy (cf. Rev 2:24) or
cults which endanger the Christian commu
nities in Asia (cf. Rev 2: 13) are seen as
threats coming from Satan. In Jewish apoca
lyptic tradition, the eschatological fall of
Satan is expected (Rom 16:20; Rev 20:7-10).

In the post-NT tradition the -·Antichrist
is very closely associated with the Devil and
Satan. False teaching originates with them
(Pol. Phil. 7: I). The "angels of Satan" con
trol the dark way of false teaching and auth
ority, opposing the angels of God, who are
guiding to the way of light (Bam. 18: 1. On
the Apostolic Fathers, Apologists and Gnos
tics, see RUSSEL 1981).
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SATURN -+ KAIWAN

SATYRS tl'j'l1(D
I. The word see/rim, the plural of slYfr

'hairy' (Gen 27:11 and often). i.e. '(hairy)
he-goat' (over 50 examples, in addition to
its synonyms <attlld 'he-goat', $iipfr and
tayi$), describes a group of creatures which
are usually identified as 'hairy demons,
satyrs' (Lev 17:7; Isa 13:21; 34:14; 2 ehr
11: 15; HAZAT 1250; for older translations
see SNAJTH 1975). The conjectured reading
se(frfm forMT.se(orlm 'gates' in2Kgs 23:8
is old (BHS). but is to be rejected on the
basis of current knowledge (SCHROER 1987:
133 with n. 292). On se(frrm in Deut 32:2
('May my discourse come down as the rain,
My speech distil as the dew, Like showers
[se(frfm] on young growth, Like droplets on
the grass.') see HALAT 1250-1251, S.v. Stlir
IV and M. DIETRICH & O. LORETz, UF 21
(1989) 113-121, esp. 116-117.

II. KEEL'S opinion that we do not know
enough about ~demons in the Syro-Pales
tinian region (1984) is to be reevaluated on
the basis of more recent examinations.
Nonetheless we do not possess clear icon
ographic witnesses to flesh out our con
ceptions of demonic 'desert beings', as the
secirim must have been. The engraved scene
on a Late Bronze Age ivory plaque from
Megiddo (G. LOUD, The Megiddo Ivories,

[OIP 52; Chicago 1939) PI. 5:4.5), which
has been discussed in this context (KEEL
1984:73 fig. 97), could hardly represent such
a being (-+Azazel). It belongs rather to the
group of scenes of fighting animals, as they
are known from Mesopotamia in Middle
Assyrian glyptic art: a (male) sphinx in battle
against a capride/bovide which he overcomes.

ID. According to 2 Chr 11: 15 a special
cult was established for the se<irim of Jero
boam I ('having appointed his own priests
for the shrines, goat-demons [se(irfm), and
calves which he [Jeroboam] had made'), al
though their veneration had been expressly
fo!~idden according to Lev 17:7: 'and that
they (the Israelites] may offer their sacrifices
no more to the goat-demons [se<frim) after
whom they stray'. In this case the demonic
intermediate creamres are employed in an ex
post facto critique of the worship of foreign
deities. It is possible that behind 2 Chr
11:15 are pictorial representations of Utfrim.

W. R. Smith. J. Wellhausen and others
have compared the se(irrm with Arabic ginn
(hairy demons in animal form, who can
transform themselves into various shapes,
including human fonn). On the other hand
SNAlTH considered the .se<ir/m of Lev 17:7;
Deut 32:2 [sid] and 2 ehr 11: 15 storm
demons ('the rain-gods, the fertility deities,
the -+Baals of the rain-storms' [1975:118]),
while those of Isa 13:21 and 34:14 were
simply animals ('he-goats') without any reo
ligious connotation (1975:115). Although
this theory is not convincing in light of the
inclusion of Deut 32:2, it is still difficult to
say what manner of being the se~frlm were.

The following considerations are to be
included in determining their function: The
appearance of the U(irfm is nowhere de
scribed. Yet the image of a hairy (d. sat;r
'hairy'), goat-like (cf. sii<ir 'he-goat') crea
ture is probably not far off the mark; the
secirfm appear in uninhabited and devastated
surroundings (Isa 13:19-22; 34:9-15; cf. Lev
17:5 'in the open'), which they haunt; Ihey
appear in the company of other sinister crea
tures (lsa 13:21-22: $iyyfm, >ob im [owls~·
hyenas or demons?], benot ya'lina [os-,
triches], *)iyylm, tannim [jackals, wolves?);;
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34:13-15: tannfm. benOt ya<iina, *$iyyim,
*>iyyim, ~Lilith (cf. Akkadian liIitu], qippoz
[a type of bird?], dayy6t (vultures?]), with
whom they 'meet' (Isa 34:14); there they
hold a (hopping/stamping) dance (raqad pi.
Isa 13:21, M. 1. MULDER, TWAT 7 [1992]
665-668, esp. 666·667); finally for their
negative connotation it is significant that the
Utfrfm appear in oracles of doom against
Babylon (Isa 13: 19-22) and Edom (lsa 34:9
15).

Thus the enigmatic se(frim could have
been beings of mixed fonn (he-goat/demon),
who according to Isa 13:21; 34:14 inhabi
tated and symbolized an inhospitable world
of derelict habitations. They were-illicit
ly-venerated (Lev 17:7; 2 Chr 11:15). The
prohibition to worship the se<frim is an
expression of post-exilic polemic against
foreign gods.

Various factors, including the develop
ment of the Jewish religion and Persian and
Egyptian influences, led to pronounced but
variant demonic conceptions in early
Judaism (RAG 9 [1976] 627-631, 636).
B.elief in demons is widely attested not only
in the Midrashim, but especially in the
Babylonian Talmud (names and taxonomy
in"RAC 9 [1976] 669-674, 679-680). As
dwelling places they preferred devastated
'~eas, graveyards, ruins and the like, but
;31so trees such as the palm. They surround
human beings in vast numbers. attack them
:at night and steal whatever is not fastened or
,sealed. In regard to the ,se(irfm, SifreLev
p:7 gives the following definition: 'se<irim
;:the goat-like ones' (Lev 17:7) means no
Jlling other than demons sdym, as it is
i~rilten: And s<yrym (= demons) shall dance
:.91ere (Isa 13:21).' In a comparable way the
~.argums translate s(yrym in Lev 17:7; Isa
;t~:21; 34:14 (styr); 2 Chr 11:15 as sdym
}~emons', cf. also GenR 65: 10; LevR 22:5;
~:·Ber. 62b; b. BabBat. 25a; etc. (RAC 9
~~1.976] 670).
~::~IV. BibIio~/aphy
~<b;FREVEL. In. TWAT 8 (1995) 701-709;
~;.:GORG, Damonen, Neues Bibellexikon 1
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B. JANOWSKI

SAVIOUR Icon;p
I. ~p is the nomen agentis of the

stem 000-, which is also present in the verb
ocP~c.D, and thus in essence denotes a person
who saves or preserves (or has done so). It
can be used about those who have saved a
community or a group of persons or an indi
vidual from an undesirable condition. In a
specifically religious sense it functions as an
honorific title of several gods, e.g. -Zeus,
AskJepios. Sarapis, or of men whose status
has been raised to the divine sphere, e.g.
kings and outstanding Roman -authorities,
later mostly, though not exclusively, the
Roman emperor. ]n the LXX almost all its
occurrences concern -God (as the trans
lation of various forms of the Hebrew stem
y~C); in the NT it is more often used about
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-Jesus -Christ (especially in the later
epistles).

II. In a general reflection about Xerxes'
expedition against Greece Herodotus 7.139.5
states that the Athenians might well be
called "saviours of Hellas". In Aristophanes'
Equites 149 a slave exhorts the sausage
seller to manifest himself to the city as its
'saviour'. Such a use of the term is, how
ever, far less frequent than its occurrences in
honour of gods, especially Zeus. The oldest
extant case is Pindar, Olymp. 5.17: "0
saviour Zeus, in the clouds on high". It can
refer to a specific saving act, e.g. when
gratitude was expressed to Zeus for having
saved Delphi from an attack of Gauls in
279/8 (SI(;3 408). In their capacity of gods
of sailors the - Dioscuri also were often
honoured by the title. Leda is said to have
borne sons who were "saviours of men
living on the earth and their quick-going
ships" (Homeric hymn to the Diose. 6-7, see
also S8 5795). The healing god Asklepios
was very often called soter (e.g. IG IV2
1.127, OGIS 332.8) and it developed into
his specific title, as can be witnessed in
Aelius Aristides' Sacred Tales. "Die Be
zeichnung ho s{uer ist rur Aristides so sehr
ein Name des Asklepios geworden, daB er
ihn gebraucht wie bei Herakles die Bezeich
nung Kallinikos (und Alexikakos)" (D~L

GER 1950:262). Among the gods whose cult
spread in Hellenistic and Roman times espe
cially -Isis and Sarapis held the title (OGIS
87: Sarapidi Isidi Sotersi); for Isis the femi
nine soteira was used (e.g. VIDMANN 1969:
247). Apuleius coined the neologism
sospitatrix to render this into Latin (Met.
11.9.1, 11.15.4, 11.25.1). A list of all the
gods who are called soter or soteira is pro
vided by H~FER 1909-1915.

The title is, however, also assigned to
great politicians or generals for their
achievements. The first reliable contempora
ry record of this is Thucydides 5.11.1 about
the Spartan general Brasidas, who in de
feating an Athenian army in 422 was him
self mortally wounded. He received sacri
fices as a heros, was honoured as a ktistes
and regarded as a 'saviour'. Obviously soter

figures here within a religious context. The
object of the honours has exceeded normal
human bounds. Others were to follow and
indeed to be honoured during their lifetime.
In 302 BCE the Athenians greeted Demetrios
Poliorketes and his son Antigonos as theo;
soteres (Plutarch, Dem. 10.4. Diodorus
Siculus 20.46.2, cf. IG 112.3424.12 and
HABICHT 1970:44-48). When the Romans
intervened powerfully in Hellenic affairs,
such treatment also fell to their share. Titus
Quinctius Aamininus (229-174) is the first
example (Plutarch. Titus Flam. 10). A con
temporary inscription found in the Laconian
seaport Gytheum testifies to this: Titon Titou
Koigktion, stratagon hypaton Romaion, ho
damos ho Gytheatan ton autou sotera,
'1'itus Quinctius, son of Titus, Roman con
sul, is honoured by the people of Gytheum
as their saviour". (SI(;3 592 =IGLS 8766).
In the first century BCE such honours befell
Caesar (SIG3 759, Athens) and Pompeius
(SI(;3 749b, Samos). An Ephesian inscrip
tion in honour of Caesar emphasizes the
religious context: ... ton apo Areos leai
Aphrodeiles theon epiphane kai koinon tou
anthropinou biou sotera, "the manifest god,
who is descended from -Ares and -Aphro
dite, and the common saviour of human
life", (SI(;3 760). This is not to deny that
the assignment of the title could assume a
stereotyped character. Thus Verres, who as a
proconsul of Sicily in 73-71 was guilty of
all the typical abuses of the Roman aristo
cratic administration of provinces, had also
been honoured in such a way: Itaque eum
non solum palronum iIlius insulae, sed
etiam sOlera inscriptum vidi Syracusis, "And
thus at Syracuse I saw an inscription in
which he was not only called protector of
that island, but even its saviour", (Cicero
Ver. 2.2.154). In explaining the importance
of the title, Cicero adds that it cannot be
rendered by one Latin word: Is est nim;rum
soter qui sailltem dedit, "He no doubt is a
saviour who has provided salvation". Later,
in the introductory part of his State, Cicero
stressed its weight in an indirect way: neque
enim est ulla res in qua propius ad deorum
numen virtus accedit humana quam civitates
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aut condere novas aut conservare iam con
dUas, "Human virtue nowhere comes nearer
to the majesty of the gods than in founding
cities or saving those which were founded",
(Resp. I 12). The title ktistes, 'founder', is
indeed more than once assigned in combi
nation with soter, e.g. to Pompeius at
Mytilene (SIG3 751). More often, however,
soter is combined with euergetes, 'benefac
tor'.

Undoubtedly, such titles also occurred in
a less exalted sphere, witness this Laconian
inscription dating from the Augustan age: ha
polis kat hoi Romaioi Gaion Ioulion Eurykle
Lacharous hyion ton aUlas sotem kili euer
getan, "the city and the (locally active)
Romans honour Gaius lulius Eurycles, son
of Lachares, as their saviour and bene
factor", (SEG XXIX 383). A more curious
case is the freedman Milichus, who, having
been rewarded for his part in the dis
mantling of the Pisonian conspiracy against
the emperor Nero, conservatoris sibi nomen
Graeco.. eius rei vocabulo adsumpsit, "he
assumed the title 'saviour' in its Greek ver
sion", (Tacitus Ann. 15.71.1). Of course, the
purist Roman historian was precluded from
~sing the term soter. NOCK (1972:727-730)
:mentions other cases in which "soter, while
:most often used of Emperors, was at times
Jgrmally applied to local dignitarie~ and to
·Itnperial functionaries, in a manner which
rindicates that it was not felt to be excessive
~oi)jnvidious" (727). NocK is in general
~f~luctant to link the title prematurely to the
!(I~vine sphere. Nevertheless, such a link is
~'bltPlicitly made in an edict of 19 CE by Ger
imanicus, when he orders the Alexandrians
[.!.9<avoid certain acclamations, "which are for
~fu~ invidious and which belong to the level
~'pJ:. divinity, for they are suitable only for
~~.who is really the soter and euergetis of
i~~ whole human race", i.e. Tiberius (SB
~n4.35-40). NOCK stresses the cautiousness
~2r.<?ermanicus' wor~s i~ r~gard to the
~Qffjclal emperor. In thiS he IS nghl, but soter
~~.~: euergetes were obviously regarded as
~yme titles. Indeed, in answer to the pro
1.i1~~P.SUI ~a?il1s Maximus' .appeal ~n 9 BCE the
.·~~k CItIes of the provInce ASIa honoured

~~;;:..
~:'

Augustus as having been sent by Providence
as a "saviour, who was to stop war and to
establish peace" (OGIS 458 = EHRENBERG

& JONES 1955:98.36-37).
In fact, such texts can be regarded as

belonging to the domain of the -;ruler cult.
In this respect the title soter was at first
awarded for specific salutary achievements,
as in the decree of the league of Aegean
islands concerning Ptolemy I in 2801279
(SIG3 390.27; cf. also Pausanias 1.8.6 about
the Rhodians and HABICHT 1970:158) or in
Phylarchus' report on the way Seleucus I
and his son Antiochos were honoured by the
Athenians of Lemnos when they had been
liberated from Lysimachos' administration
(FGH 81 F 29; cf. HABICHT 1970:89-90).
Gradually, however, it developed into a
more general honour. See for this RONCHI

(1977:1054-1064) about the successive Pto
lemies. Antiochos IV was hailed as soter tes
Asias (OGIS 253) and Caesar even as soter
tes oikoumenes (IG Xli. 5.557). a title which
is also attested for Nero (OGIS 668) and
(with addition of holes) for Marcus Aurelius
(SB 176, 6674). One further step was poss
ible, viz. to regard the emperor as a 'Welt
heiland'. In an inscription of Halicarnassus
Augustus is hailed as saviour tou koinou ton
anrhropon genous (G. HIRSCHFELD, Col
lection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the
British Museum IV [1893] 894 = EHREN

BERG & JONES 1955:98a.6-7), the context
giving further testimony to his salutary
influence on society and nature. Later
Hadrian was indeed called soter tou (sym
pantos) kosmou (T. B. MITFORD & I. K.
NICOLAOU, The Greek and Latin Inscrip
tions from Salamis [Nicosia 1974) 13 and
94, CIG III 4335).

Generally speaking, the salvation pro
vided in the cases dealt with above concerns
material life in the present world. The title
occurs far less in a spiritual domain. For Dio
Chrysostom philosophers can heal psychical
damage and thus are soteres (Or 32.18).
This use of the term is, hpwever, by no
means widespread. Remarkably enough, the
'atheistic' Epicuros was celebrated as a
soter by his followers. This is implicit in
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Lucretius' eulogy in De rerum natura V 1
54 (Epicurus is called deus in v 8), but the
title is explicitly used in Plotina's letter to
the Athenian Epicureans of 121 CE (SIG3
834.21) and in PHerc 346 IV 26-27 (hymn
ein ton sotera ton hemeteron). This stresses
the 'soteriological' aspect of Epicureanism,
which is so clearly expressed in the curious
inscription at Oenoanda, the author of
which, a certain Diogenes, states that he
wanted ta tes soterias protheinai phannaka,
viz. by an epigraphic survey of Epicurns'
doctrine. See for further discussion of Epi
curns as soter CAPASSO (1982:112-115).

III. In the LXX soter almost always is a
title of God. Only in Judg 3:9, 15; 12:3 and
Neh 9:27 the 'judges' are awarded the title.
FOHRER (TWNT 7, 1013) notes that the
~Messiah is never called soter (but cf. Isa
49:6 and Zech 9:9). Philo of Alexandria
often calls God soter, a few times in combi
nation with euergetes (e.g. Opij. 169), once
each with the addition tou pantos (Deus
156), panton (Pug. 162), tou kosmou (Spec.
2.198). Apart from this he uses the title
soter kai euergetes for the emperor in Plac.
74 and Gaius 22.

There are 24 instances of soter in the NT,
of which eight concern God and 16 Jesus
Christ. In the Pastoral Epistles the tenn
occurs ten tirnes, six of which about God;
the five instanced in 2 Peter all concern
Jesus Christ. It seems prudent to follow
FOERSTER'S strategy in TWNT 7, 1015-1017
in first dealing with the other cases.

Both in Luke 1:47 (the beginning of the
Magnificat) and Jude 25 (doxology) God is
called saviour in a manner reminiscent of
the OT. In the Lucan texts Luke 2:11, Acts
5:31; 13:23 Jesus is announced as specifi~

cally the Saviour of Israel, but in John 4:42
and I John 4: 14 he is called soter tou
kosmou. The two oldest occurrences are in
the Pauline epistles. In an eschatological
context Phil 3:20 gives vent to the Christian
expectation that the Saviour, the -+Lord
Jesus Christ, will come from heaven to
transfonn "our humble bodies". Wholly dif
ferently, Eph 5:23 states that Christ is the
saviour of the body, which within the con-

text of the Epistle means the Church. In five
passages in the Pastoral Epistles (1 Tim 1: 1;
2:3, Titus 1:3; 2:10; 3:4) God is called "our
saviour"; 1 Tim 4: 10 ("God is the saviour of
all men") might be polemical against those
who tended to narrow salvation to a small
group. This could also apply to Titus 2: 10,
since v 11 adds that God's grace brings sal~

vation to all men. Jesus Christ is called "our
saviour" in Titus 1:4, where it is purely for:
mulaic, and in 1 Tim 1:10, Titus 2:13; 3:6,
where the title is elaborated in the context
that follows. Such an elaboration is absent
in 2 Pet 1: 1.11; 2:20; 3:2.18. Among these
texts 2 Pet 3:2 stands out as the only
example of Christ being referred to as "Lord
and Saviour" without mention of his name.

In rendering the title in Latin, Christian
authors availed themselves of a variety of
tenns, e.g. conservator, salutificator, sospi
tator, but the Christian neologism salvator,
a nomen agentis derived from salvare, itself
a neologism, prevailed. It is used in (some
branches of) the VL and became nonnal in
the Vg.
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J. DEN BOEFT

SEA u'
I. As a geographical entity, the sea de

limits both cultural and political areas. On
the one hand, it provides connections: since
the third millennium there has been shipping
along the coast of the Persian Gulf (in the
direction of Bahrein and India) and the
Mediterranean region. The sea is a threaten
ing power which annihilates life by drown
ing it. On the other hand, the sea is the inex
haustible reservoir of water, the source of
life. These multiple and ambivalent relations
are represented in the various symbolic
systems. The relationship between the sea
and other fonns of water (-'river, -~source)

is not consistent: not even within one and
the same symbol system. There is never an
absolute difference between these fonns.
Water is a particularly shapeless clement. It
is associated with the shapelessness of the
-~serpent, which participates in the ambiva
lence of both sea and water. The different
cultural areas of the ancient Near East de
veloped variations on similar themes which
have mutually influenced each other. Just
how these influences occured historically is
not easy to discern.

II. In Egypt, the designation for the sea,
'the great green' or 'the great black'. is
more geographical. while that for the pri
meval sea, Nun, is more mythological. Nun
surrounds the world. The rising of the sun
god from Nun is therefore an everyday
cosmological event. Another elementary
manifestation of Nun is the annual inunda
tion of the -Nile. The appearence of the
fertile -earth (symbolically shaped as the
'primeval hill') is also an elementary cos
mological event. Nun is occasionally con
ceived as a pair: Nun and Naunet; but the
gender of the figure does not matter at all.

The primeval water is associated with a ser
pent. A text from the Book of the Dead pre
sents an image of the end of the universe
which corresponds to its beginning: "Fur
ther. I shall destroy all I have made, and this
land will return into Nun. into the flood
waters, as (in) its first state. I (alone) am a
survivor together with -Osiris, when I have
made my fonn in another state, serpents
which men do not know and gods do not
see" (ANET 9). In the Story of the Ship
wrecked Sailor. a benevolent serpent deity is
lord of the sea; and the paradise-like island
where the shipwrecked mariner is saved is a
product of water and returns to water.
Sometimes the dangerous mythical power of
the sea is stressed. Already the instructions
of King Merikare (ANET 417) say: "Well
directed are men, the cattle of the god. He
made heaven and earth according to their
desire, and he repelled the water-monster"
(Silk 1/ 11/W, lit. 'submerger of the water'.
marked by the detenninative of a crocodile,
an animal which, according to the ico
nography. belongs to the chaotic powers).
Later, -·Seth is the typical overwhelmer of
this enemy. One of Seth's roles consists in
accompanying the sun god -Re in his daily
fight against Apophis, a coiled serpent with
destructive power. The sea, and the serpent
correlated to it, have thus an ambivalent
character. Since the time of the New King
dom, there has been a distinct Canaanite
influence, and Seth became identified with
-~Baal (the mythical opposition in the As
tarte Papyrus-the sea on one side. Astarte
and Seth-Baal on the other-is a Canaanite
constellation).

An early Mesopotamian concept of the
sea is found in the notion of ahzu, the
'hidden', subterranean ocean (-.Ends of the
earth). Associated with the god EnkilEa
(-Aya), it appears as overflowing water fer
tilizing the dry land. The marshes in south
Mesopotamia, abounding in fish, are another
manifestation of abzu. Enki and his gifts are
essential for life in general. Originally, the
goddess Nammu might have been a female
personification of the primeval water (the
sign for her name is ENGUR. an expression
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for water). The texts call Nammu "Mother
who gave birth to heaven and earth", who
"bore all the gods". According to the
Sumerian trndition, Nammu is the mother of
Enki and the creatrix of men. In the Akkad
ian literature, Nammu is no longer import
ant.

Later on, in a Semitic milieu, the ahzu
concept is differentiated. The beginning of
ElIl;ma dis tells us that the waters of -Tia
mat (salt water) and Apsu (fresh water) were
originally mixed. The separation of the two
types of water is the first cosmogonical
stage. Ea's (= Enki's) victory over Apsu in
itiates the development of life. However, the
difference between the two types of water is
not absolute. When Tiamat is subdued by
-MareJuk, the eyes of this being become the
springs of the rivers --Euphrates and
--Tigris. Ea and Tiamat are surrounded by
-+LalJmu, -·dragons, serpents and different
kinds of 'mixed beings' marking a state of
'primitive', undifferentiated being. These
monsters are not only attested by textual
evidence, there are also iconographical
representations. The description of Gudea's
temple shows that the conception of the pri
meval sea is essential for temple symbolism.
There is an architectural representation of
nhzu and many monsters belonging to it.
The temple, the link between -heaven and
earth, has its roots in the primeval sea: and
thus comprises the whole of the universe.
The earth is not only based upon, but also
surrounded by, the sea. This is confirmed,
too, by a 'map' on which the earth, a circu
lar shape, has a 'bitter stream' flowing
around it. According to the Gilgamesh epic,
the 'end' of the world is marked successive
ly by the desert, a mountain range and the
ocean of death's water. ('Paradise', the
island of eternal life, lies paradoxically with
in this ocean.) The path of the sun-god stans
in this area.

Cosmogonies make use of these concepte;.
A late text speaks of a time when "the Apsu
had not been made, ... all the lands were
sea" (HEIDEL 1951 :62:8.1 0). The plot of
Em;ma diS, the New Year myth of Babylon,
has already been mentioned. Creation begins

with the separation of the waters: it is com
pleted by cutting Tiamat into two parts and
making a space within the flood. The earth
is erected on the lower pan of Tiamat. Simi
lar combat tales were told in places other
than Babylon, and with other protagonists
(e.g., the fight of Jnanna against Ebib).
Chaotic power is not necessarily related to
the sea, but the structuml pamllel is quite
clear. Other cosmogonies combine the
theme of the primeval water with the other
model of Mesopotamian cosmogony: i.e. the
separation of heaven and earth. The combat
pattern is well represented in Mesopotamian
iconography: especially on seals (represen
tations of the battle, see, e.g., KEEL 1972:
39-47) and on boundary stones (kudurm).
The elemente; of cosmic order are bae;ed
upon or framed by serpents (examples in
ANEP 519-521).

Exorcisms sometimes entail this type of
cosmogony: Evil is seen as a manifestation
of Tiamat's chaotic power, whilst -demons
connected with her are driven out by spells
(one is supplied with a very instructive enu
meration of lIfukku-demon types: umkku's of
the desert, of the mountains, and of the
sea-all regions beyond the civilised world).

The power of the sea is not subdued for
ever, the idea that it might increase again is
the theme of the flood story. There is a
badly preserved Sumerian version. In the
Akkadian Atrahasis epic, the function of the
flood is clear: i.e. to end the overpopulation
of primeval humankind and balance it with
excessive destruction. Thereafter. a more
reasonable balancing mechanism takes over.
The best-known version of this story
belongs to the Gilgamesh epic, within the
context of Gilgamesh's search for eternal
life.

As to biblical traditions. the (fragmen
tary) Eridu Genesis is especially interesting.
Its themes include the creation and humani
zation of human beings, the antediluvial
kings (with extremely long lives) and the
flood. The antediluvial -apkallu's arc the
subject of another tradition. They came from
the sea in order to teach humankind cultural
achievemente; such as the cuneiform script.
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In Anatolia. there is above all Hittite evi
dence for religious conceptions of the sea:
but mythologies of various origins (especial
ly Hurrian) also strongly influenced these
conceptions. The Hittites knew a male sea
deity with decidedly anthropomorphic char
acteristics. The sea god is able to travel on
the earth and in the netherworld: and he
shows emotions like anger and pain. He
does not belong to the primeval gods; but
his mother was a healing goddess. In the
conflict between the ruling weather god and
the displaced king of the gods, Kumarbi, he
belongs to the partisans of the laller. In the
UlIikummi myth, the role of the sea is very
significant. This tale tells how Kumarbi tried
to recover his dominion over the universe.
He created a monster called Ullikummi and
placed it in the realm of the sea on a
shoulder of an Atlas-like deity. Ullikummi
has the form of a rock and steadily grows
upwards toward heaven. The gods were not
able to prevent this growth. The symbolism
of this scene is clear: the separation of
heaven and earth, the starting point of the
cosmogony. is threatened. The two themes
'sea' and 'unification of heaven and earth'
are associated in one and the same myth.
The solution offered by Ea (the Babylonian
deity!) is quite simple: the saw which once
separated heaven and earth is borrowed
from the primeval dieties and Ullikummi is
cut away. The action takes place near the
mountain Ijazzi-the -Zaphon of the Ugar
itians (known also in Israel and there ident
ified with -·Zion). This region is well repre
sented in the mythology of the Syro
Canaanite traditions.

As to the Syro-Phoenician area, economi
cal and cultural exchange with Mesopot
amia, Egypt. Asia Minor and the Aegaeis is
reflected in mythological and cultic data.
The area surrounding the Mediterranean Sea
is essential, and so the cult of a sea god pro
tecting the sailors is obvious. A deity com
parable to the Greek god -·Poseidon is at
tested to archaeologically in various places.

The Ugaritic texts give the clearest view
of the mythological organization of powers
associated with the sea. The 'father of the

gods', II (-·EI), is situated "at the fountain
head of the two Rivers, in the middle of the
bedding of the two Roods". This is a cos
mological qualification: because II's abode
lies in a cosmic centre where the upper and
lower waters come together. This centre is
very remote: so the younger gods have to
make a long journey in order to get to the
high God. On the other hand, II's residence
is situated on a (cosmic) mountain. It seems
that Shukamuna-wa-Shunama (-Shunama),
probably an Atlas-like deity, is associated
with II (D. PARDEE, US textes para-mytllO
logiques [Paris 1988] 59-60). The two con
cepts cannot be harmonized-symbol sys
tems do not strive after logical consistency.
There are no mythical tales about II's cos
mological functions, but only short. formu
laic descriptions.

In mythical contexts (KTU 1.1-6), the sea
is represented by the anthropomorphically
shaped Yam, the enemy of - Baal. Obvious
ly Yam is not only the deity of the sea, but
also of the rivers (he is often called zhl ym
!P! "hr, 'prince Sea. ruler River'). In this
context, the rivers are to be construed as
destructive powers. Yam is closely con
nected with II ('son of II, beloved of II'):
but, whereas II represents the cosmic aspect
of the primeval water, Yam reflects its
chaotic aspect (which parallels the situation
in Anatolia where the sea god is correspond
ingly related to the old god Kumarbi).
Various monsters occur together with Yam
(and were possibly sometimes identified
with him): Lotan (-·Lcviathan), a seven
headed serpent: Tunnanu (-·Tannin); Arishu
and CAtiqu. The conflict between Yam and
Baal is complex. A crucial question is which
of the two should be allowed to have a
'housc'. This might reflect a historical
conflation of the cults of two different gods
(Baal seems to be a newcomer in Ugarit),
with Yam representing the ousted deity.
Furthermore, Yam represents the power of
ehaos which appears in the sea and the
rivers. To what extent Yam represented a
seasonal phenomenon is controversial.
However, this is not a primary aim of the
Baal-Yam constellation, in contrast to the
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Baal-Mot constellation, which primarily
represents the annual change of the wet and
dry seasons. The destructive powers of Yam
and -l'Mot are somehow connected. Both
are called 'beloved of II'. Baal's fight
against Yam and Mot are also connected (cf.
KTU 1.5-a very difficult text). Mot, though
a representation of the summer heat, is lo
cated in subterranean mud which resembles
the shapelessness of water.

Magical texts make use of the Baal-Yam
constellation. In KTU 1.83, there is a spell
which advises the destruction of Yam
(depicted in the form of a -+dragon with a
fish tail) by binding him on the -+Lebanon
Mountains-obviously in order to dehydrate
him. The difficult text KTU 1.82 contains a
spell against Tunnan, serpents and asso
ciated beings. The threatening power of
chaos appears thus in everyday experiences.

The Baal-Yam paradigm was popular in
the Late Bronze Age not only in the Syrian
and Anatolian area, but also in Egypt. In the
Astarte Papyrus, the goddess Astarte and
Seth (= Baal) fight against the sea-god. Baal
Zaphon becomes the god of sailors and so
succeeds previous deities of the sea. A
famous sanctuary of Baal Zaphon is situated
near the 'Bitter Lake' in Egypt.

III. The situation in Ancient Israel is in
many respects comparable to that of Ugaril.
Firstly, the sea is a cosmological element of
the universe as a whole: along with other
elements (a triadic concept consists of
heaven, earth and sea [Ps 69:35; Exod 20:
11]. This structure is also recognizable in
formulas such as "animals of the field, birds
of the heaven, fishes of the sea" [Ps 8:8-9]).
The most detailed cosmogony (Gen 1, P)
starts with the (uncreated) primeval sea
(teh6m, associated with the desert, t6hu).
Then the heaven is created in order to de
limit the upper part of the ocean. Finally,
the earth comes into being, providing the
possibility of further creations. This process
resembles the cosmogony of Eniima eliJ
and, if one takes into consideration the fur
ther context of the primeval story, the Eridu
Genesis. However, the elements of combat
have disappeared completely: the sea has

become mere unstructured material to be
brought into order. Other cosrnogonical
sketches of the beginning of the universe
present less elaborated cosmogonies: The
earth is founded upon the sea (Ps 24:2); it is
determined by a limit (Jer 5:22; Job 38: 1).
Not only the earth in general, but in par
ticular the sanctuary (of Jerusalem), is pro
tected against the attack of the chaotic water
(Ps 46:3).

In cultic literature, the cosmogony is
clearly depicted as a fight between
-+Yahweh and the personified power of the
sea. Yam (and teh6m--contrary to Ugarit
but analogous to Mesopotamia, this term
plays a role in the context of cosmological
combat) are again associated with other
monsters: e.g. -l'Tannin, -Leviathan and a
female being named - Rahab. While Ugar
itic mythology seems to know only male
powers of chaos, within the context of
destructive powers Israel recognizes both
sexes. The enemy is represented as a serpent
or as a seven-headed dragon. It is difficult to
know whether at an early time the cosmo
logical battle was conveyed in a tale (a myth
in a restricted sense of the word) or whether
it was even enacted in a cuItic drama. In the
tradition as preserved, the battle concept is
only a complex of mythological elements
within the context of hymns, prayers, etc.
The most detailed accounts6fthefightcan
be found in Ps 74:13·14; Ps 89:10; Ps 18:
16; Nab 1:4). Yahweh 'rebukes' the sea
(possibly an anthropomorphic interpretation
of the thunder emanating from the weather
god); he smites the heads of the enemy; he
delimits the realm of the sea or makes the
water dry. Sometimes, the fighting god is
depicted as one riding on a -l'Cherub or a
chariot (Ps 18:11; 77: 19). Very often, the
battle against the sea consists of a mere -al
lusion (Hab 3:8; Ps 46:3·4; Jer 31:35; Isa
51: 15; Jer 5:22; Ps 29; the symbolism of
Ezek 27: 1-28: 10 is characterized by the
ambivalence of the sea theme). In theologi·
cally refined passages, the idea of the battle
has nearly vanished (Ps 104:6·7; Job .38:8
10, and especially in the already mentIoned -_
cosmogony of P, Gen 1).
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There is a strong association between the
destructive power of the sea and other
realms of destruction. The proximity of sea
and desert has already been mentioned: the
same can also be said about the sea and
death (Ps 88:7). In Job 26: 12-13, the tight
against the serpent Rahab clears the
heavens. The monster, normally located in
the sea, seems to be associated with clouds:
as is the case with the Egyptian serpent
Apophis.

Temple symbolism (analogous to that of
Mesopotamia) contains an iconic represen
tation of the sea (the "brazen sea", 1 Kgs
7:23-26.44; 2 Chr 4:2-10~ cf. KEEL 1972:
120-121), a round vessel with a diameter of
about 4.5 m and a height of about 2.25 rn. It
was supported by twelve bulls (each of the
four groups of three bulls corresponding to
one of the four quarters of heaven), symbols
of power and fertility. According to 2 Kgs
16:15-17, these bulls were, as a consequence
of a cult reform, removed. The brazen ser
pent (-..Nehushtan, originally an element of
the temple in Jerusalem, 2 Kgs 18:4, then
connected with the desert tradition, Num
21 :9) belongs to the same symbolic context.
Its prophylactic power against snakebites is
congruent with the concept of sympathetic
magiC.

The cultic treatment of. the . power of
chaos is present in a more private sphere as
well. Black magic consists in "waking
Leviathan" in order to cause evil on certain
days (Job 3:8-the text must not be
emended). On the other hand, there are apo
tropaic precautions taken against such activ
ities of the evil powers (Job 7: 12).

The Israelite versions of the flood story
also found their place in the context of the
cosmogony (Gen 6-8): The parallel between
creation and destruction is obvious. The
conclusion of both versions (J and P)
',emphasizes the uniqueness of the catastrop
1le (Gen 8:20-22; Oen 9:8-17) and the guar
ic;mtee of an everlasting creation.
t At a certain point in the tradition, the
'f,Xodus story was influenced by the motif of
:~he battle against chaos (e.g., Ps 77:16-21;
~6:5; 106:7-12; Exod 15:8·10). The remini-

scence of a military catastrophe of the
Egyptian enemy caused by sea or water in
general (whatever may have been the exact
circumstances) gave rise to such an interpre
tation. Those waters were now understood to
be a manifestation of the primeval water:
Israel was able to cross the realm of de
struction, whereas the Egyptians were anni
hilated. The 'cleaving' of the water, an el
ement of some Exodus versions (Exod 14:6;
15:8, P and related material), reflects the
'splitting' of the hostile monster. 'Natural',
'historical' and 'mythical' qualities are in
separably conflated.

Not only the Exodus theme is interpreted
in such a manner, but also the motif of the
crossing of the Jordan. The Jordan water
was cleaved and made to dry up: just like
the water of the Sea of Reeds (cf. Josh 3-4;
Ps 114). Fords, as places of danger, are
often associated with cults. In this case, the
memory of such a local cult is attached to
the traditional complexes of Exodus, Con
quest and cosmogony.

In a late stage of Israelite history, the
battle against the sea was projected into the
future. The final victory of God against his
enemy then becomes a matter of hope: and
the signiticance of 'chaos' and 'cosmos' is
reinterpreted. Which means that the powers
dominating history are offsprings .of the sea;
but their end is detennined and realized
when the eschatological rule of God arrives.
This projective interpretation (a typical el
ement of crisis cults) occurred first in the
time of the exile (Deutero-Isaiah: Isa 51 :9;
43: 16-21). Apocalyptic conceptions develop
these images (Dan 7: 1-14). Leviathan will
be eventually exterminated (1sa 27: 1). The
sea will dry up at the precise moment when
heaven and earth are reconstructed (Rev
21: 1). Such conceptions are elements of
apocalyptic speculation. They are combined
with other mythological themes without
forming a coherent conceptual whole.

The dualistic vision of apocalyptic texts
is sometimes directly contradicted. ln Job
40-41, the hippopotamus (-Behemoth) and
the crocodile are characterized as creatures
of God. Thus they are not chaotic beings-
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the creative power of God reaches even into
the deep regions of the sea. The same con
ception occurs in the book of Jonah. The
prophet tries to escape from Yahweh; but,
even on the ship in the middle of the high
seas,. he was reached by God. Ultimately, it
is the fish monster (servant of Yahweh!)
who brings him back to land. This is con
gruent with the 'universalistic' view of the
book as a whole.
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SEIRIM -+ SATYRS

SELA -. ROCK

SELEM -+ IMAGE

SENEH -+ THORNBUSH

SERAPHIM C·~-.o

I. The word 'Seraphim' is the name
given to the beings singing the trishagion to
-Yahweh as king in Isa 6:2-3 and carrying
out an act of purification in vv 6-7. The
Seraphim are now generally conceiyed as
winged -+serpents with certain human at
tributes. The word sdrdp has three occur
rences in the Pentateuch (Num 21 :6.8; Deut
8: 15) and four in Isa (6:2.6; 14:29; 30:6). It
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is generally taken as a derivative of the verb
siJrap, to "bum", "incinerate", "destroy".
Since the verb is transitive, siJriJp probably
denotes an entity that annihilates by burn
ing. While the etymological sense is thus
"the one who bums (the enemies etc.)", the
term refers several times to some serpentine
being. According to some scholars the con
nection with the Heb verb fiJrap is only a
secondary association, the original etymon
being Eg sfr / *sif (ct. srrf ), "griffin"
(JOINES 1974: 8 and 55 n. 15~ GORG 1978).

II. The study of the ancient Near East
ern evidence, esp. iconographic representa
tions, has been instrumental in the attempts
to clarify the meaning and background of
the seraphim. While some scholars have
hinted that the seven thunders of ~Baal and
his lightning bolts or their iconography
might provide illuminating parallels (cf.
ANEP no. 655), there is now an emerging
consensus that the Egyptian uraeus serpent
is the original source of the seraphim motif
(JOINES 1974; DE SAVIGNAC 1972). This
interpretation was worked out by KEEL
(1977:70-124) who was able to adduce icon
ographic evidence showing that the uraeus
motif was well known in Palestine from the
Hyksos period through the end of the Iron
Age (on scarabs and seals). During the 8th
century BeE the two-winged and, in Judah
especially the four-winged, uraeus is a well
attested motif on seals, while six-winged
uraei do not seem to occur. Friezes with
uraei (without wings) are found in Egyptian
.and Phoenician chapels. The English term
"uraeus" is a loan-word from Greek which
was in tum taken from the Egyptian word
Jor the cobra figure worn on the forehead of
Egyptian gods and kings, whom the. cobra
protects by means of her "fire" (poison).
Among the Egyptian designations for the
;,uraeus one finds the word Jbt, "flame". The
pre-eminent cobra deity in Egypt was the
prown god Uto.
~..... m. Previous attempts to take the two
!,~currences in Isa 6:2.8 as more or less dis
~~~guished from the rest of the attestations
·':<~DB 977) have now been generally aban
~~oned. In the Pentateuch we find Yahweh
:.Sending hanne1;tiJsim hafSeriJpim, "the fiery

serpents" (RSV), among the people (Num
21 :6). commanding ....Moses to make
-Nehushtan, "fiery serpent" (Num 21:8).
The desert is the place of "fiery serpents"
(Deut 8:15), the abode of "the flying
serpent" (.Mrap melopep, Isa 30:6). In Isa
14:29 "the flying serpent" is used as a pol
itical metaphor for a new leader: " . .. for
from the serpent's root will come forth an
adder, and its fruit will be a flying serpent."
That all five of the passages apart from Isa
6, understand siJriJp to be a serpentine being
is clear from the terminology used in the
contexts in question, and two passages
explicitly mention a winged serpent.

In ]sa 6, the seraphim appear in con
nection with the enthroned heavenly king,
~Yahweh Zebaoth. The following may be
said about their position, form, number and
function. Their position, 'omedim mimlna'al
10, "standing above" Yahweh (v 2), lends
itself to comparison with the raised uraei on
the chapel friezes, where the uraei are how
ever without wings. Whether their shape is
serpentine or more humanoid is a matter of
dispute. As for number, there are probably
two seraphim in Isa 6 (cf. v 3a). Concerning
their function Isa 6 displays a noteworthy
mutation of the uraeus motif (KEEL 1977:
113): instead of protecting Yahweh the
seraphim need their wings to cover them
selves from head to feet from· Yahweh's
consuming holiness; Yahweh does not need
their protection. Isaiah thus uses the seraph
im to underscore the supreme holiness of the
God on the throne.

IV. The seraphim occur a number of
times in the pseudepigrapha and later Jewish
literature (see OTP 2, index sub seraphim
and J. MICHEL, RAe 5, 60-97). The seraph
im. ~cherubim and ophanim are described
as "the sleepless ones who guard the throne
of his glory" (l Enoch 71:7).
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T. N. D. METTlNGER

SERPENT wm
I~ In MT the generic word for a venom

ous snake or serpent is niibiis (31 times). In
Semitic the only certain cognate noun is
Ugaritic nbs, 'snake' (numerous times in
KTU 1.100 and 1.107), with a possible cog
nate in Arabic banas, 'snake' (via meta
thesis and an altered sibilant). The origin of
the word may be onomatopoeic, derived
from the· hissing sound of a snake. Other
words for snakes in MT include peten (cf.
Ug btn, Akk baimu and bsn in Deut 33:22;
-.Bashan), siirap (lit. 'burning one'), $iponi,
'ep'eh, 'akSub, qippoz, sepfpon, and tannin
(which can also mean 'dragon'). It is
difficult to correlate these names with the
numerous species of snakes native to the
region. It is likely that all of these were
regarded as venomous snakes, a corrunon
attribution in traditional cultures. The
Hebrew noun nlt~iis also has the apparently
related meanings of 'divination' (Num 23:23
and 24: 1) and 'fortune, luck' (attested in
numerous personal names). The denomina
tive Piel verb nibes means 'to practice divi
nation' (attested also in Aramaic). Occa
sionally niiblts and other. words for snake
can be applied to mythical dragons
(-+-Dragon, -+-Leviathan).

The snake is commonly associated with
selected deities and -+-demons and with
magic and incantations in the ancient Near
East. The latter association is found particu
larly in connection with the cure or avoidan-

ce of snake bites. The most common sym
bolic associations of the snake include pro
tection, danger, healing, regeneration, and
(less frequently) sexuality.

II. In Mesopotamian mythology and
iconography the snake can be associated
with a range of deities and demons. Depic
tions of a god whose lower body is a spake
may represent the deity Niralj, chief minister
to Ishtaran, the city-god of Der, on the bor
der with Elam. The frequent reliefs of
snakes on kudurru's (boundary·stones) may
represent Nirab in the role of protective
spirit. Perhaps related are the frequent Elam
ite images of a high god seated on a throne
of coiled snakes. The symbol of the under
world deity Ningishzida is a venomous
homed snake, which is depicted rising from
his shoulders. Ningishzida is named in
incantations as a guardian of underworld
demons, and is a guardian of the gates of
-+heaven in the Adapa myth. The female
demon Lamashtu is depicted grasping
snakes in both hands, while the male demon
Pazuzu can be depicted with his exposed
phallus as a snake. In these divine represen·
tations the image of the snake suggests asso
ciations with fear, danger, and death or with
a protective power, depending on whether
the snake is the emblem of an adversary or a
benefactor.

Another dimension in the Mesopotamian
symbolism of the snake is found in the Gil
gamesh epic; the animal steals away Gilga
mesh's plant of rejuvenation (Xl:279-289).
This episode shows not only the futility of
Gilgamesh's quest for immortality, but also
explains in folkloric fashion why snakes
shed their skin and rejuvenate. The knowl
edge of this plant is described as a 'secret of
the gods'.

In Egyptian mythology and iconography
the snake is a dominant and multivalent
symboL HORNUNG notes: "An schillemder
Vieldeutigkeit tibertrifft die Schlange jedes
andere Tier der Agyptischen Mythologie ...
1m Bild der Schlange verkorpert sich ein
Symbolgehalt, dessen Tiefc und desse~

Vieldeutigkeit keine Grenzen kennen" (lt0
5 [1984] 648). The snake can appear 10
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many roles: as an adversary or a protector, a
deity or a demon, and can signify life and
regeneration or death and nonexistence.

A venomous snake (the Uraeus serpent)
protects kings and gods; the king has the
snake as part of his being, and so is immune
to snake bites and can heal others. Fierce
snakes are guardians of the twelve gates of
the underworld. The ba's of all the gods live
in snakes, and the -·dead in the Netherworld
become snakes. The sun-god in his nightly
passage through the primeval waters of Nun
is rejuvenated inside the body of a snake
before his reappearance at dawn. The pri
meval gods at the beginning of time are em
bodied as snakes in the primeval waters, and
time itself can be depicted as a snake. At the
end of time -Atum and -·Osiris return to
snake-beings in the eternal waters. The
deadly and the regenerative powers of the
snake occur in varying proportions in these
instances; hence the complexity of the snake
symbol.

The semantic range of the snake in Egypt
is well-illustrated by the contrast between
two cosmic snakes: Apopis and Ouroboros.
The Apopis serpent is the cosmic adversary
of the sun god, each day attempting to con
sume the sun and to return the cosmos to
primeval chaos and darkness. Apopis is
destroyed each day by powerful magic, yet
cannot be killed: it returns eternally as the
force of chaos and non-existence, ever
threatening to erase the order of being. The
Ouroboros (,tail-swallower') is the world
encircling snake who marks the boundary
between the ordered cosmos and the endless
chaos around it. In the contrast of Apopis
and Ouroboros the snake appears as both
exponent of and limit on the powers of
chaos and non-existence.

In Canaanite and Phoenician mythology
and iconography the symbolism of the snake
is less diverse than in Egypt or Mesopot
amia. There are numerous images of snakes
in various media, at times curled around the
openings of vessels in a protective pose, but
other meanings in other contexts remain
obscure. In the so-called QuclSu iconography
the snake is associated with a goddess, prob-

ably - Asherah, the mother of the gods in
Ugaritic mythology. In this pose the goddess
is depicted naked, standing on a lion, and
holding snakes in one or both hands, some
times also holding flowers in one hand.
There are numerous examples of this image
in Syro-Palestinian and Egyptian figurines
and plaques from ca. 1700-1200 BCE. A
goddess-epithet from the Proto-Sinaitic
inscriptions, cj1 bIn ('The One [fem.] of the
Snake'), has also plausibly been associated
with the goddess Asherah. Whether the
snake in its association with Asherah con
notes rejuvenation, rebirth, protection, sex
uality or some other nuance or conjunction
of meanings is unclear. In a Ugaritic mytho
logical incantation against snakebites (KTU
1.100) the god -Horon is the chief dispeller
of snake venom and at the end presents a
brideprice of snakes (nQsm) to a minor god
dess. In Syro-Palestinian cylinder seals the
snake is sometimes depicted as an enemy of
the warrior-god, probably representing some
of the various chaos-monsters of Canaanite
mythology.

A Hellenistic period recapitulation of
Phoenician mythology (from Philo of
Byblos) presents our only direct commen
tary on snake symbolism from a non-biblical
West Semitic source (including an admix
ture of Hellenistic influences): ''Taautos
himself regarded as divine the nature of the
serpent and snakes... [it is] fiery and the
most filled with breath of all crawling
things... It is also exceedingly long-lived,
and by nature not only docs it slough off old
age and become rejuvenated, but it also
attains greater growth. When it fulfils its
detennined limit, it is consumed into itself,
as Taautos himself similarly narrates in his
sacred writings. Therefore, this animal is
included in the rites and mysteries"
(Eusebius, Praep. ev. 1.10.46-47; trans.
ATTRIDGE & ODEN 1981).

III. In the Hebrew Bible the snake is
associated with -Yahweh or with magic on
several occasions. The most notable in
stances are the stories of the Garden of Eden
(Gen 3), the Egyptian plagues (Exod 4 and
7), the bronze serpent (Num 21 and 2 Kgs
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18), and possibly Isaiah's initiatory vision
(Isa 6).

The snake symbolism in the stories of the
Egyptian plagues and the bronze serpent is
representative of traditional Near Eastern
associations with the snake. In Exod 4:1-5
(JE) and 7:8-13 (P) as a sign of Yahweh's
power, Moses' and Aaron's rod tum into
venomous snakes (niJbas and tannIn, re
spectively). In the JE story the magical
transformation serves to show the Israelites
that Yahweh has indeed revealed himself to
-4Moses, while in the P story the transfor
mation is a sign to Pharaoh of Yahweh's
might. The common Near Eastern ,resonance
of this scene is shown in the P story when
the Egyptian magicians also transform their
rods into snakes; Yahweh's greater might is
demonstrated only in that his snake devours
the Egyptian snakes. The association of
venomous snakes with magic is part of the
implicit sense of these passages, an asso
ciation with which Israelite authors seem
familiar (e.g. Ps 58:5-6). In the story of the
bronze serpent in Num 21 :4-9 (1E), Yahweh
commands Moses to construct a snake statue
mounted on a standard to cure the deadly
bites of the seraptm (lit. 'burning') snakes.
When the Israelites see the statue, their bites
are healed. Here also is a traditional associa
tiona! the snake inits symbolic usein healing
rites for venomous snake bites. Yahweh is the
deity responsible for healing through the sym
bolic instrument of the bronze snake (nebas
neb6sel-note the assonance in the ritual
phrase). Due apparently to a reevaluation of
the ritual objects associated with Yahweh,
Hezekiah destroys the bronze serpent in 2
Kgs 18:4. In this passage the snake image is
associated with idolatrous. non-Yahwistic
worship, though it is more likely that the
snake was a traditional sign of Yahweh's
healing power (-4Nehushtan).

In Isaiah's initiatory vision in Isaiah 6,
the prophet sees seraptm (lit. 'burning
ones') in Yahweh's heavenly temple. These
creatures have faces, legs, and six wings;
they fly and chant praises to Yahweh. It is
possible that these are winged snake-beings,
like the .fQrap-snakes of other passages (note

the 'flying' .sarap-snakes of Isa 14:29 and
30:6, and cf. Herodotus 2.75 on flying
snakes in the Arabian desert). While depic~

tions of the winged Uraeus serpent are com
mon in seals of this period, it may be more
likely that these 'burning ones' in Isaiah;s
vision are variants of the 'fiery' lesser dei~

ties found in other passages who, are
members of Yahweh's divine assembly
(-+Angel(s), Host of Heaven). The closest
parallels are to other divine fiery beings
such as 'his servants, -fire <and> -flame'
(Ps 104:4), the creature resep (lit. 'burning'.
cf -+Resheph) who accompanies Yahweh,
and the enigmatic 'flame of the whirling
sword' who, with the -Cherubim, guards
the way to the Garden of Eden (Oen 3:24).
Also related may be Ezekiel's vision of fire
moving among the heavenly Cherubim and
God's fiery presence in Ezek 1. Since the
'burning ones' of Isaiah's vision are not
overtly depicted as snakes (note that all the
attestations of ,Mrap-snakes are explicitly
marked by other words for snakes), and
since the prophet remarks on other features
of their bizarre appearance, it is perhaps
more likely that they are fiery beings than
snake-beings.

The most interesting biblical snake with
mythological associations is the snake
(na~u1S') in the Garden of Eden (Gcn 3). This
snake is identified as belonging to the class
of 'creatures of the field that Yahweh God
had made', though it is distinguished from
the other animals by his greater 'cleverness'
(Gen 3: 1). This clever animal plays the role
of the trickster in the Eden story, skilfully
deceiving the Woman into disobeying the
divine command concerning the fruit of the
Tree of Life. Cross-cultural studies have
shown that trickster figures characteristically
are ambiguous figures who cross or blur the
accepted categories of existence. The snake
in Eden is true to his trickster identity in
crossing or blurring the boundaries bet.w~en

the categories of animal, human, and dIvme.
While the snake is defined as an animal, he
is also different from them with respect to
his knowledge or cleverness. In additioif;
like a human, the snake has the power of
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speech (cf. Gen 2: 19-20 in which the power
of naming clearly differentiates human from
anima)), and he tricks the Woman through
this charnctcristically human ability. Unlike
thc humans, but like God, the snake knows
that the humans will not die upon eating the
forbidden fruit, but will become 'like the
gods, knowing good and evil' (Yahweh God
acknowledges that this is the case in Gen
3:22). Hence the snake is an animal, but is
like humans with respect to the power of
language, and is like the gods with respect
to secret knowledge. The snakc's identity
partakes and combines, in complex measure.
characteristics of these three distinct catc
gories of being. The effect of the snake's
actions are correspondingly coloured by
multiple meanings and ambiguity. While the
human transgression is depicted as sinful, it
also brings the human a greater, divine-like
knowledge: their eyes are indeed 'opened'
(though what is gained-knowledge of
nakedness-seems ironic and obscure). Like
tricksters of other traditions (cf. Prometheus
and Epimetheus of Greek tradition). the
boon of the trickster is both a benefit and a
loss, for which humans pay the price. The
choice of a venomous snake for this trickster
figure seems predicated on traditional Near
Eastern associations with the snake: asso
ciations with danger and death, with magic
and secret knowlcdge, with rejuvenation and
immortality. and with sexuality. It is also
possible that the snake's association with the
nude goddess in Canaanite iconogrJphy lies
behind the scene of the snake and the naked
woman (who is called in Gen 3:20 'Mother
of all Life', seemingly a goddess epithet) in
the divine garden.

IV. In post-biblical interpretive traditions
the biblical snakes, particularly the bronze
serpent and the snake in Eden, are common
ly drawn into new frameworks of meaning.
In the New Testnment. the lifting up of the
bronze serpent is a symbol of -'Christ, thc
saviour lifted up on the cross who grants life
(John 3: 14-15). In Philo the bronze serpent
is a symbol of the power of self-control,
which wards off the temptation of sensual
pleasure, represented by the snake in Eden

(Philo, Leg. AI/eg. 2.71-82). The snake in
Eden also comes to be associated in both
Jewish and Christian traditions with --Satan,
through whose envy death came into the
world (possibly Wis 2:24 and Rev 12:9:
more clearly in Apoc. Mos. 16-19, Justin.
Dial. 124, Origen, Princ. 3.2.1, and com
monly in Rabbinic literature). In the anti
thetical exegesis of Gnostic traditions, the
snake in Eden is viewed as a figure of
--Christ. effecting spiritual liberation from
the oppression of the earthly demiurgc
(Testimon), of Truth 9.45-49), a view that
irritated Ircnaeus and other patristic authors
(Ircnacus. Hat.'r. 1.30.15).
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L. STORK. Schlange, LdA 5 (1984) 644·652;
H. N. WALLACr~ TI,e Edell Narrati\'e (HSf\'f
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R. S. HENDEL
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SERUG Jl,b
I. It has been speculated that the bibli

cal figure of Serug. a relative of the Israelite
patriarchs (Gen II :20-23). bears the name of
the city Sarug known from first millennium
cuneiform sources. The city. in tum. would
have been named after a deity (LEWY 1934).

II. There is no extra-biblical evidence
whatsoever attesting to the cult of a god
Serug (or Sarug). Le\\'Y's argument is based
on circular reasoning. He writes: "In view of
the evidence that the cities of ljarran.
Nal.Jur. and Sariig bear the names of ancient
deities ... it is permitted to conclude that the
parents of the patriarchs in Western Mes
opot..1lnia are. at least in part. ancient West
Semitic deities that have later been invested
with a human nature" (LEWY 1934 [tr.
KvdT]). The evidence he refers to is non
existent. Also. the theory seems to be in
debted more to the once popular view of
Genesis as a euhemeristic account of ancient
Semitic religion. than to a dispassionate
study of the texts.

III. Though the connection between the
anthroponym Serug nnd the cityname Sarug
is attractive (compare the case of -Har.m.
both the name of a relative of Abraham and
of a West-Mesopotamian city). it docs not
foUow that Sarug is the name of a deity.

IV. Bibliography
R. S. HESS, Serug. ABO 5 (1992) I 117
1118; J. LEWY, Les textes pall!o-assyriens et
rAncien Testament. RHR 110 (1934) 47-48.

K. VAN DER TOORN

SETH
I. A number of oblique references to

the Eyptian god Seth have been found in the
description of the hippopotamus (-·Behe
moth) in the Book of Job.

II. Seth (1:119) is the Greek transcription
of Eg SIb. son of Gcb and Nut. and brother
and rival of -Osiris. According to the
Osiris mythology. known from allusions in
Egyptian ritual texts and in its full-fledged
form from the account of Plutarch (ca. 60
120 CE), Seth is responsible for the untimely
death of Osiris. The son of Osiris. - Horus.

avenges his father by slaying his murderer.
Seth is in many ways the opposite of Horus:
whereas Horus is the god of the clear skies.
Seth is the god of storm and darkness. In
that capacity he has been equated with
-.Baal at an early date. In addition to the
struggle between Seth and Horus on account
of Osiris. there arc many references in the
Egyptian tradition to various other conteSl<;
of the two. A widely found motif has Horus
robbed of his eyes by Seth. and Seth of his
testes by Horus; the mythical motif has been
interpreted as a homosexual assault by Seth
on Horus (fE VELDE 1967). A cosmogoni
cal interpretation is also possible. though.

In the Egyptian tradition. Seth is in
creasingly seen as the god of the foreign
lands. Beside the identification with Baal.
Seth has been identified a~ well with
Teshub. the Hittite storm god. Because of
his foreign a-;sociations. Seth came to be a
symbol of the forces of chaos and evil. He
was identified with -·Typhon by the Greeks.

III. A number of authors have suggested
that the confrontation between -Yahweh
and Behemoth in Job 40: 15-24[ 10-19] is
palterned upon the baltIc of Horus (Yahweh)
against Seth (Behemoth). The description of
Behemoth. then. would reflect aspects of
Seth (RUPRECHT 1971; KEEL 1978; KUBINA

1979). The basis for the alleged p:lrallelism
is the fact that in some Egyptian texts the
red hippopotamus symbolizes Seth
(RUPRECHT 1971:213). Other facets would
corroborate the hypothesis. Thus the bones
"like iron bars" which Behemoth is said to
possess (Job 40:18) arc reminiscent of the
"bones of Seth" mentioned in the Pyramid
texts and by Manetho (LANG 1980).

The tentative parallel between Behemoth
and Seth has proved productive for the inter
pretation of the relevant passage. but
remains hypothetical. In its defence it may
be said that -.Leviathan. too. is probably
modelled on a divine figure-known from
the Ugaritic texts. though. not the Egyptian.
Also. in the poetic description of Behemoth
there are a significant number of traits that
cannot very well apply to a mere animal:
Behemoth does have supernatural dimen-
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sions. Whether these considerations justify
its identification with Seth is uncertain. On
the whole, the association between Seth and
the hippopotamus seems to have been a
secondary aspect of the god's mythology.

IV, Bibliography
J. GWYN GRIFFITHS, The Conflict of Horus
and Seth (Liverpool 1960); O. KEEL,
Jahwes Entgegmmg an Ijob (Gottingen
1978) 127-141; V. KUBINA, Die Gottesre
den im Buche Hiob (Freiburg 1979) 68-76;
B. LANG, Job XL 18 and the "Bones of
Seth", VI 30 (1980) 360-361; E. Ru
PRECHT, Das Nilpferd im Hiobbuch, VI 21
(1971) 209-231; H. TE VELDE, Seth, God of
Confusion (Leiden 1967).

K. VAN DER TOORN

SEVEN - APKALLU

SUA l]d
I. Sha( has been construed as a theo

phorie element in the common West Semitic
name Elisha. The identity of the deity is
unclear. Albright related the name with the
Aramean fonn of the moongod: Si) -Sin
(AVIGAD 1964: 190).

II. An identification of Sha with the
moongod SiJ or Sin is unlikely; because the
rendering of Sin in West Semitic alphabetic
scripts is always !) with an Jiileph and never
!C (TIGAY 1986:81). A deity Sha( is not
attested in cuneifonn or West Semitic
inscriptions. In the Hebrew personal names
known from epigraphical material: JCybb
(AVIGAD 1964:190-191 + PI 44 A), JCnp
(ed. HESTRIN & DAYAGI 1978:No. 85) and
[...W (ed. AVIGAD 1986:No. 182) Sha( has
been construed as a theophoric name
(AVIGAD 1964: 190). There is no compelling
reason, however, to interpret i C as a theo
phoric element. The element can alternative
ly be construed as a noun meaning 'salva
tion' or as a verbal fonn derived from Y~( or
Sw( II. The same must be said concerning
the Ammonite personal name bClysc (ed.
HERR 1985).

III. It would be strange if the name of the
prophet Elisha were to contain a theophoric

element referring to a non-Israelite deity.
This, however, is not a convincing argument
against the existence of the deity Sha(. The
linguistic analysis of the name makes the
assumption of Sha( as a theophoric element
improbable. The name Jeli!iiC should be
construed either as 'my god helps', or as
'my god is noble' (BECKING 1993).

IV. Bibliography
N. AVIGAD, Seals and Sealings, IEJ 14
(1964) 190-194; A VIGAD, Hebre~... Bllllae
From the Time of Jeremiah (Jerusalem
1986); B. BECKING, Elisha: "Shac is my
God"?, ZAW 106 (1994) 113-116; L. G.
HERR, The Servant of Baalis. BA 48 (1985)
169-172; R. HESTRIN & M. DAYAGI
MENDELS, ljotiimot mime Ba)'it Ri)son
(Jerusalem 1978); J. H. TIGAY, YOIl Shall
Ha\'e No Other Gods. Israelite Religion in
the Light of Hebrew Inscriptions (HSS 31;
Atlanta 1986).

B. BECKING

SHADDAY "'0
I. Shadday is an abbreviation for )e!

!ad(d)ay, "God of the Wilderness". The
name occurs 48 times in the aT; the occur
rence in Job 19:29 is disputed. The longer
form is attested 7 times: Gen 17: I; 28:3;
35: II; 43: 14; 48:3; Exod 6:3; Ezek 10:5;
!adday on its own occurs 41 times: Gen
49:25; Num 24:4.16; Ruth 1:20.21; Isa 13:6;
Ezek 1:24; Ps 68:15; 91:1 and 31 times in
Job. The deity is attested as a theophoric
element in Egyptian, Ugaritic, Phoenician
and Thamudic personal names from the Late
Bronze Age onwards.

A convincing etymology has until now
not been offered (a nearly complete list of
various etymologies for EI Shadday is given
by WEIPPERT 1976; two additions are dis
cussed by KNAUF 1985:97 n. 4; see now
NIEHR & STEINS 1993: 1080-1082). On the
basis of the equation between Akk sad(2,
'mountain', and Heb !adday-first proposed
by F. DELITZSCH (Ass)'risches Handworter
bud! [Leipzig 1896] 642-643)-and in view
of the Akk noun iaddii)ulSaddit)a, 'inhabit
ant of the mountain', a rendering of !adday
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with 'He of the mountain' has been widely
accepted (e.g. W. F. ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and
the Gods of Canaan [London 1968] 94; F.
M. CROSS, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew
Epic [Cambridge 1973] 52-60). An Egyptian
etymology-as offered by M. GORG (BN 16
[1981] 13-15}-yields too many phonetic
problems (KNAUF 1985:97 n. 4; NIEHR &
STEINS 1993: 1082).

However, the theophoric element in the
Thamudic personal name 'lfdy presupposes
an original *Saday, the first consonant cor
rectly to be rendered by lsi in Late Egyptian,
and by nJ in Ugaritic, Phoenician and Israel
ite (KNAUF 1990). Both Akkadian sada, 'the
mountain wilderness (as seen from the culti
vated alluvial land along the rivers -Tigris
and -Euphrates)' and Biblical Hebrew
fadeh, 'the (uncultivated) field', i.e. the area
of hunting (cf. e.g. Gen 25:27; 27:3, and the
opposition behemd - ~/Qyft haffadeh, e.g.
Gen 2:20; 3: 14) go back to the root SOY.
Any El Shadday is, therefore, a 'god of the
wilderness' and can be connected with the
iconographical motive of the 'lord of the
animals'. In Judaean (and hence, Biblical)
Hebrew. El Shadday is a 'loan-word' from
Israelite; otherwise, one would expect
*saday (note that the initial s predates the
Masoretic pointing system as evidenced by
the puns in Gen 49:25; Isa 13:6; Joel 1:15).

II, Late Bronze Age attestations of this
deity (or group of deities) include f/-d-r-'-m-)'
*Sadatammi "Shadday is my paternal rela
tive" (SCHNEIDER 1992: 195-196), a name
still to be found in Achaemenid Egypt
(sd'm. KORNFELD 1978:72): in Ugaritic.
possibly b'lfd (*Baclu~ada? GRONDAHL
1967:191-192): and KTU 1.108:12 'ilu sadi
ya$idu, "El Shadi is hunting" (LoREn 1980;
NIEHR & STEINS 1993: 1080). The expres
sion can also be read as: 'ilu sada )'~idu

"El, in the wilderness he is hunting", then
too -El acts as an El Shadday.

Epigraphical references from the Iron
Age include the sdyn-gods interceding with
El on behalf of the people of Sukkoth in the
presumably Israelite (KNAUF 1990) Tell
Deir CAlla inscription (WEIPPERT & WEIP
PERT 1982:88-92), and 'ISdy in a Thamudic

inscription from the vicinity of Tayma' OS
255, 5th-3rd centuries BCE; KNAUF 1981}.
Prosopographic attestations are scarce: in
addition to Egyptian Aramaic stfm, there are
'bd'sd' and 'bdJd' in Punic (BENZ 1972:
414).

III. The biblical references to El Shadday
or Shadday are, in their present form, exilic
or, mostly, post-exilic. (EI) Shadday is con
sistently used as an epithet for -Yahweh
(with the sole exception of Job 19:29. where
the *sada)'in (Ketib, same form as in epi
graphical Israelite) may be mentioned as
revenger gods}. These references contribute
little to a clarification of the nature of this
group of gods prior to the second half of the
first millennium BCE.

Of possible Israelite origin are Gen 49:25
and Ps 68:15. In Jacob's blessing of Joseph,
Gen 49:25, El Shadday (txt. em. for 'et Jdy)
parallels "the god of your father" (the father
being Jacob, 'god' refers presumably to
Yahweh, the 'abbfr Ya'tzq6b; -Mighty One
of Jacob; cf. KOCKERT 1988:63). If Yahweh
is responsible for "the blessings from the
skies above", El Shadday may be connected
with "the blessings of the primordial waters
that lie beneath". Gen 49:23-24 presupposes
military encounters not earlier than the
9th/8th centuries BCE; the reference to the
"blessings of -breasts and womb" (v 25)
presupposes the elimination of the Goddess
from IsraelitelJudaean religion, and dates the
present form of Jacob's blessing in the after
math of Hosea and his followers (KNAUF
1981 :23-24; KC>CKERT 1988:66-67). The
"breasts" (Heb Jadayim, root roy; but note
that Shadday does not mean 'breast(s)' pace
P. DHORME, RB 31 [1922] 230-231) may
have crept into the verse as an allusion to El
Shadday; in this case, they testify to the re
etymologization of the god's name already
in what may form its first biblical attesta
tion. Jacob's, i.e. (northern) Israel's special
connection with El Shadday may also be
referred to in Gen 43: 14, part of the Jerusa
lemite Joseph-novella of the late 8th or early
7th century BCE. Another possibly Israelite
text in Judaean reception may be repre
sented by Ps 68. In its present form, the
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hymn is post-exilic (cf. especially vv 2-8.10
11.17.29-36). The basic theme of Jcrusalem
centered goM theology, however, is embel
lished by quotations from ancient Israelite
traditions as, e.g., the song of Deborah (vv
9.14.28). Ps 68: 15-connecting Shadday
with snow on mount Zalmon (Jabal ad
Dni::}-may allude to another possibly
Israelite tradition.

In Judaean texts, EI Shadday is predomi
nantly defined by the use which P made of
thc namc. P (6th-5th centuries BCE) fonnu
lates a theory about 'salvation history'
according to which Yahweh revealed him
self to -Abraham, Isaac and -Jacob, but
not yet under his 'real' name (Gen 17:1;
28:3: 35: II; Exod 6:3). P takes into account
that the God who revealed himself to Abra
ham must also have been known to Ishmael
and -Esau (whose descendants in the 6th
century BCE did not betray any signs of
onhodox Yahwism). In this ca'ie, P may
refer to the wide range of this god's spatial
distribution (see abO\'e). The author of the
book of Job (late 6th-5th centuries BCE) fol
lows P's historical theory closely when he
puts Shadday into the mouths of Job and his
friends, given the Arabian locale and the
patriarchal traits of his hero. Since the Pen
tateuch originated as a 'dialogue', if not
compromise between conflicting traditions
(BLUM 1990), P's 'El Shadday' refers also
to the various 'El-gods' in the JE tradition
(-~EI Roi, -El Olam). Whereas the JE tra
dition may have intended to facilitate the
identification of gods also worshipped in
post-exilic Palestine or its environs with
Yahweh (cf. DE PURY 1989: KNAUF 1991:
25-26). P insists that the 'era of syncretism'
is past. and that, -Moses having spoken.
the allegiance of every Israelite is due to
Yahweh alone.

In Ezck lO:5-hence Shadday in Ezek
1:24, missing in the LXX-EI Shadday is a
god whose voice is comparable to a con
siderable stonn. In kcsoo misfadday yob/)'
(referring to the day of Yahweh) Isa 13:6 =
Joel I: 15 (6th-4th centuries BCE), Shadday is
re-ctymologized by the root SOD. This
understanding of the name may also have

influenced the use of Shadday (as the
"violent/powerful" god) in Ruth 1:20-21 and
Ps 91: I. For Num 24:4.16, Shadday is just
another epithet for Yahweh like EI or
-Elyon (contrary to the widely held opinion
of the archaic character of Balaam's orncles.
TIMM 1989). In the biblical references,
Shadday is a rather univcrsaVcosmic god;
not a single attestation refers to the level of
'family religion' (pace AL8ERTZ 1992:56).
or links him specifically with Abrnham or
his clan (pace KNAUF 1985).

In the fictitious list of the heads of Israel
ite clans in Num I (PS), three names contain
the element Shadday: Shede)ur, father of
Elizur. from Reuben (v 5); Zurishaddai.
father of Shelumi)el. from Shimcon (v 6);
and Ammishadday, father of Ahielcr, from
Dan. The list, transmitted within a post
exilic literary context, contains orthographi
cally late features (like pdJ~wr v 10). No
thing corroborntes the view that this late list
contains ancient traditions (cf. already KEL
LERMAN N 1970: 155-159). The fact that all
three Shadday-names appear in the gener
ation preceding Moses' contemporaries sug
gests that the list was constructed in accord
ance with Exod 6:3 (P).

The biblical authors used an archaic deity
(still worshipped, however, in Arnbia at the
time of their writing) according to their pur
poses; they do not testify to an ancient. or
widespread. cult of that deity among tribal
Israelites or Judaeans. and they contribute
little to our knowledge of the nature of that
deity before it entered the literary process.
That much is clear from the erroneous ety
mologies involved in the puns employed by
these authors: TOy in Gen 49:25, SOD in Isa
13:6; Joel 1: 15. A third aberrant etymology
may have led to the Massoretic fonn with
lengthened Id/: *sad-day "which is suf
ficient" (cf. hikanos al\ the 'translation' of
Shadday in some instances in the LXX).

Although it is always difficult to identify
divine characters from iconographic sources
and to equate them with deities known from
written material, an attempt will be made to
connect some iconographically known
figures with (EI) Shadday. The effort is
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made under the assumption that with the
emergence of the plough and incipient state
hood. the 'Great Goddess' of the Neolithic
period gave way to a male head of the pan
theon (EI) and his active son, the weather
god. The goddess was marginalized as
'mislress of the animals', a 'goddess of the
wilderness' (belet $eri; in Ugarit, (llrt Jd,
KTU 4.182:55; 1.91: 10, cf. DAY 1992; for
the iconography of the 'mistress of animals'
in Palestine during the Middle and Late
Bronze ages see KEEL & UEHLlNGER 1992:
25, 53, 62). The (neolithic or even pre- neo
lithic) 'lord of the beasts/god of the wilder
ness' survived in marginal groups (cf. KEEL
& UEHLlNGER 1992:206 and see also above
for the LB references to EI Shadday) and
made a powerful come-back in the 12th to
the 8th centuries as 'lord of the scorpions'
(KEEL & UEIILlNGER 1992:132, 147), who
developed into a 'lord of the ostriches' in
Israel and Judah (KEEl. & UEHLlNGER
1992:157-158, 196-199, 205) and 'lord of
Capridae' in Israel (KEEL & UEHLINGER
1992:206, 3 I7). The desert god connected
with the ostriches might be related to
Yahweh, who, however, is just one of the
'lords of the beasts' seen in a wider context
(not restricted to the kingdoms of Israel and
Judah). Although the 'goddess of the wilder
ness' lost her prominence during the early
Iron Age (but did not completely disappear),
it is significant that at Te1l Deir CAlia the
Shadday-deities act as lesser gods within a
pantheon that is dominated by two god
desses, Shagar and Ashtart. If the national
deity Yahweh wa~ present in the local pan
theon of Sukkoth at all, he must have been
included among the 'gods of the wilderness'.

In the Iron IIC and III periods, i.e. under
Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian rule, the
iconographic motive of the 'lord of the
beast.;' was swallowed up by imperial pro
paganda presenting the 'king of kings' as
victor over the chaos of the wild (KEEL &
UEHLlNGER 1992:330-301.434.438). For the
period in which the Bible was written, EI
Shadday (the 'lord of the beasts') was in
deed a memory from a time that had passed,
surviving only at the fringes of Palestine

among, e.g. the Edomites (cf. KEEL & UEH
LINGER 1992:444). EI Shadday may thus
serve as a prime example of the long way
that a deity from ancient Canaan and early
Israel had to go until it became an item of
OT theology, and of the impossibility of
drawing conclusions from this theology
regarding the reality of religion in the late
2nd and early first millennium BCE-there
were no contemporary inscriptions and pic
tures to elucidate the life and reality of what
was only a faint memory, and a tradition only
half understood, for the biblical authors.

In the LXX Jadday has been rendered
with various words and expressions. In the
Old Greek version of Job, the rendition (6)
1tQVtOlCpatrop, '(the) -Almighty', is pre
dominant. This translation-to be inter
preted against its contemporary He1lenistic
religious and philosophical background
together with its Latin cognate, omnipotens,
opened the way for theological speculations
concerning omnipotence as a divine at
tribute.
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E. A. KNAUF

SHAHAN
I. In the biblical toponym Beth-shean

<i~j-li'::3 or jj-ij'::3, Josh 17: 11.16; Judg
1:27; I Sam 31:10.12; 2 Sam 21:12; I Kgs
4: 12; I Chr 7:29), JIRKU detected a ref
erence to the Babylonian deity Saban
(1926:84).

II. In Old Babylonian texts the god
Saban occurs a number of times as theo
phoric element in personal names and place
names; it is always preceded by the divine
determinative (references KREBERNIK 1984).
So far, only one independent attestation of
the deity is known. One Warad-Saban refers
to himself in the inscription on his cylinder
seal as "servant of the god Saban" (YOS 14
no. 68). Little is known about the deity.
Though identified once with the god Irban
(-Euphrates), the two are to be distin
guished; confusion could arise because dlr-

[la-all has sometimes mistakenly been read
as dSa-ha-all.

III. A connection of Saban with the el
ement sl~'iin or san in the place name Beth
shan is unlikely on more than one count.
The clement Shan could reflect the name of
a god: Egyptian writings of the name (btsir.
Ges. 18 148) sometimes denote the last el
ement as a foreign deity by including the
'inverted legs' sign (S. A1;1 ITUV. Callaanite
Toponyms in Ancielll Egyptian Docllmellls
(Jerusalem 1984J 78-79). Such a qualifi
cation could also be explained, though, if
the Egyptian rendering were to go back to
Heb her-se'61. 'Necropolis'. since the nether
world (-·Sheol) and the -·dead could both
be ascribed divine status. The name Beth
shan ('House of rest') would then have to be
considered as a euphemistic correction of
the original toponym (SEE8ASS 1979: 170).
Should Shan nevertheless refer to a god, the
toponym would compare to such names as
Beth-Dagon, Bethel, and Beth-Horon. Yet
the god could hardly be identified with
Saban. Phonetically. it is difficult to con
ceive that a hard guttural such a.Ii the Akkad
ian lJ should become a mere aleph in
Hebrew, or be droKpcd altogelher (note lhat
the reference to Sa-llll quoted by JIRKU
1927 cannot be sustained; a reading An-Ja
all is more likely). There is, however, a
more satisfying solution to the etymology of
Beth-shan. The root ~)N is well attested in
the Semitic languages, and has the meaning
'to be peaceful, quiet'. Beth-shan is there
fore most likely to be interpreted as 'House
of rest' (HALAT 1280).
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SHAHAR in\!]
I. In the Hebrew Bible saJ;ar "dawn"

appears in a variety of prose and poetic texts
(23 times). in three personal names. a place
name, and the superscription of a psalm. It
is possible that a few of these were under
stood to allude to a deity. Cognates of .fa~lQr

occur a/\ a divine name at Ugarit (S~lr), at
Emar (Sabm, Emar nos. 369:24, 52; 371:
10), and in Old South Arnbic (Sl;r). and may
be interpreted as refening to a deity in per
sonal names in various Semitic languages.

The Akkadian cognate, Um. may refer
specifically to the morning star and as such
occurs as a deity in severnl personal names.
e.g. Semm-malik, Semm-tukulti. Serum-iii
(AHlV .1219a). In West Semitic texts of the
first millennium sJ;r (the f. fonn. IJ;n. in
Moabite) appears only as a common noun
except in personal names, where its function
is often ambiguous. It is clearly theophoric
in such names as 'bdsbr (Punic).

II. The Ugaritic sJ;r. used with the
meanings "dawn" and "tomorrow". also
sometimes refers to "the morning star" as a
deity. In the god list KTefl 1.123:11 sJ;r \V

Jim (Shabru wa Shalimu. "Dawn and Dusk"
or "Morning Stnr and Evening Star") appear
among several divine pairs. They reappear
with some of the same pairs in KTefl
1.107:43. in which they join the Sun-god
dess in collecting snake venom. In KTefl
1.100:52. along with severnl of the same
gods, they fail to dispose of the snake's
venom. A.7U2 1.23:49-54 recount.; their
siring by -EI, their birth. and their place
ment with the sun(-goddess) and -stars.

Their residence is also given as the
heavens in KTefl 1.100:52. It is moot
whether the Shahru and Shalimu of KTefl
1.23.49-54 nrc identical with the lovely and
beautiful, but also cruel and ,roracious, gods
who are the chief subject of the text. Like
the sun, dawn/the morning star has links
both with the heavens and the underworld.
At Emar, Satlnl appears alongside under
world deities as the object of offerings
(£mar no. 369:24-25). The same Emar text
also links Sabm with the stonn god. The
Hunian (and eventually Hittite) deities.

Sheri and Huni (-Day and --Night), may
share some features with s~lr w slm. They
are portrayed as the divine bulls that pull the
storm god's chariot and intercede with him
on behalf of supplicants. Old South Arabic
SJ;r is often found in collocation with
CAthtar and with a --dragon's head as asso
ciated symbol.

III. In prose and in one poetic passage
(Hos 10: 15) sal;ar appears in temporal ref
erences, but in several poetic passages in the
Bible it has been claimed that saJ;ar refers
to a deity. Unfortunately. so little is known
of the mythology of Sha~ru that such al
lusions cannot be demonstrated; and in most
contexts it seems likely that the Israelite
poets are using poetic expressions without
assuming divine associations.

As a natural phenomenon sa~lQr was cre
ated by God (Amos 4: 13) who gave it its
allotted place. as implied in the rhetorical
question of Job 38: 12. Despite the mytholo
gical allusions of the surrounding verses, the
personification of dawn in Job 38: 13. which
speaks of it taking the edges of the earth as
if it were a cloth and shaking off the
wicked. is probably to be understood as a
poetic portrayal of the disappearance of noc
turnal miscreants at the break of day. Dawn
is also personified in a single clause in Ps
57:9 = 108:3: "I will wake up dawn!" The
context of both verses is an extended. en
thusiastic announcement of praise to God. in
which harp and lyre are also called upon to
"wake up".

In four texts sa~lQr is used in a simile. It
is an image of a bride looking down (i.e.
from a window; Cant 6: 10: the parallel
tenns for "sun" and -"moon" avoid the
nouns that are also used of deities); the
crack of dawn is an image of the inaugur
ation of a new era (Isa 58:8): the coming of
dawn is an image of what is reliable (Hos
6:3; also IQH 4.6); the spread of dawn
across the hills is an image of an invading
hoard (of locusts; Joel 2:2). An actual
rather than a deified-dawn serves as a per
fect image in all these cao;es, with the poss
ible exception of Cant 6: 10; and there a
goddess would fit better than a god.
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Job prays that the day of his birth might
not see the "eyelids of dawn" (some insist
that 'p'pym means "eyes"; Job 3:9). This
refers not to a detail of a divine image, but
to opening eyelids a<; a poetic image of the
first appearance of light on the horizon. The
same expression appears ali an image of
-·Leviathan's eyes (Job 41:10). Ps 139:9
refers to the kanpe ("wings" or "skins") of
dawn (opposed to the remotest sea)-Le. the
eastern (as opposed to the western) edge of
the world. While the context refers to
mythological cosmology, the parallelism
does not suggest divine associations.

Finally, in Isa 14 fonner rulers now in the
underworld greet the fall of the king of
Babylon, recalling how he had said he
would erect his -·throne above the divine
-·stars (Mkebe 'el) on the mount of assem
bly in the far nonh and become like -·Elyon
(vv 13-14). The clearly mythological refe
rences in this palisage suggest that the terms
in which he is addressed-Helel bell Ja~lGr

"Day Star, son of Dawn" (v 12)-are also
mythological. The divine Shahar may be the
father of the Morning Star in an unknown
myth, or the patronymic may be a poetic
conceit-thus LXX naturalizes it: "which
rises early" (similarly Vg).

The present context of each of these
verses genemlly allows them clear and rich
meaning without reference to the deity, and
there is no observable connection between
them and the few mythological data current
ly known concerning the extra-biblical
Sa~rlI. It remains possible, however, that
one or more of these expressions were tradi
tionally associated with the deity, and that
such associations might be evoked in the
minds of those who knew of the deity or his
mythology.

Two late biblical names, 'iibiJiibar (I Chr
7: 10) and SebarYli (1 Chr 8:26), probably
reflect the common noun (cf. the comparison
of Yahweh with the dawn in literary pas
sages-c.g. Deut 33:2; Isa 60: 1-2; Mal
3:20). The same is true of the several hypo
coristica consisting only of the element i~lr

found on inscriptions. The name Sa~lirayim
(I Chr 8:8), if genuine, probably reflects the

time of the bearer's binh (M. NOTII, lPN,
223 n. 5).

The remaining references are less clear.
In Isa 8:20 sa~lar may be either the common
noun ("he shall have no dawn") or possibly
a different word. A mythological reference
to the womb of Shahar(!) has been seen in
Ps 110:3, but the whole verse is obscure.
While it is possible that the deity is referred
to in the place name Seret hassa~wr (Josh
13: 19) and in the phrase 'ayyelet IwJfa~lGr

"Hind of the Dawn" (in the superscription of
Ps 22: I) the reference in both is too uncer
tain to wammt any commitment.
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S. B. PARKER

SHALEM C?O
I. Shalem (presumably the divine

power symbolized by Venus as the Evening
Star) occurs as a deity (SlmISalim) in the
texts from Ugarit and may well occur as a
divine name Salim/Salim in personal names
among the earliest known Semites of Mes
opotamia and the later Amorites. Shalem is
interpreted as a divine name in the place
names Jerusalem (yeni.Mlaim) and Salem
(,~alem), and is also interpreted as a theo
phoric clement in some personal names.
notably those of David's sons Absalom
('AbSiilOm) and Solomon (SeMmoh).

II. The brief Ugaritic mythological text
KTU 1.23. known as 'The Gracious and
Beautiful Gods'. is the most imponant
source concerning the god Shalem. In this
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text, primarily a fertility ritual, Salim (Even
ing Star) is linked with Sahar (Morning
Star) as offspring of the head of the pan
theon. -El, and two 'women' he en
countered by the seashore. These two gods,
aspects of AthtarNenus. are nursed by 'the
Lady" surely -Anat or Athirat (-Asherah),
and have insatiable appetites-'(one) lip to
the earth, (one) lip to the heavens', like
-Mot. They symbolize the powerful new
life associated with the sacred marriage. In
other texts (KTV 1.100; 107) the two gods
are associated with the sun goddess. In the
texts from Ugarit. Shalem also occurs sep
arately in the god lists (Ug Slm: Akk
Sa/imu). The occurrences of Jlm/Jalim in
personal names at Ugarit may be taken as a
divine name or as an epithet (RSP 3.487).
Attempts to characterize Shnlem beyond the
evidence from Ugarit, e.g. as connected with
child sacrifice (STOLZ 1970:205-209), reflect
speculative reconstruction. The nature of
Shalem remains little known (HANDY 1992).

The earliest possible attestations of
SalimlSalim occur in Pre-Sargonic and
Sargonic personal names (GELB 1957:273;
ROBERTS 1972:51. 113). But in these names.
like the Old Assyrian and Amorite names
with Salim/Salim. one cannot clearly distin
guish a divine epithet from an unmarked
divine name. (Many divine names, of
course, derive from epithets.) In many of the
personal names Salim/Salim can be inter
preted as a deity (as known from Ugarit)
although the element is not marked as a
divine name--or as a divinelhuman epithet,
'... the completelheallhy one'. In names
with kinship teoos that presumably denote
the name-bearer as a substitute for a de
ceased 'family member, i.e. a substitution
name, Jalim/salim is an epithet of the child,
'the/my 'kin' is healthy' (STAMM 1939:294
295). The latest possible occurrences of the
West Semitic deity Salim, in Phoenician
Punic personal names (BENZ 1972:417
418), some of which are semantically equiv
alent to the much earlier Sargonic names,
present the same problems in interpretation.

III. Shalem is not directly attested in the
Bible, although there nre various possible

traces of this deity. Central to all recon
structions is the place name, Jerusalem
(YlniSala{y]im, ketiv YiruJiilem) , common
ly interpreted as 'Foundation of (the deity)
Shalcm·.

Actually, Jerusalem as the name of the
city is attested already in the Egyptian
Execration Texts (nineteenth century nCE),
which mention 'w.~mm, representing
R(a)wlls()l-m-m (HElCK 1962:52, 59), and
Jerusalem occurs in the Amama letters
(mid-fourteenth century BCE) as Urusalim.
This means that the connection of the city
with Shalem-if the proposed etymology is
correct-dates from at least the early second
millennium BCE. Such a connection is fur
ther supported by the identification of
-·Melchizcdek as king of Salem (Siilem) in
Gen 14: 18, a place name usually interpreted
as a variant of Jerusalem, ali in Ps 76:3 and
in much of the post-biblical Jewish tradition.
The further identification of Melchizcdek as
a priest of El Elyon (-'Most High}-El
being the father of Salim in Ugaritic mythol
ogy-is also quite significant. Surely El
(Elyon) and other Canaanite-and non
Canaanite-gods were worshipped in
Jerusalem prior to David's capture of the
city in the early tenth century BCE. Since
-Shahar, closely linked with Shalem at
Ugarit. is mentioned in the Bible (Isa
14: 12), a cult of Shalem is quite plausible.
But the direct evidence for the continuing
cult of Shalem in the city bearing the deity's
name is rather questionable. The most wide
ly cited evidence comes from the names of
two of David's sons. namely, Absalom
('A Mli/om , LXX Abessalom = Heb
·'AbiSaI6m) and Solomon (Selamah). (The
objection that Absalom is born in Hebron,
prior to the capture of Jerusalem, is
countered by the observation that Absalom's
mother is the daughter of the king of
Geshur, an Aramaean realm, and that she
may have abetted the recognition of
'foreign' gods. Solomon, of course. was
born in Jerusalem.) These two names, if
revocalized as salem (which overlaps
semantically with IiilOm). could be viewed
as recognition of the Canaanite god Shalem,
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SHALMAN
I. The name of king Solomon has,

among other things (HALAT 1425), been
interpreted as related to an Arabic deity
slslmn (M. HOFNER, RAAM 372; WbMyth I,
466-467). This deity can, probably, be
equated with the West Semitic god Shalman
IShalaman.

II. The oldest attestation of the deity
occurs as a theophoric element in the
Middle-Assyrian personal name dSa-la-ma
an-mu-sab-si (C. SAPORETTI, Onomastica
medio-assira [StP 6; Roma 1970) 387). In
an Egyptian votive stela from the 20-21st
dynasty a deity (Rsp)-SlIrmn is attested (R.
STADELMAN, Syrisch-paliistinensische Gott
heiten in Agypten [Leiden 1967) 55). In
Ugaritic personal names the (theophoric)
element slmn occurs (F. GRONDAHL, Die
Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit [StP
I; Roma 1967] 193.414). The Egyptian and
the Ugaritic attestations have been inter
preted as referring to a deity ~Shulman

(e.g. W. F. ALBRlGHT, The Syro-Mesopot
amian God Sulman-ESmun and Related
Figures, AfO 9 [1931-32) 164-169) as well
as to Shalman (HELCK 1971). The element
Salaman occurs in personal names from
Neo-Assyrian deeds and documents without,
however, the determinative for gods (nMM
1989:317). In a Neo-Assyrian contract on
the selling of a woman, dSal-ma-nu is men
tioned alongside Ashur (-+Assur) and Sha
mash (-+Shemesh) as one of the prosecutors
for the buyer (ND 7091 = S. DALLEY & J.
H. POSTGATE, The Tablets from Fort Shal
maneser [CTN 3; Oxford 1984] 47:24). The
name of a Moabite king PSa-la-ma-nu
(Tiglath-Pileser III Display inscription from
Nirruud:lO'; TUAT 1/4) and the Edomite per
sonal name flmncbd (Ostracon 6:1; J. R.
BARTLETT, Edom and the Edomites
[JSOTSup 77; Sheffield 1989) 219) have
been interpreted as containing the theo-
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and many scholars so argue (GRAY 1965:
185-186; STOLZ 1970:9, 204). However, in
either vocalization the names most probably
represent the large class of personal names
that express the sense of substitution for a
deceased relative. The name )Ab(f)sa18m,
'My Father is at Peace', honours a deceased
father or grandfather, whereas the name
Selomoh indicates 'His (David's?) Peace',
or, more probably, 'His (the deceased's)
Healthiness' (STAMM 1980:45-57). The el
ement slm is also known in personal names
in Hebrew inscriptions, with the same issues
in interpretation (TIGAY 1986:67-69, 79-80).
The altar that Gideon erected in Ophrah,
called Yhwh iiil8m (Judg 6:24), is alterna
tively interpreted as identification of
.....Yahweh with the deity Shalem or with the
epithet 'ally', a bringer of peace (TIGAY
1986:69).

Rather more speculative- are cormections
of Shalem with the supposed cult of the
Venus star in Jerusalem and with the plaus
ible cult of ~edeq (GRAY 1965: 184-185;
STOLZ 1970)-Melchizedek and Adoni
i~ek provide a connection with Jerusalem.
Sedeq provides another example of the
interplay between divine epithets and divine
Tlilmes. For Shalem, the 'evening star', con
'nections have even been suggested with the
:Star of Bethlehem.
i: -IV. Bibliography
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phoric element Shalman (TIMM 1989:315
318). In Han-a, Palmyra and in North and
South Arabian texts the deity slslmn is at
tested. According to HOFNER (WbMyth I,
466·467) Shalman must be interpreted as a
horseman's deity. The god survived until
Seleucid and Roman-Byzantine times (TlMM
1989:315n43). A late survival of the venera
tion of the deity is to be found in Greek
inscriptions from the mountain peak Jebel
Sheikh Barakat (ancient KOPWll) .from ca.
80-120 CE that contain dedications to LeAa
~avEC; who is presented here as the consort
of *ZEi>~ M6opaxoC; (~Altar; L. Jalabert &
R. Mouterde, lGLS 2 [Paris 1939] Nos. 465
469 and 471-473. :EeA.a~av£c; should be
seen as the feminine or feminized fonn of
Shalman.

lli. The name of king Solomon can
better be related to the verb ~LM and the
noun sii10m, 'peace', than with a deity Shal
man. The personal name salman (Hos
10:14) cannot be regarded an OT attestation
of Shalman. The text contains the memory
of "the ravaging of Beth-arbel by Shalman
on the day of battle" and may refer to an
attack on the Israelite town by an Assyrian
monarch Shalrnaneser, perhaps Shalmaneser
III in the mid-9th century BCE (ASTOUR
1971; TIMM 1989:319-320). The name of
the Assyriim king Shalmaneser (2Kgs 17:3;
18:9) contains the theophoric element
-Shulman.

IV. Bibliography
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B. BECKING

SHAUSHKA
I. Shaushka can be treated as an import

ant Hurrian goddess. Her name is written
either in syllabic (e.g. dSa-(u)-us-ga) or in

ideographic form (e.g. d/STAR(-ka)) in texts
from Boghazkoy, Nuzi or Alalakh; alpha
betic texts from Ugarit spell her name susk
or swsk. In JeT 25:26; 51:41 the name
Sheshach has been erroneously interpreted
as a reference to this goddess.

II. The ideographic spelling of the name
suggests that Shaushka is connected with
-+Ishtar (of Niniveh) with whom she shares
some characteristic features. The centre of
her cult was southern Anatolia and northern
Syna; but during the time of the Hittite
Empire she enjoyed great popularity; thus
Hattushili III made her his tutelary goddess.
Her place within the family of the gods is
not entirely certain: according to some texts
Anu or ~Sin is her father; the weather-god
Teshub (-+Hadad) is her brother and hus
band in textS from the eastern Hurrian
sphere and from Ugarit; Hittite texts say that
Hebat is Teshub's wife, though. Most proba
bly her name can be derived from the
Hurian word savozi, 'great'; we may assume
that the Hurrians originally called Ishtar just
the 'Great One', namely Shaushka, which
then became the 'name' of the goddess
(WEGNER 1995). To Shaushka's circle
belong some minor deities; most notably
Ninatta and Kulitta who accompany her as
musicians and hierodules.

The reliefs at Yazlbkaya near Boghazkoy
show the goddess twice: relief no. 56 pre
sents her with the goddesses, relief no. 38
with the male gods; the fact that she has
male and female characteristics is also evi
dent from Hittite texts about Shaushka of
Lawazantiya: she is clothed like a man and
like a woman (KUB XXXI 69:5·6), and has
male attributes such as an axe or weapons;'
Sometimes this has been taken as a sign of
her bisexual (androgynous) character bu.t;
this is not absolutely certain. Shaushka's;
male and female aspects can also be con.~·

neeted with her role as goddess of love and.
war. Her warlike traits may interfere wit~:
her role as patroness of love; though she j~',
usually said to promote harmony and con~,:

jugal love, some texts say that her love (~~_:
sexuality) is unpredictable or even danger~,
ous. A similar ambivalence surround~'
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Shaushka when it comes to magic and
healing. In some Hurrian texts she is the
goddess from whom the magicians, whether
male or female, obtain their power; in this
respect she resembles ,the Luwian goddess
Kamrushepa; Shaushka's main preserve is
sexual magic because she can change the
sex of men and women; according to KUB
XV 35 she is able to take manliness, virility
and vitality away from men, further to take
their weapons, bows and arrows and give
them spindle and distaff instead and clothe
them in female fashion; women she can rob
of motherhood and love. In the so-called
'soldiers' oath' (KBo VI 34), garments of a
woman, a distaff and a mirror are shown to
the soldiers; these will be their proper assets
if they break their soldiers' oath. A ritual
text against impotence (KUB VII 5+) can be
cited too: here the magician gives a bow and
an arrow to the impotent man and says "I
have taken womanliness away from you and
given you back manliness. You have cast
off the ways of a woman, now show the
ways of a man". Bow and arrow, on the one
hand, and distaff and mirror, on the other,
are the typical symbols of the goddess of
war and love. Her magic is able to heal as
well as to destroy.

Being an important Hurrian goddess in
Northern Syria and Anatolia, Shaushka is
celebrated in various cults. In nearly all
major festivals she receives offerings; her
cult centre was located at Samukha, a town
$ituated near the upper Halys or the upper
'Euphrates; other famous cult centres for her
.ilre Alalakh, Nuzi. as well as Ugarit.
..~; In. There is no direct referen~e to this
'goddess in the OT. SARSOWSKY'S (1914)
proposal that Sheshach (Jer 25:26; 51:41)
'~as an appellation of Assyria because
:~~aushka was an Assyrian goddess cannot
~,maintained. Sheshach does not mean 'the
~a,nd of the goddess Shaushka '; it is most
Rfobably to be interpreted as an atbash kind
Rf: cryptogram for Babylon (HOLLADAY
fd~,~6:675). .
~~~:~l:Iowever, Shaushka may be relevant for
~e... understanding of some other biblical
W:~~sages. Phenomenologically we can find
fj~~:

~,

I'~::"\,

I
s:'
:~{;
J.

~~'.'

the idea of Shaushka's changing peoples'
sexuality in Deut 22:5 where it is forbidden
for a woman to dress like a man and for a
man to dress like a woman (ROMER 1982
relates this to the Mesopotamian Ishtar).
Another point of Shaushka's biblical con
nections can be seen in relation to the
-Queen of Heaven. Shaushka was not only
the daughter of Anu. In northern Syria she
was also assimilated to other goddesses such
as -Anal. In the first millennium -+Astarte
or -+Atargatis are reminiscent of Shaushka.
As all these Syrian goddesses influence the
OT's references to the Queen of Heaven,
one might also be entitled to assume that
Shaushka's character. was not unknown in
ancient Israel. Archaeological material
seems to point to familiarity with her within
the geographical area of the OT: she is
depicted on the Hittite ivory from Megiddo
(ALEXANDER 1991), though we do not know
precisely how this ivory dated to the second
half of the 2nd millennium BeE reached
Megiddo.
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SHEAN -+ SHAHAN

SHEBEN pili
I, The element sbn, Sheben, which

occurs in various Hebrew personal names,
may be theophoric. From the limited evi
dence available, it is likely that a divinity
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Sheben was known in Levantine culture. If
so, all that is known of the god for the time
being is its name.

II. A Neopunic inscription on a sep
ulchre from Sardina (CIS I, 152) lists as one
donor tbdmlqrt [bin bd' [bin '/:!sbn. 'Abd
Melqan, [s]on of Bodo, [5]on of Ahsheben'.
It has been observed (S. HARRIS, A Gram
mar of the Phoenician Language [New
Haven 1936] 66) that Phoenician contains a
plethora of construct-state names expressing
the relationship of the bearer to the deity
and that such names are those meaning
'son', 'daughter', 'brother', 'sister', 'male
slave', and 'female-slave'. Such construct
phrase names are constructed on the pattern
of a common noun followed by a divine
name in which the common noun is nomen
regens while the divine name is nomen
rectum (BENZ 1972:225). In the above
inscription tbdmlqrt surely means 'Slave-of
Melqart'. As for '/:Isbn, it may also be a con
struct-state name, meaning 'brother of
Sheben' . Because Phoenician and Punic
orthography do not distinguish a suffix
ending from a construct singular (BENZ
1972:232), however, and because this
inscription is not accompanied by a tran~

scription into Greek or Latin, the name
'/:lsbn might equally reflect a pronunciation
AJ.U-Seben. This would have been under~
stood as a nominal sentence 'My-brother-is
Sheben' (XELLA 1975:81). The constructw

state pattern, though common in Phoenician,
is rare in other Semitic languages (HARRIS
1936:66). The nominal interpretation would
provide '/:Isbn with numerous onomastic
structural parallels (Nom IPN 66-75). In
either case, -sbn would appear to be the
name of a god, but one whose sex would
not be determinable on the construct-state
interpretation.

Another possible attestion of this divinity
is in the name <bd'sbn in which the aleph
can be taken as a mater lectionis, as in the
names bn'mlk, and mtn'bt

[ (XELLA 1975:82).
It cannot be discounted, however, that
tbn'sbn is a misspelling of the extremely
common tbd'smn (BENZ 1972:150).

Possible early traces of this divinity may

be adduced from Ugarit (XELLA 1975:82).
In ur 10:24, sbn is a proper name. In U1
1052:5, it could either be a personal name or
a toponym which is attested in the Akkadian
texts of Ugarit: e.g. URU suh-ba-ni. (UT
Glossary no. 2379; XELLA 1975:82). Ugar
Hie (Ur 15: I) may provide the closest paral
lel to the Neopunic reference in btsbn
(XELLA 1975:82).

III. Various Hebrew proper names, such
as sbn'; sbnyh, sbnyw; and sbnyhw (RAUT),
attested in the Bible and epigraphically, may
shed some light on the problem. Yet the tra
ditional explanation of these names, which
takes the element sbn as a finite form of the
verb *~BN (NOTH, lPN, no. 1303), is not
seriously undennined by possible attesta
tions of a deity Sheben. The combination
with the divine name yh or yhw makes it
unlikely that sbn in Hebrew anthroponyms
serves as the name of a-pagan-god (cf. 1.
H. TIGAY, You Shall Rave No Other Gods
[HSM 31; Atlanta 1986] 61-62).
. IV. Bibliography

F. L. BENZ, Personal Names in the Phoen
ician and Punic Inscriptions (Rome 1972);
P. XELLA, Un dio punico sbn?, RSF 3
(1975) 81-83.

S. D. SPERLING

SHECHEM ~ THUKAMUNA

SHEGER i:lQ).
I. The word seger occurs six times in

the Hebrew Bible, always in connection
with the offspring of cattle. The stereotyped
expression segar 'iiliipekil, fonning a fixed
pair with tasterot ~o'nka, 'the offspring of
your flock' (Deut 7: 13; 28:4.18.51), refers to
the increase of herds. Whereas the pe!er
rebem designates the human firstborn
(literally <that which opens up the womb'),
the pefer seger behbna is the firstborn of
cattle (Exod 13:12). In the Hebrew text of
Sir 40: 19 sgr is mentioned alongside nt,
('orchard') in the meaning of '(young)'
cattle'; both blessings are inferior to a de-,
voted wife (for a synopsis of the Hebrew;'..
Greek, Latin, and Syriac texts see F."
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VATTIONI, Ecclesiasticus [Napoli 1968] 216
217). Outside the Hebrew Bible Sheger
occurs as a deity in Ugaritic texts, a Punic
personal name, and-perhaps-the Deir
<AlIa inscription.

II. In Ugaritic texts, the god Sgr is men
tioned twice in a broken passage of the Baal
cycle (KTU 1.5 jii: 16, 17), and once in an
offering list (KTU 1.148:31). In the latter
text Sgr forms a binomial pair with the god
i!m (sgr w iIm; -?Asham). In RS 1992.
2004: 14 (reading and interpretation courtesy
D. Arnaud) the entry corresponding to sgr w
ilm is dltar udgir3' indicating that iIm is the
Ugaritic equivalent of the Mesopotamian
deity Ishum (cf. -?Fire), and that sgr is
parallel to Mesopotamian Shaggar. The
identification of Shaggar with a moon deity
is explicit in Hieroglyphic Hittite correspon
dences to syllabically written personal
names (d30 = sa-ga+ra/i; cf. E. LAROCHE,
Akko.dica 22 [1981] 11; H. GONNET, apud
D. ARNAUD, Textes syriens de ['age du
bronze recent [AuOr Suppl 1; Barcelona
1991] 199.207). It appears thus that this
deity not only had a connection with small
cattle (as suggested by the biblical evidence)
but also with the moon, and the pair sgr w
ilm therefore shows a certain similarity to
the ad hoc pair yrb w rSp (KTU 1.107: 15).
Given the fact that Yarihu is the primary
lunar deity at Ugaril and Rashap (-?Re
sheph) the primary underworld deity,
Shaggar and Yarihu would bear a functional
resemblance to each other, Shaggar being
perhaps the deity of the full moon. It is not

:without significance, in this connection, that
in an Emar ritual the fifteenth day of the
:month is ascribed to Shaggar (Emar no.'
~373:42). This lunar god Shaggar is to be dis
;tinguished from dljARJdsag.gar the deified
:)ebel Sinjar (STOL 1979). Note that the per
~sonal name which Arnaud read as I/tti-Sagru
gshort for *Iddin.dSagru, 'Sheger-has-given ')
~.lS rather to be analysed as J/tri-sa-aqru (J.
t:N· DURAND, review of Emar, RA 84 [1990]
i~~2).

~t;~:·· The occurrence of Sheger (alongside
~~Ashtar) in the Deir <AlIa text (Combination
~1:'14[16]) is not very revealing. It is unclear
'.¥"

~(

I~':./:: I~.

, 't~::

whether the terms are used as divine names
('full moon' and 'morning star') or merely
as words for animal offspring (cf. J. A.
HACKEIT, The Balaam Text from Deir <AlIa
[HSM 31; Chico 1984] 41; H.-P. MULLER,
Einige alttestarnentliche Probleme zur
aramaischen Inschrift von Der <AlIa, ZDPV
94 [1978] 56-67, esp. 64-65; MULLER, Die
aramaische Inschrift von Deir <AHa und die
alteren Bileamspruche, ZA W 94 [1982] 214
244, esp. 230; H. & M. WEIPPERT, Die
"Bilearn"-Inschrift von Tell Der 'AHa,
ZDPV 98 (1982] 77-103, esp. 100-101).
That Shaggar was still known as a deity in
the first millennium BCE is reflected by the
theophoric name 'bdsgr ('servant of She
ger') in a Punic inscription (F. L. BENZ,
Personal Names in the Phoenician and
Punic Inscriptions [Rome 1972] 163,413).

Further information on Shaggar (Sheger)
is provided by the biblical data. The combi
nation with -+Astarte (whether the plural
form (asterot is a real plural or an artificial
vocalisation based on a misunderstanding of
the fonn (strt is a delicate matter), suggests
that Sheger is connected with fertility.
Because in Exod 13: 12 seger as a symbol of
animal fertility contrasts with the female
womb as a symbol of human fertility, seger
has been interpreted as 'the womb of beasts'
(FEIGIN 1926). Etymologically, however, the
meaning 'offspring' is preferable (ct.
HALAT 1315 S.v. *iJID). The connection
between Shaggar as a deity of full moon and
Shaggar (Sheger) as a deity of the fertility
of cattle is not as far-fetched as it may
seem; the influence of the moon on concep
tion and birth was a widespread tenet in the
ancient Near East (see e.g. P. DERCHAIN et
ai., La lune: mythes et rites [SO 5; Paris
1962] 33-35, 100).

In. The central issue in the discussion of
the biblical occurrences of seger is whether
or not the word was originally the name of a
deity (see, e.g. DELCOR 1974:14; LORETZ
1990). STAMM (1990) regards the develop
ment from a common noun to a proper di
vine name the most plausible reconstruction;
this would mean that the biblical usage has
retained the original non-hypostasized mean-
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ing. This explanation would have to hold for
Astarte and -Dagon as well-which is
quite unlikely. Originally, there was no clear
distinction in the Near East between grain
(Dagan), wine (...-+Tirosh), increase of cattle
(Sheger), and the fecundity of the flocks
('Ashtaroth), on the one hand, and the dei
ties responsible for these things, on the
other. The occurrence of the foursome in
Dent 7:13 (cf. M. WEINFELD, Deuteronomy
1-11 [AB 5; New York 1991] 373) marks a
point where the link between the phenomena
and their gods has been severed; there is
hardly a trace left of the mythological
background of the concepts.

IV. Bibliography
M. ASTOUR, Some New Divine Names from
Ugarit, lAOS 86 (1966) 277-284, esp. 281;
M. DELCOR, Astarte et la fecondite des trou
peaux en Dent. 7,13 et paralleles, UP 6
(1974) 7-14; S. FEIGIN, ..,~~, "Womb of
Beasts", AJSL 43 (1926) 44-53; J. HOFf
IJZER & G. VAN DER KOOJJ, Aramaic Texts
from Deir 'AlIa (Leiden 1976) 273-274; O.
LORETZ, Ugarit und die Bibel (Darmstadt
1990) 87; J. J. STAMM et al., HALAT, Vol. 4
(1990) 1316; M. STOL, On Trees. Moun
tains, and Millstones in the Ancient Near
East (Leiden 1979) 75-77.

K. VAN DER TOORN

SHELAH n?il.i
I. Shelal) has been interpreted as a

theophoric element in the personal names
Metasala~ (Gen 5:21.22.25-27; 1 Chr 1:3)
Salab (Gen 10:24; 11:14; 1 Chr 1:18) and
SilM (1 Kgs 22:42; 2 Chr 20:31). He has
been interpreted as the god of the infernal
river of the Canaanite population of Pales~

tine and Phoenicia (TSEVAT 1954). In Ugarit
s/~ is one of the names of the river of death.

II. The deity occurs in the Phoenician
personal names n?iD:l~ (HARRIS 1936:27;
not attested in BENZ); n?0 (RES 906:2);
n~o (CIS 4207:5) and n?tDitD~ (CIS 65.1
2; BENZ 1972:416). This last name has been
interpreted as an explanatory name: eOsin's
is Salab' (TSEVAT 1954:45). This identi
fication would identify Shelah as a deity of

the underworld, like ...-+Osiris.
In the Baal-cycle from Ugarit, in a para

doxical passage on love and death, ...-+Baal
makes love with a young cow beside the
river of death, the sIb (KTU 1.5 (Baal V] v
19). In the epic on Keret, slJ;t occurs as the
deified river of death. In the description of
the awful fate of the seven wives of Keret, it
is stated that 'his seventh wife fell [sc: to
death] by slJl (KTU 1.14 [Keret I] i:20-21;
LORETZ 1975; DIETRICH & LORETZ 1987:
204 n.67; contra VERREET 1990:331). This
passage implies that Shelah should be ident
ified as a deified fonn of the river of the
death, comparable to naharu in Ugarit
...-+River; -Hubur in Mesopotamia (TROMP
1969:147-151) and Styx in Greece.

m. Of the three personal names men
tioned, only Sil~l occurs in pre-exilic docu
ments. However, this name of the grand
mother of king Josafat should more prob
ably be interpreted as 'my off-shoot'
(HAZAT 1406). It is possible to interpret the
name of the antediluvian Methushelah as
containing the theophoric element Shelah:
'man of Shelah'. Against Tsevat, however, it
should be noted that the element mtw
should not necessarily be translated with
'adherent; worshipper' (HUFFMON 1965:
234). The genealogical list in Gen 5 being
late (P), it is questionable whether. the
ancient Israelites regarded the name as
theophoric. Siilab occurs likewise only in
lists with a post-exilic redaction. The inter
pretation of the name is uncertain. It might
be a shortened form of Si/J;ti.

The interpretation of sib as the deified
River of Death in the epic of Keret has
implications for the reading of two passages
in the Book of Job. In Job 33: 18, Elihu is
arguing that some kind of human conduct
can save man from death: "to save his soul
from the Pit and his life from crossing the
Sib." In Job 36: 12, Elihu is repeating his
argument in parallel wording: "But if they
do not obey, they will pass sl/:t and they
shall die without knowledge". Traditionally.
sIb has been .construed as a javelin (FOHRER
1963:454). The parallelismus membrorum
and the meaning of sI~ in ugaritic imply
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that sl~ refers to the 'River of Death' in
both passages. In Israel, however this river
is not interpreted as a deity (TROMP 1969:
147-151; LORETZ 1975).

There are no relations between slJ;t 'River
of Death' and silluJ;fm 'marriage gift' (l
Kgs 9:6) or selab 'off-shoot' (Cant 4:13;
-+Thillabuha). The interpretation of VAN
SELMS (1966) who construes sela~ as the
divine name -+LaJ) coupled with the relative
pronoun S, should be dismissed since no
names with a parallel construction are
known (HEss 1993).

IV. In Rabbinic sources an opposition is
made between a L;ll7:m n":;) i110, a field irri
gated by rain frOp1 above, and a n"::l j119
rn?Wi1 a field artificially irrigated with
water from underneath the earth; see e.g.
Mo(ed l).a!an 1,1. In this second designation
an echo of sIb in its meaning as 'River of
Death; Underworld River' is transmitted
(TSEVAT 1954a:45-46).

V. Bibliography
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1972); M. DIETRICH & O. LORETZ, Das
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timore 1965); O. LORETZ, Der Gott sl~, He.
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VAN SELMS, A forgotten God: LAIJ, Studia
Biblica et Semitica (FS Th. C. Vriezen; ed.
W. C. van Unnik & A. S. van der Woude;
Wageningen 1966) 318-326; N. J. TROMP,
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Roma 1969); M. TSEVAT, The Canaanite
,'God SaIa~, VT 4 (1954a) 41-49; TSEVAT,
:Additional remarks on 'The Canaanite God
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SHEM OtD
I. The name of Shern, one of the three

sons of 4Noah, literally means 'name' (Gen
5:32; 6:10; 7:13; 9; 10; 1 Chron 1; Sir 49:
16; HAZAT 1435). sm occurs as a theo
phoric element in personal names from Ebla
(GORDON 1988:153-154). A deity Shern is
probably present as theophoric element in
names like semlluY, Shemida (Josh 17:2; 1
Chron 7: 19), and semu~iI, Samuel (JIRKu
1927). The name of this deity should be dis
tinguished from the use of the noun sem as
an hypostatical indication of Yahweh;
4Name.

II. In Mesopotamian personal names
mostly in Amorite ones-the element
s/f/sumu, 'name; progeny', occurs (H. B.
HUFFMON, Amorite Personal Names in the
Mari Texts [Baltimore 1965] 249-250; J. J.
STAMM, Die Akkadische Namensgebung
[Dannstadt 21968] 40-42. 236. 303-304.
366-367). Although the detenninative for
deities is not often placed before the element
in these names, J. J. GELB (Computer-aided
Analysis of Amorite [AS 21 ~ Chicago 19801
82) designates sum as a deity. In bilingual
lexical texts from Ebla su-um is equated
with dumuzi (MEE IV I Rev vii':6'-7' 9·11
Rev xi:6-7; -+Tammuz). For some scholars
this equation definitively proved Shumu to
be a deity (LUBETSKI 1987:2-5~ GmmoN
1988:153-154).

In Ugaritic and Phoenician inscriptions
too the element sm occurs in personal names
(F. GRONDAHL, Die Personennamen der
Texte aus Vgarit [StP 1; Roma 1965] 31.
34. 117. 193-194. 355. 414; F. L. BENZ,
Personal Names in the Phoenician and
Punic Inscriptions [StP 8; Roma 1972] 419).
A deity Shumu is not attested, however. In
KTU 1.2 i:8 and 1.16 vi:56 mention is plade
of (ttrt sm btl. This locution has been inter
preted as a divine triad: -+Astarte-Name
-+Baal (LUBETSKI 1987:4). Since divine
triads are otherwise unknown at Ugarit, the
element sm btl can be better understood as
an epithet, either 'name/emanation of Baal'
(M. DIETRICH & O. LORETZ, Jahwe und
seine Aschera [VBL 9; Munster 1992] 61)
or 'consort of Baal' (1. C. DE MOOR, ARTU,
30.222).
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All these observations imply that the
worship of a deity Shumu cannot be proved.
The Eblaite equation can also be interpreted
as an indication that the (theophoric) el
ement s/s/sumu functions as reference and
substitution for another deity.

Ill. Shem is the eponymous ancestor of
Semitic speaking peoples in the view of
Genesis. He is not cast in a heroic or semi
divine role in the OT. Together with his
father Noah, his brothers -Ham and -10Ja
pheth and their respective wives he entered
the Ark and was saved from the flood (Gen
6:9; 7:1-13; 9:1-18). With his brothers he
shared the divine blessing and covenant
(Gen 9: 1. 17). In the Sibylline Oracles the
sons of Noah are given the names of Greek
gods. Shem is there identified with Kronos.
In some Rabbinic traditions, Shem is ident
ified with -Melchizedek, king of Salem
(Gen. Rab. 44:8; Tan~uma Lech Lecha 19);
in other traditions he is seen as the founder
of the first school (bMak 23b; Gen. Rab.
36:8; Tg. Ps.-J. Gen 9:27).

In the OT, some names occur which
according to ZADOK (1988:182)-eontain
the theophoric element sm: (1) semfriimot,
'Semiramoth' (l Chron 15:18.20; 16:5; 2
Chron 17:8) construed by ZADOK (1988:48)
as 'Shem-is-height'; (2) semldti(, 'Shernida'
(eponymous ancestor of a tribe; Num 26:32;
Josh 17:2; 1 Chron 7:19) probably a deriva
tion of semyiidil. 'Shem has acknowledged'
(JIRKu 1927:84-85; ZADOK 1988:24); (3)
semu'el, ~Samuel', this name has preserved
an old nominative ending -u after the subject
and can be rendered as 'Shem is god'
(HALAT 1438; ZADOK 1988:46). In view of
the observations made above, it can' be as
sumed that the element sm in these names
does not refer to a deity Shem, but functions
as a substitution for a godhead. Therefore,
e.g. sem(lel, 'Samuel', can be interpreted as
meaning 'Yahweh-is~god' (T. N. D. MET
TINGER, The Dethronement of Sabaoth lCB
OTS 18; Gleerup 1982] 131).

LUBETSKI (1987) offers an unusual inter
pretation of Gen 11 :4. In the story on the
Tower of Babylon the phrase occurs "Let us
make for ourselves a name (sem)". In Rab-

binic traditions this sem has been interpreted
as referring to an idol. LUBETSKI conn,eets
this view with the alleged worship of a deity
Shem in the ancient Near East and comes to
the conclusion that the Generation of Dis
persion was punished for having constructed
the image of a non-Yahwistic deity on top
of the building at Babel 0987:6). His view
has been dismissed by C. UEHLJNGER
(Weltreich und "eine Rede": Eine neue
Deutung deY sogenannten Turmbaueniih·
lung [OBO 101; FreiburgiGottingen 1990]
41-44. 380-396) who remarks that the
phrase (iisa sem, 'to make a name" has no
thing to do with cultic practices or idolatry
but should be connected with Mesopotamian
royal ideology: Assyrian kings tried to 'estab
lish their name' in view of eternal remem
brance.

IV. Bibliography
C. H. GORDON, Notes on Proper Names in
the Ebla Tahlets, Eblaite Personal Names
and Semitic Name-giving (ARES I; A. Archi
ed.; Roma 1988) 153-158; E. ISAAC, Shem
(person), ABD 5 (1992) 1194-1195; A
JIRKU, Zur Gotterwelt PaHistinas und
Syriens, Sellin-Festschrift (ed. A. Jirku;
Leipzig 1927) 83·86; M. LUBETSKI, Sm as a
Deity, Religion 17 (1987) 1-14; R. ZADOK,
The pre-hellenistic Israelite Anthroponomy
and Prosopography (OLA 28; Leuven
1988).

B: BECKING

SHEMESH WOO
I. As used in the Bible, Hebrew IJJr.:IlJ,

vocalized femes in the MT, is never an ac
tual divine name. Palestinian toponymy of
biblical times reflects, nevertheless, the Ca
naanite cult of the Sun-god, as shown -by the
place names Beth-Shemesh (Josh 15: 10; 21:
16, etc.), En-Shemesh (Josh 15:7; 18:17), Ir.:.
Shemesh (Josh 19:41). They preserve the
memory of sanctuaries devoted to the solar
deity, which is probably mentioned ca. 800
BCE in the Deir 'Alla plaster inscription
(1,6). The bet Semes in Jer 43: 13 is, instea?,
the temple of the Egyptian Sun-god In

Heliopolis (-Re). Surprisingly enough,
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Hebrew anthroponomy does not contain
obvious traces of a solar cult, for Samson's
name may simply mean 'little sun', as sug
gested by the diminutival suffix -1m < -an,
while the Aramaic proper name Shimshai
(Ezra 4:8-9, 17, 23) can just be 'sunny' or
'sunlit'. The same meaning can be attributed
to Shashai (Ezra 10:40), that may originate
from Samsay, since 5S transcribes Samas in
the Tell Fekherye inscription (line 7).

II. The lack of evident traces of solar
worship in Hebrew anthroponomy seems to
indicate that the cult of the sun was not very
popular in Syria-Palestine in the Iron Age,
contrary to Egypt and to Mesopotamia. The
Sun-god was a minor deity for the Phoen
icians and the Aramaeans, despite the role
the Ugaritic Sun-goddess Shapash plays in
literary and ritual texts of the Late Bronze
Age. The Deuteronomistic writer mentions
worship of "the host of heavens", compris
ing "the sun, the moon, and the planets",
only during the half a century of the reigns
of Manasseh and Amon (2 Kgs 21:3; 23:5).
Therefore, scholars generally suppose that
this was an Assyrian astral cult which was
imposed upon Judah as a symbol of subjec
tion and vassalage. Its condemnation in
Deut 4:19 and 17:3 reflects the views of the
same Deuteronomistic school and does not
imply any older practice.

The horses and of the chariot(s) of the
sun (2 Kgs 23:11), as well as Ezekiel's
vision of the men prostrating themselves
before the rising sun (Ezek 8:16), are
somewhat different. In fact, the horses and
the chariot(s) were placed at the entrance to
the Temple of -Yahweh and the men were
practising their cult in the same Temple,
facing eastwards, towards the gate by which
yahweh, the God of Israel, has entered the
sanctuary (Ezek 43:2, 4; 44:2). These fea·
tures indicate that the sun's chariot was
Yahweh's vehicle and that the men seen by
the prophet were not sun-worshippers, but
:~evotees of Yahweh, just as the child
sacrifice perlormed in the Valley of Ben
Hinnom (2 Kgs 23: 10; Jer 7:31) was in
,tended to honour Yahweh himself (Mic 6:7).
<1, The concept of a sun's chariot, born from

the ancient idea that the sun is a wheel turn~

ing through the heavens, is already attested
by the myth of the chariot of fire and the
horses of fire which carried -Elijah up to
heaven (2 Kgs 2:11-12; cf. 6:17; 13:14; Sir
48:9). This particular concept is probably
implied also by the Aramaic inscriptions
from Zin~irli, in the eighth century BeE,

when the Sun-god is mentioned after -EI
and -Rakib-El, 'the Charioteer of E1' (KAI
214:2.3.11.18; 215:22). The latter's name
suggests that this was a divine triad con
ceived as a chariot's crew and, that the sun's
chariot was in fact EI's vehicle, driven by
the Charioteer of EI, who was actually the
holy patron of the Aramaic dynasty of
Zin~irli.

We can surmise that a similar conception
existed also in Jerusalem, and even in
North-Israel, as shown by the episode of the
ascension of Elijah to heaven. Although
king Josiah had abolished this particular
form of Yahweh's cult and had destroyed
the horses and the sun's chariot placed at
the entrance of the Temple (2 Kgs 23:11),
this conception underlines the symbolic
vision of Ezek I, as already understood by
Sir 49:8 and the Mishna, l:/ag. 2: 1, which
actually uses the term merkObfi of 2 Kgs
23:11 to designate Yahweh's chariot as in
Ezek 1. This tenn, which does not appear in
Ezekiel-explained, perhaps, by the fact that
the destruction of the mirkebet hassemd
'the chariot of the sun' was still recent-is
used instead in 1 ehr 28:18. It dates back to
David "the model of the chariot", identified
however by a glossator with "the -+cherub
im with their wings outspread to screen the
Ark of the Covenant of Yahweh". The di
vine chariot also preoccupied the mind of
the members of the Sadducean corrununity
of Qumran, whose Songs of the Sabbath
Sacrifice mention <the model of the throne
of the chariot', tabnft kisse' merkiibfi (4Q
403). According to their Ritual of .the DailY
Prayers (4Q 503), the morning service
started "when the sun was coming out to
shine over the earth", b~'t hsmS lh'yr II h'r.$.
This confirms Flavius Josephus' statement
about the Essenes, viz. that utheir devotions
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to the divinity take a particular fonn: before
the rising of the sun they utter no profane
word, but recite some ancestral prayers
facing the sun, as if they beseeched it to
rise" (Bell. Jud. II,128). These "ancestral
prayers" recall the men "with their faces to
the east, prostrating themselves towards the
rising sun", as Ezekiel saw them in the
Temple (Ezek 8:16).

Relics of this ritual practice are found,
perhaps, in the Blessing of the Sun, Birkat
haJ:zammll, a rabbinic prayer-service in
which the sun is blessed in thanksgiving for
its creation and its being set in motion in the
finnament on the fourth day of the world
(Gen 1:16-19). The ceremony is held once
every 28 years, most recently on the 18th of
March 1981. It takes place on the first
Wednesday of the month of Nisan, after the
morning prayer, when the"·sun is about 90°
above the eastern horizon. The date of the
Birkat ha~ammO. is based on calculations by
the Babylonian amora Abbaye (278-338
CE). The Blessing starts with Ps 84:12,
where the psalmist states blandly that
Yahweh is semes unuigen, "sun and cover",
an antithetic image that suggests the sunlight
granted by the loRD and the protection he
provides against heat. ]t contains Ps 19, that
preserves a fragment of an old hymn to the
sun (Ps19:5c-7), nnd ends with Isa 30:26:
''The light of the sun eOT haJ;iamma.) shall
be sevenfold, as the light of the seven days".
There can be little doubt that the sun was
conceived in biblical times as a vivid sym
bol of Yahweh's Glory (-"Kabod). Yahweh's
coming is decribed already in Deut 33:2 and
Hab 3:3-4 as the rising of the sun, and his
Glory comes from the East according to Isa
59: 19 and Ezek 43:2, 4; 44:2, while Isa
60:19 announces that Yahweh's Glory will
replace the sunlight when the new Jerusalem
will arise. In Sir 42:16, the "rising sun" is
paralleled by "Yahweh's Glory": smS ZWT~t

(l kl nglth II wkbd yhwh (1 kl m'.fyh, "the
rising sun shines on everything /I and the
Glory of Yahweh on all his worksu (cf. Sir
43:2-5). According to the Book of Mysteries
from Qumran, referring probably to the Day
of Judgement, "justice will shine like the

sun, the foundation of the Universe", h~dq

ygZh kSmJ tkwn tbZ (lQ 27 1:6-7), and the
author of IQH 7:25 addresses God as fol
lows, ~'Thou art for me an eternal luminary"
(Ii me>or 'olilm). Similar accents can be
heard in the Odes Sol., whose author de
clares that the LORD "is my sun" (15: 1-2)
and that He is "like the sun upon the earth"
(11:13). The importance of the sun is also
underlined by Philo of Alexandria in De
somniis I, 13.76-86, but Wis 7:29-30
stresses that 4'Wisdom is superior to the sun:
It is uncertain whether the winged sun-disk
represented on Judaean royal stamp-seal
impressions (ANEP 809) is a Yahwistic
symbol or rather a traditional royal emblem
of the ancient Near East. Instead, the
bearded male figure seated on a winged
wheel, who appears on a fourth-century
Judaean coin (ANEP 226), certainly ex
presses the conception of Yahweh's sun
throne iconographically. The wheel corre.
sponds to the gigl hsmJ (the wheel of the
sun) of CD 10:15 and the galgal ~amnul

(the wheel of the sun) of the Babylonian
Talmud, for instance Yoma 20b.

III. This solar symbolism might have
represented a danger for the purity of
Yahweh's worship, for the sun, the 4'moon,
and the 4'stars are even somewhat
personified in Joseph's dream (Gen 17:9).
Job judges it necessary to profess that he
never raised his hand in homage to the sun
or the moon (Job 31 :26-27). He even avoids
using the word semes (sun) and replaces it
by ~or (light), just as the priestly author of
Gen 1: 14-18, who stresses that God had cre
ated the sun. Ina similar context, however,
!emes is used in Jer 31:35 and in Pss 74: 16;
104:19; 136:8; 148:3-6. Whatever the orig
inal background of the ancient conjuration
in Josh 10:12 was, the actual text of Josh
10:12-14 stresses Yahweh's authority over
the sun and the moon (cf. Sir 46:4). A simi
lar belief is reflected in Job 9:7 and Isa 38:
7-8 (cf. 2 Kgs 20:9-11; Sir 48:23), where
the sun obeys a man of God.

Jt is difficult to ascertain whether the use
of hamma instead of semes in Isa 24:23;'
30:26; Job 30:28; Cant 6: lOis intended to
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avoid some . possible mythological conno
tations. In magical incantations from Late
Antiquity one tinds .hammii (1. NAVEH & S.
SHAKED, Amulets and Magic Bowls [Jerusa
lem 1985 ] Amulet 4:20 ) as well as simJaJ

(ibid., Bowl 7,7), pronounced however in a
way different from Shamesh (Smys, sJmJ),
the name of the Sun-deity inherited from the
Babylonian tradition (ibid., Bowl 13: 11.21;
C. C. ISBEL~, Corpus of the A ramaic Incan
tation Bowls [Missoula 1975J, nos. 38:2;
62:2). In later Jewish descriptions of the sun
travelling in the firmament in his chariot one
finds semes in the Midrash Num. Rabba 12:
4, but l)amma in Pirqe de R. Eliezer 6.

IV. In the Palestinian tradition, attested
already by the oldest parts of the Books of
Enoch, Aramaic manuscripts of which
(4QEna and 4QEnb) go back to the second
half of the third century BCE, the fifteenth
fallen angel was called Shamshi-EI (SmSyJl),
'Sun of God' (1 Enoch 6:7; 8:3). He had
taught men "the signs of the sun" (nl)sy
sms1, i.e. astrology, and belonged therefore
to the group of the ten angel-teachers. His
name became Samsape)el or Simapise)el in
the Ethiopic Book of Enoch and was
shortened to LalJ.ti}A. or U:l1ti}A. in the Greek
fragments of the work. He appears under
this name in Sib. Or. II, 215, an essentially
Christian work, that mentions him among
the angels intervening at the Last Judgment,
b.ut the first role is played there by -l-Uriel,
who breaks open the door of -Hades and
brings out its inhabitants (Sib. Or. II, 233
237).
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E. LIPINSKI

SHEOL '~~d
I. Ideas of the underworld as the abode

of the dead are known from ancient Israel.
as well as from the surrounding cultures
(MORALDI 1985; SPRONK 1986; XELLA
1987; LEWIS 1989; TROPPER 1989; BLOCH
SMITH 1992). In the Hebrew Bible U'ol is
by far the most commonly used word for the
netheJWorld, appearing altogether 65x (66x
if the text in Isa 7: II is emended). Also
other words were used in ancient Israel to
denote the realm of the dead (TROMP 1969:
23-128). The feminine noun Sheol appears
only in Hebrew, nnd as a loanword in Syriac
and Ethiopic (HALAT 1274). For some rare
occurrences in Aramaic see DISO 286. A
reference to Sheol in the Ebla-texts has been
claimed, but remains to be further investi
gated (DAHOOD 1987:97). The etymology of
Sheol has been widely discussed (GERLE
MAN 1976:838, GORG 1982:26-33, WACH
TER 1992:902-903. HALAT 1274. LEWIS
1992:101-102), but it is safe to conclude
that despite a plethora of suggestions, no
satisfactory solution has been reached in the
matter.

There appears to be no textual support for
the claim that personifications of Sheol in
the Hebrew Bible reflect mythological ma
terial

II. In the Hebrew Bible we occac;ionally
find descriptions of Sheol personified. These
personifications have often been related to
mythological descriptions found particularly
in Ugaritic texts. Thought to be similar to
representations of underworld deities else-

where. these biblical portrayals have been
felt to reflect not only the underworld itself.
but also the personified chthonic power
behind death. a demon or deity Sheol
(GASTER 1%2:788; PARKER 1976:224). Typi
cally. it has been claimed that some of the
descriptions of the insatiable appetite of
Sheol in the Bible are "remarkably reminis
cent of Mot's voracious appetite in CTA
5.1.19-20; 5.2.2-4" (LEWIS 1992:103). How
ever. these and similar views are not shared
by all scholars (PODELLA 1988:81; WACH
TER 1992:907).

In Prov I:12 the wicked highwaymen,
tempting the young man to criminal
behaviour. liken themselves to Sheol, swal
lowing their victims alive. Representing a
broad scholarly consensus. it has been
claimed that this metaphor "derives from a
piece of Canaanite mythology" (McKANE
1977:269). In a similar manner. in Prov 27:
20. human greed is compared to the greed of
Sheol and -+Abaddon (another poetic name
for the abode of the death. Ketib has here
w'bdh). Behind this text. too. commentators
have found a mythological delineation of the
deity -+Mot (McKANE 1977:617-618). Also
in Prov 30: 16 the reference to the insatiabil
ity of Sheol has been interpreted ac; deriving
from ancient Near Eastern mythology
(McKANE 1977:656). There is, however. no
reason to read these texts in Prov against the
background of 'Canaanite mythology'. All
of these texts are typical wisdom texts. and
there is nothing in them that goes beyond
the wisdom observation that death claims a
large toll. and that there apparently is no end
to people dying. In particular Prov 30: 15-16
indicates beyond doubt that this is how these
expressions should be understood. The
whole context concerns insatiability. As the
leech (-+Vampire) is insatiable in its greed
for blood, Sheol is greedy for more human
beings. the barren womb for offspring. the
dry earth for water, and the fire for fuel.
Apparently, there is no 'mythological back
ground' for the metaphor of the two
daughters of the leech. or the fire crying for
more fuel. In a similar manner the inexor
able greediness of death represents a piece
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of basic knowledge experienced by all men
at all times. Rather than stemming from bits
and pieces of Canaanite mythology it would
seem that the personifications of Sheol de
rive from the daily experience that death has
a great appetite for the living.

Similarly. in Hab 2:5. the personified
Babylonian empire is compared to Sheol. In
the same way as Sheors appetite for dead is
nevcr satisfied the greed of the Babylonian
empire for other nations is insatiable. The
comparison, appearing in a word of doom
against Babylon. probably reveals influence
from wisdom traditions (cf. Hab 2:4). But
again. the comparison is strictly metaphor
ical and poetical, and there is no reason
whatsoever to see anything mythological in
this text. In Isa 5: 14. too. the metaphor of
Sheol as a greedy monster. making his
throat wide open in order to swallow the
people, noble and common, is merely meta
phorical (cf. also Hos 13:14, Isa 14:9. II,
15; 28:15. 18; 38:18. Pss 6:6; 49:15).

Since the texts in which we find descrip
tions of Sheal personified in their present
shape are purely poetical. any attempt to go
beyond the texts and ask whether these texts
ultimately go back to mythological descrip
tions is bound to end up as sheer specu
lations. Thus. when scholars have claimed
that what we find in these personifications of
Sheol does represent an act of demytholog
ization. which may have a polemical tone.
we shall have to characterize such state
ments as speculative (ALONSO SCHl)KEL
1988: 125). Nor can we. on the basis of these
texts say anything about what the writers
who wrote them thought about such matters.
Even if we should be dealing here with rem
nants of ancient theomachic conflicts, pas
sages of this kind cannot be taken without
further ado as evidence of Hebrew attitudes
to life and death (BARR 1992:35). But it is
doubtful whether in fact these and similar
texts do reflect theomachic conflicts at all,
or whether they may not merely be poetical
expressions. utimately stemming from wis
dom traditions.

The whole issue becomes even more vital
when we know that no deity Sheol has ever

been attested. In the discussion whether or
not Sheal may appear as the name of a deity
the personal name Mcthushacl, occuning in
Gen 4: 18. has played a certain role (GASTER
1962:788; PARKER 1976:224; LEWIS 1992:
103). Quite commonly. the name Methusha
el has been interpreted as 'Man of [the god]
SheoI'. However, most of the discussion of
the name Methushael has been of a rather
varying quality. and it is only through the
important study by LAYTON that some
progress towards a better understanding of
this name seems to have been made (1990:
66-74). According to LAYTON, however.
'The PN Metusha)el is probably nothing
more (or less) than a corrupt form of the PN
Metushelah. Whatever the case may be. no
meaning can be assigned to the second el
ement of the PN Metusha)el as pointed by
the Ma.c;soretes" (1990:74). Even if LAYTON
should not be correct in his particular claim.
the difficulties in explaining the name
Methushael as a derivation from an assumed
deity Sheol are still too many to be over
looked, and the existence of a god Sheol can
hardly be created on such a weak basis.

It is unfortunate that we still have no sys
tematic and comprehensive study of the
personifications of Sheol in the Hebrew
Bible. The relatively lengthy treatment by
TRmfP. in particular working with Ugaritic
texts. and attempting to demonstrate that
many of the texts in question reflect a com
mon ancient Near Eastern mythological lan
guage. altogether appears to be remarkably
vague on the whole matter ([ROMP 1969:22
23. 80, 102-107. 163. 186). Moreover.
TROMP'S study is methodologically weak as it
avoids any discussion of personifications of
Sheol and their relationship to 'demons', 'dei
tics'. 'hypostases' as opposed to mere 'meta
phoricaVpoeticaI' descriptions in general.

Personification as a rhetoricaVpoetical
device is very widespread in the Hebrew
Bible (ALONSO SCHl)KEL 1988: 123-125).
Despite its enormous importance. the phe
nomenon has been little studied. Among the
better known cases arc Lady Wisdom
(MURPHY 1990:133-149), and the personi
fication of the city (GALAMnUSH 1992). In a
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similar manner personifications of 'death'
and the 'netherworld' are known from most
cultures. Thus, the personification of
miiwet-'death'-is also found in several
texts in the Hebrew Bible, often appearing
in word-pairs with Sheol. Obviously, it does
not follow from this that in these texts we
find references to a deity or demon 'Death'
(cf. Jer 9:20, Ps 49: 15, Job 28:22). That
both 'death' and the 'realm of the dead' are
personified in poetic texts is quite natural
and one should not attempt to put anything
more into it. This is shown also from the
many textc; where miiwet and Sheol appear
in word pairs (full survey in ILLMANN
1979: 149-151). The personifications of
mowet, too, are to be regarded purely as
poeticaVmetaphorical (\VACHTER 1992:908).
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H. M. BARSTAD

SHEPHERD ii1'i
I. On the basis of Gen 49:24, MAAG

reconstructed the expression RiYeh Yisrii'el,
'Shepherd of Israel' as the name of the per
sonal god of IsraeVJacob. comparable in his
view to the -·'Fear of Isaac' and the
-to'Mighty One of Jacob' (1980:121). Since
the name can only be obtained by textual
emendation. Maag's proposal is hardly con
vincing (cf. KOCKERT 1988:65-67). Though
'shepherd' is not unusual as an epithet for
Near Eastern gods, it has nowhere attained
the status of an independent divine name.

II. In antiquity the occupation of shep
herd was regarded as a manly and noble
one. It required courage, endurance, and a
great amount of practical wisdom. The
image of the shepherd offered an apt and
much-used metaphor for human rulers and
gods. Kings were like shepherds in the sense
that they protected their subjects from hann
and provided them with conditions in which
they could thrive. In self-laudatory inscrip
tions of Mesopotamian and Egyptian kings,
the comparison is quite frequent (VANCIL
1992: 1188- I 189). Some kings were not
merely likened to shepherds, but credited
with a career as one before they exercised
kingship. According to the Sumerian King
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List, the famous kings Etana and Lugalban
da had both begun as shepherds (sipa;
WAETZOLDT 1972-75:424). This biographi
cal detail, that reminds one of David, may in
fact have been a standard literary motif.
shepherding constituted a kind of appren
ticeship for kingship.

The parallel beween kings and gods need
hardly be explained: the latter were simply
more powenul. When the metaphor of shep
herd is applied to gods, it is the notion of
protection that predominates. Hence the
regular occurrence of the epithet in theo
phoric personal names of the type Samas
re'iJa, 'Shamash is my shepherd' (see e.g. J.
1. STAMM, Die akkadische Namengebung
[Leipzig 1939] 214, 223). Yet also outside
the realm of personal devotion to which
these names attest we find the epithet 'shep
herd' used for most of the major gods
(AkkGE 164-165).

III. In the Bible the image of the shep
herd is frequently-though not always ex
plicitly-applied to God. He is represented
as a sollicitous guardian of [he herd, car
rying the animals that cannot keep up, and
not urging on those that have young (Isa
40: 11). The image is not merely idyllic. God
is also a powerful leader who drives out
other nations to make room for his own
flock (Ps 78:52-55.70-72). The classic ela
boration of the shepherd metaphor is found
in Ps 23: it describes the vindication of the
suppliant before the eyes of his opponents
during an ordeal ceremony (ct. K. VAN DER
TOORN, Ordeal Procedures in the Psalms
~d the Passover Meal, VT 38 [1988] 427·
445, esp. 441) as God's leading his devotee
like a shepherd to green pastures.
.... The thesis put forth by Maag should be
~istinguished from the use of 'shepherd' as
a metaphor for God. It implies that 'Shep
:~erd' (or more precisely 'Shepherd-of
lsrael ') was a name used for the 'God of the
hthers' (cf. A. ALT, Der Gott der Vater
[Stultgart 1929]) whom Israel (or Jacob)
:~orshipped. The thesis rests on the assump
:~on that the word ~eben, -'rock', now sep
,~ating the words ri/eh and YiSra~el, is a
,~~_~ondary interpolation. Admittedly, the pres
t~nt form of the text seems overloaded (H.
~r

i
~:r.'.

~&,.

GUNKEL, Genesis [HAT Ill; Gottingen
1917] 486): one expects either 'the Shep
herd of Israel' (cf. Ps 80:2; cf. 121:4 somer
Yi§rci~el) or 'the Rock of Israel' (cf. Isa
30:29 ~ur YiSra'el). Yet neither expression
seems particularly archaic; the supposition
that either of them ever served as an inde
pendent designation of the personal or fam
ily god (the so-called 'god of the fathers'
postulated by Alt) cannot be substantiated.
Like the expression 'ablr Ya(aqob, 'Mighty
One of Jacob', which also occurs elsewhere
in the Hebrew Bible as an epithet of
-Yahweh (lsa 49:26; 60:16; Ps 132:2.5; cf.
Isa 1:24 ~abir Yi1rii'el), both would seem to
be poetic designations of Yahweh the God
of Israel.
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K. VAN DER TOORN

SHEQER - FALSEHOOD

SHIELD OF ABRAHAM Oi1..,:n~ ]JD
I. The phrase magen )abriiham, 'Shield

of Abraham', occurs only in Sir 51: 12 [in
the Hebrew text, not in LXX), the final song
of thanksgiving in the context of a liturgical
antiphony (cf. Ps 136). ALT (1929) and LES
LIE (1936) assumed that miIgen ~abriiham

was a special name of the god of Abraham,
because God is described as presenting him
self as "a shield for you" ('iin6ki magell liik,
"I am a shield for you", Gen 15: 1). The sug
gestion cannot be properly understood out·
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side the context of Alt"s hypothesis concern
ing the God of the Fathers.

n. ALT·S reconstruction of the name
"Shield of Abraham" presupposes that
Genesis 15 goes back to a preliterary tra
dition (1929:48); this oral tradition would
have preserved the ancient cult legend for
the god of Abraham. In recent years well
founded objections have been raised against
both presuppositions (for references see
K&KERT 1988:204-247; BLUM 1984; WEI
MAR 1989). One obvious criticism must be
that magen, 'shield', though frequently
occurring, especially in the psalter (13 pas
sages), as an appellative of Yahweh, is
never used in the fonn of "Shield of X" (Sir
51:12 derives from Gen 15:lb).

For a number of reac;ons, some exegetes
question the vocalization mag£ill and take
the verbal root MGN for a starting-point
instead. This root occurs in the Piel in Hos
11:8 (as a parallel to NTN) and Gen 14:20.
The interpretation of pO as a verbal fonn
opens various possibilities. EHRLICH (1908:
58) and KESSLER (1964) adopt the reading
mogen. KESSLER translates Gen 15: 1 as " ...
I am about to give you your very great
reward", because he thinks this fits in well
with Abraham's question in v 2 (1964:496
497). Philologically speaking, this interpre
tation is not impossible, because one can
indeed fonn an active voice participle anal
ogous to Qal (cf. dbr) with verbs nonnally
only used in Pi'el. All the same, mgn Pi. as
used in Gen 14:20; Hos 11:8 and 1QM
18: 13 means 'deliver up' and is used with
the accusative of the person.

DAHOOD (1966) and CROSS (1973) adopt
the reading magan. They interpret this word
in the light of Ug mgn ('to bestow a
favour' [CROSS 1973:4], 'beschenken' [WUS
No. 1513]), as 'benefactor', 'suzerain'
(DAHOOD 1966:414). Dahood supports his
interpretation with a reference to Pun
magoll, Lat imperaror, dux and Ps 84: 12 (in
this passage he translates seme! in the light
of Hittite contracts and EI-Amarna letters as
'sovereign' and 11Iagb, > magan as 'suze
rain' [1966-1970: 16]). He interprets Pss
47:10; 84:10; 89:19 in this sense as well,

linking ndyb)' t mym, msyl} or mlk with mgn.
The evidence in support of the interpretation
of miigon as a Punic title for generals is
doubtful, however (FREEDMAN & O'CON
NOR 1984:658). There is no valid reason
why one should read magen as magiin in the
Book of Psalms (cf. the pertinent analysis in
O. LORETZ 1974a:I77-183).

DIETRICH, LoRETZ & SANMARTfN (1974:
32) distinguish between MGN I, 'Shield'
(KTU 4.127:3); MGN II, 'Gift" (KTU 1.4
i:23; 1.8: I; 1.16 i:45); and MGN III, 'to
bestow, to give' (KTU 1.4 iii:25, 28, 30, 33,
36). LoRETZ sees Gen 15: Ib as a "perfect
bicolon according to the laws of Canaanite
poetics". Because of the parallel of mgn
and .fkr he translates: "I (myself) am your
gift I your generous reward!" (I 974b:492).
The question remains, though, whether such
a spiritualized conception was really pos
sible in the context of archaic oriental poet
ry.

The only possible interpretation of pO in
tenns of a numen would be the one ad
vanced by Dahood and Cross. By way of
implication, however, this interpretation
assumes the context of the oriental state
ruled by a king; it does not fit in with the
social reality of an existence on the fringes
of nomadism. However, there is no need to
change the textual basis for interpretation in
Gen 15: I in any of the modes suggested
above. The various proposals are quite
arbitrary when judged in the light of the evi
dence for 'shield' as a designation of God in
cultic lyric poetry. In Gen 15: I 'shield' is an
epithet of Yahweh. The use of a shield as a
defensive weapon (cf. Deut 33:29) makes it
possible to adopt that tenn as a metaphor of
divine protection (cf. Deut 33:29; 2 Sam
22:3.31.36 and parallel passages; Ps 18:3.31.
36; Pss 3:4; 7: II; 28:7; 33:20; 59: 12; 84: 12;
115:9-11; 119:114; 144:2; Prov 2:7; 30:5,
which may be compared with a Neo-Assyr
ian oracle to Esahaddon [see TUAT 2/1, p.
59 iv: 18-19]: "Esarhaddon, in Arbela [I am]
your effective shield"); the protection here is
promised to the people represented by their
ancestor. The one who makes the promise,
however, and who needs to be identified in
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person with that protection, is Yahweh him
self.
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M. KOCKERT

SHIMIGE
I. The biblical anthroponym Shamgar

(Judg 3:31; 5:6) is most likely understood as a
Human name (Simig-ari) meaning 'Shimige
has given' (FEILER 1939). Shimige is the
Human sun-god (VON SCHULER 19832).

, n. In the religion of the Hittites a num
ber of solar deities are worshipped, the main
ones being the sun-goddess of Arinna, con
nected with the underworld, and the sun-god

of the heavens, usually referred to in the
texts as dUTU. When it comes to the Human
sun-god, this Sumerogram has to be read as
Shimige.

As regards his nature and function,
Shimige has a lot in common with the Mes
opotamian sun-god Shamash as well as with
ancient Near Eastern solar deities in general
(~Shemesh). Shimige is all-seeing, taking
note of the acts of men, punishing the evil·
doer and blessing the righteous. In his capa
city as omniscient witness, he is often invo
ked in treaties. A divine judge, he
announces the decisions of the council of
the gods by signs on earth. Positive traits
predominate in descriptions of the god: he is
the -+shepherd of men, the upholder of justi·
ce, and the protector of the weak.

The cult of Shimige was not confined to
Anatolia. Along the Phoenician coast also he
had his worshippers. In the time covered by
the Amarna letters, for instance, the ruler of
Qatna honoured Shimige as his family god
(''the god of my father", EA no. 55). The Ugar
itic onomasticon, too, shows that Shimige
was a familiar deity in Western Syria (ct.
such names as aTsmg and !mgdl, see F.
GRONDAHL, Die Personennamen der Texte
aus Ugarit [StP 1; Rome 1967) 253-254).

III. Though attempts have been made to
find a Semitic etymology for the name
Shamgar (VAN SELMS 1964:300·301), they
have failed to carry conviction (DE V AUX
1973). Since the name Shimigar(i) is well
attested in the Hurrian onomasticon, and
considering the fact that the cult of Shimige
was not unknown in the Syrian territory,
Shamgar's name is best understood as Hur
rian. The first to suggest a foreign origin
was HAUPT (1914:199-200). Shamgar's patro
nym 'son of ~Anal' (possibly an occupa
tional designation) strengthens the hy
pothesis of the foreign origin of the man.
There is no evidence of any awareness of
the theophoric character of Samgar's name
on the side of the biblical narrator.
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K. VAN DER TOORN

SHINING ONE(S) O'iQ]
I. The noun sarfm in Ps 82:7, tradition

ally rendered as 'princes' or the like, has
been construed as the designation of divine
beings: 'Shining Ones' (MULLEN 1980:227
245) or 'Shining One' (PAGE 1996: 162
164). PAGE 0996: 162) interprets the final
mem as having emphatic force and derives
the meaning from Proto-Semitic ~RR, 'to
shine'. Ps 82:6-7 would contain allusions to
a Canaanite Myth of Cosmic Rebellion.

II. A myth of Cosmic Rebellion as such
is not known from ancient Near Eastern
sources although echoes of it have been
heard in Ugaritic (KTU 1.23:8-11.52-56.61
64; 1.24:23-33) and biblical lexts (e.g. Gen
6:1·4; Isa 14; Ezek 28:1-10.11-19; Ps 82;
Job 38:1-38; Dan 11-12). W. F. ALBRIGHT
(Archaeology and the Religion of Israel
[Baltimore 1946] 83-86) argued that the
Ugaritic deity Athtar could be seen as the
protolype of a mythical rebellious deity.
PAGE (1996:51-109) has shown that Athtar
is not cast in a rebellious role in the Baal
cycle but the mysterious character of the
deity might have opened the lane for negati
ve speculations, Athtar then becoming a
rebellious divine being.

The name of the binomial Ugaritic deity
mt-w-sr attested only at KTU 1.23:8 has
been interpreted by MULLEN (1980:238-39)
and PAGE (1996:96-100) as 'Death-and-Shi
ning One', the deity being identical with
Athtar, comparable to hyll bn s/:lr, the Bright
morning Star (lsa 14:2; -Helel). The ety
mological argument for this interpretation is

rather weak. Preference should be given to
the more traditional interpretation of m~-w-sr
as 'Death-and-Ruler' (e.g. D. PARDEE, AfD
36-37 [1989-90] 461-462; N. WYATT, UP
24 [1992] 425-427).

The epithet for -+Eshmun [S]r qdJ, 'holy
prince', in the Eshmun-ezer inscription (KAI
14:17) has been construed by PAGE
(1996:98) as meaning 'Shining One', with
out a convincing argument, however.

III. Psalm 82 contains polemics against
the worship of deities other than YHWH.
Since they do not act in an appropriate way
toward the poor and the needy, they will, in
spite of them being gods, die like human·
kind. /:ld hsrym stands in parallellism to 'dm
and therefore' srym should indicate human
beings. As such the Psalm is a polemic
aginst the Canaanite conception that princes
fallen in battle could await divine status and
beatific afterlife (see K. SPRONK, Beatific
Afterlife in Adent Israel and in the Ancient
Near East [Neukirchen Vluyn 1986) e.g.
226, 300). Although srym could refer to
'angelic princes' (HALAT 1260; .....Prince)
the suggestion of Mullen and Page to read
divine beings in Ps 82:7 is too speculative.

IV. Bibliography
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B. BECKlNG

SHIQMAH ..... SYCOMORE

SHIQQU$ -l- ABOMINATION

SHULMAN
I. A deity Shulman is known as a

theophoric element i~ Mesopotamian per
sonal names. The god's name has often been
connnected with the noun sulmu, "welfare",
suggesting that the god functioned as a di
vine healer (ALBRIGHT 1931-1932:167).
Shulman occurs as a theophoric element in
the name of the Assyrian king saJman)eser,
'Shalmaneser' (2 Kgs 17:3//18:9) and has
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been recovered in the personal names
Solomon (B. MEISSNER, Baby/onien und
Ass)'rien II [Heidelberg 1925] 33, 40, 48;
see however HALAT 1425) and Shalman
(Hos 10:4).

II. The deity Shulman is attested only in
theophoric elements of personal names,
mostly from the final quarter of the 2nd mil
lennium BCE (= Middle Assyrian period),
e.g. IdSu/manll-asared (Shalmaneser), i.e.
"(the god) Shulman is foremost, first-rank
(among the gods)" (cf. TALLQV1ST 1914). A
form of the god Shulman seems to have sur
vived in north Syria as late as the Hellen
istic period and beyond (MILIK 1967a:578;
1967b:293-297).

In an Egyptian votive stela from the 20
21st dynasty a deity (Rsp)-S/lnnne is at
tested (R. STADELMAN, Syrisch-pa/iistinen
sische Gottheiten in Agyplen [Leiden 1967]
55). In Ugaritic personal names the (theo
phoric) element s/mn occurs (F. GRONDAHL,
Die Personennamen der Tate aus Ugarit
[StP I; Roma 1967] 193.414). Though it is
tempting to relate both deities to the Mes
opotamian Shulman, they can better be
interpreted as referring to a West-Semitic
deity -Shalman.

III. In Hosea 10:4, the memory of "the
ravaging of Beth-arbel by Shalman on the
day of battle" may refer to an attack on the
Israelite town by an Assyrian monarch
Shalmaneser, perhaps Shalmaneser III in the
mid-9th century BCE (AsroUR 1971; S.
TIMM, Moab zwischen den Machten [AAT
17; Wiesbaden 1989] 319-320). The theo
phoric element Shalman is all that remains
in this abbreviated name.

It has been conjectured that the god
Shulman was known among the West Sem
ites as -Shalem, the divinity whose name is
thought to be a component of the name of
the city Jerusalem, where a temple of the
god was allegedly to be found (LEWY 1940).

IV. Bibliography
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M. COGAN

SHULMANlTU
I. 'The Shulammite" in Cant 7: 1 is

held by some scholars to be a reference to
Shulmanitu, an Assyrian war goddess with
underworld associations (ALBRIGHT 1963:5
6; 1969: 134, 150, 187).

II. The name of the goddess is known
from Middle Assyrian texts from the reign
of Tukulti-Ninurta I (ca. 1243-1207 BCE),
written dDl(sILlM)-ni-tu (cf. RIMA 1.259
263). The name also appears in the TakuItu
ritual text (KAR 214, ii, 47) and the god list
An = Anum (CT 24, 33, Obv. 16 dSUL-MA
NI-TU = Hlar-uRu-sILIM-MA). Albright ex
plained the form of the name as being adjec
tival, i.e. the goddess -Ishtar, belonging to
the god -Shulman; the ending -illl having
both gentilic and adjectival meanings
(ALBRIGHT 1931-1932:164-169). Later, he
asserted: "The Hebrew form (in Cant 7:1) is
presumably due to a conflation of (the god
dess) Su/manit with Sunamit, the Shunamite
woman, appellation of the last consort of
King David" (ALBRIGHT 1963:5). Yet the
reading of the name of the goddess in the
Tukulti-Ninurta inscription is far from cer
tain and a number of scholars prefer Dinitu;
(RIMA 1:259).

III. The word Shulammite appears only
twice in the OT, both times in Cnnt 7: 1.
Commentators are far from unanimous as to
il4i meaning; cf. the thorough survey of
scholarly approaches in POPE 1977:596-600.
If Canticles is interpreted as a text with
roots in pagan fertility worship, the Hebrew
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Shulammite is seen as reflecting the name
Shulmanitu, the feminine form of the divine
name Shulman.

Yet the suggested cultic background of
Canticles has not found much support in the
work which is basically secular love poetry.
Many take "the Shulammite" as an appella
tion, a fonn of "the Shunammite", (so ms. B
of LXX), i.e. the woman from the town of
Shunem. This woman is almost universally
identified with Abishag, the maiden from
Shunem who served as the elderly King
David's bed companion (l Kgs 1:3; cf.. too,
2 Kgs 4:8). It is often noted that Eusebius
identified Shunem with the village of Shu
lem near Mount Tabor (Onomasticon, No.
856); but this was with reference to Josh
19:18; a second Shunem, the one of Kings,
was located in Samaria. One must also con
sider that if it is an appellative, then "the
Shulammite" might be referring to an other
wise unknown "woman of Shalem", i.e.
Jerusalem (cf. Gen 14:18; Ps 76:3). Still
others take Shulammite as a term of endear
ment; King Solomon's beloved is called
"the Solomoness". A similar designation is
used in the Ugaritic tale of Aqhat, in which
the wife of Danel is called "Lady Dantay"
(ANEI'15la).

IV. Bibliography
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M. COGAN

SHUNAMA
I. The name of the city of Shunem,

sunem, is attested in Josh 18:19; I Sam 28:
4; 2 Kgs 4:8 (see also the indication for
inhabitants of that city *sunammi, 1 Kgs
1:3.15; 2:17.20-21; 2 Kgs 4:12.25.36). The

etymology is unclear (HAlAT 1339 offers
no etymology), the name has been related to
a Ugaritic deity Shunama occurring as an
element in the binomial divine name Tkmn
w-Snm (GINSBERG 1936:92; JIRKU 1970).

II. The binomial deity .......Thakumanu
wa-Shunama is attested at Ugarit in literary
religious texts as well as in offering-lists.
The two names appear together. In KTU
1.114, the description of a heavenly
marzeaJ:z, they are depicted as sons of .......EI
and, probably, to be identified with the
'gate-keeper of the house of El' (D.
PARDEE, Les textes paramythologiques
[RSOu 4; Paris 1988] 59-60). Here, they
perform the filial duty towards a drunken
father referred to in the epic of Aqhat (KTU
1.17 i:30). In the ritual KTU 1.41:12.16 the
offering of an ewe for the deity is prescribed
for the ritual on the fifteenth day of the
month 'First-of-the-Wine', besides which
the offering of a ram is prescribed as an
additional offering at the same event. On the
third day of the festival an ewe must be
offered to Thakumanu-wa-Shunama (KTV
1.41:31-32). In a list of deities in alphabetic
script Thakumanu-wa-Shunama are pre
sented as the sons of EI (KTU 1.65: 1-4).

The resemblance of Thukamuna with the
Kassite deity Suqamuna has induced
scholars to idcntifyShunama with the con
sort of Suqamuna, the mountain-goddess
Sulimaliya (e.g. MIRONOV 1933:143; GRAY

1958:138; E. LIPINSKI, aLP 2 [1971J 66-67;
WYATf 1990:447). It should be noted that
Shunama is presented as the brother of Thu
kamuna and the son of EI in the Ugaritic
texts. These observations preclude an identi
fication with an apparently feminine deity.
Besides, the etymological relations between
the names of the two deities are far from
clear (PARDEE ) 990: 197-198).

The etymology of the name Shunama is
still unclear in spite of many proposals (see
the outline in PARDEE 1990:196 n. 2). The
identification of Shunama with the second
element in the epithet for EI ab snm, 'father
of years' is proposed by JIRKU (1970:278
279) and C. H. GORDON (El, Father of
Snm. JNES 35 (1976] 261-262; see FERCH
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JBL 99 [1980J 82-83) who interpret the epi
thet as 'father of Shunama'. This proposal.
however. is not convincing (-Ancient of
Days).

Recently, Wyatt has proposed that the
story in Gen 34 is an old Indo-European
myth on sacred marriage brought to the
region by the Humans (the Horites of the
story: WYAlT 1990). In his view the Ugar
itic binomial deity contains an allusion to
this myth. In Gen 34, Shanimu hali been
transfonned into Dinah, daughter of
-.Jacob. by the adoption of the epithet dllt
(cf. Hebrew z01Ul). 'harlot'. 'whore',
appropriate to a goddess engaged in sacred
marriage myths and perhaps rituals. The
ancient myth has been transformed into a
moral talc. No hint of the ancient divine
status of Shechem or Dinah survives.
Wyatt's view rests on obsolete speculations
regarding the presence of an influential
Aryan stratum in the ancient Near East in
the second millennium BCE.

nI. The toponym Shunem is also attested
in the Amama correspondence: Su-na-ma
(EA 250:43: 365: 12.20) and in the list
describing the ninth century BCE campaign
of Pharaoh Sheshonk: JQ-na-11l<a> (15).
The relation between the Ugaritic deity and
the CanaanitelIsraelite toponym is probably
a cao;e of homonymy. In the OT stories the
name of the city of Shunem does not have a
religious signification. The healing by a
magic touch performed by Elisha in 2 Kgs 4
is not related to the city of Shunem as such.
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B. BECKING

SHUNEM ~iO - SHUNAl\'1A

SID - SIDON

SIDON .j.~

I. ~e ancient Phoenician city of Sidon.
situated 25 miles north of Tyre, plays a con
siderable role in biblical literature. It came
to stand for Phoenicia in general (SCHMITZ
1992: 17). LEWY has argued that the city
bears the name of the demon ~idanu known
from the Myth of Nergal and Ercshkigal
( 1934).

II. In Assyrian records. the city of Sidon
is written ~fi·du-1Il1 (S. PARPOLA. Neo
Assyrian Topony11Js [AOAT 6; Neukirchen
Vluyn 1970J 322-323). The name thus
resembles the Akkadian word for vertigo
(~fidanu), once treated as a demon in the
Amama fragment of the Myth of Nergal and
Ereshkigal (dSi·i-da·na, EA 357:49). The
phonological resemblance does not suffice,
however, to posit that the one was named
after the other. It would be highly unusual to
find a city named after a demon-and a very
minor one, at that.

Another possibility of linking the name of
the city with the name of a god might be
found in the god ~id whose cult was wide
spread along the Mediterranean coasts
(TEIXIDOR 1977). Though the nature of the
god is nowhere explicitly stated, his name is
probably connected with fishing: in Hebrew
the root ~\VD refers to both hunting and
fishing. A connection with the god Agreus
('Hunter') mentioned by Philo of Byblos
(quoted by Euseb., Praep, Ev. 1.10.11) is
conceivable (H. W. ATTRIDGE & R. A.
ODEN, Philo of Byblos: The Phoenician
Histo1)'. Introduction. Critical Text. Trans
lation. Notes [Washinton DC 1981 J 83-84),
Yet though Sidon could be etymologically
explained as 'belonging to the god ~id', the
god ~id is never mentioned as the city god
of Sidon; that position was for bel $dn, 'Baal
of Sidon' (KAI 14: 18). It is unlikely that this
designation is an epithet of ~id who is never
mentioned in texts from Sidon.

Though the city of Sidon is probably not
named after the god ~id, it is very possible
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that the name of both the city and the god
go back to the same root. This would mean
that Sidon was named after one of its major
sourcc~ of income: fishing (WESTERMANN
1974:695). In this respect, the toponym
might be compared with Bethsarda, 'house
of fishing', a place at Lake Tiberias (Matt
II :21 and par.).

III. The denunciations of Sidon in the
books of the major prophets indicate that the
city was known as n centre of trade (lsa
23:2.4.12) and maritime supremacy (Ezek
27:8). Though the Deuteronomists refer pol
emically to 'the gods of Sidon' (Judg 10:6;
1 Kgs 11 :5; 2 Kgs 23: 13), there is no indi
cation that Sidon was ever considered to
have divine status or to have been named
after a god.

IV. Bibliography
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K. VAN DER TOORN

SILVANUS
I. Silvanus is used in Latin for the

Greek name Silas (or vice-versa). This has
the effect of remodelling the name into a
theonym. The name is borne by a distin
guished Christian in Acts and some of the
letters.

II. Silmmls is nn adjective ('of the
woods'), which has led to speculation that
this rustic god is a special form of some
more substantive god. e.g. Faunus (WIS
SOWA 1912:213; cr. -'Quirinus), and in any
case there is a certain measure of confusion
with the Greek ·Silenos' (WrssowA 1912:
215 n. 11). A rustic god, he has no pan in
the state calendar or priestly apparatus,
~hough inscriptions have revealed his altars
and mini-temples (aediculae) even in Rome
(WISSOWA 1912:213). In addition to his
province of 'woods', he is viewed in rela
tively cultivated and cleared Italy (PETER

1915:843) as a "god of fields and flock"

(Vergil, Aeneid 8, 600). Dolabella. a Roman
surveyor. (Gromatici lati,,; led. K. Lach
mann; Berlin 1848] I 302) panitions his
activity into (a) care of household goods
(indeed inscriptions associate him with
Lares and Penates); (b) care of flocks; (c)
care of boundaries when a grove demarcates
the boundaries of several propenies. His cult
typically took place in a small precinct with
trees and mini-temple and had some organ
isational imponance: women were excluded
and men could be united into collegia
through his cult, even when they were pan
of the imperial staff. Throughout the West
ern Empire (notably in IlIyricum-the for
mer Yugoslavia) there are substantial
remains of his cult, because of the identi
fication of local natural deities with a
Silvanus who was evidently more popular
on the ground than the writings of the
Roman elite might lead us to believe. He is
depicted bearded and rather long-haired,
with a branch in his left hand and a pruning
hook in his right. In a sense he is a pro
jection of the tree under which his statue
may rest (cf. MANNIfARDT 1905: 121).

III. Silvanus is the Latin name in the
Vulgate of the Greek Silas (itself represent
ing an Aramaic name)-the leading Chris
tian brother mentioned at Acts 15-18. Strik
ingly, even the Greek text names him as
'Silvanus' at I Thess I: I and 2 Thess 1: I
(and 1 Pet 5: 12, unless that is a different
Silvanus), suggesting the deliberate adoption
of this Latin name by Silv,mus himself (just
as a Saul became Paul). It is possible,
alternatively, that Silas is a contraction of
Silvanus (cf. SCIfMIEDEL 1903:4519). It is
tempting to consider Silas-Silvanus welcom
ing association with a god close to the
hearts of ordinary people and not especially
regarded by the elite-<>r by books on
Roman religion. The name is, however, not
unparallelled: PW lists 6 examples, as do
PAPE-BENSELER (including a philosopher
mentioned by M. Aurelius 10:31) and there
is the fascinating case of POx)' 335 (c. 85
CE), where one Paulos sells a Nikaias Sil
vanos, "one of the Jews from Oxyrynchos",
a sixth of a house (FRAME 1912: 68).
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K. DOWDEN

SIMON MAGUS
I. The name Simo1l, although Greek,

was not uncommon among Jews and Sam
aritans. It was even substituted for S)'l1Ieon.
the usual and indeclensionable fom1 of the
Semitic Sim'lin: thus, the original name of
Jesus' disciple. Peter, is mostly written
Simon (e.g. Mark I: 16), although the correct
form. Symeoll, is also found (e.g. Acts
15:14). The sobriquet magos could be used
to denote a Persian or Babylonian expen in
astrology (cf. the magoi in Matt 2), but it
was also the name for a magician (BAGD
486a). Simon was branded as a magician.
When Philip came to "the city of Samaria"
in order to preach the Gospel. he learnt "that
a cenain man by the name of Simon was
already in the city practising magic
(l1Iagelllj1l) and astonishing the people of
Samaria. saying to be someone great, to
whom they all gave heed from small to
great, saying. 'This man is the Power of
God called the Great'" (Acts 8:9·10). Simon
is said to have been convened along with
the rest of the Samaritans. Later, he offered
the apostles money for the gift of the -oHoly
Spirit and was therefore rebuked by Peter.

II. "The city of Samaria" must be
Sychar (cf. John 4), the centre of the Sam
aritan community worshipping -oYahweh on

Mt. Gcrizim (Fossu~1 1985: 163-164;
FOSSUM 1989:363). The participle 'called'
(kalollmene) is an addition of the author of
Luke-Acts, who often adds the present pani
ciple passive to a name or sobriquet of a
person, place or thing (BAGD, 4ooa). Since
Simon in later sources is known simply as
'the Great Power', the genitive 'of God'
would also seem to be a Lukan addition (cf.
below). Simon (by which name we do not
have to think of the historical person) prob
ably declared. "I am the Great Power"
(which is the formula corresponding to the
people's acclamation, 'This one is the Great
Power"). This was a genuinely Samaritan
divine name. In the Samaritan Targum, the
Hebrew 'tl, -o'God', is often represented by
the Aramaic belt1, 'the Power'. In the
earliest Samaritan hymns and the midrashic
work. Memar Marqall. 'the Power' is often
praised as being 'great' (rab). Even 'the
Great Power' (belii rablxi) is found as a
divine name and praised in the Sanle way:
"Great is the Great Power" (FOSSUM 1989:
364). Since the plural form belill could be
used about the -oangels, another interpre
tation of 'the Great Power' may also be sug
gested: it denotes the principal angel. Para
doxically, the two interpretations are not
mutually exclusive. In the Pentateuch and
the Book of Judges. the so-called -0'Angel
of Yahweh (or, God)' frequently appears as
indistinguishable from God himself. Thus,
'God' heard the cry of Hagar's son, but 'the
Angel of Yahweh' addressed his mother
(Gen 21: 17); "the Angel of Yahweh ap
peared to him [i.e. Moses] in a flame of fire
out of the bush", but "God called to him out
of the bush" (Exod 3:2.4). Apparently, by
introducing the figure of the Angel of the
Lord, a later editor has tried to tone down
the anthropomorphisms in the older souree,
where God himsclf appcared on carth and
conversed with people.

In Exod 23:20-21 God even givcs the
Angel his own Name: "I am going to send
an angel in front of you. to guard you on the
way and to bring you to the place that I
have prepared. Be attentive and listen to his
voice; do not rebel against him, for he will
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not pardon your transgression; for My Name
is in him." The Angel who is going to lead
the Hebrews to the Promised Land is an
extension of God's personality by virtue of
sharing the divine Name, which in the
ancient world denoted the nature or mode of
being in its carrier. The Angel possessing
the Name of God thus has the power to
withold the absolution of sins, a divine pre
rogative.

Simon apparently was seen as the mani
festation of God, 'the Great Power', in
human form. The author of Acts has added
the genitive in order to indicate that Simon
was not regarded as the essential Godhead,
but as the corporeal hypostasis of the deity
(cf. Acts 3:2, ..the gate of the temple called
the Be:lutiful", which is the only phrase in
Luke-Acts con:esponding syntactically to
that in Acts 8: 10, "the Power of God called
the Great": in the former phrase, the geni
tive:is not apposite but possessive, implying
that 'the Beautiful Gate' belongs to the
temple [FossUM 1989:371 D.

Luke asserts that Simon was a magician.
Now iQ the world of religion, my miracle is
your magic. Simon may have been a miracle
worker. How is this function compatible
with his title, 'the Great Power (of God)'?

In Samaritanism, -.Moses is portrayed as
the miracle worker par excellence. Around
the beginning of our era, the Samaritans
expected the coming of the Prophet like
Moses, whose advent is prophesied in Deut
18:15.18, Mernar Marqah Ill.! warns
against the false prophet who "states that he
is like Moses in performing a wonder or a
miracle." The arch-heretic in Samaritan
sources, Dositheus, claimed to be the
prophet like Moses. In Christian writings,
Dositheus and Simon are associated, and in
a Simonian tradition incorporated in the
Pseudo-Clementine literature, they are even
portrayed as rivals in a battle cast into the
form of a miracle contest (Homilies 11.24
[FOSSUM 1989:376-377]). Did Simon too
claim to be the Prophet like Moses?

The Simonian legend in the Pseudo
Clementines relates that Simon beats Dosi
theus in a rivalry over the right to the title,

'the Standing One' (ho hestos), which de
notes imperishability. In Samaritan Aramaic
texts, the participle qii'em, 'standing', which
has the same significance, is used with ref
erence to Moses as well as God and the
angels (FOSSUM 1989:384-388). In Samarit
aniSol, Moses shares the various divine
names (FOSSUM 1985:87-92); he is thus
assimilated to the Angel of the Lord (this is
also seen from the fact that the Samaritan
Targum to Exod 23:20 substitutes 'Apostle'
(saliaM for 'Angel', because 'Apostle' wa.<;
one of the favourite titles of Moses in Sam
aritanism (FOSSUM 1985:145-147]). In
Memar Marqah IV. I, it is said: "Who can
compete with Moses, whose name was
made the Name of the Lord." In Acts Pet.
17, it is claimed that Simon's name is 'the
Name of the Lord' (cui nomen est all1em
nomen domini). Thus, Simon's titles, 'the
Great Power' and 'the Standing One', could
designate him as the eschatological Prophet
like Moses as well as the Angel of the Lord,
the human manifestation of God.

Luke's account that Simon was converted
by Philip cannot be true, for the only
position allotted to Jesus in the Simonian
system as reported by the heresiologists is
that as a precursory incarnation of Simon
himself. In fact, the figure of Jesus can be
removed without any damage being done to
the system as such. That Simon offered the
apostles money for the gift of the Spirit is
Christian polemics. Acts 8: 14-25, which
recounts the sanction of Philip's mission by
the apostle and the affray between Peter and
Simon, is a Lukan composition which docs
not have the same claim to authencity as the
preceding verses.

III. The heresiologist lrenaeus (ca. 180
CE) makes Simon the author of Gnosticism.
This report raises many questions. Docs
lrenaeus "mean to imply a genetic relation
ship, or merely that Simon was the first to
take this line? How much of this report can
be traced back to the historical Simon, and
how much was fathered on him by later
members of the sect? Wa<; Simon himself a
gnostic, and in what sense? Can we really
identify Simon the heresiarch with the
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Simon of Acts, or has some development
taken place in the interval between?" (WIL
SON 1979:486).

It is clear that we cannot derive each and
every form of Gnosticism from Simon, but
Simon could nevertheless have been lithe
first to take this line"-at least the first of
whom the heresiologists had heard. It should
be noted that the Simonian system is re
markably simple in comparison to the 2nd
century Gnostic systems, to which it mani
festly is related. Moreover, the teaching
attributed to Simon lacks some of the Gnos
tic characteristics (e.g. the idea that matter is
anti-divine and evil per se, and the doctrine
that there is a divine spark in human beings
which must be released from its imprison
ment in the material body). Finally, Simon's
system even contains some remarkably un
Gnostic features. Thus, the notion that God
had to appear on earth as a human being in
order to save his hypostasized Thought, who
was incarnated in a prostitute, is highly orig
inal and runs counter to the docetic propen
sity of Gnosticism.

It would seem that the teachings ascribed
to Simon amount to an early proto-Gnostic
system. It is impossible to say how much
derives from Simon himself, but we should
at least allow for some kind of continuity
between the teaching of Simon and that of
his followers (WILSON 1979:490; FOSSUM
1989:359-361; but cf. HALL 1987:262-275).
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J. FOSSUM

SIN Qflcxp'tia
I. The most general word for sin, and

the one most frequently used in the NT, is
. hamartia. It usually occurs in the plural; but
it also occurs a number of times in the sin
gular, referring to the totality of sin, or sin
ning as such-see John 1:29; 8:21.34; 9:41;
15:22; 16:8.9; 1 John 1:8; 3:4.8.9; Rom
8:2.3.10; 14:23; 2 Cor 5:21; Heb 10:18.
There is a fluid transition between this use
of the singular and the notion of sin as an
active subject wielding power over human
beings. This usage is found in several texts;
but, in particular, in Paul's Epistle to the
Romans chaps. 5-7. Personification is a
figure of speech capable of referring to dif
ferent sorts of 'being' and degrees of 'real
ity' • ranging from little more than an image
or a metaphor to condensation to gods or
demons (see ROHSER 1987). Hence, the per
sonified use of hamartia has to be discussed
here.

II. Sir 21:2 admonishes "Flee from sin
as from a snake; for jf you approach sin, it
will bite you. Its teeth are lion's teeth, and
can destroy human lives", Similarly, in Sir
27:10 sin is compared to a lion lying in wait
for its prey. Jas 1: 15 describes desire as
giving birth to sin; and sin as giving birth to
death; whilst Heb 3: 13 warns people not to
.be hardened 'by the deceitfulness of sin'.
John 8:34 seems to go one step further when
it states that "everyone who commits sin is a
slave to sin"-equated in v 44 with being
'from your father the devil' (cf. 1 John
3:8.10). John 8:34 links up with Paul's basic
statement in Rom 3:9 that all Jews and
Greeks are 'under sin': that is 'under the
power of sin' (cf. Gal 3:22; Rom 11 :32). As
in John, this manifests itself in the fact that
all, in fact, have sinned (Rom 3:23). Gal
2: 17 emphasizes that -Christ could not
possibly be 'a servant of sin'. On the con
trary, God made him who knew no sin 'to
be sin' (2 Cor 5:21); or, in other words, he
sent 'his own Son in the likeness of sinful
flesh' to condemn sin in the flesh (Rom 8:3;
see below).

Ill. In Rom 5-7 Paul describes the all
pervading power and influence of sin. It
carne into the world through the trans-
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gression of one man, Adam, and through sin
came death. "Death spread to all, because all
have sinned" (Rom 5:12, a much discussed
passage). Again, being under the power of
sin and actual sinning are mentioned
together. Sin exercised dominion in death
(5:21)-but all this is mentioned because
Paul wants to bring the good news of 'the
abundance of grace and the free gift of
righteousness' in Christ (5: 17). Grace, in
fact was meant 'to exercise dominion
through righteousness, leading to eternal life
through Jesus Christ our Lord'(5:21).

Those who are buried with Christ in bap
tism have died to sin and should therefore
sin no more (6:1-11). Hence believers
should 'not let sin exercise dominion' in
their lives (6:12), not again become 'slaves
to sin' (6: 17.20). Notwithstanding their
share in the life of Christ (6:4.5.7.11.22-23)
and the fact that sin will have no dominion
over them because they are 'not under the
law but under grace' (6:14), those who live
in communion with Christ clearly still have
to be reminded of the ethical implications of
the new life granted to them.

In chap. 7 Paul again describes the power
of sin. Surprisingly, sin is aided by the law;
"sin. seizing an opportunity in the com
mandment (i.e. "thou shalt not covet"), pro
duced in me all kinds of covetousness.
Apart from the law sin lies dead" (7:8, cf.
the entire section vv 7-13). Law itself is
spiritual, but human beings are 'of the flesh,
sold (into slavery) under sin' (7: 14). They
are made captive to the law of sin that
dwells in their members (7:23) and quite
unable to obey the law of God. But God
"sent his own Son in the likeness of sinful
flesh; and, to deal with sin, he condemned
sin in the flesh, so that the just requirement
of the law might be fulfilled in us who walk
not according to the flesh but according to
the Spirit" (8:3-4). Those who live in com
munion with Christ may live a new life, not
in the flesh but in the Spirit-still in the
body and therefore subject to suffering, as
well as to decay and to mortality, but in
good faith expecting the redemption of their
bodies; 'the freedom of the glory of the

children of God' (8:12-25. esp. vv 20-24).
At the final resurrection, at Christ's
parousia, death will be annihilated as the
last enemy (1 Cor 15:26, cf. vv 50-56).

A full discussion of Paul's understanding
of sin would requirc a detailed analysis of
his anthropology and soteriology. His daring
personification of sin has produced a picture
of an evil power bringing doom and death:
thus thwarting human efforts to perform
God's commandments in order to live in
accordance with God's will. Yet always
actual human sinning remains in the picture,
and in that light we may also view Paul's
picture of sin as the personifcation of the
totality of human failure and resistance
against God. rebounding on humanity-its
fateful repercussions only to be undone by
God's redemptive work in Christ. as de
scribed in Rom 8.

IV. Bibliography
G. ROHSER, Metaphorik ulld Persollifiklltion
der Siinde (WUNT 2,25; Ttibingen (987); E.
P. SANDERS, Sin. Sinners (NT). ABD 6
(1992) 40-47.

M. DEJONGE

SiN -jO,-~
I. Sin is the name of the Babylonian

moongod, attested as theophoric element in
Assyrian and Babylonian personal names. In
the Old Testament in the names Sanherib
(saIlQerib). Sanballat (sanballaO and Shen
azzar (sen'~$ar).

II. The name Sill (earlier Suell. Suin)
survived in the Aramaic speaking world as
the name of the moongod residing in Harran
(J. N. POSTGATE, RIA IVI2-3 [1973] 124-5;
DRUVERS 1980; TUBACH 1986; GREEN
1992). This cult. alrcady attested at the
beginning of the second millennium in Mari,
was promoted by Nabonidus who gave Sin
epithets such as 'Lord/King of the Gods'. or
even 'God of Gods' (P.-A. BEAULIEU, The
Reign of Nabonidus. King of Babylon 556
539 B.C. [New Haven and London 1989]
43-65). For this reason, the Aramaic name
of the god Mrlh' (Marilahe. 'Lord of the
Gods') has been identified with Sin of
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Harran (GREEN 1992:67). Normally, the
name of the moongod was Sah(a)r among
the Aramaeans.

In Mesopotamia, the Sumerian and Baby
lonian moongod, Nanna/Sin, was venerated
everywhere, but Ur remained the centre of
his cult. Nanna was born from an illicit
union of the Sumerian gods Enlil and Ninlil.
The name of the spouse of Sin, written
dNin.gal, was pronounced Nikkal (J.-M.
DURAND, NABU 1987/14). This name was
taken over as the name of the moongod's
partner in the West-Semitic world: nkl in an
Ugaritic myth (KTU 1.24), and in Aramaic
inscriptions (KAI 225:9, 226:9: cf. 222 A I
9).

Sin as element in Akkadian personal
names written in an Aramaic context is ren
dered once as Sn, in the name Sn'bl{ (cf
Biblical San-ballat), four times Sn (MA
RAQTEN 1988:244, 248). In Aramaic names,
Sin is attested as Sn once, S' twice (MA
RAQTEN 1988: 103, 10I). In Akkadian syl
labic writing the latter element appears as
Se, Se-e, Se-' in Aramaic personal names (S.
PARPOLA, OLP 16 [1985] 273 n 2 [& lit]).

It is striking that the name appears twice
as San- in a Hebrew context, in Sanherib
(Sennacherib) and Sanballat; in a Greek
context Se1lnacheribos (LXX, Josephus),
Sanacharibos (Herodotus); Sanaballat
(LXX), Sanaballetes (Josephus); see HALAT
718. The Aramaic Wisdom of Ahiqar has
both forms S/Sn'!:rrjb. The same develop
ment to san- can be observed in the Hebrew
word for 'night-blindness', sam~'erim, to be
derived from Akkadian S1n-Iunna (and
variants) (M. STOL, JNES 45 [1986] 296
297). Some Assyrian names of men and
women have the theophoric element dSa-a
(J. N. POSTGATE, Iraq 32 [1970] 139).
Unrelated is perhaps the name of the moon
dSa-nu-ga-ruI2 (var. ITI) in the Ebla texts
(ARET 5 [1984] 24 no. 4 III 6, var. no. I III
12). Once, we find in Hebrew context Sen-,
in the name Sen-'a$$ar, among the descend
ants of David. I Chr 3: 18 (see HALAT
1475).
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M. STOL

SIRION Fib
I. According to some of our sources

Mount SirionlSiryon is part of the Hermon
massif. Deut 3:9 gives it as the name of the
mountain used by the Sidonians, but never
theless the Amorite designation is Senir.
This variant form of the name corresponds
to the mountain Saniru being the refuge of
Haza)el in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser
III (E. MICHEL, WO I [1947/1952] 265:6).
On the other hand the Hittite designation of
the Anti-Lebanon is Sariyana and the same
is true for Ug sr)'n and Eg slW-r-I-m. Ac
cording to the Baal-Myth (KTU 1.4 vi: 19.
21) Sirion produced famous cedar-wood.
Ezek 27:5 says that juniperwood from Sirion
was used by the Tyrians for the planking of
their ships. Therefore in Syriac sanrajena is
the designation of juniperus ox)'cedms
(BROCKELMANN, Lex. Syr. 807).

Though deified in extra-biblical sources.
Sirion is not mentioned as a deity in the
Bible.

II. Among the gods listed in all treaties
between Hittite kings and their Syrian vas
sals Mount Sirion is invoked in the spelling
Sarijana!i or SariJJija as a deified mountain
together with the -Lebanon (Lab/ana) and
the unidentified mountain PisaiSa: the treaty
between Suppiluliuma I and Tette from
Nublul1fe (E. WEIDNER, Polirische Doku
mente aus Kleinasien 68 [Leipzig 1923] 36
37) and his treaty with Aziru of Amurru
(WEIDNER, ibid. 74 Rs.3-4; partly restored)
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and the treaty of Tudbalija IV with
Shaushgamuwa of Amurru (C. KUHNE & H.
OrrEN, Der Sausgamuwa-Vertrag [StBoT
16; Wiesbaden 1971] 20:18). In this context
the Anti-Lebanon is indicated and-like
many Hittite mountain-gods-it has divine
qualities. Beside this textual evidence there
exist no further hints of a deification of the
Anti-Lebanon (but cf. ~Hennon), although
the sa-ri·a beside the Lebanon in the Old
Babylonian Gilgamesh fragment (T. BAUER,
Ein Fragment des Gilgames Epos, JNES 16
[1957] 256 r.13) is the home of the demon
ijuwawa.

III. The Old Testament uses the name of
this mountain in similes only: in Ps 29:6 the
voice of the Lord makes "Lebanon and
Sirjon skip like a steer"; in Cant 4:8 the
bride shall «trip down from Amana's peak,
from the peak of Senir and Hermon, from
the dens of lions, from the hills of leop
ards". There are no traces of any cult of
Sirion in OT sources.

IV. Bibliography
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of the Japanese Biblical Institute 4 (1978)
32·44; l. SINGER, Emeq Saron or Erneq
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W. ROLLlG

SISERA· tnD~O
I. The personal name ~"'O'O (Judg 4; 5;

1 Sam 12:9; Ps 83:10) has generally been
interpreted as a non-Hebrew name (IPN 64).
The name has been related to the Luwian
personal name zi-za-ru-wa (HALAT 710;
SOGGlN 1981 :63). GARBINI related Sisera to
the name of a Minoan deity (j)a·sa-sa-ra
0978:17-21).

II. The name UJa-sa-sa-ra appears in
some Minoan linear A inscriptions. It can be
interpreted as a divine name. According to
KTlSTOPULOS (apud CARRATELLI 1976:125)
this deity can be identified with unoapa.
He is known in the myth of Keleos to be a
designation of -Zeus Kretogenes (NILSSON
1950:543.554).

III. An identification of this deity with
the biblical Sisera suggests an interesting
interpretation of the episode in Judg 4-5. It

implies, however, that Sisera was the Philis
tine general of the Canaanite ruler Jabin. It
underscores the tradition of the origin of the
Philistines from Kaphtor or the Aegaean
world. It also yields a construal of the Song
of Deborah on two levels: the earthly com.
bat between Israel and the Canaanites is
parallel to a heavenly strife between
~Yahweh and a Canaanite deity. The el
ements <stars' and <rain' could also be inter
preted as survivals of the mythology of the
weather-god Sisera. They are, however, now
fighting against him (GARBINI 1978).

Against this interpretation it should be
noted that recent onomastic research has
shown that the name Sisera' is Semitic
(SCHNEIDER 1992:192.260). This implies
that he can be interpreted as a Canaanite
general. A hidden meaning in the story-if
there is one-should more plausibly be
sought in a conflict between the sexes than
in a strife between male deities.

In the OT the name Sisera is also borne
by an Israelite who returned from the Baby
lonian exile in Ezra 2:53; Neh 7:55.

IV. Bibliography
M. BAL, Murder and Difference. Gender,
Genre and Scholarship on Siserah's Death
(Bloomington 1988); G. P. CARRATELLI,
~AILAPA, La Parola del Passato 31 (1976)
123-128; G. GARBINI, II cantico di Debora,
fA Parola del Passato 33 (1978) S-31; M.
P. NILSSON, The Minoan-Mycenaean Relig
ion (Lund 1950); T. SCHNEIDER, Asiatische
Personennamen in agyptischen Quellen des
Neuen Reiches (OBO 114; FreiburgiGot
tingen 1992); J. A. SOGGlN, Judges. A Com
mentary (London 1981).

B. BECKING

SKYTHES LKu611c;
I. Skythes ('Skythian') is the epony·

mous hero of the Skythians, an Indo-Euro
pean people to the north of the Greek wo~ld.
Skythians themselves have a mythic quahty,
occurring in 2-3-4 Macc and Col 3: II asa
byword for barbarism. Otherwise the na~e

only occurs in the placename Skythopohs

(1-2 Mace).
II. For the standard Greek use of epony-
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mous heroes to account for the beginnings
of a tribe, see -Thessalos. The Skythians
are a rather different case. as they are a non
Greek tribe to whom Greeks credit the cre
ation of an eponym on the Greek pattern.
The Skythians in fact belonged to the Indo
Iranian branch of the Indo-Europeans and
lived across a wide area from north of the
Black Sea to the northerly parts of the
Persian Empire, where they arc generally
known as Stika in Persian and Sakai or
S/...)'t/llIi in Greek (possibly Ashkenaz. in
Biblical Hebrew; see Gen 10:3. and HALAT
92). The Skythians may indeed have traced
their national identity back to a single man
(just as the Gennans traced themselves back
to 'Mannus' the first man, Tacitus. Ger
mania 2:3): Herodotos (4:5-6) tells a Skyth
ian story of a first man called Targitaos and
his three sons Lipoxais, Harpoxais and
Kolaxais.

A (Black Sea) Greek myth transposes this
native story so as to deliver an eponym.
Skythes, and is told in different versions by
Herodotos 4:9 and Diodoros 2:43. In Hero
dotos, -·Her.lcles (often a convenient trans
position of a native hero) is passing through
Skythia and lies with a snake-maiden in a
cave in order to retrieve horses for which he
is searching. Three children are begotten and
on maturity arc tested to see if they can
handle Hemcles' bow and wear his belt.
Agathyrsos and Gelonos cannot and must
migrate elsewhere, but the youngest, Skythes,
succeeds. He is the ancestor of the Skythian
kings and the Skythians henceforth wear this
special sort of belt. In Diodoros' version, it
is -·'Zeus' not -·'Heracles· who lies with
the snake-maiden and only Skythes is born
of the union. He now has two sons, Palos
and Napes, the eponyms of the Paloi and
Napoi tribes among the Skythians.

The Skythians were the remotest norther
ly people known to Greeks in classical
times. Beyond them, according to Aristeas
of Prokonnesos (ca. 675 nCE), a source still
used by Herodotos (ca. 430/20 BCE), lay
one-eyed Arimaspians who fought the
griffins for their gold and beyond the
Arimaspians only the blessed folk of - Apol
lo, the Hyperboreans. Skythians were where

reality ran out and, whether truthfully or not,
were viewed as prone to barbaric habits
such as scalping enemies, drinking their
blood, and using their skulls as tankards, not
to mention cannabis sessions in wigwams
(Herodotos 4:64. 75).

III. Skythian savagery became a com
monplace of classical literature (Cicero. 2
Verr. 5:150. Pis. §18; Pliny, NH 7:11) and
so of Greek writers of biblical texts. At 2
Macc 4:47 even Skythians might have had
more pity; an attempted lynching at 3 Mace
7:5 is what one might expect of savage
Skythians; and an example of flaying alive
at 4 Macc 10:7 is described as "Skythianing
off the skin". At Col 3: II, they are an
evocative proper name to figure next to 'bar
barian' and 'slave'-they indeed often pro
vided slaves for the civilised world (most
notably the Athenian civil guard).

The town known at 1 Macc 5:52 ali
Baithsan (Bethsan) is referred to at 2 Macc
12:29-30 by itc; Greek name, Skythopolis
('city of the Skythians'). The origin of this
new name for the city is still an unresolved
issue.

IV. Bibliography
U. HOFER, Scythes, ALGRM iv (1909-15)
1077-1080: F. HUMBORG, Skythes, PW SA
(1927) 693-694.

K. DOWDEN

SOIL iiO'j~

I. The Hebrew word ~adizmfi, '(fertile)
soil, earth', occurs over 220 times in the
Bible. The tenn resembles the name of a
goddess called Adamma, Admu, or Adam
materi. attested in cuneifonn texts as early
ac; the third millennium BCE. Assuming that
the etymology of Adamma is Semitic, the
name is most plausibly explained as 'soiJ' or
'earth'. This meaning makes good sense
since the goddess in question is traditionaJ)y
regarded as the consort of Rasap (-Re
sheph) the god of the underworld. In the
Hebrew Bible. ~lidizmfi has been almost enti
rely demythologized.

II. The earliests attestestations to the
goddess Adamma occur in the texts from
Ebla (ca. 2400 BCE). Whilst Adamma (da _
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dam-ma, da-da-ma) is the usual form of her
name, one also finds, with the marker of the
feminine gender, Adamtum (POMPONIO &
XELLA 1997:10-15). In Sargonic texts (I. J.
GELB et a1., OIP 42, 177b S.v. Su-AD.MU)
and in Old Babylonian texts from Mari the
name appears as Admu, both as a theophoric
element in personal names (H. LIMET, Le
pantheon de Mari al'epoque des sakkanaku,
Or 45 [1976] 88; ARMT 16 (1979] 258)
and as a theonym in economic texts (MARl
4 (1985) 530:14 [dnin ad-mu; the word nin,
'lady' is used in juxtaposition to feminine
divine names, see J.-M. DURAND, RA 74
[1980] 174] ; ARM 21 [J 983] no. 333:33;
ARM 23 (l984] no. 46:5). Irrespective of
the grammatical gender of the name, how
ever, the deity in question is always a god
dess. A Hurrianized form of the name is
known from the Emar texts, where she is
called Adamma-teri (from HUIT· teri, 'front,
face'?, see A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 14 [1992]
299; D. E. FLEMING, The Installation of
Baal's High Priestess at Emar [HSS 42;
Atlanta 1992] 75), which name is conceiva
bly to be connected with Damater/~Deme
ter. The festival of Adamma gave rise to a
month name in the Syrian calendars of Ebla
and Emar (M. E. COHEN, The Cultic Calen-
dars of rhe.J4.ncientlveCir East [Bethesda.
Maryland 1993) 33, 344). ...

Whilst in the texts from Ebla Adamma
does occur alone, she is usually mentioned
alongside Rasap, god of the underworld and
of deadly diseases, whose name survives in
the Bible as Resheph. In addition to the con
struction dRasap (wa) dAdamma, 'Rasap
~and) Adamrna', the Ebla texts also give
Rasap wa dAdammasu. 'Rasap and his

Adamrnu', after the same model as the refe
rence to '~Yahweh and his ~Asherah' in
the inscriptions fonn Kuntillet CAjrud and
Khirbet el-Qom. The conjugal link between
Adamma and Rasap finds confirmation in
the Leiden Magical Papyrus, an Egyptian
text from the New Kingdom. The text con
jures a demon smn (Akk Samana?) by
various Egyptian and Semitic gods, among
the latter NingaI, Resheph (rspw) and his
consort Adamma (itwm, see A. MASSERT,

The Leiden Magical Papyrus I 343+1 345
[OMRO Supplement op de Nieuwe Reeks
34; Leiden 1954] 17: I 343 Recto V 6-7). In
a text from Emar the goddess Adanuna is
coupled with Nergal, the Babylonian god of
the underworld (Emar 465: 2' and 4'). It is
not excluded that the name of the god,
though written as dNE.ERIII·GAL, was
pronounced Rasap. The rust millennium god
list An-Anum identifies Admu as the spouse
of Nergal (W. G. LAMBERT, The Pantheon
of Mari, MARl 4 [1985] 530 n. 9). In Anat
olia and Ugarit Adamma is also associated
with the kindred mother goddess Kubaba
(~Cybele), see V. HAAS, Geschichte der
Hethitischen Religion (Leiden 1994) 406
407 and E. LAROCHE, lAOS 88 (1968) 149:
22.

Judging by a number of theophoric
names, the goddess Ada(m)ma or Ad(a)mu
was also known in Phoenicia. The Punic
names cbd j dm and, to a lesser extent,
mledm (F. L. BENZ, Personal Names in the
Phoenician and Punic Inscriptions [StP 8;
Rome 1972] 260) imply that Adam(u) is a
theonym. The Phoenician name *>dmytn,
sometimes adduced in evidence, is of pro
blematic attestation. CIS 109, the edirio
princeps from 1881, reads PN bn [x]dmy.
M. LIDZBARSKI, Handbuch der nordsemiti
schen Epigraphik (Weimar 1898) 208, feels
at liberty to restore PN bn .:ldmy[tn] , a rea
ding taken over by G. BUCCELLATJ, The
Amorites of the Ur III Period (Napels 1966)
130. The drawing in CIS does not allow this
restoration; Benz wisely did not include the
name in his anaysis of Phoenician and Punic
personal names. In KAI 30:4 O. MASSON &

M. SZNYCER, Recherches sur les Pheniciens
aChypre (Geneve-Paris 1972) 19 propose to
translate >dm as a theonym, but the inscrip
tion is too fragmentary to take this as evi
dence.

The etymology of the name Adamma is
disputed. Most scholars consider it to be of
Semitic >DM- 'soil, earth' (ASPESI 1996;
STIEGLITZ 1990: 81; M. BONECH1, Lexique
et ideologie royale a I'epoque proto-syrien
net MARl 8 [1997J 508 [citing J.-M.
Durand]; POMPONIO & XELLA 1997:15). A
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ARCHI, on the other hand, regards Adamma
as a member of the 'substrate' pantheon of
Ebla; he suggests that the name has a Hur
rian etymology (Divinites semitiques et
divinites de substrat: Le ca.'\ d'gbara et
d'lStar a Ebla, MARl 7 [1993] 72; ARCHI,
Substrate: Some remarks on the fonnation
of the west Hurrian pantheon, Hittite and
other Anatolian and Near Eastem Studies in
Honour of Sedat Alp [H. Otten et al.; Anka
ra 1992J 7, 10-11). \V. FAUTH proposes an
etymology • Ada+Ama 'father and mother'
(Glotta 45 [I967J 129-48). which has met
with little to no support. The interpretation
of Admu as a geographic name proposed by
J. J. M. ROBERTS (71le Earliest Semitic
Palltheon [Baltimore 1972] 14) has proven
wrong in the light of new evidence. A sober
assessment of the data yields no argument to
depart from the majority opinion, which
identifies the name as Semitic.

III. The cult of the goddess Adamma
has a distant echo in the Bible in the person
al name Obed-Edom (LXX Abdedom; 2
Sam 6:10-121/1 Chr 13:13-14; 15:25). The
man bearing this name is reported to have
lived in Gath of the Philistines. When this
geographical indication is taken seriously, it
becomes difficult to uphold that the anthro
ponym in question is to be related to the
toponym -+Edom, and that Obed-Edom
would be short for *cbd qws ~/(h)lbCI ~dm,

'Servant of Qaus, the godllord of Edom'
(pace KNAUF 1995:521). In view of the evi
dence for the goddess Adamma or Ad(a)mu,
the element 01'~ is best interpreted as a
variant spelling of *>Adfun(u) (note that the
theophoric clement is spel1ed only once as
Cl'~ [2 Sam 6: IOJ and elsewhere as c,~ [2
Sam 6:11.12; I Chr 13:13-14; 15:25]). The
Punic name cbd~dm (BENZ 1972:260) must
then be regarded as the exact equivalent of
Obed-Edom.

A number of scholars has suggested that
-+Adam the first man would also somehow
be related to the deity Admu or Adammu
(G. BUCCELLATl, 71Je Amorites of the Ur-1I1
Period [Napels 1966] 130; C. H. GORDON,
Notes on Proper Names in the Ebla Tablets,
Eblaite Personal Names alld Semitic Name-

Gh';ng [ARES I; edt A. Archi; Rome 1988]
154). Recently J. C. DE MOOR proposed the
same connection and argued for the existen
ce of a Canaanite version of the biblical
story of Eden (J. C. DE MOOR, East of
Eden, ZAlV 100 [1988J 105-11). There is lit
tle to support this idea. espccial1y since
Adamma or Ad(a)mu is the name of a god
dess. More attractive is the proposal by
ASPESI (1996) according to whom traits of
the goddess Adamma are still perceptible in
biblical ~adamfi, 'soil, earth'. Biblical
~lJdam6 does appear a.c; a kind of Mother
Earth. giving life to plants, animals, and
humankind (Gen 2:7.9.19; 3:23; ef. T. NOL
DEKE. Mutter Erde und Verwandtes bei den
Semiten. ARW 8 [1905] 161-166). Whilst
such expressions as the 'mouth' (Gen 4: II;
Num 16:30) and the 'face' (e.g. Gen 6:1) of
the earth need not imply an anthropomor
phic personification, they might be conside
red tenninological remnants of a mythologi
cal conception of the soil as a divine figure
(ASPESI 1996:34). The interpretation of the
link between Yahweh and the soil ('the soil
of Yahweh', Isa 14:2; cf. Zech 9:16; 2 Chr
7:20) as a conjugal one is quite unlikely,
however, since outside the Bible Adamma is
always the consort of the god of the under
world. It is possible to find faint traces of a
mythological background of ~adiima in
some biblical passages (e.g. Deut 7: 13; Joel
I: 10; Job 5:6-7), but in no text this is com
pulsory. On the whole, biblical ~lidam{1

appears to have been finnly demythologi
zed.
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SON OF GOD
I. The title 'Son of God', ascribed to

Jesus in the NT, reflects a common ancient
Near Eastern notion according to which the
king could claim divine descent. The idea is
also found in the QT. In relation to Jesus,
the title eventually became associated with
such concepts as divinity and preexistence.

II. In the entire Near East, the king
could be called 'Son of God' or even 'God'.
Pharaoh was the 'Good God' (MORET 1902:
296). The first of the five 'great names'
which he received upon his enthronement
was 'Horus', an old title designating him as
the earthly manifestation of the falcon god
-+Horus, the ancient dynastic god of Egypt
(GARDINER 1957:72). His incarnation was
assumed: "He descended from heaven and
was born in Heliopolis" (ERMAN 1923:340).

The Semitic rulers of Akkad (ca. 2350
2150 BeE) claimed divinity for themselves.
Thus, Naram-Sin styled himself ifli A-ga-de,
'God of Akkad' (RADAU 1899:7). Follow
ing the example of the Akkadian rulers, the
kings in the ensuing period of Sumerian
renaissance had their names prefixed by the
determinative for divinity (DHORME 1910:
170). They even enjoyed worship (R()MER
1969: 146). Bursin called himself 'the right
ful God, the Sun of his country' (RADAU
1900:199, 201). The old titulary continued
to apply to the later Semitic rulers. Thus,
Hammurabi was the 'God' (iflt) and 'Sun' of
his people (DHORME 1910: 170), and his
name was occasionally prefixed by the
determinative for divinity (EDZARD 1965:
257-258).

The Syrian kings possibly claimed divin
ity for themselves. Ezek 28:2.9 mocks the
king of Tyre (-+Melqart) for claiming to be
divine and occupying the throne of 'eWhim,
-'God(l)'. Virgil (Aen. I:729 with Servius'
note) and Silius Italicus (Plin. I:86) state
that the kings of Tyre traced their descent to
-+ Baal. The later Se1eucid rulers of Syria
claimed to be Iheos, -+'God(II)'. Josephus
(Ant. 9.4.6) reports a worship of the de
ceased rulers of Damascus in his day.

Even more common than the designation
'God' for the King, was the title 'Son of
God'. From the 1st dynasty (ca. 3000 BCE),

the pharaohs were regarded as the 'sons of
-+Isis', and were represented as being
suckled by her and sitting on her lap. The
last of Pharaoh's royal names was 'Son of
-·Re', which he bore from the 4th dynasty
(ca. 2500 BCE) onwards (GARDINER 1957:
74). The title indicated that he was the
physical offspring of the sun god, as is
shown in particular by the evidence from
Deir el-Bahri, where -+Amun-Re is repre
sented as having united sexually with
Pharaoh's mother (SETHE 1914:102-103).

In an inscription for Ramesses II, the god
Amun-Re is introduced as saying: "I am
your Father, who has engendered you as god
in order that you be king of Upper and
Lower Egypt on My throne" (ROEDER 1915:
158-159). Pharaoh ruled in the place of his
divine father. He obviously had to answer
for his father's possessions with which he
had been entrusted.

Beginning with the Sumerian king
Mesilim of Kish, the Mesopotamian ruler
was seen as the 'son' or 'child' of his god
or goddess (SJ~BERG 1972:87-112). The
king is said expressly to have been 'born' of
the deity, and we should obviously under
stand this sonship in physical tenns. Abisare
of Larsa is said to be the 'Pride of his physi
cal Father' (glrix.zal.a.a.ugu.na), the god
Enlil (SJ~BERG 1972:96097). The male god
could also be said to have implanted his
seed into the womb of the king's mother, a
goddess or a priestess representing her
(SJ~BERG 1972:88, 93).

In the Ugaritic epic about Keret, the king
is called the 'Son of El', and it is implied
that, as one of the 'gods', he is supposed not
to die. This is "a projection of cullic termi
nology" used to enhance the royal office and
person (GRAY 1964:66-67).

The enthronement was the definitive act
of begetting or deification in Egypt
(PREISIGKE 1920: 13-14). The technical term
is smen, which corresponds to the verb in Ps
2:6, "I have set (misakli) My king on
-·Zion, My holy hill". This is a parallel to
the 'birth' in the next verse, Thutmosis III
can say that he is God's "Son, whom He
commanded that should be upon His throne
... and begat in uprightness of heart"
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(BREASTED 1906:59). The magico-religious
birth occurs after the call to the throne.

In Mesopotamia. too, the divine birth of
the king was celebrated on the day of his
enthronement. In a description of the
enthronement of Shulgi, it is said: "The En
priestess bore a good man, who had been
placed in her womb, Enlil, the Mighty
~Shepherd, made the youth stand forth, a
son, who is well suited for kingship and the
throne" (SJOBERG 1972:104-105, with a
slight change). A description of Shulgi being
given the royal insignia follows. SJOBERG

(1972:107) also refers to a word of Gudea to
the goddess Gatumdu: "My seed [i.e. the
seed of my Father) You have received; in
the sanctuary You have begotten me".

III. The Israelite king could also be
called 'elOhim, 'God' (Ps 45:6). Among th~

five names of the royal child who is to sit
on David's throne, we find 'el gibb6r,
'Mighty God' (lsa 9:6). It was more com
mon to refer to the king in Israel-Judah as
the 'Son of God'.

In the Nathan prophecy in 2 Sam 7, the
r~lationship between God and the Israelite
Judaean king (David's 'seed') is described
as a father-son relationship (v 14; cr. 1 Chr

·17:13; 22:10; 28:6). In Ps 89:27-28, God is
the 'Father' of the king, his 'firstborn'. The
king was 'born' from God when he was
.installed, ;IS is made clear by. the declar
ations of --+Yahweh in two Psalms which

.were used as liturgical texts at the enthrone
·menl ceremony: "You are My Son; this day
:I,have begotten thee" (2:7)~ "In holy orna
'rpent out of the womb of Dawn, I have
J~thered thee as ~Dew" (110:3; WIDEN

:GREN 1976:186).
:::iThe Nathan prophecy guarantees the per
~»etuity of the Davidic dynasty (2 Sam 7:16).
!,This promise gave rise to 'messianic' expec
~tations (Isa 7:14-17 [a prophecy based on
t~gyptian and Canaanite oracles about the
~b.irth of the royal child from the queen, a
~~presentative of the goddess]; 9:6-7 [an
10racle showing influence from the Egyptian
~wyal titulary in the five names of the child
~~ho is to occupy the Davidic throne]).
1W:..~Israel is also called God's 'Son' (Exod
~~:22-23~ Jer 31 :20; Hos 11: 1; see a]so Jer
~.

~;.
~.
~..

~!
~

;.,.
~1,
~, ..

31 :9). All the individuals of the people are
therefore God's 'sons' and 'daughters', or
'children' (Deut 14:1; 32:5, 19; Isa 30:1;
43:6; 45:11; Ezek 16:20-21; Hos 2:J). This
usage of the name 'Sones)' of God desig
nates Israel as God's chosen and protected
people. 'Sons of God' could also be used as
a designation of the heavenly hosts.

IV. In the NT, the title 'Son of God',
with the attendant implications, is found
more especially in connection with --+Jesus.
Jesus spoke of God as 'Dad(dy)', using the
diminutive form 'abba (Mark 14:36 [Ga14:6
and Rom 8:15 show that this memory was
preserved]; cf. Luke 11:2). Matt 11:27 =
Luke 10:22, where Jesus says that 'all
things' (= 'all authority' [Matt 28: 18]) have
been delivered to him by his Father, the
only one who knows him and who is known
only by him and the ones to whom he
chooses to reveal him, is a strongly literary
passage and markedly different from other
passages telling us anything about the self
consciousness of the historical Jesus. On the
basis of this universal authority, Jesus can
reveal the Father.

Mark 13:32 ("not even the angels, nor the
Son; but only the Father" knows the last
day) teaches the full subordination of the
Son. But the intimate relationship between
'the Father' and 'the Son' is still present
(the Son is closer to God than the angels).
There is a tension between this absolute
usage of 'the Father', which corresponds to
that of 'the Son', and the words of Jesus
about 'your Father'. Mark 13:32 as well as
Matt 11 :27 =Luke 10:22 is a clear Christo
logical limitation of the Father name of
God.

In Matt 28:18-20, the commission of the
resurrected Jesus to the disciples to go and
baptize people "in the name of the Father
and the Son and the --+Holy Spirit" follows
upon the word about all authority having
been given to the Son. The title 'the Son'
has here found a new place in the baptismal
liturgy, and the association of 'the Father'
and 'the Son' has been expanded into a for
mula containing the names of all the three
persons in the divine economy.

In his earliest letter, Paul speaks of the
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expectation of God's "Son from heaven,
whom He [Le. God] raised from the dead"
(1 Thess 1: 10). It has been suggested that
this originally was a saying about the -Son
of Man which Paul reinterpreted for his Hel
lenistic community (FRIEDRICH 1965:502
516). A merger of the messianic figure of
the Son of God and the eschatological Son
of Man is found in the account of the
process against Jesus, where the high priest
asks: "Are you the -Christ [= Messiah], the
Son of the Blessed?" (Mark 14:61). Jesus'
reply implies that he is the Son of Man who
will be seen "seated at the right of the
Power and coming with the clouds of
heaven". The text takes 'the Son of the
Blessed', a phrase which contains a circum
locution for the name of God, as a messianic
designation and explains the function of the
Messiah by reference to his enthronement
by the side of God and return as the
eschatological Son of Man.

Mark 14:62 describes Jesus as a heavenly
being with reference to Ps 110: 1 and Dan
7:13 (and Ps 80:17 [SEITZ 1973:481-485]?).
In Peter's Pentecost sermon, Ps 110:1 is
cited with reference to the ascension of
Jesus (Acts 2:34-35). Being seated at the
right ofGod, he was made "both Lord and
Christ [= Messiah)" (v 36). During his life
time, Jesus was only Messias designatus, "a
man attested to you by God with mighty
works and wonders and signs [... ]" (v 22).

In Paul's speech in Pisidian Antioch, it is
Ps 2:7, the other enthronement text in the
OT, which is cited with reference to the
resurrection of Jesus (Acts 13:33). In the
beginning of Romans I, Paul quotes an old
confession formula saying that Jesus "was
descended from David according to the
Spirit of holiness by his resurrection from
the dead [... ]" (vv 3-4). During his life as a
Davidide, Jesus was Messias designatus; it
was first upon his ascension that he was
made the messianic 'Son of God in power'.

The account of the transfiguration, ac
cording to which Jesus was identified by a
heavenly voice as "My beloved Son" (Mark
9:7), may have been an original resurrection
story (BULTMANN 1957:278). However, it

may also be a text describing Jesus' instal
lation ac; the eschatological king (RIESEN
FELD 1947: 182-220, 223-225, 303-306) al
ready during his human life. In either case.
the idea of an ascent to heaven is implied.
for the 'high mountain' (Mark 9:2) is a
weB-known image of heaven to which the
king ascended and where he was enthroned
(Isa 14:13-14; Ezek 28:2. 12-16).

Jesus' installation as the Son of God was
also pushed back to the beginning of his
earthly ministry in order to include this in
the rule promised to David. Coming out of
the waters of the -·Jordan. the heavens were
opened, the Spirit descended upon him in
the form of a -dove, and a heavenly voice
said: "You are My beloved Son. with thee I
am well pleased" (Mark I: II). Baptism or
ritual washing was part of the royal instal
lation. Upon his accession to the throne.
Pharaoh was wac;hed with waters out of
which the sun god was born. When Pharaoh
came forth begotten out of the water. the
sun god had to recognize him as his son
(BLACKMANN 1918:153-157). I Kgs 1:33-34
relates that Solomon was anointed king at
the well of Gihon; perhaps he was washed
as well as anointed. During his installation
as the eschatological high priest(-king). Levi
was washed with 'clean water' (T. Le,'; 8:5).

The unction. which belonged to the
Semitic enthronement ritual. conveyed the
Spirit of God (I Sam 16:13). In Luke 4:18.
Jesus cites the beginning of the royal hymn
in Isa 61: ''The Spirit of the LoRD is upon
me, for He has anointed me" (v I). That this
refers to the baptism of Jesus is seen from
Peter's speech in Acts 10. where it is said
that the word of God went forth "after the
baptism which John preached: how God
anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy
Spirit and power" (vv 37-38).

The words of the heavenly voice recite
Isa 42: 1 as well as Ps 2:7 (the latter text
being quoted verbatim in the parallel in
Luke 3:22 in Codex D [Bezael. some Itala
manuscripts, and many Fathers). In the for
mer text, the beginning of the first of the
songs about the Suffering Servant of
Yahweh. God says: "Behold My Servant.
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whom I uphold, My Chosen, in whom My
soul delights; I have put my Spirit upon
him". The Hebrew text reads 'ebed, which
means 'servant', while the LXX has pais,
which means 'son' as well as 'servant'.
Both the terms were royal titles (2 Sam
3:18; Ps 89:3; Ezek 34:23). In a text about
Ashurbanipal, the two titles are used in
parallelism (DHORME 1910: 166-167). In the
OT, they are closely associated (2 Sam 7:4,
8; Ps 89:21, 27-28). In the description of the
righteous in Wis 2: 12-20, divine sonship
and service are associated. In T. Levi 4:2, it
is said that the patriarch will become God's
'Son' (h)'ios), 'Servant' (therapon), and
'Priest'. In 18:6, it is said that the heavens
will be opened, and a 'fatherly voice' will
sound when the Spirit is given to Levi (cf.
T. Judah 24:2-3).

In quoting Isa 42: I, Matt 12: 18 amplifies
'Chosen' with 'Beloved'. The latter as well
as the former was a Near Eastern royal title
for the former (DHORME 1910:150-152; 2
Sam 21:6; Ps 89:4). Mesilim of Kish was
said to be the 'Beloved Son of Ninhursag'
(dumu.ki.ng.dnin.bur.sag,a; SJOBERG 1972:
87 [for funher Mesopotamian evidence, see
DHORME 1910:164-166]). Pharaoh Thut
mosis is the 'Beloved of -Hathor' (GARD
INER 1957:72). Solomon the king is 'loved'
by God (2 Sam 12;24; Neh 13:26). Targum
Ps 2:7 reads: "Beloved as a son is to his
father you are to Me".

The words that God is 'well pleased' with
the Son also have parallels in royal ideol
ogy. At the installation of HaLc;hepsut. Re
introduces her to the divine assembly and
says: "Behold My daughter Hatshepsut;
May she live; I love her, I am well pleased
with her!" (SEnlE 1914:113). The Targumic
versions of Isa 42: I and 43: 10 read that God
has found delight in the Messiah.

At an early stage, Jesus was even con
ceived of as the preexistent Son who had
been sent by God into the world in order to
bring salvation to humankind (Gal 4:4-5;
Rom 8:3-4; cf. John 3: 17; I John 4:9, 14).
SCHWEIZER (TDNT 8 [1972] 375) has ex
plained this notion against the background
of Hellenistic Jewish ideas about God's

personified word (-Logos) and wisdom.
Now the divine Word is called God's 'Son'
by Philo, but is not said to have been sent
into the world, while Sophia (-Wisdom) in
Wis 9 is said to have been sent (the sending
of Sophia and the Spirit in vv 10 and 17
corresponds to that of the Son and the Spirit
in Gal 4:4-6), but is not the 'Son' of God.

In a fragment of the Prayer ofJoseph, we
come across a representation of an angel by
the name of Israel, who is said to be a
'ruling Spirit', the 'Firstborn of every living
thing', the 'Archangel of the power of the
Lord', the 'Chief Captain among the sons of
God', and the 'First of those who serve
before the Face of the Lord' (Or. Jo. 2:31).
That the angel is said to be the 'Firstborn of
every living thing' derives from an exegesis
of Exod 4:22, where God says: "Israel is My
firstborn son". This verse could be referred
to the patriarch -·Jacob, who was given the
name Israel by God (Jub. 19:29; £md R.
19:7; 3 Enoch 44: 10). In the Prayer of
Joseph, the preexistent angel Israel. who is
the chief 'among the sons of God', explicit
ly identifies himself as having become mani
fested in the patriarch: "I, Jacob, whom men
call Jacob, but whose name is Israel".

Philo also furnishes evidence for the idea
of the many-named intermediary in Hel
lenistic Judaism. In one passage, he heaps
various epithets upon the intermediary:
"God's Firstborn, the Word, who holds the
eldership among the angels, their ruler as it
were. And many names are his, for he is
called 'Beginning', 'Name of God', His
'Word', 'Man after His image', and 'He that
sees', Le. 'Israel'" (Con/. 146). In another
text, Wisdom (Sophia) is called 'Beginning',
'Image', and 'Vision of God' (Leg. All.
1:43). The intermediary is also 'High Priest'
(Migr. 102; Fuga 108-118; Somn. 1:215;
2: 183). The many-named intermediary is
also said to be God's 'Son': he is God's
'true Word and firstborn Son', who oversees
the heavenly bodies whose courses regulate
the life of the universe, "like a viceroy of a
great king" (Agr. 51); "the incorporeal Man,
who is no other than the divine Image, [is]
His eldest Son, whom He elsewhere calls
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'Firstborn' and the 'Begotten One'" (Con!
62·63). Philo also calls the material world
God's 'younger son', who can teach people
about God (Quod Deus 31-32; Ebr. 30;
Cher. 43·45). The 'eldest and firstborn Son'
is the 'Word', which now is seen as the
spiritual world of ideas. In this particular
construal of the intermediary, a Platonic in
fluence is seen at work, but there can be no
doubt that one of the facets of the Philonic
intennediary is an adaptation 'of a Jewish
angelic figure with many names, one of
which is 'Son of God'. That the Christians
used the same model in representing the
saviour is shown by the originally synagogal
prayers which are embedded, in the
Apostolic Constitutions, Books VII-VIII, the
works of Justin Martyr (cf. below), and
Hennas, Sim. (FOSSUM 1992:131-132).

The idea of the preexistence of the Mess
iah could find some support in the QT. Mic
5:2 states that the origin of the Ruler to
come is "from old, from ancient days"
(LXX: "from the beginning, from the days
of eternity"). Ps 89:28, which was applied to
the Messiah by R. Nathan (ca. 160 CE [Exod
R. 19:7]) says that God calls the king his
'firstborn'. The LXX reads prototokos,
which is similar to pr6togonos, an epithet
which both Philo and the Prayer of Joseph
b~st<?w upon the preexistent intennediary
(cf. Col 1:15, where the 'Son'of God is
prototOMS).

According to Paul, God sent his Son in
order to set people free from slavery under
the elemental spirits of the universe (-Stoi·
cheia) and the Law (~Law) (Gal 4:3-5;
Rom 8:2-4). People were thereby made sons
of God by adoption and received the Spirit,
through which they could cry: "Abba!
Father!" (Gal 4:5-6; Rom 8:15). In the end,
they would be "confonned to the image of
His Son" (Rom 8:29). The specific act
through which the Son effected the salvation
was his death on the cross (Gal 2:20; Rom
8:3,32 (see HENGEL 1976:7-15]).

The title 'Son of God' is a clue to the
identity of Jesus in the gospel of Mark. It is
found already in the first verse of the work
(accepting the reading of Codex Sinaiticusa,

B, D, etc.), which is matched at the end of
the Gospel by the exclamation of the Roman
centurion at the cross (15:39). Jesus is
solemnly declared to be the Son of God by a
heavenly voice at two crucial points in his
career, Le. when he is installed as the Mess
iah (l:11) and right after the confession of
Peter before the disciples that Jesus is the
Messiah (9:7).

The exclamation of the demons that Jesus
is the Son of God (3:11; 5:17) has another
derivation, for the Messiah was not expected
to expel demons. The appeal to the miracle
working 'divine men' in the Greco-Roman
world would not seem to be of any avail,
because the exact title 'Son of God' does
not seem to have been applied to those
people. Now in the mouth of the demons,
the 'Holy One of God' appears to be a
parallel title to that of the Son of God
(1:24). In Ps 89:5-7, 'Holy Ones' and 'Sons
of God' are parallel titles, designating the
members of God's council. In Zech 14:5 (==
1 Enoch I :9; Jude 14) it is foretold that on
the Day of the LORD, "God will come and
all the Holy Ones with Him". Obviously, at
the tum of our era, both 'Son(s) of God' and
'Holy One(s) of God' were regarded as
angelic names.

Although the title of the Son of God
reached Mark from different sources, it is

. clear that he attaches a unique significance
to it. The demons are adjured to be silent; so
are the disciples after the confession of
Peter. It is only through his death that the
deeper meaning of the divine sonship of
Jesus can be grasped (d. 15:39).

In Matthew, it is not the demons but only
the disciples who proclaim that Jesus is the
Son of God (14:33; 16:16). As is shown by
Peter's confession, it is a title of the Mess
iah (cf. 26:63). The title implies service of
God (3:17-4:10). Suffering is involved. The
leaders of the Jews mockingly ask why God
does not deliver Jesus from the cross, since
he claims to be the Son of God (27:43Y
TIlis reflects Wis 2: 12-20, where the right-·
eous, claiming to be the :Son' and 'Servant'"
of God his 'Father', is oppressed, tortur.ed
and killed by the ungodly, who mock hIm
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for believing that he will be vindicated in
the end by God. In the Sermon on the
Mount, the believers demonstrating God's
will and love are promised the status as
God's 'sons' (5:10,45 = Luke 6:35).

Luke does not assign any significant role
to the title 'Son of God'. It is an equivalent
to 'the Christ', the latter being preferred
above the former, as can be seen when com
paring Luke's text to the para))e)s in Mark
and Matthew (Luke 9:20; 22:67·70~ 23:47).

In the Annunciation, Jesus is ,identified as
the Son of God and the heir to the throne of
David (1:32-33, 35). Here Hellenistic 'di
vine man' and ruler ideology have been
merged with messianism, for virgin birth
was not predi~ated of the Messiah (in spite
of the fact that Isa 7: 14 LXX reads 'virgin'
where the MT has 'young woman'). Now
the 'divine men' and the imperial 'sons' of
God were seen as the progeny of a god,
either by direct engendering or by a woman,
so there is no exact parallel to what is re
lated by Luke. However, we should consider
Plutarch's report that the Egyptians believed
that the spirit of a god could work the begin
nings of a new life in a woman (Numa 4).

John agrees with Paul that the purpose of
the sending of the preexistent Son of God
was his death for the salvation of human·
kind (3:16~17; 10:11; 11:51-52; 13; 15; 1
John 4: 10). Like Paul (Gal 3:26), John
emphasizes faith as the condition for be
coming God's son or child (l: 12). Again
like Paul, John holds that the Spirit is instru
lJlental in this birth (3:5; 6:8).

In John, God is called 'Father' about 120
times. Jesus is '(the) Son'I'Son of God' 27
~mes. The correlation Father/Son suggests
~tself. The full title 'Son of God' is found
primarily in confession-like fonnulas (l :34,
49; 20:31; also in 1 John 4: 15; 5; 2 John 3).
While 'Son of God' is associated with 'the
.father' only twice (5:25; 10:36, 'the Son',
,;~hich is found 18 times, is virtually always
'sorrelated with the idea of God as Father.
[)!he intimacy between the Father and the
j~.(m is thereby emphasized (1: 18; 3:35-36;
i~:19-26; 6:40; 8:35-36; 14:13; 17:10). The
~§on does only what the Father wants him to
~,

~.'
~,;
~.
~.

~.
~..I:

do~ he is thus a true revelation of God.
The basic theme of Hebrews is the

"representative atoning suffering of the Son"
(HENGEL 1976:87), who is a preexistent
divine being standing above the angels. Old
notions about the Near Eastern priest-king
are revived in order to explain his work. In
contrast to the priest-king, however, Jesus
sacrificed himself (9:12,25; 10:10). He then
took his seat at the right hand of God (l :2-3;
10:12-13). Denial of the Son of God by
those who have been purged by his death is
unforgivable (6:6; 10:29).
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J. FOSSUM

SONS OF (THE) GOD(S)
O'il?~(i1) I O"~ I ]i'?.lJ 'J:J

I. In several passages in the aT a group
of heavenly beings other than Yahweh is
referred to by the expressions bene (elyon
"children of Elyon" (Ps 82:6) and bene 'elim
(Ps 29: 1; 89:7) or bene (ha) JelOhfm (Gen
6:2.4; Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7; and originally Deut
32:8) "children of God", "children of (the)
gods" or "divine beings". The concept ap
pears without the tenninology in a few other
passages in the OT. Corresponding 'Greek
expressions appear in the NT to characterize
the ultimate transfonnation of God's people
into heavenly beings.

Of the cognate expressions referring to a
plurality of divine beings at Ugarit bn il is
more common than bn ilm. Bn il clearly

refers to "the children of EI"-at least, in
one text EI addresses the gods (ilm) as "my
children" (bny) (1.16 v:24). bn ilm is found
only once (KTlfl 1.4 iii: 14). Here it is pre
ceded by pbr "assembly", which elsewhere
is twice followed inunediately by ibn (i.e.
"assembly of the gods"-or possibly
"assembly of Eln [the divine name plus
enclitic m]). The two expressions bn il
"children of EI" and pbr ilm "assembly of
the gods" have perhaps been conflated in the
unique expression plJr bn Um. It remain's
uncertain, however, whether this is best ren
dered "assembly of the children of El",
"assembly of the children of the gods", or
"assembly of the divine beings". The
simplest solution is to assume that bn ilm
was understood as an idiomatic periphrasis
for "the gods", i.e. "the divine beings". The
one occurrence of bn Jim in a Phoenician
text, ki dr bn >im (KAI 26 A III 19) is prob
ably to be understood similarly: "the whole
circle of the divine beings".

In Hebrew it is arguable whether the plu
ral form of the word for 'god' in the phrase
bene (ha)'li6hlm represents the plural con
cept, 'gods', or the singular 'God'. That
upon reflection ancient Israelites might spe
cify either a singular or a plural referent is
suggested by the occasional substitution of
'eUm (plural) or <Elyon (singular) for the
ambiguous (hii)'llohfm. (However, some
would see behind the MT >elim a singular
reference to the more specific old divine
name EI with enclitic m).

If 'llOhfm had singular reference, the
expression bene Jelohfm would correspond
most closely to the Ugaritic expression bn il.
The biblical identification of 'llohlm with
~Yahweh would suggest that the bene (ha)
J elOhfm were not independent of, but essen~

tially related to, Israel's god. This accord~
with Yahweh's occasional use of the first
person plural (see below). Although this
view is more appropriate to some contexts
than to others, it clearly lies behind t~e
LXX's consistent translation of both (ha)
J llohim and 'eUm (!) in these phrases ~~.
theou (or mou in Job 38:7, where God l~
speaking). Other associations suggested by,
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the term bene- (descent from or participation
in the nature of the following noun) might
be problematic for people emphasizing
Yahweh's uniqueness in the heavenly
sphere, or understanding Yahweh's court to
include the subjected gods of other nations.
Such p~ople would have favoured a plural
reference for the second noun in bene (ha)
'elOhlm (which would then have been the
formal equivalent of the Ugaritic bn Um).
This too would suit some contexts more
than others. Probably, however, the expres
sion was an idiomatic term for 'divine
beings', as bene (ha) 'iidam was for 'human
beings'. Compare the parallelism of the two
expressions in the original text of Oeut 32:8
and the pairing of bene hil 'llOhfm and
ben6t hii 'adam in Gen 6:2 (see below~ and
note the similar suggestion in the case of
Ugaritic bn Um above). This being so,
Israelites would not nonnally have stopped
to think about the specific referent of the
second term in the phrase.

II. At Ugarit the 'divine beings' appear
in three of the traditional poems and in two
religious texts (as well as one fragmentary
context: KTlfl 1.62:7). They are cited for
their immortality in the Tale of Aqhat,
where they appear in parallelism with Baal:
having offered Aqhat immortality, Anat pro
mises he will have as many years//months in
his life as Baalll"the divine beings" (KTlfl
1.17 vi:28-29). It is their ignorance that
o.ccasions their mention in one of the shorter
Baal narratives-the incomplete line KTlfl
UO i:3 speaks of something "that the divine
beings do not know". (The mention of Anat
and Baal in the immediate [broken] context
suggests that these two may share the knowl
'edge denied to the bn il.) The following two
lines preserve the expressions parallel to bn
#: pbr k(b)kbm and dr dt smm Uthe assembly
,~bi the Stars" and "the circle of the heavenly
:9!les (lit. those of the heavens)".
(:rThe gods are seen here as heavenly
~~eings, associated or even identified with
[~e stars. ]n the last passage the reference is
r~pparentJy to all the gods except those,.. '

W,aIned, and that would appear to be true in
~~e first passage as well.

~::
§I~"~~

~;
~.

Collectives-such as por and dr-are
used with all the remaining cases of bn ii,
thus representing the gods as a collectivity.
In KTlfl 104 iii:13-14 (in the main Baal
cycle) Baal complains that he has been spat
upon "in the assembly of the divine beings"
(btk plJr bn ilm). (In a god list [KTlfl 1.47:
29] and an offering list [KTlfl 1.148:9] the
briefer phrase plJr iIm "assembly of the
gods" is used.)

In the first three lines of KTlfl 1.65 (a
text of disputed genre, that focuses on EI
and a number of objects or attributes asso
ciated with him) bn il is used three times: il
bn ilJdr bn ii/mp!Jrt bn il "El, the divine
beings/the circle of the divine beings/the
totality of the divine beings". While widely
regarded as a religious text, it has been
argued that this tablet may have been used
for a scribal exercise (M. DIETRICH, O.
LORETZ & J. SANMARTIN, RS 4.474 =eTA
3O-Schreibiibung oder religiOse Text?, UF
7 [I 975] 523-524). But even if this is so,
KTlfl lAO shows that the model for the
phrases in question is a religious text. Simi
lar expressions appear toward the end of
each of the five sections of this ritual text.
The full context reads: "May it (a sacrifice)
be borne to the Father of the divine beings,
may it be borne to the circle of the divine
beings, to the totality of the divine beings".
The use of the expression "the father of the
divine beings" to refer to El tends to support
the suggestion above that the phrase trans
lated literally "the children of EI" was al
ready so idiomatic a term for the collectivity
of the gods that it no longer conveyed the
fatherhood· of EI, but was simply a peri
phrasis for "gods", i.e. "divine beings". This
would explain how bn il might be inter
changed with bn ilm, both in effect referring
to the same collectivity. In any case, both
texts explicitly associate this collectivity
closely with El himself.

In literary texts from Ugarit then, the
term refers to the generality of gods: they
appear with Baal as a model of immortality,
and in different contexts are differentiated
from him by their insulting treatment of him
and by their ignorance of something that he
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(apparently) knows. Religious texlo; present
the bn if explicitly as a collectivity closely
associated with EI.

At Karatepe king Azatiwada curses any
one displacing his record, invoking "Baal
shamem, EI Creator of the Earth, the Ever
lasting Sun and the whole circle of divine
beings". Here the same collective (dr) is
used as in the religious texts from Ugarit,
and the expression seems to be used to refer
to all the gods beyond the three mentioned.
(Contrast the more circumscribed group. kl
'In qn "all the gods of the city", mentioned
a few lines earlier: KAJ 26 A III 5.)

III. Bene hii'el6lzim appears in Gen 6:2.4;
Job 1:6; 2:1; and without the article in Job
38:7. Bene 'cUm appears in Pss 29:1 and
89:7. The LXX and Qumran Literature sup
port the earlier reading bbze 'f/6Izim for
MT's b/1ze Y;~rii'el in Deut 32:8. Bene
IElyon is used only in Ps 82:6.

In Gen 6:2.4 the bene lui 'el6him, male
deities (not-generically-"children of the
gods") find benOI hii'iidiim, female humans,
attractive and take in marriage whomever
they choose. Yahweh is conspicuous by his
absence from these mythical events. His
speech in verse 3. while making clear that
humans have no possibility of immortality
through such divine connections, concerns
humanity alone and ignores the bene Izii
'elOhim. It is clear that the author is sum
marizing traditional mythical material about
divine-human unions as an iIlustration of the
disorder that prevailed immediately before
the flood. This is further linked by temporal
references ("in those days", "of old") with
traditions about the -Gibborim and the
-Nephilim (v 4). The mythological char
acter of these references leaves no doubt
that the divine beings in question are the
gods of traditional myth. known to us from
various Near Eastern cultures. (For divine
human unions see e.g. KTlfl 1.23, the two
versions of the Hattic myth of Illuyanka,
and the references to the hero's parentage in
the Epic of Gilgamesh. not to mention
Greek myths.) This traditional mythology is
granted a quasi-historical rc.1lity in the lapi
dary portrayal of the cosmic disorder that

prevailed before the flood. But the reality
conceded to the gods is not related to the
reality of Yahweh. The gods have relations
with humans, but not with God. Assigned to
antediluvian times, they instantiate the dis
order that motivated Yahweh's decision to
punish the world with the Deluge.

In the earliest recoverable version of Deut
32:8 the old high god, here -'Elyon, is por
trayed as allotting their territories to all the
peoples of the world: "When Elyon gave the
nations their possessions, divided up human
kind, he established the boundaries of the
peoples according to the number of the di
vine beings" (reading bny 'Ihym, as reflected
in the QL and LXX. for MT's belle Yisrii'el
"Israelites"). According to this, the number
of gods is the basis for the number of
peoples and countries in the world. The final
phrase implies not only that there was an
identical number of gods, peoples and terri
tories, but that each people received its god
as well as its territory (or each god received
his or her people and territory). As one of
the divine beings, Yahweh received Israel at
the hands of Elyon. as each of the other
gods received his or her people and land
from the same source. (L3ter the divine
being in charge of a particular nation is
called its sar "-·prince, officer": Dan 10:
13.20-2 I.) This is an appropriate myth to
explain the contemporary situation as per
ceived by the composer: as the Israelites
have one land and one god, so each other
nation has il.. land and it.. god. Similar
thinking appears in Judg II :24, where
Yahweh's gift of territory to Israel serves as
an analogy for another nation's receipt of its
land from its god.

fn other contexts the matching of people
and gods is even clearer, though at the same
time Yahweh displaces Elyon as the dis
tributor of benefices (see Deut 4: 19; the
gods are here "all the -Host of Heaven"; cr.
further 29:25). The understanding of Elyon
as an epithet of Yahweh leads to the inter
pretation of Deut 32:8 also as referring to
Yahweh's distribution of lands to peoples.

By its substitution of bbze yHrii'el for
bny '1lzym the MT later made the number of
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the descendants of Israel the model for
Yahweh's distribution of peoples and lands
and eliminated the divine beings altogether
(cf. the substitution of miJpebOr 'ammim for
bene 'e/im in the tricolon Ps 96:7-8a as
compared with Ps 29: 1-2a-see below).

Ps 82 also envisages Yahweh as one of
the gods, though only for the sake of
making a radical distinction between him
and them. Here the gods appear in assembly,
and Yahweh now deals with them directly.
In vv 6-7 he says: "I thought, 'You are gods
Ce16him; -Godfs», children of Elyon, all of
you'; but you will die like people, fall like
any holder of high office". The "children of
Elyon" appear in parallelism with 'e16him
"gods", and are addressed while gathered in
the divine assembly" (v I; -Council).

The relationship of the divine beings to
Yahweh is much more fully developed here
than anywhere else. Yahweh charges them
with mismanaging the world (v 2) and calls
upon them to exercise just government (vv
3-4). They do not know the meaning of the
term and proceed in ignorance, while the
world in their charge begins to come apart.
Yahweh now rhetorically (ironically?) ad
mits having thought that they were really
gods, but proclaims his present recognition
that they are mortal and doomed to fall from
their positions of responsibility.

Thus the heavenly beings are here again
the gods, generally believed to be the rulers
of the world. The psalm's purpose is to
expose their total failure as governors
more specifically, to have Yahweh expose
that failure. For this purpose Yahweh is rhe
torically portrayed as having formerly
shared general beliefs about the gods. But
Yahweh is also the one who exposes their
true nature and announces their demise, and
the one who in the last verse of the psalm is
acclaimed as their successor, governor of the
world and their heir to all the nations. Thus
Ps 82 rhetorically acknowledges the gods'
claims to be rulers of the nations, but does
so only to demonstrate their failure and the
justice of Yahweh's replacing them as ruler
of the world.

Thus in Gen 6: 1-4 the divine beings are

portrayed in a reference to a traditional myth
(or myths), which is given a place in evenlc;
leading up to the deluge. Here they are rad
ically differentiated and separated from
Yahweh. In Deut 32:8-9 the divine beings
appeared originally as Yahweh's peers, but
the text is reread and eventually rewritten to
make Yahweh the supreme, and then the
only, deity. In Ps 82 Yahweh again appears
as one of the divine beings, but only to
expose his peers as total failures and to dis
place them as ruler of the world. In the
remaining cases, the divine beings appear as
Yahweh's court-his servants and wor
shippers.

Before a discussion of these, reference
should be made to some other passages
which, while not using the specific term,
nevertheless seem to refer to these divine
beings as Yahweh's peers. In Gen 3:22
Yahweh says: 'The human has become like
one of us". Only two kinds of being arc
envisaged here: divine and human. The
human has acquired one of the divine char
acteristics (knowledge) and is threatening to
acquire another (immortality v 22b; cf. 11:6
7). The phrase "one of us" clearly refers to
anyone of the group of divine beings, of
whom Yahweh is primus inter pares. In the
priestly text, Gen I:26, God again uses the
first person plural when proposing to make
humanity "in our image, according to our
likeness". In this case, human beings are
modelled on the divine beings (among
whom God is again by implication supreme
and distinguished from the animal kingdom,
which they are to rule. (Cf. Ps 8:6, in which
)el6him should perhaps be translated "gods"
rather than "God".) Another use of the first
person plural by God in Isa 6:8 again sugge
sts the presence of the divine beings, though
more specifically convened as a -council
and with Yahweh more explicitly in charge.

To tum now to other uses of the phrase
"divine beings": in the two episodes in
heaven in the prologue to the book of Job
(Job 1:6-12; 2:1-7a) the bene hile/6l1im
present themselves to Yahweh, the -·Satan
among them. Yahweh initiates a topic of
discussion, the .fci{cin makes a proposal, and
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Yahweh authorizes an action, carefully de
limited. It is clear from these passages that
the divine beings in general customarily
came together at certain times to report to
Yahweh. This is modelled on the old divine
Council convening to make decisions, with
Yahweh here presiding as the high god.
While the dialogues between Yahweh and
the .fOrtin reveal the character of the latter
more than that of the group to which he
belongs, they generally reflect the degree of
initiative individual assembly members may
take as well as the primacy of the interests
and the final authority of the presiding
officer. (Cf. the council's discussion in the
vision report of Micaiah-l Kgs 22: 19b-22).
Two passages refer to the divine beings as a
heavenly group that recognizes and acknowl
edges Yahweh's greatness. In the first
speech of Yahweh in the Job poem, Yahweh
asks Job where he was at creation, at the
time "when the morning stars rejoiced
together and all the bine 'il6hfm shouted for
joy" (Job 38:7). The parallelism of "stars"
and blne 'ilohfm recalls the Ugaritic text
KTcfl 1. 10 i:3-4 (bn ;///pbr kkhm "sons of
godllassembly of stars"). The traditional
understanding of such a juxtaposition cer
tainly involved recognition of the identity of
stars and gods, but the context gives no indi
cation of how precisely they were conceived
here, whether in the traditional way or in
tenns of the physical heavens with their
stars (personified) and the mythological
heavens with their messengers and hosts
(-+Messenger, -+Host of heaven), as in Ps
148:1-3. In any case, Job 38:7 depicts both
groups as present at the foundation of the
earth (cf. Gen I:26 above), rejoicing in
Yahweh's great achievement. Like the di
vine assembly of the Babylonian Enuma
eli!, their function is to give recognition and
praise to the creator god.

Ps 29 begins by calling upon the blne
'elfm to attribute honour and strength to
Yahweh. Behind this lies the conception of
Yahweh's court. V. 9b spells out that
Yahweh is sitting in his heavenly
palace/temple receiving honour (cf. v 10,
where he is seated on the Flood as king
forever). The divine beings are here, as in

Job 38:7, an undifferentiated group whose
function is simply to give due acknowledge
ment to Yahweh in recognition of his
powers and accomplishments. Nevertheless,
another psalmist is sufficiently uncomfort
able with this expression to substitute
miIpib6t (amm;m in the otherwise identical
tricolon Ps 96:7-8a (cf. the history of Deut
32:8 above).

Ps 89:7 asks who is comparable with
Yahweh among the bene 'elfm (parallel to
baIIabaq "in the clouds"). The following
verse further distinguishes Yahweh as a god
feared in the Council of the Holy Ones
(-+Saint~) and "among all those around
him". Again the heavenly court is in view,
and one of the tcnns by which its members
are referred to is bene 'elim. The poet's use
of this tenn to set off Yahweh's uniqueness
is echoed in Exod 15: II, in which the tenn
bine is lacking: "Who is like you among the
gods (bti'elim), Yahweh?" The LXX has
"holy ones" as the parallel tenn in the
second colon (See also S.v. Saints). The
comparison of the two verses shows the
essential identity of function of the two
tenns and groups, namely to distinguish
Yahweh from all other divine beings.

All except one of the passages reviewed
so far have in view a group of divine beings
to varying degrees associated with Yahweh
and distinguished from humanity. The
exception is Gen 6: 1-4, where on the one
hand the gods blur the line between divine
and human by mating with women, and on
the other the narrative does not acknowledge
any relationship between them and Yahweh.
By the last centuries BCE the dominant view
of divine beings among Jews was that they
were -+angels. a lesser order of heavenly
beings at the one God's beck and call. It
was no longer necessary to assert God's
superiority over them or difference from
them, for they no longer partook of divinity.
When Jews of this period read the passages
commented on above they now understood
them to refer, not to divine beings, but to
angels. Thus beside the more literal hll;o;
theou "sons of God" the LXX uses the word
angelo; "angels".

There is a single reference in the OT to
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one of the· divine beings, which illustrates
this shift. In the story of the three Judeans
cast into the furnace, Nebuchadnezzar, on
looking into the furnace, sees four men, one
of, whom resembles bar 'eliihin "a divine
being (lit. a son of gods)" (Dan 3:25). (This
is the singular of the Aramaic equivalent of
bene )elohim.) In his own terms, Nebuchad
nezzar might think of this as a god, but
when he further expresses himself on the
subject, he interprets the phenomenon in
terms of the religion of the three Judeans
and of the Jewish teller and hearers of the
story: after bringing the three out of the fur
nace, he blesses their god uwho sent his
messenger to save his servants ..." (3:28).
This "divine being" is thus a manifestation
of the traditional -+"angel of Yahweh", a
member of the divine court, here as else
where sent on an errand of mercy and de
liverance. (The LXX already translates the
expression in 3:25 by angelos kyriou.)

The apocrypha and pseudepigrapha con
ceive of the "children of God" as angels
though the tenn is also used of faithful
Jews. These two uses are virtually conflated
in the eschatological expectations of some
texts, which see faithful Israel becoming
heavenly beings in God's ultimate new
order.

; The NT adopts the idea and the term to
embrace the newly defined community of
'God's people, and then also occasionally
applies it to the quasi-angelic nature and
status. of the faithful in the final transfor
:h.1a.tion. This eschatalogicaI sense of the
tenns "children of God" and "children of the
:¥ost High" appears in three passages in the
;~ospels (cr. already Hos 2: 1[Heb]/1 :10
JEngl). According to the seventh beatitude
iitt Matthew, peacemakers will be called
!Jl,.lioi theou "children of God" (Matt 5:9).
iThis is intended to suggest, not that the
~1?~neficiaries of the peacemakers will think.
~~.f:them as angels, but that God will ulti
fR".ately call them his children, and therefore
m~~y will be such (d. 1 John 3:1). In Luke's
w~rsion of the Sermon on (or off) the
~p~nt, those who love their enemies will
·~elVe a great reward and become "children
:91. the Most High" (huioi Hypsistou; Luke

6:35). This is the only occurrence of this
expression in the NT, as Ps 82:6 is the only
occurrence .in the OT. Here, as there, the
reference is to the same group as the "child
ren of God". The most precise definition of
this eschatalogical reality appears in Luke
20:36, where Jesus says that those who
experience resurrection will be isangeloi
"the equivalent of angels" and huioi theou
"children of God". This pair of expressions
places the resurrected in the same order of
being as angels, while distinguishing them
from that group-they are not angeloi but
isangeloi (cf. Mark 12:25 and Matt 22:30,
which use only the expression hos angeloi
"like angels").

Another pertinent distinction is made in 1
John 3:2: those addressed are now tekna
theou "children of God", i.e. angels, but will
in the end be like God (homoioi autof), i.e.
divine beings. Here the traditional tenn
("children of God") is used to express the
angelic nature presently enjoyed, while the
traditional concept ("divine beings") is used
to refer to the divine character ultimately to
be assumed.
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S. B. PARKER

SON OF MAN C:i~ p, C!i:~ iJ, 0 \Ji~

TOU Qv8p<imo\J
I. Son of man is a typical Semitic

expression ('son of...'= one of the species
of) denoting an individual human being (Ps
8:4; Job 16:21). Paradoxically it comes to
refer. in Jewish texts, to a heavenly figure
who looks like a human being and. in New
Testament texts, to -Jesus both in his
humanity and in his identity as the heavenly
figure described in the Jewish texts.

II. The earliest relevant text for the
non-generic use of 'son of man' is Dan
7: 13-14. The chapter purports to be a vision
that -·Daniel received while in exile in
Babylon. In fact it derives from the Hel
lenistic period, and its present form dates
from the time of Antiochus Epiphanes'
persecution of the Jews (167-164 DC!!). The
focus of the vision alternates between the
earthly and heavenly realms. In the first half
of the chapter Daniel describes his vision
(vv 1-14). He sees four great beasts rising
out of the sea. The tenth horn of the last and
fiercest beast utters arrogant words. In
heaven the aged deity ('the -ancient of
days') convenes a court that condemns the
beast, whose body is burned. At that point,
'one like a son of man' arrives on the clouds
of heaven and is given everlasting 'sov
ereignty, glory, and kingly power'.

The second half of the chapter interprets
the vision (vv 15-27). The four beac;ts repre
sent four great kingdoms. The last of these
is the Macedonian, and the tenth and last of
its kings defies -God by making war on
'the holy ones of the Most High' , the
angelic patrons of Israel. The enthronement
of 'one like a son of man' means that kingly
power. sovereignty, the greatness of all the
kingdoms under heaven will be given to the

people of the holy ones of the -Most High.
and this will last forever (v 27).

Not surprisingly, the origins of this vision
and the precise meaning of many of its
details are debated. The vision itself is wide
ly recognized to have derived from ancient
Near Eastern myth, although the precise
provenance is debated. The closest parallel
is in Canaanite combat myths that describe
the triumph of -EI over the forces of chaos,
represented by Yamm (the -sea). The inter
action between the ancient deity and the
'one like a son of man' also finds a counter
part in Canaanite myth, where EI, depicted
as an old man, is succeeded by -Baal, the
rider of the cloud chariot.

In its present form, the chapter presents
one of several visions in the Book of Daniel
that see in the reign of Antiochus a super
natural clash between Israel's God, or God's
-angels, and the demonic forces embodied
in the Macedonian kingdom, and that antici
pate the triumph of Israel and its God
(chaps. 8 and 10-12; cf. chap. 2). The 'one
like a son of man' is a high angel, perhaps
to be identified with -Michael (cf. 10: 13.
21; 12: I). His human-like appearance is tra
ditional (cf. Dan 9:21, 'the man Gabriel',
ha'jf gabri'el), although it may be men
tioned in 7: 13 in order to contrast the figure
with the beasts. The literary break between
7: 12 and 7: 13 indicates that the 'one like a
son of man' appears on the scene only after
judgment hac; been passed on the last beast.
Thus, vv 13-14 do not ascribe judicial func
tions to the 'one like a son of man' (contrast
12: I) but describe his enthronement after the
judgment, and the text emphasizes how he,
the heavenly entourage in general, and Israel
will exercise God's everlasting sovereignty
over all the kingdoms on earth. A similar
notion of dual, heavenly/earthly dominion
(mi.fratlmmJlt) appears in IQM 17:6-8,
which identifies Michael as 'the great angel'
who helps Israel and holds dominion among
the gods elym).

The second Jewish text to refer to a 'son
of man' is the Parables or Similitudes of
Enoch (1 Enoch 37-71), which date from
around the turn of the era. Here the 'son of
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man' is a heavenly figure, whose ongms
predate creation but whose primary
functions are related to the end time.

Enoch's portrait of the 'son of man'
draws on three or four major strande; of tra
dition. Chapter 46 introduces him in a scene
that draws on Daniel 7:13 (cf. 46:1-3), and
chap. 47 reflects Dan 7:9-10. Once the one
"whose face was like the appearance of a
man and full of graciousness like one of the
holy angels" has been presented to God,
who "had a head of days like white wool"
(46: I), and to the reader, he is with some
frequency referred to as 'this son of man',
'that son of man', or 'the son of man
who.. .'. The tenn appears not to be a fonnal
title, but a reference to a known human-like
figure.

The Deutero-Isaianic servant poems are
the second strand of tradition on which the
Parables draw. Especially noteworthy is J
Enoch 48, where the naming of 'that son of
man' is described in language taken from
Isaiah 49. Similarly, the great judgment
scene in J Enoch 62-63 has been inspired by
a traditional interpretation of Isaiah 52-53
which is also attested in Wis 5. The servant
tradition is also evident throughout the Par
ables in the son of man's chief title, 'the
Chosen One', whose Dcutero-Isaianic origin
is attested in J Enoch 49:3-4 (cf. Isa 42: I),
and quite possibly in the title 'Righteous
One' (1 Enoch 38:2; cr. Isa 53: II).

The third major strand of tradition in
fonning the Parable's portrait is found in the
Davidic oracles of Isaiah and the royal
psalms (cr. J Enoch 48:8 ['kings of the
earth'], 10 with Ps 2:2; J Enoch 49:3-4a;
62:2-3 with Isa 11: 1-5). The naming scene
in J Enoch 48 may indicate that Jewish
speculation about the figure of Wisdom has
also coloured the Enochic picture of this
hcnvcnly figure. In 48:3-5 the hiddenncss of
the 'son of man' is related to his existence
before creation (contrast Isa 49:2 and see
Prov 8:22-31 and Sir 24: 1-6).

This remarkable conflation of traditions is
not completely surprising when one con
siders the sources. Second Isaiah does not
expect a restoration of the Davidic dynasty

and invests the servant with qualities or the
Davidic king, climaxing his references to the
servant with a major scene of exaltation in
the presence of the kings and the nations
(52: 12-15). Dan 7 describes the enthrone
ment of one like a son of man, who receives
'sovereignty' (So/fiin) and 'kingly power'
(ma/hi) 7: 14. Nonetheless, the Enochic
conflation significantly transfonns the indi
vidual traditions. Expectations of a Davidic
restoration have been replaced by belief in
an enthroned heavenly deliverer who is
identified with the servant and the Danielic
one like a 'son of man'. The 'son of man',
on the other hand, does not appear after the
judgment, but is enthroned in order to exe
cute divine judgment. The servant tradition
is made focal, but the Chosen One is both
pre-existent to creation and a major eschato
logical figure, with power to execute wide
sweeping judgment. The major objects of
his judgment are the kings who, in Isa
52: 13-15, are bystanders rather than the per
secutors of the righteous. This last transfor
mation is expressed in language drawn from
Isaiah 14 (cf. J Enoch 46:4-7), but corre
sponds to the opposition of the kings of the
earth and the Lord's anointed one in Ps 2.

Thus the Parables feature a transcendent
saviour figure, called 'son of man', 'the
Chosen One' and 'the Righteous One'.
Seated on God's throne of glory, he is in
vested with judicial functions and serves
specifically as the eschatological champion
and vindicator of the persecuted 'righteous
ones' and 'chosen ones', gathering them into
community with himself and condemning
their enemies, 'the kings and the mighty'
(chaps. 51, 62-63).

The Enochic confiation and transfor
mation of traditions is attested, panly, in
other Jewish texts, although the term 'son of
man' occurs in none of them. Chief among
these texts is 2 Esdr 11-13 and its descrip
tions of the anointed one and the man from
the sea, which arc clearly beholden to
Daniel 7. Descriptions of a transcendental
anointed one in 2 Bar 29·30; 36-39; and 53
74 may also derive from this stream of tra
dition. Wis 2:4-5 is a special case. It fea-
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tures the traditional interpretation of Isa 52
53 found also in I Enoch 62-63 and makes
some use of Ps 2, though not identifying the
central figure of that psalm as a son of
David; however, it has no close connections
with Dan 7. The significance of Wisdom of
Solomon lies in the fact that the persecuted
righteous one has no transcendent vindicator
like the Chosen One in J Enoch 62-63;
rather, the tradition describes how, after
death, the righteous one himself is exalted
as judge of his enemies. The two options of
interpreting Second Isaiah, in the Parables
and Wisdom of Solomon, will reappear in
the NT.

III. 'Son of man' is a major. though not
widespread. NT title for Jesus. Its appear
ance is limited to the four gospels, one ref
erence in Acts (7:56). and Rev I: 13, and it
may be implied in Heb 2:6-9. Few topics in
NT studies have generated as much litera
ture and controversy as the gospel's use of
'son of man'. Some of the disputed points
are the following: Do the gospels presup
pose a Jewish tradition about a transcendent
figure called '(the) son of man'? Do the gos
pels, which sometimes quote Dan 7, also
know the tradition in the Parables of Enoch?
Docs 'son of man' sometimes mean human
ity in general, or can it be a surrogate
expression for 'me'? Did Jesus himself use
the tenn? If so, was he referring to another,
eschatological figure, or to himself? If the
latter, did he mean 'this human' or did he
imply his identity as the eschatological 'son
of man'? Do certain Pauline passages reflect
knowledge of 'son of man' traditions at
tested in the gospels? In addition, exegetes
debate the meaning or function of the tenn
in many passages. Consensus is notably
lacking in all of these matters of interpre
tation. There is perhaps wide agreement
that, on a purely descriptive level, one may
classify 'son of man' sayings into three
groups, which describe or refer to, respect
ively: the present, earthly activity of the son
of man; the suffering, death, and resurrec
tion of Jesus the son of man; the future.
eschatological activity of the son of man.
These are at least a helpful way into the

texts, which can be treated here only briefly.
Four preliminary remarks need to be made.

I) The evidence suggests that by the turn
of the era, some Jewish apocalyptic circles
envisioned the existence of a heavenly
figure. sometimes referred to as 'son of
man'. but often not. The Parables of Enoch,
2 Esdr, and 2 Bamch (and indirectly the
Wisdom of Solomon) indicate that this
figure was thought to have eschatological
judicial functions, which indicates a signifi
cant change from the foundational text in
Dan 7 brought about by conflation with
other streams of Jewish tradition, notably
Davidic royal oracles and Deutero-Isaianic
servant texts. 2) The transfornlations in the
tradition. both in the ascription of judicial
functions not found in Dan 7 and in a con
sciousness of the royal and servant tra
ditions. are evident in many NT passages. 3)
For reasons that are not clear, 'son of man'
becomes a dominant title. where it had not
been in the Jewish tradition. and Dan 7 is
quoted. even when the judicial interpretation
in Enoch. with its transfonnation of Daniel,
is present. 4) The absence of the title ·son of
man' in the Pauline corpus should not preju
dice our search for ·son of man' traditions
that may be presented in connection with
another 'christological' title.

The Gospel of Mark, the earliest extant
Christian text with references to the son of
man. plays on the ambiguities in the para
doxical use of the tenn mentioned above.
Son of man denotes Jesus in his humanity
and stands in contrast to 'son of God', the
gospel's highest designation for him. At
times, however, the expression is ambiguous
and can also indicate the notion of a trans
cendent son of man. In 2: 1-12, Jesus the
man claims to have ·on earth' the ·sov
ereignty' (exollsia) that Dan 7: 14 (LXX) at
tributes to the eschatological cloud-borne
'one like a son of man', although forgive
ness of sins suggests the judicial function
not present in Daniel. Mark 14:61-62
exploits the ambiguity to the full. Asked if
he is the -·Messiah. the son of God. Jesus
responds that Caiaphas, who is about to con
demn him, will sec to his detriment rile ma"
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who stands before him, coming on the
clouds of heaven as the eschatological SOli

of man, seated at God's right hand as mess
iah and judge (Ps 110: I; but also J Enoch
62: I). This juxtaposition of messiah and
'son of man' appears also in 8:29-31 and in
13:21-27, where he is the champion of the
chosen as in the Parables of Enoch. More
over, 8:29-31; 9:9; 9:31, and 10:33-34.45
refer to the suffering, death, and resurrection
of the 'son of man', employing a pattern of
persecution and vindication drawn from the
interpretation of the servant poems attested
also in Wis 5. where, different from J
Enoch 62-63, the central figure is the vindi
cated one rather than the vindicator. Thus.
for Mark 'son of man' is a complex and
ambiguous code word that denotes Jesus'
humanity (the ordinary meaning of the
expression), Jesus' identity as the eschato
logical son of man and messiah, and his fate
in the role that Wisdom explicates for the
servant and the central figure in Ps 2: the
suffering and vindicated righteous one.

Q. the hypothetical document common to
Matthew and Luke (alongside Mark). con
tained a number of sayings of Jesus regard
ing the judicial functions of the son of man.
Especially noteworthy is Matt 24:26-27; 37
39 I Luke 17:22-37. where the epiphany of
the 'son of man' is compared to the coming
of the flood. In J EIIOCIr, the flood is the
prototype of the final judgment. It is poss
ible that this saying represents genuine Jesus
tradition and that the 'son of man' is a
figure other than Jesus. In Matt 10:32-33 I
Luke 12:8-9 (cf. Mark 8:38), Jesus speaks of
human confession or denial of him and its
eschatological consequences. According to
Luke and Mark, the eschatological judicial
agent (whether judge or witness) is
identified a'\ 'the son of man', while
Matthew explicitly identifies that figure as
Jesus ('I'). If the original Q fornlUlation was
referring to the 'son of man' as a figure dis
tinct from Jesus, then the Matthean and the
LukanlMarkan options would parallel,
respectively, the fonns of the tradition in J
Enoclr 62-63 and in Wis 5.

The Gospel of Matthew has a special

interest in the esclraron. which is carried in
part by Q 'son of man' traditions. However,
Matthew's major addition to the corpus of
'son of man' texts is a description of the
judgment (25:31-46), that closely parallels J
Enoch 62-63. The 'son of man' is called
'king', reflecting the royal stream of tra
dition. People are judged on the basis of
their actions toward 'the least of these my
brothers', which arc, in fact, actions for or
against Jesus. The solidarity between the
heavenly one and his brothers and the cri
terion of judgment corresponds to J Elloch
62: I, where the kings and the mighty are to
recognize in the Chosen One the chosen
ones whom they have persecuted.

Although Luke tends to dampen eschato
logical expectations, a text like 18: 1-8 warns
against complacency and indicates the son
of man as the eschatological vindicator who
can appear at any time. Taking a different
tack. Luke 22:69 radicalizes eschatology by
maintaining. as opposed to Mark 14:62, that
the 'son of man's' enthronement is an
accomplished fact (see also Acts 7:56 and
cf. Matt 26:64).

Although the Fourth Gospel lacks many
of the obvious apocalyptic trails of the syn
optic gospels, it reflects notions of the 'son
of man' that are at home in the synoptics
and antecedent Jewish tradition. The author
employs the tenll 'exalt' (h)psolllr) only
with reference to 'the son of man' and the
parallel tenn 'glorify' mainly in connection
with 'Jesus' and 'the son of man'. However,
these tenns, appropriate to the Jewish under
standing of the eschatological son of man,
do not refer to a future event, but express
John's understanding of Jesus' death as
synonymous with his exaltation. John 13:31
32 is remarkable because its language re
calls Isa 53: 12 and 49:3, thus reflecting the
servant tmdition that is paired with 'son of
man' trndition in Jewish and synoptic texts.
John 5:27-29 echoes the language of Daniel
7: 14 and states explicitly that the 'son of
man' has authority to execute judgment. as
he does in J Enoch.

Whether Paul knew synoptic 'son of
man' traditions is a disputed point. A nega-
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tive answer is supported by the complete
absence of the term in the Pauline corpus.
This absence is not surprising since the
Semitic expression would have been mean
ingless to Paul's gentile audience. However,
two passages in I Thess indicate remarkable
verbal and conceptual parallels with synop
tic 'son of man' traditions. In 4:15-17 Paul
appenls to 'a word of the Lord' and then
describes the parousia and resurrection in
language reminiscent of Mark 13:26-27 and
Matt 24:31. In 5: I-II his discussion of the
day of the Lord recalls the Q passage in
Matt 24:43-44 /I Luke 12:39-40, and some
of his vocabulary parallels the Lukan ending
to the synoptic apocalypse (Luke 21 :34-36).
Paul's discussion of the parousia and resur
rection in I Cor 15:23-28 may also reflect
'son of man' tradition. Its combination of
language found in Ps 110: I; Dan 7: 14 and
Ps 8:7 is reminiscent of the conftation of Ps
110: I and Dan 7: 13 in Mark 14:62 and the
curious use of Ps 8:4-6 in Heb 2:6-9 with
reference to Jesus' exaltation rather than
humanity's dominion over creation. In sum
mary, Paul's expectations about Jesus'
parousia may well reflect tradition about
Jesus as eschatological son of man. More
over, his statements about Jesus' future
function as judge (2 Cor 5: 10; Rom 2: 16)
could also derive from that tradition. His use
of the titles Lord and Son (of God) in such
contexts can be explained as a mean of
communicating to his non-Jewish audience.

The Book of Revelation, an apocalypse
that parallels J Enoch in many respects.
attests knowledge of the conflated 'son of
man', messianic, and (probably) servant tra
dition found in the Parables of Enoch and 4
Ezra. an apocalypse by a contemporary of
John. Jesus is introduced in Rev 1:7 with
imagery from Dan 7:14, and chapter 5
recasts Dan 7:13-14. After chap. 13 returns
to the imagery of Dan 7, Jesus, the opponent
of the great beast, is placed on Mount Zion
with his entourage marked by the name of
his 'father' (cf. Ps 2:6-7), and 19:11-21
reflects both Ps 2 and Isa II, texts employed
in the Pambles. References to Jesus as
-+ 'Iamb' recall Isa 53:7.I I.
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I. Sources (Heb cen, maCiiyan) have

great significance in the ancient Near East.
Often essential as a water-supply in arid
regions, sources could acquire the status of
holy places. As such they were either ident
ified as gods or as divine dwelling-places.
Also in the Hebrew Bible, there arc several
traces of a cult of sources and source deities.

II. Sources are revered in most cultures,
especially in arid regions. In the ancient
Near East, the more distant they are from
humid areas, the more important sources
become. In the desert, rich sources can offer
the possibility of oasis garden culture.
Moreover, sources (and even cisterns) are
traffic stations in the desert. Given their vital
importance, sources are often places of
cults. As such they receive offerings; cultic
meals which are partaken near sources must
be seen within this context. The equipment
of the sacred place corresponds to that of
other holy places (cf. 1 Kgs 1:9; Phoenician
coins seem to represent both m~$ebd and
source together). Cultically important
sources on the periphery of the settled areas
are visited occasionally, either on the occa
sion of a migration or in order to perform a
religious duty (visiting the spring Zamzam
in Mekka still belongs to the ~agg of the
Muslims). According to later Arabic testi
monies, such places arc sometimes kept by
priests.

Sources belong to the elementary forces
of the universe (cf. Prov 8:34). Therefore,
together with comparable elements, they are
called as witnesses to treaties (Sefire: KAI
222). In a mythological text there is a god
dess. who is the daughter of such elemen
tary units ("daughter of Source and -·Stone.
daughter of -·Heaven and Ocean" KTU
1.100:2). As an elementary force, sources
have also cosmological significance. The
Ugaritic god -EI resides near the source 'of
the two rivers', viz. the rivers of the upper
and lower worlds which surround the earth.
It is not known for certain whether this
place was linked to a geographically ident
ified cult. The possibility should not be
excluded, though, for we know sanctuaries

where the cosmological dimension of the
source was represented, e.g. at Hierapolis.
According to an ancient tradition (Lucian,
Dea syr. 13.33.48), Hierapolis is the place
where the waters of the -·flood disappeared.
The divine triad Zcus-Hadad, Hera
Atargatis, and 'Semeion' (a symbol corre
lated to Dionysos, Deukalion and Semira
mis) are the gods of the place (-·Zcus.
-Hadad, -·Hera, -·Atargatis). This semeiol/
is carried to the -sea in a procession. Water
is drawn, carried back to Hierapolis, and
poured into the cultically revered cleft. The
symbolism is clear: flood and sea are repre
sentations of the waters of chaos; the ritual
re-enacts the disappearance of the flood. The
source emerging from the cleft reminds the
onlookers of the fact that the primeval water
is still present in a subterranean area (cf.
also Ps 74: 15, see EMERTON 1966). The
'Serpent's stone' in 1 Kgs 1:9 ('eben
hauo~elet. translation uncertain!), possibly
to be related to the 'Jackal's weII' (Cen hat
tannin) in Neh 2: 13, could have received its
name on account of a similar symbolism.

Very often the holiness of sources re
ceives an anthropomorphical interpretation.
The most prominent god of the oasis city
Palmyra, Yarhibol, personifies the source
and is represented in a ma$$eba (1.
TEIXIDOR, The Pal/theon of Palmyra [EPRO
79; Lciden 1979] 29-34). Mesopotamian
iconography contains representations of
gods holding vessels in their hands from
which water streams flow to the left and the
right (0. KEEL, Die Welt der altorienta
Iischen Bildsymbolik lind das Alte Testament
[Einsiedeln/Neukirchen-Vluyn 1972] 166).
Thus the human's drawing of water imitates
the divine power of the spring as it provides
the land with water. In cultic texts, the Iife
giving source becomes a common metaphor
of the cultic language which transcends the
range of concrete experience.

III. In the Hebrew Bible, too, there is
unmistakable evidence of the religious
significance of sources. Sources were orig
inally seen as deities, or as the abode of dei
ties (cf. the toponym Baalath-bccr, 'Lady of
the Source', Josh 19:8). That source deities
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may be identified with other divine figures is
clearly seen from local names such as En
shemesh ('Source of the Sun[-god]', Josh
15:7; 18:17) or Beer·elim ('Source of the
gods', Isa 15:8). Deities related to sources
are often subjects of mythology. In the OT
there are traditions from the nomadic milieu
which tell about 'finding' a source (Kadesh:
Exod 17:1-7; Num 20:8-13; Beersheba:
Exod 21 :30; 26:32-33; Beerlahairoi [-+EI
roi; - Lahai-roi)); not localized: Oen 16; 21:
19; ct. also En-hakkore: Judg 15:18-19).
Such events are linked with the wanderings
of an ancestor who is considered to be the
founder of the sanctuary. A typical feature
of these stories is the role of the deity of the
source, 'acting as a saviour when things are
at their worst (Gen 16; Exod 17; Num 20;
Judg 15:15-19). These narratives have event
ually become specifically Israelite traditions
(and the saviour god is now Yahweh).

Cults centering around sources are situ
ated partly within the cultural centres, partly
on the periphery. Many sanctuaries of cities
and villages are located within close prox
imity to a' spring, e.g. the temple of Jerusa
lem (spring Gihon on the flank of the south
eastern hilI). Rituals which belong to such
sources are almost completely unknown. We
can, assume, however,3 rite of drawing
water (cf. the allusion in Isa ] 2:3). Original
ly, this could have been a rite in case of
drought (in 1 Sam 7:6 the drawing of water
belongs to a ritual of fasting and lamenting).
Also the Mishnah knows this rite (Sukkah
4:9-10).

The cosmological aspect of sources is
expressed in various conceptions. In Gen 2
the beginning of creation is marked by a
source ('ed, ~Id) which flows in the
desert-the model of an oasis (the con
nection with the four rivers is secondary).
However, this oasis is without reality-'it is
very remote (both in time and space). It is
reminiscent of the source of the two rivers
in Ugaritic mythology, the abode of EI. The
'paradise' is far away-with respect to time
and ~pace (qedem). It represents a world
which in many regards is at the opposite of
the real world. Another aspect of such an

'opposite reality' appears in eschatological
texts. The temple source becomes a matter
of expectation in Ezek 47; sometimes it is
not possible to distinguish between the
expression of concrete eschatological hope
and the metaphorical use of the theme.
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SPIRIT -. HOLY SPIRIT

SPIRIT OF THE DEAD J'~

I. The tenn 'Db is attested 17 times in
the OT (one reference, Job 32:19, is du
bious), for the most part followed by the
term yidde'onl, (11 times). Though' all
scholars agree that the term relates to necro
mancy and to the conjuration and consulta
tion of the spirits of the dead, its precise
meaning and its etymology are still dis
puted.

II. The term 'Db is interpreted in various
ways. Consistent with the translations of the
LXX (engastrimythos, 'one who speaks
from the belly'), Vg (magus, 'magician')
and Luther (Warsager, 'soothsayer'), the
term 'ob is generally rendered 'soothsayer'
or 'magician' in modem translations. On the
basis of Job 32:19, where 'ob, to judge from
the context, designates a wine-skin, and with
an appeal to Ibn Ezra (Miqraot Gedolot:
commentary on Lev 19:31), many scholars
assume it designates some sort of tubular
device with which the necromancer could
produce the voice of the spirit. )6b is sup-
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posed by some to designate the point of
contact between the present world and the
realm of the dead, cf. Gk bothros. Some
modern scholars (especially EBACH &
RUTERSWORDEN 1977 and 1980) have taken
up this idea with further reference to Sum
ab, HurrlHit api and Akk apu, all of which
refer to an offering-pit into which offerings
to the chthonic deities and to the dead them
selves were placed. Heb 'ob is often con
nected semantically and etymologically with
these words (cf. Ges l8 22 s.v.).

In recent research, ~6b is increasingly inter
preted as a designation of the spirits of the
dead. The word might qualify the dead 're
turning' (i.e. from the underworld), (French
revenant) on the basis of AI ~aba 'return '
(cf. SCHMIDT 1994:151); as 'hostile' (a deri
vation of the root 'yb 'to be an enemy'); or
as 'ancestral'. Advocates of the latter view
(LUST 1974; TROPPER 1989) assume an ety
mological connection between ~ob and ~ab

'father, ancestor'.
The meaning 'ancestral spirit' for 'ob is

based on a number of considerations. In the
ancient Orient, necromancy was part of the
Cult of the Ancestors. This essentially in
volved the invocation and interrogation of
the dead patriarch from whom a family
could seek advice and assistance. Several
times in the OT, the Heb tenn 'abot
'fathers', similar to 'obor, designates dead
ancestors (cf. the Lat expression di parentes
'divine ancestors').

The following list of parallel terms shows
that 'ob signifies persons rather than objects:
yiddeCont 'knowing (one)' (occurs 11 times
following ,ob; -+Wizard), metfm -+ 'the
dead', 'iUim 'ghosts' (Isa J9:3), -+terapfm
'teraphim', -+elbhim 'gods' (Isa 8: 19),
-?'elilfm 'false gods' (lsa 19:3), -+gillulfm
'idols' and siqqu$im -+' abominations' (2
Kings 23:24).

,ob is a genuine Hebrew term which,
strictly speaking, occurs in this form only in
the QT. There are expressions for the deified
ancestral spirits among the other Semitic
cultures of the ancient Orient which are
~omparable to ~6b in both form and content.
Among them, Eblaite dingir-a-mu (XELLA

1983), OAkk ilaba and Ug ilib (LAMBERT
1981), each of which is composed of the
words for 'god' and 'father' and can best be
rendered 'deified ancestor'. The role of the
Ugaritic 'deity' ilib, about whom we are
relatively well infonned, is instructive when
considering Heb 'ob. We find ilib listed as
the recipient of offerings in numerous ritual
texts and sacrificial lists. He occurs mostly
at the top of the list, before the great gods of
Ugarit. We learn from the Aqhat epic (KTU
1.17 i:26, 44; 1.17 ii:16) that among a man's
most important obligations is the eultic
veneration of his departed father's spirit, i.e.
his ilib. Thus, from the perspective of relig
ious phenomenology, the identification of
Ug ilib and Reb 'ob is quite probable.

There is also a clearly observable seman
tic affinity between the Heb term 'ob and
the designations for the spirits of the dead in
other languages and cultures, such as Ug
rpum = Phoen rp'm = Heb repa'fm (-+Re
phaim) and Akk e,emmu = Heb 'irtfm (Isa
19:3). It is well known that both at Ugarit
and in Mesopotamia the spirits of the dead
were the object of cultic veneration. The
texts show that the spirits could be sum
moned or sent back to the netherworld by
means of magical incantation. Especially the
text KTU 1.161 (invocation of the Rapiiima
ancestors on the occasion of the death of
king Niqmaddu ill) is very infonnative
about invocations of the dead at Ugarit.
There existed in Mesopotamia an entire
series of incantations called gidim-bul =
etemmu lemnutu (BOrrERO 1983), the object
of which was the expulsion of malign spirits
of the dead. There is a related series of
specifically necromantic rituals to conjure
up the spirits of the dead so that the people
could 'see' them, could 'speak' with them
and, with their help. could 'make a decision'
in difficult situations. Three texts of this sort
are already known (AjO 29/30, 8-10; AjO
29/30, 10-12; SBTU II or. 20); they have
been re-examined and interpreted by SCUR
LOCK (1988:103-124) and TROPPER (1989:
83-103). Unambiguous evidence of the inter
rogation of the e{emmu-spirits is found out
side these ritual texts in an Old~Assyrian
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(TeL 4.5) and in a Neo-Assyrian (LAS 132)
letter. .

III. The tenn 'ob occurs 17 times in the
QT, These attestations are found in various
literary genres: 9 occurrences in narrative
literature (1 Sam, 2 Kings, 1-2 Chron); 4
occurrences in legal contexts (Lev and
Deut); 3 occurrences in Isa; I uncertain
occurrence in Job.

The majority of the occurrences (9 in a11)
are in contexts which treat the cults of other
gods" and idols. The tenn 'ob then generally
occurs in the plural and is invariably fol
lowed by the parallel tenn )'iddl~oni(m). It is
accompanied by expressions such as pana
'el 'to apply oneself to (culticaJly)' (Lev 19:
31; 20:6), biqqeJ 'el 'to seek out' (Lev 19:
31), daraJ 'el 'to have recourse to in order
to inquire or (Isa 8: 19; 19:3) and zanL1
'aJ;ar 'to whore after' (Lev 20:6). Besides
these there are usages which indicate an
identific::ltion of the 'obOt with their physical
cuItie representations, things capable of
being produced ('a~ah 2 Kgs 21:6 /I 2
Chron 33:6) and destroyed (hesir I Sam
28:3; hikrit 1 Sam 28:9; bi'er 2 Kgs 23:24).
This vocabulary is characteristic of aT pro
nouncements against idol worship, degra
ding the numinous 'ob entities into mere
products of homan artifice and thus to lif
eless material. The production of cultie ima
ges is equated with the introduction of cultic
idolatry, the destruction of these images
with the elimination of the idolatry. It is
typical of the perspective of the Deutero
nomic History that the 'good' kings, like the
young Saul (l Sam 28:3,9) and King Josiah
(2 Kgs 23:24), sought to eliminate the 'ob
cult. wherea~ the 'evil' kings like Manasseh
(2 Kgs 21:6) promoted the 'ob-cult. The
equating of the ancestor cult and idol wors
hip is n clear indication that the ancestors
were the object of cultic veneration by their
descendants. In accordance with the dictum
in Lev 19:31, anyone who followed the
practices of the ancestral cult was cultically
unclean (tam?).

Five occurrences of the tcnn imply necro
mancy and deal with the direct interrogation
Of the dead. The tenn 'ob occurs consistent-

Iy in the singular in these cases and is fol
lowed but once by the tenn :ridde'oni (also
singular). The verb sa'af functions as a
tenninlls techniclls for directing inquiry to
the ancestors (Deut 18: II; I Chron 10: 13). I
Sam 28:7 tells us that there were specialists
who invoked the dead; and, in the specific
case recorded in this passage, it was a
woman, the ba'llfat·'ob, 'mistress of the
'ob'. This designation is analogous in fonn
and content to the Sumero-Akkadian name
for necromancers, the hi gidim.mn 'man!
master of the spirit of the dead' and sa
e{emmi '(master) of the spirit of the dead'
(MSL 12, 168:356; MSL 12,226:148). The
existence of such a profession shows that
the invocation of a departed spirit was con
sidered a dangerous undertaking. the success
of which required a knowledge of certain
rituals. According to I Sam 28:8, the necro
mancer was able to divine 'by the 'ob'
(qasam Ixi'ob). The statement is ambiguous
and could be understood to mean that the
ba~lifat-'ob functioned as the medium of the
ghost, so that the voice of the dead sounded
through her.

Two occurrences of the tenn ('ob in the
singular) suggest fortune-telling. It is doubt
ful that 'ob in these passages (whieh reflect
later conceptions) still signifies the spirit of
a dead individual rather than some sort of
unspecified soothsaying spirit. According to
Lev 20:27. there are people who have an 'ob
in them and thus serve as the medium for
the 'ob. Such people were considered capital
offenders in Israel and subject to death by
stoning. Note also the voice of the 'ob (lsa
29:4, cf. also Isa 8: 19), described as 'softly
whispering' ($PP) and 'munnuring' (hgh).
Hence the assumption that the phenomenon
of necromancy was transfonned in the later
Old Testament period into mere fortune-tel
ling by means of a medium: and thus lost its
connection with the ancestral cult. This
cleared the way for the equating of 'ob-divi
nation with the divinatory activity of 'ventri
loquizing', a phenomenon widespread in the
Hellenistic cultural sphere. Thus the trans
lators of the LXX usually render the Heb
tenn 'ob with the Gk word el/gastrim)'thos
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'one who speaks from his belly'.
One final. albeit uncertain, occurrence of

Job is Job 32: 19. Job occurs here in a com
pletely different context, namely in conncc
tion with new wine. Consequently, most OT
lexicons isolate Job Job 31: 19 as a sefarate
lexeme meaning 'skin' (e.g. Ges J and
HALA T s.v.). The text is probably corrupt
here and we are justified in asking whether
the original reading was n6Jdor 'skin' rather
than Jiibor. The word Job may have been a
secondary insertion, influenced by the
expression rtia~1 bi{ni 'the spirit of my belly'
which occurs in the preceding verse. This
would further confirm the contention that
Job was understood in the later OT period as
the 'soothsaying spirit' (of one who speaks
from his belly).

In conclusion it may be said that the tenn
Job in the OT primarily signified the deified
spirit of the ancestors, and subsequently the
cultic representation of the ancestor-the
ancestral image. In the stereotypical expres
sion J6bor weyidde 'imim the tenn in ques
tion can metonymically designate the phe
nomenon of the ancestor cult as such as well
as the necromantic pmctices it envolved.
Lute attestations of the tenn show that Job
came to be understood as a divinatory or
soothsaying spirit in general. BasicalIy all of
the attested occurrences of the tenn (except
for Job 32: 19) emphasize that the Job-cuIt
and Job-divination were seen as incompat
ible with monotheistic Yahwism. Such ac
tivities were therefore considered 'foreign'
in the sense of 'Canaanite' (Oeut 18:9-12)
and thus punishable by death (Lev 20:27).

IV. The treatment of the tenn in LXX
and Vg indicates that the connection of the
Job with the ancestml cult wao; no longer
known in the post-OT period. Jfib was
placed rather in the sphere of prohibited
divinatory and magical practices. TIle term
is no longer applied to the spirit in this
period. but rather to the soothsayer or ma
gician himself (LXX: engastrimytlws, 'one
who speaks from the beIly'; Vg: magus,
'magician'; Luther: lVarsager. 'soothsayer').
The expression ba'ellat Job (1 Sam 28:7)
was consequently understood not as mean-

ing 'necromancer' but rather 'magician' or
'witch' (at least since Luther and Calvin).
The imposition of the death penalty on
spirit-mediums in Lev 20:27 had particularly
grave implications and was seen in the
Middle Ages as a call for and legitimation
of the persecution of individuals assumed to
be witches (for the history of interpretation
of Job in the post-OT period, see ROUIL
LARD & TROPPER 1987).
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J. TROPPER

STARS c.'~~i:l

I. The Hebrew tenn kOkab, kOkabim
derives from the proto-Semitic root *KBKB,
meaning 'star' in the great majority of the
other Semitic languages (Ug kbkb; All kak
kabll; Aram koklxiJ, kOkabtil' [specifically of
Planet Venus]; Ar kawkab; Eth kokab). It is
attested 37 times in the Bible. In the NT two
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Greek tenns are used for 'star': <io~p,
attested 24 times, and aotpOV, attested 4
times. Stars were widely regarded as gods.

II. The stars. a\; created by -.God (Gen
I: 16; Amos 5:8; Job 9:9; Ps 148:5; \Vis
13:2). the work of his fingers (Ps 8:4),
belong to the totality of the world of man
and exercise their influence on it. in that
they rule -·day and -'night (Gen I: 14-19;
Jer 31 :35; Ps 136:7-9).

Panicularly evident is the admiration of
man for the heavens and the multitude of
stars, whose number. known only to God
(Ps 147:4). is vast and uncountable: the des
cendancy of -.Abraham and Isaac is numer
ous "as the stars in the heaven" (Gen 15:5;
22: 17; 26:4; Exod 32: 13); in Dcut I: 10 the
people of Israel itself becomes "numerous as
the stars in the heaven"; see also Deut
10:22; 28:62: Jer 33:22; Nah 3: 16; Dan
3:36; Neh 9:23; I Chr 27:23; cf. Heb II: 12.
Their height above the -earth and their
brightness are also impressive (Job 25:5;
31 :26). The starry sky is wonderful (Ps 148:
3; Bar 3:34-35: Sir 43:9; \Vis 7:29) and it is
particularly splendid on a moonless night
(Gen 1:15): on the contrary. the darkening
of the stars is a sign of the approaching end
of human life (Eccl 12:2) or of coming dis
tress (Isa 13: 10: 34:4; Ezek 32:7-8; Joel
2: 10; 3:4; 4: 15; Amos 8:9; Matt 24:29;
Mark 13:25: Luke 2 I:25: Rev 8: 12).
Shulamit's beauty can be compared to the
beauty of the -'moon and the splendour of
the sun (-'Shemesh, -·Helios: Cant 6: 10).
The High Priest Simon is also compared to
the moon, the sun and the stars (Sir 50:6-7)
and Daniel predicts that "the sages will
shine as the splendour or the fimlament;
those who will cause many to righteousness
will shine like stars for ever" (Dan 12:3; see
also Matt 13:4). In Matt 17:2 the face of
-.Jesus during his transfiguration is com
pared to a shining sun. as the face of the
-·Son of man in John's vision (Rev 1:16).

Stars have individual names. given by
God (Ps 147:4). and fonn a well-arranged
army. in which every star has its place (Isa
40:26; Jer 33:22). In the creation the
heavens form a hollow vault. a finnament

above the earth, and. resting on the waters,
describe a cirele upon them (Job 26: 10;
28:24; Prov 8:27: Sir 24:5). Therefore they
could be spoken of a\; a veil or a tent spread
out above the earth (Isa 40:22; Ps 19:6).
across which stars move according to laws
strictly fixed and determined by their
Creator (Bar 3:34; Sir 43: 10; \Vis 7: 19).
Stars, as heavenly beings (-·Sons of the
Gods). are brighter than canhly beings, but
even among them some are more brilliant
than others. "for one star differs from an
other star in splendour" (I Cor 15:40-4 I).
The beauty of the firmament generated, even
in the most faithful Jews. a strong temp
tation to worship the starry heavens. as
typified by Job 3 I:26-28 (WELLItAUSEN

1961:209-210). but in spite of the admir
ation for the heavens. which according to
Wis 13:2 was originally due to the ignor
ance of the true God, the religious cult of
stars associated with specific deities seems
to have almost totally disappeared from the
present text of the Bible: the cosmic forces,
originally capable of exening powers on
earth have been subjugated to God (Job 9:
7). their Creator (Job 9:9): the actual form
of the constellations gives testimony to
God's power (Job 38:3 I) and their brilliance
(\Vis 13:3) and regular movement\; find their
origin in Him (Amos 5:8; Job 38:32-33); the
stars are merely lamps (-·Iamp) of heaven.
"obedient in the service for which they arc
sent" (Bar 6:59); compared to God even the
stars lose their brilliance (Job 25:5); see also
the praise rendered to God by all the cosmic
forces (Ps 148: I-5) and the Song of the
three Holy Children in Dan 3:62-63. Only
God. having a universal knowledge of the
rules of his creation. may use cosmic forces
to control the succession of the seasons, of
both time and weather and of man's day to
day life (see Job 38:33; Sir 43: 1-10). To
stress God's power, his throne is imagined
as being above the stars (Job 22: 12), where
as the lower position of men is evidenced by
the assumption that they cannot reach the
stars (Obad 4). Only in this firmly mono
theistic context is a personified -wisdom
allowed to take pan in the creational process
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of the firmament (Prov 8:27): wisdom. as a
direct emanation of God, is therefore su
perior to any star or constellation (Wis 7:
29).

However. it is difficult to deny the exist
ence of astrological references in the Bible,
oftcn hidden in the most ancient layers of
the text. revealing deified aspects of cosmic
phenomena as distinguished from mere
physical/natural elements (ZATELLI 1991:
93). Jer 14:22 presents an interesting pas
sage in which heaven is considered by his
contemporaries as an astral deity instead of
a physical/natural entity, completely depen
dent upon God's will. The prophet's con
demnation of the heaven as a nullity reiter
ates the authentic divinity and the
omnipotence of the God of Israel against the
background of the idolatrous cults per
fomled by the kings of Judah (-·Yehud). In
this context scimayim corresponds to the
syntagm ~ebii' lzaUcimayim = -Host of
heaven. that appears 19 times in the Hebrew
OT (and once in Sir 43:9, where $iibd' alone
occurs meaning ~ebii' haHiimayim): in Deut.
in Kgs, in those prophets which immediately
precede the exile, in DtIsa (lsa 40:26; 45: 12
~ebii'am alone means ~ebO' haHiimayim) ,
when idolatry is condemned. and in post
exilic texts (Dan 8: 10: Neh 9:6 [twiceJ: 2
Chr 18: 18; 33:3-5 in the passages parallel to
I Kgs 22:19 and 2 Kgs 21:3-5: ZATELLI

1991 :90).
Thesc occurrences would attest that the

worship of the stars in Israel must have been
strong during periods of pagan contacts,
mostly under Mesopotamian political in
fluence, already in the 8th century and later
on in the 7th and 6th centuries BCE. Amos
5:26 deals with an idolatrous cult of
-.Sakkuth and -·Kaiwan (in the LXX:
MoA,oX leai. [ •.. ] ·POloaV). 'the stars of your
God', where the two names are generally
related to the planet Saturn. The whole pas
sage is quoted in Stephen's speech in Acts
7:43 (here 'POl<>civ appears in the variant
reading 'PoJl¢ci[vD, where the adoration of
the golden -·calf (Exod 32: 1-24) is evident
ly interpreted as well in connection with
astrJI worship, according to an exegesis

which has been developed in medieval
Judaism.

Among the causes of the fall of the
Northern Kingdom, according to 2 Kgs
17: 16, are the cull'l offered by king Hoshea
to "all the hosts of heaven". In the Kingdom
of Judah, Manasseh would have been the
first king to introduce idolatrous cults, by
building altars to "all the hosts of heaven"
in the two inner courts of the Temple (2 Kgs
21 :5: 2 Chr 33:5). King Josiah fought
against such practices: he burnt all the
objects kept in the Temple and associated to
astral cults, dismissed and killed the priests
who had been appointed to offer sacrifices
"to the sun, the moon, the constellations and
alI the heavenly hosts": he also forbade
ceremonial practices of sunworship insti
tuted by the previous kings and destroyed
the altars built by Manasseh (2 Kgs 23:4
5.11-12: but see 2 Chr 33:15: 34:4: cr. also
Jer 8:2: 19: 13).

However, astral cults were not entirely
uprooted: they are often mentioned in
prophetic texts. An example is Ezek 8: 16,
where the worship of the sun is said to be
carried on in Jerusalem within the temple
court during the sixth year of the captivity
of Jehoiachin (591 BCE). Particularly import
ant as a private cult, and therefore not com
pletely uprootable, was the worship of the
-·Queen of Heaven, probably -Ishtar vener
ated as a celestial goddess (a syncretistic
deity incorporating Wcst and E.1St Semitic
characters), once interpreted by scholars as a
personification of the moon, more probably
of the planet Venus. This cult. performed
mainly by women (Jer 7: 18: 44: 17-26), after
the Babylonian invasion and the destruction
of the first Temple, persisted in Egypt
among Judean refugees. Star worship was
gencralIy practised on house-tops, as in
Mesopotamian custom (Jer 19: 13: 32:29:
Zeph 1:5).

Star worship is manifcst even in super
stitious fonns of adoration: the symbolic act
of the kissing of the hand (Job 31 :26) is a
clear reference to illicit practices of popular
astral devotion, still common in a period in
which astml cults should already have been
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forbidden. Traces of magic and divination
associated with star cults. appearing to de
rive from Mesopotamian practices. are poss
ibly present in Gen 37:9. where -~Joseph
has an astral dream. in Jos 10: 12-13. which
can be interpreted as an incantation prayer
uttered in a context of astrological specu
lation (ZATELU 1991:89. 94). possibly in I
Chr 12:33, where the children of Issachar
are spoken of as having "understanding of
the times in order to know what Israel ought
to do" and in Ps 121 :6, where the negative
powers 'of the stars will be kept afar by the
presencc of thc LoRD. An incantation for
mula seems to be alluded to also in Job 3:9
in which conjurors are invoked to turn a
propitious day into an unpropitious one by
darkening the stars of the twilight.

Prophets strongly condemn astral wor
ship. the latter being condemned as one of
the causes of the misfortunes of Israel: sce
Jer 10:2. where the author admonishes
people not to be terrified by the ~6tot

halsamayirn. a syntagmatic expression mean
ing 'celestial phenomena'; Zcph I :5. In lsa
47: 13 Babylonian astrology is even mockcd:
thc habere samoyim (the masters of the
heavenly course; LXX: aatpOA.oyOl) and the
1)6zim bakkOkdbim (the star-gazers) are
worthless. Star cults are condemned in Deut
4:19; 17:3. Exod 20:4 and Dcut 5:8 forbid
making and worshipping any image of "any
thing which is in heaven abovc", certainly
implying also the stars. Thc gcneric prohib
ition to practice divination or magic in Lev
19:26 and Deut 18: 10 was interpreted by
later rabbis as related to astrology (sec
B.Sanh. 65b-66a).

Thc dominant attitude of Jewish rcligious
thought is that the rulcs of the univcrse are a
divine prerogative and cannot be interpretcd
by man, as shown in Job 38:33. where the
hapax legomenon tenn mi.f{ar could be
translated 'the powcr to decide thc coursc of
the stars', according to similar divine epi
thets attested in Ugaritic religious literature
(ZATELLI 1991 :97). The monotheistic prin
ciple of the religion of Israel was in any
case an obstacle to the growth and the
expansion of the 'Chaldean science' (on the

word Chaldean as a synonym of astrologer.
see Dan 2:2.4.5.10; 4: 14; 5:7.11) and. in
spite of the great number of becalim (-*Baal)
never ceasing to exert influence in pre-exilic
Israel. the original conception of -·Yahweh
as a stoml and skygod probably prevented
the worship of other star-gods (ZATELLI

1991 :88); yet Yahwism and star worship
long coexisted. especially in popular forms
of veneration.

An interesting passage in Ps 89:6-9
shows the status of Yahweh among the sons
of thc gods: in this context the sky (in the
sense of 'divinity') and thc qlhal qld6sim
('the congregation of the saints'. i.e. the
gods of an originally polytheistic pantheon)
praise the LoRD, fear Him and arc thankful
for his extraordinary acts. his wonders:
Yahweh is ~eMhe $ebli'6t ('God of hosts').
the Almighty who rules over the skygods
and is a primus ;1ZIer pares in their assem
bly. Along the same lines another significant
parallelism is to be found in Job 15: 15.
where Yahweh is again considered as a
primus inter pares among qed6sim and
siinwyim. both of them to be interpreted as
ancient divinities. In the poelic contexls of
Judg 5:20 and Isa 14:12-13 we still find a
conception of deified stars. very closely
linked. particularly in the last case. to the
originally pan-Semitic belief of a 'mount of
congregation in the side of the north'. It
seems that the Masoretic redactor of Deut
32:43 had delibemtely avoided allusions to
other divinities: if we read the verse "Re
joice. 0 nations. for his people" (according
to the LXX: "Heaven(s). rejoice with him
and may the sons of God adore him") we
should evidently assume that the text under
went a radical change towards stronger
monotheistic principles. A similar situation
is to be found in Deut 32:8 where the MT
reads "according to the number of the child
ren of Israel" (Iem;spar belle yiSr(j'el). while
in 4QDeut 32:8 we find: 1e11l;spar bene ~el.

and the LXX translates "according to the
number of angels of God". Deut 32:8-9
could therefore be interpreted as a distinc
tive rule of the inferior gods over the
nations. whereas Israel is reserved for
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Yahweh (ZATELLI 1991:91-92). From this
verse and Deut 4: 19-20 comes the belief,
which is discussed in B.Shab. 156b and fur
ther on in the Middle Ages, that all the
nations would be astrally determined, except
for Israel. In the last instance of Deut 4: 19 it
is remarkable that the gods no longer pos
sess the other nations, but the nations them
selves, having adopted a deviant course,
worship the stars. The God of Israel is no
longer a primus inter pares accompanied by
his entourage of skygods: He is the only
God, the others are false and the people of
Israel are warned lest they might erroneous
ly worship the host of stars (or of angels)
instead of the true Divinity, the actual Cre
ator of the stars.

The identification of personified stars
with angels of the heavenly hosts is well
accepted within a totally monotheistic relig
ious system: the stars stand in God's pres
ence, to the right and the left of His throne
(I Kgs 22:19; 2 ehr 18: 18); they serve Him
(Ps 103:21; Neh 9:6); in Sir 43:8, 10 the
identification of stars with soldiers of an
army is particularly evident. See als Rev
I:20. At the head of the heavenly hosts
stands a ->'Prince of the army' (Josh 5:14
15; Dan 8:11), probably the highest star and
the farthest from the earth, even if the actual
leader is God, to whom the starry army
belongs. From this conception derives the
synlagm 'LORD/God of hosts' (Yhwhl'el6he
~ebii>ot) occurring in numerous biblical pas~

sages (-).Yahweh Zebaoth).
" The above mentioned passage of Job 25:5
is ,possibly to be compared to Job 15:15,
w.here the stars appear as deities, along with
the moon and the sky, all of them belonging
,to the entourage of the 'holy ones' of 'El'.
I?articular expressions denoting "the joy of
the stars" in singing to or praising their
;Creator appear in Job 38:7 (in perfect paral
(lelism with the synragm bene 'i16h1m) and
~nBar 3:34. In l1QTgJob 38:7, however,
;~h~ original image looses any polytheistic
~~eaning: "when the morning stars shone
:~()gether and all the angels of God shouted
~~9gether". Any allusion to star cults and to
~Qther deities is here avoided. Once the dan-
~:.
~~,
~V':f
~~
tZ

~
""
-~"

...~~.

ger of idolatry has been removed, the rela
tion between God and the stars is only that
of the Creator with his creation (ZATELLI

1991:98).
In post-exilic religious thought, astral

cults ceased to be performed in an official
fonn, even if they were probably partially
preserved as private traditional practices,
and gave way to a form of non-religious
observation of stars which, influenced by
Hellenistic science, gradually became a form
of astrological and astronomical speculation,
which was later partly accepted by the rab
binic tradition (see e.g. the lengthy dis
cussions in B.Shab. 156a-b) mostly con
nected with the determination of holy days
(see e.g. B.Suk. 28a). Observation of the
revolution of the heavenly bodies is re
garded as a religious duty and such is the
interpretation of Deut 4:6 according to
B.Shab. 75a. Thus the observation and
understanding of heavenly phenomena be
came a proper science, seen as a gift of God
to the wise man: in Wis 7:18-19 Solomon
prays to God in order to receive from Him
"an unening knowledge (... ) of the begin
ning and end and middle of times, the alter
nations of solstices and the changes of sea
sons, the circuit of years and the positions of
stars". Daniel, "whose light, understanding
and wisdom were equal to the gods' wis
dom" had been appointed chief of astrolo
gers, Chaldeans and soothsayers by
Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 5:11). This verse pro·
bably alludes to the fact that the study of
Babylonian astral divination was common
among Jews during and after the exile;
however, Daniel himself claims the superio
rity of God I s power over any astrologer or
soothsayer in revealing mysteries (Dan
2:27), because God Himself is the giver of
all knowledge (Dan 1:17; cf. Wis.7:15-21).

In the pseudepigraphic books we find
contradictory views about astrology. 1
Enoch 8:3; Jub. 12:16-18; Sib. Or. II 220
236 strongly condemn this discipline, prais
ing men who, in the words of CHARLES
WORTH (1987:933), "neither search the
mystical meaning of the movements of the
heavenly bodies nor are deceived by the pre-
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dictions of Chaldean astrology", insisting on
the necessity to worship only the true God.
Yet some passages in the Pseudepigrapha
show a relatively positive attitude towards
astrology, betraying stronger Hellenistic
influences (see e.g. I Enoch 72: 1-37; 75:3; 2
Enoch 21:6; 30:3). Josephus Flavius writes
that astrology was popular among Jews in
his days and that misinterpretation of
heavenly signs was partly responsible for
the outbreak of the revolt against the
Romans (Bel/um VI 5,289). Misinterpreta
tion of celestial phenomena is a subject fre
quently dealt with in haggadic and talmudic
literature (see e.g. Gen. Rabba 85:2; 87:4;
Exod. Rabba 1: 18; B.Sanh. 10 Ib): in these
cases as well the authors want to stress the
complete superiority of God's will and
power over any astrological speculation.

The later conception that the celestial
bodies are endowed with individual life,
consciousness and intelligence is a further
development of the observation of the
movement of the stars across the heavens
(see e.g. Pss 19:6-7; 104:19; Job 31:26; Eccl
1:5; Sir 43:2-12), supported by the ancient
belief of the personification of stars (see e.g.
the above mentioned passage of Judg 5:20)
also related to Mesopotamian and Hellen
istic astrological traditions. This view, "on
the boundary line of mythology and astron
omy" (Legends V:35, 40, n.112), is per
ceivable in the pseudepigraphic literature
(see esp. I Enoch 18:13-16; 41:5; cf. I
Enoch 72-82) and in haggadic traditions.
However, in these cases too, the authors
stress the dependence of the individual na
ture and will of the planets upon God's will
(see Sir 43:5), Whose decisions and laws arc
unalterable: were these laws suddenly to be
abrogated, then the whole creation would
come to an end. Revolutions of the cosmic
order mark the final phase of the created
world in apocalyptic contexts (Isa 13:10; Jer
31 :35-36; Ezek 32:7-8; Amos 8:9; Matt
24:29; Luke 21:25; Rev 6:13; 8:10.12; 9:1
[where the image of the fallen star is per
sonified as -Satan; see lsa 14:12; Luke
10:18J; cf. also Acts 27:20).

As a prophetic symbol the stars are men
tioned in Dan 8-10 as an allusion to the

Jews who will succumb to Hellenistic pa
ganism. In John's vision (Rev 1:16) seven
stars appear as the symbol of the seven
angels of the churches (Rev 1:20; 2: 1; 3: I):
the passage shows an example of the pre
viously mentioned association of the stars
with the angels which frequently occurs also
in later pseudepigraphic literature. Astral
symbolism is still to be found in Rev 12: I
and a mythological allusion may be seen in
Rev 12:4.

In Num 24: 17 we observe in the proph
ecy of Bileam an important clue to the sym
bolic-divine and regal value which the stars
assume (ZATELLI 1991 :93-94): messianic
interpretations of the verse appear in Tg.
Onq. and Tg. P.'i.-J. and the name Bar
Kochba (Aramaic: 'Son of the Star'), given
to the famous leader of the rebellion against
the Romans in the 2nd cent. CE, has to be
understood in a messianic context (sec
B.Sanh. 97b). The star symbol reappears in
Mat 2: 1-10 where, however, the star is not
identified with the Messiah (-Christ). being
only an astrological phenomenon observed
by heathen astrologers and associated with

·the birth of a great man. In Rev 22: 16 Jesus
uses the image of the star referring to Him
self: "I am the root and the offspring of
David, the bright and morning star" (see
also Rev 2:28 and 2 Pet I: 19 where the
Greek term ¢<ooQ6p~ is used).
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F. LELLI

STOICHEL\ CTtOlxe'ia 'tou KO<JIlOV
I. Sroicheia 1011 kosmou has several

meanings. From the root stich-, meaning
row or rank. the singular sroicheion desig
nates the shadow cast by the pole of a sun
dial. a letter of the alphabet. the sound the
human voice makes as a basic element of
language. and an element as the fundamental
constituent of an object or entity. Most like
ly derived from stoichos. the row or line in
which soldiers stand, the plural with the
addition 'of the world' , sroicheia tou
kosmoll means the basic components of the
world. The phrase is used three times in the
New Testament, Gal 4:3, Col 2:8 and 2:20.

II. Plato distinguished fire, air. water,
and eanh as the componenl'i of particular
physical objects and. indeed, of the kosmos.
The combination and separntion of the el
ements constitutes the process of change
(Timaells 48b and Sophist 252b). Plato
thought and wrote in a tradition of cosmo
logical interests. Before him, Heraclitus had
conceptualized the coherence underlying all
existing things as a --logos common to
everything (Frs. 6 and 50). The cosmic
arrangement is not simple. however. for it
consists of a unity or even identity of oppo-

sites-such as disease and health. life and
death. hunger and satiety, night and day-in
which each pair of opposites forms both a
unity and a plurnlity. Thus the opposition of
hot and cold forms the single entity of
temperature as well as the multiplicity of
winter and summer (Frs. 204, 206. and 207).
Change can be explained on the basis of
tension or •strife. (eris) between the op
posites which maintains a balance of the el
ements in the universe. Heraclitus used
kosmos to show the orderly arrangement of
all the items in the world and fire (pur) to
denote the interactions between them. For
Heraclitus, then. the three terms logos.
kosmos, and eris are central to n cosmologi
cal schema, with the logos not entirely dis
tinct from deity, as the feature of the world
which links the various pans of the world
and directs change in an orderly and propor
tional fashion (Fr. 207).

The concepts and terminology which
Heraclitus developed enabled him to con
struct an account of change which was
philosophically and scientifically satisfying.
Nevenheless. it was inadequate because it
did not include a discussion of the things
which undergo change. To this topic Empe
docles devoted considernble attention. In his
famous Fr. 6 he wrote about four roots
(rhizomata) of everything-bright -Zeus.
life-bearing -Hera. Aidoneus. and Nestis
who causes moisture-which arc described
in Fr. 17 as -Fire. -Earth. Air. and Water.
These four roots have always existed and
change is produced by their intermingling
mixing together and separating from each
other-according to the two opposing
forces, Love and Strife. The four rOOl'i are
elemental in the sense of being the original
substances; they are original in the sense
that everything else in the world is derived
from them as compounds of the primary cl
ements.

The cosmological motifs of Empedocles
were connected to his interest in mornl and
religious issues. His rejection of bloodshed.
be it social as in warfare or religious as in
sacrifice. was fundamentally moral. because
the consequences of Strife or Hatred in
cluded harm done to animals as well as
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human beings and damage to the person
caught in the net of Hatred. The transmi
grations of the spirit stained with blood
would endure for 30,000 years, including
time spent as plant, human, bird, and fish
(Fr. 117). Here, the cosmology of four pri
mary elements also plays a role; because
spirits are expelled from the Air to the
Waler, thence to the Earth and then to the
Sun, which in tum pushes them to the
Aither; all the elements receive such spirits
but loathe having them (Fr. 115).

In the Timaeus, Plato uses the word gene
for the four basic elements and stoicheia as
a basic constituent to describe how one el
ement can change into another, e.g. as when
water hardens into earth or melts into air.
Any object in the world or any substance is
thus a compound of the four elements. Un
like Empedocles' theory, however, which
cannot account for how one root or element
can be transformed into another, Plato's
theory can explain how water can be heated
into air and condensed again into water. Yet
like Empedocles' theory, movement across
the elements is possible for the soul as it
suffers the consequences of ignorance and
bad deeds.

Aristotle as well as Plato stood in a long
line of cosmological speculation that focuses
onih6 elemental constitution of the world.
In Aristotle's view, stated in De generatione
et corruptione 329b, all substances are con
sidered to be compounds of the four basic
elements, earth, water, air, and fire, and
possibly a fifth, aither. In a spirit reminis
cent of Heraclitus' effort to explain change
with the concept of er;s, Aristotle regarded
each of the four elements as a combination
of the four primary opposites: cold and hot;
dry and wet. Hence, earth is cold and dry;
water is wet and cold; air is wet and hot;
and fire is dry and hot.

The Stoics, too, developed a complex
cosmology in which the elements of the uni~

verse played a major function. According to
Diogenes Laertius, 7:134-142, although the
world as we know it consists of a mixture of
the elements, the elements perish in the cos
mic fire at the end of a world cycle. The

kosmos has a history which begins in fire,
changes to air, then to water, next into earth;
and finally returns to fire in a cosmic
conflagration. In this cosmology, the stUdy
of the universe was accompanied by an in.
terest in the nature of human beings.
According to Epictetus 3.13-15, for
example, death, as a return to the elements,
is not to be feared because it is a regular
feature of elemental change in which the
elements do not suffer; and Marcus Aurelius
4.32.3 describes death as a dissolution into
the elements. According to Plutarch, FaC.
Lun. 28, the various parts of the human
body are correlated to various elements of
the universe: the body comes from earth, the
mind from the sun; and the soul from the
moon. According to Diogenes Laertius, the
philosopher Chrysippus thought the kosmos
divine; the stars and the earth to be gods;
and the mind to be the supreme god who
inhabits the aither. Here, the stars and other
planetary bodies were also associated with
the elements of the kosmos. The Stoics
combined natural philosophy with a system
of morality in order to establish a way of
life in which adjusting the human being to
nature and its processes leads to happiness
through harmony with nature.

Two writers of the first century BeE,

Cicero and Ovid, also utilized the concept of
'elements of the universe' in ways that are
consistent with the meanings assigned to the
term by earlier Greek philosophers. Cicero
thought that human beings are fashioned
from earth, water, fire, and air, with the soul
moving upward at death to the substance
resembling itself, its natural horne, there to
remain forever (Tusculan Disputations 1.
17-19). Ovid considered the kosmos to be
arranged according to an orderly structure of
the four basic elements; but, should strife
among them become too fierce, the universe
would be destroyed (Metamorphoses I.32~
33 and 256-258). The orderly processes of
change follow a sequence in which each el~
ement is derived from at'~other: just as sou~s
traverse the elements on their way to thelT
home and reside in a number of bodies
along the way. In both cases, a connection.
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betwecn the elements of the kosmos and the
planetary bodies was establishcd.

Jewish as wcll as Greek and Latin writers
employed the concept of basic clcments. In
4 Mace 12:13, Antiochus IV Epiphancs is
addressed as a man for whom the dcmands
of justice has planned an eternal fire; be
cause he had tortured and maltreated othcr
humans "made of the same elemcntc;" ac;
himself. Philo describes the constitution of
the universe and the changes within it as
well as the parallels between humans and
the world by reference to the four basic el
emcnts. He also links them to the ascent of
the soul to itc; ultimate destination in the
aither (Rcr. Div. Her. 280-83).

III. The threc passages in which the
phrase ta stoicheia tOll kosmoll is used in the
New Testamcnt havc been the subject of
vigorous dcbatc. Several possibilities have
cmcrged as thc primary henneneutical
options. Behind Paul's argument in Ga
latians lays thc distinction between pre
Christian slavcry and the Christian freedom
of his readcrs. In the argument. two fonns
of slavery are mcntioncd: thc Jewish one
consisting of living undcr the yoke of the
Law; and the Gentile one of subjection to
the elements of the kosmos. To the Gentile
readers, Paul asserts that the desire to be
subject to the Law in the fonn of observing
the Jewish lcgal and ritual calendar is a
return to their pagan situation when they
rcvered the elements as dcities. So they are
now in bondage to beings that are not gods
(4:8). And it can be argued that the "el
emcnts of the kosmos" are Jewish rcligious
observances which the Galatians found al
luring; although Paul's claim that mistaking
the clcments for gods is doubtful if the el
ements are only obscrvances and regula
tions. Given the predeliction of many peoplc
in the Greco-Roman world for astral relig
ious beliefs and practices, it could also be
argued that the elemcnts arc planctary or
other celestial bodies; or that the elements
refer to spiritual beings: such as angels or
demons who control earthly affairs and
detennine human destiny; although nothing
in Paul's epistle requires either of these

interpretations. A more likely interpretation
is that Paul's use of thc "clcments of thc
kosmos" bears a meaning similar to its com
mon mcaning in the Grcek philosophical tra
dition-the bac;ic constitucnts of the uni
vcrse in which the soul may bc trapped in
the elemental dishannony or the soul's
misdeeds, and from which it can be freed
through proper philosophical and religious
knowlcdgc. Thus, as Empcdocles wrote
about the powcr of the 'clements' and Philo
described them ac; forccs, so Paul could
think of them as powcrs or, takcn together,
as the power the kosmos holds over people,
even to the point of enslaving them to the
world.

The phrase 'elements of the kosmos' is
uscd twice in Col, at 2:8 and 2:20. It has
evoked diversc intcrpretations similar to
those given the passage in Galatians; al
though the contcxt of thc two passages is
diffcrent and thus the meaning also varies.
The author of Colossians distinguished
philosophical traditions. characterized as
cmpty and deccitful, from the lIUth of
-Christ. portf'dycd as the first-born of cre
ation and the fullncss of God: as well as the
unity and purposc of the kosmos. From this
dcscription. the author encouraged his
readers to avoid captivity to the 'clcmcnts of
the kosmos' that human philosophy entails.
Instead, they should be mindful of their
spiritual circumcision or baptism in Christ,
which both forgives trespasses and raises
believers from the dead. The consequence of
dying to the elements with Christ he con
cluded, is two-fold. The first is that believers
need not submit to regulations about food
and drink and other fonns of abstinencc or
observing festivals and rituals, thinking that
such obscrvances would enable their souls
to rise with Christ or ascend to him after
death. The second is that they should set
their minds on Christ, who is at the right
hand of God. He has returncd to his divine
origin, and has thus become the prototype
for Christian believers.

Thc 'elements of the world' bears some
relation to the teachings contained in the
"philosophy accordir:g to human traditions"
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of 2:8. The phrase 'of the world' suggests
that the issues at stake focus on the claims a
particular philosophical tradition made, al
though the author's argument suggests that
the content of the philosophy is the target of
attack. One possible content for the claims
would be that the 'elements of the kosmos'
are the elemental spirits of the universe
(1:16; 2:10.15) whom Colossian philos
ophers, following human thinking (l: 18),
identified as the powers and rulers who
govern society or the angels (2: 18). The
identification of the elements with powers or
angels as elemental spirits, however, may
point to Colossians who wanted to die to the
world and its rulers in order to achieve their
aim of seeking things that are above where
Christ is seated. The identification may
equally well point to the four basic consti
tuents of the kosmos (2:20) to which the
Colossian Christians died with Christ: thus
demonstrating that living without the world
is as possible as living in the world.
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L. J. ALDERINK

STONE 1:J~

I. The word >bn occurs in all Semitic
languages, except Classical Arabic (COHEN
1970). It denotes natural stone. Veneration
of stones occurs in all religions of the

ancient world and is in fact attested in the
Near East up to present times. According to
the transmitted text of Gen 49:24 'Stone'
Cbn) was an epithet of -EI as the God of
Israel. Also a toponym like Ebenezer sug
gests that Eben is an old divine name. The
prophetic criticism against worship of stones
stands in stark contrast to the erection of
stones at holy sites by the patriarchs.

II. In the Ancient Near East veneration
of stones was very common. Quarried stones.
played an important role in Egyptian re
ligion and various magical properties were
ascribed to different stones. In view of the
influence of Amun-Re worship on Canaan
during the New Kingdom it is interesting
that Amun-Re was sometimes represented in
aniconic fonn as a lump of stone (BISON DE
LA ROQUE 1925:50-53; WAINWRIGHT 1980;
METIINGER 1995:49-55). In Mesopotamia
worship of stones is not attested, but magi
cal properties were ascribed to several types
of stone and in the Sumerian mythological·
poem Lugal·e the god Ninurta, assisted by
certain animated 'good' stones, wages a
battle against certain 'bad' stones (VAN
DUK 1983). The Hurrites too had their
stone-demons (HAAS 1982: 139-166), and
they too ascribed mysterious powers to
stones (HAAS 1982:167-183). In Ugarit
some texts mention an announcement (rgm)
and a whispering (lbsJ) of stones (abnm),
paralleled by the speech of trees (KTU 1.3
iii:22-23; 1.82:43). Possibly this refers to
oracles obtained from stones and trees. In
any case the context excludes a metaphori
cal meaning and so here too stones are seen
as animate beings. In KTU 1.100:1 a deified
stone (abn) is the father of the first animated
creature, the She-ass. Canaanite personal
names suggest that abnu was a divine epi
thet: Amorite Ha·ab-ni-l[ 'Il-is-my-Stone',
Ab-nu-ra-pf 'A....Stone-is-Rapi', Tu-tar-ab-nu
'The-Stone-has-increased'. Ugaritic bn abn
'Son-of-the.Stone' (compare Jer 2:27);
Phoenician 'bnJms 'The-Sun-is-a-Stone',
Punic >bnb'l 'Baal-is-a-Stone'. Compare a)so
the god Abaddir (from *"'bn'dr) mentio~ed
in Latin texts from Punic North Afnca
(RIBICHINI 1985).

In Ugarit stone stelae were erected (n$b)
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for the ancestors called ilib (-Ilib), 'Il-who
is-the-Father' because they were united with
n after their death (KYU 1.15 v:16-17).
These stelae called skn are also attested in
Emar and possibly in Amos 5:26 (read sknt
for slewt, KORPEL 1990:576). They are pro
bably identical to the biblical lna$$ebot
(from the root n$b) and lhe rows of erected
slabs of stone found at various sanctuaries
(Ugarit, Gezer, Tell Musa, Hazor) which
were probably connected with the cult of the
ancestral gods. This would not run counter
to the hypothesis that they represented local
deities (WEIPPERT 1988:236; but see the dis
cussion in METTINGER 1995:143-191). At
least at Hazor an association of this type of
ancestral cult with the cult of -+El is likely.

Veneration of stones connected with
saints continues up till present times. In
Palestinian folklore many legends are con
nected with stones which in spite of Islam
sometimes receive offerings or still have an
oracular function (KRISS 1960-1962). Even
in official Islam the Black and Lucky Stones
at the east comer of the Ka'ba continue to
have a religious function.

HI. In Gen 49:24 -+Yahweh is called an
'eben. Scholars hesitate whether both this
and the parallel epithet -+'Shepherd' can be
original (OLOFSSON 1990:94-95). Among
those who maintain MT as the more difficult
reading some propose a different interpre
tation eson', 'sons', or 'our father'). In view
of the comparative evidence this is unlikely.
Comparable epithets like -+Rock suggest
that originally there existed no opposition
whatsoever to this old Canaanite epithet.
The toponym Ebenezer ('bn h(zr 'Stone-of
the-Help,' 1 Sam 4:1; 5:1) is explained as
applicable to Yahweh in 1 Sam 7:12. In any
case the use in Gen 49:24 is clearly meta
phorical, even if the accompanying 'Shep
herd' is a gloss.

The epithet is not attested, however,
among Hebrew persona] names, neither in
the OT, nor epigraphically. Whether or not
this testifies to early opposition cannot be
~scertained. Prophetic criticism against
~rnages of stone (Am 5:26 [KORPEL 1990:
576J; Isa 37:19; Jer 2:27; 3:9; Ezek 20:32)
'unmistakeably led to the disuse of theepi-

thet. This in spite of the fact that the
patriarchs were said to have erected and
anointed stones at various holy sites where
they had met El (Gen 28: 18; 31 :45-46;
35:14; see -+Bethel). Also stones were sup
posed to be able to act as witnesses (Gen
31 :46-47; Josh 24:27; 1 Sam 6: 18 [read ~bn

instead of 'blJ) and this function would seem
to presuppose that they could speak.

The old epithet is reversed when it is said
of Yahweh that he will become a stone that
causes men to stumble, and a rock that
makes them fall (Isa 8:14). According to
Hab 2: 11 a stone will cry from the wall to
denounce injustice, but in 2: 19 the idea that
a dumb stone could be animate is critized.
However, the crying stone is a metaphor; it
may be compared with the statement of
Eliphaz who says that the pious will have a
covenant with the stones of the field, i.e.
will live in harmony with nature (Job 5:23).
In the New Testament lhe stone-epithet is
applied to -+Christ who is described as the
stone which the builders rejected (Ps 118:
22, but the Hebrew meant the dejected sup
plicant), but who becomes a comer-stone
(Matt 21 :42, par.). In 1 Pet 2:7-8 this image
ry is paralleled by Christ as the stone that
makes the unbelievers stumble (cf. Isa 8:14).
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M. C. A. KORPEl

STRONG DRINK ~rj

I. Jekiir occurs 23 times in the Bible,
nearly always in conjunction with yayin
'wine', the two forming a kind of hendiadys
which means 'an intoxicating winc' (simi
larly combined in Ugaritic, sec RSP 1:209,
no. 248). Only in two cases docs Jekar
occur alone: Num 28:7: Ps 69: 13. The noun
Ukar is derived from Jiikar 'to intoxicatc,
become intoxicated' (sec, e.g., 1 Sam 1:13
14; Jer 25:27; 48:26; Prov 31 :4-7).

Ukar denotes a strong and intoxicating
drink (thus also the LXX and Philo; and the
Tgs. to Num 6:3; 28:7: "old wine"; to Lev
10:9: mlraw~ 'intoxicating drink'; others:
'mixed wine', 'beer') made probably of the
fruits of the vine (-Gepen). Figs and pome
granates, however, were also used for manu
facturing wine. Based on Akk Jik(ii)ru
'beer' (brewed from barley: but also from
dates), scholars (e.g. KELLERMANN 1977:48)
have suggested that biblical Ukiir be ident
ified as beer too. There is, however, no clear
evidence-archaeological (STERN 1976:678
679) or otherwise-that OT Ukiir was
brewed from barley (but see Kellermann's
remarks).

SKR with the same basic meaning is a
common Semitic root (BOB 101641: HALAT
1390a). Note especially Akk sik(ii)m 'beer'
(AHW I232f.), sakam 'to become inebri
ated, drunk' (CAD S/I 157b), sakim 'habit
ual drinker', sakartu 'drunkenness', sakkar(J/
sakJami 'drunkard', etc. (CAD s.".). An agri
cultural word. sekar occurs in other lan
guages as well, such as Greek a1KEpa, Latin
sicera, Italian dsidro, Rumanian tllighir,
and even English cider (K. LOKOTSCH, Ely-

11Iologisches Worterbuclz d~r europai..,clzen
(gemlOnischen. romaniscllen tmd sla\'ischen)
Worter orientali.fchen Ursprwzgs [Heidel
berg 1927] no. 1787a).

As an alcoholic beverage, beer possessed
semi-divine status in ancient Near Eastern
conceptions (-Tirash). Strong Drink was
purponedly used to elicit a divine oracle
(compare DURAND 1982:43-50). In their
banquets, gods were thought to enjoy large
amounts of wine and beer.

There is no etymological connection be
tween Heb fetar and the Mesopotamian
deity dSukllrru, the deified spear (see CAD
5/3, 234). Nor is there any evidence what
soever suggesting that Ukiir was ever con
sidered as possessing divine status in the
Hebrew Bible.

n. .fik(ii)m 'beer' in ancient Mesopot
amia was a very widespread drink, known in
all periods of history, and indulged in by all.
Beer was given to gods, imbibed and poured
in religious and magic rituals, used in medi
cine, and enjoyed on every possible oc
casion. Beer and bread were considered
essential daily staples and were called "the
life of the peoplelland" (CAD Nil 302f. 8).
In the Gilgamesh Epic, these are called
sill/at balti{im 'that which file; life', and in
another place beer is defined as Jimti mati
'the rule, custom of the land' (Gilg. P iii
14), something that every civilized human
being is supposed to know and enjoy (ad
dressed by the prostitute to the still-un
civilized brute, Enkidu).

III. In the Bible, setar occurs in various
contexts, endowing it with both positive and
negative connotations.

Positively, it was not only valued as one
of the main ingrediente; for making a feast
happy and lively (e.g. Deut 14:26; Isa 24:7
II: cf. Gen 43:34; Judg 9: 13), but it was
also one of the ingredienLc; of the daily
offering to God (Num 28:7; in Isa 65: II
strong drink [here mimsiik] is offered to
foreign gods [-4Gad and -4Meni]). Accord
ing to some texts, Jekiir was one of the
necessities of life, on the same level as
bread, so that lacking it was something out
of the ordinaiy (e.g., Isa 24:7-13 and espe
cially Oeut 29:4-5)
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Taken in excess, however, sektir could
produce quite negative effects. The sage in
Proverbs warns that the border-line between
enjoying UMr and succumbing to its bad
effects is very thin (Prov 23:29-35, follow
ing 27-28; cf. Hab 2:5: wine is treacher
ous!). Such bad effects included inebriation,
unconsciousness (note that awakening
means becoming sober: Gen 9:24; cf. Ps
78:65), amnesia, the loss of ability to control
oneself and (in the case of leaders) to
govern properly (e.g. Isa 28:7; 29:9; Jer
51 :57; Prov 31 :4-9). Prov 20: I sees a
measure of stupidity in inebriation, and
elsewhere a shameful scene of losing control
of one's bodily functions (Isa 19:14; 28:7-8;
Jer 25:27; 48:26; cf. KTU 1.114 describing
drunken El-<>r someone else-wallowing
in his own urine and filth) and placing one
self in embarassing situations is depicted
(e.g., Gen 9:21; Lam 4:21; Hab 2:15-16).

An especially negative attitude toward
alcohol is detected in Eli's strong rebuke of
Hannah whom he considered drunk (I Sam
I: 13-14; according to the LXX Eli's servant
even asks Hannah to leave the sanctuary).
Eli's rebuke may be understood against the
background of the moral decline in the
shrine of Shiloh, especially his sons' mis
deeds and licentious behaviour with female
worshipers (2:11-17.22-25). Hannah says in
her defence that she drank neither yayin nor
siMr and asks that Eli not judge her to be a
bat beliyyaCal (-+Belial).

Being a drunkard was thus tantamount to
being a social misfit, comparable with other
misfits such as idlers, belials, blasphemers,
reqim, etc. As in the religious context where
a dichotomy is evident between the inside
sphere of cleanliness and the outside sphere
of uncleanliness, so here a dichotomy is also
evident between the inner and outer spheres
of society respectively with social misfits
and outcasts relegated to the latter. Being an
habitual drinker of siMr might cause one to
be rejected from society and considered an
outcast.
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M. MALUL

SUKKOTH-BENOTH nm-n-ci:'
I. Sukkoth-Benoth is a god said to have

been worshipped by the Babylonians who
were resettled in Samaria by an Assyrian king
(2 Kgs 17:30). These new "Samarians" may
have been transferred to the territory of the
former Israelite state either by Sennacherib
(ARAB 2.234, 339-341) or Ashurbanipal
(ARAB 2.791-798), both of whom fought in
southern Mesopotamia; cf. too, Ezra 4:9-10
(see BECKING 1992:95-97). Neither the double
name of the god nor its individual compo
nents is known from cuneiform sources.

II, Traditionally Benoth has been asso
ciated with the goddess Zarpanitu, the con
sort of Babylon's chief deity -+Marduk; the
consonants of the second element in the MT
were assumed to be a corruption of that
deity's name (STADE 1904:267; GRAY 1970:
653-654). As for the element Sukkoth, it has
often been related to the word -·Sakkuth
which appears in a description of the trans
port of images (Amos 5:26); it is supposed,
that the Hebrew transcribes the cuneiform
ideogram dSA.KUD, a Mesopotamian god
with a similar-sounding name (e. g. DRIVER
1958: 16*; WOLFF 1977:260-266). But the
correct reading of the god's name is Madanu
(cf. W. W. HALLa, HUCA 48 [1977] 15),
and the meaning of Sakkuth within the con
text of the Amos passage is much disputed.
Others prefer a connection of Sukkoth with
Marduk, correcting MT and reconstructing
the Babylonian divine pair, Marduk and
Zarpanitu (STADE 1904:267; MONTGm.tERY
& GEHMAN 1951:474). To translate the
name as a common noun "a place ('booths')
for prostitution or for worship of a Babylo
nian goddess" (WISEMAN 1993:269; idem,
ISBE 4:469) is to misconstrue the context.

Assuming the integrity of the consonantal
text, however, the MT may be interpreted as
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containing both a proper name and a com
mon noun. The divine name Banitu. "the ere
atress". (cf. CAD B 95a) is attested in both
the Neo-Assyrian (TALLQVIST 1914:253a)
and the Neo-Babylonian (TALLQVlST 1905:
232a1b) onomastica. The -Assur Temple in
Nineveh housed a shrine to the goddess
Bunitu (S1T 88. III 6: cf. FRANKENA 1961:
207). As an epithet. Banitu is applied to
-Ishtar of Nineveh (AllGE 70-71), and the
name of the goddess Zarpanitu was popular
ly etymologized as Zir-biinitu, "the ereatress
of seed/offspring" (AHW 1520a). Further
more, a Nco-Assyrian literary text with ritu
al allusions seems to associate Banitu with
the god Ninurta (cf. DELLER 1983: 142).
Worship of Banitu seems to have spread
West and from there to Egypt; among the
Aramaeans residing in Egypt during the Per
sian period, the goddess was worshipped at
a temple in her honour in Syene (BRESCIANI
& KMIIL 1966:No. 2:1,12; 3:1; cf. 1:7) and
in several personal names her name appears
as theophoric element, e.g. Mkbnt, Bntsr
(BRESCIANI & KAMIL 1966:357-428; No.
4:8; 6:8). So far this goddess is unknown
from texts before the first-millenium BCE,
though earlier biinilll appears as an epithet
of several goddesses; cf. e.g., the personal
name Amat-dBciniw on cylinder seal of the
mid-2nd millenium Be from Jordan (R.
TOURNAY, Un cylindre babylonien decou
vert en Transjordanie. RB 74 (1967) 248
254, esp. 248). Perhaps, then. what was orig
inally a popular epithet for the mother
goddess was hypostasized (DELLER 1983:
142).

III. Banitu, therefore, is likely to be the
divine name in 2 Kgs 17:30; note that major
LXX traditions preserve a pronunciation of
the name as baineithei (B), benithei (A). As
to Sukkoth, unrelated as it is to any known
divine name, it may be a common noun;
perhaps meaning "aspect. image", from skn/
skllt, attested in Ugaritic (LIPINSKI 1973:
202-204; M. C. A. KORPEL, A Rift in the
Clouds [UBL 8; MUnster 1990] 576; on skn.
stela. sec also -Image). The proposed iden
tification of Sukkoth-Benoth is, then, "the
image of Banit(u)".
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M. COGAN

SUN - HELlOS; SHEMESH

SYCOMORE iiopd
I. According to ALBRIGHT (1968: 165)

the sycomore fig, Ficus sycomorus, was
deified in Palestine, as in Egypt. There is no
biblical evidence for such deification in
Palestine.

II. The Egyptian name for sycomore is
Nht (Va VI, 113-114). The goddess
-Hathor in Memphis was worshipped as
mistress of the sycomore tree. In private
tombs from the 18th and 19th dynasty the
sycomore is represented by the goddess Nut.

III. iiOpO: the sycomore, is a common
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tree in Palestine. The iiOpO is a kind of fig
tree. Its fruits resemble figs, but are not as
palatable. According to I Kgs 10:27: 2 Chr
1:15: 9:27 Solomon made cedar as plentiful
in Jerusalem as the sycomore of the
Shephelah, and in his selfdescription Amos
ca))s himself 'a dresser of sycomore trees'
(Amos 7:14). The sycomore tree is first of
a)) appreciated as timber tree (ZOHARY 1982:
68). I Chr 27:28 te))s us that one of David's
men was over the olive and sycomore trees
in the Shephelah. Compared with the cedar
tree used for Solomon's palace and temple,
the sycomore was less valuable, as is seen
from the boast in lsa 9:9 "the sycomores
have been cut down, but we will put cedars
in their place" (NIELSEN 1989:75). Note
finally that -Yahweh's signs in Egypt (Ps
78:47) include destruction of the vines and
the sycomores with hail and frost, but no-

thing in the text suggests these trees should
be regarded as holy trees or deities.

Unlike the -oak and the -+terebinth, the
sycomore is mentioned neither in connection
with holy places nor in connection with any
cultic activities in the QT. Albright's as
sertion can therefore only be based on
Egyptian evidence.

IV. Bibliography
W. F. ALBRIGHT, Yahweh alld the Gods of
Canaan. A Historical Analysis of Two COII
trasting Faiths (London 1968): G. DALMAN,
Arbeit und Sitte in Pa/listina I, 1-2 (GUters
loh 1928): K. NIELSEN, There is Hope for a
Tree. The Tree as Metaphor ill Isaiah (Shef
field 1989): P. WELTEN, Baum, sakraler.
BRL2, 34-35: M. ZOHARY, Pflallzell der
Bibel. Volistalldiges HandbucJl (Stuttgart
1982).
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I. birem occurs 29 times in the aT
(Loll FINK 1982: 193-195, for distribution)
and has been variously translated 'ban' ,
'excommunication', 'taboo', 'a consecrated
or contaminated object/person'. It appears in
Jewish Aramaic as binna'. in Syriac as
benna', and in Arabic as baram, meaning 'a
consecrated and prohibited area'. (Note also
Arab barfm 'wife', 'harem', Nabataean
mbnnh 'sanctuary', Sabaean mbnn 'sanc
tuary, temple'.) Grammatically, BREKEL
MANS (1959:43-47) understood berem to be
a noun expressing a quality, like qrxleJ and
bOl. Others see it as a concrete noun or one
expressing an action. However, idioms like
hayalsim/naran lebirem, as well as the
Hiphil form hebenm 'to declare a person!
object as birem' (cf. hiqdiJ 'to declare
holy'; hi$diq 'to declare just', etc. Ges.J 8
S3c), would tend to support Brekelmans'
view: an object/person becomes a berem by
assuming the quality of the state of birem.

birem is derived from the root 1.IRM (51
occurrences in the aT, LoHFlNK 1982: 193),
a common Semitic root with the meaning
'separate', 'forbid', 'consecrate', and the
like (LoHFlNK 1982:201-202; note Akk
baramu 'to separate', from which !zarimru
'prostitute', a woman set apart). Other sug
gested derivatives include the personal name
Harim (e.g. Ezra 2:32, 39; Neh 3: II; I Chr
24:8); Mount -Hermon ('sacredlbanned
mountain'?); and the place name Hormah
(Josh 12:14; Num 14:45; 21:3; etc.), which
is based on a folk etymology.

l;Ierem occurs as a deity outside the Bible
in theophoric names known from the Jewish
colony at Elephantine (e.g. /fromm, see
Nonl, IPN 129; BREKELMANS 1959:26).
Contrary to accepted scholarly opinion,
however, a god Herem-Bethel was never
worshipped by the Elephantine Jews. In the

relevant construction, bnn is not part of a
compound divine name, but a designation of
an inviolable piece of property such as
temple treasure, on which occasionally an
oath was sworn (cf. Matt 23:16-22: VAN
DER TOORN 1986).

II. A usage of l:IRM similar to that in the
aT occurs in the Mesha inscription where
King Mesha reports having conquered Nebo
and consecrated (hbnnth) its inhabitants to
the god Athtar-Cemosh (-Ashtoreth, -Che
mosh) (KAI I 33:14-18; II 176-177; MAT
TINGLY 1989:233-237), which signifies total
annihilation. Similar customs are attested in
ancient Rome. The Celts, for example,
would slay the defeated, pile up their goods
and dedicate them to the deity. Any person
daring to lay his hand on the spoil was put
to death (Diodorus 5:32; Caesar, De bello
Gallieo 6: 17; for other data see LoHFINK
1982:202-206, particularly his reference to
the interesting institution of devotio at
Rome, whereby executed criminals were
consecrated to the gods of the undenvorld).

A Mesopotamian concept reflecting the
basic characteristic of a taboo-object, some
thing totally consecrated to the deity or
priest and for the usufruct of no other, is
that of asakkwn (CAD AI2 326-327; Sum
kug-an, interpreted by Landsberger to mean
'consecrated to the god'; see in general
MALAMAT 1966). Violating the asakkll17l
was expressed in Akkadian by means of the
idiom asakkam akalum 'to eat the asakkllm'
(CAD AI2 327a bl'; note also the idioms
asakkam leqam, Jaraqum 'to take/steal the
asakkum', ibid. 2'). This idiom occurs, for
example, in legal documents among the
Sehlu.pklauseln, the clauses which define the
sanction awaiting the violator of the agree
ment signed in the contract. The party
violating the agreement is considered to
have "eaten the asakkll17l of the gods and/or
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the king". Similarly it is said in other con
texts that a person who refuses to abide by
lhe royal conunand or otherwise tries to
evade it has thereby "eaten the asakkum" of
the king: the crime is as serious as violating
a sacred taboo (MALAMAT 1966). The sacred
character of the asakkum is also reflected in
the oath by the asakkum of a certain god or
king, exactly as one would take an oath by
the life of the god/king.

Asakkum occurs also in Mari texts from
the 18th century BeE (MALAMAT 1966). In
order to prevent pillaging, the booty was
declared the asakkum of the god or king.
Looters were considered to have eaten the
asakkum and punished accordingly. Accord
ing to the OT, the objects designated taboo
were consecrated either to God or to the
priests. At Mari, the asakkum could be con
secrated not only to a god or a king, but also
to high-ranking officials, and sometimes
even to soldiers from the ranks. Anyone
confiscating any consecrated objects is said
to have eaten the asakkum.

III. In the OT, the concept of ~erem has
three applications: herem of an entire com
munity, 1)erem of an individual, and excom
munication, ostracizing-all of them derived
from the basic idea of separation and trans
fer to an outside sphere. The third usage
(also called nidduy in the Talmud [H. H.
COHN, EncJud Vol 8 (1971) 350-352J, from
the verb niddii, attested also in the OT.in the
meaning 'to remove, expeP [Isa 66:5; Amos
6:3]) is believed to be a late development
from the Second Temple period (Ezra 10:8)
and is fully attested in rabbinical literature
and later sources. In this usage the word
seems to have lost the nuance of conse
cration. In earlier usages herem denotes
opposed values: it may pertain to the holy
(Lev 27:28-29) or to the unholy, to impurity
(Deut 7:26; Isa 43:28). Either might prohibit
use or contact (cf. the familiar rabbinic

.statement "All Scripture defiles the hands"
[mYad. 3e; bShabb. 14a], an ambivalent

:: definition using a verb from the sphere of
,i~purity [tammi?} with reference to the
:~anctity of Scripture).
;". The consecration of an inimical commu-
t
Co

;:"
~.
i~·

".
~:
Q"

ro~

nity to the deity signifies the extermination
of the enemy, either following a vow made
by the people (Num 21: 1-3), or as a com
mandment imposed upon the people, esp. as
regards the extennination of the seven
peoples of Canaan, the Midianites and
Amalekites (Deut 7:2; 20: 16; 1 Sam 15:3-4;
d. also Num 31). Originally this seems to
have meant the devotion of the enemy and
his possessions to a deity (Josh 6-7), but, in
the OT reconceptualization, 'devotion' be
comes mere destruction of the enemy, while
the possessions-esp. metal (gold and sil
ver) utensils-were taken as booty (Deut
2:34-35; 3:6-7; Josh 8:2.26-27; 10:28-11:
14). Sometimes virgins were spared and
taken by the victors (Num 31:17-18).

Declaring booty as an asakkum in Mari
was clearly an ad hoc measure taken by the
high officials to prevent uncontrolled pil
lage, and it has been suggested that this is
similar to the 1)erem in the OT in those con
texts where it looks like an ad hoc com
mandment imposed for similar reasons
(MALAMAT 1966:45-46; GREENBERG 1971:
347-348). Thus Joshua announces the herem
before the conquest of Jericho (Josh 6: 16
18, as also in the case of the Ai, 8:2, 26-27),
and Samuel issues a command regarding the
J:zerem to be imposed on the Amalekites (l
Sam 15:3). In both cases, it was intended to
prevent the people from laying hand on the
booty. There is a difference, however,
between the biblical !:terem in the context of
war and the Mari usages of asakkum.
Whereas in the OT the /:1erem applies to the
enemy himself, at Mari the practice applies
only to the booty. One may accept
LOHFINK'S view (1982:205-206) that the
concept of J:zerem in the OT is broader than
that of the asakkum at Mari. Moabite usage
and, further afield, that of the Celts, is
closer.

Lev 27:28-29 introduces the J:zerem of the
individual, which is similar in conception to
that of the ~erem of an entire community. A
'banned' person is devoted to the deity and
put to death. His possessions are consecrated
to God or given to the priest exactly as
metal utensils were dedicated to God under
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the community ~Ierem (Josh 6: 19). Unlike
objects designated by vow (Lev 27: 1-27),
nothing put under ~Ierem may be sold. re
deemed. or otherwise ransomed: it is "most
holy unto God" (Lev 27:28, evidently the
intention of Num 18: 14 is the same).

The verb ~Iaram and its cognate noun
~Ierem occur in the OT as synonyms of the
verb qiidas (usually in the Hiphil. meaning
'to sanctify, consecrate'). as well as with
verbs denoting destruction, annihilation and
the like ('bd. smel. krr. etc. LOIIFlNI\ 1982:
196-197). The two notions-<:onsecration
and destruction--coalesce in certain con
texts such as Josh 6-7; Mic 4: 13: cf. Num
21 :2-3: Judg 21 :5. (For the 'ambivalent'
nature of the taboo in general. see M.
DOUGLAS. Pllrity and Danger. An Analysis
of the Concept.': of Polllltion and Taboo
[New YorkILondon 19661.) The very fact
that the root I.lRM reflects two such apparent
ly opposite notions leads one to the conclu
sion that it denotes something beyond mere
destruction on the one hand. and consecra
tion on the other. As regards destruction. the
action and intention (removal of the de
stroyed object/person from the public sphere
and the resultant prevention of contact with
it and/or enjoyment of it) are adequately sig
nalled by any verb of destruction. The root
I.lRM, therefore, must introduce an additional
nuance not covered by the other verbs. As
regards consecration, one need only refer to
Lev 27 where a clear gradation seems to be
attested between mere consecration ('IV 9
10.14-27) and placing under the berem ('IV

28-29). The latter is designated as qodeS
qodtiJim 'exceedingly holy', which is to be
understood as an attempt to address the par
ticular nuance attaching to the root I;IRM.

On the basis of the available evidence,
one may define I;IRM as denoting the idea of
expulsion from the sphere of concern for
human society. An object placed under
~Ierc", is destroyed in order to remove it
from the social and legal classificatory
sphere. that is, from the practical concern of
a given community. A similar fate is shared
by the spirit (--'Etemmu) of a person de
prived of due burial and cast as carrion to

beasts of prey. Such a spirit is driven to the
outside walite and lawless sphere where no
rule of civilization applies. Physical death
itself does not result in such a fare for the
spirit. That fate is determined by the kind of
death suffered and the deliberate prevention
of appropriate burial rites. Similarly. I.lRM
may be understood as denoting something
more than physical destruction. It probably
alluded to the manner of destruction and to
the treatment of the physical remains of the
enemy or criminal, as in the case of Achan
(LOIIFlNI\ 1982: 198-200: STERN 1989:419)
By the same token. an object placed under
~Ierem in the sense of being consecrated to a
deity is also removed from the human
sphere to the divine.

A human. therefore. may not enjoy the
use of an object designated as ~Iere",. for
this would trJnsgress the limits between his
domain. with its protective socia-legal or
ganization. and the outside non-classifica
tory domain and cause disequilibrium to en
croach upon the former. Should such misuse
occur. the perpetrator himself becomes con
taminated by the object of the ~Ierem and
must be subjected to the same treatment as
that object in order to ward off the conse
quent dangers to his community. as indeed
in the case of Achan noted above (Josh 6-7).
The notion of ~Icrem. 'taboo'. as outlined
above. belongs to an extensive array of con
cepts pertaining to the general area of the
impure, abhorrent, defiled. rejected and
suchlike. Here, one may mention Heb to(eoo
(related to berem in Deut 7:26; 13:15-16;
20: 17-18). pigglil. tebel and lIebtiM (see
-·Abominations). and in Akkadian. besides
asakklllll. also ikkibll (commonly translated
'taboo'. HALLO 1985; VAN DER TOORN
1985; KLEIN & SEFATI 1988; note, however,
M. J. GELLER. Taboo in Mesopotamia. JCS
42 [19901 218-220). anzillllm (Sum usug).
all of which may be objecL~ of the verb
akalll 'to cat' (sec above); cf. OT "to eat the
qodeS" (Lev 22: 10.14.16). The semantic
field of ~Ierem. therefore. includes the above
locutions. all denoting the general idea of
something to be separated and removed
from the life of the community. ~lerel1l.
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however, seems to be neutral in tenns of
value, for it could signify (depending on
context) both positive (consecration) and
negative removal (destruction and defile
ment).
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M. MALUL

TABOR ji::Ji1 eaJkOp, Talki>p, 'to
'ha~up\Ov

I. Tabor is the name of a mountain in
Lower Galilee (1,700 ft above sea-level,
7km SE of Nazareth). It occurs three times
in Josh 19, in the descriptions of the bound
aries of respectively the tribes of Zebulon,
Issachar and Naphthali, and is thus a point
where the three tribal territories met (\'\'. 12;
22; 34). Moses' blessing of Zebulon and
Issachar, which may date back to the heyday
of Jeroboam II's reign, mentions "(the)
mountain" to which they call the peoples to
panicipate in rightful sacrifices (Deut 33:
18-19). In all likelihood, therefore, this is a
reference to the mountain which they had in
common and to a -.Yahweh-cult. The
prophet Hoseah, whose activity started in

the last years of Jeroboam II, seems likewise
to refer to a cult on the Tabor; but he does
so in a rather negative way. He speaks of a
"net" that had been spread there (5: 1-3),
which probably implies that, by his time, the
cult had turned into idolatry, or had a non
Yahwistic competitor.

The meaning of the name Tabor is un
known. Jerome translates it in his onomastic
writings by ",'elliem lumell " (PL 23,808) or
",'eniar lux" (ibid. 828), clearly assuming it,
by popular etymology, to be the Hebrew
phrase ij~ ~i::i1. As there was also an "Oak
of Tabor" fanher to the South. in the tribal
area of Benjamin (I Sam 10:3), a derivation
from ii::J 'to lie waste' can be considered
because it would fit a mountain as well as a
place where a notable tree had been left to
stand. If, however, the name was an ab
breviation of an original Itabor as in the
Greek 'l'ta~Uplov (Hos 5:1) and perhaps
..Iso in rOle~rop (as in Jos 19:22 B, with
ya- =i1~j 'to rise up'?), this could indicate
that the longer name was not understood: it
may even have been non-Semitic.

II, Apm from these two rather vague
OT allusions, nothing more is known about
the role which the mountain may have
played in religion. It has been supposed by
COLPE (1975), however, that the cult there
involved a Ba'al later known by the name of
Zc~ ·ha~up\O~. This deity was venerated
on M1. Alabyrion (-ron: -ris) in Rhodes, and
also on a homonymous mountain at Akragas
in Sicily, which was a Rhodian colony.
Polybius, who mentions both CUll" (9, 27), is
also the only writer-apm from the much
later compiler Stephanus of Byzantium-to
refer to the Tabor in Galilee as 'to
'A'ta~up\Ov (5, 70) (with initial 'A- instead
of '1-). He probably did so on the analogy of
the name of the Rhodian and Sicilian moun
tains: but this does not, of course, justify the
conclusion that their specific Zeus was also
worshipped on the Tabor. As nothing is
known of or found in the mountain, LEWY'S
assumption that it was named after ta-bu-ra,
'metal worker', an epithet of Tammuz, is
speculative (LEWY 1950-51).

III. In early Christianity, M1. Tabor was
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considered to have been the location of
Christ's transfiguration. contrary to the Gos
pel of Mark. which places it in the neigh
bourhood of Caesarea Philippi (8:27-9:2).
This tradition can be traced back to Cyril of
Jerusalem (348 - c. 386 CE). who speaks of
it in passing: "They (Moses and Elijah) were
with Him when He was transfigurated on
Mt. Thabor and told the disciples about the
end which He was to fulfil in Jerusalem"
(Catech. 12. 16). His contemporary Jerome
(348 - 420 CE) likewise mentions it only
casually when describing to Eustochium the
journeys made in the Near East by her
mother Paula: "She climbed Mt. Thabor on
which the Lord wa~ transfiguratcd" (Epistle
I08. I3). Both authors create the impression
that they are merely passing on what wa~ a
current opinion in their days. It may well
date back to a much earlier time. It is
difficult to decide whether the Gospel ac
cording to the Hebrews also refers to the
transfiguration when it says: "Now my
mother. the Holy Spirit. took me (Jesus) by
one of my hairs and carried me to the great
mountain Thabor" (jrg. 3 HENNECKE). The
translation to a high mountain reminds one
of the story of Jesus' temptntion (Mntt 4:8;
Luke 4:5). The detail of the hair seems to
stem from Ezek 8:3 or from the story of Bel
and the Dragon 33-39. where Ezekiel and
Habakuk are said to have been translated in
a similar way.
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G. MUSSIES

TAL- DE\V

TAMMUZ nc.i
I. Tammliz is a deity of Mesopotamian

origin whose cult. according to a vision
reported in Ezek 8: 14. was introduced into

the temple in Jerusalem. where women arc
said to wail over the death of the god at the
north gate of the temple.

Heb Tammfi: derives from Sum dDumu
zi. The Sumerian name means "the good
son". or "the right son". In Akkadian the
name is mostly written with the Sumerian
ideogram and pronounced DumllZII. or
Duwllzll. Nco-Assyrian DIl~IIZIl or D(Jzu. The
month named after him was rendered as
DU'UZII (MSL 5. 25:225). The late Akkadian
form is reflected in the Greek Daonos. to be
amended to Daozos. in Berossos (JACOBSEN
1939:73 n. 22).

II. In Sumerian mythology Dumuzi
appears first of all as the shepherd and as a
manifestation of all aspects of the life of the
herdsmen. as opposed to that of the fanners.
Contrary to what is often asserted. Dumuzi
was no vegetation deity. It is only insofar as
he borrowed certain features from amalga
mation with Damu. originally an indepen
dent deity and a true vegetation deity. that
Dumuzi can be said to have relations to the
vegetation deities.

Although the god did not belong to the
leading deities in any period of Mesopot
amian history. Dumuzi has played a major
role in discussions of ancient Near Eastern
religion. This was a result of the ideas pro
pounded by J. G. FRAZER in Adonis, Artis.
Osiris (1905). According to him TammOz was
the prototype of the Dying God. whose annual
death and resurrection from the dead per
sonified the yearly decay and revival of life.
He saw the god as fundamentally identical
with the deities known as -Osiris in Egypt.
as Adon or -.Adonis among the Phoenicians
and the Greeks. and as Attis in Phrygia, and
their cult as a widespread phenomenon espe
cially aimed at enacting the yearly cycle of
vegetable life. He considered Adon or
Adonis a mere title for the god whose real
name was Tammuz. This identification was
first suggested by Origen and is implied
already in the Vg of Ezek 8:14.

LANGDON (l914) developed the idea that
Tammuz was the son of Mother Earth. and
that his cult wa~ a popular mystery religion
not related to the official cult of other
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deities. According to him, not only a large
number of minor deities, but also -Marduk,
Babylon's god himself, were aspects of the
young dying god. The idea that Marduk was
a dying and reviving deity later turned out
to be based on a misunderstanding of an
Assyrian text (VON SODEN, Z4 51 [1955]:
130-166). MOORTGAT, in a much criticized
study (Tammuz: der Ullsterblichkeitsgiaube
in der altorientalischell Bildkunst [Berlin
1949]), found the mystery cult, involving a
belief in the immortality of the soul,
reflected in a large number of objects of art.
WITZEL (1935) considered Tammuz to be
the very divine male principle in vegetation,
while -Ishtar was the corresponding female
counterpart, and according to him Tammuz
was no less than the main god of the Baby
lonian pantheon.

In the studies mentioned above a number
of deities who shared certain characteristics
were uncritically thought to be 'aspects' or
'Erscheinungsformen' of the same deity.
Already in 1909 ZIMMERN (Der babyloni
sche Gott Tamil:.) had wamed against this
lack of methodological stringency.

JACOBSEN'S highly influential studies of
Dumuzi are based on the fundamental
assumption that the gods arc "powers" in
natural phenomena (esp. 1961). He distin
guishes between four forms of Dumuzi and
four corresponding manifestations in the
external world. These are: (I) Ama-ushum
gal-anna; (2) Dumuzi of the Grain; (3)
Dumuzi the shepherd; and (4) Damu. He
interprets these as (1) the power in storable
dates; (2) the power in the Grain; (3), the
power in milk; and (4) the sap that rises in
trees and plants. JACOBSEN'S concept of a
separate aspect of Dumuzi as particularly
related to Grain was inspired by agricultural
myths of other cultures (in particular the
rites of Ta)uz at Harmn in the tenth century
CE), in which the grinding of the grain sym
bolizes the slaughter of the god of the Grain.
The Mesopotamian evidence does not corro
borate the assumption of the existence of a
special aspect of Dumuzi connected with
grain. Neither is there any need to see a
special connection between Dumuzi or

Ama-ushumgal-anna and products of the
date-palm (see below). Dumuzi's true nature
was always that of the shepherd, best illus
trated in the contest between Dumuzi and
Enkimdu, in which Dumuzi competes with
his animal products against Enkimdu, the
farmer, who brings his farm products, in the
competition to win the goddess Inanna's
favours as husband.

A totally different approach was intro
duced 1954 by FALKENSTEIN, who asserted
that in origin Dumuzi was no god, but a
human being who became deified. This idea
accords with the Sumerian King List iii 14
20 (early second. millennium BCE), which
lists two rulers named Dumuzi. First,
"Dumuzi, the shepherd", is said to have
been king of the antediluvian dynasty of
Badtibira, and, second, Dumuzi of Kuara, is
listed as king of Uruk and successor to the
well known legendary rulers Enmerkar and
Lugalbanda, and predecessor of Gilgamesh.
The latter is said to be a ~u-pcl, a term
usually translated as "fisherman" (lit. "triple
hand" or "thriving hand"), but the conno
tation of the term in this place is enig
matic-Dumuzi is not normally associated
with fishing or hunting. Dumuzi is here
placed in a sequence of rulers, among whom
Lugalbanda and Gilgamesh were deified.
This coincides with information provided by
a historical inscription, according to which
the divine DumuzilAma-ushumgal-anna as
well as Gilgamesh were divine protectors of
Utuhegal of Uruk who defeated the Gutians
(ca. 2300 BCE). Dumuzi as husband of
Inanna exemplifies the pattern of a mortal
ruler who became the husband of a goddess,
like Enmerkar and Jnanna, Lugalbanda and
Ninsun. The idea was reflected in the
Sumerian myth 'Dumuzi's Dream', line 206,
where Dumuzi asks the sun god for special
protection with the appeal "I am not a man,
I am the husband of a goddess". A. FAL
KENSTEIN assumed that the historical person
Dumuzi lived only a short time prior to the
Early Dynastic period. He considered Ama
ushumgal-anna to be a predecessor to
Dumuzi and the name of an actual ruler of
Badtibira (eRRA 3,43-44).
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With our present state of knowledge it
must be admitted that there is no way of
reaching back to any historical facts relating
to the alleged existence of a ruler Dumuzi in
the first half of the third millennium BCE,
and that the accuracy of the King List can
not be trusted for this early period. Neither
is there any evidence that Dumuzi and Ama
ushumgal-anna were ever two distinct dei
ties. In later texts the two names interchange
at random. Archaeological evidence for the
alleged even earlier existence of Dumuzi,
such as attempts to interpret the so-called
Uruk vase (ca. 3000 BCE) as a representation
of the sacred marriage rite, in which a high
priest is depicted as Dumuzi encountering
Inanna (-Ishtar), cannot with certainty be
said to belong to this set of ideas.

The name Dumuzi is first attested as a
theophoric element in anthroponyms dating
from- the Faro period (ca. 2500 BCE). It does
not appear in the earliest literary texts dating
from the same period, but early forms of the
name Ama-ushumgal-anna do occur, as
Ama-Ushumgal in god lists, and as Ama
u·shum. with the variant Ama-ushum-an,
"Ama-ushum of Heaven", in a hymn from
Abu ~aHibikh (alP 99:278; duplicated in
Ebla, ARET 5:20.21). In this text the desig
nation "Enlil' s friend" is used of AIna
ushum (alP 99:278 III: II). This title recurs
in the mythology of the second millennium
BCE, and, although the precise implication is
unknown, it suggests that specific sets of
associations later related to Dumuzi's mar
riage do in fact reach back to the third mil
lennium BCE.

The name Ama-ushumgal-anna itself has
been variously interpreted. JACOBSEN as
sumed that in this case an(-na) means
"date", and saw the name as referring to the
nature of the god as a deity of dates, but nn
na is here doubtless used in its normal
sense, "of heaven", and there is no need to
see a special connection between this name
and dates. FALKENSTEIN understood the
name as "Die Mutter ist ein (oder der)
(Himmels)drache", and according to him
this was an anthroponym of a type charac
teristic of the archaic texts from Ur (ca.

2700 BCE). In the opmlon of the present
writer the name means approximately 'The
Lord (is a) Great Dragon of Heaven". ama
is thus used, not in its normal sense,
"mother", but as a unique archaic spelling
convention rendering en, "lord", whose orig
inal form was a(n)me(n), cf. the spelling
en·me-u~umgal-an-na in a Seleucid text
published by VAN DUK (UVB 18 [1962] 43
52). The name recurs in litanies dating from
the Old Babylonian period in enumerations
of early rulers identified with Dumuzi,
whose death was bewailed. A hint at the
true connotation of the name can perhaps be
found in a hymn (Old Babylonian period)
that describes how DumuzilAma-ushumgaI
anna rises like the sunlight over the moun
tains and is reborn every month like the
moon on the sky (Cf 36, 33-34; cf. also Cf
58, 14:48-51). The realm of the dead was
generally thought to be the underworld, but
there is some evidence of an alternative
stream of tradition, according to which an
apotheosis in heaven took place. In the
Akkadian myth of Adapa, Dumuzi and
Ningiszida appear as gatekeepers of heaven,
contrary to the prevailing picture according
to which the dead encountered Dumuzi in
the netherworld.

From the Fara period (middle of the third
millennium BCE) through the Old Babylon
ian period (first half of the second millen-

. nium BCE) only two major temples for
Dumuzi, one in Badtibira and one in Girsu,
are attested. The temple in Badtibira was
built in the pre-Sargonic period (ca. 2400
BCE) by Enmetena of Lagash for Lugal
Emush, a local name for Dumuzi, and for
the goddess Inanna. The temple is also at
tested in the Old Babylonian period. The
Girsu temple is well documented in the Ur
In period (ca. 2100 BCE). There is also some
evidence of the cult of Dumuzi in Fara,
Adab, Nippur, and Ur. There may have been
a major cult centre for Dumuzi in Uruk, but
practically no documents pertaining to its
cult have been found. A local form of
Dumuzi in the Lagac;h area was called
Lugal·Urukar. A deity called Dumuzi-Abzu
in the nearby Kinunirsha apparently became
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confused with DUIDuzi, but was in fact a
goddess in. origin, and not identical with
Dumuzi. With the exception of a cella in
Assur, no Dumuzi temple later than the Old
Babylonian period is known (cf. KUTSCHER

1990).
In the Dr III period a festival named "the

festival of Dumuzi" was celebrated in
Umma and the nearby Ki-dingir, in the
twelfth month of the local calendar, that is,
in spring (March), whereas in Lagash the
Dumuzi festival took place in the sixth
month (late summer). A single reference to
«Dumuzi going to the priest(ess)", as well as
two lists of expenditures for Dumuzi's wed
ding gifts have been interpreted as evidence
for the celebration of the sacred marriage
rite in Umma (JACOBSEN 1975:78 n. 6). A
significant feature of the cult was the jour
ney of the (statue of the) god visiting neigh
bouring cities. The local Dumuzi of Uruk is
known to have visited Ki-dinger and Apisal.
In the Lagash area, Dumuzi and two other
deities journeyed by boat for three days and
nights to visit local fields and orchards.

The few details known about the early
cult Qf DUIDuzi thus suggest that Dumuzi
was related to the goddess Inanna at a very
early time, and that the cult was usually a
joyous spring festival in which his marriage
with.lnanna was celebrate~L It. is possible
that the other aspect of Dumuzi's cult, the
w.ailing over his death, also goes back to the
third millennium BCE, but there is no direct
evidence for this. Official documents per
taining to wailing rites for Dumuzj are first
attested in Mari (Old Babylonian period),
where a large quantity of grain for female
mourners (ARM 9 no. 175) as well as the
cleansing of the statues of lshtar and
Dumuzi are attested. The rite took place in
the fourth month. This accords with evi
dence of the first millennium BCE, according
to which the wailing for Dumuzi took place
in the fourth (or fifth) month, that is, in mid
Summer (cf. KUTSCHER 1990:40). It is there
fore likely that the festival that took place in
Dr III Lagash in the sixth month of the local
calender (summer) was also one of mourn
ing rites, but this cannot be verified. The so-

called Edin·na u·sag·ga ritual, hitherto
thought to be a spring ritual of fertility, is
known by now to have been perfonned at
the time of the harvest, and was connected
with Dumuzi's disappearance or "seizure", a
tenn often used for his death (CT 58, 15 no.
21). This does not necessarily mean that
Dumuzi was a vegetation god. His disap
pearance rather symbolized the time when
the hot season made the dry land completely
barren, and coincided with the seasonal ter
mination of the milk production of the
sheepfold.

The largest group of iiterary texts pertain
ing to Dumuzi are Sumerian compositions
dating from the Isin·Larsa or Old Babylon
ian periods (ca. 1800-1600 BCE). These form
four groups. (1) Mythological texts, mainly
referring to DUffiuzi' s death; (2) Pastoral
poetry and love s0!lgs, mainly referring to
Dumuzi's marriage to lnanna; (3) Er
shemma compositions, i.e., brief songs
mainly lamenting Dumuzi's disappearance
and death, with allusions to myths. A few
er-shemma's are joyous or humorous pas
toral compositions; (4) Other lamentations,
in particular Old Babylonian forerunners to
the very repetitive so-called balag composi
tions (liturgical lamentations), of which a
number relate to Dumuzi. These are mainly
known from the first millennium BCE. and
iJlcludea hrrge corpus from· the .Seleucid
period.

A relatively large number of the Sumer
ian literary compositions relating to Dumuzi
are unique or nearly so, i.e., no or few
duplicates have been found. Many are docu
mented outside the literary standard reper
toire of the Sumerian schools of Nippur and
Ur. A relatively large proportion of the texts
is written in the so-called emesal dialect,
mainly spoken by women, and there are
relatively many examples of syllabically
written texts, such as transmit the sound pat
tern of texts that apparently were sung by
people who no longer understood them
fully. The literature and the cult connected
with Dumuzi obviously developed under
less restraint by official standardization, and
had more popular appeal than that pertaining
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to the cult centres of the major gods. That
the female point of view is strong accords
well with the infonnation given by the
Bible, according to which Dumuzi was
bewailed by women.

The relative instability of the tradition
reflects the local character of the cult, which
in many or most cases was perlonned with
no relation to a specific temple. Academic
compilation and standardization of the
Dumuzi literature started in the late Old
Babylonian period. In the lengthy balag
compositions various types of literary tra
dition were compiled to form an apparent
unity. The first millennium version of the
Edin-na u-sag-ga ritual is such a literary
compilation, and one cannot rely on it as a
source for the reconstruction of the full
sequence of events of the original ritual. It is
in these texts that Dumuzi borrowed features
pertaining to vegetation deities, such as
Damu and Ningishzida. Only in this specific
context was Dumuzi's death connected with
the disappearing and reviving vegetation.
The burials of a number of rulers of the Dr
III and first Isin dynasties are enumerated in
the text. These rulers were apparently
thought to be reincarnations of Dumuzi.

In Sumerian mythology, Dumuzi is the
son of Duttur, the divine mother sheep. His
sister, Geshtinanna, is always depicted as

.. faithfulindloyal to the point of self-denial.
His father, Enki, plays no role in this capac
ity in the texts.

There is evidence that a few rulers of the
Ur III and first Isin dynasties saw them~

selves as performing Dumuzi's role in cele
brations of the sacred marriage rite with
lnanna. According to a hymn of Iddindagan
of lsin, this rite took place on New Year's
day in lsin. However, the sacred aspect of
the Sumerian love songs has been rather
overrated. Some of the songs represent ordi
nary love songs and the wedding ceremonies
of the upper social classes, in which the
human roles of the bride and the bridegroom
are assigned to Inanna and Dumuzi. Reading
such songs as information pertaining direct~

ly to deities may lead to misinterpretation.
The true reference is to human lovers, who,

in this literary environment, were tradition
ally represented by lnanna and Dumuzi, the
divine pair of young lovers par excellence.
Other love songs clearly belong to the court,
but even a well known love song of king
Shusin is in reality no more than an ordinary
love song, in which the name of the king
could stand for the name of any lover
(ALSTER 1985).

In the sacred wedding ceremonies the
bridegroom was solemnly selected, some·'
times during a verbal contest. Then the rlie
torical question was raised, who was going
to "plough" lnanna's vulva. The marriage
was consummated when Inanna answered
"the man of my heart", and the audience
confirmed the choice with a song (ALSTER
1992). The sacred maniage rite was a rite
with social implications: i.e. its emphasis
was upon marriage relations and sexual pro
ductivity. The mention of sprouting grain
and flax in such a context is a Iiteraly' com
monplace that points to the king as respons
ible for the well-being of the country in a
general sense, rather than to a fertility rite
relating to vegetable life. The performance
of the sacred marriage rite ceased in the Old
Babylonian period, when it started to pro
voke polemic attitudes. This trend culmi
nated in the 6th tablet of the Ninevite Gilga
ll1esh .epic, where Ishtar. is blamed for
having instituted annual lamentation for
Dumuzi. In the first millennium BCE the
bewailing of Dumuzi's death became the
climax of his cult. His journey to the nether~

world became symbolic of exorcistic rituals
aiming at the removal of everything eviL

How the two aspects of Dumuzi's cult,
his joyous wedding to Inanna, and the
bewailing of his untimely death, came to be
combined in one person, is an interesting
question. That the fonner tradition came
from Uruk, and the latter from Badtibira (cf.
FALKENSTEIN, CRRA 3:59; T. JACOBSEN,

JNES 12 [1953] 162-163), is not really a
fully-convincing explanation. Throughout
the tradition, Dumuzi's death is described as
the "seizure" by the gendarmes of the under
world. According to the Sumerian myth
Inanna's Descent, Dumuzi was captured by
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gendarmes after lnanna had gone down to
the netherworld, and was obliged to provide
a substitute on her return to the world of the
living. Dumuzi was chosen because, unlike
two other deities in lnanna t s entourage, he
had sat on her throne and enjoyed himself
with music instead of perfonning the
mourning rites during her absence. The
myth tells further that Dumuzi's sister,
Geshtinanna, offered herself as a substitute
every half year, so that DUffiuzi and his
sister could return one after the other in an
eternal cycle. Dumuzi's unhappy fate is here
used as a warning to those who did not par
ticipate in the mourning rites for lnanna.
The theme was resumed later in the so
called Uruama-irabi-Iaments (VOLK 1989).

This explanation is to be seen as a later
literary rationalization, and contradicts most
of the literary tradition, according to which
loanna positively was depicted as innocent
in Dumuzi's death, participated in the search
for him, and begged Enlil to revive him.
According to a hymn to Inanna-Ninegalla,
the mourning rites took place when Inanna,
as the descending -+Venus star, met DUffiuzi
in the netherworld.

Another explanation, that Dumuzi. as the
mortal husband of a goddess, had to die in
order to restore the balance between the
4i"ine and the human, should be discarded
as founded on a misinterpretation of a
Sumerian hymn (SRT 31, see SEFATI 1990).
Rather, the origin of this aspect of the
Dumuzi cult seems to be a traditional
mourning rite in which women could have
expressed their sympathy for any young
man who had disappeared or, like Adonis,
died too young to have a family. As was the
case with the love poetry, DUffiuzi could be
seen as the prototype of any sympathetic
young man, whose lonely life in the desert
was in fact constantly exposed to dangers.
The mourning rites performed in sympathy
with the deceased were accompanied by
self-demolation of the body, tearing out hair,
etc., but such extremes as self-castration as
the culmination of a wild orgiastic feast, as
known in the cult of Attis, is not attested in
connection with Dumuzi (ALSTER 1983).

The question whether or not Dumuzi rose
from the realms of the dead is perhaps best
answered with the claim that since this was
not celebrated in a cullic festival, it did not
play any significant role in the literature. In
the Akkadian myth !shtar's Descent to the
Underworld, it is clearly stated that Dumuzi
"came up", but this does not refer to the
resurrection of the god to the realms of the
living. What is meant is Durnuzi's partici
pation in a ritual, in which the spirits of the
dead were invoked and manifested them
selves for a short time.

In the Neo-Assyrian period the cult of
Dumuzi culminated with the so-called "dis
play" (taklimtu) of the dead body of the god,
or perhaps rather of his grave goods (J. A.
SCURLOCK, NABU 1991, 3). The term was
copied in Greek deikrerion, found in a
paryros listing expenditures for an Adonis
festival (STOL 1988:127).

III. The vision reported in Ezek 8:14 is
followed by another, according to which the
prophet saw men worshipping the sun
(-+Shemesh) at the entrance to the temple
itself (Ezek 8:16). These are to be seen as
extremely strong examples of Babylonian
influence on the cult of Israel. There is no
other evidence of the cult of Tarnrnuz in the
OT, but the type of cult may have been
similar to the cult of -).Hadad .Rimmon
referred to in Zech 12:11, a god for whom
ritual laments were perfonned in the plain of
Megiddo, and to the cult of l:femdat nasfm
'the beloved of the women' (Dan 11 :37).
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B. ALSTER

TANNIN pn
J. Tannin occurs in the OT in reference

to a sea monster subdued or slain by
-.Yahweh (whether as a proper name or as
a common noun meaning "sea monster" or
"dragon" is unclear). The tenn is found also
in the sense of "serpent" and (arguably)
"crocodile"; further, it appears five times in
the plural (tannfnfm) with the meaning "sea
monsters/dragons" or "snakes",

The etymology of Tannin is uncertain.
BDB suggests a derivation from TNN-I,
perhaps to be linked with TNH-II ("recount,
rehearse") as "lament, i.e. howl", although
this appears to work much better with tan

(''jackal'') than with zannin. HALA T admits
uncertainty in choosing between a primitive
noun and a derivation from a root tnn, also a
possible source for tan, but meaning "to
stretch oneself' (which would be more
clearly connected with animals of the sort
tannIn describes, rather than "howl"), as
suggested already by 1. FURST (Hebriiisches
und Chaldiiisches Schul-Worterbuch [Leip~

zig 1842] 637). More recently, AARTUN
(Neue Beitrage zum ugaritischen Lexikon.
[II], UF 17 [1986] 38-39) has revived the
proposal of AISTLEITNER, that Tannin is
derived from a geminate root TNN, "to
smoke, ascension of smoke", leading to the
Ugaritic "the dragon, (sea)monster, snake
(stretching outJmoving forward like
smoke)". The suggestion of H. LEwY may
be noted in passing, that tannfn may have
found its way into Greek as thunnos ("tuna
fish"; Dutch: tonijn) (Semitische Fremd
worler im Griechischen [Berlin 1895] 15).

Related to the issue of etymology is the
question of the history of the form, tannin.
A Ugaritic polyglot text writes the word as
tu-un-na-nu =Itunnanul or Itunnanul (Ugar
itica V [1968] 137:1:8, pp. 240-241). J.
HUEHNERGARD suggests that "the word is
probably a D verbal adjective in origin, al
though the etymology remains obscure"
(Ugaritic Vocabulary in SylJabic Transcrip'
tion [HSS 32; Cambridge 1987] 72). The
change in vocalization from Ugaritic tun
nanu to Hebrew tannin may be according to
the development quttal > qartil known from
Arabic, or it may have happened by analogy
(or even confusion) with tan ("jackal"), as
evidenced by the occurrence of tannin in
Lam 4:3 for tannfm (')ackals") and the
reverse in Ezek 29:3 and 32:2 for "dragon"
(or "crocodile") (so LOEWENSTAMM 1975:
22).

Tannin and cognate forms thereof also
appear in the Qumran scrolls. Jewish and
Egyptian Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic and
Ethiopic, but all are late enough not to CO,n
tribute independently to ~he foregoing diS

cussion (and all except the Egyptian Aram
aic appear to be dependent on the OT [so
BALATJ),
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II. In nddition to the occurrence in the
polyglot syllabary, noted above, I1In is found
eight times in the Ugaritic corpus (R. E.
WHITAKER, A Concordance of the Vgaritic
literature [Cambridge 1972] 619). Twice it
is apparently part of a personal name (A.7V
4.35: 13 and 4.103:42). The other occur
rences are in mythological texts. Three link
Tunnanu with the great sea monster(s) de
feated by -.Anat (A.7V 1.3 iii:40 and I.
83:8) or, apparently. -.Baal (KTV 1.82: I).
while the remaining three are in fragmentary
contexts (KTV 1.16 v:3I,32, where tnn is
apparently mentioned in connection with
something created by -·EI to assist the
ailing King Keret) or subject to disputed
interpretation (KTV 1.6 vi:51, where J. C. L.
GIBSON would read "In the sea are Arsh and
the dragon" [Canaanite Myths and LegemL'i
(Edinburgh 1977) 81), while K. AARTUN has
"On the day of the kindling and the as
cension of the smoke" [VF 17 (1986) 38
39]). As for the monster's appeamnce, KTV
1.83:8 may suggest that Tunnanu had a
double tail, while the syllabary text indicates
an equation with the ideogram for "snake"
(MUS =$eru).

Two issues concerning the Ugaritic evi
dence have generated some debate. The first
is suggested by the reference to "sea mon
ster(s)" in the preceding paragmph: are Inn,
lin and )'111 separate monsters or different
names/epithets for the same being? COOPER
(1981 :424-425) summarizes the proposed
alternatives, eventually leaning toward
LoEWENSTAMM'S suggestion "that at Ugarit,
as in the aT, there are divergent adaptations
of the battle tradition". Secondly, there has
been some philological uncertainty regard
ing the verb which Anat uses to describe her
subduing Tunnanu (istbm in KTV 1.3 iii:40:
ISbm in KTV 1.83:8). C. Virolleaud's pro
posal of "muzzle", based on Ambic sabal1la
has been defended by S. LOEWENSTAMM
and others, but attacked by J. Barr. In
response, LOEWENSTAMM holds out for
some manner of "tie, bind", but concedes
that "the exact nature of the fettering device
applied defies closer description".

III. The Biblical references to Tannin can

be considered in four groups (building on
the analysis of DAY 1985). First are those
occurrences which link Tannin to creation.
Most obviously this includes Gen I:21, in
which God crentes the ta1l11inlm on the fifth
day. Ever since the pioneering work of
GUN KEL (1921), scholarly opinion has com
monly held that the OT's story of the cre
ation was constructed in deliberate distinc
tion from that of Mesopotamia (as represented
by Eml1l1a Elish) , in which the creator god
fashions the cosmos from the slain corpse of
a sea monster (-+Tiamat): by this reading
Israel was saying that the great sea monsters
were merely a part of the created order.
More recently, DAY (1985) has proposed
that Israel's story is set in contradistinction
to a yet-unknown Canaanite creation myth,
to which allusions may be seen in the Ugar
itic references to the slaying of the sea mon
ster(s) by Anat or Baal. Whatever the cul
tural foil, it is clear that the aT's reference
in this instance is not to any cosmic, mytho
logical enemy. (Similarly, Ps 148:7 calls
upon the tanninlm, as part of the created
order, to join in the praise of Yahweh.)

With other references to Tannin in the
context of creation it is not so easy to deter
mine whether we have to do with a mythical
being or demythologized symbol (again,
regardless of whether one reads Tannin ali
proper name or as common noun). Thus,
both Job 7:12 and Ps 74:13 refer to Tannin
(or its plural in the latter verse) together
with (or perhaps in apposition to) the Sea
andlor -.Leviathan, ali those whom God
once subdued and now keeps in check (Job)
or slew in the course of creation (Ps 74).

A second group of references reflect<; a
linkage with some historical enemy of
Ismel, especially Egypt. Thus, while Isa 51:
9 might be categorized with the first group
(linking Tannin with creation), were it taken
out of context, the primary reference is
shown by the following verse to be the de
liverance at the Red Sea. (To say this is, of
course, not to deny a secondary allusion to
creation or Yahweh's victory over primor
dial chaos, however conceptualized.)

Three other references are unquestionably
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to historical figures. Twice in his oracles
against Egypt, Ezekiel addresses the pharaoh
as Tannin (reading tannfn for MT tannfm
with Gunkel and most subsequent commen
tators): 29:3 and 32:2. What has been de
bated in these verses is whether the prophet
has in mind the supernatural sea monster/
dragon of other references to Tannin (so
GUNKEL 1921:71-77) or a natural (or super
natural) crocodile, as G. FOHRER and others
argue, citing the presence of the crocodiles
in the Nile, the simile of the pharaoh as
"like a crocodile" in a hymn of Thutmoses
lII, and the alleged depiction of Leviathan
as a crocodile in Job 40:25-41:26 (ET 41: 1·
34) (Ezekiel [HAT; Ttibingen 1955] 166).
Thirdly, Jeremiah compares Nebuchadnezzar
of Babylon to Tannin, in having "swallowed
me [Zion] like the tannfn" (51:34). Finally,
we may note GUNKEL'S proposal of yet
another confusion in the MT of tanntm
('jackals') for tanntn: Ps 44:20 (1921:70
71). If he is correct, the reference is presum
ably to some historical oppressor nation;
DAY proposes Babylon, Egypt and Assyria
as candidates (1985:113).

A third category of references to Tannin
is represented by lsa 27:1: Tannin as the
eschatological enemy of God, to be slain "on
that day". As in Isa 51:9 (where Tannin is
juxtaposed with Rahab), this verse places the
monster/dragon in parallel with Leviathan, so
that one cannot be entirely sure how many
figures are involved. Of greater moment is
the attempt by O. EISSFELDT (Baal Zaphon,
Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der ]srae
Wen dUTch das Meer [Halle 1932] 29-30) to
see in this verse an eschatological extension
of those passages which contained thinly
veiled references to historical figures as
monsters: in the case in point he sees Tan
nin as Egypt and Leviathan as Syria. As is
so often true with apocalyptic (or proto-apoca
lyptic) writing, it is difficult to be certain
about historical referents (if any); what
seems far more sure is that Leviathanffannin
in this passage (along with the serpent of
Genesis 3 and the fourth beast of Daniel 7)
supplied much of the background for the
great dragon of Revelation 12-13 in the NT.

Fourthly, there are passages in which tan·
nfn(im) appears to refer to natural serpents:
Exod 7:9-10.12; Deut 32:33; Ps 91:13. Even
here, however, at least in the instance of the
occurrences in Exodus and Psalms, WAKE
MAN would see mythical overtones (1973:
77-79).

Finally, there is one passage which is
difficult to place in the above schema: a
place name for a spring near Jerusalem in
Neh 2: 13, 'en hattannfn.

What emerges from a review of the OT
references is the portrait of a sea monster
(or dragon) who served in various texts as a
personification of chaos or those evil, his
torical forces opposed to Yahweh and his
people. While the Tannin of the OT shares
much in common with Tunnanu, as known
from a handful of Ugaritic texts, we simply
cannot be certain to what extent most uses
of the Biblical tenn points to a demythol.
ogized symbol versus a "living myth". Cer
tainly, as DAY suggests in his helpful discus
sion (1985: 187-189), "even for some of those
for whom it was living [myth] Israelite
monotheism had transformed it out of all
recognition."
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G. C. HEIDER

TARTAK pnin
I. Tartak is one of two gods (the other

~Nibhaz) worshipped by the Avvites w~om
the Assyrians settled in Samaria, some tIme
after the ciry's fall (2 Kgs 17:24.31). J: ?od
by this name is unknown in extra.blbhc~
sources. In addition, the location of Avva IS

uncertain.
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II. Two identifications of Tartak, both
problematic, have been suggested. The first
associates the Avvites with Elam. Avva is
taken to be identical with the town Ama on
the Uqnu River on the Babylonian-Elamite
border. occupied by Aramean tribes (ZADOK
1976: 120, BECKING 1992:98). The transfer
of Avvites to Samaria might have occurred
as early as the days of Sargon who fought
and captured Ama in 710 BCE; or as late as
Ashurbanipal, who defeated the Elamites in
that same area in 646 BCE; compare the
claim made by some of the Samarians,
including those from Susa, of their arrival in
Samaria during Ashurbanipal's reign (Ezra
4:9-10). In this case, Tartak would then be
an Elamite deity. His name was found in the
God list cr 25,24, where the Elamite gods
d/bnalwZll and dDakdadra seem to reflect
the Biblical pair, Nibhaz and Tartak men
tioned in 2 Kgs 17:31 (HOMMEL 1912); the
transposed form of the name dDakdadra was
read in the Narum-Sin treaty as dDirtak
(HOMMEL 1926), which seemed even closer
to the Hebrew transcription. But, though the
name dDirrak is now apparently to be read
dSia,fum (dir =si + a; tak =,fum; cf. HINZ
1967:74), the Elamite provenance of the god
is still favoured by some (e.g. DRIVER 1958:
19*).

A second possibility is the identification
of Tartak with -Atargatis. If the town Avva
is associated with the town of Hamath in
northern Syria (cf. 2 Kgs 17:24), then the
settlers in Samaria might have been Aram
eans; several sites in the region of Hamath
are suggested for the town's location (cf.
MONTGOMERY & GEHMAN 1951:472; GRAY
1970:651). The god name Tartak is taken to
refer, then, to the Syrian fertility goddess,
known from Greek texts as CAtargateJ
-,cAtargatis; the Hebrew form trtq derives
from a dissimilated and metnthesized fonn
of an Aramaic original (cf. SANDA 1912:2.
230-231; MONTGOMERY 1914:78; MONT
GOMERY & GEHMAN 1951:474; GRAY 1970:
654), attested on coins and inscriptions as
(trM/h: trtJ (RONZEVALLE 1940:28-42).
Besides these difficult linguistic transpo
sitions, the supposed attestation of Atargatis

among the Samarians would make this the
earliest evidence for worship of the goddess,
preceding the classical references by many
centuries.

Given the chronological and geographical
considerations surveyed, there is nothing to
recommend taking 'the way (drk) of Beer
sheba' (Amos 8:14) as a 'garbled reference'
to Tartak (Fulco, ABD 1.487).
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M. COGAN

TEHOM - TIAMAT

TEN SEPHIROT iiii'~O itI~

I. The term 'ten sephirot' first appears
in Sepher Yetzirah (Book of Creation), a
third or fourth century CE cosmological and
cosmogonic treatise, where it refers to the
ten primordial numbers or utterances by
God on which creation is based (cf. Gen
1: 1-2:3). In later Kabbalistic literature
beginning in the late twelfth and thirteenth
centuries (e.g.• Sepher ha-Bahir [Book of
Brilliance]; Sepher ha-Zohar [Book of
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Splendour]), the tcnn refers to the ten ema
nations or abstract qualities of God by
which thc infinite God is known and mani
fested in the finite world. An attempt has
been made to trace the Ten Sephirot to Mes
opotamian literature based upon the analogy
of the Assyrian sacred tree and the Sefirotic
tree of Kabbalistic literature (PARPOLA

1993).
II. The tenn cder SepirOI does not appe

ar in biblical Hebrew at all. The noun sepira
(plural, sepirot) is derived from the Hebrew
verb root SPR, 'to count, recount, relate', but
it first appears only in Rabbinic Hebrew
where it refers generally to 'counting', 'wri
ting', or 'recording'. The root SPR stands as
the basis of the nouns seper, 'book', soper.
'scribe', sepiIr, 'census', mispiir, 'number,
recounting, talc', and sep6r{1, 'number', in
biblical Hebrew. In Pie! conjugations, thc
root can mcan 'to rcport' (Gcn 24:66; Num
13:27) or 'to make known. announcc'. espe
cially in reference to qualities or acts of God
(Exod 9:16; Isa 43:21; Ps 19:2; 96:3: 145:6),
which may facilitate the later usage of the
root in relation to thc qualities or emana
tions of God. The root is attcsted in Akka
dian as the verb fapiInI, 'to send. writc'. and
in Ethiopic, 'to measure'; Syriac and Arabic,
'to relatc, writc'; and Old South Arabic
where sfn means 'measurement'. The noun
sep'irii in Rabbinic literature is commonly
employed as a technical tcnn for thc fifty
day period of the 'counting of the Orner
(Barley sheaf)' from the festival of PesaJ;t
(Passover) until the festival of Shavuot
(Weeks. Pentecost; cf. Lev 23: 15-16). It
relates assonantally to sapp;r, 'sapphirc'.
which would compare the radiance of God
to sapphire. and to the Greek sphaira, 'sphe
re', which would compare the emanations of
God to the elemental spheres of the universe
in Greek thought.

III. Thc concept of the Ten Sephirot
developed in thc contcxt of the esoteric
Jewish mystical tradition from the period of
late antiquity through the Middle Ages and
beyond. Ancicnt Jcwish mysticism includes
two basic componcnts: macilSeh merkiiba.
'thc work of the chariot', which relates

visionary experiences of God after the
model of Ezckicl I: and macii.feh bere~J;I.

'the work of creation', which focuses on
understanding the principles of creation as
articulated in Genesis I:1-2:3. According to
thc Mishnah (mHagigah 2: I), anyone who
undertakes such study and practice must be
fully righteous and knowledgeable in Jewish
tradition. Figures such as Rabbi Akiba,
Moses. or Abraham are frequently identified
as those qualified to undertake such study.

Sepher Yetzirah is the first book in which
the tenn Ten Sephirot appears. It is an ex
ample of macilSeh bere;)J;I, or 'the work of
creation'. from the early Rabbinic period
(3rd-4th centuries CE), which attempts to
probe the text of Genesis 1: I -2:3 in order to
elucidate the principles by which God cre
atcd thc universe. Sepher Yetzirah focuses
on speech as thc fundamental creative force
in the universe, and ascribes such creative
power both to God and to human beings.
Talmudic tradition indicates that Sepher
Yet7.irah could be used by the righteous to
create human beings and other creatures
(bSanhedrin 65b). The book begins by iden
tifying 'the thirty-two wonderful paths of
wisdom' by which God created the universc,
including the ten sephirot and the twenty
two letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The
twenty-two letters of the alphabet comprise
thc basic components of words, and words
comprise the basic components of speech in
general. The ten sephirot correspond to the
ten utterances by God that appear in Genesis
I: 1-2:3 by which creation is accomplished
(Gen I :3a. 6a. 9a. 11 a. 14-15a. 20. 24n. 26.
28. 29; i.c., evcry instance in which. 'and
God said', introduces a statement; cf. mAbol
5: I which states that the world was created
by ten utterances and bMenahol 29b which
states that it was created by the letters of the
alphabet). They are labelled ceser sepirol
be/fmfJ, 'the ten intangible sephirot',
employing the uncertain tenn be/imfJ, 'no
thingncss', from Job 26:7. The name ~/h)'m,

'God', appears thirty-two timcs in Gcn 1: 1
2:3.

Sepher Yetzirah employs a pun on the
root spr to relatc thcse thirty-two paths of
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wisdom to the principal dimensions of the
universe, by 'borderlboundary' (besaper) ,
'letter' (weseper) , and 'number' (wesippur),
i.e., the universe is created by a combination
of physical and mora] boundaries, letters
which comprise words, and numbers which
establish measurements. It points to the
manifestation of the ten sephirot in the ten
fingers and ten toes of the human body in
order to distinguish between the creative
power of speech (milIa, 'word') and sexuali
ty (mUd, 'circumcised penis'). Whereas God
creates through speech, human beings create
through sexual reproduction. Humans must
learn to master speech and the ten sephirot
in order to attain the creative power of God.
The· book outlines two hundred and thirty
one possible combinations of twenty-two
Hebrew letters as a basis for understanding
the production of all words.

Sepher Yetzirah identifies the ten sephirot
with the principle dimensions or boundaries
of the universe: fIrst and last (temporal
boundaries); good and evil (moral bounda
ries); and height and depth, east and west,
north and south (physical boundaries). It
divides the alphabet into three principle
categories: the three mothers (Aleph, Shin,
Mem); the seven doubles (Beth, Gimmel,
Daleth, Kaph, Pe, Taw, Resh); and the twel·
vesimple letters (He, Waw, Zayin, (Ieth,
Teth, Yod, Lamed, Nun, Samekh, Ayin,
Tzade, Qoph) in order to demonstrate how
the letters can be combined with the ten se~

phirot in order to produce the various dimen
sions of creation. The 'three mothers' repre
sent the fundamental elements of air, water,
and fIre, the basic sounds of speech (aspira
ted 'ah', sibilant hissing, and labial 'mmm'),
the structure of the universe (heaven/fire,
air, and water/earth), and the major dimen
sions of space, time, and morality. When
combined with the seven double letters, the
'mothers' and the sephirot produce the
seven planets, the seven days of the week,
and the seven orifices in the human body.
When combined with the twelve simple let
ters, they produce the twelve constellations,
the twelve months of the year, and the twel
ve organs of the human body. Each letter of

the alphabet is 'tied with a crown' to speci
fic phenomena, i.e" a planet, a month, an
orifice, an organ, etc., and their combina
tions are used to illustrate exponential multi
plication. At the end of the book, Abraham
is identified as one who understood these
principles as indicated by Gen 12:5, 'the
souls they made at Haran', and thereby
received his covenant with God.

The ten sephirot appear once again in the
Sepher ha-Bahir, 'the Book of Brilliance',
one of the earliest works of kabbalistic lite
rature. The book was written in the late
twelfth century CE in Provence, northern
Spain, or southern France. It is heavily
dependent upon the writings of the mid
twelfth century philosopher Abraham bar
Hayya of Barcelona, Sepher Yetzirah, the
now lost Sepher Raza Rabba (fragments of
which are preserved in the writings of the
twelfth-thirteenth century Hasidei Ashkenaz
of the Rhineland), and unknown Gnostic
sources that probably came from the east as
a result of the Crusades. The book draws its
name from Job 37:21, 'and now, they have
not seen light, bright (bahir) it is in the
clouds'. It is written in midrashic fonn and
ascribed to the Tannaitic sage Nebuniah ben
ha-Qanah, who appears only sporadically in
the Mishnah but who is the principal figure
in the mystic circle presented in the Heikha
lot Rabbati. Other figures include the fic
tional Rabbi Amora or Amorai and Rabbi
Rebumai or Rabmai.

Sepher ha-Bahir presents the first syste
matic arrangement and detailed discussion
of the ten sephirot as qualities or emanations
of God. The discussion begins in the. latter
part of the work with the question, 'what are
these ten utterances?' (cf. Gen 1:1-2:3;
mAbot 5:1). It then describes the ten sephi
rot in varying degrees of detail. Fundamen
tal to the discussion is the view that the
world is basically dualistic, Le., it is divided
into masculine and feminine components
that must interact with each other. It also
employs the symbol of the tree (cf. esp. Isa
11; Ezek 47) that grows upside down with
its roots in the heavens and its uppermost
branches or 'fullness' and 'glory' in the
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earth. The roots and branches of the tree are
all intertwined and connected as the divine
essence 'flows' through 'channels' from one
sephirah to another.

The first three sephirot are distinguished
from the 'lower' seven, because creation
was accomplished by ten utterances but it
was manifested in seven days. The frrst
three are therefore hidden, and comprise
aspects of 'God's thought and the means by
which human beings might 'hear' God (cf.
Hab 3:2). The first sephirah is identified as
Keter Elyon, 'the supreme crown', which
suggests that the author of Sepher ha-Bahir
understood the divine essence of the 'spirit
of the living God' from Sepher Yetzirah to
be embodied in the imagery of the crowns
used to describe the manifestations of the
sephirot. Keter Elyon therefore expresses the
primordial divine idea or pure thought from
which all creation proceeds. The second
sephirah is Hokhmah, ----+ 'wisdom', which
God created at the very outset according to
Prov 8:22. Wisdom is identified with both
the primordial ----+Torah and water in aggadic
tradition, so that Hokhmah becomes both
Torah and the source from which the sephi
rotic tree is watered. The third sephirah,
Binah, 'understanding', is identified as 'the
root of the tree' and 'the mother of the
world'; i.e:, the source of the seven 'jower'
sephirot. Binah also symbolizes the 'world
to come'.

The seven lower sephirot are treated
separately from the three initial sephirot, and
they are generally considered as equals
among themselves. Various images are
applied to them, such as the seven voices of
God in Psalm 29, the seven days of the
week, the seven gardens of the king, and
most importantly the seven holy forms of
God by which God created human beings in
the divine image. Apparently drawing on
concepts from the earlier Shieur Qomah.
which measures the 'body' of God or the
Shekhinah (presence of God), they are
equated with the seven limbs of the terres
trial and primordial human being, 'What are
the seven of which it is said (Gen 1:27): 'He
said to him: we count as one the circumci~

sian and the wife of a man; his two hands
three; and his torso~five; his two legs-seven,
and to them correspond the powers in
heaven', (Bahir, sec. 55). The powers in
heaven are the heavenly archetypes, such as
the six directions of space with the Temple
in the center, from which the heavenly
world draws sustenance. Sepher ha-Bahir
tends to treat sephirot 4-6 as a trio in which
the first two are balanced by the third. Thus,
4 and 5 are identified as God's right and left
hands respectively, and 6 is the 'Throne of
Glory'. Alternatively, 4 and 5 are identified
as 1;zesed, 'grace' (a quality of Abraham) and
din, 'judgment', or pabad, 'fear' (a quality
of Isaac), and balanced by ;}emet, 'truth' (a
quality of Jacob). They are later identified
with the angels ----+Michael and ~Gabriel

(sephirah 5 is called gebura, 'power', at this
point) with Uriel as the balance. The distinc
tive identities of the last sephirot are not
entirely clear, although they are influenced
by sexual imagery. Sephirah 7 is conunonly
symbolized by righteousness, the foundation
of the world and the soul, the Sabbath, and
the phallus. It is identified in section 104 as
'the east of the world', a designation for the
source of semen (cf. Isa 43:5, 'I will bring
your seed from the east, I will gather you
from of the west'). Sephirah 8 seems to be
identified with the feminine principles of the
Shabbat and the Shekhinah in the west (cf.
bBaba Batra 25a, 'the Shekhinah is in the
west'), although it is sometimes equated
with Sephirah 7 perhaps based on the notion
that male and female become 'one flesh'
(Gen 2:24). Sephirah 9 and 10 are someti
mes identified as the two wheels of thedivi
ne chariot or the two legs of the human
being. Alternatively, Sephirah 9 is equated
with 7 as the phallus, and Sephirah lOis
equated with the feminine Shekhinah. Their
union completes the sephirot and manifests
the presence of God in the community of
Israel.

The classical understanding of the ten
sephirot appears in the _Sepher ha-Zohar
(Book of Splendour). which includes a mys
tic commentary on the Torah and several
other treatises ascribed to the second century
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Tannaitic Rabbi Shimon bar Yobai. Accor
ding to Talmudic tradition. Shimon bar
Yobai was forced to hide together with his
son during the Roman persecutions at the
time of the Bar Kochba revolt. They are said
to have hidden in a cave for thirteen years.
subsisting on the fruit of a carob tree. as
Shimon revealed the secrets of heaven to his
son (bShabbat 33b). In fact. the Zohar was
written largely by a Castillian kabbalist.
Moses ben Shem Tob de Leon. in the late
thirteenth century, and quickly established
itself as the primary expression of kabbalis
tic thought.

The Zohar generally employs symbols
and images, e.g.. lights. colours. levels,
roots, gannents of the King. crowns of the
King, etc., to convey its understanding of
the sephirot. Nevertheless, it presupposes a
much more highly developed and systemati
zed understanding of the ten sephirot than
Sepher ha-Bahir. Again. it employs the
image of the sephirotic tree growing upside
down or the primordial human being (Adam
Qadmon). Human beings are created in the
image of God (Gen I:27), and the ten sephi
rot function together as the divine original
of God's image to produce the human soul.
Building upon the organization of the Bahir,
the sephirot in the Zohar are grouped in
three triads, each of which employs two
opposite characteristics that arc generated or
balanced by a third. In this manner, the
Zohar conveys the relativity of the ideal
divine emanations in human experience. The
three triads embody the mental, moral, and
material dimensions of God, the human
being, and creation at large.

The three mental sephirot are identified
with the head of Adam Qadmon. They begin
with the Ein Sof, 'the infinite', which is
equivalent to the Keter Elyon, 'Supreme
Crown'. This expresses the infinite nature of
God as the source of pure thought and
being. It is also designated as Ra~on, 'Will',
and Ayin, 'Nothingness', to express its
simultaneous simplicity and complexity as
all is united in the one. Ein Sof gives rise to
the complementary tlokhmah, 'Wisdom' ,
and Binah, 'Understanding'. tlokhmah is

also called the 'Beginning' (reJit; cf. Gen
I: I; Prov 8:22) and provides the plan or
conception of all being. Binah is the Divine
Mother who gives birth to the seven lower
sephirot and thereby turns the conception of
Hokhmah into earthly reality.

The moral aspects of the sephirotic sys
tem arc expressed through the two opposite
sephirot. tlesed. 'Love', and Din, 'Judg
ment', which are identified respectively with
the right and left hands of Adam Qadmon.
tlesed, also known as Gcdullah, 'Greatness',
expresses the absolute capacity to reward or
to give without restriction (cf. I Chr 29: II
for the names of sephirot 4-8). Din, also
known as Gevurah. 'Power', expresses the
absolute capacity to take, limit. or punish.
Neither can function alone as they can only
be understood in relation to each other. Con
sequently, Tip)eret, 'Beauty', constitutes the
balance between them in order to hold their
potentially disruptive power in check.
Tip)eret is also known as Rabamim, 'Mercy,
Compassion', and is identified with the
torso of Adam Qadmon.

The material sephirot once again employ
two opposites balanced by a third. Ne~ab,

'Endurance', constitutes the male principle
of physical reality, and Hod, 'Majesty', con
stitutes the feminine principle. The two form
the right and left legs of Adam Qadmon
respectively. Ne~ expresses dynamism or
change in the material world, whereas Hod
expresses constancy. Again, neither can
exist independently as each can only be
understood in relation to its opposite. Yesod,
'Foundation'. therefore constitutes the
balance between them. Yesod, a develop
ment from the Bahir's seventh sephirah,
represents the phallus as the procreative
force of the world. Yesod is also called
'Righteous' (cf. Prov 10:25, 'the righteous is
the foundation of the world').

When the first nine sephirot are balanced
and function harmoniously, Tip)eret unites
with Shekhinah through Yesod as an expres
sion of cosmic (and human) marriage. She
khinah, 'the Presence of God', is the tenth
sephirah. It is also known as Malkuth,
'Kingdom', and it is identified with Keneset
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Yisrael, 'the community of Israel'. Through
knowledge and practice, human beings
experience the reality of Shekhinah, which
embodies the other sephirot, within themsel
ves. Subsequent traditions in Jewish mysti
cism, such as Lurianic Kabbalah and the
Hasidic movement, further develop and
apply the sephirotic system of the lohar.

IV. Scholars have long recognized very
clear parallels between Jewish mysticism
and various aspects of Gnosticism, Neo-Pla
tonic thought, and Neo-Aristotelian thought.
It is also clear that various aspects in Jewish
mysticism draw upon motifs from ancient
Near Eastern cultures, e.g., the analogies
between the seven heavenly palaces of the
Merkavah mystic's ascent and the seven
levels of heaven in Mesopotamian cosmolo
gy, the angels who guard each of the palaces
and the gods who guard the levels of
heaven, the mutual interests in astronomy
and numerology, and the emphasis on the
creative aspects of speech in Kabbalah and
in Egyptian cosmogonic texts.

Recent discussion of the relationship
between Jewish mysticism and ancient Near
Eastern tradition focuses on the potential
analogy between the sephirotic tree of Kab
balah and the Mesopotamian sacred tree. In
Assyrian iconography, the Mesopotamian
lree represents 'the divine world order, and
the figure of the -toking frequently stands in
place of the tree to represent the realization
of the divine order in humanity. The king
therefore maintains divine world order and
must be recognized as the ideal or perfect
man in the cosmos. Insofar as the sephirotic
tree likewise represents the ideal divine
world order that is manifested in the human
being, PARPOLA (1993) suggests that the
sephirotic tree finds its antecedents in the
Mesopotamian tree. Both trees share a simi
lar structure, with a trunk in the middle that
balances paired branches to the right and
left.

There is no known model of the Mesopo
tamian tree that correlates divine powers and
numbers in a manner analogous to that of
the sephirotic tree. Nevertheless, Parpola
argues that it is possible to reconstruct such

a model by employing the names, powers,
and mystic numbers of the Assyrian gods in
place of the ten sephirot. He makes the fol
lowing equations between Mesopotamian
gods and the sephirot: --+Anu (1), the chief
sky god with Keter Elyon; Ea (60), the god
of wisdom, with Bokhrnah; -Sin (30), the

. moon god attributed with wise counsel, with
Binah; -toMarduk (50; or Enlil), the ruling
god of Babylon, with Besed (understood as
'Mercy'); -Shamash (20), the moon god of
justice, with Din; -toIshtar (15), the goddess
of love and war, with Tip)eret; -+Nabu (40;
or Ninurta), the god of victory, with NeZal);
-toAdad (10; or Girru or Nusku), the god of
storm, with Hod; -toNergal (14), the god of
the underworld, with Yesod; and the Assy
rian king, who stands as the link between
the divine and human realms, with Malkuth.
Mummu (0), the god of consciousness, is
equated with the enigmatic additional seph
irah DaCal (Knowledge), which first appears
following ijokhmah and Binah in some thir
teenth century texts, but only reaches its full
potential in later movements, such as Luba
vitcher Hasidism where fIokhmah, Binah,
and Da(at (ijaBaD) together symbolize the
intellectual side of Hasidic spirituality.

Parpola notes that when the gods are
arranged in the sequence of the sephirotic
trec, with Anu (1), Mununu (0), Ishtar (15),
and Nergal (14) as the trunk; Sin (30), Sha~

mash (20), and Adad (10) as the left bran·
ches, and Ea (60), Marduk (50), and Nabu
(40) as the right branches, a remarkable
mathematical symmetry results. The mystic
numbers of -the gods assigned to the trunk
total thirty, tll€! median number of the sexa
gesimal system. This would suggest balance
or equilibrium at the center of the system,
much like that of the sephirotic tree. When
the mystic numbers of the gods assigned to
the left branches are subtracted from those
of the right, they likewise yield thirty. When
all the mystic numbers of all of the gods are
combined, they yield three hundred ~nd
sixty, the number of days in the Assyna.n
cultic year and the circumJerence of the um~

verse expressed in degrees.
Parpola's proposal is tantalizing, but there
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are problems that remain unresolved. The
assignment of mystic numbers to the Meso
potamian gods and goddesses is not well
understood, and varies considerably in the
tradition. Ea, for example, has three num·
bers: 40, 50, and 60; Shamash has two num
bers: 10 and 20. Similar variations appear
for the other gods as well. The stonn god
Adad hardly equates with the serene Hod in
the sephirotic system, although hOd is used
to describe YHWH'S majesty in fire and
storm in Isa 30:30. Fundamentally, the
absence of clear attestation in Mesopota
mian literature of such atree equated with
the deities and their numbers renders this
hypothesis speculative at best.
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M. A. SWEENEY

TERAH n1n
I. In biblical tradition, Terah is the son

of Nabor and the father of Abram, Nahor,
and Haran (Gen II :24-27). Originally from
Ur, where he worshipped gods other than
Yahweh (Josh 24:2), Terah died in Haran
where he had settled after his migration
from Ur (Oen 11:31-32). Attempts have
been made to connect Terah with a deity
TrlJ supposedly mentioned in Ugaritic texts,
and with the moon-god Teri or Ilteri; such
identifications have now by and large been
abandoned.

II. Soon after the discovery of the alpha
betic texts of Ras Shamra, the figure of
Terah was connected with a god whose
name was read itrlJ or trtJ (C. VIROLLEAUD,
La naissance des dieux gracieux et beaux,
Syria 14 [1933] 149 and n. 1). Virolleaud's
suggestion was accepted by a fair number of
scholars (e.g. LEWY 1934; R. DUSSAUD, Les
decouvertes de Ras Shamra et l'Ancien Tes
tament [Paris 1937] 81), until GORDON
showed that itrl! and trb were not personal
names but finite fonns of the verb trIJ., 'to
pay the marriage price' (1938; see also
ALBRIGHT 1938).

To be distinguished from the association
with the phantom deity trtJ is the hypothesis
of a connection between Terah and the
moon-god Teri or Ilteri; this Aramaic god is
known from theophoric personal names
from the Persian period (B. LANDSBERGER
& T. BAUER, Zu neuverOffentlichten
Geschichtsquellen der Zeit von Assarhaddon
bis Nabonid. ZA 37 [1927] 92 n. 4). He is
once mentioned in the Verse Account of
Nabonidus (Col. v 11) as the god who
grants nightly visions (for the text see S.
SMITH, Babylonian Historical Texts [London
1924] 27-97). Considering Nabonidus'
devotion to the moon-god one would expect
Ilteri to be a lunar deity; this he is indeed, as
his name goes back to a combination of il +
*Sahr > *Iltahri > I1teri (R. ZADOK, On
West Semites in Babylonian During the
Chaldean and Achaemenian Periods
[Jerusalem 1977] 42). (On Sabar as the
Aramaic equivalent of Babylonian ~Sjn see
H. DONNER & W. ROLLlG, KAI II [1964]
211 ad no. 202B 24).
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III. For various reasons, attempts to find
a Semitic god behind the figure of Terah are
not much in favour today. The various dei
ties proposed have either vanished on closer
analysis of the texts, or are phonologically
unrelated to Hebrew lerab. Teri (or Bteri)
cannot very well be linked with Terah, as
this would imply a metathesis of the h.
Also, the search for a divine model for
Terah is to be seen as part of the more
general tendency among biblical scholars at
the end of the 19th and the beginning of the
20th centuries to regard the Israelite
patriarchs (as well as the wives of the
patriarchs) as demythologized gods; Eduard
Meyer, Bernhard Luther, and Julius Lewy
are representative of this tendency. The cur
rent trend in interpretation is different.
Patriarchal names are more fruitfully related
to the Amorite onomasticon, and the human
nature of their bearers is not in doubt. The
name of Terah is perhaps to be connected
with Akk !urabu, 'ibex, mountain goat'
(AHW 1372; cf. lotiON 1938).
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K. VAN DER TOORN

TERAPHIM tl';:lIn
I. The word teriipfm. is found 15 times

in the Hebrew Bible, occurring only in the
plural even when it denotes one image (1
Sam 19:13, 16; cf. A. R. JOHNSON, The
Cultic Prophet in Ancient Israel [Cardiff
1962] 32 n. 3, who suggests that some
forms of the plural may be occurrences of
the singular with mimation). For the most
part the Septuagint translators chose to
simply transliterate the tenn. yet on occasion
they associated it with idols (eidolon;

-+Gillulim) or a carved image (glyptos).
There is even some attempt to connect it to
healing (HOFFNER 1968:61 n. 2). The Tar
gumic material usually renders terapfm by
$almanayya" ·images'. or dimii'fn, 'figures',
although Tan/:luma Wayye# 12 understands
that the tiriJpfm are so called "because they
are works of tDrep ('filth')".

Scholars have proposed numerous etymol
ogies for lirapfm, yet it is rare that any of
them has met with widespread acceptance.
The degree to which etymologies help us
understand the true nature and function of the
tirapfm has also been questioned (VAN DER
TOORN 1990:204; cf. LORETZ 1992:137-139).

Of the numerous etymologies suggested
for terapfm. the following are the most com
mon. 1) Terapfm is to be understood as
either a tapris- or tapriis- form of the root
RP" 'to heal' (cf. DE WARD 1977:5-6;
ROUILLARD & TROPPER 1987:357-361;
TROPPER 1989:335). Tirapfm then were
associated with healing. 1 Sam 19. which
has the teriipfm (l9:13.16) in the same nar
rative as sickness (l9:14), is cited for sup
port (but see below). The word ~Rephaim,

which some translate as 'healers', is also
brought into the discussion despite its equal
ly perplexing etymology. For example,
ALBRIGHT at one point suggested that the
Hebrerapfm was a "contemptuous defor
mation (... ) from the stem Rpm (W. F.
ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan
[New York 1968] 168 n. 43; see LORETZ
1992:138-139; 141-142; 148-151; 167-168).
For a critique of deriving teriipim from RP"
see HOFFNER 0967:233-234; 1968:62). 2)
Teriipim is to be derived from the root RPH,

Lto sink, relax, be limp. sag', thus E. A.
SPEISER (Genesis [Garden City 1964} 245)
suggests 'inert things, idols' (cf. ALBRIGHT
1941:40 n. 8; N. SARNA, The iPS Torah
Commentary: Genesis [Philadelphia 1989)
216). 3) Teriipfm is cognate to Ug trp mean
ing 'to sag' (cf. again ALBRIGHT 19685:206
n. 63 who says that the terapfm should be
rendered 'old rags'; see also J. GRAY, J & II
Kings [Philadelphia 1964]'745). 4) Terapim
is to be related to post-biblical trp (see
above) and thus refers to 'vile things' (once
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again see ALBRIGHT, From the Stone Age to
Christianity [Garden City 1957] 311; N.
SARNA, The JPS Torah Commentary:
Genesis [Philadelphia 1989] 216). 5)
Terapim is to be derived from an original
petiirfm, 'interpreters (of dreams)', which
was intentionally changed (by metathesis) at
a later time by those interested in ridiculing
these objects (so LABUSCHAGNE 1966:115
117, but see HOFFNER'S critique (1967:232
233; 1968:61-62). 6) Teraptm is a loan word
from Hit tarpi(s), which "denotes a spirit
which can on some occasions be regarded as
protective and on others as malevolent" and
which is parallel in lexical texts to Akk
sedu, 'spirit, demon' (HOFFNER 1967:230
238; 1968:61-68; CAD S II, 256-259; SEY
BOLD 1976:1057).

Of the above etymologies HOFFNER'S
would appear to be the most plausible al
though it too is not without its difficulties
(see ROUILLARD & TROPPER 1987:360-361;
F. JOSEPHSON, Anatolien TARPAII-, etc.,
Florilegium Anatolicum. Melanges offerts a
Emmanuel Laroche [Paris 1979] 181).

ll. Although the word tlrtipfm is not
attested anywhere outside of the Bible
(unless it is in fact a loan from Hit tarpi),
scholars have nonetheless frequently looked
to extrabiblical sources to try to understand
the function of the tertipfm over against its

.aIidellt' .Near .Eastern backdrop with par-
ticular attention being given to peripheral
Akkadian texts (Nuzi and Emar). Ever since
1926, when the Nuzi text Gadd 51 was
published (C. 1. GADD, RA 23 [1926] 49
161, no. 51.10-17; see ANET. 219-220) and
when S. SMITH (1932:33-36) drew a parallel
between the tertipim and Nuzi ilanu, there
has been a fascination with using the Nuzi
texts not only to flesh out the phenomena of
the teraptm specifically (especially the mo
tive behind Rachel's theft of them), but also
to reconstruct patriarchal practices of inherit
ance, property rights, adoption and the
designation of family-headship (pater fam
ilias; e.g. E. A. SPEISER, Genesis [Garden
City 1964] 250; C. H. GORDON, BA 3
[I940) 1-12; cf. the dissenting view of
GREENBERG 1962:239-248). The, greatest

impact was left by DRAFFKORN-KILMER'S
llimilElohim article which argued that "the
biblical elohim/teraphim correspond, in so
far as Genesis 31 is concerned, with Nuzi
iltini in their intimate role in regard to fam
ily law" (DRAFFKORN 1957:222).

Most of the early studies using the Nuzi
texts concluded that the rerapfm were
'household gods' and this translation is
reflected in most major translations of Gen
31:19,34,35 (cf. NRSV, NEB). This con
clusion was seen to be definitive because the
terapfm themselves are referred to as
'eLOhfm, 'gods' (Gen 31:30; cf. Judg 18:24;
~God 1). Later studies have emphasized
that three Nuzi texts (lEN 478:6-8; HSS 19,
no. 27:11; YBC 5142:30) mention the iliinu
in collocation with the ~Etemmu, (the
spirits of the dead' (see CASSIN 1981:42-45;
DELLER 1981:62, 73-74; ROUILLARD &
TROPPER 1987:352-357; TSUKIMOTO 1989:
98-106; VAN DER TOORN 1990:219-221 ;
LoRETZ 1992:152-155). That the teriipfm
are to be equated with ancestor figurines is
not a new proposal, yet previous studies
were not based on such extensive compar
ative evidence which emphasizes that '1he
domestic cult at Nuzi included the care for
the e!emmu on the same footing as that for
the iliinu" (VAN DRR TOORN 1990:204 n. 8,
220). The Old Babylonian story of Etana,
which contains the phrase "I honoured the
gods, revered the spirits of the dead (ilani
ukabbit e!emme aplab)," shows that the
parallel iliinuJle!emmu (and the ancestral
cult to which it refers) was not restricted to
the Nuzi peripheral material (see J. V.
KINNIER WILSON, The Legend of Elana: A
New Edition [Warminster, Wiltshire 1985]
100-101). A similar pairing of (household)
gods (iliinu) and the deceased ancestors
(metzi; -+Dead) occurs in the recently pub
lished Emar texts. The four pertinent texts
and their relevance to the teriipim have been
discussed by VAN DER TOORN (1990:221;
see also TSUKIMOTO 1989:9-11 and LORETZ
1992:166-167) who concludes that here too
"we find the care for the ancestors linked
with the worship of the family deities, both
set within the context of the domestic cult".
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Particularly relevant in the Emar texts is the
notion of invoking (unless we are to read
nubbti as 'to wail, lament' [nabti D stem))
the godslldead which is one of the most
important essential services accorded to the
dead (BAYLISS 1973:117).

Finally, scholars have also looked to the
Assyrian as well as to the Ugaritic material
to flesh out the ancient Near Eastern back
drop to the biblical tlrtipfm. V AN DER
TOORN (1990:217-219) points out the re
vering (paltibu) and consulting (.fa'tilu) of
the etemmll mentioned in several Assyrian
texts over a wide range of time (Old Assyr
ian to Neo-Assyrian). In particular he notes
"the formal correspondence between As
syrian etemme sa'cilu and Heb J{r'al
ballertip;m" which he calls an "intriguing
parallelism between ancient Assyria and
ancient Israel". The relevance of the Ugar
itic material for understanding the biblical
tertip;m has been examined recently by
LoRETZ (1992: 156-161, 164-166). In par
ticular LoRETZ suggests that the controver
sial ins ifm should be regarded as "eine
Bezeichnung der Toten der koniglichen
Familie" which should be translated 'Gotter
der Sippe' or 'Sippengl:Hter'. Nevertheless,
the notorious difficulties of this material (as
well as the other Ugaritic evidence LoRETZ
mentions such as the forms IIrp and
ifh/ifhm) renders any conclusions (and com
parisons with the tertip;m) precarious.

III. The tercip;m occur only fifteen times
in thc OT (Gen 31:19.34.35; Judg 17:5;
18:14.17.18.20; I Sam 15:23; 19:13.16; 2
Kgs 23:24; Ezek 21 :26[21); Hos 3:4; Zech
10:2), yet thc number of conjectures regard
ing the identity and function of the tercip;m
surely would be tabulated in several
multiples of fifteen. Faced with such cmces
interpretum one could of course throw up
onc's hand in despair and assert that "what
thc Teraphim represented is anyone's guess"
(B. B. SCHMIDT, Israel's Beneficent Dead
[diss. Oxford 1991) 404 n. 4). Or, faced
with what might be contradictory evidence,
one could assert that the term tertip;m may
be a generic name or a single term used for
various cultic items (cf. SEYBOLD 1976:

1057-1060; ACKROYD 1950-51 :378-380).
Most scholars try to reconcile all of the data
(together with one's understanding of the
etymology) in order to achieve a uniform
interpretation. In addition to debates over
the etymology of tercipfm (see above),
scholarly discussion of the tercip;m usually
concentrates on its form and function.

That the term tertip;m referred to objects
(or a singular object) of some sort can be
easily inferred from the verbs associated
with it which describe 'making' (Judg 17:5),
'finding' (Gen 31 :35), 'removing' (2 Kgs
23:24), 'stealing' (Gen 31: 19), 'taking, pUl
ting and covering' (I Sam 19: 13; Gen 31:
34) the tlrcip;m image(s). As for the shape
and size of the object(s), one must certainly
caution against generali7..ation. Our data are
meagre and we have no way of knowing
whether the form of the tertipfm remained
constant or whether it varied through time
and/or from onc locality to the next. The
little evidcnce we do havc suggests degrees
of variation. We also have no information
regarding the origin of the tertip;m and our
ignorance in this regard should keep us from
making unsubstantiated assertions such as
MAY'S claim that Rachel's import of the
terap;m "reflects the entrance of figurincs
into Palestine for the first time" (H. G. MAY,
Material Remains of the Megiddo Cult [DIP
26; Chicago 1935) 27; cf. W. EICHRODT
Ezekiel [Philadelphia 1970) 299; W. ZIM
MERLI, Ezekiel I [Philadelphia 1979)444).

I Sam 19:13-16 and Gen 31:34 are the
only two biblical passages which give any
hint regarding the actual form of the
tercipfm. 1 Sam 19: 13, 16 suggests that a
tercipfm (note the plural used for a singular
image) was an object approximating human
form. The narrator tells us that Michal hides
a tertip;m in bed as a substitute for David
whom Saul is trying to kill (cf. HOFFNER'S
[1967:233 n.l9) attempt to equate the Hit
tarpiS with substitute images). Many
scholars (e.g. GORDON 1962:574) have as
sumed that the tertipfm here was life-size
and this certainly seems logical. Michal then
puts goat's hair on its head and clothes it
evidently to give it more of a human ap-
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pcarance (although beged may refer to a
blanket as well as a gannent and the goat's
hair may also have been used to cloak the
image rather than to represent a wig). Evi
dently Michal's rerapim was close enough
to an anthropoid shape to fool Saul's mess
engers who depart without any further
searching. (On the intricate details of this
passage sec ROUILLARD & TROPPER 1987
and VAN DER TOORN 1990.)

ALBRIGHT (1968: II 0) challenged this
view on archaeological grounds stating that
no life-size figurines "of comparable size
have ever been found in Palestinian excava
tions". In concert with this we find quite a
few scholars suggesting, based on I Sam
19: 13-16 as wel1 as the pottery masks from
Hazor and Akhziv, that the word teriiptm
designated a cultic mask of some sort
(HOFFMANN & GRESSMANN 1922:75-137;
W. EICHRODT. Ezekiel [Philadelphia 1970J
299; G. VON RAD (& A. ALT). Old Testa
melll Theology 1 [New York 1963] 216; G.
FOHRER. History of Israelite Religion [Nash
ville 1972] 114; DE WARD 1977:5; A.
REICHERT. Kultmaske. BRO. 195-196; W.
ZIMMERlI. Ezekiel J [Philadelphia 1979]
444, etc.). For superb pictures of the clay
masks in question. see Treasures of the Holy
Land. Ancient Art from the Israel Museum
[New York 1986] catalogue nos. 6. 43. 86
87).

Nevertheless. this theory does not seem to
be very likely. As VAN DER TOORN has
noted. if we have a cultic mask here. the
suffix on the expression mera'iUotiiyw ('at
its head') in I Sam 19: 13 would be redund
ant. The covering of the terapfm with a
beged also makes much more sense if we
are talking about a life-size statue rather
than simply a head mask. In short. VAN DER

TOORN is certainly correct when he asserts
that the thcip;m here "had more to it than a
sculptured head" (see VAN DER TOORN

1990:206. which also contains a critique of
those using the clay masks found at Hazor
and ez-Zib to support the cultic mask
theory). If -'Laban's terapim referred to in
Gen 31 were also anthropoid in shape.
(especially if they were complete human

figures and not masks) they would certainly
have been much smaller in size in order to
fit under the saddlebag on Rachel's camel.
VAN DER TOORN (1990:205) even estimates
that "their length will not have exceeded 30
35 cm".

Scholars have suggested numerous ways
in which the tlrapfm may have functioned
within ancient Israelite society and cult.

J. GRAY (l &: JJ Kings [Philadelphia
1964] 745) associated the terapim with '1he
many figurines with the features of Asherah
and Astarte found at Palestinian sites"
(-.Asherah. -.Astarte). These figurines, sug
gested GRAY. "rank as terapfm" and were
used "in rites of imitative magic to promote
fertility". GRAY here is certainly following
ALBRIGHT who once made a similar claim
(ALBRIGHT. From the Stone Age to Christi
anity [Garden City 1957J 311; cf. too H. G.
MAY. Marerial Remains of the Megiddo
Cult [OIP 26; Chicago 1935:27J who says
that it is "extremely probable" that the tenn
terapim was used to designate mother-god
desses and other fertility figurines). There is
no explicit evidence linking the terapim to
fertility rituals. ALBRIGHT asserted that later
biblical writers (he did not state which ones)
included fertility figurines under the general
tenn teraptm. 2 Kgs 23:24 associates the
teriip;m with necromancy ('iibot, -·Spirit of
the dead; yiddecon;m. -·Wizard). idols
(-'Gillulim) and abominations (siqqu~fm;

-.Abomination)-no explicit fertili ty nuance
is specified-but does not suggest that any
of these tenns are subsumed under the head
ing terapim. Similarly. Judg 18:14.17.18.20
lists the teriipfm along with an ephod, a
'graven image' (pesel). and a 'molten
image' (massekLJ). yet nowhere is teriip;m
used as a general heading for these tenns.
There is one text which uses tcriip;m as a
general heading for idolatry (l Sam 15:23)
listing it in conjunction with iniquity
('awen). yet there is no explicit mention of
fertility in this passage. The only other pas
sage of interest for this theory would be
Rachel's comment in Gen 31 :35 that she
could' not rise from her camel (in whose
saddlebag the teriip;m were hidden) because
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the 'way of women' was upon her. This pas
sage· can help us understand ancient Israelite
taboos (-Taboo) concerning menstruation
(see VAN DER TOORN, From Her Cmdle to
Her Graw! [Sheffield 1994] 52-53), yet the
jump from such a taboo to equating the
teriipim with fertility Gust because a woman
is sitting on them) would be a large one.

DE WARD (1977:6), building on the work
of A. Phillips and E. A. Speiser, suggested
that the function of the terapim may have
been protective in nature similar to that of
the Akk palillly 'protector', although at the
same time he admits that "actually there is
not very much evidence in the OT for belief
in such personal protectors". Likewise C.
WESTE.RMANN (Genesis 12-36 [Minneapolis
1985] 493) takes the terapfm to be house
hold gods which "as everywhere (oo.) confer
protection and blessing". While a protective
function is certainly in the realm of possibil
ities (especially if HOFFNER'S [1967] sug
gested etymology would prove true), such a
'role is not explicitly attested in the 15
occurrences of the teriipim that we have
mentioned in the OT. DE WARD (1977:6)
stretches the evidence to include the ref
erence to >eM1Iim in 1 Sam 2:25 (already
noticed by DRAFFKORN [1957:218] who
emphasizes its divinatory character). But the
fact that tlriipim could be referred to as
>el6him (see below) does not mean that an
occurrence of >llOhim must refer to the
lerap'im. (On other protective spirits see F.
A. M, WIGGERMANN, Mesopotamian Pro
lectil'e Spirits: 77,e Riwal Texts [Groningen
1992}.)

Many of the scholars who look to the
root RP" 'to heal', for the etymology of
ieriipim infer that the terapim must have had
healing purposes (cf. ROUILLARD & TRap
PER 1987:340-361). With a slightly different
twist W. E. BARNES (ns 30 [1928-29] 179)
claims that the terapim were used to "warn
the would-be intruder that there is sickness
about", If the etymology of terapim is from
RP) one could make some case for this p0
sition, yet this etymology is far from cenain
(see HOFfNER'S critique mentioned above).
Healing is never mentioned as the function
of the llrapim in the 15 occurrences of

terapim in the Hebrew Bible. Only one
occurrence (l Sam 19:13-14) has any asso
ciation with healing. Yet even here one
simply cannot deduce from Michal's ruse
about David being sick in bed that the
tlrapim were used for healing purposes. To
argue that the mention of sickness in this
one pericope denotes the use of tlriipim for
healing would be akin to stating that the
sole mention of weapons of war in conjunc
tion with the terap;m in Judg 18: 16-17
denotes a military use of the tlrapim.

As mentioned above, scholars have
looked to the function of the ilan/l in the
Nuzi texts to find a parallel to the function
of the tlrapim in the Hebrew Bible. In the
words of one of the earliest proponents of
this parallel, ''the possessor of them [the
ilanullthe tlrapim] had a claim de iure to
property if not de facto. (oo.) Laban's
anxiety to recover his gods, like Rachel's
desire to possess them, did not depend sole
lyon their divinity or their value, but on the
fact that the possessor of them was pre
sumptive heir" (SMITH 1932:34-35). Until
recently this suggested function for the
terap;m has predominated biblical scholar
ship with some scholars preferring to em
phasize property and inheritance rights
while others emphasized the role of the
terapim for designating family-headship
(pater familias; e.g. SPEISER, Genesis [Gar
den City 1964] 250; DRAFFKORN 1957:216
224). N. SARNA (The iPS Torah Commen
tar)': Genesis [Philadelphia 1989} 216) has
challenged the inheritance theory with
respect to Jacob's case (-+Jacob). 'The
terafim", he writes, "could not have assured
inheritance rights since the patriarch claims
nothing from Laban and, in any case, is
leaving Mesopotamia for good" (see also
DELLER 1981 :48-57). With regard to fam
ily-headship, SPANIER (1992:405) ha.~

recently argued that Rachel's actions in Gen
31 were a part of her "continuing struggle
for primacy within Jacob's household. (oo.)
Rachel perceived that the teraphim would
invest her own son -+Joseph with a mantle
of authority which would override all other
considerations."

Finally, there are those who promote the
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divinatory function of the tenipfm. Without
a doubt, this function is the best attested
among the occurrences of teriipfm in the
QT. In one way or another the word teriipfm
is associated with divinatory practices of
some kind in all of the passages except for
the episodes dealing with Rachel's theft of
the terapfm in Gen 31 (but see below) and
Michal's ruse hiding the teriipfm in David's
bed in 1 Sam 19.

The two examples which are the most
explicit come from the late passages of Zech
10:2 and Ezek 21:26[21]. In Zech 10:2 the
teriipim are portrayed as oracular devices
which 'speak iniquity' (dibberu >awen).
They are condenmed along with 'diviners'
(qosemfm) and false dream interpreters.
Ezek 21:26 contains the famous passage
about King Nebuchadnezzar using various
types of divination to decide which fork in
the road to take. Among the divinatory prac·
tices attributed to him are belomancy (use of
arrows), the tertipfm, and hepatoscopy (divi
nation through examining livers). All three
of these practices are summed up in Ezek
21 :26 under the general heading of 'prac
ticing divination' (liqsom qtisem). A third
passage which also associates the tertipim
with divination (qesem) is 1 Sam 15:23.
Here too it is treated pejoratively and once
again paired with 'iniquity' ('owen
uteriipfm). The terilpfm are also found in
collocation with the ephod (Judg 17:5; 18:
14.17.18.20; Hos 3:4). While the full picture
of the ephod as a sacred vestment remains
somewhat murky, its role in divination is
beyond doubt (cf- 1 Sam 30:7-8 as well as
the attachment of the Urim and Thummim
to the breastpiece of the ephod).

Divination was a complex and highly
specialized enterprise in the ancient Near
East (especially in Mesopotamia but also in
ancient Israel). Can we determine more pre
cisely the type of divination with which the
leraprm were associated? To judge from the
passages just listed above, the word tertipfm
can be a generic term for tools of divination.
Yet on one occasion (2 Kgs 23:24) the
tertipim are listed alongside of the Jabot and
the yiddec6nfm. These terms are clearly
associated with necromancy and the shades

of the dead (see -Dead, Spirit of the dead
and Wizard). The conocation of these terms
in 2 Kgs 23:24 may be sheer coincidence
(or an editor's artificial attempt to make
Josiah's reform look very thorough). On the
other hand, the terapfm are also termed
>e16him (Gen 31:30, 32; Judg 18:24) and
this fact may provide a key to solving much
of the mystery (as well as tying in the Mes
opotamian material mentioned above). It is
well documented that 'e16him/ilu can refer
to the dead (LEWIS 1989:49-51; JBL 110
[1991} 600-603; VAN DER TOORN 1990:210
211). Note the Mesopotamian material
above which pairs the iltinu with the e/emmu
or metu. In short, those scholars who have
recently been suggesting that the Mesopot
amian material underscores the use of the
lerapfm as ancestral figurines are certainly
correct. It seems likely that the tertipfm may
have been ancestor figurines which func
tioned in necromantic practices in particular
as well as divinatory practices in general (cf.
HOFFNER 1968:68, who notes that both the
Heb lertipim and the Hit tarpi have "a pro
nounced chthonic orientation"). If this is
true, then Rachel's terilpim (which are re
ferred to as >e16hfm) could also have been
divinatory in nature and thus parallel to all
of the other biblical passages (except for the
ruse in 1 Sam 19) which mention the
teriipzm next to divination. In fact, as
pointed out by GREENBERG (1962:239 n.2),
there are many interpreters throughout his
tory (Tanbuma Wayye$e, Tg. Ps.·J., Rash
bam, Ibn Ezra, Qimhi; cf. N. SARNA The
JPS Torah Commentary: Genesis [Phil
adelphia 1989] 216) who have asserted that
Rachel's motive for stealing Laban's
terapfm was to prevent him from using them
in a divinatory fashion so as to detect
Jacob's escape.

Lastly we may be able to tie in the form
of the terapfm to this possible necromantic
function. It is quite clear that necromantic
rituals in Mesopotamia involved substitute
figurines which often represented the ghost
($alam GlDlM) or the dead person ($alam
LtJ.UGx)' among other things (cf. 1. A.
SCURLOCK, Magical Means of Dealing with
Ghosts in Ancient Mesopotamia [diss. Chi-
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cago 1988] 53-64). In one instance, after
mixing a concoction, one puts it on the
figurine. As a result, "when you call upon
him, he will answer you" (see I. J. FINKEL,
AfO 29-30 [1983-84] 5, 9). This oracular
aspect of the necromantic figurine fits well
with the description of the teriipim 'speak
ing' in the divinatory context of Zech 10:2.
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T. J. LEWIS

TEREBINTH ii"~
I. m~ I, Pistacia terebinthus, has been

explained by W. F. ALBRIGHT as a Hebrew
form of Canaanite Jelat, goddess, the femi
nine of Jel, which is also applied to -·Ashe
rah as -+EI's consort (ALBRIGIIT 1968:165).
The concept of the terebinth as a holy tree is
well-known in the OT, but the terebinth is
never seen as a representative of Yahweh.
Sometimes lhe terebinth is connected wilh
idolatry in a way that presupposes a re
lationship between the terebinth and a
foreign deity, probably Asherah. In these
cases, the altitude is clearly polemic. But
whether the word ii?~ itself connoted the
meaning 'goddess' is uncertain.

II. According to the common view, both
;"j"~ and ?~ derive from the Hebrew root
*WL II 'to be first' or 'to be strong'. POPE,
however, claims that the etymology of ?~
remains obscure and sees no p'ossible way to
decide whether words like ?~, ;"j?~, and
ii?~ should be connected with the middle
weak root wI1'vL or with some other root
(1955:16-19). Uncertainty about the etymol
ogy suggests that in this case, as in many
others, it may be more illuminating to ana
lyze the semantic field of the word.

The conception of the tree as holy is
well-known in the Near Eastern world,
where pictures of holy trees are often found
on seals or as decoration in temples (Cf.
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BRL2 34-36). The intimate relationship
between goddesses like Asherah (in Ugaritic
texts the consort of EI, Athirat) and the tree
(often the palm-tree) shows that trees con
note fertility. For further infonnation on
holy trees in the Near East in general
(Ugarit, Egypt, Mesopotamia) see JARO~

1974:214-217.
III. In the OT, the terebinth is frequently

mentioned in connection with holy places
like -+Shechem (Gen 35:4), Ophrah (Judg
6:11.19) and Jabesh (I Chr 10:12). In the
book of Hosea the offerings under -oak.
poplar, and terebinth are condemned as idol
atry (Hos 4: 13). In Isaiah, the terebinth is
used as metaphor in ways which suggest
that the terebinth was considered a holy tree
by the prophet's audience.

More generally speaking, attitudes to·
wards the terebinth are ambiguous. On the
one hand, the terebinth, like the oak, sug
gests the sanctity of a given place. In Gen
35:4 Jacob hides the foreign gods under the
terebinth that was near Shechem: an attitude
that may reflect an old custom to hide valu
able things at a sacred place. At any rate
this text shows a respect for the foreign
gods that is not found in the texts concern
ing the restoration of the cult, like 2 Kgs
23:4-25 (KEEL 1973:312-313. 331). Like
wise it is preferable to bury one's dead
under a tree. In 1 Chr 10:12 Saul and his
sons are buried under a terebinth, and in
Gen 35:8 Rebekkah's nurse is buried under
an oak below Bethel. On some occasions, a
holy person sits under a terebinth, in Judg
6:11 the -+angel of Yahweh, in 1 Kgs 14:13
a man of God. The terebinth at Shechem is
mentioned not only in Genesis, but also in
Josh 24:26 (note the different spelling).
Under the terebinth, in the sanctuary of
Yahweh, Joshua sets up a great stone as a
witness, after having made a covenant with
the people. Isa 6: 13, too, presupposes the
idea of the holy tree, when it is said that the
stump of the fallen terebinth (terebinth and
oak are here used as parallels) is holy seed.

In these texts, the holiness of the tere
binth seems to be taken for granted; but the
tree itself is never identified with a deity.

The covenant in Josh 24, for instance, is
neither with the tree, nor with the stone, but
between Yahweh and his people. Neither is
the holy seed in Isa 6: 13 identified with a
deity: it is used metaphorically to announce
the coming king (NIELSEN 1989: 150-153).

In the polemics against the cult under
every green tree, prophets like Hosea and
Ezekiel condemn the cult under the tere
binths (as in Hos 4:13; Ezek 6:13). The cult
must have been some kind of fertility cult,
and the reference to the terebinths may indi
cate a special relationship between this tree
and a goddess (ALBRIGID 1968:165). In Isa
1:30-31, the prophet uses tree imagery to
spell out the doom of his audience. They
shall be like a terebinth that withers, and
they shall burn together with their strong
ones, i.e. their idols. Possibly there is a play
on words in v 29 between an implied D'?~
(gods) and O,~·~ (the strong trees). This
would make the oracle even more polemical
(NIELSEN 1989:207).
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K. NIELSEN

TERROR OF THE NIGHT i1?'? inE)
I. PaJ;wd layJa is hap.1eg. in the OT, in

Ps 91 :5, where it appears in close conjunc
tion with several terms referring to various
demons (see below). Another combination
of the word pabad, lit. 'terror, dread', and
laylii, lit. 'night', occurs in Cant 3:8 where it
also refers to a certain type of demon (see
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already the Targumim and KRAUSS [1936]
for references to other rabbinical sources).
See also Deut 28:66.

The understanding of pabad in Ps 91:5 as
'terror' is not the only one. M. DAlIOOD has
suggested e.g. the meaning 'pack (of dogs)'
on the alleged basis of Ug plld (Psalms /I
[AB 17; Garden City 1979] 331). Dahood
applied this meaning to other occurrences of
pa~ad, e.g. Cant 3:8; Prav 3:25; and more
(see RSP, I 439 for a summary). There have
been some attempts to relate layliJ etymolo
gically to -+Lilith (Is 34: 14), Akk (Ardal)
lilt, a night demon (DE FRAINE 1959:375).
But this is no more than a folk etymology
(HALAT 502b). Functionally, however, the
demon pal)ad layla reveals traits similar to
those of the Mesopotamian li/Ii and ardat
iii;' esp. in its occurrence in Cant 3:8 (see
below).
pa~ad denotes the object of fear rather

than fear itself or itli effects (psychological
or physical) (MOLLER 1989:554.556). The
relationship between pabad nnd laylfi does
not necessarily need to be construed as an
objective genitive, e.g., pa~ad '~)'eb (Ps
64:2, thus MOLLER 1989:557), layld being
the object of fear (HALA T 871. Ia), because
it can also be treated as a genilivus explica
th'us (Ges. 128 k-q) denoting the time when
such demons usually appear (cf. Deut 28:
66). Night and darkness are the nonnal con
text and cover of demons (thus clearly Cant
3:8).

n. Among the host of Mesopotamian
demons, Lila (Sum lu,lil.lei 'wind-man') and
Ii/illl/Ardat /iii most resemble the biblical
pal)ad lay/(j. These demons seem to have
been attached particularly to pregnant
women and new-boms whom they hanned
(FARBER, RLA 7 [1987-90] 23-24). A similar
role is ascribed in cuneifonn sources to the
demon Lnmashtu. In later texts, they are
conceived as hannful to brides and grooms,
whom they attack on their wedding night
and prevent the consummation of the mar
riage (S. LACKENBACHEIt, RA 65 [1971]
119-154; M. MALUL, JEOL 32 [1991/1992:
78-85]). Iililll survived a long time and
occupies n central place in later Jewish
demonology, whence she passed even into

Arab demonology. Here. she seems to have
retained her ancient character a..~ a baby
killer, though she also appears (in Jewish
Qabbala) as a stealer of men's semen (G.
SClIOLEM. EncJud Vol II, 245-249). As an
attacker of brides and grooms she comes
close to the i"cubu.f and succubus demons
known all over the world.

III, A cursory look at the context in
which pabad layld occurs in Ps 91 reveals
its demonic identity (OESfERLEY 1962:407
409). This psalm abounds with names of
other demons, such as -deber (v 6, Pesti
lence), -~qe!eb (v 6, Destruction; the LXX
reads here also Kai l)Q\~oviou ~EOl1~\vou
=weird ~ohoroyinr, 'and a noon demon'
instead of yoslid $olroroyim, 'that wastes at
noonday' [DE FRAINE 1959:377-379: cf.
Midr. Ps. 91 :3]: for Jet! sec also Ps 106:37
and Dcut 32:17. OESTERLEY 1962:408-409;
Shed), pelell (v 13. -~Serpcnt) and la""in
'sea drngon' (v 13. perhaps meaning
'jackals'. see also -Tannin). as well as
Ja~lCl/ 'lion' and kfpir 'young lion'-both
perhaps denoting lion-headed demons (v 13,
cr. Job 4: 10-11). Also noteworthy are the
verbs ho/ak 'to stalk', JOd 'to waste', niigas
'to drnw near', and qorab 'to approach' (vv
6-7.10), all of which are commonly used in
connection with activities of demons. All
rnbbinical sources, Midrash and Targum,
identify here a host of mazziqim and Jcdim
(see in general OESTERLEY 1962: DE FRAINE
1959; KRAUSS 1936; note that Gen. Rab.
36: I interprets pabad in Job 21:9 also as
meaning evil spirits-mazziqim). In Jewish
sources nnd liturgy the psalm is in fact
called "a song for evil encounters" to be
recited before sleep (bSlreb. 15b; Midr. Ps.
91:1; cf. DE FRAINE 1959:374 n. 3: OESTER
LEY 1962:407). It has been suggested that it
refers here to various demons who have
power over different phases of the day
(morning. noon, evening and [mid]night; see
DE FRAINE 1959; OESTERLEY 1962:407-411;
and for the general belief in such demons
throughout history see SPEYER 1984 [& lit];
for the Semitic world cf. W. H. WORRELL,
JAOS 38 [1918] 160-166). The demon
pa~lClcl laylii is then in charge of the night,
the scene of his attacks (cf. the ",aJ~/il
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-+Destroyer in Ex 12:23. cf. 29 and 11:4-5;
cf. bPesa~. 112b where one is counselled
not to go out alone at night for fear of the
haunting night demons). Note Zohar II:
163b: 'dread in the nights' = 'Samael and
his female'. i.e. Lilith.

The name of this demon is clearly appel
lative. reflecting its most salient characteris
tics: Terror and night/darkness. These char
acteristics occur elsewhere in the OT in
contexte; which reveal other aspects of this
demon only vaguely hinted at in Ps 91. Note
especially Job 18:5-21 where an interesting
combination is attested between the dark
ness falling on the wicked and the terror
which ensnares him like a trap. The picture
is of a person haunted by various evil spirits
and demons (sec -·First-Born of Death, v
13; -+ King of Terrors v 14), who are said to
catch their victims by nets and traps (vv 8
10, with various words for traps). Another
colourful portrayal of intense (personified)
night terror is in Job 4: 12-16. where Eliphaz
is terrified by an apparition (see the word
rita~ 'ghost' in v 15) which appeared to him
in the middle of the night (cf. Job 7: 14; Isa
29: 1-8). Saul is said to have been terrified
(from bii~al, for which see also Job 18: II
with bal/iihol; Ps 18:5 with beliy)'a~al

-+Belial; and Job 3:5 with kimrire-yom) by
the -+Evil Spirit from God. For the trap used
by these demons to ensnare their victims see
especially the common combination pa~ad

u'apa~/Ql wapa~I, 'Terror and pit and trap', in
Isa 24:17-18; Jer 48:43-44: cf. Lam 3:47.

The trap, which also occurs here in Ps
91 :3, is only a metaphor for the element of
suddenness, another characteristic of these
demons (see the observations about pabad
pir'om below). They are said to lie in wait
for their victim (cf. Gen 4:7 obliquely refer
ring to the -+Rabi~u) and to fall upon him
suddenly nnd unexpectedly. The tenns used
to denote this characteristic (l/{ipal 'to
pounce upon', perac, pil'om 'suddenly') are
used also in the context of wars and in
descriptions of attacks by enemies as well as
by -+wild beasts (for the relationship be
tween demons and wild beasts sec OESTER
LEY 1962:410); see, e.g., Jer 6:22-26: Ps 64;
and note the reference to the flying arrow in

Ps 91:5.
A related significant expression is pllbad

pirom 'sudden terror' in Prov 3:25 (occur
ring also in Job 22: I0), which the person is
instructed not to fear ('01 lira', cr. /(j' lira'
mippa~/Qd layUi 'You shall not fear Terror of
the night!'). According to v 24 it is clear
that this 'sudden terror' comes at night;
compare vv 23 and 26 with Ps 91:3.12. In
view of the parallelism of pa~/Qd la)'1i1 and
the 'flying arrow' in the second hemistich of
v 5. the expression be~ pil'om 'a sudden
arrow' (Ps 64:8; cf. Prov 7:22-23) suggests
that the expression poJ)ad pil'om reflects a
similar entity. Here it is interesting to note
that according to Talmudic Midrash, a
demon which shoots like an arrow is ident
ified with Lilith. FurthemlOre, the meteorite
was known in Jewish tradition as 'the arrow
of Lilith' (OESTERLEY 1962:409: cr. also DE
FRAINE 1959:375.376).

Other tenns for terror, dread. such as
bi~al, 'ema, palla$III, b~halfi (for a collection
of such tenns see Exod 15: 14-16; cf. also Is
21 :2-5), evoke in their respective contexte; a
picture similar to that described above. See
especially the use of bN11 in Ps 88: 17-18,
where bic"l occurs in parallelism with ~/{lron

'anger', and both are personified. Job 6:4
reads as follows: "For the arrows of the
Almighty (-+Shadday) are within me, my
spirit drinks their poison (~Itm{j), the terrors
(bi~ule) of God are arrayed against me." The
~larOll 'anger' in Ps 88: 17 parallels the ~Iema

'poison' in Job 6:4, and the latter is charac
teristic of the arrow! (Cf. Deut 32:23-25
where 'arrows', -+Resheph, Qeteb, -·Behe
moth, "the venom [~lem{j] of serpente;", and
'fear' ['emah)" occur together.) Also, the
phrase about "the terrors of God" being
"arrayed" (~iirak) against their victim recalls
the simile of the victim placed as a target
for the arrows of the enemy in Lam 3: 12
and Job 16: 12 (cf. Ps II :2). The word ~lema

'poison, venom' (Akk i11l111) is said to be a
characteristic of the host of demons and
monsters created by -+Tiamat as an anny in
the war against -Marduk (Ee 1 136-137 and
cf. Deut 32:33: Ps 58:5; 140:4).

Another aspect of the demon Terror of
the night is particularly relevant to Cant 3:8.
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On the theory that the Song of Solomon was
a collection of wedding songs, it reflects the
widespread belief in evil spirits and night
demons lying in wait to harm the young
couple, particularly whilst the marriage is
being consummated: cf. the attendants car
rying swords stationed in the bridal chamber
to provide protection for the newly-wed
couple (KRAUSS 1936:323-330; cf. L. K~H
LER, ZAW 34 [1914] 147-148 & lit; cf. M.
MALUL, JESHO 32 [1989] 241-278, esp.
262-263.271). 'Terror of the night' was that
particular demon fond of causing harm to
the newly-weds on their wedding night,
rather like the Mesopotamian demons LilO
and Ardat-lili.

The polytheistic view reflected in Ps 91
should not be overlooked. On the one hand,
there is a great god, but on the other a host
of demons and evil spirits (cf. H. RING
GREN, Israelite Religion [Philadelphia 1963]
100(103). However, scholars have noted the
polemical nature of the psalm, calling for a
complete trust in -Yahweh as against the
common resort to magic means for warding
off evil spirits (e.g. DE FRAINE 1959;
OESTERLEY 1962). Significant here is the
verb samar 'to guard' in v 11 (Yahweh's
angels shall 'guard' the believer against all
demonic powers) which occurs also in Ex
12:42 (lei Jimmurfm) in connection with the
protection against the nocturnal maJbi( (cf.
KRAUSS 1936:329 [referring also to Num 6:
24].327). Also pointing in the same direc
tion is the tendency towards demythologiz
ation reflected in the identification of these
demons with human enemies and with the
wicked (e.g. Ps 55; 64). Finally, in certain
OT contexts those same demons and evil
spirits can even become God's messengers
and agents (e.g. Deut 32:23-25; Ps 78:49; cf.
'Ex 23:27-28).
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M. MALUL

THANATOS SavatCx; Death
I. Thanatos is the Greek mythological

personification of the power of death as a
god or a demon. It occurs as the name of a
demonic power in the NT (for OT see
-Mot) in 9 passages (out of a total of 120
occurrences of the word thanatos) in Paul
(e.g. I Cor 15:26. 54-56) and in Rev (e.g.
20:13-14).

II. Thanatos as a personification is not
frequently found in Greek literature; and
when it occurs, it is often doubtful whether
the personified Thanatos is merely a poetic
metaphor or a real figure of popular belief
(KERN 1926:262-3: LESKY 1934: 1245; VON
GEISAU 1975:648-9; cf. also the remark in
Hesychius S.V. Oavato~' 0 t£ Oeo; Kai 0
rtacrxo~£v, ttl..o~ OV tOU ~iou, 'Thanatos:
both the deity and what we suffer, namely
the end of life"). The earliest occurrence of
Thanatos personified is in Homer's Iliad
XVI 667-675, where Zeus commands Apol
lo to take Sarpedon's dead body away from
the battlefield and to put him in the hands of
..the twin-brothers Sleep and Death" (l'rtVq>
Kal 8avcitq> o\OU~aOOlv, cf. XIV 231; other
parallels in LESKY 1934: 1251). who will
quickly bring him to Lycia in order to bury
him there. Hesiod mentions Thanatos and
Hypnos (together with Doom and Fate) as
the children of Night (TlJeog. 211-2. al
though Sophocles. Oed. Col. 1574-7 hac; Ge
and Tartaros as parents of Thanatos); he
portrays them as follows: 'There the sons of
gloomy Night have their dwelling, Sleep
and Death, fearsome gods. ( ... ) The one of
them ranges the earth and the broad back of
the sea, gentle and mild towards men. but
the other has a heart of iron and a pitiless
spirit of bronze in his breast. That man is
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his whom he once catches. and he is hateful
(ex8po;) even to the immortal gods"
(Theog. 758-66, tr. M. L. \VEST, Hesiod,
Theogony. Works and Days [Oxford 1988]
25). The image of Thanatos as one who
snatches away people out of life is fully
developed by Euripides in the A/cutis (438
BeE), a play in which Thanatos is one of the
characters. Here we find the widespread
folktale about a man destined to die but
whose wife consenlc; to die instead of him;
then a hero fights with Death to force him to
release her. In the Alcestis Heracles besieges
Thanatos and brings Alcestis back to her
husband. In the opening scene, which is a
dialogue between Apollo and Thanatos, the
god clearly regards Thanatos as his adver
sary, whose mind Apollo. although a god.
cannot change and whose decision is irrevo
cable (see esp. A/c. 49-62). The whole story
of Heracles' victory over Thanatos is remi
niscent of the tale of Sisyphus who out
witted Death and bound him so that nobody
could die any longer (LESKY 1934: 1246;
KROLL 1932:373; ibid. 423-47 on Seneca's
treatment of the theme in his Hercules
dramas). In tomb inscriptions Thanatos is
often called a jealous, hard. bitter. merciless
etc. demon (Oai~CJ)v 1tllCPO~, QICPltO~, A\nt1l
POC;. J3aP~. fki01Cavo~, lCalCO~, 1tOVTlPOC;,
references in WASER 1924:493). But some
times Thanatos is regarded as a liberator
from the evils of life; so e.g. in Sophocles,
Aiax 854, where the tormented protagonist
says, "0 Thanatos. Thanatos, come now and
look upon me", or Philoctetes 797-8, "0
Thanatos, Thanatos. how can it be that I call
on you always. day by day. and that you
cannot come to me?"

In the classical and Hellenistic periods
the functions of Thanatos seem gradually to
have been taken over by -·Hades and
Charon (ROHDE 1898: II 199 n.3, 249 n.l;
Charon is the only one of the three who has
survived into modem Greek folk-belief).
The fact that Thanatos was considered to be
an inexorable deity may have contributed to
this god's having no cult. An additional
factor in this respect was certainly that in
educated circles death was not regarded as a

god or a demon but as a natural process: e.g.
Cameades' scathing remarks about the
deification of "Love, Guile, Fear, Toil,
Envy, Fate, Old Age, Death. Darkness.
Misery, Lamentation, Favour, Fraud, Obsti
nacy", etc., in Cicero, De natllra deonll7r III
17, 44. The isolated reference in Pausanias
III 18, I to the effect that there were cult
images of Sleep and Death in Sparta (cf.
Plutarch, C/eomedes 9.1) are untrustworthy
(LESKY 1934: 1257-8). In art, mostly on
vases, Thanatos is often represented as a
winged demon (see the collection of pictures
in WASER 1924:502-524; also the comments
in LESKY 1934: 1258-68). Hades and espe
cially Charon seem to have played a much
more prominent role in folk-belief than
Thanatos, who became more and more a
literary figure, even in the Orphic Hymn to
Thanatos. no. 87 (see also the collection of
statements about Death/death in Stobaeus'
Eclogae IV 51).

III. In post-biblical Judaism we meet the
personified Thanatos most clearly in the
Testament of Abraham 15-20. Abraham
refuses to follow -Michael to heaven. Le.,
to die. Then God bids Michael to summon
Death "who is called the (one of) abomin
able countenance and merciless look" (rec.
A, 16:1) and who must take Abraham "with
soft speech" (16:5). In spite of a beautiful
disguise, he does not succeed. Only after
long dialogues and negotiations docs Abra
ham surrender: he kisses the right hand of
Death and departs. Although there are some
traces of personification of death in the OT
(-Mot). Death as an acting and speaking
figure in Test. Abr. is undoubtedly due to
influence of Greek literature, especially the
Alcestis.

IV. Although in the large majority of
cases the use of the word thanatos in the NT
does not show any tendency towards per
sonification, there are some clear (and some
less clear) examples of this phenomenon. In
Rom 5: 14 and 17 Paul writes that thal/atos
ruled as king (eJ3aaiA.e:OO£v) from Adam to
- Moses because of the trespass of one man:
and in 6:9 he adds that after -Christ's
resurrection thanatos no longer exercises
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power over him. In I Cor 15:26 Paul says
that the last enemy (£xep6~, as in Hesiod,
Theog. 766) to be destroyed at the eschaton
is thanatos; and in 15:54-55 he addresses
thanalOs with the defying words: "Where, 0
Death, is your victory? Where, 0 Death, is
your stingr', because "Death has been swal
lowed up in victory". Although one cannot
say on the basis of these few texts that death
is in Paul's mind a fun-fledged personal
being, there can be little doubt that, just as
in the case of -+'sin' and -+'Iaw', Paul at
tributes to 'death' a superhuman and super
natuml power that verges on personification
(or mther demonification). The close con
nection between the powers of 'sin', 'death',
and 'law' as co-opemtors in Paul's concept
of 'anti-salvation-history' is a well-known
feature of his theology (ROHSER 1987).

In the Apocalypse of John the risen
Christ says to the seer that he has "the keys
of Death and of Hades" (Rev 1: 18); in 6:8
the seer sees in a vision a pale green horse,
and "its rider's name was Death, and Hades
followed with him"; in 20: 13-4 he sees how
"Death and Hades gave up the dead that
were in them" and how they "were thrown
into the lake of fire"; and in 21:4 it is trium
phantly said that "Death will be no more".
Here we have in visionary language the
same eschatological message as Pa~l's in 1
Cor 15:54-55, mutatis nUlltis mlllandis; the
mythological imagery of Rev allows the
author to develop the personification further
than Paul did, especially in Rev 6:8.

V. In early Christian litemture after the
NT, one does not find many instances of
personification of death, as was to be ex
pected, but there are some notable cases, the
most striking of which is found in the so
called Book of the Resurrection of Christ by
Bartholomew the Apostle, which is extant
only in a Coptic tmnslation from the Greek
original (ed. and tr. by E. A. WALUS
BUDGE, Coptic Apocl)pha in the Dialect of
Upper Eg)pt [London 1913]; see the sum
mary by M. R. JAMES in his The Apocl)'Phal
Ne-.v Testament [Oxford 1924] 181-186). In
this work Thanatos asks after the death of
Jesus why his soul has not gone down to

Hades, whereupon he orders that Jesus be
brought before him; thereafter follows a
very colourful description of the confron
tation between Thanatos and Christ, in
which Christ is victorious (KROLL 1932:77
81). Possibly Christ is depicted here as
greater than -Hemcles (SIMON 1955: 112
115). Another very vivid description of
Christ's victory over Death is again found in
an early Coptic writing, The History of
Joseph the Carpenter (BRANDON 1960/61:
333-335).
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

THEMIS eE~lC;

I. Themis is the Greek goddess of what
is just and lawful (eE~l~ = 'law', 'justice',
'custom', probably deriving from the stem
eE-, 'to lay down, set, establish'; but see
HIRZEL 1907: 53-56: EHRENBERG 1921: 41
43); she is the embodiment of the 'social
impemtive', the 'social conscience' (HAR
RISON 1927, 485-6). In the Bible themis
does not occur as a goddess, but only twice
in 2 Maccabees in the expression ou eE~lC;,

'it is not lawful'.
II. Themis is one of the many per

sonified and deified abstmct concepts (or
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rather a case of 'Person-Bereicheinheit', thus
POTSCHER 1975:676) in Greek culture. The
personification of all that is lawful and just,
she is the daughter of Ouranos (-Heaven)
and GaialGe (Hesiod, Theogony 135; this
perhaps indicates that the early Greeks saw
justice and lawfulness as the foundation and
basis of the human and divine order, thus
HUNGER 1959, 397; but she is sometimes
identified with Gaia (-Earth)l e.g. Aeschy
lus, Prometheus V. 209-10; HARRISON 1927:
480-1). Themis is one of -Zeus' wives, and
the mother of the Horai (-Dike [from
whom she is often hardly distinguishable],
Eirene, Eunomia; Theog. 901-2) and the
Moirai. As a personification, Themis is
found already in' Homer, where she con
venes the assembly of the gods (ll. 20:4-6;
cf. 15:87-91 and Od. 2:68). According to
later writers she took over from her mother
the Delphic oracle and then gave it to
- Apollo's grandmother, Phoibe (Aeschylus,
Eumenides, prol.; Plutarch, De defectu ora
culorum 21, 421C). Pausanias attests many
altars and temples to her, although these cult
centres seem to be limited to Central and
Northern Greece (122, 1; II 27, 5; V 14, 10;
IX 22, 1; IX 25, 4; X 5, 6; cf. also the
inscriptions mentioned by LATTE 1934:
1628). In the imperial period, mysteries of
Themis seem to have been created (see
OrjJhicHymn 79; Clemens Alex., Protrepticus
n 19), although not much is known about
them. For statutes of Themis see the pictures
in WENIGER 1924: 578-581.

III. In the Bible the word themis is used
only by the author of 2 Maccabees, in the
very common expression that something is
ou e£~.l'l~: 6:20, " ... to refuse things that it is
not themis to eat" (i.e., pork), and 12:14,
about Judas' enemies who were "blas
pheming and saying things which it is not
themis to say". Here 'not themis' is used to
indicate that certain types of food and
certain forms of language are irreconcilable
with obedience to God's will. Cf. the use of
ou e£~l't6v in Tob 2: 13.
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P. W. VAN DER HORST

THEOS - GOD II

THESSALOS· 0E(Jcr(l).,OC;
I. Thessalos ('Thessalian') is the epo

nymous hero of the Thessalians, the inhabit
ants of Thessaly in northern Greece. His
name may be found in Thessalonike
(modem Saloniki), the second city of
modern Greece and already a place of
importance by the time of Acts.

II. The Greeks often traced the begin
nings of a tribe or a city to a significant
person of mythic times (a 'hero'; -4Heros)
after whom that tribe or city was named (the
'eponymous' he~o). The process is so old
that some mythic eponyms survive whose
tribes have been Jost (DOWDEN 1992:75
76): Danaos (and his fifty daughters, the
Danaids), the name of whose 'Danaoi' sur
vives only for indiscriminate use in Homer
to refer to ·Greeks'~ and Pelops, the eponym
of the Peloponnese, but surely also of a tribe
of Pelopes. Surviving pairs of eponym and
tribe include Arkas and the Arkades (Arcad
ians), but are more prevalent in northern
Greece where tribes were often a more
important focus of identity than cities:
Aitolos and the Aitoloi (Aetolians), Phokos
and the Phokeis (Phocians), Boiotos and the
Boiotoi (Boeotians), -4Makedon and the
Makedones (Macedonians).

The Thessalians do not appear in the old
epics, presumably because the tribes bearing
that name had only anived in Thessaly after
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the fall of the Mycenaean civilisation (the
notional setting for the action of the epics),
though the sons of 'Thessalos son of Hera
cles' make a brief bow in our texts of
Homer's catalogue of ships (Iliad 2:679). A
significant parent gave Thessalos such
mythol()gical depth as he could achieve, and
descent from -Heracles is the standard
mythologicnl cover for tribes that entered
Greece after the end of the Mycenaean age.
Indirect descent from Heracles was achieved
by making him a son of one Aiatos (Charax,
FGH 103F6). Another tradition made him
the son of Haimon, eponym of the
Haimones, a tribe in Thessaly (Rhianos,
FGH 265F30). Haimon was better rooted:
he was a son either of Pclasgos, who often
figures as a preliminary ruler in Greek land
scapes, or of -+Zcus himself. More colour
fully, he might be a son of -·Jason and
Medea (Diodoros 4, 54, 1), thus allowing
him to grow out of the age of heroes in
which his tribe was too late to participate.
His sole task in myth-history is to give his
Dame to the Thessalians-though there were
other, unspecified. accounts of how he got
his name (Diodoros 4, 55, 2).

III. The name Thessalos is borne by 29
persons in FRASER-MATIlIEWS (cf. Aeneas
35 times, Jason 183 times), especially in the
3rd12nd centuries BCE, and by II in PAPE
BENSELER (cf. Aeneas 5 times, Jason 19
times), including Thessalos of Tralles who
in Nero's reign founded or refounded the
Methodical School of medicine and is the
author of n work De virllltiblts hcrbarum. It
is a complication. however. that a recognis
able name-type is derived from ethnic
labels, without requiring an eponymous hero
to mediate them-thus e.g. Attikos, Boiotos.
Lokros and even loudaios ('Jew') (FICK
BECHTEL 1894: 332-337), although FICK
BEOfrnL (1894: 309. 335) hold that in a
Dorian context the name always summons
up the son of Heracles so named. His name
may be viewed as at best indirectly com
memorated in the city of Thessalonike.
founded around 316/5 BCE by Cassander
(the ruler of Macedonia after the death of
Alexander the Great). He in fact named it

after a different eponym-his wife (though
in later tradition its eponymy reverted to
'Thessalus son of Graecus'. Isid. Etym. 15,
I. 48). This city brought together the in
habitants of around 25 smaller places. as
serting a Thessalian identity which had been
seeking cultural recognition for half a mil
lennium. Thessalonike is mentioned at Acts
17: 1.11.13; Phil 4: 16; 2 Tim 4: 10 and Thes
salonians (Thessalonikeis) at Acts 20:4; 27:
2; I Thess I: I; 2 Thess I: 1.
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K. DOWDEN

THILLAKHUHA
I. The Hebrew noun sillll!;im, 'marriage

gift' (1 Kgs 9:6). has been related etymo
logically with an alleged Ugaritic goddess
Thillabuha. She is supposed to be one of the
-.Kosharoth (DE MOOR 1970:2(0).

II. The Ugaritic myth which relates how
the moon-god Yaribu obtained his bride
Nikkal (KTU 1.24) is concluded by a hymn
to the Kosharoth, the goddesses supervising
delivery. This hymn is concluded by a list of
seven words. This list is interpreted either as
a list of seven nouns related to the process
of marriage and parturition (CAQOUT et a1.
1974:396-397) or as a list of seven deities
(DE MOOR 1970:200; DEL OlMO LETE
1991 :74-75). The latter interpretation is the
more plausible. An argument for the inter
pretation as goddesses might be the fact
that. like the seven Babylonian sllssuriiw
(Atr S iii:9). there were seven Kosharoth.
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DEL OLMO LEU compared Thillabuha with
the Sumerian deity nin·ima. This goddess is
known from the myth 'Enki and Nin-mah'
in which she occurs as an assistent to
Nammu when creating mankind (1991:74
75). MARGUUT (1989:285) lists only five
Kosharoth. He proposes an emendation for
the first two nouns to !l!Jh <n>.wmlgh<n>
'bridal gifts and trousseau' interpreted as
given by the Kosharoth to the newly weds.

If !/bh (Thillaljuha) is a divine name, it
should be construed as a derivation from a
noun (lIb) with a suffix 3.f.s. As one con
strual 'her (i.e. the bride's) marriage gift'
has been proposed (HERRMANN 1967:23.46
47; DE MOOR 1970:200). A relation with
Heb selaJ:z, 'offshoot' is, however, more
probable. Like the other Kosharoth,
Thillabuha was considered to have the form
of a swallow (KTU 1.17 (Aqhat] I ii:27; 1.
24:41).

III. In the Old Testament, JillilMm has
the meaning 'marriage gift'. In I Kgs 9:6
the Israelite property of the city of Gezer is
interpreted as a gift of the Egyptian Pharaoh
to his new son-in-law Solomon. In Mic
1: 14, the literary and religious context re
quires a translation as 'parting gifl' (WOLFf
1982:10). The metaphors for mourning
render a translation 'marriage gift' in this
context less probable (pace DE MOOR 1970:
2(0). Although a 'marriage gift' had a social
function in the religious and societal
customs in Ancient Israel, there is only an
etymological relation with the Ugaritic deity
Thilla1}uha.

The noun selaJ:z, 'offshoot', occurs only
once (Cant 4:13). In a hymn of the bride
groom to the beauty of the bride he com
pares her tenderness and sexual attraction
metaphorically to the offshoot in a pleasure
garden. This metaphor might have religious
undertones. A relation of the goddess
ThiJIabuha to sela~, 'offshoot', seems more
probable than a relation to silluMm, 'mar
riage gift'. After all, the Ugaritic deity func
tions in the process of parturition and not in
the ritual of marriage.
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B. BECKING

THORNBUSH iUD, TJO, jC!l~

I. In Exod 3:1-6 -Yahweh appears in a
burning bush (seneh). In Deut 33:16
Yahweh is called soknf seneh, 'the Thom
bush-dweller'. It has been suggested that the
thornbush is used as a designation of
Yahweh in Judg 9:14-15 ('ttl) and Ps 58:10
C!d). Outside the Bible the Egyptian nation
al god Amun seems to be related to the nbs
tree, the Ziziphus spina Christi; a Ugaritic
deity is called 'the god of the Ziziphus'; in
Mesopotamia some deities have the 'thorn
bush' as their symbol.

II. In Egypt the nbs-tree which is the
Ziziphus spina Christi was a holy tree (LdA
I [19751 659, 967). A reference to a so
called House of the nbs-tree is perhaps to be
found on a fragmentary New Kingdom
block at Tabo on whieh the name of Amun
of Pnubs (i.e. Amun of the House of the
nbs-tree) has been written. In Egypt the holy
nbs-tree is the symbol of various deities:
Amun-Re, Sopdu and -Bathor (SCHU
MACHER 1988; LdA 4 [1982] 1067-1068.)

In a Ugaritic incantation a human being
hopes to receive a favourable omen from the
trees. In the trees winged spirits are perch
ing. Among them is il d'rgzm, <the god of
the Ziziphus' who is paralleled by 'the god.
dess who is on a twig' (KTU 1.20 i:8-9).
The 'rg1. is member of the Zizipbus family,
a thornbush. It is likely that the god of the
jujube-trees does not refer to a tree-god, but
to an ancestral god sitting on a branch of a
tree with his female companion. However,
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there is no great difference between a
deified tree and a tree in which a spirit is
hiding. Tree-gods did occur in the ancient
Near East. In Egypt many pictures have
been found of tree-goddesses, mixed images
of a tree and an anthropomorphic deity.
These tree-goddesses were but metamorpho
ses of high goddesses like -·Isis, Nuth, and
Hathor.

In Mesopotamia eddelll 'boxthorn' is
associated with certain deities in theological
commentary texts (CAD E 23). The amllr
dinnu (bramble or rose) would be the
emblem of a deity (CAD An, 91).

III. Probably the earliest designation of
Yahweh as 'the Thornbush-dweller' (foklli
seneh) is found in Deut 33:16. The circum
stance that this epithet was maintained in
spite of the strong corrective tendency of
later tradition might be interpreted as an
argument in favour of its authenticity-pace
W. H. SCHMIDT (Exodus [BKAT 2; Neu
kirchen Vluyn 1988] 116) who interprets
seneh as a secondary addition to the Exod 3
account. The Yahwistic account of the ap
pearance of the deity in a burning seneh in
Exod 3: 1-6 confirms the importance of this
concept in early Israel. Because the sene"
may probably be identified as Ziziphlls spina
Chn'sti, this designation comes very close to
the Ugaritic 'god of the Ziziphus (jujube
tree)'. The fact that already in the New
Kingdom Egyptian gods-even the highest
god Arnun-may be described as dwelling
in or sitting under the holy Ziziphus may be
an extra argument for identifying the
Hebrew snh with this Ziziphus.

It has long been observed that there may
be a connection between the name of the
Ziziphus-bush and the name of Sinai (DE
MOOR 1990: 194-195). In Judg 5:5 and Ps
68: 18 God is called zeh siniiy -+'He-of-the
Sinai' which may refer to an earlier 'He-of
the-Thornbush'. If the Ugaritic 'god of the
Ziziphus' was an ancestral spirit, it may be
that the Hebrew epithet 'Ziziphus-dweller'
points to the earliest phase of Yahwism
when Yahweh was still an ancestral mani
festation of -EI (DE MOOR 1990:232-234,
259-260). It is at least noteworthy that

Yahweh was supposed to be able to make
the sound (qwl) of marching steps (tdh) in
the top of trees (2 Sam 5:24). To David this
must be the sign that his God is marching
against the Philistines. We may recall here
that in Ugarit the bird-like ancestral spirits,
the ghosts of great warriors who protected
their offspring on earth, were even supposed
to come rolling through the tops of the trees
in their chariots.

In the Yahwistic account of Exod 3: 1-6
the realistic nature of this imagery was miti
gated, even if we assume that the angel of v
2 did not belong to the original account (cf.
v 4). Yet the self-predication in v 6 would
still seem to refer back to the ancestral cult.
According to DE MOOR (1990: 182-197) the
tradition of the Thornbush-dweller found
expression in two more texts, namely Judg
9:14-15 and Ps 58:10. Jotham's fable tells
about a thornbush ('rtf) who is asked by the
other trees to rule over them. De Moor pro
poses to regard 'td as an alternative name of
the Ziziphus and sees the original fable as a
plea for polytheism in opposition to the
early drive to make the Thornbush-dweller
Yahweh king of the gods. (For other views
sec J. EnAcH & U. ROTERSW()RDEN; Poin
ten der Jothamfabel, BN 31 [1986] 11-18).

In favour of this hypothesis one might
point to the fact that in Egypt the holy nbs
tree is the symbol of various deities. The
theory has attractive aspects because it
solves a number of old puzzles with regard
to the relation between the fable and the
framework story. In DE MOOR'S opinion this
scornful epithet '{d was still known to the
poet of Ps 58 who in his tum attacks the
gods of Canaan (Ps 58:2). He translates Ps
58: 10 as follows: "Before they understand
your thoms, 0 Thornbush! As soon as it is
alive-let the blaze sweep it away!" (i.e. the
untimely birth, cr. Ps 58:9). In this tradition
the name of a thorny plant is accepted as an
epithet for Yahweh, but the whole context
shows that it was understood to be a meta
phor. not a deification of the thornbush.

Perhaps the theophoric name sbkylzw
occurs in Lachish ostracon no. II :5. It might
mean "Yahweh is a thorny bush" (cf. other
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theophorio names like dltyhw, 'Yahweh is a
door', hryhw, 'Yahweh is a mountain').
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M. C. A. KORPEL

THOTH
I. Despite many ingenious attempts

scholars have failed to establish a plausible
etymological explanation of the name of the
Egyptian God Thoth (SPIES 1991:18-21
gives a convenient summary of current
views). Aram t/:zwt and t!:zwtm( (= Gk Thot
homous, 'Thoth is justified': SEGAL 1983:
47), Akk tibut, Lat Thew and Greek spel
lings (e.g. Thouth, Thoth and Thouth:
HOPFNER 1946:50-52) reflect Eg Pbwty.
Phoen Taautos (Eusebius, Praep. evang.
1.29.24) has been suggested to refer to Thoth
(J. EBACH, Weltentstehung und Kulturent
wicklung bei Philo von Byblus [Stultgart
1979] 60-67). It is extremely doubtful
whether Thoth (Eg .Q!:zwty). the ibis-headed
god of -wisdom and the Lord of Hermo
polis, occurs in the Bible.

ll. Thoth's cult seems to have had its
origins in the Delta but already at an early
date Hennopolis in Middle Egypt was his
chief cult centre (ZIVIE 1973:ix-x). Thoth is
a lunar deity who manifests himself as an
-+ibis or, since the Middle Kingdom (SPIES
1991: 14), a baboon. The Egyptians asso
ciated the waning and reappearance of the
-+moon with the Eye of Horus which had
been robbed or damaged by the wicked god
-+Seth. On the day of the full moon, Thoth
retrieved or healed the Eye (Eg wgM, 'the
Healthy Eye'). Thoth then mediates in re
storing the harmony (Eg Maat) of the cos-

mos and thus of Egypt, its terrestrial coun
terpart (cf. the hieroglyph of the wq,J.t·eye as
designation of Egypt~ Wh.1425.18).

Thoth's role as a cosmic deity is attested
since the Late Period. Thoth was regarded
as the Thought (heart) of the sun god -Re
(cf. Horapollo Hierogl. 126) and as the cre
ative Word (tongue) of -Ptab or -Atum
(SAUNERON 1964:301-302). A Greek magi
cal text calls Thoth the mind residing in the
heart (A. DIETERICH, Abraxas [Leipzig
1891] 17, 1.43). Thoth, the viceregency of
Re, realises the plans of his Lord. He is the
eldest child of Re (BOYLAN 1922: 195) and a
second god, without whose knowledge no
thing comes into being. Re put Hu, the auth
oritative Utterance and motive force behind
creation, in the mouth of Thoth (Edfou
V1298.7), the Lord of the divine words
(BOYLAN 1922:92-97). At sunrise the loud
cries of joy of the ithyphallic (= creative)
baboon, the embodiment of Thoth, an
nounced the appearance of the sun or the
cosmic renewal (H. TE VELDE, Some
Remarks on the Mysterious Language of the
Baboons, Funerary Symbols and Religion
[FS Heerma van Voss~ Kampen 1988] 129
137). Thoth is equated with Sia, the divine
Wisdom (DERCHAIN-URTEL 1981 :206 n.63;
SAUNERON 1964:302), and by means of his
palette he designs. the world, thepictura
mUndi, which existed already in the demi
urge's mind. The palette of Thoth is called
Seeing and Hearing, notions which are
linked to the renewal of creation (DER
CHAJN-URTEL 1981:88). Thoth, the kosmo
krator, organised the world (RUSCH 1936:
361). He is the Bull of the stars and designs
the cosmic place of the temple. The building
of a temple, which depended on fixed posi
tions of the stars, was regarded as the earth
ly repetition of creation. Thoth fills the lunar
eye, thus regulating the course of the stars
and causing the cosmos to be renewed
(DERCHAIN-URTEL 1981:34-35). He is
found in the solar barque accompanied by
Hu, Sia and Maat. As the substitute of Seth
(OTTo 1938). he annihilates the foes of the
sun and thus assists in restoring creation,
symbolically expressed by the wgJ.t-eye he
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offers to the sun god (1. ASSMANN, Litur
gische Lieder an den Sonnengoll [MAS 19;
Berlin 1969] 219, 308, with references).
Thoth was associated with the inundation.
According to Egyptian conceptions the fulI
moon brought the inundation and fertility to
the land (DERCHAIN 1962:34-35)

As Lord of Hennopolis (Eg /jmnw, 'City
of the Eight') Thoth was regarded as a cre
ator in his own right. Hermopolis was con
ceived as the primaeval Hill, where the
Ogdoad came into existence. Thoth, the
Eldest One and self-created god (BOYLAN
1922: 193. 195; cf. Claudian, Stilicho 11.434
and P. DERCHAIN, A propos de Claudien,
zAS 81 [1956] 96) is sometimes represented
as an ibis-headed nude man with the side
lock of youth, wearing dog-headed slippers.
The creator god is young and old at the
same time, thus guaranteeing the continuous
renewal of the cosmos and of life itself. The
dog-headed slippers associate the god with
the Ogdoad who protect and assist the demi
urge in creation (QUAEGEBEUR 1992).

The importance of Thoth as a funerary
god is firmly rooted in religious literature
(Pyr.• CT and SO) and seems to derive from
his lunar nature (RARG 810). The deceased
wishes to traverse the sky in the company of
Thoth (CJ VI.l9.a) in order to be reborn
after the example of the moon (W. HELCK,
LdA IV [1982] 192). The fate of -Osiris,
whose corpse was tom to pieces by Seth, is
reflected in the moon's phases. Thoth recon
structs the corpse of Osiris (= the deceased:
Pyr. 639.b, 830.a-b, CJ VI.322.s). Some
times Thoth and Shu, the air god, take care
of the corpse of Osiris (1. VANDlER, Le
Dieu Shou dans Ie Papyrus Jumilhac.
MDAIK 15 [1957] 268-269). Thoth defends
Osiris against his enemies and is asked to do
for the deceased what he has done for Osiris
(CT IV.91.b). He opens the mouth of the
deceased and gives him the breath of life
(SCHOlT 1972:23). The god functions as
Psychopompos and together with Anubis he
reconstructs the corpse of the deceased. In
PGM IV 3131, Thoth seems to be associated
with Hennanubis (cf. Eusebius Praep.
evang. 3.11.43). Both Anubis and the Greek

god -Hennes are often represented carrying
the staff of the psychopompos. Thoth gives
a letter to the deceased in order to enable
him to pass by the doors of the Netherworld
and to arrive at the HalI of Osiris (QUAE
GEBEUR 1988). The god is present at the
weighing of the heart of the deceased
against Maat (P. DERCHAIN, L'Oeil, Gardien
de la justice, zAS 83 [1958] 75-76) and he
records the results (BD 125). Sometimes the
god is represented as the scale of justice
itself (CJ I.l81.c-d, IV.301.c-302.c). He is
in charge of the funeral offerings which
were due on fixed days of the lunar month
(BOYLAN 1922: 138; KURTH 1986:505).
However, Thoth's nature has a dangerous
side. He is calIed the Cutting One, whose
knife is thought of as the crescent moon
(KEES 1925). The god is often represented
armed with a knife (ZIVIE 1977:30-31).
Thoth was regarded as the murderer of
Osiris (P),r. 329.a-e) because he was a bad
protector of the moon's phases (OERCHAIN
1962:38). He appeared as hostile to the
deceased (SPIES 1991:157) and to the gods
(Pyr. 1963.b) who were afraid of his de
structive powers (0ERCHAIN-U RTEL 1981:
164, with many references). Thoth had been
born in an unnatural way from the head or
the knee of Seth, the violent god par excel
lence (OERCHAIN 1962:22. with references).
Indeed he was said to have no mother, al
though occasionalIy - Neith is mentioned as
his parent (EL-SAYED 1969). To this may be
added Thoth's bad reputation as a trickster
who steals the offerings and mischievously
diverts 1/4 of a day at the end of each
month (SCHOTT 1970).

The moon is connected with the calendar.
reckoning and science. Thoth, the lunar
deity, is thought to reveal his nature espe
cially in intellectual activities. The god
develops this most famous a<;pect of his
character especialIy since the New King
dom. He is the reckoner of time and he dis
tinguishes months and years (BOYLAN 1922:
183). The first month of the year is called
after Thoth (Cicero, Nat. deor. III. 22). The
god measures the fields (cf. Ampelius, Uber
Memor. 9.5), calculates taxes (HELCK 1976),
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guarantees- the accuracy of weights and
measures (Z!VIE 1977). The cubit is sacred
to Thoth and by means of it the god
measures (= creates) the world (cf. the
measuring of the world in Isa 40: 12 and Job
38:5). Thoth. who defended -Horus (= the
archetypical pharaoh) in the trial against
Seth for the possession of Egypt. enthrones
the pharaoh and gives him many jubilees.
The god is associated with Meskhenet, the
goddess of childbirth (BOYLAN 1922:84-86).
and as inaugurator of time he is closely
linked to fate and lhe Agathodaemon (PGM
rv.655). Thoth is sometimes regarded as the
father of Isis, the goddess of fate and mother
of Horus (RAY 1976:158-159; KAKOSY
1981:43, n.14 with many references). The
ibis, the bird of Thoth, announces to the
world the crowning of the pharaoh and the
beginning of a new era (SCHOTT 1968). In
the Late Period he was a god of oracles and
dreams (RAY 1976:133; QUAEGEBEUR
1975). Thoth is the scribe of Re (SAUNERON
1962:287-289; cf. Eusebius. Praep. ev. 1.10;
Augustine Civ. Dei VIII.27). He is the pa
tron god of scribes and bears titles of ad
ministrative dignitaries (SAUNERON 1963:
300). Thoth invented script and language (S.
SAUNERON. La differenciation des langages
d'apres la tradition egyptienne. BIFAO 60
[1960) 31-41) and is the author of ritual
books (SCHorr 1963). Temples are founded
and decorated according to Thoth's writings.
The god's powerful creative word made him
a great magician who was equated with
Hike, the embodiment of Magic and the pro
tector of Re against his foes (BOYLAN 1922:
124-135).

Thoth was also regarded as a great phys
ician, because he cured the lunar eye (DER
CHAIN 1962:26). Sometimes the god is
represented holding the stick of Asclepius
(KAKOSY 1981:43).

ID. In the beginning of this century,
scholars often proceeded too uncritically in
their eagerness to connect names of Egypt~

ian gods with supposed equivalents in the
Bible. More recently, however, KILIAN
(1966) and NOTTER (1974) argued on good
grounds that the Ogdoad of HermopoJis

("the souls of Thoth") is in the background
of the Genesis creation myth. COUROYER
(1987) seems to suggest an association
between the biblical expression "the path of
God" (cf. Gen 18: 19) and its Egyptian coun
terpart "the path of Thoth". MOWlNCKEL
(1929), POPE (1965) and W. F. ALBRIGHT
(Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan [London
1968] 212-214) state that the word mn~,

vocalised !ubat, which in Job 38:36 appears
in parallelism with sekwf 'cock', refers to
Thoth. The meaning of !u/:tot has been dis
puted already in ancient times as can be in
ferred from varying translations in LXX,
Vulg and Tg. Starting from sekwf 'cock' , the
majority of modem commentators on the
book of Job (e.g. KEEL 1978:60) suppose
that {ubat represents a bird and they take it
to refer to the ibis, the bird sacred to Thoth
(P. DHORME Le livre de Job [Etudes bibli
ques; Paris 1926] 541; KEEL 1978:60; A.
DE WILDE, Das Buch Hiob rOTS 22; Lei
den 1981] 369). HABEL (1985) and others
reject any association with Thoth and the
ibis.

The Christians associated Thoth with the
Archangel -.?Michael (G. LANCZKOWSKI,
Thoth and Michael, MDAIK 14 U956] 117
127) and the Jews with -Moses (G.
MUSSlEs, The interpretatio judaica of Thoth
Hennes, Studies in Egyptian Religion dedi
cated to Professor Jan Zandee (M. Heenna
'van Voss et al., eds.; Numen Supplement
43; Leiden 1982] 89-120). The Greeks
recognised in Thoth many of the characteris
tics of the god Hermes. The Egyptian
Hermes, known under the name of Tris
megistos, was the reputed author of the
Corpus Hermeticum, which was widely read
by Gnostics and Christians.
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R. L. Vos

THRONES 9povoi
I. In a hymnic passage extolling Jesus

Christ we read "for in (or: by) him all things
in heaven and earth were created, things
visible and invisible, whether thrones
(thrOnOl) or dominions or rulers and
powers-all things have been created
through him and for him" (Col I: 16). Here
the tenn 'thrones', like the other words,
denotes heavenly beings. It occurs with this
meaning only here in the Bible. The other
words are found in similar lists (I Cor
15:24; Eph 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; 1 Pet 3:22);
whilst 'rulers' and 'powers' are mentioned
together in Col 2: 10.1 5.

II. A throne, the symbol of majesty and
power to govern and to administer justice, is
often mentioned in connection with kings
and deities. This applies to the ancient Ncar
East (sec FABRY 1984) and Greece (see HUG
1935), as well as to ancient Israel. In the OT
the LORD'S throne is connected with Sion
(Isa 8:18; Jer 3:17; 14:21; 17:12; Ps 9:12) or
said to be in heaven (Isa 66: I; Pss 2:4; II :4;
123:1). Isaiah in a vision "saw the Lord sit
ting on a throne, high and lofty, and the hem
of his robe filled the temple" (6: I). Ezekiel
saw "something like a throne" and above it
"something like a human form" (Ezek 1:26,
cf. 10: I). This throne is situated above a
chariot fonned by winged creatures (else
where identified as cherubs [9:3; 10: 1-22;
11 :22, cf. Ps 18: 11 D. In Dan 7:9 'the
-Ancient of Days', surrounded by a in
numerable host and about to pronounce
judgement, is situated on a similar throne;
more thrones arc set in place, clearly for
those who are to sit in judgement with the
Ancient One (v 10). We may compare here
the visions in I Enoch 14 (esp. vv 18.20)
and J Enoch 71 (esp. v 7) and those in Rev
4-7.

In the Similitudes of Enoch. not only God
('the Head of Days'. 'the Lord of Spirits')
will deliver judgement on his throne (47:3;
62:2.3), but also 'the Chosen One', 'the
-Son of Man' will be seated on the throne
of his glory (45:3; 51:3; 55:4; 61:8; 69:
27.29) to judge on God's behalf. Here we
may compare the picture in Matt 25:31 of
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the Son of Man coming in glory with his
angels and sitting on the throne of his glory,
about to judge all the nations. In Matt 19:28
(par. Luke 22:30) he is accompanied by the
twelve disciples, seated on twelve thrones
and judging (the twelve tribes of) Israel. In
Rev 4:4 (10) and 11:16 there are twenty
four thrones in heaven, before the throne of
God, for heavenly beings called 'the twenty
four -)elders\ and in Rev 3:21; 22:1.3 the
-)Lamb shares the throne of God (cf. 7:17).
In 20:4, clearly referring to Dan 7:9, the
occupants of the thrones that are set up are
not identified.

In Rev 3:21 'the one who conquers' will
obtain a place with Christ on the throne
which he shares with his Father. Compare 1
Enoch 108:12 and 4Q521 (ed. E. PuECH,
RevQ 15 [1992] 485) fragm. 2 ii+4, line 7,
"the Lord will honour the pious ones on the
throne of his eternal kingdom" (d. T. Job
33, Apoc. Elijah fed. Pietersma-Comstock]
2:3-6). In Apoc. Zeph. (ace. to Clem. AI.,
Strom 5,11.77.2) we meet angels called
'lords' occupying thrones in the fifth
heaven, and in Wis 9:4 (cf. 9: 10; 18:15)
-+Wisdom is said to sit by God's throne
(here in Greek a plural of majesty is used,
as often in Greek literature, cf. also Ezekiel's
Exagoge 76 [next to the sing. in 73-75]).

It is difficult to find early parallels for. the
notion of 'thrones• as personified beings. It
occurs in Christian sources, e.g. in Melito,
On Pascha (ed. Hall) 603-607, "who fitted
the stars in heaven, who lit up the lumin
aries, who made the angels in heaven, who
established the thrones there", in Valentinian
gnosis (ace. to Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. J 18 red.
Harvey] and Clem. Al., Exc. ex Theod. 43.3)
and in clearly Christian passages in T. Adam
4:8 and Asc. lsa. 7:21.27; 8:8; 11:25 (see
also Test. Sol. MS D 8:6). Later Christian
parallels are listed in LPGL 655, 2d. As to
the or pseudepigrapha, T. Levi 3:8 may
also be mentioned, where in the fifth out of
seven heavens 'thrones and -)authorities'
bear continuous praise to God. As the pres
ent Greek text of T. Levi has undergone
Christian redaction (also in 3:6), we cannot
be certain that this reference to 'thrones' is

pre-Christian (the corresponding fragment of
Aramaic Levi introduces a heavenly journey,
but then breaks off). 'Thrones' are men
tioned together with -angels, -)archangels,
-)powers and ~authorities in T. Abraham
(ed. F. Schmidt), but only in the short recen
sion represented by family EACDHI, not in
that found in MSS BFG, or in the long
recension. 'Thrones' are found in an enu
meration of heavenly beings in the longer
recension of 2 Enoch 20: 1, but not in the
shorter one (nor in the list in 1 Enoch 61:
10). Equally, 'thrones' as heavenly beings
are mentioned in the Achmimic version of
Apoc. Elijah (ed. Steindorff) 21 :4.8.10, but
not in the Sahidie parallel (ed. Pietersma
Comstock) 2:8-18. Much more work on
these pseudepigrapha will have to be done
before we are able to decide where and
when 'thrones' first appeare~ to denote a
class of heavenly beings. In Jewish mystical
literature from late antiquity, personification
of God's throne is very often encountered
(SCHAFER 1991 passim).

How thrones could be personified may be
illustrated by a passage in Apoc. Mosis
(Greek Life of Adam and Eve) 23,2 where
Eve confesses "I have sinned against you, I
have sinned against your elect angels, I have
sinned against the cherubs, I have sinned
against your unshaken throne". The opinion
found in the writings of a number of Chris
tian writers (probably beginning with Clem.
Al., Ec10gae 57,1) that the cherubim were
called 'thrones' because they supported the
throne of God seems unlikely, however
important Ezekiel's throne·vision has been
in visions of heaven (e.g. Apoc. Abraham
18) and in Jewish mysticism.

TIl. The author of the Epistle to the
Colossians is not interested in the exact
function or hierarchy of the four heavenly
beings mentioned in 1:16. He emphasizes
that all of them are subordinate to the Cre
ator and his Son, the firstborn of all cre
ation, in whom they were created (cf. Col
2: 10). They have definitely been subdued
and rendered powerless at the death and
exaltation of Christ (Col 2: 15; 1 Pet 3:22);
at the end of time 'every ruler, every author-
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ity and power' will be destroyed (l Cor 15:
24). Human beings should worship God and
his Son: not inferior angelic beings.
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M. DEJONGE

THUKAMUNA
I. The name of the Ugaritic deity Thu

kamuna, occurring as element in the bi
nomial divine name !kmn-w-Snm, has ety
mologically been related to the J:Iebrew
noun sekem (GINSBERG 1936:92; WYATT

1990:446-449). sekem occurs in the OT as a
noun meaning 'shoulder; back' (22 times;
cf. Ug I/on, 'shoulder' e.g. KTU 1.14 ii:ll;
iii:54; 1.22 i:5); as a toponym Shechem
located in the highlands of Ephraim (e.g.
Gen 12:6; 33:18; 35:4; 37:12. 14; Josh 17:7;
20:7; 21:21; 24:1. 25. 32; Judg 8:31; 9; 21:
19) and as a personal name borne by fOUf
different people in the OT (Gen 34:2; Num
26:31; Josh 17:2; 1 Chron 17:9).

ll. The binomial deity Thukamuna-wa
-+Shunama is attested at Ugarit in literary
religious texts as well as in offering-lists.
The two names appear together. In KTU
1.114, the description of a heavenly
marzea~, they are depicted as sons of -£1
and, probably, to be identified with the 'gate
keeper of the house of EI' (D. PARDEE, Les
textes paramythologiques [RSOu 4; Paris
1988] 59-60). Here, they perfonn the filial
duty towards a drunken father referred to in
the epic of Aqhat (KTV 1.17 i:30). In the
ritual KTV 1.41 :12. 16 the offering of an
ewe for the deity is prescribed for the ritual
on the fifteenth day of the month 'First-of
the-Wine'; the offering of a ram is also pre
scribed as an additional offering at the same
event. On the third day of the festival an
ewe must be offered for Thukamuna-wa-

Shunama (KTU 1.41 :31-32). In a list of dei
ties in alphabetic script Thukamuna-wa
Shunama are presented as the sons of £1
(KTU 1.65:1-4).

From J. W. JACK (The Rash Shamra
Tablets: Their Bearing on the Old Testa
ment [Edinburgh 1935] 22) onwards an
etymological and fonnal relation between
Thukamuna and the Cassite deity Suqamuna
is assumed (most recently WYATT 1990:
446; WYATT 1996:45-46). Within the Cassi
te pantheon Suqamuna can be equated with
the Mesopotamian -.Nergal. The
identification as well as the direction of
influence, however, is open to debate. K.
BALKAN (Kassitenstudien 1 [New Haven
1954] 117.121) seriously doubted the Cas
site origin of the name Suqamuna. Some
scholars searched for an Indo-European ety
mology of the name (MIRONOV 1933: 144;
WYATf 1990:446-447; Sanskrit: .fucamana,
socamima, 'burning one; lamenting one; sor
rowful one'); others prefer a Semitic deri
vation. The occurrence of the toponym
su-ka-mu-na-tim in a document from Mari
(A. 4634; G. DOSSIN, RA 64 (l970] 43), the
attestation of the noun skm in the Ugaritic
language and the existence of the personal
names su-ku-ma-na and su-ka-ma-na at
Ugarit seem to favour the second possibility
(E. LIPINSKI, El's Abode: Mythological Tra
ditions Related to Mt. Hermon and to the
Mountains of Annenia, aLP 2 [1971] 67;
PARDEE 1988:199).

Recently, Wyatt has elaborated the view
that the story in Gen 34 is an old Indo-Euro
pean myth brought to the region by the Hur
rians (the Rorites of the story). The myth,
which has been transfonned into a quasi-his
torical legend, occurs in a number of Vedic
recensions, and describes a sacred marriage
followed by the sacrifice of the husband. At
least one of the partners is divine. Accord
ing to WYATf elements of the myth (and an
accompanying ritual) are either alluded to,
or narrated in full, in such passages as ~g
Veda 10. 90 (Puru$asiikta), ~g Veda 10. 95
- cf. Satapatha BrahmaQa 11. 5:1-10 (Puro
ravas and Urvasi) and Aitareya BrahmaJ;la ?
13-18 (Suna1).sepa). The bride in the myth IS
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the dawn-goddess Usha, the groom and
victim a royal figure (1990). Two remarks
should be made, however. Firstly, the Vedic
material adduced to prove the view is open
to discussion. Puru~asukta occurs in a cre
ation myth in which the puru~a (a primordial
man seen as a cosmic figure) sacrifices him
self in order to allow the universe to
emerge. The happy-ending story of Purura
vas and Urva§i does not contain the element
of sacrifice of the spouse. Secondly, it
should be observed, moreover, that Wyatt's
suggestion presumes the existence of a
strong and influential Aryan upper~class in
the ancient Near East in the second millen
nium BCE, who via the Mitanni-Hurrians
transmitted religious ideas also known in the
Vedic religion. This view has definitely
been dismissed by KAMMENHUBER (1968)
and DIAKONOFF (1972).

llI. The city of Shechem has been a re
ligious centre from of old. (e.g. G. E.
WRIGHT, Shechem. The Biography of a
Biblical City [London 1965]). Although
Shechem is an enduring place for worship in
Old Testament times and later by the
Samaritans, the name of the city of Shechem
as such is not an object of veneration. The
personal name Shechem does not have a
theophoric character (HAIAT 1385-1386).
The name Shechem should preferably be
related to the noun skm, 'shoulder', indicat
ing the geographical position of the city on
the edge of a mountain. A relationship with
the Ugaritic deity Thukamuna probably rests
on homonymy.
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B. BECKING

TIAMAT mi1n
I. Tehom, usually translated "the deep".

occurs in Gen 1:2 as a designation of the
primeval sea, and is frequently used in the
aT to denote the cosmic -sea (Yam) on
which the world rests, and from which all
water comes, as well as any large body of
water, including rivers, and the depth of the
sea and the earth.

Heb Tehom is etymologically related to
Akk Titimat, which derives from an older
Semitic root, thm, known in Ugaritic and
other semitic languages as a designation of
the sea. In Arabic Tihiimat denotes the
coastal plain along the southwestern and
southern shores of the Arabian peninSUla. In
Akkadian the root is known in the female
form, titimtu, or tamtu, ·sea'. The divine
name Tiamat, especially well-known from
the Babylonian Creation Myth Enuma elis,
is the absolute state of the noun.

To the deification of Tiamat in Mesopot
amian texts corresponds the deification of
thmt in the divine pair gnn wthmt ('moun
tains and deep waters') in Ugaritic texts.

ll. In the Babylonian creation epic
Enuma elif, Tiamat (also called Mummu) is
the personified primeval ocean that was
defeated by -+Marduk, whose supremacy
over the Babylonian pantheon was estab
lished through battle. Marduk defeated
Tiamat in single combat, using the winds
and a huge net as his weapons. The body of
the dead Tiamat was split like a fish to be
dried into two halves, one of which became
the sky. Having positioned the celestial
bodies. Marduk used Tiamat's spit for
clouds, placed a mountain on her head, and
made an outlet from her eyes for the waters
of the -Euphrates and the -+Tigris(Enuma
elis IV 93 - V 66).

The principle of creation that appears in
the conversion of the carcass of the slain
Tiamat into a cosmic entity is paralleled
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twice in Enrima elis. The first example is
Apsu, Tiamat's consort, who was killed by
Ea. A sanctuary, in which Marduk was born,
was established on his carcass. The second
is Kingu, the leader responsible for organi
zing Tiamat's battle to revenge Apsu. He
was slaughtered, and mankind was created
out of his blood by Ea.

Alongside with the violent principle of
killing, sexual productivity appears in the
poem as a means of creation. In the begin
ning Tiamat and Apsu commingled their
waters as a single body. Within them a
generation of two pairs, first -+Lahmu and
Lahamu, then Anshar (the circumference of
-+Heaven) and Kishar (the circumference of
-+Earth), were produced. The latter became
the parents of Anu (Heaven), who became
the father of Ea (Nudirnmud). Marduk was
Ea's son.

In Assyriological literature Tiamat is
usually understood as the salt water ocean,
in opposition to Apsu, which is supposed to
represent the subterranean fresh water
sources. However, the text itself makes no
distinction between salt water and fresh
water. Emima elis, V 52-66, considers
Tiamat to be the source of all fresh water,
not only the Euphrates and the Tigris, but
also other sources of water supply, as well
as· fog, .mist, and snow. The place of these
sources is clearly thought to be under the
ground or a mountain, whereas older
concept has it that Apsu represented the sub
terranean fresh water supply. Apsu, on the
other hand, appears in Enuma elis IV 144
145 to represent the lower part of the
cosmos; the sky (here called Esharra) is
established as a celestial counterpart to Apsu
or the lower world. The significant opposi·
tion between Tiamat and Apsu is thus that
of feminine and masculine principles, rather
than salt water versus fresh water.

Although Enuma eliS tends to play a
dominating role in discussions of Mesopot
amian religion, it should not be forgotten
that, contrary to what is often assumed,
there is no reason to believe that Enuma elis
goes back to the Old Babylonian or Cassite
period, but in all probability was composed

during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I (1124
1103 BeE; but cf. -Marduk). The concept of
a battle between the primordial cosmic sea
and a leading god of the pantheon was an
innovation in Babylonian religion introduced
with Enuma eliS. The motif itself was prob
ably inspired from the mythology of Wes·
tern Asia, where it is represented by the
Ugaritic myth of -+Baal. After Yam had
demanded Baal's surrender, Baal defeated
Yam by means of two clubs given him by
Kothar-wa-Hasis (KTV 1.2 iv:7-28). Unlike
Tiamat, Yam was apparently not completely
destroyed, but only confined to his proper
sphere. Originally Marduk was a rather
vague mythological character, and in an
attempt to give him his own identity by
applying accounts of great mythological
deeds to him, this may well have been a
source of inspiration for Enuma elis. Also
the idea that the sky and the world below
were formed out of the two parts of the
body of a slain monster was new in Baby
lonian mythology, and so was the concept of
Apsu as a personal mythological entity.

Sumerian and Akkadian texts reaching
back to the third millennium BCE contain
several accounts of the creation of the
world. Mostly these occur as introductions
to literary compositions and are focused on
the particular sllhject of each poem. Though
their pattern is not consistent and coherent,
the following features are fairly common:
After the separation of heaven and earth, the
gods found their place in cosmos by distrib
uting it in a peaceful way. A few allusions
to the concept of a generation of gods pre
ceding Enlil, the leader of the Sumerian
pantheon, occur. The so-called Theogony of
Dunnu is a unique text in which a detailed
theogony appears. However, such concep
tions do not belong to the main stream of
Mesopotamian mythological thinking.

Since the discovery of a new spate of
texts at Ugarit during the 1992 season, it has
become clear that also in the Ugaritic sphere
the watery deep, known in Hebrew .as
Tehom, has been deified. The pantheon hst
Ug. V no. 18:18, read as dJjUR.SAG·ME~ Ua
mu-tu[m] by Jean Nougayrol, should in fact
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be read as dUUR.SAG-ME~ U A.mu-U, the last
word meaning 'waters I and not 'valleys'. A
duplicate text found in 1992 has dljUR.SAG
MES u dA-MES (RS 1992.2004:29, courtesy
Daniel Arnaud), which confirms the cor
rected reading of Ug. 5 no. 18:18. RS 1992.
2004 is a deity list corresponding to RS
26.142 (= Ug. 5 no. 170), which, as is now
clear, corresponds to RS 24.643 verso (= C.
VIROLLEAUD, Les nouveaux textes mytholo
giques et liturgiques de Ras Sharma, Ug. 5
[1969) no. 9). The entry there corresponding
to RS 1992.2004:29 is 19r]m wthmt, 'moun
tains and deep waters' (no. 9:41). This
means that the entry grm w[----] in the first
part of RS 24.643 is to be read gnn w[thmt]
(line 6).

III. T~hom occurs 35 times is the aT,
both in the singular and in the plural. Like
--+Sheol, it is used as a semi-proper name
without the definite article, except for the
plural forms Ps 106:9 and Isa 63:13. In the
OT tehom never occurs as an personal deity.
Although attempts have been made to find
traces in the aT of a combat between -God
and an alleged monster like Tiamat
(--+Rahab and -+Leviathan), there is no evi
dence that tehom ever was such a personal
mythological character. In the relevant pas·
sages, tehom refers to the waters of the Reed
Sea,and the separation of the waters refers
to the Exodus rather than to the creation of
the world. The scene is Israel's crossing the
sea after God had separated its waters (lsa
27:1; 51:9-10; Ps 74:12-17; 89:9~12; Job
9:13-14; 26:12-13).

Another point of contact has been found
in the concept according to which the split
ting up of Tiamat's body led to the isolation
of the cosmic waters inside her, and that a
crossbar and guards were established in
order to check that the waters did not escape
uncontrolled (Enuma elis IV 139-140). This
is corroborated by the Babylonian account
of the Flood, where it is said that the Flood
actually occurred when the posts were tom
out (Gilgames epic X 101). This is similar
to Gen 1:6-7. where it is said that a firma
ment was erected "in the middle of the
watersH in order to separate the waters
below the firmament from the waters above

it (cf. the hymnic paraphrase in Ps 104:6
10). This coincides with the idea that the
flood occurred when the waters of the deep
(i.e. tehom. here the subterranean waters in
opposition to the celestial waters) and the
locks of the celestial waters were released
(Gen 7:11). The idea is also echoed in Ps
148:4, "the waters above the heavens". This
is reminiscent of the general idea promul
gated in Enuma elis V, that the celestial
world is a replica of the lower world.

In this case the parallels are not suffi
ciently specific to warrant the conclusion
that Enuma eli.s was the source of the
biblical account. Yet, the similarity of the
ideas involved cannot simply be explained
as reflections of universal concepts. A poss
ible explanation would be that the ideas had
spread and become commonly known in a
larger area of the ancient Near East. An
other possibility is that the Biblical account
of the creation of the world, as expounded
in Gen 1, was composed as a polemic
response to the account of Enuma elis. To
what extent Enuma elis, or at least the
general outline of its plot, was known to the
biblical authors and readers, is beyond the
point of verification. Yet, the biblical
account did not come into being in an intel
lectual vacuum, and the assumption would
make it possible lO see the organization of
the biblical creation story as sophisticated
transformation of mythology into theology.
Summaries of Enuma eliS were given as late
as the Hellenistic period by Berossos, and
by the neo-Platonic Damascius (early sixth
century CE).
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TmERIUS -+ RULER CULT

TIGRIS ?p1n
I. The OT refers to the Tigris as

lfiddeqel. The designation hannahiir
haggad61, "the Great River" was applied to
the Tigris in Dan 10:14, but otherwise refers
to the -+Euphrates. The two rivers appear as
a pair in the expression ~aram naharayim,
"the Land of the Two Rivers", i.e. (Western)
Mesopotamia.

Hebr J:liddeqel derives from an earlier
Semitic fonn of the name which appears as
Idiqlat in Akkadian, and Idigna in Sumer
ian. The female ending, characteristic of the
Akkadian foim, shows that the Tigris, like
the Euphrates, was conceived as a female
entity. The designation is likely to go back
to a pre-Sumerian name. In later Akkadian
and Aramaic the name became abbreviated
to Diqla(t). The name Tigris comes from Gk
Tiypt<;, which in its turn is based on Old
Pers Tigra. The name was not used in Hit
tite, where the Tigris was called Aranzi
(RGTC 6 [1978J 524 and 530).

II. The name of the river bears the di
vine determinative in a Sumerian godlist
dating from the first half of the second mil~

lenniurn BCE (TCL 15, 10:82), but in current
usage the name of the river was never pre
ceded by the .divinedeterininative.Indica
tions of the deification of the River can,
however, be found in the Old Babylonian
anthroponyms Ummi-Idiqlat, "The-Tigris-is
my-mother"; Idiqlat-ummi, "My-mother-is
the-Tigris" (RGTC 3 (1980] 287); Mar-Idiq
lat; "Son-of-the-Tigris"; and especially in
some Middle Assyrian names, Sep-Idiqlat,
''The-Foot-of·the-Tigris (scil. I seized)";
Arad-Idiqlat, uServant~of-the-Tigris"; Idiq
lat-remini, ''Tigris-be-merciful-to-me''; Idig
lat-KAM, "He-of-the~ Tigris"; Siqi-Idiqlat,
"Lap-of-the-Tigris"; ~illi-Idiqlat, "My-pro
tection-is-the-Tigris"; Tasme-Idiqlat, ''The
Tigris-listened"; and Kidin-Idiqlat, "(The
one-under-the-) Protection-of-the-Tigris"
(RGTC 5 [1982] 301-302). Similar name
forms, such as Kidin-Martu, "(The-one
under-the-) protection of Martu"; Kidin
Adad, etc., indicate that the name of the

river here functions as a theophoric element.
Yet, no evidence suggests that the Tigris
was accorded divine status in the Mesopot
amian mythology and cult of the third and
early second Millennia BCE.

The assumption that the divine status
assigned to the river in anthroponymns is an
echo of the earlier deification of the river
may not be the only way in which this occa
sional appearing of the river as a god can be
explained. Three phenomena might have to
be taken into account.

First, in ordinary theological thinking,
natural forces, such as water, were regarded
as means that could be used by the major
gods of the pantheon in exorcistic and pu
rifying rituals. During the perfonnance of
the incantation rituals these natural forces
could themselves be regarded as divine
powers. Owing to its cleansing and healing
potential, this in particular applies to the
water of the river.

Secondly, the Mesopotamian rivers
played a role in the water ordeal (-+River)
which made it natural to regard the river not
only as a means through which the divine
will of the god of justice (-+Sun) manifested
itself, but also as ail independent deity.

Thirdly, since the two rivers, the Eu
phrates and the Tigris, were the life-giving
forces that rnatle it possible to inhabit the
alluvial plain, there was a tendency to
regard the rivers as manifestations of the
primeval river which, in mythological think
ing, was said to be the creator of everything
(banat kalama) and to have spread fertility_
The existence of the primeval river god
Naru can be inferred from anthroponyms
from the Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic periods.
The earliest reference to the primeval river
in mythological context is the name Id
mab, "Mighty River" (written with the di
vine detenninative) in a Sumerian myth (G.
A. BARTON, Miscellaneous Babylonian
Inscriptions, vol I [New Haven 1918] Bar
ton Cylinder), dating from ca. 2300 BeE.

In the Sumerian mythology of the early
second millennium BCE the Tigris does not
appear as a personal deity_The Tigris and
the Euphrates are said to have been filled
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with water when the god Enki erected his
penis and ejaculated into the rivers (Enki
and the World Order 251-254; BO'IT.ERO &
KRAMER 1989:173-174). In the mythological
speculation of Enuma elis V 55, the
Euphrates and the Tigris are said to have
sprong from the eyes of ~Tiamat, the divine
antagonist of -loMarduk, and an esoteric
conunentary from the first millennium BCE

specifies that "the Tigris is her right eye, the
Euphrates is her left eye" (SAA 3 [1989],
no. 39 r. 3). In ordinary Mesopotamian
thinking the rivers were not regarded as
divine, but the yearly flooding of the rivers,
through which in particular the god Enki
(Ea) bestowed his favours upon mankind,
was a central feature of Mesopotamian relig
ion. The precise location of the Tigris river
bed in southern Mesopotamia in antiquity is
much debated, and it has been argued that
only the Euphrates, and not the Tigris,
played a role in the irrigation of the land.
The textual evidence, however, clearly indi
cates that the two rivers were regarded as
equally important for agriculture and trans
portation from the third millenium BeE

onward.
III. In the Bible, the Tigris is never

ascribed divine status. It occurs as a merely
topographical point of. reference in Dan
1O:4,where the river bank is said to be the
place where the prophet received his vision.
The river does, however, take on mytholo
gical demensions in the Paradise Myth. The
Tigris (J:liddeqel) is there said to be one of
the four branches into which the stream
springing from Eden divides (Gen 2: 14),
together with Pishon. Gihon, and the
Euphrates. The infonnation given there, that
the Tigris flows east of -Assur, is topo
graphically correct.
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TIRASH tz.in'n Wi'n
I. Heb tlros appears to be the term for

'new wine', i.e. wine which is incompletely
fermented (though it should be noted that
KOHLER (1928] took the view that it simply
meant 'wine' and was an archaic alternative
to yayin: this question does not affect the
present treatment). It occurs in Hebrew fre
quently in this plain meaning, often in the
context of the fomlUlaic phrase 'the grain.
the new wine and the oil' (Deut 7:13; 11:14
etc.). There are analogous forms in Ugaritic
(Irt: KTU 1.114:4, 16 [llyn] and 1.17 vi:?
[with ynD and Phoenician and Punic (trS:
Karatepe KAI 26 A III 7, 9; C IV 7, 9;
Carthage CIS I 5522:2). There appears also
to be an etymological connection with Akk
siras (var. siris, siris), both the word for
"beer and the name of the deity of beer and
brewing (CAD S 306, cf. AkkGE, 448-449).
The Hebrew word has been linked some
times with a divine name attested both in
Ugaritic and other sources and, less certain
ly, in the Hebrew Bible (Gen 27:28; Hos 7:
14; 9:2).

There is no clear etymology for the Ugar
itic divine name, Ir!. It might be related to
Hieroglyphic Hittite tuwarsa (RABIN 1963;
C. H. GORDON, Ugaritic Textbook [AnOr
38; Rome 1965] 499). This would be un
likely if Ugaritic mr! (KTU 1.22 i:18, 20; 2.
34:32), which refers to a type of wine, is
related to the same root as tr!. RABIN, how
ever, noting Jewish Aramaic meyrat with a
similar meaning (Tg Deut 29:5), separates
mr! from Irt, relating the former to Arabic
marata, 'steep fruit in water'. In any case
others think the Hittite is borrowed from
Semitic (e.g. AARTUN 1984). Comparison
with Akk siras suggests a root *rR~ having
something to do with the process of fermen
tation.

Older Hebrew dictionaries link the
Hebrew to the root YR~. While it is difficult
to find a suitable meaning in the common
root YR~, 'take possession of. tiros in Mic
6:15 has been thought by some to present
evidence of a second verb (YR~ ll). Tiros in
this passage might be understood as an
'imperfect' meaning 'you will tread (grapes)'
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(P. HAUPT, Critical notes on Micah, AJSL
26 [1909-1910] 201-252, esp. 215, 223).
Such a meaning would suit the common
noun, providing the link with wine-making.
The text is, however, by no means certain
and the identification of YR~ II here (and in
Job 20: 15, which is a less convincing case)
has been rejected by other scholars (e.g.
LoRETZ 1971). Whether the existence of
this verbal root is accepted or not, the divine
name would still remain in doubt, since
there is no contextual indication of a link
between the divinity and wine.

n. The divine name is clearly attested in
Ugaritic and in the El-Amarna personal
name of a ruler of Hazor, mAbdi-tir-si ('Ser
vant of Tirsu~: EA 228:3). As a deity, Ugar
itic tr! is found in KTU 1.39:16 and 102:9 in
offering lists .. Apart from the presumed asso~

ciation with wine, virtually nothing can be
concluded about the nature of the deity. For
ALBRIGHT (1968) and W. KUHNIGK (Nord
westsemitische Srudien zum Hoseabuch
[Rome 1974] 97, 112) Tirosh is a Canaanite
-+Bacchus; A. HERDNER (Ug 7 [1978] 5)
suggests that we are dealing with a goddess
of the new wine, drawing a parallel with the
Mesopotamian deity Siras (though even here
the sex is uncertain). Even the association
with wine is ambiguous, since it is possible
(Cf.thecase o[4Dagon) that the panicuiar
type of wine in question was named after
the deity rather than vice versa (ALBRIGHT
1968).

III. This deity does not appear in the
Hebrew Bible in any explicit narrative or
unambiguous context, but the suggestion has
been made that sometimes rfraJ 'new wine',
contains an allusion to the Canaanite deity.
In particular this kind of allusion is found
by DAHOOD (e.g. 1974) and KUHNIGK
(NordweSlsemitische Studien zum Hosea
buch [Rome 1974] 97, 112) in Gen 27:28;
Hos 7:14 and Hos 9:2. In Gen 27:28, the
suggestion of such an allusion is pure specu
lation. Tiros stands alongside dagan, but
nothing in the context suggests mythological
overtones. dagan is satisfactorily translated
as 'grain', and 'plenty of grain and new
wine' are simply divine gifts in Isaac's
blessing upon his son.

On the other hand, it is one of Hosea's
clear themes that it was -+Yahweh, not the
foreign gods, who gave Israel 'the grain, the
new wine and the oil' (2:10-11.24). In Has
7: 14 the specific context is that of turning to
other gods, and "for dtigan and tf,.os they
gash themselves" may plausibly be inter.
preted as an allusion to illicit cult (though
perhaps simply to a cult of lamentation for
the failure of vegetation). Hos 9:2, "/fr6s
shall fail them (corr.)", could well also be
an allusion to the the deity. Caution is
necessary even in the Hosea cases, however,
since there is no contemporary evidence for
the worship of such a deity in Palestine
(though Dagon is so attested).

IV. Bibliography
K. AARTIJN, Neue Beitrage zum ugari
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35-36 no. 45, and 50 no. 64; W. F.
ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan
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Lexicography XII, Bib 55 (1974) 381·393,
esp. 387 S.v. wr"pn [& lit]; L. KOHLER, Eine
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218-220; O. LORETZ, Hebraisch tyrws und
jrJ in Mi 6,15 und Hi 20,15, UP 9 (1977)
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J. F. HEALEY

TITANS Tl't<lVe<;
I. In the strict sense 'Titans' is the col

lective name of only six of the sons of
Uranus-Sky and Gaea-Earth, whose six
sisters and wives were called Titanesses
(Tl'tovioec;). The most important couple of
these were Cronus and his sister-wife Rhea,
who became the parents of -+Zeus, ......Hera
and various other gods. The Greek name
'Titans' occurs in the· geographical name
"Valley of the Titans" in the LXX at 2 Sam
5:18.22; 23:13 (Lue); 1 ehr 11:15 (v. I.
Hex), and as a synonym of -."giants" in Jdt
16:6. The name cannot be explained from
Greek and is considered to be of pre-Hel-
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lenic provenance. According to the Etymo
logicum Magnum 760,53 there was a con
nection with 1:1.-roo "day, sun" (cf. TtOrovo<;,
the husband of Eos-Daybreak); Hesychius
explains 'tttl1vn as ~<x(nAi<; "queen".

II. The other children of Uranus and
Gaea were: the three Cyclops (personi
fications of lightning and thunder), and the
three Hecatonchires (personifications of
strength and power), who had been born
before the Titans. After the Titans, accord
ing to Hesiod, the three Erinyes (goddesses
of revenge), the various Giants, and the
Melian ~Nymphs were born. All this later
offspring came into existence from the
blood drops of Uranus' castration which fell
on Gaea. As most of the Titans have no
clear functions or names that can be ex
plained from Greek, such as Cronus, Hera.
Titan itself, it is usually assumed that they
represent the pantheon of the original pre
Greek population. These gods were then
largely superseded by the Olympians, the
gods of the Greek invaders, especially Zeus,
~Poseidon and ~Hades. This fact would
then be reflected in mythology by the
'Titanomachy" or struggle between the sec
ond generation of the gods (Cronus and
peers) and the third (Zeus and peers). Wars
and conflicts, however, between successive
generations of gods are not an uncommon
phenomenon in the myths of other nations.
In the Orphic variants of this myth mankind
sprang from the ashes of the Titans, who
were killed by Zeus' lightning because they
had devoured his son ~Dionysus. As a con·
sequence, every man was considered in
Orphism to contain both a Dionysiac or
divine and a Titanic or rebellious element
(cf. in Plato, Leges 3,70lc Tt-rovl'K'ij q)'\)<n~).

In a somewhat wider sense the name
"Titans" was also applied to the offspring of
the brothers and sisters of Cronus and Rhea,
for instance, to Atlas and Prometheus, the
sons of Iapetus (~Japheth), and to Helios,
the son of Hyperion. And since most of the
children of Uranus and Gaea were of gigan
tic stature, 'jitans" in a still wider sense
became more or less equivalent with
"giants", and furthermore, with "evil
powers". because they had been the oppo-

nents of Zeus both in the Titanomachy and
in the Gigantomachy (cf. the Orphic view).
It is only in these wider senses that
'Titan(s)" is found in Hellenistic Jewish
literature.

Ill. The LXX "Yalley of the Titans" cor
responds to the "Yalley of the ~Rephaim"

in the MT, either without textual variation,
or being itself a textual variant of "the Yal
ley of the PacjlmJl" or "'Ylyo.v-r(i)V" (2 Sam
23:13 Luc and 1 ehr 11:15 Hex; cf. Jo
sephus, Ant. 7,71 vJ.). Since the Rephaim
were considered to be the tall, original in
habitants of Canaan, 'jitans" means here
simply "giants". The same holds good of Jdt
16:6 where the two words occur in paral
lelismus membrorum: "neither did sons of
Titans slay him (i. e. Holophemes), nor did
tall giants attack him, but Judith ... put an
end to him". They also occur side by side in
1 Enoch 6-7 and 9:9 where they refer to the
giant offspring of "the sons of God" and
"the daughters of mankind" of Gen 6: 1-4
(LXX: yi.yav-re~ only).

The name is not found as such in the
writings of the NT, but may be hidden in
"666" in Rev 13: 18, the number of "the
Beast" and also of a man. One of the sol
utions of this riddle that have been listed by
Irenaeus, happens to be TEltaV (Against
Her. 5,30,3), of which the numerical values
300+5+10+300+1+50 add up to 666. He
comments that this solution is particularly
convincing to himself, because it is not the
name of an actually venerated god or a
known king, but nevertheless a divine and
kingly, even a tyrant's, name. A further NT
link with the Greek Titans is the use of the
verb 'tap'tapmcra<; in 2 Pet 2:4 by which the
author describes how God cast down the
fallen angels in Hell to keep them there for
the final judgment. It is the typical word
used for the punishment of the Titans after
their defeat (e.g. Apollodorus, Library 1,2,3;
Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrh. 3,210); the sub
stantive ''Tanarus'', however, is found more
often to refer to the Jewish Nether World,
though by far not as frequently as
"Hades"(~Giants).

The fact that Ezechiel Poeta makes the
Egyptian messenger, who reports about the
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catastrophe of his country-men at the Red
Sea. speak of "Titan Helios" rather than
"Re", when he has to say that the sun was
setting (line 217) sheds some light on his
Hellenism. More profound is the mythologi
cal Hellenization of Gen 10-11 which has
been carried through in the Sibylline
Oracles. Here we are told (3, 105-158) that
nfter the faJl of the Tower and the confusion
of languages, during the tenth generation of
mankind since the Flood, three brothers
{\lIed as kings simultaneously, each over a
third pan of the earth: Cronus, Titan, and
Iapetus; Their father Uranus had made them
swear to him that they would respect one
another's realms, After his death, however,
they began to fight, with the result that
Cronus became sole king but had to promise
Titan that he would not father any sons.
When sons were born nevertheless, they
were all swallowed by the Titans (plural),
except for Zeus, Poseidon and Pluto, who
had been sent to safe places by their mother
Rhea. This became known and there arose a
war between the seventy sons of Titan and
the sons of Cronus, in which both parties
perished in the end. After this war the
Egyptian' kingdom was established, next the
kingdom of the Persians, etc. This story is a
remarkable confiation of the Hesiodic myth,
its Orphic variant (here the Titans, not
Cronus, swallow newly born children), and
elements from Genesis: the tripartition of
mankind at a tenth generation (in Gen as
reckoned from Adam, here since the Flood);
according to Epiphanius, Ancoratlls 114, it
was -Noah who administered a similar oath
to his sons as Uranus did, nnd in both cases
there is a -JaphethlIapetus among them. A
different nnd much simpler version is found
in Sib. Or. 1,283-323: the new generation
born after the Flood is the Golden or sixth
generation, who are ruled by three magnani
mous kings, evidently Noah's sons; the next
generation nre the proud and rebellious
Titans.
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GEISAU, Titanomachie, KP 5 (1975) 868.

G. MUSSIES

TORAH i1i~'

I. The word Torah is usually connected
with the root YRII, which means "to point,
direct, teach" in the HiphU conjugation. If
so, the noun properly means "instruction,
teaching, direction". Since Torah is used
most frequently of specific cultic instruc
tions, as well as the demands of the coven
ant, however, it is translated as nomos in
Greek, hence Eng "law". Inasmuch as the
word commonly refers to "the Torah of
-.Moses" and "the book of the Torah of
Moses" (the Pentateuch), one may think of
the Torah as "law" in the sense of the cov
enant community's "constitution". That is
certainly the dominant meaning of the word
in the Hebrew Bible. Along with that con
cept, however, was the understanding of the
Torah not only as a body of rules, but as an
embodiment of -·wisdom (cf. Deut 4:1-8)
which may be universally recognized for its
effect on humanity (GREENBERG 1990), In
deed, the Torah may be understood collec
tively as the written and unwritten precepts
that make up the regimen of a wholesome
community. As such it was always central to
the Israelites.

II. Heb tora is often seen as the seman
tic equivalent of Akk tertu "instruction,
command". The equation is not without
difficulties, however, for the Akkadian noun
is derived from Want ( < ·W)R), whereas
one should expect a connection with warn (
< ·WRW), the Akkadian cognate to Heb
¥RH, It has been suggested that Heb tord is,
like Akk terlll, derived from *W)R and that
the usage of YRII in the HiplJiI is secondarily
generated from the noun (ALBRIGHT 1927).
The intriguing hypothesis remains prob
lematic, however, in the light of the fact that
the root ·W)R does not occur elsewhere in
Hebrew. In any case. Akk tertII has not
became hypostatized. It is true that the legal
notions of Kittu ('Right', -.Zcdcq) and
-.Mgaru ('Equity') are deified in Akkadian
literature. and these are to be identified with
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Misor and Sydyk mentioned in Sanchunia
thon. But these are only broadly pertinent as
analogies for the phenomenon of hypostases
in general. The same may be said of the
deification of l:Jw 'Authoritative Utterance,
Ordinance' in Egyptian literature. Certainly
no direct influence may be discerned as
regards the personification of Torah in the
Bible. Rather, the images and idioms
pertaining to personified Torah are drawn
from or otherwise inspired by older biblical
sources, notably the portrayal of Wisdom
and the KtJb6d ~(Glory·.

The centrality of the Torah led eventually
to a pious devotion to it that borders on
veneration. This is evident in Ps 119, where
the poet uses language for the Torah and its
precepts that is ordinarily reserved for the
deity. Thus. instead of asking that God's
~'face' should not be hidden, the supplicant
implores: "Do not hide your commandments
from me!n Here the Torah takes the place of
God's 'Face' (panfm), that is, God's Pres
ence. The psalmist expresses trust (v 42)
and speaks of lifting up the hands to the
commandments (v 48). The author indulges
in poetic licence, but since ~God is ad
dressed directly in this composition, one
cannot yet speak of the Torah as hypostasis.
It is even doubtful if one should think of the
personification of the Torah here, althoogh it
has· been·observed that the word repeatedly
used for the Torah as a 'delight' is the same
one used of personified ~Wisdom as God's
'delight' in Prov 8:30-31 (GREENBERG 1990).

It is not until the Wisdom of Ben Sira
that one first encounters the explicit
identification of the Torah with primordial
Wisdom. Transparently dependent on Prov
8, the book begins by asserting that Wisdom
was created before all things and was re
vealed to humanity (1:1-10). Then, at the
climax of the book in chapter 24, the revel
ation of primordial Wisdom is audaciously
identified with the revelation of the Torah
on Mount Sinai (v 23). Personified Wisdom
is plainly the Torah. She is said to have
dwelled <on high' with the pillar of cloud as
her throne, but she was ordered to dwell (lit.
'tabernacle') among the Israelites. She was

established on -Zion and ministered before
the deity in the tabernacle. The theophanic
symbolisms are obvious, and there can be
no doubt that the Wisdom-Torah here is de
picted in language reminiscent of YHWH's
Kdb6d - <Glory'. This identification of
Torah with Wisdom persists in Bar 3:9-4:4,
again with theophanic idioms. Wisdom
Torah is said to have "appeared upon earth
and lived among human beings all who hold
fast to her shall Jive and those who forsake
her will die" (Bar 3:37-4:1).

III. In rabbinic literature, the Torah com
pletely replaced Wisdom as hypostasis, al
though the portrayal of Wisdom remains
foundational. Like Wisdom (Prev 8:22), the
Torah is said to have been created before all
things in the world (Gen. Rabb. 1:4~ b. Pes
54a; b. Ned 39b). Of all the preexistent
things, however, only the Torah and the
-throne of Glory are said to have been cre
ated, while the others were only conceived,
and of those, the Torah preceded the throne
of Glory. Indeed, the opening word of Gen
1:1 is interpreted as referring to the Torah:
Heb bire:>sit is taken not to mean "in the
beginning", but "by the beginning", mean
ing the Torah (Gen. Rabb. 1:1). Support for
this interpretation is found in Prov 8:22,
"YHWH created me the beginning (re:>sft) of
his way". The Torah. ii\ said to be the inslm
ment through which the world was created
(Abot 3:14; d. Sipre Dew 48). God re
portedly took counsel with the Torah before
creation, and so the plural "us" in Gen 1:26
("let us make humanity") is seen as a ref
erence to God and the Torah (Tanb. Pequde
3; Tanb. Berereshit 1). Variously personified
as daughter and bride, the Torah is depicted
as reclining in God's bosom and joining
angels in praising God (Gen. Rabb. 28:4). In
some cases, the Torah is so closely asso
ciated with various manifestations of divine
presence as to be virtually equated with
them. Thus one reads: "The Holy One,
blessed be. He, says: <If a person desecrates
My daughter (Le. the Torah), it is as if that
one desecrates Me. If a person enters the
synagogue and desecrates my Torah, it is as
if that one rose and desecrated My Glory'"
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(Tanl;. Pequde 4). Ultimately, among some
Kabbalists, it was said that the Torah itself
is the name of God and, indeed, that the
Torah is God.
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C. L. SEOW

TRAVELLERS O'i:J.1J
I. The participle Qal plural cob~r;m of

the verb 'br, 'to pass from one side to the
other' seems to have a special meaning in
the context of the cult of the dead, denoting
the spirits of the de~d crossing the border
between the land of the Iiving and the world
of the dead. It can be interpreted as a divine
name in Ezek 39: 11. 14, which may have
nlso been preserved in the geographical
name Abarim (Num 21:10-11; 27:12; 33:44,
47-48; Deul 32:49: and Jer 22:20). Its Uga
rite cognate, then, would be Cbnll in KTcfl
1.22 i: 15.

II. In the Ugaritic text KTcfl 1.22 de
scribing :1 necromantic session, the king
invokes the spirits of the dead (-+Rephaim)
and celebrates a feast, probably the New
Year Festival, with them. It is told that they
came over traveling by horse-drawn char
iots. As they are taking part in the meal
served for them they are explicitly called
'those who came over'.

In Job 33:18· the verb Cbr is used to de-

note the crossing of the river between life
and death (FUllS 1986: 1024). This repre
sents the quite general ancient conception of
a river or sea separating the world of the
dead from the land of the living (cf. the
Greek Styx and the Akkadian Hubur). In the
Sumerian flood story Dilmun, the place of
blissful afterlife, is called 'land of the cros
sing'(kur-bal Atr 144:260).

III. In Ezekiel the word cober;m occurs
severnl times, usually a.c; an indication of spec
tators watching the misery of Israel being
punished by -Yahweh (5:14; 36:34) or to in
dicate that it was made impossible to pass
through the land (14: IS; 29: II; 33:28). In
chapter 39 the emphasis is on the action of
men going through the land looking for the
corpses of -~Gog and his 'horde'. In v 14,
however, the second occurrence indicates the
dead. A possible solution to this cnu: inter
prewm is to relate coberim, here and in v II,
to the Cbnll mentioned in the Ugaritic text
denoting the spirits of the dead. POPE trans
lates all occurrences of cober;1n in Ezek 39
with 'the Departed' (1977: 173). This leads,
however (as noted by IRWIN 1995:103-104)
to new problems for the interpretation of the
text. Irwin suggests to understand it as
'Molek imagery ... as a special term descri
bing the character of Gog and his forces as
sacrificial victims'.

The valley of the c(jberim is located 'east
of the sea' (v II), which is probably the Dead
Sea. So it was pan of Transjordan. This is a
region which shows many traces of ancient
cullc; of the dead, such as the megalithic
monuments called dolmens and placenames
referring to the dead and the netherworld,
viz. Obot (-'Spirit-of-the-Dead'). Peor (cf
-Baal of Peor), and Abarim (SPRONK 1986:
228-230).

According to the OT belief in Yahweh
left no room for the veneration of the dead,
but apparently such Canaanite practices
were never eliminated completely. Ezek 39:
11-16 can be regarded as an attempt to eradi
cate such ancient beliefs (RIBICHlNI-XELLA
1980): the powerful spirits of the dead who
~me over to the land of the living are defe
ated and buried for ever by ordinary people.
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The only 'crossing' that remains is their
crossing over the land to search for those
who have embarked upon the journey of no
return.
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K. SPRONK

TREES -- OAK, SYCOMORE, TERE
DINTH, THORNBUSH

TYCHE TUXl1
I. Tyche is the Greek personification of

luck or success (from t)'nchano. 'happen to
one'). which is expressed also in the
anthroponym Tychicus. an especially popu
lar Greek name during the Hellenistic period
that occurs five times in the New Testament.

II. Tyche means both 'good fortune' or
'success'. or. 'luck' or 'chance'. either good
or bad as detennined by context (Euripides.
1011 512-5]5). For the early Greeks, l)'che
could be considered. along with the moirai
(the 'fates'), as an agent of human good and
evil (Archilochus 8 apud Stobaus 1.6.3). As
Archilochus conceded, however. that "all
things are given by the gods" (Archilochus
58: see also D. 2.22) who are the masters of
t)'clre (see E. El. 880-89]). t)'che came to be
understood as the good obtained by their
favour, as expressed in the common phrase
(heit (yclle (Herodotus 1.126. 3.139. 4.8, 5.
92) and, consequently. as the benevolent
attribute of such deities as --Aphrodite.
-·Hermes, Rhea. or --Zeus (A. B. COOK.
Zeus, A Swdy ill Ancient Religion [Cam
bridge ]9]4-]940] I: 175-J76: II. 1: 675: II.

2: 878 n. 11,879 n. J7. 1163). First personi
fied as one of the Oceanids. daughters of
Oceanus and Tethys (Hes. Th. 360; H. Cer.
420). or as one of the Moirai (Pindar. Frag.
21). l)'che became fully deified as a
-'saviour': Tyche Sorer (Aeschylus. Ag.
664; Sophocles. OC. 80, 1080) or, as the
daughter of Zeus, the Deliverer (Pindar. 01.
]2.2-12): Tyche Soreira (12.3). Otherwise,
no mythology developed around her in the
classical period.

Pindar acknowledged Tyche as a goddess
who "upholds the city" (Pindar, Frag. 39). a
reference to the traditional association
between rychi and certain cities (Thucydides
5.] ]2). By the fourth century BCE. a public
cult to ensure the good fortune of cities
emerged in Thebes and. shortly thereafter,
Agathe Tyche. or 'Good Fortune' began to
receive sacrifice in Athens. In contrast to the
traditional association of Greek deities with
particular cities, Tyche could be associated
with any city because of her comprehensive
ness and by the third century she possessed
temples in nearly all large Greek cities; by
imperial times. her worship had spread to
many small towns as well. Finally. the
Tyche of individual cities became trans
ferred to the fortune of their collective ruler.
the Hellenistic king or the Roman Emperor
(Mart. Pol. 9.2; 10.1; Origen. Mart. 7; 40,
C.Cels. 8.65. 67).

Because of her eventual universal sover
eignty (Pliny. HN 2.5.22; see already Euripi
des, Cye/. 606-607 and Hec. 488-492 where
Tyche is described as more powerful than
the gods). Tyche could be praised by early
Hellenistic times as the "noblest of the
gods" (Stobaeus 1.6.13). even while her un
predictability became increasingly empha
sized (Pliny. HN 2.5.22; see already Euri
pides. Alc. 785-786). Her capricious nature.
the embodiment of a perceived ambiguity of
existence in the Hellenistic period (e.g.•
Apuleius, Mer. 1.6), determined the charac
ter of the Roman goddess -Fortuna with
whom Tyche became identified. During the
Hellenistic period. however. a sympathetic
Tyche with the sole qualifying attribute of
agathe ('good') became differentiated from
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her recently emphasized ambivalent nature
and associated with other benevolent god
desses of the period, especially Isis (V. F.
VANDERUP, The Four Greek Hymns of Isi
dOnls and the Cult of Isis [Toronto, 1972]
31-32, 78, 94-96; Apuleius, Met. 11.15), or,
as Tyche-Isis, in combination with other
goddesses. There are, for example, statues of
the Roman Fortuna with the attributes of
Tyche-Isis (Brit. Mus. GR 1955.12-15.1), or
of -.Athena-Tyche-Isis (Brit. Mus. GR 1920.
2-18.1), as well as similar syncretistic repre
sentations on coins.

Tyche was most often depicted as a
standing- woman steering a course with a
rudder in her right hand and holding a
cornucopia in her left. According to Dio
Chrysostomus, ''the rudder indicates that
Tyche directs the life of men; and the hom
of -'Amaltheia calls attention to the giving
of good things and prosperity" (Or. 63.7).
She is also a.~ociated with a globe, which
may represent her universal rule, or, again
according to Chrysostomus, her fickleness,
"for the divine power is, in fact, ever in
motion" (Or. 63.7). Chrysostomus' explana
tion is perhaps closer to the representation
of Tyche, largely on coins, with a wheel
the image of her changeability.

Even as cities or rulers might have their
own tyche, so individuals might have theirs
(Demosthenes 18 [De Cor.]. 252-266). In
this connection, personal names incorporat
ing the word and indicating, thereby, the
wish for good fortune are documented since
Homer (11. 7.220: Tychius), but became very
common from the ftrst century BCE on (e.g.,
Eutyches, Tychicus).

In. In the Bible, the name Tychicus
appears in the deutero-Pauline literature of
the New Testament as that of an associate of
Paul. According to Acts 20:4, he is a native
of the Roman Province of Asia who accom
panied Paul·on his third missionary journey
from Corinth to Ierusalem (the Western text
knows the name as 'Eutychus', the character
in the following story, Acts 20:7-12). In
Colossians and Ephesians, Tychicus is a
"beloved brother and faithful minister in the
Lord" who is to· report to the recipients of

the letter(s) about Paul and to encourage
them (Col 4:7-8; Eph 6:21); according to
Titus it is proposed to send him or Artemas
to Titus in Crete (Tit 3: 12); and according to
2 Tim, he is sent to Ephesus (2 Tim 4: 12).
In later Greek tradition, Tychicus was con
sidered to be one of the 'seventy' disciples
(Lk 10:1, see Pseudo-Dorotheus; Pseudo
Hippolytus) who either became the suc
cessor of Sosthenes as Bishop of Colophon
(Menalogion for December 9), or was
appointed Bishop of Chalcedon by the
apostle Andrew (Pseudo-Epiphanius), or
became Bishop of Neapolis in Cyprus,
where the ninth-century Roman martyrol
ogist, Ado, followed by Usuard, commemo
rated his feast at Paphos on April 29. Al
though theophoric names ideally indicated
some alliance with the deities from whom
they were taken and something of their
"power and honour" (Plutarch. Def. Orac.
421E), the uses of the name, Tychicus, in
the Christian context are in the popular
sense of wishing good fortune.
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TYPHON T~v

I. The adjective I)'plzonikos in Acts
27: 14 indicates that the EurakylOn was a
stormy wind. The word derives from the
noun oplzi;n which stands for a whirlwind in
Philo, Deus 89. Both meanings can be con
nected with the monstrous figure T)plzon in
Greek mythology. Josephus hints at a re
hned god in Ap. 1.237.

II. Typhon appears in Greek myths as
the opponent of -·z.cus or even of all gods.
He is the youngest son of Tartaros and Gaia
and has several names (Typhi>eus, Typhos,
Typhaon and Typhon), which were used
interchangeably. In antiquity his name was
derived from lyphoo 'to be crazy' (e.g. Plut
arch, De Iside 2. 351 F) or Opho ·smoke'.
which is bound up with the idea that
Typhon was the personification of vulcan
ism. The name resembles -Zaphon and
there seem to have been connections
between Typhon and -Baal-zaphon (Elss
FELDT 1932; BONNET 1987). According to
Apollodorus, Bib. 1.41, Typhon flees to
Mount Kasios. the mountain of Banl-zaphon.
The myths about Typhon may be influenced
by oriental forerunners like Ullikummi in
Hurrite texts (SEIPPEL 1939; VIAN 1960).
Typhon is described as a primaeval monster
which was defeated by Zeus, but lived on
beneath the eanh after his punishment
(under vulcanos or in the Tartaros). He has
gigantic proponions. often a lower pan con
sisting of the bodies of snakes, funher
wings. a hundred anns. a hundred snakes'
heads (according to Apollodorus, Bib. 1.39,
there were a hundred kephalai drakonron
attached to his hands), and a human head as
well. He spits fire and is called a -Dragon
(e.g. Strabo 16.2.7). His terrible voice(s) and
insolent behaviour are often emphasized
(see for an extensive description Scm.flDT
1916-1924).

Hesiod describes the struggle between
z.cus and Typhon for the rule over gods and
men after the defeat of the -Titans. z.cus
eliminates Typhon with his lightning and
throws him into the Tartaros (Theog. 820
868). According to other texts Typhon ends
up under the Etna (e.g. Aeschylus, Prom.

351-372) or the (volcanic) coa..<;t of Cam
pania, from where he still causes volcanic
eruptions. Typhon is related to several other
sites. According to one version of the com
bat myth he brings Zeus after the seize of
his sickle and sinews to his residence. the
Corycian cave in Cilicia (e.g. Apollodorus,
Bib. 1.42). He is also associated with the
river Orontes (Syria). The panly under
ground bed of this river was explained by
the elimination of Typhon, who fled from
Zeus' thunderbolts and ploughed up the
channel of the future river and disappeared
into the ground and caused the fountain to
break forth to the surface (Strabo 16.2.7; see
for a related tradition FONTENROSE 1980:75,
277-278). Typhon's elimination is also
linked with the sea. According to Nicander
(see Antoninus Liberalis 28) Typhon tries to
escape the lightning of Zeus and his burning
by diving into the sea (cf. Valerius Flaccus.
Argon. 2.25-29).

Typhon is connected with the Delphic
Dragon Python (FONTENROSE 1980:77-93).
According to Hom. Hymn to Apollo 305-355
- Hera produced Typhon because of her
anger at Zeus over the birth of -.Athena and
asked the Delphic dragoness to raise him.
Gradually Typhon became associated with
the -Giants (Hyginus, Fab. 151: cf. Pindar,
P)'lh. 8.17-18). From the sixth or fifth cen
tury BCE onwards Typhon is identified with
the Egyptian god -Seth (possibly already
Pherecydes according to Origen. COlllra
Cels. 6.42; Herodotus 2.144; 156; 3.5; Dio
dorus Siculus, Bibl. hisr. 1.21-22: 88; passim
in Plutarch. De Iside), who was initially a
royal god but developed in the first millen
nium BCE into the prototype of evil and the
god of the foreigners (TE VELDE 1977). The
element of the flight of the gods before
Typhon in several Greek and utin texts
(e.g. Nicander according to Antoninus
Liberalis 28; Ovidius, Meram. 5.321-331;
Hyginus, Fab. 196) is probably inspired by
Egyptian traditions concerning Seth (GRIF
FJrnS 1960). The combat myth of Typhon
ha..o; a different character in the texts where
Seth and Typhon are identified. Typhon's
opponents are in that case Osiris, -. Isis and
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-Horus (-Apollo). Herodotus (3.5) men
tions that Seth-Typhon ends up in the Ser
bonian Lake, at the coast near the eastern
border of Egypt. The negative aspects of
Seth matched well with the character of
Typhon, who probably was the most promi
nent opponent of the Olympic gods (cf. Pin
dar, PytlJ. 1.15 'heon polemios; Aeschylos,
Prom. 358 pasin IIJeois antesle; Hyginus,
Astr. 2.28 acerrimlls gigas et maxime
deorom IJostLs; Nonnus, Dion. 2.571 tIJee
machos). This explains why Seth-Typhon
came to be used as a kind of stereotype to
characterize historical figures as the creators
of chaos. Especially in texts from Ptolemaic
Egypt there are several examples of a simi
lar negative characterization of rebels or
foreign enemies: Antiochus III in the Raphia
decree, Harsiesis, the Greeks in the Oracle
of the Potter; possibly also Antiochus IV
(for references see VAN HENTEN 1993:224
225 and 239-243; cf. Apollonius Rhodius,
Argon. 2.38). The opponent of the typhonic
enemy is usually the king, who was asso
ciated with Horus. The mythic conflict
between Seth-Typhon and Horus was part of
the Ptolemaic royal ideology, which is evi
dent from the coronation ceremony and
other places (KOENEN 1983; VAN HENTEN
1993:224).

Typhon also appears as a demon of
storms, whirlwinds (see already Hesiod,
171eog. 846; 869-880; SCHMIDT 1916-1924:
1426; 1442-1445; FONTENROSE 1980: 126;
545-546. and Index A I s.v. motif 3G p.
581) and earthquakes and the originator of
volcanic eruptions. Aristotle, Mel. 1.1 339a,
and Pliny, Nat. hist. 2.131-132 mention
ophones as whirlwinds without a reference
to Typhon.

III. The use of O'phollikos in Acts 27: 14
is bound up with the meaning 'gale' of
O'pho1J and Typhon as originator of storm
winds. Because of the context it is unlikely
that a whirlwind or waterspout was meant
by Luke. Philo uses typhon in the sense of
whirlwind metaphorically in Quod deus 89
(cf. LXX Ps 148:8 v.1.).

Josephus Ap. 1.237 can be understood
against the background of the identification

of Seth and Typhon. Josephus transmits a
passage of Manetho relating that the aban
doned city of Avaris in the eastern delta of
the Nile was given to the impure who la
boured in the quarries nearby. The city is
connected to Seth-Typhon in this passage by
the adjective Typhollios, which might have a
historical basis in the foundation of the city
by the Hyksos. The foreign god of the
Hyksos was probably identified by the
Egyptians with Seth, the Egyptian god of
the foreigners (TE VELDE 1977:128). Be
cause of Manetho's association of the im
pure with the Israelites. however, the import
of the passage becomes strongly anti
Jewish: the Jews are presented as adherents
of the now very evil god Seth-Typhon.

Although Typhon is not mentioned in
Dan 7-12 or Revelation it is quite possible
that the typhonic type which was taken from
Greek and Egyptian mythology was incor
porated into passages of these apocalyptic
writings in order to emphasize the appear
ance of foreign rulers as the tyrannical
eschatological adversary. The vision in Dan
7 shows not only correspondences with
Canaanite mythology (-+Baal, -+Sea). but
also with texts on Seth-Typhon (especially
concerning the eleventh hom; VAN HENTEN
1993). The battle against heaven and the
stars in Dan 8:10-12 and Rev 12:4; 7-9; 13:
6 of the little hom, the dragon and the first
beast corresponds with the role of Typhon,
who according to Apollodorus, Bib. 1.39-40,
touches the stars with his head and attacks
heaven (Claudian, Can". 26.62-66; Nonnus.
Dion. 1.291; 2.386-387). Valerius Flaccus
(first century CE) even says that Typhon
thought that he had captured the kingdom of
heaven and the stars (Argon. 2.236-238).

According to several scholars also the
pattern of Rev 12 shows strong similarities
with a (Greco-Egyptian) version of myths
concerning Seth-Typhon: the flight of Isis
for Seth-Typhon; the birth and secret up
bringing of Horus; and the revenge on Seth
Typhon by Horus for the killing of his
father Osiris (sources: Herodotus 2.144;
156; 3.5; Plutarch. De lside. esp. 12-21;
Diodorus Siculus, Bib. 1.21-22; 88; Bous-
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SET 1906; VOGTLE 1971; BERGMEIER 1982).
This does not exclude similar correspon
dences with other dragon myths (Python, cf.
YARBRO COLLINS 1975). Seth-Typhon shares,
however, with the dragon of Revelation the
fact that he fights against several opponents
(Osiris, Isis and Horus) and pursues the
woman after she has given birth to a son.
The attempt to overwhelm the woman with
a river (Rev 12:15) corresponds with the site
of the conflict of Seth-Typhon, the delta of
the Nile (cf. also Typhon's connection with
the Orantes). If the author of Revelation
actually has incorporated pagan material in
chap. 12, he probably also has used tra
ditions concerning Seth-Typhon, e.g. in
addition to the traditions about the pursuit of
Isis and Horus, also the attack on heaven
and stars. Even the beginning of the vision
with the two heavenly signs matches with
traditions concerning Seth-Typhon. Isis and
Seth-Typhon are connected with stars and
constellations, Isis with the dogstar (Plut
arch, De lsid. 21 = Mor. 359D) and Virgo,
Seth-Typhon with pole stars and the Great
Bear, according to some scholars also with
Hydra (BERGMEIER 1982).
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UNCLEAN SPIRITS 1tVEil~ata alCa8apta

I. 'Unclean spirit' occurs only once in
lIle OT" (Zech 13:2 mal; ha!l"m·li. lit. 'the
spirit of impurity') and 21 times in the NT
in both singular and plural. It is found only
in the synoptic gospels and Acts and twice
in Rev. The related phmse 'evil spirit'
(pnellma poneron) occurs in the OT (-+Evil
spirit of God) and eight times in the NT.
Often the noun daimonion is used synony
'inously (see below and -+Demon).

II. The belief in supernatural non-cor
poreal beings considered not to be gods and
affecting the life of corporeal beings (men
and animals) is widespread. Since they are
invisible and yet present and active they are
often called 'spirits'; this idiom is derived
from the (invisible yet active) wind. They
may appear as a group or band or as indi
vidual beings, often h:1Ving a name and
more or less personal ways of action.
. These spirits are either benevolent and

helpful ot malevolent and harmful. In the
latter case they are often called demons or
ghosts. Often they take possession of human
beings or animals nnd are identified with
them. This belief is found in all religions of
the ancient Near East and the Mediterra
nean. It appears to be intensified in Hellen
istic and Roman times. It is well represented
in the Jewish religion of these times. espe
cially in apocalyptic writings.

III. The phmse 'unclean spirit' is part of
the demonological idiom of Judaism (cf. e.g.
T. Benj. V 2; T. Sun. IV 9; VI 6: Jub. 10.1:
11,4; 12,20: K. BERGER, NTS 20 [1973] 7 n.
28; Str-B IV,I 503-509). It is, however, not
very common, probably because 'unclean' is
a ritual concept. In the synoptic gospels it is
synonymous with daimonion or cireum
scribed by a form of the verb daimonil.eslhai
as is shown by the fact that both concepts
occur in the same story (cf. e.g. Luke 9:37-

43) or in parallel versions of the same story
(cf. e.g. Mark 6:7; Matt 10: I ['unclean
spirit'] with Luke 8:33 [daimonion]; Mark
7:25 has 'unclean spirit'. Matt 15:22 has
daimonil.etai). The description of the be
haviour and actions of unclean spirits is
identical with that of daimollia.
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J. REILING

UNKNO\VN GOD •Ayvcooto~ 8£0;
I. In the Book of Acto; (17:23) Luke

tclls how Paul the apostle addresses the
Athenians on the Areopagus and takes as his
point of departure an inscription on an altar
he saw in the city. This inscription, he says.
ran as follows: "For an unknown god"
(ayv<OOtql 8£~).

II. All the other evidence for a cult of
(an) unknown god(s) is later than Acts. In
the 2nd cent. CEo Pausanias says that near
the harbour of Phalerum (Athens) there were
altars of gods named 'unknown ones' and of
heroes (Poot.Lol S£ 8£rov t£ ovo~o~o~£vCJ)v

ayvcimrov lCol T,prowv. I, I. 4). In his
description of the sanctuaries in Olympia he
says that by the great altar of the Olympian
-+Zeus there is also an altar of unknown
gods (QyvcimCJ)v 8£rov l3o>iJoC;. V, 14. 8). In
the early 3rd cent. CE, Diogenes Laenius
tells that in the (probably) 6th cent. BeE the
Athenians asked Epimenides from Cnossos
to help them get rid of a plague: he brought
sheep to the Areopagus and there he let
them go wherever they wanted. and on each
spot where a sheep lay down he had the
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Athenians sacrifice to the deity concerned
(tci> 1tPOO'liKOvn SEci», and he adds that even
to his day altars may be found in various
parts of Athens with no name inscribed
upon them (~oi. avci>\'\)~Ol, I 110). His
contemporary Philostratus, Vita Apollo1l;;
VI,3, has his hero praise Athens' prudence
because there altars are set up in honour
even of unknown gods (Kai. ayv<OOtcov
&1l~6vcov ~oi. ·iOpUVtOl). This literary
evidence seems to suggest that altars to un
known gods were inscribed either with a
plural ayv<OOtOl; SEOl; (or iryv<OOtoov SErov)
or in the singular with an anonymous SEci>
(for extensive discussion and references to
secondary literature see VAN DER HORST
1989:1428-1443). When one looks for epi
graphical evidence to corroborate either of
these hypotheses, it turns out that there is no
unambiguous material. In 1910 a 2nd cent.
CE altar inscription from Pergamon was
published (HEPDlNG 1910) that reads:
aEOn: An.......] KAnlT[..] 6MOl''XO[.],
which could be restored as: SEOl; QylCOta
tOl; (or: aYVOtatOl;) Ka1titCOV oaOoUxo;
(for other suggested restorations see VAN

DER HORST 1989:1433), but HEPDlNG (1910:
455-456) proposed: SEOl; iryv<OOtOl;. In
spite of objections to this proposal it still
seems the most feasible one (see also WEIN
REICH 1915:30-32; NILSSON 1961:355; VAN

DER HORST 1988:26). The same applies to
another inscription from Dorylaeum (Phryg
ia), where SEOl; iryv<OOtol; would seem to
be the least problematic restoration (C. W.
M. Cox, MAMA V [Manchester 1937J 56,
with the discussion by VAN DER HORST

1989:1436-1437). So the scanty archaeologi
cal evidence clearly favours the hypothesis
of n dedication in the plural. In addition to
that, Churchfathers seem to imply that
Luke's statement about an inscription in the
singular is in need of correction. Tertullian
perhaps makes already a tacit correction
when he states that he knows of Athenian
stupidity and idolatry with 'altars prostituted
to unknown gods' (Ad\'. Marc. I 9; Ad
nationes n 9,4), where one would expect
him to use the phrase in the singular in view
of the pac;sage in AClc;. But at the end of the

4th cent. CE Jerome is quite explicit: "The
altar-inscription is not, as Paul asserted. 'To
an unknown god'. but as fol1ows: 'To the
gods of Asia, Europe, and Africa, to the
unkno\vn and foreign gods' (diis Asiae et
Europae el A/rieae, d;;s ignotis et per
egrinis). But since Paul did not need [or:
could not use] a number of gods but only
one unknown god, he used the word in the
singular" (Comm. in Ep. ad Titllm I 12 =PL
26:607). And later, in a letter of ca. 388 (ep.
70), he repeats that Paul "in his propaganda
for Christ even skilful1y rephrases (torquet)
an inscription he came across by chance so
as to tum it into an argument for faith" (a
statement in which Jerome perhaps echoes
Didymus of Alexandria; see the latter's
comments on 2 Cor 10:5 in the catenae
edited by K. STAAB, PalllllSko11l11lt!ntare aus
der grieehisehen Kirche [MUnster 1933] 37).
The opinion of these two (or three) Church
fathers that Paul (or Luke) changed the text
of the inscription in order to get a suitable
starting-point for his speech strengthens the
impression that there may have been no
such inscriptions in the singular at all,
neither in Athens nor elsewhere, however
much their testimonies do corroborate the
pagan literary and epigrnphical data to the
effect that there were indeed cults of un
known gods in antiquity (for further testi
monies from Churchfnthers see LAKE 1933:
240-246; VAN DER HORST 1989:1440-1442).

The question as to what was the function
of such cults is not easy to answer, since the
expression ayV<OOto; SEa; is not un
equivocal. It may mean a god who is wel1
known to one people but not (yet) known to
another (Le. a foreign deity whose name and
function are in principle knowable [for evi
dence that the god of the Jews may have
been considered an 'unknown god' by
pagans see VAN DER HORST 1989: 1444
1446]); or a god whose name nobody
knows, either because it has been forgotten
(altar-inscriptions may have become unread
able) or since there is no way of knowing
which god (maybe even which of the known
gods) is the author of a calamity or of good
fortune; or a god unknown to those who did
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not receive a special revelation or initiation;
or a god unknowable-<ryvc.ooto~can have
this meaning as weill-because of the limi
tations of human knowledge, or in essence
unknowable but panially knowable by infer
ence from hislhcr works; etc. (see BIRT
1914; DoDDS 1963; FESfUGIERE 1954). Prob
ably the most frequent motive to raise altars
for (an) unknown god(s) was uncertainty or
doubt about the identity of the god who had
caused a certain event. In ancient religions it
was of the utmost importance to know the
right name ·of the deity when invoking
him/her or sacrificing to himlher. From
Homer onwards one finds a variety of prayer
fonnulas which aim to prevent the god in
voked from being offended by an incorrect
invocation, such as "Hear, Lord, whoever
thou art" (Homer, Od. V 445; cf. Aeschylus,
Agam. 160-161; Euripides, Troad. 884-887;
Catullus 34:21-22; Apuleius, Melam. XI 2;
Macrobius, Sal. III 9,10). The Romans even
developed a specific fonnula that is often
found not only in prayers but also in dedi
catory fonnulas both in inscriptions and in
literary texts, sc. sive deus sive dea (ALVAR
1985). Aulus GeUius reports: 'The Romans
of old (••.), whenever they felt an eanh
quake or received a report of one, decreed a
holy day on that account, but forbore to
declare and specify in the decree, as is com
monly done, the name of the god in whose
honour the holy day was to be observed, for
fear that by naming one god instead of an
other they might involve the people in false
observance. If anyone had desecrated that
festival, and expiation was therefore necess
ary, they used to offer a victim si deo si
deae (•..), since it was uncertain what force
and which of the gods or goddesses had
caused the earthquake" (Nocles Articae II
28,2-3). lust as the Romans for fear or
anxiety that by naming one god instead of
another their acts of worship would not
yield the results required, used the sive deus
sive dea fonnula. so the Greeks, too, to keep
on the safe side, could use the fonnula 'un
known god'. And this consideration makes
it intrinsically probable that in such cases a
Greek would use this expression in the sin-

gular, even in an altar-inscription (VAN DER
HORST 1988:39-40). An additional motive in
the cult of unknown gods certainly was the
anxious concern not to run the risk that one
did not know and hence did not worship the
best divine helper and so failed to obtain the
help one so badly needed. This danger could
be warded off by a "mt>glichst vollstlindige
BerUcksichtigung der Gottheiten, also auch
der unbckannten" (WACHSMUTH 1975:708).
There is also some evidence that suggests
that the tenn 'unknown gods' was used to
designate the gods of the netherworld
(XSOV\O\ Seo\) or the Erinyes (called 'anony
mous goddesses' by Euripides, Iph. Taur.
944; see KERN 1926:125-134), in order to
avoid the nanling of gods whom for safety's
sake one preferred not to mention: Ovid,
Meram. XIV 365-366: Statius, Acllill. I 135
140; Pap. Chicago 1061 VI 26 (in J. U.
POWEll, ColleClallea Alexalldrina [Oxford
1925] 85); for further passages see NORDEN
1923: 115-124. On the different philosophi
cal background (Platonic epistemology) of
the unknown god in Gnosticism see
FESTUGIERE 1954:1-140 and TURCAN 1987:
136-137.

III. By making Paul start his speech by
referring to an inscription Luke makes use
of a well-known literary device (cf. Ps-Hera
clitus, Ep. 4: Ps-Diogenes, Ep. 36). There is
a distinct possibility that Luke had his hero
deliberately change the text of an inscrip
tion, for it would by no means be an iso
lated case. Before his days, the 2nd cent.
BCE Jewish exegete Aristobulus quoted
Aratus' Phaellomena but changed twice
'Zeus' into 'God' (he frankly admits: "We
have given the true sense, as one must, by
removing the name Zeus throughout the
verses", apt Eusebius, Praep. E\'. XIII 12,7).
Philo also quotes Hesiod in a monotheistic
foml by changing eeoi into ee6~ (De ebrie
late 150), and also later Christian writers.
when quoting Plato or Plotinus or other
pagan writers, adapt these texts to Christian
usage by changing eeoi into 8E6~ (e.g.
Theodoret of Cyrrhus). But there is no abso
lute need to assume Luke did the same. The
backgrounds of the cult of 'unknown gods'
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show that a dedication in the singular be
longed to the possibilities and can never be
ruled out, but the question must remain
undecided. Whether or not there ever existed
an altar for an unknown God (in the singu
lar) in Athens. it is clear that Luke wants to
present Paul as claiming that he is proclaim
ing to the Greeks the God of Israel whom
they honour without knowing him. and that
from now on they have no longer any ex
cuse for their ignorance. since they have
heard the message of this God's self-revel
ation in Jesus Christ.
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P. \V. VAN DER HORST

URIEL ?~'ii~
I. The name appears in the OT as a per

sonal name: 1 Chr 6:9; 15:5.11; 2 Chr 13:2.
In 4 Ezra, an angel of this name is men
tioned as angelus interpres. The etymology
depends upon the decision whether the root
is Hebrew (light) or Aramaic (fire). T. Abr.
A 13: II knows an angel Purouel who has
power over the fire (1tUp). It is tempting to
identify him with Uriel.

II. Among the four archangels (c.g. Gk
Apoc. Ezra 6:2: Mass. Hckalot, A. JEL
LlNE~. Bel ha-Midrasch II [Leipzig 1853]
43-44) Uriel is replaced by Phanuel in the
book of similitudes (1 Enoch 37-71), though
in general he does appear in this group. 3
Baruch 4:7 knows Uriel as the third of five
archangels, other versions read here Phanuel.
At other places Uriel interchanges with
Sariel (J. Z. SMITH, OTP II, 709). It might
be, too. that Vrevoil (2 Enoch 22: 10. cpo F.
I. ANDERSEN. OTP I, 140, note) is an orig
inal Uriel.

In accordance with his name Uriel seems
to be connected mainly with astrology. 1
Enoch 72-82 shows him as explorer of the
stars and their ways in heaven (cp. 33:3-4).
He is the guide of the heavenly luminaries
(l Enoch 72: I: 79:6; 82:7). 1 Enoch ex
plains the discrepancy between the Enochic
calendar and astronomical reality already by
the assumption that the stars err because of
the sins of man. So the guidance of the
stars. revealing their ways and their errors
becomes tantamount to announcing the
eschatological punishment of men and the
stars, i.e. the fallen angels which arc ident
ified with stars in the Enochic corpus. It is
nevertheless possible that the 'prince of
light' is to be identified with Michael rather
than with Uriel (cf. Y. YADIN. The Scroll of
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the War ofthe Sons of Light against the Sons
of Darkness [Jerusalem 1957] 214-125).

Uriel knows and reveals the place of the
future punishment and imprisonment of these
stars (l Enoch 18:14-19:2; 21:5-6.9). Accord
ingly he is depicted elsewhere as set over
Tartaros (l Enoch 20:2, Greek version) and
even buries Adam together with Michael
(Vita Adae 48:1). Accompanied by --+Gabriel
he serves as light fo~ the resurrected (Apoc.
Eliah 5:5). One group of manuscripts men
tions Uriel among the four archangels who
fulfil the eschatological judgment (Sib. Or.
2:215); Uriel alone breaks the gates of
--+Hades (ibid. 227-237, cpo 1 Enoch 20:2)
and leads the dead to their punishment.

ill. In later times the tradition is mainly
concerned with Uriel as revealing angel or
angelus interpres as in 4 Ezra 4: 1; 10:28
and throughout. In this function Uriel is
mentioned in rabbinic texts and remains a
favourite in the magical texts (e.g. T. Sol.
2:4 [Q]; 2:7 [L]; 8:9 [P]; 17:7. 9 [H]; 18:7
[L). 9.24 [H]. 27 (Pl, STtiBE, 22 1. 6;
PRADEL, 55-56. 60; KROPP, XXVIII, 7, 47;
XLV, 3, 17; 4v, 20; XLVI, 9v,15; LXXVI,
88; XLVII, 2, 4 etc. Sefer Harazim I, 87;
NAVEH & SHAKED, Amulet 11, l. 3; but
only five times in PGM) as in early Jewish
mysticism (SCHAFER 1988:§§ 363. 372. 418.
493. 644). Fragments of the Hekhalot litera
tur~~enti.on arl_allgt?IMe)ori~eVi~"lj1~O~ (P.
SCHAFER, Geniza-Fragmente zur HekiUJlot
Literatur [Tubingen 1984], fragm. 13, p. 2b,
line 10 and fragm. 16, p. lb, line 12). This
might be an original Uriel. The relations of
Uriel to Suriel and Sariel need further study

(cf. for the time: H. 1. POLOTSKY, Suriel der
Trompeter, Le Museon 49 [I936}, 231-243 =
POLOTSKY, Collected Papers [Jerusalem
1971] 288-300; G. VERMES, The Archangel
Sariel. A Targumic Parallel to the Dead Sea
Scrolls, Christianity, Judaism and Other
Greco-Roman Cults [Ed. J. Neusner; Leiden
1975] 159-166).

Uriel's fight against ~JacoblIsrael does
not really fit into these lines of tradition. It
occurs in the relatively late Prayer of
Joseph, fragm. A (1. Z. SMITH, OTP II).
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I. The noun ?Jlfiqd occurs once in MT.
in a proverbial expression in Prov 30:15.
The word appears to be pan-Semitic, with
cognates attested in Syriac (Celaqtii), Arabic
(lalaq), Ethiopic ealaqt), and Akkadian
(i1qll). In each of these cognate languages
the meaning is 'leech'. In Arabic there is a
related word, lawleq, interpreted as referring
to a kind of demon (CANAAN 1929:29). This
latter sense has been conjectured for the
word in MT (e.g. DE MOOR 1981-1982:111
n. 16).

II. The Arabic noun lawleq does occur
meaning 'leech' or the like, but not specifi
cally a demon. On the other hand, the
second Phoenician amulet from Arslan Tash
(ed. A. CAQUOT & R. DU MESNIL DU
BUISSON, Syria 48 [197]] 39]-398; cf. DE
MOOR 1981-1982:110-112) contains an in
cantation against a demon which is most
probably depicted on the plaque. According
to the inscription on the plaque the demon is
a personified 'Blood-sucker', l~rJt Imzh 'In
cantation against the Blood-sucker'. The
Phoenician mzh might be compared with
Hebr mz)' ~b, 'the Suckers of Hunger' (Deut
32:24). Though the Phoenician demon is not
identical with the Ar lawleq, the incantation
makes clear that insects could be seen as
demons.

III. The proverbial expression of Prov
30: I5 reads (in MT): ''The lalfiqd has two
daughters (who say) 'Give, give!'" The
common Semitic meaning, 'leech', would
suit the context. Since the sayings in Prov
erbs often feature insects and other humble
creatures (cf. the ants, locusts, and other ani
mals in Proverbs 30), it may be unwise to
posit here the unique occurrence of 'demon,
vampire', based on an inner-Arabic semantic
development.

The alternative etymology developed by

GLUECK (1964) who connects 'aliiq{; with
Ar laliiqii, 'copulation', and renders the
Hebrew noun with 'erotic passion'. has been
criticised by NORTH (1965) in favour of the
traditional rendering.

IV. Bibliography
T. CANAAN, Dtimonenglallbe im Lande der
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R. S. HENDEL

VANITIES r::t'~ii
I. In Deuteronomistic religious pol

emics and related texts, 'vanities' (hebelim)
indicate images of non-Yahwistic deities. It
is impossible to establish the identity of the
deities involved (PREUSS 1971:160-164).
Etymologically, hebel is related to words for
'breath; vapour and nullity'.

II. Since it is not clear to which deities
the tenn hebelim refers. their character can
not be described. It is characteristic of the
onhodox fonn of the Yahwistic religion in
ancient Israel to designate 'other deities' in
a disparaging way. This has no counterpart
in other ancient Ncar Eastern cultures. The
Assyrians depict the deities of the people
conquered as 'their deities' or 'the gods in
which they trusted' (Sargon II: BECKING
1992:31). They consider them to be real dei
ties and not mere idols.

III. The tenn 'Vanities' occurs frequently
in OT religious polemics (Deut 32:21; 1 Kgs
16:13.26; 2 Kgs 17:15: 8 times in lec; Zcch
10:2; cr. Ps 31:7 and Jona 2:9). By calling
indigenous Canaanite and other deities
'vanities'. their fonnal existence and prac-
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tical efficacy is negated (EISSFELDT 1962:
271). This designation is comparable with
the indication of the divine -Falsehood.

The etymology of the word hebel under
scores this insight. The Hebrew word has no
cognates in older Semitic languages. It can
be considered as an onomatopoeic construc
tion of the Hebrew language itself (SEYBOLD
1974:335-336) indicating human breath.
Using hebel, the deities are compared by the
deuteronomistic school to 'breath; vapour;
transiency'. They stand in contrast to the
everlasting character ofYahweh. This is
apparent in a polemical passage from Jere
miah, where the non-Yahwistic divine is
compared with 'breath'. The images of the
artisan are classifIed as 'falsehood'; there is
no life (nialJ) in them. They are U a nothing
(hebe/); a work of mockery" (Jer 10:14-15).
In a similar context, Yahweh is introduced
as speaking agent ridiculizing the. carved
images: "Why have they offended me with
their idols, with alien nothings (lulbIe
nekiir)?" (Jer 8:19). Here, the vanities refer
to foreign deities, presumably introduced by
the Assyrian or Babylonian overlords. In
Postexilic hymns, the teoo 'vanities' is con
nected with the parallel noun saw, 'idle
idols' (Ps 31:7; Jonah 2:9) indicating non
active deities in general.

The deuteronomistic concepts have been
taken over .bythe authors of the NT. After
the healing of a lame person in Lystra, Paul
is identified by the Lycaonians as -Hermes
and Barnabas as -Zeus. The inhabitants of
Lystra believed the gods had come down as
humans. Paul rejects this identification and
summons the people to conversion apo
touton ton mataion, "from these vain idols",
by which the Greek gods are meant (Acts
14: 15). In 1 Pet 1:18, it is stated that the
Gentile Christians have been redeemed from
the idle conduct (ek tes rnataias) of their fore
fathers. The expression implies the rever
ence of idle idols (VAN UNNIK 1980:14-15).

A relation of hebel with the Central Arab
ian fertility god -Hubal is improbable.

IV. Bibliography
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B. BECKING

VARUNA
I. The name of the lebusite Araunah,

Heb 'arawna' (2 Sam 24:16.20-24; 1 Chr
21:15.18; 2 ehr 3:1), has etymologically
been related to the Indian deity Varul)a. In
doing so, Araunah has been related to an al
leged Aryan upper class in the ancient Near
East (F. HOMMEL 1904:1011; H. HOMMEL
1929:117).

II. In the Vedas of ancient India VaruJ;la
played an important role. He often appears
together with Mitra (-Mithras), both having
an ethical character as guarantors of J.:(ta.
Vanl1~a is related to the, night. He rules over
the invisible and is gifted with magic power:
"1 am King VaruJ)3. these magic powers
were first given to me" (Rg Veda 4,42:2.
[181]). VaruI)a is seen as omnipresent and
omniscient. He is revered as the creator and
the wise sustainer of the world knowing and
initiatjngthe clochvork of creation~ Since
he also appears as God of -+heaven. the ety
mological relation with Ouranos is plaus
ible. In the so-called classical period re
flected e.g. by the MahiIbhilrata, Varul}a is
still worshipped though in a less prominent
role. He is relegated to the position of a god
of death (DANIELOU 1964; DOWSON 1973;
RENOU & FILLJOZAT 1985).

In the list of gods in the treaty and the
countertreaty between the Hittite king
Shupiluliuma J and the Mitanni-Hurrian
king Kurtiwazza some deities occur which
have been construed as Aryan: Mitra,
Varona, Indra and the two No.satyiI (e.g.
MIRONOV 1933; THIEME 1960; WVATf
1996:333). Although they occur in a minor
position (Nos. 105-108 in the god-list) they
have been interpreted as an indication of the
presence of an Aryan upper-class in the
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ancient Near East. This interpretation as
well as the identifications of Mitra and
Varuna has now convincingly been challen
ged .(KAMMENHunER 1968: DIAKONOFF
1972). In the treaties *Varuf)a is written
DINGIR.ME~ c)-m-wa-na-aJ-Ji-el (KBo I I
Re,,:55; KUB III I b Rev: 21') and
DINGIR.MES A-m-na-as-si-i! (KBo I 3+
Rev:41) respectively. Phonetic laws prohibit
an identification with Varnf)a. The name
should be interpreted as 'the gods of
Urwanlthe Urwanites they are' (DIAKONOFF
1972: 106-107).

III. The name Araunah can be interpreted
as Hurrian: the noun eweri- 'lord' with the
extension -ne has the meaning 'feudal lord'
(W. FEILER, tJurritische Namen im Allen
Testament, ZA 45 [1939] 217-218.224-225;
B. MAZAR, The Early Biblical Period
[Jerusalem 1986] 41). N. WYAIT ('Araunah
the Jebusite' and the Throne of David,
StTheol 39 [1985] 39-53) identi fied Araunah
ali Uriah the Hittite. A relation with Aryan
groups in the ancient Near East is less
plausible. Besides, the alleged relation rests
on an obsolete and objectionable ideology.
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B. SECKING

·VASHTI "irOi
I. JENSEN 1892:62 suggested that the

name of Queen Vashti, the spouse of Ahasu
crus in Est 1:9 (cf. 1:11.12.15.16.17.19;
2: 1.4.17), is related to the presumed Elamite
goddess *WaSti (or MaSti). Since there are
more plausible explanations to the name
Vashti, there is no need to make a link with
a goddess whose name was in fact pronoun
ced as Ma~ti.

II. Ma~ti is an Elamite mother goddess,
attested in Middle and New Elamite royal
inscriptions and in personal names. The cor
rect reading of the signs dMA~-n, once read
Barti, is proven by the writing dma-a~-ti in a
Middle Elamite brick inscription (VALLAT
1983: II line 2). The goddess is frequently
mentioned in the late Elamite inscription of
ijanni from Malamir (M. \V. STOLPER,
MaIamir B. Philologisch, RLA 7 [1987-9OJ
276-81), where she is adorned with the epi
thets ZGna A~tarriJa 'lady of Tarri&'1' (F. W.
KONIG, Die elamischen Konigsinschriften
[AfO Beih. 16; Graz 1965] no. 76 § 4 e.a.;
for Tarri~a see F. VALLAT, RGTC II [Wies
baden 1993] 275) and amma balza dnappirra
'protective mother of the gods' (KONIG,
ibid, no. 76 § 10 e.a.). Ma~ti is the most
important goddess of the pantheon of
MaIamir, but she was also venerated at Susa
and elsewhere as her name appears as a
theophoric element in personal names from
Susa and TaIl-i Malyan (p. VALLAT 1983:
13; M. W. STOLPER, Texts from Tall-i Maly
an [Philadelphia 1984] 200a; R. ZADOK,
The Elamire Onomasticon [Napels 1984]
28.)

III. In an early study of Elamite proper
names, JENSEN argued that Valihti, the
queen and spouse of Ahaliuerus, coincides
with the name of a goddess: "lch lese Wa~ti

und nicht Ma~ti, weil ich Grunde zu der
Annahme habet dass die in Rede stehende
Gottin in der "iiO' des Buches Esther wie
derzufinden ist" (1892:62). It is now clear
that the name of the goddess wali pronoun
ced Ma~ti. GEllMAN submits a more plausi
ble explanation of the name Valihti, by rela
ting it to Avestan "as, 'to wish, to desire'.
The fonn uJt; is the pac;t participle with a
feminine ending, which yields the meaning
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'the desired one, the beloved' (1924:322).
The A vestan bears a close correspondence
to the Hebrew transcription, and makes
excellent sense.

IV. Bibliography
H. S. GEHMAN, Notes on the Persian Words
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F. VAN KOPPEN & K. VAN DER TOORN

VINE -. GEPEN

VIPER i1l)E)~

I. The viper ('epCeh) occurs three times
in the Hebrew Bible, always in poetic con
texls to describe negative environments or
sensations. Third-millennium texts from
Mesopotamia attest to the veneration of a
god Iba)um, etymologically related to Heb
jepceh.

n. A third-millennium Akkadian seal
depicting a fully developed snake-dragon is
dedicated toa godi-ba·um (R.M.. BOEH
MER, Die Entwicklung der Glyptik wiihrend
der Akkad-Zeit [Berlin 1965] Tafel XLVIII
no. 570). This snake-god is probably identi
cal with dip_pu, the vizier of the chthonic
deity Ningiszida in the Babylonian god list
An-Anum V 262 (WIGGERMANN 1997:37).
This deity is also known from a geographic
name in the Diyala region (KA-dl-ba-um;
RGTC 3 128·29). The meaning of the word
i·ba-um is illuminated by a vocabulary from
Ebla, where Sum mus-ama, obviously some
kind of snake (Sum mus means 'snake'), is
translated as l·ba-it-um. CIVIL has connected
this term with Heb ;)epCeh, 'viper'
(1984:91).

llI. The deified character of the viper in
Mesopotamia is proven by its appearance in
the god lists. In Old Testament passages the

viper occurs in poetic descriptions of desert
landscapes (Isa 30:6) or as cause of negative
physical experience (Isa 59:5; Job 20: 16).
Whilst the snake in ancient Israelite culture
was frequently associated with divine power
(-.serpent), there are no traces of a divine
nature ascribed to the viper.

IV. Bibliography
M. CML, Bilingualism in logographically
written languages: Sumerian· in Ebla, II
bilinguismo a Ebla (ed. L. Cagni; Napoli.
1984) 91; F~ A. M. WIGGERMANN, Trans
tigridian snake gods, Sumerian Gods and
Their Representations (eM 7; eds. I. L. Fin
kel & M. J. Geller; Groningen 1997) 33-55,
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K. VAN DER TOORN

VIRGIN m~?.IJ/il?in:J 1tapeevo~
I. In Hebrew two nouns occur which

traditionally have been translated with
'virgin': 'alma and berald. A convincing
etymology of the noun 'alma has not been
given. The word has cognates in various
Semitic languages; Ugar glmt, 'girl'; Phoen
'lmt; Aram <ljmt. The exact meaning of these
words, however, is not easily established.
The proposal of DOHMEN (1987: 172-173)
who sees a relation-via Ugar glm
between Heb 'alma and AkkJSemitic ~lm,

'~image' .. and.proposes a semanticfi.eld in
cluding 'image of' and 'image referring to',
is unlikely. The noun b€tu!a is etymological
ly connected to Akk batultu and Ugar btlt.
In both these languages the noun primarily
refers to an age-group. With WENHAM
(1972) it might be taken for granted that
betulli-and probably also (alma-refers to
a 'girl of marriageable age' and not to a
virgo intacta.

In the OT the nouns do not refer to a
goddess; in Ugaritic texts they are both used
as epithets for a deity. Early Christian theol
ogy identified the 'almil of Isa 7:14 with the
virgin -Mary.

ll. In Mesopotamian hymns celebratin~

the love between -.Ishtar and Dumuzi
(~Tammuz) the goddess is presented as a
young nubile woman (WILCKE 1976-80:84).
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In Egypt the epithets cdd.r, mn.r and bwn.r,
'girl; young woman; virgin', are applied to
many goddesses-e.g.- Hathor and -Isis
who had not yet had sexual intercourse
(BERGMAN, RINGGREN & TSEVAT 1972:
872-873).

In the Ugaritic myth in which it is nar
rated how the moon-god Yaribu obtained his
bride Nikkal, glmr occurs as a designation
for a goddess: hi glmr rid b(n), 'Look! The
girl bears a son to him' (KTU 1.24:7). It is
not clear whether glmr is the name of a deity
(W. HERRMANN, Yarib Lmd Nikkol lind der
Preis der Ku[arar-Gollinen [BZAW 106;
Berlin 1967] 7) or a reference to a goddess
(KaRPEL 1990:291). In the ritual text KTU
1.41 :25, glmr is used ac; an epithet for
-Anat (ARTU 162). In KTU 1.4 vii:54 the
expression bn glmr should be rendered with
'sons of the darkness' (DOHMEN 1987: 171;
ARTU 65). The expression is an epithet for
Gupanu-and-Ugaru and does not refer to the
offspring of a female (or virgin) deity.

The Ugaritic goddess Anat is often called
the brlr (e.g. KTU 1.3 ii:32-33; 1.3 iii:3; 1.4
ii: 14; 1.6 iii:22-23). The epithet refers to her
youth and not to her biological state since
she had sexual intercourse more than once
with her Baal (BERGMAN, RrNGGREN &
TSEVAT 1972:873-874; KaRPEL 1990:322
323).

III. In the OT, both 'alma and beruld are
used for human beings only and do not refer
to deities. The noun 'alma occurs 9 times in
the OTt It refers to women in the royal harem
(Cant 6:8); to a group of music making girls
(Ps 68:26); to a musical indication (Ps 46: I);
and to young women of marriageable age
(Gen 24:43; Ex 2:8; 68:26; Isa 7: 14; Prov
30: 19; 1 Chron 15:20). Of great interest is
the passage in Isa 7: 14. Interpreting Isa 7 as
a messianic prophecy and viewing the Calma
as a virgin on the basis of the LXX render
ing nopBevoc;. early Christians identified her
with Mary and read the passage as the pre
diction of the virginal conception of -Em
manueV-Jesus (Math 1:23).

The noun berti/a occurs 51 times in the
OTt In three instances the noun might indi
cate a 'virgin' (Lev 21:13-14; Deut 22:19;

Ezek 44:22). At Joel 1:8 it certainly docs
not refer to a virgin. The apposition "who
had no intercourse" (Gen 24:16; Judg 21:12)
should be interpreted as a modification to
berfilfi rather than the definition of a charac
teristic attribute (e.g. F. ZIMMERMANN, JBL
73 [1954] 98; BERGMAN, RINGGREN &
TSEVAT 1972:875). In expressions like
bera/ar yifra'el, bera/ar bar cammi, bera/ar
bar ~iy)'on that are to be interpreted as per
sonifications of land, people or city. vir
ginity is not implied (BERGMAN, RINGGREN
& TSEVAT 1972:875).
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B. BECKING

VOHUMANAH
I. Vohu Manah. 'Good Thought', is the

name of one of the seven principal deities of
Zoroac;trianism (the Amesha Spentac;). A
slightly blurred form of his name is extant
in the Hebrew transcription of Mehuman
(j0\iO), the name of one of the seven cham
berlains of Ahasuerus in Est I: 10 (DucHES
NE-GUlllEMIN 1953: 106).

II. In Zoroastrian theology, a group of
seven deities, called the Amesha Spentas
('beneficent immortals'), occupies a promi
nent position. Although the antiquity of the
doctrine of the Heptad has been the subject
of debate (NARTEN 1982). its main features
were already fixed in the Late Avestan
period, coinciding roughly with the Achae
menian dynasty in Persia. The deities who
make up the Heptad most often include
Ahura Mazda. who is also the creator of the
other Amesha Spentas. A hierarchy of these
beings puts A~a VahBta (-Arta) at the first
position, followed by Vohu Manah. Vohu
Manah, whose name means 'Good
Thought', is the embodiment of good thin-
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king and of the proper attitude towards the
religion. He is also the guardian of cattle. In
the story of the meetings Zarathustra held
with Ahura Mazda, the prelude to the reve
lation, it is Vohu Manah who comes to meet
the prophet and takes him to heaven. It is
probably this mythical episode which led to
the function of Vohu Manah as a divinity of
visions and inspiration (WIDENGREN 1945).
'This function is clearly attested, for instan
ce, in the fact that the main Zoroastrian apo
calypse, the lilnd j Wahman Yasn, presents
itself as a commentary on a (possibly imagi
nary) hymn to Vohu Manah (CERETI 1995).
In later Zoroastrian literature, Wahman (the
Middle Persian fonn of his name) is perhaps
the prime example of a literary tradition that
symbolizes desirable mental attitudes by
urging believers to let the deities dwell in
their bodies. His association with the cow is
also evident from the fact that leather and
other items of (pure) dothing can be refer
red to as 'Vohu Manah'.

As far as non-Zoroastrian historical sour
ces are concerned, the infonnation on Vohu
Manah is rather limited. His name has been
attested once among the Old Persian names
on the Elarnite tablets of Persepolis (MAYR

HOFER 1973:8.1035). In more recent Greek
epigraphy from Anatolia it is slightly more
CODUnon. Strabo (Geography 11.8.4;
15.3.15) mentions a god Omanos(= Vohu
Manah), who is worshipped in Anatolia in
connection with Anaruta and a mysterious
divinity Anadatos. The statue of Ornanos is
carried around in a procession (DE JONG
1997: 150-155). Diodorus Siculus 1.94.2, fin
ally, mentions the fact that "among the
Arians. Zathraustes claimed that the Good
Spirit gave him his laws"t which probably
refers to the story of the meeting between

Vohu Manah and Zarathustra mentioned
above (DE lONG 1997:266-267).,

III. The Book of Esther contains a list of
names of seven chamberlains (eunuchs) of
Ahasuerus (Est 1:10). Whilst the names may
not have belonged to historical figures, they
are generally considered genuine (Old) Per
sian names. Mehuman is one of the eunuchs.
On the assumption that Hebrew 1m! reflects
a Persian lvI, DucHESNE-GUlLLEMIN inter·
prets lmi10 as a rendition of Vohu Manah
(1953: 106). This interpretation is accepted
by MILLARD (1977:485). Although other
interpretations of the names have been
offered, the identification with the theonym
Vohu Manah still has the best papers.
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\VATCHER j'll

I. Daniel chap. 4 (vv 10, 14, 20) is the
only passage in the Hebrew Bible where the
noun j"ll is commonly understood to refer
to a heavenly being. Nebuchadnezzar reports
that he saw in his dream "a watcher and
holy one come down from heaven". The
meaning of 'watcher' is assured by the jux
taposition with 'holy one' and the statement
that he came down from heaven. The word
is simply transliterated in Theodotion. The
Old Greek uses the single word <i'Y'Ye:A.o~

(-+Angel) in place of "watcher and holy
one". Both Aquila and Symmachus read
EYPTrYOPO~, wakeful one or watcher, pre
sumably from the Semitic root jill, wake
up.

II. The 'Watchers' are widely attested in
Jewish literature of the Hellenistic and early
Roman periods. The most famous attestation
is in the 'Book of the Watchers' (lEnoch 1
36) where the term is used for the fallen
angels. The Enochic book is an elaboration
of the story of the -+'sons of God' of Gen 6,
who took wives from the children of men.
The episode in Genesis is elliptic, and is
presented without clear judgment. The
offspring of the 'sons of God' are presented
in a positive light as "heroes of old, men of
renown". In the Book of Enoch, however,
the action of the Watchers is clearly rebel
lious. They swear an oath and bind each
other with curses not to alter the plan. They
conspire to take human wives, and two
hundred of them come down on Mt. Her
mon. They have intercourse with the women
and beget -+giants, who cause havoc on
earth. The Watchers also impart illicit revel
ation, about astrology, roots and spells and
the making of weapons. When the earth
cries out to the LORD, the -+archangels are
sent to imprison the Watchers under the
earth to await the final judgment. The

Watchers subsequently appeal to -+Enoch to
intercede on their behalf, but he is instructed
to tell them that they should intercede for
men, not men for them (l Enoch 15:2). The
spirits of the giants are to remain on earth as
evil spirits to disturb humanity (15:8 - 16:1).

A variant of this story in the Book of
Jubilees has the Watchers come down to
teach men to do what is just and right on
earth (Jub 3: 15). They are only subsequently
corrupted when they see the daughters of
men (Jub 5: 1). In Jubilees, the evil spirits
have a leader, -+Mastema, who persuades
God to let one tenth of the evil spirits
remain with him on earth to corrupt human
ity and lead it astray.

The term 'Watchers' occurs in Hebrew in
CD 2: 18, with reference to the fall of "the
Watchers of heaven", a phrase used in J
Enoch 13:10 (in Aramaic); 12:4; 15:2
(Ethiopic). Further attestations with refer
ence to the fallen angels are found in T.
Reuben 5:6-7, and T. Naphrali 3:5 (Greek:
EypnyopOl). Such beings are not always
referred to as 'Watchers'; cf. the 'Pesher on
Azazel and the Angels' from Qumran
(4QI80: MILIK 1976: 112) and the statement
in 2 Peter 2:4 that "God did not spare the
angels when they sinned".

The name "Watchers" is not confined to
the fallen angels, however. Several passages
in J Enoch speak of angels "who watch" or
"who sleep not": 20: I (the four archangels);
39:12-13; 71:7. The Aramaic ~i·.v is also
found at J Enoch 22:6 with reference to
-·Raphael, and again at 93:2 (p1uml) where
the Greek and Ethiopic versions have
"angel". In 2 Enoch 18 (Slavonic Enoch) the
"Grigori" (typTrYO pOl) are located in the
fifth heaven. While "200 princes" of them
have fallen, the remainder resume the
heavenly liturgy. 2 Enoch is usually dated to
the late first century CE, but some scholars
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place it much later. The Hebrew 3 Enoch
(Seier Hekalol) which dates from the fifth or
sixth century discusses the "four great
princes called Watchers and holy ones" in
chap. 28, with specific reference to Daniel 4.
Watchers and holy ones are frequently men
tioned together, e.g., J Enoch 12:2~ 22:6; 93:
2 (Aramaic).

In lQapGen the Watchers are associated
with the holy ones and the Nephilim (2: 1)
and with the sons of heaven (2:16) in the
context of the birth of Noah. The same con
text may underlie the references in the frag
mentary 4QMessAr 2:16,18. The r1'1) are
also mentioned in the fragmentary 4QEn.
Giants, and 4QAmrarn.

m. The oldest non-biblical attestations
are probably those in the Enochic 'Book of
the Watchers' dating from sometime in the
third century BeE. There are indications that
the story as found in 1 Enoch combines
older sources, one of which names the
leader Semihazah and focuses on the sin of
illicit mingling with human women, while
the other names him Asael or --+Azazel and
emphasizes the sin of illicit revelation
(HANSON 1977).·Contrary to the suggestion
of MILIK (1976:31), however, no part of the
story as found in 1 Enoch is presupposed in
Genesis, since the Genesis story does not
even condemn the action of the 'sons of

.God'assinful.,
Attempts to identify the Watchers in

earlier material are hitherto inconclusive.
DAHOOD (1966: 55) proposed that Ps 9:7
nvm 0'15'1 be translated "root out their
gods" and derived 0''11) from Ugaritic gyr
"to protect". He identified the same root and
meaning in Mic 5: 13; Jer 2:28; 19:15 and
Dan 4 among other passages. Others (MUR
RAY 1984; BARKER 1987) have gone farther
in suggesting that the Watchers were
heavenly beings, venerated in the pre-exilic
Jerusalem cult but deliberately suppressed in
most of the Masoretic Bible. None of the
proposed identifications of the noun '1'3) in
the Hebrew Bible before Daniel is compel
ling, however. The idea of protecting deities
or angels was widely known in the ancient
world and re-appears in Daniel 10·12, but

we do not have any reliable instance of the
use of j'J} in that context. Some biblical
precedents for the notion of angelic beings
as ·watchful ones', but with different tenni
nology, have been proposed. The most note
worthy is Zech 4:10 which refers to seven
"eyes of the LORD which range through the
whole earth". The Watchers, however, never
have this function in Daniel or the non-ca
nonical literature. A more helpful biblical
passage is found in Ps 121:4: "Behold, he
neither slumbers nor sleeps, the guardian of
Israel", with reference to --+Yahweh himself
(--+Protectors). The "angels who keep
watch" (1 Enoch 20: 1) share this divine
characteristic, and the class of heavenly
beings known as Watchers may have, been
named in this way. Their function overlaps
with that of the l~?O in so far as they can
convey a divine message to earth, but they
were apparently conceived as a distinct class
of angelic beings.

IV. Interest in such intermediary beings
was widespread in pagan as well as Jewish
circles in the Persian and Hellenistic
periodS. According to Hesiod, Works and
Days, 252-53: "Zeus has thrice ten thousand
spirits, watchers of mortal men, and these
keep watch on judgements and deeds of
wrong as they roam, clothed in mist, all
over the earth" (The word for watchers here,

. .pVAa1(£~,js not the. same as that used in
Daniel or Enoch). The most intriguing
pagan parallel to the Watchers is found in
the Phoenician History of Philo Byblios,
which refers to the 'Zophasemin' (often cor·
reeted into Zophesamin = rOW '::l~) or
'heavenly observers'. These creatures are
mentioned in the context of a cosmogony
and they are assigned no function which
might be compared to the Jewish Watchers,
but then Philo's Hellenized account hardly
does justice to their role in Phoenician
mythology. No conclusions can be based on
such an enigmatic reference, however. Other
(inconclusive) pagan parallels which have
been suggested include uthe many-eyed
Amesha Spentas" of Zoroastrianism and the
planetary gods of the Chaldeans in Diodorus
Siculus 2.30.
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J. J. COLLINS

WAY lii
I. The swearing fonnula ~lY drk b'r Jbt ("As
the way of Beersheba lives", RSV), occur
ring in Am 8: 14, has caused problems to the
interpreters ever since antiquity (BARSTAD
1984:191-201: OLYAN 1991:121-127). The
main problem with this text concerns the
rendering of drk with 'way', 'road'. Even if
drk may be translated also with 'manner' or
'custom'. both the use of the verb 'to swear'
+ I))', as well as the context, indicates
strongly that we have a reference to some
kind of deity in this text.

II. In the world of the Bible, roads-and
more especially those used for pilgrim
ages-could acquire such status that they
shared in the sphere of the gods. That is
why many scholars still adhere to the view
that in Am 8: 14 the swearing is to the 'pil
grimage to Beer-sheba' (PAUL 1991:272).
They sometimes compare the text with the
Muslim practice of swearing by the pilgrim
age route to Mecca. This custom, however,
represents something quite different, and

must be viewed within the broader context
of Muslim swearing usage in general, where
it is only attested in much later times. Also
the occurrence of 'way' as a possible divine
element in Akkadian (SlIrpU V-VI: 191: "the
road, daughter of the great gods", bar-mom,
DUMU.SAl D1NGlR.MES GAl.MES) concerns a
different matter and must be viewed within
the broader context of deification of objects
which we may sometimes find in Mesopot
amian religion. Even if such a usage is also
attested at Elephantine, it is hardly relevant
in relation to Am 8:14 (OlYAN 1991:127 n.
4).

III. Scholarly discussion has come up
with quite a number of different solutions to
the problem of drk in Am 8:14. Since 'way',
'road', or 'manner' appear not to provide us
with satisfactory readings of drk in Am
8: 14, many scholars have emended the text
to read another word. This, too, has turned
out to be a problematic vcnture. One of the
most common emendations has been to read
ddk instead of drk (OlYAN 1991:121-135).
Yet there seems to be no need for changing
the text here (-Dod). The crllX can hardly
be solved on the basis of textual criticism.
The context clearly demands that the refcr
ence is to some kind of deity. This was
noted already by the Greek translator and is
reflected in the ho the6s SOli of the LXX.
Though the other deities mentioned in Am
8: 14 cannot be discussed in depth here, it is
important to stress that the goddess
-Ashima is not so problematic as some
scholars seem to believe (BARSTAD 1984:
157-181). A goddess Ashima is now also
attested in an Aramaic text as a part of a
GOllenriade (BEYER & LIVINGSTONE 1987:
287-88). There is sufficient evidence, then,
to make the claim that Hebrew drk may be
connected with some kind of a deity. It
appears from a survey of Ihe occurrences of
drk in MT that we find also other texts
where drk apparently cannot be translated
with the traditional 'way', 'road', 'manner'
(HALAT 223). Many scholars see a connec
tion between these texts and the possibility
that drk in Hebrew, as in Ugaritic, can also
mean 'dominion', 'might', 'power'. Also in
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Phoenician the word drk occurs in the mean
ing 'dominion' (CROSS 1979:43-44).

The appearance of our word in an Ugar
itic divine epithet is interesting. In RS
24.252 (lines 6-7) Anat is called b'lt mlk b'lt
drkt b~lt smm nnm, 'the Lady of Royalty,
the Lady of Power, the Lady of Heavens on
high' (PARDEE 1988:101). We should note,
however, that there is no attestation of a
deity drkt in 'Ugantic, only the feminine
noun meaning 'power', 'might'. We note
with interest that in later Judaism words for
'power', 'might', and the like are often used
as a substitute for the name of -Yahweh
(URBACH 1979:80-96).

There is a possible connection between
drk of Am 8: 14 and the goddess Derceto
(BARSTAD 1984:196-197). Several scholars
have pointed to a connection between b'lt
drkt and b'lt smm nnm (for the latter expres
sion, see also KAI 15) in the Ugaritic text
and the much later Hellenistic legend of
Derceto and her daughter Semiramis, in par
ticular related to' the city of Ashkelon (PAR
DEE 1988:103; GESE RAAM 214). Despite
the great distance in time, the lexicographic
similarities cannot be mere coincidences.
The clilt of the goddess Derceto is attested
at severnl cities in the Hellenistic world.
This may explain the presence of such a
name or epithet also at Beersheba. Here, we
must take into account the close contacts
between the different regions of SyriaIPales
tine in antiquity. We know that there were
contacts between Philistine cities, including
Ashkelon, and Ugant (DOTHAN 1989:60).
Ashkelon and Beersheba are not very far
from each other, and Philistine material
remains have indeed been found at Beer
sheba (AHARONI 1975:151). Clearly, the
cult at Beersheba must have been an import
ant one (SCHOORS 1986:61-74).

Still it would be wrong simply to identify
the drk of Beersheba mentioned in Amos
with the Hellenistic deity Derceto. The re
lationship between Ugant, Bersheba and
Ashkelon may point to a possible diffusion
of the cult of a deity referred to by the name
or epithet drk, 'power', 'dominion'. This,
however, does not help us much. The mas-

culinelfemale forms drkldrkt may be com
parable to e.g. mlklmlkt, or b'I!b'lt. or ~dll/dt

and be used 'originally' as generic or epi
thetical terms, appearing as a divine name
only in later times. It is one thing to be able
to say something about the origin and ety
mology of drk in Am 8: 14, but it is quite
another matter to identify the kind of deity
we find behind this designation. Thus, the
'Power of Bersheba' may be a local -Baal,
or a local Yahweh. The local character of
monarchical Yahwism is now attested be
yond doubt in extrnbiblical sources (cf.
'Yahweh of Samaria' and 'Yahweh of
Ternan' at Kuntillet CAjrud). The fact that
the ancient Near Eastern cults were basically
local cults should not be underrated. Again
and again we may witness how deities rising
to fame and spreading over large areas were
mixed with local CUllC;, and sometimes total
ly absorbed. Thus, the 'same' name for dif
ferent deities in different regions does not
necessarily guarantee any stability or consis
tency in matters theological. Moreover,
speculations about the etymology of divine
names or epithets do not yield much infor
mation about the nature of the deity in
question. For such reasons, we arc hardly
allowed to say anything very definite about
the mysterious drk of Am 8:14.
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H. M. BARSTAD

WILD BEASTS C"~

I. ~iyyim, sg. ~i « '.'~.), is a plural
derivative from the feminine noun $iy)'a,
which appears as an adjective to 'erc$ 'land'
with the meaning 'dry' and as a noun with
the meaning 'dry land' (cf. $iiyon Isa 25:5:
32:2). The word is certainly attested only in
Isa 13:21: 34:14; and Jer 50:39; it is poss
ibly to be found in Pss 72:9; 74: 14 (for its
reflection in the ancient versions see MOL
LER 1989:990). In understanding the occur
rence of $iyy;m in Isa 23: 13 it<; homonyms
,~iyyim I 'ships' (Num 24:24; Isa 33:21;
Ezek 30:9; Dan II :30) and #y)'im II 'desert
dweller' are employed. The Qumran evi
dence for $iyyim (4QShira 1:5 [par. 4QShirb
10:2]) and for ~; (4QWiles 3:4) does not
contribute to the determination of the sense
of the word.

II. In the conceptual world of the
ancient Near East the 'steppe/desert' and
'ruins/ruined places' along with mountains
and swamps were the habitations of the
'counter-human world'. Not only were
definite 'desert animals' such as ostriches,
gazelles and antilopcs at home in the desert,
but the desert also served as the habit of
various fabulous creatures which did not
belong to any definable species. These were
rather exponents of the powers that were
associated with this sterile and barren realm.
In addition to the iconographic evidence (cf.
the tomb paintings from Beni Hasan in
Egypt in KEEL 1984:67 fig. 89), there are
numerous texts which describe the negative
qualities of desert and ruins. Thus for
example in the Sefire Treaty Inscription KAJ
222A:32-33: ..... Its (Le. Arpad's) grass

shall become desiccated, and Arpad shall
become a desolate mound (cf. )'smn, Hebrew
vesimo" Deut 32: 10; Ps 68:8, etc.), [a habi
tation of wild animals], of gazelles. of
jackals, of hares, of wild cats, of owls, of ...
and of magpies!". In like manner Ashur
banipal once charJcterizcd the Syrian desert
as "a place of thirst and hunger, where no
bird of the heavens has ever flown, where
no onager (or) gazelle has e"er grazed"
(Prism A III 87-90, cf. III 105-110 etc. 1M.
WEIPPERT, Die Kampfe des assyrischen
Konigs Assurbanipal gegen die Araber, \VO
7 (1973-1974) 39-85, esp. 43-44)).

III. The ~i)'y;", are evidently demonic
beings (of the desert/dry land), whose exact
definition is uncertain. Ges. 17 and HALA T.
for example, arrange the evidence in the fol
lowing manner: a type of desert animal (Isa
13:21; 23: 13; 34: 14; Jer 50:39; Ps 74: 14: in
Ps 72:9 to be read perhaps as $iirim [Ges. 17

681]); desert animals (cf. the Arabic isogloss
cjajrma 'wild cat<;') or dwellers of the
steppe/desert (Ps 72:91) or demons (I/ALA T
956).

It is characteristic of #)'y;11I that the
lexeme is found in descriptive oracles of
doom in Isa 13:21; 23:13(1); 34:14 and Jer
50:39, and in Pss 72:9(?); 74: 14(1) in the
context of descriptions of enemies/chaos
monsters (fabulous sea creatures). The crea
tures listed in the oracles of doom against
Babylon (lsa 13: 19-22; Jer 50:33-40) and
Edom (lsa 34:9-15) represent a counter
human world. which reaches out when
people fall victim to God's judgement, and
their places of habitation become desolate.
The topos of the 'topsy-turvy/counter-human
world' belongs to the ancient Near East in
general (sec e.g. the 'Balaam'-Inscription
from Tell Deir 'Alia. Combination I, sen
tences xxiv-xxx [according to the scheme of
WEtPPERT 1991:159-160, 172-174», and in
this case it is present in the etymology and
semantics of the word $iyy;m (= nisbe for
mation of $iyya 'dry land'). 'Ocsert' and
'dry land' arc to a certain extent synonyms
(e.g., Zeph 2: 13 'arid as the desert' (#na
knmmidbiir]. They are a favourite habitat of
sinister creatures. Thus the sinister animals
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which, together with demons, are listed in
Job 38:39-39:30 inhabit all manner of ac
cursed and ruined cities and regions. The
animals which appear together with the
#)'y;m in Isa 13:21; 34:14 and Jer 50:39
possess the same sinister connotations:
binol )'ocon/1 (ostriches) and *i)')'fm, in addi
tion to the lalln;m Cjackals'1l'wolves'1) and
JiCmm of Isa 13:21f; 34: 13f. They are
joined in Isa 34: 14 by the demon -.Lilith.
These beings populate fonner human settle
ments, after they have been abandoned and
returned to the desert whence they came (lsa
13:20; 34:13; Jer 50:39; cr. Jer 9:11; 51:37,
and often).

Like Isa 23: 13, Ps 72:9 and Ps 74: 14 are
controversial pieces of evidence in under
standing the #)')';m. It is possible that in
both cases their embodiment of the chaotic
or sinister forces is emphasized: In Ps 72:8
11 are to be found, among the beings!
powers that must submit to the universal
rule of the (Davidic) king (v 8), the #y)';m
(v 9, another reading: ~arim 'enemies' or
~ar/1w 'his enemies', e.g., BHS; H.-J.
KRAUS [BKAT XVI2 (1978) 656], and
others), his 'enemies' (v 9), the 'kings of
Tarshish', the 'islands' and the kings of
South Arabia (v 10), indeed 'all kings' and
'all peoplcs' (v 11). If one does not want to
stay with the interpretation of #)')';m as
'(sinister) desert beings', that give up their
opposition to the rule of the reigning
Davidic king, then the interpretations of
LXX ('Aleio1t£~) and Vg (Aclhiopes),
namely '(human) steppe-dweller' (also a
nisbe form of $iyyd) comes into consider
ation. In contrast, the phrase Ie'am ll~iy)';m

in Ps 74: 14 is incomprehensible in the MT.
If one were to read in its place le'amllse
yam 'toffor the sharks' or more probably (1)
leeam ~iyyim 'toffor the nation of desen
beings', then the ~iy)'fm would receive the
carcass of -Leviathan (v 14) as food. If this
is the case, then there would exist in Ps
74: 14 the opposition 'fabulous descn crea
tures :: fabulous sea creatures'.

Like the s~;rim, the #)')';m arc not a
zoologically identifiable species. The term is
rather a 'collective designation for demonic

desen beings (perhaps 'those that belong to
the dry land> desen beings', cf. the trans
lation beSliae in Isa 13:21 Vg), who repre
sent a 'counter-human world of devastated
habitations' (MOLLER 1989).
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B. JANOWSKI

\VIND-GODS
I. In the aT and NT the winds (iiii1ii,

1tV£u~ata, a\'£~O\) arc either ruled as such
by God personally (Exod 10: 13 and 19; Jer
49:36; 51:1; Hos 13:15; Ps 135:7) or perso
nified as his servants (t:·~~~O. a"(Y£A.O\ : Ps
104:4; Rev 7:1). They are four in number
Oer 49:36; Dan 7:2; Rev 7: 1; cr. e.g. I Chr
9:24; Dan 8:8; Mark 13:27, where 'the four
winds' =the points of the compass), and are
conceived of as (a) winged being(s) (2 Sam
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22:11; Ps 18:11; 104:3). They are addressed
(Cant 4: 16) but not venerated. The follo
wing specific winds are mentioned in the
aT: the P::l~ or north wind (e.g. Ezek 1:4,
LXX PoP€a9'Poppa~), the O"p or east
wind (e.g. Gen 41:6, 23, 27, LXX v6to~),

the o'-mi or 'sea-wind', which is rather a
north-west wind in Egypt (Exod 10: 19,
LXX OTtO 8aMiOCJll;), but would be a west
wind in Pa1cstine, and the jO'i1 or south
wind (Cant 4: 16, LXX v6t~). Moreover, to
the ~:: or south and li::J~ as points of the
compass there correspond in the LXX the
Greek wind namcs AiW and 07tT1Al(Otll~, e.g.
at Gen 13:14 and Exod 27:11. In the NT
occur: Poppa~ for the north (Luke 13:29),
£UpalCUA.rov for the north-ea'it wind (cf.
Latin euroaqlli!o; variants: £upo!\n,AOOrov),
AiW for the south-west. v6t~ for the south
resp. south-west wind, and xci>po~ for the
north-west (cf. Latin corus, cauros), these
latter four in Acts 27: 12-14. In LXX and NT
the great absentees are the Greek names
£Upo~ for the east wind, and ~€¢\)pO~ for the
west or north-west wind.

II. In Ancient Egypt the four winds had
been personified at least since the Pyramid
Texts (e.g. nr. 311) as servants standing
behind -Re, who could 'look with two
faces', that is havc a positive or negative
effect. In the Book of the Dead ch. 161 they
are identified resp. with -~Osiris, -+Isis, Re
and Nephthys. Usually -Amun of Thebes is
the lord of the winds, but they obeyed to
various other gods as well. In Greco-Roman
Egypt they are depicted as winged and with
one, two or four feathers on their head, eit
her having a human body and one or more
animal heads, or having an animal body and
one or more ram's heads. In Ancient Baby
lonia -+Hadad was the god presiding over
weather and storms in general. The separate
winds are often mentioned after the so-ca1
led -+'Olden Gods'. In the myth of Adapa
the hero is summoned to appear before
-+Anu, because he has broken a wing of the
South Wind SutO, who cannot blow any
more. In the Greek world the four winds are
either the sons of Astraeus (son of the Titan
Crius) and Eos (Hesiod, Theog. 375-380;

Apollodorus I, 2, 4), or of Zeus (Iliad 2,
145-146), who appointed Aeolus as their
ruler (Od. 10, 21), but they also obeyed
directly to Zeus and Poseidon, or to Artemis
in Aulis. The hurricanes, however, were eit
her the offspring of Typhonffyphoeus
(Hesiod, Theog. 869-880) or as Harpies the
granddaughters of Oceanus (Hesiod, Theog.
265-269). It is mostly Boreas, 'the king of
the winds' (Pindar, Pylh. 4, 181-182), and
Zephyrus who play further roles in mytho
logy. Both are reported to have fathered hor
ses (Iliad 16, 148-151; 20, 221-229), which
has led some to believe that they themselves
were also so conceived of. But on the cedar
Cypselus-chest Boreas is depicted apparent
ly as a man with snakes as feet (Pausanias
5,19,1), which reminds of Typhon as descri
bed by Hesiod (Theog. 825), and later the
winds are generally portrayed as winged
men, so Boreas on a red-figured vase by the
Pan-painter (5th cent.). On the famous
Tower of the Winds in Athens, properly a
water horologium, the eight winds are also
depicted as winged men, of whom four are
bearded, Skiron (NW, with upturned kettle),
Boreas (N, with conch), Kaikias (NE, with
hailstones) and Euros (SE, without attribute,
but wrapped up in his cloak), whereas the
others are not, Zephyros (W, bare-footed,
with flowers), Lips (SW, bare-footed, with
syrinx), Notos (S, with upturned vase) and
Apeliotes (E, with fruits).

A 'priestess of the winds' occurs already
in Linear B times. At Tirone (Sicyonia) the
four winds were venerated one night each
year by a sacrifice on their altar and by
secret rites performed at four pits (po8pOl,
Paus. 2,12,1). There was a special altar for
Zephyrus at Athens (Paus. 1,37,2), and well
known is also the state cult of Boreas there
and of the winds in general at Delphi which
had both been founded in gratitude to the
role they had played in destroying a large
part of the Persian fleet at Chalkis in 480
BCE (Hdl. 7,178;189). Mostly, however, the
winds were invoked and sacrificed to in
order to appease them (Xenophon, Anab.
4,5,4). The EOOOVEJlOl at Athens (Dionysius
Hal, On Dinarchus 11), who had a special
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altar there (Arrianus, Anab. 3, 16, 8), and
the 'AVEJ,1olColtal at Corinth (Eustathius
1645, 42) were perhaps priest(esse)s who
just did that. Maybe Sophocles the Athe
nian, who could chann unseasonable winds
(Pilostratus, life of Apolloni/ls 8,7,8), was
one of them. Herodotus 2,119 says that
Menelaos even sacrificed humans in Egypt
to change the unfavourable weather
(awia). Similarly, in Rome a temple was
devoted in 259 BCE to the Tempestates by L.
Cornelius Scipio, who owed them his victo
ry over the Carthaginians near Corsica (CIL
1,2,9; Ovid, Fasti 6, 193-194). They were
the objects of thanksgiving after a safe
return home (Plautus, Stichus 402-403; cf.
Cicero, Nat.Deor. 3,51).

Ill. The pagan veneration of winds as
gods or demons is not alluded to in the
Bible, except for the mention of -+Baal-Zap
hon, the 'Lord of Mount -+Zaphon' (to the
north of Ugarit), and hence 'Lord of the
North' or 'of the north wind', who occurs as
a deity of navigation in Ugaritic ritual texts.
This mountain was believed to be the loca
tion of the palace of Baal, the meeting place
of the gods (ef. lsa 14:13). Baal-Zaphon was
one of the gods of the storm and the sea,
and appears in Graeco-Roman shape as
-Zeus Kasios.
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G. MusslEs

\VINE - TIRASH

\VISDOM ilo..--n r.o¢ia
I. Wisdom, sometimes in scholarly lit

erature referred to as 'Lady Wisdom' or

'Woman Wisdom', is the name of a biblical
goddess. She figures prominently in one
canonical book and several deuterocanonical
writings of the OT: Prov 1-9. Sir, Bar, and
Wis. Although modem interpreters have
often treated her as a literary personification,
it can be argued that what later came to be
considered a mere figure of speech started
its career as a 'real' deity. Wisdom, in Heb
I]okma (rarely ~lOkmot as sing. fern., Prav
1:20; 9: 1) and in Gk sophia, is the goddess
of knowledge, shrewdness (both implied in
the semantic range of l]ok11l6), statecraft, and
the scribal profession. The Heb and the Gk
names are abstract nouns in the feminine
gender, corresponding to German 'die Weis
heit' or French 'la Sagesse·. Her name sums
up what the goddess stands for nnd suggests
that scribes and rulers must excel in intellec
tual qualities.

II. We cannot provide much evidence
for the existence of a goddess by the name
of Wisdom in the ancient Near East. The
only possible evidence is in the Aramaic
Ahiqar-story, found on papyrus leaves on
the Nile island of Elephantine. From two
fifth-century BCE papyrus lea·.es. the follow
ing fragmentary passage can be recon
structed tentatively: "From heaven the
peoples are favoured; [Wisdom (I]kmh) is
of] the gods. Indeed. she is precious to the
gods; her kingdom is eternal. She has been
established by Shamayn (7); yes, the Holy
Lord has exalted her" (Ahiqar 94-95 =
LINDENBERGER 1983:68; OTP 2, 499).
KOTISIEPER translates somewhat differently:
..... Among the gods, too, she is honored;
[she shares with her lord] the rulership. In
heaven is she established; yea, the lord of
the holy ones has exalted her" (TUAT
3:335-336). The Assyrian provenance of the
Ahiqar story and collection of sayings is
clear from its references to seventh-century
BCE Assyrian kings Sennacherib and Esar
haddon as well as to the Assyrian god
Shamash. The exaltation of a deity, as re
ferred to in the passage quoted, means his or
her promotion to a higher rank and is quite
characteristic of Mesopotamian mythology.
Thus the goddess Inanna boasts in a hymn
that she received lordship over heaven,
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earth, ocean, and war, for the god Enlil has
"exalted" her (ANET 578-579). According to
LINDENBERGER (1983), Wisdom, in the
Ahiqar passage, would be "the special prov
ince of Baal Shamayn, one of the high gods
of the Aramaeans". The reading of Shamayn
as a divine name, however, is conjectural,
and we may prefer Kottsieper's version
which implies a co-rulership of Wisdom and
the god EI. Lindenberger suggests north
Syria as the home of Ahiqar. Like the
Ahiqar story as a whole, the home of this
goddess called Wisdom must be 7th century
BCE Mesopotamia or perhaps Syria. Possibly
the Aramaic-speaking scribes shnred the cult
of Wisdom with their Hebrew-speaking col
leagues. Unfortunately, the Ahiqar passage
is too fragmentary to warrant further conjec
tures.

Elsewhere in the ancient East scribes also
had their female patron deity. The Sumer
ians called her Nisaba, giving her the beauti
ful title of "Mistress of Science" (HAUSSIG
1965:115-116; SJl)BERG 1976:174-175), while
the Egyptians referred to Seshat as "fore
most in the library" or "she who directs the
house of books" (RARG 699). Nisaba had a
local cult. unlike Seshat.

Scholars have often referred to the Egypt
ian goddess. Maat, as an equivalent of, if
not model for, Wisdom. However, the evi
dence produced by authors like KAYATZ
(1966) and WINTER (1983:511-514) is not
convincing (Fox 1995). There is evidence,
though, for the hellenistic goddess -+Isis to
be the Book of Wisdom's model for Sophia
(KLOPPENBORG 1982). Isis, like Sophia, is
both a savior involved with the endangered
life of individuals, and a goddess associated
with the king. "As many as are in prison, in
the power of death ... and having called
upon you to be present, are all saved", says
a hymn to Isis (lsidorus 1:29.34 in TOTn
1985:77); Sophia, in the same way, is with
the prisoner (Wis 10: 14). The triad God 
Sophia - king Solomon (with Sophia being
the spouse of both God and king: Wis 8:3.9)
is probably patterned on the model of an
other triad: ReiOsiris - Isis - king of Egypt.

III, The chronology of the biblical and
post-biblical writings, in which Lady Wis-

dom figures, is roughly ali follows: (a) The
earliest stratum of Prov 1-9-presumably
10th or 9th century BCE (much earlier than
often suggested by scholars; the house with
pillars [9: I] echoes pre-exilic domestic
architecture); (b) Prov 1-9 in edited (canoni
cal) form-date unknown (probably 5th cen
tury BCE 1); (c) Sir-early 2nd century BCE;
(d) Aristoboulos-2nd century BCE; (e)
Bar-1st century BCE; (0 Wis-lst century
BCE or CE; (g) / Enoch-1st century BCE.

The wide range of dates enables us to fol
low the career of an ancient Israelite deity
from polytheistic. pre-canonical times to the
monotheism, or qualified monotheism, of
early Judaism.

Prov 1-9 is an ancient Israelite instruction
manual composed of short discourses and
poems used as texts for the training and
education of scribes. An early-Jewish revi
sion seems to have attenuated its original
polytheistic orientation; however, the editor
proceeded with much tact. He no doubt be
longed to those circles which in post-exilic
Israel developed their own, daring version of
early-Jewish monotheism. Unlike Second
Isaiah and the Deuteronomist (Isa 43: 10; 44:
6; 45:5; Deut 4:35; I Sam 2:2), the editor
did not espouse an absolute and uncom
promising monotheism which declared all
deities as simply inexistant. Rather, the
editor must have held a view expressed in
certain Psalms (Ps 95:3; 96:4-5; 97:7.9):
Israel's god -Yahweh is not the only god,
but he is the supreme one. As an absolute
monarch, he rules over all the deities. For the
editor, one of these deities is Lady Wisdom.

Prov 1-9 provides a fairly complete pic
ture of Lady Wisdom: She is Yahweh's
daughter and witnessed her father as he cre
ated the universe (Prov 8:22-30); she guides
kings and their staff of state officials in their
rule and administration (8: 14-16); she
teaches (no doubt, through human teachers)
young men wisdom, a wisdom no doubt to
be identified with the scribal an (I :20-33;
8: 1-11.32-36; 9: 1-6.11-12); she serves as the
'personal deity' of the student, for whom
she acts as lover (4:6; 7:4), protector (3:23
25; v 26 may originally have referred to
Wisdom rather than to Yahweh), and guide
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to success and wealth (3:16-17; 8:18). Aban
doned by the personal goddess, the individ
ual is lost (1 :27-28). Although she may be
angry With her prot~g6, she appears general
ly as a kindly, caring, assuring, motherly
figure.

Prov 8 is one of the most developed
mythological texts of the Bible. reminiscent
of the kind of discourse characteristic of the
Homeric Hymns. Unfonunately. this text, in
some of its details, is not as clear as we
would like. In 8:22-31, Lady Wisdom
describes her career in three stages: she was
begorren by Yahweh (22: not "created", as
some trnnslations have it): she witnessed her
father's creative activity (vv 27-30); she
established her relationship with humans (v
31). Only the middle one of these stages is
fairly straightforward: witnessing how the
world was created, Wisdom, as an infant (v
30: Hebr 'dm6n; see LANG 1986:65-66),
learned what constitutes the universe. She
may also have acquired the (magical?) skills
necessary to perform acts of cre3tion. Ac
cordingly, she is the wisest being one can
imagine (cf. Wis 9:9). One aspect of the
wisdom she acquires is no doubt the 'nature
wisdom' elsewhere referred to in the biblical
tradition and identified as knowledge about
sky, earth, and sea, complete with beasts,
birds, reptiles, fish (cf. king Solomon's wis
dom in 1 Kgs 4:32-33; see also Wis 7: I7
20). Thus, Lady Wisdom is uniquely
qualified and authorized to teach. However,
no precise idea is given about how the con
tact with the humans is established. The text
as it stands now refers only to the playful
frolicking of the wise infant who takes
delight in "the sons of men" (v 31). Did
Wisdom teach in a playful manner. instruct
ing children in "nature wisdom" and pre
sumably how to write their ABCs? Did the
mythological text end here or was some
thing omitted in the process of canonical
~iting? Was there the repon of the heaven
ly ascension of a human person (like Par
.menides of Elea) whom the goddess (in Par
menides' myth, the Greek goddess of
wisdom, Dike; see Diels & Kranz
196411:227-246) instructs in cosmic know-

ledge? Leaving aside such issues, we may
suggest that Prov 8 reflects the apprentice
scribe's cosmic initiation: symbolically pres
ent at creation, the novice draws upon cre
ation's fresh and inexhaustible powers; re
freshed, empowered and instructed, he can
now assume political and administrative
responsibilities of cosmic dimensions.

Even more problems are involved in the
binh of Lady Wisdom. The two verbs used
to describe her origin are qiinani, "he has
begotten me" (Prov 8:22), and nlsakkoti (to
be vocalized thus), "he fashioned me (in the
womb)" (8:23). In the absence of a refer
ence to a mother, are we to imagine a kind
of male pregnancy known from the cre3tion
story in which -Eve comes out of Adam?
Or was Wisdom born from the head (or
mouth, cf. Sir 24:3) of her divine father just
as -~Athena, in Greek mythology, sprang
from the head of -Zeus? And, moreover,
who is her divine father? Since Yahweh
seems to have become a creator god only
late in his career, possibly not before the 6th
century BCE (LANG 1983a:49: 1983b; W.
HERMANN, VF 23 [1991] 165-180), the
original, pre-canonical text may here have
spoken of EI or Elohim as her father.
EI(ohim) seems to have been the creator god
of ancient Israelite polytheism, and we
would expect Elohim, rather than Yahweh,
to be the wise creator of Prov 3: 19-20. In
Ugaritic tradition, at any rate, EI is the
creator (KTV 1.16:V.26) and he is also
called "wise" (KTV 1.3 V:30; 1.4 IV:41),
possibly on account of his manual dexterity
(and magical power?) to create. EI is of
course also the creator in a Phoenician
inscription from Karatepe, dating from ca.
720 BCE ('I qn 'r~ "-EI creator of the
earth"; KAI 26 A: 18; cf. P. D. MILLER,

BASOR 239 [1980] 43-46). Prov 30:4 seems
to imply that EI(ohim) was Israel's creator
god and Yahweh the creator's son (as in
Deut 32:8-9, in the reading of Qumran and
LXX). Thus in the pre-canonical view, Wis
dom was Yahweh's sister!

Problematic, too, remains the precise
meaning of Wisdom's speaking at the city
gate and at the crossroads (Prov 1:20-21 ;
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8:2-3). It has been suggested that she may
have shrines there (BARKER 1992:61). At
any rate, she seems to be connected with
'liminal' places. In Greece. the goddess
Hekate presided over the entrances and
crossroads where she had shrines; the
Romans called her Trivia (JOHNSTON 1991):
so Wisdom may be Hekate's Hebrew equiv
alent. Liminal places are conspicuous or
even dangerous and need divine protection.

We do not know whether the cult of Lady
Wisdom involved the existence of particular
shrines. Nor do we know of any ritual activ
ities, such as reciting prayers or giving
offerings, by which some of the Israelites
may have expressed their devotion to the
goddess. The canonical re-interpretation of
Lady Wisdom from a 'Yahweh-alone' per
spective or from monotheism proper would
certainly involve the destruction of shrines
and the prohibition of any ritual forms re
lated to the goddess. Understood as a deity
strictly subordinated to Yahweh and having
neither shrine nor receiving ritual respects,
Lady Wisdom would not endanger mono
theism.

Why did the Yahweh-alone editors revise,
but not discard Prov 1-9 altogether? Retain
ing this semi-polytheistic piece of literature
as a school text, they did not act differently
from Christians in late antiquity. For many
centuries, Christians never established their
own curriculum for schools. Before the
Middle Ages, Christians learned how to read
and write on the basis of pagan literature
such as the poetry of Homer or Virgil.
Teachers were not known to be innovators;
they relied on the received wisdom of their
trade.

Prov 1-9, as a school text, remained a
widely known piece of literature through
many centuries, and we can find its echoes
in several early Jewish writings. Ben Sira
identifies Wisdom and -Torah: when the
Law is read in the synagogue, it is Wis
dom's voice that people can hear (Sir
24:2.23). Although Ben Sira may echo some
features of the original mythology (Wis
dom's birth out of the mouth of the cre
ator?), he thinks of her as a poetic

personification. In Bar 3-4, Lady Wisdom is
a relatively pale figure, also understood as a
poetic personification of the book of Law.
Here Gunkel's intuition applies: ''The sages
had a kind of female patron deity of whom
they sometimes spoke; Hebrew tradition
calls her 'Wisdom'. For Israel's sages. this
figure was perhaps a mere personification.
Some of her features, however, betray her
former divine nature" (GUNKEL 1903:26).

In Aristoboulos and the book of Wisdom.
we find philosophical re-interpretations of
the figure. Both the work of Aristoboulos
and the book of Wisdom are in Greek;
therefore they call Lady Wisdom by her
Greek name, Sophia. They also re-cast
Sophia in philosophical terms. Identified
with pneuma (--spirit; Wis 7:22-26) and
(intellectual) light (Aristoboulos, Fragment 5
= OTP 2, 841), Sophia is taken to be an
impersonal power emanating from God and
pervading his creation. She also resides in
the souls of prophets and leaders, inspiring
their divine uttemnces or guiding their deeds
(Wis 7:27; 10:16).

Interestingly enough, the book of Wis
dom retains the personal language and can
portray Sophia as a goddess. Picturing
Sophia as a goddess, the book of Wisdom
draws upon both Prov 1-9 and the hellcnistic
favourite goddess. Isis. Like Lady Wisdom
of the Book of Proverbs, Isis is a goddess
related to kingship and nature. In the Old
Greek version of Prov 8:30. Wisdom works
as hannozousa at creation, which presum
ably means that she acts as a technician who
'arranges' or 'structures' things, putting
them together in the appropriate manner (cf.
Prov 9: I-Wisdom builds a house!). In the
book of Wisdom, Sophia acts as an 'artisan'
or 'master builder', possibly at creation and
ever after (Wis 7:21 [22J; 8:4; 14:2). She
shares Yahweh's throne as his consort (9:4),
and is also King Solomon's spouse (8:9).

The mixture of personaVmythological
language with impersonaVphilosophical
notions makes the book of Wisdom a most
attractive piece of literature. It allows for
two interpretations of Sophia, a more philo
sophical one (for the elite, presumably) and
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a more mythological one (for others). In
mythological terms, Sophia can be seen and
appreciated as a deity strictly subordinated
to Yahweh. Those ancient readers, to whom
this reading appealed, adopted a 'monarchic
monotheism'-one which considers Yahweh
the king of all deities, thus permitting to
retain a cenain amount of polytheistic sur
vivals. This kind of 'monotheism' also
makes the Jewish religion not look too dif
ferent from the polytheism of the hellenistic
world. Concerning the other, philosophical
reading, one can look beyond traditional
mythology and give it a new, more abstract
and sophisticated meaning. This side of the
book of Wisdom reveals how Jewish philos
ophers began to play with their inherited
mythology as well as the traditions of
others. If these philosophers had lived at a
later age, perhaps that of Plotinus in the 3rd
century CE, they would have called Sophia
an h)postas;s: a being that emanates from a
higher reality to which it owes its existence
and force, but one which also enjoys a cer
tain independence. Was not -Christ also
such an emanated divine being, sent from a
higher world? Here we can grasp one of the
reasons why early Christians relied on
Sophia, renamed -Logos ("speech, utter
ance"), for developing the Christology of the
gospel of John (John I). In a similar vein,
Jewish Kabbalists perceived Torah as a
hypostasis (HOLDREGE 1989).

The little Wisdom myth told in J Enoch
represents a special case. In a polemical
piece the apocalyptic author relates how
Wisdom, not finding a place to stay among
humans, returns to her heavenly home:
"Wisdom went out to dwell with the child
ren of men, but she found no dwelling
place. [Sol Wisdom returned to her place
and settled permanently among the angels.
Then Iniquity went out of her rooms, and
found whom she did not expect. And she
[Iniquity] dwelt with them" (1 Enoch 42 =
OTP I, 33). While the idea of Wisdom
searching for a home among mortals is
indebted to Sir 24, the idea of return and the
domination of Iniquity relies on pagan
mythology. Greek mythology knows the

story of the good goddess or goddesses who
leave the country because of human iniquity.
As they return to Mount Olympus, the land
is dominated by crime and misfonune: and
thus a new, less attractive era of human his
tory begins, the Age of Iron. In Hesiod (Op.
197-201), the two goddesses forsaking the
earth are Aidos (Shame) and Nemesis
(Indignation); Theognis (Elegiae 1135-1142)
calls them Pistis (Trust) and Sophrosyne
(Wisdom); in Aratos, it is only one goddess,
-Dike (Justice). As injustice began to pre
vail on eanh, "Dike, full of hatred for the
human mce, flew up to heaven, taking her
abode at that place where, at night, she can
still be seen by men" (Aratus, Phaenomena
133-135). Such is the Greek myth echoed in
J Enoch.

Perhaps the best way to sum up the
career of the ancient Israelite Wisdom god
dess is in terms of 'personification'. Origin
ally, Wisdom was a mythological per
sonification comparable to -Heaven and
-Earth as deities in ancient Greek religion.
Later, when Israel's religion came to be
dominated by mono-Yahwism and eventual
ly by monotheism, she was reduced to a
merely poetic personification and thus lost
much of her earlier, mythological vitality.
Now, she represented God's Torah or his
spirit, and her person-like appearance was
designed to give vitality to an otherwise ab
stract concept. However, philosophers such
as the author of the Book of Wisdom took
great care not to lose the mythological con
nection which made for good literature and
also attracted those who adopted a view of
the divine world which retained its plurality
while placing Israel's God at the top. Chris
tians were no doubt indebted to a two-deity
system which reckoned with a major god
with whom a minor, mediating deity was
associated. The minor deity could be identi
fied as Yahweh (with EI Elyon being the
high god: Deut 32:8-9 with note in BHS), as
the Son of Man (Dan 7:13-14) or as the
archangel Michael (Dan 12: I). The old
mythological tradition and the two-deity
system helped early Christians in their
attempt to define the nature and function of
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Christ. Traces of a Sophia-Christology are
already present in the NT writings: "this
message is Christ, who is the power of God
and the Wisdom of God" (I Cor 1:24; cf. 1
Cor 2:7; Eph 1: 17; Col 2:3; but also Mt
11: 19 and Lk 7:35; see further CHRIST
1970). It was especially in the development
of the idea of the pre-existence of Christ
that Jewish Wisdom speculation made itself
felt (see e.g. John 1: 1-18; SCOTT, 1992). As
bricoleurs, the NT authors took elements of
the old myth to construct a new one.
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B.LANG

WITNESS 11'
I. As utilized in the biblical materials

relating to the legal sphere, the 'witness'
('ed) was a person who had firsthand knowl
edge concerning an event or fact and who
could provide either an affirmation or a refu
tation of testimony presented (i.e. Gen
31 :45-52). The application of the role of
'witness' to members of the divine realm is
especially relevant to the biblical metaphor
of covenant. Ancient Near Eastern interna
tional treaty forms, from which the biblical
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ideal of covenant is derived, invoke exten
sive lists of deities or elements of the natu
ral world. e.g. heaven and earth, who serve
as witnesses to and as guarantors of the
treaty agreement.

II. Note that in the ancient Near Eastern
treaties the deities are not called or invoked
as '~tnesses' as such. They play the role of
witnesses. They should be compared, for
instance, to the witnesses in Assyrian legal
documents where it is stated that the trans
action was made 'before ina IGI(pan) of X,
X, .•. '. In the vassal treaties of Esarhaddon
it is stated that the treaty is concluded ina
IGI(pan) of dX .... (SAA 2, 6 § 2). In these
treaties· the function of the deities is defined
as follows: 'May these gods be our wit
nesses' (lit.: 'look for us'; DlNGlR.ME~ an
nu-te lid-gu-lll, 'SAA 2, 6 § 57:494). The
Aramaic treaty between Bar-Ga>yah and
Matiel is concluded 'in front of (qdm) the
deities' (KA/222 A:7-12).

nI. Because of the monotheistic ten
dencies of the Hebrew texts. such lists of
deities are not found in the biblical accounts
associated with covenants, either between
human parties or between Israel and
-Yahweh. though there are a number of
instances where either deified elements of
the natural world or other objects are in
voked as 'witness' (fid) to an agreement or
contract. In Gen 31 :45-52. a -+stone pillar
and a stone heap are invoked to witness a
parity treaty between Jacob and Laban. A
similar function is ascribed to an altar. guar
anteeing an agreement among the tribes of
Israel (Josh 22:26-27); to an inscription (Isa
31 :8); and to a stela (lsa 19:19-22). In the
context of the covenant between Israel and
Yahweh, a stone is invoked as fed in Josh
24:21 and, in Deut 31:19.21, the 'Song of
Moses' stands as guarantor of the alliance.

As reflections of the '-+olden gods', the
natural pairs standing behind the active dei
ties of the pantheon, '-Heaven and -+Earth·
are called by Yahweh to stand as witnesses
(hiph. of fad) to the covenant with Israel
(Deut 4:26; 30:19; 31:29). Yahweh himself
is invoked as a witness in a number of dif
ferent contexts. The deity is invoked as fed
to the parity treaty in Oen 31 :50 (cf. 1 Sam

20:23.42) and stands as witness between
Samuel and the people in I Sam 12:5. In the
prophetic materials. Yahweh is witness to
oaths (Jer 29:23; 42:5) and stands as witness
against those who violated the covenant
(Mal 2: 14; 3:5). Yahweh's role as witness is
even extended beyond Israel in Zeph 3:8
(LXX) and Mic 1:2.

Despite the fact that Yahweh himself can
be invoked as fed in the Hebrew traditions,
there are two instances where it is possible
that the witness referred to in the texllI is to
be identified with a heavenly figure distinct
from Yahweh. In Ps 89:38, the royal oracle
(vv 20-38) concludes with a reference to a
'witness in the heavens' (fed bassa/:laq).
who might be identified with one of the
members of Yahweh's heavenly court
(qedofim /I bble 'e/im; vv 6-7; -'Sons of
[the] god[s». While it is possible that he
might be understood either as Yahweh him
self or one of the members of his court, the
Canaanite parallel of Baal as intercessor for
the king before the high-god El in the
assembly suggests the former (KTU 1. 15.ii:
11-28; 1.17.i:16-27; 1.2.i:21).

That the biblical traditions were ac
quainted with the concept of a heavenly wit
ness different from Yahweh, who could
serve as interpreter and intercessor for a
petitioner. is clear from Job 16: 19-21. In this
passage, Job appeals to a 'witness'
(fed/sahed) 'in heaven' /I 'on high' (bas
samayim /I bammeromim; v 19) who would
serve as an 'interpreter' (me/i$ -+Mediator I)
before God. As with the witness invoked in
Ps 89:38, this fed probably reflects either the
concept of a personal deity or a specialized
function of one of the members of the di
vine assembly. This figure is also commonly
identified with the 'redeemer' (-+go'el) of
Job 19:25 and the 'arbiter' (mokia/:l) of 9:33
35, each of whom functions as a figure sep
arate from. though subordinate to, Yahweh.
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E. T. MHLLEN, JR.

WIZARD 'J171'
I. The term yiddeConf occurs 11 times

in the OT, always in parallellism with Job
'ancestor, ancestral spirit, ghost' (Lev 19:31;
20:6.27; Deut 18: 11; 1 Sam 28:3.9; 2 Kings
21:6 II 2 Chron 33:6; 2 Kings 23:24; Isa
8:19; 19:3; ~Spirit of the dead). It is certain
that the word is a nominal form (supple
mented with the afformative -on [< *-an]
and the gentilic -1). The pattern is compar
atively rare in Hebrew, though comparable
forms exist in qadmonf 'east of, earlier',
Jadmfmf 'reddish', ~akmoni 'knowledge
able', na(ulmanf 'comforting' and ra/:liimanf
'merciful' (BAUER & LEANDER 1922:501 y).
In contrast to the above-mentioned forms,
the middle radical of the root is geminated
in yidde(anI. This may be explained as a
'numinous doubling' (TROPPER 1989:318;
other explanations in BAUER & LEANDER
1922:501 yS), the emphatic pronunciation of
words and names having great religious
significance. This generally manifests itself
in writing as the doubling of a consonant.
As a consequence of the gemination, the
vowel in the first syllable shifts from Ia! to
Iii, (BAUER & LEANDER 1922: 193 v). The
precise semantic nuance of the adjectival
formation -dlonf is difficult to establish,
given its scarce attestation in Hebrew. It is
probable that adjectives of this type have a
more intensive, emphatic signification than
ordinary adjectives. Consequently yiddeConi
would have meant 'extremely knowledge
able, all-knowing'. Given that this term
always follows the term Job, it must orig
inally have been an epithet of the deceased
ancestors or a designation of the dead in
general.

II. Throughout the ancient Orient, it was

believed that the dead possessed occult
powers inaccessible to the living. The
knowledgeability of the dead was attributed
on the one hand to experience gathered
through a long life, on the other hand to the
fact that, as numinous beings in the realm
beyond, they now had available to them pre
viously inaccessible sources of knowledge.
On the basis of their comprehensive knowl
edge the dead, like the gods, functioned as
dispensers of oracles in the ancient Orient.

III. Because the word yidde(oni '(all-)
knowing' occurs exlusively as a parallel
term to Job, no independent function for it
can be ascertained. The significance and
function of the Old Testament Jabot-ances
tors applies equally to the yidde(oni. In the
(older) passages in which Jabot-designated
dead ancestors or the spirits of the dead in
general (who were the object of cultic
veneration, magical incantation and con
sultation in times of crisis) it may be said
that yiddeCani also designated these ances
tors and signified 'the all-knowing ones'. In
Isa 19:3, for example, we read: "Then they
(scil. the Egyptians) will tum (in their
distress), consulting idols ('elflfm), the
shades ('inim), the ancestors ('obot-) and the
'knowing ones' (yidde(onim)." As the
meaning of the word Job subsequently
changed to 'soothsaying spirit', the word
yiddeConi began to function as an epithet of
these soothsaying spirits as well which,
according to Lev 20:27, served certain
people as mediums: "Men or women in
whom there is either an Job-spirit or a yid
deconf-spirit shall be put to death!" There is,
however, no evidence that the term
yiddeConf ever designated the medium used
by such spirits (i.e. the soothsayers or
magicians themselves) in the biblical period..
As with Job, the consultation of the
yiddeCani was considered incompatible with
monotheistic Yahwism and elicited the
death penalty (Lev 20:27).

IV. Post-biblical tradition no longer
understood Jabot and yiddeConim as sooth
saying spirits, but rather as designations of
the soothsayers and magicians who dealt
with such spirits. The LXX, which generally
translates Job with engastrimythos 'ventri-
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loquist', renders yidde'oni with epaoidos
'conjurer', gnosteslgniiristes '(knowing)
soothsayer', teraroskopos 'diviner' and
en~astril1lytllOJ 'one who speaks from the
belly'. The Vulg. renders yiddeConf similar
ly: harioli, incantores. divini. di~'illationes,

JWnlspices. These interpretations influenced
all subsequent tmnslations of the Bible,
including the most recent of them.
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WORLD RULERS KO~OKPCltOP£~

J. Ko.mlOkrator. 'lord of the world',
'world ruler', occurs in pagan literature as
an epithet for gods, rulers, and heavenly
bodies. The LXX docs not use the term. and
in the NT it occurs once. in Eph 6: I2.

II. Kosmokrator can occasionally be
used to refer to eanhly rulers (CIG 5892; SB
4275: Ptolemaeus. Tetrabiblos 175;
Hephaestio Astrologus 1,1). In the Historia
Alexalldri Magni it is a common attribute
for the Macedonian king. Likewise. a num
ber of gods such ac; -·Zcus, -·Helios, -·Her
mes, and Serapis can be called kosmokrator
(sec BAUER-ALAND 1988:905). In the
Mithraeum under the thennae of Caracalla it
occurs as an epithet for the Zcus--·Mithras
(or Serapis; see CU!\tONT & CANET 1918)
Helios triad. The fact that heaven, too, is
designated as kosmokrat6r (Orphic Hymn
4,3) points to what is perhaps the most

imponant area. astrology (sometimes com
bined with magic). The planets are called
kos//lokratores (cf. Vettius Valens 171,6;
360.7; cf. also 278.2: 314,16; Jamblichus, de
m)'st. 2,3), not only because of their function
as an organising principle in space, but
chiefly because according to a'itrology they
exercise a fateful influence over man. Magic
promised release from this tyranny of the
heavenly bodies. It is therefore no accident
that the term kosl1lokrat6r is included in the
Magical Papyri, usual1y as an invocation of
Helios (PGM III 135; IV,166.1599) but also
of other deities such as Serapis (PGM XIII
619) and Hennes (PGM V, 400: XVII bl;
see also IV 2198-2199).

III. In early Judaism the word hardly
occurs at al1: kosmokrator is not to be found
in the LXX. nor in Philo, Josephus, or in
pseudepigraphic literature. The term occurs
only once in the relatively late (I st - 3rd
century CE) T. Sol, a haggadic-type folktale
about Solomon's building of the Temple
combined with ancient lore about magic,
astrology, angelology, demonology. and
primitive medicine. In this Jewish text re
worked by Christians, which describes
Solomon's power over the spirits, Solomon
conjures up among other things 7 spirits,
bound up together hand and foot. Asking
them who they are, he receives the answer:
"We are heavenly bodies, rulers of this
world of darkness (kosmokratores toll

skotous)" (T. Sol 8.1). They tum out to be
planets (T. Sol 8,4). This is clearly linked to
pagan demonology and astrology (cf.
Jamblichus. de myst. 9,9), although the term
is now used in a completely negative sense.
Instrumental in this is not only the rejection
of the cult of the heavenly bodies, but
doubtlessly also the negative assessment of
the kosmos (cO/tim). which in some parts of
early Judaism and early Christianity had
become synonymous with a world alienated
from God. Here, this is reflected in the
qualification of this territory ao;; 'darkness'.

The same concept and mode of expres
sion are to be found in the (presumably
older) Deutero-Pauline Epistle to the Ephes
ians. In the closing exhonation of the
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epistle, the Ephesians are called upon to
takc up the 'armour of God' in order to be
able to resist 'the Devil's wily attacks' (Eph
6:10-11). The following verse (Eph 6:12)
states the reason: "For we battle not against
flesh and blood, but against po\It''Crs. against
forces, against the rulers of darkness in this
world (kosmokratores tou SkOtoliS lOutoll) ,
against the spirits of evil in the heavens".
Here, the battle of the Christians has cosmic
dimensions; kosl1Iokratores refers to the
demon world governed by the -Devil.

In Irenaeus. the term has developed into a
direct reference to the Devil. "whom one
also caBs kosmokraror" (lwer. 1.5,4). In
Rabbinic literature (cf. LevR 181118a) the
Greek term occurs as a foreign word for the
angel of death, who is identical to the Devil
(see StreB 2:552).
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\VRATH •Opril
I. A personified active principle of

Wrath has been seen in two passages from
the Pauline epistles. This supposed demon
\vas interpreted in the light of the Zoroas
trian demon Aes11la, one of the most impon
ant helpers of the Evil Spirit in Zoroastrian
theology and possibly known to the Jews
under the name -.Asmodeus (PINES 1982:
BOYCE & GRENET 1991:425-426.446).

II. Although Aesma was ccnainly per
ceived as a powerful demon by Zarathustra
himself (his name has been attested several
times in the Gftthfts) and is very prominent
in both Avestan and Pahlavi literature. the
identification of orge as used by Paul (Rom
9:22; Eph 2:3) with a concept derived from

Zoroastrianism, seems to read more into the
teXl<; than there is to be read. In Iran. Aesma
(Pahlavi Xesm) is represented as an evil
being, holding a bloody club (Avestan
XTlllli.dnt-). and as the special adversary of
Sraosa. the god "Hearkening" (GRAY 1929:
185-187). In the texts he is presented as an
evil-working demon and a destructive being,
as indeed all the Daevas are. There are no
passages whatsoever that indicate a special
destructive quality for Aesma (pace PINES
1982).

III. PINES has argued that the Zoroastrian
demon Aesma has influenced the concept of
orge (Wrath) in Rom 9:22: Eph 2:3 (PINES
1982). These two passages from the Pauline
corpus are in fact dependent upon the OT
usage of the word ~liir{J1l. 'wrath', although
Paul seems to have created a new imagery
of wrath. A decisive argument against
seeing any influence of Zoroastrianism on
the concept of wrath in Paul, is the fact that
wrath occurs quite frequently in Romans in
an eschatological context. in combination
with justice (e.g. Rom 3:5: 9:22), as an
essential element of the coming redemption,
and hence is intimately connected with God.
This is wholly alien to any Iranian system,
where Aesma is one of the main adversaries
of Ahura Mazda and is in fact described as a
demon who is chased away at the end of
time (Yt. 19.95). There is no actively per
sonified demon Wrath to be found in the
Pauline corpus.
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y AAQAN ~ YA 'UQ

YAHWEH il1il'
I. Yahweh is the name of the official

god of Israel, both in the northern kingdom
and in Judah. Since the Achaemenid period,
religious scruples led to the custom of not
pronoucing the name of Yahweh; in the
liturgy as well as in everyday life, such
expressions as 'the ~Lord' ('ildonay, lit.
'my Lord', LXX KUPtOC;) or 'the ~Name'

were substituted for it. As a matter of con
sequence, the correct pronunciation of the
tetragrammaton was gradually lost: the
Masoretic form 'Jehovah' is in reality a
combination of the consonants of the tetra
grammaton with the vocals of 'ildonay, the
/:tarej pata/:t of 'ildonay becoming a mere
shewa because of the yodh of yhwh
(ALFRINK 1948). The transcription 'Yahweh'
is a scholarly convention, based on such
Greek transcliptions as Ioou€.t Ioouat
(Clement of Alexandria, Stromata 5, 6, 34,
5), Io~€.t IO~at (Epiphanius of Salamis, Adv.
Haer. 1,3,40,5 and Theodoretus of Cyrrhus,
Quaest. in Ex. XV; Haer. jab. compo 5,3).

The form Yahweh (yhwh) has been estab
lished as primitive; abbreviations such as
Yah, Yahu, YO, and Yeho are secondary
(CROSS 1973:61). The abbreviated (or hypo
coristic) forms of the name betray regional
predilections: thus Yw CYau' in Neo-Assyr
ian sources) is especially found in a North
Israelite context; Yh, on the other hand, is
predominantly Judaean (cf. WEIPPERT
1980:247-248). The alleged attestation of
Yw as an onomastic element on an arrow
head dated to the 11 th cent. BCE on the basis
of its script (F. M. CROSS, An Inscribed
Arrowhead of the Eleventh Century BCE in
the Bible Lands Museum in Jerusalem,
ErIsr 23 [2992J 21*-26*, esp. n. 3), still
maintained by J. C. DE MOOR (The Rise oj

Yahwism [2nd ed.; Leuven 1997] 165-166),
is uncertain on epigraphical grounds (P.
BORDREUIL, Fleches pheniciennes inscrites,
RB 99 [1992] 208; A. LEMAIRE, Epigraphic
palestinienne: nouveaux documents II 
decennie 1985-1995, Henoch 17 [1996]
211). The form Yhw is said to be originally
Judaean (WEJPPERT 1980: 247), but its
occurrence in the northern wayfarer's station
of Kuntillet 'Ajrud shows that it was not
unknown among Northern Israelites either.
In the frequently attested Nabataean person
al name Cbd'hyw (variant Cbd'hy), the ele
ment 'hyw ('hy) has been interpreted as a
spelling of the divine name Yahweh (M.
LmzBARsKI, ESE 3 [1915] 270 n. 1); it is
not certain whether it is a theonym or an
anthroponym, though, and a connection with
the tetragrammaton is unproven (KNAUF
1984). It is unclear whether an allegedly
northern Syrian deity l€.u<D (Porphyry, Adv.
Christ. fr. 41, apud Eusebius, Praep. Ev. I,
9, 21; cf. law in Theodoretus, Graec. aff
cur. II 44-45 and Macrobius, Sat. I 18-20) is
related to the god Yahweh. In the Mishna,
the divine name is usually written" in com
bination with sewa' and qame~ (WALKER
1951).

II. The cult of Yahweh is not originally
at home in Palestine. Outside Israel,
Yahweh was not worshipped in the West
Semitic world-despite affirmations to the
contrary (pace, e.g. G. GARBINI, History and
Ideology in Ancient Israel [London & New
York 1988] 52-65). Before 1200 BCE, the
name Yahweh is not found in any Semitic
text. The stir caused by PETI1NATO (e.g.
Ebla and the Bible, BA 43 [1980] 203-216,
esp. 203-205) who claimed to have found
the shortened form of the name Yahweh
('Ya') as a divine element in theophoric
names from Ebla (ca. 2400-2250 BCE) is un
founded. As the final element of personal
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names, -ya is often a hypocoristic ending,
not a theonym (A. ARCHI, The Epigraphic
Evidence from Ebla and the Old Testament,
Bib 60 (1979) 556-566, esp. 556-560).
MULLER argues that the sign NI, read ya by
Pettinato, is conventionally short for NI-NI =
i-lf, 'my (personal) god'; it stands for iii or
ilu (MULLER 1980:83; 1981:306-307). This
solution also explains the occurrence of the
speculated element *ya at the begiiming of
personal names; thus dya-ra-mu should be
read either as DINGIR-lf-ra-mu or as dilix-ra
mu, both readings yielding the name
Iliramu, 'My god is exalted'. In no list of
gods or offerings is the mysterious god *Ya
ever mentioned; his cult at Ebla is a chim
era.

Yahweh was not known at Ugarit either;
the singular name Yw (vocalisation un
known) in a damaged passage of the Baal
Cycle (KTU 1.1 iv: 14) cannot convincingly
be interpreted as an abbreviation for
'Yahweh' (pace, e.g., DE MOOR 1990:113
118). Also after 1200 BCE, Yahweh js
seldom mentioned in non-Israelite texts. The
assertion that "Yahweh was worshipped as a
major god" in North Syria in the eighth cen
tury BCE (S. DALLEY, Yahweh in Hamath in
the 8th century BC, VT 40 [1990] 21-32,
quotation p. 29), cannot be maintained. The
claim is based on the names Azriyau and
Yaubi'di, attested as indigenous rulers from
north Syrian states in the 8th cent. BCE. The
explanation of these names offered by
Dalley is highly dubious; more satisfactory
interpretations are possible (VAN DER
TOORN 1992:88-90).

The earliest West Serriltic text mentioning
Yahweh-excepting the biblical evidence
is the Victory Stela written by Mesha, the
Moabite king from the 9th century BCE. The
Moabite ruler recalls his military successes
against Israel in the time of Ahab: "And
-Chemosh said to me, 'Go, take Nebo from
Israel!' So I went by night and I engaged in
fight against her from the break of dawn
until noon. And I took her and I killed her
entire population: seven thousand men,
boys, women, girls, and maid servants, for I
devoted her to destruction (h~rmth) for

Ashtar-Chemosh. And I took from there the
)[,.,]ly of Yahweh and I dragged them before
Chemosh" (KAJ 181:14-18). Evidently,
Yahweh is not presented here as a Moabite
deity. He is presented as the official god of
the Israelites, worshipped throughout
Samaria, as far as its outer borders since
Nebo (i1:JJ in the Mesha Stela, 1:JJ in the
Bible), situated in North-Western Moab,
was a border town.

The absence of references to a Syrian or
Palestinian cult of Yahweh outside Israel
suggests that the god does not belong to the
traditional circle of West Semitic deities.
The origins of his veneration must be sought
for elsewhere. A number of texts suggest
that Yahweh was worshipped in southern
Edom and Mjdian before his cult spread to
Palestine. There are two Egyptian texts that
mention Yahweh. In these texts from the
14th and 13th centuries BCE, Yahweh is
neither connected with the Israelites, nor is
his cult located in Palestine. The texts speak
about "Yahu in the land of the Shosu
beduins" (ll .SJ.sw jhwJ; R. GIVEON, Les be
douins Shosou des documents egyptiens
[Leiden 1971] no. 6a [pp. 26-28] and no.
16a [pp. 74-77]; note WEIPPERT 1974:427,
430 for the corrected reading). The one text
is from the reign of Amenophis III (first part
of the 14th cent. BCE; cf. HERMANN 1967)
and the other from the reign of Ramses II
(l3th cent. BCE; cf. H. W. FAIRMAN, Pre
liminary Report on the Excavations at
cAmarah West, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,
1938-9, lEA 25 [1939] 139-144, esp. 141).
In the Ramses II list, the name occurs in a
context which also mentions Seir (assuming
that sCrr stands for Seir). It may be tentative
ly concluded that this "Yahu in the land of
the Shosu-beduins" is to be situated in the
area of Edom and Midian (WEIPPERT 1974:
271; AXELSSON 1987:60; pace WEINFELD
1987:304).

In these Egyptian texts Yhw is used as a
toponym (KNAUF 1988:46-47). Yet a re
lationship with the deity by the same name
is a reasonable assumption (pace M. WEIP
PERT, "Heiliger Krieg" in Israel und Assy
rien, ZA W 84 [1972] 460-493, esp. 491 n.
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]44); whether the god took his name from
the region or vice versa remains undecided
(note that R. GIVEON, "The Cities of Our
God" (II Sam lO:]2), JBL 83 []964] 415
416, suggests that the name is short for
*Beth-Yahweh, which would compare with
the altemance between ~Baal-meon and
Beth-Baal-meon). By the 14th century BCE,
before the cult of Yahweh had reached
Israel, groups of Edomite and Midianite
nomads worshipped Yahweh as their god.
These data converge with a northern tradi
tion, found in a number of ancient theo
phany texts, according to which Yahweh
came from ~Edom and Seir (Judg 5:4; note
the correction in Ps 68:8[7]). According to
the Blessing of Moses Yahweh came from
Sinai, "dawned from" Seir, and "shone
forth" from Mount Paran (Deut 33:2).
Elsewhere he is said to have come from
Ternan and Mount Paran (Hab 3:3). The
references to "Yahweh of Ternan" in the
Kuntillet 'Ajrud inscriptions are extra-bibli
cal confirmation of the topographical con
nection (M. WEINFELD, Kuntillet 'Ajrud
Inscriptions and Their Significance, SEL I
[]984] ]21-130, esp. ]25, 126). All of these
places-Seir, Mt Paran, Ternan, and Sinai
are in or near Edom.

If Yahweh was at home in the south,
then, how did he make his way to the north?
According to a widely accepted theory, the
Kenites were the mediators of the Yahwistic
cult. One of the first to advance the Kenite
hypothesis was the Dutch historian of re
ligion Comelis P. Tiele. In 1872 TIELE char
acterized Yahweh historically as "the god of
the desert, worshipped by the Kenites and
their close relatives before the Israelites"
(Vergelijkende geschiedenis van de Egyp
tische en Mesopotamische godsdiensten
[Amsterdam ]872] 559). The idea was
adopted and elaborated by B. STADE
(Geschichte des Volkes lsraels [1887] 130
131), and it gained considerable support
ever since, also among modem scholars
(see, e.g., A. J. WENSINCK, De oorsprongen
van het Jahwisme, Semietische Studien uit
de nalatenschap van Prof Dr. A. J. Wen
sinck [Leiden ]941] 23-50; B. D. EERD-

MANS, Religion of Israel [Leiden ]947] 15
19; H. H. ROWLEY, From Joseph to Joshua
[London ]950] 149-160; A. H. J. GUN
NEWEG, Mose in Midian, ZTK 60 [] 964] ]
9; W. H. SCHMIDT, Exodus, Sinai, Wiiste
(Darmstadt ]983) ]]0-]]8; WEINFELD
]987; METTINGER 1990:408-409). In its
classical form the hypothesis assumes that
the Israelites became acquainted with the
cult of Yahweh through Moses. Moses'
father-in-law-Hobab, according to an old
tradition (Judg 1:] 6; 4: 11; cf. Num lO:29)
was a Midianite priest (Exod 2:] 6; 3:];
18:1) who worshipped Yahweh (see e.g.
Exod ] 8: 10-] 2). He belonged to the Kenites
(Judg ]: 16; 4:] ]), a branch of the Midianites
(H. H. ROWLEY, From Joseph to Joshua
[London ]950] ]52-153). By way of Hobab
and Moses, then, the Kenites were the
mediators of the cult of Yahweh.

The strength of the Kenite hypothesis is
the link it establishes between different but
converging sets of data: the absence of Yah
weh from West-Semitic epigraphy; Yahweh
's topographical link with the area of Edom
(which may be taken to include the territory
of the Midianites); the 'Kenite' affiliation of
Moses; and the positive evaluation of the
Kenites in the Bib]e. A major flaw in the
classical Kenite hypothesis, however, is its
disregard for the 'Canaanite' origins of Isra
el. The view that, under the influence of
Moses, the Israelites became Yahwists
during their journey through the desert, and
then brought their newly acquired religion to
the Palestinian soil, neglects the fact that the
majority of the Israelites were firmly rooted
in Palestine. The historical role of Moses,
moreover, is highly problematic. It seems
more prudent not to put too much weight on
the figure of Moses. It is only in later tradi
tion that he came to be regarded as the
legendary ancestor of the Levitical priests
and a symbol of the 'Yahweh-alone' move
ment; his real importance remains uncertain.

If the Kenite hypothesis is to be main
tained, then, it is only in a modified form.
Though it is highly plausible that the Ken
ites (and the Midianites and the Rechabites
may be mentioned in the same breath) intro-
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duced Israel to the worship of Yahweh, it is
unlikely that they did so outside the borders
of Palestine. Both Kenites and Rechabites
are mentioned as dwelling in North Israel at
an early stage; so are the Gibeonites, who
are ethnically related to the Edomites (1.
BLENKINSOPP, Gibeon and Israel [Cam
bridge 1972] 14-27). Some of these groups
were not permanent residents of North
Israel; they came there as traders. Already in
Gen 37:28 Midianite traders are mentioned
as being active between Palestine and Egypt
(KNAUF 1988:27). If Yahwism did indeed
originate with Midianites or Kenites-and
the evidence seems to point in that direc
tion-it may have been brought to Trans
jordan and Central Palestine by traders
along the caravan routes from the south to
the east (1. D. SCHLOEN, Caravans, Kenites,
and Casus belli, CBQ 55 [1993] 18-38, esp.
p.36).

III. Explanations of the name Yahweh
must assume that, except for the vocal
isation, the traditional form is the correct
one. The hypothesis which says that there
were originally two divine names, viz. Yflhu
and Yahweh, the former being the older one
(MAYER 1958:34), is now generally aban
doned in light of the epigraphic evidence
(CROSS 1973:61; pace KLAWEK 1990:12).
The significance of the name Yahweh has
been the subject of a staggering amount of
publications (for an impression see MAYER
1958). This "monumental witness to the
industry and ingenuity of biblical scholars"
(CROSS 1973:60) is hardly in proportion to
the limited importance of the issue. Even if
the meaning of the name could be estab
lished beyond reasonable doubt, it would
contribute little to the understanding of the
nature of the god. The caution against over
estimating etymologies, voiced most elo
quently by James Barr, holds good for di
vine names as well. From a perspective of
the history of religion, it is much more
important to know the characteristics which
worshippers associated with their god, than
the original meaning of the latter's name.
Having said that, however, the question of
the etymology of Yahweh cannot be simply

dismissed. The following observations are in
. order.

In spite of isolated attempts to take yhwh
as a pronominal form, meaning 'Yea He!'
(from *ya huwa, S. MOWINCKEL, HUCA 32
[1958] 121-133) or 'My One' (cf. Akk ya)u,
H. CAZELLES, Der personliche Gott Abra
ham,S, Der Weg zum Menschen, FS A. Deiss
ler .,I[ed. R. Mosis & L. Ruppert; Freiburg
1989] 59-60), it is widely agreed that the
name represents a verbal form. With the
preformative yod, yhwh is a finite verbal
form to be analysed as a 3rd masc. sing. im
perfect. Analogous finite verbal forms used
as theonyms are attested for the religion of
pre-Islamic Arabs. Examples include the
gods -tYa(uq ('he protects', WbMylh I 479)
and -tYagu! ('he helps', WbMyth I 478).
Much earlier are the Akkadian and Amorite
instances of verbal forms used as divine
names: dlksudum ('He has reached', ARM
13 no. 111 :6) and Esul} ('He has been vic
torious', H. B. HUFFMaN, Amorite Personal
Names in the Mari Texts [Baltimore 1965]
215) are just two examples (CROSS 1973:
67). Morphologically, then, the name
Yahweh is not without parallels.

The interpretation of the theonym as a
finite verb is already found in Exod 3:14. In
reply to Moses' question of what he is to
say to the Israelites when they ask him
which god sent him, God says: "I AM WHO I
AM", and he adds: "Say this to the people of
Israel, 'I AM has sent me to you"'. The ex
planation here offered is a sophisticated play
based on association: the root HWH is under
stood as a by-form of HYH, 'to be' and the
prefix of the third person is understood as a
secondary objectivation of a first person:
yhwh is thus interpreted as )hyh, 'I am'.
Since the significance of such a name is elu
sive, the reconstructed name is itself the
subject of a further interpretation in the
phrase )ehyeh )aser )ehyeh, 'I am who I am'.
Its meaning is debated. Should one under
stand it as a promise ('l will certainly be
there') or as an allusion to the incompar
ability of Yahweh ('l am who lam', i.e.
without peer)? Even in the revelation of his
name, Yahweh does not surrender himself:
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He cannot be captured by means of either an
image or a name. The Greek translation 6
mv (LXX) has philosophical overtones: it is
at the basis of a profound speculation on the
eternity and immutability of God-both of
them ideas originally unconnected with the
name Yahweh.

Since the Israelite explanation is evident
1y a piece of theology rather than a reliable
etymology, it cannot be accepted as the last
word on the matter. Comparative material
from Akkadian sources has been used to
make a case for the thesis that *yahweh is in
fact an abbreviated sentence name. Among
AmOlite personal names, there are a number
in which a finite form of the root HWY ('to
be, to manifest oneself') is coupled with a
theonym. Examples are YalJwi-ilum, YalJwi
Adad (ARM 23, 86:7), and Ya(lJ)wium (=
Ial}wi-ilum, e.g. ARM 23, 448:13). These
Amorite names are the semantic equivalent
of the Akkadian name Ibassi-ilum ('God has
manifested himself). The objection that
these are all anthroponyms, whereas
Yahweh is a theonym, is not decisive.
Cuneiform texts also recognize a number of
gods whose names are in fact a finite verbal
form with a deity as subject: dIkrub-Il ('EI
has blessed') and dlSmelum (= *gme-ilum,
'God has heard') can be quoted in illus
tration. STOL has made a strong case for
regarding these names as those of deified
ancestors (M. STOL, Old Babylonian Per
sonal Names, SEL 8 [1991] 191-212, esp.
203-205).

Some scholars believe that Yahweh, too,
is the abbreviated name of a deified ances
tor. Thus DE MOOR construes the original
name of the deity as *Yahweh-EI, 'May El
be present (as helper)' (1990:237-239). In
support of this speculated form he adduces
the name Jacob (Ya?iq6b), which is short
for Y(qb-'l, 'May EI follow him closely' (cf.
Yal}qub-el, H. HUFFMON, Amorite Personal
Names in the Mari Texts [Baltimore 1965]
203-204; S. AI:IITuv, Canaanite Toponyms
in Ancient Egyptian Documents [Jerusalem
1984] 200), and such names as Yahwi-Ilu in
Mari texts. DE MOOR draws the conclusion
that originally Yahweh was "probably the
divine ancestor of one of the proto-Israelite

tribes" (1990:244). Yet though theoretically
possible, it is difficult to believe that the
major Israelite deity, venerated in a cult that
was imported into Palestine, was originally
a deified ancestor. Though such gods are
known, they are never found in a leading
position in the pantheon. Their worship
tends to remain local, as an ancestor is of
necessity the ancestor of a restricted group.

There are admittedly ancient Near Eastern
deities with a composite name who never
were ancestors. Examples include rkb'l (tra
ditionally vocalized as ~Rakib-el) from
Sam'al (KAI 24: 16), and MalakbeL 'Aglibol,
and Yarhibol from Palmyra. Morphological
ly, however, these names do not compare
with a speculated *yahweh-DN, since the
first component of the name is a substantive.
The names just mentioned are best inter
preted as 'Charioteer of El' (cf. TSSI II 70),
'Messenger of Bel', 'Calf of Bol', and 'Lord
of the Source' (cf. J. HOFTIJZER, Religio
aramaica [Leiden 1968] 32-38; for the inter
pretation of the name YarhiboL cf. Akk
yarbu, 'water hole, pond', CAD IIJ 325),
respectively. In addition to the morphologi
cal difference with a hypothetical *yahweh
DN, Rakib-el and his likes are names of
subordinate deities; there is no example of
such gods heading the pantheon.

Related to the thesis that *yahweh is an
abbreviated theonym is the suggestion that it
is an abbreviation of a liturgical formula.
The solution proposed by CROSS is an
example. He speculates that the longer form
of 'Yahweh' is extant in the title --Yahweh
Zabaoth. The $ebt.t'ot (transcribed as
Zabaoth in many English Bible translations)
are the ~host of heaven, i.e. the council of
the gods. The name Yahweh Zabaoth is
itself short for *J)u yahwl $aba'6t, 'He who
creates the (heavenly) armies', according to
CROSS (1973 :70). Since in his view this is in
fact a title of EI, the full name might be
reconstructed as *Il-gu-yahwf-~aba'ot. The
analysis of Cross goes back to his teacher
W. F. Albright (W. F. ALBRIGHT, review of
B. N. Wambacq, L'epithete divine Jahve
Seba'ot, JBL 67 (1948) 377-381). D. N.
FREEDMAN quotes from Albright's notes for
an unpublished History of the Religion of
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Israel listing a number of reconstructed cult
names such as ·'if yahweh yHrii'ef, 'EI
creates-Israel' (on the basis of Gen 33:20)
and ·'el yahweh nlJ.z6t, 'El-creates-the
winds' (FREEDMAN et al. 1977-82:547).
Instead of a reconstructed form ·yahweh-'el,
then, Albright reckons with a form ·'El
yahweh-which could be complemented by
various objects. DIJKSTRA, too, argues that
the original form is EI Yahweh, 'EI who
reveals himself-a form still reflected in
such texts as Ps 118:27 (M. DIJKSTRA,
Yahweh-EI or EI-Yahweh?, "Dort tiehen
Schiffe dahin... ": col/ected communications
to the XIVth congress of the International
Organization for the Study of the Old Testa
ment [BEATA1 28; ed. M. Augustin & K.
D. Schunk; Frankfurt am Main etc. 1996J
43-52).

Leaving aside for the moment the
problem implied in the identification of
Yahweh with El, the interpretation of
Yahweh as an abbreviated sentence name
(and possibly a liturgical formula) is not
without difficulties. Since the idea that a
human ancestor could rise to the position of
national god flies in the face of the compar
ative evidence, a presumed EI-Yahweh or
Yahweh-EI must of necessity be a divine
narne followed or preceded by a verbal form
characterizing the deity. By implication,
then, the proper narne of the god has been
replaced in the Israelite tradition by a ,,'erb
denoting one of his characteristic activities.
Such a process is unparalleled in ancient
Near Eastern religions-unless one con
siders such Arab deities as YaCuq and
Yagu!, epithets of another deity, which
would suggest a South Semitic rather than a
West Semitic background for Yahweh. Iso
lated verbal forms such as proper names,
however, arc not uncommon in the Semitic
world, as witnessed by e.g. the name
*YagruSu of Baal's weapon. Solving the
enigma of the tetragrammaton by positing
another divine name is really a last option.
A solution which explains the name in the
form it has come dO\l,:n to us is to be pre
ferred.

A problem hitherto unmentioned is the
identification of the root lying at the basis of

the form yhwh, and that of its meaning.
Though some have suggested a link with the
root J.lWY, resulting in the translation 'the
Destroyer' (e.g. H. GRESSMANN, Mose und
seine Zeit [GOttingen 1913] 37), it is gen
erally held that the name should be connec
ted with the Semitic root HWY. Also schol
ars who do not regard the tetragrammaton as
an abbreviated theonym usually follow the
Israelite interpretation insofar they interpret
Yahweh as a form of the verb 'to be'; opi
nions diverge as to whether the form is
basic or causative, i.e. a Qal or a Hiph)iI.
The one school interprets 'He is', i.e. 'He
manifests himself as present', whereas the
other argues in favour of a causative mean
ing: 'He causes to be, calls into existence'.
The first interpretation has an exponent in
VON SODEN. Adducing comparative material
from Akkadian sources, he urges that the
,,'erb should be taken in its stronger sense 'to
prove oneself, to manifest oneself, to reveal
oneself (VON SODEN 1966). A represen
tative of the second school is ALBRIGHT. He
takes ·yahweh as a causative imperfect of
the verb HWY, 'to be'. Yahweh, then, is a
god who 'causes to be' or 'brings into
being'. In this form, the verb is normally
transitive (W. F. ALBRIGHT, Yahweh and the
Gods of Canaan [London 1968] 147-149).

A major difficulty with the explanations
of the name Yahweh on the basis of HWY

interpreted as 'to be', however, is the fact
that they explain the name of a South Sem
itic deity (originating from Edom, or e,,'en
further south) with the help of a West-Sem
itic etymology (KNAUF 1984a:469). The
form of the narne has the closest analogues
in the pre-Islamic Arab pantheon; it is natu
ral, therefore, to look first at the possibility
of an explanation on the basis of the Arabic
etymology. The relevant root HWY has three
meanings in Arabic: I. to desire, be passion
ate; 2. to fall; 3. to blow. All three ha,,'e
been called upon for a satisfactory expla
nation of the narne Yahweh. The derivation
of the name Yahweh from the meaning 'to
love, to be passionate'. which resulted in the
translation of Yahweh as 'the Passionate'
(GOITEIN 1956) has made no impact on OT
scholarship. Hardly more successful was the
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suggestion that Yahweh is 'the Speaker',
also based on the link of the name with the
root HWY (cf. Akk awu, atma; BOWMAN
1944:4-5).

A greater degree of plausibility attaches
to those interpretations of the name Yahweh
which identify him as a stonn god. Thus the
name has been connected with the meaning
'to fall' (also attested in Syriac), in which
case the verbal form is seen as a causative
('He who causes to fall', scil. rain, lightning,
or the enemies by means of his lightning,
see BDB 218a). Another suggestion is to
link the name with the meaning 'to blow',
said of the wind (cf. Syr hawwe, 'wind').
This leads to the translation Her Hihrt durch
die Ltifte , er weht" (1. WELLHAUSEN, lsra
elitische und jiidische Geschichte [3rd ed.;
Berlin 1897] 25 note I; KNAUF I984a:469;
1988:43-48). Especially the latter possibility
merits serious consideration. In view of the
south-eastern origins of the cult of Yahweh,
an Arabic etymology has a certain likeli
hood. Also, his presumed character as a
stonn god contributes to explain why
Yahweh could assume various of Baal's
mythological exploits.

The interpretation of the name of Yahweh
is not entirely devoid of meaning, then,
when it comes to establishing his character.
If yhwh does indeed mean 'He blows',
Yahweh is originally a storm god. Since
Baal (originally an epitheton of ~Hadad) is
of the same type, the relationship between
Yahweh and Baal deserves to be analyzed
more closely. In the Monarchic Era, Baal
(i.e. the Baal cult) was a serious rival of
Yahweh. The competition between the two
gods (that is, between their respective priest
hoods and prophets) was especially fierce
since the promotion of the cult of the Tyrian
Baal by the Omrides. Because there was no
entente between Yahweh and Baal, Yahweh
could hardly have inherited traits of a stonn
god from Baal. Inheritance is too peaceful a
process. Yahweh's 'Baalistic' traits have a
dual origin: some are his of old because he
is himself a stonn god, whereas others have
been appropriated--or should we say
confiscated-by him. Examples of the latter

include the designation of Mount ~Zion as
'the recesses of ~Zaphon' (Ps 48:3), the
motif of Yahweh's victory over Yam
(~Sea; for a thorough study see J. DAY,
God's Conflict with the Dragon and the Sea:
Echoes of A Canaanite myth in the Old Tes
tament [Cambridge 1985]) and ~Mot (W.
HERRMANN, Jahwes Triumph tiber Mot, UF
II [1979] 371-377), and the Baal epithet of
~'Rider upon the Clouds'.

Owing to the emphasis on the conflict
between Yahweh and Baal, it is insufficient
ly realized that Yahweh himself, too, is "a
deity who is originally conceived in the
categories of the Hadad type" (MEITINGER
1990:410). According to the theophany
texts, the earth trembles, clouds drop water,
and mountains quake at the appearance of
Yahweh (1udg 5:4-5). Though such a
response of the elements to Yahweh's mani
festation need not imply that he is a stonn
god, the latter hypothesis offers the most
natural explanation. When Yahweh comes to
the rescue of his beloved, he is hidden all
around by darkness, thick clouds dark with
water being his canopy (Ps 18: 12[l1]). As
he lifts his voice the thunder resounds (Ps
18:14[13]). Like Baal, Yahweh is perceived
as 'a god of the mountains' (l Kgs 20:23), a
characterization presumably triggered by the
association of the weather-god with clouds
hovering above the mountain tops.

Though few scholars would contest the
fact that Yahweh has certain traits nonnally
ascribed to Baal, it is often argued that orig
inally he was much more like EI than like
Baal. In the patriarchal narratives of Gen
esis, El names such as ~El Olam and -.EI
Elyon are frequently used as epithets of
Yahweh. Various scholars have drawn the
conclusion that El and Yahweh were ident
ified at a rather early stage. This ident
ification is sometimes explained by assum
ing that Yahweh is originally an El figure
(thus, e.g. H. NIEHR, Der h6chste Gott
[BZAW 190; BerlinlNew York )990] 4-5).
CROSS has argued that Yahweh is originally
a hypocoristicon of a liturgical title of El.
Yahweh Zabaoth, allegedly meaning 'He
who calls the heavenly armies into being', is
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not a name but an epithet. According to
CROSS, the god to whom it applies in the
first place is EI, since EI is known in the
Ugaritic texts as the father of the gods. The
latter arc conventionally referred to as 'the
sons of EI' (CROSS 1973). DE MOOR, who
also holds that Yahweh is an abbreviated
sentence name originally belonging to a
human being. links Yahweh with EI as well.
Though *Yahweh-EI was the name of an
ancestor, the deified ancestor was also "an
aspect of EI" (DE MOOR 1990:244). In order
to solve the apparent contradiction, DE
MOOR explains that the deified kings of
Ugarit, who 'joined' (srk, KTU 1.15 v: 17)
EI at their death, merged with the god
(1990:242).

Speculations about the original identity of
Yahweh with EI need to be critically
examined, however. There arc problems
concerning both the nature of the identi
fication, and the divine type to which
Yahweh belongs. It is insufficiently realised
that, at the beginning of the Iron Age, El's
role had become largely nominal. The
process of El's retreat in favour of Dagan
(the major god at Ebla in the late third mil
lennium) and later Baal (the major god at
Ugarit in the middle of the second millen
nium) had long been under way. By the
beginning of the Iron Age, the cult of EI
survived in some border zones of the Near
East. In most regions, however, including
Palestine, EI's career as a living god (Le. as
a cultic reality and an object of actual de
votion) had ended; he survived in such
expressions as 'dt-'I ('the council of EI') and
bny-'I ('sons of EI', Le. gods), but this was a
survival only in name. This fact explains
why there are no traces of polemics against
EI in the Hebrew Bible. It can therefore be
argued that the smooth identification of EI
as Yahweh was based, not on an identity of
character, but on El's decay. His name was
increasingly used either as a generic noun
meaning 'god' or, more specifically, as a
designation of the personal god. In both
cases, Yahweh could be called 'c/ (on the
identification of Yahweh and EI see VAN
DER TOORN 1996:320-328).

Along with the name, Yahweh inherited
various traits of EI. One of them is divine
eternity. Ugaritic texts call EI the 'father of
years' (ab snm) and depict him as a bearded
patriarch; Yahweh, on the other hand, is
called the -'Ancient of days', and also is
wearing a beard (Dan 7:9-14.22). Like El,
Yahweh presides over the -·council of the
gods. Compassion is another common trait:
EI is said to be compassionate (dpid) ,
whereas Yahweh is called "merciful and
gracious" (Exod 34:6; for these and other
similarities see M. SMITH, The Early History
of God [San Francisco 1990] 7-12). In some
biblical passages, the parallels are con
sciously explored. Thus GREENFIELD has
shown that Deut 32:6-7 applies to Yahweh
various motifs and images originally asso
ciated with EI. EI (here Yahweh) is said to
be Israel's 'father' and 'creator'; he is 'wise'
and 'eternal' and has lived for 'the years of
many generations' (1. C. GREENFIELD, The
Hebrew Bible and Canaanite Literature, 11,t!
Literary Guide to tire Bible led. R. Alter &
F. Kennode; Cambridge, Mass. 1987] 545
560, esp. 554).

An aspect of Yahweh that may be traced
back to EI, though only with great caution.
is his solar appearance. Even though the
theophany texts depict Yahweh primarily as
a warrior stonn-god, there are elements in
their description which seem to assume that
Yahweh is a solar deity. The Psalm of
Habakkuk mentions God's 'splendour'
(hod). and possibly his 'shine' (tehil/iJ, v 3);
God's appearance comes with brightness
(n6gah) and rays of light (qamayim, v 4).
Likewise Deut 33:2 speaks about Yahweh
'shining fonh' (ZRI.f) and lightning up (yp(.

hiphil; for the tenninology cf. F.
SCHNUTENHAUS, Das Kommen und Erschei
nen Gottes im Alten Testament, ZA W 76
[1964] ]-22. esp. 8-10). The closest extrabi
blical parallel is found in a Hebrew text
from Kuntillet (Ajrud, in which the moun
tains are said to melt when EI shines fOM
(wb:.r~, .'1 [... ] wymSIl hml, "when EI shines
fonh [... ] the mountains melt"; M. WEIN
FELD. Kuntillet (Ajrud Inscriptions and
Their Significance, SEL I [1984] 121-]30,
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esp. 126; S. Al;JITUV, Handbook of Allcielll
Hebrew Inscriptions [Jerusalem 1992J 160
162). Also outside the theophany trndition
there is evidence of Yahweh as a solar god.
Thus the word 'or, -. 'light', is sometimes
used ac; a divine title (Ps 139:11, cf. J. HOL
MAN, Analysis of the Text of Ps 139, HZ 14
[1970) 37-71, esp. 56-58; for other solar lan
guage applied to Yahweh see M. SMmf, The
Early History of God [San Francisco 1990]
115-124. Ch. 4: Yahweh and the Sun [but
cf. the review by S. B. PARKER, Hebrew
Studies 33 (1992) 158-162]; J. G. TAYLOR,
Yahweh and the Sun [Sheffield 1993]).

A further link between EI and Yahweh is
the identity of their consort. Texts from
Kuntillet CAjrod and Khirbet el-Qom refer to
Yahweh 'and his -'Asherah' (w'snh).
Though several scholars argue that this
'Asherah' is merely a cult symbol or a
designation for 'sanctuary' (cf. Akk a.finu) ,
the interpretation of the word as a divine
name is to be preferred (pace J. A. EMER
TON, New Light on Israelite Religion: The
Implications of the Inscriptions from
KuntiJ]et CAjrud, ZA lV 94 [1982] 2-20; see
M. DIETRICH & O. LoRETZ, Jahl..'eh und
seine Aschera [UBL 9; Neukirchen-Vluyn
1992) 82-103). In the light of these data, the
suggestion to emendate i1j~ in Deut 33:2e
into njj~ ('and at his right hand Asherah';
H. S. NYBERG, Deuteronomium 33,2-3,
ZDMG 92 [19~8] 320-344, esp. 335; see
also M. WElNf"£LD, SEL I [1984J 121-130,
esp. 124) remains a distinct possibility.
Since Asherah is trnditionally the consort of
EI in the Ugaritic texts, the pairing of
Yahweh and Asherah suggests that Yahweh
had taken the place of EI (cf. M. DUKSTRA,
EI, YHWH, and their Asherah: On Continu
ity and Discontinuity in Canaanite and
Ancient Israelite Religion, Ugarit: Ein ost
medite"anes Kultunentrom im Alten Orient
[ALASP 7; ed. M. Dietrich & O. Loretz;
MUnster 1995] 43-73, who finds here
confirmation for the view that Yahweh is a
particularized fonn of EI).

Under northern influence, Yahweh came
also to be paired with - Anat, possibly to be
identified with the -'Queen of Heaven

mentioned in Jer 7:18: 44:17.18.19.25. Her
link with Yahweh is evident from the name
Anat-Yahu, attested in Aramaic texts from
the Jewish colony at Elephantine (VAN DER
TOORN 1992). Considering the fact that the
only other male deities with whom Anat is
paired are Baal and -·Bethel (the deified
baetylon, cf. also Sikkanu ['stone stela'. Ug
skn), a thconym surviving in the name
Sanchunjathon =In'DO). no influence from
the cult or mythology of EI is apparent here.

Though Yahweh was known and wor
shipped among the Israelites before 1000
BCE, he did not become the national god
until the beginning of the monarchic era.
Due to the religious politics of Saul.
Yahweh became the patron deity of the
Israelite state (VAN DER TOORN 1993:531
536; 1996:266-286). As David and Solomon
inherited and enlarged Saul's kingdom. they
acknowleged the position of Yahweh as
national god. David brought the ark of Yah
weh from Benjamin to Jerusalem (2 Sam 6):
Solomon sought the blessing of Yahweh at
the sanctuary of Gibeon, the national temple
of the Saulide state (1 Kgs 3:4; VAN DER
TOORN 1993:534-535). Evidence of the pre
dominant role of Yahweh in the official cult
during the Monarchic Era are the theophoric
personal names, both the biblical and the
epigrapical ones. The divine Ilame Yahweh
is by far the most common theophoric cle
ment (1. H. TIGAY, You Shall HQl'e No
Other Gods: Israelite Religion in the Light
of Hebrew Inscriptions [Atlanta 1986]: S. I.
L. NORlN, Seine Name aliein ist hoch. Das
Jhw-haltige Sliffu althebrtiischer Personen
namen [Malmt> 1986]: J. D. FOWLER, T11eo
phoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew.
A Comparative Study [Sheffield 1988n.

The practical monolatry of Yahweh
should not be taken for a strict monotheism.
Not only did the Israelites continue to rec
ognize the existence of deities besides
Yahweh. they also knew more than one
Yahweh. Though at the mythological level
there is only one. the cultic reality reflected
a plurality of Yahweh gods (McCARTER
1987:139-143). Extrabiblical evidence from
Kuntillet (Ajrud mentions a 'Yahweh of
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Samaria' and a 'Yahweh of Ternan'; It IS

possible that the two names designate one
god, viz. the official god of the northern
kingdom ('Samaria', after its capital). Yet
the recognition of a northern Yahweh is mir
rored by the the worship of a Yahweh of
Hebron and a Yahweh of Zion. Though the
constructions be~lebr{jn and be$iyy{m are
normally translated 'in Hebron' and 'in
Zion', a comparison of the name Milkashtart
('Milku of Ashtart') with the expression mlk
bellrt ('Milku in Ashart') suggests that such
expressions as yhwh bl$i»)'oll (Ps 99:2) and
yhwh be~/ebr{jll (2 Sam ]5:7) should be
understood as references to ]ocal forms of
Yahweh (M. L. BARRt, The God-List ill the
Treat)' brtweell Hallnibal and Philip V of
Macedollia [BaltimorelLondon ]983] ]86
note 473; cf. I Sam 5:5 Diig{m be'afdod,
'Dagan of Ashdod'). The religious situation
in early Israel, therefore, was not merely one
of polytheism, but also of poly-Yahwism.
The Deuteronomic emphasis on the unity of
Yahweh (--One) must be understood against
this background.
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YAH\VEH ZEBAOTH rm~::l~ iii.j'
I. "Yahweh Zebaoth" occurs 284 times

as a divine name in the Heb Bible; 121 of
these occurrences can be characterized as
free, non-formulaic usage. This expression
had a prominent function as a cultic name of
Yahweh in Shiloh and Jerusalem. Serving as
an important divine epithet in the Zion
Zebaoth theology of the Jerusalemite
temple; it is attcsted from the premonarchic
period to ·postexilic times. The Zebaoth
designation is an imponant signpost in the
religious history of ancient Israel and has
therefore been the subject of intensive
scholarly discussion (surveys in SCflMIlT

1972:145-159 and ZoBEL 1989:880-881).
Apart from an attempt to trace it to non

Semitic origins, assuming the Eg !lbJt)' "the
one of the throne_seat'" as the etymon
(GORG ) 985), there is almost general agree
ment that the word $ebo'6t derives from the
Semitic root ~D), found in e.g. Akk $cibum
(Marl $iibum), "people", pI. "soldiers",
"workers" (AHW 1072) and Heb $obci',
"army; host". The Zebaoth designation is
handled in three different ways in the LXX
(OLOFSSON 1990:121-26). Often the trans
lation is panroliraror, the -"Almighty", a
rendering which is also used for -Shadday.
Especially in Isaiah, the LXX simply tran
scribes the Heb with Sabaoth. In a number
of other cases we find k)'rios ton d)'nameon,
"the Lord of Powers". All of these trans
lations describe -Yahweh as a deity of
great power, the second taking the Zebaoth
element as n personal name, the third as a
plural of an appellative with the meaning
"power".

The syntax of the Heb designation is a
proble~ since personal names in general
are usually treated ns determinate nouns.
The occurrence of the proper name Yahweh
in a construct relation stands out as excep
tional. Hence 3ttempts to understnnd the
juxtnposition as a verbless clause ("Yahweh
is Zebaoth'1, as a verb plus its object ("He
who creates armies"), or as two nouns in
apposition, the Zebaoth element then being
taken as a Heb counterpart of All abstract
feminine nouns with -iitu, denoting func-

tions (GAG § 56 s.59a: CAZELLES 1985:
1125 "Yahweh, thc warlike") or as an inten
sive abstract plural denoting "power",
coming close to Almightiness (EISSFELDT

1950 = 1966). The traditional understnnding,
viz. as a construct relation, "Yahweh of
$ebo'ot" seems the most probable solution
and is made less problematical by the epi
graphic attestation of analogues such as
"Yahweh of Ternan" and "Yahweh of
Samaria" in Kuntillet Ajrud. But, even if
this is the case, the construct relation itself
allows for various interpretations of the
Zebaoth element. Thus it has been suggested
that thc construct relation may bear an
adjectival meaning: "Yahweh of Zebaoth
ness", "Yahweh Militant". The argument
that seba'ot is an abstract plural meets with
an obstacle since it is well attested as a con
crete plural, "hosts", "armies", a sense that
is found already in one of the Canaanite
glosses to the Amarna letters (ner$t-bd-at,
"6O()hOSlS", EA 154:21. counesy of C.
GRAVE). The referential meaning of such a
concrete noun in the case of the Heb
designation has been understood as alluding
either to: (a) the armies of Israel (cf. I Sam
17:45); (b) the heavenly hosts, whether the
hosts of stars or the heavenly council of
Yahweh (cf. Ps 89:9); (c) the "domesti
cated" mythical forces of nature in Canaan;
or (d) all creatures on earth and in the
heavens (cf. Gen 2: I). The existence of two
distinct plural forms of the noun, $iiba', both
masculine and feminine, should not be made
the stnning point for semantic conclusions
(cr. S. SEGERT, A Grammar of Phoenician
and Punic [MUnchen 1976] § 52.15).

II. The usc of the Zebaoth designation
in Hebrew can be traced back as far as pre
monarchic Shiloh (l Sam 1:3.11; 4:4). On
the assumption that this was the cradle of
the concept of Yahweh as Yahweh Zebaoth,
cenain cautious conclusions may be drawn
as to the religio-historical background of the
designation in question. There are increasing
indications which show that there was cultic
continuity at Shiloh from the Middle Bronze
II period onward, including an isolated
cultic site during the Late Bronze period
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when there was no real settlement at Shiloh
(I. FINKELSTEIN. The Archaeology of the
Israelite Settlement [Jerusalem 1988J 212
234). Given this early cultic activity. the
temple (hekOf) at Shiloh (I Sam 1:9; 3:3)
must be understood against a Canaanite
background. The same may be true of the
Zebaoth designation of the god worshipped
there. While some scholars have attempted
to trace the Canaanite parentage of Yahweh
Zebaoth back to -Resheph (rip $bi, KTV
1.91:15, "Resheph the Soldier" or "Resheph
(the Lord) of the Anny", LIVERANI 1967),
or to -Baal (Ross 1967:89-90), the evi
dence points instead to the importance of the
-EI traditions (MErnNGER 19813: 128-35;
SEOW 1989). We thus find certain EI featu
res in the deity worshipped at Shiloh, who
reveals himself in dreams (I Sam 3), who is
able to bestow children (1 Sam 1: 11), who
possesses the trappings of royalty (cf. the
personal names at Shiloh such as Ahimelech
and Ichabod), and who appears as 'el in cer
tain personal names (I Sam I: 1 with the
app.). The iconography associated with
Yahweh Zebaoth, the -cherubim throne
(below), is congruent with this, since it
draws its inspiration ultimately from the
lion-paw throne of El. The fact that Yahweh
has a chariot of clouds (Pss 18: 10-11; 104:3;
Isa 19:1) like Baal (cf. rkb t rpt. "the driver
of the clouds") does not invalidate the con
clusion that the winged cherubim throne has
a background in the EI traditions. Though
no genuine Canaanite precursor to the
Zebaoth designation has come to light, it is
nevertheless most likely that it derives from
the Canaanite milieu at Shiloh. The original
fonn of the name may even have been 'el
$~bd'ot, in which case this and 'el telyon,
-"Most High", should be seen as twin
designations of Yahweh as the supreme
Lord of the divine host or assembly.

It may also be that the Zebaoth notion
has an analogue or even its background in
the notion of army gods such as "the
Lulahhi gods" or "the Hapiri gods" (ANET
206; LIVERANI 1967). Note also that in Philo
Byblius, EI is a deity accompanied by his
host, his "allies" or symmachoi (Euseb.,

Praep. Ev. 10.18 and 20), who assist him in
battle. The allusion to the heavenly host
(below) allows the Zebaoth designation to
be used with both warlike and more peace
ful connotations. Readily apparent instances
of the fonner are to be found in texts which
use the designation as part of a play on
words with military overtones (I Sam 17:45;
Isa 13:4; 31 :4). Indeed, the martial character
of Yahweh Zebaoth is amply attested (I
Sam 4:4; Isa 10:23; 13:13; 14:24-27; 19:16;
22:5; 24:21-23; Jer 32:18; 50:25; Nah 2:14;
3:5; Pss 24:8.10; 46:8.12 and 59:6).

III. "Yahweh Zebaoth" occurs 284 times
in the Heb Bible (not counting the Qere in 2
Kgs 19:31). The distribution is noteworthy
(METIlNGER 1982b: 11-17). Jeremiah is a
special case since the MT's more frequent
attestation of the tenn (82 times) may have
to be drastically reduced on the basis of the
LXX (OLOFSSON 1990:122-24). It is worthy
of note that attestations of the tenn are
clustered in books representing a tradition
linked to the theology fostered at the Jeru
salem temple: Proto-Isaiah (56 times), Hag
(14 times), Zech (53 times), Mal (24 times),
Ps (15 times). The designation is completely
absent from the Pentateuch and Ezek and
occurs only sparsely in Sam - Kgs (11 times
in 1-2 Sam; 4 times in 1-2 Kgs). The
following contrast can be drawn: In Isa 1-39
(3 % of the text of OT) there are 56 occur
rences (20 % of the total of 284), while in
the Deuteronomistic Historical Work (28 %
of the text of the OT) there are 15 occur
rences (5 % of the total), and these are
mainly found in the older source materials.
From this it may be inferred that the
designation was important in Jerusalem
during the zenith of the temple theology, but
was considerably less popular during the
exile (no occurrences in Ezek and only 15
times in the D-work), though to be sure the
tenn was in use during the exile (see
below). The fifteen occurrences in eight dif
ferent psalms are found in hymns (Pss 46;
48; 84; 89). psalms of lament (Pss 59; 69;
80) and entrance liturgies (Ps 24). Of the
fifteen occurrences, ten are found in invoca
tions. whether of lament or praise, a fact
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which reflects the cultic language of Jerusa
lem and Shiloh (cf. 1 Sam 1:11). Neverthe
less the relatively low number of attestations
of the formula in the Psalms is still a prob
lem.

The strong linkage between the Zebaoth
designation on the one hand and Zion and
the temple. on the other, appears from a
number of texts. Isaiah's temple vision is a
case in point, where the Zebaoth designation
occurs in a trishagion that probably comes
from the temple liturgy (Isa 6:3; cf. v 5).
Moreover, Yahweh Zebaoth is explicitly
called "he who dwells (IJass6ken) on Mount
Zion" (lsa 8:18; ·cf. Joel 4: 17.21; Ps 135:21),
and Jerusalem is called "the city of Yahweh
Zebaoth" (ps 48:9, cf. the designation of
Zion as "the mountain of Yahweh Zebaoth"
in Zech 8:3). Several attestations in the
Psalms occur in the Zion hymns (Pss
46:8.12; 48:9; 84:2.4.9.13). The Isaiah
Apocalypse relates how Yahweh Zebaoth
established his royal reign over Zion (Isa
24:23) and follows with a description of the
banquet he holds on this mountain (25:6).
Connected with this latter notion is the por
trayal of the nations as pilgrims of Yahweh
Zcbaoth streaming to Zion (Zech 14:16-17),
bearing gifts (lsa 18:7).

The cherubim formula is especially
important here, since the original, complete
title would have been Y1IwIJ $ebti'ot yostb
hakklrabfm, "Yahweh Zebaoth, who is enth
roned on the cherubim" (l Sam 4:4; 2 Sam
6:2; Isa 37:16). The few cases when the
cherubim formula occurs alone hardly
amount to proof that it was originally an
independent designation. This early con
nection with the cherubim formula shows
that Yahweh Zebaoth was conceived as
enthroned in .invisible majesty on the
cherubim throne in the Solomonic temple,
since comparison with Syro-Palestine pictor
ial art of the Late Bronze Age and Early
Iron Age shows that the cherubim of the
Solomonic temple (l Kgs 6:23-28) formed
an immense throne for the invisible deity
(note the prohibition of images), while the
ark served as the footstool of the cherubim
throne (l Chron 28:2; cf. Pss 99:5; 132:7).

We are thus faced with a concept of deity
that is at one and the same time aniconic
(the throne is empty) and anthropomorphic
(the deity is conceived of as an enthroned
monarch; T. N. D. METIlNGER, No Gravell
Image? [Stockholm 1995]). The cherubim
throne forms the physical focal point of the
symbolism of the Solomonic temple, and the
invisible Yahweh Zebaoth occupies the con
ceptual centre of the theology linked with
this sanctuary on Zion. Indeed, this theology
is appropriately described as a Zion-Zebaoth
theology (METIlNGER 1982b: 15, 24-37).

Two features of this concept of Yahweh
in this Zion-Zebaoth theology are of special
importance here: He is the one who is pres
ent in his temple and he is king. (a) The
first-mentioned aspect is evidenced by the
formulations listed above that testify to the
connection between Yahweh Zebaoth and
Zion and the temple. The notion of the
LoRD of the temple dwelling on his holy
mountain and in his sanctuary is also articu
lated in a number of passages without the
Zebaoth formula being used (Exod 15: 17; 2
Sam 7:5; I Kgs 8: 13; Jer 8: 19; Pss 46:5-6;
48:1-3; 50:2; 68:17; 76:3; 132:13-14).

(b) The royal character of Yahweh
Zebaoth is evidenced, to begin with, by its
close connection with the cherubim throne
(see above). Moreover, a number of texts
explicitly express this royal connection.
"Yahweh Zebaoth, he is the King of glory"
(Ps 24: 10). "Woe is me! ... For my eyes
have seen the King, Yahweh Zebaoth! (lsa
6:5). The "city of Yahweh Zebaoth" (Ps
48:9) is "the city of the great King" (v 3). In
Ps 89:9 the designation occurs in a context
where Yahweh is described as a king, sitting
on his throne (v 15), surrounded by his di
vine council (vv 6-8). The use of the
Zebaoth designation in the prayer of
Hezekiah at the Assyrian siege of Jerusalem
(lsa 37: 16) may be formulated to express a
deliberate contrast between Yahweh Zebaoth
and the great king of Assyria (cf. Isa
36:4.13). It is against the background of the
notion of Yahweh Zebaoth as king that
statements concerning his purposing and
planning are to be understood. "Yahweh
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Zebaoth has purposed and who will annul
it?" (Isa 14:27; cf. v 24). Isa 19:12 speaks of
"what Yahweh Zebaoth has purposed
against Egypt" (cf. v 17 and 23:9). In lsa
28:29 Yahweh Zebaoth is acclaimed as
"wonderful in counsel and excellent in wis
dom". These passages on the supreme
decrees of Yahweh Zebaoth all use the
terms yii'u,r I 'e.$ci. verb and noun respective
ly, 'plan', 'purpose', a terminology that is
also used in connection with the messianic
king (Isa 9:5; 11 :2). Thus, if the messianic
king is to be called "Wonderful Counsellor"
(Isa 9:5), this is even more true of the su
preme king, Yahweh Zebaoth (Isa 28:29).
Finally, the formulaic expression "says the
King, whose name is Yahweh Zebaoth" (Jer
46: 18; 48: 15; 51 :57) may be noted in this
connection.

A further important aspect of the Zion
Zebaoth theology is the idea that the temple
is the point of intersection between heaven
and earth; the temple is the point at which
the dimensions of space are transcended (M.
METZGER, Himmlische und irdische Wohn
statt Jahwes, UF 2 [1970], 139-158; cf. O.
KEEL, Jahwe- VisioIJen lind Siegelkllnst
[SBS 84-85; Stuttgart 1977] 51-53). This
mythical concept of space explains passages
which in such apparent nonchalance locate
God simultaneously on earth and in heaven
e.g. Ps 11 :4: "Yahweh is in his holy temple,
Yahweh's throne is in heaven." In Ps 14
Yahweh looks down from Heaven (v 2) and
sends his help from Zion (v 7); in Ps 76 he
dwells on Zion (v 3) and utters his judgment
from heaven (v 9). Similarly in two almost
identical lines Yahweh is portrayed as
roaring from Zion in one case (Am I:2) and
from heaven in the other (Jer 25:30; cf. Joel
4:16). By the same token, the Zion-Zebaoth
theology was not characterized by a trivial
and restrictive notion of divine immanence.
Passages such as Isa 6:1 and Ps 24:7-10
speak of a God whose grandeur cannot be
confined within the limits of the temple.

Against this background it should be
noted that the root ~n' appears in contexts
which draw upon both its royal and its ce
lestial connotations. Like terrestrial kings,

the heavenly monarch has a court and coun
cil. Among the Heb terms for the divine
council we find precisely $iibii' (1 Kgs
22:19-23, Pss 103:19-22; 148:1-5; Dan 8:10
13). The fact that the Zebaoth designation
occurs in passages in which the divine coun
cil plays a role corroborates this association.
Ps 89:6-19 is an obvious case. Just as the
Davidic king is the highest of the kings on
earth (v 28), so Yahweh is the supreme
monarch in the divine assembly (vv 6-9) and
thus merits the designation Yahweh Zebaoth
(v 9). Isa 6, with the Zebaoth designation in
vv 3.5, is another example. Yahweh's
question "who will go for liS?" (v 8) con
tains an allusion to the deliberations of the
divine council. The relative rarity of texts
that use the root in connection with the
heavenly host in a positive sense may have
something to do with the syncretistic
influences exerted by the astral cult during
the eighth century BeE. In the OT texts that
express criticism of these influences the
phrase .$~bif haJSiima)'im "the host of
heaven" referring to the stars, is often used
to refer to the object of worship of the il
legitimate cult (Deut 4: 19; 2 Kgs 23:4-5
etc.).

The Zebaoth designation also occurs in
various formulaic expressions, notably
"Yahweh Zebaoth is his name", which ap
pears in Amos (4: 13; 5:27), Isa 40-55 (47:4;
48:2; 51:15; 54:5) and Jeremiah (10:16; 31:
35; 32:18; 46:18; 48:15; 50:34; 51:57). The
motifs connected with this formula are judg
ment, creation and idolatry (CRENSHAW
1969; 1975). In the exilic community, the
formula fulfilled a confessional function,
referring to the power and majesty of God.
This usage was probably derived from pre
exilic cultic usage.

While the designation was used in the
way just mentioned during the exile, it is
nevertheless strikingly rare in major works
from this period, such as the Deutero
nomistic Historical Work (15 times) and
Ezekiel (0). The cognitive dissonance be
tween the traditional faith of the Zion
Zebaoth theology nnd the harsh historical
realities experienced by the nation including
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the downfall of the earthly abode of Yahweh
Zebaoth, the Solomonic temple, provoked
the development of new theological so
lutions: the Deuteronomistic ~name theol
ogy and the Priestly theology of the divine
~glory found in P and in Ezek (MEITINGER
1982b). Nevertheless the Zebaoth designa
tion again figures frequently in post-exilic
writings such as Hag (14 times), Zech (53
times) and Mal (24 times).

IV. The designation does not occur at all
in Ben Sira and only once in the Qumran
texts. A notable part of its postbiblical his
tory takes place on gnostic soil, where it
represents part of a Jewish heritage.
"Sabaoth" is thus used by the sects criticized
by lreneus and Epiphanius: the Sethites and
the Ophites (WAMBACQ 1947:43-45). A
Sabaoth conception plays an especially
important role in two documents from the
Nag Hammadi Corpus, viz. The Nature of
the Archons and On the Origin of the World,
where the enthronement of Sabaoth and the
creation of his throne/chariot are prominent
motifs (see FALLON 1978). In this gnostic
system one finds three, rather than two gods,
viz. the transcendent God, the evil god
Ialdabaoth, and his repentant offspring the
god Sabaoth. Whether another postbiblical
development is made up by relations
between Sabaoth and Sabazios is a moot
point (JOHNSON 1978 and 1984).
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YAM - YEHUD

YAl\'1 -+ SEA

YArOQ
I. A deity Yaruq was worshipped by

pre-Islamic Arabs. The personal names
Ya'aqon (Num 33:31.32; Deut 10:6; I Chr
I :42) and 'aqoll (Gen 36:27) have been
interpreted as containing a reference to an
animal deity worshipped by the Edomites
(ROBERSTON SMml 1912:455-483).

II. Islamic traditions refer to the cult of
a deity Ya'fiq among the pre-islamic tribe of
the Hamdan. In the Yemenite village
Ijaiwan (North of ~anra), there was a cult
centre. The Qur'an Sure 71 :20-25 and Ibn
al-Kalbi's Book of Idols (KLINKE-RoSEN
BERGER 1942:35, 61) interpret the deity as
one of the idols of the contemporaries of
-+Noah. The meaning of the name of this
deity could be derived from Arab 'oqa as
'he hinders', which indicates that Ya'uq was
probably the nick-name or an epithet of an
otherwise unknown deity (M. HOFNER
WbMyth III 479).

III. In the Old Testament Jaaqan, and
Aqan are considered only as human beings.
The general theory behind the proposal
animal-like personal names contain a remi
niscence of animal or totemic worship-has
encountered serious criticism. Besides, the
tradition in Gen 36 links Aqan with the Hur
rites. The names most probably do not refer
to an Edomite or Arabian deity (BARTLETI
1989:196).

IV. Bibliography
J. R. BARnElT, Edom and the Edomites
(JSOT Supl 77; Sheffield 1989); R. KUNKE
ROSENBERGER, Dos Gotzenbuch (Winterthur
1942); W. ROBERTSON SMITH, Lectures and
Essays (London 1912).

B. BECKING

YARIKH -+ MOON

YEHUD *,".,'
I. The name Judah, ylhlldd, occurs over

800 times in the OT and indicates (I) a per
son, e.g. the fourth son of -+Jacob; (2) the
tribe Judah; (3) the kingdom governed by

the dynasty of David; (4) a provincc in the
Persian empire. The etymology of the name
is still unsettled. The name has been con
strued as containing a theophoric element:
c.g. J. HEMPEL (BHH II, 898) interprets the
name as a hypocoristicon of yNuid·'el,
'Praised be -+EI'. A. ALT (Der Gott der
Vater, KS I [Munchen 1953] 5 n.l) sug
gested that Judah originally was a place
name. The general tendency in OT studies,
however, is to interpret Judah as originally a
territorial or regional name which was later
used as a name for thc eponymous ancestor
of the tribe living in that area (ZOBEL 1976
80:514-517; AHLSTROM 1986; DE GEUS
1992: 1034). This tendency leaves undecided
the problem from which root the name was
derived. The OT itself suggesL" a derivation
from YOH, 'to praise' (Gen 29:45; 49:8). E.
LIPINSKI (VT 23 [1973] 380-381) surmised a
qatUl-form connected with the Arab noun
wahda, 'canyon'. A. R. MILLARD (The
Meaning of the Name Judah, ZAW 86
[1974] 216-218) proposed to construe the
name as a Hoph of YHO 'to praise'. Such
proposals are hypothetical, though (ZoBEL

1976-80:516). NYBERG (1935) considered
Judah to contain the name of a deity Yhwd.

II. NYBERG (1935) interpreted the name
Judah on the basis of the view that the
ending -d in place names is an indication
that the city under consideration is a ccntre
of worship from time immemorial: e.g.
ba'aM, 'Baalah', Josh 15:9, 'settlement of
-·Baal worshippers'; rimmona, 'Rimmonah',
Josh 19:12, 'scttlement of Rimmon wor
shippers'. Judah then would mean 'scttle
ment of Yehud worshippers'. This interpre
tation of the ending (J has not been taken
over by other scholars. NYBERG'S main
argument for the existence of the divine
name Yhwd is that it can be compared with
names as Abihud, Ahihud and Ammihud
(1935). These names, however, have their
first part as a theophoric element (-·Father:
-+Brother, -+Kinsman) construed with the
element hud, 'highness; pomp; splendour'
(NOTH, IPN 76-78, 148; HAUT 23 I).

Apan from the eponymous ancestor
Judah, the personal name seems to occur
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only in postexilic texts. In Ezra and Neh the
name is born by six different persons.
Neither in the OT nor in later Jewish writ
ings is Judah, the fourth son of Jacob cast in
the role of a heroic figure.

III. Bibliography
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1035: H. S. NYBERG, Studiell l.llm Hosea
buche (UUA 1935,6: Uppsala 1935) 76-78:

H. J. ZoBEL. Jehadtih. nVAT 3 (1976-80)
511-533.

B. BECKING

YIDDEfONI -+ 'VIZARD

YIZHAR -+ OIL

YOM -+ DAY
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ZAMZUMMIM c'r-ror

I. Deut 2:20 presents the Zamzummites.
zamzummim. as the Ammonite designation
of the fonner inhabitants of the Ammonite
area. Since the Zamzumrnites are interpreted
as a tribe of the -.Rephaim related to the
Enakites (-.Giants). it can be assumed that
the Zamzummites are enfeebled spiril~ of
the dead (POPE 1981: 170; HOnNER 1992:
163-164). Their name is etymologically con
nected to ZMM, 'to contrive evil' (HAUT
262; HOBNER 1992:212).

II. Unlike the Rephaim, the Zamzum
mites are not mentioned in text'i out'iide the
OT. The only infonnation concerning their
character can be inferred from the etymol
ogy of their name which might indicate that
they were evil spirits. HOBNER compares
them to -'Og, the -Molekh of -'Ba.~han

and interprets the Zamzummites as original
ly underworld spirits (1992:163-164).

In Deut 2:20-23, it is related that
-Yahweh had driven out the Zamzummites
in order to give their territory to the Am
monites as a parallel to the way He will give
the territory of the Canaanites to the Israel
ites. Most probably. this notice-being
drenched in deutcronomistic ideology-docs
not contain historically trustworthy infor
mation. The author has reshaped ancient
religious traditions on the Zamzummites.

In I QGenAp 21 :29. the zu;:im. 'Zuzites·.
a Canaanite tribe mentioned in Gen 14:5.
are indicated as vmvZI1lY'. Originally the
author of lQGenAp wrote Vllwz.my', but
later a mem was added above the line to
give *:.umzammaye. Probably. the author of
1QGenAp could not identify the Zuzites and
equated them with the Zamzummites of
Deut 2:20.

III. Bibliography
U. HOBNER. Die Ammoniter (ADPV 16;
Wiesbaden 1992) 163-164, 212, 244; M.
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Ugarit ill Retrospect (G. D. Young, ed.;
Winona Lake 1981) 159-179.

B. BECKIJ'G

ZAPHON li~~

I. In the Northwest-Semitic languages,
Zaphon is first attested in Ugaritic texts as a
designation for Jebel al-Aqra' to the north of
Ugarit. In the OT. Zaphon occurs in a gen
eral sense meaning 'north (-wind)' and in a
special sense designating a divine mountain.
In this latter sense Zaphon is used as a syn
onym for mount Zion (Ps 48:3). Etymologi
cally. Zaphon can be derived from $iipa 'to
spy' (EISSFELDT 1932; BONNET 1987). Less
likely arc derivations from $opan '10 hide'
(DE SAVlGNAC) or from .~Ilp 'to float'
(LIPINSKI 1987-89).

II. 40 km to the north of Ugaril. Jebel
al-Aqra( rises to the height of about 1770
meters. The identification of Jebel al-Aqra(
with mount Zaphon in the Ugaritic texts.
first proposed by EISSFELDT (1932). is
unanimously accepted. Its peak being often
shrouded wilh clouds. Mount Zaphon was
regarded as a holy mountain in the mytholo
gical and ritual texts of Ugarit.

This holiness of Mount Zaphon is not an
invention of Ugaritic mythology. In Ihe
earlier Hurrian and Hittite traditions of
North-Syria, the mountains Hazzi (Zaphon)
and NamnilNanni (Amanus?) are mentioned
in parallelism (RGTC 6 [1978] 106-107).
Mount Hazzi is already vcncrntcd as a di
vine abode and also figures as a guaranlor of
Hittile treaties (RGTC 6 [1978] 106) and
there are traces of a Hittite rilual adressed to
mount Hazzi (CTH 785; AOATS 3 [1974]
260-263; RGTC 6 [1978] 106). In relief 42
of Yazllikaya. Hazzi and Nanni serve as a
podest for the weathergod of heavens. This
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motif can also be found on seal impressions
(VANEL 1965: nos. 34; 35; 52; 57; DUKSTRA
1991: pI. 13).

In the god lists of Ugarit, Zaphon is
regarded as a deity (KTU 1.47: 15 [rest.];
1.118:14; RS 20.24:14 rUg 5, 1968, 44-45,
379]) and thus entitled to receive offerings,
as the ritual texts show (KTU 1.27: 11;
1.41:24 [rest.].34.42; 1.46:4.7.15 [rest.];
1.87:27.37.46; 1.91:3; 1.105:7.10; 1.109: 10.
34; 1.130:23.25; 1.148:6.29; RIH 78/4:6
[Syr 57 (1980) 353-354.370]; 78111:8 [Syr
57 (1980) 354-355.370]).

The god list KTU 1.47: 1 begins with '/
~pn. This does not mean 'divine Zaphon' as
in KTU 1.3 iii:29; iv:19; 1.101:2), but is to
be understood as 'gods of Zaphon'
(LIPINSKI 1971; BONNET 1987). It is also an
indication that Mount Zaphon had become
the place for the assembly of the gods who
had, according to the older tradition,
assembled on El's divine mountain. This
new role of -Olympus taken over by mount
Zaphon (cf. also KTU 1.4 vii:5-6) is further
stressed by db/:! ~pn 'offering (for the gods)
of Zaphon' (KTU 1.91:3; 1.148:1).

In the Ugaritic mythological tradition,
Mount Zaphon receives its holiness from
Baal's palace built on its peak (KTU 1.3-4).
Nearly always in the mythological texts
Mount Zaphon is mentioned together with
Baal because mount Zaphon is his divine
abode (KTU 1.3 1:21-22; iii:29.47-iv:l; iv:
19-20.37-38; 1.4 iv:19; v:23.55; 1.5 i:IO-11;
1.6 vi:12-13; 1.10 iii:27-37), a fact already
known from ritual (KTU 1.100:9) and relig
ious (KTU 1.101:1-3) texts. From Mount
Zaphon, Baal brings rain to the land of
Ugarit (KTU 1.101:1-9). After his death,
Baal was buried on mount Zaphon (KTU 1.6
i: 15-18). The god Ashtar who tries to oc
cupy Baal's throne on Zaphon after his
death is not the right person to take Baal's
place (KTU 1.6 i:56-67). Also Anat, Baal's
paredra in the Ugaritic mythological tra
dition, is intimately linked to Mount Zaphon
as it is shown by her epithet en! ~pn 'Anat
from Zaphon'. This epithet, comparable to
the divine name - Baal-Zaphon, occurs only
in ritual texts (KTU 1.46:17; 1.109:13-14.17.

36; 1.130: 13). In mythological texts Zaphon
is qualified as Baal's mountain (KTU 1.3 iii:
29; iv:19 [rest.]; 1.16 i:6-7; ii:45; d. 1.101:
2); his sanctuary (KTU 1.3 iii:30; iv:20
[rest.]); the mountain of Baal's heritage
(KTU 1.3 iii:30; iv:20 [rest.]); a place of
loveliness (KTU 1.3 iii:31; 1.10 iii:3]); a hill
of triumph (KTU 1.3 iii:31; 1.10 iii:28.31;
d. 1.101:3) and a bastion (KTU 1.16 i:7-8;
ii:45-46).

The above-mentioned conception of
Mount Zaphon as a deity is also indicated in
the mythological traditon of Ugarit. In meta
phorical' language, mount Zaphon bewails
the death of king Keret (KTU 1.16 i:6-11 ;
ii:44-49). Zaphon can also be named instead
of Baal because in the hands of Zaphon (=
Baal) are victory and triumph (KTU 1.19
ii:34-36). Other mythological texts qualify
Zaphon as a divine mountain (KTU 1.3 iii:
29; iv: 19; cf. 1.101:2).

In the first millennium, Zaphon appears
as a toponym in Neo-Assyrian texts (S
PARPOLA, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms [AOAT
6; Neukirchen-Vluyn 1970] 304) and abo in
a hieroglyphic Ptolemaic name-list, where
Zaphon means 'Syria' parallel to Phoenicia
(M. GORG, BN 23 [1984] 14-17). In the
Phoenician tradition, Zaphon is mentioned
by Philo Byblios under its name Kassion,
derived from Human Ijazzi (Eusebius,
Praep.Ev. I 10, 9, 11), as a divine mountain.
Furthermore Zaphon is a theophoric element
in the Punic onomasticon of Carthage and in
the Phoenician onomasticon of Egypt.

The aspect of the divine abode has also
been preserved in the Aramaic tradition. In
papyrus Amherst, a god is asked to bring
help from Zaphon (Pap. Amherst 63: 12, 13
red. I. KOITSIEPER (UBL 6; Munster 1988)
55-75]). Zaphon stands here for the divine
abode par excellence and it is not confined
to Jebel al-Aqrae

• This is shown by its paral
lel to the cave of Aras (less likely Ras en
Naqura in southern Lebanon [RB 78 (1971)
84-92]: to be preferred is a place in Meso
potamia [JAOS III (199]) 362-363]). In
8:3 and 13:15-16 papyrus Amherst mentions
Zaphon together with Baal.

In Greek texts, Zaphon lives on as
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~Typhon, who is now a dragon defeated by
the weather-god (Apollodor I 6,3). Cultic
activity on mount Zaphon in honour of
~Zeus Kasios is attested until the time of
Julian Apostata in 363 CEo

III. In the OT, Zaphon can also designate
a divine abode. The king of Babylon wanted
to sit "on the mountain of assembly on the
summit of Zaphon" (Isa 14: 13). In this con
text, Zaphon stands for the divige mountain
par excellence, wherever it is located. Ac
cording to Ps 89: 13, Zaphon and Amanus
(?), the ancient Human-Hittite pair of divine
mountains, is said to have been created by
~Yahweh. The case is different in Ps 48:3
where "mount Zion is (on) the summit of
Zaphon". Jerusalem's sacred mountain is
called Zaphon because Yahweh, as supreme
god of Israel, can only be enthroned on the
divine mountain par excellence. This aspect
also underlies Job 26:7 where Zaphon stands
for 'heaven', meaning Yahweh's divine
abode. Comparable is Job 37:22 with the
description of Yahweh's epiphany from
Zaphon (cf. Ezek 1:4).
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H. NIEHR

ZEDEQ Pi~

I. The West Semitic deity Zedek,
'Righteousness', is found in the Bible only
in the personal names ~Melchizedek (Gen
14:18; cf. Ps 110:4; Heb 5:6; 6:20-7:17) and
Adonizedek (Josh 10: 1.3), both Canaanite
kings of pre-Israelite Jerusalem. Zedek is
probably to be identified with the deity
known as Bar among the Amorites and
Kittu in Babylonia, and thus a hypostasis or
personification of the sun god Shamash' s
function (~Shemesh) as divine overseer of
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justice. The cult of Zedek appears to have
been well established in pre-Israelite (Jebus
ite) Jerusalem. Some aspects of this cult
apparently were translated into Yahwism: in
a number of texts Righteousness appears
either as a member of -Yahweh's court or
as a personification of Yahweh's concern for
justice. In the postbiblical period, the
Righteousness tradition helped shape the
thinking of the apocalyptic community of
Qumran.

IT. Evidence for the West Semitic deity
Zedek is mostly indirect but nonetheless
compelling. Most decisive is a statement by
Philo of Byblos that the Phoenicians had a
god named Sydyk, i.e. Zedek. Philo, who
claimed to get his infonnation from the
Phoenician writer Sanchuniaton, noted that
the Phoenicians numbered among their gods
uMisor and Sydyk, that is, 'Easy to loosen'
and Righteous (Misor leai Sydyk, toutestin
eulyton kai diJcaion); they invented the use
of salt" (quoted by Eusebius, Praeparatio
Evangelica LlO.l3: instead of Sydyk, some
manuscripts have Sydek or Sedek); the ren
dering eu).Uto; for Misor is apparently
based on an erroneous etymology, deriving
the name· from the root ~RH 'loosen, release'.
The interpretation of Sydyk as an adjective
rather than a substantive should be under
stood in the light of Philo's euhemerism.
Philo goes on to say that Misor fathered
Taautos'(known to the Egyptians as -Thoth
and to the Greeks as -Hennes), the inven
tor of writing, and that from Sydyk came
Various lesser divinities or heroes, namely,
the Dioscouri (-Dioskouroi), the Cabeiri,
the Corybantes, and the Samothracians.
Patently, 'MisOr' and 'Sydyk' correspond to
Heb milor, 'justice', and ~deq, 'righteous
ness'. Zedek is not directly attested else
where as the name of n deity, but indirect
evidence comes from two sources: the Amor
ite and Babylonian pantheons, and West
Semitic personal names.

The West Semitic god Zedek seemingly
corresponds to the deity known as Kittu in
the Babylonian pantheon and as ISar in the
Amorite pantheon. In Mesopotamia the pres
ervation of truth and justice was considered

to be the particular domain of the sun god
Shamash. Truth or Right was personified
and deified as the god Kittu ('Truth',
'Right'; from Akk root krillU, cf. Heb root
KWN). Kittu was often invoked together
with the god Misharu ('Justice') (see CAD
K 471 s.v. kiltu A 1b4; MI2 118 S.". miSam
A 2d; cf. Heb root YSR). One or both of
these deities were described as 'seated be
fore Shamash', Le. Shamash's attendant, or
a~ 'the minister of (Shamash's) right hand'.
While Misharu wall always considered a
male deity, Kittu was identified sometimes
as the daughter of Shamash, sometimes as
the son of Shamash. Meanwhile, at Mari
offerings were made to the divine pair dUar
U dMesar (ARM 24.210.24-25: cf. 263.5-6
where these same gods are listed separately
but contiguously; see P. TALON, Un nou
veau pantheon de Mari, Akkadica 20 [1980]
12-17). As a theophoric element Bar is com
mon in both Akk and Amorite personal
names (HUFFMON 1965:216). From the
interchangeability of the names Kittu, Bar,
and SidqWZedek in the pairing with
Mi~ar(u), it appears that the deity known as
Kittu in Babylonia was known further to the
West under the names gar and SidquJ
Zedek-all three names having essentially
the same meaning but operative in different
linguistic communities. Additional support
for the identification of Sidqu and Kittu
comes from the Amorite royal name Ammi
~aduqa, which was translated in the Babylon
ian King List as Kimtum-kittum, showing
an equivalence between the West Semitic
root SOQ and Akk kittll (cf. BAUMGARTEN
1979:235).

The god Zedek is attested frequently in
personal names. Admittedly, in numerous
West Semitic personal names the root SOQ

should be interpreted not as the name of a
deity but, similar to biblical Yahwistic per
sonal names, as a nominal fonnation (e.g.
Zedekiah 'My righteousness is Yahweh') or
as a verbal fonnation (e.g. Jehozadakl
Jozadak. 'Yahweh is righteous'). This is the
presumption with Isrnelite personal names,
whether from the Bible or from Heb inscrip
tions (TIGAY 1986), despite the ambiguity of
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a name like )l.$dq which may be interpreted
either as 'GodlEl/my god is righteous' or as
'GodlEl/my god is Zedek'. In non-Israelite
contexts, however, the situation is less clear.
West Semitic personal names containing the
root SDQ are attested at many sites, includ
ing El Amama, Ugarit, Rimah, and Mari
(HUFFMON 1965; F. GRONDAHL, Die Per
sonennamen der Texte aus Ugarit [Rome
1967] 187-188; S. DALLEY, c. .. B. F.
WALKER & J. D. HAWKINS, The Old Baby
lonian Tablets from Tell al Rimah [British
School of Archaeology in Iraq; 1976] 262);
the greatest concentration of such personal
names occurs in texts from the Old Babylon
ian kingdom of Mari. Two forms are at
tested in syllabic cuneiform writing: .$idq
and $aduq (besides the personal names listed
by HUFFMON 1965, additional names are
now attested from Mari: Sidqum-ma$i,
Sidqu-IStar, Sidqum-matar, Sidqiya, Abi
$aduq, Bahli-$aduq, Saduqi-AN; and from
nearby provincial Tell a] Rimah [Karana]:
Saduq_dAsar, Saduqqi). Although personal
names are notoriously difficult to interpret,
in some cases SDQ appears to be verbal or
nominal: Sidqu-IStar ('Righteousness-is
Ishtar' or 'lshtar-is-righteous'), Sidqu-la-nasi
('Righteousness belongs to the prince'),
Bahli-~aduq (,Ba'lulBaal-is-righteous'; cf.
Ug 'l.$dq) , Hammi-~aduq ('Hammu-is
righteous'), Saduq_dAsar ('Asar-is-right
eous'; Rimah). But in other cases, based
upon comparative onomastic evidence, it is
difficult to avoid interpreting SDQ as a
theophoric element: Sidqi-epuh ('Sidqu-is
brilliant'), Sidqum-matar CSidqum-is-out
standing'), Ili-Sidqum/Sidqi ('My god-is
Sidqu'); so also for Ug Pi-Sidqi ('Mouth!
Command of Sidqu') and Amama Rabi
Sidqi ('Sidqu-is-great', EA ]70:37). More
ambiguous are the persona] names Ili
~idqum/$idqi, Ili-~aduq, and Saduqi-AN (cf.
Ugaritic alphabetic names il.$dq and $dqil).
On the one hand, lli-~aduq and Saduqi-AN
perhaps mean 'El/My god-is-righteous'
(against M. POPE, El in the Ugaritic Texts
[Leiden 1955] 22, who interprets Ug .sdqil
as 'Zedek is [my?] god'). On the other hand,
to judge from comparative evidence, lli-

Sidqum/~idqi almost certainly means 'My
god-is-Sidqu'. Even the hypocoristic per
sonal names Sidqan(a) and Sidqiya are prob
ably theophoric. Ug adn.$dq ('Sidqu-is
[my?]-lord') and Amama Rabi-~idqi ('Sidqu
is great'; EA 170.37) witness to the con
tinuing devotion to Zedek in the West
through the end of the Late Bronze period.

Some scholars regard $aduq as a theo
phoric element (HUFFMON 1965:257), while
other posit $adoq as an alternative for Sidqu
or Sedeq, primarily on the translation of
Arnmi-~aduqa in the Babylonian Kjng List
as Kjmtum-kittum (BAUMGARTEN 1979:235,
following J. LEVY, The Old West-Semitic
Sun-God l:Iammu, HUCA 18 [1944] 435). In
the cases of Bahli-~aduq, (H)ammi-~aduq(a),

and Saduq-asar, however, $aduq is likely
only a divine epithet. By extension, the
hypocoristic personal names Saduqum,
Saduqqi, Saduqan(a), Saduqum (cf. Heb
Zadok) also need not have reference to the
cult of Zedek, though such is not excluded
either.

III. In the Bible the gud Zedek appears
only in the personal names of two Canaanite
kings of Jerusalem, Melchizedek (Gen 14:
18) and Adonizedek (Josh 10:1.3), fueling
speculation that Jerusalem was a cult centre
for Zedek in pre-Israelite times. Melchi
zedek is identified not only as 'king of
Salem' but also as 'priest of God --+ Most
High' eel 'elyon, Gen 14: 18), today usually
understood to mean that Melchizedek was a
devotee of the god El, head of the Canaanite
pantheon. Others argue, however, that
Melchizedek was priest of the god Zedek
(see ROWLEY 1939: 130, n. 50 for details).
One hypothesis suggests that Zedek is to be
identified with the god --+Shalem, whose
name is embodied in Jerusalem (H.
WINCKLER, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte
Testament [Berlin 31903] 224; cf. ROWLEY
1939: 130-13], n. 50). Support for this hy
pothesis may come from the Ugaritic per
sonal name .$dqslm, should this name mean
'Zedek-is-Shalem' rather than the more
probable 'Shalem is righteous'. Shalem cer
tainly has connections with a solar cult,
aspects of which may have been incorpora-
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ted into Israelite yahwistic religion. A long
standing cult of Zedek at Jerusalem could
account at least partially for the fact that
even during the Israelite period Jerusalem
laid special claim to such titles as 'the city
of Righteousness' (lsa 1:21,26) and 'pasture
of Righteousness' (Jer 31:23; cf. 33:16).
Although evidence of a solar cult in the
temple in Jerusalem has been exaggerated in
the past by some scholars, nevertheless
some form of a solar cult was practised in
the temple in Jerusalem right up to the time
when the temple was destroyed in the sixth
century BCE (Ezek 8: 16). It is unclear that
this solar cult is traceable back to Jebusite
times, however; it may be that Manasseh
introduced this ritual only a century earlier
under Assyrian influence. Josiah's reforms
ca. 620 BCE, during which "the horses that
the kings of Judah had dedicated to the sun,
at the entrance to the house of the LORD"
were removed and "the chariots of the sun"
burned (2 Kgs 23: II; cf. Deut 4: 19), were in
part aimed at destroying the symbols of
Assyrian hegemony over Judah.

Some have hypothesized that Zadok had
been a priest in the Jebusite sanctuary at
Jerusalem prior to his appointment by David
as one of his two principal priests and that
Zadok's name indicates an original con
nection with the cult of Zedek (see ROWLEY
1939). This hypothesis rests upon extremely
tenuous evidence, as the discussion above
conceming extrabiblical personal names
indicates.

Aspects of the West Semitic god Zedek
were absorbed into Yahwism (see MAY
1937 and ROSENBERG 1965). Rather than
remaining as an independent deity, Sedeq,
'Righteousness', was translated as a quahty
of Yahweh. Thus, at times Sedeq and
Yahweh are found in synonymous paral
lehsm: "Harken to me, you who pursue
Righteousness, you who seek Yahweh" (lsa
51:1); "They will be called the oaks of
Righteousness, the planting of Yahweh" (lsa
61 :3); "Sacrifice sacrifices of Righteousness
and trust in Yahweh" (Ps 4:6). At other
times Righteousness seems to be used as
part of a compound name, "Yahweh-Right-

eousness" (Ps 17: 1) or as substitute for
Yahweh ("For unto Righteousness will judg
ment return"; Ps 94: 15). In some instances
Righteousness appears as a hypostasis of the
divine sovereign's invincible right hand/arm
by which he rules the world and protects his
devotees: "Righteousness fills thy (Yahweh's)
right hand" (Ps 48: 11); "I (Yahweh) will
support you with my right hand of Right
eousness" Isa 41: 10); "My (Yahweh's)
Righteousness is near, my salvation has
gone forth, and my arms will rule the
peoples" (Isa 51 :5). In Psalm 118 the two
typologies are joined; after a reference to
vindication through the "right hand of
Yahweh" (vv 15-16), the psalmist prays (vv
19-20): "Open for me the gates of Right
eousness; I will enter them, praising Yah."
This is the gate to Yahweh, through which
the righteous enter. Poetic parallelism here
allows no doubt that the "gates of Right
eousness" is the semantic equivalent of "the
gate to Yahweh"; Yahweh is Zedek, the de
fender of righteous persons. Jer 33: 16 also
played upon this theme, declaring that in the
endtime Jerusalem will be known by the
name 'Yahweh-is-our-Righteousness'.

The original function of Righteousness as
an aspect of the solar deity, who searches
out and destroys injustice upon the face of
the earth but vindicates the righteous, is
only slightly veiled in Mal 3: 19-20. The
image concerns the dawning of the day of
Yahweh, when the intense sun will consume
the wicked like stubble, while for those who
revere God "the sun of Righteousness
(~edaqa) shall rise with healing in its
wings." Vestigial images of a solar deity of
righteousness have been suggested also for
Mic 7:9; Isa 45:8, 19; and Hos 10:12.

Zedek and Misor as attendant deities of
. Shamash also have their reflexes in

Yahwism as dual qualities of the God of
Israel. Isa 11:4 says that the Spirit of
Yahweh will possess the messianic king,
with the result that "he will judge the weak
with Righteousness, he will defend the poor
of the earth with Justice" (cf. Ps 45:7-8).
Other passages substitute the plural mesa,.lm
for mlso,. as the parallel word to Sedeq, but
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the concept is the same: "He judges the
world with Righteousness; he judges the
peoples with Justice" (Ps 9:9). Ps 58:2 con
trasts the righteous rule of Yahweh with the
chaotic rule of the false gods: "00 you truly,
o gods, speak Righteousness; do you judge
humans (with) Justice?" In Ps 98:9 even the
nonnally rebellious waters of chaos ac
knowledge the kingship of Yahweh: "He
will judge the world with Righteousness,
and the peoples with Justice." In Isa 45: 19
Yahweh derides the gods of other nations
and proclaims that he alone is capable of
salvation: "I am Yahweh who declares
Righteousness, who announces Justice."

The reflex of Zcdek as one of a pair of
attendant deities is present in other passages
as well. In Pss 89: 15 and 97:7 Zcdek and
miJpd{-the latter an equivalent tenn for
miJar-are said to be the foundation of
Yahweh's throne. According to Isa 1:21
Zedek and mispd{ made Jerusalem their
home (cf. also Isa 1:26). Ps 85:11-14 embel
lishes to its fullest the theme of attendant
deities, understood very likely as personi
fications of Yahweh's qualities: "Steadfast
Love and Faithfulness meet; Righteousness
and Peace kiss; Truth springs up from the
earth; and Righteousness looks down from
the sky. Righteousness goes before him,
blazing a path."

IV. The personification of Righteousness
continued to develop along several lines in
post-biblical Jewish literature (see BAUM
GARTEN 1979); here mention can be made
only of the particular personification of
Righteousness in the apocalyptic literature
of Qumran. According to the War Scroll,
Zedek is a heavenly figure closely asso
ciated with -·Michael in the struggle to
overthrow the kingdom of wickedness;
when the victory is finally achieved, God
"will exalt the kingdom of Michael in the
midst of the gods:' while "Righteousness
shall rejoice on high" (l QM 17:7-8). More
over, the solar (or astra\) connotations of
Zedek were emphasized within the dualistic
mythopoeic imagery of a battle between the
forces of light and the forces of darkness.
Righteousness is described in the imagery of

the sun (alternatively, a morning star). at
whose appearance darkness and wickedness
retreat (e.g. IQM I:8; IQMyst 5-6). Right
eousness and light thus became symbols of
theophany.

Melchizedek, too, acquired a new escha
tological role. In 11QMelch Melchizedek is
a heavenly figure-the archangel Michael in
a different guise, according to the majority
of scholars-one of two supreme figures
created by God to overthrow -.Belial and
his wicked followers. Melchizcdek will be
assisted in this task by all gods of righteous
ness. a topos derived from a sectarian read
ing of Psalm 82 (ASTOUR 1992).

Members of the Qumran community at
tached particular significance to dawn as a
time of prayer, and commonly referred to
themselves as 'sons of Righteousness' (bene
$edeq) and 'sons of light' (bene 'or). Per
haps the preference of the Qumran Zadokite
priesthood for bene Sadoq as an epithet re
flected not so much a claim of superior
pedigree as a commitment to specific ideals.
Finally, the title of the enigmatic hero of the
Qumran sect, 'the Teacher of Righteous
ness' (moreh ha$$edeq), took on added
meaning in light of the sect's dedication to
personified Righteousness as a hypostasis of
God. (See also -'Oike.)
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ZEH-SINAI - ZEUS

Inscriptions (HSS 3]; Atlanta] 986) 79, 84.

B. F. BATrO

ZEH.SINAI -4 HE-OF-THE-SINAI

ZEUS ZEU~,

I. Zeus is the main divinity of the
Greek pantheon. His name is of undisputed
Indo-European origin, connected with Lat
lu-piter, Rigveda Dyaus (pitar) etc., derived
from the root *diwu-, "day (as opposed to
night)" (Lat dies), "(clear) sky". He is ident
ified with local weather gods of Asia Minor,
with great sky gods (Zeus Beelsemen,
-+Baalshamem) as well as local Ba'alim of
Syria and Palestine, and with the Egyptian
Amun/Ammon. In the Bible, he appears in 2
Mace 6:2 (the temple in Jerusalem and the
sanctuary of Garizim are rededicated to
Zeus) and in Acts 14:12-13 (the inhabitants
of Lystra in Lycaonia call Barnabas Zeus,
Paul -+Hermes; the priest of Zeus prepares a
sacrifice to them).

II. Zeus is the only major god of the
Greek pantheon whose IE origin is undis
puted. The Homeric and later epithet pater
is closely paralleled by Roman lu-piter and
Indian Dyaus pitar: his role as father must
be already IE, not in a theogonical or
anthropogonical sense (regardless of the fre
quent epic formula "Zeus, father of men and
gods"), but as the Homeric variant Zeus
anax, "Lord Zeus", proves, as having the
power of a father in a patriarchal system.
This role, which implies unrestricted power
as well as its control by father-like benig
nity, continues as the fundamental role of
Zeus in all antiquity and finds expression
also in the standard iconography of a
bearded but powerful man (SIMON ]985:]4
34; ARAFAT ]990).

Accordingly, his cult is well attested in
the Linear B tablets from Pylas and Knossos
(GERARD-RouSSEAU ]968:72-74; HILLER, in
SCHWABL 1978:100]-1009), Thebes and
Khania (HALLAGER ]992), though at least in
Pylas he seems to share his prestige with
Poseidon. The palaces of Py]os and Khania
had a sanctuary of Zeus; a Knossian tablet

attests a month name or, if already the
Mycenaean names of months derive from
festivals, a festival of Zeus; another one
derives from the epiclesis Diktaios, Zeus of
Mt. Dikte, which remained important in the
first millennium. A Pylos text attests the
common cult of Zeus, -+ Hera, and Drimios
Son of Zeus: Drimios is unknown in the first
millennium (though a tablet from Khania
notes a common cult of Zeus and -+ Dio
nysos in the sanctuary of Zeus. and though a
triad of Zeus, Hera and Dionysos is attested
on Lesbos, Alcaeus frg. l29 L.-P., it would
be rash to identify Drimios with Dionysos),
but the connection of Zeus, Hera and a son
of Zeus suggests Hera as consort of Zeus, as
in later mythology.

The role of Zeus, the IE god of the bright
sky, is transformed in Greece into the role
of Zeus the weather' god whose paramount
place of worship is a mountain top; such a
cult-place is specific to Zeus (see Herodotus
] ,] 31,]). Among the many mountains con
nected with Zeus (list: COOK 1926:868-987),
many are reflected only in an epithet which
does not necessarily imply the existence of a
peak sanctuary. Few such sanctuaries have
been excavated (e.g. on Mt. Hymettos in
Attica, LANGDON ]976); those attested in
literature are mainly connected with rain
rituals (Zeus Hyetios or Ombrios), though
the sanctuary on the Arcadian Mt. Lykaion
had an initiatory function as well (rain:
Pausanias 8,38,4; initiations BURKERT] 972:
97-108). As Zeus "the Gatherer of Clouds"
(nephelegeretes, a common Homeric epi
thet), he was generally believed to cause
rain, both in serious expressions ("Zeus
rains") and in the comic parody of Aristo
phanes (Nub. 373). With the god of clouds
comes the god of thunder (hypsibremetes
"He Who Thunders High Up") and of light
'ning (terpsikeraunos "He Who Enjoys
Lightning"); a spot struck by lightning is
inaccessible (abalon) and often sacred to
Zeus Kataibates ("He Who Comes Down").
As the Master of Tempest, he is supposed to
give signs to the mortals through thunder
and lightning and to strike evildoers, as he
struck the -+Giants and the monstrous
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-+Typhon at the beginning of his reign.
This entire complex finds expression in

the myth that Zeus lives on Mt. Olympos,
together with all the gods of his household;
from a real mountain, ....... Olympos was trans
formed into a mythical place already before
Homeric poetry; the myth in turn provoked
cult on the mountain (Arch. Delt. 22 [] 967)
6-14). As Master of Lightning, he has the
Cyclopes at his command, the divine black
smiths who fabricate his main weapon.

The shift from Indo-European god of the
bright sky (according to the etymology) to
the Greek Master of Sky and Storms makes
Zeus a relative of the Weather Gods of
Anatolia and Syria with whom he later was
identified. This shift seems inconceivable
without Near Eastern influence which is also
tangible in the Hesiodic succession myth
(see below).

Already for the early archaic Greeks, and
conceivably the Mycenaeans (emphatically
so KERENYI ]972:21-34), Zeus was a much
more fundamental deity. According to the
succession myth in the Het>iuuic Theogol1Y,
Zeus deposed his father Kronos, who in rum
had deposed and castrated his father Uranos;
after his accession to power, Zeus fought the
Giants and the monster Typhon who at
tacked his reign, and disposed the actual
order of things by attributing to each divin
ity his or her respective sphere: to his
brothers .~Poseidon and ....... Hades-Pluton, he
allotted two thirds of the cosmos, to the one
the sea, to the other the netherworld; to his
sisters Hera, his wife, and -Demeter, and to
his many divine children their respective
domains in the world of the humans; man
kind had been preexistent to Zeus' reign.
The main outline of this myth is known also
in Homer (Zeus is the son of Kronos,
Kronion or Krol1 ides, Rhea his mother If.
15,188, the -Titans are sons of Uranos, ll.
5,898; the tripartite division of the world If.
]5, ]87; the deposi ti on of Kronos and the
Titans If. 8,478. 14,200. 274. 15,225; the
fight against Typhoeus Jl. 2,780). The myth
makes Zeus the ruler ("King", anax or, after
Homer, basileus) both over the other gods
(whom he overrules by sheer force, if necess-

ary, e.g. ll. 8,] 8-27) and over the world of
man: the order of things as they are now is
the order of Zeus.

Closely related succession myths are
attested from Hittite Anatolia and from
Mesopotamia. In Hittite mythology, the suc
cession passes through Anu, "Sky", who is
deposed and castrated by Kumarbi, and
finally to Teshub, the Storm God, who
would correspond to Zeus; other myths nar
rate the attacks of Kumarbi and his fol
lowers on Teshub's reign (HOFFNER 1990).
Myths from Mesopotamia present a similar,
though more varied structure; the Babylon
ian Enuma Elish moves from a primeval
pair Apsu and Tiamat to the reign of
Marduk, the city god of Babylon and in
many respects a Ba'al and Zeuslike figure; a
later version of the Typhoeus myth (Apollo
dorus, Bib/.l ,6,3) locates part of it on Syrian
Mt. Kasion (Phoen ........Zaphon), seat of a
peak cult of - Ba'al Zaphon (Zeus Kasios,
SCHWABL 1972:320-321). The conception of
Zeus the kingly ruler of the present world is
as unthinkable without Oriental influence as
is the figure of Zeus the Master of Stonns.

But Zeus the king is no tyrant. One of his
main domains is right and justice: he has
ordered the world, and any transgression of
this order is injustice, and Zeus watches
over it; if necessary, he punishes trans
gressors (e.g. Salmoneus, who had made
himself into an image of Zeus). Human
kings are under his special protection, but
they have to endorse the justice of Zeus
(LLOYD-JONES 197]; -Dike). Zeus himself
protects those outside ordinary social bonds,
i.e. the strangers, supplicants (Homer, Od.
9,296-298) and beggars (Od. 6,207-208; 14,
57-60); the cult attests Zeus Xenios, "He of
the Strangers" (SCHWABL 1972:341) and
Zeus Hikesios, "He of the Supplicants"
(SCHWABL 1972:317-318). In order to pre
serve the order he had set, he is himself sub
ject to it; he has no right to change it out of
personal whim-therefore, he feels himself
liable to Fate (whom Homer can call "Fate
of Zeus"; BIANCHI 1953).

In many instances, human affairs follow
the plan of Zeus (the Trojan War, the return
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of Odysseus). despite apparent setbacks. He
might hasten perfection, if asked in prayer
to do so (Zeus Teleios, "He who Perfects",
Aeschylus Ag. 973). and he might signal his
will, either asked for or unasked, in dreams,
augural signs, thunder and lightning (Homer
1/. 2,353. 3,242), but also by provoking
ominous human utterances (thunder and
utterance. pheme, combined in Hom. Ode
20,102-105). In cult, this function is ex
pressed in rare epicleses like Phanter ("He
Who Signals"). Terastios ("He of the
Ominaj. Phemios ("Who gives Oracular
Sayings") or Kledonios.

In these cases, Zeus' prophetic power is
occasional and subordinated to his main role
as guarantor of cosmic and social order. It
becomes centrnl in the only Greek oracle of
Zeus, Dodona in Epirus (BouCHt-LECLERCQ
2,273-331: PARKE 1967: 1-163). The oracle
is reputed to be the oldest Greek oracle: it
was known already to Homer (ll. 16,233
234; Od.J4,327-328) and was active until
late-Hellenistic times; though visited also by
cities, its main clients were private people
from North-western Greece. Zeus (surnamed
Naios; he had a cult also on nearby Mt.
Tomaros) is herc paired with Dione. mother
of -Aphrodite in ordinary Greek myth.
Homer mentions the Selloi ali prophel<;,
"barefoot, sleeping on the earth" (ll. 16,234
235). They disappear without a trace; in the
mid-fifth cent. BCE, Herodotus knows only
of priestesses ("Doves", Peleiades), and later
authors add that they prophecy in ecstasy,
Aristides. Or. 45.1 J. Zeus manifested him
self in the sounds of the holy -oak-tree
(Od. 14,27-28, 19.296-297), in -doves,
whose call from the holyoak-tree or whose
flight are used as divine signs (Herodotus
2,55-58); other sources know also divination
by lots (cleromancy), water vessels (hydro
mancy). and by the sounds of a gong.

Zeus has but few major polis festivals;
and only a few month names attest to an
important early festival of Zeus-the Bronze
Age month Diwos (Knossos) to which cor
respond the Macedonian, AetoJian and Thes
salian Dios, the Attic Maimakterion, which
comes from the minor festival of a shadowy

Zeus Maimaktes (a stonn god?), the Cretan
(V)eJchanios which belongs to a typically
Cretan (Zeus) VeJchanos (an originally inde
pendent stonn god? VERBRUGGEN 1981:
144). The relevant chapter in NILSSON (1908:
3-35) devotes much space to weather festi
vals, Lykaia and Buphonia. Of some interest
were the Koan sacrifice of a bull of Zeus
Polieus and the festival of Zeus Sosipolis in
Magnesia on the Maeander, both attested by
a Hellenistic law (Kos: SOKOLOWSKI 1969
no. 156; Magnesia: SOKOLOWSKI 1955 no.
32); they show the pomp with which Hellen
istic poleis could celebrate the god whose
cult expressed their identity and hope: both
festivals empha<;ize the choice and import
ance of the victim.

Athenian festivals of Zeus (DEUBNER
1932:155-178) arc less self-asserting. To the
Koan and Magnesian festival, one might com
pare the Diisoteria with a sacrifice and a pro
cession for Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira:
again, it is a festival in the honour of Zeus
Saviour of the Town. But a<; to calendar and
to place, in Athens it wa<; marginal: it was
celebrated outside the town in Piraeus, al
though with the participation of the town.
Closer to the centre were the Dipolieia and
Diasia. The DipoJieia contained the strange
and guilt-ridden sacrifice of an ox on the
altar of Zeus Polieus on the acropolis
(Buphonia: BURKERT 1972:153-161): they
belong to the rituals around New Year.
Aristophanes thought it rather old-fashioned
(NlIb.984): the ritual killing of the ox, the
myth which makes all participants guilty,
the ensuing prosecution of the killer with the
fonnal condemnation of axe and knife
enaclc; a crisis, not a bright festival.

The Diasia, ..the greatest Athenian festi
val of Zeus" (Thucydides I, I26,6), had an
even less auspicious character. The festival
took place in honour of Zeus Meilichios
who had the fonn of a huge snake. The cult
place was outside the town. with animal
sacrifice or bloodless cakes: the sacrificial
animals were entirely burnt. This meant no
common meal to release the tension of the
sacrifice; instead, we hear of common meals
in small family circles and of gifts to the
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children; the community passes through a
phase of disintegration. The character filii
the date. Anthesterion 23 (February/March);
the main event of the month had been the
Anthesteria which had a similar. but even
more marked character of uncanny disinte
gration.

This apparent paucity of polis festivals is
not out of tune with thc general image of
Zeus. Though he often is called Polieus. he
has no major temple on an acropolis. unlike
the Roman Jupiter Capitoljnus. though he
might be paired with Athena Polia.li. The
polis has to be under the protection of her
specific patron deity. Athena or Apollo.
Zeus. the overal1 protector. cannot confine
himself to one polis only - his protection
adds ilc;elf to that of the respective deities.

On the other hand. he is prominent as a
panhellenic deity from early times. Besides
Dodona. whose founding hero Dcukalion.
father of Helen. discloses its panhellenic
aspirations (BOUCtlE-LECLERCQ 1879-82:2.
280). his main Greek festivals arc the
penteteric Olympia with the splendid sacri
fice to Zeus Olympios and the ensuing pan
hel1enic agon. Their introduction in 776 BCE.
according to tradition. marked the end of the
isolation of the Dark Age communities: the
common festival took place at a spot oUlc;ide
a single polis and under the protection of a
superior god. The analysis of the sacrifices
points to an origin in initiation rituals of
young warriors. related to the Lykaia
(B URKERT 1972: 108-119) which. however.
had opened up itself at a time not too distant
from the Homeric poems with thcir own
univcrsalist conccption of Zeus.

Inside the polis. Zeus has his own
specific provincc and cares for the smaller
units whose lawful unification fonns the
polis. His own domain is the agora: as Zeus
Agoraios. he presidcs over the just political
dealings of the community (see the law from
Erythrai. GRAF 1985: 197- I99); in this func
tion. he can be counted among the main
divinities of a city. Hestia Prytaneia and
Athena Poliouchos or Polias (Crete:
SCtlWADL 1972:257-258). On the level of
smaller unilc;. he is one of the patrons of

phratries (Zeus Phratrios or Zeus Patr(o)ios.
sometimes togethcr with Athena Phratria or
Patr(o)ia. see Plato. Ell1lJyd. 302 d) or clans
(Zeus Patr(o)ios). In this function. he also
protects the single households: as Zeus
Herkeios ("He in the Yard"). he receives
sacrifices on an altar in the courtyard
(Homer 11.11.772-774. Od.22.334-336: every
Athcnian family had to have one. Aristotle.
Pol. Ath.55. NILSSON 1965:403), as Zeus
Ephestios ("He on the Heanh"). on the
heanh of a house.

There arc functions of Zeus on the level
of the family which easily are extended both
to individuals and to the polis. Since proper
ty is indispensable for thc constitution of a
household. Zeus is also the protector of
property. Zeus Ktesios: as such. he receives
cults from families (Thasos: Zeus Ktesios
Patroios). from cities (Athens: a sacrifice by
the prylaneis in 174/173 BCE) and from indi
viduals (Stratonikeia: to Zeus Ktesios and
Tychc) (SCfIWADl. J 326-327). In many
places. Zeus Ktesios has the fonn of a snake
(Athens. Thespiai): property is bound to the
ground. at least in the still agrarian concep
tion of ancicnt Greece. and its protectors
belong to the earth (see Ploutos. "Richess"
whose mother is Dcmeter. Hesiod. Til. 969.
and Plouton. "The Rich Onc". onc of the
many names of the god of the Nether
World). The same holds true for Zeus
Meilichios. 'The Gentle One". On thc level
of the individual. Xenophon attcsts his
efficiency in providing funds (cumb. 7.8).
while in many communities, Zeus
Meilichios protects families or clans: in
Athens finalJy. he receives the polis festival
of the Diasia; here and elsewhere. he also
has the form of a snake (SCtlWABL 1972:
335-337). And final1y. one might add Zeus
Philios. protector of friendship between indi
viduals as among an entire polis (GRAF
1985:204-205).

As the most powerful god. he has a very
gencral function which cuts across all
groups and gains in importance in the course
of time: Zeus is the -·Soter. the "Saviour"
par excellence. As such. he recei"'es prayers
and dedications from individuals. groups of
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every sort, and from entire towns (rarely
specified as Sosipolis, see above; the evi
dence is too vast for a satisfactory col
lection, SCHWABL 1972:362-364); the dedi
cations reflect all possible situations of
crisis, from very private ones (where Zeus
rivals with Asklepios Soter, see e.g. Zeus
Soter Asklepios in Pergamon, A/reniimer
von Pergamon VIII:3 no. 63) to political
troubles (Athens: SEG 26 no.106,7), natural
catastrophes (earthquake HCR 102 [1978]
399) or military attacks (Delphi, Soteria
after the attack by the Gauls, SCHWABL
1972:363,19).

The Zeus cults of Crete fit only partially
into this picture (VERBRUGGEN 1981). Myth
places both his birth and his grave in Crete:
according to Hesiod, in order to save him
from Kronos, Rhea gave birth to Zeus and
entrusted the baby to Gaia who hid it in a
cave near Lyktos, on Mt. Aigaion (Tlreog.
468-5(0). Later authors replace Gaia by the
Kouretes, armed demons, whose noisy
dance kept Kronos away, and name other
mountains, usually Mt. Ida or. Mt. Dikte.
This complex of myths reflects cult in caves
which partly go back to Minoan times
(FAURE 1964) and armed dances by young
Cretan warriors like those attested in the
famous hymn to Zeus from Palaikastro
(sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios) which belong
to the context of initiatory rituals of young
warriors (JEANMAIRE 1939:421-460); in the
actual oaths of Cretan ephebes. Zeus plays
an important role. In this function. Zeus can
exceptionally be young-the Palaikastro
hymn calls him ICOi'>po~, "youngster"; the
statue in the sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios was
beardless, and coins from Knossos show a
beardless (Zeus) Velchanos. There certainly
are Minoan (and presumably Mycenaean)
elements present in the complex, but it
would be wrong, as VERBRUGGEN (1981)
rightly points out, to separate Cretan Zeus
too radically from the rest of the Greek evi
dence; both the cults of Mt. Lykaios and of
Olympia contain initiatory features.

Already in Homer (much more than in
actual cult), Zeus had reached a nearly over
powering position. During the classical and

helIenistic age, religious thinkers developed
this into a sort of "Zeus monotheism". Al
ready to Aeschylus. Zeus had begun to
movc away from simple human knowledge
("Zcus. whoever you arc ...... Ag. 160-161)
to a nearly universal function ("Zeus is
ether, Zeus is earth. Zeus is sJ..:y, Zeus is
everything and more than that", frg. 105);
and Sophocles sees his hand in all human
affairs ("Nothing of this which would not be
Zeus", Traeh. 1278). Its main document is
the hymn to Zeus by the Stoic philosopher
Cleanthes (died 232/231 BCE) (text: SVF I
121 no. 537; translation loNG & SEDLEY
1987: 1,326-327); Zcus. mythical image of
the Stoic logos, becomes the commander
over the entire cosmos ("no deed is done on
eanh ... without your office, nor in thc di
vine ethereal vault of heaven, nor at sea")
and its "universal law", and at the same time
the guarantor of goodness and benign pro
tector of man ("protect mankind from its
pitiful incompetence"). This marks the high
point of a development-other gods, though
briefly mentioned, become insignificant be
sides universal Zeus.

Neoplatonist speculation rather marks a
regress: in the elaborate chains of divine
beings, Zeus is never set at the very top
the ncoplatonists alIegorize the succession
from Uranos over Kronos to Zeus and con
sequently assign him to a lower level.

III. 2 Macc 6 relates how, in 168 BCE,
Antiochos IV Epiphanes sent an envoy to
Jerusalem in order to press the HelIenization
of Israel; foremost on his agenda was to re
dedicate the temple of Jerusalem to Zeus
Olympios and the one on Mt. Garizim to
Zeus Xenios. 2 Macc 6:4-5 describes the
ensuing profanation of Temple and Altar,
while I Macc 1:54 dates the building of
bde/ygma eremoseos, the altar (presumably)
of Zeus, on the main Altar of the Temple;
Judas Maccabee removed it in 165. From a
political point of view, the identification of
-Yahweh and Zeus, the main god of the
Greek pantheon, imposes itself; when
Hadrian rebuilt Jerusalem, he dedicated its
main temple to Iupiter Capitolinus, the main
god of the Roman pantheon. Besides. helIen-
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ized diaspora Jews identified their God with
Zeus: they used Hypsistos (~Most High) as
Greek name of their God, while it had been
a poetic epithet of Zeus from the 5th cent.
BCE onward and his cultic epiclesis first in
Macedonia, then in the hellenized East
(COLPE 1975); the syncretist magical papyri
associate lao (i.e. Yahweh) with Zeus, PGM
I 300. V 471 (Zeus Adonai lao, cf. IV
2771). Finally, the cult of Zeus. Olympios
was widespread in Syria, Palestine and
Phoenicia (SCHWABL 1972:343-344) as
interpretatio Graeca of Ba'al Shamem
(TEIXIDOR 1977:27; for Tyre Josephus, Ant.
8,145-147): seen from outside, this might
legitimate the identification of Zeus and the
Jewish supreme god (see the positive evalu
ation of Antiochos' programme in Tacitus,
Hisl. 5,8,2); seen from inside, it makes the
Biblical protests all the more understand
able. On Mt. Garizim near Shechem, the
capital of Samaria, the Samaritans had built
a temple to a nameless god (megistos theos)
after their independence from Jerusalem in
the 4th cent. BCE (Josephus Ant. 11, 322.
13,74-78); again, the hellenization of this
Ba'al-like mountain god as Zeus is what one
would expect. According to a anti-Samaritan
tradition in Josephus Ant. 12, 262-263, the
Samaritans had themselves hellenized the
god as Zeus Hellenios in order to oblige
Antiochos IV; this same anti-Samaritan
point of view is manifest in the epiclesis
transmitted in 2 Mace 6:2, Xenios, "He of
the Foreigners", instead of Helleruos of
Josephus.

The Lystra episode of Acts 14: 12-13 fits
into the context of the local religions of
Asia Minor. After Paul and Barnabas had
manifested superhuman powers by healing a
lame man, the native Lystrans (speaking
Lycaonian, their indigenous language)
explained this with a well-known myth, the
visit of gods in human disguise. The myth is
widely attested (FLUCKIGER-GUGGENHEIM
1984), but finds a very close parallel in the
story of Philemon and Baucis who were
visited by Zeus and Hermes in the shape of
men (Ovid, Melam. 8, 618-724). This
reflects local religious beliefs: in Ovid, who

follows a local historian, Philemon and
Baucis are Phrygians, and the common cult
of Zeus and Hermes is well attested in the
region (MALTEN 1940).
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F. GRAF

ZION F~

I. Zion, a name for Jerusalem of uncer
tain etymology, referred originally to the
fortified acropolis of the pre-Israelite city.
The 'stronghold of Zion' (mesudat $iyyon, 2
Sam 5:7 = 1 Chron 11:5; 1 Kgs 8: 1 = 2
Chron 5:2) was located on top of the south
eastern hill, overlooking the Valley of Kid
ron. David conquered it and renamed it for
himself (2 Sam 5:9), and the meanings of
both names-'Zion' and 'City of David'
were expanded as the city grew.

Zion does not occur as a divine name in
the Bible, but it does designate a sacred
place, and the personification of Jerusalem
as $iyyon, 'Zion', or bat $iyyon , 'Daughter
Zion', draws on language traditionally asso
ciated with the goddesses and female patron
spirits of the cities of Syria-Palestine and
Mesopotamia.

n. It was characteristic of the religious
literature of Syria-Palestine to depict a city
that served as the principal place of worship
of a major deity as a sacral center with cos
mic attributes, using language replete with
national ideology and mythological embel-

lishment. In Ugarit, for example, the seat of
the worship of the -4Baal-zaphon, is repre
sented in the tablets from Ras Sharma as an
impregnable fortress protected from invasion
by Baal's presence in its midst.

Another common feature of Northwest
Semitic religious thought was the feminine
personification of a major city, which might
be described as a mother (metropolis) of the
people of the land: as is shown by the Phoe
nician example of sr 'm $dnym, 'Tyre,
mother of the Sidonians' (N. SLOUZSCH,
Thesaurus of Hebrew Inscriptions [Hebrew;
Tel Aviv 1942] 34). A city thus personified
might be worshipped as a goddess who was
thought of as the consort of the national or
city god. The Hellenistic concept of the
tyche poleos ('luck of the city'; -4Tyche), a
goddess who was the benevolent patron
spirit of a city, seems to have been derived
in part from Semitic ideas.

In Mesopotamian religious literature, the
chief goddess of a city is typically repre
sented as intimately associated with its
affairs and deeply concerned with the wel
fare of its people. This perspective is ex
pressed most characteristically in the motif
of the weeping goddess who grieves over
the ruin of her city: as e.g. in the great
Sumerian poem, 'Lamentation over the
Destruction of Ur', which addresses the god
dess Ningal as queen and mother of Ur and
describes the fall of the city to the Elamites
in terms of her grief and bereavement.

III. In the Bible, Zion refers to the City
of David or Ophel; and, by extension, to the
city as a whole. So 'Zion' and 'Jerusalem'
become synonymous: frequently occurring
as parallel terms in poetry. The name 'Zion'
is commonly found in passages that refer to
Jerusalem as a sacred city: especially as the
city of -4 Yahweh and the place of his dwel
ling or cullic manifestation. Zion language,
therefore, was an important part of the ideol
ogy of the Jerusalem Temple. In mythic
terms, Zion could be described as a majestic
mountain of unique stature and a perpetual
source of life and prosperity. Because the
Zion ideology included an eschatological
component, this conceptualization held true
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even when the Temple lay in ruins and the
city was abandoned. Thus, a preexilic oracle
looked forward to the time when "the moun
tain of the house of Yahweh wiJl be estab
lished at the head of the mountains" (lsa 2:2
=Mic 4: I): and a postexilic prophecy pro
claimed that "all the land will tum into
something like a plain but Jerusalem will
remain high on its site (Zech 14: 10; cr.
Ezek 40:2: Rev 21: I0). From Mount Zion
would flow the cosmic river of life (Ezek
47:1-12: Zech 14:8: cr. Joel 4:18), the
source of purification, healing and nourish
ment for the people of Yahweh (Zech 13: I:
cf. Rev 22: 1-2).

Jerusalem is sometimes described as a
mother to its people (cf. 4 Ezrn 10:7: Gal
4:26), a concept associated with the name
Zion in the Bible, where it first receives
emphasis in Jeremiah 31 and Deutero-Isaiah
(Scm-UIT 1985:566). Thus, in Isa 49: 14-18
Zion is portrayed as a mother whose child
ren, having been taken from her (in the
Babylonian exile), will be brought home:
whilst in Isa 66:5-13 the vindication of
Zion/Jerusalem is prophesied under the
image of a woman who has laboured and
given birth to children who will now be
givcn to her to nurse and comfort.

Jerusalem is personified 26 times as bat
#y)"o1l. 'Daughter Zion: or beullat bat
,~iY>'o1l, 'Virgin Daughter Zion' (2 Kgs 19:21
=lsa 37:22: Lam 2:13: -.Virgin). They are
titles which represent the city as divinely
beloved and protected under the image of
the inviolable bride of Yahweh, a concept
drawn upon in prophetic literature when the
city is threatened (lsa 1:8: 10:32: Jer 4:31:
6:2,23). The notion of the city's marriage to
Yahweh is also used in a condemnatory
way: e.g. when Daughter Zion is denounced
as an adulteress because of Jerusalem's
traffic with foreign powers and their gods.
Under this image the destruction of the city

is presented as condign punishment: and the
grief of Daughter Zion is expressed in a way
rcminiscent of the weeping goddesses of
Mesopotamian city lament. This is best
exemplified by the Book of Lamentations
where Daughter Zion is portrayed as a great
lady whose majesty has departed (Lam 1:6):
betrayed by her lovers and forsaken by her
husband, she weeps in captivity over the
loss of her children (Lam 4:2). The Bible
also contains the promise of a time of sal
vation for 'Captive Daughter Zion' (lsa
52:2). When her fortunes arc restored, she
wiJl rejoice (Zeph 3: 14: Zcch 9:9) and
avenge those who abused her (Mic 4:6-13).

Though the personifications of Jerusalem
as a mother to its people and as the ag
grievcd Daughter Zion arc reminisccnt of
similar motifs in the writings of surrounding
nations, there is no indication that they were
regarded in Israel as anything other than
literary devices or, in particular, that Zion
was thought of as a goddess who might be
honoured by her own cult.
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755,789
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Deimos 86
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217,896
Derek 240
Desengod 426, 752
Despoinai 66 I
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Elohim 120, 122, 125, 288, 700
Elos 15,174
Elpis 367
Elwer 380
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299,353,439,441,751,755,
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Emmanuel 299-300, 508, 891
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Enmerkar 829
Enmesharra 644
Ennead 31, 119, 121
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344,349,441,571,596,633,
893

Enurulla 109
Enyalios 85,87, 117
Enyo 117
Eos 393, 395, 873
Ephesia 93-95, 97
Ephialtes 86, 345
Epicurus 735
Epigeius 294, 642
Epimetheus 747
Epiphanes 9,714
Equity 304, 578
Er 35
Era 379, 388, 389
Erebos 35, 185
Eremie1 1, 466
Ereshkigal 46, 181, 225, 272,

333-334, 452, 454, 486, 487,
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Ergane 117-118
Erichthonios 117-118
Eridanus 343
Eridu 72-73, 126,543
Erinyes 236, 238, 251, 397,

873,884
Eris 86,367
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Eros 64-65, 120, 304-306, 524,

614
Erra 73,241,335,621,622
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Er~etu 644
Esa1daios 60
Esau 26,306,460,751
Esh 306
Esharra 868
Eshem 106, 157

Eshem-Bethel 105-106,
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306-309, 465, 563, 564, 702

Eshmun-Melqart 158
Eshuh 913
Etemmu 187, 223, 226, 309-

312, 807, 826, 845
Eteokles 180
Eternal king 45, 540
Eternity 14, 121,312-314
Euergetai 413
Euergetes 710, 711, 714, 735,

736
Eulabeia 367
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517,568,698,707,738,750,
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Euphrosyne 367
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Europa III
Euros 899
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Euterpe 523
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316-317, 475, 551, 571, 603,
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754, 755-757
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Evil 22, 50, 62, 70, 77, 79, 82-

84, 106-107, 124,542,726
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Evil inclination 317-319
Evil One 245, 727
Evil powers 106, 873
Evil spirit 50, 84, 124, 344,

384, 393, 852-854, 893
Evil spirit of God 319-320, 882
Evil wind 319
Exalted ones 44, 320-321
Exousiai 77-80, 124,321
Eyan 126

Face 80,322-325,591,875
Face-of-Baal 340
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Falcon 70, 426, 427
Fallen angel 53, 220, 302, 893
False gods 807



Falsehood 325-326, 553, 663,
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Familiar spirit 326
Fate 30-3 L 35, 326, 333. 337,

386, 393, 394, 665, 668, 688,
691,826,833,854,862,935
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Father of the Lights 328-329
Father of Years 44,320,321
Faunus 778
Fear of Isaac 329·331, 770
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Field 225
Fiery angel 243
Fiery serpent 743
Fire 98, 331-332, 761, 815,

839, 843
First-born of death 332-335,

486,487,853
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Flame 155,331,335-336
Flood 72, 336, 388, 618, 632,

633, 707, 739, 798, 869, 874
Flying serpent 743
Fortuna 35, 336-337, 339, 408,

568, 877, 878
Fortuna Augusta 336
Fortuna Caesar 336
Fortuna Virilis 336

Fortune 202,203,339-341,567,
568

Frangrasyan 482
Fufluns 156, 253

Fufluns Paxies 156

Gabnunnim 338
Gabriel 5 I-52, 81, 338-339,

421,570,57],800,886
Gad 88, 144, 238, 567, 568,

820, 339-341
gadde 568
Gaga 373, 536
Gaia (Gaea, Ge) 174, 274, 294,

304, 343, 345, 389, 395, 641,
642,60, 857, 879,938

Gaius 341, 713-715
Gamos 64-65, 367
Gapnu 53
Gatharu (Gathru) 342, 668, 694
Gatumdu 789
Gauas 9
Gayomart 60
Geb 12],61],647,748
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Gebirah 104
Gello 236
Gelos 367
Genius 638, 712, 715
Gepen 341-342
Geras 367
Gerousia 367
Gesh 375
Geshtinanna 832, 833
Gether 342-343

• Ghost 309,343,653,807,882
Giants (Gigantes) 52, 228, 239,

246, 265, 273, 30], 343-345,
397.6]9,625,629,638,696,
699, 872, 873, 879, 893, 927,
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Gibborim 345-346, 796
Gibil 33]
Gihon 709
Gilgamesh 73, 168, 178, 345,

358-361, 394, 403-404, 431
433, 453, 455, 506, 520, 619,
633, 708, 738, 744, 788, 796,
820, 829, 832

Gillulim 346-347, 722, 844,
847

Gingras 9
Girl ] 26, 347-348
Girra331,519
Ginu 842
Glaucus 620,621
Glory 6, 45, 58, 81, 84, ]90,

204, 322, 324, 348-352, 354,
363, 395, 422, 455, 481-483,
6] L 689, 875, 924

Goat demons 237, 732
God 352-365, 365-369, 468
God of death 86, 673
God of fortresses 369-370
God of heaven 370·372, 388,

389,391,440-441,718
God of hosts 8]2,813
God of sailors 740
God of seeing (E]-Roi) 372
God of the fathers 228, 288,

77],772
God of the Ziziphus 859, 860
God of war 85-86, ] 17,445
Goddess 372, 450, 452-456,

638, 676, 678-679, 692, 794,
70S, 71 ]-712, 718, 724, 725,
737. 739, 745, 750, 754

Goddess of love 64-65, 450,
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Goddess of the wilderness 752
Goddess who is on a twig 859
Gods of heaven and earth 356
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Go'el 296, 372-373, 906
Gog 62, 166, 373-375, 535-537,

876
Good Fortune 877
Good wind 319
Gorgon 118, 654
Governor 34, 77, 682
Graiai 654
Great Bear 17-] 8, 203
Great Goddess 66-67, 99, 112,

752
Great Gods 108, 258
Great Lady 100, 104, ] II
Great Power 779, 780
Griffin 657,743
Grigori 893
Gugalanna 18], 452
Gupanu-and-Ugaru 222,891
Gush 375-376

Habur 43]
Haburtu 43]
Haby 377
Hadad (Hadda, Haddu) 132,

145, 161, 183, 212, 259, 277,
313, 377-382, 504, 532, 577,
607,677,686, 694, 758, 8US,
833,916

Hadad-Rimmon 379, 833
Hades 162, 185, 233-234, 345,

382·388, 397, 402, 435, 437,
466,492,571,646,767,855,
873, 886, 935

Hadrian 4,94,713,735
Hagar 56,451,452
Haharnum 644
Hahyah 344
Haiashum 644
Hail 383, 674, 703
Haimon 858
Hairy demons 732
Halma 383
Ham 383·384, 628, 632, 764
Hamartia 384
Hammu 383
Haoma 384-385
Hapiri gods 921
Hapy 626, 707
Harab 272, 273, 643
Haran 3-4, 385, 748
Harbe 424
Harmakhis 426
Harmonia 64, 86-87
Haroeris 427,647
HarpaJe 424
Harpies 899
Harpokrates 427



Hanan 748
Harranatum 385
Harsiesis (Harsiese, Horsiesis)

70,427,880
Hathor 6, 70, 120. 123, 139,

164, 172, 181, 385-386, 456,
505,603,651,791,822,859,
891

Hathor-Tefnut 456
Havvat 317
Hawk 68, 126, 445
Haya 607
Hayin 386-387
Hari (Hazri) 378, 739, 927
Head of Days 864
Healing God 388, 292
Healing Goddess 739
Heaven 174, 178, 205, 222, 272,

301, 343, 356, 371, 388-390,
544, 557,560,585, 641, 643,
646,685,709,717,718,738,
744, 857, 868, 888, 914, 938
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391, 440, 511, 544, 560, 59,
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720, 721, 722, 794, 797, 798,
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Heavenly court 52,721
Heavenly host 81, 720, 721
Heavenly ones 795
Hebat 317,391-392,509,758
Hebdomas 717
Hebel 2,392,430
Heby6n 377
Hecate (Hekate) 87, 83, 93, 95,

903
Hecatonchires 873
Hedone 367
Hegemonia 367
Heimarmene 35,527,665
Hektor II
Helel 392-394
Helen 64, 258, 259, 366, 565,

566
Heliopolitanus 183
Helios 14, 93, 95, 184, 202,

203, 394-401, 412, 445, 493,
580, 655, 694, 810, 83, 84,
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Helios Apollo 76
Hell 89,639,646
Hemera 222
Hemitheoi 414
He-of-the-Sinai (Zeh-Sinai)

387-388,724,860
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438,493,670,702, 805, 815,
872, 879, 934

Hera Teleia 65
HeracJes 86, 184, 343, 40 I,

402-405, 426, 493, 523, 558,
563, 564, 565, 621, 628, 785,
856, 858

Hercules 855
Herem 157, 405

Herem-Bethel 24, 159,
824

Hermaphroditus 407
Hermes 20, 46, 50-51, 53, 65,

234, 355, 405-411, 435, 493,
526, 625, 862, 877, 888, 908,
930, 934

Hermes Trismegistus 405,
408

Hermon 133, 144, 145, 163.
411-412,475,506,784,824

Hero (Heros, Heroes) 72, 366,
412-415,614, 618, 627, 633,
648, 649, 653, 658, 694, 712,
751,784,796

Heron 119, 655
Heron-Atum 1]9
Hesperides 402, 403
Hesperus 648
Hestia 407,411,937
Hibil 2
Hikanos 751
Hike 863
Hilaeira 258
Himeros 64-65
Hippopotamus 74],748,749
Hobab 415
Hokmah 415
Holy and Righteous 4] 5
Holy gods 7]8,719
Holy One 5, 100, 41S-418, 718,

719-722, 798, 800
Holy One of God 792
Holy Ones 21, 56, 78, 81, 206,

633, 718-722, 792, 798, 800,
813

Holy Spirit 195, 268, 269, 418
424, 550, 556, 571, 779, 789,
828

Holy tree 637,638
Homonoia 367
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Hora (Horae, Horai) 65, 367.
646, 857

Horaios 85
Horakhty 427
Horeph 68, 424-425
Horme 367
Horon 110, 134, 140, 143,201,

293,661,686,745,425-426
Horse-god 92
Horus 70, 110. 12 J. 166, 265,

354, 385, 426-427, 450, 556,
513, 577, 603, 647, 650, 690,
711, 748, 788, 862, 880

Hosia 428
Hosios kai dikaios 427-428
Host of heaven 78, 202, 203,

205, 206, 326, 371, 428-430,
590, 592, 678, 719, 796, 798,
811,914

Hu 122,816
Hubal 430
Hubur 300, 314. 316, 430-431,

708, 762, 876
Huh 644
Hulel (Hulelu) 492
Humbaba (Huwawa) 223. 431-

432, 506, 784
Humban 432-434
Humut-tabal 431
Hunger 432
Hurri 754
Hyacinthus 434-437
Hyades 17-18,203,658
Hyakinthides 434
Hybris 367
Hydra 267, 402, 881
Hygieia 77, 367,626
Hyle 437
Hymenaios 437-438
Hyperion (Hyperion) 395, 873
Hyperochus 51
Hypnos 367, 438-439
Hypsistos ]5-16, 293, 294. 295,

298, 642, 939439-443
Hypsouranios 460

Ialdabaoth 85, 924
lao 85, 493, 939
Iapetos (Iapetus, ] apetos) 462,

463, 873, 874
Iasion 233
Iba'um 890
Ibis 68, 444-446, 861, 863, 864
Ibnahaz (Ibnahaza) 623, 837
Id 446,707
Ida 26-27
Idiqlat (ldigna) 870



Idols 126-128, 446, 722, 807,
808,844,851,887,888,907

Idris 304
Igigi 525, 544, 575, 583
Ikrub-EI (lkrub-ll, Yakrub-EI)

451,914
Ikshudum 913
IJaba 447
Ilahu (llh) 285, 360
lIanu 845, 848
Ilhm 360
Ilib 217, 223, 226-228, 447-

448,644,645,667, 807, 819
llishu 689
llIuyankas 265, 796
Ilmaqha 274
Ilteri 843, 844
Iluwer (llumer) 150, 380, 518
Image 13, 60, 320, 353, 373,

448-450, 478, 822, 890
Imhotep 444
Immortals 395
Imperial family 713
Inanna 66, 67, 3I I, 348, 450,

452-456, 520, 612, 738, 829,
830, 831, 832, 833, 900

Inanna-Ninegalla 833
Indra 265, 384, 578, 708, 888
Informers 728
Iniquity 83, 904
Insusinak 433
Intercessor 4, 373
Interpreter 75, 373, 895, 900
lolaos 564
Ion 625
Iphigeneia 93, 465
Irhan 3] 5, 753
Iris 46, 53, 234
Isaac 4, 56, 93, 329
Isfet 690
Ishar 929, 930
Ishatu 33J
Ishbara 450
Ishkur 378, 379, 522
Ishmael 291, 460, 501, 450-452
Ishmelum 914
Ishpant 623
Ishtar (I·tar, Eshtar) 15,64, 109,

116, 126, 139, 163, 171, 177,
190, 263, 272, 307, 347, 356,
381, 388, 392, 449, 450, 452
456, 520, 548, 567, 603, 607,
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556, 761
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325, 337, 354, 42, 444, 456
458, 493, 526, 552, 577, 603,
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788.860.879,891,899
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Jo!um 98
Itur-Mer 378
lustitia 25 I

Jackals 459
Jacob (Jacob-EI) 4,] 8, 178,

]8J, 210, 290, 306, 324, 348,
439,441, 459-461, 505, 591,
673,683,751,777,791,848,
886, 925

Jael 461
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Jalam (Ya'lam) 462
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Jaoel 57]
Japheth 383, 462-463, 536, 633,

044,704
Jason II, 463-464, 565, 566,
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466
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Jeremiel 81, 466-467
Jesus 5], 61-62, 83, 178, 192,

237, 246, 262, 267, 282, 298,
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402,404,421,441,467-473,
486, 494, 503, 528, 542, 549,
556, 559, 594, 624, 635, 714,
717,730.734,789,800,810,
891

Jeush 473
Jezebel 19,56,473-474
Jordan 167, 283, 332, 474-476,

709, 790
Joseph (Joseph-EI) 247, 302,

339, 353,441,476-477,574,
666,683,812

Judah 7,51,102,194,199,910,
477

Jupiter 84, 183, 202, 343, 368,
393,410,544,662,680,707
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937,938
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Jusaas 120
Justice 108,250,499,608
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Ka 30. 223, 224
Kabod 58, 190-192. 395. 478,

766, 875
Kaikias 899
Kairos 367
Kaiwan 449,478, 722, 811
Kajjamanu 478, 722
Kakka 46, 53, 373
Kallinikos 734
Kamish 201
Kamosh 175
Karnrushepa 759
Kamutef 123, 456
Kanisurra 612
Karibu 181, 190
Kasios 138,] 53, 154, 879
Kassion 928
Kathiriitu 393
Kaukabta 679
Kek 354
Kelti 479
Kematef 29
Kenan 180, 479-480
Keres 254
Keret (Kirta) 99-100, 104, 110

11 ], 205, 207, 227, 233, 275,
276, 295, 638, 762, 928

Kese' 480-481
Kesil 481,619,648,649,657
Khepri (Chepre) 69, 123, 689
Khnum (Chnum) 3],647,707
Khonsu 30,481,647
Khvarenah 481-483
Ki 272,388
Kimah 483, 657
King 134, 149, ]57, 166, 182,
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299, 338, 347, 371. 374, 483
486, 498, 508, 51, 538, 540,
545, 560, 563, 588, 591, 599,
689, 694, 898, 903
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King of terrors 334, 486-488,

541,853
King of Tyre 219, 246, 488
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Kinnartu 488
Kinnaru 488
Kinnor 112
Kinsman 329, 330, 925
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Kiririsa 489-490
Kirris 9
Kisa 480
Kishar 109. 272. 30], 502, 643,
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Kitlu 577, 874, 829, 930, 931
Kiyyun 478, 722
Klbr ilm 331
Kneph 29
Kokabim 490
Kombabos 432
Konnaros 28 I
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456,513, 619, 65~ 737, 748
749,861,879

Seven 749
Seven evil gods 236
Seven spirits of deceit 238
Sha 749
Shadday 178, 207, 278, 287,

292, 296, 314, 574, 675, 709,
749-753, 853, 920

Shaddayin (Shadday dei-
ties) 297,750, 752

Shadrapha 693
Shaggar 587,761
Shahan 150, 177, 222, 393,

600, 753, 756, 783, 843
Shahar (Shahru, Sahr, Shr) 754-

755
Shakkan 272
Shala (Sala) 331, 381
Shalem (Shalim, Shalimu,

Salem, Salim, Salimu) 177,
222, 298, 367, 393, 600, 708,
754,755-757, 775, 931

Shalman (Slmn) 757-758,775
Shamash 140, 205, 222, 225,

227,277, 311. 315,357,452,
479,518,522,577,607,757,
771,900,929,930,932

Shamhazai 619
Shamsh 150, 280
Shan 753
Shapash (Shapsh, Shapshu,

Sps) 100, 126, 222, 227, 289,
510,599,678,692,694, 747

Shapshu-pgr 509,510
Sharratu 724
Sharruma 392
Sharyana 50
Shassuratu 858
Shaushka 758-759
Shean 753, 759
Sheben 759-760
Shechem 461,637,760
Shed 426, 693, 852
Shedu 163, 181

INDEX

Sheger 587, 760-762
Shekina (Shekhinah) 58, 322,

324,351
Shelah 500, 762-763
Shem 108, 302, 322, 383, 463,

633, 763-764
Shemesh 140, 202, 277, 370,

371, 394,445,580,585,655,
764-768,773,810,833

Shenirda
Sheol 229, 231, 23, 345, 33,
• 393, 48, 601, 605, 619, 674,

696, 753, 768-770, 869
Shepherd 178, 194, 406, 426,

574,647,770-771, 773, 789
Sheqer 771
Sheri 754
Sheru
Sherum 754
Sheru'a 109, 606
Sheshach 758
She-who-strangles-the-

sheep 725
Shield Goddess
Shield of Abraham 771-773
Shimige 773-774
Shimut 722
Shining One(s) 774
Shiqmah 774
Shiqqu~ 774
Shraosha (Shrosh, Sraosha) 909
Shu 862
Shukamuna (Shuqamuna, Thu

kamuna) 320, 776
Shukamuna-wa-Shunama (Thu-

kamuna-wa-Shanuma) 739,
776, 866

Shukurru 820
Shulman 757, 758, 774-775,

775
Shulmanitu 775-776
Shu/imaliya 776
Shumu 763, 764
Shumu'il 451
Shunama 320, 739, 776-777,

866
Shunem 776, 777
Sia 861
Siashum 837
Sibitti 378
Sibyl 473, 474, 671
Sid (Sid) 426, 777
Sidon 133,376,426,777-778
Sidqu 930, 931
Sikkanu 449
Silenos 778
Silvanus 778-779

957

Sima 263
Sime 263
Simon Magus 268, 270, 779

781
Sin 226, 421, 635, 781-782,

842, 843, 856
Sin 179, 181, 586, 587, 588,

589, 607, 609, 630, 686, 724,
749,758,782-783

Si' 588, 609, 739
Sirash 871
Sirens 237
Sirion 411, 783-784
Sirius 457,628.648,658
Sisera 461, 784
Sister 178
Sisyphus 855
Siton 174,217,642
Siyyim 459
Skiron 899
Sky 183

Skygod 427,647
Skythes 784-785
Sleep 438, 854
Smiting God ,701
Snake 75,116,121, 252, 403,

744-747,781,835
Sobek bJ7
Soil 785-787
Sokar (Sokaris) 30, 70, 121,

669
Sol Invictus 398,400,401
Solomon 646
Soma 384, 385
Son of God 198, 248, 264, 350,

420,421,441,469,470,471,
495, 527, 528, 529, 562, 635,
788-794,799,802

Son of Man 44, 52, 60, 61, 196,
200,270,301,349,495,469,
633, 717, 720, 790, 800-804,
810,864

Sons of EI 353, 361, 776
Sons of (the) God(s) 18, 51,

205, 24~ 363, 555, 619, 632,
718, 727, 791, 794-800, 810,
873, 893, 906

Sons of heaven 894
Soothsaying spirit 447,804,907
Sophia 60, 264, 527, 634, 667,

791, 804,900
Sophrosyne 367,904
Sospitator 734
Sospitatrix
Soteira 736
Soter (Soteres) 710,711, 714,

736, 804, 877



Soteria 367
Sothis 457
Souchos 617
Soul-bird 421
Source 26, 631. 709, 737, 805-

806
Sovereign 78
Spectre 55
Spear 820
Spenta Mainyu 518
Sphinx 190, 19 j, 426, 732
Spirit 58, 62, 83, 122, 187, 193,

194, 299, 309, 325, 328, 341,
349.352,418,619,719,730,
779, 789, 806, 826, 847, 849,
903, 907

Spirit of God 352, 790
Spirit of the dead 223,

229, 353, 360, 364, 806·809,
847, 849, 876

Spirit of the Lord 790
Spring 221,388,643,669
Standing One 780
Stares) 17-18, 51, 78, 82, 112,

202, 268, 328, 356, 389, 393,
397, 399, 429, 516, 557, 585,
592. 648. 657, 679, 689. 722.
754, 755, 766, 809-815, 885,
923

Star of Bethlehem 757
Statues 445, 448
Stoicheia 268, 792, 815-818
Stone 158, 177, 327, 388, 449,

574, 643, 709, 805, 818-820,
851

Stone-demons 818
Storm god 377-379, 381-382,

403, 453, 643, 748, 754
Stratonice 712
Strong Drink 820-821
Styx 625, 762, 876
Sud 49
Sudaga 126
Suduk 557
Suen 586, 587, 593, 782
Sul]inun 32
Suin 782
Sukkallu (Sukallu) 333, 334
Sukkoth-benoth 821-822
Sulmu (Sulmus, Solmos) 448
Sumuqan 644
Sun 29, 69, 120, 122, 126, 150,

183, 202, 203, 220, 227, 269,
272,289,315, 328, 349, 356,
363, 385, 389, 394, 395-501,
429,543,580,585,591,592,
605, 607, 617, 633, 655, 657,

INDEX

689-692, 822, 833, 861, 870,
918,929,932-933

Sun deity 228, 767
Sundisk 449
Sun god 29, 69, 119, 178, 224,

349, 445, 452, 456, 499, 585,
586, 588, 603, 694, 737, 788,
790, 929, 930

Sungoddess 378, 394, 426, 510,
511,599,549,599,692,756

Sungoddess of Arinna
392

Suriel 570, 886
Suryal 81
Sycamore (Sycomore) 385,

822-823
Sydyk 875, 930
Symbetylos (Sumbetyl, Sumbe

tulos) 106, 158, 175

Taautos 577, 745, 930
Taboo 188,848824-827
Tabor 412,637,827-828
Tal 828
Tallay 37, 249, 250
Tammuz (Ta'uz) 8,9, 172, 175,

177. 221. 235, 347, 452, 453,
763. 828-834, 890

Tanit (Tinnit) 104, Ill, 150,
158,325,340,507

Tannim 265, 459
Tannin (Tunnan, Tunnanu) 135,

265, 512, 513, 528, 684, 739,
740, 834-836, 852

Tarhunza 378,379,381
Tartak 115,623,836-837
Tartarus (Tartaros) 186, 343,

345, 873
Tashmetu (Tashmet, Tashme-

tum) 607, 608, 609
Tasmisu 643
Tatenen 669
Taurus 658
Techne 367
Tefnut 29, 30, 120-123, 164,

456
Tehom 512, 605, 645, 740, 837
Telepinu 694 '
Tempestates 900
Tempter 727
Ten Sephirot 837-843
Terah 3, 843-844
Teraphim 353, 699, 700, 844

850
Terebinth 4, 6, 510, 637, 638,

823, 850-851
Teri 843, 844

958

Terpsichore 523
Terror 329, 548, 569, 673
Terror of the Night 329, 624,

673, 851-854
Teshub (Teshup) 101,317,392,

643, 644, 748, 758, 935
Tethys 877
Thamaqu 692
Thanatos 85, 367, 602, 674,

854-856
Theagenes 413
Thea Hypsiste 295
Theia 395
Themis 251, 252, 641, 664,

856-857
Theos 710, 713, 857
Theseus 28,118,258,13,565,

660
Thessalos 537, 538, 785, 857-

858
Thetis 620, 659
Thillakhuha 763, 858-859
Thombush 859-861
Tholh 31, 69, 355, 408, 409,

444,445,527,577,637,861
864, 781

Thought 781
Thousand gods 522
Throne(s) 74, 81, 107, Ill,

19~ 207, 349, 35~ 381, 393,
427,428,429,435,441,567,
597, 717, 720, 755, 788, 789,
813,864-866, 875,921

Thukamuna 866-867
Thyia 537
Thymoi 79
Tiamat (Temtum) 166, 186,

205,244,266,272,301, 314,
356, 502, 512, 544, 548, 605,
643, 645, 684, 708, 738, 835,
853,867-869,871,935

Tibal 722
Tiberius 713,735,870
Tidanu 232
Tigris 314,431,475,707,708,

738, 750, 867, 870-871
Tirash (Trf) 218,871-872
Tishpak 342
Titan Crius 899
Titans 91, 93, 273, 343, 388,

395,462,620,625,641,699,
872-874, 879, 935

Tohii wa-bOhii 645
Topos 717
Torah 51, 558, 559, 634, 635,

874-876, 903, 904
Trajan 713



Travellers 148, 876-877
Tree(s) 637, 638, 650, 655, 656,

877
Trickster 126, 325, 409, 746,

747
Trinity 122
Trisheros 412
Trismegistos 863
Triton 620
Trivia 903
Truth 652
Tuenni 222
Tuhusi 643
Turan 64
Tutelary goddess 758
Tutu 544
Tyche 115, 203, 336, 337, 339,

340, 408, 483, 567, 568, 664,
711,712,877-878,937,940

Typhon (Typhoeus, Typhos) 45,
265, 267, 526, 564, 670, 708,
748, 879-881, 929, 935

Ugaru 53
Ullikummi 643, 739, 879
Umban 432
Umun.urugal 622
Unclean spirits 420, 730, 882
Underworld 333, 338, 382, 383,

643,654,661,687,744,754
Underworld deity 338
Underworld demons 744
Underworld River 763

Uni 564
Unknown God 84, 118, 882

885
Upuaut 617
Uraeus (Uraei) 69, 70, 457,

615,743, 745, 746
Urania (Ourania) 65, 66, 67,

110, 523, 678
Uranus (Ouranos) 66, 67, ] 12,

135, 157, 174, 273, 343, 345,
389, 391, 395, 397, 564, 64],
642, 644, 651, 857, 872, 873,
874, 888, 935, 938

Urash 388, 498
Uriel 51, 338, 345, 399, 505,

518,570,767,885-886
Urijah(u) 518
Ursa Minor (Little Bear) 203,

658
Urshanabi 431
Urti 627
Usha 867
U~ur-amassa 612
Uthra 50

INDEX

Utnapishtim 225, 633, 708
Utu 178,356,452,586

Utuabzu 74
Utukku 310

Vampire 66,887
Vanassa 2, 430
Vanities 887-888
Varuna ]60, 174, 579, 729,

888-889
Vashti 889-890
Venus 11,64,84, 109,202,

203, 356, 392, 393, 452, 455,
511,678,679,722, 755, 756,
757,809,811,833

Verethraghna 482, 579
Vespasian 713
Victory 482
Vine 341,890
Viper 890
Virgin 91, 177, 299, 523, 550,

679, 793, 890-891
Virgo 251,881
Virtue 735
Vohu Manah 891-892
Vohuman6 569
Vrevoil 885
Vritra (Vrtra) 265, 703

Wadd 101,260
Wahman 107
Wargod 676
War goddess 453
Waniorgod 745
Warrior goddess 117,322
Wasti 889
Watcher 51, 52, 78, 84, 220,

339,344,633,719,721,893
895

Water 816
Water-monster 737
Way 260, 385, 895-897
Weather-god 149, 265, 370,

676
We-ila 175, 309
We-ilu 309
Wepwawet 538
Wicked spirits 730
Wild Beasts 853, 897-898
Wind 309,399,643
Wind-Gods 898-900
Wine 218, 250, 340, 366, 377,

900
Winged serpent 743
Wisdom 58, 72, 74, 104, 122,

126, 150,264,325,399,409,
423, 470, 496, 525, 529, 610,

959

624, 634, 666. 669, 69. 718,
766,791,810,840,861,865,
874, 875, 900-905

Witness 373, 388, 391, 396.
398, 416, 905-907

Wizard 223, 229, 583. 847,
849, 907-908

Word 122,791,792
World rulers 124, 908-909
World-Soul 665
Wrath 106-108, 909

Xeshm 909
Xsa~ra 91

Yaaqan 910
Yabnu 432
Yagut 913,915
Yah 207, 288
Yahipanu 692
Yahweh 910-919

Yahu 15,371
Yahweh of Samaria 896.

919,920
Yahweh of Teman 912,

919, 920
Yahweh zebaoth (Yahweh

of hosts) 20, 50, 83, 144,
268,638,743,813,920-924

Yam (Yammu) 44, 110, 134,
135, 138, 161, 205, 245, 265,
378,425,5] 1,5]2,513,531,
532, 599, 600, 602, 684, 685,
708, 739, 740, 867, 868, 925

Ya'Gq 462,913,915,925
Yaqar (Yaqaru) 532, 668, 694,

695
Yareah 590
Yarhibol 340, 805, 914
Yarikh (Yarikhu, Yarih, Yarihu,

Yrb) 98, 100, 110,216, 342,
505,510,511,532,586,587,
686, 695, 761,858,859,925

Yatpan 38,219,220
Yaw 15
Yazatas 282
Yehud 8] I, 925-926
year 626
Yidde'oni 806, 926
Yima 482
Yizhar 926
Yom (Yawm) 511,926

Zababa 109, 622
Zabulus ]54
Zagnugael 50
Zam 482



Zamzummim 697,698,927
Zaphon (Saphon) 132. 133,

135, 152,278,295,361,371,
387, 392, 393, 646, 696, 709,
739,879.916,927-929

Zappu 648
Zarpanitu (Sarpanit(u» 171.

172, 548. 609, 821
Zebaoth (Zabaoth) 20, 52, 920
Zedeq (Sedeq) 251. 298, 307.

367, 578. 757, 929-934
Zeh-Sinai 934
Zelos 65
Zephyrus (Zephyros) 434, 899
Zervan 14

Zervan akarana 14
Zeus 2. 26, 28, 45, 64, 76, 91,

114, 117, 120, 149. 154, 158,
183, 232, 245, 251, 258, 265,
294, 325, 330, 343, 369, 371,
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379, 380, 383, 389, 396, 40 I,
403,406,435,439,492, 537,
566. 620, 624, 635, 641. 646,
654, 659, 661, 670, 702, 704,
710, 714, 733, 785, 80S, 815,
857, 858, 872, 877, 879, 882,
888, 902, 908, 934-940

Zeus Akraios 369
Zeus-Baal-samin 369
Zeus Bennos 439
Zeus Betylos 157. 175
Zeus Demarous 112, 294,

564, 642, 644
Zeus Epiphanes 714
Zeus Heliopolitanus 183
Zeus Heraios 402
Zeus Hypsistos 149
Zeus 1taburios 827
Zeus Kasios 138, 152,

153, 929

960

Zeus Kretogenes 461, 784
Zeus Masphaletenos 492
Zeus Megistos 412
Zeus Most High 428
Zeus Olympios (Zeus

Olympius) 2,3,371,414,
566,645,714

Zeus Polieus 117
Zeus Sarapis 496
Zeus Teleios 65
Zeus Tropaeus 436
Zeus Xenios 404

Zion 297, 348, 605, 739, 788,
875,916,940-941

Ziusudra 632
Zodiac 202-204,240,515,516
Zophesamin (Zophasemin) 894
Zur 941
Zuzim 698
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